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As foreshadowed more than twenty years ago in the preface to AgoraXV the present work is
concerned with the decrees of the Athenian body politic (and subdivisionsof it) other than those
dealing with councillors and their officers (the subject of AgoraXV itself) and, it may be added,
those listing and honoring the young men (epheboi) who had completed their higher education
and military training. Its aim is to offer a republication,or in a few cases a firstpublication, of all
such decrees discovered in the Agora in the course of the first thirty-six years of the American
School's work there, in other words during the Directorships of T Leslie Shear (1931-1945)
and Homer A. Thompson (1946-1967). Thus the latest inscriptional inventory number to be
included is I 7029, although it has been possible and indeed essential to introduce later finds
that have proved to belong to selai discovered at an earlier date. To the republished texts are
added commentaries intended to draw together such discussionsand conclusions as were elicited
by their first publication.
The material spans more than six and a half centuries of Athenian history and has for
convenience been divided into five sections. Of these, sections 2 and 3 are by far the most
substantial. They cover, almost exactly, the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C., the period when the
Athenian system of government was, theoretically at least, at its most democratic and when the
machinery of administration was in its most, and best, developed form. That this does not
coincide entirely with the pattern ofAgoraX or at with the yet-to-be-presentedephebic texts,
is itself of interest.
Although 1967/68 forms a "cut-off' date for the volume, continuing work in the Agora has
inevitably resulted in the discovery and publication of new material distinct from those additions
to the old already mentioned. References to these, without texts, have been assembled at the
end of each section to which they are relevant, in the belief that they will add to the usefulness
of the collection.
It must also be noted that, although firm groundwork for this volume was laid soon after
it was commissioned, a variety of other obligations both personal and professional impeded its
progress for a number of years, and the manuscriptwas not finally complete until the last months
of 1991. This delay, though in many respects regrettable, brought in the event unexpected and
compensating advantages, for in the course of it a number of scholarly works were published
which dealt with, or derived argument from, the material under review. Without the possibilityof
referring to and discussing the matters they raised the volume would have been infinitely the
poorer, and to that extent what has been described as its long period of gestation hs been of
inestimable benefit to the final product.
But research and controversydo not cease and, in the words of the Preacher,of making many
books there is no end. During the five years that have elapsed between the deliveryof the typescript
and the final publication of the volume furthercontributionsto the issues with which it deals have
been published, and these, had opportunity offered, would have been called into service where
applicable. Thanks to the understandingand indulgence of a generous editor-in-chief it has been
possible, here and there, to insert brief referencesto this most recent material, chiefly in citations
of their treatment in SEG,and even to withdrawone complete item (no. 196). Nevertheless, there
is much more. Where reliance in this work is placed on J. Kirchner's great Prosopographia
Attica
of 1901, readerswill now wish to consult also volume II (Attica)of the BritishAcademy'sA Lexicon
of GreekPersonalNames(1994), edited by M. J. Osborne and S. G. Byrne. C. Habicht's Athen:
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so valuable (and are here fully utilized) for the years between 229 and 86 B.C.Those who have
occasion to study nos. 64-173 among the texts of the present volume, no small proportion of the
whole, will need to take this work into account for possible additions and corrections to what
is written here. Finally it may be added that a fourthedition (1990) of the AgoraGuidehas replaced
the third edition cited in these pages; and it is reported that a revised and enlarged edition of
Families,to which frequent reference is made here, is currently
J. K. Davies' AthenianPropertied
in production.
All this conveys a general lesson which the users of this work should bear constantly in mind.
In a sense, any CorpusInscriptionum
or similar collection of material is an interim statement, as
it were a still photograph extracted from a process of discovery, discussion, and reevaluation
constantly in motion. Thus this volume should be understood as a representation of the status
rerum,in these particularmatters,at the end of 1991, as that statuspresenteditself to the author;for,
on many a detail, others might well have seen the same materialin another light and interpretedit
differently.
The dissertations on the archonships to which many of the texts are assigned, interspersed
at the appropriate chronological points, should be regarded similarly. They attempt on each
occasion an historical review,of independent interest as a facet of that same process of discovery,
discussion, and reevaluation, in order to show how opinion took shape concerning the date of
the archon'syear of office, the calendric characterof that year, and how, by 1991, these had come
to be determined as they are stated here. However, in this area too, and in particularfor certain
parts of the 3rd and 2nd centuries B.C., conclusions remain open to revised interpretation and
fresh evidence, and continuing controversyis to be expected.l
The introductory data that describe the physical characteristicsof the inscribed stelai have
used the conventional "shorthand"in identifying the type of marble employed to which M. B.
Walbank has drawn helpful attention. In his work on proxeny decrees of the 5th century he
discussed in detail what is conventionallyintended by the terms "Pentelic"and "Hymettian",and
the reader may be referred to his account of them.2 It is indeed true, as N. Herz and W. K.
Pritchett long ago pointed out,3 that the distinctions may be purely subjective;but the scientific
rigor they prescribed, difficult to achieve at the outset and even more difficult to practice in the
field, is likely to prove in the event no more than marginallyhelpful, and that only in occasional
cases. For present purposes the conventions may suffice.
The commentaries that follow the texts fall for the most part into two sections. The first
deals with the textual problems, if any, presented by the legibility of the inscription; matters of
more general historical, social, or procedural interest then follow. At this point it may also be
appropriate to repeat the paragraph that concludes the preface to AgoraXV, for the practice
adopted by B. D. Meritt and J. S. Traill there has been exactly followed here. "Inscriptions
in the Epigraphical Museum are recorded with their inventory numbers, designated with the
letters E.M. Inscriptions found in the American Excavations of the Athenian Agora are also
recorded with their inventory numbers, designated by the letter I. Places of discovery are noted
with reference to the standardgrid of the Agora excavations, reprinted here [before Plate 1]."
In an ideal world, with expense no object and the resourcesof intending subscriberslimitless,
every inscription in the volume would be accompanied by a photograph. A compromise with
1

Cf.J. N. Morgan, AJA 100, 1996, p. 395.

2 M. B.
Walbank,AthenianProxenies
B.C., 1978, pp. 52-55.
of theFfth Century
3

N. Herz and W. K. Pritchett,AJA57, 1953, pp. 71-83.
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practicality is, however, unavoidable;in reaching it the assumption has perforce been made that
readers seeking illustrationswill have access to the volumes of Hesperiain which they are chiefly to
of the stone under discussion. On that basis
be found, usually in connection with the editioprinceps
it has been possible to limit the illustrativematerial at the end of the book to certain categories.
The first priority, obviously enough, has been given to the illustration of inscriptions hitherto
unpublished, and the next to inscriptionspublished elsewhere than in Hesperia.In the early years
of Hesperiathe photographs, though admirable for their time, lacked the quality of those of more
recent decades; moreover, some texts were illustratednot by photographs but by line drawings.
These where possible have been photographed anew, and they make up a third category. Other
inclusions serve to illustratelettering styles of a particularcharacteror period as well as a few texts
of special artistic or historical interest which, one may justly feel, demand a place here despite
their availabilityelsewhere.
It remains to express the author'sgratitude to those who have done so much over the years to
assist him in his labors. Of their number two claim preeminence. It was at the request of, and by
the encouragement of, Homer A. Thompson and Benjamin D. Meritt that this work was first
set in hand, and to them the debt throughout a now-lengthy epigraphical career remains the
greatest and the most deeply felt. The dedication of this volume to the memory of the latter,
who died in 1989, is appropriateand right, but even so a sense of understatementremains.
As the work began to take shape, the advice and timely correction of those who saw drafts
of all or part of it proved invaluable. Where Malcolm E McGregor (who also died in 1989),
Alan S. Henry,John S. Traill, and Michael B. Walbank are concerned the thanks they deserve
can hardly be measured by this brief expression of it. In particular,the many citations of Alan
Henry and Michael Walbank in matters of detail will convey their own grateful message. John
Camp, the present Director of the Agora excavations, and his staff have been constantly helpful:
and no-one who has written for an Agora publication can fail to appreciate what is meant when
gratitude is expressed to Marian H. McAllister,the editor-in-chief, for so much care, patience,
tolerance, and editorial wisdom. To work with the A.S.C.S. editorial office is always a pleasure
and at times an education. On the technical and production side, all who have been concerned
with the putting into print of this exceptionally difficult material have well earned the thanks
and congratulations that must assuredlyfind a rightfulplace in this record.
Finally,two special debts extending over the whole period of the work remain to be gratefully
acknowledged. Lucy Shoe Meritt'sconstant encouragement has meant a great deal to the author,
and his thanks for it demand inclusion as his task ends; and lastly, and most notably, his wife's
patient support through so many years when that end seemed so remote has been vital to the
whole endeavor.
That this volume will meet general welcome and approvalis a hope but not an expectation.
Reviewers, if any there be, will emphasize inadequacies and occasions for disagreement, that
being their function; and readers consulting its material for their particularpurposes will often be
more liable to be irritatedby what they do not find than appreciativeof what they do. Tantum
docet
as
a
taken
summation
of
the
of
the
with
Nevertheless,
experientia.
personal
past history
inscriptions
which it deals and as a point of departurefor their future use as discovery and debate proceed, it
will offer a useful and, possibly, even a lasting contribution. If it so proves, it will have served
its purpose.
A. GEOFFREYWOODHEAD
SUTTON-ON-THE-FOREST

North Yorkshire
England
November 1996
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In the course of the work of the firstthirty-sevenyears (1931-1968), the Agora Excavationsturned
up fragments of twenty-eight public decrees dating to the Periklean Age and the period of the
Peloponnesian War, exclusive of the four small items briefly mentioned on p. 36 and the two
more recent discoveries (28A and 28B) recorded in the appendix. None provided a complete
text, and seven were so fragmentary that the character of the enactment concerned could not
be assessed. Nine, nearly one-third of the total, proved to form part of documents already known
and published, and in some cases the new contributionadded significantlyto an understandingof
them. Since the already known sections of eight of them had been discovered on the Akropolis
itself, or in one instance on the South Slope, it is apparent that much of the "Agora"material
had been thrown or brought down from the citadel as debris or for reuse, and this must apply
also to the "new" documents known for the first time as the result of the Agora undertaking:
indeed four of them, in what survives of their texts, provide or may be regarded as providing
for their own deposit on the Akropolis.
With the exception of the incerta,one-quarterof the total, the largest group among the decrees
(also one-quarter of the total) is represented by expressions of gratitude and grants of honors
and privileges to individual non-Athenian benefactors; three others of similar character (1, 3,
15) are concerned with communities rather than individuals, and three more fragments form
part of treaties with other cities (4, 16, 19). A further three (2, 7, and very probably 24) record
regulations dealing with an ally or a colony overseas. Thus sixteen out of twenty-one identifiable
decrees deal with "external relations",whether with allied or with "foreign"communities. One
more text (17), dealing with currency, will also have affected the allies. For all these matters,
permanent record guaranteed by the tutelage of Athena in her sanctuarywas appropriate.
Four decrees only (6, 8, 9, 12) are concerned with "internal"arrangements, such as public
works,public property,or state ceremonial. Internal requirementsas far as inscribed records are
concerned more usually extended to the public accountabilityof officials,in the form of accounts,
inventories, and the like, which are not in point here. To that extent, the 5th-century decrees
considered alone may show an imbalance in suggesting that the interest of the pouX5 and the
8fSFogwas stronglyconcentrated on foreign affairs. Nevertheless, the role of Athens as an imperial
and fighting a long and ultimately disastrouswar, must surely have
power, organizing her &pXr)
meant that a large proportion of public enactmentswere indeed concerned with external matters;
and as the practice of public documentation developed it is likely to have been thought advisable
for a correspondinglylarge proportion of these to achieve the permanence of an inscribed stele.
PRAISE OF THE PEOPLE OF SIGEION

1 (PI. 1). Two nonjoining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, of which the upper and small
fragment
(a, I 1276) preserves the left side, original back, and part of the upper molding of the monument. This fragment
was discovered onJanuary 31, 1934, in a modern context over the Southwest Fountain House (H 15).
Fragment b
(E.M. 6800) is complete except at the top and was discoveredlong since on the South Slope of the Akropolis.
a: H. 0.21 m.; W. 0.16 m.; Th. 0.112 m.
b: H. 0.332 m.; W. 0.361 m.; Th. 0.116 m.
LH. 0.01 m. (line 1, 0.015 m.).
EOlX. (lines 2 and following) Hor. 0.0167 m.; Vert. 0.014 m.
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Ed. b: IG 12, 32, with earlier references. a and b: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia5, 1936, pp. 360-362, no. 3, with
photograph (see also SEG X, 13 and XXI, 9); IG I3, 17, with further references. Photograph of a only, Meritt,
fromtheAthnianAgora(A.P.B. 10), no. 12.
Inscriptions
a. 451/50 a.

ETOIX. 23 (lines 2 and following)
ELy[eCiov].
o,
['E]8oxav
[LpooXexal notb6]
puT&Veue,4..]
[1]ot Olve[l]z
[t]
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[k]IyplaEiT[eue, ....
5

(a)

.......

Ieu Ai Lm,'Av[TloTo

*pxe,...]
[.]X(8ere[fl]T[e' tcLVCoaaLTOL]

[Et]YEtiOu[a]v[b6 6oLv &VbpiaL]

10

15

t [trv beiov tbv 'AO]
[v &y]aooklq
[evalov .......
........]
lacuna
........
[..........
va]
[rXet XO9l]vetT[iXeaL To%tiE]
Lyq[lO]vxal xa aOIo ili 6[Xe]
t xXaO&dLtp
arxol B ovtatL, C0xo

(b)

< iv }t yeypq.WaEvov x0xt [i &b
LXcVxaLteBt 6)'Ev6pxtOv Iv x
vacat
l driepoL.
vacat

The hand is regarded by M. B. Walbank (Athenian
Proxenies,
p. 97; cf. Hesperia42, 1973, p. 334 with note 4)
as the same as, or closely related to, that of 4, IG I3, 20, and several other texts to be dated in the later 450's or
early 440's. The Attic lettering is characteristicof the mid-5th century, including tailed rho and sigma with three
strokes(four however in line 1). The aspirate,H, is not expressed.
The text is that of Meritt, except in line 6 (E[t]i[e V tnaLvoaaLt!av]): the present restoration, adopted in
IG I3, was also followed by H. B. Mattingly (AJP 95, 1974, pp. 282-284). Lines 5-6. Mattingly (Historia12, 1963,
pp. 267-270; see SEG XXI, loc.cit.) restored 'Av[tLrpov
IpXev, 'Avxtlo]xt(le e[lt]X[v, but on the ephelkystic nu see
A. S. Henry, CSCA11, 1978, pp. 87-88. Mattingly urged that the decree be dated to 418/17 B.C., later arguing that
the presence of the archon'sname necessitated a dating later than 421/20 (AttidelI Convegno
del Centro
Intnaionakl di
StudiNumismaici,1967, 1969, p. 217, note 55; see SEGXXV, 4). But cf. Walbank,AthenianProxenis,p. 94. Mattingly
maintained his contention on other grounds (4AP,loc.cit.)and reiteratedit in AJP 105, 1984, pp. 346 and 348-349,
this time proposing in lines 5-6 'Av[wTpTov
pyXe,AuatLJa]Xt8eC
E[]fx[e:cf. SEG XXXIV, 6, XLII, 5. But arguments
for the later date remain unconvincing in the face of those to be derived from the character of the writing. For
these see R. Meiggs, JHS 86, 1966, pp. 86-97 (esp. pp. 94-95). Meiggs suggested Moplu]x8?e;as the name of the
proposer;cf. the archon of 440/39 B.C.On the preamble as a whole see Henry, Prescripts,
p. 7.
Lines 11-12. The cost of inscribing the stele is borne by the Sigeians themselves: on the formula see Henry,
Videx Humanitatis:
Essaysin HonourofJohnHuntlyBishop,1980, pp. 17-33 (this text, p. 21).
For the historical circumstancessee ATLIII, p. 255; N. G. L. Hammond, A Historyof Greece
to322 B.C., 2nd ed.,
andTheirEmpire,1987, p. 64.
1967, p. 305; Meiggs, AthenianEmpire,p. 117; M. F. McGregor, TheAthenians

REGULATIONS FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF AN AT.IIEITCITY
2. Two nonjoining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, of which the first (fragment a, I 5172 a) preserves the
left side of the monument and possibly the original back; its inscribed face is badly blackened and corroded. This
fragment was discovered onJanuary 26, 1937, in the wall of a late bothros west of the Panathenaic Way and west
of the Eleusinion (R 19). Fragment b (I 5172 b) is broken all around and was discovered on April 11, 1939, in a
marble pile in the area west of the Eleusinion. The relationshipbetween the two fragments remains uncertain.
a: H. 0.36 m.; W. 0.205 m.; Th. 0.093 m.
b:H. 0.13 m.; W. 0.06 m.; Th. 0.105 m.
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LH. 0.011 m.
EotX. (square)0.018 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, pp. 82-83, no. 2, with photograph; IG I3, 16. See also Meritt, Hesperia15,
1946, pp. 246-249, no. 77; SEGX, 11.
ca. a. 450 a., velpaulloante

ETOIX.
nonnullae
reliquiae
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[.v]To[

(a)

[---.-

-------]

[.]o[.][--------------------[... .]Ta xa [
5

[...!.

]

.[--------------------]

[.....]9A[-----------]
[..] rY po[v ------------------]
10

[p]p6papXov[
[p]opev ev-r [xovrx ------------]
iv &xpo6X[e --------

---

----]

pp6papXova[--------------------]
[.] T6 be (pp[6papXov---------6[Te yeyov6oaqC(?)-------eoetat [.]ax[
&vSp6&i E[-----------------

pitxovra

15

cp]

[v ]6v8e v i[xpoi6XeL(?) -----

T]
Po]
]
arXc]
-]

[..]ia?;
ipi[

]

[[-----------------------------[]
[---------------------

- - - - - - -InvrrL
J''L
[--- - ] [4 p
----------[1[----[[----------------------------]

1--------

1J

(b)

]

]
]

Among those who have studiedfragmenta confidence has varied in the evaluation of letters as certainlyread or to
be underdotted, but in no case is this of real consequence. Line 2 init.[. .]0o Meritt; [.]q0o IG I3. Line 3. AL\OTMeritt.
Line 7. rt p3oX[q--] Meritt; xFvy3oXt[v--] IG I3. Lines 15-16. The suggestion is Meritt's,not however included in
IG I3. That nt6Xt is used for &xp67ioXt;at this epoch in instructions for the setting up of stelai in that location in
Athens may or may not be relevant in this particular turn of phrase. That fragment b is to be placed at a point
lower on the stele than fragment a is suggested by the greater thickness of the former, not (like that of fragment a?)
fully preserved.
The character of the lettering, which includes $, closely resembles that of the surviving part of the "Erythrai
dossier" (IG I3, 14-15), and in the ediioprincepsMeritt attributedthese two fragments to that group of texts. But the
thicknessof the stones does not correspond, and, even though this may not be original on fragment a (and certainly is
not on fragment b),he withdrew the attributionin the followingyear. Cf. Meiggs-Lewis, p. 94. Moreover,despite the
close resemblance doubt remainsconcerning the positive identity of the letteringwith that of the Erythraidocuments;
cf. IG I3, 16 comm.
Line 8 etseq. The presence of a phrourarchoswith, presumably,a garrisonon the acropolis of the city in question
suggests that, as in the texts dealing with Erythrai and Miletos (IG I3, 21), where garrisons are referred to, there
had been defection from the Athenian alliance, or at least some waveringof loyalty. For disaffectionin the alliance in
the later 450's see R. Meiggs, HSCP 67, 1963, pp. 4-11 (esp.pp. 4-6) and Athenian
Empire,pp. 109-118; and cf. 3. On
see
Athenian
M.
Historia
phrourarchs
Balcer,
Meiggs,
Empire,p. 214; J.
25, 1976, pp. 277-282 (where lines 7-17 of
this text are quoted in extenso).
Lines 12-13. For the requirementof a minimum age of thirty years cf. IG I2, 22, lines 4-5.
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GOOD RELATIONS WITH AN ALLIED CITY CONFIRMED
3. Three nonjoining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, two of which (fragments b and c) were found in the
Agora (14546 a and b, in corrected numeration)and shown to belong with the long-known fragmentE.M. 6565, now
fragment a, originally found on the Akropolis. Fragment a preserves the right side and original back of the stele;
fragment b, broken on all sides, was discovered on February 27, 1937, in a late context under Akropolis Street,
west of the Post-Herulian Wall (R 25); fragment c, also broken on all sides, was discovered on March 9, 1938, in
a modern house wall outside the Market Square to the southeast, west of the Panathenaic Way (0 19).
a-:H. 0.20 i.; W. 0.375 i.; Th. 0.166 m.
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b: H. 0.052 i.; W 0.081 i.; Th. 0.033 m.
c: H. 0.095 i.; W 0.08 i.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.011-0.012 m.
EDoLX.Hor. 0.0 122 i.; Vert. 0.0 19 m.

Ed. a only: IG 12, 29, with earlier references. a-c: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, pp. 83-85, no. 3, with
photographs (see also SEG X, 21); IG I3, 29. Photograph of a, D. W Bradeen and M. E McGregor, Studiesin
AtticEpigraphy,1973, pl. XVI.
Fjfth-Centuty
ca. a. 450 a.

5

ETOIX. 56

-J
["EoXcarv xX.
i xetU8ot --------------------I----------------np]
&xv
riv n]6XL[vTt]v 'AOeCvaEov,
&v8per&
nept
xcatv0v i[tince]
d&yCzOot
[6Tepov
xat -zbv6px]ov itept rtv rt6XLv
'rtv 'AOcvervov
[6oavtee rtv xacutiVaXxav
qpo
lt
o
6v
xt
attoaL
T6
to
6crtC
-wXuIv
ccTl
Xqyv[OJcrO
cxp&
[ipLat.to
btovt oroL
- Utio
[CCL
Xxf3Zvviv or-r6cnitcp&
ttv X?cUzAtIaxCav,
]
t6 'AOvcatov6v afov-ra
t
[t &f3Xc436
xax1&86Xoq,ExovTQC
V6-.L!.tCC
T-&
a]ftCepa a-c&v xca)&pXovcra
[q xaCpooXvxc) b(xact5ioq xci) ntp t6&&pxovtcxbt XXovEtebtvx[x]cXu6r&
.....
.&v lit -roti 'A]OCvaEotq
[vc..
22
[boxet .....
[---

2TOVL
[.

[I
10

. .o
iO
[

.

itept t -ro,6ro]v&x[&aciL
-rtv -r] poXtv [......
&V a irtciJt]p& rw[(X eclT.L
] t tLy[ .1e2.a
&JneElq(

[~~~~~~~~
[

(a)

(b,c)
c)

17

[--------------]~~~~~~~~~~~~E[

]

I

The distinctivelettering,which includes%,is particularlycharacterizedby the angled "upright"strokeoflambda.
M. B. Walbank (Athenian
Proxenies,
p. 115) compares the hand of IG I1, 30 (12, 31) and 37 (12, 14/15, Anh II, D 15).
See also R. Meiggs, JHS 86, 1966, p. 94. Forthe natureof the marble see Walbank,op.cit.,pp. 54 and 59, note 6. The
aspirate(H) is not expressed. The text is that of IG I1; for the reading of the end of line 6 see Bradeen and McGregor,
op.cit.,p. 118. In IG I2, HIUervon Gaertringenposited a line of 53 letters in length, with other restorations.
Lines 6-7. Officials are to be local and not imposed from outside. On the Athenian archons in allied cities
see ATh III, pp. 145-146; Meiggs, AthenianEmpire,pp. 213-215; J. M. Balcer, Historia25, 1976, pp. 271-277.
Line 10. On the "entrenchmentclause" prohibiting, or at least making difficult, any attempt to alter or
negate the
decree see D. M. Lewis in Thows,pp. 81-89.
For the disaffection within the alliance in the later 450's, in the context of which this decree
might have its
historical place, see 2 and references there cited.

TREATY BETWEEN ATHENS AND HERMIONE
4. The upper part of a stele of Pentelic marble, broken below and with the inscribed surface to
right and left worn
smooth ( 317), discovered on N6vember 27, 1932, in a wall of a modern house east of the
Temple of Apollo Patroos
(18).

7

1. TO THE FALLOF ATHENS IN 404 B.C.: 5
H. 0.22 i.; W. 0.47 i.; Th. (at lines 1-2) 0.115 i., (lower)0. 105 m.
LH. (lines 1-2) 0.013 m., (lines 3 and following)0.008 m.
E,oLX. (lines 3 and following) Hor. 0.011In.; Vert. 0.0127 m.

2, 1933, pp. 494 197, no. 12, with photograph(see also SEGX, 15); IG13, 31.
Ed.J. H. Oliver,Hesperia
Text also in A. S. Arvanitopoulos,' Exu.ypx(pLxA,
1937, pp. 123-124 (where it is dated to 457 B.c.); H. Bengtson,
no.
A.
S.
II,
150;
Henry, Precripts, p. 8 (lines 1-6 only). Photographs also in Arvanitopoulos,
Staatsertrange p. 59,
theAthenianAgora
oA cit., fig. 90; M. Lan& TheAteian Ci&en(AP.B. 4, 1960), ill. 10; B. D. Meritt, Inscdiptionsrfim
no.
9.
(A.PB. 10, 1966),
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ca. a. 450 a.

ITOIX. 35 (lines 3 and following)
n pa a
at
ii

[0] f 6~ o p o
[Xa]uvv9

xai

c3
vacat

pr t

EptiLovoovov

xx

c.
t ? U

'AOcvCvEo[v].

v ri.Lf3oL XcttTrLtU.LoL' 'AvtrtoX[1k
&]
['E]boXQ?
-e
[7tJpu'rdvc1ue,
Oc6&Voo( typoYJii6-V,

5

[.] 1flJ6i.

.

vacat

16P

..j

h&AoL'EpVto[vir,....1
(AJtov 4E[flxtJiXauvv%ox%.

[. .

6.J9Y[.'.'. [..5.

I--I ---------------

-

-I

The lettering bears some resemblance to that of 1 (cf. M. B. Walbank,AothnianProxenies,
p. 97); but rho lacks
a tail, the aspirate is expressed (other than in the name 'EEpVov1r),upsilon in line 2 has the form V. The text of
lines 1-6 is that of Oliver. Line 7. [.....J..
Oliver: M. H.Jameson(pef ep.) has
]O[-------------?I
readN in the 15thspaceandB)in the 17thandsuggestsforlines6-7 'EpVuo[vieq
xcllt hot 'AOsvcxiot
Xa]yvI]f.I[aXov].
The date of the treatyhas been much disputed. Forthe argumentssee referencesin SEGXIX, 5, XXI, 11, XXV,
9, XXXPV99. H. B. Mattingly (Historia10, 1961, p. 173; in AncientSociey~and Institutions:StudiesPresetd to Victor
onHis 75thBirday, 1966, p. 211; BCFI92, 1968, pp. 484A85; AJP 105, l984, pp. 348-349) urged that it be
EAhrebefg
assigned to 425/4 .c. (SEGXXXIV, 9, in reporting the 1984 article, erroneouslystated that he wished to attributeit
to 422/ 1.) motra,Meritt and H. T. Wade-Gery,JHS 83, 1963, pp. 103-104; R. Meiggs, HSCP 67, 1963, p. 26
and JHS 86, 1966, pp. 94-95. They supported Oliver's original dating, here retained. Cf. also R. Develin, Athenian
Qjiciads,p. 10, with a listing of the individualsnamed in lines 4-6.
The historical circumstances of the treaty are not known, but "a date in the fifties suits the pattern of the first
Peloponnesian War" (Meiggs). Mattingly advanced the parallels of the Athenian treaties with Troizen (Thucydides
4.118.4) and Halieis (IG I, 75) in the same region, which he claimed were slightly preceded by that with Hermione.
For his continued advocacy of 425/4 as the date of the treaty see further SEG XLII, 7.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE(?)

5. Fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 779), preserving the original left side (which is smooth) and perhaps
the original back but elsewhere broken and much battered at the edges, discovered on May 2, 1933, in a late context
over the southeast corner of the Stoa of Zeus (I 7).
H. 0.145 in.; W. 0.077 i.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.009 m.
E-roLX.(square)0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Haperia29, 1960, pp. 50-51, no. 63, with photograph pl. 13 (cf. SEG XIX, 3); IG IP, 22.
ca. a 450 a.
ETOIX.

[

-

OLL

[

[] 'r6t

t
ftt~o
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[.IxQXP[-5

=DIrpt[
go[

i
J
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---I

]
I
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10

]
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[.]x [
[.]v8e[
[.]o[---vacat

-------]
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Line 2. rxt X[----] Meritt, SEG XIX; xotq IGI3. Line 5. [x]epl Meritt, SEG XIX; iepl b[F ---] IGI.
Line 8. [.]v[- -] IGI3. Lines 8-9. [-- v KolX]op[6ov(?) --] IG I3.
The lettering is large, rather irregular,and not of the best quality. The shape of some letters varies in different
examples (delta, nu); the tall rho with narrowloop is distinctive;sigma has three strokes. There is some similaritywith
the lettering of IG I3, 21 (I2, 22), the "Miletos regulations"of 450/49 B.C.
The text is evidently concerned with a public matter (line 3), but its character cannot be more precisely
determined. The suggestion of Kolophon in line 9 is arbitrary.References might be to money (Xp[EaTra],line 4) and
debts (6&(p[cX6Leva]velsim.,line 9) and would suggest a decree concerned with (internal?)financial matters.

DECREE(?) CONCERNING THE LEASE OF PUBLIC PROPERTY

6 (PI. 2). Two nonjoining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, of which fragment a (I 3611) preserves the original
thickness of the monument but is otherwise broken all around. On the small fragment b (I 4829) the left edge of the
stele is preserved (although the first letter or two of the preserved lines have been rubbed away), but it is broken
elsewhere. Fragment a was discovered on February 26, 1936, in the foundation of a modern house northeast of
the Eleusinion ( 18), fragment b on April 28, 1937, in a modern context in the area west of the Stoa of Attalos.
a: H. 0.375 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.143 m.
b:H. 0.067 m.; W. 0.069 m.; Th. 0.036 m.
LH. 0.01 m.
EtoLX.Hor. 0.016 m.; Vert. 0.0165 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, pp. 85-86, no. 4, with photographs of fragment a and of a squeeze of
fragment b (cf. SEG X, 26); IG I3, 44; AgoraXIX, L1 (M. B. Walbank). Summary account without text, D. Behrend,
AttischePachturkunden,
p. 55, no. 5.
ca. a. 450 a.
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As in 2, the inscribedsurfaceofthe majorfragmentis ill preserved,and the visibilityof some lettershas been assertwith
ed
IG IP,Walbank. Line 3 adJin.[. .]y[------]
varying confidence by the editors. Line 1 adfin.xxA[-----]
Meritt. Line 6. t& IG I3, Walbank. Line 12. 8 hvrov I[---] Meritt; the version of G I3and of Walbankis as shown
except for rbv. Line 14. Some traces before A are indicated by IG IS; [---]. &7do-[----] Walbank. The above text
in other respects concords with that of IG I3. Fragmentb, line 3. [.]oae[---] Meritt; [. .]oe[---]
Walbank; [. .]8
IG I3.
[----]
Line 2 suggested to Meritt the formula of amendment of a decree, [Xr&
ltv &XXax]a0&tp - - -, Ea--being
thus a proper name in this context, and in that case the decree was of some length, since the amendment would
amend a preceding amendment and not the originalprobouktma.In IG I3, there is no commitment to a descriptive
tite. Whatever the precise nature of the document, it is evidently concerned with land (lines 7, 10), lease (line 4),
regulationsor written agreements (line 3), revenue or funds (lines6, 13), repayment (line 14?,where Walbanksuggests
a possible reference to the apodektai),a penalty (for a public official?, line 4), and perhaps some ultimate decision
by the Athenian assembly (ine 8). In line 5 the phrase Xp6vo; &pXetreflects the customary phraseology for the
starting date of a loan or lease (e.g., IG I3, 402, lines 14, 16, 21; SEG XXIV, 203, line 27). For these reasons the
text properly figures also in AgoraXIX, as noted above.
Line 9. Meritt adduced IG I3, 32 (SEGX, 24), line 12, where the complete phrase ot nxlTdotsItl 6Xc {pyotL
concerns the commissioners of public works on the Akropolis who also have charge of the temple and statue of
Athena. Its relevance here remains obscure.

DECREE REGULATING AN ATHENIAN FOUNDATION AT BREA

7. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 3972), on which the left side of the monument is preserved
but which is otherwise broken, discovered on April 6, 1936, in a Byzantine context west of the Post-HerulianWall,
southeast of the Market Square (R-S 17).
H. 0.062 m.; W. 0.056 m.; Th. 0.02 m.
LH. 0.011 m.
ETotx. Hor. 0.0125 m.; Vert. 0.017 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, pp. 86-87, no. 5, with photograph of a squeeze. In showing that the
fragment forms part of G I, 46 (I2, 45), Meritt suggested that it be closely attached at the upper left of lines 1-2 of
the main text of that inscription (cf. SEG X, 34), but he subsequently withdrew the suggestion, Hesperia21, 1952,
p. 380; cf. SEG XII, 15. It is now described as IG I3, 46, fragment c, to be located at an uncertain distance above
fragment a.
a. 439/8 a. (?)

ETOIX. 35

--

[
ve[.......

1

.........

CX[...............?...............]
.
vpx[.x..........*.

v e[...............32....
[-

............

.....

.......
I

Line 4. vae Meritt; NA IG I3. The second letter might equally well be gamma or alpha. For the lettering
see IG I3 and Meiggs-Lewis, no. 49. Rho has a tail; sigma has four strokes. Tailed rho is not attested after 438/7 B.C.
(R. Meiggs, JHS 86, 1966, p. 93; M. B. Walbank in Plows, p. 168).' The fragment is intentionally omitted in
Meiggs-Lewis, no. 49 without prejudiceto its attribution. The other two fragmentswere found in the Erechtheion in
1833 and 1837.
The text of the remainderof the "Breafoundationdecree"is for convenience given below. Discussionhas concentratedupon (a)its date and (b)the colony'slocation. The dating generallyaccepted is "ca.445 B.C.": so A. W.
Gomme,
A Historial Commentary
on ThcydidesI, 1945, pp. 373-374; M. N. Tod, GHI 12,no. 44; ATn m,
pp. 286-289; MeiggsLewis, loc.cit.,with other references,as also IG I2 and I3. A. G. Woodhead arguedfor the date here retained, CQ n.s. 2,
1952, pp. 57-62. The slightlylater date also better accommodates the apparentcareer of Phantokles(b,line 1),whose
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name (PA14114; cf. H. B. Mattingly,CQ n.s. 16, 1966, p. 187) is unusual in Attic prosopography.Mattingly withdrew

(SA 65, 1970,p. 135,note 35)hisearliersuggestion(Hisoria12, 1963,pp. 257-261; CQn.s. 16, 1966,pp. 172-192)
thatthe decreebe datedto 426/5 B.C.,on whichsee alsoSEGXXI, 29, XXII, 14, and Meiggs-Lwis,p. 132.
most commentatorsin the
As to location,the colonyis sitedby
of the Bisaltai(Plutarch,Perikes11).
boterritory
Cf. Gomme, AlL, and Meiggs-Lewis, loc. cia., as well as Meiggs, AthenianEmpire,pp. 158-159, 260 and N. G. L.
Hammond, A Historyof Geeceto322 B.C., 2nd ed., 1967, p. 313. Woodhead'sproposal (loc.cit.) that it was founded at a
site on the inner Thermaic Gulf and that it was mentioned in a passage of Thucydides (1.61.4) has not been retracted
of thePloponnesianWar,1969, pp. 389-390, where a useful summary of the controversyis
(paceD. Kagan, The Outbreak
other
with
references
provided,
accepting the revised location). See also Hammond and G. T. Griffith, A History
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II, 1979, p. 118; D. Asheri,AP 90, 1969, pp. 337-340, with bibliographyin note 1; J. A. Vartsos,
of Macedonia
Ancient
MaedoniaI, 1977,pp. 13-16.
On the expression of the amendment in fragment b and the reference to a previous year by the citation of
the name of its first secretary of the boule (a, lines 15-16) cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouk, pp. 226, 259. For the
foundation in the context of Athenian colonization, and Greek colonization generally,see A.J. Graham, Colonyand
StudiesPresented
Mother-Ciyin AncientGreece,1964, pp. 34-35 and passim;P. A. Brunt in AncientSocitc andInstitutions:
onHis 75thB,irhday,1966, pp. 71-92 (esp. pp. 71, 77).
to VitorEarenberg
Fragmentsa and b:
(a, face)

hv tv .a[Elve ]

18 . .. ....

[......

(a]ay?ro.
[yp&QeCrra,

t&v bb oa&iyer
,vex[. .5...

[.. ...] ho $pvace ho ypaci&evoe. no[..5...]
hoL&ir[oxLcT]
[.. ...lv olctoS npaFoaX6vTov
5

[at xaXt.X]epeoathuQctpSriC&iotxla;, [ho,I60a]
[&vaxTo]lc;boxel. Yeov6po;bt hAeXo[atEbeixa]

rev]
[&v8pa,],vwax <puXe.'hoiro. ot veiA&v[ov
b xartorast
aaL v &[noDt]
[yev. ACE]oxXC(eCv
10

[av aroo]xpitopa, xaO6Ttav bOveat &[poTna. r]
t p crr]
[,&bS TeC.]vet-&iXepfe,V(va ,v xao8&[?e
xatl
xal
et
bt
pF
TI,evev.
[I,
&X]Xa
7[avhoXA]
poi,v
[lav &i&]yev< IIavauOvaLa
dr&
etlyx[a xal &<A]

e6 in]
bUtr, fxtoIrpa[T[tovio]a ,apXX6v.d&v
v
ev
&no
yeiv
tv
[1
tF
Toov, PoeO,vTr&[k6XEchi
15

[o?6X]r~ aTa xaTr&
T.& XTuyPaTpy ha[l &i..]

[...o..

patrCaTovro; iytvov['torieptr]
ypT

[ov r6Xe]ovTov intt p&lxep
. yp&cpaob[ raauto]
xal xaxTaOevaxL
[&vcraCX]eL
IV 6XE' wa[pacrX6v]

a xoo o(qs a[t,r6v,t]
[.ov b8 t]t v ortFXcho &tOL
20

b8 tC xtupcqacptret
[Xeowv. J]&v
xap&tt[v crtk]
e
[eV!pl]top
ditopQe6eI xpoaxaXo9a[L &YX'p]
[?i diqtl]pcrQat XOe
bv TrT5v hecpTe.[l.avov],

}vatL
[&Twtpov]
a.Tbv xal ,tacia tb5 &x5[&x,vo]
[xaltTd&
X]piaTrabe.6ata lvat xal -?r [9oET6 I]
25

[,i,Uxa4rov,i& ,i T,arrot ho &t,ox[ot....]
[.... U]ovxra::hA6aorb'iv yp<povrWa[[I
eoo]
[&acv t6Jv crpaTroT6v, inwe.&v hbcoo[t 'AOiva]
kicpov it BpatL lvat ^i[ouxca]
[CE,TpL&]xovra

]xaryev t tv &iouxclavTrpLx[ova i]
[epo,v. A]ltxtavv t&xoXou,vrwa&io[&86va]

[ovrta.

30

[I T-&Xpt]ara.

(b, side)

uacat

[Q]]avroxX!;eltte ept
[i]tv

TiC

g Bp&ao &iot.

[x]tai;xaOd,&p
AsQoxX
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c avoxXo
[e]t8S Ectxe'
5

10

[ax]bE spooayayirv ;rv 'E
[p]xeO(e8iaIpuravcta
[v] n64> -revpoXF:vIv re
[t] irp6tet hASptcridcb
[B]paov dx O9ertvxatl e
to drto
[u]yrTLvLtvoaL
[t]xog.
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On the decree and its details see further the references in SEGXXXIV, 15, XXXVI, 1527, XXXVII, 9.
DECREE REGULATING PROCEDURES AT CERTAIN RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES

8. Part of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 568), preservingthe right side of the original monument but otherwise broken
save that the smooth back (which is almost totally eroded) bears traces of an inscription. It was discovered on
March 17, 1933, in a modern wall in an area east of the Tholos (H 11).

H. 0.28 m.; W. 0.22 m.; Th. 0.093 m.
LH. 0.01 m. (reverseface, 0.007 m.).
2EotX. Hor. 0.0142 m.; Vert. 0.0145 m.
Ed. J. H. Oliver, Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 32-34, no. 3 (where the inventory number is erroneously printed as
I 588), with photograph (cf. SEG X, 42); E Sokolowski, TAPA90, 1959, pp. 253-255 (SEGXVII, 4) and Loissacrtes
(Supplment),pp. 24-25, no. 7 (SEGXXI, 32); IG IS, 129.
a. 440-430 a.

ETOIX.
vacat
] bepO

[

[-

---

&tl req --]

[

[a --------------------5

[ov

-------]

[aXXi-----------------[v ----------------[fxaorrov ----------[
10

[aq ------------------

[---------

[

[---

X]oX)Tr x

-----t6

-

nutavEl

htE]bv hxca
C XY\5,XoxIal

]ppaL X4ve
x]ca& obyXotpov
- xaeopXatc0
a
]
T]6? .Cvryfxov
.d&v] t :, xcatraxe
b
d&]tO.lvCV

hAx].arorov

]

On the reverse face, the letters T, H, E, at the beginning of three lines. That the text of the enactment
covered both faces is made ilnlikelyby the difference in the lettering;but the lettering of the reverse face is of a date
comparable with that of the obverse, and its text might have been purposely deleted because of its replacement (fairly
soon) with what stands on the front face. Or, of course, the two texts may have presented different regulations,
operative concurrently,with the text of the reverse face destroyed through later adaptation to other purposes. The
lettering of the principal text is slim, with narrow loops to rho and beta; nu leans slightly forward.
If the thickness of the stele is original, the length of line is unlikely to have been greater than ca. 38-40 letters.
The above text is substantiallythat of IG Is (M. H. Jameson), where a full apparatus
critcu makes repetition of full
detail unnecessary here. Traces of letters at the edge of the break remain a matter of opinion but in the present
state of the document are of no real consequence.
Line 1. Oliver supposed the formula [boXocv rit po3oXt
xatl xtr] bo[ol[ but did not indicate either that it began
the text or that the rest of a regular prescript could be accommodated. This was adjusted by Sokolowski (locc itt.),
who supposed a line of 25 letters, equally without accounting for the absence of the other customary elements of
the prescript. The text was not discussed by A. S. Henry (Prescrpts).Jameson (IG I3) hesitantly discerned omicron
before delta. Line 4. xari&r6 hep]6v Oliver, comparing IG I3, 255 B, line 18; Txbhze]pv IG I3. Line 6. U]puiaxt
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SEGX, 42. Lines 10-11. ct] bt , xaTaxxl|[qpaXa
Oliver. Line 7. Tr 8bpL]aTa
Xo0eTact Oliver,with reference
to IG 12,1365,lines23-24, 1366,line 4.
Both IG Is and the presenttext eschewrestorations,for an exampleof which the text of Sokolowski(TAPA,
was less fully restored. Cf. J. and L. Robert, REG 74,
loc.cit.) is added below: his version in LoisSacries(Supplment)

forthe provision(anddisposal?)
1961,p. 161,no. 275. Exceptin the mostgeneralterms,thatit containsinstructions

of materials for certain religious ceremonies, with penalties for noncompliance, and that it seems to be a public

enactment,the natureof the documentcannotbe furtherdetermined.
Sokolowski's
(1959)text:
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ETOIX. 25
['EboXaev tCLpoXetxal trt] Utio
[rkiSo8b6vaiLIAtvrb5 7]oXrr&; x
ivtcal] I.puravet
trv v6piOVv
[axdC&
xr
'&
[attL xaC& htIpel]ov hixoaa

5

[ov btaxetaypva] ic Xa0xa xal T
int xa9O]pJoarLXa3&ive
[&Xa Tr&
[v b8 bo6 6poX6] xa& 'by XoAPovh
ai
[fxoaaov pb6
xa@O&piarx
8]b t it&

[p4aXev6poX6vr]6b[1]Iieveyx6vT
10

[a,Ct&vtxa o6v8E' ce] bt .&, xar& xe

xal ...7.... i]noTlvevbt
[cpaXEv
... .... htxac]orov
[xa BpaoXy&?
1
.
.
I
[- .........
_

DECREECONCERNINGPUBLICWORKS
9. Two nonjoiningfragmentsof a largeblockof Pentelicmarble,of whichfragmenta (I 3745 a) providesthe upper
leftcornerof theblockandis brokenbelow,to theright,andat theback.Thisfragmentwasdiscoveredon October9,
1935, in a wall of a modernhousewest of the Odeion (K 10). Fragmentb (I 3745 b) preservesthe left side and
original back but is broken elsewhere; it was discovered on March 13, 1936, in a wall of a modern house south

of the Churchof the HolyApostles(O 16).

a: H. 0.253 m.; W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.148 m.
b: H. 0.255 m.; W. 0.162 m.; Th. 0.218 m.

LH. 0.01 m.

E]otX. Hor. 0.0133 m.; Vert. 0.0172 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hespeia 14, 1945, pp. 87-93, no. 6, with photographs of squeezes (SEGX, 44 [incorporating
revised restorationsby Meritt]);IG I3, 50. Photograph of fragment a, U. K. Duncan, BSA56, 1961, pi. 31:c.

a. 435/4 a.(?)

ETOIX.62(?)

Oeot.
'EoXaeV

5

Te[t poXI xalt T56L8ilr

...

....

IputrC&Vue,. . .7 ...

-..A..

L.--r

ouax nouov

..._r

J

L..--

&yALt6 6[x6aoovt ypay[ --------------10

15

(a)

ypaEAf&eCue],

IIpotva(rrec[Xea=&Te,KaXIac; (?) eIt Xauyypatcy&XotovxCaO6L&v6bpte0e xa]
I OupoOeL
-b ['EXkeu(vtovhos tXup6xraa? 5O8t Epyo hot Cixtr&tatxtpLeXiaOo]
v hoA &vi poXk[xplvet auvextvtXireaOL
8t abTlotxalx6b; txtttexeT&;xal t6v &]
pXLtTxtova[]
]

oo[

]

lacuna
nonminusquattuor
versuum
]

pes 6vrov[-aSOrv ho.[--v xept a-r[
povTe, h[

-]
]
]

(b)
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20

-

6C 'a3toa[
1Xacp[-

----

-

--

--

--

ot xl h[------< xalt o[
[.][EVO[-

---------

[][-----..-

25

[

-
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The craftsman who worked on this text was also responsible for the "SpringhouseDecree" (IG I3, 49; I2, 54),
as Meritt observed. The identity usefully corroborates the historical circumstances (see below). M. B. Walbank
Proxenies,
(Athenian
p. 158; cf. p. 51, note 21) regards the hand as comparable with IGI3, 131 (I2, 77) and 173 (I2,
which
are
likely to be dated to the later 430's; see on 13. On the circular letters of this text see Duncan,
148),
187
(SEG XXI, 34). The thickness of the monument is worth remark. The editioprincepsreferred to a
op. cit., p.
it
but
stele,
may be that the block formed part of the structurethe authority for which it records.
That structuremay have been the Eleusinion itself, on which see AgoraXIW pp. 150-155; AgoraGuide3,pp. 143147. The size of the fragmentsand the proximityof their places of findingto the site of the precinct are alike indicative,
as Meritt emphasized. This text, with quotation of lines 3-4, is listed among testimonia for the Eleusinion in AgoraIII,
p. 81, no. 220. Some provision for the completion of work in this area, especially if Kallias were the proposer of
it, would fit the pattern of enactments such as the "Kallias Decrees" (IG I3, 52) and the "Springhouse Decree"
mentioned above. On this series of documents, slightly antedating the Peloponnesian War, see A. G. Woodhead,
ArchCl25-26, 1973-1974, p. 759 and in Melangesheliniquesoffertsa Georges
Daux, 1974, pp. 375-388 (on this text
pp. 385-386).
The document was dated to 432/1 B.C.by H. B. Mattingly (Proceedings
9, 1966,
of theAfricanClassicalAssociations
who
that
it
formed
of
a
second
of
cf
SEG
IG
I32
and 15.
23
X,
XX,
pp. 69-73),
argued
part
(SEG 24);
copy
This depends on his dating of the latter text, which is, however,generally accepted as being of ca. 450 B.C.InAJP 105,
1984, p. 354, without reiterating that contention, Mattingly urged that the present text is a second copy of G I3, 58
(I2, 185; SEG X, 60) and that, since the latter was evidently enacted after the outbreak of the Archidamian War,
it must be dated similarly.Cf. SEG XXXIV, 18.
Line 2. The name Proinautes is otherwise unattested in Attic epigraphy. Kallias is presumed to be he of the
"Kallias Decrees" (see above), identified in PA 7827 as KaWXXlac
KacXXtbou: on the identification see ATL III,
The
restoration
here
fits
the
lacuna
276-277.
and
is
attractive
but should not be pressed. The two are listed
pp.
R.
Develin
(Athenian
by
Officias,p. 111).
On the hand at work see further Mattingly,ZPE 83, 1990, pp. 113-114; SEG XL, 5.
DECREE OF UNCERTAIN CHARACTER PROPOSED BY CHROMON

10. Two joining fragments of Pentelic marble, both of which preservepart of the top of the stele with the remains of
an upper molded band and probably also the original back but which are otherwise broken. The Agora fragment
(a, I 658, now E.M. 13370) was discovered on April 6, 1933, near the surface at a late level, southeast of the Tholos
(I 12), and was connected by B. D. Meritt with IG I2, 141/142, fragments b-e, and 174. D. M. Lewis subsequently
suggested, and E. Vanderpool confirmed, a join with IG 12, 141, fragment d (now fragment b of the combined text,
E.M. 5197), the place of discovery of which is not recorded but may have been the Akropolis. The inscription
composed of these two fragments may now be dissociated from the other fragments mentioned.
a: H. 0.245 m.; W. 0.146 m.; Th. (at upper molding) 0.075 m., (below) 0.065 m.
b:H. 0.22 m.; W. 0.11 m.; Th. as fragment a.
LH. 0.01-0.012 m.
EToLX.Hor. 0.014 m.; Vert. 0.0214 m.

Ed. b: IG I2, 141, d; a, separately from but in association with IG I2, 141, b-e + 174: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14,
1945, pp. 94-97, no. 8, with photographs of squeezes (SEG X, 51); a and b: IG I3, 145. Photograph of stones as
joined, A. P. Bridges,JHS 100, 1980, pl. IV:e.
a. 440-430 a.

ETOIX. (not less than 48)

['E8oXaev rtI poXre xXalT
[---yepa,i
]-[.-

UO [,-ot,

Xp6-,ov
,, -r-T]e,
----o---

-

---18io

---t i]pUT[veu,
[EY],eA

.]a[---]
To[---]

hbheu,povr[o(?)---]

(a, b)
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---------------

[----

5

-

] yiCe hAux[6]otc[---]

xa [. .]i[

[------------[[[

]

la[----]]I

---

Line 4. ho heup6vr[at ----]

IG I3. Line 5. [---]

xalt t[...]1[----]

ibid. The lettering was regarded by

Lewisas identicalwith that of the treatywith Samosof 439/8 B.c.(IGI3, 48; 12,50);it is certainlyclose to it, but
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differences may be discerned: see Bridges, op.cit., pp. 187-188. (Cf. SEG XXX, 6.) M. B. Walbank identified it
with the work of "a mason whose public career lasted from the 430s to the early 410s" (in Phoros,pp. 168-169,
note 21 and AthenianPrxenies,p. 51, note 21). Cf. 9. Doubtless there was at this period a general similarityin the
work of the various craftsmencommissioned to inscribepublic documents, and over-nice attributionsshould perhaps
be treated with hesitation. The letters have a squat and somewhat irregularappearance, the former featureprobably
accounted for by the greater space between the lines; upsilon is especially distinctive. The stoichedon pattern is

not punctiliouslyexecuted.

Meritt suggested that the document might be a treaty,but too little remains for its character to be determined.
The name of the proposer (line 2) is unusual;he could well be identical with that Chromon found on a public funeral
monument to be dated post-445 B.C.and with some probability before 430 B.C.(AgoraXVII, 19, line 24). It may
be added that the writing on that stele is also comparablewith that of this document, upsilon again being noteworthy.

DECREECONFERRINGTHE TITLEOF PROXENOSON KRISONAND OTHERS

11. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4977), of which the left side and original rough-picked back are
preserved,but which is otherwise broken:the breakabove the firstpreservedline of text is evidently not far below the
original top of the monument. It was discovered on June 15, 1937, in the filling of the Post-Herulian Wall over

the pavedcourtbelowKlepsydra(T 26-27), closeunderthe Akropolis.
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.187 m.; Th. 0.079 m. (0.193 m.; 0.20 m.; 0.083 m. Walbank).

LH. 0.1 m.
Hor.0.0135 m.;Vert.0.018 m. (0.0132m.; 0.0179 m. Walbank).
TroLX.

Ed. W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia11, 1942, pp. 230-231, no. 42, with photograph (cf. SEGX, 54); revised version of

lines4-5 and9 by B. D. Meritt,Hespria21, 1952,pp. 348-351 (cf.SEGXII, 22 andJ. andL. Robert,REG67, 1954,
withphotographpl. 9:b.
p. 120,no. 76);IGI3, 155;M. B. Walbank,AtheianProxenies,
pp. 146-151,no. 24, etpassim,
See alsoA. Lambrechts(DeAthenseProxeniedecreten,
p. 150,no. 10, etalibi),who usesthe textof the ditioprinceps.
Lines4-9 arequotedby R. E. Wycherley(Agora
III, 1957,p. 136,no. 429). U. K. Duncandiscussesthe techniqueof
the inscription (BSA56, 1961, p. 186, with photograph pi. 31:b). Further references collected in SEG XXI, 39,

XXV,28, XXX, 7.
ca.a. 435-430 a.

ETOIX.28
['Eboxacv rti poXk xIal T6 btol.o ..]
[.... ]lk4]iprU[v[&tC ....7...

Fypr]

([t,e]ue,
MX,r[o(oino&e,,.. ?....]
v el[. Kp?Lova[ ......16.

5

.......]

8cX,poxal ,Aex[.... avaypAqat (vel Atx[... ....

yp&FcpaXL)
ip]

oxaivoc xal e6[epytrac;tv ar(cti X]
t9tve? t( l6XeCL [xaol v toIt pOXEurct]
plot iS aavl&a T[6v ypawawta trq P]

10

4
oX)e; akCLt9[kC......
...... ]
6iA60aLt
Ubxa[ltbq acpartcy6 xtal t]
[Po]poX

[

[

]

I

Walbank's
fullanalysisof the lettering,and hiscommentaryon the textandsubjectmatter,makeit unnecessary
to undertakehere a discussionof anylength. The abovetext concords(savein two minordetails)withthatof IGIs
and begsno questionsof interpretation.
Lines1-2. Klxpo]l[t; ](?)Pritchett,SEGX, andacceptedbyMattingly(seebelow).Line2. [ ... .]t troU[&veue
xIX.]Walbank. Line 3. Mt)X[o Pritchettet omnesnisi Walbank,who prefersMeXc[.. (drawingattentionto
the existenceof a name MeXIttov:cf. IGI2, 956, line 45). The hesitationis proper,but the name Meletosis

15
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so likely as to be reasonably acceptable. Lines 4-5. [rbv .. 6... xcal rx &]lljbXX xal Aex[....

&vayp&pqat

xrX.]A. E. Raubitschekin
(possiblyKptlov tvayp&qpaIxatl cb; &]||bleX(pxatlAx[eXov)Pritchett;[r6vAeXqpxv
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SEG X; [xal ... .0 .... T6]1J AeXp),q xatl S K[tppaloo yp&qma Meritt; Walbank follows Pritchett, suggesting
also Aex[...7...
ypicpaa. For the name in line 5 A. Wilhelm (in SEG X) considered Aix[atov, Walbank
a
Macedonian
name (cf. Aristotle, Poliics 131lb30; N. G. L. Hammond and G. T. Griffith,A Historyof
Aex[&VvtXov,
Lines
9-10. TXaeoat o[i TO6v.. 6.. vacaJ(possibly to[[q Kplao xat AexAXo])Pritchett;
Macedonia
II, 1979, p. 167).
adrbv
.5
To[Ct
....
-Xo
IG
t
......]
IG3.
TXcaL
etlm.] Wilhelm in SEG X; [ot5 .......
.ro[C aopeTrpoL,axo&v
this
use
of
the
reflexive
is
doubted
A.
followed
S.
Humanitatis:
Meritt,
by Walbank;
by
Henry (in uindex
Essaysin
HonourofJohn HuntlyBishop,1980, pp. 23-24), but see Meritt and M. F. McGregor, AAA 13, 1981, pp. 351-353.
Line 11. [t] poXv [------]
IG I3; [] 3poXkvx[al rbc; XpuV&veq(?)
Pritchett, cett.,nisi t pooXfv[----- - -] Walbank.
This decree, which is the earliest "proxeny"decree yet found among the Agora texts, appears to belong to
the first years of the Archidamian War (orjust before it), whether or not Walbank'scontention that the honorands
are Macedonian be accepted. If they are Macedonians, Athens' involvement in that region provides a context
appropriate for the time (Walbank, loc. cit., pp. 150-151). H. B. Mattingly (BCH 92, 1968, pp. 482-483) argued
for a date of 423/2 on the basis of the names of the phyle and the officials postulated in lines 1-3, regarding as
plausible Pritchett's suggestion that the name of the epistates was Meletos and that he was the tragic poet of that
name (PA9829), the father of Sokrates' accuser. P.J. Rhodes (Athenian
Boute, p. 44) accepts "about 430"; so also
Meritt, ZPE 25, 1977, pp. 290-291. The details of chairman and proposer are briefly listed by R. Develin (Athenian
Officials,
p. 112).

DECREE CONCERNING DUTIES OF THE HIEROPOIOI
12. Two fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, of which the larger, fragment a (E.M. 6627), broken all around
except for the original back, has long been known and was discovered, apparently,in the area of the Agora at the
north end of the Odeion of Agrippa (L-M 8-9). The small fragment b (I 4103, now E.M. 13371), broken on all
sides, was discoveredon May 1, 1936, in a modern context west of the Stoa of Attalos and near its northern end (O 8).
a: H. 0.295 m.; W. 0.107 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
b: H. 0.123 m.; W. 0.07 m.; Th. 0.039 m.

LH.0.011 m.
ETOLX.Hor. 0.014 m.; Vert. 0.021 m.
Ed. a only: IGI2, 130, with earlier references; both a and b: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, p. 127, no. 13,
with photograph of squeezes showing the join (cf. SEG X, 62); IG I3, 139.
a. 435-410 a.

ETOIX.
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o
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T
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?9eot
rT[

:ap]a6yrov ar[--------------]-veTai

aipyup[o---------

--

-

7C]eI5&V Xaa[---------------]

eM]ucve0o[tvestii [

The lettering is a good, regular example of standard later-5th-century craftsmanship,which may fall within
the space of a quarter of a century or even more (440-405, IG I3). The Agora fragment attaches to the upper left
corner of the larger piece. The text is that of Meritt except where indicated.
Line 1. [--]I/[----]
Meritt, IG3. Line 2. [---]ueTa[t]- rt 1e[p----] IGI3. Line 3. Either [---&vacp]aycpvT[O&]pyup[lo----]
(Meritt)or [---&vayp]&pevx[b &]pyOp[ov(M. N. Tod, in a letter to Meritt);
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IG records both options. Line 5. [--- hOL hte]pootol Meritt; [--- hoL bt t]pQootol IG I3. Line 7. x[q orGXeq
rie [---] G I3. Line 8. [----ce]w
----]Meritt;
r6[t] 08iL T[----] IGI2, Meritt, IGI3. Line 11. [--IG I3; &pyQ6[tov---] Meritt.Line 12. /Xaao[etpaoot---] IG I2,Meritt; Xaa[Lp----] IG I3. Line 13.
yTy]vexLt
Meritt restored 8patXIaicttowards the end of the line, after e60]uviaoo[v --.
The sequence in line 8 is unclear. If etce is correct, it is surely not the introduction to an amendment but
may be the truncated preamble of a fresh enactment, as in decrees of phylai, phratriai, and the like. The lack of
connective with t6O 0eti is perhaps of significance. Or there may be a general reference to a decree (this one?)
8 x ete; cf. Meiggs-Lewis, no. 45 (AT7 II, D 14), ?12.
whereby action is to be taken (lines 6-8) xaxr&t6 t wptoqaL
Too little remains of the text for any of its provisionsto emerge with clarity. It is not given a descriptive title in IG I3.
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FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
13. Fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 2545), broken all around except perhaps at the top, discovered on
February28, 1935, in a modern context east of the South Square at its northeast corner (P 13).
H. 0.109 m.; W. ca. 0.095 m.; Th. 0.079 m.
LH.0.011 m.
rtotX.(lines 2 and following)Hor. 0.014 m.; Vert. 0.0175 m.
Ed. D. M. Lewis, Hesperia44, 1975, pp. 379-380, no. 1, with photograph pl. 85; IG I3, 187.
ca. a. 430 a.

ETOIX. 37(?) (lines 2 and following)
[......

.6.17.

......

yp]a,[&teue].

xXatT& UlorL Ke[xpond intp]
[TEDoXaov reL POXZL

[utve,.U, ......

5

[..........?.] h[3
[..........

?

.. .

.

.]

]aop/[--_]

..........]P[-------]

-----

[
]
The letters in line 1 are slightlylarger,and more widely spaced, than those in the body of the text. The number
of letters to be restored makes it likely that the name of the secretarywas accompanied by his demotic, as in 4 (the
first-knowninstance in Attic decrees: cf. A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
p. 107). This may be confirmed by line 3, where
it is necessary to restore /ypaDidAreuepreceded by a short name, if, as Lewis observed, EEP/ forms part of the name
of the epistates. Even so, EEP/ is not easily accommodated as part of a name, and [nomen,demoticum]q
?(y)pq[
JiXATeue---] is worth a thought.
Lewis noted B. D. Meritt as having attributed this piece to the craftsman identified by H. T. Wade-Gery as
the "three-chiselhand": cf. M. B. Walbankin Phoros,pp. 168-169, note 21 and AthenianProxenis,p. 51, note 21; 9.

DECREE HONORING ACHILLREUS(?),
PHILIPPOS, AND ONE OTHER
14. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (15826), which preservesthe original left side and back of the monument
but is broken elsewhere, discovered on May 9, 1939, in a late 2nd- or 3rd-century A.D.context in a brick drain
and shaft south of the Eleusinion (U 22). The inscribed surface is much worn, and a considerable part of the text,
especially that on the lower part of the fragment, is beyond decipherment.
H. 0.33 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.14 m.
LH. 0.009-0.01 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, pp. 115-119, no. 10, with photograph (see SEGX, 76, where suggestionsby
A. Wilhelm and M. N. Tod, as well as by A. E. Raubitschek, were included); IG I3, 70; M. B. Walbank, Ahenian
Proxnies,pp. 123-129, no. 19, with photograph pl. 7:b.
ca. a. 430 a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 45-50(?)
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As in 11, W-1bank'sfull study, together with the publication in IG I3and the apparatuscriticusin both, makes
extended commentary unnecessary. The differing opinions on the date and reference of the decree, as well as on
the details of the text, are best illustratedby a brief account of the progress of the study of it.
The Ionic lettering is crowded, with a rather old-fashioned appearance; but Meritt noted a resemblance to
(though not an identity with) the hand of IG IJ, 63, of ca. 426 B.C. The main part of the surviving text consists of
an amendment proposed by Kleonymos (ine 5), adding to the privileges given to Ach- - - and to Philippos and
containing, as it appeared, a reference to the people of Chios. Meritt identified Kleonymos with the proposer of
IG I3, 61 11(12,57) and 68 (12,65), the well-knownvictim of Aristophanes'wit (PA8680); for the Chians he referredto
Thucydides 4.5 1. These criteriaconspired to suggest a date of 425/4 B.C. He did not include the traces now shown as
line 1, and his proposals for lines 3-13 were the following:

[4

5

10

-tb
V 6 e yrp&4L xx? xaxraOeEv]
[cpt.ay.ta
4ti
'rbv
[cc] n6Xv)L [ypaliordca triXcayrt-dCXkwv. vD
v oiv 'AX.....
ep
[K]f[Er6]vuVo;det[cnirp
'ri X(o
-rbv
vTbV
[i]ctdvatc cT).tLOv[czCvrbv
V~-re
&vCu]
i,u18CV1
-L
(v. &&
T b4to Tb 'AOnvav[
rtiv]
v
ct; pcxpapaCvlt

Vhl

carbr OMvccrovelvat xal -r&XpJ]
Eao[-r]ev -n'v ClV~.[Lav
8.t6aLc
-ri;
Oc6 -b &tUxa-rovwnp6ooJ
x[dl
[Valvxoc
bov &ectevaL'AX[.... .v
f3Xv xcc rbv bi.t
ov xOd6nccpXMw4v
-ot6fqxoav &vccyp&cL bt 'AX...]

f 8t]
t{cc]xxctQ(Xur{ito[vrbv ut6v ee pytrac 'AOqvcaEovAEav-t( [tpvrccve(c?
-c?------------------

This text was reproduced in SEC X, loc. cit., with added suggestions for lines 3-4: 'rb bi [r[PLa~cc T6be
-bv [ypaV tc* 'riXeaL
XECT '_oL -v
XEcov](Wilhelm ad init. and Raubitschek
adfin.). Meritt hesitantly suggested the name Achilleus for the honorand who is partially recorded in line 10 and
restored elsewhere.
Meritt's restoration in line 5 did not follow the usual formula of an amendment to a decree, and the more
customary phrase was adopted in IGI3, with the observation that this would require a length of line longer than
that (ca. 39) assumed by Meritt's text. Nevertheless the text of SEG X was reproduced for lines 3 and 7-13. In

4sA
ltv)L
&vaycp&4cla tv =)Xr.Y xLO(vrlrL]

line 4 'rbv [ypaV.qtcrCa 'ri; JoXfg; - - - -] and in line 12 44U4cIT[o[v - - - - (?) e6epytrx;

x'rX.] were preferred,

and line 6 was left unrestoredexcept for final &veu.The editor (D. M. Lewis)did not agree with Meritt'sreference to
events in Chios in 425/4 but regardedthe appearance of Kleonymos as the most significantitem for dating purposes,
giving the decree a date 430-420 B.C. The manussatis negigenswas considered a less certain criterion. Cf. Lewis,
Phoenix33, 1979, p. 268.
Walbank,however, elevated this last to the main consideration, requiringa date 440-430 B.C.,which did not in
his view necessarily involve the rejection of a connection with the well-known Kleonymos. He interpreted XlEv
(line 11)not as an ethnic but as a proper name, in fact that of the father ofAchilleus (whose name he saw more fully in
line 10) and Philippos, and the supplements proposed in his commentary accommodate this interpretation to the
longer line already mentioned as preferable. He saw, with some confidence and with a minimum of subscript dots,
more letters on this difficultsurface than his predecessorsdiscerned or his contemporarieshave been able to discern,
and his text as it stands must be viewed with some reservation. In most cases, however, his readings either confirm
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what was previouslysurmised or in no way affect the issue, by adding a few letters of no real consequence, but in line 4
(ad iniL) Al would require Tod's rather than Wilhelm's rendering of the publication formula (see above). In line 1
Walbank'sETAI is totally at variance with the AEBO of IG I3: the sigma alone may be confidently accepted. The
remains in lines 16-18, where he saw a few more letters, are hardlyworth transcription,but he correctlyattributesthe
TfMAread by Meritt (and still acceptably legible) to line 17 rather than line 16.
The text presented above, like that of Walbank,refrainsfrom all but minimal restorationsand accepts only what
the present editor sees, without denying the perhaps keener perception of others. In the present state of historicaland
epigraphical understanding,a date near the beginning of the ArchidamianWar reconciles the effective criteria.
Walbank'sversion of lines 5-12, compounded from his commentary,runs as follows:
8Vl Vh]
KXc6vulioq el*[er -r&V.v &U(xcxxO&itep PoXqL, i evt
tRLatLOv
Xkwvacz
[V.trt
Vre 'AXLXV(z
VDTE
&veu]
leeiv=LC7pLLOv
r
'r65t5o x6 `AOY)vdzE[Wv.
&&V tiL 'AOYv(VEOwv
=papafV7L)
?L TiV]
-rv I4(x[lav cxctc &rttliLEvetvoEL
txoE ypuyhlv xEctt Xp~]
7tLcra[r]eWv,
-cxa[l rc. 6e6 rr inLUxa-rov
Va-cm8-qV6maro
~v
&-rrav?np6ao]
10
6ov U evlva 'AXt4X!Lxa(lt(LJt7lot nrp6q-ht oXhv xoEdTbv %i4
ov XEO6&ntEP
X(44vL' tpoFivo, bbtx(xl 65epyi&r
'AXLXX]
aTb p&
ioExoEtDCkLnnov
-c6y ypoEtiliorr&
[-r6 XEcvoq (velethnlicum)
Tr6v-0 PoXqq].
The decree is briefly considered by R. Develin (Athenian
Officials,p. 190). On its interpretation see furtherJ. P.
at theHomereion
in Chios,1984, J. Boardman and C. E. Vaphopoulou-Richardson, edd.,
Barron in Chios:A Conference
1986, pp. 115-119; cf SEG XXXVI, 10. SEG XXXIX, 61 summarizesadditional discussion relevant to this text.
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5

RELATIONS WITH APHYTIS IN CHALKIDIKE

15. Three fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, of which two (a and b) found in the Agora (I 5147) join dosely
down a vertical break, while the third (c) is to be located ca. 0.01 m. to their right. Fragment a was discovered on
November 30, 1937, in a wall of a modern house outside the Market Square, in the area south of the Church of
the Holy Apostles (N-O 19); fragment 6 was discovered onJanuary 28, 1938, in a similar context nearby (N 19).
Together they preserve the left edge and original back of the stele, but the former is so worn that one stoichos of
the lettering has been lost at the beginning of even the best-preservedlines. The entire surface is corroded, and
a large hole for the insertion of a door hinge interrupts lines 16-21. Fragment c (E.M. 6953), discovered on the
Akropolis and first transcribedby U. Koehler, is broken all around except for the original back.
a+b: H. 0.33 i.; W 0.26 i.; Th. 0.092 m.
c: H. 0.20 i.; W 0.19 i.; Th. 0.092 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
DroLX.Hor. 0.0084 i.; Vert. 0.0124 m.
Ed. c only: IGII2, 55, b, with earlier references. a-c: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 211-224, no. 2,
with photograph (see SEG X, 67); text with bibliography,ATh II, p. 75, D 21, with photographs pis. XI, XIII;
revisionsto lines 11-12 and 19, ATh IV,p. x, nos. 18, 19 (see SEGXIII, 7); IG I3, 62; furtherbibliographycollected in
SEG XXVIII, 7, XXX, 10.
(IG 112, 55, a, was ascribed to this text by A. Wilhelm, and the ascriptionwas accepted by Meritt, loc.cit.;but he
is not
subsequentlyconcluded that that piece, showing the relief ofastanding female figurewith the word 'AcuvroiEcv,
to be considered as forming a part of the monument, and it is left out of account here. See Meritt, Hesperia36,
1967, pp. 57-58, no. 3, with-photographpl. 19, and SEG XXIV, 6.)
a. 426/5 a. (?)

ETOIX. 50
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xralT6re b []y ta,P a i&vayp&Q[a;c
[t]o%L
6] ypcaWaa:t[ 6 ts poXi i ]
[v] VrOXrik
XBivY)[t
x[r]a[T]a9T kVx6[X)e t]-Xeao To[ts opyeTpou;ab]
t p[cxt iept 'Apurat]
[T]~v. 8 [r]L8'&v rt ro6mov-riv T9Mpwvt0[vT]vBh
U
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&X]Y)
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v
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[wv]P

[ b]paXxiL&;C.
[ vacat ]
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The lettering is, like that of 14, in Ionic characters but (unlike that text) follows a stoichedon pattern. The
forms of sigma and omega, the latter consistently raised above the base line of the writing, are distinctive. The
text is that of Meritt, as modified in ATL IV and (for lines 15-16) by Wilhelm in SEG X, 67, and is adopted also
in IG I3. Lines 2-4. See H. B. Mattingly, CQ n.s. 28, 1978, p. 85 (SEGXXVIII, 7). Lines 6-7. a[uvxeX]6vtv bb xoal
A[tyivttoL . 1.]tSMattingly, loc.cit.
The decree concerns the city ofAphytis on the peninsula ofPallene in Chalkidike;for the site see A7Z I, p. 474.
Restorations as shown are generally acceptable to the overall sense and give little room for maneuver. The surviving
part of the text (1) gives to the people of Aphytis favorableterms presumably in regard to grain supply,on a pattern
already established in the case ofMethone; (2) regulates the supply of provisionsto the Athenian archons at Aphytis,
again on a pattern obtaining at Methone; (3) requires the inscription of the decree and of the oath already taken by
the people of Aphytis; (4) guarantees sanctions against any official who fails to abide by the terms of the decree;
(5) expresses Athenian gratitude to the people of Aphytis and promises favorablereception of further requests.
A decision by the demos that Aphytis is henceforward to pay only the aparche(one-sixtieth) of the phoros to
Athens, and not the whole amount assessed, is appended, and the oath, the inscribing of which has been provided for,
then follows.
and again in STXT):
The historical circumstanceswere discussedby Meritt in the editioprinceps
T6tLosetk; ?v4nJiv
NLxoX,ou KoveoXiovroq, 1977, pp. 21-25. The reference to the precedents available in the case of Methone are

crucialto the datingof the decree,as is the mentionof the colonistsat Poteidaia,sentthereby the Atheniansafterthe

recapture of that city in 430/29 (Thucydides 2.70.4). Another decree concerning Aphytis, IG I3, 63 (I2, 58), is of
uncertain contextual relationshipwith this one.
Meritt's discussions established and reiterated the date as 428/7 B.C., by which time the colony at Poteidaia
instead of the full amount
was surely well settled and Methone had already received the privilege of paying the aparche
of phros; cf. IG I3, 61 I (IG I2, 57), lines 29-32, and the accepted dating of the relevant decree in that Methone
dossier. This date is retained in IG I3, 62. The precedent for the special dispensation in regard to the importation of
grain supplies apparently occurs, however,in the second decree of the Methone dossier,securely dated to 426/5 B.C.,
and this decree concerning Aphytis is therefore, perhaps, to be dated later (probably no more than slightly later) than

that. Meritt nevertheless urged that the precedent is likely to have been established at an earlier date and is not
necessarily reflected in the extant decree about Methone (!SiXtv, pp. 22-23).

The privilege of paying the aparche

p. 24) be tied to an assessment year. The other provisions
only need not (paceAL II, p. 70, and Meritt, SxTXV),
Methone
to
which
in IG I3, 61. Cf. E A. Lepper,JHS 82, 1962, p. 52 with
is
reference
do
not
occur
made
concerning
note 83.
1961, pp. 161-163; CQln.s. 16, 1966, p. 179; CQ n.s. 28, 1978, pp. 84-85; BSA65, 1970,
Mattingly (C. n.s. 1,
in
his
pp. 134-135)
attempt to establish and defend a reverse order for Tribute Lists nos. 25 and 26 (IG I, 281, 282)
dated the first Methone decree to 427/6 and the present text to 426/5 as part of the sequence of his argument.
The possible date of 426/5 for this Aphytis text does not however depend on acceptance of his contentions in general
(on which see IG I3, locc.ci. and R. Meiggs, AthenianEmpire,pp. 531-537). In any case, the privilege accorded to
Aphytis may not have outlived the great reassessmentof 425/4, IG , 71, where the city is assessed in the normal way
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(col. III, line 168); but the absence of a rubric for special cases in that document may not, on the other hand, imply
that their privileges were not maintained. Cf. Meritt, GRBS8, 1967, pp. 51-52.
Lines 5-8. The provisionsare not clearly explicable. Whatever is precisely to be restored in lines 5-6, the sense
seems to be that the cities in the area had alreadyjoined in contributingto the maintenance of the Athenian officials
in Methone and that this system was to be applied in the case of Aphytis. The town of Therambos on the tip of
Pallene was to be included as a contributor in proportion to its population. Its position in relation to "the other
cities" had presumably been in doubt, and this doubt is now resolved. Cf Meritt, Hespesria
13, 1944, p. 217 and
On
the
archons
in
the
cities
see
note
on
lines
6-7.
24-25.
3,
pp.
E-vfXy),
Line 10. A. S. Henry (in VindxHwmanitatis:
Essaysin HonourofJohnHuntlyBishop,1980, pp. 24-25) discussesand
rejects the restoration 'ro[k a'e-ipoLq adr]&iv,preferring the to[tC
rLiiv 6pxLcsiv-r]cavof Meritt's original version.
But see Meritt and M. F McGregor, AAA 13, 1981, p. 353, where it is reasserted (SEG XXX, 10). lines 16-17.
For decisions reserved to the discretion of the assembly by the probouleuma
see P.J. Rhodes, Aminan Boulk,p. 280
(type 1).

A TREATY WITH CERTAIN CHLI'1ES
IN BOTTIKE
16. Eight fragments of a large stele of Pentelic marble, all of which save one (fragment I) were discovered on the
Akropolisand are now in the EpigraphicalMuseum (fragmentsa-f ,E.M. 6599; fragmentg, E.M. 5392). Fragmenth
(I 1218), broken on all sides, was discovered onJanuary 23, 1934, in a marble pile in the southwest corner of the
MarketSquare:it is a mere chip, containing partsof seven lines, and has a width of four letters at most. Fragmentsa-f
have long been known; four (a-d) join and together provide part of the left side and bottom of the stele; two more
(e andf) also join and preserve part of the right side. Fragmentsg (identified by E. Schweigert) and Aare located
between these larger groups.
Whole survivingmonument: H. 1.021 i.; W 0.651 i.; Th. 0.126 m.

h only: H. 0.16 i.; W 0.064 m.; Th. 0.088 m.
LH. 0.014 m.
EtooX. Hor. 0.0148 i.; Vert. 0.0187-0.0195 m.
Ed. a-f: IG I2, 90, with earlier bibliography (see also M. N. Tod, GHI 12, pp. 166-168, no. 68). g+h, in the
context of lines 11-25: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 80-81, no. 8, with photograph, A only (see also SEG X,
89, and Tod, GHI 12, p. 264); full text with brief commentary, H. Bengtson, Staatsnrvertge
II, pp. 113-115, no. 187;
IG1, 76.
a. 422 a.
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Although the contribution of the Agora to this text is small, it is desirable to show it in its complete context.
t]Ov XaOVT9Oe.ivov
Except in line 24 (rov [it6Xeov yyp.yav0a0;
prires), the Agora fragment vindicated the
IG
advanced.
The
above
that
also
of
version,
I3, unites the text of IG I2 with that of Meritt,
supplements previously

new readings being added in lines 43, 46, and 53. Lines 33-34. h[b EXoat 'A vevalot, &ito8ovat Boxrtatlot
Tod. Line 43. tapa(XoVoa IG I2, Tod, Bengtson; apawvoaLvE. Erxleben apud IG I3.

v]

The tidy lettering is distinctiveespecially for its circularletters (includingphi) and a tall tau. The same craftsman
was at work on the small fragment IG I3, 197.
For the date and historical circumstancessee in particular Meritt, AJA 29, 1925, pp. 29-31, A. G. Woodhead,
ser. 4, 13, 1960, pp. 3-5, note 1. The treaty may be linked to the activities of Kleon and Nikias in the
Mnemosyne,
Thraceward area towards the close of the Archidamian War (Thucydides 4.129-5.3). The absence of Spartolos
from the list of cities (which as the leading polis in Bottike it might have been expected to head) is indicative that
it remained outside Athenian control; cf. Thucydides 5.18. The cities here named, since Thucydides does not specify
them in that context, must have been brought back into the Athenian alliance by the time of the "Peace of Nikias".
The Aiolitai (line 53) were indeed assessedin the sum of 500 drachmaiin thephorosassessmentof422/1 B.C.(IG I3, 77
= ATL II, A 10, col. V, line 17); Tripoai and Kemakai (or
Kamakai) are recorded in List 34 (IG I3, 285), col. III,
lines 8 and 11, as paying a quota of 133 and 10 drachmas respectively (representingphorosof 800 and 600 dr.).
These were small places, of uncertain location. Kalindoia does not appear elsewhere in Athenian records;see ATLI,
p. 494.
The date 422 had previously been advocated by G. Busolt (Griechische
GeschihteIII, ii, 1904, p. 1171), but a
later date (417/16) had been preferredby E. Meyer and K.J. Beloch; for further references, see Tod and Bengtson,
on Thucydides
locc.citt. A. W. Gomme (A HistoricalCommentary
I, 1945, p. 207) suggested "ca.420" but later (II, 1956,
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p. 633) regarded 422, "accepted by many", as apparently "as probable as any other." Cf. also R. Meiggs, Athenian
Empire,p. 211; W. Schuller,Die HmschaftderAtwneim erstenattischnSeebnd, 1974, p. 60.
Lines 33-34. SEG XXIX, 13 drew attention to A. Panagopoulos, CaptivesandHostagesin ihePeloponnesian
War,

1978,pp. 202-203, concerningthe identityof the hostages.
A DECREECONCERNINGCURRENCY
17 (P1.3). A fragment of a monument in Pentelic marble (I 5879), of which the original back may be preserved,
discoveredonJune 17, 1937, in the original filling of the Post-HerulianWall over the southwestcorner of the Library
of Pantainos (R 15). The right side of the fragment also appears to be original, but this straight edge is probably
the result of a later reworking;it is, however,convenient for the transcriptionof the text to treat it as the right margin,
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and the inscriptionhas appearedin this formin modernpublications.The upperpart of the inscribedsurfaceis
badlyworn.
H. 0.38 m.; W. 0.215 m.; Th. 0.25 m.

LH. 0.01 m.
ETroX.Hor. 0.01 m.; V-rt. 0.014 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, pp. 119-122, no. 11, with photograph (cf. SEG X, 87); IG I3, 90; R. Stroud,

CSCA6, 1974,pp. 283-290, no. II, withphotographspls. 2, 3 (cf.SEGXXVI, 13).
a. 435-415 a.
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The thicknessof the fragmentsuggeststhatit mayhaveformedpartof a buildingblockof a largermonument
ratherthan a piece of a conventionalstele. Sucha thickness,even in a stele,could accommodatea text of greater
widththan the line of 52 letterspostulatedby Merittor that of ca.50-56 lettersto whichthe text of IGI3 points.
Stroudregardedthelengthof lineasimpossibleto determine,a conclusionhereendorsedin theacceptanceof histext.
This fragmentof whatmusthavebeena lengthydocumentwasthoughtto preservepartsof twoamendmentsto
a precedingprobouluma,the firstby Epainetosand the secondby a proposerwhose name is lost. But, as Stroud
observed,the assumptionthoughtemptingis notjustified,and the propername in line 14 is not necessarilyto be
construedas concludinga formulaof amendment. The tidy but rathercrowdedletteringcloselyresemblesthat
of IG I3, 89 (I2, 71), also a wide text, and has been regardedas the workof the same craftsman.This is a treaty
betweenthe Atheniansand Perdikkas
II, kingof Macedon,and the datingof the presentdecreeis thereforeaffected
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to some degree by the date given to the treaty (see below). Identity of year need not however be assumed. H. B.
Mattingly (BCH 92, 1968, pp. 466-467) attributedSEG X, 215 (IG I3, 467, there dated ca. 430/29 B.C.)to the same
hand. M. B. Walbank extended the list (in Phoros,pp. 168-169, note 21 and AthenianProxenies,
p. 51, note 21). The
career of the mason could have been sufficientlylong to make any date within two decades acceptable for either
the Perdikkastreaty or the present document independently. Stroud's date of 440-420 has a lower limit too high
to accommodate the possible latest date of the treaty.
The above text follows Stroud's conservative presentation, which adds a new line 1 and more traces in line 2
to previous versions but avoids restorations. The readingselsewhere are in general those of Meritt, whose text, with a
line of 52 letters, was substantiallyrestored. In lines 7 and thereafterit ran as follows:

10

15

---[-xaOt0zp xeXetEL ho] v6po( h[o] K[a]X[..5...]
<
x6v
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[.
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..........
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xrX.
In lines 20-21 Meritt restored Tpoat[zreLobv
--] and in line 22 viv [b8 .].
The text of IG I3 accepts that of Meritt, largely shorn of its restorations, with minor variants in lines 8, 14,
and 21.
This inscription was discussed on several occasions by Mattingly (Historia12, 1963, p. 267; Proceedings
of the
7, 1964, pp. 49-53; BCH 92, 1968, pp. 470-471; BSA 65, 1970, p. 142; Kio 59, 1977,
AfiicanClassicalAssociations
pp. 83-100), chiefly to support his contentions (a) that it formed part of or was an independent supplement to the
great "Coinage Decree" of Klearchos (AT. II, D 14; SEGXXVI, 6) and (b)that both decrees are to be dated, together
with the Perdikkastreaty, to the later 420's. Meritt's original dating for this text had been "ca. 423/2 B.C.",which
was derived from the then-accepted date of the Perdikkastreaty. When the revised date of ca. 436 was proposed
for the latter (ATLII, p. 313, note 61; cf. R. Meiggs, Athenian
Empire,pp. 428-430), this decree was similarlyadjusted.
A date at or near the beginning of the Archidamian War would still suit it (A. G. Woodhead in Milangeshellniques
Daux, 1974, pp. 384-385; R.J. Hoffnann, GRBS 16, 1975, pp. 359-377; and cf. Stroud's dating),
offerta Georges
of
the
date of the treaty,which opinion has latterly preferred to place ca. 416/15 (so IG I3, 89; N. G. L.
irrespective
Hammond and G. T. Griffith, A Historyof MacedoniaII, 1979, pp. 134-136). The preference of others for retaining
423/2 as the year of the treaty (H. Bengtson, Staatsvetrage
II, pp. 109-113, no. 186;J. W. Cole, Phoenix28, 1974,
pp. 55-72 and GRBS 18, 1977, pp. 29-32) has supported Mattingly's contention concerning the present decree;
cf. also P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoue, p. 259. Mattingly further drew attention to the Kall- - in Meritt's text (line 8
of the present text), in whom he saw the Kallias of the "KalliasDecrees" and indeed a reference to those very decrees,
for which he also sought a date in the later 420's.
All the arguments so ingeniously deployed, whether historical or epigraphical, are inconclusive. Despite much
speculation, constructed mainly on the basis of the restorations,this text remains without firm date or context, and it
is advisable not to build theoretical reconstructionsupon such insecure foundations unless or until better evidence is
forthcoming. So also Stroud, loc.cit., p. 290. For the collected bibliography see SEG XXI, 45, XXII, 10, XXV
33, and cf. XXXVI, 6, XXXVII, 6.

ANTIOCHIDES, PHANOSTHENES, AND OTHERS HONORED
18. Four nonjoining fragments (a-d) of a stele of marble, perhaps Hymettian, to which a fifth
fragment (e) may
possibly be added; of these the Agora excavations supplied only fragment b (I 419, now E.M. 13374), broken on all
sides except for the original rough-pickedback, which was discoveredon February10, 1933, in a modern foundation
wall east of the Temple of Apollo Patroos (I 7). It was closely associated with fragment a (E.M. 6616) by A. E.
Raubitschek; a direct join (below the inscribed surface) has been postulated but remains doubtful. Fragment d
(E.M. 12948), broken on all sides, was found in a late fill on the North Slope of the Akropolison April 12, 1937, in the
area northwest of the sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite. It was, on publication, not associated with the
fragments
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already mentioned but with E.M. 6847, now fragment c, which preserves the left edge of the stele and the bottom

of the textbutis brokenelsewhere.The attributionof the fifthfragment,e (E.M.2505),wassuggestedbyD. M. Lewis
(inIG I3)andacceptedbyM. B. Walbank(seebelow)butremainsdubious:it is of uncertainprovenanceandis broken
on all sides.
b only: H. 0.335 m.; W. 0.358 m.; Th. 0.13 m.

-e: LH. 0.01-0.011 m.
Hor. 0.0133-0.0137 m.; Vert. 0.0145 m.
3TOLX.
For the measurements of separate fragments Walbank, locc.citt. infra,and IG I3, 182. Walbank assessed the
total height of the stele (excluding fragment e) as now survivingat ca. 0.65 m. and the width at ca. 0.62 m.
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Ed. a: IG I2, 122, with earlier bibliography. a+b: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, pp. 129-132, no. 16, with
photographs of squeezes (cf. SEG X, 131). c: IG 12, 156, with earlier bibliography. c+d: E. Schweigert, Hesperia7,
1938, pp. 269-270, no. 4, with photograph (see SEG X, 79, with references also to A. Wilhelm, AttischeUrkndenIV
[= SbAkadWen217, 5], 1939, pp. 83-87, no. XXXV and Meritt, Hsperia 10, 1941, pp. 331-332). a-e: M. B.
Walbank, Hesperia45, 1976, pp. 289-295, with photographs pl. 68, and AthnianProxenies,
pp. 313-324, no. 60, with
photograph pl. 36 (see SEG XXVI, 21); IG I3, 182. Fragment e was unpublished in this context before Walbank's
study of it. It should be noted that Walbank'stabulation of the fragments varies from that adopted here, which
follows the series preferred in IG I3.
ca. a. 420-414 a.
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The lettering is regular and characteristic of the last two decades of the 5th century. Phi with two loops in
place of a continuous oval is noteworthy. Walbankclaims that the same craftsmanworked on IG I3, 176 and that the
hands of IG I3, 99, 115, and 121 are very similar; to the craftsman of 115 are attributed also 114 and 116. All
these are dated between 410 and 406 B.C.,with the exception of IG I3, 176, which is assigned more generally to
the period 420-405. The concluding mark of punctuation, a cross with circles at the points and the center, is a
peculiar feature of the inscription.
The stoichedon pattern of fragment e differs slightly from that of the other fragments; if it belongs (as is to
be supposed) to a different enactment, this is of no significance. Walbank places it high on the stele and calls it
"Decree I".
The above text as far as line 24 is that of Walbank, whose association of the fragments and fresh treatment
of the whole document have transformed the study of this monument. He has added two fragmentary lines at the
beginning of fragment b and has discerned a number of letters at the edges of the stones not read by previous editors;
whether or not these additions are to be accepted, they do not affect the overall tenor of the text. His line of 46 letters
confirms that tentatively established by Meritt, from whose study the restorations in what are now lines 8-23 are
derived. The Agora fragment, although only one element in what has emerged as a much larger complex, was
instrumentalin establishing the sense and character of the enactment. The readings of IG I3, using a 42-letter line
and regarding fragment d as of uncertain location, are not here repeated. Also omitted here are the five lines of
fragment e, offering no more than thirteen letters, which (as noted above)are interpretedby Walbankas the preamble
to a preceding decree.
Line 4. To]tg 'A0evatotLMeritt. Line 5. h6ti --Meritt. Lines 7-8. xal x[aitkaoat6o6v h6aoepov h6Txo
ho
xrX.
Meritt.
Lines
rbv
v
25-27.
8U
xre P[oX]?5 atc[|XeLtXtOvetxEalOevaotiv &xpox6XEt&ntoLTao06oa]t
iv
8IEo]s
6 pyOplov'Walbank. Walbank assumed a gap of no more than one
xr6 [tJloXExit-&7xo8ovati8U rb xoX0axpCca(x b
further line before the first survivingline of fragment c and included in his main text in AthenianProxenies
a proposal
for lines 27 and preceding, which in 1977 he reserved for a footnote: rb ipyptlov . ..7....) ee r& Ev
i &XXa
xact&7epTrLpoXet h6xt bU&vFp&yac6S i&a]xt.'EnaI[v&roS(?) iept rbv beiov a6-sTb xEalTr6,7aiac& yrp&qEa]t
&v[artXeL. He continued (in both editions), Zvat UBaxo-ot heupfaOtLh6v &vblf]ovat xapdtp'AOev[alov'
EOepYrTa;
ypcpaioatb 'Av8ptoS(?) EvTrLOabreLr]llXeL eOEpypCac'A0[Evov (v &xpo0t6XcLT6V ypocppaTraTei]l poXes.
Walbank'sreconstructionof lines 21-24 is open to the criticismexpressed by A. S. Henry (Honours,
pp. 192-193,
201, notes 10, 11) that the itp6ooos clause always precedes the instructions for implementing the grant of it and
never viceversa:his restorationsmust on that account be treated with some reserve. Cf. SEG XXXIII, 11.
The date, to which the lettering gives only a general guide, may be more narrowly defined by the content.
The one-percent harbor tax (lines 9-10) existed from about 425 to 414, when it was apparently replaced by the
five-percentduty levied in place of the phoros(Thucydides 7.28.3-4) and may not have been restored when the phoros
was reimposed in 410. B. R. McDonald (Hesperia50, 1981, pp. 141-146; cf. SEG XXXI, 21), however, has denied
that the tax offers a guide to the dating, suggesting rather that the two taxes just mentioned need not be mutually
exclusive and that in any case there were various one-percent duties (cf. Aristophanes, Vespae
658-659) that might be
involved. While there is some attractionin an association of this decree with the circumstancesin which honors were
voted to King Archelaos of Macedon in 407/6 (IG I3, 117; I2, 105), as Meritt (Hesperia14, 1945, p. 130) suggested and
McDonald has reemphasized, a connection with preparations for the Sicilian expedition is no less in point. It is
not necessary to interpret the decree as implying that shipbuildingmaterial was in positively short supply.
H. B. Mattingly (in AncientSocietyand Institutions:StudiesPresented
to VictorEhrenberg
on His 75th Birthday,1966,
for
a
date
ca.
B.C.
called
420
on
the
of
the
pp. 198-200)
grounds
spelling Xp6o0ov in line 13, which, he claimed,
should not have survivedmuch later than that date. On this point see Meritt, GRBS8, 1967, pp. 131-132.
Phanosthenes may have been the Andrianwho came to Athens ca. 411 and, having become an Athenian citizen,
served as oapaxty6q in 407/6 (PA 14083). Hence Walbank'ssuggestion for the ethnic in line 31. The terms of
the decree are such that, if the identification be accepted, Phanosthenes was clearly not a citizen at the time of its
enactment and presumably was not even resident in Athens. The name is unusual and
perhaps to be associated
with the islands (cf. a Tenian in SEG XIV, 553, II, line 20, of s. II/I a.): it seems not to occur otherwise in Athenian
prosopography.Phanosthenes' personal historywas given particularemphasisby M.J. Osborne (Naturalization
III/IV
pp. 31-33), who reproduced the text of IG I3, fragments a-c, as T9 (pp. 31-32), with accompanying testimonia, and
regarded the date of the decree as "best set in the years 410-407."
On Walbank'srestoration of lines 26-27 see also Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 249-250 (cf. SEG XXXIX,
308).
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TREATY BETWEEN ATHENS AND ARGOS
19. Seven fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, of which only one, now fragment g (I 5026), comes from the
Agora; this fragment is broken on all sides and was discovered on October 9, 1937, in a modern house wall west
of the Panathenaic Way where it passes west of the Eleusinion (R 19). The other six fragments,a-f (E.M. 6588 and
6588a-e), were all discoveredon the Akropolisand have long been known: fragmentsa and b go back to the firsthalf
of the 19th century and the period of Pittakysand Rangabe; fragmentsc-f were identified and added by A. Wilhelm.
Fragmentg makes a directjoin with fragments a+b to its left; fragmentse andf remain of uncertain location.
gonly: H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.065 m.; Th. 0.128 m.
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(Forthe dimensions of the remaining fragments see IG I3, 86.)
a-g: LH. 0.011 m. (ine 1, 0.017 m.).
STotX.Hor. 0.0136 m. above, diminishing to 0.0115 m.; Vert. 0.017-0.0185 m.
Ed. a+b only: IG I, 50, with earlierreferences. a-f: IG I2, 96, with addenda p. 302; a-g: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14,
1945, pp. 122-127, no. 12, with photographsoffragments d (squeeze)andg (stone)(see also SEGX, 104);H. Bengtson,
II, pp. 134-136, no. 196 (cf. SEG XXI, 49); IG I3, 86.
Staatsvertrige
a. 417/16 a.

ETOIX. 76 (lines 3 and following)

[. .]6opoS IIoXux&poq'A1[pvrpont0ev(?) typajilAeuev].

(c)
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[..... ....
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The stele was surmounted by a relief, the remains of which appear on fragment a, showing Zeus, seated and
accompanied by his eagle, and Hera (representingArgos), who extends her hand to Athena. Below the relief, a
taenia carriesline 1 of the inscription, and a cyma-reversamolding then provides a transitionto the inscribedsurface.
On the relief seeJ. N. Svoronos,DasAtdhener
derReliefsimkleinen
Nationalmuseum,
1908, pl. CCVII; 0. Walter,Beschreibung
des5. und4. Jahrhunderts,
1923, pp. 1-3, no. 2; R. Binneboessel, Studienu denattischenUrkundenreliefs
Akropolismuseum,
1932, pp. 4-5 and 32-33, no. 9; SEGXXXIX, 324 and the reference there given. D. M. Lewis (cf. IG I3)believes that
more letters may be missing on the left of line 1 than are here shown. This, if so, would affect the restoration of
lines 2-3.
The lettering is in the best Attic style of the later 5th century B.C. A. E. Raubitschek (Hesperia12, 1943, p. 27,
note 57) regarded IG I3, 167 (I2, 149) as by the same hand; on this see D. W. Bradeen and M. F McGregor, Studiesin
Proxenies,
Fifth-CentutyAtticEpigraphy,1973, p. 102, note 2. M. B. Walbank (Athenian
p. 231; cf. p. 51, note 21) has
added IG I3, 1042 and 1180 (I2, 852 and 944), 1445 (SEGX, 112d), and probably,but less certainly, 168 (I2, 28); he is
also inclined to assign 20 and IG I3, 165 to the same craftsman(op.cit.,p. 348). The date is assuredby the name of the
archon (line 3).
Although the contribution of the Agora to this text is comparatively small, the effect of its discovery was
considerable, for it enabled the length of line, provisionallyreckoned as ca. 72 letters, to be determined as 76 letters.
The above text is that of Meritt, with restorationsthat must give the general if not the exact wording of the original,
and was followed in IG I3; but there are two variations. In lines 3-4, where Meritt restored ipXe' XOu[(Gax(tav
xaxlXauvOexcxg&86Xooxxal&pX,apegvao 'AOeva|cltoxal 'ApyeLotL xe]vxxovxa ETe, Wilhelm's Xa6[aCuXoxo(?)
elt;e' XoultaxLacv vot &8oXovxatl &3X(ae 'A0evallotq xxX., proposed in SEG X, 104, has been more recently
advocated by A. S. Henry (Prescripts,
p. 14), who points to the unlikelihood that the preamble would lack the name
of the proposer. The coincidence that Symmachos should propose a symmachia
may be matched by the proposal
of a proxeniafor a man named Proxenos in IG I3, 181 (I2, 146) but might be regarded as optimistic. The correct
solution might be even more radical; cf., for instance, IGII2, 225. Secondly, in line 11, where Meritt restored
the amount ivxTexatl 8xa may be preferable;cf. ATLIII, p. 357, note 45. Bengtson (Staatsvertrdge
Texrap&xovTa,
II,
loc.cit.) preferred an unrestored text. Lines 10-12 were quoted by H. B. Mattingly (BCH 92, 1968, p. 460) in the
course of a study (pp. 460-464) of the financial recovery of Athens in the years 421-415 B.c.
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Forthe historical circumstances,which need not be entered into here, see Thucydides 5.82.5 and 6.29; Diodorus
Siculus 12.81.2; Plutarch, Alkibiades15. The events have been well studied by G. Busolt (Griechische
Geschichte
III,
ii, 1904, p. 1265); W. S. Ferguson in CAH 5, 1924, p. 277; A7T III, p. 357. A. Andrewes' note in A. W. Gomme,
on 7hucydidesIV, 1970, p. 151, was revised and amplified by
A. Andrewes, and K.J. Dover, A HistoricalCommentary
him in V, 1981, pp. 261-263, where the terms and date of this text are particularlytaken into account. Those attested
as performing official functions during this year are listed in R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,
pp. 146-147 (this text cited,
p. 147).
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PROXENIDES OF KNIDOS HONORED
20. Eight fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, all except one discovered on the Akropolis, the exception being
fragmentg, the sole contributionof the Agora excavationsto this text I 2806). Fragmentg was discoveredon April 19,
1935, in a modern pit west of the East Building between the Middle and South Stoas (O 14). It preserves part of
the left side and original back of the stele but is broken elsewhere;it also makes directjoins, however,with fragmentd
to the left, with fragmentf above it, and (below the inscribed surface) with fragment a on the right. Fragment a
may be joined with fragment b on its right, and, since the latter preserves the right edge of the stele, the total width
of the monument is thereby recovered. Fragmentf is a small piece joining fragment d to the upper right of the
latter and is sometimes not distinguishedfrom fragmentd but assumed as part of it (e.g., IG I2, 144, and B. D. Meritt's
editioprincepsof the Agora fragment). Fragments e and c, from a lower part of the monument, together preserve
part of its left side and original back. The attributionto this text of fragment e, the bottom of which joins the top
of fragment c, was made by Meritt at the time of his edition of fragmentg and restudy of the whole stele.
Fragmenth is generally omitted from editions of this inscription, together with the invocation [E]eo[r]appearing
on the taenia surmounting it. It joins the top of fragments a-d andf and consists of a relief showing a male figure
(Proxenides)flanked by two goddesses, Aphrodite (of Knidos) on the left and Athena on the right. Its inclusion
here (as by M. B. Walbank;see below) adds a new line 1 and in consequence alters the numeration of the lines as
they are customarily reckoned. It should be noted that Walbank'sdesignation of the fragments differs from that
adopted here, which, to avoid confusion, is the same as that of IG 3, 91.
The stele is wider and thickerin its lower section. The body of the text (lines 3 and following)is surmountedby a
simple ovolo molding supporting a projecting taenia on which line 2 is inscribed. This taenia represents the widest
part of the monument, and the relief above it is narrowerthan the inscribed face.
g only: H. 0.242 m.; W. 0.198 m.; Th. 0.083 m.
a-g: LH. (line 3 and following) 0.012-0.013 m.
EtotX. Hor. 0.0222 m.; Vert. 0.0225 m.

For the measurements of the other fragments
sp
separas
tely and in combination, see IG I3, 91, and Walbank, loc.cit.
the
latter
with
a
full
of
each
infra,
very
physical description
fragment.

Ed. a-d, f: IG 2, 144, with earlier bibliography (d+f also IG 2, 66,6a and b). e: IG I2, 155, with earlier
bibliography a-g: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia8, 1939, pp. 65-69, no. 22, with photographs pp. 66 and 68; see A. Wilhelm,
AttischeUrkunden
IV (= SbAkadWien
217, 5), 1939, pp. 35-36 (on lines 13-17), on the basis of which Meritt revisedpart
of his original text, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 328-330 (cf. SEGX, 108, with furthersuggestions by Wilhelm for lines 13,
22, 25-28); IG I3, 91. a-h: M. B. Walbank, AthenianProxenies,
pp. 336-349, no. 64, with photographs pls. 40-43.
Text also in A7T II, D 23, with photographs pls. XIV, XV; photograph of a+b+d+f; J. N. Svoronos, Das Athener
Nationalmuseum,
1908, pi. CCVI.
Minor references are collected in SEG XII, 33 (Meritt, Hesperia21, 1952, p. 344, on the restoration of line 8);
XIV 40; XXI, 50 (H. B. Mattingly,JHS 81, 1961, p. 128); XXV 37 (Mattingly, Proceedings
of theAfiicanClassical
Associations7, 1964, p. 53 and BCH 92, 1968, pp. 478-479). See also A. Lambrechts, De AtheenseProxeniedecreten,
pp. 78-79, 151, et alibi;Mattingly in Phoros,pp. 91, notes 8-10, and 92-93; D. W Bradeen and M. F. McGregor,
AtticEpigraphy,1973, pp. 128-129 (readings in lines 3, 5-6, 10, 14, 33-38, incorporated in
Studiesin Fflth-Century
the text below).
For fragment h (the surmounting relief, with line 1) see 0. Walter,Beschreibung
derReliefsimkleinen
Akropolismuseum
inAthen,1923, pp. 10-12, no. 11; R. Binneboessel, Studienzu denattischenUrkundenreliefs
des5. und4. Jahrhunderts,
1932,
pp. 4, no. 6, and 29;J. Frel and B. M. Kingsley, GRBS 11, 1970, p. 208, note 14. It appears with fragmentsa+b+d+f
in Lambrechts,op.cit., pl. I.
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ETOIX. 27 (lines 4 and following)

ca. a. 416/15 a. (nisipotiusa. 422/1 a.)

[e] e o [I].

(h)
e [v

] o I po

OoK v t

(d+f+a+b)

po

vo

(g)

'AXaLEtC typaVp&teuev.
"'Eto]xoe[v rte poXei xalt TO68U]oL 'A

[ o].

'ApxXt)[.]

5

xa[,j]avr[lt

ipTipU&veu]e,['ApXxX]e

[i]
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[y]pavOd[Tceue,
'Av:txp'TeC][XTe]r-T['T]

10

[e], AeV6ao[TpaToo
eneT. ixeM ,E, xo0]
ei IIpox[aoeveS h6 tL&v8uvaoT6S]
[t] 'AOeva[losxal viv xcal6v TOr tp6a]
-reaCrToxa]
[0e]v Xp6v[oL,inaXLVaLt
[I &va]yp[&qcpaoarC6v iarTXe LXLe]

(e)
15

xat eOepyYTev'AOe]
[veI Tcp6Xoevov
[vacov xal xacacievactit X6XeL...]
lacuna
t tvXeaOL
T6v a8 [&7ox'elvav'ra
Ct]
oc; alo[ro6k;
huxnp 'AOe0vaov]
h&ixCp
(p[ay[IrTaotM&v'tL d&xo0&vetP3ta]
lot Oav[&otoTEvBUTtrLoplav
xait&]
T6 aOrt6 [ivaiL &&VTTS8UaL I&l6ye]

t IIpoxa[ev(ev htingp 'AOevactov
To]
20

ti coXl[Tcit tv T6v it6Xeov tpoeLp]
eTaco' d[v 8S &8tx:ctTt E 'AOevatov]

e T6[v a]u[.tAixov Tov 'AOevatovxaTd&]
[r]o6Tov X[ayXapvTo 'Aeveatv itpb6]

(c)

25

[T]6V n7oXf[[iapxov a" 8btxa<s&veUntp]
uavelo[v' &XXovbt &dteXFlato, Td&]

Ut rtiXe [otLiyXoyeoaLtreX&toh&]
8et Kvt8[los t rbt cp6povreXEvxa]
0&TxCpho[l &XXotKvlLtoL xoa6Faot]
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Lines 2 and 3 are in Ionic characters, the remainder of the text in Attic. The lettering is, as Walbank observes,
"appropriateto a date between 430 and 415 B.C."There is some carelessnessand inconsistency; strokesthat should
be parallel, as in epsilon, are not always so; the angles formed by the strokes of nu and sigma vary, while those
formed by the "arms" of upsilon offer a notable idiosyncrasy. Walbank noted a similarity to, if not identity with,
the hand of 19 and IG I3, 167 (I2, 149) and claimed for the same craftsman also IG I3, 165 and 168 (I2, 85 and
in office and the phyle in prytany recur in IG I3,
28). Cf. commentary on 19. Meritt observed that the ypaVcLtaxOreG
92 (II2, 27), and he restoredfrom that text the name of the chairman (epistates):thus both decrees were passed on the
same day. He also restored the proposer's name (line 7) as that of the Demostratos (PA 3611) on whose motion
in the assembly the great expedition to Sicily was voted in 415 B.C.Meritt'sdating of ca. a. 416/15 a. appeared also in
IG I3, as complying with all these indications, and was originally accepted in the present context (which accounts
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for its place in the numerical order); but a new text dating to 422/1, unpublished as of 1989, was said to reveal
that Archikleswas yp:floJ'a(Te in that year, with the result that the present decree and IG I3, 92 are to be redated
accordingly (informationprovided by D. M. Lewis to R. Develin, who quoted it, AthenianOfficials,p. 429; cf. p. 191).
Mattingly argued firomthe presence of the iyXoyeEs(line 26) that the decree should be dated soon after 426/5,
when this board was instituted (SEGXXI, 50), later refining his proposal to 422/1 (SEGXXX 37) and subsequently
to 425/4 (in Phoros,loc. cit.). On the tyXoyek5 see ATZ III, p. 148, and R. Meiggs, AthenianEmpire,p. 241. Frel
and Kingsley gave a date of"ca. 412" without comment.
The above text is that of Meritt as revised in 1941, with the improvedreadingsof Bradeen and McGregor;except
for the inclusion of line 1 and a minor change in line 3, it is also that of IG I3, prepared by Meritt and McGregor.
For lines 7-9 Mattingly (BCH 92, 1968, bc. cit.) proposed Acioa[Oavec el' tnxeti 8blatX][reIIpox[aevl(e; 6
KvE0lo??e tcoIojv] 'AOeva[fo xTr.]. Meritt in 1952 suggested for lines 8-9 IIpox[aEvl8{e ho Kvl&to; &et rbl|]
xTX. The ethnic may however be omitted in the body of the decree if it occurs in the heading, even though the
latter is not technically part of the decree. Cf. 21.
Walbankhas seen evidence for letters partly or wholly survivingthat make no real difference to the substance of
the text but deserve to be shown separately. His variantsare as follows:Line 2. 'Ipoe[v]8bo. Line 4. 8boxacy[Tr]L
poXiL
2..........
]. Line 8. No restorationafter IIpoxa[evt8e. Line 10
xa[l] To6 541oL1,'A. Line 7. e, Aeloa[.........
. .]...
init. [0]v. After line 13 he gives an undecipherable line 14, a line 15 reading [..
1.......
and four more undecipherable lines (16-19), resuming on fragment e (g in his designation) after the lacunawith
line 20 rather than the 14 of the text given above. His subsequentline numeration is therefore six in advance of other
versions. Lines 23-24. The positions of 'A&OveaWv
and T& &bcxas
are reversed. Walbank'sversion of lines 32 to
the end differs markedlyfrom that of Bradeen and McGregor:
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........
ho t r [.. .......
aa3 aTea[.........
.........
....20
xaxlr[.
OeaS
........
........
vTov[.

.]
]

......... ............
........
[. ]h[[ ............
.
[.[ . ..........

25]............

Line 3. For the citation of the name of the ypaoypate6; separately above the prescript, cf. 4 and A. S. Henry,
Prescrpts,p. 8. Line 20. dv obvi6Xeov. Cf. Meisterhans-Schwyzer,Grammatik3,
pp. 214-215, ?18, with notes 17201722. Lines 26-30. For the formula of invitation to public entertainment in the Prytaneion, see W. A. McDonald,
AJA 59, 1955, pp. 151-155 and Lambrechts,De AtheenseProxeniedecreten,
pp. 101-103. The details were later more
Osborne
on
this
text
(ZPE 41, 1981, pp. 153-170;
fully explored by M.J.
esp. p. 157 with note 10) and by Henry
and
on
this
text
100-110
Chiron
(Antichthon
15, 1981, pp.
13, 1983, pp. 61-67;
esp. pp. 63 and 66). See also Walbank,
5
and
note
13.
AthenianProxenies,
26,
pp.
The character of Proxenides' services to Athens and the occasion for the grant of the honors and privileges
here recorded remain unknown. The former must have been substantial,for the latter,as expressed on this imposing
was amended in the assembly at least twice, for the remains of
monument, were considerable. The probouleuma
lines 31-32 preclude the restoration CxelpoXl in the amendment formula.
For further material relevant to this text see SEGXXXIX, 324.

AN- - - -S AND HIS SONS HONORED
21. A fragmentof a stele of Pentelic marble (I 1674), preservingthe smooth-pickedleft side and original rough-picked
back of the monument as well as the top of the inscribedtext but otherwise broken;discoveredon March 25, 1934, in
a wall of a Late Roman building east of the Tholos (H 11). The blank space above the inscription may well have
carried painted decoration. Since the decree appears to give no room for the ethnic of the honorand, which is a
customary feature in such cases (cf A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 120), there may have been an upper molding bearing a
heading with this information, as in 20; cf. (e.g.) IG I3, 92. But the supposition is not inevitable: cf. 30 and B. D.
Meritt, Hesperia21, 1952, p. 343.
H. 0.245 m.; W. 0.23 m.; Th. 0.073 m.
LH. 0.008-0.009 m.
ESTOX.(square)0.0119 m.

31

1. TO THE FALLOF ATHENS IN 404 B.C.: 22

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia5, 1936, pp. 381-382, no. 5, with photograph (cf. SEG X, 111, incorporating a
IV [= SbAkadWien
217, 5], 1939, p. 39); IG I3, 95; M. B.
suggestion for lines 2-3 by A. Wilhelm, AttischeUrkunden
Walbank, AthenianPrxenies,pp. 367-370, no. 69, with photograph pl. 46:b. See also A. Lambrechts, De Atheense
Proxeniedecreten,
pp. 27, 56, 70, 151; A. S. Henry, Vrdex Humanitatis:Essaysin Honourof John HuntlyBishop, 1980,
no.
with citation of lines 5-10 (SEGXXX, 14). Photograph also in Meritt, Inscriptions
26-27,
5,
pp.
fim theAthenian
15.
no.
10,
Agora(A.P.B.
1966),
a. 415/14 a.

ETOIX. 23
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vacat
[E]botev sTTIpoXrt xal [kct 8%]
(ot) 'AvntoxXSfTpUT-v[eue, ...]

5

oTppbr8)S
..]
iYPa01V6pUeU**5
r xieasr&t, Xapla[(k[pxe, K]
i8n
cXX.ta6vT)ri
e[tz' 'Av/[.. ...]
v xal(t6

10

xOaCiats, t4e[ti8 et nto]
xalo 'A0[rvaCto,&]
[L]eiTcv it6XLv
ip6evov [xat e6ecp]
yaypa)cit
[y]fT7)v 'AO)YvaclvEv [atrXr)L Xt]
[et]vr)L [X]c[a][v To]t[ . .7....]

The lettering is in Ionic characters, plain and with some awkwardnesses(beta, sigma) as well as inconsistent
treatment of the same letter (alpha, nu); the extended lower stroke of kappa is distinctive. The use of Ionic may
well indicate that the honorand was an Ionian (Merittgave reasons for suggestingthat he may have been an Ephesian)
and that he bore the cost of the inscription (line 10). The date is fixed by the reference to the archon in line 4.
The restorationsare those of Meritt, adopted also in IG I3.
Lines 2-3. KXe]oypi68r) Wilhelm, IGI3: the restoration is highly likely. Line 5. 'Av/[--Meritt;
- IG I3; 'Av8[-- - Walbank. Line 10. [l0]v)Lr
'Ava[t(?)-.[[Xea]L[v To]t[[ teaurx ..] Meritt, IG I3; [0]?vy)trxXeFiv
Foaut6
Walbank.
the
use
of
the reflexive as grammatically unjustifiedand prefers
..]
[To]t[g
Henry (loc.cit.) regards

to restore (exempli
gratia)the name of the honorand in the genitive case. Walbank has discerned evidence of other
extra letters on the right of the fragment (.x[t in line 1, a[TXjqLt
in line 9). For the singular verb and accusatives
with
reference
cf.
BSA
67, 1972, p. 156, note 105.
(lines 6-9)
plural
M.J. Osborne,
On the historical circumstances cf. A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia17, 1948, p. 57. The ypo%uare6tgand proposer
are otherwise unknown, unless (as Walbank suggested) the latter is possibly to be identified with PA 8088; but the
name is not uncommon. Cf. R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,p. 151.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

22. Two nonjoining fragmentsof a stele of Pentelic marble, the larger of which (16923, now fragment a) is broken all
around save on the right, where the right side seems to be preserved even though the edge of the inscribed face
has been worn at its corner; that the right side is original has however been doubted by D. M. Lewis apudIG I3,
122. This fragment was discovered on June 12, 1959, in a late fill in the Eleusinion behind the western part of
the South Stoa (T 21). The smallerfragment (E.M. 12577, now fragment b:nonvidimus)
was identified by Lewis and is
recorded as broken on all sides; its provenance is not stated.
a: H. 0.115 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.045 m.
b:H. 0.095 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.06 m.
LH. (lines 1-11) variable between 0.007 and 0.009 m.; (lines 12-13) 0.016-0.023 m.
EtoLX.(lines 1-11) Hor. 0.0085 m.; Vert. ca. 0.015 m.

Ed. a: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, p. 39, no. 38, with photograph pl. 2 (cf. SEG XXI, 57); M. B. Walbank,
AthenianProxenies,
pp. 373-375, no. 71, with photograph pl. 47; Meritt's text reprinted by H. B. Mattingly in Ancient
StudiesPresented
to VictorEhrenberg
onHis 75thBirthday,1966, pp. 204-205. a+b: IG I3, 122.
SocietyandInstitutions:
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ETOIX. 25 (ines 1-11)

a. 413-405 a.

[

I-------------------]

6
.....

[.

(a)

[

]

]ov xtalh[61Lo]

&vPI &axb5vraL,
hc](JXaeo9t

[axo6vxrv 'r pouXtv]-tv 'AOevax
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5

10

(b)

[ov xal t6b arpoattey]trb dmlar
[paTcyovra xal tb' &]pXovt'ra'
......
[6 ......
*iv] 'Iov(tar
[6 bt q<p?pomaot6eC vao]ypQapra
[kcvYpa-tltXoa te<pou]X; ?y [cm]
[,X.t X,elv, ...... 14......]
.... ]lA[.....12
.....]
[.....] b'C ,.tv hAa[p,ovifepav].
[....

[------]
[T-----

[MET[------]TOP[ -----

]]

Fragment a is a clumsy piece of work, but its style is so distinctive that the association with it of fragment b
could be confidently made. The same craftsmanworked on IG I3, 101 (12, 108), lines 48-64, of 410/09 B.C.,and
Walbankattributedto him IG I3, 475 (I2, 372), the Erechtheionbuilding accounts of 409/8. The vertical stoichoi are
not well aligned, and the letters are crowded and inconsistentlyformed: sigma is tall and awkward,rather as in 21.
The text of fragment a is that of Meritt, except as follows: Line 1..ho[..] Walbank, which would make more
probable the restoration shown above for lines 1-3, suggested in IG I3, in comm.;xal, [...] Meritt, IG 13(intextu).
Lines 2-3. [........
Ft]Xeoaeo t |I[& aoro -tv tr poXtv] Meritt, Walbank, IG I(in textu);but the evident
inclusion ofupsilon in pou]JX!in line 8 suggestsits inclusion also in line 3. Walbank,who also made this observation,
proposed for line 3 [t abxftv rttv pou)Xv]. On the order within the phraseology cf. Henry, Honours,pp. 173 and
175. Line 6. So also IG I3; r[6; tx TOvi6Xeov Trv ?v] 'IovLaLMeritt, Walbank (the latter reading i]y). Line 8.
pouX]e; 6[v or] Meritt; 3ou]IXe.$y 7 Walbank;pou]Xe; i[v or] IG I3.
In fragment b, shown here as in IG I3, the raswramay or may not extend beyond the letters shown, which do
not certainly belong to the original enactment. The line division in lines 10-11 is uncertain and may invalidate
the restoration.
Meritt's publication gave to the text a general date "s. V a.". Mattingly (loc.cit.) envisaged a date of 415-410
on the basis of the spelling &e?(line 4) and pouXof (line 8), to match the archons in the Ionian cities (line 5-6); on these
officialssee R. Meiggs, AthnianEmpire,pp. 213-215, and 3, commentary on lines 6-7. The specific reference to Ionia
seems to make the period of the Ionian War more likely (cf. A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia17, 1948, p. 57), and the floruit
of the mason appears to give a similar indication. The date shown here is also that of IG I3 (420-405 Walbank).
The honorands (or honorand) will in all probabilityhave been Ionian.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
23. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5296), broken all around save that the back is probably original,
discovered on March 8, 1938, in a Byzantine context west of the Panathenaic Way and northwest of the Eleusinion

(S 18).
H. 0.156 m.; W. 0.12 m. (inscribedface, 0.07 m.); Th. 0.058 m.
LH. 0.01 m.
EtoLX.(square)0.014 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14,1945, pp. 132-133, no. 17, with photograph (see also SEGX, 140);M. B. Walbank,
Atheian Proxenies,
pp. 418-421, no. 84, with photograph pl. 56; IG I3, 121. Lines 1-3 considered by D. M. Lewis,
BSA49, 1954, p. 32. The decree listed by A. Lambrechts,DeAtheunse
p. 151.
Prxeniedecreten,
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1. TO THE FALLOF ATHENS IN 404 B.C.: 24
a. 410-405 a.

ETOIX. 28 (?)
["Eboxacv 'eLtpo3X xCaltt

bFLotL..]

...]
ipuv&wveu,--]AII[..
&ypaI6euC, --- 'A]vxaxct[Le6]
....8....
ct]e 'AXL[..5...]
[Xu A&U,l
[... 7... ivaypicpaLct ]6X[a]ev[ovxa]
[ItepYitrev 'AOevaiovi]7er8[ xcpit]
[rFv i6XLvtrv 'AOevalov1]arl[v &vtp]
[&Yae6bxal Lp60up.ocxact]&r6b[8uvar]
[---[---
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5

[6v . .......
10

[

------

9......

. ...]
...] [..
]

The lettering is rather thin and fine. Walbank suggested that the forms of the letters are close to those of 18
and of IG , 99 (I2, 109), 115 (I2, 123), and 176, all attributableto the later stages of the Peloponnesian War. The use
of Attic lettering makes a date beyond 406/5 unlikely,but the introduction of a demotic into the preamble argues
for as late a dating as may be acceptable. Cf. A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 11-12.
Meritt's tentative establishment of a line of 28 letters, comparing IG I3, 110 (I2, 118) of 408/7 B.C. for the
restorations,causes difficulty if the demotic in line 3 is that of the chairman (epistates). Lewis (loc.cit.) pointed out
that the phyle to be restored in lines 1-2 would in consequence be Hippothontis and that Meritt's suggestion for the
name of the secretary, IIc]oatx[og, could not be accommodated. He himself proposed Aty[ac[ as the secretary's
name, and the version of the end of line 2 in IG I3 is Avy[.. ...]. The tenuous remains do indeed suggest N as
preferableto K at the crucial point, but Walbank'stext reads [- - - -]ac[. . . ..] without hesitation, and the difficulty
remains. His resolution of it is achieved only by the introduction of the name Kaixxo, otherwise unattested in Attic
prosopography,and by the abandonment of the expressedrough breathing, thus It|JO0ovT1
rtopUT&veue,
K]cax[og
demoticum
iypa_V.Lt6lixucxtr. This too is unsatisfactory,and the reading in line 2 cannot be regarded as assured.
It seems preferable in consequence to leave the text with the minimum of restoration: doubt concerning the spelling
of the phyle name precludes its insertion even though its identity may be regarded as certain (on the assumption
that lines 3-4 have been correctly interpreted).
The text is mainly that of Meritt, followed also in IG I3. Line 1. rot] B[fiot Walbank. Line 4. [..........
...... ]r Walbank, who sees ipy]e also as a possibility; etre] Meritt, IG I3. Line 5. [....10....
ypqpqoot is
also possible. Line 9. [bv e8 notv ......1.......]p[...
..] Meritt, IG I3; [b6 .........1
x.] .3.{X ...]
......
Walbank,who suggested that these lines might contain the relics of a clause requiring the Athenian officials to give
special protection to the honorand, viz.

10

tv 8t] 3o[XEvxa]
[bY6v
8 Xov Tr*vJL6XL
xacl
[I Trb;
rnpUTvVC T6; otpcaTeyb 6i]
[xmlLea9caOrcCSx 6SoC &iv bt &8&xET]
[ai xT\.]

The honors voted to Archi--- may fit into the context mentioned in the commentaries to 21 and 22, but
beyond that nothing can be said as to the content or historical reference of the fragment. The details of the officers
and proposer (lines 2-4) are briefly noted by R. Develin (Athenian
Officials,p. 192).

FRAGMENT OF A REGULATION
24 (P1.3). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4442), broken all around save at the (smooth-dressed)back,
discovered on January 23, 1937, in a modern house wall south of the Eleusinion (T 22). The fragment has been
reworked on its upper surface in more modern times, with a cutting on the left side. The inscribed face is very
battered.
H. 0.108 m.; W. 0.138 m.; Th. 0.093 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
ETotX. Hor. 0.012 m.; Vert. 0.013 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, pp. 128-129, no. 15, with photograph of the squeeze (cf. SEG X, 123);
IGI3, 135.

INSCRIPTIONS: THE DECREES
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ETOIX.

ca. a. 430-405 a.
[
[......1*2...

TCT[e]Ta[yVva
xp uxa
]

[......3.....

e.]9.vece...

]
]

vacat

vacat
[yv6e T,ovXoaYY]Pa?o] TooLh[ -----5

]

..]To r6; &pXo[vra;---------

[......14.... .

e]
poh A[-------------[....... 12..
......
]o0 {atpa[--e[--]ov
[[......16.

]
--
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16.........
[. . . . . . . . . . . .. .

]

The lettering is in the developed Attic style of the later 5th century, without distinctive feature. The above
text is in general that of Meritt's editioprinceps.
IG I3. Line 5. [--Line 1. T[re]a[y!va ---] Meritt; eTe.a[ypvax
---] IG I3. Line 3. heo[0vo6L(?) --]
IG
is
Line
6.
where
in
comm.
I3,
npirte[v ---] IG I3.
&ieX]euO9potLsuggested
eX]euO6potL
iX]eu90poL;Meritt; [Meritt restored line 3 on the basis of IG I3, 99 (I2, 109; ATL II, D 9), line 8. The commissioners might be
supposed to be concerned with the codification of sacral law, and in SEG X the fragment was entitled "lex sacra".
IG I3, in comm.,makes the suggestion that a procession of some kind is under consideration. But the text was not
and its Supplment,and all that may be derivedfrom
included by F. Sokolowskiin his volumes, Loissacriesdescitlsgrecqucs
it (especiallylines 1-2 and 4) concerns procedure which may be secular no less than sacred. Nor are the syngrapheis
attested for 410/09 the sole candidates for consideration. There is evidence for various boards so designated at other
times within the general period to which this text may be assigned: cf. A. S. Henry, Prescrits,p. 4, note 12. A
wider dating span, adopted also in IG I3, is thereforepreferredto the more precise "ca.410 B.c.(?)"of the editioprinceps
and SEG X.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

25. A fragment of a stele of bluish white marble (I 1611) acknowledged as "very micaceous", broken on all sides,
discovered on March 16, 1934, in a marble pile in the southeast part of the Market Square (L-M 13-14).
H. 0.177 m.; W. 0.14 m.; Th. 0.085 m.
LH. 0.01-0.011 m.
ErotX. Hor. 0.014 m.; Vert. 0.0155 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia14, 1945, p. 128, no. 14, with photograph (cf. SEG X, 120); M. B. Walbank,Athenian
Proxenies,
pp. 393-395, no. 76, with photograph pl. 50:a; IG I3, 225.
ca. a. 420-405 a.

ETOIX.
[- - - - - - X]p,[xe(?)

-------]o-------------- v

[--------]
[--

5

V a a[

- - -- -]to-to &

-------------

]

b[e ----------------1

[- - - - - - - -lxuo[
-t xa&[iep --------------------[--------

p[
--.--

I
1

The lettering is in the developed Attic style of the later 5th century. The diameter of the circular letters is
less than the height of the remaining letters;the shape ofnu is inconsistentin the two examples extant; upsilon occurs
only once, but its misplaced upright is noteworthy. Walbank suggested that the hand is close to that of IG I3, 100
(ATLII, A 13), the assessmentofphorosof 410/09 B.C.,and that the type of marble indicates a date later than ca. 420.
Line 1. [- - -]opux[---] Meritt, IG I3; [-- -X]xapL[X[e - - -] A. E. Raubitschek apudSEGX. Line 3. [---]To
Meritt, Walbank;[---]10 IG I3. Line 4. The reading is clear, but the interpretationof it has eluded scholars. "Nec
6p]xuq nec tX]x6aoe placet", IG I3; Walbank thought in terms of "a name, apparently Asiatic". Line 5. [-- v]at
Walbank. Line 6. [- - h]toaxt[ev- -] Meritt; [- - -]wtaop[- - -] IG 13,where [- - - To]lC a[o[ltga- -] is also suggested

1. TO THE FALLOF ATHENS IN 404 B.C.: 27
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in comm; [---]T&ttv [--] Walbank. Line 7. fLp45[V ---] Walbank; [--- hl]ep[---]
Meritt; [--IG 3. Line 9. Evidence of a tau, presumably underneath the iota of line 8, has been discerned by
4ip[---]
Walbank. It remains an open question whether or not the rough breathing was expressed.
That this fi-agmentforms part of a decree is universallyagreed, but its nature cannot be determined. Meritt had
"no good suggestion for its restoration,"and refiained "firomgiving severaldubious ones." Walbanksuggested that it
was a proxeny decree for two honorands, probably from Asia Minor, and was prepared to hazard a restoration of
lines 3-6 which providesfor a stoichedon line of 28 letters: &v [t puxtoi OavdTootI do0dveL . .]xuvex [6 ..........
*&v &i2o&Lv|eI'AOevatovTr]Lq-t&V[tv xrX.].
trv ||11
Topltav
v](axxa9x[iip
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
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26 (P1.3). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 207), broken on all sides, discovered on April 6, 1932, in a
Byzantine context at the southwest corner of the Market Square (G 14).
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.11 m.; Th. 0.12 m.
LH. ca. 0.01 m.
ETroX.Hor. 0.0113 m.; Vert. 0.0117 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, p. 1, no. 1, with drawing (cf. SE X, 145a [a brief mention, without text]);
IG I3, 202.
a. 445-405 a.

ETOIX.

[I
[

I

[----]o--[--ocac[

5

1I[

--------------

-[--[]
ART

[---va[

-----------

alv[-

[----

]

[ - -- ]x-[- la--------------[

----1

[- - - - - - 10

[----

-i

[oXe(?) -

I[
[-

-

----

[---[-][
----

------I

Line 9. [---]o< xe---]
IG I3. Line 11. [---]eX[--IG 3. The writing is clear and developed, in good
style, but without distinguishing feature save in epsilon, which gives the impression, particularly in lines 4 and 8,
of dominating its neighbors. Despite the concentration ofepigraphical attention on Attic 5th-century texts, as well as
the fact that so many Agora fragments have been matched together or with inscriptions already known, this piece,
discovered early in the work of excavation, remains isolated. That it forms part of a decree has been generally
presumed, probably from line 8 as restored, but cannot be regarded as certain.

FRAGMENT OF THE END OF A DECREE
27. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4816), broken on all sides, discovered on May 7, 1937, in
a late road packing west of Klepsydra (S-T 27).
H. 0.057 m.; W. 0.062 m.; Th. 0.036 m.
LH. 0.009 m.
Ed. D. M. Lewis, Hesperia44, 1975, pp. 380-381, no. 3, with photograph pl. 85; IG I3, 196.
ca. a. 430-405 a.

vacat
xal] :vca [i t6XeL.
]
vacat
As in 28, the lettering suggests a general reference to the later part of the 5th
century. The diameter of
the circular letter is markedly smaller than the full height of the others: the line of break betrays the final iota.
[-------

OvacxtLewis; 0vatL IG I3.
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Since the fragment appears to show the end of the document, Lewis' restoration of the formula for permanent
display of the stele on the Akropolis is reasonable.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
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28. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4813), broken on all sides, discovered on May 7, 1937, in
a late context below Klepsydra (S-T 27).
H. ca. 0.06 m.; W ca. 0.145 m.; Th. 0.006 m.
LH. 0.009 m.
DTorX.(square)0.012 m.
Ed. D. M. Lewis, Hesperia44, 1975, p. 380, no. 2, with photograph pl. 85; IG I3, 210.
ca. a. 430-405 a.

STOIX.

_____
_]
[---------]
V
t[
[---------]
---------------]
[----------_]t_L8ce,
[
--]
[
]-The lettering is not distinctive; on the basis of it, as in 27, the date must be expressed in general terms. The
diameter of omicron is less than the full height of the other letters.
The restoration of an "entrenchment clause" here, for which see 3, line 10 and note, is tempting but proves
beyond the possibilityof accommodation to the requirementsof the survivingevidence, meager though that is. In the
editioprincepsLewis favored something on the lines of IG I3, 102 (I2, 110), lines 44-47; in IG I3 this suggestion is
incorporated into the definitive text (with a stoichedon line of 40 letters)as
[xal] &v Tit[sTL&Xo elet iept rtO6TYOV
ditXO(yaPLvto]
....16 .......].
TL; P6XeTaL ...
[8t xa]lt8l6Teq
[Eiv

D. M. Lewis (Hesperia44, 1975, pp. 394-395, nos. 23-25, with photographs pl. 88) published three small fragments
(16743, I 6999, and 15964), all of them brokenon all sides and all four or five lines in length and no more than two or
three letters in width. Lewis suggested that they might be parts of decrees, and all belong to the 5th century B.c.,
but there is no real indication of their character, and one (I 6743) has appeared in the context of IG I3, 416 as a
likely traditio.It has not seemed worthwhile to devote space to them here.
Also omitted from extended treatment is the small fragment I 3617 (Lewis, op.cit., pp. 392-393, no. 20, with
[inverted] photograph pl. 88; IG I3, 26) of ca. 450 B.C., which Lewis regarded as possibly part of a preamble to a
decree. It is broken all around, and the reading is no more than
[----------]
[-- PX[--]

[-

--

vacat

1. TO THE FALLOF ATHENS IN 404 B.C.: 28B
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APPENDIX: MATERIAL DISCOVERED SINCE 1967
28A. Epikerdes of Kyrene honored, a. 405/4 a. The discovery of the fragment I 7065 added a third to the two
existing fragments published as IGII2, 174. It was discovered on September 19, 1969, built into the northern
retaining wall of the cutting for the Athens-Piraeus railway on the north side of the Agora (J 5), and preserves
the right side and original rough-pickedback of the stele.
For the text sec the editioprincepsby B. D. Meritt, Hesperia39, 1970, pp. 111-114, with photographs of all three
fragments pl. 31; IGI3, 125 (full apparatuscriticusand text less fully restored). See also M. B. Walbank, Athenian
Poxenies,p. 488. For further discussion see SEG XXXIII, 17, XXXIX, 324 (on the relief sculpture),XLI, 8.
The new fragment (c)preserves the name of the archon, Alexias, and resolves the controversy concerning the
date of the text. See IG II2, 174, in comm.;SEG XXIV, 13. Even so, the Ionic lettering shows the first signs of
the enlargement into a wedge shape of the "free ends" of strokes, and in this particular anticipates a style favored
from the middle of the 4th century onward.

28B. A fragment of a decree showing the remainsof the firstthree lines of a prescript(I 7382), discoveredon April 27,
1972, in a modern fill (T 14). Edited by M. B. Walbank,Hesperia51, 1982, pp. 41-42, no. 1, with photograph pl. 19.
Walbanksuggests that the decree may be an honorary decree and that the date is near to the end of the 5th century if
the lettering is Attic rather than Ionic. Cf. SEGXXXII, 16.
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SECTION 2

FROM ONE RESTORATION OF DEMOCRACY TO ANOTHER
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The eighty-seven texts of this section (a number which includes 106A-106J more briefly treated
in the appendix) roughly triple the 5th-century survivals dealt with in Section 1. This owes
something, but perhaps less than may be thought, to that general archaeological "law"relating
to a long-inhabited site, that later material tends to drive out the earlier, a law perhaps more
influential in the context of Sections 3 and 4. Although the 5th century is properly regarded
as the high-water mark of democratic Athens, it was not until the 4th century that administrative
procedures were really matured and chancery practice fully developed.
This may be seen not only in a tendency to commit more business of state to stone-cut record,
even at a time when the Athenian role on the Hellenic stage was radically different from what it
had once been, and when, ultimately, Macedonian domination of the Greek world completely
transformedthat stage and Athens' place on it. It is observable also, more narrowly,in the detail
of the prescripts of Athenian decrees: the preoccupation with careful detail, for example, or the
introduction of the trianominafor all but the eponymous archon, or the record of proedroi and
symproedroi. It is evident in the crystalizationof formulasfor grants of citizenship or ofstephanoi
or of other honors, in the long-lasting expressionof reference of a given piece of businessbetween
boule and demos, in the appearance of the "hortatoryintention" and of stock phraseology for
the merits of the various honorands, and finallyin the assignmentof responsibilityfor expenditure
and the amount to be expended (on stelai and on stephanoi).
As in the 5th century,the emphasis is very largelyupon what may be generally called "foreign
affairs". Ten texts among these Agora decrees involve the more parochial units of deme, phratry,
or genos and may be set on one side. Of the remaining seventy-seven,twenty-threeare fragments
the reference of which cannot be determined. Among the other fifty-four,the the (perhaps
four)treaties, four or five "symbolai"agreements, six proxeny decrees, and five decrees conferring
citizenship manifestly involve external relations; and five more texts (41, 43, 48, 51, 72) may
be loosely defined as having an extraterritorialreference. No less than twenty-four texts are, or
appear to be, decrees conferringhonors of some kind, insufficientlypreservedfor sure attribution;
but of these, twelve clearly concern noncitizens, and only five reward citizens of Athens itself.
One important feature of Athenian administrationin the 4th century was a new procedure
for nomothesia.
The Agora excavations have been fortunate in turning up three highly significant
texts (73, 75, 106C) to document this. Of no less interest has been the new contribution to
knowledge concerning the city's regulation of the Eleusinian Mysteries (56, 57); and helpful light
on intercity relations has been shed by the discovery
of the
erobolai
documents alreadyreferredto.
It is of interest to note the distributionof this material through the period, where this can be
safely established. Twenty-sixdecrees clearlybelong to the years between the battle of Chaironeia
in 338 and the beginning of the regime of Demetrios of Phaleron in 317; yet no more than ten
are to be attributed to the important period between 350 and 338, when the literary sources
reveal that Athenian politics and policies were being conducted at a high level of intensity and
of significance for the future of the city and for "free"Hellas as a whole. During the first half
of the century the distributionof the twenty-one reliablydated decrees is more even, although the
emphasis is on the 375-350 period.
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Finally, that nineteen of the documents discovered were already represented by fragments
previously known and published in IG II2 suggests that the number of decrees available for
discovery,so to speak, was and is limited. Much that is importantlynew has been brought to light,
and with continuing excavation this may be expected to happen in the future: but when some new
discovery was made during past work there was at least one chance in four or five that it would
relate to evidence already in the epigraphical record. Moreover, among the novathere is also a
one-in-four probabilitythat it will be in so fragmentarya state that it can tell us little or nothing of
real substance. Such, at any rate for the 4th century,seems to have been the Agora's message.

A FRAGMENTOF A DECREEAND A SET OF REGULATIONS

29. A fiagmentof a steleof Pentelicmarble(I 6755),with the left side preservedbut otherwisebrokenall around,
discoveredon June 29, 1956, amongstonesremovedfromthe wallsof modernhousesnear the southeastcorner
of the MarketSquare(N-O 15).

H. 0.135m.;W.0.088m.;Th.0.047m.
LH.0.008m.
0.014m.
EroX. (square)
Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
32, 1963,p. 39, no. 39, withphotographpl. 10. See also SEGXXI, 219.

s. V/IVa.

ETOIX.30
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The letteringis plain,regular,
andstraightforward
in style.It couldbe accommodated
withinthe
anywhere
lasttenyearsof the5thcenturyor thefirstquarterof the4th. Upsilonis presentin thewordpouX)i
(cf.22). The
estimated
of lines1-3.
lengthof linedependsontheformulaic
phraseology
Merittnotedin theauyypacpat
of line4 (ifcorrectly
andin thepartof theverbtpy&(aOactin line6
restored)
of
contact
with
IG
84
SEG
I3,
94;
points
(I2,
XIX, 18,XXV,36, XXXVI, 15),of418/17 B.C., in whichregulationsare
laiddownfortheleasingof cultivable
landin theprecinctof Kodros,Neleus,andBasile.Thistextmaybe part
of a document
of similarcharacter.
Lines4-5. 'dT<ouy[ypa?&5& yryev7rvaq(?)xaltOlltoeatMeritt. Line6. 1py&4e[a9a
---] Meritt.

Line 8. [.]wvat/ [-----]

Meritt. Possibly,in case of noncompliancewith the regulations,a fine was prescribed

as dueto thetreasury
of Athena(e.g, et bFDl|, I 6cLXpe[rwO
The hasta
xevaxooltc; xpaXL&C
Trit'AIO]nvtaa[L).
ofthesupposed
iotabeforethenuinthelastsurviving
linestandswellto therightinitsstoichos,
anda breakobscures
oftheetawhichitspositionsuggests.Forthespelling'A0)valaE
possibletracesof thecross-stroke
inthe4th
(replaced
centuryby 'AOva)seeL.Threatte,Gramnar,
pp.272-274.
32 (q.v.)mayprovidea smallfragment
of thetopof thisstele;at leastit appearsto be theworkof thesame
craftsman.M. B. Walbank
hasidentified
himas the manwhoworkedalsoon IG 12,43, 105,and 144(47). If
thisidentification
is tobe accepted,thedateofthispresentfragment
mustbelowered
bytwoorthreedecades.Butit

may be a matterof the vernacularof an epigraphicalgenerationratherthan of the absoluteidentityof the hand
of a singleperson.
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A DECREE IN PRAISE OF AN EMBASSY
30. Three nonjoining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, of which one (14639; here fragment b)was discovered
in the excavations of the Agora on March 19, 1937, at the north foot of the Areopagos (K 17), in a Byzantine
context. Fragmenta, now in the EpigraphicalMuseum (E.M. 6883), has long been known; fragment c, discoveredon
the Akropolis (Akr.7018), remains unpublished at the time of writing and is not included here. The left side of the
monument is preservedon fragmenta, with the firstletter of each line abraded;fragment b forms part of the right side.
a: H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.095 m.; Th. 0.065 m.
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b:H. 0.07 m.; W. 0.058 m.; Th. 0.032 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
ETotX.Hor. 0.014 m.; Vert. 0.0135 m.
Ed. a only: IG II2, 11, with earlierbibliography,a + b, with reference also to c: M. B. Wilbank, Hesperia58, 1989,
pp. 71-72, no. 1, with photograph of b pl. 17. For a photograph of c, see "Epyov 1960, p. 12, pl. 13. See also
SEG XXXIX, 62.
ETOIX. 26 (lines 4 and following)

a. 400/399 a.
(a)
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The above text is that of Walbank,who added that the data of fragment c reveal that the body of the document
carried a stoichedon text of 26 letters per line and that its subject concerned praise of an embassy.
Line 1. Perhapsparts of a superscriptnaming the honorand(s),as in 33 and in IG n12, 3, 6, etc. Lines 3-5. [.]o
. I 'E]boev [..-?l.]
------IG I2. A. S. Henry
----'AXao k iypaW6ttru, ---t;
vpurveueT
(Prscripts,p. 11) noted that lines 2-3 should represent a heading rather than part of the opening formula,
proposing an uninscribed space after tYPalwtieue. In line 4 he suggested [E]botev [r3ftpouXtf xcal Txi 8(ipct'
ip---FXpu&v xtX.].
Line 5. Henry interpreted 1tq1as part of the name of the ypaEitaETe6c.If Walbank'sreading of sigma for mu
is correct, this should rather form part of the name of the phyle in prytany: but this involves the location of the
archon'sname at an unusual place in the formula as well as the omission of ephelkystic nu in ipxe.
The decree is postulated by Walbank as an enactment of the council only, for which, at this period, see 33,
commentary on line 3. But TtS SfjiDt is an equally possible restoration. On the craftsmanwho worked on this text
see Walbank, ClassicalViews26, 1982, pp. 259-274, and cf. SEG XXXH, 38. Walbank further suggested (Hesperia,
oc. cit.)that he also inscribed IG II2, 56 and 81 (neither securely dated) and that he may have inscribed IG H2, 17
(394/3), 97 (375/4), and 1392 (398/7).
For a fill list of those attested as having held public office during Laches' archonship see R. Develin, Athenian
Oficials,pp. 203-204.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

31. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5520), discovered on June 7, 1938, in a Classical context over the
west wall of the antechamber of Klepsydra (T 27). The rough-picked original back and the left and right sides of
the monument are preserved, but the surface is badly abraded.
H. 0.48 m.; W 0.37 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.01 m.
ExotX. Hor. 0.0105 m.; Vert. 0.017 m.
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Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hespena
58,1989, pp. 72-74, no. 2, withphotographpl. 18. See also SEGXXXIX, 63.
ETOIX.31

ca.a. 400-390 a.
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Walbank,whosereadingsare here reproduced,observedthat the craftsmanat workon this stone seemsalso
to haveinscribedIG II2,8 + 65 (SEGXXXH, 10,XXXIII, 12,XXXIV,21, XXXVI, 11,XXXIX, 9).
restorationof
Line 16.The sumvotedraisesalsothequestionof thenatureof the honorsvoted:henceWalbank's
a
asKonon
hero
such
or
the
overthrow
ofthe
theline. Anysuggestionthatoneof the"liberators"
ThirtyTyrants)
(after
afterthe batde of Knidosin 394 is concernedmustremainpurelyspeculative.Line 18. So Walbank;L. Threatte
occurs(thrice;evenso, twoof the
howeverquotesonlyone text(IGII2, 1, of 403/2) in whichthe spellingnpu-caveov
instancesarerestored),althoughthewordis common(Grammar,
pp. 312 and 317, no. 37). Thereappearin factto be
or areotherwise
no morethanfourcertainandtwoprobableinstances.Otherallegedexamplesoccurin restorations
at
note
with
this
matter
A.
has
dealt
S.
who
to
doubt.
282-284,
(Honours,
length
33), concluded
pp.
open
Henry,
thatthereis lessevidenceforthisspellingwithoutthe intervocaliciota"thanone mighthavebeenled to suppose"and
that"weshouldnot unnecessarily
introducethe phenomenonintofragmentarytextswhereit can be avoided."
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE(?)

32. A smallfragmentof a steleof Pentelicmarble(I 5487),brokenon all sidesand at the back,discoveredonJune4,
1938,in a LateRomancontextsouthof the Eleusinion(U 22).
H. 0.062 m.;W.0.043 m.;Th. 0.03 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
Ed. M. B. WalbankHesperia
58, 1989,pp. 78-79, no. 5, withphotographpl. 17. See also SEGXXXIX, 68.
ca.a. 400 a., velpaulgpost

ETOIX. 30(?)

['Epex]9t((?)
[-

[

[--&ypa..l&tu(?)]
..-.-..-]o.

]

Walbank identified the hand as that of the craftsman who produced 29 and is inclined to believe that this
fragment forms part of (the top of) that monument. If that is so, the heading in line 1 may well indicate the cult
in question, and Walbank suggested the supplements shown above, in consequence. The vertical spacing of the
letters on this fragment (0.028 m.) is twice that of the horizontal interval(0.014 m.), presumablyto offset the heading:
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on the hypothesis that 29 continues the text, a square pattern of stoichoi has there taken over for the body of the
inscription.
For discussion of the date of this fragment see the commentary on 29.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
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33. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 788), with the smooth right side and original rough-picked back
preservedbut otherwise broken all around except at the top, which (whilepreservingthe top line of the inscribed text)
appears to have been squared off in a later reworkingof the stone, discoveredon May 11, 1933, in a modern wall east
of the Tholos (H 11). The left and bottom edges of the fragment are much battered.
H. 0.144 m.; W. 0.135 m.; Th. 0.079 m.
LH. 0.009 m. (omicron 0.007 m., nu and sigma 0.011 m.).
ETotX.(almost square) Hor. 0.013 m.; Vert. 0.0125 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 91-92, no. 11, with photograph. Brief references by A. Lambrechts,
DeAtheense
Proxeniedecreten,
pp. 52 and 153, no. 48.
ca. a. 398-390 a.

ETOIX. 23
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[-----------]

The lettering is competent but by no means artisticallyoutstanding. There is some clumsiness, especially in
the inscribing of sigma. It is, however, amply characteristicof the later 5th and early 4th centuries. There is some
irregularityin the horizontal spacing of the letters. Meritt estimated the date not only on the style of the writing
(which by itself might permit a date within the 5th century) but also by the appearance of the boule alone in the
enactment formula (8o?ev TtL pouXLt), on which see further below. The date cannot be 399/8, as in that year
Kekropis, during its period in office as prytanizing phyle, had a ypaJtoarte6qwhose name was six or seven letters
in length (IG I3, 98 [II2, 12], line 31).
The length of line may be determined by lines 2-3. Forline 2 Meritt compared (e.g.) IG II2, 49 (SEGXXI, 224),
line 2, where there is a similarheading extradecretum
ipsum,and 79, lines 7-8. Forthe actual order of words, IG II2, 78,
lines 6-7 offer a better example. There was at this period a good deal of flexibility and perhaps some insouciance
in the formulation and consistency of these documents, and the planning of the text could to a certain extent depend
upon the secretary's choice and assiduity. Cf. (from the mid-5th century on) IG I3, 28 (I2, 143), 74 (I2, 145), 181
(I2, 146), IG II2, 2, 6 (SEGXV, 83), etc. The length of the names in lines 5 and 6 is variable by one letter, absence
of ephelkystic nu having been assumed in the text. A. S. Henry's study of "movablenu" in the 5th century (CSCA11,
1978, pp. 83-91) and Hellenistic period (CQ n.s. 17, 1967, pp. 277-284) leaves a gap for the eighty years from 403 to
323; but it may be judged that in the first decade of the 4th century it might well have been added to aeite, less
surely to iypapV&ixeue,but not to rTpuVr&veue.
Line 3. BoukXimust be restoredin place of poXt if this line is to conform to the requirementsof line 2. The usage
had already crept into documents of the 5th century (see 22) but remains rare in the first quarter of the 4th century;
cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 241-246. According to the prescript, the enactment was the work of the council alone,
rather than of the council and assembly. Cf. 36. This sets it beside a number of other decrees of the early years of
the 4th century and, in this case, is a criterion of date (see above). For the list of these and full discussion of the
possible competence of the boule in passing decrees at this time, see P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,pp. 82-85 (list,
p. 83, note 1) and Henry, Prescr/pts,
pp. 15-16. Cf. also Lambrechts, De AtheenseProxeniedecreten,
pp. 52-53; R. A.
de Laix, Proboulesisat Athens,1973, pp. 125-126, 138; M. H. Hansen, GRBS22, 1981, p. 353, note 24. The best
explanation (cf. A. H. M.Jones, AthnianDemocracy,
1957, pp. 114 and 157, note 101) seems to lie in the flexibility
or indifference already mentioned. Rhodes notes the uncertainty in the use of formulas in the early 4th century,
and to this may be added the suspicion that modern scholars are more worried by such inconsistencies and their
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implicationsthan were the ancientdraftsmen.The examplesoccur mostly,but not entirely,in proxenydecrees;
this may be no more than an index of the comparativefrequencyof that type of decreeat the time and does not
requirethe inferencesLambrechtsdrewfromit. The rapidsuccessionof monthlyyp-llkarrtc doubtlessdid not
discourageinconsistencyor skimpedwork,and the appearanceof the annualypaWTxcA;between370 and 360
Bouk,pp. 134-136)representeda tighteningup of the systemin thisas in otherrespects.
(seeRhodes,Athenian
Line 5. Merittsuggested[TXri6X]tcpo;.
Line 7. The inclusionof ptv seemsguaranteedby two factors:(1) its
commonappearanceaftertxatvioat in decreesof thisdateandcharacter;cf. IG II2,2, line 9,7, line 4, 23 (SEGXIV,
37), line 6, 26, line 7, 28, line 4, 31, line 5, etc.;(2)its omissionwouldrequirethatthe honorandbe creditedwitha
nameof ten letters,but line 1 indicatesthat his nameand ethnictogethercompriseno morethanfourteenletters.
Althoughhis ethnicmightindeedhavebeenXlo; (cf.IG II2,23),the possibilitiesare so limitedthatthe likelihoodof
the inclusionof Viv in line 7 is proportionately
greater.The omissionof the ethnic in the body of the decreeis
unusualandmaybe doubtedin someplaceswhereit hasbeenassumed.See Meritt,Hesperia
21, 1952,pp. 343-349,
where21, IGII2, 133,andthepresenttextarecitedamongthefewindisputable
examples.In 20, IG II2,95 and 133,
as here, the ethnicwas includedin the heading. Merittarguedthat that was not part of the decreeas such and
is thereforewithoutsignificance,butit remainspossiblethattheypcarate6 felthimselfat libertyto imprxviseto the
extent of suppressingthe ethnic in the body of the text if he extractedit for specialprominencein the heading
Evenso, the patternof 21, q.v.,remainsto be explained;it maybe supposedthatthe long uninscribedspaceabove
that text perhapscontaineda paintedheading,or more likelythat the informationwas carriedon the (nowlost)
upperpart of the monument. Henryhas argued(Honours,
pp. 12-13, note 2[2]) that the ethnic may be omitted
"incaseswhereit is self-evident"
and has discussedFxawtvoaaL
iv, op cit.,pp. 13-14, note 4.
TREATYOF ALLIANCEBETWEENATHENSAND THE BOIOTIANS

34. Two nonjoiningfragmentsof a steleof Pentelicmarble,one of which(fragmenta)was foundon the Akropolis
and has long been known;the other(I 4352), fragmentb, whichpreservesthe rightside and originalbackof the
monumentbut is otherwisebroken,was discoveredon December18, 1936, in a wall of a modernhouse overthe
areaof the southwestern
partof the Eleusinion(S-T 20). Fragmentbis badlybatteredat theedges,but,whilemaking
nojoin withfragmenta, it can be preciselyalignedto the rightof it at an averagedistanceof eightletterspaces.
b only:H. 0.28 m.;W.0.19 m.;Th. 0.106 m.
a and b:LH. (lines2-3) 0.011 m. (thetaandomicron0.008 m.), (lines1 and 4-12) 0.008 m. (thetaand omicron
0.0065 m., omega0.0045 m.).
EToX. (lines4-12) Hor.0.0125 m.;Vert.0.0185 m.
Ed. a only:IG II2, 14, with earlierbibliography.a + b:E. Schweigert,Hespeia8, 1939, pp. 1-3, no. 1, with
photographof b. See alsoM. N. Tod,GHIII, pp. 14-15, no. 101;H. Bengtson,Staatswertrge
H, pp. 168-170,no. 223;
cf. SEGXXI, 220.
a. 395 a.

ETOIX. 30 (lines4-12)
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The date depends upon the historical circumstances of this alliance, which are well known through the literary
sources. See Xenophon, HG 3.5.16; Andokides 3.25; Lysias 16.13; Diodorus Siculus 14.81.2; and Bengtson,
loc.cit. For modern accounts see, e.g., N. G. L. Hammond, Historyof Greeceto 322 B.C, 2nd ed., 1967, p. 455; and
S. Accame, La legaatniese delsecoloIVa.C., 1941, pp. 17-18, idem,Ricerche
iwtomoallguerra Corinzia,1951, pp. 45-46,
cri
s
delta
secolo
IV
la
all'inio
del
a.C.
ateniese
Lmperialismo
1966, pp. 130-131; P. Cloch, T7hbesde
Puis,
idem,
Biotie, 1951, p. 104; D. Kagan, La ParoladelPassato16, 1961, pp. 321-341; S. Perlman, CQ n.s. 14, 1964, pp. 72-73;
R. Seager,JHS 87, 1967, pp. 95-99; S. Periman, CP 63, 1968, pp. 258-261; D. H. Kelly, "Sources and Interpretations
of Spartan History in the Reigns of Agesilaus II, Archidamus II and Agis III" (diss. Cambridge University, 1975),
in theAncint World,P D. A. Garnsey and C. R. Whittaker, edd., 1978,
pp. 107-112; G. T. Griffith in Imperialism
p. 129 with note 8. For earlier bibliography see Schweigert and Tod, locc.citt.
The treaty was not abrogated by the Peace of Antalkidas of 386, in which the independence of the constituent
Boiotian cities was recognized, but Schweigert urged that it was unilaterally denounced by the Thebans between
173, with
spring 386 and winter 383, drawing on the indications of Lysias 26.23 and Aelius Aristeides, Panathenaicus
scholia.
The lettering of the text is described in G II2 as "volg.init. s. IV" this indeed accounts for its general character,
but certain features deserve comment. The "square"and "angled" letters are inconsistently formed; the horizontal
strokes of epsilon, usually of equal length in the same example, vary in length from one instance to another and
are sometimes inaccuratelyjoined to the vertical stroke. The circular letters tend to become oval, and beta is, as
often, clumsily executed. The flat, wide omega is notable, and the right vertical of pi is long in proportion the
horizontal. E is used for EI twice in Poy19tv(lines 6 and 9), and 0 for OY in the words 'AOrvalo; and Bo2w64
(lines 4, 6, 8, 10): on this see L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 177-178 and 241-242.
The larger lettering of the heading in lines 2-3 is preceded by an uninscribed interval of 0.03 m. and, on
. Above and to the ight of these letters the stone is abraded and broken. There is
fragment a, by the letters
no indication that this was the top of the inscribed face, and from the appearance of the fragment one wouldjudge the
reverse. The restoration [te]ot, adopted by Schweigert and Tod, would however assume that the inscription began at
ethis or of
this point: it is tken to represent the invocations made before the business of thee assembly
particular
measure, was embarked upon (cf., among numerous examples, 9 and 20). It should properly be followed by the
enactment formula, B8ocevtrfJ pouX)r xal Til, 8jiwt or its equivalent, and the customary preamble. Moreover,
nearly all treaties of this kind contain such a formula in guarantee of the assent of the Athenian people, before the
terms or the oaths are detailed; cf. for example IG I3, 11 (I2, 19), 19, and IG I2, 16 and 225 (SEGXXI, 222 and 264);
see also A. S. Henry, Prescriptsp. 44 with note 60. I II2, 97, the exceptioquaeprobatregulam,begins without seot
and embarks immediately on the detail of the treaty terms; but this constitutes a plain statement in amplification,
in the case of Kerkyra, of an enabling decree which comprehended treaties with Kephallenia and Akarnania as
well and which exists on a separate stele (IG II2, 96; SEGXXI, 234); see 46 for the less well preserved treaty with the
Kephallenians. If such a separate stele existed for the enabling decree of the treaty with the Boiotians, the word
oeol would properly precede that text rather than this one. Otherwise, it is remarkable to begin a document of
the present kind, in a comparatively developed (even though still fluid) period of governmental procedure, without
the proper preamble by which the measure is defined and registered. Further,since E)oi regularlybegins the record,
the present text should begin with line 2 at the head of the inscribed face, which it evidenty does not.
Two further points may be suggested: (1) The uninscribed interval between Qeot and the heading remains
unexplained; (2) the word ecol is customarily spread across the inscribed face in a symmetrical or tolerably
symmetrical plan or is centered relative to the text beneath. The former practice is too frequent to need
documentation; for the latter, cf., e.g., IG I3, 66, II2, 6 and 111. The compression of the word to the extreme
left edge of the stele is not only unusual in itself (cf. 9) but is sometimes wrongly shown when the printed texts show it.
For example, in IG I3, 84 and 110 (I2, 94 and 118) the printed text of IG I2 compressed ?eo( to the left in just
this manner, an error corrected in IG I3, where the letters are spaced out across the stelai.
The suppositions that [..]oi and the line in which it stands end an earlier part of the inscription, probably
representing the decree that recorded agreement to the terms set out in what survives,will account for the position of
the letters, for their size and character (that of the body of the lower text), and for the uninscribed interval that will
thus divide the enabling decree from the record of the terms. There is a precise parallel in IG II2, 15, although
without the uninscribed interval, for that text is less generously set out on its stele. It ended, according to the restored
text, with the words xaO&xep]to; [KopLve9ou,and the [. .]ot of the present text (perhaps [. .]ot[ vacat])could well
have formed part of a similar phrase.
The discoveryof fragment bmade changes in the text as previouslyrestored necessary only in lines 4 and 8, where
and
the conjectured provisions had placed the prepositionalphrases in the reverse order as int noXdiit x''"AOevaloo
init itoXywt ztlBotr6c;. For the phraseology of the treaty terms cf. IG II2, 15, lines 4-10, and 16, b, lines 1-3.
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Tod observed, "thisis the earliestappearance of the phrase i& r6v &lt (or &Xiavra)xp6vov in an alliance, in place
of the previous limitation to a specified number of years." But it is now known that such "unlimited"treaties may
be traced back not only into the 5th century (IG I3, 53 and 54) but into the 6th, where the earliest Greek treaty
yet known (SEG XXII, 336 and XL, 381; Meiggs-Lewis, no. 10) contains such a provision, though expressed in
a differentway.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN ATHENS AND TROIZEN
35. Twenty fragmentsof an opisthographicstele of Pentelic marble, of which one preservesboth inscribed faces, and
of which three were discoveredin the course of the Agora excavations. All the Agora fragmentsare broken all around:
two of them were joined immediately on discovery (I 4985, now fragment q), being found on June 3 andJune 18,
1937, respectively,in a Late Hellenistic to Early Roman context near Klepsydra (T 26). The third Agora fragment
(15351, now fragment r)was discoveredon March 22, 1938, in a context of the 2nd to 3rd centuries A.D., in a cutting
in line with the East Stair parapet on the North Slope of the Akropolis(T 22-23). Among the other fragments,three
(b, d, m) may be joined, and the total of separate pieces of the stele is thus reduced to seventeen. All fragments
previously known were discovered on the Akropolis or are of uncertain provenance. The measurements and text
of the Agora fragments alone are detailed here.
q (asjoined): H. 0.25 m.; W. 0.14 m.; Th. 0.112 m.
r: H. 0.067 m.; W 0.09 m.; Th. 0.06 m.

(All fragments):LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
IToLX.Hor. ca. 0.008 m.; Vert. ca. 0.014 m.
Ed. a-p: IG II2, 46, with earlier bibliography. q and r: A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 225-229,
no. 85, with photographs pls. 58, 59 (see also SEG XVII, 17, with suggestions for the text of fragment q by A. N.
Oikonomides, not here reproduced);discussionof all fragmentsand some revisedreadingsby D. M. Lewis, Hesperia28,
et la
1959, pp. 248-250. See also H. Bengtson, Staatsvertrige
II, p. 183, no. 235; P. Gauthier, Symbola:les Ftranger
dans
les
166-167
of
content
and
without
citisgrecques,
1972,
justice
(discussions
date,
pp.
text).
ca. a. 390-370 a.
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q: line 3. [--'A9 y(a)Eov Lewis. On
67t]68txo; Lewis; [--- -ip(?)]o8bxos cd. princ. Line 13. [-both fragments omission of cross-strokesin alpha (once also in eta) is to be noted. Despite the evident size and
comprehensiveness of the document or documents on the two faces of this monument, the disiectamembraare so
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fragmentary as to permit little to be said. Arguing from the likely restoration of the "title" or "heading" on
fragment a, Lewis suggested that the inscription on that face (A) "had nearly 90 letters to the line," giving the
monument a width of some 0.85 m. In this it would be comparable with the analogous agreement between Athens
and the people of Stymphalos in Arkadia (47).
Discussion has centered upon (1) the attribution of the fragments to the two faces, only fragment a preserving
both; (2) the date of the texts (which appear to be contemporary);(3) the character of the contents.
(1) Attribution is difficult and, in the present state of the monument, is to some degree a matter of subjective
judgment. In IG II2, 46, fragments aB,f, i, 1,m, and p were assigned to face B, the remainder to face A. Fragment m,
now joined with b and c, belongs therefore to face A, and the transferis eloquent of the problem. The editioprinceps
unites them in character, and the same feature,
assigned both q and r to face B: the carelessness with cross-strokeses
though to be found indeed on both faces, is more frequent on the other fragments assigned to face B. What prompted
Lewis to regard all the fragmentssavef and i (with aB)as belonging to face A was the penchantof the "FaceB hand" for
double cutting of letters. Face B was, however,corrected (on fragment aB) by the hand of face A, which might imply
that it was the "prior"face (see further below); nor is double cutting absent from face A. The two hands are in any
case extremely similar,and, since the writing of face A seems to "improve"(Lewis, p. 248), both are likely to be the
work of the same craftsman on "on" and "off' days. Here too 47 offers an interesting parallel as an opisthographic
monument on which the attribution of numerous fragments to one face or the other, despite editorial ingenuity,
remains equally uncertain. Its writer, himself described as "none-too-careful", was nevertheless more competent
than the inscriber of the present text.
Other criteria, such as the location the
rasuraethat occur several fragments and on both faces, or the "tilt"
onhe
of omega, which rises to the left on some fragments and to the right on others, are insufficient to be of positive help.
Lewis noted (p. 249) that fragment b (A) preserves the top of the stele and that there is no prescript. Fragment a (A),
however,which he described as "of course from the bottom of the stone", preserves the "heading" in larger lettering
restored in IG II2, 46 as [Eti3oXa 'A"Ovaltovxal Tpo]Cryvk[v],and above it is the end of a list of names, partly
preserved also on fragment o. For the implications of this see further below.
(2) In IG II2, the inscription is dated before 378 or, more specifically, "paullo post a. 400", with the note
"Monumentum c. a. 400 lapidi incisum esse indicavit Wilhelm per colloquium." IG II2, 85, attributed to the "prima
decennia saeculi", is comparable in respect of its irregular and often crowded lettering. On these stylistic grounds
Lewis also preferred a date early in the century. Bengtson gave the date as "um 390"; see alsoJ. Cargill, The Second
AthenianLeague,1981, p. 94.
However, the agreement or agreements here entered into are of the character generally described as .ymbolai
or symbola(see below), of which a number seem to have been concluded in the period following the establishment
of the Second Athenian Confederacy in 378/7, especially perhaps in the early 360's. The Agora has provided the
remains of severalof them (47, 50, 51, and perhaps 58). A rapprochementbetween Athens and a city in the northern
Peloponnese would be well suited to the pattern of events in this period, after the battle of Leuktraand in the context
of known Athenian interest in the area (cf. Xenophon, HG 6.5.1-3). The Troizenians bestowed honors on the boule
and demos of the Athenians in 368/7 (IG II2, 1425, lines 227-231). Argument for a date not earlier than ca. 375
was therefore advanced by Woodhead (op.cit., pp. 227-228) and accepted by Gauthier (op.cit., pp. 166-167, "vers
370"). Lewis acknowledged the force of the argument but nevertheless (see above) preferred a date of 395-390:
M. B. Walbank's"400-375" (Hesperia
55, 1986, pp. 319-354, esp. p. 350, note 41) also noted the later possibility. The
alternatives remain, and the dating here given has intentionally reflected them.
(3) Forthe nature and number of the symbolaior symbolaknown from literary as well as from epigraphical sources,
see in particularGauthier,op.cit.(esp. pp. 157-173); D. M. MacDowell, TheLawin ClassicalAthens,1978, pp. 220-221;
G. E. M. de Ste Croix, CQ, n.s. 11, 1961, pp. 108-110; Walbank, op. cit., pp. 349-353. These agreements were
concerned, as it appears, with judicial and civil procedures, regulating the status in law of citizens of the contracting
parties, should a national of the one community become involved in litigation or in charges arising in the city of,
or in conflict with a national of, the other community. The treaties in question were evidently lengthy and detailed:
their provisions showed certain similarities (as might be expected); note especially fragment b (A) of this document
and fragmentj of 47. It is the more regrettable that they survive in too fragmentary a state to provide more than
generalized and conjectural evidence. Walbank (pp. 320-321, note 8, 348-349, note 37) has suggested that a
number of them, including perhaps this one and 47, were inscribed on an opisthographic wall on the Akropolis,
comparable in character with that in the Stoa Basileios on which the law code of Nikomachos (SEG XV, 114)
was recorded.
Fragment a (A) should perhaps be particularly reconsidered in the light of this possibility. It is notable that
the style of the lettering of the "heading" on that fragment is more careful and sophisticated than that of the rest
of the text and would support the "later" rather than the "earlier" dating on that score. But its acknowledged
position near the foot of the monument, with wide uninscribed spaces above and below, raises a doubt whether
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it "heads" anything at all or whether it characterizes, in the style of a caption, that part of the monument below
which it is inscribed, thus differentiatingthat section from other, unrelated sections of the same total record. The
"heading"is apparently concluded at this point, and the list of names partly preserved above it (and on fragmento)
is thus likely to have concluded the record to which it belongs. If this, then, represents the "bottom right-hand
corner" of the Troizenian symbola,the possibility of its forming part of a more continuous collection of symbolaimay
be enhanced.
The supposition of a "continuouscollection" does however also allow the possibility to remain that, if this small
is after all a "heading" to precede the Troizenian record, the list of names may be
piece of scripturamonumentalis
the conclusion of a totally differentagreement, unconnected with Troizen.
However that may be, it is to be accepted that the two faces of the document as we have it dealt with Troizen
(cf. Lewis, p. 250): the name of that city appears clearly on fragments of both. The references on face B might,
indeed, use Troizen as a point of reference for an agreement with another city (cf. 51), but this seems the less likely
alternative; cf. IG II2, 46, comm.If both faces refer to Troizen and form parts of a single enactment, it may be that
face B represents the "obverse" and face A, concluding with the list of names and the "caption", the "reverse".
Walbank,on other grounds, reached a similarconclusion (op.cit.,p. 338) and regarded these symbolaiwith Troizen as
the model for the later compact with Stymphalos (47). Cf. SEGXXXVI, 141, XLI, 39.

STHORYS OF THASOS HONORED

36. Eight fragmentsof a stele of Pentelic marble, one of which, fragmenth (I 4633), was discoveredin the excavations
of the Athenian Agora; the other seven (fragmentsa-g) were alreadylong known and with the exception of fragmentb
are in the Epigraphical Museum in Athens (E.M. 6900, 6900a+390, 6900p). Fragment b, which makes a direct
join with a, is in the National Museum, Copenhagen (no. ABb 254). Fragment h, which makes no join with any
other fragment, provides part of the lower right-centralsection of the stele at lines 23-29 and was discovered on
March 20, 1937, at the surface on the North Slope of the Akropolis, west of the Post-Herulian Wall (S 25-26). It
is broken on all sides except the back (the original back is preservedalso on the other fragments except b).
a only: H. 0.134 m.; W 0.095 m.; Th. 0.102 m.
a-h: LH.0.009-0.01 m.
ETro.X(roughlysquare, but irregularin execution) Hor. ca. 0.016 m.; Vert. ca. 0.015 m.
Forthe details of the other fragmentssee M.J. Osborne (BSA,loc.cit. below), who assessed the overall dimensions
of the stele as H. ca. 0.654 m., W. ca. 0.635 m., Th. 0.075-0.102 m., and M. B. Walbank,toe.cit. below.
Ed. a-g only: IG II2, 17 with referencesto earlierliterature;W. Dittenberger,Syll.3, no. 127. See also A. Wilhelm
V [= SbAkadWien
Urkunden
220, 5], 1942, pp. 87-96, no. XLIII), whose conjectureswere largely confirmed by
(Attische
surl'histoireet les cultesde ThasosI, 1954, pp. 196, 203; SEG XX
the discovery of fragment h;J. Pouilloux, Recherches
84. h only, with full text of lines 22-40 as here numbered: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 51-52, no. 8, with
photograph pl. 8 (see also SEG XVI, 42). a-h: M.J. Osborne, BSA 65, 1970, pp. 151-174, with photographs of
all fragmentsexcept a and h, pl. 42; M. B. Walbank,Athenian
Proxenies,
1978, pp. 398-405, no. 78, with photographs of
no.
D
all fragmentspls. 51-54:a; Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 43-45,
8, Naturalization
II, pp. 45-48.
a. 394/3 a.

STOIX. 37-39
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(f)

(h)

(g)

(e)

tciio[t]ci &xuP[ci tot]iL, 6pe[XV]
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Xai] TaL 'A[76]
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vacat

The lettering represents competent but somewhat idiosyncratic work of the early 4th century; and the text
was evidently set out with artistic pretensions; but its execution falls short of its aims. The vertical stoichoi slope
forward;letters rise and fall along the horizontal lines, varying in height and in the exactitude of their relationship
to their neighbors and varying also within their vertical stoichoi. Cf. Osborne, ZPE 10, 1973, pp. 255-256. The
forward tilt to alpha and lambda is particularly noteworthy, as are the varied renderings of upsilon, as well as a
noticeable tendency to flatten the lowest stroke of sigma. Some ends of "free strokes"show the beginnings of an
emphasis later to become fashionable. Part of the text in line 12 is written in rasura(with an erasure postulated
also in line 11), and the letters there are larger and clumsier than elsewhere. Unusually, the entire inscription is
enclosed by a raised, flat band, like a picture in a frame. In lines 22-23 and 27-39 an extra letter is crowded up
against it to the right, and the same must be supposed elsewhere in the restoration of certain line endings. Line 8
evidently contained only 37 letters, and the revisedline 11, 36. The tenon by which the stele was sunk into a separate
base survivescomplete. On these features,and on the lettering in general, see Osborne, BSA,op.cit.,pp. 152-154 and
ZPE 19, 1975, p. 175; Osborne has further deduced that a relief attachment, "set in a good way from the sides
of the stele," surmounted the ensemble.
This is the earliest decree conferring full citizenship on a foreignerfor which the Agora has provided material.
Osborne's full account of the readingsof the text (BSA,op.cit.,pp. 158-160), as well as that ofWalbank, makes detailed
commentary of the whole unnecessary. Where fragment i is concerned, the following may be noted: Line 28. 4[v
1Ouaev xai 65tLt&] &4XcsOsborne (BSA,but not JNaturalization),
Meritt.
Walbank; 6[v &ttuoev xatc 4t lt]&a[Lv
Line 29. ]fN[ Meritt; ]flNIK[Osborne, Walbank;but the mark of the supposed kappa on the stone may be casual.
Line 31. P6X[yrcLm
Meritt; p6X4T)tcim
Osborne, Walbank. Line 34. [Tx]X4aLMeritt, -Walbank;[tr]X4oL Osborne. The
xciii tr&, t-trip and acl[bv].The
readings otherwise are those of Meritt. In lines 36-39 Walbankhas read &xuvpq,
relationship between the firstfifteen lines and the remainder of the text has been redefinedby Osborne, who showed
that a blank space of three or four lines intervened between the two decrees which the stele records: cf. Osborne,
ZPE 10, 1973, p. 265, note 30. The lines have been renumbered in consequence.
The "firstdecree" at least was a decree of the boule alone, not of the boule and demos. See 33, commentary
on line 3. This instance ill accords with explanationsof the phenomenon that have been advanced with regardto the
competence of the boule; but it may be supposed that the "firstdecree" representsa fairly simple piece of executive
action, a matter, as Osborne expresses it (JNatura1iation
II, p. 45), of "minor clarification",embodying confn-cmaion
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that there were to be two stelai and specifying their location. It also included a furthergeneral compliment Oines3-5)
and a repeated invitation to dinner. That the decrees are indeed to be inscribed on two stelai, without mention of
Sthorys' responsibility for the cost (which may have remained unaffected, since the amended provisions followed
representationson his part), suggests that the detail of a decree might be varied in a matter of minor importance;
cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouke,pp. 83, note 6, and 271.
For the occasion of the decrees and the career of Sthorys see Osborne, BSA, op. cit., pp. 163-168 and
Naturalization
II, loc. cit.; Pouilloux, op. cit., p. 196. Both agree with Wilhelm that the naval battle of lines 26-27
is the battle of Knidos (August 394 B.C.),and it is Osborne's view that the preliminary sacrifices (lines 27-28) are
those preceding the battle and not those which would accompany the entry upon office of the generals of 394/3, these
latter being the province of citizen tepetc and not of a foreign Viv4ytq. The prevalent assumption that Sthorys was
a Thasian in exile (cf. IG II2, 24 and 36; 40) has been questioned by Walbank. For the circumstances in Thasos
affecting all these documents see Pouilloux, op.cit.,pp. 195-203.
Lines 1-3. The officials are recorded in the 5th-century style, without patronymic or demotic; but practice
was already becoming variable. The ypaeY,anes (with patronymic and demotic) is repeated, and the archon (with
demotic only) is introduced in lines 13-15 as a remarkableand unique tailpiece to the "firstdecree": cf. Osborne,
BSA, op.cit., pp. 156, 161-162; A. S. Henry, Prescipts,p. 9, note 34. Line 10. n6XL. For the form see L. Threatte,
Grammar,
pp. 381-382. For its continuing use as the designation of the Akropolis cf. 39 and 40, commentary on
line 16. 'Ev belo. See 2, line,
on
20. Sthorys was a ArdvtLof Apollo Pythios; cf. lines 37-38.
om
commentary
Lines 30-31. For the phraseology in connection with the grant of citizenship see Osborne, BSA,op.cit.,pp. 171173, with references to other literature,and Naturalization
II, p. 47, and cf. 40. Here there is no reference to enrolment
in a phratry, which was a customary element of citizenship. This is probably no more than a matter of careless
drafting,but it is an additional reminder that formulasat this period were fluid and subject to variationsof detail. See
further Osborne, BSA66, 1971, p. 305 with note 51, and 67, 1972, pp. 146-147; Henry, Honours,pp. 69-71.
Lines 34-35. See 37, note on line 13. Line 37. 'AO)v4a[L].See Threatte, Grammar
pp. 271-274. Lines 3940. Sthorys' newly acquired citizenship makes inCl8eivov rather than irntUval the appropriate invitation, even
though the distinction between the two, generally maintained, is sometimes disregarded. For the formula see 20,
note on lines 28-30 and references there. The phrase is here expressed in its regular form: at its earlier appearance
(lines 11-12) Osborne supposed that an initial confusion on the part of the stonecutter caused the erasure and
correction, although even so the regular phraseology was not fully regained.
References to further discussions of elements of this text are to be found in SEG XXIX, 85, XXXIII, 72,
and XXXVI, 140. For Euboulides (line 14) and other officials of his year see also R. Develin, AthenianOficials,
pp. 208-210.
CITIZENS OF IALYSOS HONORED

37. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5896), with the right side preserved but otherwise broken all around,
discovered on November 29, 1943, among marbles in the area just southeast of the Market Square and west of
the Panathenaic Way.
H. 0.247 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.07-0.075 m.
LH. 0.01-0.012 m. (omega 0.007 m., xi and omicron 0.009 m.).
CEoLX.Hor. 0.0164 m.; Vert. 0.016 m.
Ed. A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia17, 1948, pp. 54-57, no. 65, with photograph pl. 24; M. B. Walbank,Athenian
Proxenies,
pp. 376-378, no. 72, with photograph pl. 47:b (= SEG XXVIII, 48). See also J. and L. Robert, REG 62,
1949, pp. 103-104, no. 42; A. Lambrechts,De AtheenseProxeniedecreten,
pp. 27, 31, 69, 74, 125-127, 153; P. Funke,

ZPE53, 1983,pp. 169-174 (SEGXXXIII, 68).
paulloposta. 394 a.
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[xal eepy?xac; VWw]vvW
vacat
[
I
The writing is well cut and of good quality: omega is open and rather squat; xi and omicron are (in some
instances)pendent from the upper line of the lettering.
The restorationsare slightly modified from those of the editioprinceps(whichwas followed also by Walbank). The
general purport of the decree is to honor a citizen of lalysos and his brothers, one of whose forebears (probably
their father)had been named proxenos and benefactor at an earlierdate, in all likelihood before 412/11 B.C.The stele
carrying the record of that earlier decree had, like a number of others (for which see IG I3, p. 196), been destroyed
during the brief oligarchical regime of the "Thirty Tyrants". The renewal of the family honors may be held to
postdate the battle of Knidos in 394. Funke, however, loc. cit., prefers to place the restored grant soon after the
restoration of the Athenian democracy in 403/2. The city of Rhodes had been established by the synoecism of
Lindos, lalysos, and Kameiros in 408/7, but the honorands here retain the ethnic of the original grant without
modification. The phraseology of lines 8-13 leaves no doubt of the length of line in this brief statement.
Lines 5-7. [6aoev Xp6vox)t v, x]atl Troi [&18eX[oeit
Sv xal T]i3L'IrXuVl[aovxpuxL(?), int]et8 x,X. ed.princ.;
but in line 6 kappa may be seen to precede omega, and the suggestion, in any case difficult, must be abandoned.
Proper names may be concerned. IG II2, 6 (SEGXV, 83) offers a general guide to the presumed character of the text
as well as an exact parallel to its stoichedon pattern. Line 10. Cf. 39. Line 13. In IG II2, 6, the cost of the stele
was defrayed by one of the several honorands (although not the first named among them), and the same is likely
to have been the case here. For the formula x-cieo ToKqxoi b8etvoqin relation to grants ofproxenia,see A. S. Henry,
VndexHumanitatis:
Essaysin Honourof JohnHuntlyBishop,1980, pp. 17-33 (examplesof the present type, pp. 20-21); cf.
1, 11, and 21. The latest example, IG II2, 289 (SEGXXI, 300, XXIII, 60) is to be dated a little before or a little after
the middle of the 4th century. IG II2, 411 (SEG XIII, 41; D. Behrend, AttischePachturkunden,
pp. 71-72, no. 18),
in which the formula is used in apactio,is dated ca. 330.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY(?) DECREE
38. A fragment of the upper part of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4663), with the worn remains of a sculptured
representation in shallow relief surviving above the first line of the inscription, and with the left edge and perhaps
the original back of the monument preserved, but otherwise broken and much battered all around, discovered on
March 29, 1937, in a Turkish pit of late date on the North Slope of the Akropolis, below Klepsydra (T 26). In
the sculptured relief, on the left, is the lower part of a standing draped figure facing right; confronting this figure
appear the forehooves of a prancing horse and the booted foot of a second human figure. The inscribed surface
is considerablyworn.
H. 0.227 m.; W. 0.283 m.; Th. 0.095 m.
LH. 0.009 m. (nu 0.0115 m.).
Erotx. Hor. 0.014 m.; Vert. 0.016 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 207, no. 53, with photograph pl. 52. See also SEG XVII, 16.
init.saec.IV a.
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In the appreciation of the lettering the poor state of the stone permits less than justice to be done: but the
inscription does not seem to be well executed. The lower preserved lines slope away to the right, and the letters
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are inconsistently set in their stoichoi. The horizontal strokes of epsilon and the center strokes of mu are all short;
omega has a "wishbone" shape with very short horizontals. Parallels for some of the features of this text appear
in IG II2, 32, 34, and 37, all datable to the second halfofthe second decade of the 4th century; the present inscription
could well belong to the same period.
Line 1. Meritt regarded it as possible that a theta was preserved above the tau of xrt in the first line of the
decree. The traces are reasonable enough for the inclusion of .[eol] in the text. The epsilon (if the word was
symmetrically spaced) should have stood slightly to the right of omicron in poX[fi]t,and the damage to the stone
at the point appears briefly to follow a vertical line where its upright stroke should be. Line 5. The name Gnathon
is very rare in Attic prosopography,but the examples of it are spread through four centuries from the 6th to the
3rd. A possible identification for the proposer of this decree is rv&tov 'EXcuaivLto(PA 3050), whose daughter
Philoumene is commemorated on the stele IG II2, 6054 (dated 365-340 B.c.), and whose son E[..5...] proposed
see M. B. Walbank,Hesperia52, 1983,
the Eleusinian decree IG II2, 1188 (dated "med. s. IV"). ForFv&OovAaxt&ibr&
Meritt. Between the alpha
in
Line
6.
later
the
rv&Oov
129.
[..]a[.]Lf)v
century.
XoXXel8r) (PA3051) belongs
p.
and iota appear cuts at the edge of the break which are certainly intentional, that is, parts of a cut letter, and can
only be the tips of the vertical and upper oblique strokes of kappa, the oblique stroke of which rises high in the
only other examples of the same letter on this stone (in the same line). The name [At]a.xBlrqwould answer the
indications, with, for example, e[te[v itxaCtvXCoaL
Ev] in the previousline. It may be worth remarkingthat Aiakides is
a name particularlyassociated with central and northern Greece and that the appearance of a horse in the relief
may suggest a connection with Thessaly. Cf. IG II2, 116 (SEG XXI, 243); R. Binneboessel, Studienzu denattischen
des5. und 4. Jahrhunderts,
1932, p. 10, no. 38. But other names, for example buXcaxtlrv;,and other
Urkundenreliefs
come
into
consideration.
hypotheses may

FRAGMENT OF A REINSCRIBED DECREE

39 (PI.4). A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (14768), broken on all sides, discovered on April 21, 1937, in
a late context southeast of the Market Square, east of the Post-HerulianWall (U 23-24).
H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.115 m.; Th. 0.049 m.
LH. 0.009 m.
SToLX.Hor. 0.0175 m.; Vert. 0.0165 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 313-314, no. 30, with photograph.
ETOIX. 23
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The lettering is clear,well cut, and orderlyin the best style of the early 4th century. It has no special characteristic
save that sigma is particularly neat and compact and that the central horizontal stroke of epsilon slightly projects
beyond its neighbors above and below. The position ascribed to the fragment in relation to the edges of the stele
and the resulting division of lines shown in the text are purely arbitrary.
The restoration calls for the use of the word it6Xt for the Akropolis, and on this criterion the decree must
be dated within the first quarter of the century. The last dated instance of 716Xtpossibly occurs in 379/8 in an
honorary decree (SEG XXXII, 50), where it is a proposed restoration; but this does not represent a terminusante
quem. See 40, commentary on line 16 and A. S. Henry, Chiron12, 1982, p. 92. Lines 4-6. The decree reenacted
an earlier measure, probably an honorary decree, which had been inscribed on a stele demolished during the regime
of the "Thirty Tyrants" in 404/3; cf. 37. In all these cases the fact of demolition underscores the thoroughness
of that regime in dealing with what displeased it, as well as the significance attached to the inscribed record. The
phraseology on which the text of these lines is based occurs in IG II2, 9 (SEG XIV, 35, XXXII, 41); see also, in
addition to 37, IG II2, 6 and 66, fragment c (SEGXV, 83 and XIV, 40). Another form of words is used in IG II2, 52.

2. ONE RESTORATION OF DEMOCRACY TO ANOTHER, 403/2-307/6
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ATHENIAN CITIZENSHIP BESTOWED ON ARCHIPPOS AND HIPPARCHOS OF THASOS
40. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4954, hereafter fragment a), a larger section of which is provided
by IG II2, 25 (now fragment b),brokenon all sides although evidentlypreservingpart of the initial line of the inscribed
text, discoveredonJune 7, 1937, in a Byzantine well in the north wall of the paved court below Klepsydra (T 26-27).
The two fragments make no join with each other but are separated by a lacuna of indeterminate length.
a: H. 0.14 m.; W 0.135 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
b: H. 0.29 m.; W. 0.37 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
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LH. 0.012 m. (beta 0.016 m., nu 0.0145 m., omicron 0.009 m., omega 0.007 m.).
IEotX. Hor. 0.022 m.; Vert. 0.02 m., with variations.
Ed. b only: IG II2, 25. a + b: W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 262-263, no. 66, with photographs
(cf. SEG XV, 86); see also W. B. Dinsmoor, AJA 36, 1932, pp. 157-160 (especially p. 159, note 6), on the date of
IG II2, 25. Photograph of fragment b,J. Pouilloux, Recherches
sur l'histoireet les cutes de ThasosI, 1954, pl. XVI: 4.
Brief references by M. J. Osborne, BSA 65, 1970, p. 169, with note 103, and 67, 1972, pp. 146-147, 150, 156;
P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 247 (in the list of "probouleumaticdecrees"). See further Osborne, Naturalization
I,
II, pp. 48-57 (cf. SEG XXXI, 58).
pp. 45-46, no. D 9, Naturalization
a. 388/7 a. vel 375/4 a.
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The lettering of IG II2, 25 is referred to in its context as "volg. init. s. IV", which does not reflect its stylistic
quality and general precision; the letters are well spaced, well formed, and well cut, without notable idiosyncrasies;all
three horizontals of epsilon are of equal length; omega is distinctiveenough to be useful in any search for work by the
same craftsman.
Line 2. AlMyil or Otlv]l<. Lines 6-7. "Ap]X[r,tov]T6[v]8a(o(o[v Pritchett;[... "ApXutotv(?)]e&ato[v IG II2;
'A]p.xt[To]y xby 6&ato[v Osborne. Line 8. The two iotas at the beginning of the line are inscribed in a single
letter space. Traces of extra letters have been noted in lines 15-19: the text is otherwise that of Pritchett.
For the developing situation in Thasos during this period, variouslyinterpreted, on which the date of the decree
is to some extent dependent, see Pouilloux, op.cit., pp. 195-203, with references, Osborne, Naturalization
II, loc.cit.,
and 36. The comparable text IG II2, 24 (SEG XXXI, 58) is also relevant. There the same two Thasians receive
honors, and the phrase 8xe [pota]6P3oXooqp[Xev(line 6) is most likely to refer to a date preceding the death of
Thrasyboulos in 389; cf. M. B. Walbank,Athenian
Proxenies,
pp. 328, 405. The occasion of the present decree must also
be related to the use of &v&x[pot6Xet in line 16 and the appearance of 6 ca[Itac, toutcourt,in line 18, on both
of which see further below: for both have been held, in the past, to offer decisive support for the later of the dates
proposed.
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If that were so, the honors here recorded would belong not just after the expulsion of the Spartan garrison
from Thasos (cf. Xenophon, HG 5.1.7), the date favored by earlier opinion (referencesin Pritchett, op.cit., p. 263,
note 1), but to the time when Chabrias was active in extending the Second Athenian Confederacy in the north
1905, p. 61; A. G.
(cf. IG II2, 43, line 100; M. N. Tod, GHI II, p. 67; E H. Marshall, TheSecondAthenianConfederacy,
371
and
24
Phoenix
16, 1962, pp. 258-259). IGII2,
Woodhead, AJA 61, 1957, p.
perhaps belongs to the earlier
later
date
would
suit
the
text
in
that
while
the
it
shows
a
and
more extraordinarygenerosity
occasion,
present
greater
to the same honorands in the award of full citizenship. Pouilloux, preferring to leave the issue open, gave to both
texts the general date 388-375 (op.cit., p. 203). Osborne argued on general grounds, notwithstanding the single
treasurerand the reference to the Akropolis,for the earlierdate. See also A. S. Henry (Chiron14, 1984, p. 50, note 4),
who favoured a date "shortlybefore 387/6" in an earlier article, Chiron12, 1982, p. 114.
Line 9. 'Av8payaeCais less usually cited as a quality in these circumstancesthan cOvota or aper, with which it is
sometimes associated, being particularlyrelevant, as it appears, to merit displayedin war or civil strife. In the late 5th
century it is found in IG I3, 97 (I2, 103; Walbank, AthenianProxenies,
pp. 378-384, no. 73), joined with (restored)
also
IG
line
70
for
the
in
see
Samians
1,
II2,
(honors
403/2), where it is joined with &pert, and R. S.
piXoctplta;
Stroud, Hesperia40, 1971, pp. 280-301, no. 7, lines 8-9 (in reference to men killed in the civil conflict of 404/3),
joined with e6Opyeala. It is restored (by itself, as here) in IG II2, 23, of 388/7. The evidence suggests that its use at
Athens antedates 336 B.C. It was also used in honors awardedto Athenian citizens; cf., for example, Hypereides, 6inp
Aux6cppovoq16. At this period, however, the formula of the type 6&t (or iT&etL)d&vp&ya096C;al preponderates
in citations of this kind (cf. 36, lines 28-29). Cf. also Henry, Honours,p. 65.
Line 10. Forthe variations of formula for choice of phyle, deme, and phratrysee Osborne, locc.citt. and 36, note
on lines 30-31. Line 15. The ypa1Ca-r -iS PouAis, responsible for the inscription of the decree, is still the
monthly official changing with the prytany. The addition of the demotic to his name in lines 3-4 (although not
the patronymic; contrast 36, line 13 and IG II2, 16, line 4, of 394/3) represents a development in documentary
practice emerging at the end of the 5th century (IG II2, 1, lines 5-6) but at this time still followed out variably and
intermittently;see Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 31-32.
Line 16. ev &x[po76Xet. The significance of this, in place of the hitherto customary i 7t6Xet,for the date of
the decree has already been referred to, but its value for dating purposes cannot be precisely determined; cf. 36,
line 10 and 39. The argument about it is also linked to the evidence concerning the disbursingofficer (line 18), and
both issues have been studied by Henry (Chiron12, 1982, pp. 91-118 [SEGXXXII, 347]: on this text see particularly
pp. 99 and 113-114). The view ofDinsmoor (loc.cit.)was that no instance of &xp67oktXcan be shown to antedate 386
and that no instance of n6XLtsurely postdates 374. Despite attempts, stretchingback a hundred years, to establish a
firm point for the change of usage (cf. P. Foucart, BCH 12, 1888, pp. 161 and 166; IG II2, 51, 56, and 57, comm.),
definite dates are lacking for most of the decrees of the first quarter of the 4th century. It is not unreasonable to
believe that there was a period of overlap during which either designation might be employed and that the lines
may not be so nicely drawn as Dinsmoor argued. Cf. J. Pecirka, Formula,pp. 27-28. If that is so, the appearance
of &xp6oktXL
for 1t6Xt cannot be decisive one way or the other.
Line 18. "The Treasurer"(i.e., of the !8itog) is responsible for defraying the cost of the stele. At this period
there was some variation in the officer or officers to whom this duty fell. A. C.Johnson (CP 9, 1914, pp. 417-423),
reviewing all the evidence, sought to define four periods down to 377, during which this treasurer functioned in
the second (394-387) as well as during the remainder of the century after 377. Cf. W. S. Ferguson, The Treasurers
of Adtena,1932, pp. 132-139. Dinsmoor (loc.cit.) maintained that the single treasurer did not begin to provide
funds for the inscription of decrees until after 376 and-that those decrees showing him as paymaster to which an
earlier date had been assigned should be given a later attribution. Henry's review of the problem concluded that
Johnson's and Dinsmoor's reconstructions erred on the side of neatness; he claimed that the single treasureris to
be found as early as ca. 390/89, the date to which he would assign IG II2, 21 (SEG XXXII, 43). Thus both the
single officer of the demos and the plural board of treasurersof the goddess were called up for disbursementsbetween
ca. 390 and ca. 364, after which the single treasurercertainly functioned as the only disbursingofficer. Cf. Pecirka,
Formula,1oc.cit.;Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,p. 103, note 7. Since this element too offersno dating criterion for this text, its
date must in the last resort depend upon such historical interpretationof its circumstancesas may be preferred.
A sum of twenty drachmas is restored as the intended cost, and the formula here makes its first appearance
among the Agora decrees; if the earlier dating of this text be favored, it is also the earliest instance of a specified cash
limit in Attic epigraphy, apart from IG II2, 24, where it is also to be found. On this subject see Brian T. Nolan,
"InscribingCosts at Athens in the Fourth Century B.C." (diss. The Ohio State University, 1981). The first firmly
dated such text is IG II2, 31, of 386/5 B.C., where the cash amount is preserved.
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41. Five nonjoining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, three of them (fragmentsa, c, d) long familiar as IG II2,
30, the fourth (fragment b) discovered in 0. Broneer's excavations on the North Slope of the Akropolis, and the
fifth (fragmente) discovered in the excavations of the Athenian Agora; their details are as follows:
Fragment a (E.M. 6916) preserves the top of the stele but is otherwise broken all around; it was discovered
in 1849 on the Akropoliswest of the Parthenon and is now in the EpigraphicalMuseum.
Fragment b (E.M. 12964) also preserves the top of the stele and from the nature of its contents must be located
to the right of fragment a, although it is not contiguous with it; it is otherwise broken all around. Discovered on
May 6, 1938, in late fill in the main area of Broneer's excavations (for which see Hesperia2, 1933, pp. 329-417,
Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 109-188, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 161-263), it is now in the EpigraphicalMuseum.
Fragmentc (E.M. 6904), broken all around (except that the back has been dressed down obliquely to the front in
a later reworking),was also found on the Akropolisand is now in the EpigraphicalMuseum.
Fragment d (E.M. 6905) similarlyis broken all around, was found on the Akropolis, and is in the Epigraphical
Museum. Fragmentsc and d had both been discovered before IG II went to the press in 1876 and with fragment a
were included as no. 14 in that volume, from U. Koehler's own transcript.
Fragment e (I 5588), broken on all sides, was discovered on October 15, 1938, in the wall of a modern house
southwest of the Eleusinion, on the west side of the PanathenaicWay (R 20).
The monument seems to have been very thoroughlyshattered. Many breaksrun obliquely to the surface and in
a variety of directions, without any pattern helpful in the reconstructionof the stele.
a: H. 0.46 m.; W. 0.28 m.; Th. 0.15 m.
b: H. 0.192 m.; W. 0.087 m.; Th. 0.05 m.
c: H. 0.215 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.145 m.
d: H. 0.132 m.; W 0.154 m.; Th. 0.088 m.
e: H. 0.192 m.; W 0.188 m.; Th. 0.153 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.

Ed. a, c, d: IG II2, 30, with earlier references;SEG III, 73. e only: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, pp. 266-267,
no. 2, with photograph pl. 77 (cf. SEG XXV, 63). b, with reedition of fragments a and c-e: R. S. Stroud, Hesperia40,
1971, pp. 162-173, no. 23, with photographs of all fragments pl. 30. Discussion by V P. Yailenko, rpenecKaa
KoiomI3aImi 7-8, 3, 1982, pp. 206-216. See furtherAgoraXIX, L3 (M. B. Walbank),where the lemma includes
earlier references not detailed here.
The designation of the fragmentshere and in AgoraXIX differsslightly from that adopted by Stroud: Stroud'sb,
d appear as c, d, and b respectivelyin the present text.
and
c,
a. 387/6 a.
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Stroud'sfull text (reproducedabove, as in AgoraXIX, L3) and careful commentary make it unnecessary to enter
into substantial detail in this context. Stroud assessed the overall width of the monument as ca. 0.85-0.90 m. and
its probable height at not less than 1.30 m. The relationship of fragments a and b may be established with some
accuracy,but the location below them of the other fragmentscannot be determined. A vertical vein of discoloration
on fragment a, which might have assisted to that end, is not reproduced on any other fragment. On the "Agora
fragment", e, Stroud read as shown a first line (now linee 46) recorded by Meritt simply as "traces";its first letter
may be nu rather than iota. Line 48 was read by Meritt as NHKE N. Otherwise, his readingsof thiss fragmentwere
followed in the subsequent publication.
At firstglance the lettering of this document may appear carelessand shabby:but it is in fact reasonablytidy and
by no means as poor as some of the less creditable work of the early 4th century, such as IG II2, 110. Irregularities
in the formation of single letters do not preclude an overallappearance of competence. The curved element of omega
is noticeably open; its horizontal strokes are short. Delta is sometimes small (cf. IG II2, 28, of 387/6, a less well
executed piece); the angle made by the lowest strokeof sigma varies markedly.The writing appears to the worst effect
on fragment e, the inscribed surface of which is more worn than on the other fragments.
The date depends upon the interpretation of line 32. The phrase --- oi]voC,rlvb TO ler& 8e6[6oTov
the yar of the decree immediately follows that for which Theodotos was eponymous
&pXovra--- implies thathy
IG
that
see
II2, 30, comm.The simpler and usual method of reference to 386/5 would have been in
archon,
is, 387/6:
terms of the eponymous for that year, Mystichides;and Stroud preferredto see the text as itself a document of 387/6,
looking forward to action to be taken in the year following, the eponymous archon for which had not at the time
been determined. He therefore restored the name of Theodotos in line 1, although its position, with its verb, is
unusual, for the citation of the archon is customarilythe last in prescriptsof this form and period before the proposer
of the measure is named (or is separated from it at most by the name of the epistates): but it may be significant
that IG II2, 28, also of this year (see above), is a notable exception to this general rule. Cf. A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
p. 22.
Walbank (AgoraXIX) provides a full list of proposals made for the supplementation of the text, as well as a
summary of the "probable"total content of the document. Where so little survives, however, analysis both of the
general tenor and of detailed provisionsmust remain speculative. Yailenko'sdiscussion involves -imilar reservations.
Certain suggestions neverthelessmerit record, for example that of Stroud on line 18 proposing tuat the &Top(laaxa
represent sacred properties, or ktmene.The "mountainous areas" define land unsuitable for agriculture by reason
of geography;the "areasset aside"presumablyinclude land unsuited for use for other reasons, of which ownershipby
a god was undoubtedly one.
Among tentative restorationsmay be mentioned the following: Line 2. lepta (for x/puxa) Yailenko. Line 6. t
dt&iyrlt [eltn)4t C.bve xiv] dtoypapyv [XOetv(vel xaxaXOaal) ---] Stroud. Line 22. [---e Tsev' xept x]v
L
xX)p6XO?vrxi lv &XXc[xa&OjiupTrtLpoXfjt---] Stroud. Line 23. t xTf[?olxlta - - -] Stroud. Line 26. x tep]>v
Yailenko. The discovery
q;Tb &bxaacrplovStroud. Line 47. xX/p[oq - - -] Yailenko. Line 52. - - - crr]ati&avce
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of fragment b invalidated some of the restorationsproposed by S. Luria (SEGIII, loc.cit.),which in any case bordered
upon the venturesome: but his suggestion for line 12 (irXSvtnntiv xa]l evTxaxoatoAe.l
Eiv6v), with reference to
IG I3, 46 (7), lines 43-46, may be noted.
That leasing of public properties is in large part the concern of the decree requires the inclusion of this text
also in the Agoravolume (XIX) devoted to this class of material. Cf. D. Behrend, AttischePachturkunden,
pp. 51-52,
no. 2.
For the state of Lemnian affairsat this time see Stroud, loc.cit.,pp. 170-171. The island had received Athenian
colonists or cleruchs at least on two occasions during the 5th century. The fate of their descendants during the period
of Spartan ascendancy after 404 is unclear, but it is evident that at the time of the King's Peace, with Athenian
possession of Lemnos firmly reestablished, some reorganizationof land holdings and the terms on which they were
occupied was necessary. The presence and, in the context, importance of the cleruchs is visible on every fragment of
the document here reviewed. They were apparently resident, and not absentee landlords (lines 47-51), and the
allocation or reallocation of their land might lead, or had already led, to dispute and litigation (lines 20-27). See also
SEGXLII, 87.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
42 (PI. 4). A fragment of the upper part of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 111),with flat top preserved but otherwise
broken all around, discovered in 1931 (no more precise detail is available) in a wall of a modern house east of the
Metroon (J 9).
H. 0.143 m.; W. 0.12 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
ExTOX.Hor. 0.014 m.; Vert. 0.0175 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 2-3, no. 3, with photograph.
ca. a. 378-372 a.

ETOIX.
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Line 5. NOT Meritt.
The inscription was originally published with a minimum of commentary, but the
following factors guide any
consideration of it:
(1)The plain, tolerablycorrect, and ratherthin style ofthe letteringclosely resemblesthat ofIG II2,96 (SEGXXI,
234, XXXIV, 61), 99, and other inscriptionsof comparable date.
(2) The prescriptindicates that the text belongs to the fluid, transitionalperiod of the firsthalf of the 4th century,
on which see A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 19-33. It combines the archon'sname in the genitive case with tid, found also
in IG II2, 96 and 99 (for the "new style" see Henry, Prescripts,
p. 24), the formula Tov rpoi8pov
etrplytev, and
the prytanizing phyle and the ypatoastxe expressed in the nominative case with a main verb. The TxOrv
tpoo8p0v
formula is not attested earlier than 378/7, and the closest parallel for the combination
just described is in fact the
decree in which it first appears, IG II2, 44 (= 155; SEG XXI, 232). Cf. D. M. Lewis, BSA
49, 1954, p. 32. The
usual practice in the 378-340 period was to combine the Tov
xpo8Spov formulawith the prytanizingphyle expressed
in the genitive with irt and to prefer the succession of nominatives and main verbs when teart&Te remained also
in use. On the institution of the proedroi see Lewis, op.cit.,pp.
derkoninklijke
31-34;J. H. Thiel, Mededelingen
Nederlandse
AkademivanWetenschappen,
afd. Letterkunde,n.s. 28, no. 8, 1965, pp. 433-441; P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,pp. 26-27;
Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 27-28, note 32. They first occur epigraphically in 379/8; see SEG XXXII, 50. Cf. also F X.
Ryan,JHS 115, 1995, pp. 167-168.
(3) At this period the trianominawere not yet fully in epigraphical use; cf. 40, commentary on line 10. Thus
the simple formula of introduction So(Ev rTtjpoAXfT
(or TIt 8&5iat)seems the preferablesupposition. The full f8oev
Tfjt pooXt xaxlTHt 81i? twould make the lines awkwardlythough not impossiblylong and would requirepatronymic
as well as demotic for the secretary and the presiding proedros, while one or the other would
necessarily be added
to the name of the proposer. IG II2, 44 has a line of 32 letters, and other texts of the same date are
comparable.
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(4) If Asty--- is the name of the proposer of the decree, various names may be considered: Astydamas,
Astynomos, Astychares,and the like. But an Astyphilos is a known politician of the period, and if (as is not unlikely)
he may be identified with Astyphilos the son of Philagrosof Halai Aixonides, there is a good deal of evidence about
him (see below).
(5) This Astyphilos proposed the treaty with Methymna which survivesas IG II2, 42 (SEGXXI, 231) in 378/7.
R. K. Sinclair has suggested (per ep.) that the ethnic in line 5 may be restored as Mry[0ulvoaoq,and this might
reinforce a hypothesis that the known Astyphilos, concerned with relations between Athens and Methymna, also
proposed this decree in honor of a particularfriend of Athens in that city.
On this basis the following text, relatingto 378/7, may be proposed. Aiantis is given as the phyle in prytany,since
Leontis, the only alternative within the frameworkof the restoration, had Aristoteles of Acharnai as its ypoqtwacr6E6
(IG II2, 44, lines 1-6; PA2061). The names of the ypaaxlelcc=6and presiding proedros will have been accompanied
by their demotics only.
a. 378/7 a.

ETOIX. 35
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Meritt on the other hand used the data of IG II2,101 as the basis for his suggestions.
a. 373/2 a.

ETOIX. 37
18oEv ToL
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xrX.]
[......]vou Mn[--Other suggestions may be possible with the same length of line, but with the archons Kalleas (377/6) or Chion
(365/4) substitutingfor Asteios.
Line 2. Nothing more is known of Thoudaites of Diomeia (PA 7246) than is contained in IG II2, 101. The
name is otherwise unattested in Attic epigraphy.
Line 4. Astyphilos ikXypou 'AXateX; (PA2663 + 2664; seeJ. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Familes,p. 230 and
PA,addenda), if correctly identified as the proposer of this decree and of IG II2,42, is known from other epigraphical
testimony. Cf. AgoraXV, 31, in commentary; M. H. Hansen, AthenianEcclesiaII, p. 39. He served as bouleutes
in this period, in the same year as his brother Leon (PA9110, where a stemma of the family is provided), and
is commemorated in the list AgoraXV, 7 (IG II2, 1743). With twenty-three others of his deme, including his son
Menyllos, he was epistates overseeing the dedication of a statue to Aphrodite, for which he and his colleagues were
awarded a stephanos by their fellow demesmen, in 368 B.C. (IG II2, 2820, line 5; cf. A. Wilhelm, AttischeUrundenV
220, 5], 1942, p. 139; W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia15, 1946, p. 162). He proposed a decree of his deme
[= SbAkadWmn
which survivesas IG II2, 1175 (dated ca. 360 on the basis of the copy of Fourmonttranscribedby Wilhelm). That the
family was well-to-do is indicated by the survivalof three funerarylekythoi, of about the middle of the century,which
commemorate in a scene identical to all three both him and his son Menyllos (IG II2, 5497-5499). Menyllos is
shown as a tl7teS leading his horse and clasping the hand of his bearded father, who stands on the right facing
him. Astyphilos was thus prominent at both national and local levels as an active and responsible politician, and
his inclusion in the restored text of this decree of the 370's appears as the more plausible in the light of his record.

DECREE CONCERNING RELATIONS WITH ARETHOUSA
43. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 6521), with part of the original
rough-picked back preserved but
otherwise broken all around, discovered on April 26, 1953, in a gravel fill of the Byzantine
period northeast of
the Church of the Holy Apostles (Q 15). The vertical striationsof a toothed chisel are visible on the inscribedsurface.
H. 0.215 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.08 m.
LH. (lines 1-6) 0.013 m. (omicron 0.011 m.); (lines 7-11) 0.005-0.006 m.
Exrox. (lines 1-6) Hor. 0.0215 m.; Vert. 0.0235 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 1-2, no. 1, with photograph pl. 2. See also SEG XXI, 230.
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ETOIX. 20 (lines 1-6), NON-ETOIX. ca. 70 (lines 7-11)
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This decree interestingly displays, on the same stone and doubtless in connection with a single piece of
business, both the ample style and the microstyle in which psephismatawere variously recorded at this period
(cf. 54, commentary). Frequently the microstyle is used for the body of the text, with the more ample lettering
being reserved for a monumental heading. Here however the stele contains a decree in large lettering, arranged
stoichedon, with an amendment to it (the workapparentlyof the same mason) in a nonstoichedon text of much smaller
and more crowded letters. In both cases the writing is of good workmanship,with the beginning of some enlargement
of the "free ends" of letters to be discerned in lines 1-6. The horizontal strokes of epsilon are of equal length or

almostso; the cross-barof alphais set t an angle;the tinyomegais veryopen,withvestigialhorizontalstrokes.

The text and restorationsabove are those of Meritt. Much depends on the assumed position of the fragment in
the original stele. Lines 7-11 have been held to contain a recognizable formula of amendment, but the presumed
omission at its outset of the name of its proposer (6Selva lcte)is remarkable. There is no room for the phrase
at the end of line 6 since, as restored in the editioprinceps,that line is full. It could however be accommodated at
the beginning of line 7 if the words I; aOptovwere omitted in line 6 and the position of the fragment in relation
to the total width of the stele readjusted by removing it to the right by the required amount, with consequential
changes to the distributionof words in the earlierlines. The formula in lines 2-3 is expressed in a truncated manner,
lacking a reference to the official responsiblefor the disbursementof costs; see 40, commentary on line 18. The same
brevity might have been appliedtow the "hospitalityformula" of the succeeding lines. On this basis, the following
might be possible:
[......

ca

!8.......

[Iepl be T-V -----&V

'eice- T-oi jipv] 'ApeOoatlote[Tvat r&XXa
xivra
o -----

d]jnvyyix[ouatl

1T% J poX)L],
xaO0&Jbp

-----------------------]

'Ec aOplov may be considered too regular a part of the hospitality formula to be discarded in the present
context; but cf. IG II2, 42 (SEGXXI, 231), lines 24-25, of 378/7. For the formula itself, see 20, commentary on
lines 28-30, and references there.
The identification of Arethousa has been the subject of controversy. An Arethousa was among the earliest
members of the Second Athenian Confederacy (IG II2, 43 [= SEG XXXI, 61, XLI, 40, with earlier bibliography],
line 82, col. II; cf. IG II2, 1437, lines 18-19, SEGXXVIII, 112), and from its position on the "Confederacystele" has
been regarded as a city of Euboia; so Meritt, loc. cit. andJ. Cargill, The SecondAthenianLeague,1981, pp. 33-34,
note 17 and 82, note 43. This separate treaty may well have been concluded just before or just after the founding
of the Confederacy in 377. See F. H. Marshall, The SecondAthenianConfederacy,
1905, p. 57; and for the site of
the town 0. Hirschfeld, RE II, i, col. 680, no. 9. On the other hand, S. Accame (La legaateniesedel secoloIVa.C.,
1941, pp. 71-73 and 179) contended that the Arethousa in question was that on the borders of Macedonia and
Thrace, at the southeast corner of Lake Bolbe; for the location see Hirschfeld, loc.cit.,cols. 679-680, no. 8; S. Casson,
Macedonia,Thrace,andIllyria, 1926, p. 86; N. G. L. Hammond, A Historyof MacedoniaI, 1972, p. 196 and map 17.
This view, which must discard the strong evidence of the position of the name on the stele, has also been strongly
supported by D. Knoepfler, BCH 95, 1971, p. 239, note 43 (cf SEG XXXII, 54), and M. Zahrnt, Olynt unddie
Clhalkidier
(Vestigia14), 1971, pp. 160-161 with note 90, and is favored by Hammond, loc.cit.
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44. Two joining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, which preserve the left side and most of the original width
of the monument. The left-hand fragment is in the Epigraphical Museum (E.M. 7741): the right-hand fragment
(I 4564), broken on all sides, was known from a copy by the Abbe Fourmont(cf. CIGI, 85), made when the two pieces
had not been broken apart, but it was subsequentlylost. Later editions of the text include this portion on Fourmont's
authority, sometimes but not always distinguished in some way, for instance, by a line under the relevant letters
(IG II2, 1141) or by showing it outside a line drawing of the surviving piece (IG II, 555). It was rediscovered on
February 26, 1937, by a truck driver, who picked it up on the site of public baths northeast of the Agora, at the
corner of Athena and Bysses Streets, and brought it to the Agora excavations. Some letters at the ends of lines 1-3,
most of those in line 9, and all those in line 10 which Fourmontsaw on this fragment have been broken away,damage
reminiscentof that on the main fragment, where lines 8-10 and the initial letters of lines 5-7 have been similarlylost.
The right side and probably its bottom surface suggest a reworkingin ancient times.
Agora fragment only: H. 0.61 m.; W. 0.165 m.; Th. 0.122 m.
Maximum width as joined: 0.534 m.
LH. (lines 1-7) 0.013 m.; (line 8) 0.01 m.
IG II2, 1141, with references to earlier
Ed. Oeftfragment by autopsy and right fragment ex schedisFourmontii):
literature. Both fragments:W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 263-265, no. 67, with photograph.
a. 376/5 a.

NON-ETOIX.
reliquiae

reliquiae

coronae

coronae

'Et o6 KixpooitaXa6b 'AOT)valov6vo1&_[ert]
xal Xcpav IIHaXX&<
T/v' xTctae8o?at 'A[On)viv],
o068t Esoatplo xal IIMppoJe{ovxa 9v7_[ov]

5

10

cpuXhvKexpoxtS&v6pytr EStpaae&ytya&.
vacat0. 135 m.
fin XapLa&v8p[o
L"EBoev itr KexpotlSL ppuXrlt
&pXovTo;]
v TOv[(puXeTctv]
1it xuplat iyop&a xp6873v j aMcpza1ivo
vacat
_v &xpox6Xet
vacat0.075 m.
'OvrTop Kcptaoo8&po MeXtreiq etit[ev &yarOLt
T6X]yJINlppov [ixattvoaot 68t &yacO6]
xal
.Cpl
^ut yCpvuXv T&xotv[&Trif;puvX, xa]t acTrby[arecpcavaactt
&ipcriSgvexca(?)]
yeTicvrr0a[]
tci b nte[v]Tatxoalov[SpaX.itSvar]ecpav<ioa[L
8 xacl Eoatpto --xpuaot acrecp&vL
-]

[

]

The letters underlined were seen by Fourmont but are now lost. Two well-cut stephanoi of olive in relief
surmount the text and are in part broken away at the top; that on the right is also incomplete on the right.
Line 8. IIIITPP FourmontapudCIG;itLt]h IIupp[%l&ya906q]
Boeckh (CIG),Koehler (IGII);HIppo[gWilhelm,
afterreexaminingFourmont'spapers (cf. C. Michel, Recueild'inscriptionsgrecques,
Supplment,1912, no. 1505). Pritchett's
restorations, adopted here and in lines 9-10, allow for a longer line consonant with the size and location of the
stephanoi and the assumed symmetry of the arrangement.
The reference to the archonship of Charisandrosgives a precise date to the monument: on his year in office
cf. Diodorus Siculus 15.36 and references under PA 15471 and IG II2, 1410, line 4, 1411, line 1, 1445 init., 1635,
lines 6-7, et alibi (M. N. Tod, GHI II, p. 78). The lettering is plain, with memories of 5th-century styles, but the
shapes of individual letters vary (upsilon with curved arms in lines 5-6, straight in lines 1 and 3; diverse forms of
nu; central horizontal of epsilon at times markedlyshorterthan the rest). The "horseshoe"of omega is less open than
usual at this period. In general the work seems second-classbut not incompetent.
The honorands are not otherwise known. The proposer of the decree, Onetor (PA 11470), belonged to the
important family in Melite, for which see J. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,pp. 421-426 (for Onetor here,
esp. p. 425).
Line 3. O8tEq, pitCova. See L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 177-178, 180. Line 6. The xuptcadyopd of the phyle
in
with
the
of
&xxXoalac
corresponded importance
xupac the whole 8bpoq, but the definition of the latter in decrees
of the people at large had not yet come into chancery usage. Cf. Busolt-Swoboda, II, p. 991, note 4, and p. 154
below. The vote is specified as having been taken by secret ballot, the procedure being thus comparable on a small
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scale with that required in the popular assembly for v6LoL &in'&vbpt,
grants of citizenship, etc. For the procedure in
these cases see M. H. Hansen, GRBS 17, 1976, pp. 124-130 (= AthenianEcclesia,pp. 10-18) and M. J. Osborne,
Naturalation fl/IV, pp. 161-162. Cf. also Busolt-Swoboda, II11,
p. 1163, note 5; E. S. Staveley, Greekand Roman
andElecions, 1972, pp. 84 and 92-93. A similar procedure in the phratry of the Demotionidai is elaborated
Voting
in IG I2, 1237, lines 78-88 (396/5 B.c.).
Line 7. The pkylektai
assembled on the Akropolis at the sanctuary of their eponymous hero Kekrops: for the
Kekropion Pritchett cited A. B. Cook, ZeusIII, 1940, p. 771, with bibliography notes 1-4, and Busolt-Swoboda,
II, pp. 974-975 with note 7. See also W.Judeich, Topographie,
p. 282; G. P. Stevens, Hesperia15, 1946, pp. 93-97;
I. T. Hill, TheAncint Ci4 ofAthens,1953, pp. 177-178 and 245, note 13; R.J. Hopper, TheAcropos, 1971, p. 47;
N. F Jones, Hesperia64, 1995, pp. 509, 512.

A GRANT OF PROXENIA

45. Fourfragments,which do not join, of a stele of Pentelic marble, the largest of which (here designated fragment d)
has long been known and is now in the Epigraphical Museum (E.M. 2633). It was discovered on the Akropolis
at an unknown date earlier than 1913 (the date of its editioprinceps)and is broken all around. Of the three small
fragments, all from the Agora excavations, fragment a (I 2426) was discovered on February 11, 1935, in a modern
context east of the north part ofthe Odeion (N 10);it too is brokenon all sides. Fragmentb (I 2580), broken all around
save on the right, was discovered on March 6, 1935, in a late context over the East Stoa (O 14). Fragmentc (I 5263),
similarly preserving the right side of the monument but otherwise broken, was discovered on February 24, 1938,
in a marble pile west of the Stoa of Attalos (N-P 7-12).
a: H. 0.075 m.; W. 0.08 m.; Th. 0.05 m.
b: H. 0.077 m.; W. 0.058 m.; Th. 0.036 m.
c: H. 0.084 m.; W. 0.079 m.; Th. 0.048 m.
d: H. 0.113 m.; W. 0.081 m.; Th. 0.039 m.

LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
EtotX. (squarebut with some vertical irregularity)0.0135 m.
Ed. d only: IG II2, 272. b+d: M. B. Walbank,Hesperia54, 1985, pp. 312-313, no. 2, with photographs pl. 87 (see
also SEGXXXV, 65). All fragments:Walbank,Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 75-78, no. 4, with photographs of a and c pl. 17
(see also SEG XXXIX, 67).
ca. a. 375-360 a.
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The fragmentswere associated by Walbankandjustify the remarkof J. Kirchnerconcerning fragment d that the
letters are "bonae accurate incisae." The "freeends" of the strokesare not enlarged.
Walbank emphasized that the relationship of the fragments to each other is uncertain. Fragment d clearly
preserves a formula for the inscription and payment resulting from the passage of the decree and presumably,by
concluding the document, is to be placed below the other thriee.In his commentary Walbankhazarded the location
of fragment c to its right, at lines 3-8, and attempted a restoredtext of 36 letters per line on this basis: but a variety of
answers may be found, with slight formulaic variations, and the fragments are here presented separately.
int xT TpLtxovxra aoTXrT)
--- (cf. 37) might require
b, line 1. Walbank'ssuggestion &net858 x]aOrl[tp0OrY)
a relativelyearly dating for this enactment, and on the basis of its lettering it seems to belong to the second quarterof
the century. But while such a renewal is likely to be within reasonabledistance of the original grant (hence Walbank's
date of ca. 375), it remainspossible that this was a long backwardreferenceto an ancestralgrant ofproxenia.Moreover,
A8H is capable of other restorations(cf. d, line 3), and a wider dating is here preferred.
d, lines 4-9. Walbank'srestorationsin both his editions postulated a line of 43 letters and ran as follows:

5

&ivayp4jal b T68e]
XaX&npuxavetav e< aC]
[k6b4ptL]aa tr[6vypaatCa r6v xrs
[jXT)vXi]vr)v xOtloa=fat. iv &xpon6Xetetv 8; -rtv ivay]
T
[papfhv -T)rXaR]-r[XY)Sboua r6cXv
OaLuav
ToU B4ou etxoar]
8a ]
[8paxJ&<ix T]4[v xar& +nCplaara i&vaXLUxoyCvvTi
[[w t ....................

.

.

.........

.....

]

This restorationinvolves payment for the stele from the source described as &xxTivxar&i+ ptaspata&vaXtaxoviv)v
xTiL B4Mot. This was the fund drawn upon by the Ta?(ag xoU
ij 8ou (see 40, commentary on line 18). The first
dated
instance
its
of
in
a
decree
in
occurs
IG
II2, 106, lines 18-19, of 368/7: it is found in the
firmly
appearance
in
48.
P.
Rhodes
note
Boule,p. 101,
following year
J.
(Athenian
3) believed that it was set up ca. 376, noting that
the raaocq To0 St?iou was thought to have made his earliest appearance at that time as the disbursingofficer.
A. S. Henry argued however (see 40) that IG II2, 21, the earliest context in which the craltaocroU 4tLouis to be
found, is preferablyto be dated ca. 390/89. Moreover,IG II2, 82, in which the "analiskomenafund" is mentioned for,
apparently,the first time, has been dated on the basis of its lettering "earlier than 378/7", a date to which Henry
subscribes;see Chiron12, 1982, pp. 102 and 111 with note 76.
If that is so, the Treasurerperhaps drew from the outset on a fund at firstvariously described as "the ten talents"
or with the "analiskomena"formula, with the latter becoming the norm: in that case its appearance here offers
no obstacle to a date for this text of ca. 375. But IG II2, 82 may be susceptible of a date later than 376, as W. B.
Dinsmoor maintained (see 40). It might therefore be preferable to treat 368/7 as a provisional terminusantequen
nonfor any restoration of the "analiskomena"designation until more exact knowledge is forthcoming.

TREATY OF ALLIANCE BETWEEN THE ATHENIANS AND THE KEPHALLENIANS
46. Two fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, which make ajoin below the inscribed surface. The larger fragment
(a),long known but of unrecordedprovenance,preservesthe left side and, apparently,the original back of the stele but
is otherwise broken. The smallerfragment(b, 14113), whichjoins fragment a at the latter'slowest point and is broken
all around, is that found in the Agora and was discovered on May 4, 1936, in a modern context over the area of
the Post-Herulian Wall, northwest of the Eleusinion (S 17).
a: H. 0.33 m.; W. 0.17 m.; Th. 0.095 m.
b:H. 0.056 m.; W. 0.105 m.; Th. 0.044 m.

LH. 0.007 m.
!ETOLx.(squarebut irregular) ca. 0.012 m.
Ed. a only: IG II2, 98 (cf. IG II2, addenda, p. 658); W. Bannier,Philologische
48, 1928, cols. 287-288;
Wochenschrift
A. Wilhelm, AttischeUrkunden
V (= SbAkadWin220, 5), 1942, pp. 131-133 and 189-191, no. L. a+b: E.
Schweigert,
Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 321-324, no. 33, with photographs of both fragments. Cf. SEG XXI, 237 (referencesto M. N.
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II, pp. 225-226, no. 267), XXXI, 66 (referencetoJ. Cargill, 77h Second
Tod, GHI II, p. 86; H. Bengtson, Staatswertrage
AthenianLague, 1981, pp. 74-75).
ETOIX. 26
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5

C &cu 'A]
[....]v nrjbto[t Kcpa,XXive
i,tnt
aV
S6
'Avrtx]
,~v
[r;
[0n]vaEtv
svavrlov -T]
[/v] xtEurTpaT[e67nat
av t
[t +]7)pla

T[5iLe, po)O9EivKeyal

[ot &XXotrStFac]
[XX])lvaSxaO0&Jlp
elal xaTr"AOnv]
6xi6ao
8E
v6[piot
[Ot]'
10

[ca]t(v xe4tievo[L 6v KepoaXX7)vlat,x]

xXat {xX]
aOeX6vTcv[ot &pXovTeC
&ixav'aoX6Oev
it&6vayx]
eCLivT[C)v
oXl LVEC
&Tve
tLeX]
EC'x[pat i xat
/aovT[at 'Aorvaxl,v -riv tv TroLv4]
15

20

aoLt;, xa[l Xpelat; xtapXWeO'a9a
TO6]
ToL;, i&v ['Cvo 8eovratL, T&t cpp]
op&qat[7eepelalv EV Ca0tv/)aot]'

x7rEie)[T]6 '[tXAaO9aL KcpaXX]
nvlEavTpeS &v[8paS, 6t* &v6O 6X6E]
o< ?t, 6itip TerTa[p&xovra
T)X YEY]
ov6rOas, orot

25

a& otic re 'A]
paXXT)vla(,87txo[ Biv
0nvatot; xal Ke[ypaXXkavov b 8E f]
[ijp]Ca 6 Ypa&AlETI[ebC
avaypac&iT]
xal Oiw Ev &]
[o Iv] arnXiL XLtO[vntL
[xpox6X]eL T,Xea[t 'TOt KcpaXMv]
.. 24 .........
[,OV ..........
]]

[. ..8 ...[
[...7....]
30

bL[7ELeXe[aOEv Ke]

1
........
.....]
KepaXX[tv....? ....]

(b)

ot iitie[XncTalIX ,E]
[.7....]
[tlaov Ke]y.X[X]nv[
......]

1.3I
~~~~~.v[

In lines 6-13 and 18-27 the above text follows that of Wilhelm, adopted also by Bengtson. Alternative
restorations are possible; those of Schweigert (pronounced unsatisfactoryby Wilhelm) were as follows: Lines 6. Lines 8-17. xao&tep [yeypacpl.dvov a|ol[]'6:60ot1 8Fv[6.oL ceptT'rv 'AOTnvIlal]ov
7. tap&-dtvV T|i l]cpt)ylaiJO
.... xal &ov'r]|k
xal itaX]eLcj&[vTxv ....
xeltevo[l EclL tv atcXaLI x]IaCeX6vT?[v aTrxca Xi&Xa
i7i[vre l6vtcv
i
XT
t
4i
iT
e
E
Tf<
e
8
Iv
1 or
v vv]||ao
o0TrLVcq
elva(l
7iftLeXl]|aov4r[ai
To6]jTIoLq&v [po6XovraCiL eXCL
YpuaxXi
xa[
In lines 18-27 Schweigert's text coincided with Wilhelm's save that
'r&; cpp]op&Satl[cep taol ty KeyacXXTvtoai].
in line 18 he preferred b[t xTyiati and in lines 25-27 xal xaia0to.c
iiix6X)]e
TriX[al TOto Txiv KecpaX|jXvov.

is possible (cf. IG I3, 10, lines 26-27), but customary usage accords with
The inclusion of -:v before KeypcaXX5vov
Wilhelm'somission of it; cf. A. S. Henry, Vindex
Humanitatis:
EssaysinHonourofJohnHuntlyBishop,1980, pp. 21-22 with
line
note 13 (see 37, commentary on
13)and Meisterhans-Schwyzer3,p. 225, note 1789. Schweigert'sintroductionof
76X1t for &xp67toXtalso militates against the dating he preferredand which is here followed. Cf. 40, note on line 16.
Schweigert followed the payment formula with the formula of amendment 'T&tv &XXva xaOic6lp Tet poXE.t.....]O
xrX. to effect the transition to fragment b, but he did not explain how he envisaged such an amendment without
a proposer's name and verb of proposal (x etle) preceding it, assuming only that fragment b contained a rider to
the main decree and observing that his restorationseemed "fairlycertain"(loc.cit.,p. 322). Bengtson adopted it, but it
is omitted here. The relationship between the text of fragment b and what precedes it remains uncertain; but it
cannot be assumed that the provisions for the inscription of the decree necessarily concluded its detail (cf. IG I3,
40, lines 60-61 and 66, lines 20-22).
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The workmanshipof this inscriptionis poor, even though the letters individuallyare well and accurately formed.
The horizontal line of writing rises from left to right, and the letters have a forward tilt, their upright strokesbeing
consistently off the true vertical. The circularletters are full and round; omega is well open at the foot.
J. Kirchner'sdate for this treaty,given in IG II2, was 375/4 B.C.The implication was that it provided, in the case
of Kephallenia, a separate and fuller formulation to the provisions of IG 12, 96, which records an Athenian treaty
with the Kephallenians together with the Kerkyraiansand Akarnanians,all three peoples having sent ambassadorsto
Athens at the same time: see Tod, GHI II, pp. 82-86, no. 126; Bengtson, Staatsvertrdge
II, pp. 217-218, no. 262.
This interpretation receives considerable support from the existence of such a "follow-up" treaty in the case of
Kerkyra,IG II2, 97, to which the date 375 has regularly,though perhaps too readily,been assigned. The accession of
Kephallenia to the Athenian alliance was the resultof the activitiesof Timotheos in western waters in the early part of
the campaigning season of 375 (Xenophon, HG 5.4.64; Diodorus Siculus 15.36.5. Cf. IG II2, 43, lines 107-108; F R.
1905, pp. 26 and 63; S. Accame, La lga ateniesedel secoloIVA.C., 1941,
Marshall, The SecondAthenianConfederacy,
without
loc.
cit.). Schweigert,
arguing the matter, showed the date of this treaty as 373/2 B.C.,no
p. 91; Cargill,
doubt opting for a connection with the western campaign of Iphikrates(Xenophon, HG 6.2.33), and was followed in
this by Bengtson (who mentioned that G. Klaffenbach accepted it also).
It is to be noted that the "Confederacy Stele", IG II2, 43, records at lines 107-108 only the Pronnoi of the
Kephallenians, even though IG II2, 96 and the literaryaccounts are clear that all the Kephallenianswere brought into
alliance. In the words of G. L. Cawkwell (JHS 101, 1981, p. 46), "somethinghad gone wrong.... When the decree
of alliance was draftedit was presumed that all would accept membership of the Confederacy,but only one city in the
event did." Either alliance was possible without membership,or the other cities repented of their commitment before
their names could be inscribed (so Marshall, op.cit.,p. 71). It was left for Iphikratesto reaffirmthe Athenian position
in Kephallenia in 372, and even then, according to Xenophon (HG 6.2.38), when he extracted money from the cities
"some were willing but others recalcitrant." In those circumstances the need for a new treaty, with provisions for
"overseers"and garrisons (lines 13-23), is understandable,and Schweigert'sdating is therefore here accepted.
Lines 26-27. For the charging of the cost of the monument to the Kephallenians cf. W. Larfeld, Handbuchder
II, 1902, p. 720. This is the last attested case in Attic epigraphy of the transferof such a charge
griechischen
Epigraphik
to another community, but in respect to individual recipients of honors it continues to appear sporadically down
to ca. 336/5 B.C.See also Henry, Honours,p. 12, note 1. M. B. Walbank prefers to see in these lines the remains
of an amendment formula, exempligratia,TeXca[utitogetJcev ---]. He has also noted (perep.) that another large
but ill-preservedfragment, I 5368, may perhaps be attributedto this monument and that its probable location would
set it below the text discussed above, with expanded detail on the proposed duties of the overseers.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN ATHENS AND STYMPHALOS IN ARKADIA

47. Eighteen fragments, designated a-r, two of which (b and c) may be joined, of an opisthographic stele of bluish
white Pentelic marble: five of these were discovered in the excavations of the Athenian Agora; the remainder,
apparentlyfound on the Akropolisor in debris from it, are in the EpigraphicalMuseum save for fragment q, which is
lost. Six of the fragments(a, b, c, d, h, and i) preserveboth inscribedfaces of the monument. The Agora fragments(d,
e, g, o, and r) alone are considered in full in the present context; but all fragments are listed in accordance with
the edition of M. B. Walbank(see below), the text of which is reproduced entire.
Fragment d (I 2025) was discovered in November 1934, in a marble pile in the south central part of the Market
Square (O 11). It preservespart of both inscribedfaces and part also of the right edge (as of Face A) of the monument
but is broken elsewhere. Fragment e (I 5803), broken all around save for one inscribed face, was discovered on
May 6, 1939, in a Byzantine context west of the PanathenaicWay and of the Eleusinion (S 20). Fragmentg (I 5751),
discovered on March 31, 1939, in a modern wall at the foot of the Areopagos (Q22), is similarlybroken all around
save for one inscribed face. Fragment o (I 5278), broken all around save for one inscribed face, was discovered on
March 1, 1938, in a late fill west of the Post-HerulianWall, at the foot of the North Slope of the Akropolis (T 23).
Fragment r (I 2925) was discovered in a late context east of the Middle Stoa (P 13), on May 25, 1935. It too is
broken all around save for one inscribed face.
d: H. 0.372 m.; W. 0.31 m.; Th. 0.147 m.
LH. (Face A) 0.008 m.; (Face B) 0.007 m.
EToLX.(Face A; square) 0.013 m.; (Face B) Hor. 0.018 m.; Vert. 0.016 m.
e: H. 0.204 m.; W. 0.132 m.; Th. 0.053 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
(square)0.012-0.013 m.
ETcotX.
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g: H. 0.112 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.09 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
EcotX. (square)0.012-0.013 m.
o: H. 0.082 m.; W. 0.047 m.; Th. 0.04 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
ESotx. (square)0.015-0.016 m.
r: H. 0.074 m.; W. 0.048 m.; Th. 0.043 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
EToLX.(square)0.013 m.
The correspondencesbetween the other thirteen fragmentsand their designation in IG II2, as well as their E.M.
inventory numbers, are as follows:

a

b
c

f
h
i

J
k
I
m

IG II2

E.M.

144, fr. c
144, fr. d
144, fr. a
144, fr. i
144, fr. b
305
144, fr. k
144, fr. h
144, fr.g
144, fr. e

64
7097
7098
7101
7099
2673
7092
7093
7094
7096
7095

144,fr.f
(= 319)

n

144, fr. I
(= 635)
318

p

ost)

q(lost)

7091

Ed. a-c, f h, j-n, p: IG II2, 144, with earlier bibliography. d: A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 221225, no. 84, with photograph pl. 58 (see also SEG XVII, 18; H. Bengtson, Staatsvertrage
II, p. 236, no. 279). a-q:
M. B. Walbank, Hesperia55, 1986, pp. 319-354, with photographs (adp)pls. 71-76 (see also SEG XXXVI, 147).
r: Unpublished; details kindly supplied for this publication by Walbank.
Fragmenti was attributedto the stele by Walbank,confirming previous conjecturesby himself and D. M. Lewis.
He also identified fragments e, g, o, and r as parts of the same stele. Fragmentq was assigned to it by G. A. Stamires,
IIoXutov 5, 1952-1955, pp. 153-157; cf. SEG XV 91. There is however some doubt as to whether it, and perhaps
fragmentp also, properly belong to the monument.
Taking account of the position on the stele to which he tentatively assigned them, Walbank (loc.cit., p. 324)
distributedthe fragmentsbetween the two faces as follows:
Face A: a, b+c, d, e,f r,g, h, i,j.
Face B: a, k, b+c, 1,d, m, n, h, o, i.
If they are to be included, fragmentp may be attributedto Face A and fragment q to either face.
ca. a. 368 a.
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On fragmentsa and i the lettersunderlinedsurviveto the presenttime. Those not underlineddependon the readings
of A. Wilhelm.
The above text is that of Walbank,with a few minor modifications. Fora full account of the physical attributesof
the monument and the readings hitherto advanced for each fragment, together with the details of the text now
adopted, the reader is referredto his discussion, especially to pp. 333-345. It is clear that the same "none-too-skilled
workman", as Walbank describes him, was engaged on both faces of the inscription, and the irregularitiesin his
work have made it possible to propose the allocation of the fragmentsto various likely areas of the faces concerned.
The height of the stele when complete may be gauged as not less than 1.38 m. and its width as at least 0.69 m.
Face A is calculated by Walbank(p. 348) to have contained over 100 lines, each of at least 53-55 letters: face B had
room for some 85 lines of a length of 43-45 letters as a minimum. But essays of restoration have suggested the
possibilities of lines of as much as 110 and 90 letters in each case, and the total text was undoubtedly of considerable extent.
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That Stymphalos was the city involved first became apparent when fragment d was identified. The agreement
between that city and Athens recorded on face B is one of the few surviving records of symbolaior ymbola,already
evidenced in 35 (q.v.),regulatingthe administrationofjustice as between nationalsof the contracting cities. It remains
unclear whether the treaty on face A is also part of the Stymphalian agreement, as has usually been thought, or
whether it is to be regarded as a similar and contemporary agreement with a different city. Walbank, who gives a
summary of the conenets of both faces as far as, in his opinion, they may be assessed (p. 353), has suggested that these
and other symbolaidocuments may have formed part of a continuous opisthographic wall erected on the Akropolis
(pp. 320-321, note 8, and 348-349, note 37).
For bibliography on the character of these symbolai,see Walbank, loc.cit., p. 319, note 1, and 35; on this treaty
especially see G. E. M. de Ste Croix, CQ,n.s. 11, 1961, pp. 108-110 (cf. SEG XIX, 48); D. M. MacDowell, TheLaw
in ClassicalAthns, 1978, pp. 220-221; and P. Gauthier,Symbola:les ftrangers
et lajusticedanslescitisgrecques,
1972, p. 167.
On the date see Woodhead, loc.cit.,pp. 223-224; Walbank,loc.cit.,p. 352, note 51.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF POLYZELOS, 367/6

B.C.

For the literary references to Polyzelos' year of office see PA 11960. His name as archon is well attested
of the
Treasurerr
of thena (IG II2, 1428, line 1,
epigraphically. It appears three times in the records
line
and
1438
SEG
lin
e
twicin
the
records
of the Treasurers of the Other
17,
1436,
XIX, 129],
[=
5),
Gods (IG II2, 1450, line 5 and 1451, line 7), and twice alsothe
in
thrdof e Naval Commissioners
records
(IG II2, 1617, line 110 and 1622, line 500). It stands at the head o the earliest in series (and best preserved)
of the records of the poletai detailing the leases of the mines at Laureion (M. Crosby, Hesperia 10, 1941,
pp. 14-27, no. 1); cf. M. I. Finley, Studiin onoredi VicenzoArangio-Rui III, 1952, pp. 473-491; SEG XII, 100

with full bibliography,XXXI, 128; AgoraXIX, P5, with further references; and it dates the dedication

made by the prytaneis of Erechtheis in his year (W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia 11, 1942, pp. 231-239, no. 43 =
AgoraXV, 14).
The important poletai record gives, in its account of month-by-month leasing of the mines, the detail
of seven of the ten prytanies of the year, which are thus known to have been as follows: I Hippothontis,
II Antiochis, III Oineis, IV Kekropis, V Aigeis, VII Leontis, and IX Erechtheis. This leaves the sixth,
eighth, and tenth prytanies to be shared among Aiantis, Akamantis, and Pandionis. 48 is dated to the
prytany of Oineis, without inclusion in the record of the number of that prytany in series. AgoraXV, 14 may
be seen to have been set up at earliest in the final prytany of the year.
The character of the year, that is, whether it was ordinary or intercalary, is not deducible from any
of the evidence. It was however the ninth year of the fourth Metonic cycle and as such was scheduled
as ordinary in that cycle.
The ypatcLiaetuGwas not yet an annual officer, but 367/6 was, it is generally agreed, the last year
in which the old system obtained whereby the secretary changed with each prytany. See S. Alessandri,
Annali della ScuolaNormale di Pisa, pp. 46-47; P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule, pp. 135-136. The ypcaxtaTeus<;

while Oineis was in prytany was Demophilos, son of Theoros, of Kephale. Nothing more is certainly
known of him or of his family, but it is conceivable that he was the grandfather of Demophilos, son of
in 303/2 (SEGXXIV, 162 = AgoraXV, 62, line 89).
Timokrates, of that deme who was a pouXeuTrjs
The number of individuals known as holding office during Polyzelos' year is quite considerable; all
were listed, with references,by R. Develin (Athenian
Officials,
pp. 256-259).

DECREE REQUIRING THE SENDING OF A PROTEST TO THE AITOLIAN LEAGUE
48 (P1.4). Three joining fragmentsof a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble, of which the largestfragment (a, 1 4384 b)
preservesthe center and right section of the top of the monument, complete with the low and shallowly cut pediment
and the central and right akroteria, as well as the right side and original back. This fragment was discovered on
April 26, 1937, in a wall of a modern house over the southern part of the Eleusinion (T 19-20). The smallest
fragment (b, I 4384 a) preservesthe left side and original back of the stele and was discoveredonJanuary 17, 1937, in
a modern context southwest of the Eleusinion and west of the Post-HerulianWall (T 20). A third fragment (c, I 7259),
discoveredon April 2, 1971, in a modern wall (Q2 1),joins fragmenta on the right and fragment b below: it preserves
the top (including part of the pediment) and left side of the monument, as well as the original back, but it has suffered
damage at the left edge of the inscribed surface.
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hfloori of the stele decreases rapi from right to left. The
r of the pediment consists of a broad
The thickness
taenia, below which a straight-sided ovolo molding of equal depth descends to the inscribed face, being cut back
sharply at the point of junction. The taenia and ovolo taken together exceed the pedimental field itself in vertical
measurement. The first line of the decree proper begins 0.061 m. below the molding, and the intervening space is
filled with lines 2-3 of the text shown below, written as a heading in largerletters. These lines are however so clumsily
inscribed, and so contrast with the workmanship of the rest of the stele, that it is to be presumed that they were
added at a later stage, after the monument was in position. Line 1, in the regular writing of the lower lines, is
inscribed asymmetricallyon the horizontal cornice of the pediment.
a: H. 0.433 m.; W. 0.35 m.; Th. 0.127 m. H. of inscribed surface 0.272 m. W. of inscribed face at top 0.303 m.
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b: H. 0.151 m.; W 0.085 m.; Th. 0.101 m.
c: H. 0.30m.; W. 0.09 m.; Th. 0.094 m.

LH. 0.005-0.007 m. (lines 2-3, 0.012 m.).
EToIX.(lines 4 and following) Hor. 0.012 m.; Vert. 0.0125 m.
Ed. a+b: E. Schweigert, Hesperia8, 1939, pp. 5-12, no. 3, with photograph. See A. Wilhelm, Abhandlungen
Akademieder Wissenschaften,
derPreussischen
Klasse,1939, no. 22, p. 15 (on lines 12-13); M. N.
philosophisch-historische
Tod, GHI II, pp. 110-112, no. 137; SEG XV, 90 (where the title "Foedus cum Communi Aetolorum" gives an
inexact impression of the content of the decree), with referencesalso to M. Sordi, Acme6, 1953, pp. 419-445 and to
J. and L. Robert, REG 68, 1955, pp. 191-192, no. 21 (on the former see in addition SEG XV, 357). Fragment c
is hitherto unpublished; but cf. SEG XXXII, 57. Its connection with fragments a and b was first noted byJ. McK.
Camp.
a. 367/6 a., ptyt. III

ETOIX. 32 (lines 4 and following)
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Schweigert noted that the stele was "of unusually good workmanship." The writing is small and the letters
the curved
generously spaced. There are minor inconsistencies in differentexamples of the same letter, exempligratia,
element in omega is drawn more closely together at the bottom of the letter in some instances than in others. The
right oblique stroke of alpha and lambda is cocked up slightly higher than its counterpart on the left, causing the
letters to appear as stridingforwardon the stone. The horizontal strokesin epsilon are all of equal length in the main
text but not in lines 2-3. Phi in line 5 is of the "crossbowtype": but this is no more than a casual aberration, as
is the "rectangularoval" of the same letter in line
n2. In line 22 NOAN is inscribed in the space of four letters.
O appears in the place of OT only in the genitive Qe6po in lines 2 and 5.
had se
sent
to the Aitolian
The Athenians
its constituent cities to announce the sacred
iaand
Leagu
eovlop6poL
truce of the GreaterMysteriesof Eleusis, and the League had accepted the truce (lines 8-10), which lasted for fifty-five
days. Despite this acceptance, the aTov&o<p6pohad been arrestedby the inhabitantsof Trichonion, one of the cities
with membership of the League, and the present decree is concerned with action to make immediate representations
to the League, by means of a xw)pvu,whereby the League would be urged to bring the Trichonians into line and
ux by the
tboule
see P.J. Rhodes, Atnian
procure the release of the two ambassadors. For the
dispatch of
Boue, p. 94 with note 4, and for the immediacy of the action, ibid.,p. 280.
Most inscribed records of the boule and the demos concern matters of long-lasting consequence or deserving
of enduring commemoration: treaties, expressions of gratitude, and grants of honors. Such documents were
regularlyplaced on the Akropolisunder the care and guarantee of Athens, as a reflection of the solemnity of Athens'
commitment. Ephemeral resolutions of the assembly for some immediate, short-term action, of which the greater
part of Athens' public business must have been composed, were registered in archival copies, perhaps sometimes
(until the action was complete) committed to aacvlSe or Itv&ixLabut not regarded as meriting the permanent record
of a stone stele. In the present instance, however,a short-termprobouleumatic resolution (cf. Rhodes, Athian Boue,
p. 248), the effective accomplishment of which within the shortest possible time would fulfill the decree's purpose
and utility, is indeed given an imposing inscriptional record. This aspect of the monument, which did not attract
the interest of Schweigert or of any later commentator, may perhaps be accounted for by the location in which
the fragments were found and by the sacrilegious character of the Trichonians' action. The two atEov8op6poL,
Promachos and Epigenes, were members of the clans of the Eumolpidai and Kerykes, intimately associated with the
Eleusinian cult. The fragmentswere found in the vicinity of the Eleusinion. The stele was thus probably inscribed on
the initiativeof the officialsof the shrine ofDemeter and Kore and erected within the precinct as a special record both
of Aitolian conduct towardsthe representativesof the goddesses and of the gratifyinglyprompt reaction of the demos.
It may be noted that the decree does not itself contain any instruction to the ypayianre for its inscription and
setting up.
For ethe uarT)p'ist8eg oaov&al and the aTov8oyp6poL
see the commentaries of Schweigert, Hesperia8, 1939,
and
GHI
cit.
references
Tod,
II, loc. Important
pp. 10-11,
concerning the former are IG I3, 6 (SEGXXXI, 2, XXXVI,
3, with bibliography)and Aischines 2.133. On the mov8o0p6porcf IG II2, 1235-1236 and K. Latte, RE, 2nd ser.,III,
ii, cols. 1849-1850.
The principal importance of the text was immediately recognized in the evidence it provides for the existence of
the Aitolian League at a date more than fifty years earlier than the first reference to it in literary sources (Diodorus
Siculus 19.66.2, in 314 B.C.). Schweigert pointed out that IGII2, 358, with a reference in line 13 to rb xotvb[v
oinv At Xc v, was to be dated in either 333/2 or 327/6 and thus provided testimony (ignored by commentators)of
the League's existence in the reign of Alexander the Great: but this decree is now preferablyto be dated in 307/6 (see
SEG XXI, 326 and p. 169 below), although both the revised date and the relevance of the document have been
doubted (see SEG XXVI, 87). The new evidence has been integrated into the more recent historical treatments
ofthe period,longer,
and
d the ague is no
considered as having come into being during or just after Alexander's
noer
reign. It is seen either as a product of the movements of the second quarterof the 4th century under Theban auspices
which produced the Arkadian League and the new Messenian state (so Schweigert) or of that earlier coalescence
of independent cities or etini from which the Achaian and Akarnaniankoinadeveloped. See Sordi, loc.cit. and. A. 0.
Government
in GreekandRomanHistory,1955,
Larsen, GreekFederalStates,1968, pp. 196-197. Cf. Larsen, Representative
to322 B.C., 2nd ed., 1967, p. 500.
pp. 69-71; N. G. L. Hammond, A Historyof Greece
Line 5.
XtnTCo,
Ejr)iaXL8)c. Schweigert hazarded that he was the proposer in 362/1 of the measure to
authorize the sending of cleruchs to Potidaia (PA14373; IG II2, 114; Tod, GHI II, pp. 141-143, no. 146). Otherwise
he has left no record in the tradition. Line 7. Kephisodotosix Kepaqfcavwas the gifted orator (Demosthenes 20.150)
who was an ambassadorto Sparta in 371 (Xenophon, HG 6.3.2) and who appears at intervalsin the historical sources
during the subsequent fifteen years. See PA8331; IGII2, 141 (SEG XII, 85, XXVI, 73); M. H. Hansen, Athenian
EcclesiaII, p. 51. His father's name is unknown, but if Kephisodotos is to be restored among the 8taLt)talq listed
in IG II2, 143 (SEGXXX, 60) at line 36 (see Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 278-280, no. 13 + IG II2, 2813; P. Roussel, RA 18,
1941, pp. 216-220), he will there appear as [K7cpLo6boToK]r)cpLoB66ouix Ke[paot,I v].
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Line 13. The name Promachos is assured by the discovery of fragment c: IIp[op)TrvvSchweigert; IIp[oqp&vv)v
Wilhelm. The victor recorded in IG II2, 3126 (cf. PA 12245) could be his son. If so, his demotic was 'E)euavtooS.
Schweigert suggested that Epigenes might be of the same family as 'ExtyEvv2qAuaatvou 'EXeua?vtoS(PA4794),
whose tombstone (IG II2, 6031) was seen by A. R. Rangabe. If that stele is correctly dated to the 4th century,there
is some probabilitythat the two should be identified. That being the case, the demotics of the two x5puxe; may in the
circumstancesbe not without significance.
Line 27. Forthe ta4taq TroU
8ti5ou see A. S. Henry, Chiron12, 1982, pp. 97-118 and 40. It is noteworthythat, if
the restorations are acceptable, traveling expenses for the xfpuv could also be met from the monies spent by the
demos on rplatorraa (the "analiskomenafund") and that the use of this fund was not restricted to the expenses of
the record of an enactment but might also include the incidental costs of implementing it. Cf. Henry, Chiron14,
1984, p. 56, note 28. This is in any case one of the earliest clearly dated examples of the fund as the source of
payment. See 45.

AN EMBASSY FROM MACEDONIA HONORED

49. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5272), with the original rough-picked back preserved but otherwise
broken and very battered all around, discovered on February 28, 1938, in a wall of a modern cellar west of the
PanathenaicWay and west of the Eleusinion (Q 19).
H. 0.192 m.; W 0.181 m.; Th. 0.125 m.
LH. 0.007 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 207-208, no. 2, with photograph pl. 35. See also SEG XXI, 246.
Cf. A. G. Woodhead in AncientMacedonian
Studies,p. 357.
ca. a. 364 vel359/8 a. (?)

NON-ETOIX. ca. 22-26

[--]OI[-----

5

[- - - --e]yotav
[ovaveIaa]
[8t xal To)]s tCp6ape[tsai3rou]
[xatl are](pavcaL 9Oac[XoiaErPe&]
[vot, 7]e[t]86fxal xovet [xatl1Cla]
[&7to<pa(voUa]tv
lT[v] eyV[oLav Trv]

[roupaaicXstI]Tiv Max[e86vov..]
[- ---.-]E[---------[-

]
-

]

Traces indicated here of a few letters additional to those recorded in the editioprincepsdo not affect the text.
The restorationsare those of Meritt, who urged that the letters MAK in line 7 almost certainly belong to an
ethnic, and on the basis of the style of the writing, to which he compared IG II2, 110 (SEGXXXIII, 80) of 363/2 B.C.
(see J. Kirchner,IA 2, p. 17 and pl. 25, no. 53), he attributedthe honors accorded to this embassy of a Macedonian
king to the beginning of the reign of Philip II (359/8). The embassy in question would in that case probably be
that referred to by Demosthenes 23.121 and Diodorus Siculus 16.4.1. See also G. Glotz and R. Cohen, Histoire
grecqueIII, 1936, pp. 228-229; P. Cloche, Unfondateur
PhilippeII, roi de Macdoine, 1955, p. 50; J. R. Ellis,
d'empire:
G.
L.
1976,
51;
PhilipIIandMacedonian
Cawkwell,
Imperialism,
p.
PhilipofMacedon,1978, p. 73; N. G. L. Hammond and
G. T. Griffith,A HistoryofMacedonia
II, 1979, pp. 236-237.
On the other hand, the decree could refer to such an embassy sent by Philip's brother and predecessor Perdikkas III. For the occasion see Demosthenes 2.14; K.J. Beloch, Griechische
GeschicteIII, i, 1922, p. 195; M. Cary,
CAHVI, 1933, p. 105; Cloche, Histoirede la Macddoiejusqu'cl'avinement
e Grand,1960, p. 127; Hammond
d'Aklxandre
and Griffith, op.cit.,p. 186. Hence a tentative date as between 364 and 358 has been preferred above.
There are, however,certain considerationswhich may cast doubt on this dating and reference. (1) The lettering
on this fragment is poor and nondescriptwork and, like IG II2, 110 (which Koehler thought to have been inscribed
at a date later than that of the archon whose name stands in its heading), may be adjudged a poor representative
of its period. Indeed it might be attributableto the latter part of the century, for the short central horizontal of
epsilon, the drawing together of the curved element in omega at the bottom of the letter, and the phi in which the
upright stroke does not pass through the "oval"(see 85) combine to point in that direction.
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(2) The epsilon of xoLvetin line 5 and the restorations calling for OT rather than 0 in the apposite places
throughout may in combination suggest a later rather than an earlier date. Cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 369-370
and 247-256. But the nonstoichedon arrangementcan admit of some adjustmentsin the restoredpart of the text.
(3) The expression xowvf)xatlt8 is not clearly evidenced until later in the century,when it becomes a frequent
turn of phrase in honorary texts (cf. IG I2, 283, 294, etc.). IG II2, 252 contains it and is dated in general terms
" med. s. IV". This present example, as dated, would evidently provide its earliest appearance. Nevertheless it is
fair to add that lttlE xatl 8rpoolq is to be met with in the 5th century (IG I3, 80, line 10).
(4) The reference to eOvotaas a virtue in honorands is attested in the 330's but not earlier save in IG II2, 196,
lines 12-13 ("ante a. 353/2"): in IG II2, 177, line 8 (also "ante a. 353/2") the adjective c8vot is restored in an tritb
clause as part of the phrase &io(pxatv]oatv
8nt [evoE elaOv.
(5) Inscribedtreatiesand other dealings with monarchsusuallyreferto them by their personal names (e.g., IG II2,
21, 102, 126, 127, 190); but when their function as monarch ("king of... ") is cited the people over whom they
rule are customarilynot given a definite article (e.g., IG II2, 31, 141). Literarypractice is much the same, for example
in Thucydides, where the article is only rarely included (e.g., 1.89.2). If he is in fact referredto in line 7, therefore,the
or roOpaaoiXcx toO Maxcb6vcv. Cf.J. Kalleris, Lesancins
paajiXic> MaxeU86vwv
king should be described as TroO
MaddoniensI, 1954, pp. 116-117, with references in note 7; N. G. L. Hammond, CQ,n.s. 38, 1988, p. 386.
If these points, in sum, be adjudged to tell against the dating initially proposed, it must be admitted that a
historicalreference for Athenian-Macedonian relationsof this charactertwo or three decades later is hard to identify.
The restorationof line 7 in particularwould in that case be open to reconsideration.

TREATY BETWEEN THE ATHENIANS AND THE SIPHNIANS
50. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5410), with the left side and original rough-picked back preserved,
discovered on April 27, 1938, in a marble pile in the area of the southern end of the Stoa of Attalos. Above the
inscription are the remains of the left-hand section of a figured relief, elegantly cut within a recessed panel, which
shows the lower part of a draped female figure, seated and facing to right, with the right foot extended. It is likely that
a second figure, leftward facing and now lost, completed the group and that the two were representativeof Athens
and Siphnos. The inscribed surface of the stone has been much worn and is considerably discolored.
H. 0.267 m.; W. 0.168 m.; Th. 0.073 m.
LH. 0.007-0.01 m.
ETotX.Hor. 0.011 m.; Vert. 0.0135 m.

Ed. A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 231-233, no. 87, with photograph pl. 59; see also SEG XVII,
19. Text and brief commentary by H. Bengtson, Staatsvetge II, pp. 258-259, no. 294; see also SEG XXI, 245.
Short discussion by G. E. M. de Ste Croix, CQ n.s. 11, 1961, p. 109 (SEG XIX, 48), and consideration also by
P. Gauthier, Symbola:lesitrangers
et lajusticedanslesciCts
grecques,1972, p. 169, note 2.
ca. a. 365-355 a.

ETOIX. 26

e

.

[o

c].

xal Tp]
'EvAt-- x7pty[puxa[aq,
ExTY)t

5

lcaxoartrL 8[ocEv T)L poXrktxal t]
xl 8^y[(*]r?e[vaL ,Bv T&; ypaPp&qnE]
pt &ibxLa< [xaci&T& oaui4)oXic (x]
a[Tr][p9OL; 'AOvqvaloiLxal ELcpvloL]
S

[
10

[&S6Xo xal .......16.....
.............

............]

T6v Sbqov]
[..5...]T[.. 8.'A9)ovao
EL(vWov
xt~vev
&vCuTo]
[t]b[v]
[wA
xO
8t)
f^Ao
'AOlvalxoy[-bF:
xev]'
&<;8'&Vt)S dE;toe[Evr)t 'AO)nvat]
[O]v &XplTo<, &VTlao[..... .2 .....]

15

[....pTIN[ ....
.18........]
[?--?_----??-?__]

The date of this document depends upon a reconciliation of the
lettering, formulaic usage, and likely historical
circumstances. (1) The writing is thin, hesitant, and with some imprecision but because of the worn surface
may
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appear to undeserved disadvantage. Omega is well spread; epsilon has equal horizontal strokes. Except in line 4,
E and 0 appear throughout for EI and OT; cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 185 and 248. All this suggests a date
not later than ca. 360-355 B.C.The presence of the relief also implies a date in the firsthalf of the century;see the editio
princeps,p. 232.
(2) The abridged prescript lacks any reference to the name of the phyle in prytany,to the ypaWaoret , to the
7tp6ebpoqor ioXto i,g, or to the archon. These elements, or some of them, might have stood independently above
the relief;but the presence of eot in line 1 makes this unlikely.A fuller statement could have stood in a second text in
which a proposal to make or accept this treaty was registered; cf. 34. Yet some of the usual data are present, and
it is more likely that the ypwatotlate6was not concerned, nor under any obligation, to elaborate the information.
The text thus belongs to a period when the formulas employed were fluid and, within limits, arbitrary. Cf. A. S.
Henry, Prescripts,
p. 33. That the date within the prytany is given implies a date not earlier than the second quarter
of the century; cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens,p. 351 and Henry, Prescripts,
p. 107-first dated occurrence,
368/7 B.C.But the whole form is exceptional.
(3) For the Siphnians in the Second Athenian Confederacy see IG II2, 43, line 126; M. N. Tod, GHI II, p. 67;
E H. Marshall, TheSecondAthenian
Confeeracy,1905, p. 69; Woodhead, AJA61, 1957, p. 371; aund.,Phoenix16, 1962,
The
Second
Atnian League,1981, p. 94. They seem to have been recruited in 373/2. This
pp. 259-265; J. Cargill,
is
of
a
different
character.
treaty
Separate agreementswere made by Athens with Keos and Naxos in consequence of
disaffection in the late 360's (IG II2, 111 and 179). Siphnos, in the same area, may have been affected, and the
provisions of this treaty, the best surviving of which is apparently designed to ensure justice in capital cases, may
reflect a previously obtaining situation in which justice had not been so ensured.
The treaty,so far as existing, relatesentirely to judicial arrangements;these do not necessarilyimply any military
alliance or other political cooperation between the cities concerned, nor do they extend to commercial or contractual
matters. However, despite the hesitations of Gauthier (loc.cit.),it may be included within the category of agreements
collectively referredto as symbolai.See 35, with referencesthere, and M. B. Walbank,Hesperia55, 1986, pp. 349-353.
The restorations shown in lines 4-7 and 9-11 suggest what is likely to have been the sense of the document
but cannot be regarded as more than a hypothesis. On the relief sculpture see also SEG XXXIX, 324.

TREATY BETWEEN THE ATHENIANS AND A CRETAN CITY
51. A thin fragment of a stele of coarse-grained Pentelic marble (I 3055), broken on all sides and at the back,
discovered onJune 24, 1935, in a modern context in the central area of the Market Square (L 9).
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.028 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
EtoX. Hor. ca. 0.01 m.; Vert. 0.009 m.

Ed. A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 229-231, no. 86, with photograph pl. 58; see also SEG XVII,
20. Text and brief commentary by H. Bengtson, Staatsvertrge
II, pp. 261-262, no. 296; see also SEG XXI, 259.
Furtherstudy of the nature of the provisionsby G. E. M. de Ste Croix, CQ n.s. 11, 1961, p. 109; P. Gauthier,
Symbola:
es itrangers
et lajusticedanslescitisgrecques,1972, p. 168, no. XIII; S. DuSanit, Talanta12/13, 1980-1981, pp. 25-27
(SEGXXXII, 65).
ca. a. 360 a. (?)

ETOIX. 49(?)
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A few improved readings since the ediioprincepsmake little difference to the meager message of this text. The
lettering is competent work of the second quarter of the 4th century. In general terms, IG II2, 2311 (J. Kirchner,
IA 2, p. 20 and pl. 27, no. 58) is comparable. The length of line must be in the region of 45-50 letters. M. B.
Walbank (perep.) has regarded the lettering as executed by the craftsman who, in his view, also worked on IG H2,
124 and 125 (of 357/6), 254 (a text described as using "litt.volg. med. saec."), SEGXXI, 586 (cf. XXII, 138), and 63.
The date cannot otherwise be determined, but within the limits alreadyenvisaged Athenian treaty relationships
with Knossos and another presumably Cretan city might plausibly be assigned to a period when the Second
Confederacy was still in a flourishing and expanding state. Bengtson and Gauthier hesitantly preferred a date after
360, which seems less consonant with this supposition, but 355 might surely be viewed as an acceptable terminus
antequem.DulaniC (loc.cit.) showed reason to connect it with an Athenian foreign policy particularlyto be associated
with Timotheos in the later 360's.
The document records an agreement between Athens and an unknowncity, the provisionsof which are modeled
on a treaty already existing between Athens and Knossos. Good relations with the latter are indeed evidenced by
the crown given by the Knossians to Athens, which appears in IG II2, 1443 (col. II, line 121), a catalogue of 345/4 B.c.
The term of reference certainly suggests that the unknown city of the present treaty was also Cretan; the remains
of line 5 allow the further suggestion (regarded by Dllsanid [loc.cit., p. 26] as the only plausible restoration) that
the city was Kydonia, an object of interest to the Athenians in the 5th century (Thucydides 2.85.5). Arrangements
apparentlyprovided for lawsuits (for the involvementof the nine archons, similarlyelided, cf. 35). These were partly
in Athens (lines 3-11) and partly, perhaps, in Crete (cf. line 16). For the remission of the metic tax in Athens cf.
Metic,1977, p. 23, note 59. There can be no
oftheAthenian
(e.g.)IG II2, 211, line 5. See also D. Whitehead, TheIdeology
certainty about the exact formula employed here: 'AOjvr7aL(eTro[Lxouvv--- is also possible, as A. S. Henry has
pointed out (Honours,
p. 245).
Like 50, this text may be counted among the symbolaiagreements regulating the status of private citizens of the
contracting cities in judicial or commercial mattersor both. See 35, with references,and Walbank,Hesperia55, 1986,
pp. 349-353. The original back of this stone is not preserved, but it may well, like 35 and 47, have belonged to
an opisthographic stele, with the Knossian agreement on the reverse side (whichwould make it the more convenient
as a point of reference). Walbank (loc.cit., pp. 320-321, note 8; cf. pp. 348-349, note 37) has suggested that the
whole series ofsymbolaimay have formed a single wall of record.
DuSaniC(loc.cit., especially note 133) has suggested that a policy uniting Athens and the Cretan city in hostility
against Maussollos of Karia was written into it. Proposing a stoichedon line of 49 letters (which would depend
on the retention of roti in line 11), he suggested for lines 1-3, where he claims with some hesitation to see traces
of TE before iAA, ,h [Fetvalt b&Kuovt&artx ouI
| aVaxlav otLieaL (or otnlaaoOat,if TE be accepted) 7ip
&veu
ntX
Oouv
xacl
But the
Tri auoElix, v? ro
'vv] '&pXo[v9a----].
Ma6raa]oaX[ov
'AAOqvaElv(?) ro|i0
inclusion of such a clause, at such a point, in a document of this character at this date would be somewhat surprising.

THE KHPTKEE EUKLES AND PHILOKLES APPOINTED

52 (P1.6). A fragment (I 5207, hereafter fragment b) of the stele of Pentelic marble of which IG II2, 145 (hereafter
fragment a) provides a larger section, broken on all sides, discovered on February 10, 1938, in a late context west
of the Panathenaic Way and west of the Eleusinion (S 19). The Agora fragmentsupplies part of lines 14-20 of'the text
in IG II2, correcting the restorationsthere given in lines 15 and 20 and confirming the remainder.
b only: H. 0.055 m.; W. 0.086 m.; Th. 0.034 m.
LH. 0.0055 m. (omega 0.004 m., phi 0.0085 m.).
(square)0.01 m.
ETOLX.
Ed. W K. Pritchett, Hesperia10, 1941, p. 266, no. 68, with photograph of fragment b oc.cit. and of fragment a
The reading of line 20 of fragment b and of the ends of lines 1-10 in fragment a corrected by D. M.
267.
p.
BSA
Lewis,
49, 1954, pp. 36-37; see also SEG XIV, 50. The text of both fragments thus amended is given here
for convenience, as it is also by M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
III/IV pp. 3941, T 20.
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ETODC. 36
(a)
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vacat

The character of the lettering, although plain and regular in its general features, is distinctive in detail. A
tendency to emphasize or widen the "freeends"of strokes,the "compressed"aspect of sigma, with shortcentral strokes
and modestly angled external strokes,the variablecentral horizontal of epsilon, the drawing in (in some instances)of
the lower part of the curve of omega-all these featuresconspire to suggest that the stele should be dated later rather
than earlierin the span oftimejudged on other groundsto be availablefor it. Beta was an awkwardletter for any mason
and here is clumsy but not without individual character. There is inconsistency in the substitution, in appropriate
cases, of EI for E and OT for 0. BoX, appears throughout. ToO and QXoxXiouc appear beside 75~Voand ccC?rb,
and inecrr&rein line 3 reflects the greater age of the first of the two recorded resolutions, as compared with line 13.
The two decrees (lines 1-10 and 11-25) were inscribed at the same time but differ in date by a generation.
Neither contains the customary instructionsfor &vaypczqay
and payment, and this led W Hartel to the opinion that
the monument was privately commissioned by Philokles (IG 112, 145, comm.).The thesis of private commission is
possibly enhanced by the unusual character of the "tp6ao8oq clause" in lines 4-8, coming as it does immediately
after the verb of proposal; cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 194. The first decree must be dated between 402 and 399;
cf. Lewis, loc. cit. Eukles was already in office as xnpuF -reqouXie xait troi3b4tou in the latter year (Andokides
1.112), and this text is the record of his appointment to it. The second decree was shown by Pritchett to antedate
356/5, since the ypaci .taietq of the phyle Hippothontis are known thereafter. Of earlier years, 378/7, 369/8, and
the span 363/2 to 360/59 are all to be excluded as possibilities, as Lewis observed. That this text is to be dated
to the year 359/8 is thus on all counts a plausible hypothesis, but a date in 364/3 or shortly beforehand is not to
be excluded. Cf. R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,
p. 262.
Euklesand PhiloklesofTrinemea (PA5732 and 14562)were the progenitorsof a long line of descendantswho supplied the boule and demos with x~pvuxe by an apparentlywell-accepted family tradition, until 140/39. See AgoraXV,
pp. 14-15 (where the first Eukles named is presumably the son of the Philokles of this text), supplemented byJ. S.
Traill, Hesperia47, 1978, p. 281; also M. Pierart,BCH 100, 1976, pp. 443-447. The inscription in which that Eukles
first appears (AgoraXV, 58) is of a date later than Lewis thought, and the family successionwas interruptedbefore his
XV, 43, of 335/4), and perhapsby another appointee.
appointment by Diophon, son of Diophantos of Aphidna (Agora
Line 1. [1o8Ev t7l PoUX),lxiX.] IG 112;tT)LpoX)L Lewis; Th)L 8fJVOA P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouk, pp. 84-85,
thereby making this a nonprobouleumatic decree (ibid.,p. 259), on the grounds that the boule is unlikely to have
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had the power to make this appointment on its own authority:see also Henry, Prescripts,
p. 17. The correction may
however be unnecessary; see 33, line 3. Lines 3-4. On Eurippides (PA5949-5955-5956), son of Adeimantos of
Famiies,pp. 202 and 204), who discusses the evidence and describes
Myrrhinoutta,seeJ. K. Davies (Atnian Propertied
him as a "political figure of considerable importance", and M. H. Hansen, AthenianEcccsiaII, p. 47.
Lines 6-7 and 16. That is, the events of 403/2. Kirchhoff, whose restorations are the basis of IG II2, 145,
held from line 4 that Eukles was not an Athenian citizen at the time of his appointment; if he was not, he was
presumably given citizenship along with other metoikoi who actively supported the democrats in 403/2; cf. IG II2,
10 (SEGXXXI, 57, with earlier references,XXXII, 40); D. Whitehead, TheIdeology
Metic,1977, pp. 58,
of theAthenian
39-41.
III/IV, pp.
155-156; Osborne, Naturalization
Line 13. Melanopos, the proposer of the decree to appoint Philoklesas his father'ssuccessor,was presumablythe
well-knownrhetor MeX4vcwoxoA&Xi5ToAlwvet6 lambastedby Demosthenes (24.127). See PA9788 and references
assembledby Hansen, Athenian
Ecesia II, p. 55. Lines 16-19. Forthe instructionsto the proedroi (the probouleumatic
formula), of which this is the earliest example among the "Agora decrees", cf. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 65 (also
p. 84). The phraseology is not yet in its settled "standard"form and is unusually separated from the phrase yv4rov
8FtluVptXXaeo9at,which ordinarily follows it without interruption. For the retention of xi in this latter phrase see
L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 554.
Line 20. X]F,[aI6o],C(?)Pritchett; ftr[erxc] Lewis. Lines 21-22. npuo[ave6saavwIGII2, 145, etpriors;
6. Lne
Line
24. 2. xoa ]ep iJ orpt ao, i.e., presumably (barringincapacity)for life.
npvt[ave atoualvIG II2, iv, p.61.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF AGATHOKLr.S, 357/6 B.C.
Agathokles' year of office (PA44 and R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,p. 275, for the literary references to
him) is epigraphically well attested. In addition to 53 and 54, his name as archon is present or suitably
restored in the decrees IG II2, 121, 122, 123 (SEGXVI, 48), and 124 (SEGXXI, 248, XXXVII, 72), in
the inventories of the Treasurersof Athena IG II2, 1436, 1437, and 1438 (SEG XIX, 129), in the list of
magistratesIG II2, 1696, in the list oftrierarchswho sailed with Chares to the Hellespont IG II2, 1953, and
in the dedications IG II2, 2790, 2818, and 2839 + 2844 (SEG XXIV, 209). Furthermore,IG II2, 125 and
126 (SEG XXXI, 72) are assigned to this year on historical grounds derived from the literary tradition,
although on the former see SEG XXXIV 67. The naval record IG II2, 1611 (+ E. Schweigert, Hesperia8,
1939, pp. 17-25, no. 5) is shown on internal evidence also to belong to 357/6 B.C.
of Agathokles'term of office was AL68oTocAloxX)ou. 'AyyeXOev (PandionisIII):
The ypaTCjtiare6G
see IG II2, 121-123 and 53 and 54. J. Kirchner (PA3891) suggested a family relationship between him
and the trierarch Diokles (PA4010) who appears in III2, 1953, dated to this year (see above); both
were perhaps related to KaXXmTpxp&
ALoxXAous'AyyeXBOev
(PA8117), who shared the tomb monument

IG II2, 6707 ("post med. s. IV a."). J. K. Davies (AthenianPropertiedFamilies, pp. 156-157, s.v. no. 4009)
combined PA 4010 with 4009 and regarded the ypOaL(rXtuesas the son of the trierarch. For a list of those

known to have held public office in this year see Develin, AthenianOfficials,
pp. 275-278.
VIII Hippothontis and IX Aigeis are the two phylai whose terms in prytany are certainly known. The

phyle in office during the sixth prytany (. (;..7. E;, in IG II2, 121) cannot have been on duty when 54
was enacted, since the restoration in that text would be too short by one letter were its name to be inserted.
Nor, for similar reasons of space, was 54 enacted in the eighth or ninth prytany.
DECREE CONCERNING THE CITY OF ELAIOUS

53. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5030) consisting of the top central section of the monument, broken all
around save that the original rough-pickedback is preserved. Above the inscribedface there survivethe very battered
remains of a substantialcrowning molding, which terminatesin an abrupt horizontal cut-back immediately above the
first line of the text. The fragment was discovered on October 20, 1937, in a wall of a modern house southeast
of the Market Square and west of the PanathenaicWay (R 18).
H. 0.457 m.; W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.007 m. (on average, but varying between 0.005 and 0.01 m.).
StoLX. (almost square in design, but horizontally, at least, irregularly maintained) Hor. ca. 0.012 m.; Vert.
0.013 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia8, 1939, pp. 12-17, no. 4, with photograph.
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a. 357/6 a., pt. VIII
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[it

el poXq,Lro[tq
0V
[nyqpt]qoaLr

10

pot8p]

v(0LV [,pocepEOovr]
[ouq] o lv TUYXd
[es] CpoaaYayevTr6qtp[iapeq< -GV 'EXx]
[to]alov etq;rbv 8r,Lov[etS Tv Qp6sr'q]
[v ]xxXolat(v rp,pTou[ titT,&T&tepI, Y]

15

TfrqPoXCqe]
[v]6tnLvbt aup43&XXea[0aLt
[l]T'c v bfLov 8Xt bo[xeT rqTL
poX)t, in]
&vper
&yaO]
'EXaQ6a[t]9t
e[totv
[e]t83
-6v
'AOrvaklov...]
[ol nep]l r6[v 8b]qto[v

[

i

to employ E for EI and O for OT in the "spurious
With 54, this text is the latest among the Agora psephismata
in
of the same year (IGII2, 123 and 124, for instance)
is
maintained
some
of
the
other
texts
The
practice
diphthongs".
but not in all. Its use here is intermittent, and it continues to appear intermittentlyin some inscriptionsof a date later
than the middle of the century; but it is never again applied with any consistency throughout an entire text of regular
character. See L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 184-185, 189, 251, 256-259.
The writing displays the ordinary characteristicsof its period; cf. 50. Omega is wide, with long horizontals in
proportion to its size (thaton the left set at an angle);the horizontal strokesof epsilon are all of equal length, but many
of them are slanted upward or downward. As a whole, however, the lettering is poor in comparison with the best
of the contemporary style, beta and sigma being especiallyclumsy. Variationsin the letter height and maintenance of
the lateral stoichoi suggest that the engraving was carried through in some haste and that a minimum of trouble was
taken over it. M. B. Walbank (per ep.) suggested that the same mason worked on IG II2, 139 and 289; cf. und.,
BSA 85, 1990, p. 440.
The preamble is of the developed type, showing the int formula with the archon's name and the prytanizing
tribe, together with the relative clause introducing the ypaEtlax6c and adding also the date within the prytany.
The chairman is however still named as into .& oq rather than as spokesman of the proedroi (contrast IG II2, 123,
which otherwise follows the same pattern), and the proposer'sname is not yet accompanied by his patronymic and
demotic. Cf. A. S. Henry, Prscripts,pp. 24-32.
Lines 4, 9. On EI in the place of HI in the dative feminine ending see Threatte, Grammar,
p. 369. Line 8. xept iv
IG
lines
44
Cf.
II12,
42
lines
96
(SEG
XXI,
3-4,
XXI,
7-8,
Xiyoaov.
231),
(SEG
232),
(SEG XXXI, 64, XXXTV,
61), line 5, 103 (M.J. Osborne, NaturaliationI, pp. 46-48, D 10), lines 6-7, 107, lines 8-9. Lines 8-15. For the
c& tep&.Cf. (e.g.) IG II2, 107, line 16. This grant of
phraseology cf. 52, commentary on lines 16-19. IIp&Tou pcr&t
I3,
back
to
the
5th
and
is
as late as the middle part of the 3rd (IG II2, 665,
evidenced
65,
century (IG
159)
prioritygoes
of 266/5 B.C.). Cf. Henry, Honours,p. 197. On the tep6 seeJ. D. Mikalson,AthenianPopularReligion,1983, p. 13.
The Elaiousians had joined the Second Athenian Confederacy in 373 (IG II2, 43 = SEG XXXI, 61, with earlier
references, and XXXII, 53, line 123; 375 is a less likely year. For alternativeviews on the date see A. G. Woodhead,
Phoenix16, 1962, pp. 258-266, with references to earlier literature). See furtherJ. Cargill, TheSecondAthenian
League,
1981, p. 185 with note 46.
On the geographical location of the city see A7T I, p. 484 (for additional references, AT TV,p. 37). Good
relations with Athens were maintained despite the effective collapse of the Confederacy after 355. Cf. Demosthenes
23.158. In 346/5 the people of Elaious presented the Athenians with a stephanos of gold (IG II2, 1443, lines 93-95;
Demosthenes 18.92), and in early 340 they were beneficiariesof a special decree safeguardingtheir possessions and
commending them to the good offices of Chares, again strategosin those parts (IG II2, 228; Osborne, Naturalization
I,
II, p. 83).
pp. 60-61, D 15, Naturalization
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54 (PI. 5). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5560), with part of the original back apparently preserved but
otherwise broken all around save for a trace of the right edge below the inscribed surface, discovered on September
12, 1938, in a wall of a modern house southeast of the Market Square and west of the Panathenaic Way (Q 22).
The inscribed surface is scarred and worn, especially on the left.
H. 0.421 m.; W. 0.22 m.; Th. 0.139 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
ExoLX.(square,with slight irregularities)ca. 0.011-0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 229-231, no. 3, with photograph; M.J. Osborne, JNaturalization
I,
II, pp. 80-81.
pp. 55-56, D 13, Naturalization
a. 357/6 a.

STOIX. 32

5
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......
[uev......
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[&xEtr ....9....
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[Ioet 8T6 tv
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...
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y-pi[xaxial b]
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[a.a t t6e Tr6vYpaliaTaia]TlJ po[UXfji &v Cn]
XtO(lvrt
xal a]Toaaxtiv &xp[OXt6Xel8]
[XTXrl
86
T6v
[oiuvaX
TaXtla]vTOO8%AouT[c&iypacXl]
[aTe! Tf| pouvfj< : AAA
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[&

: ] 8paXtiAg i[x

fiSv xatr]

PtcxAatxa
ivaoXLax]ojAvvT[.Lt84tACL.V]
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eitev T&] tuEv&W
[....?....
]
[
xa[&7iep
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[I T6v 8jiov T6v 'ABOv]alUvxal vu[v xalt v r]
[&St I|tpoaaoev XP6vti], xalxoe[t 6 t 86va]
i ya0 6v .........
? ...........]
[tatt

The lettering of this text is very similar to that of IG II2, 120 (SEG XXXII, 68) of 353/2 B.C., and the same
craftsmancould well have been responsiblefor both inscriptions. At this period, a mason's script varied between this
"microstyle"of small letters (even if, as here, the letters are well separated), of which this text is a good example,
better indeed than 49 or IGII2, 123 (SEG XVI, 48), and on the other hand the larger and more ample style of
IGII2, 113 or 114.
M. B. Walbank'spreference (perep.),however,is to assign this text to the hand of IG II2, 130 and 131, of 355/4
(two texts recognized by A. Wilhelm as the work of a single mason); and he would see the same man at work on
IG II2, 102, of 370. These suggestions do not exclude the considerations already advanced; but they may confirm
that what is at issue is perhaps the general and close resemblance of a contemporary style followed by a variety
of craftsmen rather than, or no less than, the style of a single individual.
The prescript is of a mixed type. It begins with the archon's name in the form &tt + genitive of the participle,
inserts the 88ocev clause immediately afterwards,and then resumes on the genitival principle with the statement
of the prytanizing phyle + ordinal numeral, to which the name of the ypa.tliaxeos is attached in what became the
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standard phraseology employing a relative clause. Cf, A. S. Henry, Prescrpts,pp. 24-26. IG II2, 117, of 361/60,
may offer a parallel but is heavily restored; IG II2 114 and 115 come close to this example but include a double
statement of the prytanizing phyle, by means of each method. In other cases where the 68o?ev clause is so well
forward, the prytanizing phyle follows in the nominative case with a main verb, in the old formula (IGII2, 110, 116
[SEG XXI, 243], 121, etc.). The chairman appears as &tLt=&'Xr)(cf. 53) but was apparentlygiven his patronymic as
well as his demotic (as in 53 but unlike other surviving examples of 357/6 and most examples in preceding years).
The proposer's name appeared without patronymic or demotic (cf. 53), as did that of the mover-of the amendment
(line 21).
These comparisons of lettering and style of prescript suggest a date for this decree in the decade 360-350,
and the possibilities may be narrowed. Indeed, the eleven letters available in line 1 for the name of the archon in
the genitive case, together with the remains of the demotic in line 4, had led Meritt to assign the decree without
hesitation to 357/6, the year of Agathokles, with IG II2, 121, 122, and 123 providing the comparative material.
Osborne however regarded this as "ratheradventurous",even though confirming the reading in line 4, and queried
whether the inscription might not belong to the period earlier than 363/2 when the ypaWaxrl
e6q was not yet an
annual official: his text in consequence omits the proper names in the prescript. The original dating is nevertheless
more soundly based than this laudable hesitation allows and is here retained. The decree is probouleumatic; cf.
Boule,p. 248. The formulasemployed are mostly of a standardtype but with variantsinteresting
P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
for their place in the overall development of the formulaic elements of the "chancery style".
The text is that of the editioprincepswith the exception that in line 23 Osborne correctly read ormLfor Meritt's
iaxt. In lines 22-23 there was evidently a slight stoichedon irregularity,resolved by Osborne with the suggestion that
at the end of line 22 alpha and iota were crowdedinto a single space ([e86X08aLMeritt). ElsewhereOsborne discerned
or failed to discern letter traces that make no difference of substance to the text, as follows: Line 3. tpu]Tavera[q.
Line 6. etjr]v. Line 7. b6v 8]ij[p]lv [r]6v'A0vy[caEtv.Line 9. Xpuao]t Yrr6cptvoL.Line11. YypIt.a[o9aL. Line 12.
c]& v &XXa[x][OAtmep.
xal](ppaoptag. Line 15. &vatYp[]+at.Line 21. di
Line 7. The year 357/6 saw the strengthening of relations between Athens and Andros (IG II2, 123), and the
ethnic "AvBptoowould supply the lacuna in this line where the honorand's ethnic is in fact required. Meritt, who
made the suggestion, properly observed that it was purely conjectural, but it deserves to remain in the record.
Lines 9-10. This is the earliest example in which the cost of the stephanos is indicated by a numeral, although
the amount is expressed in words in IG II2, 103 (Osborne,Naturalization
I, pp. 46-48, D 10),of 369/8. Specificationof
the amount to be spent is typical of the formulation of the grant of stephanoi during the 4th century: see Henry,
Honours,pp. 22-25. The cost here restored is a standard amount: the alternative, 1000 drachmas, is less likely, but
Osborne declined to insert a figure in his text.
Lines 10-11. Reference to the occasion of the announcement of the award of a stephanos seldom occurs in
the 4th century. When it does, the phraseology varies and is not otherwise found in this form. This may leave
the restoration open to doubt (cf. Henry, op.cit.,p. 53, note 66), but there is little room for maneuver here. It became
usual to specify the time and place (e.g., at the Dionysia or Panathenaia),and the custom of making the proclamation
at these festivalsproduced a standardformula of words. Cf. 224.
Lines 11-15. Cf. IG II2, 103. The formula for the grant of citizenship was variable at this time. IG II2, 251
(Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 66-68, D 19), of ca. 350, uses phraseology close to this example and is tending towards
the developed "standard"form, Type 1 (Osborne, BSA67, 1972, pp. 156-157) or "FormulationA"(Henry,Honours,
pp. 64-80).
Line 13. tou< nTpuTYivet
Cf. Henry, Honours,pp. 74-75, 101, note 98 (and on the sequence
or &v CpvUTave6vcaLv.
-r3v
ibid.,pp. 77-78).
beginning
+r4<pov
Lines 15-17. For the ypcapcaeq tisq ovXrq as the official responsible for the inscription and erection of the
stele see 40.
Lines 17-20. The Txapltax-oi 810ou was, until the end of the century,the officerinstructedto meet the costs. See
120 and Henry, Chiron12, 1982, p. 118, Chiron14, 1984, p. 50, ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 256-267 (on this text, p. 257). The
phraseology, in which it is laid down that he pay the money over to the ypa,tale6q, is unusual and confined to
this period. Cf. IG I12, 107 (of 368/7), lines 22-24 and 117 (of 361/60), lines 16-19. On the source and the amount
of the money to be expended see 40, commentary on line 18 and 45.
Lines 21-25. The customary formula of an amendment additionally includes the new variant of the E8otev
clause in the use of the perfect passive infinitiveand stresses(in the restoredsection) that the extra decision is the work
of the demos independently of the boule. The body of the amendment, before the stone breaksoff, pursues a form of
words typical of the 4th century. Line 25. For the doubled sigma to be postulated, by reason of the stoichedon
requirements, in fltxpoaooev, see L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 530 and 102, line 12. Osborne, disliking this solution
to the problem, preferred to restore vu[vl xtal v 11xtiL Lprpoo0evXp6vct]. Cf. IG II2, 237, line 11.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF THOUDEMOS, 353/2 B.C.
Thoudemos' term of office is well attested both in literary and in epigraphical sources. For the literary
references see PA 7248, where variants eouIj^yq and E587oq;, which occur in places, are noted and
navaliumIG II2, 1613 and by the record
corrected. Thoudemos' year is covered by the tabulacuratorum
of the curators of the sanctuary of BrauronianArtemis IG II2, 1524. In the inventory of the Treasurers
of Athena (IG II2, 1438 + E. Schweigert, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 281-289, no. 16) his is the last year for which
Philokedes,whose
acquisitions are registered, and line 14 of side B provides the name of the ypaVotAt-Lce,
are
attested
in
the
two
and
of
decrees
the
boule
and
demos
of this year,
demotic
surviving
patronymic
55 and IG II2, 139.
Schweigert also observed, however, that IG II2, 120, which requires the listing of treasures in the
Chalkotheke, belongs to Thoudemos' year. Moreover, IG II2, 140, an enactment of the nomothetai,
enjoins it upon the boule of the years following that of Thoudemos to attend to the fulfillment of an
antecedent nomosof Chairemonides (see 57) and presumablyis to be dated to 353/2, even though it lacks
an archon-datingin a truncatedprescript.
On the ypactlzare6rsee (apartfrom Schweigert,loc.cit.) S. Alessandri,AnnalideltaScuolaNoVrmale
di Pisa,
and
SEG
cf.
also
Athenian
136-137.
R.
Develin
XXXII, 68;
pp. 26-29, 59-60,
Boule,pp.
P.J. Rhodes,
(Athenian
Officials,
pp. 288-290) providesa full list of all those known to have held office during Thoudemos'
archonship. Nothing is known of the order of the prytanies in this year.

HONORS (POSSIBLYCITIZENSHIP)
VOTEDFOR XENNIAS
55. Twofragments,whichdo notjoin, of a steleof bluishPentelicmarble.One of these(fragmenta) has long been
knownand is now in the EpigraphicalMuseum(E.M. 6988): it providespart of the left side of the monument,
includingthe uppermostlines of the inscription,as well as the originalback. Fragmentb (I 4477), of which the
rightside and backare preserved,was discoveredon February5, 1937, in a wall of a modernhousesoutheastof
MarketSquare(U 22). Fragmenta is surmountedby an olive crowncarvedin reliefand, abovethat, the remains
of thelowerpartof an insetreliefpanelshowingtwofigures:symmetrywouldrequireat leastone furtherfigureto the
right(oran objectof equivalentsize),and a secondcrownto the rightof thatwhichsurvives.
a:H. 0.365 m.;W.0.238 m.;Th. 0.095-0.115 m.
b:H. 0.124 m.;W 0.242 m.; Th. 0.104-0.09 m.
LH. (line 1)0.01 m., (lines2-11) 0.008-0.009 m.
Hor.ca.0.008 m. (lines3-11);Vert.0.019 m.
EtoX. (withsomeinconsistencies)
Ed. a only:IGII2, 138,withearlierreferences.a and b:M. B. Walbank,Hesperia
54, 1985,pp. 309-312, no. 1,
withphotographspl. 86; see alsoSEGXXXV,58.
a. 353/2 a.
ETOIX. 49 (lines2 andfollowing)
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to whoseeditionthe readeris referredforfuller
The text(otherthanin lines1-2)followsthatof Walbank,

detailsof the monumentas a whole and of the readingson fragmentb. Fragmenta has suffereddamagesince it
was firstrecorded.Walbankdescribesthe styleof the writingas "semi-stoichedon",
notingthatline 2 is set more
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closely to line 1 (the lettering of which is larger)than to line 3. It is in any case a clumsy and untidy piece of work, and
the letters have a forwardtilt.
The Agora fragmentrevealed that the name of the honorand was Xennias (not, as previouslyrestored,Mennias),
a name more familiar in a northern or northwestern Greek context. Walbank suggests that lines 9-11 contain the
traces of a formula for the grant of citizenship and proposes [etvat 8]t Ecvvlav 'AO[)vaxllovaxtbv xaxl Tro
ixy6vou -re xat r6v ulbv] qaroG 'Av6poy[... I ---xatl yp6k+aoaiX
cpuX xatl bSEtouxatl Tppap]aqi[h;
axroZb
&]y o [6]|[ovxat - - - -, which resemblesthough does not preciselyreproduce the formula of citizenship decrees of
the period. But see 66, commentary on lines 8-9.
Bouk,pp. 75-77 and 260) classed the decree as nonprobouleumatic, despite the enactment
P.J. Rhodes (Athcnian
formula in line 2, under the influence of the restored motion formula in line 6. This sort of "crossbreed"is, on
his argument, a "productof the evolutionaryprocess"of the period.
Line 1. 'Entl
E)ou. bou &px[ov'roS,. .5 . . EctpUveuev] IG II2. But, despite much variety in the framing
of prescripts attthis period (cf. A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 19-33), a mixture of the genitival phrase with itEfor the
archon and the old formula of nominative + main verb for the phyle is hardly to be expected. Walbank'stext omits a
reference to the prytany, assuming line 1 to end midway across the stone, with a vacatof 19-20 letters. There is
however room for mention of the phyle here if the formulationof IG II2, 114 (of 362/1 B.C.)be admitted as a parallel.
See Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 25-26 and for the omission of xpuTxavelaIG II2, 218, 224, 348. Thus int Aetovxt8o
will fulfill the requirements, since in line 2 the name of the phyle contains seven letters. If
(or AtavtcBoS)SxTr)%
one extra letter can be accommodated in line 1, various ordinal numeralsare possible. Line 4. On the proposer of the
decree, Euthymachos, see PA5624; M. H. Hansen, AthenianEccesiaII, p. 46; and R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,
p. 289.
On the relief sculpture see also SEG XXXIX, 324.

LAW CONCERNING THE MYSTERIES OF THE ELEUSINIAN GODDESSES
56. Nineteen fragments of an opisthographic stele of Hymettian marble, among which severaljoins may be made
(thus reducing the total of separate pieces to fifteen), discovered between 1936 and 1963 in the area of the Agora
identified as the site of the City Eleusinion (cf.J. Travlos, PictorialDictionaryof AncientAthens,1971, pp. 198-203;
AgoraXIV, pp. 150-152; AgoraGuide3,pp. 143-147; J. M. Camp, AthenianAgora,p. 88). One fragment only, I 6794
(see below), itself composed of twojoining pieces, preservesboth inscribedfaces of the monument. All fragmentssave
the composite I 5733 + 6974 are broken on all sides.
Nine fragmentswere separatelyedited before their united connection with the single monument was recognized.
The designation, order, assignment to Face A or B, and detail of the fragments here shown reproduce that of the
definitive edition by K. Clinton described below. The identification of the fragments as belonging to one stele, and
the joins of fragmentswhere it proved possible, were made by C. N. Edmonson (apudClinton).

Face A
Fragment a, composed of two joining fragments, I 5733 and I 6974, and preserving the top and left side of
the stele: I 5733 was discovered on March 23, 1939, in a Turkishlime pit at the west side of the Panathenaic Way
opposite the southwest corner of the Eleusinion (S 20); I 6974 was discovered onJuly 10, 1963, in the same general
area (S 22), reused as a door sill.
Fragment b (I 6794, the opisthographic fragment), composed of two joining fragments, the larger of which
was discoveredonJuly 16, 1957, in a wall dated to the 4th century A.D., just west of the Eleusinion (Q 19): the smaller
fragment was discovered nearly two years later, on March 13, 1959, as part of a Byzantine work of repair outside
the Market Square and northwest of the Eleusinion (T 17).
Fragment c (I 4007) was discovered on April 16, 1936, in an Early Byzantine context north of the Eleusinion
(T 17).

Face B
Fragment a is the reverse side of Face A, fragment b (I 6794), q.v.
Fragment b (I 6877 a) was discoveredon April 29, 1959, in the area of the Eleusinion (U 19).
Fragmentc (I 6877 b) was discoveredonJune 6, 1959, in Late Roman fill within the Eleusinion area (U 19-20).
Fragment d consists of two joined pieces, I 4739 and I 6915 a. Of these, the larger, I 4739, was discovered
on April 14, 1937, west of the Stoa of Attalos in fill for a road of Late Roman date (O 11); I 6915 a
joins it at
its upper right and was discovered on the same date and in the same location as fragment c (I 6877
b).
Fragment e, joined from two pieces, I 6915 e and I 6915 f, was discovered on the same date and in the same
location as fragment c (I 6877 b).
Fragmentsf (I 6915 b), g (I 6915 c), h (I 6915 d), i (I 6915 g),j (I 6915 h), and k (I 6915 i) were all discovered
on the same date and in the same location as fragment c above.
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Fragment I (I 3854) was discovered on March 27, 1936, in an Early Byzantine context north of the Eleusinion
(T 17);cf. fragment c (I 4007) of Face A.
Fragmentm (I 4140) was discovered on May 14, 1936, in a Byzantine context over the Eleusinion (T 19).
The measurements of the fragmentslisted above are as follows:
Face A
a: H. 0.59 m.; W. 0.325 m.; Th. 0.171 m.
b: H. 0.51 m.; W. 0.43 m.; Th. 0.18 m.
c. H. 0.065 m.; W 0.082 m.; Th. 0.03 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
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Face B
a: see Face A, fragment b.
b:H. 0.19 m.; W 0.20 m.; Th. 0.05 m.
c: H. 0.089 m.; W. 0.095 m.; Th. 0.028 m.
d: H. 0.125 m.; W. 0.124 m.; Th. 0.027 m.
e: H. 0.12 m.; W 0.138 m.; Th. 0.02 m.
f:H. 0.11 m.; W.0.15 m.; Th. 0.004 m.
g: H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.11 m.; Th. 0.045 m.
h: H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.07 m.; Th. 0.055 m.
i: H. 0.03 m.; W. 0.035 m.; Th. 0.008 m.
j: H. 0.023 m.; W. 0.041 m.; Th. 0.01 m.
k: H. 0.07 m.; W. 0.06 m.; Th. 0.058 m.
I:H. 0.095 m.; W. 0.12 m.; Th. 0.049 m.
m:H. 0.045 m.; W 0.057 m.; Th. 0.016 m.
LH. 0.006-0.008 m.

Edmonson calculated from Face A that the width of the stele at the top, when complete, is likely to have been
0.924 m. The original thickness (0.18 m.) implies that the stele may have been taller than ca. 1.5 m.
EroLX.(FaceA only, with the exception of the text in rauraat lines 17-18) ca. 0.01 m. (almostsquare,but not well
is roughly comparable.
maintained). Face B, though described by Clinton as "largelynon-stoichedon",

Ed. Face A, a (I 5733 only): B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 52-53, no. 9, with photograph pl. 7 (see
also SEG XVI, 50); further, F Sokolowski, TAPA88, 1957, pp. 131-134 (see also SEG XVII, 21), and Lois sacries
(Supplment),pp. 32-33, no. 12 (see also SEG XXI, 257).
Face B, b: Meritt, Hespeia 32, 1963, p. 2, no. 2, with photograph pl. 1; see also SEG XXI, 255. d (I 6915 a
only) and e-j: Meritt, Hsperia 32, 1963, pp. 40-41, no. 41, with photograph pl. 11; see also SEG XXI, 346.
Both faces and all fragments: Clinton, Hesperia49, 1980, pp. 258-288, with photographs pls. 69-73; see also
SEG XXX, 61.
antemd. saec.IV a.

ETOIX. 97 (except lines 17-18)
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The text set out above is that of Clinton, who provided a commentary on his readings, Hesperia49, 1980,
269-271.
Among variant readings or restorations,some of them advanced by Clinton himself in his discussionof
pp.
the content of the law, the following may be particularlynoted.

Face A, a+b: Line 1. [rept }i.v &]tayyFaewC xttl or--Meritt; [ixptl Tr/ i]ayyX,okac; xal a[ovb8oop?ao
Sokolowski. For
Tv ye]yov6wv
E
Sokolowski;perhaps [xal irpt itn. Clinton. Lines 1-2. [--- Fx T&VXPyao&VvW
lines 1-3 Clinton further suggested [iept tis /]mtayyfXa,oc xal au[..........
xal KtpuxaC alEOuoXt(KaqX
o
t tau-riv &xxi.v .... ..... E
? pi:v T&M[EYaXaMuoVpLO ----, i,
yT0]ov6-xv,
pFaoL aoTovk8o<popou
8t T& Mixp& MuaroptLa-----1........
] tlart.vy[ou], oc. cit., p. 276. Line 5 suppl Sokolowski. Line 6. Lapis
Sokolowski. Line 9 suppl.Meritt.
0. 06Ovx[t Al
A4r)xpt xat K6pyltxatl xrot &XXotc;Oot[ ----]
Lines 10-11. [--- TapipXv bt exiotr tv 6Ov i6X]|eov iep6&oaSokolowski. Lines 13-14. [--tcV tepll]|ov
xal T[ot &xxoXo90otatv
AOoctv xxalto4%ttxld6]xrcrLaLv
Clinton, p. 277. Lines 14-16. [----- oxovbds etvatlTxoLdiot
IG
as
a
from
xal xpplLaotav
6; but the lines ofthe
I3,
Tiv 60vlcov xal 'Ar)va]lJloIov&7taaL[v
Meritt,
quotation
---]
text are demonstrablyof greater length than was then envisaged.
anov-wv ^ td&Mvurcjpta r&Me|[y]iXa TO 'Exaio[oppa.t-ovo &tb
Lines 16-17. [&pxev t rbtvXp6vov 87wv
T6vMEtayetvUtSva xal Tbv Bor8poiwuva xal ----]],
----xal
Clinton, p. 277, on the analogy of IG I3, 6.
Line 19. Xp&I]vTat
pit Edmonson, who also suggested some elements of the supplements in the rest of this
[Tr] tI[e
fragment.
Lines 28-29. xa[x& xrbvv6lov i&vbEli ta6oiyr)L,
xeQpa6l] xrX. G. Stumpf, Tyche3, 1988, pp. 223-228;
on theAristotelian
AthenaonPoliteia,1981,
cf. SEG XXXVIII, 57. Line 29. tepoxotot]g P.J. Rhodes, A Commentary
p. 636; cf. SEG XXXI, 69.
Lines 37-38. dr&;
TbvpaaiXfa I xal t6b;&]vvia&pXovtia;T6&;[eTr&-Tiy [&op-Tvcra&iywv]
b8 [8]ExaI;
b8[x&Cev
Evai eQpitxdoTo aOxrTv.Stumpf, oec.cit.

Face B, a: Line 7. a6[woi --- Edmonson. Line 16. eta](3Tr)vxaXfa[al R. 0. Hubbe, apudClinton, p. 286.
Lines 21-22 mit. The uninscribed spaces remain a problem (so also fragment d, line 4 init.). Clinton suggested
that the letters may have remained painted at these points and not incised.
b:Line 6. &xd]6yvwLv
Meritt. Line 10. rpoaUo[rlt Meritt. Line 11 init.---]t i/tv Meritt. Line 12fin. Perhaps
EK rather than El7.
d: Line 6. fxttaX6v[Te;--- Meritt. Lines 7, 9-10 suppvit Meritt.
e: Line 6. x]aarcxtlr0[t and line 8, 'EX]euaov[tMeritt.
f: SupplvitMeritt, except line 6, where he restored jt[u76Ovtowv.
It is notable that the law carries no prescript. Despite Clinton's useful discussion (pp. 259-260), the reason
for this remarkableomission is completely obscure.
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For the date and intention of the enactment see Clinton, loc.cit., pp. 272-275. On grounds of spelling and
of the style of the lettering, it should not postdate the middle of the 4th century. Clinton supposed (although the
argument is by no means conclusive) that the ypcaQlicrr^ereferred to on Face A, line 34, is the secretary of the
boule and that his duties imply that he is an annual officer, not one holding office merely for the length of a single
postquemof 367/6: see the commentary on the archonship of Polyzelos, p. 75
prytany. This would provide a terminus
above. This law is not the law of Chairemonides referredto in IG II2, 140, lines 9-10, for the stele recordingthat was
set up in front of the Metroon, and it dealt only with the &xipX~. Cf. further57.
The regulations set out in this document seem, as Clinton indeed described them, to be "the most extensive ...
we possess from antiquity concerning this famous cult." From such parts as may be determined in broad terms,
it is clear that the announcement of the Mysteries,the choice and despatch of the coov8ocp6poL,the Sacred Truce, the
reception of the oTov8o<p6potby the cities to which they came (cf. 48), and regulations for the epimeletai, exegetai,
epistatai, and initiates are all defined in considerable detail. On initiation cf. also SEGXL, 290.
That it was a piece of legislation entrusted to the nomothetai seems evident, and this adds one more to the
list of nomoiprovided by the Agora excavations. See D. M. MacDowell, TheLaw in ClassicalAthens,1978, pp. 48-49;
M. H. Hansen, GRBS 20, 1979, p. 33, nos. 3 and 4 (= Atenian Eccsia, p. 185); and on nomothesia
in general see
the references given in the context of 73.

FRAGMENT OF A LAW CONCERNING ELEUSINIAN FIRST FRUITS
57 (P1.6). Two joining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, which in part preserve the original back of the
monument but which are otherwise broken all around. The largerpiece, fragment b (15254), which joins fragment a
(I 5283) at its upper left, was discovered on February24, 1938, in a late wall in the Church of the Hypapanti (T 21).
The smaller fragment, a, makes the join with fragment b along the lower half of its right side and was discovered
on March 4, 1938, in the west wall of the same church. The marble shows evidence of fire.
Measurements as joined: H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.065 m.
LH. 0.006-0.008 m.
EToIX.(square)0.015 m.
Unpublished.
antemed.saec.IV a.
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The plain, thin, apparently rather untidy writing of this fragment makes a poor overall impression but in
detail is reasonably precise. Some letters, especially epsilon and eta, appear narrow in
proportion to their height.
Omega is "wide"in the early- and mid-4th-centurymanner; the horizontal strokesof epsilon are all of equal length.
The general resemblance to the hand of Face A of the great opisthographic stele 56
suggests that this enactment
belongs to the same date and may be part of (perhaps an addendum to) the same grand revision of "Eleusinian"
law on the Mysteries and the First Fruits. It is not itself a part of 56, for it is not
opisthographic. Nor is it part
of IG II2, 140 (SEGXXI, 253, XXX, 62) of 353/3. It might be the v6tior
Xatpprlov(Uou that K. Clinton suggested
(Hesperia49, 1980, p. 273) as a possible amendment to 56 in respect of the &wipXi,just as IG II2, 140 in turn
amended that nomos.But the nomosof Chairemonides and IG II2, 140 stood in front of the Metroon
(AgoraIII, p. 156,
no. 495; cf. Meiggs-Lewis, p. 223), whereas the location in which the
present fragments were found suggests that
this monument, like 56, is likely to have stood in the Eleusinion, an appropriatesite for it.
The phraseology of the law in lines 3, 5, and 7-8 is reminiscentof the "lex de
primitiisEleusinem consecrandis"
IG I , 78 (SEGXXXII, 11, with earlier references),dated in IG I3 "c.a.
422(?)" but variously assessed between 435
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and 416/15; it is reminiscent also of IG II2, 140, to which reference has already been made. All the 4th-century
legislation on these Eleusinian matters so far discussed took the form of enactments of the nomothetai: it is likely
therefore that this present text forms part of a nomosrather than of apsephisma.
Line 3. Cf. IG I3, 78, lines 14, 31-34, 44. Line 5. Cf. Lysias6.10; IG I3, 78, lines 36-37; IG II2, 140, lines 18-20.
Line 8. Cf. IG I3, 78, line 57. Line 9. The reading is not in doubt. Unless some part of the verb auyXpd&ol0Lis
concerned, the reference to color in the context arouses interest:some kind of anointing may be involved. Line 10.
The firstpreservedletter seems to be sigma ratherthan kappa:in either case, the remainspointprimafacie,though not
necessarily,to a proper name.
FRAGMENT OF A SYMBOLA AGREEMENT(?)
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58. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4184), brokenon all sides and at the back, discoveredon May 23, 1936,
in a marble dump in the southeast section of the Market Square (N-O 16-17).
H. 0.145 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.06 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
EroX. (almost square)Hor. 0.009 m.; Vert. 0.0095 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 79-81, no. 6, with photograph pl. 19. See also SEG XXXIX, 76.
antemed.saec.IV a.(?)
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It was Walbank'sopinion that the craftsman who produced this document also worked on IG II2, 278, there
dated by J. Kirchner "ante a. 336/5" and with lettering described as "volg. med. s. IV". His suggestions for
the text include the following: Line 2. [--- - &:oT]6tTrl(?).Line 6. [--fdt]v &X[&t(?)---]. Line 7. [--a-rb]
4,ot orr'&XXIn
vel 6ypTy[(?) ---] (e.g., oST'aiTb6]5ry[ oCS'&XXos
et86xoq Lo0). Line 10. 6eOtX[etv--as
this
the
records
an
---].
If,
might indicate,
inscription
agreement resembling 35, 47, 50, and 51, line 3
.[di
might conceal 'A]xav6[t]o---, i.e., the people of Akanthos in Chalkidike, as the name of the other contracting
party: cf. IG II2, 210, of mid-century date. The stele would in that case antedate, perhaps by a decade or so,
Philip II's final defeat of the Chalkidian League in 348/7.
All this is highly speculative, but the dating is reasonable on general grounds, and the fragment seems likely
to have formed part of a decree of the boule and demos.
HONORS VOTED FOR POSEIDANIOS

59. Two fragments,which do not join, of a stele of Pentelic marble. The larger of the two, fragment a, was discovered
on the Akropolisbefore 1913, the date of its firstpublication, and is now in the EpigraphicalMuseum (E.M.
2604). Its
right side is preserved, but it is broken elsewhere. The Agora fragment, b (15257), which is broken all around and at
the back, was discovered on February 24, 1938, in a mixed Classical and Roman context south of the Eleusinion

cr 23).
a: H. 0.225 m.; W. 0.176 m.; Th. 0.094 m.
b: H. 0.077 m.; W. 0.057 m.; Th. 0.076 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
EIotX. (square)0.0135 m.
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Ed. a only: IG 112,181 (based on the text of A. Wilhelm and including his restorations);M. B. Walbank,Athenian
Proxeies,,pp. 413-415, no. 82, with photograph p1. 55. b only: Walbank, Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 74-75, no. 3, with
photograph p1. 17. See also SEG XXXIX, 64.
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b:Line 1. [--- e pyea]Ecmq(?)
Walbank. Line 4. [- - - int1AeXZC]aoc[L(?)
Walbank. Fragmentbis evidently to be
located near the right side of the stele, but it may be that a letter space or two should be added to the right and
deducted from the left in the text as shown.
The attribution of fragment b to the same document as IG II2, 181 was made by Walbank on the basis of the
script, spacing, and type of marble, which he judged identical, together with the markedpresence of syllabic division,
with vacant spaces at the line ends, which is a feature of IG I12, 181 and appears to be present on the Agora fragment
(cf M.J. Osborne, ZPE 10, 1973, pp. 263-264, with note 27). The relationshipbetween the two fragments cannot be
determined.
The lettering of IG 112,181 was describedbyJ. Kirchner (presumablywith the concurrence of Wilhelm)as of the
first half of the 4th century,and he dated his edition of it "ante a. 353/2". Walbankat first (Athenian
Proxenies,
p. 415)
agreed it was roughly of the second quarter of the century but later (Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 74-75) detected in the
letter style a similarity with that of IG 112,34, of 384/3 B.c.; he therefore restated his date as "ca. a. 390/370 a."
Precision in the matter may be accounted unduly optimistic, and a more general ascriptionof date is here preferred.
That the document is to be dated later rather than earlier in the first half of the century may be
suggested by
the use of the probouleumatic formula in fragmenta, lines 6-13, which seems not to antedate 378/7 and is otherwise
first met with among Agora texts in 359/8 (52). The variations in the expression of 0 and OT to
represent the
spurious diphthong" may suggest a date not later than the middle 350's; cf. commentary on 53 and references
there. For this decree as probouleumatic see also P. J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 249. On the
phraseology of
lines 13-15 see A. Lambrechts, De Atleene Proxeniedecreten,
pp. 69-72; A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 130-140 (this text
cited p. 136).
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FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE
60. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5504), broken on all sides and at the back, discovered on June 4,
1938, in a Classical context in the antechamber of Klepsydra (T 27).
H. 0.085 m.; W. 0.09 m.; Th. 0.053 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
EToLX.(square)ea. 0.015 m. (but with larger space between lines 3 and 4).
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 81-82, no. 7, with photograph pl. 17. See also SEG XXXIX, 74.
ETOIX. 31
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The restorations are those of Walbank (save that he restored aveov in line 6; but see L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 312 and 317). The source of payment for the stele is to be the "analiskomenafund", and the reference should
make unlikely a date for this document earlierthan 368/7 B.C.See 45 and 54, commentary on lines 17-20, where the
TataoEsTov Sjtou as paymaster is also discussed. On the other hand, the "impure diphthongs" EI and OT are
restored throughout as E and 0, and the text on these grounds is unlikely to postdate ca. 360; cf. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 184-189 and 247-255.
In the light of these data must be assessed Walbank'sclaim that this piece belongs with IG II2, 187, a fragment
described byJ. Kirchner in that context as showing lettering "volg.med. s. IV" and given the date "ante a. 353/2".
Walbankhimself restudied it, dating it to the second quarter of the century (Athenian
Proxenies,
pp. 415-417, no. 83,
with photograph pl. 56), and (if the connection be accepted) its apparentlyinconsistent orthographyallowed him to
propose inlt vtaxis r6bxpuravetov etI a]0ptovin lines 5-6 of the present text. In his opinion the same craftsmancut
IG II2, 134, dated by the archon's name to 354/3 B.C.Even if the identity of hands be accepted, the same man's
career will have spanned a number of years, and a date in the 360's for 60, whether or not it carries IG II2, 187
with it, may be preferable. Nevertheless, the flexibilityof a more general dating, following the example of Kirchner,is
preferredhere.
As it stands, the restoration in line 5 supposes the honorand to be an Athenian citizen: cf. A. S. Henry,
Anticthon 15, 1981, pp. 104-110 and Honours,pp. 271-275 (on the formulation as restored, pp. 265-266). But if
Walbank'sconnection with IG II2, 187 is to be seriously entertained, the restoration must be varied as proposed,
for the honorand there is evidently of foreign origin. Walbank suggested, in consequence, that the combined text
may have been a decree conferring citizenship (or reaffirmingan earlier grant of it).
A PUBLIC OFFICIAL HONORED

61. A fragment of an apparently flat-topped stele of Pentelic marble (I 4646), with the battered top (including
a crowning molding) and original rough-picked back preserved but otherwise broken all around, discovered on
March 24, 1937, in a late context southeast of the Market Square and east of the Post-HerulianWall (U 21-22).
H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.11 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
EToX. Hor. 0.015 m.; Vert. ca. 0.0135 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 1-2, no. 2, with photograph pl. 1. See also SEG XIX, 53.
ca. med.saec.IV a. (intera. 352 et 339)
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The lettering representsa piece of ratherpoor mid-centurywork. The strokesare thin and pusillanimous;while
the letters are, in the main, regularly formed, there is considerable variety in the aspect of sigma, and alpha and
upsilon betray clumsiness. The circle of omega is drawn in before reaching the horizontal strokes,and this together
with the short central bar of epsilon suggests that the date should be later rather than earlier in the available span
of time. A parallel in general terms is provided by IG II2, 342, of a date between 350 and 320 (cf. J. Pecirka,Formula,
p. 62 with note 2). M. B. Walbank(perep.)has been so positive as to consider this piece the work of the craftsmanwho
cut IG II2, 261 + 216 and 217, said to be of the archonship of Archias (346/5), and to propose the same date for
it. This would affect the considerations discussed in the next paragraph, and the texts adduced may well belong
in 365/4 (cf. SEG XIV, 47). Whether or not the hand and year may be so precisely defined, the observation at
least confirms the dating in more general terms shown above.
The honorand received commendation for the manner in which he had carried out certain public duties,
presumably (though not beyond all doubt) in the year immediately following that of his tenure of office. Those
duties had included the performance of certain prescribed sacrifices (lines 4-5), but the office need not have been
of a cult. His year of office fell in the archonshipof Th- - - -. If the year of Theodotos
that of a tepe6<or t7L,leXT)Trf
as
in
be
set
aside
all probability too early either for the script or for the preamble, the possible archonships
(387/6)
are those of Thoudemos (353/2), Theellos (351/50), Theophilos (348/7), Themistokles (347/6), and Theophrastos
(340/39). On the assumption that the restoration of lines 4-5 is acceptable, the insertion of the shortest name
(Theellos) produces a line length of 39 letters, and to restore the longest (Themistokles)results in a line of 45 letters.
The prescriptis truncated. In its form it is suitable to the mid-centuryor slightly after,a time when the formulas
employed were fluid in expression and arrangementand when omissions of one sort or another were not uncommon;
cf. A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 43-45. There is no mention of the ypat,a0reuSq,of proedroi, or alternatively of an
and
the
enactment
formulawas presumablyplaced at the conclusion of the i=e8tl-clause. The fragmentary
epistates,
name of the proposer should be added to the list ofrhetores of the period discussedby M. H. Hansen, GRBS25, 1984,
pp. 135-140 (= AthenianEccksiaII, pp. 105-110); cf R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,p. 354.
Line 2. Hansen (loc.cit., p. 136 [= p. 106], note 33) regarded the restoration of etcev as "questionable",since
in his view the restoration of the proposer's name in the line immediately following the mention of the archon
"presupposesa line of some 100 letters": cf. SEG XXXIV, 64. But the subsequent lines, even in their fragmentary
state, appear to suggest that the substance of the decree immediately follows; the statement of proposition must
thereforeimmediately precede. Further,as stated, the prescriptis apparentlyof unusual brevity. The length of line is,
in consequence, reasonably assessed as shown.
Line 7. Kallenikos is, as it happens, an unusual name in Attic prosopography. The tomb of an 'Ep&autroS
Ka)XXevlxouKpLoueg(IG II2, 6548; see PA7770) is dated to the early 4th century B.C. Another Kallenikos (PA7769)
appears as a trierarch in IG II2, 1632 (SEG XXIV, 160), line 244, of 323/2 B.C. With the addition of the present
text, two occurrences of the name in 4th- and 3rd-century defixiones
(IG III, iii, appendix, 54, a, line 5 and 103,
a, line 6) complete the roster.

FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE

62 (PI.7). A fragmentof a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5173), broken on all sides but with the original thicknessprobably
preserved, discovered onJanuary 31, 1938, in a context of Byzantine date west of the Panathenaic Way (S 19).
H. 0.193 m.; W. 0.111 m.; Th. 0.113 m.
LH. 0.009 m.
totoX.(square)0.015 m.
Unpublished.
ca. med.saec.IV a.

ETOIX. 47
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[rbv xaIr ipuTvavr(] vv o[.[X)I Xilv7)t ...1B. ......]
7]ypeala[----------------].
[ ... 12.....
vacat
The formula in lines 3-4 conditions the estimate of the length of line in this stoichedon text. The position
of the fragment in the total width of the stele cannot be determined, and the line division shown is purely arbitrary.
The lettering is stylish: well spaced, well cut, and neat. It suggests a date after rather than before the middle
point of the century. The central horizontal stroke of epsilon is short, while the strokes of sigma, although all of
equal length, are set quite closely together. The side strokesof psi are elegantly curved;cf. IG II2, 1699, of 343/2 B.C.
Omega remains relatively open in form; the "oval"of phi appears incompletely described but is not, perhaps, to be
regarded as an intentional precursorof that phi showing the upper part of the oval only,whichJ. Kirchner indicatesas
a feature of the 3rd century (see 102). In general the writing is comparable with that of IG II2, 264 (earlier than
336/5 B.C.);but M. B. Walbank (per ep.) has noted a comparability with IG II2, 572, which, although described
as showing "litteraebonae volg. s. IV", is placed by Kirchner at the end of the century.
Reference to the yptaae:auq 6 xar-&%puravelavas responsible for the inscribing of the stele indicates that
the inscription does not in any case antedate the decade before 350, when the secretary charged with this duty is
firstdescribed in this manner: cf. P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,pp. 135-137. In lines 4-5 the continuing phraseologyat
this period is regularly xal oa-crat iv &Xpotx6Xet,following which, in this text, bo0vat 8'6x]lqpeoa[[
S&Ic alxtouat
- - - -] might be suggested. Cf. (forthe latter section)IG II2, 212 (SEGXXVI, 74 with earlierreferences,XXXII, 75,
T&
e Crln)peUalto&q atlroiat. Exi&pTOxo5 xalt IIaLpLa7&8T).But
XXXIV, 66), of 347/6 B.C., lines 59-60: 8o0vat
occasional variations in the stock phrases for the erection and placement of the stele make it unwise to insert any
supplement into the text.
The reference to 6inpcea(aperhaps indicates that (as in IG II2, 212) the decree concerned relationswith a foreign
state requesting permission to recruit rowersattached to the Athenian navy. For the meaning of t6r)peata see L.J. D.
Richardson, CQ 37, 1943, pp. 55-61; M. H. Jameson, Historia12, 1963, pp. 386-391; B. Jordan, CSCA2, 1969,
pp. 183-207 (esp. pp. 200-201); and cf. 129, lines 5-6.
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FRAGMENT OF A TREATY(?)

63. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5713), with the left edge preserved though chipped, but otherwise
broken all around, discovered on March 15, 1939, in a context of Turkish date over the Panathenaic Way west of
the Eleusinion (T 20).
H. 0.108 m.; W. 0.078 m.; Th. 0.065 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
SrotX. (square)0.0076 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 257, no. 59, with photograph pl. 47. See also SEG XXI, 258.
ca. med.saec.IV a. (fortassepaullopost)

ETOIX.
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Line 5. be/[---]
Meritt.
Although the remains of this text are too scanty for a precise determination of its character,the reading in line 6
implies the taking of an oath. If this is so, a treaty between the Athenians (line 3) and a foreign state, or a document
requiring some comparable contractual commitment, may be involved. MHAOT in line 1 possibly conceals the
name of the other contracting party; it would be attractive,if in the circumstancesover-adventurous,to
contemplate
that of the Phocian leader Philomelos, with whom the Athenians entered into a compact at the
beginning of the
Sacred War (Diodorus Siculus 16.27.3-5). The character of the writing is indeterminate. It is not dissimilarfrom
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that of 72, for example, of 337/6 B.C.;but a date a few years earlier than 350 would not be inappropriate to it,
and indeed M. B. Walbank(perep.)has seen in it the work of the same craftsmanwho was responsiblefor 51, q.v.,and
other documents of the period.
If a treaty is involved, a phrase such as l.Ltvou]at iv [rfit ou atXlattcould be envisaged in lines 6-7, while in
lines 4-5 provision to supply what the ally or allies may require(t &v86[ovTcxi - - -]) offers itself as a suggestion. But
too little survivesfor speculation to be profitable.
A CITIZEN OF HALIKARNASSOS HONORED
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64. A fragment of a stele of bluish marble (I 2995), broken on all sides, discoveredonJune 7, 1935, in a late context in
the northeast corner of the Market Square.
H. 0.124 m.; W. 0.089 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
]SotX. (square)0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 5-6, no. 5, with photograph pl. 1. See also SEG XIX, 54.
postmed.saec.IV a.

ETODI. 32(?)
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Epigraphically this is a jejune piece of work, with scratchy and imprecise lettering. The date (that of the editio
princeps)reflects this impression. The location of the fragment in relation to the left edge of the stele is arbitrary,
and no reconstruction of a prescriptfrom the meager remains of lines 1-3 may be based on it.
Maussollos, the dynast of Karia, within whose satrapy Halikarnassoslay, had been instrumental in fomenting
the Social War of 357-355 (Demosthenes 15.3; Diodorus Siculus 16.7.3), and the Athenians no doubt found it
diplomatic to cultivate the friendship of individual Halikarnassianswho might effectively support their interest in
that city. IG II2, 136, of 354/3, providesanother instance of the implementation of such a policy. Cf. S. Hornblower,
Mausolus,1982, pp. 214-215 with note 266. The present text may be slightly later in date but is not likely to postdate
the accession of Alexander the Great. On the craftsmanthought to be responsiblefor it see M. B. Walbank,BSA84,
1989, p. 399.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

65. A fragment of a block of Pentelic marble (I 2719), broken on all sides, discovered on April 1, 1935, in the
destruction debris of a Late Roman gymnasium west of the East Building (O 14).
H. 0.065 m.; W. ca. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.113 m.
LH. 0.01 m. (omicron and omega 0.007 m.).
IotX.(square)0.014 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 51, no. 66, with photograph pl. 14. See also SEG XIX, 55.
postmed.saec.IV a.
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Line 4. b(xa[aT)p(ot ---] Meritt. Line 5. [---8]f-po
Meritt; the final letter might however be
o[-----]
theta, thus [---- A]ioaO0[v- --] velaliquidsimile.
The ends of the "free"strokes of the letters are slightly enlarged. The lettering much resembles, but is slightly
larger than, that of IG II2, 212, of 347/6, and the inscription is to be dated to the same general period. The view
ofM. B. Walbank(perep.)is that the same hand was at work on IG II2, 423, and perhaps also on IG II2, 434 and 276:
of these, 423 and 434, described as having "litt.volg. s. IV", were placed byj. Kirchner "post 336/5", while 276 was
placed by him earlier than that date, with its lettering described as "volg. med. s. IV". But the present fragment
is too small for precise attribution,and what this amounts to is an agreement that such lettering as it preservesis fairly
standardfor its generation. The thickness of the fragment suggests that it is part of what was a sizable monument.
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- - (?) HONORED
66. Two joining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5464), with the right side and possibly the original back
preservedbut broken elsewhere, discoveredon May 23, 1938, in the latest (19th century)repair to the Post-Herulian
Wall, opposite the western passage to Klepsydra (T 27).
Measurements of united piece: H. 0.29 m.; W. 0.155 m.; Th. 0.039 m.
LH. 0.006-0.009 m.
STOX. (square)0.013 m. (slightlyerratic towards the end of the text).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 208-210, no. 3, with photograph pl. 35. See also SEG XXI, 340.
---MACHUS

OF A

ca. a. 350-330 a.

ETOIX. 27
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The formulas employed or supplied in this text, as well as the character of the script, are consonant with a
date in the second half of the 4th century, preferably not later than ca. 320. The letters are quite widely
spaced,
and there is little sign of any widening of the "free ends". They are, however, clumsily cut in several instances,
beta, omega, and the elongated upsilon being especially noteworthy.
In his publication of the fragmentarydecree I 7134 (= 106F; Hesperia51, 1982, pp. 45-46, no. 4; SEG XXXII,
which
he dated "postmed. s. IV a.", M. B. Walbankexpressedthe opinion that the hand there employed was also
74),
at work on this text and on 67, and perhaps also on IG II2, 229 (dated to 341/40).
Lines 1-6. The decree is probouleumatic; cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,pp. 65, 250. The formula is now
standard; cf 52, commentary on line 13. Lines 6 and 14. For EI in the place of HI see L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 377-378: on this criterion the date of the text should be later rather than earlier in the suggested span of time.
Lines 7-8. The ethnic of the honorand is Al---or Sal---,
for the preceding genitive of the patronymic may
have ended in -PATOT rather than as shown in the text. In neither case is there a
convincing supplement.
Meritt suggested 'AX[[ucaovand drew attention to the adherence of the Alyzaioi to the alliance formed
against
Macedon by the Athenians in 323 (Diodorus Siculus 18.11).
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Lines 8-9. For the formula and phraseology cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 140-141. Proxeniaalone (without
is here involved. The normal formula calls for a0rt6vxatl xy6vouq, which falls short of the available space
cuergesia)
by one letter. The possibility 'AO[rtvalov,au'6bvxalt robq ul]o(o must be discounted, since in the 4th century 66? is
the standardform of the word. Lines 9-13. Forthe "protectionformula"see Henry, Honours,pp. 176-181. The order
"generalsand boule" is less frequentlymet with than its reverse.
Line 14. On the intrusion of iota into ypai.oactnta see Threatte, Grammar,
p. 152, and cf. IG II2, 226, lines 10
and 19, where similar iotas were erased. Lines 16-20. For the trtajalcxto B5tou as the disbursing officer and
for the source and amount of the expenditure, see 45 and 54, commentary on lines 17-20. As there noted, the
"analiskomenafund" makes its earliest sure appearance in 368/7: and it may be added that its use continued, at any
rate sporadically,through the 3rd century and is found in the late 2nd; cf. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, p. 63. The numeral
is restored exempligratia.Numerals were not always inscribed in conformity with strict stoichedon requirementsand
are frequently distinguished by marks of punctuation. Cf. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 83-84. The cost of the stele may
thus have been twenty rather than thirty drachmas.

DECREE REGULATING THE FESTIVAL DIPOLIEIA
67. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 6421), with the smooth left side and original rough-picked back
preservedbut broken elsewhere, discoveredon February1, 1952, in a wall of a modern house south of the Church of
the Holy Apostles (O-Q 16-17).
H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.26 m.; Th. 0.078 m.
LH. 0.008 m. (omicron and omega 0.006-0.007 m.).
ExotX. (square)0.013 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, pp. 267-268, no. 3, with photograph p. 77. See also SEG XXV, 82 (with
additional reference to the more amply restored text of F. Sokolowski,Loissacre*s,
p. 315, no. 179).
ca. a. 350-330 a.
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The text is in principle that of Meritt. Sokolowski,postulating a stoichedon line of 43 letters, restored lines 1-7
as follows:
[. Orv ualaE]v ioestv [ ----------xa
[&i&pXOa]6Te[pca]
v)(,p&X,[ov--
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&

t
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Line 6 of this text is short by eight letters. Line 8. Tb tepbv [itup&7iTeLv(?)
Sokolowski. Line 9. nepL[e]X[a6vetv
Sokolowski. Line 10. Sokolowskierroneouslyindicates a vacatbelow this line.
The characteristicsof the writing of this text, which is not susceptibleof dating on other grounds, indicate a date
in the latter part of the 4th century and are comparable with those of 66. Indeed, M. B. Walbank(Hesperia51, 1982,
p. 46) regardsboth inscriptionsas perhaps the work of the same craftsman;see 66, commentary. In this text however
there is some (but not too much) carelessnessand some enlargement of the "free ends" of the strokes. A distinctive
feature (as Walbankalso noted) is that omicron appears as "suspended"from the upper line of the letter area. A date
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within the same span as 66 seems a reasonable conclusion. Walbank'sfurthersuggestions(perep.)of connection with
IG 112, 257 and 274 (both dated in that edition "ante a. 336/5") and with two other Agora fragments,I 4034 (98) and
5767, as products of the same hand may also be noted. See also SEGXL, 68.
The date by the month in line 4 suggests that the festival, with the regulations for which the decree appears
to be concerned, is most probably the Dipolieia, which took place on Skirophorion 14. This suggests the name
of the month restored at the end of line 3 and requires that the mention of Thargelion in the earlier part of that
line be connected with the preceding clause. The Bouphonia, in which the guilt of the knife rather than that of
the man wielding it was a central feature of the ritual, formed part of the festival, and the remains of line 10 further
accord with the tradition of which Pausanias (1.24.4 and 28. 10) provides the chief literary authority. Cf. Porphyry;
deAbstinntia2.29-30 and, for the date, Schol. Aristophanes, Pax 419. For a fuller study see L. Deubner, Atlische
ReigionI, 3rd ed., 1967, pp. 152-155, with bibliography
Fiese,pp. 158-170; M. P. Nilsson, GesciddeW
dergrigciscken
note
1.
p. 152,

TWO HONORARY DECREES OF THE DEME KYDATHENAION

68 (P1.8). A fragment of an opisthographic stele of Pentelic marble (15212), with the left side (as viewed on Face A)
preserved but broken above, below, and to the right, discovered on February 12, 1938, in the original filling of the
Post-Herulian Wall (T 22). On Face B the striations of a toothed chisel are visible, running diagonally from the
upper right to the lower left.
H. ca. 0.55 i.; W ca. 0.24i m.; Th. 0.108 m.
LH. (Face A) 0.006 m. (in the stephanoi, 0.008-0.01 i.); (Face B) 0.006 m. (in the stephanoi, 0.009 i.).
Unpublished.
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The lettering of the two decrees was evidently executed by the same mason. His style is neat and unpretentious,
with the letters somewhat "spread"(notably the wide-angled alpha and delta and the very open omega). There
is slight emphasis on the "freeends" of strokesin upsilon and phi. The vertical strokeof xi is omitted. By contrast the
inscriptionswithin the stephanoi are more clumsy,irregularin both placing and spacing, and less well cut, although
showing the same idiosyncrasies. It may be surmised that they were added after the stele was erected and in place.
The stephanoi themselves are elegantly carved. The arrangementshows that there were two pairs of them on either
face, and it is to be presumed that in each case the upper pair consisted of citations by the demos and the boule. It is
not improbable, but it cannot be regarded as sufficientlycertain for inclusion in the text, that the second pair of
citations was also exactly duplicated on both faces of the monument.
The date suggested by the writing is also subjectto the guidance of the lower registerof the stephanoi. The bLsjoa
in Hephaistia has reference to the long-standing Athenian cleruchy in Lemnos (cf. 41 and 335, IG H2, 1222-1223,
deLmnoetImbro,pp. 3-5). The cleruchyon the island of Samos had a shorterlife, established
and IG XII, viii, Praefatio
in 365 and terminated in 322; see G. Glotz and R. Cohen, Histoiregrecque
III, 1936, p. 189 with note 48; S. Accame,
La legaateniesedel secoloIVa.C., 1941, p. 183 with note 1; G. L. Cawkwell,JHS 101, 1981, p. 51; J. Cargill, The
SecondAthnianLeague,1981, pp. 148-149; IG II2, 1437, line 20 with commentary. The stele should therefore date
between these two limits, and on general grounds, for example, this type of"multiple crowning", apart from the style
of the engraving, attribution to the 340's or 330's seems appropriate. A similar combination of stephanoi bestowed
by cleruchs on Samos and Lesbos is found in IG II2, 3207, which A. Wilhelm referred to a collation in 307/6 of
honors decreed to the statesman Lykourgos,whose memory was then rehabilitated(cf. IG II2, 457; Wilhelm, Attische
III [= SbAkadWien
Urkunden
202, 5], 1925, pp. 3-6, no. DC).It is likely that the two decrees on this stele concerned
decisions by the demesmen of Kydathenaion similarly to place on record the honors bestowed by the citizens of
Athens at home and abroad upon two members of the deme.
The territoryofKydathenaion (ofthe phyle Pandionis)comprised
partof the center of Athens
comarentity,
including the
Akropolis. It is therefore more likely that a stele erected by its demesmen would come to light in the Agora area;
but the monument was erected in the precinct of the Herakleidai, the site of which is unknown, and it presumably
cannot be excluded that the deme Kydantidai rather than Kydathenaion sponsored it. Kydantidai was apparently
an inland deme of Aigeis but may have had some connection with the cult of the Herakleidai. The deme Aixone
(coastal deme ofKekropis) certainly had; cf. IG II2, 1199, line 23, with commentary. No other deme decree either of
Kydathenaion or of Kydantidai has hitherto been identified. For a (partial) list of deme decrees, see J. S. Traill,
PoliticalOrganization,
pp. 74-75, note 10.
The restoration of the standard formulas for the conclusion of a decree on the two faces offers mutual support
for both texts, and its extent is conditioned both by the formulaiccontent and by the measurement and position of the
stephanoi below them. The only difficultyappears to occur in line 5 of Face A and line 6 of Face B, where in the usual
turn of phrase 8ouvaL should requireboth subject (the official responsiblefor payment, which in the case of a deme is
likely to be the demarch or the treasurer;cf. IG II2, 1193, 1197, 1202, 1203, and 277) and object (6b &v&AXoa
or a statement of the amount). So, for instance, one might expect in Face A, line 5 some such phraseology as bo0uva[t
:AA: bpaXV&i&
r6v Taoraxv
-jvx vbriprOTv.But without excessive crowding, not indicated by what survives of the
lines concerned, the lacuna is too short for the restorationof both of these features. Some customary element must
thereforehave been omitted. It is possible that the demarch figuredimmediately above, in the lost sections of the two
texts, and that he is thus easily to be inferredas the subjectof both &vaypC|at and boiuvat.Or the infinitivesrepresent
instructions by the demesmen as it were to themselves, without specific reference to an official. Some such form
of words as :AA: 8paxE&<;6np Txcv brotijov, or &sob
ti6 Tpoa68ou (or roOxotvou), or ix Tr-sbtouioareoc TCv
enter
into
consideration.
Cf.
IG
II2, 1186, line 34, 1197, lines 17-18, and 277.
8Ylo-rcovmight
The postponement of the enactment formula to the ends of the two decrees (or possibly its repetition) adds
a quaintly old-fashioned note: the best parallel is to be found over a century earlier,in 485/4 (IG I3, 4, A, lines 14-15
and B, lines 26-27). Cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouk,p. 64; A. S. Henry, Prescripts,p. 2. In the 4th century, instances
occur of such postponement (or repetition) of the record of the archon, or ypalaxek,
or both: so in IG II2, 17
I, pp. 43-45, D 8), lines 13-15, 32, lines 26-27, 69, line 5. And outside Attica
(= M. J. Osborne, Naturalization
the postscriptposition was regular,for example in Argos, for the record of the name of the proposer of a decree.
This text is no. 71 in the list of deme decrees assembled by D. Whitehead (TheDemesofAttica,507-ca. 250 B.C.,
1986, on p. 383) and is cited passim,its number in quotation appearing in its unrevised form as AgoraXVI, 54.
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FRAGMENTOF AN HONORARYDECREE
69 (P. 6). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5148), with the right side and the original rough-picked back
preserved but otherwise broken, discovered on November 30, 1937, in a modern house wall outside the Market
Square, south of the Church of the Holy Apostles (O 17). The inscribed surface is worn (thus making much of
the lettering barely legible) and abraded on the right before reaching the edge of the monument.
H. 0.223 m.; W 0.18 m.; Th. 0.106 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
EXTOx.
(almost square) Hor. 0.0115 m.; Vert. 0.011 m.
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Unpublished.
ETOIX.

ca. a. 350-320 a.
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The decree appears to confer honors on a recipient, perhaps a citizen (line 1), who has rendered good service
to the people (line 2). He or his forebears may have received honors and been the subject of a psephismaat some
earlier date (lines 4-5). The readings are difficult throughout and become more so as the text progresses.J. S. Traill
and M. B. Walbank have generously provided per ep. their interpretations of some of the more doubtful passages,
and the possible variations in what the stone appears to offer may be judged from the reading of line 9 by Walbankas
[--- -<p]aV.AXovo6bva[c;]. In general the text remains uninformative and, unless a further piece from the same

text is identified,unrewarding.

The style of the lettering provides the only criterion of date; it gives the impression of rather poor work of the
second half of the 4th century: the writing is plain, the letters well spaced, and there is no attempt at the enlargement
of the "free ends" of the strokes. But a date later than the regime of Demetrios of Phaleron is not impossible.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF THEMISTOKLES, 347/6 B.C.
Themistokles (PA6650) is well attested as archon both in the literature(especially Diodorus Siculus 16.56;
are recorded as passed during
Aischines 3.62) and in inscriptions. In addition to 70, three psephismata
his year of office: IG II2, 212 (SEGXXVI, 74, XXXIV, 66, with other references), 213 (SEGXXI, 263),
and perhaps 214 (SEG XXIV, 88). In IG II2, 215, of 346/5, at line 11, and 505 + addendum, p. 661
(SEGXXIV, 113, with other references, XXXIII, 97), of 303/2, at line 17, his archonship is introduced
in backward references. Other epigraphical contexts in which his name occurs as archon are as follows:
in the records of the Treasurers of Athena, IG II2, 1441, line 4, 1443 (SEG XV, 119, with other references),
lines 92, 104, 216; in the records oftheJoint Board of Treasurers of Athena and of the Other Gods, IG II2,
1455, lines 17-18 (cf. SEG XXXIX, 158), SEG XV, 120, line 26; in the records of the Commissioners of the
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Brauronian sanctuary, IG II2, 1514 (SEG XXV, 176, with other references), line 12, 1515, line 6, 1519,

line 10, 1521 (SEGXXI, 555), lines 26-27, 1524, lines 60-61; in the record of the Naval Commissioners,
IG II2, 1622, lines 446-447 (cf. SEG XXX, 106, XXXV, 118); in the record of victors in the dramatic
competitions at the Dionysia, IG II2, 2318 (SEG XIX, 168, XXVI, 202), line 283; in the dedication(?)
SEG XIX, 51; and in the inventory of treasures in the Temple of Hera on the island of Samos, then
occupied by Athenian cleruchs (C. Michel, Recuil d'inscriptions
grecques,1900, pp. 678-680, no. 832, line 6),
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where Themistokles' term of office is equated with that of the Samian archon Theokles.
The phyle Aigeis is known to have held office during the eighth prytany (IG II2, 212), and IG II2,
213 also belongs to this prytany,although the ordinal numeral of the prytany in its series is not expressedin
the preamble. No other prytany of the year can be identified.
The YpaotlaTreSwho served with Themistokles was Lysimachos, son of Sosidemos, of Acharnai,
whose phyle (Oineis VI) fits correctly into the official sequence of the cycle of secretariesfirst determined
by W. S. Ferguson and referred to as "Ferguson'sLaw". Cf. S. Alessandri, Annai dellaScuolaNormakde
Pisa,p. 49; P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,p. 136, note 1. Nothing furtheris known of Lysimachos(PA9512) or
of his father. SEG XXI, 839 may be his tombstone, and the Lysimachides (PA 9480) who was archon
in 339/8 might be his son: but the names are not uncommon. Office holders attested for the archonshipof
Themistokles are listed in R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,
pp. 318-322.
The characterof the year was discussedby D. M. Lewis (BSA50, 1955, pp. 25-26, no. 26), who showed
that both 346/5 and 345/4 were ordinary years and that there is, in consequence, a presumption that
347/6 was intercalary in the festival calendar at Athens. This could be supported with reference to the
literary testimony concerning the date of the assembly held to discuss the proposed peace with Philip II
of Macedon in Elaphebolion of this year. It may be confirmed by appeal to the Metonic system, 347/6
being the tenth year of Meton's fifth cycle. In Meton's system the tenth year was scheduled as intercalary,
the eleventh and twelfth as ordinary (cf. B. D. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236).

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
70. The upperleft cornerof a stele of Pentelicmarble(I 5354), with a substantialflat-toppedmoldingpreserved
abovethe inscribedface, discoveredon March23, 1938, in a modernwall in the area west of the north end of
the Stoa ofAttalos(P 7).
Overallmeasurements
includingthe molding:H. 0.115 m.;W.0.174 m.;Th. 0.14 m.
LH. 0.009 m.
Irregularly
spacedlettering.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 51, no. 65, with photograph pl. 13. See also SEG XIX, 52.

a. 347/6 a.
'Eicl6eV[troxoou
[---------

----------&PXovTo?
---

I

The date givenby the archon(thereis no otherknowneponymousarchonin Classicalor HellenisticAthens
whosename beginswith thesethreesurvivingletters)is confirmedby the characterand qualityof the script,with
whichMerittcomparedIGII2,212, of the sameyear.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF ARCHIAS, 346/5 B.C.

The term of office ofArchias (PA2449), like that ofThemistokles (p. 106 above), is not only well evidenced by
Diodorus Siculus (16.59) and other literary sources but is mentioned in a substantial number of epigraphical
contexts. In addition to 71, the decrees IG II2, 215 and 218 (SEG XXXI, 74) were enacted when Archias
held the archonship. (IG II2, 216 and 217 belong not to his year but to that of Chion, 365/4; see SEG XIV,
47). IG II2, 3201 is also evidently part of a decree in which a taxiarchos of this year was honored, although

no more of it survives than the citations which concluded it. Archias' name occurs or is obviously to be
restored also in the following: the record of the Treasurersof Athens, IG II2, 1443 (SEGXV, 119), line 89
(in 1442, line 3, the restoration is probably erroneous);the records of the Joint Board of the Treasurers
of Athena and of the Other Gods, IG II2, 1461, line 11 and SEG XV, 120, line 31; the records of the
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Commissioners of the Brauronian sanctuary, IG II2, 1514 (SEG XXI, 555, XXV, 176), line 24, 1515,

lines 16-17, 1516 (SEGXVIII, 35, XXI, 555), line 4; the poletai record of leases of the mines at Laureion,
AgoraXIX, P19, line 1; the record of the Naval Commissioners, IG II2, 1622, lines 390 and 422; the
record of the Delian Amphiktyons, IG II2, 1646, line 17; the rent contract of a piece of land owned by
the demesmen ofAixone, IG II2, 2492, lines 42-43 (see SEGXXIV, 202; D. Behrend, AttischePachturkunden,
pp. 80-83, no. 25); the dedication of Xenokles, victorious gymnasiarch at the Great Panathenaia of this
year, IG II2, 3019; and the Samian inventory of the treasures in the Temple of Hera, line 1 (see under
the Archonship of Themistokles, p. 107 above), in which Archias' year is equated with that of the Samian
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archon Peisileos.
Two prytanies of the year may be definitely attributedto the phylai then in office, VIII Hippothontis
and IX Akamantis (IG II2, 215 and 218). The other eight remain unidentified.
For Archias' term as archon the ypaVaTek6 (from the phyle Kekropis [VII]) was Kephisodoros, son

of Athenophanes, of Phlya (PA8387). Cf. S. Alessandri, AnnalidellaScuolaNormaledi Pisa, pp. 49, 61.
Athenophanes is a very rare name in Attic prosopography,known otherwise as held only by an ephebos
from the deme Aixone in 119/18 (PA286; IG II2, 1008, col. III, line 105), and by one of the bath stewards
of Alexander the Great (Plutarch,Alexander35; PA 285). Kephisodoros married Archestrate, daughter
of Isonomos of Kydathenaion and his wife Myrtale (PA2388; IG II2, 6580), whose name was inscribed
on the tomb monument of her parents; but beyond this detail no more is known of him, unless he is to
be considered the father of the 3ouXeuTrj;from Phlya listed in AgoraXV, 73, at line 28. R. Develin (Athenian

Officials,pp. 322-324) provides a full list with references of those known to have held official positions
during Archias' archonship.
For the character of the year, which was ordinary in the Athenian festival calendar, see D. M. Lewis,

BSA 50, 1955, pp. 25-26, no. 26 and the discussion of the archonship ofThemistokles above (p. 107). A

text from the Athenian settlement on Samos in the archonship of Peisileos confirms the year as ordinary by
giving the earliest of that long series of equations between the festival and prytany calendars on which
Athenian calendric studies have been so largely based, showing Posideon 27 (less likely 26) as the equivalent
of pryt. V, 31, that is, the 175th (less likely 174th) day of the year. The first four prytanies were thus of

36 days each in length, and the lunar months alternated full and hollow, beginning the year with full
Hekatombaion but with full Posideon succeeding full Maimakterion. If the day is the 174th, the year
began with hollow Hekatombaion and alternation was regular,but one of the early prytanies will have
contained only 35 days. See W. K. Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
pp. 40-42; B. D. Meritt,Athnian
rear,pp. 72-73. The year was the eleventh in Meton's (fifth)cycle and as such was scheduled in his system
as ordinary.
A CITIZENOF SALAMISIN CYPRUSHONORED

71. A fragmentfromthe right-handsectionof the upperpartof a pedimentalsteleof Pentelicmarble(1657),broken
on all sidesexceptfor a portionof the rakingcorniceof the pediment,discoveredon April5, 1933,in a latecontext
southeastof the Tholos(H 12).
Belowthe pedimentandthe moldingsupportingit, theresurvivethe much-damaged
remainsof a reliefshowing
a figurestandingon the rightand extendinga handtowardsa seatedfigure,evidentlyin the centerof a composition
whichpresumablyincludeda furtherfigureon the left, now lost. The right-handfigureis entitled"Salamis".It
is a reasonablesuppositionthatAthenastoodon theleftandthatbotheponymousgoddesseswereshownas gesturing
towardsthe seatedhonorand.
Inscriptiona appearson the horizontalcorniceof the pediment,inscriptionb abovethe headof the sculptured
figurealreadydescribed.
H. 0.29 m.; W 0.245 m.; Th. 0.102 m.
LH. (a) 0.009 m.; (b)0.005 m.

4, 1935,pp. 34-35, no. 4, withphotograph.
Ed.J. H. Oliver,Hesperia
a. 346/5 a.

(a)

['Enl 'ApXqlou
&pxov[o].

(b)

Eaal4tC.
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The restorationof the archon'sname is conditioned by the measurement of the width of the stele, which may be
assessed from the pediment, and by the spacing of the letters. It is also consonant with the character of the lettering,
which indicates a date in the middle of the 4th century. IG II2, 283 is also a decree in honor of a Salaminian, is of
much the same workmanship, and has similar lettering; but its marble is not that of the Agora stele, and Oliver
discounted any relationship between the two fragments.
On events in Cyprus at this time see Diodorus Siculus 16.26.42 and 46. Oliver suggested a possible connection
between these and this monument. On the relief sculpture see SEGXXXIX, 324.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF PHRYNICHOS, 337/6 B.C.
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A number of decrees of this year are known, and the majority to which an accurate date can be assigned

were passed towards the end of it, in the tenth prytany. Apart from the two published below, these texts
appear as IG II12,239 (M. N. Tod, GHI II, 180; SEG XXI, 267, XXXII, 78), perhaps of pryt. VI, 240
(Tod, GHI II, 181; SEG XXXI, 77), 241, 242, 243, and E. Schweigert, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 292-294,
no. 19 (not an Agora text), all ofpryt. X. IG II2, 244 (SEGXIX, 57, XXXV, 62) and 304 + 604 (SEGXVIII,
11) are also attributableto 337/6. On the dated inscriptionsof this year see also C.J. Schwenk,Athensin the
Age of Alexander,pp. 27-71, nos. 4-14. On the ypatiparueS of the year, Chairestratosof Acharnai, see
S. Alessandri, AnnalidellaScuolaJormaledi Pisa, p. 50. R. Develin (AthenianOficials,pp. 346-349) details
those known to have held public office during Phrynichos'year.
The inscription published in Hesperia7, 1938 (= Schwenk, op. cit., pp. 49-51, no. 9; SEG XXXV,
and
72 are the only texts among these to include an equation between the "festival"date and the
64)
prytany date; and 72 is in fact the earliest of the decrees found in the Agora to do so.
The year 337/6 was ordinaryin the Athenian calendar. The detailswere reconstructedby B. D. Meritt
rear,pp. 76-78), who quoted the first few lines of four of the relevant decrees and envisaged a
(Athenian
succession
of full and hollow months in the festivalcalendar,save that Thargelion and Skirophorion
regular
were both full months. His reconstructionwas however to some extent based upon the equation for 72,
proposed by its first editor, Schweigert, which, though perfect in itself, cannot be maintained: see the
commentary below on the date of that text. The succession of civil months may remain unaffected by
the necessary changes, whatever choice of revised equation be accepted. As for the prytanies, a pattern
showing the first four and the last to be of 36 days and the remaining five of 35 (Meritt, Schwenk) will
conform to that defined by Aristotle (Athenaion
Politeia43.2); but it is a pattern that was varied in practice
(cf. A. G. Woodhead, Studyof GreekInscriptions,
pp. 117-120), and a sequence requiring two prytanies of
36 days in the first half of the year and the other three in the second half will accommodate the equation
suggested by M. H. Hansen (GRBS23, 1982, p. 342, no. 21 [= AthenianEcclesia,p. 94; cf. SEG XXXII,
78]); his alternative suggestions (one prytany moved and an irregular succession of festival months, or
the insertion of extra days into the festival calendar)have less to recommend them.
Known phylai in prytany are IX Leontis and X Pandionis. If 72 was passed in the sixth
prytany,
the phyle then in office was Akamantis; if in the eighth, the phyle will have been Antiochis, Erechtheis,
or Kekropis.
A DECREECONCERNINGLEMNOS

72. Two nonjoining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, each of which has its rough-picked back preserved but
is otherwise broken all around. Fragment a (I 5234) was discovered on February 18, 1938, in a Late
Byzantine
context south of the Eleusinion and east of the Post-Herulian Wall (T 22); fragment b (I 2409) was discovered on
February5, 1935, in a modern context in the area of the East Building (N-O 14).

a: H. 0.144 m.;W.0.12 m.;Th. 0.08 m.
b: H. 0.21 m.; W.0.071 m.;Th. 0.081 m.
LH. 0.005-0.007 m. (omega0.004 m.).
ca.0.011 m.
Etotx. (square,withirregularities)
Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 325-327, no. 35, with photographs; C. Schwenk, Athensin the
J.
Age
ofAlexander,
pp. 30-33, no. 5 (cf. SEGXXXV, 63). Cf. B. D. Meritt, Athenianrear,p. 76, where lines 1-4 are cited.
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ETOIX. 39

a. 337/6 a., poyt.VI (velVIII)
(a)

vacat
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Schwenk's text (other than in lines 1-3) follows that of Schweigert; she noted, however, that since the editio
princepsthe omicron in line 12 and the iota in line 16 had become illegible.
Line 8. [....]qa[----]
Schweigert;but what remains of the first letter indicates upsilon rather than sigma.
Lines 9-28. Schweigert's text placed seven letters to the right of what survives in line 9, with comparable
estimates in the succeeding lines. The stone is so broken, however, as to give no indication where its edge came,
nor did Schweigert note the basis for his so framing his textual arrangement.
The lettering is small, with a tendency to inexactitude. Fragment b, the first to be found, was on this score
provisionally regarded as of the end of the century. M. B. Walbank has suggested (per ep.)that the inscribing of
this stele was the work of the craftsman who produced IG II2, 553, 581, and 606. The first of these was, in that
context, dated byJ. Kirchner "ca. a. 307", the latter two "fin. s. IV". If these dates are correct (and for IG II2, 553
there is particularlygood reason to accept a date in the last years of the century; cf. M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I,
II, pp. 117-120), the engraver survived the "Lykourganperiod" and the period
pp. 113-114, D 44, NaturaliZation
of Macedonian domination, to resume his activity with style unchanged under the restored democracy.
For the date, Schweigert suggested that this inscription may be taken with IG II2, 239 (SEG XXXII, 78) and
that both were passed on the same day. He proposed therefore in lines 3-4 rariXu?>vogtP3866rttocslavou, and
in lines 1-2 xint tq 'Axatavxoos Exr7g
(Gamelion 7 = pryt. VI, 5 = 184th day). So also W. K.
t.]eUTVaye[lat
]
Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 42; Meritt, Athenianrear.J. D. Mikalson has demonstrated, however, that
assemblies were not held on the seventh day of the month, this being sacred to Apollo; and he noted specifically
that this equation merited revision (Sacredand Civil Calendar,pp. 99, 190). Revisions were attempted by Schwenk
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(loc.cit.) and by M. H. Hansen (GRBS23, 1982, p. 342, no. 21 = AthenianEcclesia,p. 94). For Hansen's solution,
cf. the commentary above on the archonship of Phrynichos. He retained Schweigert's proposal in lines 1-2 and
suggested nCxtrIt as the ordinal numeral in line 3 (Gamelion 5 = pryt. VI, 5 = 182nd day), with a reordering of
the originally proposed succession of prytanies. Of the four possibilities that presented themselves to her, Schwenk
tt b8xa (18 Elaphebolion =
preferredthe restoration6dy86r in lines 1-2, and in lines 3-4 'EXaoprvoXulovo6yyb86qL
=
in
of
favor
Hansen's
is
the
historical
consideration
5
254th
that, in the wake
proposal
pryt. VIII,
day). Slightly
of Philip II's conclusion of a peace treatywith the Athenians (see below), a revision of Athens' relations with Lemnos,
in an area so vital to her interests, might plausibly be supposed to have taken place earlier rather than later, the
more so since Demades the proposer had been closely involved in the treaty. If the decree, as nonprobouleumatic,
arose from the assembly itself, this would further indicate early action prompted by popular demand. Schweigert's
suggestion concerning IG II2, 239 may in that case also stand.
On the preamble in general see A. S. Henry (Prescripts,
pp. 37-38), who noted that the earliest example of an
Athenian decree showing both name and day of the month is, on our evidence, IG II2, 237, of the year previous
to this.
Lines 5-6. E8orev rT Stjiuc.
As mentioned above, the decree (as restored)was nonprobouleumatic:see P.J.
I
Athnian
Line
6. On Demades the well-known democratic politician see PA 3263; A. N.
261.
Rhodes,
Boule,p.
with
this
text listed among decrees proposed by him, p. 112, no. 2; Hansen, Athenian
IIX&Tov
Oikonomides,
8, 1956,
EccesiaII, p. 40. On his activity in this year cf. Schwenk, op.cit.,pp. 29-30.
Lines 6-7. The body of the decree appears to be an implementation of recommendations by the thesmothetai,
who seem to have been active in this year. Cf. IG II2, 242. Lines 7-8. &Tya0ot
(cf.W. Larfeld,
T6XrL.This Wunschformel
Handbuch
as
as
378/7
II, 1902, p. 665) appears early
dergriechischen
Epigraphik
(IG II2, 43, line 7) but was now increasing
in popularity. Since it was used in this year also in 73, as well as in IG II2, 240 and 241, its restoration in the present
context is not unreasonable. Cf. A. G. Woodhead in AncientMacedonian
Studies,pp. 361-362.
Line 10. For a summary of Lemnian history at this period see IG XII, viii, Praefatiode Lemnoet Imbro,p. 3.
Lemnos was retained as an Athenian possession under the peace agreement with Philip II (who may be referred
to in line 21) after the battle of Chaironeia (Diodorus Siculus 16.87; Demosthenes 18.285; cf. N. G. L. Hammond
and G. T. Griffith, A Histoy of MacedoniaII, 1979, p. 607). Athenian involvement with Lemnos is epigraphically
documented also in 41 and 68, and, at a much later date, in 335.
LAW OF EUKRATES CONCERNING ATTEMPTS TO ESTABLISH A TYRANNY

73. An almost complete, slightly tapering stele of white, apparently Pentelic, marble (I 6524) with a pedimental
top, discoveredon May 3, 1952, in the filling of the lawcourtbuilding (the Square Peristyle)underlyingthe north end
of the Stoa of Attalos (Q 9). The molding below the pediment retains traces of painted egg-and-dart decoration.
Above the text, a sculptured group in low relief, set between antae, represents a seated, bearded male figure, to
be identified as Demos, who faces left but makes a half-turn to the front and shows frontal head and shoulders,
and standing behind his chair a draped frontal female figure, identified as Demokratia, who holds a wreath over
his head with her right hand.
H. 1.57 m.; W. (upper)0.41 m., (lower)0.43 m.; Th. (upper)0.010 m., (lower)0.012 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
ETotX.(square)ca. 0.011 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia21, 1952, pp. 355-359, no. 5, with photographs pls. 89 and 90. See also SEG XII,
87 (with added reference to Meritt, Hesperia22, 1953, p. 129).
SEGXV, 95 (R. E. Wycherley,JHS 75, 1955, pp. 118-121, on the topographicalproblem of lines 24-26); XVII,
26 (A. N. Oikonomides, IIoXkitov 6, 1956/7, ao6etxcizx pp. 28-36, with photographs figs. 10, 11, on legislation
against tyranny);XVIII, 12 (R. Sealey, 4AP 79, 1958, pp. 71-73 = Essaysin GreekPbitics, 1967, pp. 183-185, on
the political situation with especial reference to the Areopagos; M. Ostwald, TAPA86, 1955, pp. 118-128, on the
place of the law in the series of legislative attempts to prevent tyranny);XXIV, 96 (L. Braccesi, Epgraphica27, 1965,
pp. 110-126, on the political context, with text p. 111);XXXVI, 151; XXXVIII, 65.
Further, C. J. Schwenk, Atens in theAge of Alexander,pp. 33-41, no. 6 (text with bibliography, description,
translation, and commentary especially on the powers of the Areopagos and on the nomothetai). Texts also in
J. Pouilloux, Choixd'iscriptionsgrecques,1960, pp. 121-124, no. 32, with translation into French; G. Pfohl, Grieckische
undoffentichen
Inschiftenals eugnissedesprivaten
Lebens,1966, pp. 114-117, no. 106, with translationinto German, and
p. 216 (bibliography). See in additionJ. and L. Robert, REG 67, 1954, pp. 120-121, no. 76; M. Lang, TheAthnian
Citmn(A.P.B.,no. 4), 1960, no. 29, and illustrationon cover; H. Berve, Die Tyrannis
beidenGriechen,
1967, pp. 303-304
and 676; C. Mosse, Athensin Decline,404-86 B.C., 1973, pp. 76-79 (and in Eirene8, 1970, pp. 71-78); M. Guarducci,
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EpigrafiaGrecaII, 1969, pp. 59-61; AgoraGuide3,p. 188, with photograph p. 187; J. M. Camp, AthenianAgora,
pp. 154-156, with photograph fig. 128.
The stele has been frequently illustrated;see for example AJA 57, 1953, pi. 29, fig. 7; BCH 77, 1953, p. 203,
VII, 1952, p. 111, fig. 25; JHS 73, 1953, pl. I:i; U. Hausmann, Griechische
fig. 10; FastiArchaeologici
1960,
Weihreliefs,
pls. 21, 22 (cf. pp. 43-44); Guarducci, vol. cit., p. 60, fig. 7 (relief only); AgoraXIV, pl. 53:a; A. G. Woodhead, Study
of GreekInscriptions,
pl. 3.
On the Demos-Demokratia symbolismsee A. E. Raubitschek,Hesperia31, 1962, pp. 238-243; AgoraXIV, p. 102.
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a. 337/6 a., pyt. IX

ETOIX. 36

5

iv
'Exlt BIvpuv(xou
&pXovtoS&it T; AeOTvtSo?S
lt Xampcxarpawco
6Trt)xpu'ravela?o
'Aewevlou
inteji
'AxapveCqlypaatpT
eurev' Tv ppo~SpCOv
(tLev MevcrrpaTo<Altxve6ct' E6xp&irs 'ApLa
t )t Xorit 8o
TO;tJOU Ielkpaetrctetev$ &yaOr'
0
TroU
volio9fTaC
'ArvjvaUlv, b886XOaL
fotq
'ou
c- i&VtuS 7xavaarT)l -rc
8c-atclx int upavv(8
i
F t3Ov
tb6v8fjtov T
Tupavvl8a auvxaToarTaT)
6v 'AOMvaltov
fi rTv 58poxpatlav rcv 'A05vratv

10

15

20

8C5vy ;6v
xaXua7xuaot,
to6;Tov ;rttotoaavta &To
xtezlvvt 6a8otoq
?OT;A' ) ~Eetvat8tEtwv pouXeu
TrcovTOv T-S pouvXf TT|qi& 'ApeLov
U IyoU xaTaX
f
eXu(Ji)6vouto0 8ipou t-s 87t)oxpaclrr
taCT 'AO
&vivvat
etl
fvviYav
"'ApetovIIMyovtrbi auvxcx
0lteiv iv TL oauve8plotp8: pouVXeetvprl
8t xEptiv6g' a&v6 TI TOUoiAou f tq;
g 87r)oxp
t()
artlac xaxaeXuXtEvov
vbtIL
'A0vaiotv
;tv
v pouXeu;oKv
i
et
"'Apetov11
;T&v 'ApetouHIIyou
&yoV oauvxatOylt6v T't auve
8pklVe poXe46
t tCep tvo &TitIpo?sato xlt aT6bS xal yvoS
x
Tb
xatl ) otala 8rpoat7a SaTo aoroto
ixelvou,
xalt ;T) Oeou Tb6XI8txaCTov' &vayptaoi
86 r6v
8e T6v v6dov i

25

aT-5XatLXlOivaXL;
8UoLvt6v y

= 'r fEv ntlT
pacjppatxa T'N;pouX; xal aTc)alt
f eta68ou
To ; et1 "ApetovIlyov vt:; EtS Tr6po
uXeu'T)ptov etot6vtL, t~V 8& iv T:ft :xxX)ata
t elO 8i txV ivaypayhg v T&) aTlX(OV v tr6 tatav

8o0vat Tro 8fjou :AA: 8paXyi&; &xtr&vxarit
atoCraTavaXtaxoivcov

ci 8ij(L.
T(I

vacat

vacat

In lines 10, 12, 13 (twice), 18, 21, 26, and 27 the cross-strokeof alpha has been omitted; in line 11 the cross-stroke
of tau has been omitted in the first word; in line 13 the fourth letter was written as nu; at the
beginning of line 15
IEIN was inscribed in five letter spaces.
The letters have a backwardtilt, and the text either was not accuratelyplanned or was executed in some haste,
for the stoichedon spacing shows slight irregularities. Otherwise, the lettering by being securely dated
provides a
useful standard for purposes of comparison. The "free ends" of some letters tend to be emphasized; beta is less
clumsily cut than in 72. The now old-fashioned 0 for OT occurs as a "sporadicsurvival"in line 19: cf. L. Threatte,
Grammar,
p. 256.
Two unsuccessfulattemptswere made to dismember the stele before it was buried, but both
cuttings fortunately
occur above the inscribed text.
Lines 3-4. P.J. Rhodes (Athenian
Boule,p. 28) urged that the tp6e8pot are the tp6e8po0t
-Tv vovo&erwtv,not
the tp6E8potof the boule and the ecclesia, but that the two sets of tp6e8poLdifferedwas disputed M. H. Hansen
by
(ZPE 30, 1978, pp. 151-157). Lines 5-6. &ya6iOL
rX TL.See 72, commentary on lines 7-8. Lines 6-7. The law was a
nomosproduced by the nomothetai. Cf. 56 and 57, and Hansen, GRBS20, 1979, p. 39 (= Athenian
Ecclesia,p. 191). On
the functions and proceduresof the nomothetai in 4th-centuryAthens see Busolt-Swoboda,II, 1926,
pp. 1011-1014;
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U. Kahrstedt, Kio 31, 1938, pp. 1-25 (esp. pp. 1-6): Rhodes, AthenianBoule,pp. 49-52 and CQ n.s. 35, 1985,
pp. 55-60; Hansen, Cassicaet Medievalia32, 1979-1980, pp. 87-104; D. M. McDowell, JHS 95, 1975, pp. 62-74;
Hansen, GRBS26, 1985, pp. 345-371. On the enactment formula cf. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 276.
Lines 11 et seqq. The Areopagos had in recent years acquired revived prestige and importance. See Ostwald,
in
p. 37. The precise connotations of nedrionand bouleuterion
op.cit.,pp. 125-127; Schwenk,Athes in theAgeofAlexander,
this context have been disputed. Wycherley(loc.cit.;AgoraIII, p. 127) regardedsynedrion
as a flexible word appropriate
to any place of meeting of the body specified, here probably the meeting place of the Areopagites on the "Hill of
Mars" itself, to which in this context bouleterionwould also refer. H. A. Thompson (Hesperia22, 1953, pp. 51-53)
referred the terms to the Old Bouleuterion in the Agora, a reference that did not convince Rhodes (Athenian
Boule,
p. 32).
Eukrates,the proposer of the law (cf. Hansen, AthenianEcclesiaII, p. 46), was known before the discovery of the
stele only from a reference in Lucian (Demosthenis
Encomium31); J. Kirchner (PA5762) was prepared to doubt his
very existence ("de Luciani fide dubitandum est"). Lucian'sreliabilityin this detail was, however,vindicated by the
5th
Geschichte,
present text. Forthe historicalcircumstancesof the law see Ostwald, op.cit. and H. Bengtson, Griechische
ed., 1977, p. 335. There was evident apprehension among democrats that coups d'etat in the Macedonian interest
might take place even though participantsin the League of Corinth undertookmutual guarantees to preserveexisting
constitutions. The author of [Demosthenes] 17 implies that fears of this nature were not without justification.
The excellent state of preservation of the stele, and the situation in which it was found, suggest that the law
was not long in operation. Meritt regarded it as "quite probable that the law and the man who moved it perished
simultaneouslyin 322 B.C." (Hesperia21, 1952, p. 359).
with the
Lines 23-24. The identity of the yYaepoJaecA
6 xax& npuavetlav, generally
yptis PouXre
Boule,pp. 136-137, and cf. p. 138, note 6), has been disputed by S. Alessandri(Annali
accepted (see Rhodes, Athenian
dellaScuolaJormaledi Pisa, pp. 15-32). Lines 27-29. The order of words, with boivoatinserted between 6rv toiCav
and Toi3bfijou, is of interest. On the treasurer,the "analiskomenafund", and the specified cost, see A. S. Henry,
Chiron12, 1982, pp. 97-118 and the commentaries on 40 and 45.
On the historical circumstancesand interpretationof the law of Eukratessee also R. W Wallace, TheAreopagos
Councilto307 B.C., 1989, pp. 179-184 (and on lines 16-20, p. 218) and SEG XXXIX, 80.
THE ARCHONSHIP

OF PYTHODELOS, 336/5 B.C.
Apart from 74, four other decrees of this year are known: IG II2, 328 (SEG XXI, 268, XXXI, 271,
XXXII, 79) of pryt. IV, 329 (SEG XXXV, 66, containing no date but assigned on historical grounds), 330,
lines 29-46 attributed to pryt. IX and 330, lines 47-65 attributed to pryt. X. Cf C. J. Schwenk (Athens
in theAgeofAlexander,pp. 72-94), who includes the first of these (as no. 15, pp. 72-79); but she also assigns 75
specifically to Pythodelos' year.
The year was intercalary in the Athenian calendar, beginning with a hollow month and ending with
two full months according to the reconstruction of B. D. Meritt (Athenianrear, pp. 10-15 and 78-79). Meritt
attributed 39 days to pryt. I, II, VIII, and IX, 38 to the remainder. For different interpretations see W. K.
Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,pp. 43-44 (discussed by Schwenk, Athens in the Age of Alexander,
pp. 76-77) and M. H. Hansen, GRBS 23, 1982, p. 343, no. 24 (= AthenianEccksia, p. 95). The latter
has to suppose that the omitted day in a "hollow" month was the 29th (which was also the contention
of Pritchett); but this supposition cannot now be maintained. On the question of the "omitted day" see
A. G. Woodhead, Studyof GreekInscriptions,pp. 121-122 and literature cited there; alsoJ. A. Walsh, ZPE 41,
1981, pp. 107-124; Schwenk, op. cit., pp. 154-156.
Known phylai in prytany are IV Akamantis and IX Aigeis or Oineis. The name of the ypaCotre6c of
the year, from Kekropis, remains unknown; expressed in full, it contained nineteen letters (IG II2, 328,
line 3). See S. Alessandri, Annali della ScuolaNormaledi Pisa, pp. 50, 63. For a detailed list of those known to
have held public office during Pythodelos' archonship see R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,pp. 363-372.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
74. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4899), broken all around except perhaps at the back, which is rough,
discovered on May 19, 1937, in a context of Byzantine date over the Post-Herulian Wall on the North Slope of
the Akropolis (T 26). The beginning of the spring of the crowning molding of the monument is visible above the
firstline of text. Later reuse has caused a rebate cut to be made below line 4, slightly damaging the letters of that line.
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H. 0.11In.; W 0.07 i.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 207-208, no. 54, with photograph p1. 52. See also SEC XVII, 27.
C.J. Schwenk (Atens in theAgeofAkexander,
pp. 79-80, no. 16) reproducesMeritt's text with a brief description.
a. 336/5 a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 37-40
['Ett fu]Oo"5[Xou pXovoC aindT
[.Cf?.?.]F
~ - - -- --WVO
iCu[vl~~....voa~.
[iYPajA]Vd-C9U(ZV~V
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The lettering shows slight emphasis on "freeends" in upsilon but is generally somewhat poor for its period.

LAW PROVIDING REGULAR FUNDS FOR CELEBRATION OF THE LESSER PANATHENAIA

75 (P1.7). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5477), broken all around save for the rough-picked back and
the top, where part of a double flat molding is preserved. It was brought into the Agora by a taxicab driver on
May 27, 1938, from the neighborhood of Evangelistria Street. It forms the upper part of the substantial record
of which IG II2, 334 is a lower section, but there is no join between the two pieces.

H. 0.326 i.; W 0.37 i.; Th. 0. I1 m.
LH. (line 1) 0.012 i.; (line 2) 0.009 i.; (ines 3 and thereafter)0.005 m.
E-ro%x(except lines I and 2) 0.0103 m. (square).
Ed. D. M. Lewis, Hesperia28, 1959, pp. 239-247, with photograph pl. 43; see also SEC XVIII, 13 (which
includes a reference toJ. and L. Robert, REC 73, 1960, p. 153, no. 131); C.J. Schwenk, Athensin theAgeofAkexander,
pp. 81-94, no. 17.
SEC XXI, 269 (L. Robert, HelknicaXI/XII, 1960, pp. 189-203, on the location of the territory described as
j Nha); XXV, 65 (F.Sokolowski,Loissacrles,pp. 63-66, no. 33, giving full text of both fragments, with bibliography
and commentary). The full text also given by H. W Pleket, Epigraphica1, 1964, pp. 38-39, no. 25. Since this
document involves the leasing of public land, the text is also included by M. B. Walbank in AgoraXIX at L7, where
its contents are discussed in that connection. See also D. Behrend, AttischePachturkunden,
pp. 63-67, no. 13 and
SEC XXXVI, 152.
For the year see Lewis, op.cit.,p. 240, who regards336/5 or 335/4 as best suited to the data of line 2 (Pythodelos
or Euainetos as archons). The historical circumstances (cf. L. Robert, loc.cit.) appear to suggest a date not long
after 338/7, and Schwenk opted firmly for the year 336/5. Sokolowskileft the issue more open (335/4-330/29). A
date between 336 and 330, perhaps earlier rather than later within that span, seems to be called for, and the law
relates well with the program of Lykourgos, for which cf. F W. Mitchel, GreeceandRome,ser. 2, 12, 1965, p. 196
and Lykourgan
Athens,336-322 (Lecturesin Memory of Louise Taft Semple, second series), 1970, pp. 35-36.
I 5477 is here designated fragment a; the text of IC I12, 334 is added for convenience, and the line numeration is
made continuous. Line 1 is inscribed on the upper of the two crowning moldings.
paulo posta. 337 a.
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)I 'A0nva&TcNt
N(xrlt &7caacT
[L'A0YvatrtfL]IIOoXt&b
T xTWV
[v TxVpoovTo]v itb
teTTapxovTcaCvIv xatl Lac iCo
T&
[vrll.tvov vei]6vTxv
xpta Tc t J4oL To& 'A&rvalov tv
kv
xaO&ieQp Tac; &XXCaiL;
[Kepaopcx:c]L
xpecavootalCo<
&[,T]
[ov,iAeLv8t] T&c LepaxOCtc-ftv bfj1tovExacrrovxaTr&[r]
&vIcapX)ntL
6 fi.Lo xaoTroc.[e]
[o? xt4xnov]Tac
6bn6aouc
T'rfjXOp7i xial T6tLaYCipLxv xaX[l]
[tc 8t T& ALL]oe6(jpaTa
86a nipo[a]
Tou pf(toii0Tou Lcty&ou xal T&XXa
[x6aouRaLv]
'V topiTv xCaletCwxavvuXba
[xEL.... ]_e'taoa. neo T

[8iL6vat]:P: 8paxpt&c.T'obC8 tepoTCO.OC
'roCobtot[x]
[ouvrac T]&,
IIavaenvata XTxa',-vLauTbv XOiV 3,V na[v]
xal T,ivtxoAnlv xitie[t]
[vuXMa]4c xaXXarnv ti OC9eL
T6v ^ xeciapXo[ivr]
&pa
Ir7ltoiuvrat;
&v6vti,
[v
f]XMwt
-TV
[a Talc; ?]x
,v6tA,v nilar[ta,[].-Xoeai 8 T6v 8aij[ov ...]
18......
] v[pa
[..
'Aonvaltov&ix[&tvrv.]
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Line 2. ]pXovTxo--Sokolowski;but the stone is uninscribed after the sigma. Line 3. The traces in the
seventeenth letter space are those of sigma rather than of any other letter, as Lewis and E. Vanderpool observed;but
no plausible supplement conforms with known formulasin the prescript. Line 4. 6X)tL&iya^tL. See 72, commentary
on lines 7-8. Lines 6-7. &r xCt[cXTl yvlat LIt
X
ro?t
lepoxo7o]i. Lewis, Walbank, Schwenk; 5r xXt[CrX)fyXleXL
Lines
Sokolowski.
8-9.
ot
in
line
8
was
Lewis'
Sokolowski;
Oco]uS
v[....
N[c(Ato)v]
xi|rlXTatedSbx](a) 1Tl
tentative proposal. Line 9. AETH on the stone; an error is to be presumed. Lewis compared Aristotle, Athnaion
Politeia47.4. Lines 9-10. tCL ib i[X[ettwovllMbbovtxX.] Lewis, Walbank, Schwenk; XCiT
rb i1[p6boia aclluvO8vrL
Line
f
Sokolowski.
10.
who
cited
3.16
and
continued xal &XXoL
Sokolowski,
xxX.]
XS[a]&vTL[itLaa98f|lL
Hypereides
tl]a9onaris.
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Lines 11-13. supplevit
Lewis. Lines 13-14. tpoyp46pEt[v pouXq<I g8pav et? *r]v ptaO0IXOLv
Lewis (who compared
the restoration in IG II2, 244, lines 36-37), Walbank, Schwenk; xpoyp&qpeL[v
gv txTfPIouVX xal -T]v ILdaOaLv
A. M. Woodward apudLewis; tpoyp&cpet[v Ev =arX|atv 8uotv -T]v IlaOOcwLv
Sokolowski. Lines 15-18. Xwpl[qT&v
b8t p6]ao8oq yvrTalz Suotyv aTOXivto[Lv
aL x[al Tjq
xacr& v|IauTbv &Icb,T]v x rvPixov &v NvT Nta[L]
&XXlcv, v&v
xiX. was Lewis' preference between two suggestions hesitantly put
rit 'A0AvarL
TOUTro
ievrTlrxoarofq,6t&I]pxeLv
forward in his commentary. He urged that a full stop after 'A0)lv&ais to be desired, and this is included in their
texts by Walbankand Schwenk. Xopl[kEx&aoT)v|8Srav8bt xp6]ao8o?
yovrl0
buotv TaXbvro[tv... 6... |...?...
&xr]v x rlXcATovxT)v&vttL Nfat x[atl TrfqS
revIr)xoaor 6it&]pxelvTt) 'AOnvivaSokolowski,who continues rouTo
xrX. Lines 19-25. The text is that of Lewis. Line 21. [r 8taXoyaol]bv
etC xThv0uotav Iav]avakv
[&ivaXcKaatL
Sokolowski.
b8'evat xacl t-o I po[rTpcovxpoa68ov] Sokolowski. Line 22. 1Atao0v xaO6x[L----]
Lines 26-61. The text follows Syll.3, 271, which is adopted also by Sokolowskiand Schwenk. Both give further
bibliographical references for IG II2, 334. Lines 34-35. See IG II2, 334, where tv rot &p[X(alotvert is the adopted
reading; 'Ap[eLotIInyo A. R. Rangabe; 'Ap[xjyeT?t8o;Sokolowski;&p[pqypopeklt,
although with hesitation, S. C.
The
Ancient
Studies
in
Honor
Chester
G.
in
Historian:
W.
Craftofthe
Humphreys
of
Starr,J. Eadie andJ. Ober, edd., 1985,
SEG
228-229
See
also
Athena
Parthenos
andAthenaPolias, 1955, p. 10. Line 55.
XXXV, 68).
(cf.
pp.
C.J. Herington,
Sokolowski.
"Dubito
num
littera
fuerit
Kirchner
in IG II2. See also the commentary
O", J.
xp]9voeaoOal
prima
of Schwenk, loc.cit.,p. 89.
Since this document concerns the leasing of state property,it falls within the category of material dealt with
Walbank
in AgoraXIX, where it appears as L7. Little therefore need be added here to the commentary and
by
discussion in that context. Walbank is of the opinion (per ep.) that the hand at work in the inscribing of it may
be that of the craftsman who also worked on 57 as well as on one of the fragments from the North Slope of the
Akropolis (E.M. 13395) edited by R. S. Stroud (Hesperia
40, 1971, p. 192, no. 41).
Lines 3-4. Aristonikos is to be identified with the well-known politician (PA 2028) who was a colleague of
Lykourgos (cf. IG II2, 1623, lines 280-283) and who perished after the Lamian War together with Eukrates and
others (see 73 and Lucian, Denosthis Encomium
31). Cf. M. H. Hansen, GRBS25, 1984, pp. 132, 147 (= Athnian
Ecckesia
II, pp. 102, 117) and Athnian EccesiaII, p. 37. Lewis judged that Alexis, fragments 125-126 (Kock) refer
to the same man. That his father's name is to be restored as Aristoteles, and that this Aristoteles may have been
the proposer of IG I12,43, the so-called Charter of the Second Athenian Confederacy, was a suggestion made to
Lewis by Woodward.
Line 7. The decree was primarily a nomosenacted by the nomothetai. On the procedure of nomothesia
see 73,
commentary on lines 6-7 and the referencescited there. In this particularcase a vote of the assembly is also involved
(line 33). Hansen (GRBS20, 1979, pp. 34-35 [= AthenianEcclesia,pp. 186-187]) suggested that the psephismawas
inscribedbelow the nomos"because the enactment of the demos was referredto the nomothetai and ratifiedby them."
Lines 7-8. Lewis observed in his editioprinceps(pp. 242-243) that what is described in the text as "the Nea" was
a specific area of state-owned land. L. Robert (HellenicaXI/XII, 1960, pp. 189-203) urged that as "New Territory"
it consisted of land forming part of what had previouslybeen the territoryof Oropos, bestowed on Athens by Philip II
after Chaironeia as compensation for the loss of the Thracian Chersonese and justifiably designated as new land.
This determination, which found general acceptance (but see Lewis, Hesperia37, 1968, p. 374, note 18), confirmed
the dating of the inscription (see above). However, in his edition of 84 (q.v.),M. K. Langdon (Hesperia56, 1987,
pp. 54-58; cf. SEG XXXVII, 79) challenged this view of the Nea and suggested the alternative interpretationthat
it was the island of the same name, which Pliny the Elder (HN 2.89) described as having arisen out of the sea between
Lemnos and the Hellespont. It subsequently disappeared and survives at the present time in the form of a reef
below sea level.
For this enactment in the context of the financial administration of Lykourgos see also
Humphreys, op. cit.,
pp. 202-203, 209 and SEG XXXV, 238. For a suggestion that it is to be dated to 341/40 see SEG XXXIX, 88.
The sacrifices involved have also merited furtherdiscussion;see SEGXLII, 92.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF EUAINETOS, 335/4 B.C.
Apart from 76, decrees attributableto this year are IG II2, 330 + 445, of pryt. III, 331 (SEG XXI, 270;
cf. M. H. Hansen, GRBS23, 1982, p. 343, no. 27 = AthenianEcclesia,p. 95), 333 (SEGXVI, 53, XXI, 271,
XXXI, 78), and SEGXXI, 272, all ofpryt. X, and perhaps IG II2,363 (SEGXII, 89, XXI, 281, XXIII, 53,
XXV, 66), of an unknownprytany(not III, V, or X). The firstthree of these were reedited with commentary
by C. J. Schwenk (Athensin theAgeof Alexander,
pp. 95-128) as nos. 18, 22, and 21 respectively; the last
of them she placed in 326/5 (pp. 322-333, no. 67). IG II2, 332, placed here byJ. Kirchnerfollowing G. E
Unger, is better located earlierin the century. W. K. Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer (Calendars,
p. 45) restored
in
terms
to
Cf.
it exempli
353/2.
no.
20.
Schwenk, op.cit., pp. 106-108,
gratia
applicable
The year was ordinary in the Athenian calendar, containing 355 days. See B. D. Meritt, Athenian
Year,pp. 79-82, where the calendric data from the texts listed above are transcribed,and TAPA95, 1964,
pp. 213-217; Pritchettand Neugebauer, op.cit.,pp. 44-45. The lunar months alternatedhollow and full in
almost regularsuccession save that at some point two full months came together. The prytanies(5 x 36 and
5 x 35) followed the pattern described by Aristotle (Athenaion
Politeia43.2), with the variation that besides
pryt. I-IV one other prytany (but not the tenth) contained 36 days.
Known prytanies of the year are III Erechtheis or Kekropis, V Akamantis, X Antiochis. On the
di
Proxenos, son of Pylagoras (PA 12271), see also S. Alessandri, AnnalidellaScuolaJVormale
ypoatotevTSA
A
50
and
63-64.
detailed
list
of
those
known
to
have
held
in
is
office
335/4
R.
Develin
Pisa,pp.
providedby
Officials,pp. 372-379).
(Athenian
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
76 (PI.7).A fragmentof a steleof Pentelicmarble(I 3960),withrough-picked
backand remainsof a plainmolding
above the inscribedface preserved,but otherwisebroken,discoveredon April 2, 1936, in a modernwall in the
northeastcornerof the MarketSquare,southof the Athens-Piraeusrailwaytracks(O 6).
H. 0.285 m.; W. 0.36 m.; Th. 0.148 m.

LH. 0.008 m. (omicronsmaller).

Hor.ca.0.016 m.; Vert.ca.0.0164 m.
ETotX.(slightlyirregular)

Ed. E. Schweigert,Hesperia
9, 1940, pp. 327-328, no. 36, with photograph:see also C.J. Schwenk,Athens
in theAgeof Alexander,
pp. 105-106, no. 19 (cf. SEGXXXV, 67). Lines 1-5 quotedby B. D. Meritt,Athenianear,
pp. 79-80; the calendarequationcitedby W.K. Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer,Calendars,
p. 44.
a. 335/4 a.,pryt.V
ETOIX. 26

ti1'T[?]
['EitlEO1a].JVTOU
&pXovrTOC;

niJlntc)q
nputave[t]
['AxaiavT].toS
[a(; t Ilp6Q]evo;l[vuXajyd6po
'AXep[6]
[o06atroi]y]patl[eu]ev
nIIoaeo8e[&]
5

[vog tv8ex]&?te Xti[v ]jpoi8pv i[it]

[(|yptCe
Nt]xoxx[fq]'Pavotalo.

.vu

vacat
...
etI
9
[..
]n[...] naiaCVLe[4)
12
9
f.
[V.,
,vVA
]
[ev...12...
Iv ..A..[....

[

10

[---

..... ....
...[ .....]

]

Line 7. [.
e 89.ev[...
.....
Line
.[gSchwigrt.
........
....] aa
..
.Schwchwigert.
in
Tau
is certain the fifteenthletter space, but the pi is more doubtful. The
i[p6]l[epov ...7...] Schweigert.
uninscribedspacebetweenlines6 and 7 is lessthanthe heightof an omittedregularline of writing.Schwenknoted

that she was unable to read the first two surviving letters of line 1, the initial tau in line 2, the iota in line 5, and
(cf. above) Schweigert'spi in line 9.
The surface of the lower part of the text has been worn smooth, and the lettering as now surviving does not
appear deeply cut. It is, however, generally well spaced and neat; omicron (which is "suspended"from the upper
lettering line) is an exception in showing some clumsiness.
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Lines 4-5. ForPosideon 11 as a well-attestedday for the meeting of the assembly cf. 78 andJ. D. Mikalson, Sacrd
andCivilCalndar,pp. 89-90. The date by prytany is not given; cf. IG II2, 333, 335 and A. S. Henry, Prscripts,p. 38
with note 29. Line 6. Nikokles, otherwise unknown, is listed byJ. Pouilloux (Forterese,
p. 177). For a Rhamnousian
Nikokles of later date see SEG XV, 104 (XXII, 108, XXV, 130, XXVI, 114), line 245. IGII2, 7361 is the grave
markerof Nikanor, son of Nikokles, of Rhamnous, dated to the Early Imperial period.
Line 7. On the proposer see M. H. Hansen, GRBS 25, 1984, p. 140 (= Athenn Eccesia II, p. 110), no. 29.
He cannot have been [Ayr)i&brTg
A]y[Vuo]u II. without some violation of the stoichedon order, the names being
too short by one letter for the space available.
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DECREE OF THE GENOS OF THE KERYKES IN HONOR OF XENOKLES OF SPHEtl'OS
77. Two joining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, both preserving the smooth-worked right side and the
rough-pickedback. The lower fragment (14439), designated b, was discoveredonJanuary 29, 1937, among marbles
from modern house walls over the southwestern part of the Eleusinion (S-T 20); the upper fragment, a (I 6804),
was discoveredon April 23, 1958, along the PanathenaicWay north of the Eleusinion (T 18), and its connection with
b was recognized by E. Vanderpool. Fragment a preserves the top of the stele, with moldings and the remains of
palmette ornamentation above the inscribed face. The united piece is broken away below and to the left.
Measurements of the stone as joined: H. 0.496 m.; W. 0.177 m.; Th. 0.085-0.088 m.
LH. 0.009 m. (omicron 0.006 m., phi 0.011 m.).
EToLX.(square)0.0175 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 2-4, no. 3, with photograph of the combined fragments pl. 1. See
also SEG XIX, 119. Fragment b had received separate publication by Meritt, before the discovery of fragment a,
in Hesperia10, 1941, p. 42, no. 10, with photograph.
The date is determined by the known careers of Xenokles and of Lykourgos (see below), confirmed by the
character of the writing and ornamentation, which do not support a dating later in Xenokles' public career.
ca. a. 334-326 a.

ETOIX. 18
(a)

5
(b)

[....
....IC ]etcev S
[86X0OaKtpou]Stv tCn
Eo
[ evoxX- ]dctvio
[Tp'trToavF]p oo['t]v &[y]
[ae6; itept
x6 r yv[o<I] r[6 K]
[riptxwv, Toiz]y [aEl 6]t[t &]

[v 86vTlycXl
E]ya06v,

x(a)T[a]

[aaoteel bi]i T JI bto1
[x4aet T)-rIt]6XexSxa)XX

10

[Cxatl e6oPE3]cailpta
[v T&e15 96 tl]p& Ooaoat[t]

[6 yTVO;rb K]rqpx[wv6n[4]

8i
[p XeTOi
15

]ou To 'AOr.v

[aCovxcal6Tc]ptoiUyTv[o]
k[tro Krp6x]wov, nactv6[ac]
[at ax96v xa]l atrepava
[at XPuoitL ac]e(p&vot &I
[6 XL<?>v 8p]axtiWV, xal e
[tvat 7cp6oo]bov adit( x

20

[p6b Trbyvo T]6bKvrp6ix[o]
.12
. ]A[...
Iv.....
.]

[--------------Line 1. The stonecutter at first wrote EPE but at once recognized his error and erased PE,
substituting the
correct letters. Lines 7-8. So Meritt:perhaps x(a)l [)|jqpFivo,g 1]li. The crossbarof
alpha is omitted. The lettering
is a good piece of work, characteristicof its period, neat and well spaced, the best form of a style too often scamped.
"Freeends" of strokesare rarelyemphasized except in upsilon. Omega is (ike omicron) smaller than the other letters
and retains a very open form.
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Line 2. This is the first of two decrees of the genos of the Kerykes recognized among the Agora material; the
second is 271. Forothers see IG II2, 1230, 1235 (SEGXXVIII, 365, XXIX, 134), and 1236 (SEGXXXVI, 197). For
a decree of the Eumolpidai, see 306. On the Kerykes and the Attic yrvrl see W. S. Ferguson, Hesperia7, 1938,
Law, 1950,
pp. 12-47, with referencesto earlierliterature;J.H. Oliver, TheAthenian
of theSacredandAncestral
Expounders
34
with
A
note
C.
the
D.
Athenian
2;
Constitution,
1952,
61-67;
MacDowell, Andokides,"On
p.
Hignett, Historyof
pp.
theMysteries",1962, pp. 153 and 156.
Line 3. Xenokles, son of Xeinis, of Sphettos. For detail on this important political figure, whose career covered
almost the whole of the latter half of the 4th century, see PA 11234; Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 3; H. Schaefer,
RE IXA, ii, 1967, cols. 1506-1508, s.u Xenokles, no. 5; J. K. Davies, APF, pp. 414-415; C. Ampolo, La Parola
delPassato34, no. 186, 1979, pp. 167-178 (cf. SEG XXIX, 132); and C. Habicht, Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 323-327.
Xenokles was gymnasiarch in 346/5 (IG II2, 3019), trierarch in 335/4 (IG II2, 1623, line 298), epimeletes of the
Eleusinian Mysteries in 321/20 (IG II2, 1191, SEG XXIX, 132, IG II2, 2840, 2841), agonothetes in 307/6 (IG II2,
3073 and 3077, SEG XXVI, 222), and a member of a special commission in 306/5 (IG II2, 1492, SEG XXXII,
159, line 100).J. and L. Robert pointed out (REG74, 1961, p. 155, no. 264, with references to earlier commentaries)
that the reference in Anthologia
Palatina9.147 is properly to Xenokles' activities in connection with the Mysteries.
From the present text he appears to have succeeded his friend Lykourgos as financial manager of Athens, even
though the latter continued to control the administrationdefactoduring two quadrennia after his own tenure of that
position (338-334), which could not be repeated (Plutarch, Moralia841B-C). Cf. F. W. Mitchel, Lykourgan
Athens,
338-322 (Lectures in Memory of Louise Taft Semple, second series), 1970, pp. 12, 28; S. Markianos, GRBS 10,
1969, pp. 325-331; and also (on the career of Lykourgos in general), S. C. Humphreys in The Craftof theAncient
Historian:Studiesin Honorof ChesterG. Starr,J. W. Eadie andJ. Ober, edd., 1985, pp. 199-252 (on the present text
esp. p. 213).
Lines 8-9. i]l TxLt
See Meritt, loc.cit. The specific office of 6 inx r 8. cannot be demonstrated
r8oL[xaeLt.
to antedate the democratic restoration of 307/6, when it was held by Lykourgos' son Habron, unless this text be
itself the demonstration. The title was more probably adopted from the phrase generally used (as perhaps here)
to describe the effective position held by Lykourgos. But see P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,pp. 107-108 with notes
on theAristotelian
Athenaion
1, 2 and A Commentary
Politeia,1981, pp. 515-516; A. S. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, p. 52,
note 13 (with a reference to this inscription).
Lines 10-11. tpLtae[v. The text of this decree is reproducedby T. Eide (Symbolae
Osloenses
69, 1984, pp. 21-22),
where he discusses (pp. 21-28) the use and implications, in decrees of the 4th century, of boOvatand pepcaat in
the instructions to officials competent to defray the cost of inscribing and erecting stelai. Cf SEG XXXV, 263.
Lines 14-15. The use of O for OT is required by the stoichedon arrangement and would represent a "sporadic
survival";cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 256. M. N. Tod (SEG XIX) regarded the supplement as doubtful after and
before fully expressed oiO.Lines 16-18. On the stephanos and its expressed cost see Henry, Honours,pp. 22-26.
THE ARCHONSHIP

OF NIKETES, 332/1 B.C.
No fewer than ten decrees, including 78 and 79, are known from Niketes' year. Four of them, 79 and
IG II2, 345, 346, and 347 (SEG XIV, 55), were passed on the same day (Elaphebolion 19 = pryt. VIII,
7); cf. M. H. Hansen, GRBS 23, 1982, pp. 339 and 343, no. 37 (= AthenianEcclesia, pp. 91 and 95). Of
the remainder, IG II2, 344 (SEG XXI, 279; cf. IG II2, 368, lines 1-18) belongs to the second prytany, 78
to the fifth, and IG VII, 4252 and 4253 to the ninth. SEG XXVIII, 102 is a deme decree of Eitea of
this year, and SEG XXVIII, 103 contains two decrees of the demesmen of Eleusis. An eleventh decree,
IG II2, 420 (SEG XXI, 322, XXII, 93), though lacking the names of both archon and ypa,caxreu;, may
be convincingly assigned to 332/1. See also C. J. Schwenk, Athens in the Age of Alexander,pp. 177-219,
nos. 33-43.
The year was ordinary in the Athenian festival calendar, with 354 days. B. D. Meritt (Athenianrear,
pp. 85-88), quoting the calendric sections of the relevant texts, noted that there was no irregularity. He
supposed a regular alternation of hollow and full months, with a succession of three prytanies of 36 days, six
of 35, and a tenth prytany of 36. W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer (Calendars,pp. 48-49) maintained the
Aristotelian "norm" of prytany lengths (4 x 36 followed by 6 x 35) and thus advanced by one
day the date
of the passage of all these decrees except the earliest, assuming two successive full months in the festival
calendar early in the year.
The ypa?tjlarre6 of the year was 'ApLto6vou; 'ApLrt6vou 'Avayup&atoq (PA 2038). His name occurs
in full in association with Niketes (in full or partly preserved) in IG II2, 345 and VII, 4252 and 4253,
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partly preserved in IG II2, 346 and 347. Outside the epigraphical evidence he is not otherwise known.
Cf. S. Alessandri, Annali della ScuolaNormale di Pisa, pp. 51 and 64. For details of those known to have

held public office in this year, see R. Develin, AthenianOfficial,pp. 387-390.
Known phylai in prytany are II Aiantis or Leontis, V Kekropis,VIII Antiochis, and IX Erechtheis.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
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78. The upper right-hand corner of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (I 830), broken below and to the left
but with the back, right side, molding above the inscribed face, and part of the pediment preserved, discovered
on May 15, 1933, in the curbing of a late well in the northeast corner of the Temple of Apollo Patroos (H 7).
H. 0.175 m.; W. 0.122 m.; Th. 0.095 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.004 m.).
EtotX. (lines 2 and thereafter)Hor. (slightlyirregular)ca. 0.0125 m.; Vert. 0.0125 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia5, 1936, pp. 413-414, no. 11, with photograph; C. J. Schwenk, Athensin theAge
of Alexander,pp. 181-183, no. 34. Lines 1-6 quoted by Meritt, Athenian ear, p. 86; lines 2-3 and 5-6 quoted by
W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 49. See also SEG XXXII, 84.
a. 332/1 a., pryt.V

ETOIX. 31

5

t.
o]
[9o
['Ext Ntx5Tou &pXovro;int TJ;] Kexpotl
[85o;n?:7nT T:puxaveoaqft 'Ap]cta6vou
[< 'Apacr6dvou'Avayup&adoS
iYp]^a&IMTe[u]
[ev' IIoaoeSvo;g iVSxdret, lti]r]Te xXal
[8exTElE T| < 7:PULavela;q'TCv np]o8p6Ov

.,,
[EIcyC Vo.. ...........].
...
........
[eV Tchl68 (xHL
[[-------------------_--------]

v 5[o5]
......

....

1

The lettering is "standard"for its time but slipshod. Omega is open and appears as a continuous curve; the
central bar of epsilon varies in length; sigma is generously spread (0.0075 m.).
Line 1. The "invocation"is written on the horizontalmolding of the pediment. Lines 3 and 5. The determination
of the length of line in lines 2 and 4 from the archon's and secretary's names carries with it the assurance of the
lunar month and date and of the prytany date. Posideon 11 is well attested as a meeting day of the assembly. See 76,
commentary on lines 4-5. The day is the 158th of the year (Meritt):Pritchettand Neugebauer saw it as the 159th (see
above, on the archonship of Niketes). M. H.HHansen, GRBS 23, 1982, p. 349, no. 85 (= AthenianEcclesia,p. 101)
envisaged two other possibilities for the calendric equation, Anthesterion 20 = pryt. VII, 13 and Skirophorion 11
= pryt. X, 16. Meritt's equation retained the succession of full and hollow months in the festival calendar and is to be
preferred. R. Develin (AthenianOfficials,p. 389) left the question open.
Lines 5-6. For EI in the place of HI in the ordinal numeral see 66, commentary on lines 6 and 14, and 89.

A CITIZEN OF ABDERA HONORED
79. Five small joining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 3364), discovered over a short period of time on
February 10 and 12 and on March 18, 1936, among the debris of the demolished Church of Christ, outside the
Market Square to the southeast (T 17). The composite piece preserves the original back of the stele and the foot
of the inscription (though not of the monument) but is otherwise broken.
H. 0.35 m.; W. 0.108 m.; Th. 0.05 m.

LH. 0.007 m.
STO?X.(almost square) Hor. 0.012-0.013 m.; Vert. 0.013 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia8, 1939, pp. 26-27, no. 6, with photograph of composite fragment; C.J. Schwenk,
Athensin theAgeofAlexander,
pp. 196-198, no. 39 (cf. SEGXXXV, 71). The calendric data (= those of IG II2, 345-347)
and
W.
K.
Pritchett
0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
quoted by
p. 49; lines 1-5 quoted by B. D. Meritt, Athenianrear,p. 87.
The decree is listed by A. Lambrechts, DeAtheenseProxeniedecreten,
p. 157, no. 132; cf. pp. 51, 57, 133-134.
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ETOIX. 29

a. 332/1 a., ptyt. VIII
['Entt Nxi4rou &pXovoO tntfi'gA 'AvtLo]
[X[(8o<6y86%<7puTaveEaojt 'ApLor6]
[vo]uy[ 'Aptrr6vou 'Avayup&atooiypa0t]
6V,n,l i,x]
'E[Xaxrpt3oXm,,vo<
Trf) ipuTaveCaLs.&xxXT)]
[U8]xa,&p86[r)Lt

[,i],eu[e]v

5

[aot] &vA,o[v6aou. rWv,pobppov fjte:i]
K67petoC 6bo{ev]
[Tpt]ev N[t]x[6arpaTxoc
...............]
[ t , ]Sof'.. E[
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[...]&atoS

10
1o

et[l[tev XEL8h.. .....

6 'A]

.
;[ [[I......
[P1rNIpr*
.......?! 21.........]
[PSra]pl?t
....2..
[...]e po[
..........
. ,......
,8]
[...] rT, 8[, , .........
T<o[b81L it(XLVaat .. 7...]
[6XOxat]

xcaloarepv]
[.]v 'Oy[ol]ht[pxo 'Ap8npErT)v
15

EtvaOL8'aET6v]
[(xa]aL Xpua[ct orCeCp&vorL

8ij]
[x]at 7p6,e[vov xalt erepyr-: v TroO
[o]u ToO 'AOn[valovaor6v xalt xy6vouq]
[a]o,ou:. va[yp,at, 8b r68e norb ,ptotia]
(Irv ypa,ptadOa Tr6vxar&aTpuVravet(v)

20

[&]vaToX7rl [XO9ivt)xalalrfalt iv &xp]
Tr)c;
[o]k6XeLet[ 8: 'r)v &ivaypOaphv
aT:j]
T6v ,a,lacv ro i 8itou ...]
[Xnr]8BoO,va[t
tvaX]
[8p]aXtiA i[x xCv xaxr& nTka,aaxota
[La]xo vCvov[:O, 8j,Uo,t].

vacat

The writing is "standard"for its time, with slight emphasis of "freeends" and some carelessness,for example, in
the inscribing of epsilon or the alignment of a stoichos. In line 9 three letters are set in the space of two, and in
line 7 two are restored in the space of one. At line 19 an entire line may have been omitted (see below).
e proedros who put the motion, is derived from the
Lines 1-7. The entire prescript, including the name of the
other decrees passed on the same day, with which, on the tenuous but sufficient surviving evidence, Schweigert
was able to associate this text. This is the earliest of the decrees found in the Agora to have been passed at an
assembly held in the Theater of Dionysos and is the first clear instance of this definition of the place of assembly,
preceding by fourteen years that quoted by A. S. Henry, escrs, p. 39. On these meetings, more properlydescribed
as "in the precinct", see W. A. McDonald, PoliticalMeeting-Places,
pp. 47-51.
Lines 4-5. Elaphebolion 19 is well attested (and several times acceptably restored) as a meeting day of the
assembly. SeeJ. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendar,
pp. 130-131.
Lines 8-9. Schweigert restored the proposer's name as E[OpotoqKparta6eo6) 'Avayup]&alo<,for whom see
PA 5313 andJ. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,p. 188. The restoration must, as Davies noted, be regarded
as uncertain;but it is regarded as highly likely by M. H. Hansen (GRBS25, 1984, p. 140 [= Athenian
EccesiaII, p. 110,
no. 28]) and was not questioned by Schwenk, loc.cit. Euboios is known to have been trierarch in 338/7 (IG II2,
1623, line 135, 1628, lines 398-399, 1629, lines 917-918, and 1631, line 12). It may be his daughter Choirine
who is commemorated by IG II2, 5639.
Lines 9-10. The ethnic was restored (also in line 14) by Meritt. The space available in line 14 dictates its
Worterbuch
length, and alternativesare so limited (cf. E Dornseiff and B. Hansen, Ruckliufiges
dergriechischen
Eigennamen,
that
it
be
as
all
but
assured.
English ed., 1978, pp. 174-175)
may regarded
Lines 14-18. On xal before the tides see Henry, Honours,p. 134, and on the extension of the honors to the
descendants with the inclusion of a final aCrro0,ibid.,p. 138. On the stephanos, for which no cost is determined, see
Henry, Honours,pp. 22-24. Line 19. The tide of the ypa .ia-teu<;exactly fills the line and may have been omitted by
oversight, although Schwenk found it difficult to understand how this could have happened. There are in fact a
few apparently intentional omissions of the words, e.g., IG II2, 493 + 518, 508, 648 (= M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I,
pp. 128-130, D 53, D 54 and pp. 148-150, D 69, respectively),123, and 141.
Line 22. Schweigertrestoredthe cost of the stele as 30 drachmas,withoutinterruptionof the stoichedon sequence,
and the restoration was adopted by Schwenk. For so brief a record, 20 drachmas might have been adequate, the
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inscribed figure being preceded and followed by marks of punctuation (:AA:). IG II2, 344, of comparable length,
affordsno parallel, for although AA[A was restoredin the IG text at line 23, the repetition of the same text in IG II2,
368 allows in line 16 for the restoration of no more than AA. Furthermore, sufficient of the stone survives in 344
to suggest that a blank space (or perhaps a single following mark of punctuation, for which compare, e.g., IG II2,
393, line 13) stood between AA and the concluding letters of the line. On the cost of stelai cf. 40, commentary
on lines 18-19. For the paymaster and the source of the expenditure see Henry, Chiron12, 1982, pp. 97-118 and
the commentaries on 40 and 45.
Line 24. Schwenk was hesitant about the restoration of the concluding riCLtBSuOL:cf. IG II2, 344. But its
inclusion representsthe more usual practice.
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THE PHYLE PANDIONIS HONORS ITS THREE EPIMELETAI
80. A fragment of a stele of a marble variouslydescribed as Pentelic or Hymettian (I 6842), broken on all sides except
for the rough-pickedback, discoveredon April 6, 1959, in a wall of a modern house near the Eleusinion (U 21).
H. 0.25 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.095 m.
LH. 0.01 m.
ErotX. Hor. 0.023 m.; Vert. 0.021 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, p. 41, no. 42, with photograph pl. 11 (see also SEG XXI, 515);J. S. Traill,
Demosand Trit_ys,1986, pp. 85-87, no. 6. On lines 3-7 see also Traill, StudiesPresented
to SterlingDow on his Eightieth
note
14
1984,
293,
XXXIV,
(SEG
Birthday,
p.
101).
a. 332/1, 327/6, vel 324/3 a.

ETOIX. 18
t IIav8tovl8]
TI

['E8oev

5

10

[L(puXr
'.... .2.....]
lacuna
[... ... ]I[....9..... ]
[. . IIa]tav : 'A[vtLaOEvrjv]
['AvtL]a0evo: Ku[05p: Met8]
[oxp]&r)v: Met[8oxp&To: II]
15
8o
[vpo] : 8boUva[t
atvro]
el<
[Sxa]l
9u[atavniev-r]
in]
[xov]ra b8pa)X[[iua
TO"US
[LEl]XyTa&q
[robS enl Nix]

[Mtou]Spxo[vTroq6vayp6]
[P/at8U]r6[8e rb tt(piara]
[iv

Tl?]X[tI

[(at-a=

15

XiOlvyt

xal]

6v &xpO6XELi]

[v TrI lep&t -oo IIavsto]
vacat
[vo;.
]

The impression of the lettering is of a less good version of "quality"work such as that of the Kleokrateia base
(SEGXVII, 83). The shape of rho, with the lower part of the loop brought back in a reentrant curve, is particularly
notable. The circularletters are not well executed.
The above text is that of Traill. In the editioprinceps,reproduced in SEG XXI, 515, it began with what is now
line 4. The lacuna after the present (restored)line 2 may have been of two lines at most: preambles to enactments
ofphylai, demes, and other sections of the body politic were customarilybriefer than to those of the boule and demos;
cf. 86. The restorationsfollow the model of G II2, 1152 (= 596), Traill,DemosandTrit_ys,
pp. 87-88, no. 7, a decree in
which Pandionis honored another trio of epimeletai before the end of the 4th century. The length of the lines is
conditioned by the content of lines 7-9 and by the formulas of lines 11-13.
Meritt's text in what are now lines 4-5 appeared as 'A[.... ?... |.... ]a0vo : Ku[8a0:, and he took it that O
was being used in place of OT. This influenced his restorations in lines 9-10 (8pa0X[ag : F : TrS 7tI|ILe]Xv)ar&
[rx6Sdi .....]), as well as his general dating of the inscription in the first half of the 4th century. But the genitives
are better taken as abbreviations;cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 100, 256-257. This interpretationsuits a later date no
less well (Threatte, Grammar,
and
this
later
pp. 83-84),
dating is supportedby the prosopography.
Lines 4-5. Traill noted that Ku--- could introduce Ku0OppLogas well as Ku8aOrlvateugand identified that
epimeletes with the Antisthenes, son of Antisthenes, active in the Lykourganperiod and listed as PA 1195; cf. IG II2,
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1629, lines 569-577, of 325/4. For other discussionof him and his family,see D. M. Lewis, BSA50, 1955, p. 21;J. K.
Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,pp. 38-39. Traill argued further that his inclusion here confirms Kytherros as
a coastal deme and part of the coastal trittysof Pandionis.
Lines 5-6. Meidokrates of Probalinthos was pouerAwtvfin 336/5 (AgoraXV, 42, line 165). Lines 9-11. With
the restorationof ro6S in place of r6r (cf. bouvat in line 7), the choice among archons' names of the period evidently
in question becomes limited. Apart from the restorationincluded in the text, mp"HyT/?ovoq(327/6), for which cf. 86,
and int 'Hyraoou (324/3) are equally possible, and the text has been given the appropriateset of datings. For the
dutiesof the epimeletai of the phyle, one fromeach component trittys,see Traill, op.cit.,p. 89 and bibliographyon p. 79,
in particularBusolt-Swoboda, II, pp. 974-975; and cf. W. S. Ferguson,Hesperia17, 1948, p. 130. Other inscriptions
in which they figure are discussed by Traill (op.cit.,pp. 79-92). See also N. E.Jones, Hesperia64, 1995, pp. 521-525.
Lines 14-16. Stelai concerned with the affairs of phylai were customarily erected in the heroon of the phyle
that originated the enactment. Cf., e.g., 86, IGII2, 1158, 1163, and (for Pandionis) 1138, 1144, 1148, 1157, etc.
On the sanctuaryof Pandion see W.Judeich, Topographie,
p. 284; I. T. Hill, TheAncientCityofAthens,1953, pp. 146 and
239, note 17;Jones, op.cit.,p. 508.
HONORS FOR AN UNKNOWN BENEFACTOR
81. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5271), broken all around except for the smooth-dressed left side,
discovered on February28, 1938, in a marble pile in the area west of the Eleusinion (Q-R 17-19).
H. 0.164 m.; W. 0.147 m.; Th. 0.04 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
ETotX.(square)0.0125 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank, Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 82-83, no. 8, with photograph pl. 19. See also SEG XXXIX, 78.
ca. a. 332-326 a.

ETOIX.
[------------------------]
[.... .]oV xta[--------------

5

----[...] r6v [v -[. .]5 Aeu[oep-----------[.]S i TI Ter[---------------]
[.]ras -3v -o[----------[.]ov

10

xl

[--------------

r6v 6e pX[--------------?
[.]p(aMt<
gt [--------------[ --------------]
<t[v]
[.]S
[...]vxa[-------------[------------------------I

]

Walbankregards the lettering and workmanshipas so closely resembling those of IG II2, 346 and 356 that all
three texts are likely to be by the same hand. ForIG II2, 346, of 332/1, see pp. 119-120 above under the Archonship
of Niketes; for IG II2, 356, of 327/6, see p. 128 below under the archonship of Hegemon. The date indicated
above reflects these possibilities and must be in the right region even if the common identity of the craftsman be
left out of account.
As suggestions for the text Walbankoffered the following:Line 3. [xr}] Xeu[Oepla ----].
Line 4. xe[rayAdva
Line 5. x6[Xv ---]. Line 7. P3X[&1----].
Lines 7-8. [--- 6teplao]p(aq. Lines 8-9. [---TolI]t j[v]
----].
On this basis it could be envisaged that the decree recorded gratitude to, and honors as
---].
XuT[pooxa&evoS
a rewardfor, some person (or persons)instrumentalin recoveringAthenian citizens captured through piracy or in the
course of the current warfare in the East: cf. IG II2, 283 and 284.
PANDIOS OF HERAKLEA HONORED

82. Two joining fragmentsof a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4956), preservingthe original back and
right side (chipped,
however, at the edge) but otherwise broken; some of the inscribed surface is lost at the junction between the two
pieces. The lower fragment (b)was discovered on June 9, 1937, in the original fill of the Post-Herulian Wall over
the paved court below Klepsydra (T 26-27); the upper fragment (a) was discovered on
September 22, 1937, in a
modern house wall southeast of the Market Square, west of the Panathenaic Way (Q-R
19-20).
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Measurements of combined fragments: H. 0.212 m.; W. 0.112 m.; Th. 0.086 m.
LH. 0.007 m. (omicron 0.004 m., omega 0.0035 m.).
Exox. (almost square)Hor. 0.0135 m.; Vert. 0.014 m.

Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 332-333, no. 39, with photograph of composite fragment. See also
M. N. Tod, GHI II, 1948, p. 276.
a. 330-320 a.

ETOIX. 24

[
(a)
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e[ev' ft,I ] II&vtLO
8taxeXTeteovou; &v T]Oir b8[vx
xa
[t TCX 'AOvvatovxalt ip]&ATtov

5

[I Xkywv8Tt 86votraat
&]yax0v6r
[v oairov&iYeT-yc tLb]tOL, 8 ce iRa

10
(b)

xal at6]jb] aty7)y)
[r'p ...?...
6
et;
[v
Tb IUt6pov br 'A]6nvaOOv
xal [.]
[xal Tfjr -oi) atrou nOvTC]);
xa [..]
.........
[......
[ *. . .18 ........]cvo[.]e
...
[. .5.. tapdtf v xipoy6v]ov aoro

[

......!4......
.1!.....

[....

15

.

cev]OLav IV
Lt cw,oL] 'T: 'AO

[r)vatov, eb6XOat
tl t 8I]to(a di
[atvoaa IIdv8tov ..5...o]u
[xXe6T)v

[XoTta*ca.......

[

'Hpa

&pCe-rYSvexev xal cp]i

--

16.......

]

The extremely small size of the "circular"letters is a particularfeature of the engraving of this text, the general
features of which indicate a date in the later 4th century: cf. IG II2, 494 (J.Kirchner, IL42, no. 70) of 303/2 B.C.
The decree was associated by Schweigertwith others expressinggratitude to benefactorsfor servicesrendered
during
the great famine of 330-326 (see Tod, GHI II, p. 276;J. McK. Camp, Hesperia43, 1974, p. 323, and 106G-106J).
The latest of these, IG II2, 400, is dated to 320/19.
Lines 1-2. "The proposer may have been [MotpoxXkqE60u8j]to[u 'EXeua(vto;] or one of the seventeen
proposers for whom no patronymic or demotic is known", M. H. Hansen, GRBS 25, 1984, p. 140 (= Athenian
Eccisia II, p. 110), no. 30. Line 2. Pandios of Heraklea, listed as "ca. 330" by H. Pope (Forenersin Attic
Inscriptions,
1947, p. 55), presumably on the basis of this text, is not otherwise known. Two other Herakleots are honored for
similar reasons in IG II2, 408. Lines 5-9. For his restorationsSchweigert compared IG II2, 407, lines 4-7, for which
see 106J.
Lines 13-14. [0 b8taukxtwvTxr)v e av]otatvt [La[xiat
xatpoStcTTIhtbte] Schweigert. The last letter of line 13 is
not mu but nu. Various restorations are possible, which make it inadvisable to select one of them as a definitive
suggestion,e.g., [u &etlriv xaorptxlve5v]oLav tvl[8eixv6IVevo<TCL 8jpItIa], [0, vSeLxvuTaLT^Veov]otav v |l[Xavt
l %pt], etc.
xatpt xt'c&L

FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE
83. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 2688), broken on all sides, discovered on March 27,
1935, in a
wall of a vaulted Byzantine chamber east of the Odeion near the PanathenaicWay (O 11).
H. 0.12 m.; W. 0.14 m.; Th. 0.085 m.
LH. 0.01 m.

ToiX. (square)0.019 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, p. 41, no. 9, with photograph.
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ETOIX. 32

ca. a. 330 a.(?)

F9.

-

.

I

&
XalTChY]
6; 8i ThT3
EtS
dLY[YPQ(PyhV

(cr % 8]oU0va[L.6v -r4dcav r]
ai5X
" AAAA V
i[x CZVxOEt&
[oO 4t~ou
8pOXEXI&q
jrC)p]

[no(laav

vacat

[(ea.ExO dEVXELaXOV1.v)V.V]

vacat
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The writing is "standard"for its time, with "free ends" of the letters slightly emphasized; but there is some
carelessness, and the junctions of the strokesare not always accurately made. There is some resemblance to IG 112,
335, of 334/3, and this suggested the approximate date which Meritt gave to this text.
For the paymaster and source of the expenditure see A. S. Henry, Chiron12, 1982, pp. 97-118 and the
commentaries on 40 and 45. The stele was evidently expensive and must have been either sizeable or elaborate, or
both. For the cost compare IG II2, 410 (SEG XXII, 94), of the same approximate date, with 41 lines each of 45
letters, and with ten citations within sculpturedcrowns, for which forty drachmaswere also allotted: and cf. 121. But
B. T. Nolan (see commentary on 40) has observed that after 332/1 there are few stelai costing as little as twenty
drachmas, and the cost of the present monument may thus be interpretedas an instance of inflation rather than as an
index of the character of the monument.
Line 4. The concluding words -icL 8t4wt are clearly omitted in this version of the formula. Cf. 79, commentary
on line 24.

DECREE ENACTED JOINTLY BY THE PHYLAI AIGEIS AND ANTIOCHIS

84. A complete, slightly tapered stele of Pentelic marble (I 6793), composed of two joining pieces and lacking only a
small part on the right where the join occurs, discoveredonJuly 4 and 8, 1957, as a cover for a manhole leading to an
undergroundwater channel southwest of the Hephaisteion (A 11). The inscribed surface, above which is preserveda
crowning molding, has been badly corroded, and much of it has flaked away; even the lettering that remains has been
considerably distorted by the same corrosive elements.
H. 1.65 n.; W (max.) 0.49 n.; Th. 0.09-0. 10 m.
LH. 0.004 m.
DroqX.(square)0.0075 m.
Ed. M. K. Langdon, Hesperia56, 1987, pp. 47-58, with photographs pls. 9, 10. See also SEG XXXVII, 100.
A revised text of lines 2-16 by M. B. Walbank, ZPE 84, 1990, pp. 95-99. Cf AgoraIII, p. 225. Langdon's text,
with Walbank'scommentary,appears also as AgoraXIX, L8. See further SEGXXXIX, 145 and XL, 125.
ca. a. 330 a.

ETOIX. 57
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2. ONE RESTORATION OF DEMOCRACY TO ANOTHER, 403/2-307/6
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The above text is that of Langdon, with correction of minor errors; he justifiably emphasized the difficultyof
reading the stone and the uncertaintiesof the result. Since so much is uncertain, the use of capital letters, the placing
of dots beneath what is doubtful, or both, have been dispensed with. In lines 21-74, 83-89, 117-130, 150-155,
and 159-169 no more than a few scattered letters can be discerned, and these lines have been totally omitted.
Line 4. Probably not tralt[Scu])X[at]J Langdon. Lines 4-5. Perhaps [--iv buotv ortXa||lll]S X,va[Lc xrX.]
Line
18
Walbank
to
as
of
a
O0EN
fin.
Langdon.
preferred regard
part
proper name, exempligratia,IIp6evoq.

The text of lines 2-16 proposed by Walbankis as follows:
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That the decreewas enactedjointlyby two phylaiemergesfromline 10, and that Oroposis concernedseems
to be plausiblyindicatedin the sameline, assistedby line 142. Thisjoint action,with the same connection,may

be confirmed (as D. M. Lewis suggested to Langdon) by the evidence of Hypereides 4.16, whence it appears that
when in 338 Athens once again assumed control of Oropian territory this was divided among the phylai in pairs.

This text, insofaras sense can be made of it, suggeststhat a disputehad arisenbetweenthe two phylaiinvolved
or betweenthe twojointlyand a thirdparty.ForAthenianconcernaboutOropianlandat thisperiodsee 75.
W. Ameling(PE 77, 1989, pp. 95-96 [cf. SEGXXXVII, 100])suggestedthat line 2 concealsthe name of
the archonOlympiodoros(seep. 240 below)and thatthe documentshouldbe datedaccordingly;cf. the testimony
of SEGIII 1, of 303/2. Walbank,on the otherhand (c. cit., . 96), arguedthat the remainsof line 2 do not
supportthiscontentionand thatthe styleof the letteringmilitatesagainsta datingin the 3rdcentury.
Line 95. On LeukopyraseeJ. S. Traill,PoliticalOrganizatn,pp. 94 and 117-118, no. 24. Lines 100, 102. For
XV 38, line 41
son of Philokrates,of Kollytos,see PA14196:he was a pouAeuri in 341/40; see Agora
Pherekrates,
( IGII2, 1749).Butanothermemberof the samefamilymightbe involvedhere.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF HEGEMON, 327/6 B.C.
Two other decrees, in addition to 85 and 86, belong with certainty to the year of Hegemon. These are
IG II2, 356 (SEGXXI, 286, XXIII, 57; M. N. Tod, GHI II, no. 199), of an uncertain prytany variously
interpretedas the fourth, seventh, or eighth (of which the seventh is the most likely),and 357, restoredas of
the sixth prytany. In dealing with the decrees of this year, C. J. Schwenk (Athensin te Age of Alexander,

pp. 285-307, nos. 57-62) includes also IG II2, 113 and 358: for the former cf. M. B. Walbank, ZPE 76,

1989, pp. 257-261; the latter certainly belongs elsewhere.
The character of the year has been the subject of much discussion. Considered as intercalary by
J. Kirchner (IG II2, 357, comm.)and by W K. Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer (Calendars,
pp. 52-54; reiterated
Ancient
on
it
have
Athenian
Calendars
was
held
to
been ordinary by
Pritchett,
Stone,
by
pp. 273-274),
and
B.
D.
Meritt
W. B. Dinsmoor (Archons
Year,pp. 98-101; reiterated
ofAdthens,
by
(Athenian
pp. 371-372)
TAPA95, 1964, pp. 221-226, Historia26, 1977, p. 169). As the eleventh year of a Metonic cycle (the sixth)it
must be expected to have been ordinary, and none of the available calendar equations contradicts the
hypothesis that it was so, although all of these are fragmentary. Two of them (IG II2, 356 and 357) omit the

name of the month, and the third (85) presentsspecial difficultiesdescribed below. Schwenk (op.cit.,p. 287)
also accepts, after some discussion, that 327/6 was an ordinaryyear.
For an ordinary year, then, of 355 rather than 354 days Meritt (Athenianrear, pp. 99-100, revised
in GRBS 17, 1976, pp. 151-152) envisaged a regular alternation of full and hollow months as far as
Maimakterion, which was followed by a full Posideon and regular alternation thereafter. His suggested
arrangement of prytanies reversesthe Aristotelian "norm",with the first five each of 35 days and the last

five of 36. The necessary restorations in IG II2, 357 show that Aristotle's "rule" cannot in any case be

maintained for this year, unless an error on the part of the stonecutter be postulated. The equation in
IG II2, 356 compels the assumption that one day was retarded in the festival calendar during Gamelion
or Anthesterion. See also Schwenk (op.cit.,pp. 287-288), who gives a risumw
of the problem.
Known phylai in prytany, on the assumption that xtTN;is correctly restored in IG II2, 357, line 3 and

that t](3[861r. is correctly read and restored in IG II2, 356, lines 2-3, are VI Aiantis, VII Hippothontis,

and IX Oineis. Details of those knownto have held publicofficein this year are listedby R. Develin
(Athenian
Oficials,pp. 399-400).

2. ONE RESTORATION OF DEMOCRACY TO ANOTHER, 403/2-307/6

B.C.: 85

129

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
85. The upper right-hand section of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (I 226), broken below and to the left,
and with the inscribed surface broken away also to the right, so that the inscription is complete only at the top.
The raking cornice and part of the pediment are preserved, however, as well as the original rough-pickedback and
the right edge of the stele below the inscribed surface. It was discovered on April 28, 1932, in a late wall north
of the Altar of Zeus Agoraios (J 9).
H. 0.26 m.; W. 0.25 m.; Th. 0.082 m.
LH. 0.004-0.006 m.
E,roX. (with slight irregularities)Hor. 0.01-0.0135 m.; Vert. ca. 0.012 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 3-4, no. 5, with photograph; C.J. Schwenk, Athensin theAgeofAlexander,
pp. 294-298, no. 59. See SEG XXI, 288 (with references to W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 53,
where parts of lines 1-4 are quoted; Meritt, AthenianYear,p. 100, where lines 1-6 are quoted; Pritchett, Ancient
AthenianCaendarson Stone,pp. 273-274, with photograph of latex squeeze pl. 20:b), XXIII, 58 (Meritt, TAPA95,
1964, pp. 221-225), XXV, 69 (Meritt, 'Apx. 'Ep., 1968, pp. 107-115).
a. 327/6 a.,pryt. LX
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The writing is of reasonable accuracy and affordsa good criterion for the period. Phi in the form 4' is especially
noteworthy (cf. J. Kirchner, ILI2, p. 21, no. 62); omega varies between the more open form characteristic of the
4th century and the "horseshoe"shape of the future.
Line 2. Autokles' demotic is partly preserved in IGII2, 356, line 4. He and his family are discussed by
A. E. Raubitschek in Hsperia 11, 1942, p. 305. It is presumably his son Autias who is named in 182, line 23 and
in IG VII, 4266, line 3. The Demostrate, daughter of Autokles, commemorated by IG II2, 5789 was probably his
aunt, and the Autokles, son of Autias, of IG II2, 1745 (AgoraXV, 17), line 45 and 2408, line 3, his grandfather. Cf.
PA 2725.
Lines 3-4. It is the firstand third survivingletters of line 4 which have been the cause of major controversyin the
attempt to interpret the calendric data of this inscription. In the editioprincepsthe firstletter was not read and the third
was seen as a certain nu, the whole passage being restored, with month name without date and with prytany date
without name, as MouvLtXLUvo;'[xxxXlr)otaev wt e6&Tp,oa]
iv&rxeit,'eltx4[bac.
Pritchett and Neugebauer (loc. cit.) read AEN in line 4, with the whole text as MouvLtXcvo; [beutJ|pact,
Here BeuTctparepresentedb8eucipatp9tvovTosand supposed forwardcount in
lAepoXeyTbv] 'v&ret etEx'dtxi[8&;.
the last days of the month. 'H.tepoXey86v,borrowed from the year 307/6 (to which it otherwise seems to be confined
on the available evidence; see Meritt, 'Apx. 'Ey., 1968, loc.cit.), with 8(t) to point the contrast, was regarded as
emphasizing an alternative means of calculation at a time agreed to have been transitional in the practice of naming
the days of the last "third"of the month. See further Pritchett, CP 54, 1959, pp. 156-157 and for criticism of the
restoration, A. W. Gomme, CR 63, 1949, p. 122. For the transitional period see also Meritt, Athenianrear,pp. 45
with note 10, 57-58.
In AthenianTear,p. 100, Meritt abandoned the version of the editioprincepsand believed :EN to be the correct
reading, restoring MouvLXt6vo; [tcplxet xTq iT
puravetla]cI tvdiet tex'e[lx&[aS. Both the reading and the unusual
formulation were strongly criticized by Pritchett (Ancient
Atnian Calndarson Stone,pp. 273-274), who confirmed his
former text; Meritt (TAPA,loc. cit.) thereafter accepted delta in the first position. For the third letter he regarded
CL T'EItx[b&a
kappa as a possible alternative and, comparing IG XII, ix, 207, line 39, also suggested Sex&ret
for
consideration, the period of transition being responsible for the irregularityof phraseology In 'ApX.'E., loc.cit.,
he proposed MouvtxivoS [ivdrilet yplvovxog, vuvt] 'Eyd&xet
tct'elxit]8ba, where 6b.t& is perhaps preferable to
vuvE:cf. eund.,GRBS 17, 1976, p. 152, note 20.
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Schwenk, loc. cit., discussed these earlier interpretations, confirmed delta as the first visible letter in line 4,
and believed that kappa was best suited by what could be seen in the third space, thus concurring with Meritt's
earlier but rejected 8ex&ixt ie'eltxibac (to be regarded as an equivalent of bexAxet 6b'crpatwhich did not attain
[bex&xlt 6br=pat,
general acceptance). The draftsmanwill thus have given "transitional"alternatives:MouvtXLKvoq
e
But this, being too long by one letter for the stoichedon pattern, would require
68Wxq8]cby x ixect
r'elx&[ia.
the assumption of an irregularityin the inscribingof the document.
The remains of the first letter in line 4 are in fact barely discernible but suggest that there is no alternative
to delta. Of the third letter, traces of an upright stroke certainly survive in the left section of the available space;
see Meritt, 'Apx. 'Ey., 1968, p. 108, note 6. For the rest of that space nothing conclusive can really be said, and
differentpairs of eyes may well judge differently.A(f), if accepted, must be regarded as indicating a contrastwith an
equivalent expression that precedes: htepoXeyM6v,"by count of days", even if acceptable beyond the confines of
307/6 B.C.,would on the contrary point to a contrast with a different, that is, not equivalent, expression of time.
Any supplement at this point will be unusualif not unique among calendric formulasand should not be hazarded
in a definitive text. This is, in sum, a prescript that defies any interpretation along "normal" lines. A. S. Henry,
who discussed it briefly (Prescripts,
pp. 47-48) among a series of "Problems",noted with some justification that "it
is perhaps better to confess that, as yet, we do not really understandwhat has gone wrong with this text." Cf. M. H.
Hansen, GRBS23, 1982, p. 348 (= Athenian
Ecclesia,p. 100), no. 83; R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,p. 399.
Line 5. The demotic of the member of the proedroi who put the motion was suggested to Meritt by Gomme
(perep.). Cf. PA 11555 andJ. K. Davies, Athenian
PrpertiedFamilies,pp. 566-568, where a stemma of the family is given.
Line 6. The enactment, whatever it was, was voted by the assembly without (or in variance of) a preceding
decision of the Council. Cf. P.J. Rhodes, Atheian Boule,p. 261 (where this text is cited twice, under different
publication heads). Line 7. On the unknown rhetor from Thria who proposed the measure see Hansen, GRBS25,
1984, p. 140 (= AthenianEcclesiaII, p. 110), no. 27.

THE PHYLE AIANTIS HONORS ITS THESMOTHETES
86 (P1.9). A pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (I 3625), reconstructed from seven fragments and complete with
the exception of a few small pieces, discovered on February 27, 1936, in the filling of a Roman well on Kolonos
Agoraios (C 9).
H. 1.065 m.; W. (top) 0.316 m., (bottom)0.365 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.006-0.009 m.
ToLX.Hor. 0.0185 m.; Vert. 0.0175 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 94-96, no. 15, with photograph; C.J. Schwenk,Athensin theAgeofAkxander,
for the Eurysakeion, by R. E. Wycherley in AgoraIII,
pp. 300-305, no. 61. Lines 27-33 quoted, as a testimonium
p. 93, no. 255.
a. 327/6 a.
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Line 23. [ypt]Xoko.Meritt, Schwenk. Line 24. [t]hv eidm. Line 28. dvaypA6. cidem. In line 2 three letters
are inscribed in the space of two. The writing is otherwise regular. Upsilon has strongly emphasized "free ends":
for the form of phi see 85. Omega remains open and rather flat and is the smallest in height of the letters.

Lines 2-3. The truncatedprescriptis characteristicof the inscribedtexts of decrees passed by phylai, demes, and
other subdivisionsof the Athenian body politic. See the commentary on 80. Demokrates, whose patronymicwas first
made known by the discovery of this text, appears in the sources as a contemporary of Demosthenes. See PA 3521
andJ. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,p. 475. His was a branch of the extensive family tree formed by the
the
and
he
could
count the tyrannicides Harmodios and Aristogeiton among his ancestors.
of
Gephyraioi,
genos
Cf. Schwenk, op.cit.,p. 304; M. H. Hansen, AthnianEccesiaII, p. 41.
Line 4. The honorand is not named until line 12. An ephebe of the same name, recorded in 267/6 (PA 13567;
IG II2, 665, col. III, line 55), was presumably his grandson. Both men are listed by J. Pouilloux (Forteresse,
p. 179).
The name Teleskopos is otherwise unique in Attic prosopography. Lines 4-9. On these aspects of the duties of the
zurMagistratur
in Athen,1936, pp. 56-57.
thesmothetai, see Busolt-Swoboda, II, p. 1071; U. Kahrstedt, Untesuchungen
On the thesmothetai in more general terms see the referenceslisted in Busolt-Swoboda, II, index p. 32.
Lines 15-20. On the expression of the award of the gold crown and the cost formula employed see A. S. Henry,
Honours,pp. 22-27; the phyle followed the practice of the time evident in decrees of the people at large. Forthe clause
expressing Teleskopos' virtues see Henry, op.cit.,pp. 42-44 and (for the terms here employed) IG II2, 488, of 303/2.
Lines 21-24. This is the earliest instance, among decrees found in the Agora, of a formula indicating the wider
purpose of the inscription in the general sense of encouraging others to emulate the honorand or to publicize the
community's readiness to show gratitude to those who serve it well. For earlier instances (in the 340's) cf. IG II2,
222, lines 11-16, 223A, lines 13-14. This hortatoryintention was enhanced by the location of the stele (lines 32-33).
See also G. Klaffenbach, Griechische
2nd ed., 1966, p. 77; M. B. Walbank,Hesperia49, 1980, p. 255, note 14.
Epigraphik,
Line 29. For the epimeletai of the phyle and their duties, see 80 and the references there cited.
Lines 32-33. For the location of the Eurysakeion see AgoraIII, pp. 90-93; J. Travlos, PictorialDictionaty of Ancient
Athns, 1971, pp. 261-262; N. F.Jones, Hesperia64, 1995, p. 509.

ANOTHER THESMOTHETES HONORED
87. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 409), with the left side and original rough-picked back preserved,
but otherwise broken, discovered on February8, 1933, in a modern wall south of the Tholos (H 12).
H. 0.155 m.; W. 0.203 m.; Th. 0.077 m.
LH. 0.01 m.
EToLX.(square)0.019-0.02 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hespcria3, 1934, pp. 43-44, no. 32, with photograph; revised with better text, Meritt,
Hesperia15, 1946, p. 189, no. 35.
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TL]
[vdA]atL i t[atLVoaL

[VoxpTn]JvT[....9....]
[-------------]
The writing is of very high quality,except that vertical strokeshave a tendency to lean forward. Meritt compares
IG II2, 660, a (SEGXXXIII, 84), of the second half of the 4th century and Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 66-67, no. 60, of
325/4. "Freeends"of letters are slightlyenlargedand depressedinto wedge shapes. Nu and omega are slightlyarchaic
for the time; the upright stroke of phi is continued through the oval but strongly emphasized above and below it.
Line 1. If, as is likely, the prescript was in the form of that surviving in full on 86, a text which in width and
character this decree evidently resembles, one full line of text, and perhaps an additional line reading eot, are
to be supposed above this first extant line. The second surviving letter is r, r, or P. If the upsilon concludes the
patronymic, this is the initial letter of the demotic; and if the phyle is correctly identified as Aiantis or Leontis,
can o the evidence hardly have been
the only choices in fact permitted by the stoichedon
sdemotic pattern, the
other than Potamios (Leontis). Therefore, unless the stoichedon order was violated, ephelkystic nu was omitted
from ecte, as in 86, line 3. [O]ye[yov(Er (attributedto Aiantis by Harpokration, s.v.)would have the same effect,
but neither this nor 'Tn[ocrpele6(probablyhowever of Aigeis) appears to be a possibilityat this period. See Meritt, in
The ClassicalTradition:Literaryand HistoricalStudiesin Honorof HarryCaplan,1966, pp. 32-34; J. S. Traill, Political
Organization,
pp. 87-88, 115, 121.
Line 2. Timokrates, son of T---,
cannot otherwise be identified. On the duties of the thesmothetes see 86,
lines 4-9, and references there. Lines 7-8. Not XpuXT]catS
as in the editioprinceps.Sufficient of the surface of the
stone remains to ensure that part of the tau would be visible. For the use of the name of the phyle in the formula
Meritt compared IG II2, 1163, line 15.
10

FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE

88. A small fragmentof a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4902 a), with the right side partlypreservedbut otherwise broken,
discovered on May 21, 1937, at the surface on the North Slope of the Akropolis(no grid reference).
H. 0.105 m.; W. 0.09 m.; Th. 0.04 m.
LH. 0.01 m.
EToLX.(almost square, but with slight irregularity)Hor. 0.0165 m.; Vert. 0.016 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 333-334, no. 40, with photograph.
ca. a. 325 a.
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The writing has a tendency to be inexact (epsilon, sigma) but is in general very characteristic of the period to
which, on the basis also of the formulas employed, Schweigert (with minimal commentary) assigned it. It is very
similar in style to that of 89, with which (as the inventory numbers imply) it seems to have been at first associated,
and the same craftsman may well have been at work. M. B. Walbank (perep.),in sharing that opinion, tentatively
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associatedwith the same hand IG II2, 306, the lettering of which J. Kirchner,giving a date "ante a. 336/5", described
as "volg.med. s. IV".
Forthe disbursingofficer and the source of the expenditure see A. S. Henry, Chiron12, 1982, pp. 97-118 and 40,
45, and 54. The exact cost of the stele (line 5) should remain unrestored. So narrow a text is unlikely, perhaps,
to have been lengthy, but usage in the inscribing of numerals is variable, and : AAA : would fill the available space
no less than Schweigert's v AA v. It should also be noted that at this period 30 drachmas appear to represent the
minimum expenditure: see 83.
Lines 7-8. The text could have ended after &voALaxoivowv.See 79, commentary on line 24 and 83, line 4.
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FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
89. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4902 b), broken on all sides, discovered on June 15, 1937, in
the original filling of the Post-HerulianWall over the paved court below Klepsydra (T 26-27).
H. 0.14 m.; W. 0.11 m.; Th. 0.074 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
ESotx. (square)0.017 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. '1-335, no. 41, with photograph.
ca. a. 325 a.
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On the character of the writing see 88. In the present case it may be further noted that the lettering and the
nature of the stone are precisely those of 94, the Agora fragments of which were discovered in the same location:
but for the difference of two letters in the stoichedon pattern it would be tempting to associate this fragmentwith that
text. At least the two inscriptionsmay be attributedto the same mason.
Line 1. I*I Schweigert: the stone appears to have \I .. Line 6. TOTE rather than Schweigert'sNOTE.

Line 1. &yaOlt nTrXT)l.
See 72, lines 7-8. The decree is probouleumatic;cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoul, p. 250.
The formula of lines 2-9 offers an example of the standard pattern on which, as Rhodes noted (ibid.,p. 65), many
variations are possible. Cf. 52, commentary on line 16, 66, commentary on lines 1-6.
Line 2. 'rTe [3ouXeL. For EI present and restored in place of HI, see 66, commentary on lines 6 and 14. It
should not be restored in line 1: cf. A. S. Henry, CQ n.s. 14, 1964, pp. 241-242. As for example in 101, the two forms
frequently coexist within the same text; where they do so, the preference seems to be for the EI form to stand in
the ordinal numeral of the date, even if not elsewhere. The dative feminine singular of the relative almost always
shows the HI form; see Henry, loc.cit.,pp. 244-245.
FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE

90. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 6434), with part of the smooth right side and
perhaps the original
back preserved but otherwise broken all around, discovered on February 13, 1952, in a wall of a modern house
northwest of the Church of the Holy Apostles (O 15).
H. 0.12 m.; W. 0.11 m.; Th. 0.068 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
rolX. Hor. 0.0125 m.; Vert. 0.013 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 39-40, no. 40, with photograph pl. 11. See also SEG XXI, 345.
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The firstthree survivinglines of the text have been erased, leaving a shallow depression. The writing is indicative
of the second half of the 4th century,accurately set out but careless in detail, with strokesnegligentlyjoined. Forms
of nu and sigma are variable, and the angled "horizontal"of delta is distinctive. There is some enlargement or

indentationof "freeends"of strokes,especiallyin epsilon,kappa,andupsilon.M. B. Walbank(perep.)hassuggested
thatthe craftsmanat workhere mayalsohaveproducedIG II2,450 (SEGXXV, 75; M.J. Osborne,Naturaliation
I,

pp. 109-112, D 42), securely dated to 314/13, and 392 + 586 (SEGXXVI, 83), assigned to the period 321-318.

The restorationsdemandedby the formulasof inscriptionand paymentimposesome limit upon the period
withinwhich this text is to be set. The tralac;
xo bou as disbursingofficerdoes not outlastthe 4th century:
Toq
see A. S. Henry,Chiron
12, 1982,p. 118, Chiron
14, 1984,pp. 51-56, ZPE78, 1989,pp. 256-267. The ypaolaretx
as responsibleforthe inscribingof the steleis not attestedunderthattitlelaterthan318/17 (IGII2,448,
Tsq pou,Xfq
lines 68-69; cf. P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,pp. 136-137). The use of xaxtroetivalfor the erection of the monument, in

place of the more usualoctoat, seemsto havegone out of use duringthe thirdquarterof the century,havingin
an earlierperiodbeenthe regularterm. IG II2,226 (= M. N. Tod, GHIII, pp. 214-218, no. 173),of ca.343/2, is the
latestexamplesusceptibleto a closedating(althoughthewordis restoredin IGII2,571, whichmustbelongto theend
of the 4th centuryor eventheearlyyearsof the 3rd).It hasa stoichedonlineof 21 letters,runsto 46 lines,is writtenin
a monumentalscriptwithgenerousspacing,andis adornedwithan ambitiouspieceof reliefsculpture.Nevertheless
it cost no more than the thirtydrachmasallottedto the presentstele. By the 320's, however,this seemsto have
becomethe "regular"
minimumprice;see 83.
The reasonforthe erasureof lines 1-3 (andperhapsalsothe firstten letterspacesof line 4?)can onlybe guessed
at. The damnaiomemoriae
of an honorand,if suchwerethe case,wouldhavebeen followedby the destructionof the
wholerecord,not merelythe deletionof partof it. The rasurais shallowandsuggeststhe correctionof someelement
includedby mistake. It may be not unlikelythat a clauseof the probouleumawas rejectedby the assemblybut
not excisedfromthe workingcopy handedto the masonfor inscriptionand that the workwas completedbefore
the errorwas realized.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF HEGESIAS, 324/3 B.C.
Five decrees of the Athenian assembly are extant which were passed during Hegesias' year. Of these, two
(91 and 92) were discovered in the course of the Agora excavations. The others were previously known:
they are IG II2, 362 (SEGXXI, 291), of the ninth prytany,454 (SEGXXI, 293), and 547 (SEGXXI, 292,
XXXII, 88), both of the tenth prytany. In addition, 93 is a decree of a deme (Peiraieus),IG II2, 1257
representsa dedication to the Mother of the Gods accompanied by a decree of the city's syllogeisof the year,
and IG II2, 1258 preserves an enactment of the koinonof Eikadeis which is also identified as to date by
reference to Hegesias as archon eponymos. These eight texts have all been dealt with by C.J. Schwenk
(Athensin theAgeofAlexander,
pp. 355-380, nos. 71-78).
The year is agreed to have been ordinaryin the Athenian festivalcalendar,with no irregularities(W.B.
Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens,pp. 372-373; W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
pp. 40, 56-57;
B. D. Meritt, Athenianrear,pp. 104-106). Meritt envisaged a year of 354 days, with alternation of hollow
and full months as far as Posideon, followed by a full Gamelion and regular alternation thereafter. The
prytanycalendar was that of the Aristotelian"norm",four prytaniesof 36 days each, followed by six of 35.
Phylai known or presumed on the availableevidence to have held identifiableprytanies are V Aiantis,
VI Pandionis, IX Akamantis, and X Erechtheis. On the ypatlpyaxre of the year see
commentary on 91

2. ONE RESTORATION OF DEMOCRACY TO ANOTHER, 403/2-307/6
and S. Alessandri, Annali della ScuolaNormaledi Pisa, pp. 51, 66-67.
see R. Develin, AthenianOfficials,pp. 404-407.
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For others attested as office holders

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
91. The upper right-hand corner of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (I 4071), with the right side and original
back preserved, as well as a wide double molding and part of the pediment above the inscribed face, but broken
elsewhere (including the raking cornice of the pediment and the right-hand akroterion);discovered on April 27,
1936, in a wall of the Church of Christ north of the Eleusinion (T 17).
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H. 0.21 m.; W. 0.147 m.; Th. 0.104 m.
LH. 0.007 m. (omicron 0.004 m.).
(square)0.0146 m.
ETOLX.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 49-50, no. 12, with photograph; Meritt, Athenianrear, p. 105, with
more complete restorations(see also SEGXXI, 290); C.J. Schwenk,Athensin theAgeofAlexander,
pp. 355-356, no. 71.
Parts of lines 1-6 quoted by W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calndars,p. 57.
a. 324/3 a., pryt.V
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The writing well suits its period but does not represent the best class of work, displaying little finesse and some
clumsiness (e.g., in variable sigma and in the ill-positioned tau of line 5).
The length of line is conditioned by lines 1 and 3, but the restorations elsewhere depend upon the assumed
presence of ephelkystic nu in 1ypa.tcvreuev (line 4), for which Meritt argued in Athenianrear,loc. cit. By this date
the inclusion of nu in this context had become regular: cf. A. S. Henry, CQ, n.s. 17, 1967, p. 278; L. Threatte,
Grammar,
p. 641. See also 33. The result of this is that the month must be Posideon or Gamelion and the prytany the
Aiantis therefore as the phyle in prytany. See Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, p. 50, and cf. Schwenk, loc.cit.
with
fifth,
R. Develin (AthenianOfficials,p. 406) regarded the reconstructionas speculative.
Line 3. Euphanes, son of Phrynon, of Rhamnous, appears as EO4p&vvr
Q[p6Ovwvoc]'PacLvo6atog on the
I
The
no.
base
5512
10,
42-49,
1941,
dedicatory
pp.
11).
patronymic appears in full in IG II2, 362, line 3,
(Hesperia
and the whole name may be restored conformably in the other texts of the year where apposite. Cf. J. Pouilloux,
Forteresse,
p. 173. The recognition of his demotic in this text confirmed the restoration of the name of the archon
in line 1 and thus the date of the document. Phrynon is doubtless to be identified with the p6vcov 'Pajivo6wLoq
who was an ambassador to Philip II of Macedon at the time of the Peace of Philokrates and whom Demosthenes
(19.230) describes as 6 itcap6d. See PA 15032; IG II2, 4351.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
92. Three fragments, which do not join, of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4224) surmounted by a sculptured relief
with flat top. The largest fragment (a) preserves the upper left-hand section of the stele, with the left side, original
back, and remains of the relief, but is broken below and to the right; it was discovered on March 6, 1939, in a
Turkishcontext in Grave XXXI in the north peristyle of the Hephaisteion (E 7). Fragmentb, broken on all sides, was
discovered on June 1, 1936, in a Turkish context in a well in the Hellenistic Building on Kolonos Agoraios (F 6).
Fragment c, also broken all around, was discoveredon the same day and in the same context as fragment a.
The relief, which is very battered, appears to show Athena, with helmet and spear, leaning on her shield and
facing to the right. She looks towards the figure of a man, presumably the honorand, partly preserved in the
center of the composition. A further figure now lost may be presumed to have existed farther to the right. For
this compositional arrangement cf. 71. On the sculpture see also SEG XXXIX, 324.
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a: H. 0.65 m.; W. 0.26 m.; Th. 0.16 m.
b:H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.12 m.
c: H. 0.076 m.; W. 0.162 m.; Th. 0.15 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
ESotX. (square)0.0158 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 50-52, no. 13, with photographs of all the fragments; C.J. Schwenk,
Athensin theAgeofAlexander,
pp. 356-358, no. 72 (cf. SEGXXXV, 75).
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a. 324/3 a., pryt.VI
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Fragment b:Line 4. An upright is preservedat the left of the stoichos after the epsilon: the letter is pi, gamma, or
possibly nu, but cannot be kappa or rho. The readings on this and the other fragmentsare otherwise those of Meritt,
followed also by Schwenk. Fragmentc:There is no clue concerning the position of the fragmentwithin the latitude of
the stele, and the lines are divided arbitrarily.
The writing is regularand well ordered, with considerableartisticsensibility. "Freeends" of strokesare carefully
widened. Certain letters, for example epsilon and nu, appear unusually wide in proportion to their height: also
characteristicof this text is a rather stocky kappa, with its lower strokeangled at twenty degrees from the horizontal
and the two angled strokesmeeting at a slight interval from the upright.
Fragmenta: Lines 1-2. Pandionis is a mandatory restoration,since the only alternative,Akamantis,is shown by
IG II2, 362 to have been the ninth prytany of the year. Lines 2-3. For detail on Euphanes, son of Phrynon, see
91. Fragment c: Lines 1-2. On the cost of the stephanos and the formula here restored see A. S. Henry, Honours,
pp. 22-27, 42-44; and cf. 86, lines 15-20.
M. B. Walbank (Hesperia58, 1989, p. 85) regards 132 as the work of the same craftsman who was responsible
for this inscription, and he dates it accordingly; but there is no sound argument for any closer association of that
fragment with these. He further sees IG II2, 416 (SEG XXVI, 78), of ca. 331-324, as the handiwork of the same
man and suggests that SEGXVIII, 85, a statue base with the "signature"of the sculptorPraxiteles,to be dated within
the third quarter of the 4th century,may be by his hand also.
A RENT AGREEMENT AND AN HONORARY DECREE VOTED BY THE DEME PEIRAIEUS

93 (P1.10). Fourfragmentsof a stele of bluish gray Hymettian marble, two of which were discoveredin the excavations
of the Agora. Of these two the uppermost fragment(12440), here designated a, preservesthe left edge of the stele but
is otherwise broken all around: it was discovered on February 15, 1935, in a wall of a modern house over the East
Building (O 14).
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The bottom edge of this fragment makes a directjoin with the upper left-hand section of the upper fragment of
IG II2, 1176 (hereafterfragment b),a piece similarlypreservingthe left edge of the stele and identified by A. Wilhelm
in the Epigraphical Museum, under the number E.M. 7719, as part of the same inscription as the lower and larger
fragment of IG II2, 1176 (hereafterfragment d), which is now in the British Museum.
A fourth fragment(c),the second of the two found in the American excavations(I 6439), was published separately
but is to be attributedto this stele. This preservespart of the right edge of the monument but is broken above, below,
and to the left. It was discovered on February 15, 1952 (coincidentally,seventeen years later to the day than the
discovery of fragment a), in the foundation of a modern house northwest of the Church of the Holy Apostles (O 14,
the same area as fragment a). The rough back of this fragmentwas reported as original in the editioprinceps.
It makes a
directjoin with the right edge of fragmentb and (below the inscribedsurface)with fragment a. Both Agora fragments
are now in the Epigraphical Museum (E.M. 13447 and E.M. 13446 respectively).
The stele evidently tapered both in width and in thicknessfrom bottom to top.
a + b +c, as joined: H. 0.174 m.; W. 0.208-0.215 m.; Th. 0.038-0.06 m.
d: H. 0.227 m.; W. 0.219-0.229 m.; Th. 0.06-0.065 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
Ed. b + d only: IG II2, 1176, with earlier bibliography:for Wilhelm's identification of fragment b see Urkunden
dramatscher
1909,
Auffuhrugenin At/en, 1906, pp. 235-237 and for his dating, Beitrigezurgriechischen
Inschiftenkunde,
with reference to b only: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 1, no. 1, with photograph of fragments
297.
a,
p.
a + b, as joined, pl. 1. See also SEG XIX, 117 and (for mention of a reference to IG II2, 1176 by D. D. Feaver,
rale ClassicalStudies15, 1957, pp. 153-154) XXI, 516. c only: Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 12-13, no. 10, with
photograph pl. 4; see also SEGXXI, 521. An incomplete version of this text, with some false readings, was published
by N. C. Conomis from a transcriptby A. N. Oikonomides, K/io39, 1961, pp. 82-83. Cf.J. and L. Robert, REG 77,
1964, p. 149, no. 117.
All fragments:R. S. Stroud, CSCA7, 1974, pp. 290-298, no. III, with photograph pl. 4 (see also SEG XXXIII,
143); C.J. Schwenk,Athensin theAgeofAlexander,
pp. 366-370, no. 76, who follows Stroud'stext. Since this inscription
contains a lease document, it appears also as Agora XIX, LI 3 (ed. M. B. Walbank),and the details of its content
are more appropriatelyconsidered there.
Fragmentsa + b and d were discussed and their details utilized by D. Behrend (Attische
Pachturknde,
pp. 86-88,
no. 30; see also p. 155), whose suggestion for line 9 was vital in the fresh determination of the date of the document.
He further studied fragment c (op.cit., p. 88, no. 31; see also p. 155) but did not make a connection between this
and his no. 30. Their juxtaposition in that context, however,was conducive to the association which Stroud'sedition
established (where cf. p. 279, note 1). IG II2, 1176, as it existed at the time of their respective publications, was
further briefly cited by Wilhelm (Griechische
rechticher
Inhalts,1951, pp. 80-81) and M. I Finley (Studiesin
Inschriften
LandandCreditin AncientAthens,500-200 B.C., 1952, pp. 216, note 68, 295, note 10).
a. 324/3 a.
NON-STOIX. ca. 31-43

(a,c)
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40

IIetpaitao, 'Ape9Ooatov IIfXflxa.

The text of lines 1-8 is basically composed of Meritt's two texts fitted together: lines 9-12 are similarly a
compound of the first lines of IG II2, 1176 and Meritt's text of what is now fragment c. In lines 8-9 Behrend, during
his surveyof fragmentsa + b, suggested Xp6vog tpXetT] l.t]laoaO[cg 'H]yrataqo[pXXov'xaxcrapXXev b8 xxX.in
place of the --- -Tx Jlt]lolaexiwC[' 'H]yla(ta [eftev xatfx3P&XXvbt x'rX.of Wihelm (followed byj. Kirchner
in IG II2 and by Meritt). This admirably accorded with the evidence of fragment c and led to the revision of this
part of the text.
The evidence of line 9 now dates the document to 324/3. The date hitherto accepted for IG II2, 1176 was
"ca. 360 B.C.", a dating which originated with Wilhelm (see above), although his en passant remark about it did not

make his grounds clear. It is possible that the use of O for OT in the genitives of line 29 influenced him; but
sporadic survivals of this continued throughout the 4th century (see 77, lines 14-15): or it may be a matter of
simple abbreviation(see 80, lines 4-5). The lettering of the inscriptionis undoubtedly poor andprimafaciewould not
no. XII) had considered the
support a "high"date. E. L. Hicks in his edition of fragment d (BritishMuseumInscriptions,
as
of
the
3rd
It
is
also
be
to
noted
that
when
inscription
century.
fragment c,
published separately,was attributedto
the middle of that century. These variations of date, on the basis of the letter forms, of what prove to be pieces
of the same stele are not uninstructiveas an index of the reliabilityof this criterion. Even so, it is fair to add that the
writing is perfunctoryand hasty (though not careless),and the diminutivecircularletters add to its untidy appearance.
Not all epigraphical work even of the mid 4th century had the regularity and distinction commonly regarded as
characteristicof it. Cf. 49 and (for the craftsman)143.
For an analysis of the lease and the decree see Stroud, loc. cit. and AgoraXIX, L13. The major part of the
document is apparently concerned with the conditions of lease of the theater in the Peiraieus and (particularlyin
lines 9-16) with rights of free admission reservedby the demesmen for those to whom they have grantedprodria. In
the last nine lines is added a decree in honor of one Theaios, not mentioned in what remains of the earlier section but
through whose good offices the deme evidently made a favorable bargain. With him are joined the four lessees,
named this time without their patronymics.J.J. Buchanan (Theorika,1962, p. 86, note 1)referredto "the &pXLtfcxtv"
as being granted the lease. If, more correctly,the plural rtpLtevot are to be regarded as joint &pXXrExxovec;
of the
theater, the assumption must be based on lines 20-23, but the supposition is unnecessary and probably mistaken.
The theater in Mounychia in the Peiraieusalreadyexisted in the 5th century. See W.Judeich, Topographie,
p. 451,
with further references; T. Lenschau, RE XIX, i, 1937, col. 90, s.v. Peiraieus; E. Fiechter, Das Theaterim Piraeus,
ellenistiche
1950; L. Moretti, Iscrizionistoriche
I, p. 79, note 3; C. T. Panagos, LePirie, 1968, p. 221.
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Lines 5-6. On the obligation to returnthe propertyin good order and in the state in which it was originallyleased,

cf. Finley,PolitailScience
tuunden,pp. 121-124. Line6. In the
Q dtly 68, 1953,pp. 262-263; Behrend,Attis Pach
and this, or some compoundof it, may indeed
separatepublicationof this fragmentMerittrestored&X4k]zaEtv,
be acceptable. The change in the main clause to a singular subject is awkwardbut may be attributableto imperfect
drafting based on well-known but mutually incompatible formulas. Lines 6-7. firtoxyTvet.For the variation HI-EI
in the dative feminine singular see L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 378 and 89, commentary on line 2. Line 8. For the

formulaXp6vog&pXtC,establishingthe initialdate of the operationof a lease, see SEGXXIV, 203, lines 27-28;
IGII2,2492, 2493, 2499, and elsewhere:cf. alsoWilhelm,Archivftr
11, 1935,pp. 203-204.
Papyrusfrschung

Lines 25-26. On the designation of the inscription as an &vrlypaqovof the contract see G. Klaffenbach,
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zum griecschenUrhdnwesen(= SbAkadBrlin
1960, 6), pp. 28-29. The originalof the ouvOjxatwas
Bemrkungen
to be depositedwith an individual,and it is orderedthat his name be appended,an ordernot explicitlycarried
out, althoughTheaiosmay have been the man concerned. Behrendmade the assumption,perhapsunnecessary
and cumbersome,thatthe originalshouldhavebeen in the publicarchivesand thatwhatwe haveis "dieAbschrift

des Sitzungsprotokolls"(o. cit.,p. 87, with note 175). He also drew attention to the point that the &vt:ypCaov was not

erectedin the agoraof the demesmen,as prescribedin lines 26-27, but in the Agoraof Athensitself,if, that is to
say,itsplaceof discoveryis to be directlyrelatedto theplacein whichit ancientlystood,as one is temptedto presume.
Lines29 and 39. Forthe familyof Melesiasof Lamptrai(PA9814)seeJ. K. Davies,Athenian
Families,
Propertied
p. 59. Aristophanes(PA2094) also contributedto the settingup of a cult statueand the repairof a sanctuaryin
his neighborhood(IGII2, 2329, the date of whichmay be morenarrowlydefinedin the light of the presenttext).
OinophonandArethousios(PA11368and 1588)are otherwiseunknown.
Forthevariationsin spellingof lletpa(L)e6 (lines21, 23, 24, 31, 32, 39, 40) cf. Threatte,Grammar,
pp. 282-284.
This text is no. 86 in the list of deme decreesassembledby D. Whitehead,Tie DmesofAtica,507-ca. 250 B..,
1986, on p. 385, and is quoted passimin the course of his study. See also R. Garland, The Piraeusfrm theFift

to theFist CentryB.C., 1987, pp. 76, 227 (nos. 2, 3); for the theateritself see p. 221, note 161, with further
references.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF KEPHISODOROS, 323/2 B.C.

IG II2, 343 (SEGXXIV, 103), 365 (SEGXXXVI, 157, with earlier references),366, 367 (SEGXXI, 295,
XXVI, 81, XXXII, 91), 368, lines 19-24 (SEGXXI, 296, XXXII, 92), and 448, lines 1-34 (SEGXXI, 297,
XXIII, 59, XXVI, 82, XXXI, 79, XXXII, 90) constitute with 94 the seven decrees attributableto the
year of Kephisodoros,with the reservationthat the attributionof the firstofthese, based on the restoration,
remains uncertain even if acceptable. All have been restudied (although not in the order just listed) by
C.J. Schwenk (Athe in theAgeofAlexander,
pp. 381-432, nos. 79-85).

Of these seven, 365 (pryt.I), 367 (pryt.III),368 (pryt.V), and 448 (alsopryt.V) preservecalendric
datathathelpto deternmine
the characterof the year;butthatcharacterhas beendisputedandthe textsso
restoredas to supportrivalcontentionsin the matter. ToJ. Kirchner(IGII2, 365, comm.)
the yearwas

ordinary in the Athenian festival calendar; to W. B. Dinsmoor (Archons
ofAthns, p. 373) it was intercalary,
and it was regarded as intercalary also by W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer (Calendars,
pp. 57-59).
B. D. Meritt (AthnianTear,pp. 106-110, 133) returned to the supposition that it was ordinary, which
Pritchett countered by a reaffirmation(Ancient
AthenianCalendars
onStone,pp. 285-286) that it could indeed
be intercalary. See also C. W. Fornara, CJ 57, 1961-1962, pp. 370-371. The contentions in each case

centeredroundthe readingand restorationof IGII2, 448 (see SEG,locc.citt.),and Merittrepeatedhis
95, 1964,pp. 226-228. Cf Schwenk,AtensintheAgeofAlexander,
positionin TAPA
pp. 397-398, 403-405.
As the fifteenthyear of a Metoniccycle(thesixth),the yearmay be expectedto havebeen ordinary
(see Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236). Meritt supposed it to have contained 355 days, beginning with a

full Hekatombaionbut with one day intercalatedinto Posideon,so that it also endedwith a fullmonth.
PrytaniesI, II, III, IX, and X he consideredto havecontained36 days,the remainder35.
Fourof the phylaiin prytanyareknown,andforone othertherearethreepossibilities:I Hippothontis,
II Aigeis,III Antiochis,Erechtheis,or Kekropis,V Pandionis,and VIII Oineis. The
ypalltaxce6Sof the

year was Archias, son of Pythodoros of Alopeke, on whom see 94 and S. Alessandri, Anna dellaScuola
Nomale di Pisa, pp. 52, 67. For a detailed list of known office holders in Kephisodoros' archonship see
R. Develin, Athnian Offcials,pp. 407-410.
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HONORS (INCLUDING ONE GRANT OF CITIZENSHIP) FOR VARIOUS FOREIGN BENEFACTORS
94. Eleven fragments of a tall, comparatively narrow stele of Pentelic marble, of which two join, one preserves the
left side of the stele, and one preserves the original back and right side. Eight of them were found in the Agora
excavations and were associated with IG II2, 369 and 414, b and c (no longer themselves to be connected with IG II2,
414, a and d). Above the inscribed face of the stele was a double molding (cyma reversa, similar in type to L. T. Shoe,
Profilesof GreekMouldings,1936, pl. XXVII:7, but with a heavier lower member) and surmounting relief sculpture
(cf. the kmmaof IG II2, 369). All the fragments, including those discovered before the excavations in the Agora,
are detailed separately.
a: I 4935 e, a fragment preserving the left side of the stele and part of the upper molding but otherwise broken,
discovered between June 6 and 9, 1938, in a context of (probably)Early Roman times over the paved court below
Klepsydra (T 26-27).
H. 0.10 m.; W 0.10 m.; Th. 0.042 m.

b: IG I12 369, now in the Epigraphical Museum (E.M. 7333). This fragment preserves a complete section of
the upper molding and a small piece of the surmounting decoration but is otherwise broken. It was apparently
discovered on the North Slope of the Akropolis.
H. 0.18 m.; W. 0.125 m.; Th. 0.105 m.
c: I 4935 b, a fragment broken all around, whichjoins with its right side the left side of fragmentj; discoveredon
June 6, 1938, a little north of the point at which fragment a was found.
H. 0.127 m.; W. 0.095 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
d: I 4935 a, a fragment broken all around, discovered onJune 3, 1937, in the same area.
H. 0.14 m.; W. 0.105 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
e: I 4935 c, a fragment broken all around, discoveredonJune 9, 1938, in the same location as fragment a.
H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.048 m.; Th. 0.067 m.

f: 14935 d, a fragmentbrokenall around, discoveredonJune 7, 1938, in the fillingof the Klepsydraantechamber
(T 27).
H. 0.127 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.06 m.

g: I 5496, a fragment broken all around, discovered onJune 2, 1938, in a Classical context in the Klepsydra
antechamber (T 27).
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.045 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
h: I 4935 f, a fragment preserving the original rough-picked back and lightly toothed right side of the stele
but otherwise broken, discovered on October 12, 1938, in a wall of a modern house south of the Market Square
(O-P 22-23).
H. 0.21 m.; W. 0.127 m.; Th. 0.145 m.
i: I 2752, a fragment from the upper right corner of the inscribed face and preserving the spring of the
surmounting molding but broken all around, discovered on April 8, 1935, in a late wall east of the Odeion (N 11).
H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.07 m.; Th. 0.06 m.

j: IG II2, 414, c, a fragment broken all around but making on its left side a join with fragment c, q.v.;discovered
on the North Slope of the Akropolisand now in the EpigraphicalMuseum (E.M. 12572).
H. 0.125 m.; W. 0.087 m.; Th. 0.055 m.
k: IG II2, 414, b, a fragment broken all around, discovered near the Cave of Pan and now in the Epigraphical
Museum (E.M. 7332).
H. 0.255 m.; W. 0.165 m.; Th. 0.125 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
(almost square)Hor. 0.017 m.; Vert. 0.018 m.
ETOLX.
Ed. a-f only: E. Schweigert, Hesperia8, 1939, pp. 27-30, no. 7, with photographs of all fragments. (The
subsequent identification of fragmentsg-k necessitated a complete reedition in the following year, also by Schweigert
[Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 335-339, no. 42], with photographs of fragments c + j, g, h, i, and k); M. J. Osborne,
Naturalization
I, pp. 80-85, D 25, Naturalization
II, p. 95, with a revised order (though not a revised identification)
of the fragments; C. J. Schwenk, Athensin theAgeof Alexander,
pp. 426-432, no. 85, whose text is based on that of
Schweigert as revised. See SEGXXI, 298 (Schweigert'srevisedtext, with additional referencesto M. Rostovtzeff, The
SocialandEconomic
Historyof theHellenisticWorldIII, 1941, p. 1627, note 189;J. B. Brashinsky,KpaTmHeCoo6memr
o JooKiaAax H IIoJeBux HcceAOBamix I4HCTHTyTaMaTepHaJ,Hot KYAjiTypb, AKaemSI Hayi CCCP
74, 1959, pp. 3-8, with photograph and drawing offragmentf fig. 2; J. and L. Robert, REG 75, 1962, pp. 146-147,

2. ONE RESTORATIONOF DEMOCRACYTO ANOTHER,403/2-307/6 B.C.: 94
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no. 108); SEG XXV, 102 (reference to Brashinsky,ibid., 109, 1967, pp. 49-51, who adjusted his previous article,
which had taken account only of Schweigert's first publication, and urged that the recipients of the honors were
certain Bosporan citizens, officialsspecificallycharged by the king of the Bosporan kingdom with the duty of assisting
Athenian merchants). Cf. IG II2, 212 and Brashinskyin Actaof theFfth IntrnationalCongress
of GreekandLatinEpgraphy,
1967, 1971, pp. 119-121.
Cambridge,

a. 323/2 a.,pyt. VIII

ETOIX. 28

e
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Osborne discerned the remains of a letter at the foot of fragment e, below the last line as recorded by Schweigert,
and this adds an extra unit to the line numeration. But he also omitted a line in fragments A (here line 44) and
k (here line 56), and his subsequent line numeration is understated by one, finally by two, to the end of the document.
Fragments e, h, and k are to be regarded as of uncertain location in the sequence of the text: the position of e in
relation to the width of the stele is arbitrary. The above text follows that of Osborne's study (see below).
----- -t-&X]xev
Lines 6-8 .[.
T [ bjt.L XXXtV e8tliu|vouc 7iupv(?)], xal vuv xrX. Schweigert.
[
27
v,
Lines 15-16. [.........
t ep
p acrou ri v (If)pov TSos] Schweigert. Lines 19bo uv
c
21. [....]ao
x
.....
b
e[
atro)al
pal lap tlo]
ipoy[6vou ; E&wpov xal Ae6xclva etx]6va [a=ro- xa)Xxrv
8
v xr)L&yopa&I---]
(or elx]6voa[s axrov xaXx&a xrX.]) Brashinsky. Lines 33-34. [x.al ......]
IIoX[u]o9, xal aT]cp[arv]c[[oLt xaarov] Schweigert.
v[Yv. 6.. .1.......
The writing

is clean and clear, with some enlargement

of the "free ends" of the strokes.

The spacing

of the

text is generous, and as the width is comparatively narrow and the numerous fragments for the most part defy close
association, the stele must have been tall. It was evidently demolished with some thoroughness. The lettering closely
resembles that of IG II2, 414, a (SEG XXI, 276), 89, and the deme decree from Halai Araphenides (now in the
Epigraphical Museum [E.M. 12807]) published by P. D. Stavropoullos ('Apx. 'Ecp., 1932, 'ApXaioXoy),o Xpovvx&,
pp. 30-32), for all of which the same stonemason could well have been responsible.

Schweigert published the fragments in the order of their present alphabetical designation (but with a, b, i, and
c +j as shown). This arrangement was followed by Schwenk. Osborne however suggested that two decrees are
embodied here, the first containing the grant of a crown and of citizenship (the last clause of which appears on
fragmentf) and the second beginning at line 26 following a blank line, which contained a grant of honors for a
number of recipients. This suggestion, which is here adopted, caused him to move fragments c +j into the context
of the second decree. The honorands were all doubtless connected with the kingdom of Bosporos and the grain
trade, the successful maintenance of which through famine (cf. 82) and war (lines 8-9), presumably the Lamian
War, was of such vital importance to the Athenians.
Line 3. On EI in the place of HI in the name of the phyle, see L. Threatte, Grammar,pp. 374-377. The spelling
with epsilon-iota becomes common after ca. 330, but at this period the version with eta-iota is still the more frequent.
Lines 3-5. This text supplied the correct name of the secretary of this year, previously interpreted as Eukles. His
patronymic and demotic survive on the joint evidence of IG II2, 365 and 367. His name was wholly restored by
Schweigert in IG II2, 343 (Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 342-343), but the restorations and attribution to this year remain
uncertain (SEG XXIV, 103). See above under the Archonship of Kephisodoros, p. 139.

Lines 13-14 (and 34-35). On the cost of the stephanos and the formula of the grant see A. S. Henry, Honours,
pp. 22-27, 42-44, and cf 86 and 92.
Lines 19-21. Brashinsky'ssuggestion (accepted in Schwenk's text) would connect this inscription with the
erection of honorary statues of members of the Bosporan dynastic house referred to by Deinarchos as decreed at
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43. Cf. AgoraIII, p. 211, no. 700 and IG II2, 653, lines 40-42. On
the instigation of Demosthenes, In Demosthenem
the kingdom of Bosporos and the dynastyof the Spartokidaisee M. Cary, CAH VI, p. 71; R. Werner,Historia4, 1955,
pp. 412-444; M. N. Tod, GHI II, pp. 42-45, with furtherreferences. But it is difficultto accommodate Brashinsky's
hypothesis to the nature and content of this text. Osborne's view, that the individual of Decree I was "a state leader"
but not "one of the known Bosporan kings", and that Decree II honors local Bosporan citizens, representsthe most

reasonableconclusionfromthe evidence.
The decree was nonprobouleumatic;cf. 85 and P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boukl,p. 262. The enactment was complex
and dealt with benefactors in an area of particular political concern. The assembly may therefore have given the

council'sproposalssubstantialdebateand amendment.It is hardto envisageeitherthat the councilwouldhave
handed down an "open"probouleuma
or that the honors here bestowed were voted in defiance of its advice (cf. Rhodes,
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op.cit.,p. 68).

THE ARCHONSHIP OF PHILOKLES, 322/1 B.C.
Of the six enactments of the boule and demos that survived to modern times from the year of Philokles,
two (IG II2, 375 [for which cf. SEG XXI, 302] and IG II2, 377) have disappeared since they were first
published: the former was passed in the last prytany of the year; the latter lacks a date. A third decree
is dealt with below as 95. The remainder are IG II2, 308 + 371 (SEG III, 82), of the seventh prytany,
373 (SEG XXI, 301, XXIV, 105) of the ninth, and 376, which, with an incomplete prescript, seems to
belong to the middle of the year. All have been restudied,in the order of their numbering in IG II2, by C.J.
Schwenk (Athensin theAgeofAlexander,
pp. 433-454, nos. 86-91).

W. B. Dinsmoor (Archonsof Athens, pp. 373-374) and W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer (Calendars,
pp. 59-60), who had argued that the year of Kephisodoros was intercalary (see p. 139 above), regarded that

of Philokles as ordinary. But there can be little doubt that 322/1 was intercalaryin the Athenian festival
calendar (cf. IG II2, 372, comm.;B. D. Meritt, Athenianrear,pp. 110-112, Historia26, 1977, p. 170), for it is
best interpretedas having been preceded by two ordinaryyears and followed by another one, while 320/19
was again intercalary. However, because of errors in the drafting or engraving of IG II2, 373 and 375,
precision of its detail is hard to come by, while 95 contains a problem of its own, considered below in
its context.
The year 322/1 was the sixteenth of the sixth Metonic cycle and as such was intercalaryin that cycle as
currently understood; cf. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236. Nevertheless, more recent commentators have
remained divided in their interpretation;thus Schwenk(Athens
in theAgeofAlexander,
p. 438) followed Meritt,
while M. H. Hansen (GRBS23, 1982, p. 345 [= Athenian
Ecclesia,p. 97]) preferredto see the year as ordinary.
Meritt'sproposed arrangementof months and prytanies,advanced as no more than a possibilityin the
light of the evidence, consisted of regular alternation of hollow and full months, with the final (thirteenth)
month also full, and four prytanies of 39 days followed by six of 38, the Aristotelian "norm" revised for a
year of 384 days. Four prytanies may be definitely associated with phylai known to have been in office:
VII Akamantis,VIII Aiantis or Leontis, IX Oineis, X Pandionis.
The ypatl(tJiare6of the year was Euthydemos,son of Hephaistodemos, of Kephisia: IG II2, 373 and
375 preservehis name more or less in full. See S. Alessandri,AnnalidellaScuolaNormale
diPisa,pp. 52, 67. He
have
to
the
same
as
the
of
whose
death
in
the early 4th century
may
belonged
family
Euthydemos Kephisia
is commemorated by IG II2, 6415; and the man of the same name and deme active in the middle of the
century (seeJ. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,p. 191) could well have been his grandfather. He and
others known to have held office during Philokles' archonship are listed by R. Develin (AthenianOfficials,
pp. 410-412).
A DECREEPROPOSEDBYDEMADES,322/1 B.C.
95. Two fragments,whichdo notjoin, of a stele of Hymettianmarble,of whichthe smallerfragment(b,I
4421),

broken all around save that it preserves the left side of the monument, was discovered on January 14, 1937, in a
wall of a modern house outside the MarketSquare to the southeast, east of the Post-HerulianWall
(U 22). The upper
fragment (a) has long been known and is in the EpigraphicalMuseum (E.M. 7184).
a: H. 0.125 m.; W. 0.126 m.; Th. 0.085 m.
b: H. 0.115 m.; W 0.05 m.; Th. 0.046 m.
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LH. 0.005 m.
(square)0.0124 m.
ETOLX.

Ed. a:IG II2, 372, with earlierbibliography;E. Schweigert,Hesperia8, 1939, pp. 173-175, no. 4, with photograph
pp. 436-440, no. 87. b only: M. B. Walbank, Hesperia58,
p. 174, fig. 3; C.J. Schwenk, Athensin theAgeofAlexander,
11
19.
no.
with
,
1989, pp. 85-86,
Fragmenta quoted in full by B. D. Meritt, AthenianTear,pp. 110-111
photograph pl.
of
also
SEG
XXI, 300). Photograph fragment a also inJ. Pe6irka,ListyFilologickl89, 1966, pl. 1.
(see
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a. 322/1 a., pryt.VIII

ETOIX. 27
['Entl iXoxXou &pXovro<;
&tl Ti]
vrtlbo
f]
[...
6y]86[r) ,tputravoetac
H
ou KrypwtL]
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(a)

5
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int] bCxa,
[6?Y6yb6r)T? Irpur]
Tov 7]
[avia. fxxX]r)oat [6v Alov6aouo
[pobp,v ,]7cejp[L":v ....0 ....
[.. .7. .]s* gbo0[ev Tfl 8 LO VVVwV]
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.......
[1ext) A]uxo[.......

[
(b)

[

-]

a[-------------[---------------------]
ove[-------------------

]

[.]

5

]

[------------------]

]

[.]xv[

[.g]a[--

-----

]

[

--

]

Small as fragment b is, Walbank'sfirm suggestion of its association with fragment a (although the relationship
between the two cannot be determined) makes it appropriatefor both texts to be shown in full. Schweigert (loc.cit.)
associatedIG II2, 372 with IG II2, 289; but this association, althoughmaintained in SEGXXXII, 93, was convincingly
refuted by Pecirka (op.cit., pp. 262-266). See also SEG XXIII, 60, Pecirka, Formula,pp. 57-58, and P.J. Rhodes,
Athenian
Boule,p. 72, note 2. Fragmentb is shown by itself, and rejected as a decree, in SEG XXXIX, 94.
Line 5. EV&tx)lin1] bfxa, [&vt:lt xrX. IG 112; V&4T)It
itl] 8bxa, [ExTrnt
Schweigert, i.e., the 255th day of an
ordinary year. In Calendars,
pp. 59-60, W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer advanced the idea of Tptr)l i1t] 8bxa,
[6yb6nTxrX.: but this would be the 278th day of an intercalaryyear, and they believed Philokles' year to have been
ordinary (see above). It was an idea adopted by Meritt (loc.cit.), whose interpretation of the year as intercalary
has been followed here and appears in the text shown. An objection to it is that it requires the unusual spelling
in lines 5-6 of ipuravoia for ipuxTavelac:but an example of this occurs in a text of this very year (IG II2, 373, line 17);
another is to be found in 104. Thus the supposition is not unreasonable. Cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 316-317.
More recently, M. H. Hansen (GRBS 23, 1982, p. 345, no. 56 [= AthenianEccesia, p. 97]) has preferred to
see 322/1 as an ordinary year and to revert to a festival date of 18 or 19 Elaphebolion; cf. SEG XXXII, 93. For
Elaphebolion 13 as a meeting day of the assembly, see J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil Calendar,pp. 128-129 (for
Elaphebolion 18 and 19 ibid., pp. 130-131, and cf. 79). Schwenk, who briefly discussed the calendric problem,
accepted Meritt's equation in her commentary but printed that of IG II2 in her text.
Line 6. The proximity of the festival of Dionysos no doubt affected the location of the assembly. See 79 and
references there. Line 8. The decree was nonprobouleumatic:cf. Rhodes, AthenianBoue, p. 262 and 94. Line 9. For
the proposer Demades see 72, commentary on line 6. This decree is listed among those ascribed to him by A. N.
Oikonomides (IIX&xov8, 1956, p. 116, no. 11) and by Rhodes (Athenian
Boul, p. 269) but is omitted by Hansen
EcclesiaII, p. 40).
(Athenian
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GRANT OF ATHENIAN CITIZENSHIP TO A CITIZEN OF PLATAIA
96 (P1. 11). A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5828), with the left side and the original back preserved
but broken elsewhere, discovered on May 12, 1939, in a Late Roman (4th century A.D.) context, in a brick drain
and shaft south of the Eleusinion (U 22).
H. 0.225 m.; W 0.165 m.; Th. 0.057 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m. (the smallest omega 0.0035 m.).
EToX. (with irregularities)Hor. 0.01 m.; Vert. 0.009-0.012 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 231-233, no. 5, with photograph; M. J. Osborne, Naturakization
I,
II, pp. 95-96. Text quoted by A. N. Oikonomides, IIX&T-v8, 1956, pp. 127-128.
pp. 85-86, D 26, Naturalization
ETOIX. 24 (lines 16-18, 23; 15 and 19, 22)

paulloantea. 321/20 a.

[-F--
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----]
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4T[6 (i1ptaia|a r6v y]
pamvari6a t6v [xax& 7tpuTavel]
aV 6v
aitXl [4l
XLOV9l7t
xal ar]
iv
oaaL[t &xpont6Xet ---]
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I-------------------_

Line 2. [.... ]os Meritt; [..].txos Osborne, which makes for an awkward patronymic. Lines 4-5. So Meritt;
Osborne does not restore the patronymic. Line 7. The stone has ATEI: [4r]x(T})eOsborne. Line 15. So A. S. Henry,
Honours,p. 102, note 105; tv TWt BitL Meritt, Osborne. Line 19. So also Osborne; anr[X),tMeritt.
The date of this text depends on the prosopography(see below) but is confirmed by the features of the writing,
which reflect the characteristicsof the later 4th and the early 3rd centuries. While preservingan orderlyarrangement,
and while not as slapdash as some later examples of the period (e.g., IG II2, 378: for the date see SEG XXI, 353,
XXXIII, 89), it is hasty and irregular in execution. Osborne justly described its lettering as "wretchedlycut" and
the text as of "very scrappy appearance". In detail, the junctions of strokes are carelessly made and the strokes
themselves often carelesslyaligned, especially in epsilon. The crossbarof alpha is rarely horizontal; the right hasta of
pi is lengthened. Rho and phi are expressedwith economy, the former appearing in line 15 in a simple curve (P), and
the latter showing that cruciform shape which remained as a feature of the period; see 102. IG II2, 383, b (SEGXXI,
305) of 320/19 is almost identical in character, and IG II2, 389 (SEG XXI, 354) of 293/2 is very close. Meritt
compared IG II2, 343 and 418.

Line 2. This was a nonprobouleumaticdecision. Cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 262 and 94. Lines 3-4. The
proposer was the son of the famous Demades and himself a budding politician, executed together with his father
EccksiaII, p. 41 and
by Kassandrosin 319 (Diodorus Siculus 18.48; Plutarch,Phokion30). See M. H. Hansen, Athenian
PA 3322, where the estimated date of his birth (ca.a. 355 a.) suggests that he could hardly appear as the proposer of
a motion in the ekklesiabefore ca. 325. Cf. alsoJ. K. Davies, Athenian
Families,pp. 101-102. That this decree
Propertied
antedates 321 is shown by the instructionto the ypaVVmtaxT
xar6 a t puxaveCav in lines 17-19; this function was taken
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over in 321-318 by the &vapcxypae6
(see p. 147 below). Meritt suggested (op.cit.,p. 233) that Demeas' oratoricalstyle
was parodied for its floridityby Lucian in his Timon(50-51), a contention vigorously denied by Oikonomides, loc.cit.
Lines 9-13. Forthe formula of decrees conferringcitizenship see Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 16-18, NaturalisationIII/IV, pp. 155-170; Henry, Honours,pp. 64-78 (forthe word order etval 'AOrlva(ova6x6v esp. p. 66). The nature

of his rewardsuggeststhat the servicesof T----

had been unusuallygreat,moreconsiderablethan thoseof his

countryman Eudemos (IG II2, 351 + 624; SEG XXI, 283, XXIV, 99). The proviso ri.Xv &v ot v6toL &acyope6ourtv

is a rare addition;cf. Henry,Honours,
p. 72. An alternativeformula,&v ot v6pot XFyoutv, expressesthe same
thing more positively. It is not apparent why the legal restrictions are not more regularly inserted in these more
explicit terms: xor& rbv v6lAov,from 319/18 onwards, seems to suffice;but even that is at times omitted.
Lines 13-16. The provision appears to indicate a need for haste. Either Akamantis was the phyle currently

in prytanyand it was importantto completethis businessbeforethe prytanyended, or the currentprytanywas
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the ninth, with Akamantis, by a process of elimination, known to be about to become the tenth. In the latter case

the concernwill have been the completionof the processof enrollingT---archonyear.On the formulasemployedsee Henry,Honours,
pp. 75-76.

as a citizenbeforethe end of the

THE ARCHONSHIP OF ARCHIPPOS, 321/20 B.C.

Apart from 97, only one decree of the year 321/20 has been identified to the general satisfaction: IG II2,
546, for which see W K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
p. 6 and SEG XXI, 304. IG II2, 385,
cf
W
Dinsmoor
here
B.
Meritt, Athenianrear,pp. 112-113), belongs
of Athens,p. 25;
(Archons
by
placed
elsewhere; see SEG XXI, 341 and 355.
IG II2, 378 more probably belongs to the year 294/3 B.C., but it was attributedto this year by S. Dow
(HSCP 67, 1963, pp. 44-45, Hesperia 32, 1963, pp. 342-346).

The same possibility was considered but,

on balance, rejected by Meritt (Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 290-292), and he again rejected it, after further
consideration of the argumentswhich Dow had meanwhile advanced, Hespera32, 1963, pp. 429-431. For
a summary of the controversy to that point, with full texts, see SEG XXI, 353. The decree, passed on
m
monthe
Posideon and on the twenty-fourthday of an unidentified prytany,was
an uncertain day in the
retained in 294/3 by M. J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 151-153, D 70, Naturalization
II, pp. 153-154.

However, M. H. Hansen (GRBS 23, 1982, pp. 345-346, no. 59 [= AthenianEcckesia,pp. 97-98]) adopted
Dow's dating (cf. SEG XXXII, 95), although A. S. Henry (Honours,pp. 76 and 102, note 110) retained
that of Meritt.

Helpful information concerning the calendar survives only in 97; but as 320/19 was undoubtedly
an intercalary year and 322/1 has on the best analysis been determined as such, the year of Archippos

was postulated as ordinary (Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens, p. 25; Meritt, AthenianSear, p. 113). What was
preserved in the subsequently published 97 agreed with this hypothesis. By the date of the passage of that
decree, the first five lunar months had evidently shown a regular succession of hollow and full months
(the preceding year having ended with a full month), and among the first four prytanies were two of 36 days
and two of 35: see further 97, commentary on lines 5-6.
Leontis in the fifth prytany is the only prytanizing phyle identified. For the &vaypaye
and ypeaOn
see
147
below.
the
dates
of
the
introduction
and
discontinuance
of
reference
to the
97, p.
jareu<;
see
SEG
81.
former officer
XXXVII,

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
97. A fragment of the upper part of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 6496), with the right side (below the inscribed
surface)and the original rough-pickedback preservedbut otherwise broken, discoveredon April 8, 1952, in a wall of
a mediaeval house above the east end of South Stoa II (O 15). Above the inscribedface and the molding surmounting

it are the remainsof a sculpturedpanel. A drapedfemalefigure,wearinga chitonfoldedin the mannerof that
of Athena on late Panathenaic vases, of whom only the feet and lower part of the dress survive, stood on the right
of the composition, facing, to the left, a dolphin.
H. 0.205 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (omicron 0.004 m.).
Sot?X. (square)0.0095 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 289-292, no. 184, with photograph pl. 59. See SEG XXI, 303 (text
amplified with reference to S. Dow, HSCP 67, 1963, pp. 44-45, who identified the ypoaWlatre and proposed the
possible demotics in line 9). Cf.J. and L. Robert, REG 78, 1965, p. 101, no. 138.

ETOIX. 33

a. 321/20 a., pryt.V
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The writing is small but orderly,regular,and well executed. "Freeends" of strokesare slightly enlarged.
H. M6bius, in a letter to E. Vanderpool (January5, 1962), suggested on the basis of the dolphin in the relief that
the decree may be concerned with a treaty with the Tarentines. On the sculpture see also SEG XXXIX, 324.
The anagrapheus,
probably an elected officer, took over in this year the duties in regard to the publication of
decrees hitherto the province of the yp xtaTOrabxarx& npuravtlv and occupied this position, though epigraphically
with waning prominence, until the end of 319/18. The change is no doubt a reflection of one consequence at least of
Athens' radically altered political situation. On the background and details of the "years of the anagrapheis",
see
especially Dow, op.cit.,pp. 38-54 (on the period 321-318 esp. pp. 40 and 44-51, with the present text considered on
pp. 50-57 (the present text specifically cited pp. 52 and 54). In this inscription
pp. 44-45); A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
the anagrapheus
takes precedence before the regularprescriptbut is not placed in a superscriptposition (here occupied
by Oeol)as in some examples. This is thus an instance of Henry's Type I, b: parallel instances all belong to the
following year, 320/19.
Line 2. Thrasykles, son of Nausikrates, of Thria was also the proposer of a decree in 314/13 (IG II2, 450)
and thus presumably in accord with the oligarchic regime. He may be the Thrasykles referred to in the private
letter Syll. , 1259, at line 11, as one of its possible recipients. See PA 7323 and, for a stmma of the family, 10562.
Lines 3-4. The yparuaclre6q in these years changed with the prytany,as in the 5th century. See Dow, op.cit.,p. 40; P.J.
Rhodes, AthenianBoukl,p. 140; Henry, Prescripts,
p. 50. Sokrates, son of Eumachos, of Eupyridai would, as Dow's
restoration with good reason supposed, be an ancestor (probably the great-grandfather)of the Eumachos, son of
Sokrates, of the same deme who contributedto a national defense fund in the archonship of Diomedon in the middle
240's (see 213, lines 51-52 and PA5818 and 13107).
Lines 5-6. On the last day of Maimakterion as a meeting day for the assembly see J. D. Mikalson (Sacredand
CivilCalendar,
pp. 85-86), who quotes lines 3-7 of this text: the date will be Maimakterion29 = pryt. V, 5 = 147th day.
(Mikalsonnamed it as Maimakterion 30; this would be the 148th day and would vary the scheme noted above, under
the Archonship ofArchippos, to give a succession of full and hollow months, with the firstfour prytanies of 3 x 36 and
1 x 35 days. But 322/1 is likely to have ended with a full month, indeed possibly with two full months in succession,
and Archippos' year will in that case surely have begun with a 29-day Hekatombaion.)
Line 7. 'ExxXiao]ta. That is, a "regular"meeting (i.e., other than an dxxXa)olaxupta) of the assembly on the
Pnyx. This designation is attested here for the first time among the decrees discovered in the Agora excavations
(91 is incomplete at lines 6-7) but is found already in 336/5 (IG II2, 330, line 49). See W. A. McDonald, Political
Meeing-Places,pp. 56-61; Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 38-39. The designation of a meeting as taking place in the Theater
of Dionysos has already been met with among the Agora texts in 332/1 (79) and is restored in 95. Line 8. The
enactment was nonprobouleumatic: see Rhodes, Athenian
Dow.
Bouk,p. 262 and 94. Line 9. Or IIo[&r6itLo
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FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

98. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 4034), broken all around (including the back), discovered on
April 24, 1936, in a Turkishcontext north of the Eleusinion, over the area of the Post-HerulianWall (S 17).
H. 0.112 m.; W. 0.063 m.; Th. 0.006 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
ExotX. (square)0.012 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hesperia58, 1989, p. 84, no. 9, with photograph pl. 20.
ca. a. 321/20 a., velaliquantoante
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Walbankat firstregarded the hand in evidence in this small fragmentas so similarto that of 103 that he assigned
it to a comparable date; but the differences are sufficient to ensure that it does not form part of that monument.
However, he also noted that the marble type, spacing, size of letters, and general style suggest comparisonwith IG II2,
257, a fragment placed byJ. Kirchner "ante a. 336/5". The present text should perhaps be regarded as having
been inscribed between ca. 335 and the end of the period of the anagrapheis.
Walbank suggested in line 5 [-- - ^ ox8]xevand in line 7 [--- 67iot b'&vni&vre]jEt8[Woav---], for which
latter cf. 86, commentary on lines 21-24. See further SEG XXXIX, 87, where the identity of this fragment as a
decree is doubted. The reference to this SEG entry in SEG XL, 70 does not in fact concern the present text.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

99. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 2720), broken on all sides and at the back and with the inscribed
surface badly abraded, discovered on April 2, 1935, in a modern wall over the east end of the Middle Stoa (N 12).
H. 0.192 m.; W. 0.115 m.; Th. 0.062 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
ErotX. Hor. 0.0155 m.; Vert. (variable)0.015-0.017 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hesperia58, 1989, p. 86, no. 12, with photograph pl. 19. See also SEG XXXIX, 97.
ca. a. 321-318 a.(?)

ETOIX.
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This fragment seems more likely than not to have formed part of a decree, and Walbankedited it as such. He
suggested that it shows the same characteristicsand hand as those of IG II2, 397, a decree dated to "the years of the
anagraphis",and that it might derive from that stele. On that basis he made tentative proposalsfor lines 3-6, showing
the same length of line as that text, on the supposition that the decree, among other honors for a benefactor of
the city, awarded him a golden stephanos:
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ETOIX. 26 or 27
[---rb]v

5

8[[fov

---

oreyavcxlat]

() ----------[Xi]v
[Wv]ax [------------------

ca]E

Lines5-6. Or xaX]oair.
(Thelocationof the fragmentwithinthe widthof the steleis purelyarbitrary.)
Fora furtherAgoradecreeof thisperiodcf. 106J.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF NEAICHMOS, 320/19 B.C.
In addition to 100, seven decrees may be definitely assigned to this year: IG II2, 380 (SEG XXI, 307,
XXVI, 84, XXXIII, 90), of the second prytany, 381 and 382 (SEG XXI, 308), both of the fifth prytany,

a decree from the North Slope of the Akropolispublished by R. S. Stroud (Hesperia40, 1971, pp. 174-178,
no. 25), of the tenth prytany,IG II2, 383 and 384 (SEGXXI, 309), both of unknown prytanies, and 383b
(addenda, p. 660), the prytany of which has been the subject of controversy(SEGXXI, 305, and below).
As the penultimate year of a Metonic cycle (the sixth), 320/19 should have been an intercalaryyear (cf.
I
B. D. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236, with furtherreferences),and the epigraphicalevidence (cf. III2,
381,
lines 5-6) has elicited general agreement that it was so (J. Kirchner, IG II2, 380 and 381, comm.;W B.
Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAthens, pp. 370 and 374; W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,pp. 61-62;

Meritt, Athenianrear,pp. 113-120, Historia26, 1977, p. 170).
There has however been dispute concerning the arrangement of the lunar (festival)months within
the year, the evaluation of which has revolved around the differing interpretations of IG II2, 383b. If
the restoration of that text follows the strict stoichedon pattern in line 4, the prytany will necessarily
be the seventh or the tenth, and either will produce a calendric irregularity. To restore t3p6ti)gqcalls
for the retardation of the festival calendar by six days in Gamelion. AexdEiTr)appeared to involve the

lesser irregularity and was preferred by Pritchett and Neugebauer (Calendars,p. 62), who assumed the
intercalation of one or two extra days in Mounichion or Thargelion, for which there was compensation
in Skirophorion. Their supplement, and their understanding that the year consisted of 385 days, were
discounted by Meritt (AthenianSear, pp. 113-120), who preferred a year of 384 days (for which there is
corroboration in Babylonian chronology) on a regular pattern, that is, without official adjustments of

intercalateddays. But this is obtainable only at the cost of postulatingas the ordinal numeral of the prytany
followed by an uninscribedspace in line 4 of IG II2, 383b, a solution criticized by S. Dow (HSCP67,
Tpt7xr;
AthenianCalendars
onStone,p. 375) as impermissible. The continuing
1963, pp. 60-67) and Pritchett(Ancient
controversy, for which see SEG XXI, 305, served to polarize the issues, each possibility being challenged

and defended with equal resolution. For a summary of the calendric evidence see Stroud, Hesperia40,
1971, p. 177. Meritt returned to the defense of his restoration of IG II2, 383b, in the light of Stroud's

publication (AJP 93, 1972, pp. 166-168, corrected in Hesperia45, 1976, p. 173, note 3), but in the end

preferredto place that text in the seventh prytanywith the restorationof ~tP6ptS.
With IG II2, 383b in the seventh prytany, Meritt's supposition may still be maintained that the

year of thirteen months contained 384 days, beginning with full Hekatombaion and continuing in a
regular succession of hollow and full months until full Anthesterion was followed by full Elaphebolion;
thereafter regular succession was resumed. This pattern was interrupted by a retardation in Gamelion
with compensation not long delayed. The prytany calendar would have contained three prytanies of 39

days followed by a succession of prytaniesof 38 days at least through the sixth, with one more prytany of 39
among the final four. Pritchett and Neugebauer, on the other hand, required six full and four hollow
months among the first ten, followed by Mounichion 29 + 2, Thargelion 30, and Skirophorion 28 (or 27 in

a year of 384 days; see G. Klaffenbach, Gnomon21, 1949, p. 135). This aimed to preserve the regular
pattern of the prytany calendar, and it was indeed their contention that this regularitymust form a basic
requirement in any reconstruction of the Athenian year. But compensation for earlier retardation was
never,on the evidence available,made in Skirophorion;cf. Meritt, Athenian
Tear,pp. 103 and 208, TAPA95,
The
245.
evidence
of
no.
25, while not otherwise helpful in the
Hesperia40, 1971, pp. 174-178,
1964, p.
resolution of the calendric problems, required that the tenth prytany,if it is not Pandionis, be Akamantis.
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For a convenient tabulation of the year by months and the evidence for it, as he saw it at the time,
see Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, p. 433; but ifPandionis is after all to be regarded as pryt. VII, adjustment to it
is necessary, since IG II2, 383b shows the equation Gamelion 28 = pryt. VII, 10 = 241st day. Known
or presumed phylai in prytany are, in the light of the unfolding discussion, II Erechtheis, V Antiochis,
VI Oineis, VII Pandionis, and X Akamantis.
A DECREE IN HONOR OF NIKOSTRATOS OF PHILIPPOI (?)
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100 (P. 12). Two joining fragments of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5626), with the original rough-picked back
preserved, discovered on October 14, 1938, in a wall of a modern house at the north foot of the Areopagos (P 23).
The right side of the stele survives on the lower fragment; on the upper fragment the inscription is complete at
the top, and above the inscribed face are the remains of a surmounting molding which has been chipped away.
Stone surviving above this point below the level of the inscribed surface suggests that the stele originally carried
a pediment or other crowning decorative feature.
Measurements of combined fragments: H. 0.40 m.; W 0.195 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
LH. (line 1) 0.005 m. (omicron)-0.014 m. (sigma);(line 2 and thereafter)0.005 m. (omicron)-0.01 m. (phi).
ETIoX.(square)0.0116 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 234-241, no. 6, with photograph. See SEG XXI, 306 (fullbibliography
from 1944 to 1964, with references to W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
pp. 61-62; Meritt, Atheian
on Stone,pp. 376-377;
rear, pp. 119-120; S. Dow, HSCP 67, 1963, pp. 67-75; Pritchett, AncientAthenianCalendars
Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 425-432).
In the first edition Meritt suggested but rejected three possible arrangementsof the text of the preamble before
deciding upon a fourth as that most suited to the solution of the problems involved. Parts of lines 4-6, as presented
in that fourth text, were quoted by Pritchett and Neugebauer (Calendars,
p. 62). Meritt, who because of wartime
conditions had been unable to check the stone in person on the occasion of the editioprinceps,revised lines 1-9 after he
had done so (Athenian
rear,loc.cit.). This text ("Text5") was criticized by Dow (loc.cit.),who substituteda fresh version
Meritt
made
a further revision ("Text 7") in the light of this, with reasons for the rejection of Dow's
("Text 6").
text (Hesperia32, 1963, loc.cit.).
The text here printed is that of "Text 7". "Texts 5" and "6" are added in the commentary for the reader's
interest and convenience.
a. 320/19 a., pyt. VI
c
[N l x 6 a X p a X o c ---]X ( v o T l X [l x t E
['Etl NEaOXpoupXovToS]&vayp(pcaO[g
(a)
8"Apxe8l]
[xou coi NauxpErouAai]]TrpiCoq,ixt xfj[ Otvei3]
[o?;S
ExTY),7pTavela
L..]vav'N0q (ev) t.paN[.i.e]
5
[uev raJirX)Uvoq
bexiTnl t7a]Tavivou,
ret[&pT)rl]
cxv
[xcxlexoarfj Tfj5 ipuTxavel]aoS xxXA)al[a(
7]
ETeL[pL(e6v
[po(8p'v )exeAcplEV ....]opAov
680.])
[ev Tfl pouXrtl xaL Ttl 8%ijL] AryXu&87<
Aj)[viou II]

[aLav eteS v V ie8)h NL]x6a paTo[ . .5....]
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ETOIX. 36 (lines 2 and following)
(?)].
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5

>[<b 'ApXev]
['Elt NeaEXLou&PXovro, in'] 'vaypaXpcp
[8ixou Toi Nauxptrou Aai]Trpxo ;,tit Tx[q Otvel v]
[bo, 6yb8yl cpurxavelaEjt ...]vov '07}(ev) typali[u&x v]
[uevv MouvLXuLwvo
6yb6nl tla]ratLvou, TeT[6pT)i]
Tx
rj npuTaveC]aqc
ixxXr)a[axxup V]
[xal TrpLaxoarTL
) xal a V]
ipoZptv inei.(Pt.ev 'I]o<pvvECeL[p(Lek?
[laotTOxv
[uVnp6ebpot Eboev TOI b8^VOt]-AT)V6SJ)SA)[VEOU Vj

10

[Ilanavt6e eteev 1Wdfei8h . .]x6rpaTo[
x,X.

. .5 . .]

'"ext 6"

ETOIX. 35 (lines 3 and 5, 36)

P [C 'ApXeb]
&vaypae
['Elt NealeriXou&pXovaTO],
int
Tro
[xou
NauxpErou
Aa,]ppoSq,
Tcf[SOlve]
[os ExstTCnpuTaveCaq jt ..]vov

5

'O7Oe(ev) iypaE[tu&C]

euev. rarl)X?)vo, ExTJrit.
a]Traiivou, TeT[&pptin]
tpuxavel]oaEc xxXr)a[cl[atCiv]
JnepiLCev ... .]opOv ETL[p(LEG)'
B0o]

[xaIl etxocrtjL -tn
[ntpoMpOv

'tO tOL ]' A7)ci8)S XTCX.
[ev T)L pouX)L XOiEal

The writing is wide in proportion to its height; occasional carelessnessesin the accurate formation of individual
letters suggest a competent mason in a hurry. The uprightstrokeof phi is unusuallylong; upsilon alone, save in line 1,
is affected by a tendency to emphasize "freeends" of strokes(cf. 120). Line 1 is expressed in slightly more of a scriptura
and both lambda and sigma are thus decoratively treated.
monumentalis,
Line 1. The honorand could have been cited in the genitive case. Cf. IG II2, 385; A. S.SHenry, Pcri,
p. 51.
But the presence of the patronymic perhaps makes the nominative more probable. Lines 2-3. The anagrapheus
of
the year, Archedikos, son of Naukritos, of Lamptrai, was also the proposer of two decrees in 318/17: IG 12, 402
of these years see 97, and for the formula Henry, op.cit.,pp. 52 and 54.
(addenda, p. 660) and 104. On the anagrapheis
The latter provides an example of Henry's Type II, a.
Lines 4 and 7. For the abbreviateddemotics see 112, line 4 and commentary and L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 100.
On the deme Oe see also S. Dow, AJP 84, 1963, pp. 166-181 andJ. S. Traill, PoliticalOrganization,
p. 49. Line 5.
A meeting of the assembly on Gamelion 10 is not attested other than by restorationhere and in IG II2, 239; seeJ. D.
Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendar,
p. 101. But there is nothing intrinsicallyobjectionable to the supposition. There
are objections, however, to Mounichion 8 ("Text5") and Gamelion 6 ("Text 6"): cf. Mikalson, op.cit., pp. 140-141
and 98. M. H. Hansen (GRBS23, 1982, 349, no. 96 [= AthenianEcclesia,p. 101]) briefly reviewed the restorationsof
the calendar equation at this point hitherto proposed and, while preferringto suspendjudgment, criticized adversely
all except "Text 7", which he reported without comment. Cf. SEG XXXII, 96.
Line 6. &xxXr)ala. See 97, line 7. Lines 7-8. As restored, the decree is probouleumatic, i.e., the assembly
that came to it. Cf. P.J. Rhodes (Athenian
Bouk, p. 250), who regarded
adopted without alteration the probouleuma
the text as too unsettled for statistical use. Lines 8-9. Demades has already appeared as the proposer of 72 and
95, qq.v.This decree is listed among his enactments by A. N. Oikonomides, IIXr&tov
8, 1956, pp. 118-119, no. 13 and
Rhodes
(Athenian
p.
Boule,
by
270).
The nature of Nikostratos'services cannot be determined. Lines 12 and 15-16 suggest some conspiracy against
Athenian interests which had perhaps been frustratedby Nikostratos' good offices, of which the Athenian people
are properly appreciative (lines 19-20).
THE ARCHONSHIP

OF APOLLODOROS, 319/18 B.C.
101, 102, and 103 comprise three of the seven decrees, usefully distributed in date through the months,
which are now known to belong to the year of Apollodoros. The other four are IG II2, 386 (SEG XXI, 311;
M. J. Osborne, NaturalizationI, pp. 90-91, D 30, NaturalizationII, pp. 97-98) of the sixth prytany, 387

(SEG XXI, 314) of the tenth, 388 (SEG XXI, 313, XXXII, 97) of the eighth, and 390 (SEG XXI, 315)
also of the tenth. 101 of the fourth prytany,102 of the seventh, and 103 of the tenth assist in spreadingthe
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calendric evidence through five of the ten prytanies. IG II2, 385, fragment a and 389, formerly attributed
to 319/18, are now recognized as belonging to 292/1 and 293/2 respectively;see SEG XXI, 355 and 354.
As the final year of the sixth Metonic cycle this year should have been, and was, an ordinaryyear (see
B. D. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236, with furtherreferences). Babylonian observation (see Meritt, Athenian
Tear,p. 124) made it a year of 355 days, although this need not imply that it was so at Athens. The data
concerning the year were tabulated by W K. Pritchett(Hesperia10, 1941, p. 269), on the basis of which he
supposed a regular alternation of full and hollow months in a year of 354 days and a prytanyyear arranged
exactly in accordance with Aristotle'spattern: four prytanies each of 36 days followed by six each of 35.
Cf. E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, p. 346. In again setting out the calendric data of the year, Pritchett
and 0. Neugebauer (Calendars,
pp. 63-64) found this scheme of the lunar (festival)calendar too rigid in
but
no
in the overallassessmentof the year. Meritt'sreconstruction(Athenian
was
made
conception,
change
Tear,p. 124) recognized the same arrangementsas that of Pritchett. If the year was indeed of 355 days,
one day would be added to Skirophorion,making it full instead of hollow, as well as to the tenth prytany.
In IG II2, 388, an error on the part of the mason, who wrote 'EXayprPoXiivo;in line 5 when he
should have written MouvqXIZivor,
has been generally acknowledgedsince it was advanced as a hypothesis
ArchonList,p. 34, note 62). Such an error
by M. Crosby (102) and supported by W. B. Dinsmoor (Athenian
be
in
IG
375
of
II2,
322/1
may paralleled
(SEGXXI, 302),
(see Meritt, AthenianYear,pp. 111-112). The
of
text
IG
388
could
be accommodated to a supposition that four days were intercalatedinto
II2,
existing
the festival calendar in the latter part of Elaphebolion, but the assumption of an error in the engraving
affordsa preferable explanation for the discrepancy;see Meritt, Athenianear,pp. 124-125.
Known phylai in prytany are IV Aiantis or Leontis, VI Aigeis, VII Antiochis, VIII Erechtheis, and
X Oineis.

ATHENIANCITIZENSHIPCONFERREDON AINETOSOF RHODES
101. A squat pedimentalstele of honey-coloredPentelicmarble(I 5454), brokenbelow but almost completely
preserved,discoveredon May 20, 1938,when it was removedfromthe cleft abovethe Klepsydrabasinintowhich
it hadfallen,in ancienttimes,in sucha way s to exposetheinscribedfaceto the actionof drippingwater(T 27). The
surfacehasbeenmucherodedin consequence,andthe inscriptionis in placesextremelydifficultto read. In addition,
a semicircularareaof the surfacehasbeen entirelyloleft
lost on the
betweenlines4 and 18, and thereis considerable
discolorationbelowthispoint. Cf. the descriptionof the stonegivenby M.J. Osborne,lc. cit. (below).
H. 0.805 m.; W.0.442 m.; Th. 0.087 m.
LH. 0.007 m. (ine 2, 0.01-0.012 m.).
ECroX.
(almostsquare)Hor.ca.0.015 m.; Vert.0.015 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert,Hesperia
9, 1940, pp. 345-348, no. 44, with photograph;M. J. Osborne,Naturalization
I,
II, pp. 96-97. A preliminaryreferenceto the discoveryof the stele was made by
pp. 88-89, D 29, Naturalization
T. L. Shear,Hesperia
8, 1939, pp. 223-224. See SEGXXI, 310 (fulltext with minor correctionsand complete
bibliographyfrom 1940 to 1964, with referencesto W. K. Pritchett[Hesperia
10, 1941,p. 269], who discussedthe
calendarequationin lines 4-7; Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer,Calendars,
wherelines 4-7 are quoted;B. D.
63,
p.
Meritt,Athenian
rear,pp. 121-122,alsowithquotationof lines 1-7; S. Dow [HSCP67, 1963,pp. 47-51], whostudied
the anagrapheus
Eukadmosand the prescriptsto the decreesof his year).Further,SEGXXV, 73 (L.Moretti,Iscrizioni
storiche
ellenistiche
I, pp. 4-6, no. 3, who reproducedthe text of SEGXXI, loc.cit.,with description,commentary,
and bibliography,
and addeda translationinto Italian).
a. 319/18 a.,pryt.IV
ETOIX. 28 (lines4-9)
ETOIX. 29 (lines11-43)
Eeol.
IIoXireEaAltv3Tro'Po8ltv
'AvaypapeCqE0xa8bo5 'AvaxatL6C'v

5

'Exl 'AxoXXo&bpou
itr-tf
&pXovtro;
[.. .]vt8oc; TeTT&pTST;
M
TpuTaxvelXc
[aIta]xrL ptLovo;feVSex&dtE, aLtit xxl

[elxoo]et
T'rifi

txxXoal
punuavelae;'
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XSOpo6f8pbov
[a xupla4]'
Xeqjt(Pev E
10

15

[.. ...] 'AXalte6. 8boEv T%L
p3ouX)it
vacat
[xal -C&t]ip.cot.
[..5... xp]&T)r;KrTlaovo; &xKepottiCv
Xit pouXf<sxalt t
[etlev' aY]aOfitTx6XIt
[ou 8,,ouq] ToU 'Aon,va>v, tiet8 ATvr,)
[o? Aatl.l]9voc 'P68to xnp6cep6vre 8be
[XTXetc]&PXrtcrXaiLTn8e[,6]cv 'AOev
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[lqatv&]7toB)aaC;re r''A,EAXe&dvSpou
Txo patXio&); elre-cv 'Aatcv 8te7oXi
xatl v86S[c<q]
4)lae T6v z6hXeov xaXwZ;x
10 .... .]

xal 8t& T& eOepyea[La;
....

20

..] I xn [ai]

....
AOMH[.]A[.]TOHKOI[

v re xa,l aTeyP&[vo,ev ....!. ......]
.......]
[.]a toOoU,, =p,[.][.......s
o X[4.. 7....].[.

] [

!5..

.

....

]

tI]
Toi 8[flDouToO 'A0vtvalov,8eb6XOatL
25

t pou[Xf[t obS npot8pouCo' &v X&xxa]
v TTcL p6TrrLxxX2)a]
t xpoe8[pe6ve
v[

]
t[a],X[p7n,tatoat =ept..... 2....
,
ITIMNON[..]T[..], yyt0ni [ ouOX ea]
9ai Cr) [p]ouX< elcST6v 8 VEov8[u] 8ox
30

et TxTL
p[o]uXfLt TXatvLaLtAIv[n]xov Aca
ibtovoq ['P]6L8ov xal crycpQavoatL
Xpua
&it6 : X : 8paX)czyv &pet)C.
(iLt ate(p[]vLt

r neptt-v 8-b)o
x.ate,vota, T-?
EvexaO
35

v cbv 'AO vatOLvetvalo8B Alvr)TovAai
piovo 'Avrtvaov otaS6yxatl yy6vouc,

40

f av pouXrX)Ta
u xatl (ppartptac;
xac[& x]
8t npuxSvetS bo0vv[atX]
6v v6oov, xog b
tf -i jpov Etl ,Ti 7X[p6T7)v
4]
ept aOtxoO
xxXYiatav6xAo?av xcalot &X)[oitt&vte]

xalt yp&ciaaOea ac6rbv puXc; xal8i.

0o

noerv &y[caO6v6tL &v]
Sx[a]a[t]oC 8ov7rxat T6v [8f}tov ivaypa6]

[i]

OpitotiLvoat

at [8]t t68e T[6 4]4fpal4[ia v at5X)LtXtOtv]
-----------------------1

45

[--------------------------

Lines 6-7. xal | [txoa]rte Meritt; xal[tl exoa]Tei Schweigert. Line 14. Aa,to]voc Schweigert; Aacj,]ovo
Osborne. Line 15. pi[XTt]ar[a]Schweigert;pXtat.ra Osborne. Line 17. xo[i p]altXa(oSSchweigert; Tro paaoXaoc
Osborne. Line 19. e6Ep(y)ea[taSSchweigert, Osborne; but the gamma is clear on the stone. Line 34. 'AO[rq]vakov
Schweigert; 'A0TvacikvOsborne. Line 35. 'A[0]rlvatovSchweigert; 'AvorvatovOsborne. Line 42. [Exacr]oq
Schweigert; .x[a]o[c]o; Osborne. Persistent study of the eroded sections of the stone has yielded few additions
to Schweigert's original readings and no alterations to the substance of his text. For what may be discerned
cf. Osborne's adnotiones critica. The writing is of a "standard"chararacter
appropriate to its period and presents
no special features. There is no emphasis on the "free ends" of strokes, except in the more monumental line 2,
where omega in particularis so treated.
Line 2. Ainetos of Rhodes and his exploits on the expedition of Alexander the Great are otherwise unknown.
Schweigert thought it unlikelythat he could be connected with the Ainetos who was general in service with Demetrios
Poliorketes(Polyainos5.19; for further references on that Ainetos see Moretti, loc.cit.). Noting that the honors were
voted in Maimakterion, Osborne speculated that the Ainetos of the present decree was a supporter of Polyperchon
and unlikely to have been a prot6g6 of Phokion. For the historical circumstancessee also W. S. Ferguson, Hellnistic
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I,
Athens,pp. 28-31; R. M. Erington, Hermes,105, 1977, pp. 487-496; E. Will, Histirrepolique dumond heWniistique

1966,pp. 43-45.
of the year,EukadmosofAnakeia, is otherwiseunknown. Forthe expressionof the
Line 3. The anagraphus
in the nominative case), see Dow, loc.cit. and A. S. Henry,
prescript(a standardpreamble preceded by the anagrapheus
and
54.
The
form
52
Prescipts,pp.
employed represents Henry's Type I, a. Lines 5-7. For Maimakterion 11 as a
Mikalson (Sacredand Ciil Calendar,pp. 81-82), who quotes lines 4-8 of this
D.
see
of
the
J.
assembly
meeting day

text. EI forHI in the dativefemininesingular,increasinglycommonat thisperiod,becomesregularafter300 B.C.
p. 378 and Henry
(exceptin the relativepronounf*) and requiresno furthercomment. Cf. L. Threatte,Grammar,
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(CQ^n.s. 14, 1964, pp. 240-245), who gave totals of the examples subdivided by phrase and by period between
323 and 146 B.C.
Lines 7-8. ixxXrvloatxupla. The restorationis unavoidable,and this designation of the assemblyis thus attested
here for the first time among the decrees discovered in the Agora excavations: but it appears as early as 334/3.
Cf. W A. McDonald, PoliticalMeeing-Places,
p. 56; Henry, Prescripts,
p. 39; M. H. Hansen, GRBS23, 1982, pp. 337-338

(= Athian Eccia, pp. 89-90); 97, commentaryon line 7.

Lines 9-10. The decree was probouleumatic. Cf. 100 and P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,p. 250. Line 11. Kteson of
Kerameis was identified by Schweigert with the witness in [Demosthenes] 59.48, who testified concerning dinner
parties held by Stephanos and Phrynion in company with Neaira. Cf. PA8910 and, for further detail of the family,
Propertied
Families,p. 338. Line 12. &yo9firtrtXlt. See 72, commentaryon lines 7-8. Lines 24-30.
J. K. Davies, Athenian

formulacf. 89, commentaryon lines2-9.
Forthe now regularprobouleumatic

Lines 32-34. The grant of the stephanos, the specification of its cost, and the reasons for the grant fol-

low the regularformulaicprocedure. Cf. Henry,Honours,
pp. 22-27, 42-44 (thisdecree cited, p. 42) and 92.
Lines 34-38. On the formulasemployed in the award of Athenian citizenship see 96, commentary on lines 9-13 and

referencesthere.In thisinstancethepositivephrasexoad&
br6v
v6povreplacesthe morenegativeconceptiXhv &vot

v6poL &inayope6outv in the qualification of free choice of phyle, deme, and phratry. Lines 40-42. 68x~ &SvxrX.

Cf. 86, commentaryon lines21-24.
DECREEIN HONOR OF A CERTAINAPOL -

102. Two joining fragments of a stele of patchily discolored Hymettian marble (I 3878), of which that on the left
(fragment a) preserves the left side and part of the original rough-picked back, and that on the right (fragment b)
in addition to the back preserves the right side and the springing of the crowning molding above the inscribed face.
Much of thejoin between the fragmentsis made below the inscribedsurface,leaving a gap in the preservedtext at the
affected point. Fragment a was discovered on March 28, 1936, in a Byzantine wall north of the Odeion (M 8),

fragmentb on December23, 1937,in a wallof a modernhousesoutheastof the MarketSquare(N 19).
Measurements
of combinedfragments:H. 0.27 m.;W.0.295 m.;Th. 0.075-0.08 m.
LH. 0.005-0.008 m. (omicronand omega0.004 m.).
0.01 m.
(squarebutwithslightirregularities)
ESo%X.

Ed. a only: M. Crosby,Hesperia6, 1937, pp. 442-444, no. 1, with photograph. a + b: eadem,Hesperia7, 1938,
pp. 476-479, no. 31, with photograph of joined fragments. See SEG XXI, 312 (full text and complete bibliography
from 1938 to 1964, with references to W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 63, where parts of lines 1-6
are quoted; B. D. Meritt [Athenianrear,p. 122], who quotes lines 1-6; S. Dow [HSCP 67, 1963, pp. 49-51], who

andthe methodof includinghimin it). Further,
analyzesthepreamblein the contextof a discussionof theanagrapheus
SEGXXV, 74 (L.Moretti[Isrizionistoriche
elleisicheI, pp. 6-7, no. 4], whoprovidestext,bibliography,
commentary,
and Italiantranslation).The calendricdata were includedby Pritchettin his originaltabulationof the evidence
for the yearofApollodoros,Hesperia
10, 1941,p. 269.
a. 319/18 a.,pryt.VII

ETOIX.26

(b)

(a)
5

['Exl 'Axo]Xo^[,p].ou&pxovXro,
t[l -r]
E]ob6E5 cpUTa[ve]
[.c 'Avr]JoxC[bo].
xal &vaypapf]co Etx6&8iou 'A[v]
[ELaS
[axai]fxoq- 'EEXap[ypo]Zvoq bobex[6]
T?t, TEriptel [xal -T]paxotneC T[fj]
pupTaveElaqc
[xx]X[rYalaxacr&+[4p]
uc*a pouXc* T&v ?po[=Ff]8PW?v
ite[+q
ypwsev 'ApyoLXoo 5ucETra[L]y [68]
oSev Te;LpO3UX7)xal

t;)L8[tjfi&l

VP]
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TrT)oxXf) TXceyvdro[u] 'AX[oexfil0]
v]
re 'r(6 .titpoaoOevX[p6wvt
0bLt]
XeLEOvou &v ttiL 85[(J,.L TrtL 'AOv]
Ev ectev- Eimx8i 'AToX[. .7...
7

aclv xalt rd&orpart[eacr
&d&aqc
i]]
15

orp&reCuCaxat r[&; etlapop&;el]
oevivoxev 6?aao &[7icret 6 fbto5],

v TrOv
xal viUvotxeto [&v
XA6vtov]
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VrCT&
IIp(oTou [...7...

20

u TOu6uoi aT[o
[........

[

xal .... o]

xaX&c xcl piXoTr]
..........]

]

Lines 17-20. Crosby's restorations are here retained. Moretti prefers olxetos [&v x&v ivcxv Txv]| IeT&
o W
ou amc[ou,xaXC xal iXol]|I i,, but too little space is left for an adequate
..5..]u
UHpotou [eTayvv
and rou 6oU. He notes eTr&IIptoTOU[xal .... .......
connection between tTayltavowv
]u TOU6ou aCO[ou
as
a
but
so
alternative:
is
xatl ypiXolxog
xoaX&C
X66vto
cv,i,XoTIIlllLca xX.
possible
regular a phrase as almost
a
which
would be required, must be accounted unusual.
to demand inclusion, and 13-letter name,
The writing, while basically competent, is careless and badly articulated. The upright of epsilon frequently
projects above the topmost or below the lowermost horizontal, and these "horizontals" often belie their name.
Adjacent sigmas vary in size from 0.005 to 0.008 m. (line 12);the lower strokeof kappa is almost horizontal; the two
uprights of pi are almost of equal length. Cf. 96, which is very comparable in general style. There, as here, phi

has the cruciform shape so frequentlymet with at this period that it may serve as a criterion of date in doubtful cases.
SeeJ. Kirchner, IL 2, nos. 68, 73, and 77, where its first appearance is dated to 341/40 (IG II2, 1455). However,
the first phi of line 8, which is the most clearly surviving example, has a curved cross-strokeof the type claimed
by Kirchner as a feature of the early 3rd century (op.cit.,no. 78). On the mason he considers to have been responsible
for this text, see M. B. Walbank,BSA84, 1989, p. 399.

Lines 1-4. For the prescript in this form, with the anagrapheus
named in the genitive case after the archon and
prytanizing phyle, see Dow, oc. cit. and A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 53 and 55. This example is a variant version
of Henry's Type II, b.
Lines 6-7. 1xxXvroaixacr&
ljtapaPl pouXig. Not appearing in IG II2, this formula occurs in this context for
the first time. Crosby compared IG II2, 554, lines 2-3: &xxXaaolaxax& +4(ploia bjUou. Cf. IG 112, iv, 1, p. 67;
Henry, Prescrts, p. 56. The meeting was evidently specially called and of a kind later described as an ixxXrolCa
auYxXv)6g. Cf. M. H. Hansen, GRBS 18, 1977, p. 48 and GRBS20, 1979, p. 152 (= Athnian Eccesia,pp. 40 and
76). Its character was perhaps the occasion of its falling on a festival day, Elaphebolion 12. See J. D. Mikalson
(Sacredand Civil Calmndar,
pp. 127-128), who quotes lines 1-7 of this text; Hansen, GRBS 23, 1982, pp. 332-333,
336, 341, no. 88 (= AthnianEcclesia,pp. 84-85, 88, 93).
Lines 7-8. For the spelling CeiEptoev see L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 547-549 (where this instance is quoted
from the unrevisededition of the text). Cf. also Pritchettand Meritt, Chronology,
p. 25 with note 5. Line 8. Amphilochos
of Xypete is otherwise unknown. Lines 8-9. The decree was probouleumatic. Cf. 100 and P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Bouk, p. 250. Line 10. Telokles, son of Telegnotos, of Alopeke has been restored as the proposer of IG II2, 453,
of 310/09, by C. Habicht (Studien,p. 198, no. 2). Cf. SEG XXXII, 100. He was tentatively identified by Crosby
with the chief of the Athenian naopoioi at Delphi at the beginning of the Sacred War (PA13580; FouilUsdeDe4hesIII,
v, no. 19, lines 34 and 39); but the interval of time is too great for the identification to be upheld, and there was
at least one other contemporary Telokles ('AyyeXftev), who was trierarch in ca. 342/1 (PA 13584; IG II2, 1622,
line 744). The proposer's name receives particular emphasis by appearing at the beginning of a new line of text,
two spaces having been left vacant at the end of the preceding line in order to avoid divLi'sn of it. See Henry,
pp. 63-66 (esp. p. 64).
Prescripts,
Line 12. lrnTpoaoOev.For the gemination of the sibilant before theta see Threatte, Grammar,p. 530 (the
unrevised version of the text is quoted; cf. lines 7-8 above). Lines 14-16. Cf. IG II2, 421, lines 8-11, 554, lines 8-12;
R. Thomsen, Eisphora,1964, pp. 237-240.
Lines 17-20. Proteaswas tentativelyidentifiedby Crosbywith the officer on the staffof Alexander the Great and
Antipater (H. Berve, Das Aklxanderreich
II, 1926, p. 328, no. 664). Moretti expressed
aufprosopographischer
Grundlage
justified doubt (op.cit.,p. 7) but added as references to the mercenaries and their contacts with the citizens of Athens
M. Launey,Recherches
surlesarmceshellinistiques
II, 1950, pp. 1038-1054 and J. Pouilloux, Fortresse,passim.
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FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
backand a smallpartof the
103. A fragmentof a steleof Hymettianmarble(15655),withthe originalrough-picked
left edge (belowthe inscribedsurface)preservedbut brokenelsewhere,discoveredon February20, 1939, among
marblesfromthe demolitionof housesat the northfoot of the Areopagos.
H. 0.18 m.; W 0.29 m.; Th. 0.095 m.
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LH. 0.007 m.
ETotX.(square)0.0125 m.
Ed. W. K. Pritchett,Hesperia
10, 1941,pp. 268-270, no. 69, withphotograph.See SEGXXI, 316 (text,with
referencesalso to Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer,Caldars,p. 64, wherelines 2-5 are quoted;B. D. Meritt[Athnian
rear,p. 124],who quoteslines 1-5).
ETOIX. 30
a. 319/18 a.,pryt.X
&vaypxayo]
[' Et' 'AioXo&opou&pXovroC,
[k8e Eix&i8Aou 'Av[axiaica[, rtxlT; Otvei]

5

[&bo0ex&tr]jv pTcuraveta4 Expopopuo]
[vo5 Eve]Lxatl vat, nwvxT[exal TpLaxo]
[a?lCTE]<;nputraveca. ix[X)arl. tT-v ipo]
...2... ..
[Bpov /]ntept4c{v
'E.t[
.... !.....]
[....

[--

i

little of the inscriptionsurvives.The
The stone is very battered,and in proportionto its bulkcomparatively

writing is of the same general character as that of 102. Two letters must be assumed in the space of one in the

latterpartof line 5.
in the genitive case, following that
Lines 1-5. For the form of the prescript, with the name of the anagrapheus

of the archonbutbeforethe referenceto thephylein prytany,see S. Dow,HSCP67, 1963,pp.49-50 andA. S. Henry,
Prescripts,
pp. 53-54. This mode of expression correspondsto Henry's Type II, a; cf. 100. Lines 2, 4-5. On the use of

he andin the ordinalnumerals,see 01, commentaryon lines5-7. Lines4-5. Forthe
EI forHI in the nameofethephyle
last day of Skirophorion as a meeting day of the assembly seeJ. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendar,
pp. 177-181,

wherethe date shouldnot be expressedas Skirophorion30; in a hollowmonth the last day wouldbe the 29th,
as it maywell havebeen in thisinstance(seeaboveon the ArchonshipofApollodoros,pp. 151-152).
Line 6. IxxXoatal.See 97, line 7. Line 7. The symproedroiare here mentionedfor the firsttime amongthe

Agora decrees. See Dow, Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 335-336 and Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 39-41. The firstreference to them

comesin 333/2 (IGII2, 336, III, lines9-13), wheretheyare listedby name,a phenomenonoccurringoccasionally
for a centurythereafter,with the last examplesslightlyantedating225/4; cf. Dow, op.cit.,pp. 336-365 and A. G.

to SterlingDow on his EightiethBirthday,1984, p. 317. More usually there is a simple
Woodhead in StudiesPresented
reference to the symproedroiwithout a detailed list of their names, as may well have been the case in this enactment;
the first example of this more usual formula appears to be IG II2, 545, of (probably)321/20.
THE ARCHONSHIP

OF ARCHIPPOS II, 318/17 B.C.

Fourdecrees, of which 104 and 105 are two, survivefrom this year of the second Archipposwhen, after the
interval in which the anagrapheusfulfilled some of the secretary'sfunctions, theypa<xpxTrekG
was restored
to his full competence in the conduct of public business. It is unfortunatethat all the inscriptionsof the year
have presented problems that have affected the interpretation of the calendric data, the vital places on
the stones being either lost or the supposed victims of scribal error, or indeed both at once. As the first
year of the seventh Metonic cycle, Archippos II's year should have been ordinary (B. D. Meritt, TAPA95,

1964, p. 236, with further references). It had however been supposed in IG II2 that the year was intercalary
(IG II2, 448 and 449, comm.)and that this was a useful distinction between the years of the one Archippos
and the other. It was so regarded initially by W. B. Dinsmoor (Archonsof Athens, p. 375, AthenianArchon
List, p. 212), byJ. H. Oliver (Hesperia4, 1935, p. 37), and by Meritt (Hesperia4, 1935, p. 544), followed
by E. Schweigert (Hesperia8, 1939, p. 34), who set out the pattern of the prytanies and months, with a
second Gamelion as the intercalated month rather than the more regular second Posideon.

This general consensus was interruptedby W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer (Calendars,
pp. 64-66),
who believed that the year was ordinaryand so interpretedthe evidence of the texts. On that interpretation,
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IG II2,448, lines35-87 (SEGXXI, 317, XXII, 95, XXIII,61; M.J. Osborne,Naturazation
I, pp. 101-105,
D 38) belongedto the fourthprytanyand 104 and 105 to the sixth. IG II2, 350 (SEGXXI, 320, XXII,
98; Osborne, vol. cit., pp. 105-106, D 39) was also, although with some hesitation, assigned to this year
and thought to belong to the seventh prytany. Dinsmoor (Hesperia23, 1954, p. 313) and Meritt (Athenian
rear,pp. 125-127) concurred in this revision. A subsequent attempt to vindicate the year as intercalary
was made by S. DuSaniC(BCH 89, 1965, pp. 128-141), chiefly in the interests of a reinterpretationof

Kassandros'activityin the courseof it. Apartfromsupposingan irregularfestivalcalendarwherebythe

first five months contained 152 days, it was necessary for DuSanidto dismiss IG II2, 350 from Archippos'

p. 66) or at the leastto requirean intercalationoften daysby
year(cf.PritchettandNeugebauer,Calndars,
the archon in order to assimilateit.
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the problemof the calendarcausedMerittto
Whateverthe meritsof the historicalreinterpretation,
returnto a considerationof this yearvia a restudyof IG II2, 448 (Hesperia
43, 1974, pp. 463-466). He
becameconvincedthat, afterall, the data did point to the correctnessof the earlierview that this was
an intercalaryyear.He wasfurtherpersuadedthatIG II2,350 properlybelongsto thisyearand can have

been passed on Anthesterion 9 = pryt. VII, 18 (Hesperia45, 1976, p. 173; see SEG XXVI, 85: for contrary

opinions about the date see SEGXXXII, 85, XXXV, 77). The addition of one day in the festival calendar
before Maimakterion,with later compensation, will suffice to account for the discrepancy in the calendar
equation of IG II2, 448. 104 and 105 can be interpreted as having been passed on the same day, the
207th of the year. The months in the festival calendar alternated as full and hollow until full Gamelion.

Gamelion II was also full and was succeeded by regular alternation until hollow Skirophorion. There was a
regular succession of prytanies for an intercalary year, six of 38 days being followed by four of 39, thus
reversing the 'Aristotelian" pattern. Osborne (NaturalizationII, pp. 104-106) provides a useful summary

of the calendric points at issue, at the end of which he accepts the interpretationfollowed here.
IG II2, 449 (SEGXVI, 56, XXI, 325) is attributedto this year in IG II2 but belongs to an unknown

intercalary year between 317 and 307 (Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,p. 1; Pritchett and Neugebauer,

Calendars,
pp. 66-67).
Known phylai in prytany in the year of Archippos II are two only, IV Akamantis and VI Kekropis.

HERMO- ---

OF HERAKLEIA HONORED

104. Two fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4772 a, b), one of which (fragment a) preserves the left side
and original back, and the other (fragmentb) the right side and original back; both fragments are otherwise broken
all around. Fragment a was discovered on April 22, 1937, at the surface southeast of the Market Square, west of the
Post-HerulianWall (S-T 27); fragment b was discoveredon April 29, 1937, in a modern wall south of the Eleusinion
(T 21-22). Subsequent study indicated that the top of fragment a made a join with the bottom of a fragment (c)

preservedin the EpigraphicalMuseum(E.M. 2537) and until that time unpublished;these twojoined fragments
aretreatedhenceforward
as a unit. IG II2,535, hereafterfragmentd,wasfoundto providethe concludingsectionof
the sameinscription.It makesnojoin withany otherpiece.
a + c: H. 0.238 m.; W. 0.125 m.; Th. 0.062 m.
b:H. 0.205 m.; W. 0.142 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
d: H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.165 m.; Th. 0.055 m.

LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
ETotX.Hor. (irregular)0.012-0.015 m.; Vert. 0.0125 m.

Ed. E. Schweigert,Hesperia
8, 1939,pp. 30-34, no. 8 (allfragments),with photographsof fragmentsa-c. See
SEGXXI, 318, with referencesalso to the fullertext of A. E. Raubitschek(TAPA76, 1945, pp. 105-107), who
associatedfragmentb very closelywith the bottomof fragmenta; W. K. Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer,Calendars,
p. 65, wherepartsof lines 1-7 are quoted;B. D. Meritt,Athenianear,p. 126,with quotationof lines 1-7). Further,
SEGXXII, 96 (S. DuSanic,BCH 89, 1965, p. 132);Meritt,Hespeia43, 1974, pp. 464-465, with quotationof
lines 1-10. See also (on lines 17-29) A. Wilhelm, AttischeUrkunden
V (= SbAkadWien
220, 5), 1942, pp. 179-180.

The stone was subsequentlyreused,withouterasureof the existingdecree,for a commemorativeinscription
of the pyloroiof 15/14 B.C., whichhas damagedsome partsof the text. See Raubitschek,loc.cit.,and cf IGII2,

492 and 2304.
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ETOIX. 23

a. 318/17 a.,pryt.VI
'E,t 'ApXti[4ou&pxovtoC
tx r]

(c)

5
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(a)

10

f Kgxyon7b[o; ExTrrrw npurav]
fa ; )[ ]p[oucpos
'oIXto..5...]
[. K]oXXu[]e[4 ypoytjelit re rza]
xal vai, fp36]
LrXL[,vo]], [EVCL
[1]CLxal 8t[xi-mTTf; putrave]
[tLa5.ix]x),X[t,la. T, ,t,pop,ov q]
[E]ItpL[ev
Aexe(xEe)].rXa6xu,co,o
SoSev Tr[i bUptow'ApXibuco.]

[N]uxpltoy [AacmTpe etdt]v]7
Lz^c'Ep4[o...!... . v
t]
[i]7ipooofe v [XP6voLbtarCtsCX]
exe eOvou[q &v T!)L5iCoLt TC)L'A]

15
(b)

20

87vat<ovx[al 7capeCUca-o
TSv]
yauy &ib K[ulExou f~xouaov xa]
xal a,npa][,,Txa]
[I ocrpar]Ty[oOb
re
ti
SX]a XP[?1V]
[k(pipouaav
[ov a6orbvnoaptx]e Toti ix [T]
[(f vaut.axtac &vao].xCo.tv[o]
[i<, xal vuv XeO&v
fi],avytXe[T]
ot
[aoldyaObv68X&v86]vT)TatL
V etpSJv)v [x]al
r
[foeLv 7,ip6S

e

[xaarov c&v 'AO9qvxal]v,
beb6X8
tt
bAi L ctaotvi]aat'Eppo
[aoL

25

[............

30

[v xal orteXav6oxaa(]xrv OaX[X]
[ou
a0recp&vw<etVa] Bf "Ep,uoL[..]
Trou
b]jou r[o0]
[.... 7Xp6kevov
xalt
Tb]
['AwIvakov,
vayp]a+[&-T(o
[,lpaIJ T6b . 2.........]

(d)

[-----------

'Hp]ox[X](e)utST

------

boOuvaL
,t^v
tr]
divaypacvv
1OP 8PaxA&]
to f.ou
[6]v CT[aItav
[; s:

+kpto,a-oa&vay]
[1]ix -w[v xarr&
35

Loxoi[v(ov
vacat

t)Lb5p)L].

Lines -10. The textis thatofMeritt,Hespria43, 1974, oc.cit. 'Elt 'ApXti.ou &pXov0o,xlnt
ql} Kexponl8[o<
X,al v0a,
{Ypa
'IXtO.....I.]
[]i [6]e[u,Xo;
K[o]Xu-e[pt
.e[v,L
rOa]l.X[6a]yo
uE.

ExT
rrv Ipavav]lo

i7pxJl]et xal b8[x&tc T5, npu-Tavcjlta.

r
tx]xX[rptola xrX. Schweigert; [ra]ll||nTX4[&]yqo .[xm

t Uxoa, Tpl|T]C.L
xat

xalt e[x&tiet
TrxltpuoaveIta( x,X. Pritchettand Neugebauer;[ra]l|rXt[i,vo,o]g
[6yb6eLttil xa, x|lT]eL
be[x&r?eL
in\
xrX.
Meritt
(Atnian rear);/x]l,
KexponlS[oc;t:pb6pr);
T)(;r7puxave|lta,'
7,puTav]ja&[l [I[]p[aou7co? 'Ixxo
Lxaolbe[x&ietLTrg 7cpu-tavelCa
xrX.
xal, [CtJl7r]t
..... ] KoX.ut4[rp6ypauliii
d eue' ra|llnTq)i[6]y.oS
[vwe viat,
Raubitschek,D.iSani&.
Line2. Fourlettersareinscribednearthebeginningof thelinein the spaceoftwo. The masonapparentlybegan
by engraving KPO but on realizing his error erased it and succeeded in crowding KEKPO into the same space.
The text is elsewhere correcdy inscribed. It is not to be supposed that a mason, after plotting out his work, necessarily
began his engraving at the beginning and worked forward with one complete letter after another. Incompleted
letters, or blank spaces destined for later completion, occur not infrequently(cf., e.g&,112, line 2). Here the mason
was in some way betrayed into faulty execution of the line when the correction of it could not be carried over into
the line following, and the supposition of two empty letter spaces towardsthe end of the line is to that extent the more
acceptable. Lines 2-3. For the spelling xpravtia see 95, commentary on lines 5-6. Lines 4-5. For meetings of
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the assembly on the last day of Gamelion seeJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand CivilCalendar,
pp. 108-109, where the date
is here correctly to be described as Gamelion 30. See 103, commentary on lines 4-5.
Lines 9-10. The text is that of Raubitschek.. ...8..
IIjo]Xuxp(tou [....9 .... CetEv Schweigert, Meritt.
The
with
that
of
lines
tUt.
formula,
23-24, places this in the category of nonprobouleumatic
"E8otev jx[t [.
decrees, for which see 94 and P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouk,pp. 66-68, 263.
Lines 11-14. The text is that of Schweigert. Line 11. 'Ep[ox)c8tr(?) Raubitschek, who supplied
the name at other relevant points of the text. Lines 11-12. t(xupoaoOcv. See 102, commentary on line 12.
Lines 14-29. The text is that of Raubitschek. Wilhelm, allowing for inequalities in the stoichedon pattern, offered
the following text:
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xal] XPL(t[Il]

toti ix [t]
[ov aot6bvxapCoXrx]e
20

[fy vau9alaXa;(?) txxo]V[L]loViv[o]
[tr 'AOTvalwv xatl X]aviXXe[X]
[a,t drla66v 6St ,v 86](v)rtam ito(4)
[aetv r6v -re tjiov

xot]vf(t)

[x]al e

[xaotaovl&cat 'AOBqvato]v,
8e86X8
[aLr'ct

25

LoCatL
inoLvt]jacx 'Epio

[xp[ovra... ....
[v xal

crepoav)aat

'Hp]axo[Xe]jr4l
xrX.]

Line 25. The stone has AK[.]IQTH. Lines 31-35. So Schweigert and Raubitschek. Raubitschek supplies the
lacuna between fragments b and d as follows: xal &vayp]oa[&xt<o
6bI jltopaoatr68e 6 ypaopptaxebe
Tcl pouXiA iv
ovbouvat rl6]v x[actav xrX.]. On the restoration
arnXte XtOlvetI xat xxata0 O tv &xpot6Xet. eltE8bxTv &vaypaycp
of line 35 see 88, commentary on lines 7-8.
Raubitschek's text in lines 14-17 and 21-23 represents the general sense of the decree but is open to the
objections in detail expressed byJ. and L. Robert, REG 59-60, 1946-1947, pp. 321-322, no. 95.
The writing is plain and "standard"for its period, showing some carelessnessin execution, in that the letters are
at times spread out (e.g., lambda with an almost obtuse angle) or crookedly set (e.g., omega in line 25).
Line 3. Thersippos is not otherwise known. The name occurs relatively infrequently in Attic prosopography.
Line 7. txxXr)pta. See 97, line 7. Line 8. The presiding officer Glaukipposof Dekeleia is not otherwise known. For
the abbreviateddemotic see 112, line 4 and commentary and L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 100. Lines 9-10. Archedikos
was the anagrapheus
of 320/19: see 100, commentary on lines 2-3.
Lines 14-23. The battle concerned was identified by Wilhelm as that in the Hellespont, offAbydos, during
the initial stages of the Lamian War,which is epigraphicallycommemorated as late as 303/2 in IG II2, 493 + 518, as
well as in IG II2, 398, dated ca. 320/19. Wilhelm also referredIG II2, 492 to the same occasion (loc.cit.,pp. 176-181).
For the detail of events see W. S. Ferguson,HelenisticAhns, pp. 16-17; W. W. Tarn, CAHVI, 1933, p. 458; G. Glotz,
R. Cohen, and P. Roussel, Histoiregrecque
IV, i, 1933, pp. 271-272; and cf.J. S. Morrison,JHS 107, 1987, pp. 93-97.
The basis of any connected account is to be found in Diodorus Siculus 18.15.
Lines 26-27. On the award of the olive stephanos to a foreigner,an honor less notable than that of the stephanos
of gold, see A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 38-39. Another Herakleot was so honored towards the end of the century
(IG II2, 479, lines 22-23). ForAthenian good relationswith Herakleia see also 82. Line 33. Schweigert restored A as
the sum to be expended on the inscribing of the stele: but an expenditure often drachmas is, at this date, impossibly
small. See 83. For the disbursing officer and the source of the funding see Henry, Chiron12, 1982, pp. 97-118,
ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 256-267, and 88.

THE EPILEKTOIOF THE PHYLE KEKROPIS HONORED
105 (P1.11). The upper left corner of a stele of Hymettian marble (1559) broken below, on the right, and at the back,
discovered on March 6, 1933, in a wall of a modern blacksmith shop over the southwestern part of the
Library
of Pantainos (R 14). The surface of the inscribed face above the first line of the inscription and
extending to the
top edge of the stone (ca.0.035 m.) has been dressed back, and this drafting is carried around the left side.
H. 0.205 m.; W. 0.295 m.; Th. 0.195 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
ExoX. (square)0.013 m.
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Ed.J. H. Oliver, Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 35-37, no. 5, with photograph. See SEG XXI, 319 (with references also
to W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer [Calendars,
p. 65], who quote lines 1-2; B. D. Meritt, Athenianrear,p. 127,
with quotation of the same lines), XXII, 97 (S. DuSanic,BCH 89, 1965, pp. 132-133, with variant text of lines 1-2
and 7; P. Roussel, RA ser. 6, 18, 1941, pp. 220-222). Lines 1-3 revised by Meritt, Hesperia43, 1974, p. 464.
a. 318/17 a., pryt.VI

ETOIX. 87

'Ecl 'ApXt2Tou &pXovro; [6nt -r)? KexpotS8o ExxTr);QVpuTaveta(t E ipaoutxo
e ?ypaliF]
'Ino.. 6... KoXX,rk
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Teuev' ratjxqrti)vo

E6veL[xal vaCt, fp386LCexal 8exi&teL
Tf'

< XpuTavetaCC'
&xxXvatoa-

TVy XpO8p<o*p>v
kiCYlrCev WV]
rXauxviTnoc AexeXket;c[xatlautip6eOpotv V{8oev T&L8ioV'
.........
etev' iTnet8h]

v .......

-------

[o]t ixt exxotKexpot8w[v
5

[..a]CTrok
d7toveaevxa[l

--

--I-

a
T
[.. 6.. .]5 TOCu;,apayev[ootvouv
irXxroouq(?),
8e86X8at
[~vexa xal] eOvoa; tTrJ [edlTVy8pVovr6v 'AOvalov
[..K

10

ot lv]

[aO]Twiv&7ixTeLvav, r[o]b 86 [S6paXov ---------------------------

xpoT]&8v,

[....9....]x[.

ovaL 8[t

.]0[-

---------------

pet)]
-----------

----------

[ ....9....]-----[--

8iA(ot ---

-i

--

]

Lines 1-3. The text is that of Meritt (1974); [ntri S;-- - --p86VS
iLt epaotwoq; 'IinoOipaouc
xIpuxavetaoq
Evet [xac vaxL, 6Y86nL r'TnnpuTavet0a- &xxX?ata xuptla v Atov6oou'
'AXapve6q tYpaIAt]lxTreuevVroatPnXL)voq
Txv Xpo8p6OvXfteIJtIev v] Oliver, with a stoichedon pattern of 90 letters and regarding the year as intercalary;
Evet [xalt vwat, ExreLxal elxoaTri Trq xpuravelaoc xrX.] Pritchett and Neugebauer, supposing an
rapVXtKWoy
ordinary year and a line of 89 letters with syllabic division at the ends of lines. Their text was adopted by Meritt
(AthenianYear)in every respect other than the day of the prytany,where he read 6y86et xat elxoarEi and omitted
the iota in Eputave(laS. [int T_ KexpotclB?oq
p86rS ipuTxavetadct eipamoLno 'ITxo.. 6... KoXXoueoteypcapliA
EXrel xal 8ex&Tie Tj
xxXo)alacxTv cpo8p(ov
-ipUtavra<;
]Iteuev ra7X)MUvoreveR [xal vZat 43oM) ixxL,
&eyq(tPLev] Dusanic, who required a stoichedon pattern of 91 letters and an intercalary year. Lines 3-11. The
text is that of Oliver, except that in lines 4 and 9 Oliver's Kexpoxit8o is replaced by Roussel's readings and that
a restoration by Roussel in line 5 is also included.
Lines 6-8. DuSanic restored as follows: [-----,
Be8(6xOait 't 68 &1t
ivxatvoat | &xcavxa]qro3Cq tapap&
l
aeevvt
b
IR8paX)Av &pefTi | vexacxTX.].
Yev[olFvou? v -t5 xo),xot .xO,xxou?,
oreypLav)aaCot
xa. XpuoaMt
t
To6Us
IxJXkxxTou-9
Bic7t
[&x(ava]q
7apayev[oitAvou
8be86dxOt
inaitvoaattokS inXixr:ouvKexpol&B8oq
&pe:tf
vexa
xcxX.] Oliver (KexpoxL&)vRoussel).
The width of the line and the thicknessof the stone alike indicate that this was a substantialmonument, and one
presumably not erected in haste. The writing is finely cut and of excellent craftsmanship,with many "free ends"
of strokesdiscreetly emphasized. The later 4th century offers few texts which can outmatch this as representativeof
lettering of the highest artistic quality. The horizontal side strokes of omega are so modest and its circle so well
formed that the letter was twice read as omicron in the editioprinceps.
Lines 1-3. For the date and characterof the assembly,and for the officialsnamed in the prescript, see 104. This
decree, like that one, was nonprobouleumatic: see 104, commentary on lines 9-10. The enactment formula, as
restored, is isolated by single vacant spaces before and after it. The emphasis of the orator's name, now beginning
to occur in the preambles of decrees, has alreadybeen noticed (102); the name of the chairman of the proedroi is here
similarlyemphasized, if the restorationbe accepted. Compare A. S. Henry (Prescripts,
pp. 65-66, note 64), who views
the restorationswith some hesitation but notes that, if correct, they provide the earliestexample of the isolation of the
enactment formula.
Line 4. The epilektoiwere apparently a select cadre of hoplites within the contingent of each phyle, under
the command of the taxiarchos, who also maintained a corporate social entity. There is evidence for their
passing
resolutionsand makingcorporate dedications:see Roussel(op.cit.,p. 222), who referredto texts now most conveniently
accessible as IG II2, 680 (SEG XXI, 390, XXVII, 3), SEG III, 116, and XXXIII, 144 (with earlier references). A
deme decree in honor of the epilekktoi
of an unknown phyle published as IG II2, 1209, datable on general grounds
to this period, may belong to the same events with which this present text is concerned. See also SEG XXXIX, 306.
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The interpretationof the contents of the inscriptiondepends to a great extent upon the historical circumstances
of Athens in 318/17 at the time of year at which the decree was passed. The surrenderof the city to Kassandrostook
place early in 317 (cf. W. S. Ferguson, HellnisticAttens,pp. 35-37; W. W. Tarn, C4H VI, 1933, p. 480; G. Glotz,
R. Cohen, and Roussel, HistoiregrecqueIV, i, 1938, p. 294), certainly later than Maimakterion 318/17 (IG II2, 448,
line 37). The passage of 104 (on the same day, it is judged, as the present decree) seems unlikely in the circumstances
following the surrender: the &perfiof the epilektoimust therefore have been exercised in some context before the
Macedonian occupation. On the other hand, the quality of the monument suggests that it was not hastily erected on
the eve of Kassandros' triumph. Oliver believed that the decree postdated the fall of Athens and suggested that
the epilektoihad put to death some public enemy of the Athenians (perhaps Epikouros or Demophilos, two of the
accusers of Phokion; cf. Plutarch, Phokion38.1), for which they had already been praised (line 6) by Kassandros
himself. Du?anid held that both 104 and 105, which he placed on successive days, postdated Athens' fall; that
the year is to be considered intercalarysuits the activities of Kassandros during the remainder of 317, which could
not otherwise, in his view, be accommodated to the calendar. He supposed that after the surrender,when Kassandros
went north to face and defeat Polyperchon (Diodorus Siculus 19.35.7), he took with him an Athenian contingent
of which these epilektoiformed a part; it will thus have been in the battle against Polyperchon that they earned the
distinction here recorded. These historical difficulties,made more acute by the contemporaneity of 104 and 105,
remain unresolved. But see further,on the circumstances giving rise to this decree, R. M. Errington, Hermes105,
1977, pp. 493-494.

FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE
106. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 2821), broken on all sides including the back, discovered on May 2,
1935, in a mixed Late Roman and Turkishcontext in the northeast part of the Odeion (M 10).
H. 0.18 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.11 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
ExotX. (square)0.0155 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank, Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 87-88, no. 13, with photograph pl. 21. See also SEG XXXIX,
98, where it is doubted if this fragment should be classed as a decree.
ca. a. 318-307 a.(?)

ETOIX.
[

]

-[
o[----1----[
5

o

----

?
[
]LO[
eo[- []u[ ------------]
- -[I-o[[-[--------------[----

.T.

1

I-

ap]yp[ov ----]4
vacat

--------]

Walbank'sjudgment is that this fragment so closely resembles in character IG II2, 451 (SEGXXI, 321, XXXII,
99) that it might be part of the same stele: if so, it would have a stoichedon line of 33 letters. He also ascribes IG II2,
762 to the same craftsman, but in this case the marble of the fragment is of a different kind. Since IG 12, 451
is securely dated by the name of the archon (Theophrastos) to 313/12, a comparable date is tentatively given to
this text. But the lettering of that inscription, and equally of this fragment, is well described as "volg. s. IV a.",
and date and attribution of the present scrap of text must remain uncertain.
Line 4. ietvott(?) ---] Walbank. Line 5. [---xa]l
e
O[vat(?)
---] Walbank (but axrrsiatis perhaps to be
expected; cf. 90, commentary). Line 6. [---8 xo]u i[t P3o6XrcTat(?)
---] Walbank; cf. IGII2, 450, lines 25-34
(forwhich see also 90).
Under the oligarchic regime of Demetrios of Phaleron from 317 to 307, the general forms of Athenian
constitutional practice survived, albeit with modifications; but comparatively few decrees of the assembly as then
constituted seem to have been committed to stone, and no more than five were firmly assigned to this
period in
IG II2: even one of these (IG II2, 452) proved to belong elsewhere; see SEG XIV, 56. The
present fragment may
or may not add to this small number. On the texts of this period cf A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
p. 58 and references there.
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106A. Decree proposed by Theozotides concerning the children of those killed while supporting the democratic
cause during the oligarchic period that followed the surrender of Athens at the end of the Peloponnesian War,
a. 403/2 a. velpaulo post. This tall stele (I 7169), which survives complete although the main inscribed surface is
badly eroded, was discoveredon August 4, 1970. It had been reused as a covering slab for the Great Drain east of the
Stoa Basileios (J 5), hence the erosion. A list of names on the narrowleft side, apparentlyadded after the completion
of the monument, is, however,well preserved.
The editioprincepsis that of R. S. Stroud, Hesperia40, 1971, pp. 280-301, with photographs pls. 60, 61. The text
also in SEG XXVIII, 46, with references to subsequentliterature:furtherreferences in SEGXXIX, 82, XXXII, 37,
XXXIII, 67, XXXVII, 65, and XLII, 86. Discussion has centered around the content and characterof Theozotides'
proposals and upon Greek attitudes in general towardsorphans.

106B. Decree in honor of Euagoras, King of Salamis in Cyprus, a. 393 a. A fragment (I 7121) broken on all sides
except the back but preserving part of a relief sculpture above the inscribed text, discovered on May 15, 1970, in
a modern context in Hadrian Street (Q 6), provided a new and important, though nonjoining, addition to IG II2,
20 (which now becomes fragment c of the whole). Fragment b was acquired late in 1958 by the British Museum
from the sale of a private collection; it preserves part of the right side of the stele and the original back but makes
no join with either of the other fragments.
The whole text was reedited by D. M. Lewis and R. S. Stroud, Hesperia48, 1979, pp. 180-193, with photographs
pls. 60, 61 and a full bibliography of IG II2, 20 to that date. The text was repeated as SEG XXIX, 86; see also
SEG XXXIII, 72, recording revision of the prescriptby P. Funke, ZPE 53, 1983, pp. 149-189.

106C. Law (nomos)proposed by Nikophon concerning the acceptability and testing of silver coinage, a. 375/4 a.
The lengthy piece of legislation, which added one more to the number of the nomoithat have emerged from the Agora
excavations (cf. 73, commentary on lines 6-7), is inscribed on a completely preserved, slightly tapering stele (I 7180),
discovered (like 106A) on August 4, 1970, built into the west wall of the Great Drain in front of the Stoa Basileios
(J 4-5).
The editioprincepsis that of R. S. Stroud, Hesperia43, 1974, pp. 157-188, with photographs pls. 25-27: text
also in SEG XXVI, 72. The provisions of this significant document at once provoked discussion and differences of
opinion. The beginning of the long series of studies arisingfrom it was alreadydocumented in SEGXXVI: thereafter,
SEG XXVIII, 49 was the prelude to further bibliography appearing in every subsequent volume for the next nine
years: XXIX, 87, XXX, 59, XXXI, 63, XXXII, 55, XXXIII, 77, XXXIV, 62, XXXV, 57, XXXVI, 145, XXXVII,
69. SEG XLI, 41 and 1877 and XLII, 88 are to be added to the series.

106D. A decree, probably of a collegium
or a sodalitas(and certainlynot of the Athenian state)in honor of Charias, son
of Hieron, of the deme Pallene, ca. a. 350 a. This small fragment (I 7400), preserving the top and back of the
stele but otherwise broken, was discovered onJune 6, 1972, in a late pithos on Poikiles Street (T 13). The text,
unusually,is arranged in two columns. It was edited by M. B. Walbank, Hesperia51, 1982, pp. 43-45, no. 3, with
photograph
pl. 19, and the text was reproduced as SEG XXXII, 72.

106E. Fragmentof an enactment of a phyle, antemed.s. IV a. This upper left corner of a decree (I 7110), preserving
the left side and back of the monument and the remains of no more than eleven visible letters, was discovered on
March 31, 1970, northwest of the Stoa of Attalos (P 6). It too was edited by M. B. Walbank, Hesperia51, 1982,
pp. 46-47, no. 5, with photograph
pl. 19, and the text was reproduced as SEG XXXII, 140.

106F. Decree in honor of an unknown benefactor, post med.s. IV a. A fragment of a stele (I 7134), broken all
around, was discovered on June 17, 1970, north of the Stoa Basileios (I 4). It preserves a narrow sliver of text 15
lines long but at no point more than six letters in width, which was edited by M. B. Walbank, Hesperia51, 1982,
pp. 45-46, no. 4, with photograph pl. 19. The text also appears as SEG XXXII, 74.
106G. Decree in honor of a number of benefactors (includingfive Rhodians) at a time of
grain shortage, a. 331-324
a.(?). A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 7360), preservingthe right side and original back, was discovered
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on March 23, 1972, in the Roman Round Building (J 5). The editioprinceps
by M. B. Walbankappeared in Hesperia49,
1980, pp. 251-255, no. 1, with photograph pl. 68; the text also appears as SEG XXX, 65. For other decrees in
recognition of help given towards the maintenance of the Athenian grain supply during the "Lykourganperiod"
see 82, 106H, and 106J. But the formulas employed in the text seem to be of the 3rd century rather than the
4th, and the decree may have been occasioned by a later time of dearth.
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106H. Sopatros of Akragas in Sicily honored, a. 331-324 a.(?). Three joining fragments of Hymettian marble
together form I 7178, a stele incomplete at top and bottom but preserving both sides and the original back, which
was discovered in a Late Roman context on the North Slope of the Akropolis (Q 21). The text of the inscription
is complete, apart from the prescript and a few letters elsewhere, and represents a grant of proxeniain recognition
of services in connection with the import of grain, in a context parallel with that of 106G, q.v. The editioprinceps
was that ofJ. McK. Camp, Hesperia43, 1974, pp. 322-324, no. 3, with photograph pl. 64:c.

106J. Honors for a Milesian grain dealer, ca. a. 321-318 a. A fragment of a stele, I 7050, broken all around
save at the back, was discovered on February 23, 1969, in the course of demolition of a modern house on
Hadrian Street (H 4), and provided the bottom part of a decree (with an uninscribed space below the last line).
M. B. Walbank,who edited it (Hesperia
51, 1982, pp. 47-48, no. 6, with photograph pl. 20 [text also as SEG XXXII,
determined
that
it
constituted
the concluding section of IG II2, 407 and republished it as such,
94]), subsequently
with slight amendments to the original text, ZPE 67, 1987, pp. 165-166 (see also SEG XXXVII, 83). Forrecognition
of benefactors during the grain shortage, see 106G and 106H above. The date is assured by the mention of the
as responsiblefor the inscribingof the decree; see 97 and commentary there. A furtherrevision of the text
anagrapheus
by Walbankis recorded in SEG XL, 79.
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The 107 years comprehended in this section have proved by far the most fruitful period for the
Agora excavation in the provision of public decrees. The 157 surveyed here (inclusive of those
in the appendix) amount to a little less than half of the total number of texts in the present volume.
The dictum that later material drives out the earlier,mentioned in the preface to Section 2, may
be partly responsible for this imbalance but not wholly so, for there is a great tailing-off in the
2nd century B.C., which has yielded little more than half the enactments of this period (see p. 357
below). The comparative abundance of 3rd-century material seems in inverse ratio to Athens'
diminished importance in the wider Greek world: but this observation must be tempered by the
continuing significance of the Athenian state in the rivalry for Aegean domination between the
Antigonid, Seleucid, and Ptolemaic monarchs. Indeed, its importance in that context, as well
as in the context of Greek sentiment in general, warns against an underestimate of the role of
the Athenians on the stage of Hellenistic history.
More importantin the survival
ofdecrees of the
bouvie
and demos may be the sheer momentum
of governmental and archivalprocedureswhich, despite the changed political situation, had now
got into their stride. The business transactedmight carry less international weight, but the determination to record it and the niceties of the recording seem to have increased, as have the
detail and comprehensiveness of the honors recorded in so many of the extant documents. The
information provided by the prescripts is full, careful, and standardized; and the provisions for
inscription and payment, while undergoing change, are equally explicit. This century, while by
no means the high-water mark of the history of Athens, was surely the high-water mark of its
bureaucracy. It may be noted enpassantthat it was in this period that the honoring of deserving
prytaneis began to appear as a major element in the activity of the assembly, as the 95 texts
assigned to it (AgoraXV, 57-152) reveal. Nevertheless, it is worth observing that in IG II2 the
balance between the 4th century (to 307 B.C.) and the 3rd (from 307 to 200) is roughly equal,
and to that extent the Agora discoveriesvary the picture previously existing.
Fifty-three, or just over one third, of the decrees in this section are too fragmentary for any
assessment of their likely contents to be made. Of the 104 that remain, 86 are concerned with the
award of honors (including,in 11 cases, full citizenshipfor meritoriousforeigners):as between the
honoring of citizens and noncitizens, where the matter is clear, there is an equal division (31:32),
the remaining 23 being inconclusive. As a particular reflection of the period, there are five
occasions (117, 122, 144, 172, 173) on which kings or their courtiersare specially honored. The
grant ofproxeniais hardly in evidence (111, 131, 164). Six texts are relevant to "foreignaffairs"in

otherrespects(115, 208, 209, 225, 238, 255J);butAthens'placein the worldclearlydid not call

for a great deal of inscribed record in that regard beyond a care for personal relationshipswith
individualswho seemed to matter. Sixteen enactments of groups within the body politic, whether
religious or secular,do not quite maintain the proportionnoted in the previous section. Activity in
the matter of nomothesia,
so evident in the material provided by the Agora for the 4th century,
has entirely abated.
Finally, no more than 11 of the Agora decrees in this period relate to inscriptions already
known and presented in IG II2, in markedcontrast with the evidence in Section 2. There may be
conclusions to be drawn from this for those inclined to draw them.
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As noted in the commentary to 106, during the ten years of oligarchic rule in Athens, under the tutelage
of Kassandros' nominee Demetrios of Phaleron and with the support of the Macedonian garrison in
the Peiraieus, very few decrees of the Athenian people were, on our evidence, committed to stone; and
although constitutional forms largely survived, the ordinary democratic procedures of the constitution
were undoubtedly truncated. The liberation of the city by Demetrios Poliorketes in Thargelion 308/7,
completed by the surrender early in 307/6 of the Macedonian troops holding out in Mounychia, resulted
in the restoration of full democracy, the reestablishment (to judge from the prescripts of the decrees) of
the regular officers of state in their pristine functions, and a flood of public business of which numerous
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epigraphical texts preserve the record.

In the course of the year the Athenians honored their "liberators" by according to Antigonos
Monophthalmos and his son Demetrios the then-unparalleled distinction of having new phylai created
and named for them. For the details of this reorganization, which took final effect at some time after the

fifth prytany, see W. K. Pritchett, The FiveAttic TribesafterMeisthenes,1943, pp. 5-12 (= AJP 61, 1940,
pp. 186-193). From this time onwards, during the "periodof twelve phylai",which lasted until 224/3 B.C.,
the "ideal" calendar of an ordinary year would show prytany (conciliar) months and lunar (festival) months

of generally equal length. This cannot always be guaranteed in practice: cf. A. G. Woodhead, Studyof
GreekInscriptions,p. 119.
This reorganization was not, however, suddenly conceived and as suddenly implemented. The changes

envisaged were reflected in the entire calendar of what W. B. Dinsmoor called "thispeculiar year", which
B. D. Meritt also characterizedas "mostinstructive".It has presentedproblemsof great complexity and has
evoked long and carefulexamination and discussionon the part of a number of scholars. The investigation
by Pritchett and Meritt (Chronology,
pp. 1-21) still forms the best and most fundamental basis for study,
and the data it established have been generally accepted. For earlier work see in particular Dinsmoor,
Archonsof Athens,pp. 377-385, Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 303-310, AthenianArchonList, pp. 212-222; Meritt,
Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 536-544, Hesperia5, 1936, pp. 203-205; Pritchett,AJP 57, 1937, pp. 220-222 and
to EdwardCapps,1936, pp. 356-363. For later studies of
329-333; A. B. West in ClassicalStudiesPresented
detailsee Meritt,Athenian
rear,pp. 176-178, Hesperia
32, 1963,pp. 435-438, Hesperia
33, 1964,pp. 13-15,

'ApX.'Ep., 1968, pp. 108-115 Historia26, 1977, p. 171. A usefulsummarybibliographyon the year,

to the date of his writing, is also to be found inJ. Pecirka,Formula,
p. 79, note 2. The salient points that have
from
these studies may be summarizedas follows.
emerged
The year was from the outset planned as one of twelve prytanies (Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. 21), and there was no change in the course of it (as implied by Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calndars,
p. 69) from the old pattern of ten prytanies to the new pattern of twelve. During the month of Gamelion it
was suddenly decided that the year was to be intercalaryin the lunar (festival)calendar, although it had
begun as an ordinary year and the first six months had corresponded to that form. The intercalation
was effected by the insertion of a second Gamelion and by distributingthe thirty additional days among
the last six prytanies. The necessary rearrangement of demes, following on the decision to create the
two new phylai, had been carried through during the early months of the year. For the details of the
reapportionmentseeJ. S. Traill, PoliticalOrganization,
pp. 58-61. Thus the phylai Antigonis and Demetrias
were able to play their part in the provision of prytaneis by the end of 307. The complications of all
this made it necessary for the officials to be extraordinarilycareful in their counting of days. The unique
expression
h]epoXey86v is found in texts of this year and is not certainly attested anywhereelse; see Meritt,
'Apx. 'Ep., 1968, pp. 108-115 and 85, commentary on lines 3-4.
In the event, the year consisted of 384 days, with thirteen months alternating hollow and full except
that both Thargelion and Skirophorionwere full. There were however some internal adjustmentsas the
year went along. Two days were added to, and later subtractedfrom, the first Gamelion; and eleven days
and then one day were added to Elaphebolion, compensation being made for them in Mounichion; see
Meritt, Hesperia32 and 33, locc.citt. The prytanycalendar,according to Meritt'sfinal revision of it (Athenian
rear,p. 177; cf. Hesperia33, 1964, p. 13), which substituteda scheme of greater regularityfor that shown
in Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. 21, was made up of six prytanies each of 30 days followed by six
each of 34 days.
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Apart from 107, the earliest extant decree of the year, passed in the first prytany, 107A, evidently
of the third prytany, and 108, if indeed it forms part of IG II2, 458, which was passed in prytany VII,
the following decrees provide calendric data for Anaxikrates'archonship: IG II2, 464, of pryt. IV; 456
(SEG XXI, 328), of pryt. V; 457, of pryt. VI; Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 398-402, no. 16, of pryt. VIII; IG II2,
459 (SEG XXI, 330, XXV, 77), of pryt. IX; 358 (SEG XXI, 326, XXVI, 87), 461 (= 726; SEG XXI,
332), and 462, all of pryt. X; 455 (SEG XXI, 327), of pryt. XI; and 460 (SEG XXI, 331), of pryt. XII.
Additional material is providedby the poletai record IG II2, 1589 (AgoraXIX, P40, with earlierreferences),
of the first prytany, SEG III, 86 (cf. SEG XXXIII, 103), of the tenth, and by the traditioof the temple
treasures,IG II2, 1487, in a reference to the month Gamelion II at lines 53-54. The testimony of IG II2,
457 (cf. SEG III, 156, XXX, 67) in being referred to the sixth prytany rests on its literary counterpart
in [Plutarch], VttaeXoratorum852; the extant inscribed text omits the formula of dating. IG II2, 463 (109)
and 466 (SEG XXIV, 110) are also attributableto the year of Anaxikrates but contain no data helpful
to the evaluation of its calendar problems. The last-named contains a reference to the "Council of the
Five Hundred"and could be assigned to the last two months of 308/7, after the liberation of Athens, rather
than to 307/6; at the least it must belong to the early months of the latter year.
Known or probablephylai in prytanyduringthis complex year are as follows: I Erechtheisor Kekropis,
III Akamantis(?),IV Aigeis or Oineis, V Oineis or Aigeis, VI Antiochis, VII Antigonis, VIII Demetrias,
IX Akamantis(?),but, if not, Kekropisor Erechtheis,X Hippothontis, XI Pandionis,XII Aiantis or Leontis.

A CERTAINANDROS-- HONORED
107. A fragmentof a steleof Pentelicmarble(I 5884),withthe rightsideand the originalbackpartlypreserved,as
well as the springof a crowningmolding,but brokenelsewhere,discoveredonJuly 5, 1939, in the vaultingabove
the northwallof the Hephaisteion(E 7).
H. 0.35 m.; W 0.182 m.; Th. 0.11 m.

LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
0.015 m.
SToX. (square,withslightirregularity)
Edd. W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt,Chronology,
pp. 7-8, with photograph.See SEGXXI, 334 (reference
alsoto Meritt,Athenian
where
the
calendric
data
arelisted).Cf. Meritt,Hesperia
Year,
178,
33, 1964,p. 14. The text
p.
of lines 1-10 is quotedby A. S. Henry(Prescripts,
p. 59).
a. 307/6 a.,ptyt.I

ETOIX. 27
in,d[r]
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The writingis plainand competent,withoutadornmentand equallywithoutevidentcarelessness,and is fully

consistent with its dating. The stone itself has been much battered, and what little of the text survives is not set
off to the best effect. The text is that of the editioprinceps,except that M. B. Walbank,in reexamining the inscription,
has discerned traces of the letters dotted in lines 2-4 and 10-13 and has added line 14. See also below, commentary
on lines 9-10.
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Line 1. Erechtheis or Kekropis alone will fit the space available for the name of the phyle. Line 3. The
ypapoaTxe6qof this year, Lysias, son of Nothippos, of Diomeia, is not otherwise known. His name is almost fully
preservedin IG II2, 458. See PA9370. It was presumablyhis fatherNothippos who in 331/30 proposed the decree in
honor of the Thracian prince Rheboulas (IG II2, 349; M. N. Tod, GHI I, 193; cf. M. H. Hansen, AthnianEcclesiaII,
p. 56).
Line 6. &xxXr)aaxupla. See 101, commentaryon lines 7-8. Lines8-9. The enactment was nonprobouleumatic;
cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouG,p. 263. Lines 9-10. The name of the proposer, which was not restored in the editio
princeps,was the suggestion of Walbank, Hesperia54, 1985, p. 318, note 25; Pythodoros will have been the son of
Families,pp. 481-484.
Nikostratos, son of Pythodoros, PA 11026. For the family seeJ. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
the
decree
shows
the
same
I
letter spacing and letter height as
2173 (144)
Walbank further noted that
honorary
the present text and appears to be the work of the same craftsman.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

107A (P1.13). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (14593), broken all around (includingthe back), discoveredon
March 10, 1937, in a Byzantine context south of the Eleusinion and east of the Post-HerulianWall (U 22).
H. 0.072 m.; W. 0.118 m.; Th. 0.08 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
ETotx. (square)0.0116 m.

Unpublished. Details, text, and material for comment were generously made available for this volume by M. B.
Walbank.
a. 307/6 a., pryt.III

ETOIX. 28 (lines 2 and following)

[e]

5

c
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q.
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[; ... ... ]o0 tp[T tpUrXaVela<;]
[tLAtuala No]Olxxou [ALote6r.?ypa]
..
....
[il&weuev- Bo7rl]poFj[i&vo.

[.....

[

].
......4...

......]

I

Walbank identified the craftsman who inscribed this text as responsible also for IG II2, 461 (= 726), 487, and

510.

The chief interest of the fragment lies in the name of the phyle that must be supplied in line 3, requiring nine
letters in the nominative case. The possibilitiesare Akamantis,Pandionis,Antigonis, and Demetrias: but of these the
last three are almost certainly preempted by the eleventh, seventh, and eighth prytanies respectively (see p. 169
above). This leaves Akamantis, which B. D. Meritt assigned to the ninth prytany in his reassessmentof IG II2, 459
(SEG XXI, 330) in 'Apx. 'Ecp., 1968, pp. 109-115 (SEG XXV, 77), where he extended the stoichedon line of 49
letters, previously accepted, to a line of 50 letters. But the revision rests on insecure grounds, and the present text, for
which Akamantis seems to be the obligatory choice for association with the third prytany (unless there be some
violation of the stoichedon pattern), may serve to invalidateit. That being so, IG II2, 459 must revert to the 49-letter
line formerly envisaged, and the phyle then in office will be that of eight letters in the nominative case which had
not served as the first prytany of the year.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
108. A fragmentof a stele of Pentelicmarble (15372), brokenon all sides including the back, discoveredon March 31,
1938, in a late context in the northeast corner of the Church of the Hypapanti (T 21).
H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.066 m.; Th. 0.042 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
ETroX.(square)0.016 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank, Hesperia58, 1989, p. 88, no. 14, with photograph p. 20. Cf. SEG XXXIX, 100, where
the text is considered too fragmentaryfor classification.
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a. 307/6 a., pyt. VII(?)

TOIX. 25(?)
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Walbanknoted that the type of marble, the letter height and spacing, and the characteristicsof the writing to be
found on this fragmentare the same as those of IG 2, 458, of the year of Anaxikrates. In consequence, he regardedit
as likely to provide part of the body of the decree of which that text is the prescript. If this judgment is correct,
the date and stoichedon pattern, here markedwith a query,will be confirmed as shown: if not, the fragment should at
least be attributable to the closing years of the 4th century. For convenience, the text of IG II2, 458, of particular
interest for the calendar of this year (see p. 169 above), is also reproduced here. For further references on it see
SEG XXI, 329 and XXV, 76.
ETOIX. 25
'E''Avat[wxp&touq Qpxovxoq]
i[x]!
TT5-'AvTtyovE8[o. kp]8[6px]q [np]ur

5

avetlac t AuaEolaNo90[lT]ou Ato
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o<s8EuT[i]paL[]]po6X(uoy6yb6e[t]
FeLc' etx&6aC;hecpoXey56v,

tL&a[L]

xal etxocrel xTq7,puTave[taq']
Tov 7po^8[pov in]
[xxX7c]a[l]axupEtaU
*
18.........]
[?Et~oe:
........
10
]
[
On the interpretation of lines 4-7 see in particular W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
pp. 14-15.
The date (Gamelion 24, i.e., a second intercalated Gamelion 22 in a month predicated as hollow and the 201st
day of the year) is not adduced as evidence byJ. D. Mikalson (Sacredand Civil Calendar,p. 105). For the equation
see Meritt, Hesperia33, 1964, pp. 13-14; A. S. Henry, Prscripts,pp. 60-61.
THE REPAIR OF THE FORTIFICATION WALLS OF ATHENS

109. A large fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 3843), with the right side and original back preserved but
broken elsewhere, discovered on March 23, 1936, below the floor of the Church of Christ, north of the Eleusinion
(T 17). It was at once recognized as providing part of the lower right section of the large stele IG II2, 463, now in
the EpigraphicalMuseum (E.M. 10396), and it makes ajoin with that stele at the relevant point, adding substantially
to lines 100-130 of the inscription.
I 3843: H. 0.49 m.; W. 0.48 m.; Th. 0.17 m.
LH. (lines 100-118) 0.006 m.; (line 119) 0.009 m.; (lines 120-130) 0.005 m.
ETotX.(lines 100-118 only; square)0.0135 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 66-72, no. 9, with photograph. See SEG XIX, 58, with references
(concerning the Agora fragment)to A. Wilhelm, Abh4kadRerlin,
1941, no. 4, pp. 3-17, and to F G. Maier, Grieclische
no.
who
a
Mauerbauinschrrien
1959,
I,
11,
pp. 48-67,
provided complete text and discussion of the whole enactment.
The text of column IV, lines 120-130, was furtherdiscussedby Y. Garlan (BCH 93, 1969, pp. 152-158) in the course
of a study of various texts in Maier's volume; see SEG XXV, 78. SEG XIII, 42 records the citation of column I,
lines 122-123, by J. Papademetriouin ripat; 'AvxovmouKepacioxo6XXou,1953, pp. 294-297, and XXI, 333 a small
correction to line 35 by Meritt.
IG 112,463 is in a bad state of preservation,and much of the text seen by earlier editors, especially in the lower
of
part the inscription, is no longer discernible. See Meritt, loc.cit.,p. 71. That section which connects with the Agora
fragmentis here transcribedwith that fragment to give a full text of lines 100-130. Forlines 1-99 the latest revision is
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that of Maier, loc.cit. For furtherreferencesto the text and interpretationof the contents of the upper part of the stele
see N. Kyparissisand W. Peek,AthMitt66, 1941, pp. 238-239 (on line 39); L. B. Holland, AJA54, 1950, pp. 337-356
and E E. Winter,Phoenix13, 1959, pp. 161-200 (especiallyon lines 52-74 and the xaaoracyaatpa for which provision
is there made); R. L. Scranton, HarvardLibratyBulklein14, 1960, pp. 165-172. Lines 28-29 are quoted in AgoraIII,
p. 156, no. 496, as a testimonium for the Metroon. Later discussion is treated in SEG XXXVII, 85.
ETOIX. 71
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a. 307/6 a.
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pt &TCv]

,v T$V 7p6S ['AXCapv&4(?)].
TxuX
La9OT6tC5: XitXtirl8) [At]a[x]6[XouIIepLOol8On]

[.... .]Tac MevExp&rouq tlao'reXq,
Cyyurvlatl:MeyaxXf) Mevlzz[ou 'AXapve6?],
MVLTcxtos
[..5...]5 Ntxrlprou 'HpaxXe6TrlStaoTe(X5q)'
MeyaxX,ou? 'A[x]a[pveu<G],
[yyyur]Tcal: A?xaitoc Atxacoyvou KoXtovq(Oev), 125 EOxc5f,,ovAta[Xo]XouII[eptOolr)n],
[.. 0...]o; NLxoX6[x]ou PaX7)pe6,
E6[. .]O[..]E[-------------].
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&cv6 v [ituX&vTrcvipb6
"ExTr)iepLirb
'Axapv&.(?) iXPt Triv]
' itibxy: Tn: [iAta9cT;: ]
---------]
Erto.pa[To
130 tyun[rtal:
]

[EElxu]8oq E4iLxtou 'AvaxcpX6atrto,
- --[X[ap]t8ij,ou 'IxapLeOs;,
MeXav6nou ix KoL(Xk),
[---------]I[.]
-----130 [--]ou IIatavLet;,

[--

]

[

]
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Line 101. b8 a[t6]ro Meritt; tF 0a6b Maier. Line 102. vreAXfj
xX.
Cf. lines 107-108. Line 103.
Line
104.
Maier.
7...
..
Meritt;
IIA[. ..INI[...7 ...]
]
IAI[... .]INI[...
[Xt0oXoy]otaS.Cf. line 114. Line 105. T&c
6ToXoy?;. See LSJ, s.v. 6toXoyj II (reference to this text added in LSJ, Supplment,1968, p. 145). The letters on
the stone towards the end of the line are clear and remain enigmatic. The context suggests that iFepelacuaaror some
equivalent noun linking with the xal of the following line may have been intended. Lines 106-107. The text is
that of Meritt, except that ([TeTp])T[ct] here replaces his [xi;tt]t[{o]. For line 107 see E. Schweigert, Heseria 9,
1940, p. 323, note 7. Wilhelm proposed t[h}]v[xovlaav xal] in line 106 and [TeT&(p)]T[4t]in line 107. xal r[o]CF
[&]Ava[pacor(i]o(<]
[-,t 8]t [T]p[ltr]t-Cel
t,hV [,c&poovxal]CTv axiytv EvboOevxaltFStc[ev xa]l thv xo[v(t)a>ov.
84
] E'te [T]capCet6[pO&xal ax]iyovt xdnrvxtc
[x]a(l) laa xal x,X. Maier. Line 109. vL[at]ur6bv
[Te't(p)]T[(>o
'(t]
and [xal 6 r] Meritt; dvtaurbv and x[al 6 r] Maier. Line 110. The text is that of Meritt, followed by Maier;
Wilhelm's xibp6b& (a)tel [yLyv6]tevacannot be accepted. Line 111. e[t]g St&pyxaXf.[v Meritt; et Sr&t
EpyTaX[v
Maier. Line 113. etat[v] Meritt; eltvy Maier. Line 116. [nap]otaraMeritt; both Wilhelm and Maier expressed doubt
concerning the restoration. Line 117. The stonemason began workon the record of contracts at this point, but either
his copy was incomplete, and he resumed at a later stage, in a different style and with the north rather than the
south wall, or he realized that a different method was to be employed and began on it, with certain adjustments
to his material, without erasing what he had already begun. The reading at the end of the line is that of Maier,
which invalidatesWilhelm's proposed [poptou]. Meritt read T9o [vorlou].
Col. IV: The text is that of Garlan, whose reading in line 126 is also that of Maier. Elsewhere, Maier
followed the readings of Meritt's edition, which were as follows: Line 121. ti&v Cp6 [-------].
I
Line 126. EO[---]E[------].
Line 124. ['AxcapveO;]. Line 125. EOx'rixtov At[------.
Lines 127:
'ov
&i6b
-129. xxrT)
TI:
[
ixuXsv: [T,tao0,]'
---]l)Lt
II xrX.
---]
I ESn[.. .]TO[
tieptl

For the general characteristics of the monument see IG II2, 463. The writing throughout is untidy (despite
J. Kirchner's characterization of it as "diligenter"),but it is reasonably representative of its time and despite the
length and complexity of the text preserves a good overall standard of accuracy. Repair of the fortifications of
Athens and the Peiraieus and the Long Was between them
was
an important priority for the restored
emundoubtedly
the
the
date
of
307/6
and
of
the
Four
Years'
War
context
suit
the provisions here committed to
well
democracy;
stone. See W. S. Ferguson (AJP 59, 1938, pp. 230-232) and Wilhelm (Winer Studien58, 1940, pp. 75-77), both
of whom defended 307/6 as a date for this text against the contentions of U. Kahrstedt (Unteruchungen
zurMagistratur
in Athen,1936, pp. 12-14) that the inscription should be assigned to 304/3. See also W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia9,
1940, pp. 108-111.
Col. I, line 125. On Chion of Korydallossee PA 15555.
Col. III, lines 123-129. None of the persons here listed is otherwise identifiable.
Col. IV, line 122. Philistides,son of Aischylos,of Perithoidaiis likely to be that Philistides(PA14449) commemorated with his brother Eukles on the funerary monument IG 12, 7219 (dated in general terms to the 4th century
but no doubt susceptible of attributionto the early years of the 3rd). Eukles is recorded as a prytanis in a list dated to
303/2 (AgoraXV, 62, line 182). Euktemon in line 125 below is presumablyanother brother. Lines 123-124. Megakles
and Menippos, father and son, of Acharnai presumably belong to the family of which other members are listed at
PA 3522, 10037, and 10038. Megakles' father, Menippos (PA 10038), is commemorated on the grave monument
IG II2, 5818, which should be dated to the second half of the 4th century. Another Menippos, son of Demokrates
of Acharnai and grandson of a Megakles, who performed a XeCLToupyla
ca. 340 (IG II2, 417, line 23), is probably a
collateral. On this family seeJ. K. Davies, Athenian
Families,p. 391. Line 128. Garlan'sdiscussionwas mainly
Propertied
concerned with the location of this gate, for which in particularcf. [Plutarch], VitaeXoratorum849C. His conclusion
was that, on balance of argument, it may be construed as having looked northwest towardsKoXcav6o, IInto;.
There is another small fragment (I 4725), broken all around (including the back), of which the type of marble,
letter spacing, and letter forms are identical with those of this text (PI. 13). It was discovered on April 16, 1937,
in surface fill on the line of the Post-Herulian Wall, southwest of the Eleusinion (T 20), i.e., not far distant from
the location in which I 3843 came to light. Its details and text are as follows:
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H. 0.76 m.; W. 0.104 m.; Th. 0.019 m.

[-----------------------------------------------axa[---------------I
IV

-------------]

--------------

[

p[-------------r[ ---------------

---------------]e

5

[---------

Ye[-------------

----
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That this small piece belongs somewhere in this large inscription is not improbable, a view endorsed by M. B.
Walbank(perep.),who has reexamined the fragment.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

110. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5401), discovered on April 15, 1938, in a modern context south of
the eastern part of the Market Square (P 21). The right side, thought in the editioprincepsto be possibly original,
seems to have been smooth trimmed and undercut for a later reuse; elsewhere the fragment is broken, save for the
rough-picked back.
H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.105 m.; Th. 0.082 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
EtolX. (square)0.0155 m.
Ed. W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia11, 1942, pp. 241-242, no. 46, with photograph.
intera. 307 et 301 a.

ETOIX. 24

5

?
[
[ ..... }.....
,i
puTa]vel[a]
ine:
[?' :xx7),la?aT'&V
npof8p]c(Av
]L&ou 'AX
[Mptev..... .....
v
[apveC;xal auJixp6bep]or ECp
[aToxXf E90v8jutiouAiopi]ee6c
[etjtev. .........19.........]

[

?

Apart from one epsilon in line 5, the writing is accurate and of good style at a time when there was much
inscriptionalwork of poor quality. "Freeends" of strokesare enlarged, and in the case of sigma and omega the effect
is almost that of apex writing (for which see M. Guarducci, Epigrafia
grecaI, 1967, pp. 372-377; A. G. Woodhead,
p. 64).
Studyof GreekInscriptions,
Lines 2-4. The formula of enactment 1BoTevxrCLbtjot is omitted. Pritchett compared IG II2, 456 (SEGXXI,
328), 460 (SEGXXI, 331), 467, 474, and 500, all of this period, and disputed the contention ofS. Dow (AJA37, 1933,
pp. 413-414, in a study of IG II2, 474), that the phrase is to be presumed lower down in the text. See furtherA. S.
p. 61. From a variety of peculiarities in prescriptsof the year 307/6 (cf. Henry, op.cit., pp. 60-62)
Henry, Prescripts,
it seems that the excitement of revived democratic practice and publication led to a temporarily cavalier attitude
towards precision of detail of this kind, a passing but understandablephase. The phenomenon reinforces the dating
of the text, secured by the name of the proposer (see below).
Line 3. Enough of the surface of the stone is preserved on the left to make it certain that iota preceded alpha.
Lines 4-5. On Stratokles, son of Euthydemos, of Diomeia see PA 12938, where the testimonia to the date of that
publication are collected; W. S. Ferguson,Hellenistic
Athens,pp. 119-138; W. B. Dinsmoor, Archons
ofAthens,pp. 13-15;
K. Fiehn, RE IVA, i, 1931, cols. 263-271, s.v. Stratokles (5);J. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,pp. 494-495;
C. Mosse, Athensin Decline,404-86 B.C., 1973, pp. 109-111 et alibi. Stratokles' date of birth is estimated as "soon
after 356": although politically active in 324/3, he was most prominent after the democratic restoration of 307.
Of the twenty-one decrees (other than this) of reasonably certain date with which he is associated, twenty belong
within the years 307-301, and the presumptionmust be that this fragment is to be assigned to the same period.
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DECREE IN HONOR OF A SON OF ADMETOS OF PRIENE
111. Two fragmentsof a stele of Pentelic marble, of which the upper (fragmenta), 1 5295, was discoveredon March 7,
1938, in the wall of a modern cellar west of the Post-HerulianWall (Q 19): it preservesthe left side of the monument
(although part of the first stoichos of lettering has been lost) and perhaps part of the original rough-picked back
but is otherwise broken all around. The lower fragment(b)was discoveredon the Akropolisas long ago as 1836 and is
in the Epigraphical Museum (E.M. 7157): it preserves the right side and original back of the stele but is broken
elsewhere and badly battered.
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a: H. 0.162 m.; W. 0.165 m.; Th. 0.107 m.
b: H. 0.35 m.; W. 0.25 m.; Th. 0.11 m.
LH. 0.004 m. (omega)-0.008 m. (sigma).
STotx. (almost square)Hor. 0.011 m.; Vert. 0.01 m.
Ed. a only: A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 81-82, no. 157, with photograph pl. 26. See also
SEG XVIII, 18. b only: IG II2, 564, with earlier references;J. Pecirka,Formula,pp. 89-91, with photograph pl. 16
(see also SEG XXIV, 112).
a. 307/6-302/1

a. (sedvixposta. 306/5?)

ETOIX. 37

1-------------------------------]
incertaec
reliquiae
[--]
[-]6v 8filov [r6v 'AOrlvaov, inatoat....9
....]

(a)

a xal xao
II[
[.] 'AST.ro n[yv,
arIepav

a X,p,out axr]

[cp]ivon &7i6XiX[(ov bpaXVXC.vivayp&+ao bt itp6$e]

5

Toi b4ou rou 'AO7)val]
[v]ov a6cr6v[xal] e6e[py&Tr)v
cxv xal ao[r]6[v] xa[l ixy6vouc,

10

xatl etvala6tolS

nip]

6oo8ov tpb6;:T[v pouXiv xalxrbv 8fiov 7p4rotL]
IeTr&T&tep&,[xalt iv rtvoq &XXouUbavTat,xar&]
8 xal(?) .....
rbv v6pov' 4x[altvaact
......]
[.]HNHEEAM[.............?..............]
lacunaincerta

(b)
15

[----------------------------I-[..0..
[..........
[ .....rxy..
otxta v
[xal
[.....!5.....15....?

[.....?6

[.... .

.........

.......

evalt 8 [a]6[T

8]j-iov xalt

....

1......]

o[....9

..

.]

]ouq 'AO9vn0ev
o[.......

]

t 6[e r
a]ya[]p[]a
]
.........?
T6v
ypatJiaxTa
xa[r&]
[<pyLia^
T]6v
icpuTay[el]a[v xal]
[arnfaalt v &xpo7c6Xe]v[el]q [8] TShv&vay[paypv
]
Th
[.....6

20

[acr5X) bo8ovat Trbv-tatilav rou] 8bj,[ou :AAA:] bp[a]
&x tCJv xaETi nyEa)pl<7ja]TEa
[XV&<S
vaX[iaxoJivi]y
V[U]
[COI81io4. xaXiaCIt 8 To]b[S] p[apE[LqTrOvIp]lT[V]
EEr To67p]uToaveove[1e aOpt]ov. [v]
[voWv&nt ivtLa
vacat
in corona
[in corona]

25

[ pouX4]

6 B[r]M[o]

- -]
- - -[[----(
<?)1
The lettering of this text is a useful illustrationof that "carelessstyle" (stoichedon but with careless overlapping
and placement of strokes),which, as B. D. Meritt noted, "would not have been characteristicof the fourth century
before Demetrios of Phaleron" (Hesperia29, 1960, p. 8). It came, however, to be one of the characteristic styles
of the first half of the 3rd century,coexisting nonetheless with a better tradition exemplified, for example, by 152.
Lines 1-2. E.g., [--- ottoi 6 Ltbvarxat &tyc06vnepi | x]6v 8biov xxX. M. B. Walbank (per ep.) has read
the "reliquiae
incerta'eas [.]AAI[- --]. The text of this fragment was placed one stoichos further to the right in the
editioprincepsbut is here adjusted in the light of reassessmentof the left margin.
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Line 8. But this restorationis entitled to some scepticism, since ited&
Tr& tep&,on the evidence, always concludes
the np6ao8so formula that occupies lines 5-7. See A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 191-198 and 203, note 30 (where
the restoration is strongly doubted) and SEG XXXIII, 104. It might be claimed that the xard&rbv v6Vtovformula,
which was coming into enhanced use at this time, has been attached unusuallyand unwisely to a clause with which it
ought not to be associated. Otherwise, the contents of lines 8-9, and their relation to "the nomos",must remain
a matter of speculation.
Line 13. The reading is Walbank's.Lines 14-17. So IG II2 but with the omission of the restorationfor lines 15-16
there shown. Lines 18-24. PeEirka'srevision of IG I2, here adopted, is notable for his observation that the craftsman
maintained syllabic division, leaving vacant letter spaces at the ends of lines 18 and 22-24.
Line 21. The marks of punctuation restored as surroundingthe numeral take up a letter space each; cf. 114,
line 19. Or the spaces may have been left blank; cf. 139 and 162. It is less likely that the cost amounted to
40 drachmas, with some dislocation of the stoichedon pattern as in line 22 of 114.
Line 26. Walbank claims le[. .-5.. ]v)[i]a here: but the state of the stone is such as to make any reading
hazardous that is not absolutely clear.
That these two fragments were to be closely associated (and were surely by the same hand) became apparent
soon after the publication of fragment a but did not find its way into print. The association was confirmed as a
definite attribution to a single document by Walbank.
To add to the general grounds for dating provided by the stylistic criteria it may be noted that U. Koehler
regarded the hand of what became IG II2, 564 as close to that of IG II2, 456 (SEGXXI, 328), of 307/6 B.C.Walbank
claims the hands as in fact identical. But there are three further considerations: (1) The cost of the stele is to be
xo 80ou
j
met by the rtai(caG
(lines 20-24); he appears as disbursingofficer for the last time in 302/1. See Henry,
Chiron14, 1984, pp. 51-52. (2) The cost of the stephanos is specified (line 4). There is no example of this later
than 306/5, and from 302/1 onwards such grants were described only as bestowed xaxT&6bvv6itov. Cf. Henry
(Honours,p. 26), who sees the change as occurring in or about 304 B.C., with possibly a brief period of overlap or
confusion of the two practices. For these two criteria of date see also 112. (3) There was an evident rapprochement
between Athens and Priene in the period of the restored Athenian democracy, which resulted in several honorific
enactments to be dated in this period. M.J. Osborne (Naturalization
III/IV, p. 129, X 20) lists five such, including the
the
other
four
IG
565-567
and
SEG
86
text,
II2,
present
III,
being
(XXXIII, 103). (The reference to IGII2, 567
more
to
a
to
a
later
date
and should be dissociated from its partner.)In
applies
precisely fragment b;fragment belongs
IG II2, 565 and 567 the Traxlaqxooub%iou is reasonably to be restored as the officer responsible for payment for
the stele. In the other two texts the provision for payment does not survive, but SEG III, 86 is precisely dated by
its prescript to 307/6 (see above). From these arguments,thus, is derived the dating shown at the head of the text.
Line 3. The name Admetos is scarcely found in Attic epigraphy and is more usually associated with Thessaly,
Molossia, and northern Greece. An Admetos was, however,neopoios in Priene at the time of the great renaissanceof
the city and the building of the Temple of Athena (F.Hiller von Gaertringen,InschriftnvonPiene, 1906, pp. 5-6, no. 3,
line 24 = Syll.3282, of 333/2). This may suggest that he was a member of an important family,and his son might well
have been entrusted with diplomatic duties a generation later.
Line 14. 'EyxrTlat; yif xal otlx(a. See Pecirka, loc. cit., and Henry, Honours,pp. 207-208. The order of
words here is that less frequentlyfound: in the majorityof cases the accusative noun follows rather than precedes.
Lines 21-22. On the "analiskomenafund" as the source for payment see Henry, Chiron12, 1982, pp. 97-118
and the commentaries on 40 and 45. Lines 23-24. For the formula for entertainment in the Prytaneion see 115,
commentary on fragment c, lines 8-9, and referencesthere.
For the few testimonia on Prienean history of this period see Hiller von Gaertringen, op. cit., pp. 206-211,
nos. 485-511; G. Kleiner, RE, SupplmentIX, 1962, col. 1187. For the grouping of texts dealing with relations
between Athens and Ionia see J. J. E. Hondius, NovaeInscritionesAtticae,1925, pp. 39-46; A. Wilhelm, Attische
UrkundnV (= SbAkadWin220, 5), 1942, pp. 166-175, no. LXII; Pecirka, op. cit., p. 91 with note 2. IG II2, 456
and 470 (both concerned with Kolophon), as well as 466 (Tenos),belong to the group.
PHILEAS OF PAT.TE.NE
HONORED FOR HIS WORK AS COUNCILLOR

112. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4534), broken on all sides, discovered on February 27, 1937, in
a modern fill southeast of the Market Square, east of the Post-HerulianWall (U 22).
B. D. Meritt observed that the fragmentforms part of the same monument as IG II2, 514, which was discovered
on the Akropolis and is now in the EpigraphicalMuseum (E.M. 2659). There is no join between the two
fragments,
both of which are recorded here for convenience. The Agora fragment, hereafter fragment a,
belongs to a point
higher up the stele than IG II2, 514, now fragment b, on which the formula of publication occurs.
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a: H. 0.109 i.; W 0.109 i.; Th. 0.055 m.
b: H. 0.23 i.; W 0.185 i.; Th. 0.045 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
Eroq. (becoming irregularin fragment b): Hor. 0.0165 i.; Vert. 0.015 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 3-5, no. 4, with photographs of both fragmentspl. 1. See also SEGXXI,
336. The text of fragment b is that of A. Wilhelm in IG 112,with three slight changes of reading.
a. 307/6-302/1

a. (sedvixpost306/5?)
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(a)

5

ETOIX. 25 (lines 17-20, 26)
?---------?x-----xp-qviiaaLI
[nept ro6-r(O]y,[yv6v-qlvbk IUpdcxx]
[Eaeat -UrJqP(O)Ux[~r'etq -bv 8'q-[ov]
ltCLvcaa]
[!-rl box]et 'tYLP[oVMqL
[L(DXf]lv 4PXov[dx(touIFxXXi(via) xcxt]
ote(p&V6L &k]
[arecpcv](-AocaL
XP[UO.iAL
.
[it6 8p(XJIAs-A)y
[&periSEvexx xd it]
..?
[Poeuvlaq] T~lcu~nepa V8

at [.rh &v
aypCaPv -r a]
9rbvTMI4xav
ToO85]
8o0UvCX[L
[t-XrC]q
[V.ot] 4A 8zxPL&C.
I[x t-v xcrcdMT&
4?p(]
TcaL
[a(COIMTJ
&vEOXLaXo[Ji4vG)v
r48VCa]
av etbc-OUL[v
n6v-reqot By X]
8n](A)q
[...e

(b)
10

IL9

[czyX]6Jv(aOLfoUet[6Lv

V

6tL'tLALC]

xCXtxclr&]
[L6 fjl]VoStroiC8&[xMCz(c

15

[trot v6VsouqnoX[vLeuofvouq 1]
XCXI
[v- 'tL POUX7L
[va)U-0t LCu)L,
XX]
Xiyel
[1] &q nxer=OL TLX[O-rtv(-A)VT(XL
[LIVXxt yp&Tp[e]~vC&[&ptarcctT)LPou]
8fg.LC4e E6te
6 tL X6]
[X)] x(xt T(L)cL

20

...
[p]txor &itoXkj,ov[xrat
&bEaoq
I-----------------------

Line 2. Lapis BUTA. Line 4. The demotic was probably expressed in abbreviated form, for which Meritt
compared IG II2, 336 (SEGXXXVI, 153, with earlierreferences),lines 1, 5, and 6, 360 (SEGXXVI, 79, with earlier
references), line 2, and 399 (SEGXXV, 72, XXXIV, 71), line 4. See also 100, lines 4 and 7 and 104, line 8. The
less agreeable alternative is to postulate an error on the part of the stonemason. Lines 6-7. So Meritt, supposing
two letters to have been inscribed in the space of one in line 7. Cf. line 17, where this occurs visibly on the stone. The
supposition could be avoided by writing Evexev xat I 6voEaq] 1[i- xtX. (cf. IG II2, 1261, line 13, for the use of
Evexevfor Evexaat this period). The horizontal strokesurvivingat the top of the letter space in line 7 is probablypart
of tau. It rises at a slight acute angle above the strictlyhorizontal, as do many such strokes in this text. Conversely,
however,the uppermost strokeof sigma is sometimes depressed to a similar angle, and Evexa xot elJvotoc t
[ ept
t6v 8i-ov ..5...] is a possible interpretation. Line 13. Wilhelm's restoration, to which no alternative can readily
be supplied, leaves the line with 24 letters. Line 14. 8j]iop Wilhelm. Line 16. t[il Wilhehm.Line 17. Two letters are
written in the space of one, making a line of 27 letters. Line 18. yp&Tp[et]v
Wilhelm.
Meritt observed the connection between the two fragments on the basis of the lettering, which is competent
but careless. Strokes are badly joined together, and sigma and upsilon in particular are haphazardly done. Letters
such as mu and nu are of variable width. The stoichedon order is disturbed as the text proceeds, and from line 17
onwards is indeed better described as acoLx. 26.
Line 1. The decree was probouleumatic. See P.J. Rhodes, AthnianBoule,p. 251. For the enactment formula,
now in its regular pattern, see 89, lines 2-9. Line 4. Phileas, son of Philonautes, of Pallene is known from two
other decrees, IG 1I2, 554 (SEG XXIV, 111) and 585 (SEG XXI, 352, XXXI, 87), of which he was the proposer.
The former is of the period 307-304, and the latter is now attributedto 300/299 or to 297/6. The date of the Dresent
decree (see below) requires that the vote of thanks to Phileas is likely to concern his first term of membership of
the Council. PA 14243 and 14244 duplicate him unnecessarily,IG 12, 554 having originally (as IG II, 413) been
dated to the early 2nd century.
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Lines 5-7. Although the numeral forms part of the restoredtext, the cost of the stephanos was evidently specified
and probably amounted to 500 dr. The last clearly dated example of this formulation belongs to 306/5; cf. A. S.

Henry,Honours,
pp. 24, 26. In 302/1 and thereafterit was replacedby the formulaprescribingthe grantxax&
Tou b4itou(lines 8-10)
brv v6,uov. This detail, together with the necessarypresence in the restoredtext of the rOlacEa
as the disbursing officer, imposes the same criteria for the dating of this decree as in the case of 111, q.v. For the
formulaicprocedure see 101, commentary on lines 32-34. On both the paymasterand the source of the expenditure

see 83 and referencesthere.The presenttextwasallottedno morethan20 drachmasfor its inscription,an amount
rareafterca. 332/1, althoughIG II2, 657, of 283/2, for whichthe samesum was assigned,is a sizabledocument
of morethanseventylines. 111, it maybe noted,cost halfas muchagainas thisstele.
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Lines 12-20. For the "hortatoryintention" of the decree see 86, commentary on lines 21-24. In this text the
encouragement to emulation of the honorand, and the proclamation of the public response to those who advise
the people well, are unusually fulsome. The phraseology of lines 12-13 confirms that under the restored democracy,
as earlier,the method of appointment to the Council was by sortition. Cf. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,pp. 6-7.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF KOROIBOS, 306/5 B.C.

Although 113 is the only decree attributableto Koroibos' year that the Agora excavations have so far
yielded, it was a year prolific,like its predecessor,in public business,and it has left a substantialepigraphical
record. Apart from 113, which belongs to the seventh prytany,thirteen decrees of 306/5 are extant, of
which seven provide data helpful to an evaluationof the characterof the year. IG II2, 467 (SEGXXXI, 81,
XXXIV, 73; M. J. Osborne, NaturalizationI, pp. 112-113, D 43), 468 (SEG XIX, 60), and 469 preserve
sections of their respective inscriptions which do not contain that part of the prescript in which the dating

formulas occur and are assigned to Koroibos' year on other grounds. R. S. Stroud, Hesperia40, 1971,
pp. 181-183, no. 30 is of the fourth prytany,IG II2, 773 (S. Dow, AJA37, 1933, pp. 415-416) is ofthe sixth,
470 (A. Wilhelm, AnatolianStudiesPresentedto WilliamHepburnBuckler,1939, pp. 345-352) of the seventh, 675

+ 525 (W.K. Pritchett,AJP 58, 1937, pp. 329-333) of the eighth (but cf. SEG XXXIV, 72 and references
there), 471, 472 + 169 (SEG XXI, 335), and 473 of the tenth. IG II2, 474 (Dow, op. cit., pp. 412414),
475, and 476 (Dow, op.cit., p. 414) are fragmentarytexts in which the dating formulas are insufficiently
IG II2, 1484, lines 7-8, 1487, line 91, 1491, line 10, 1492B, lines 97-124,
preserved. See also the traditiones
as well as the locatioIG II2, 2499 (D. Behrend, AttischePachturkunden,
pp. 96-97, no. 39), line 43. Of these,
IG
in
is
that
it
1492B
identifies
the
last
three
only II2,
materiallyhelpful,
prytanies of the year.
Following an intercalary 307/6, the year of Koroibos was ordinary, with 355 days, an extra day being
added to Mounichion (IG II2, 471, lines 6-7). Cf?J. Kirchner, IG II2, 470, comm.; W. B. Dinsmoor, Archons

ofAtns, pp. 385, 387-388; B. D. Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, p. 131; Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xv;
Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 79; Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 313. It was the subject of

particular investigation by Pritchett (AJP 58, 1937, loc. cit.), who envisaged a prytany calendar showing six
prytanies of 30 days each, followed by five of 29 and a final prytany again of 30 days. Meritt (Athenian
Tear,pp. 138-139, Hesperia33, 1964, p. 9) agreed with this formulation and, with a slight modification of

Pritchett'sscheme for the festival(lunar)calendar to take account of the two full months at the end of 307/6,

proposed a regular alternation of hollow and full months to Pyanopsion, followed by full Maimakterion
and regular alternation thereafter to full Elaphebolion, ending the year with full Mounichion, hollow

Thargelion, and full Skirophorion. Two days were apparentlyadded early in Pyanopsion to put the festival
calendar in arrears vis-a-vis the prytany date by the twenty-firstof that month, an insertion presumably
rectified soon thereafter;cf. Meritt, AJP 93, 1972, pp. 164-166.
Known phylai in prytany are as follows: IV Pandionis, VI Erechtheis or Kekropis, VII Demetrias,
VIII Antigonis, X Oineis, XI Akamantis,XII Antiochis.

THE EUBOIANSONOMAKLES,ANTIPHANES,AND OTHERSHONORED
113. The upperleft sectionof a pedimentalstele of Pentelicmarble(I 250), brokenbelow,to the right, and at
the back,discoveredlate in 1932 in a wall of a modernhousesoutheastof the Tholos (H 12-13). The springof
the left akroterionremains,butthe akroterionitselfhasbeenbrokenaway.
H. 0.31 m.; W. 0.21 m.; Th. 0.105 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (omicron 0.004 m.).

Eotx. (almostsquare)Hor.0.0103 m.;Vert.0.0096 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 5-6, no. 6, with photograph. Lines 12-14 implrved byMeritt (Hesperia15,
inAtticInscriptions,
1946, pp. 188-189, no. 34), with the inclusion of restoredethnics proposed by H. Pope (Non-Athenians
and
new
a
in
the
last
line
H.
Oliver.
The
calendric
data
are cited without
1935, p. 230)
reading
preserved
byJ.
of
the
text
in
the
studies
of
calendar
the
of
the
discussed
above.
year
quotation
principal
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a. 306/5 a., pryt.VII

ETOIX. 30
'Enl Kopo43ou &pXov[rxotit xri ATTLVT]
pL&&io;
tpb6(r3 xipur[acveCtac
jt II&piL]
[X]o; Ocoyekovoc 'Pa[avo6otoo; ypa4L]
xxal ex]
[]teuevV raAot-qB0voC'
[kT&pTsItp
5

dtCe T
-Y)OjpUTavelt[C' tXXXy)JCO*TOVXp]
o8bpcv

10

^tce^yi^v

[....10....

'Apia]

Toxp&rou'Ayptvat[os xat oauVtp6eSpo]
.....
r EBotev :H icavt' v 1[
........]
[K]rjpLaoyTvou'AXopve4 etCevX'e1t8]j
['O]voIlaxXiC SEplXOou[xal ... .8...
'Ao]

xal 'AvTirptvr....
[r]uyaXou
.....]
[x]al 'ApxXeaxgAlaxp,v[og XaXxtrictx]
[a]l Nxtoala; EvT[6pX]ou
['EpexptcbC
&vS]
15

[p]eC[&]ra[e]ot[av.......16
[

]
]

The stone is bulky,and the pediment with its moldings heavy; the stele may well have been a substantialone. The
writing is generally tidy but not of the highest quality: the "free ends" of the strokesare in some cases emphasized,
especially in epsilon and upsilon (cf. 120), but without consistency. Beta, always a difficult letter for the mason,
is clumsy. The form of phi, with two horizontal strokesreplacing the oval, is characteristicof the period (see 114).
Line 2. Pamphilos, son of Theogeiton, ofRhamnous (PA11557), the secretaryof the year, is perhaps unlikely to
be identical with that Pamphilos of Rhamnous mentioned as a creditor of Phainippos in [Demosthenes] 42.28, a
speech generally dated ca. 330. The two are listed separately in PAand byJ. Pouilloux (Forteresse,
p. 178).
Line 4. The day of the month was evidently not recorded, for the data of IG II2,470, which is also of the seventh
prytany,show that the date by prytanywas at that stage three days, numerically,behind that of the festivalmonth, and
no supplement showing both dates and conforming to this requirementcan be accommodated in the available space.
Such omissions are rare; for comparable examples see IG II2, 365 and 451; cf. also A. S. Henry, Presipts, p. 60;
A. G. Woodhead in AncientMacedonianStudies,p. 364 (incorrectly reported in SEG XXX, 70). Where truncation
of the date by the festival month occurs, it is more usually the name of the month, rather than the numeral, that
is omitted. Line 5. /xxXAlota. See 97, line 7.
Lines 6-7. The chairman may well have been a member of that family from Aphidna in which the names
Aristokrates and Lysimachos alternated and which has left scattered traces in the epigraphical record: cf. J. K.
Davies, AthenianPropertidFamiies,p. 282. But the name Lysimachos is too short by one letter for the space available
here. Line 8. [ ----]
Meritt. On the vacant letter spaces before the name of the proposer see Henry,
with
note
60
64,
Prescripts,
(in which he was misled by Meritt's restoration; only one vacant space is visible on
p.
the stone). Line 9. A Kephisogenes of Acharnai is listed among the epheboi in a list of 330/29 (W. K. Pritchett in
Hesperia,Supplement VIII, 1949, pp. 273-278; 0. W. Reinmuth, TheEphebicInscriptions
of theFourthCentuyB.C., 1971,
pp. 42-50, no. 12, at line 51). But he could hardly be identifiable with the father of the proposer of this decree
unless the ephebic record were to be placed at least ten years earlier than the accepted date. A date as
early as
345, however, although it has been suggested, is unlikely.
Lines 10-13. The persons honored, listed by Pope (Freignrs in AtticInscriptions,1947, pp. 47 and
164-165),
are otherwise unknown. She suggested (Non-Athnians
in AtticInscriptions,
1935, p. 230) that the Aischron mentioned in
line 12 is the man honored in IG II2, 491, b, lines 9-10, although if there is any connection it
may be preferable
to think that the Aischron there referredto is the son rather than the father of Archeleos. It is, however,hazardous to
support her further claim that the Aischron son of Proxenos who received Athenian citizenship soon after 286/5
(IG II2,652; M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 161-163, D 75, Naturalization
I, pp. 158-160) is to be connected with
the Aischron of this text.
The Athenians seem to have been concerned in these years to repaywidespread obligations incurredat the time
of their "liberation"in 307. Many of the texts of this period refer either to the liberation in
general terms or to
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specificmilitaryevents,and it may be presumedthat these men of Euboiahad also contributedto the successof
Demetrios,as did thosehonoredin IGII2,491.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF PHEREKLES, 304/3 B.C.
The comparative flood of legislation committed to stone, which had characterized the years of the
democratic restoration after the end of the regime of Demetrios of Phaleron, continued in 304/3, and
much is known of the year. But the decrees found in the Agora have contributed little to it. Only one,
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formerly ascribed to the succeeding year, can now be attributed to it with certainty, and more precisely
to the ninth prytany,which may be identified as that of Akamantis. For the calendar of the year see B. D.
Studies,p. 365, Hesperia58,
Meritt, Hesperia33, 1964, pp. 7-8 and A. G. Woodhead in AncientMacedonian
IG
on
which
these
studies
are
based
are
297-301.
1989, pp.
II2, 481, of the fourth prytany,
Inscriptions
of
of
the
of
the
seventh, 484,
482, the sixth, 483,
eighth, Hesperia58, 1989, p. 300, of the tenth, IG II2, 485,
of the eleventh, and 486 (M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 115-116, D 45, Naturalization
II, pp. 120-121;
SEG XXXVI, 163), which, together with Hesperia7, 1938, p. 297, no. 22, IG II2, 597 (with addenda,
I, 1937, p. 3, no. 3), and S. N.
p. 662; see also L. Robert, "Inscriptionsgrecques," in CollctionFrochner
Koumanoudes, Horos 4, 1986, pp. 11-18 (SEG XXXVI, 164), belongs to the twelfth prytany. A total of
eleven texts thus serves to supply what may be known of the pattern of the year in both the festival and

the prytany calendars.
In the festival calendar the year was ordinary,but an extra day was added to Skirophorionat the end
of it to give a total of 355 days (cf. IG II2, 481, comm.). According to Meritt's calculation, the months
alternated as hollow and full until full Anthesterion, which was followed by full Elaphebolion and then
regularalternation until the last month, made full instead of hollow. On the added day see W. K. Pritchett,
Caldars on Stone,pp. 361-363; Meritt, 'Ap. 'Ep., 1968, pp. 77-80. With twelve months
AncientAthenian
and twelve prytanies, the dates by festival and prytany calendars should have run closely in harmony,and
they did so with minor inequalities, the one calendar at times running a day ahead or a day in arrearof the
other; for the list see Woodhead, Hesperia58, 1989, p. 297. The equations may be accounted for by a
succession of four prytanies of 29 days followed by six of 30, with the eleventh and twelfth prytanies of
29 and 30 days respectively.Forthe year see also Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 79; and Meritt,
Historia26, 1977, p. 171.
Phylai identified with prytanies in Pherekles' year are, on the evidence, IV Aigeis, VI Leontis,
VII Oineis, VIII Antigonis, IX Akamantis, X Erechtheis or Kekropis, and XII Aiantis. By elimination of possible restorationsin IG II2, 485 it emerges that the eleventh prytany was held by either Pandionis or Demetrias. In the festival calendar the month Mounichion was, on the motion of Stratokles,
26 and Woodhead,
redesignatedfirst as Anthesterion II and then as Boedromion II: see Plutarch,Demetrios

Hesperia,loc. cit.

DECREECONCERNINGSACRIFICEAND THANKSGIVING
FOR THE SUCCESSFULCAMPAIGNOF DEMETRIOSPOLIORKETES
114 (P1.14). Two nonjoiningfragmentsof a stele of Pentelicmarble,the largerof which (fragmenta, I 5972)

preservesthe left edge and original rough-pickedback of the monument, but is broken elsewhere, and was discovered

on April23, 1947,in a contextof the later3rdor early2nd centuryB.C., in a cisternin the industrialarea(B 18:13).
On this cisternsee R. S. Young,Hesperia
20, 1951, p. 226. The smallerfragment(b, I 1441)preservesthe right
of
the
stele
but
is
otherwise
broken
all
around. It was discoveredon March3, 1934, in a late contextjust
edge
outsidethe Tholoson the north(G 11).
a: H. 0.27 m.; W. 0.207 m.; Th. 0.065 m.
b: H. 0.115 m.; W. 0.114 m.; Th. 0.055 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
toLX.Hor. 0.0098 m.; Vert. 0.0105 m.

Ed. a only: W. S. Ferguson,Hesperia
17, 1948, pp. 114-136, no. 68, with photographpl. 33. See SEGXXV,
141, with referencestoJ. and L. Robert,REG62, 1949,pp. 109-113, no. 51 (discussionof content,and criticism
of Ferguson'stext, with revisedrestorations);L. Moretti,Iscrizioni
storiheelenistcheI, pp. 8-10, no. 5 (textwith
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commentary, bibliography, Italian translation, and some revised restorations);also E. Cavaignac, REG 62, 1949,
pp. 233-234 and G. Daux, REG 63, 1950, pp. 253-254 (both on the date). 6 only. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia16, 1947,
Studies,pp. 357-367,
p. 153, no. 46, with photograph pl. XXVI. a and b: A. G. Woodhead in AncientMacedonian

withphotographpl. 26. See SEGXXX, 69.
a. 304/3 a.,pryt.IX

ETOIX. 36
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The marbleis of poor qualitywith bluishstreaks,and the inscribedsurfaceis rust stainedin places. The
writingso closelyresemblesthatof 118, especiallyin the tenuousomega,thatit is undoubtedlythe workof the same
craftsman.There is some evidenceof carelessness.Alphafrequentlylacksits horizontalstroke,which, although
instancesof it were underdottedby Fergusonand Moretti,is a phenomenonsufficientlyfamiliarin this and other
textsto meritno distinguishing
mark.The crossbarofeta variesitsposition(seein particularthe numeralsin lines 19
and22),andepsilonis seldomcutwithanyexactitude.A half-loopedrho(P) anda phiwithtwohorizontalstrokesin
place of the "oval"(4) are also noteworthy.The latter,like the formwith the singlehorizontal("cruciform"
phi),
is characteristicof this period;cf., e.g., 113 and IGII2, 541 (M.J. Osborne,Naturaliation
I, pp. 127-128, D 52)
and 554 (SEGXXIV, 111). M. B. Walbankhas consideredthe craftsmanat workhereas responsiblefor morethan
thirtytexts of the period: see 151. In line 22 the two lettersof the numeralare inscribedin three letterspaces
in a rasura.Presumablythe masonmadean initialerrorat thispointwhichhe subsequentlysoughtto correct.
Lines 11, 19-20, and 23. C. Habichtprefersto restorerxot [paoiXecav, lAe]pleor0oalt
and &y[a0&v]:see
SEGXXXII, 1705, a proposalreiteratedwith fullerargumentin Hesperia
59, 1990, pp. 463-466. The restoration
proposedforline 11 is too shortbyone letterforthe availablespace(butHabichtlaterrestoredxal ot here);in line23
d&y[c6vv]
may be judged particularlyappositeto the circumstancesof the FourYearsWar(cf.Woodhead,op.cit.,
pp. 365-366) in contrastto the moreinsipidalternative.Cf. alsoWoodhead,Hesperia
58, 1989,p. 301, 120, and 150.
The date of the decree can be settled principallyon historicalgrounds,with referenceto the activities
of DemetriosPoliorketes,coupledwith the requirementthat Akamantisbe the phyle in prytanyin the month
Elaphebolion(pryt.IX). Forthe detaileddiscussionsee Woodheadin Ancient
Macedonian
Studies,
pp. 363-365. In
the light of the evidencethe year of the initialcelebrationshere decreedmustbe 304/3. A resumeof the events
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to which the inscription refers (Athenian participation in Demetrios' Peloponnesian campaign) is to be found in
Ferguson, loc.cit.;W. W. Tarn, CAH IV, 1927, pp. 501-502; G. Glotz, R. Cohen, and P. Roussel, HistoiregrecqueIN
i, 1938, pp. 338-340; C. Mosse, Athensin Decline,404-86B.C., 1973, pp. 108-113.
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Line 2. Kar&0O&X[aTrrav.
Ferguson referred to Polyainos 4.7.3 for confirmation that Demetrios invaded the
Peloponnese by sea as well as by land. Line 6. Pleistarchos, son of Antipater and brother of Kassandros. See
H. Schaefer,RE XXI, i, cols. 196-199, s.v.Pleistarchos(2);H. Berve,DasAlexanderrich&aufprosopographischerGnmdlage
II,
1926, p. 321, no. 641. Prepelaos,whose name was restoredin the same line by Ferguson,was Kassandros'commander
in Corinth; see Diodorus Siculus 20.102. 1; K. Ziegler, RE XXII, ii, cols. 1836-1838, s.v. Prepelaos.
Lines 15-17. nErTplEa.Cf. 120, commentary on lines 6-7. The cult of Antigonos and Demetrios EoTSjpcehad
been introduced at Athens in 307/6, at the time when the new phylai were created in their honor, and it lasted,
apparently,until 288. Cf. Plutarch,Demetrios12-13; Diodorus Siculus 20.46.2; Ferguson, op.cit., pp. 131-136. The
cult of a military liberator as cOaTp went back to Brasidas and the Amphipolitans (Thucydides 5.11.1); cf. A. W.
on Thucydides
III, 1956, p. 655. The epithet as applied in the historical sources to
Gomme, A HistoricalCommentary
Gelon of Syracuse (Diodorus Siculus 11.26.6), Pelopidas (Plutarch,Pclopidas12.4), and Dion (Plutarch, Dion 46.1)
may be anachronisticallyaffected by its familiarityin the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Line 19. TrCttCeov.tot,
i.e., Akamas.
Line 25. For the twoypat,Laocet; cf 120, commentary on line 8. Primafacie their titles (if correctly restored)
and separate identities appear to conflict with the conclusion of P.J. Rhodes (AthenianBouk, p. 137), following
Fergusonand M. Brillant, that the supposed two officialsso designatedwere in fact identical. Cf. 73, commentary on
lines 23-24. Indeed, it seems on the contrary to reinforce the evidence of IG II2, 120 (of 353/2 B.C.), lines 16-19.
However, cf. AgoraXV, 58, of 305/4, where, among various secretaries, the ypa.yAarrg6xar&iipuaraveEavand the
are also, as it appears, named in
yQalpaxaeb pouvXf xatl 8fiou (given his full title) are both listed. Two ypa,A,AaTe-t
AgoraXV, 49, at lines 34-35. On the functions of the ypo,iaorqtb3ouXfr< xa(lStlou see Rhodes, op.cit., p. 136,
with note 3. Since the instructionsfor inscribingand erecting this present text do not survive,we lack the directiveto
the ypaVAarer6r(one of them, presumably), which would have done much towards the resolution of some of the
difficultyand confusion concerning the elements and nomenclature of the official secretariat.
In this decree the TctalastxAivpaTpToUTx6iv makes his first appearance (at line 17) in an Agora document,
as responsible for making payment for the present and future celebrations here prescribed. Since it was a military
success that was to be commemorated, the military,or "stratiotic",fund was a proper source for the expense, and its
treasurerwas the proper disbursingofficer. Forthe earlierhistoryof this fund see Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,pp. 105-108;
A. S. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 52-53, note 14. The loss of the instructionsfor the erection of the stele (see above)
robs us of the knowledge of the disbursingofficer there nominated to provide funds for that element of expenditure,as
well as of the source of those funds. Thus the mention of the Treasurerof the Stratiotic Fund in its present context
does not affect the exposition by Henry (op.cit., pp. 51-63) of the transitionaland varied arrangements for payment
evidenced in the texts of the years 303-301. At this time the
TraxEtaqcCTv partpToTUxv began to take over the
the
who is not in evidence after 302/1: but, even so,
hitherto
exercised
duties
TroU
ToalcxaE;
8bjou,
by
disbursing
the prime responsibility fell to other officials, as will appear in later texts, and the role of the Military Treasurer
in this connection did not become predominant until after 229 B.C.
The association of the two fragments of this inscription, with the determination that the length of the line was
arotx. 36 and not, as Fergusonhad thought, aTOLx.41, invalidatesall previous texts and discussions,and an account
of the various restorationshitherto proposed for fragment a, as well as of the separate text of fragment b published by
Meritt, is here omitted. Ferguson believed, and subsequent commentators accepted, that fragment a represented
a decree of the phyle Akamantis. It is clear, however,that the inscriptiondoes record a regularenactment of the boule
and demos in celebration of an event closely linked with the month during which Akamantis had the good fortune
to be the phyle in prytany, and the prytaneis of that phyle are consequently given special instructions governing
action to be taken both now and in future years, with the inclusion of a dedication to their eponymous hero.
See further SEG XXXIX, 102, XL, 82, XLI, 49. On the mason responsible for the inscription see Walbank,
BSA 84, 1989, p. 403.

TREATY OF ALLIANCE BETWEEN ATHENS AND SIKYON
115 (P1.13, a only). Seventeen fragments,most of them very small, of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 2636), discovered
between March 18 and March 23, 1935, along the west edge of the PanathenaicWay,mostly in a Late Roman context
(N 10). Five fragments may be joined to make one large fragment (a), broken on all sides. On no other fragment
except perhaps fragment c, which may be complete below, and fragment d, which preserves a small part of the right
edge of the stele, is more than the inscribed surface preserved.

...

]
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a (I 2636 a): H. 0.27 m.; W. 0.257 m.; Th. 0.098 m.
b (I 2636 d): H. 0.19 m.; W 0.04 m.; Th. 0.053 m.
c (I 2636 c): H. 0.152 m.; W. 0.062 m.; Th. 0.03 m.
d (I 2636 m): H. 0.065 m.; W. 0.07 m.; Th. 0.037 m.
e (I 2636 b): H. 0.125 m.; W. 0.05 m.; Th. 0.05 m.
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Fragmentsf-m are mere scraps of insignificantdimensions;f= I 2636 1,g = I 2636 e, h = I 2636 h, i = I 2636 g,
=
I
2636 k, k = I 2636 f, I = I 2636 j, m = I 2636 i. Fragmentm consists of one letter only, and that uncertain.
j
LH. ca. 0.005 m.
IETLX.(square,with irregularities)ca. 0.01 m.

Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia8, 1939, pp. 35-41, no. 9, with photographs of all fragments except m. See also
H. H. Schmitt, Staatsvertrage
III, 1969, pp. 61-63, no. 445.
a. 303 a.
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The concluding part of fragment c, lines -5 of fragment b, and the oath in fragment a, lines 5-7, led Schweigert
to postulate a stoichedon pattern of 50 letters per line. This, or a figure approaching it, is likely to be correct, but
Schweigert'srestorations,though attractive,lack certainty. It is thereforepreferableto leave the length of line without
precise definition. Schmitt incorporatesSchweigert'srestorationinto his own text (of fragmentsa-c only), with a few
minor changes, but describes them as "weithin hypothetisch". Fragmentsa-c are given in what appears to be their
correct relative order on the stele; the position of the other fragmentsin relation to them and to each other cannot be
determined.
Fragment a: Lines 4-7. [. .5. .rtV au].aXia.xv vxrep [eiotaavxo ol 'A9)valtoLip6o rooC II ucviou, ] clt
v
TIbrae6lc*v Ala, rjv], "HXlov, 'AOnvav['ApeLav,IIooaeLb,Ap7),
&xi[a]vxar6[v Xp6vov 6 8b 6pxo< Earo xard&
xatl eo c vrialcIxal t&iaac 6]aoomtat
[xal
cpylo;
o4.iaXo. xrX. Schweigert.
Lines 8-10. ey[ .
v
6v Euc v(?)]v xal T[]V pLXl[av
V outLaXlav
xaol
.....vi.......t...
8 IVoV
T,
6
-Tv TipoTx8f4o]pav
v
T
.................
9wv
vEiuovlov
]
-tv
eljj
Schweigert;
6[L(apuXo(?)
auJovaXtav

p|llb6(?) Tbv 8b)'o]v Schmitt. Lines 11-12. [....
\aa]L
8r T6v 8bfjov Tp[eis &vbpaq 6 'AO9nvalov
&t&VTX()Voll|rvec &pix6]JevoL Ct(5) CExuwv[LouqSchweigert; el(5) Euc.xv[a G. Klaffenbach apud Schmitt; lapis
ET'TKTQN. Line 14. &dixo)X[ovoratiapd&Wv Elxuvov
. ..
.] Schweigert. Lines 16-17. [.. .]v TroS.aeLa[.
T6v
Tv
Tbv
[..5..
orpaTpomyv iter
na|pao(?)]xeuhv xTX. Schweigert. Lines 18-25. Several minor
.]E[.]t?[...]

^rv...7...

adjustmentshave been made to Schweigert'sreadings.
Fragment b: Lines 4-5. [...... .4l
oi]vnasv txcav6[atr
......
[..............2
XpU]a L TE( I
] Schweigert.

xal (ore,avc9oal
v b xuioV
e ov >vELXU6cvov

.
V
........
l
xi.ali 6v6.
v
Fragment c: Lines 8-9. [
[ xal
avayplal ^
x|al xa
el
...
Lines
11-13.
aopLov
] Schweigert.
a6roGq inlt 6v]ta Elt[ T6bICpuavefov
[..................]\ecpav[..
axa rou %S4ou]&vaT1[X)L XL9lvrT)
xal aT)oai iv &xpol7I6Xet
iapi&TCV
&vaypimai8t T^vautax(lav(?)| T6vypMaV

'AOnva&v(?),
etI] b8tT[v &vaypaypvxrX. Schweigert.
The writing of this text is, like much of the work of this period, imprecise and indeed careless. Schweigert
justifiablydrew attention to the slovenlinessof its arrangementand execution, comparing in particularIG II2, 497 of
303/2 and 504 (SEGXXI, 339) of 302/1. 114 and 118 exhibit better workmanshipbut display the same tendencies
in, for example, the "narrowing"of the letters mu, nu, and omega. Characteristic of this mason are his use of
the cruciform phi (see 102) and of rho in the form F, as well as a neglect to make accurate joins of the strokes of
a letter. Schweigert correctly noted that on epigraphical grounds, without the support of the historical data, the
inscriptioncould be dated "withconsiderable certainty"to the close of the 4th century. On the hand at work here see
further 151.
a: Lines 2-3. The reference to Demetrios (Poliorketes)and to the Soteres is not necessarily conclusive for a
dating before 301 and Antigonos' death at Ipsos, as Schweigert believed. Cf. W. S. Ferguson, Hesperia17, 1948,
p. 126, note 39. On the cult of the two "savior-kings"see 114, commentary on lines 15-17. Line 6. For a pattern of
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the oathcf. IGII2,236 (SEGXXX, 63, XXXI, 75, withotherbibliography;
M. N. Tod, GHIII, p. 224, no. 177,with
note p. 225), lines 2-3, which, as in IG IV2, i, 68, Y lines 139-140, inspirethe greatestpart of the restorations.
in Schweigert'stext, compareIG II2, 686 + 687
Forthe replacementof the 'A09)vaof that text by 'A09va 'ApeEa
(SEGXXXIII, 112,withearlierreferences),lines54-55.
c: Lines 8-9. For the formula as restored by Schweigert see W. A. McDonald, AJA 59, 1955, pp. 151-155

and particularlyA. S. Henry,Honours,
pp. 262-275. Lines 11-15. If the title of the disbursingofficeris correctly

restored, the treaty must antedate 301. See 111 and 112. For the formula of payment and the source of the funding

see 83 and referencesthere.
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The relationship between Athens and Sikyon to which IG II2, 448 bears witness was presumably invalidated
by the events of 317 and thereafter. From 309 until 303 the troops of Ptolemy I Soter were in occupation of Sikyon,
and it is to be presumed that the new treaty is to be dated after their surrender of the city to Demetrios (Diodorus
Siculus 20.102; Polyainos 4.7.3) at some time in the summer of 303. It is uncertain whether it took place before
or after the beginning of the new Athenian year; see A. G. Woodhead in AncientMacedonian
Studies,p. 366. Demetrios
persuaded the Sikyonians to rebuild their city on a different site, and they renamed it Demetrias in his honor
(Plutarch, Demetrios25; cf. Strabo 8.6.25, Pausanias 2.7.1). In this treaty it is, however, referred to throughout as
Sikyon, and although Diodorus expresslynotes that the new name did not last long, it would be surprisingif it were so
soon ignored, and ignored in an official document of this character. This argument against a date in 303 for the
treaty has more force than Schweigert was inclined to allow. Correspondingly,and if the name of the disbursing
official(s)can be differently restored, a date between 294 and 288, when Demetrios had reestablished himself in
Greece, remains a reasonable possibility,even though Schweigertargued that the changed characterof his rule made
free associations of this kind between individual Greek cities unlikely. Nevertheless, the revived Hellenic League

and its circumstancesremainsan attractivecontextfor this treaty,and the issuecannoton the evidencebe proved
eitherway
a Fora rsume of Sikyonianhistoryat thisperiod,see C. H. Skalet,Aint Sikyon,
9 pp. 80-82.
1928,
[Addendum:The text of Schweigertas correctedby Schmittappearsas SEGXLI, 50. A largefragment,which
providesthe upperrightcornerof thesteleandrevealsthatit is pedimental,hasbeenidentifiedsincethiscommentary
wascompletedbutremainsasyetunpublished.Mentionedherebypermission,it apparentlyconfirms,in somefifteen
linesofsurvivingtext,Schweigert's
on thetaeniabelowthepediment
datingandgeneralconclusions.A superscription
identifiesthe contentsas a recordof alliance.Fragmentd fitscloselybeneaththisnew fragment.]

THE ARCHONSHIP

OF LEOSTRATOS, 303/2 B.C.

Like its predecessor, the year of ostratos saw much activity on th
t of the thtenianassembly that
has survived in the inscriptional record. Apart from two decrees, 115 and 122, which may or may not

belong to it and should be left out of account, and several others for which "ca. 303/2" or "303-301"
must remain the acceptable dating (even if Leostratos' year might seem the attractive option), fifteen extant
enactments provide the basis for the study of this archonship. Two of the fifteen, 117 and 118, offer no

detail that helps to determine the year's calendric character. Of the remainder, all are to be assigned
to the latter part of the year. No fewer than six of them (IG II2, 493 + 518, 494, 495 [SEG XXV, 79;

M. J. Osborne, NaturalizationI, pp. 136-137, D 60], 496 + 507 [Osborne, op. cit., pp. 137-139, D 61],

497, and 116) were passed in the twelfth prytany. Cf. M. H. Hansen, GRBS28, 1987, p. 47, note 33.
Two pieces of evidence evaluatedin the 1970'sestablishedthat, among the materialpreviouslyexisting,
an error on the part of the mason or of the yp acut-eu$G
had provided a false detail to be corrected. A
fragmentarydecree published byJ. Threpsiades ('ApX. 'Ep., 1971, Xpovtx&,p. 26) showed that the phyle

Kekropis was in office in the ninth prytany, whereas in the long-known IG II2, 489 it was evidently the
eighth prytany (IG II2, 490 also having been suitably restored to conform with the indication of 489). B. D.
Meritt (AAA 5, 1972, pp. 292-293) recognized that either Threpsiades' decree or IG II2, 489/490 must
be in error, and the dilemma was resolved soon thereafter when IG II2, 734 (for which see SEG XXVI, 90,
XXX, 71; Osborne, NaturalizationI, pp. 1 16-118, D 46) was augmented by a small unpublished fragment in
the Epigraphical Museum and shown to belong to this year. It became clear that Kekropis was indeed

in office in prytany IX and that the phyle holding the eighth prytany in IG II2, 489 could no longer be

restored on the basis of the extant text of 490. Cf. SEG XXX, 70. A further fragmentary decree of the

prytanyof Kekropiswas published in 1972 by W. K. Pritchett(CSCA5, 1972, p. 169), with 6y?6v)crestored
as the ordinal numeral: the restorationthere too must now be v&dirg.
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The two decrees among the fifteen that have not been accounted for in the preceding paragraphs
IG
are II2, 491 and 498 (SEGXXI, 338), the former apparently and the latter very probably of the tenth
II,
prytany. For a useful account of the developing evaluation of the year see also Osborne, Naturalization
121-123.
pp.
These more recent determinations make earlier discussions of the year for the most part of interest
only for the bibliographical record. The material known at the time of writing was listed by Pritchett and
0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 69. That the year was intercalary,as there shown, has not been disputed
ofAthens,p. 386; Pritchettand Meritt, Chronology,
p. xv);
(see IG II2, 489, in comm.; W. B. Dinsmoor,Archons
and the evidence of 116 served only as further confirmation of this (Meritt, AthenianTear,pp. 150-151).
This was the sixteenth year of the seventh Metonic cycle, and in that cycle Year 16 should indeed be
intercalary(Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236, with additional references). See also Meritt in Historia26, 1977,
p. 171.
Meritt considered the year more fully,with particularreferenceto the text of IG II2, 498, in Hesperia33,
1964, pp. 4-7 (SEGXXI, 338), where for a year of 384 days he proposed a regularsuccession of hollow and
full months in the festival calendar, with one day added at the end (cf. IG II2, 495, 496, 497), and twelve
prytanies each of 32 days. On the added day see p. 180 above, on the archonship of Pherekles,and p. 268
below, on that of Pytharatos. There was retardationof the festival calendar in Elaphebolion, apparently
rectified soon afterwards. See A. G. Woodhead in AncientMacedonian
Studies,pp. 364-365, note 22.
Known phylai in prytanyare VIII Erechtheisor Antiochis, IX Kekropis,X Antigonis, and XII Aiantis.
Hypothetical restorationsof IG II2, 498 produce the possibilitiesofV Demetrias, Pandionis, or Akamantis
or of XI Leontis; but on balance that text seems best assigned to prytany X.
THE PRESCRIPTOF A DECREE

116. Twojoiningfragmentsof the upperpartof a pedimentalsteleof Pentelicmarble,the largerof which(I 6516,
hereafterfragmenta) was discoveredon April 22, 1952, in a Byzantinecontexteast of the Churchof the Holy
Apostles(Q 15). Its originalrough-pickedback is preserved,but it is otherwisebrokenall around;much stone
survivesabovethe firstline of the text thatit carries(line2), belowthe levelof the inscribedsurface.That the stele
waspedimental,as thissuggested,wasconfirmedby the identification
of the smallfragmentb (I 5215),discoveredon
in
a
Late
Roman
context
northeast
of
the
Odeion
February10, 1938,
(N 9). On this the top and rightside of the
monumentare preserved,but it is brokenelsewhere.It joins fragmenta at the upperrightof the latter. Line 1
is inscribedon a projectingfasciamissingon fragmenta.
a: H. 0.145 m.; W.0.08 m.; Th. 0.043 m.
b: H. 0.069 m.;W 0.097 m.; Th. 0.02 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
EtotX.(square)0.0112 m.

Ed. a only: B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
21, 1952, pp. 367-368, no. 8, with photographpl. 92. See also SEGXII,
91; lines 2-7 quotedby Meritt,Athenian
1ear,pp. 150-151. b, with the firstthree lines of a in orderto illustrate
the connection:M. B. Walbank,Hesperia
58, 1989,p. 89, no. 16,withphotographpl. 22. See alsoSEGXXXIX, 105.
a. 303/2 a.,pyt. XII
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Fragment b was identified and the join made by Walbank. The lettering of this text is careful and reasonably
precise, although with some bad junctions of strokesin places. Some "freeends" of strokesare slightly enlarged.
Lines 3-4. The name of the ypoacxorexCof this year survives in full in IG II2, 493, lines 4-5. He is not
otherwise known (cf. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, p. 245). The remains of his patronymic and demotic in line 4 were
sufficient guide to the date and restoration of the whole fragment. Lines 5-6. For assemblies held on the last day
of Skirophorion,of which the evidence is abundant, seeJ. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendar,
pp. 177-181.
Line 7. Mention of the place of meeting of the boule occurs as early as 336/5; see IG II2, 330, II, lines 30-31:
but this happens to be its first occurrence among decrees discovered in the Agora excavations. See further A. S.
Henry, Prescripts,
p. 39.
HONORS FOR A FRIEND OF DEMETRIOS POLIORKETES

117. Two nonjoining fragments of a stele of micaceous Pentelic marble, of which the larger (I 7070, hereafter
fragment a) was discovered on September 29, 1969, in the basement of a modern house beside the Athens-Peiraieus
railway(M 5-6). It preservesthe right side and original rough-pickedback of the monument but is broken elsewhere;
its configuration indicates that the stele increased in thickness towards the foot. The smaller fragment b (I 5463),
broken all around and at the back, is really no more than a flake providing a dozen letters in lines 11-13 to the
left of fragment a. It was discoveredon May 23, 1938, in the latest repair of the Post-HerulianWall, opposite the west
passage of Klepsydra (T 27).
a: H. 0.294 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.102-0.12 m.

b: H. 0.06 m.; W. 0.076 m.; Th. 0.026 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
XEotX.Hor. 0.015 m.; Vert. 0.014 m.
Ed. a only: M. B. Walbank,Hesperia49, 1980, pp. 255-257, no. 2, with photograph pl. 68. See also SEGXXX,
72; M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 139-140, D 62, Naturalization
II, p. 137, with text, brief details of the monument,
and short commentary. b only, with repetition of a, lines 10-15, to demonstrate the comparative location: Walbank,
Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 88-89, no. 15, with photographs pl. 21. See also SEG XXXIX, 103.
a. 303/2 a.,pryt. XII

ETOIX. 25
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[PciOxTX.
-----------]

-7 a tt
1 T c ---------------

Lines 7 and 16. The crossbar of alpha is omitted. Line 8. Lapis IIITHN.

Walbankobserved that the decree, although for a differenthonorand, follows exactly the wording of IG II2, 495
and 496 + 507 (Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 136-138, D 60-61), in which Alkaios of Ainos and Solon of Bargylia,
also friends ofDemetrios Poliorketeshelpful to Athenians both individuallyand collectively in their dealings with the
king, were honored with Athenian citizenship. Cf. ]HS 104, 1984, p. 243 and SEG XXXIV, 76. Like the second of
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these (the first is not preservedas far as that point), this enactment shows an awarenessof the name of the eponymous
archon in the year to come and was thus presumably,like them, passed in the twelfth prytany on its last and "busy
day", as Osborne describes it: and indeed IG II2, 497 and 116 were also passed at that assembly.
The formula for the grant of citizenship is that of Osborne's "FormulationA" (aturaation I, p. 16), with all
the elements identifiable, including the scrutiny clause not in evidence in the procedure between 307/6 and the
early part of Leostratos'year. For the formula in general see 96, commentary on lines 9-13, with references there.
Lines 12-17. For the "hortatoryintention" see 86, commentary on lines 21-24.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
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118. The upper left corner of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 937), with the apex, left akroterion,
and major part of the pediment preserved, together with the original rough-picked back and part of the left side,
discovered on June 6, 1933, in a modern context at the surface in front of the Propylon to the New Bouleuterion
(H 1).
H. 0.185 m.; W. 0.185 m.; Th. 0.065 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
ESotX.(almost square)Hor. 0.007 m.; Vert. 0.0065 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, p. 351, no. 46, with photograph.
a. 303/2 a.

ETOIX. 19

e

E

O

[I].

['E]rl Aeo,rp[&oQou
xpov,,]
[os] xt ,[q!..... 1......]
[-----------------I

Line 1 is inscribedon the horizontalcorniceof the pediment.The stelewas narrow(originalwidthca.0.24 m.)
and thin, featuresthat seem to be reflectedin the thin and pusillanimouswriting. The very narrowomega with
barelydiscerniblehorizontalstrokesis especiallydistinctive.IG II2, 497 offersa less exaggeratedparallelfor this
but the parallelof 114 is so close as to makeit certainthat the stonemasonof this text inscribedthat
idiosyncrasy,
text also. That beingso, this stelemay be addedto thoselistedby M. B. Walbank(BSA84, 1989,pp. 399-405) as
inscribedby the "Masonof I.G.,II2,497". See 151 and,forothertextsattributedbyWalbankto the samehand,114,
115, 120, 122, 129, and 155.

~~~~~~~~~ITX.I

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
119. A fragmentof a stele of bluishPentelicmarble(I 4988), with the originalleft side preservedbut otherwise
brokenallaround,includingtheback,discoveredon June23, 1937,eastof the Post-Herulian
Wallnorthof Akropolis
Street(T 24).
H. 0.11 m.;W.0.089 m.;Th. 0.077 m.
LH. 0.005-0.007 m.
ETroX.(square)0.012 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hcsperia58, 1989, pp. 90-91, no. 18, with photograph pi. 23. See also SEG XXXIX, 104.

ca.a. 303 a.
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Walbankregarded the hand at workhere as close to that of the craftsmanwho inscribed IG II2, 484, of 304/3. A
date in the context of the abundant legislation of this period would thereforebe appropriate.
He further interpreted the verb of proposal (line 2), which establishes the fact that this is an enactment of some
kind, as indicative of an amendment to a main decree, and he restored rd&
xaOibp ---- to follow it.
Vv &X-Xa
But so little of the text survivesthat any suggestion about it must remain speculative.
A GRANT OF ATHENIAN CITIZENSHIP
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120. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 1541), broken on all sides, discoveredon March 8, 1934, in a modern
wall south of the central part of the Middle Stoa (M 13).
H. 0.19 m.; W. 0.12 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
EToLX.(square)0.0125 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 55-56, no. 19, with photograph; M. J. Osborne, Naturalization
I,
II, p. 137. See also SEG XXXIII, 96.
pp. 140-141, D 63, Naturalization
a. 303/2-302/1

a.

ETOIX. 29

[

]

-----------.
]
eclayaoxyetv actri]
[obs; OaotoOtrac;
6av Xcp-irov
[LT-hv]8oxt4[aOLcav
bUxaa]
Fp&AtLXov*j]
, 8Stxc &sv
[Tijp]iovcXT)p[xL>o
[t xa]l iSaiv &y[cv(lIeaOt ncp toi tij]
[to]y roO 'An[valov xal -rf-xTv WiXov'E]
i T68e]
[XXJ]ov aot[r[ptaEa &ivaypatla b

[-------

5

[T6 (XpUiOEa

10

[r6v

ypa,Elt(a-r

TOU 8ijou]

xal atriat iv &xp]
[eta]TrXvlv
Xt[9Ovr)v
[oi6]Xet etq8[[t 'v dtvaoypaccptv
'fq aTT-]
0[Xr]BouvaX T[6v TraCav TOV8iou e'Cx]
E (ptt v]
[oaL] apExt1& [&x T.v et Tr&xcra&
[aoxaT]a &vaXt[oaxoJivAv Trol84WOL].

vacat

The text, except where noted in the following commentary, is that of Meritt. Lines 1-3. [---xal xroC
etoayayectvaWcxit elt Tc bxcac5plov ivv] boxqy[aaoav xrX.] A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 105, note 131.
OeCoo0OxTac
Line 4. [ijpt]ov Meritt. Sufficient of the surface of the stone remains to make iota certain at this point. Xr)Meritt; [XX]/jvwvOsborne. The right hastaof eta is detectable at the break.
.e)[at Osborne. Line 7. [XXMjvov
Line 8. iJypt~aa Osborne. The characteristicsof the writing closely resemble those of 121, and the two stelai could
well be the work of the same craftsman. Osborne's differentiationof the qualities of the two pieces of work does less
thanjustice to the one and more thanjustice to the other. There is the same tendency to emphasize the "freeends" of
the strokes of upsilon; this letter, more than others, is liable to be so treated (cf, for example, 77, 86, and
100).
Phi has the cruciform shape which is a feature of this period (see 102). Other letters,
principally eta, mu, and nu,
appear narrow in proportion to the width of epsilon and sigma (on this last see the comment of W. K. Pritchett,
Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 272-273). Meritt also compared IG 112,464, of 307/6, which is of the same general character.
Since on other grounds this text is best attributedto the limited period between later 303/2 and 301, the
high reward
both here and in 121 of full Athenian citizenship, suggestingdeserts of a high order,implies a connection either with
the FourYears'War of 307-303 or with the revived Hellenic League of 303/2. On the hand identified here see 151.
The citizenship grant, of which only the concluding section survives, is that of Osborne's "FormulationA"
(Naturalization
I, p. 16). Cf. 117. Lines 1-4 contain the "scrutinyclause", missing from the formulasof grant between
307/6 and the earlier part of 303/2; cf. Osborne, Naturalization
II, p. 136. The responsibility of the thesmothetai
for institutingthe procedure of scrutinyis emphasized firstin IG II2, 398b, dated to 318; see Osborne, Naturalization
I,
pp. 98-99, D 36, Naturalization
II, p. 102. Its presence in IG II2, 336 (SEGXXI, 273), of 333/2, is to be regarded as
extremely doubtful (cf. Osborne, Naturalization
I, p. 77). See Busolt-Swoboda, II, p. 946, with note 3 summarizing
earlier conflicts of opinion. On the thesmothetai see further 86, commentary on lines 4-9.
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This is immediately followed (lines 4-7) by the "hortatoryintention",for which see 86, commentary on lines 2124. Forthe restorationhere Meritt compared IG II2, 466 (SEGXXIV, 110), line 35 and 558 (Osborne, Naturalization
I,
pp. 118-119, D 47), lines 11-12.
Line 5. &y[lovCt7OaL. C? 114, line 23, the restoration of which is supported by the sentiment of this text.
Lines 6-7. The "salvationof the other Greeks"indicates a connection with the activities ofAntigonos and Demetrios;
cf. IG II2, 466, lines 9-10, 498 (SEGXXI, 338), lines 15-18, and 122, lines 10-13. But the employment of the phrase
in the posthumous honors proposed by Stratokles (see 110) for the statesman Lykourgos (if correctly restored in
IG H2, 457, line 15) suggests that it had become something of a catchword. On aooTpt(aas a sentiment much in
vogue without association with "the other Greeks" see IG II2, 456b (SEG XXI, 328), lines 3-4, 470b, lines 7-8,
479, line 8, 492, line 14, 498, lines 19-20.
Line 8. The restoration of the secretary responsible for the inscription and erection of the stele introduces the
Tou
bostou for the first time in an Agora decree. His first appearance is, as it appears, in the decree
ypotaeg;
mentioned above, proposed by Stratoklesin honor of Lykourgos,as quoted by Plutarch. Epigraphicallyhe is found in
IG II2, 496 + 507 (Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 137-139, D 61) of this very year, and restored (or barely discernible)
in IG n2, 576 and 696, dated by Osborne (Naturalization
I, pp. 133-135, D 57, 58) to "ca. 307-303/2". He was
restored by Schweigert in 115, q.v. At the other end of the chronology, he appears spor-adicallyto the end of the
2nd century B.C. (cf. IG II2, 1008, line 87, 1011, line 62).
His identity is not discussed by P.J. Rhodes (Athenian
Bouke,pp. 136-141), although p. 136, note 3 implies an
identificationwith the ypaqt!mor6etTf} 3ou)f}Axxal Txoubtipou,for whom see 114, commentary on line 25. It seems
more likely, as was urged by W. S. Ferguson (Athenian
Secretarie,pp. 63-66) and M. Brillant (Lessecr6tairesathniens,
with
full
references
to
earlier
1911, pp. 37-49,
literature)that this is yet another designation for the official better
known as the ypaWamtzr,6 xat& xpuxravetav, also referred to as the ypawa-cX;e xT)<pouXf; (cf. 73, commentary
on lines 23-24); this was the view adopted by Pritchett in his edition of 121, where the same secretary is to be
restored. There remains the third possibility,that this was a functionary separate from those previously mentioned,
with duties otherwise unclear. Among such a multiplicity of ypOatPitaxce
and 6noypattaretxCthis option cannot
be lightly discarded. The modern enthusiasm for the "streamlining"of administration may well, in the Athenian
context and particularlyin the matter of these various secretaries,be a misleading criterion.
Line 11. If the ratEtoc; o0 bb1lAou
is correctly restored here (and his presence in the comparable text 121 is
the
is
302/1
undoubted),
year
necessarily the terminusantequemof this document. Cf. Henry, Chiron14, 1984,
51-52.
Lines
11-13.
The
stele was evidently smaller than 121 or inferior in some other respect. It is less
pp.
usual to express the numeral in full: cf. IG II2, 212 (SEG XXXIV, 66, with earlier references, XXXVI, 148), 237
(SEG XXXIII, 86, with earlier references), 240 (SEG XXXI, 77), 276, 290, 299, 511 (Osborne, Naturalization
I,
pp. 130-131, D 55), 526 (= 555), and 589. Osborne observed that, if the disbursing officer be restored as 6 &in
xftL LtoLxoict,other possibilities, showing AA or AAA, are available;but this is a far less likely alternative. For the
source of the funds see Henry, Chiron12, 1982, p. 111, 45, and 66. A sum as small as twenty drachmas, though
rare after ca. 332 (cf. 83), is nevertheless a reasonable supposition at this period. Cf. 112, commentary on lines 5-7.
A GRANT OF ATHENIAN CITIZENSHIP

121. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5036), with part of the original back and right side preserved,
discovered on November 8, 1937, in a wall of a modern house west of the Panathenaic Way (R 19).
H. 0.155 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.128 m.

LH. 0.005-0.007 m.
EToLX.(almost square and slightly irregular)Hor. ca. 0.012 m.; Vert. ca. 0.0118 m.
Ed. W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 270-273, no. 70, with photograph; M.J. Osborne, NaturaliationI,
pp. 141-142, D 64, NaturalaationII, p. 138.
a. 303/2-302/1

a.

ETOIX. 32
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The text is that of Pritchett. The damaged edges of the inscribed surface may or may not betray traces of
additional letters, especially where the break appears to run along a chiseled stroke. Thus Osborne's text added
readings at four points as follows: Line 1. ] et(v[y]. Line 2. xro0] x[x]y6vou;. Line 10. ] .fltOL. Line 12. cpl]t
a[ti5vl.
The character of the enactment, the formulas employed, and the hand of the craftsman are all comparable
with those of 120, and the criteriafor dating are similar;for all these matters see the commentary there. The section
of the decree that surviveshere occurs slightlyearlierin the expressionof the grant, but the same ground is also partly
covered. It may nevertheless be noted that, despite the overall comparability,there are differences of formulation,
both in the order of the items and in minor particulars (e.g., tv crmXelXiOtvcefor eltnArXivXiOtv?)v).This tends
to reinforce the conclusion that, even in documents closely contemporaryand of identical intent, consistency was not
regarded as a virtue among the draftersof Athenian decrees.
Line 9. The cost of the stele, as restored by Pritchett, was 30 drachmas. But the stone is thick and may have
been sizable, and : AAAA : in five letter spaces is also a possible restoration. Cf 83 (also aCotX.32). Osborne
printed five letter spaces (.....), remarkingthat "Pritchett'ssupplement is not the only possibility."
Lines 13-14. Osborne justly drew attention to the contorted wording of the scrutiny clause here proposed; but
the clause naturally follows that prescribing the second vote (lines 10-13), and for its delay he compared IGII2,
646 (Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 145-148, D 68), of 295/4.

DECREE IN HONOR OF ADEIMANTOS OF LAMPSAKOS
122. Seven joined fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, of which six, collectively fragment a (I 5709), were
discovered on March 10, 1939, in the cellar wall of a modern house between the North Slope of the Akropolis
and the Areopagos (S 23) and were at once joined together. They preserve part of the original rough-picked back
but otherwise are broken all around. The seventh fragment(b,I 5444), was discoveredon May 19, 1938, in a wall of a
Byzantine building south of the Altar of the Twelve Gods (K 6). On its left itjoins fragment a between lines 3 and 8 of
the text, and it preserves the smooth-dressedright side of the monument, although it is broken elsewhere.
Measurements as joined: H. 0.43 m.; W. ca. 0.285 m.; Th. 0.11 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
EtroX. Hor. 0.115 m.; Vert. 0.012 m.
Ed. a only: E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 348-351, no. 45, with photograph. See SEG XIV, 58
(improved text, with references to A. Wilhelm, RhMus90, 1941, pp. 22-23; G. de Sanctis, RivFil n.s. 19, 1941,
pp. 194-197; L. Robert, Hellnica II, 1946, pp. 15-33; W. S. Ferguson, Hesperia17, 1948, pp. 127-128, note 40
n.s. 28, 1950, pp. 55-66; G. Daux, 'Apx. 'Eyp., 1953-1954 [cSUAVAtSIn)V
(on lines 7-17); I. Calabi, Athenaeum
r. II.
Olxov6tAou,I], pp. 245-254); SEG XXV, 80 (L. Moretti, Iscrioni stoicheelknisticheI, pp. 17-21, no. 9, with text,
Italian translation, bibliography,and commentary). See also H. H. Schmitt, Die StaatvertrigedesAlertumsIII, 1969,
pp. 75-76, quoting lines 6-8 and 11-17 as testimonia for the machinery and functioning of the Hellenic League,
together with bibliographicalreferences. b only (with correctionsto a at lines 3-8): M. B. Walbank,Hesperia58, 1989,
pp. 89-90, no. 17, with photograph pl. 22. See also SEG XXXIX, 106.
The text below is that of SEG XIV, 58, with minor improvements, combined with fragment b and adjusted
to take account of the requirementsimposed by it. In the original publication, the location of fragment a in respect of
the width of the monument was not known and was arbitrarilydetermined. Now that it is established, the text
of the old version has been moved to the right by nine letter spaces.
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[ra &vatXLaxo.Lvov x& ij

- Moretti. The preamble may indeed have come to
Line 2. xatl auxqp6E8]pOL(?)
Schweigert; [----]po[-an end before line 3: cf. Daux, op. cit., p. 247. Line 4. Before the discovery of fragment b, Schweigert's reading
and restoration ?]v totL 6[rocpoaaoev Xp6votq]was generally adopted; but it is to be noted that Daux regarded
the epsilon as impossible and with some hesitation proposed i]v xot[;] T[ .. 7.. Xp6votL] The upright of this
letter alone survives and (if it is to be regarded as epsilon) is out of its true position in the stoichos. The reading
of fragment b makes Schweigert's restoration invalid and suggests that Daux's interpretation was the correct one.
This allows the more regular spelling of Et7poaoev; and although elided re is a rarity, it is not without parallel,
especially in the later 4th and early 3rd centuries. Cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 422.
Lines 10-11. auvS8pots Schweigert; oupp&xoLtWilhelm, Ferguson, SEG XIV, Moretti. Lines 11-12. ouvcaWilhelm, Schmitt; &xavtra;&XOetv
yetpeaOct(?)Schweigert; tcapatyyveaOea
Ferguson, SEGXIV, Moretti. Lines 1213. 'r6 v 'IaOipt ieTr'Schweigert, Ferguson, SEG XIV, Moretti; iv 'IaO8CotlS
pe'r' Robert, Calabi, Schmitt.
Lines 12-14. [ri v 8e auvi8p?ov 'AOnv]aEov
xalt xrv &XX[co]v
aoup[Vi&Xv
auyxaOYnuVJvv]
xpoonT)xevxrX. E. Badian
and T. R. Martin, ZPE 61, 1985, pp. 167-172 (cf. SEGXXXV, 78). Line 14. ipo8pe6(ov MbSchweigert, ceti (except
Calabi, who restored xalt 'c6 +Vpatoaa). Lines 14-15. xEp To
o6m[v v ...........
!o]v
Schweigert;
npl
SEG
.....13...
............
XIV;
Tror[v
o]ev S[v
?o]ev De Sancts, Moretti;wpl ToTo[v,
ce:pl.
xoO
tcp'ot xacl iaaiv 8o]lev Wilhelm; iep To6co[v T6 +i5cpLat.a8 xatl 8o]4ev Ferguson: XepLTou[. .....4......
18o]Sev Schmitt.
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Lines 15-16. ft[v tL; ITL6nt toX,tont] Schweigert, Wilhelm, Schmitt (with mark of hesitation); *d[v 'Cr
oau&Xcot xict]r)Ferguson, SEG XYI Moretti; A&[vltoox &i"'EX.crctav (or tid T&r IIOXaC)or rt[vLrt.Tlr
i" 'EX&dctavDe Sanctis.
Lines 24-25. iauV&Xou; Calabi, SEG XIV; Moretti; cuvi8pouq Schweigert. Radian and Martin (loc.cit.)make
three further suggestions, exempigratia.See ibid.,p. 169, for a surveyof earlier restorations.
Schweigert observed that the letter forms of this inscription are "very typical of the last decade of the fourth
century B.C." Better executed than that of 115 and resembling (though in some respects differing from) that of 114
and 118, the writing is generally untidy, and in the shaping of individual letters few angles are accurately formed.
Kappa varies greatly in the position of its two arms; the "narrowing"of eta, mu, and nu is again noticeable, but sigma
is also affected by being wide and vertically somewhat compressed. Cf. 151.
Lines 3-4. Adeimantos of Lampsakosis well known in the literary solrces, both as one of the most notable sons
of his city (Strabo 13.1.19) and as a friend of the philosopher Theophrastos (Diogenes Laertius5.57). One tradition
saw him as a fawning courtier (x6Xba)of Demetrios, on whom the Athenians heaped extravagant and unworthy
honors (Athenaios6.253a and 255c). On the other hand, that he was an important, influential, and evidently efficient
member of Demetrios' staffis shown by the terms of this decree and by the decree of Eretria(IGXII, ix, 198)whereby
he was accorded Eretriancitizenship and the honor of a statue. To the epigraphical evidence may perhaps be added
the letter found at Delphi from an Adeimantos to a king Demetrios (SEGXV, 411, with references).
Line 8. The "Common Council" is that of the new Hellenic League, and it is evident that this decree must
be dated soon after the League's inaugurationin early 302, although it remains uncertain whether it should fall in the
archon year of Leostratos (303/2) or in that of Nikokles (302/1). For a summary of the evidence concerning the
League see Schmitt, op.cit., pp. 63-80, no. 446. It is generally accepted that, at its inception, Adeimantos served
as one of the five proedroi (cf. line 14) on the nomination of Demetrios. When the war was over,the intended normal
practice was to be that the proedroi should be chosen by lot from among the members of the Council (IG IV2, i,
68, III, lines 76-78). Calabi preferredto regardAdeimantos as acting in his capacity as Demetrios' general, to whom
a special responsibility had been assigned for supervising the initial work of the new organization, rather than to
consider him an official of the organization itself.
Lines 14-16. The difficult lacunae hae been variously interpreted; see the textual commentary above. The
motion sponsored by Adeimantos was clearly fundamental to the League's raisonditre and concerned the implementation of an agreement for collective security,even though its precise terms cannot be established. Lines 17-21. The
decree was probouleumatic. Seee . Rhodes, AthnianBoul, p. 251. Forthe enactment formula see 89, commentary
on lines 2-9 (under "Line 1").
Line 23. 7poOultac;]
pp. 9-11) notes that "the range of phraseology
Evaxev
xarl Evo[Eacr.A. S. Henry (Honours,
in these ovexa expressions is considerable"and lists a number of examples, among which TCpoOu.lar
happens not to
figure. The virtue is more familiaradjectivallyas part of the clause explanatoryof the original decision to sponsor the
decree. Cf. (e.g.) IGII2, 373 (SEG XXIV, 105, with other references), of 322/1, where Euenor of Akarnania is
described in the early section of the document as tp69uVo<;epl
but is accorded a crown of
Tp6v %8Aiovr6v 'AOirvaxov
olive (piXotlElac Evexa xal

XLtieXlea;.

Line 26. The precise cost of the stephanos is no longer specified, the record being replaced by the phrase
xat& r6v v6iov. For the dating of this change of practice and formula see Henry, Honours,pp. 25-28 and 112,
commentary on lines 5-7. Line 27. xarT&cpuxav1av. For the spelling see 95, commentary on line 5. Lines 29-32.
The officer responsible for disbursing the required expenditure is now the Treasurer of the Military Fund, who
appeared in 114 (q.v., with commentary, p. 182, on line 17 concerning the fund's origin) as the paymaster for
the special expense of the annual celebrations there provided for. This year (302/1) marks the last appearance of
the TaqLoa;Iro S%4ou as the disbursing officer. Cf. Henry (Chiron14, 1984, pp. 51-60), who quotes these lines
(p. 53). On the origins of the "analiskomenafund" see 45 and Henry, Chiron12, 1982, p. 111. After 302/1 it
was used only sporadicallyas a quoted source of payment for inscribed stelai: see Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 60-63.
On the relationshipbetween the Athenians, together with the "other allies", and the revived League of Corinth,
see further Badian and Martin, op.cit.,pp. 167-172.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF NIKOKLES, 302/1 B.C.
123, 124, and 125 represent three of fourteen decrees attributable to Nikokles' year, although the
attribution of 125 may be open to doubt. The preceding archonship had ended in a flurry of
legislative
activity, and its successor seems to have maintained the momentum, although the evidence is more widely
spaced through the twelve prytanies. Of the eleven enactments other than those set out below, the fragment
from the North Slope of the Akropolis published in Hesperia 1, 1932, p. 46, no. IV (with
photograph p. 45,
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fig. 3), belongs to the second prytany,and another fragmentfrom the same area, as yet unpublishedbut now
in the Epigraphical Museum (E.M. 13321), belongs to the fifth, as does SEG XVIII, 16. IG II2, 499 is
of pryt. VII, 500, 501, and 562 (Hesperia
9, 1940, p. 342), of pryt. VIII, 502 (SEGXXV, 81), ofpryt. X, 503,
of pryt. XI, and, finally, 504 (SEG XXI, 339) and 505 (SEG XXIV, 113, XXXIII, 97, and cf. XXXIV,
259, XXXVII, 87), ofpryt. XII.
Scholars have been in agreement that the year was ordinary. As such, it fits correctly into Meton's
calendar (see B. D. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236) as the seventeenth year of the seventh cycle. On the
nature of the year seeJ. Kirchner,IG II2, 499, comm.; W. B. Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAthens,p. 386, Athenian
ArchonList, p. 20, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 313; Meritt, Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 545-547; W. K. Pritchett and
Meritt, Chronology,
p. xvi; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calndars,p. 80; Meritt, Athenianrear, p. 232.
Pritchett briefly considered the calendric data of IG II2, 504 and 505 in AncientAthnian Calendars
on Stone,
a
with
all
The
as
the
evidence
was
reviewed
351-352.
whole,
brought together,
pp.
year
epigraphical
fully
by Meritt in Hespenia33, 1964, pp. 10-11. His pattern for it, based on that evidence, shows an alternation
of hollow and full months in the lunar (festival)calendar, with a total of 354 days. 124 indicates that
two days had been intercalated into it later than Maimakterion 12, the date of E.M. 13221, and before
Posideon 29. The effect of this intercalation continued into the month Gamelion, as is shown by IG II2,
499, but compensation had been made for it before IG II2, 500 was passed late in Anthesterion.
The pattern of prytanies was rather more complex. On Meritt's analysis,prytanies of 29 and 30 days
alternated in accord with the festival months until the end of the sixth prytany. Thereafter,prytanies VII,
XI, and XII consisted each of 30 days, VIII, IX, and X of 29. Phylai known to have been in prytany
are II Aigeis, IV Akamantis,V Kekropis,VII Antigonis, VIII Oineis, X Leontis, XI Antiochis, XII Aiantis.

THE TAXIARCHOIOF 302/1 HONORED

123. A pedimentalstele of Pentelicmarble(I 5228), largelyintactbut brokenaway at the bottomand with the
pedimentand edges much batteredand chipped,discoveredon February14, 1938, in the east face of the PostHerulianWall,south of the Eleusinion(T 22). At the time of the discoverythe inscribedface was coveredwith
mortar.
H. 0.63 m.;W.0.43 m.;Th. 0.095 m.
LH. 0.007 m. (omicron ca. 0.005 m.).

IEoLX.Hor.(slightlyirregular)0.014-0.016 m.;Vert.0.014 m.
Ed.W K. Pritchett,Hesperia
9, 1940,pp. 104-111,no. 20, withphotograph.The calendricdataof lines3-7 are
citedby Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer,Calendars,
III,p. 82, no. 225, amongthe
p. 80. Lines26-27 arequotedin Agora
testimoniafor the Eleusinion.See alsoU. Kahrstedt,Hrmes75, 1940,pp. 332-334.
a. 302/1 a.,pryt.IV
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ycvdoxav auOroCot xdt va0oa at[p]
et9vrEc &xT&V&4LoVw,
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The horizontal cornice of the pediment, consisting of a taenia and an ovolo molding beneath it, is particularly
heavy. Line 1 of the inscriptionis written on the taenia. The writing is tidy,plain, and of averagequality for its period;
letters are in general correctly articulated though not always "squaredoff'. The circular letters vary in diameter
but are throughout slightly smaller than the rest; sigma varies considerably in width. "Free ends" of strokes are
not emphasized except in upsilon (see 120). Although the decree is complete on what survives of the stone, the
names of the taxiarchoi honored by it were to be inscribed below it (lines 23-25), and more of the stele has been
lost than might casually appear.
The decree was passed in the fourth prytany of the year,which suggested to Pritchett a connection between the
reference to the tep4 of Demeter (line 15) and the EleusinianMysteriesheld a month previouslyin Boedromion. The
latter may, he urged, have been the occasion for demonstrationsagainst Demetrios Poliorketes,whose initiation into
the Mysteries in Mounichion 303/2 had been irregular(Plutarch,Demetrios
26; Diodorus Siculus 20.110.1; cf. A. G.
and
the
taxiarchoi
as
Woodhead, Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 297-301),
responsible for the maintenance of law and order
would in that case have earned the special gratitude of Stratoklesand those who supportedhis pro-Demetrian policy.
Forthe duties of the taxiarchoiwith regardto sacredprocessionssee Busolt-Swoboda, II, pp. 1126-1127. Despite the
sarcasm of Demosthenes (4.26), these duties represented a reasonable element of their overall responsibility,under
the oarpaTlyol,for the peace and security of Athens and Attika. Another element is represented in this same year
by IG I2, 500, proposed four months later than this decree by the same Memnon, son of Medon, of Aphidna, in
honor of the taxiarchoi of an earlier year (305/4) for their maintenance of the city's defenses and for their general
work of inspection. The defenses were currently of maximum public interest (see 109). Other decrees in honor
of taxiarchoi have been discovered in the Agora excavations, and for these see 182, 185, and 187; see also IG II2,
685. 295 honors a single taxiarchos by himself, as does SEG III, 116.
Line 4. Nikon, son of Theodoros, of Plotheia (PA 11117), the secretary of this year, was presumably the
grandfatherof the prytanis who bore the same name and was commended, together with his colleagues, in AgoraXV,
85, at line 64 (there dated to 256/5). The Theodoros, son of Apollonios, of the same deme, who was commemorated
by the grave monument IG II2, 7238, of the 2nd century B.C., may well also belong to the same family. Lines 4-5. For
Pyanopsion 25 as a meeting day for the Athenian assembly seeJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand CivilCalendar,p. 77, who
quotes lines 2-7 of this text.
Line 7. 'ExxXrcla. See 97, line 7. Lines 8-9. Euthydikos,son ofKephisodoros, of Anagyrous, in all probability
belonged to the well-known family of that deme in which the names Kephisodoros and Meidias were prominent,
and his place in it is accepted byJ. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,p. 387, where he concludes the stemma
there drawn up; see also PA9719, with stemma. As the son of Kephisodoros(II)he will have been the grandson of the
Meidias familiarin the pages of Demosthenes. Line 10. The decree was nonprobouleumatic;cf. P.J. Rhodes, Athnian
Boue, p. 264. For the two vacant letter spaces, which serve to give emphasis to the name of the proposer, see A. S.
Henry, Prescrpts,p. 64 with note 60.
Lines 10-11. Memnon, son of Medon, of Aphidna, may well have been an ancestor of the Spoudias, son of
Memnon, of that deme, who put 224 to the vote. Pritchett connected him with the prytanis MeX,ov M-8ovxo?
'AptLvatog of AgoraXV, 275, line 10 (middle of the 1st century B.C.).
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Lines 16-17. The taxiarchoi had already been given stephanoi by "those chosen from the demes for these
to the ebxoopla and considered ol itnt raxa atpeOtvreqas the equivalent
purposes." Pritchett referred txi Ttrauxa
of ot Xax6vTer xtlreXrltrTal
xrq exoolaqr of IG II2, 354 (SEG XXIII, 56, with earlier references), lines 15-19.
in
out
Broneer
O.
pointed
Hsperia 11, 1942, pp. 272-273, note 85 that this interpretationpaid insufficientregard to
ix Tx&vj4t.v. The Ct
I,eXrt0alof IG II2, 354 were concerned with etxoapCa iept s b Oor'pov and were elected
It
is
to
be
the
by
presumed that the taxiarchoi had already been the subject of a decree or decrees passed
pou)AV.
or
bodies
other
than the Athenian assembly and that a committee formed by fellow demesmen of
some
by
body
each taxiarchos was in charge of the ceremony at which the stephanoi were bestowed.
It may be noted that, whereas the award of a gold stephanos was, during the latter part of the 4th century,
made subject to the successfulpassing of his euthynai
by the recipient, this "savingclause" does not occur with grants
of stephanoi of olive: see Henry, Honours,pp. 28 and 51, note 52. In the present case the taxiarchoi had in fact
already passed their eutynai.
Line 17. 'Ayaei:t T6r5Xlthad by this time become a regular formulaic element at this point of the prescript.
Cf. 72, commentary on lines 7-8.
Lines 21-23. The "hortatory intention" is of interest. Cf. 86, commentary on lines 21-24. Line 23. T6v
ypoaiVa^faTou8jVou, the presumed subjectof the infinitive&vaypoLat,is here omitted, a rare phenomenon but not
without its parallels. See 79, line 19 and commentary.
Line 26. The stone did not move far from its original location in being built into the Post-Herulian Wall and
provided additional evidence for the Eleusinion (see above). The site was doubtless chosen because of the special
connection of the honors with the festival of Demeter. Line 28. The aotcais TroUbsou appears in this year for
the last time as responsible for defraying the cost of stelai recording decrees. Cf. 120, commentary on line 11.
Lines 28-29. For the cost of the stele and the source of the funds see 120, commentary on lines 11-13.
FRAGMENTS OF A DECREE

124. Three fragments of a flat-topped stele of Pentelic marble, with the upper moldings of the monument preserved
on fragment a and its left side preserved on fragment c. Fragments a (I 219) and b (I 860) make a diagonal join
on the left of the former and the right of the latter; fragment c (I 3619) may be exactly aligned with a + b on their
left but does not quite make a direct join with them. Dates and places of discovery are as follows: fragment a on
April 18, 1932, in a cistern in a mixed Greek-Byzantinecontext in the southwestcorner of the Market Square (G 11);
fragment b on May 23, 1933, in a Late Roman context east of the Tholos (H 11);fragment c on February26, 1936, in
a mediaeval storage pit on Kolonos Agoraios, south of the Hephaisteion (E 9).
Measurements of fragments a + b, as joined: H. 0.15 m.; W. 0.17 m.; Th. (inscribedface) 0.035 m.
c: H. 0.28 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.047 m.
LH. 0.007 m. (omicron 0.0055 m.).
]xotX. Hor. 0.015 m.; Vert. 0.0163 m.
Ed. a only: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 6-7, no. 7, with photograph. All fragments: Meritt, Hesperia5,
1936, pp. 414-416, no. 12, with photograph. The calendric data are cited by W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer,
Calndars,p. 80; Meritt, Hesperia33, 1964, p. 10.
a. 302/1 a., pryt.VII
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The inscribed face is surmounted by an ovolo molding and taenia above it (on the latter of which line 1 is
inscribed), similar in design to that illustratedby L. T. Shoe, Profilesof GreekMouldings,1936, pl. XXIV, no. 22. The
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horizontal striationsof a toothed chisel are conspicuous on the taenia. The lettering is of good quality for its period,
with some emphasis on the "free ends" of strokes and a genuine attempt (not always successful) at exactitude in
the formation of individual letters. Alpha and lambda are noticeably "wide"in line 2 but less so elsewhere.
Line 6. [et]x46bacMeritt: sufficientof the surface of the stone remains on the left to ensure the reading of iota,
and the line of fractureseems to have followed the cut of the letter. Line 7. tv Ai.ov6rou Meritt, M. H. Hansen (see
below);ti IItpatet W. A. McDonald, PoliticalMeeingPlaces,p. 51, note 59 (see furtherbelow). Line 10. [ebp]o[L
---]
Meritt.
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Line 4. On Nikon of Plotheia see 123, line 4 and commentary. Lines 5-6. For Posideon 29 as a meeting
for
the assembly see J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil Cakndar,pp. 95-96. If the restoration it lIIc t?ael be
day
accepted, this is the earliest instance of a meeting of the assembly so designated among the decrees discovered in
the Agora excavations. For such meetings see McDonald, PoliticalMeeing Places,pp. 51-56. Hansen (GRBS20,
1979, pp. 149-156, esp. pp. 153-154 [= AthenianEccklsia,pp. 73-80, esp. pp. 77-78]) contends that any psephisma
dated to the first four days of a prytany must have been passed in an bxxXrlqtaEa
ayxX-Troq (an emergency meeting
summoned at short notice), and he cites this text as an example.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

125. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 707), with part of the right side and the original back preserved,
discovered on April 12, 1933, in a Late Roman context in the big drain at the northwest corner of the Library
of Pantainos (Q 13).
H. 0.135 m.; W. 0.11 m.; Th. 0.064 m., decreasing to 0.05 m. at right edge.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.005 m., omega 0.004 m.).
ETroX.(square,with slight irregularities)0.013 m.

Ed. J. H. Oliver, Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 37-38, no. 6, with photograph, who adds that the restorations and
commentary were provided by B. D. Meritt. W. K. Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer (Calendars,
pp. 83-84) quote this text
but revise certain readings and offer a new text of lines 1-2, dissociating it from any necessary connection with
the year of Nikokles.
a. 302/1 a., pryt.X(?)
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Line 1. ATE Oliver; ETE Pritchett and Neugebauer, who identified the bottom oblique stroke of the sigma
on the squeeze. Study of the stone suggeststhat no reading should be hazarded at this point. Lines 1-2 were read and
restored by Meritt apudOliver,with renumberingof the lines as follows, it being noted that the circumstancesexactly
suit the calendric requirements of 302/1 and that the restorationsare based on the hypothesis that the inscription
may be attributed to that year:
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Pritchett and Neugebauer, observing that the exact year could not be identified with assurance, proposed for
lines 1-2 [...
.
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B.C.: 126
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supposed that POT had been intended by the mason; one space was left uninscribed to accommodate a correction
which he at once noted as necessary but never in fact made. The first preserved letter, however, seems on the stone
to be omicron, placed high within its stoichos, and it so appeared to Pritchett and Neugebauer on the squeeze.
Line 8. AO[....] Oliver.
The writing is moderate to poor, the letters being inconsistently formed (nu is a good example) but generally
tidy. There is an inclination to use long horizontal strokes (gamma and epsilon). The abbreviated form of omega
is also noteworthy.
Lines 4-5. Mounichion 10 is attested as a meeting-day of the assembly only in the restored portions of two
inscriptions,of which this is one. SeeJ. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalndar,p. 141.
Lines 5-6. The decree was nonprobouleumatic: cf. P. J. Rhodes, AthenanBoule, p. 264 (and corrigenda).
'ExxX)rata xupta. See 101, commentary on lines 7-8. Lines 9-10. Meritt suggested that the name might be
4uXa?laCgacvEou 'A]vcayup&a[to[
(PA 15038), the proedros who put IG II2, 483 to the vote in 304/3 and who is
listed among the councillors of that year in AgoraXV, 61, at line 178. He is further attested as the (former)owner of
Glykera the wool worker in SEG XVIII, 36, side B, col. II, lines 240-241, part of IG II2, 1554 and 1557/1558,
to be dated between 330 and 310 B.c.: cf. AgoraXV, index p. 465.
FRAGMENTS OF A DECREE (OR DECREES)

126. Two fragments of bluish Pentelic marble, which do not join and may not belong to the same document.
Fragment a (I 4960) was discovered on June 11, 1937, in the original filling of the Post-Herulian Wall, over the
paved court below Klepsydra (T 26-27): it preserves the left side of the stele to which it belongs but is otherwise
broken all around. Fragment b (I 3918) was discovered on March 30, 1936, in a marble dump from the area of
the eastern end of the Hephaisteion (F 7) and is broken all around.
a: H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.115 m.; Th. 0.077 m.
b: H. 0.084 m.; W. 0.185 m.; Th. 0.076 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
EToLX.(square)0.01 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hspa

58, 1989, pp. 1-92, no. 19, with photographs p. 24. See also SEGXXXIX, 107.

ca. a. 302/1 a.
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Walbankassociated these two pieces by reason of the similarityof the marble employed, of the lettering, and of
the stoichedon measurements and drew attention to their affinityin these respectswith IG II2, 503, of 302/1 (see also
193). He also regarded IG II2, 528, which has no secure date, as attributable to the same craftsman. The two
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fragments,however,were discoveredin widely differinglocations in the Agora, which does not lend credence to their
likely association; and the resemblances, as often in such cases, may be ascribed to an overall similarity of style,
taste, and practice among contemporary stonecutters, or to the character of an atelier, rather than to the activity
of a single pair of hands. The dating neverthelessmust be in the region of that of IG II2, 503.
The meager remains offer no clue as to the contents, but the suggestion that they representfragmentsof a decree
or of two decrees is not unreasonable.

A BOARD OF OFFICIALS HONORED
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127. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble ( 5824), with part of the right side and the original back preserved,
discovered on May 9, 1939, in a context of the late 2nd-3rd century A.D. in a brick drain and shaft south of the
Eleusinion (U 22:1).
H. 0.255 m.; W. 0.222 m.; Th. 0.155 m.
LH. ca. 0.008 m.
ESoLX.(square,with slight irregularities)0.016 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 243-246, no. 8, with photograph.
paulloantea. 302/1 a.

ETOIX. 31
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The well-formed and precise lettering of this text was justly compared by Meritt with that of IG II2, 169 + 472
(SEGXXI, 335), of 306/5 B.C.,which could well be the work of the same craftsman. The letters give the appearance
of unusual width in proportion to height. "Freeends" of strokesare frequentlyenlarged and depressed, most notably
in nu and upsilon, although hardly at all in tau. Junctions of strokes are generally made with care. The crossbar
of alpha is twice omitted (lines 6 and 7).
The date of the inscription, conditioned in general terms by the lettering, is given a terminusantequemby the
provision in line 7 for the golden stephanoi, for which a specific cost is prescribed. This formula was abandoned
by, or at latest in the course of, the year 302/1: see A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 25-28, and 112, commentary on
lines 5-7.
The board of officialscommended in the decree may well have been that of the sitophylakes(see 194), concerning
whose numbers and duties see Aristotle, AthenaionPoliteia51.3; Meritt, op. cit., pp. 244-245; W. B. Dinsmoor,
Hesperia23, 1954, pp. 305-306; Busolt-Swoboda, II, pp. 1119-1120; J.J. Keaney, Historia19, 1970, pp. 331-332;
R. S. Stroud, Hesperia43, 1974, p. 180, with notes 90, 91. They were selected by lot (Lysias22.16; Aristotle, loc.cit.).
At this stage in their history, during the period of the twelve phylai, there were probably twelve members of the
board, six for the city and six for Peiraieus, each section having its own secretary. The six for whose names this
text provides space probably constituted the half-board concerned with the city, and they are cited in the official
order of phylai (Kephisia, Erechtheis III; Auridai, Hippothontis X; Aphidna, Aiantis XI). Aristote refers to a total
board of thirty-five (twenty for the city and fifteen for Peiraieus)as obtaining in his own time; but it appears that
this was probably no more than a temporary enlargement from an original board constituted of one member per
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phyle, perhaps to deal with the shortages of the 320's and their aftermath. If that is so, Aristotle's information,
the basis of lexicographical and other treatmentsof this board, is not be taken as a statement of regular practice.
Lines 7-13. The formulation whereby a list of the honorands is included in direct sequence from the cost
provision for their stephanoi is unusual. Henry (Honours,
p. 47, note 7[v]) properly draws attention to it and adduces
IGII2, 488 (SEGXXIII, 62, XXXIV, 75), of 303/2, and 896 (on which cf. . V Tracy, Hsperia 47, 1978, pp. 255257), of 186/5, as comparanda. The officials named cannot otherwise be identified. A&6cpavro.A&ovuoob&pou
IroyoLo( was secretary of the boule in 303/2 (see 116), but Phegous was a deme of the phyle Erechtheis, which
alreadypossesses its member of this board in E- - - - of Kephisia, and the name of Diophantos Diony- - - here must
be differentlyinterpreted.
Lines 13-14. On the xXri)pxrb6ypalicaxTe6 see 194, lines 7-8 and 22-23; IG II2, 1711, lines 6-7; M. Crosby,
Hesperia6, 1937, pp. 446 and 460, no. 8, lines 8-9.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

128. Two nonjoining fragments of a stele of Hymettian marble, of which one (fragmenta, I 3687) has the left side
preserved but is broken elsewhere and the other (fragment b, I 2701) is broken all around. Fragment a was discovered on March 3, 1936, in the southern part of Kolonos Agoraios, in an unknown context; fragment b was
discovered on April 6, 1935, in a wall of a modern house about twenty meters southwest of the Tholos (F 13).
a: H. 0.061 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.017 m.
b: H. 0.105 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.031 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
EIroX. (almost square)Hor. 0.007 m.; Vert. 0.0075 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia8, 1939, pp. 44-45, no. 12, with photograph, and an additional note, Hespria 9,
1940, p. 351.
ca. a. 300 a.

ETOIX. 26
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The lettering of this decree was originallyincluded by Schweigert among the epigraphical considerationswhich
necessitated "a date about the beginning of the last quarter of the third century B.C." This coincided with what
he believed to be the requirements with regard to payment for the stele. Reconsideration of the letter forms and
of the role of the Treasurer of the Military Fund in the payment for 114 and 122 prompted him to the revised
hypothesis that this inscription, together with IG II2, 806 and 809 (which contain the same formulas and comparable
lettering), deserved an earlier date. For IG II2, 806 see further M.J. Osborne, Naturaiation I, pp. 119-121, D 48,
NaturadiationII, p. 127. The strict stoichedon order, the generous spacing, and the shapes of the letters, especially
of mu, nu, and sigma, reinforce this conclusion in detail. Despite this general precision, the crossbar of alpha is
regularly omitted, and the writing (deceptively, for dating purposes) is scratchy and second rate. "Free ends" of
strokesare not emphasized.
Line 3. The verb of payment is bo0vat, not VepoaaL:the formeris in regularuse to the end of the 4th century,while
etjptaat,first attested in 302/1, becomes more familiar in the 3rd century. See 139; T. Eide, SymbolaeOsloenses
59,
1984, pp. 21-28; A. S. Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 267-273.
Line 4. The a;tlaTc'rv paTputxuc>txv,
for whom cf. 114, commentary,appearsas the officerpayingfor
that monument, without any definition of the source of the funds on which he is to draw, and as
paying for 122
and for IG II2, 806 and 809, as here, from the "analiskomenafund". When Schweigert published his ediio
princeps,
the responsibility of the Military Treasurerfor expenditure on stelai had not been thought to antedate 229 B.C., a
terminus
post quemhe was able to revise in the light of 122. The source of funds named is a further indication of
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the date of the decree, since this formula is little attested after the early 3rd century. Cf. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, p. 63,
II, Die attischen
Inschriftn,1902, p. 722.
dergriccischen
Epigraphik,
confirming the view long ago ofW. Larfeld,Handbuch
It may be added that this present text, 122, and IG II2, 806 and 809 are not necessarily to be closely linked
in date, even though Schweigert appeared to treat them as a quartet. Osborne (aturalizationII, p. 127) wrote of
them as all clearly attributable to the year of 122 (defined by him as "ca."302): but they are not so attributable.
IG II2, 806 contains phraseology, present as well as reasonably restored, that should place it not earlier than the
mid-280's. IG II2, 809, like the present text, could be assigned to any year from 302 onwards into the early 3rd
century, in which the Military Treasurer might be responsible for disbursement (i.e., excluding the known period
when the exetastes and the trittyarchoidemonstrablyhold this responsibility;see 129). 122 on the other hand seems
to be firmly (and not merely approximately)located in 302; see the commentary ad loc. Henry (ZPE,loc.cit.) follows
Osborne, although with some justified reserve.
Thus the text under consideration must be reckoned to have a terminus
post quen of 302 and could without
injustice be assigned to any part of the periods 302-299/8 or 295-290. Of the alternatives, the former is perhaps

to be preferred.

MILITARYCOMMANDERS AND TROOPS HONORED

129 (P1. 14). A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5439), with part of the smoothly finished right side
preserved but otherwise broken all around, discovered on May 12, 1938, in a late wall northeast of the Odeion,
west of the north end of the Stoa of Attalos (N 8).
H. 0.24 m.; W. 0.194 m.; Th. 0.094 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.005 m.).
E-otX. (square,but with slight irregularities)0.012-0.0125 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia11, 1942, pp. 278-280, no. 53, with photograph. See also SEG XXIX, 92.

a. 301/300-298/7 a.

ETOIX. 30
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The shallow,ratherslapdashlettering of this text is characteristicof the period; cf. M.J. Osborne, ZPE 19, 1975,
pp. 169-170, note 15, and for the cruciformphi see 102. The awkwardrenderingof rho and of the circularletters is
noteworthy,as are the long chisel strokesused in most occurrences of sigma.
The dating of this text, which Meritt in the edio princepsplaced in 301/300, depends upon two principal factors:
(1) the presence of the exetastes and trittyarchoias the officials responsible for the payment for the inscription of
the decree, and (2) the career of Ameinias of Xypete, the honorand named in lines 4-5, of whom something is known
from literary sources. These factors require some consideration in detail.
(1) The period during which the exetastes and trittyarchoiserved as disbursingofficers in the matter of payment
for stelai was brief, and the surviving texts that refer to them are few. For the evidence see most usefully C. Habicht,
Untrsuchungen,
pp. 7-8 with note 30; A. S. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 63-68 (on this text esp. pp. 64-65) and ZPE 78,
1989, pp. 267-270. As Henry has reemphasized, they were essentially military officials, "the exetastes being the
paymaster of the mercenary soldiers and the trittyarchsofficials concerned with military and naval finance." The
earliest date to which they can be confidently assigned in their present capacity is the second prytany of 299/8,
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the year of IG II2, 641, a text for the inscribingcosts of which they were responsible. 162, however,the precise date of
which has been the subject of controversy,may provide evidence that they were fulfillingthis function earlier in 299,
in the ninth prytany of the year 300/299. Because of the paucity of the evidence, no firm date can be given for any
other stele for which they were responsible;but it may be reasonably assumed that that responsibilitydid not outlast
the regime of the "tyrant"Lachares; see 162-166. They appear for the last time in the ninth prytany of 295/4,
but as paying for the erection of statuesvoted in the decrees in question, not as responsiblefor the inscribingof them:
see IG II2, 646 and 648, the latter without a clear date in its survivingsection but surely of a date compatible with the
former. On these texts see further Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 144-150, D 68, 69, Naturalization
II, pp. 144-153
(on the arrangementsfor payment esp. pp. 152-153).
Although, as noted above, the exetastes was an official (evidentlyelected) whose ordinary concern was with the
mercenary troops (cf. IG II2, 1270), his presence here has no connection with the fact that pcrtprat&Taare specifically
sur ks armieshelnistiquesII, 1950, p. 651, note 4). On the
mentioned, as M. Launey apparently thought (Recherches
trittyarchoisee Busolt-Swoboda, II, pp. 972-973. On both exetastes and trittyarchoisee also W. S. Ferguson, CP 24,
1929, pp. 16-17, and references there.
(2) The defeat of Antigonos and Demetrios at Ipsos in summer 301 led in Athens to the overthrow of the
democracy that had so fawned upon Demetrios. Stratokles,its most notable protagonist,was responsiblefor a decree
in Metageitnion 301/300 (IG II2, 640), but thereafter there was a reaction, of the circumstances of which nothing
is known, resulting in what Ferguson (Hellenistic
Athens,pp. 124-135) described as "the rule of the moderates". In
effect this seems to have been a junta headed by the atpacxqyot,and their history was to some extent clarified by
the publication of ? Oxy.2082. Fragments 1 and 2 of this chronicle, in conjunction with the material of P Oxy.1235,
lines 105-112, enabled a more explicit account of the rise to power of Lachares to be suggested. Ferguson (CP 24,
1929, pp. 1-31) provided an analysis that was for a number of years generally accepted but which was drastically
revised by Habicht (Untesuchungen,
pp. 16-21; for the present text see esp. pp. 20-21). Fragment 2 of the chronicle
names Ameinias as having been put to death on a popular vote instigatedby Lachares. This condemnation followed a
sequence of events in which a quarrelwithin thejunta had caused Charias, the arpatyrrybs n tfiv n3cXcSv,to seize the
Akropolis,in association, presumably,with Lysandrosand Peithias as well as Ameinias, for all were condemned by a
single decree. Habicht points out that the three latter cannot be assumed to have been artpaotyol at the time, and the
firsttwo ofthem may not have held that office at any time, althoughthe presenttext clearlyimpliesthat, on the occasion
for which he was honored, Ameinias will have done so. Lachares, whom the papyrus names as commander of the
mercenary forces, had the resourcesand the popular support to dislodge them and to establish himself as an effective
autocrat, with a rule initially perhaps akin to that of Demetrios of Phaleron in the decennium 317-307 (cf. Pausanias
1.25.7) but later of increasing harshness. Cf. also Osborne, Naturalization
II, pp. 144-153, esp. pp. 148-149, and
on Lachares' tyranny in general, H. Berve, Die Tyrannis
beidenGriechen,
1967, pp. 386-389 and 707-708.
Ferguson believed, on his interpretation of the evidence, the date of Lachares' seizure of power to be "about
the time of the Dionysiac festival in 300 B.C."Since the present decree must antedate Ameinias' execution, its date of
necessity was 301/300, and more precisely between Metageitnion and Elaphebolion of that year; and this, adopting
Ferguson'sanalysis of events, was the date noted above as assigned by Meritt when the inscription first came to
light. The victory mentioned in the text was reasonably to be connected with a rpaxrta referred to in fragment 1
of the papyrus;and this connection may stand, even if the date and occasion of the militaryoperations be regardedas
other than those identified by Ferguson.
Habicht's study has shown, on the other hand, that the stasis between Charias (together with his colleagues)
and Lachares, while on the evidence of fragment 3 of the papyrus antedating the death of the Macedonian king
Kassandros in 298/7, need not have antedated it by much. If, as he also believes, the data of fragments 1 and 2
of? Oxy.2082 belong closely together in time, and if(as Fergusonand Meritt held) the expedition for which Ameinias
is here honored is indeed that of the papyrus, the present text is likely to belong to an earlier stage of the year
298/7, with decree, stasis, and the death of Kassandros occurring rapidly in succession. But the expedition and
the decree could stand at a greater interval from the stasis and be attributableto 300/299 or 299/8: and it could
be that the conflict at Tornea (the location of which is in any case unknown)referredto in lines 7-8 bears no relation
to that mentioned in the papyrus. See also on these matters N. G. L. Hammond and F W. Walbank,A Historyof
MacedoniaIII, 1988, pp. 204-207.
It emerges, therefore, that 301/300-298/7, as shown here at the head of the text, represents the maximum
span within which the present decree is to be dated. But the exetastes and trittyarchoimay not have received their
responsibilitiesfor the payment for stelai immediately upon the assumption of effective power by the junta, and it
may be unwise so to press matters as to make this text potentially a criterion of the earliest evidence for them. A
modified dating, in consequence, of 300/299-298/7 would confine it within a span that can be clearly asserted,
and to that extent it is to be associated with the texts of that period that appear below at 162-164.
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Lines 1-2. e6vola* xal cpiXoTrlaC 'r- elk x-r. One of the most frequent formulations of merit. See A. S.
Henry, Honours,p. 42.
Line 4. An Ameinias of the same deme (PA682), whose son put IG I2, 796 to the vote in 305/4 (for the date see
Meritt, Hesperia5, 1936, p. 303, with references), may have been a family connection. Lines 5-6. On 6pcopeaa
see 62, commentary on lines 4-5. Line 8. This appears to be a comprehensive grant of stephanoi of olive, in a
p. 39) but worthy of note.
category not among those listed exmpligratiaby Henry (Honours,
but preferredT]ctaoXekt[rou vaIlouTOU Apetacas
Lines 11-12. Meritt suggestedxr]e acXlct[rou poluXucunrptou
more appropliate to the activities for which the honorands received the city's acclaim. However, the 5th-century
Temple of Ares rediscovered in the Agora is now considered to have been systematicallydismantled at its original
site, perhaps at Acharnai, during the Early Roman period and reerected in the city. See AgoraXIV, pp. 162-165;
AgoraCuide3,pp. 106-109; J. M. Camp, AthnianAgora,pp. 184-186. A sanctuary of the god must be presumed
to have existed somewhere in the Classical city center, and this stele might indeed have been erected in its precinct or
antechamber. These lines are neverthelesscited among testimonia on the Bouleuterion in AgoraIII, p. 136, no. 430.
Meritt: but the vagaries in the recording of numerals in these decrees
Line 14. [ TpLrrupxouovAA v pax8Xp]J&
make it unwise to offer a restorationwith any assurance.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE OF A SOCIETY OF ORGEONES

130. A fragment of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 2161), with the left side preserved but otherwise
broken all around, discovered on December 13, 1934, in a wall of a modern house over the southeastern part of
the Odeion (M 11). A wide molding and part of the field of the pediment survive above the inscription.
H. 0.218 m.; W. 0.156 m.; Th. 0.054 m.
LH. ca. 0.007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 56-57, no. 20, with photograph.
ca. a. 300 a.(?)

NON-ETOIX. ca. 31
MvrjatyeCxtv etjcev [68oev Txo 6pyexat]'
xinetC Mv/aapoXo?[&vhpdya066 ^rrt ie]

5

pt rbv b8fiov rb[v 'AOvaelov xal d&obeL]
xvutra eBvo[uv&v xal &elt pXoTLIo6]
t xoLvat TxtL6]
xtal
.eVO? T.[tL re iataXCtL
pyaov, 8e[86xOactTol 6pyeOc)at xaLtvaal]

[M]vaap[Xov -----------------]
[----------------------------

I

The writing is thin, disjointed, and amateurish,although Meritt observed that it is at least no worse than that of
IG II2, 378 (of at latest 294/3; see p. 146 above). The wide omega is reminiscent of the 4th century rather than
the 3rd, and other letters, despite poor workmanship, show "standard"late 4th-century characteristics. There is
a sporadic effort to accentuate "free ends" of letters.
This text represents one of only five decrees found in the Agora to 1968 that certainly or almost certainly
emanate from a group of orgeones; for the others see 161, 235, 245, and 329. For other decrees of orgeones see
IG II2, 1249, 1252, and 1253 (SEG XIV, 82, XXVI, 135), 1255, 1256, 1259, 1283 (SEG XXIX, 136, with earlier
references), 1284, 1294, 1301, 1314-1316, 1324, 1327, 1328 (SEGXXV, 159), 1329, 1334, and 1337. Groupswhich
referred to themselves as thiasotai or by the name of a god (e.g., Dionysiastai) were of the same general character
(cf. T.J. Cadoux, OCD2, s.v. Orgeones, with bibliography)and are well represented by other texts. See in particular
the long discussion by W. S. Ferguson and A. D. Nock in HarvThRev37, 1944, pp. 61-174, under the title "The
Attic Orgeones and the Cult of Heroes" (on this inscription esp. pp. 82-83).
Lines 1-2. Mnesigeiton and Mnesarchos are not otherwise known. They may have been related; see Ferguson
and Nock, op.cit.,p. 82; Hesperia,Index to vols. 1-10, p. 108.
Lines 5-6. 61pye6v(c(v) Meritt, supposing a scribal error. A genitive form 6pyaov is quoted from Lysias
(fr. 112 Sauppe), as Meritt noted, but rejected as a lectiofalsaby LSJ, s.v. 6pyedv. Ferguson observed that the same
genitive should properlybe read in Aristotle,EthikaEudemia1241b25, and argued its correctnesshere. The supposed
nominative of this genitive, 6pye6;, is accepted in the Supplement
(1968) to LSJ,p. 110. It is probable that the datives in
lines 1 and 6 should, in consequence, be restoredas 6pye0iat in preference to Meritt's 6pye&aot.
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131. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5773), with part of the left side and original back preserved though
much worn, but the stone elsewhere very battered and broken, discovered on April 13, 1939, in the wall of a late
pithos north of Klepsydra (T 26).
H. 0.13 m.; W 0.144 m.; Th. 0.05 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
ETrox.(square)ca. 0.016 m.: a measurement of five letters gives 0.079 m. horizontally and 0.077 m. vertically.
Ed. W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia15, 1946, pp. 159-160, no. 16, with photograph. See SEG XXIV, 114, with
additional reference toJ. PeSirka,Formula,p. 133.
ETOIX. 22

saec.IV a., p. post.
[------------------]
[........!8
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The well-formed and generously spaced lettering is in general "standard"of the later 4th century. "Freeends" of
letters are frequentlyemphasized, especially in upsilon (see commentary on 120). Mu is unusually straightsided; the
angled strokesof the alpha in line 6 are crossed at the top in a manner anticipating later apex writing.
Lines 1-3. For the formulation, that most usually employed when proxeniaand euergesia
are extended not only
to the immediate recipient but also to his descendants, cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 137. Lines 3-5. For the award
of yjC xal olxEla;lyx'xr)at see Pecirka, Formula.Pritchett dated this fragment to the end of the 4th century on
the supposition that the inclusion of the words xaxr&To(C v64LovU
with the formula required it. Pecirka, however,
demonstrated (Formula,
roZq v6tIouq)
pp. 140-142) that the evidence for the inclusion of xard&rbv v6Vtov(or xarcL&
is spread between 325/4 and the first half of the 2nd century B.C. No terminus
postquen,unless in the vaguest terms ca.
350, can be suggested, since the inclusion of the phrase is somewhat irregular; see Henry, Honours,p. 214. The
date assigned to the inscription by Pecirkain his table on pp. 156-157 is here adopted (cf. SEG XXIV, loc.cit.),but
a dating in the fourth quarter of the century rather than the third is on balance more likely.
Lines 5-6. Or, with the placing of a colon after v6pouq, [8no7CB'iv el8&aol]I wivTe followed, in all probability,
by the provision that the stele be inscribed. For the "hortatoryintention" see 86, commentary on lines 21-24.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE(?)

132. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (15792), broken all around including the back, discoveredon April 28,
1939, in the wall of a modern house west of the PanathenaicWay and southwest of the Eleusinion (R 21).
H. 0.107 m.; W 0.092 m.; Th. 0.036 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
EToLX.(square)0.0158 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank, Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 84-85, no. 10, with photograph pl. 20.
saec.IV a., p. post.
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Walbank observed that this text may be the work of the craftsman responsible for 92, of the archonship of
Hegesias (324/3 B.C.),and in consequence he gave it a date in the same period. In so far as fourteen clearly surviving
letters can be sufficientlyindicative, identity of stonecutter (if acknowledged)and comparability of style (if admitted)
impose no more than a proximity of date, within a decade perhaps, in either direction. The date, in the latter part of
the 4th century,might be more closely expressed in terms such as those of 98.
Interpretingthe fragment as part of the upper section of a decree, he suggested that x'v oipotp]xv t[re+cLcev
in line 2 the demotic of the proedros named. eoy- - - - in line 3 would
be restored in line 1, with 'E tx[palo
thus represent the patronymic of the proposer. See, however, SEG XXXIX, 92, where the text is noted as "too
fragmentaryto classify with confidence as a decree."
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FRAGMENT OF A DECREE(?)
133. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 2777), broken on all sides, discovered on April 18, 1935, in
a context of Late Roman date over the auditorium of the Odeion (M 10).

H. 0.085 m.; W. 0.12 m.; Th. 0.037 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
ErotX. (square)ca. 0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 51, no. 64, with photograph pl. 13. See also SEGXIX, 62. SEGXXI, 347
N.
Oikonomides, The TwoAgorasin AncientAthens,1964, pp. 98 99, no. 94, with fuller restoration of the text).
(A.
See also SEG XII, 93.
saec.IV a., p post.
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Line 1. So Meritt; but the first surviving letter might be tau and the last surviving letter gamma.
Line 3. M6---Meritt, followed by Oikonomides (see below). The stone has T'. A parallel-sided sigma is
perhaps unlikely at so early a date.
The text of Oikonomides assumed allusions to Pasion and Phormion (PA 11672 and 14951; see for fuller detail
K.
Davies, Athnian Prertied Familis, pp. 427-437), the famous bankers of 4th-century Athens. He claimed
J.
that in lines 3-4 there is a reference to the proving of Pasion's will in the Stoa Poikile described in Demosthenes
8btauT)TOv
45.17-18, and he restored [----IIaao]Ev HII[aa oug;(?) 'Axapvte - ---~ldp]&
opiLtvo[; ---- - b-8a x]v rhv [IaolU(vo< ----].
b'A]9val wv Oo[ecpov---The inscription seems to belong to the later 4th century but might be as late as the early 3rd. In appearance
neat, the writing varies in detail of individual letters, especially mu and omega. Eta in line 3 is distinctive. "Free
ends" are in places slightly deepened but not enlarged.
Line 3. Unless Oikonomides' hypothesis be accepted, Phormion is not otherwise identifiable. It was not an
uncommon name.
A CITIZEN OF THESSALIAN LARISA HONORED(?)
134 (Pl. 15). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5256), with part of the flat top and (apparently)the
original
back preserved, discovered on February 24, 1938, among debris under the modern floor of the sanctuary in the
Church of the Hypapanti (T 21).
The surface of the stone has been sheared away at the top and to the left, with the result that the total dimensions
of the fragment, both horizontally and vertically,are considerablygreater than those of the surviving inscribed area.
There was a vertical space above the first (vacat)line noted, equal to five inscribed lines.
H. 0.36 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.166 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
ETcoX.(square)0.015 m.
Unpublished.
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The lettering of this text, which suggests a date in the latter part of the 4th century (and possibly as late as
the early 3rd), appears neater and more precise than it proves to be on closer inspection. It has a hesitant quality,and
the strokes are not firmly made. The central horizontal of epsilon is short, and at times very short; the circular
letters are smaller than the rest, and theta (line 7, probablyalso line 15) lacks a central dot. In xi (line 5) a dot replaces
the central horizontal, and there is no upright stroke. There is a feeble attempt to enlarge some "freeends" of strokes.
Line 4. Cxe+:p]yLaEv. For the spelling see 102, commentary on lines 7-8 and references there.
Line 5. In this position, II]p6tevo[q or II]potvo[u, the name or patronymic of the proposer. Line 15. Presumably
'A]Ojv[aLt--.
Substantial though this fragment appears to be, it admirably succeeds in denying to the inquirer that essential
informationby which its date aand contents might be more accuratelyassessed. Even one or two more letters preserved
at the point of fracture on either side might have served to resolve many obscurities. The length of line may be
determined from lines 3-4, where (unless a reference to the type of assembly intervened, which seems unlikely) a
minimum of ten and a maximum of thirteen letters are to be presumed in the lacuna. The prytany date will have
been the 13th, 23rd, or (if the date be earlier than 307/6) 33rd of the month. Assemblies are not to be expected in
the first four days of a prytany, a general rule to which exceptions are few: see M. H. Hansen, GRBS 20, 1979,
pp. 153-154 and 23, 1982, pp. 335-336 (= Athnian Eccesia, pp. 77-78, 81, 87-88), and AthenianAssmbly, p. 31.
Hansen explains all such exceptions as qxxXeralatakyx\nroL, regular assemblies specially summoned.
Two furtherfactors condition any attempt at restorationof the text: (1) the prytanywas the firstor the fifth of the
year (ine 1); the last surviving letter is almost certainly pi nd can only be epsilon (for E[xT;, k[pfbojf, i[v&s-T;,
or T[v8ex&Ty)if the mason omitted the central horizontal stroke of that letter; (2) the demotic of the ypato(lrae6
ended in nu (line 2).
During the period to which the text may be assigned, three years only are known to fulfillthis latter requirement:
archon Kephisodoros,ypa.litiarc\ Archias,son of Pythodoros,of Alopeke, (2) 305/4, archon Euxenippos,
323/2,
(1)
YparAacXTe6;
Autolykos, son of Lykos, of Alopeke, (3) 299/8, archon Euktemon, ypo.aore6;c Theophilos, son of
of
Xenophon,
Kephale. All these years were ordinary in the festival calendar. Aside from the decennium of the
of
Demetrios
of Phaleron, for which see p. 161 above, and to which this inscription is unlikely to belong,
government
there are many archon years in which the demotic of the ypaVtaTec; is quite unknown, and six such years may
well enter into consideration here: those of Lykiskos(344/3), Pythodelos (336/5), Aristophanes (331/30), Chremes
(326/5), Mnesidemos (298/7), and Antiphates (297/6). The present text might belong to any of these years.
The remains of the decree below the prescriptsuggest that the honorand is a citizen of Larisa in Thessaly (line 6),
who has shown himself especially deserving of reward in his relationshipwith the Athenians (line 7), and that there
have been dealings with the demos (line 8) in respect of an embassy (line 9) from his city to Athens or viceversa.
It may also be that within the present or subsequent prytany (line 13) the demos will select a delegation (line 14)
to carry these pourparlersfurther.
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It is remarkablethat any attempt, on the basis of one of the three years identified above, at a restoration of the
prescriptseems to encounter anomalies, or at least calls for a combination of unusual featuresthat individuallycan be
paralleled and accepted, with the resultthat its total acceptabilitymight be called into question. The possible dates in
the festival calendar prove to be insufficient to fill line 3, while at the same time the prytany date in lines 3-4 is

liable to overfillthe space available. As mentionedabove,it appearsnecessaryto omit any mentionof the type
of the assembly(FxxXrApla,lxxXrtaa xupEa,etc.), for which see A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 38-39: but the omission is
not unusual in this period. More surprising is the evident impossibility of accommodating an enactment formula
%4lc. Yet this omission also is not uncommon; for the examples at this period see
8borev (r-i pOuXl xal) WrnL

Henry,Prescrpts,
pp. 44-45, 61.
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The calendar for 323/2 is relativelywell known;see p. 139 above. The phyle Hippothontis held the firstprytany,
Pandionis the fifth. The former might produce equations Hekatombaion 13 = pryt. I, 13, Hekatombaion 23 = pryt. I,
23, Metageitnion 3 = pryt. I, 33, the latter Posideon 7 = pryt. V, 13, Posideon 17 = pryt. V, 23, Posideon 27 =
pryt. V, 33. None of these, however, proves satisfactory. More hopeful is an attribution to 305/4, in the period

of twelvephylai,forthe calendarof whichsee B. D. Meritt,Hespria33, 1964,pp.9-10. The identitiesof the phylaiin
the relevantprytaniesarenot known,buttheywerenotErechtheisor Demetrias(seeIG II2,796, 797).A textmaybe

worked out xempligratiafor the fifth prytany,to which Hippothontis may be assigned, as follows:

ETOIX. 46
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]
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j
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[..6...]
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xal auvinp6cbporf]p6ecvo[ ...]
.......
[.......
Ap]ato 6[ ..5 ..]
[--------etev
eiE iXCl) ---T--XTX.

Here Maimakterion 23 = pryt. V, 23 = 141st day: but even this is at the cost of introducing two vacant spaces
in line 3, either to set off the festival date (cf. Henry, Prescripts,
p. 63) or as "casual blank spaces", for which see

165, commentaryon line 1 andreferencesthere.Moreover,it is necessaryto supposethe crowdingof twolettersinto
the spaceof one at somepointin the expressionof the prytanydate. Twenty-sixlettersmustbe dividedbetweenthe
patronymicanddemoticof the proposerandthe patronymicof the honorand,an allowancenot overlygenerous;but
it is not unusualfor the honorand'spatronymicto be omittedat this point of an honorarydecreeand to appear
at the repetitionof his namewhenthe mainmotionformulabegins.To supposethatthiswasso in thiscontextallows
the remaining three names to be of "standard"length. Finally,this calendric equation requires a minor adjustment

(by one day) in Meritt'stentativereconstructionof the prytanypatternof the year;but he particularlynoted the
uncertaintyof this,and the adjustmentis a simpleone.

The extra length of the name of the ypcraitc
of 299/8 increases the difficulties in a comparable exercise
for that year. In support of a possible dating in 305/4 it is worth remarkingthat the Athenians are known to have
cultivated relations with Larisa in that period. Medeios of that city was honored in 303/2 (IGII2, 498; SEG XXI,
338), and his nephew Oxythemis received Athenian citizenship at about the same time (IG II2, 558; M.J. Osborne,
NaturalkationI, pp. 118-119, D 47, Naturalization II, pp. 124-126). Honors for another Larisaean might not be
inappropriatetwo years earlier.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE(?)
135. A fragment of a stele of bluish Pentelic marble (I 3367), broken all around including the back, discovered
on February 10, 1936, in a modern context on the North Slope of the Akropolis, outside the Market Square to

the southeast(T 17).

H. 0.03 m.; W. 0.062 m.; Th. 0.079 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
(square)0.0105 m.
ETOLX.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hesperia54, 1985, pp. 313-314, no. 3, with photograph pl. 87. See also SEG XXXV, 76.
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Line 2. Perhaps E or r. The letters show signs of slight enlargement at the "free ends" of strokes. Walbank
regarded the style as identical with that of the small fragment E.M. 12736, which appeared to 0. Broneer, who
published it (Hesperia2, 1933, pp. 397-398, no. 17), to be part of a treaty between the Athenians and the people of
Lokris (not the Aitolians, as Walbank'scommentary erroneously stated), perhaps to be associated with the outbreak
of the Lamian War in 323/2. As Broneer remarked, the forms of the letters agree with such a date. But both
fragmentsare too small to serve as a basis for decisive argument, and Walbankrightly saw that no closer association is
to be attempted.
Walbankcompared IG II2, 400 (one of the numerousdecrees proposed by the politician Demades), lines 11-12,
in offering for line 1 the restoration [- - -rp6evoq &v xatl eptCpy]&rx)
[ou isoUvroO 'AB0vaLwv
---].

A SUCCESSFUL CHOREGOS HONORED BY THE FELLOW MEMBERS OF HIS PHYLE
136. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic(?)marble (I 536), white with blue streaks,broken all around, discovered on
March 2, 1933, built into a modern bothros over the northwesternpart of the Library of Pantainos (Q 13).
H. 0.165 m.; W. 0.265 m.; Th. 0.145 m.
LH. 0.014 m. (circularletters 0.009 m.)
Ed.J. H. Oliver, Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 41-42, no. 9, with photograph.
saec.IV a., p. post.
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The plain, large lettering lacks adornment of any kind and has been inexpertlydone, with many strokesshowing
traces of repeated chisel blows. In general character it seems best attributed to the later 4th century. The upper
and lower strokes of sigma, however, show slight curvaturein some cases, while the lower curve of omega is drawn
well in, and the form of this letter in line 5, with horizontal strokesset high, is uncommon in Attic epigraphy (cf. P.M.
Fraser and T. Ronne, Boeotianand WestGreekTombstones,
1957, p. 83, note 6). These features are more appropriate
to the 3rd century than to the 4th.
Oliver identified the contents as similar to that of IG II2, 1157 of 326/5 B.C.,and his restorations,shown here,
follow that model. They require a minimum line length of 73 letters, and the thickness of the stele suggests that
the monument was indeed substantial.
Line 1. AIAIAI Oliver. T& IIavaO]vatladt-& [ey&yXa
(or t& p[4xpi) would be compatible with the surviving
indications. Line 2. [---]09et i &Auxop.ey[taOliver,who tentatively,though without furtherdefinition, supposed
a reference to a festival. The Athenians seem unlikely to have honored in this way the legendary Thracian
king,
or the semilegendary Spartan lawgiver, or the very real Athenian statesman, and there is no supporting evidence
in the literature. In the case of the last named, the posthumous decree in his honor sponsored by Stratokles(IG II2,
457; cf. 110) is insufficientlypreserved to indicate the detail of the proposals. Traces of rho before omega in this

line suggest some such phraseology as ---

xravxu]p)Ot

xT&Auxoopy[ou

v6tpta.

If lines 1 and 2 may be taken

together, there is a possible connection with the Lykourganreform of the Panathenaia reflected in 75 or with the
provisions of the text from the North Slope of the Akropolisedited by E. Schweigert, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 294-296,
no. 20 (now E.M. 12896). On Lykourgos' program see E W. Mitchel, Greeceand Rome,ser. 2, 12, 1965,
p. 196,
and Lykourgan
in MemoryofLouiseTaftScnple,second series), 1970, pp. 35-36.
Athens,338-322 (Lectures
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Line 5. The restorationrequires the cost of the stephanos to be specified. In public decrees this precision of cost
in the award of stephanoi is a regularfeature until the final years of the 4th century; see 127. Smaller components of
the body politic, such as phylai and demes, may not necessarilybe judged according to the same formulaic evidence,
but in any case the date of this text is unaffected by that particular consideration. Line 7. On the epimeletai of
the phyle see 80 and the referencesthere cited. Stelai concerned with the affairsof a phyle were customarilyset up in
the sanctuary of its eponymous hero: see 80, commentary on lines 14-16.

FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE
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137. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 2609), broken on all sides, discovered on March 14, 1935, in a
modern context east of the Odeion near the Panathenaic Way (O 11).
H. 0.19 m.; W. 0.10 m.; Th. 0.096 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
(square)0.013 m.
ETOLX.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia21, 1952, p. 371, no. 17, with photograph pl. 94. See also SEG XII, 92.
cx. saec.IV a.
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Remains of an inscribed stephanos survive below the last line of the text. The writing is plain, rather thin
and shallow, and reasonably neat, with slight enlargement of some "free ends" of strokes, and is characteristic of
the later 4th century. The long lower angled stroke of kappa is distinctive.
The restorationsdepend on the familiarformulasfor the erection and expense of the stele and the naming of the
officers responsible. The presumed mention of the raicta
ou as the disbursing officer requires a date for
xT xoiu
the decree not later than 302/1: see 120, commentary on line 11. The source of payment (the "analiskomenafund")
furthersuggests 302/1 as the terminus
antequem:see 122, commentary on lines 29-32. The final words Tx-lBljo1t are
not necessarily to be restored: see 79, commentary on line 24 and 83, commentary on line 4.
M. B. Walbankhas suggested (perep.)that this fragmentmay form part of the honorary decree IG II2, 540 (dated
by Kirchner "ante 303/2"), also orotX. 28, fragment b of which contains the honorand's name within a stephanos;
both of these fragmentswere found on the Akropolis. See BSA85, 1990, pp. 440-441, no. 9; SEG XL, 68.

FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE
138. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 4906), with a part of the right side (below the inscribed
surface)
and the original rough-picked back preserved, discovered on May 22, 1937, in a late context on the North
Slope
of the Akropolis,west of the Post-HerulianWall (T 23-24). The text is complete below but not in any other direction;
the inscribed surface retains the almost vertical striationsmade by a toothed chisel.
H. 0.137 m.; W. 0.192 m.; Th. 0.072 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (alpha, lambda, omicron)-0.008 m. (sigma, tau).
EtotX. (square)0.0116 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 208-209, no. 56, with photograph pl. 53. See also SEG XVII, 28.
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5

vacat

The plain lettering, though not inaccurate, is indifferentlyexecuted. The work was evidently not well prepared,
as the horizontal line of writing slopes downwards to the right. Alpha, delta, and lambda are comparatively small,
and the stonecutter was inconsistent in the selection of his tools. For example, the length of the upright of tau and of
the horizontalsof epsilon vary markedlyin differentinstances of the letters concerned. Omega, with two perfunctory
angled cross-strokesat the end of the curve in place of the regular horizontals, is particularlydistinctive.
The restorationsare those of Meritt. Although most of the text may be restored in accordance with the familiar
concluding formulas for pulblicationof and payment for the decree, the surviving letters in line 1, which evidently
occur almost at the end of their clause, present difficulties best resolved by the supposition that T68e was omitted
from the usual phrase t68e rb ypwLoca.
IG II2, 344 (SEG XXI, 279, XXXII, 92), lines 18-19, 368 (SEG XXI,
280, 296, XXXII, 92), lines 13-14, and 448 (SEG XXXI, 79, with earlier references, XXXII, 90), line 26 offer
a parallel. In the light of this, Meritt suggested for the preceding phrase Iava9Tva(kv (or Atovualv) --- -cc
&]Y [vt v, with reference to IG II2, 555, line 6.
Line 3. ar=X]erXt[9Ovet. For El present and restored in the dative feminine singular, regular at this period,

in place of HI, see 89, commentary on line 2. Lines 5-7. The necessarily assumed appearance of the ratlac
Tou b"4ou as the disbursing officer requires a date for the inscription not later than 302/1 B.C., and the source of
funding confirms the indication. Cf. 137. Line 7. The elision of the final alpha of 0Y0la2arawhich must here
be introduced is attested through the second half of the 4th century, beginning with IG II2, 264, line 14. Several
examples concentrate around the end of the century and by that concentration may serve as a dating confirmationfor
this fragment. Cf. IG II2, 479, line 29, 522, line 6, 534, line 4, and perhaps 531, line 4. The elision is restored
in IG 1I2, 196, line 9 and 573, line 18. See also 139 and 164, and A. S. Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, p. 257, note 53,
for a list of instances.

FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE

139. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5251), broken on all sides, discovered on February 22, 1938, in
a sandy fill of early Byzantine context, west of the Post-HerulianWall (S 19).
H. 0.109 m.; W. 0.06 m.; Th. 0.042 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
ETotX.Hor. 0.013 m.; Vert. 0.0142 m.
Ed. A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 80-81, no. 156, with photograph pl. 26. See also SEG XVIII, 17.
ex. saec.IV a.
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To 4t?Xr1bo80vaL
[papsyv

]jlou v [ AAA v bpaixt& tx T&v]
[elt Trl xxa]ta& [yEplaat'&vvo
aXaxotii]
]
vacat
[vov TOL 8]ijCoat. [
[av toO

5

vacat
The lettering of this text is "standard"in character,with slight depression of the "free ends" of the strokes of
upsilon and some diversity in the formation of sigma. The narrow omega, shaped like a horseshoe resting on a
continuous horizontal, is noteworthy.
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The division of the lines is arbitrary,since the fragment cannot be precisely located within the total width of
the monument. The date depends upon the same criteria as those operative in the case of 138, and reference
may be made to the commentary there. The restorationsfollow those proposed in the footnote to SEG XVIII, 17,
Osloenses
59, 1984, pp. 23-24 (cf. SEG XXXI, 77), and by A. S. Henry,
subsequently endorsed by T. Eide, Symbolae
The
of
use of cpEPl
al rather than boovat, though supported by IG II2,
note
73.
the
262,
assumption
ZPE 78, 1989, p.
500 (of 302/1, but with 6 xin Trt &oSxeaE as the disbursing officer), probably by 520, and possibly by 301 (with
payment formulas as in the present text), is best avoided at this date.
to have the stele inscribed and set up (customarilyon the Akropolis)
Line 1. The instructionsto the
tha
the
but
the
ormula;
rpayment
preserved letters do not admit of the restoration of the acrrjoaLv
normally precede
variant
of
or
attested
it. It is possible, though unlikely, that the regular instructions
&xpon6XLc
any
phraseology
were here omitted. More probably (unless some hitherto unsuspected location for the stele be supposed) another
kind of intervening phrase must be presumed, either a SxtCC&vclause giving a "hortatory intention" (see 86) as
a reason for publication or some shorter form of words (as in IG II2, 391, where
..........
separates
from ert bb8Thv dvaypay4v).
&xp6lXoXLv
Line 4. For the elision of the alpha ofxn)ptEaaTasee 138, commentary on line 7.
M. B. Walbank has suggested (perep.) that the craftsman at work on this monument was also responsible for
IG II2, 1195 (SEGXXV, 145) and 1266. J. Kirchnerdated the former of these "s. IV a. p. post." and the latter (witha
mark of hesitation) "fin. s. IV a." But in a subsequent article (BSA84, 1989, pp. 395-399), in which he attributed
a larger number of inscriptionsto the same hand, dating the craftsman'sactivity to the period 330-318 B.C.,Walbank
did not pursue this particularassociation, and a date closer to the end of the century seems in any case to be preferable
for this text.
FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE

140. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 6921), with the roughly dressed right edge preserved, though
weathered, but otherwise broken all around, discoveredonJune 12, 1959, in the area of the Eleusinion (T 21).
H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.10 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
ETotX.(almost square) Hor. 0.012 m.; Vert. 0.011 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 2-3, no. 3, with photograph pl. 1. See also SEG XXI, 344. The
discovery of the stone was briefly reported by H. A. Thompson, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 338.
ex. saec.IV a.

ETOIX. 33
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[vat t6v aot[av ou 84pfouAAA 8paX]dJi &x T
[Civxcxar&
rTaploaara xvaXiaxotavov]TOL84
? . .
[ ?L..............
. ....7.
.
.1..] ..

[

(?)]

The lettering is careless and inconsistent (note particularly the variations in the rendering of omega). Its
characteristicsare reminiscent rather of the 3rd century than of the 4th, but if the atrCai
otqTo 84ou is to be restored
as the disbursing officer in line 3, as appears inescapable, the text must be dated not later than 302/1 B.C.; and
the source of payment provides a more general confirmatoryindication. See 137.
Lines 1-2. There were two stelai (at least, but presumablynot more). The site of the discovery of this fragment,
with its reference to the City Eleusinion, contributed to the establishmentof the location of that sanctuary,for which
see AgoraIII, pp. 74-85. Cf. also 123. Line 3. Thirty drachmas sufficed to pay for two stelai of, apparently,standard
dimensions. Cf. 73, of 337/6, where twenty drachmaspaid for two stelai, one of which at least carried relief sculpture
of reasonable quality. Where two stelai are concerned, a separate allocation is sometimes made for each (e.g., IG II2,
338 = SEG XXXIV, 68, with earlier references, of 333/2). Cf. A. S. Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, p. 263, note 75. Meritt
inserted two-dot punctuation before and after the numeral, but the stoichedon arrangement leaves no room for this
as part of the pattern. If they were included, they were added extraordinem
between normally spaced letters;and there
was indeed room for this.
Line 5. The text could be complete with the letters ltoi, but there seems to have been a further clause. Meritt
marked vacant spaces before and after the surviving iota, which might suggest that that stroke was inscribed by
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mere error below a similar stroke in the line above. But the stone is damaged at this point, and lettering before
and after iota is by no means precluded.
M. B. Walbankhas expressedthe opinion (perep.)that the mason responsiblefor this text may also have inscribed
IG II2, 506, which he notes as having the same length of line.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
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141. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (15488), with part of the much-batteredright side as well as the original
rough-picked back preserved but otherwise broken all around, discovered on May 30, 1938, in the wall of a late
cistern on the North Slope of the Akropolis (T 24).
H. 0.154 m.; W. 0.12 m.; Th. 0.091 m.
LH. 0.005 (omicron)-0.006 m.
ESotX. (square)0.012 m.
Ed.B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 20, no. 4, with photograph pi. 35. See also SEG XXI, 342.
ex. saec.IV a. (ca.a. 304/3 a.?)
L --------

ETOIX. 35(?)
-------------J

[
[-[----

5

]IIIEP[..]
----------------

[
[--------------------]va

]iova Mevot

xxtal
arexpaTV ]oa] a Xpux[4]

&7b X [8]paX(Xjiv xaMrdr[6v]]
t o]T,XTv .X[]
tor,
[[v6o.ov1] avaypda, 8Mf r68e Tr6 t,wa
xalt
iv
[Olvr)v
&xpOtv6XoELc:t 8] T?V &[v]
4a?-atl
]
[aypaqcpjvxX.

[ItcMre(pAvo

10

[..]
]veCL;&veI[.]

]O iv r.[t ...]
[..]

[

[.......??...

, tv

&x&MrepovaXr-v

The battered state of the stone may cause the lettering to appear poorer than it is; but it is undeniably poor.
The reworked line 8 is no worse than the rest in the slipshod rendering of nu and the perfunctory omega: sigma
is inconsistently formed. Nevertheless, the junctions of strokes are for the most part accurately made. There is
no attempt at the adornment of emphasized "free ends".
Too little of the inscription remains to permit more than the identification of its general character as honoring
(presumably)two benefactors and the establishment of its probable width with reference to the formula for the
erection of the stele. The restorations are those of Meritt, with some adjustment to the readings on the difficult
right edge. In lines 1-7 and 9-10 Meritt supposed one letter less on the right than the stone seems to permit.
Line 1. EIKE Meritt. Perhaps at tnp, forming part of the phrase &1etc8 -

-

- &vBpeq iyatOo trt]L

p[t v

T6v Bitov T6v 'AO0vakovxal vUv xa]lt v TOt[ntp6ao9vXp6vot. Line 4. OENT Meritt.
Lines 6-7. Probably Mevot[tou or Mevot[t&i8bou,leaving thirteen or eleven letters for the ethnicum.
Line 8. The surviving letters are written in rasura,and the erasure may well have extended as far back as di6.
Meritt restored &itb Xalov b]pacXpVtv
xaot&x[6]v, producing a line of 46 letters. In line 9, restoring eZa]xtXrlv,he
a
line
of
38
letters.
This
assumes
envisaged
greater crowding than in fact exists. Had the stonecutter written &tb
:X: 8pax)i(v &vayp&AJait
x
68e
a
b8
Tb ipitop elS ro)Xv he would have preserved the regularityof the inscription.
The surviving part of line 8 shows that thirteen letters were reinscribed in the place of eight. If the single
numeral X (with punctuation, if any, extraordinm)be retained in place of Meritt's fuller XtaXkv,fourteen letters in
the space of nine produce a line of 40 letters in conformity with that spatial pattern. Line 9, with five letters initially
in the space of three (and retaining ei aorxXr{v),
contains 40 letters also.
Why did the stonecutter make this emergency erasureand revision? It may well be that alteration of the formula
for the expression of the cost of a gold stephanos overtookhim mediain opera.Itwas noted above (see 112, commentary
on lines 5-7) that the specificationof cost is last clearly attested in 306/5 B.C.and that certainly from 303/2 onwards
that phraseology is replaced by the statement that the crowning is to be arranged "in accordance with the statute."
Here the two are, extraordinarily,combined in a text clearly revised from the original draft. This seems to imply that
the decree was inscribed at the very time that a decision to make the change was taken and carried into effect, and the
craftsmanmade the best of both formulas, a suggestion endorsed by R. S. Stroud (Hesperia40, 1971, p. 179, note 31)
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and by A. S. Henry (Honours,
pp. 27 and 50-51, note 43). If so, the more precise date for this text of "ca. 304/3" is not
unreasonable.
Lines 9-10. Mention of the ypoaq.tatc6 responsible for the inscription and erection of the stele is omitted.
I, p. 132), and
I, pp. 128-129, D 53, Naturalization
Cf., e.g., IG II2, 493 + 518, 508 (M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
all
to
be
dated
in
the last few years of the century.
texts
are
These
183:
see
SEG
517 (=
XXII, 99).
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE CONFERRING CITIZENSHIP
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142. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5174), broken on all sides, discovered on February 3, 1938, in a
modern context west of the Panathenaic Way and west of the Eleusinion (R 18).
H. 0.104 m.; W. 0.101 m.; Th. 0.041 m.
LH. 0.009 m.
EToX. (square)0.0167 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 210-211, no. 5, with photograph pl. 35. See also SEG XXI, 343.
Further discussion by M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
III/IV, pp. 134-135, X 31; cf. SEG XXXIII, 102.
ETOIX. 37

ex. saec.IV a.
[

yp601aOcaLt]

] &vp[o6X(vatL]
[<puvX)xcalSIjlou xaOl(ppOarptacq
t
xtal ip[oe8ptav]
[xat& rbv v6Vtov e(vaot 8 abooti]
o0 &lv 16t]6
[iv 7xaL TOlg&yCautLV
XL]t

5

O[et' r6v 8t]

T6TnOV
eC OeV xaOr]av4[eLvo5 iv]
[&pXlTfxTova
[xal Toi aTpaTT)yoiS
xanavrCa]
[.... ....]

---

[----

]

The writing is on the large side for the later 4th century, clear, precise, and accurate save for slight failure
in the correct junction of strokes in beta and epsilon. There is no attempt to emphasize "free ends". It is worth
remarkthat a text so inscribed should be regarded as a near contemporary of 141.
Meritt restored the fragment as the survivingportion of a decree conferring citizenship, as concerned with one
benefactor only, with a stoichedon line of 44 letters, as follows:
i
ao6a (puX
xaElb8]
[--- ----------- ---------yp
iXv &v ot v6JioI &icayo]
j] iv p[or6Xyr)arL
[Vou xaclcppaxErptacS
[pe6ouaLv' elvatLb] xal Xp[oebpEavcaOdti iv &StiaLvTxot]
[&yiXatvoO< iv h 7t6Xt]qTr6[el? xacl b6v&pXitixTova T6v &e]

av
[I xaOLaT&uLevov
xacT]avEIt[e

5

[--------------

@tei
Thv e&vo0i

---]

]![----------------------

On the other hand, Osborne (loc.cit.)rejected this document as a citizenship decree, on the grounds that too
little text survives and that the granting formula, as restored by Meritt, would be anomalous. Nevertheless, the
suggestion may stand, with the shorter line here preferred. The preference is based partly on considerations of
economy (lines of between 27 and 40 letters being most commonly encountered in this type of document) and partly
because the formulas adopted in the longer-line restorations are indeed, as Osborne observed, not of the regular
kind. (For the rare JiX/v 6v ot v6Viotdtiayope6ouwv see 96 and A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 72, where this text is
cited. Karx&xrv v6tov is the regular formula at this epoch; cf. Henry, op.cit.,p. 73.)
Lines 1-2. If the restoration be accepted, the grant of citizenship appears to follow Osborne's "FormulationA"
(Naturalization
I, p. 16) well enough. Cf. also Henry, Honours,pp. 64-80. Lines 2-3. Proedria,or preferential seating
at festivals,begins to be mentioned in a phraseologyresemblingthat included here in 314/13 (IG II2, 450 = Osborne,
Naturalization
I, pp. 109-112, D 42, Naturalization
II, pp. 113-115). Closer parallels belong to the end of the century.
Lines 3-5. For the restorations compare IG II2, 500, of 302/1, and 512 (SEG XXXI, 83, XXXIII, 100), of
"fin. s. IV a." The present text is closer to the norm; cf. Henry, Honours,
pp. 291-292. But Henry also had grounds for
feeling "not uncomfortable"with the formulationin the editioprinceps.However, the extended statement concerning
the architect (x6v &pXtixTova brv &el xaioxTa&cevov)
does not otherwise occur in this form before 271/70 (188,
lines 41-44), and the other examples cited are of later date; Henry's remarkthat Meritt's restoration offers the fuller
phraseology more commonly used (Honours,
p. 294) therefore demands modification in the present context.
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143. A fragment of a stele of bluish Pentelic marble (I 4914), with the right edge preserved but otherwise broken
all around, discovered on May 25, 1937, in a Late Roman context, in a well outside the Market Square to the
southwest (E 15:5). This part of the monument was at some time refashioned into the form of a basin, and the
surviving inscribed surface represents the flat margin of a large part of the right side of the bowl, the diameter of
which may be assessed at ca. 0.20 m.
H. 0.147 m.; W. 0.092 m.; Th. 0.068 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
ErotX. (almost square)Hor. 0.0091 m.; Vert. 0.0093 m.
Ed.M.. B. Walbank,Hesperia54, 1985, pp. 314-317, no. 4, with photograph p. 87. See also SEGXXXV, 79.
cx. saec.IV a.
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In his edition Walbankmade the following suggestions towards a restored text: Lines 2-3. ev] .qoTI[T)vL
XLOtlvrl.

Lines4-5. Ev 611[Lor evc,llv(e.g.,7ipov],voll[v.Lines5-6. l6]v AlI[v. Lines6-7. roC]q pl[v[uTvet(?).Line 9.

xax& xOv v]6oiov. Line 10. --- e]u< &v. Lines 12-13. &plal[ov(?) or a nomenproprium'Aptar--. At the end of
line 13 the reading may be 00iacE.
Walbankalso conjectured a line length of 41 letters, restoring lines 15-17 as
[elval 8t aMxrotC
Cipoi.vouq xal erepyf]a .oU 80o
etv
[u roO 'AOBvalova6tro0Cxalt roC xy6vou]q a[OTr&]v.
.........
b
xal...............
[atL

and entering into the remainder of his text the number of dots in each line conforming to this pattern. (For the
repeated azno6(s ... .a6TOv in this formulation cf. 79 and A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 138 and 160, note 147.)
The lettering is poorly done. Walbank correctly described it as spidery, untidy, and hard to date. But its
characteristics,as he noted, are those of 93, equally hard to date but now established as of 324/3 B.c.; and Walbank
attributedto the same hand IG II2, 361 (SEGXVIII, 15) and 362 (SEGXXI, 291), of 325/4 and 324/3 respectively,
with the possible additions of IG II2, 533, 543, and 545 (SEGXXIV, 106). But work of this dismal quality is unlikely
to have been the prerogative of a single individual. The date may still be closer to the end of the century or even
into its successor,and here, as in Walbank'sedition, no precise date is advanced.
If in lines 7-8 the honorand(s)may be described as of Larisa in Thessaly, the comparison with IG II2, 545 (of
321/20?) may be additionally apposite. See 134. But any further suggestions as to the nature of the privileges
here bestowed or the order in which they are set out (e.g, that in lines 8-9 there was a grant of y-s xal otxlacg
tyxTo)aLt xaod&
tbv v6iov) must remain matters of speculation.
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HONORS FOR A FRIEND OF DEMETRIOS POLIORKETES(?)
144. A fragmentof a stele of Pentelic marble (I 2173), with the top part of the left side preserved,as well as the original
rough-picked back, but broken elsewhere and with the inscribed surface so abraded that only a few letters remain
legible, discovered in December 1934 in a marble pile in the area of the southwesterncorner of the Odeion, near the
Civic Offices (H-K 11-14). The upper part of the fragment bears traces of a crowning molding and projecting
fascia, both now trimmed off, and of a rectangular,centrallyplaced panel of relief sculptureabove these. The surface
has split from the stone diagonally from the upper left to the lower right.
H. 0.38 m.; W. 0.23 m.; Th. 0.122 m. (in the inscribed area, 0.115 m.).
LH. 0.007 m.
ExoLX.(almost square) Hor. 0.0148 m.; Vert. 0.0146 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hesperia54, 1985, pp. 317-319, no. 5, with photograph pl. 87. See also SEG XXXV, 80.
ex. saec.IV a. (a. 304/2 a.?)
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Difficult though it is to evaluate clearly the characteristicsof the lettering, by reason of the damaged state of
the inscribed surface, Walbank regarded them as identical with those of 107, where the letter height and spacing
are also the same. The writing appears to be plain and carefully executed and is consistent with a date towards
the end of the 4th century.
Walbank further suggested a line length of 49 letters, which he based upon his restoration of the "hortatory
intention" (cf. 86) of lines 16-19, which he presented as follows:

--yv
[&v]el8[Cia]6ao]t
iy[rec;
[(o]v 'bv 'AMnva[q]v

osCO]

CbvoL 6vreqC
(XQiot)VTraL & T6bv8r]
[6SrL6 8jpo

v
iCso8aooX&Ta(
xa)ralEa;

-]

................
...............
[Cv] 1'e:[Y].[7lA[n&T,v
'ES for et; (line 17) at so late a date must be regarded as dubious; cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 189. Walbank's
text incorporated an arrangement of lines 1-4 conforming to this length of line and, with the attribution to the
same craftsman of 107 in mind, conjectured for lines 1-2
Fl tr)s .........?
['E~l 'Ava~ucp6&oui&pXov:oC;,
.........]
AuotaEa
No0tOtou
fL
..]
ALotLebC
[ipux-avecOc
TYPatVdweuev,
thus setting the decree in the year 307/6.
Line 10. Walbank noted "The King is, presumably, Demetrios." If so, the above restoration for lines 1-2
presumably falls to the ground, for 306 B.C. seems to have been well advanced when Antigonos Monopthalmos
assumed the royal tite and conferred it upon his son (Diodorus Siculus 20.53). Furthermore, the honors so largely
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bestowed on Demetrios' friends, chiefly under the sponsorship of the politician Stratokles (cf. 117), appear to be
concentrated between 304 and 302, roughly speaking in the period of the successes celebrated in 114 and the
institution of the Hellenic League. IG II2, 466 (SEGXXIV, 110), of 307/6 (see p. 169 above), does not (paceM.J.
II, p. 138) refer in its surviving section to Antigonos and Demetrios as paaiXetc. Nothing,
Osborne, Naturalization
however, would preclude the writer of 107 being still active a few years later than the date of that text, if indeed
this inscription is attributableto him.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
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145. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5645), broken on all sides except for the original rough-picked
back, discovered on February23, 1939, in a modern wall over the Panathenaic Way south of the Eleusinion (S 21).
The piece is oblong in overall shape but offersa diagonal section of the inscribed surface,running from upper right to
lower left. The surface of the lower half is sheared away, and the lower section of the upper half has been worn
smooth. Thus in proportion to the size of the fragment comparativelylittle of the inscription has survived.
H. 0.28 m.; W. 0.23 m.; Th. 0.106 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
EoxX. (square)ca. 0.0155 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 257, no. 58, with photograph pl. 47. See also SEG XXI, 348.
ex. saec.IV a.
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The lettering is plain and neat. The "free ends" of the strokes of upsilon (see commentary on 120) and of
the upright of tau are slightly depressed. In general character the writing resembles that of 88, 89, and 94, and
on that score a more precise dating for this inscription of ca. 325-320 might be hazarded.
M. B. Walbank (perep.) has suggested a closer parallel with 127 and IG II2, 169 + 472 (SEG XXI, 335), the
latter being dated to 306/5, and he would attribute this fragment to the same craftsman. That seems less likely,
however; but despite the inevitable element of subjectivityin drawingparallelson stylisticgrounds, the attributionof
this text to the last quarter of the 4th century appears reasonably assured.
Apart from the clue provided by line 5 as to the nature of this document, the fragment despite its size remains
totally uninformative.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE(?)
146. A fragment from the upper left corner of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (I 3392), with the left side
of the monument preserved below the inscribed surface. The fragment is otherwise broken all around (including
the back). It was discovered on February 10, 1936, in a context of the 4th century B.C.in a cistern south of the
Hephaisteion (D 8-9). Line 1 is inscribed on the fascia below the pediment.
H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.1155 m.; Th. 0.092 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (line 1, 0.006 m.).
ExroX.(square)0.0124 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 92-93, no. 20, with photograph pl. 23. See also SEG XXXIX, 113.
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The crossbarof alpha is consistently omitted: in other respects the lettering appears to be unremarkable.
Walbank's editioprinceps,the readings of which are followed above, interpreted this fragment as part of an
honorary decree, and the characterof the monument, together with the remains of line 1, uncertain though they are,
seems to bear this out. But what then follows bears little relation to a normal prescript,and this may be the enactment
of a collegium
or other section of the citizen body, of the kind in which nothing more than the proposer'sname precedes
the detail. Hence Walbank's [.... 9 .... ]yaerxato[ ettev in line 2, although no suggestion is made regarding the
name lurking here except to exclude the demoticum
Euctraztv.
is
this
point inappropriate. That the writer was the craftsman responsible for 152 is a
Speculation beyond
further suggestion in the editioprincps, where it is, however, made clear that this fragment has no closer connection
with that.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

147. The upper left corner of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 329), with top, left side, and original back preserved.
The fragment, broken below and on the right, was discovered late in 1932 in a modern house wall immediately
east of the Stoa of Zeus (I 6). Above the text of the decree is an ovolo molding surmounted by a flat taenia, on
which line 1 is inscribed. This in turn is surmounted by a sculptured low relief depicting a tripod, with a blank
space to the right so far as preserved. The upper edge of the stele was finished in a pattern of shallow scalloped curves.
H. 0.37 m.; W. 0.26 m.; Th. 0.11 m.
LH. (line 1) 0.013 m., (line 2) 0.008 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 1-2, no. 2, with photograph.
saec.IV a.
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If line 1 was symmetricallyspaced, the stele was ca. 0.434 m. wide on the taenia and ca. 0.41 m. wide at the first
line of the main text. The surviving letters of EBotev are not evenly set out, but on the same allowance of space
for succeeding groups of five letters the text contained ca. 30 letters per line. The characteristicsof the plain, tidy
lettering suggest a 4th-century date, perhaps in the generation between 350 and 320 B.C.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

148 (P1. 16). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 181), broken on all sides, discovered on March 7, 1932,
at the south end of the porch of the Metroon, at a Late Roman level (H 10).
H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.06 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
ESOLX.Hor. 0.016 m.; Vert. 0.014 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, p. 3, no. 4, with photograph but no text given.
saec.IV a.
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Meritt observed that "the letters are well cut and belong apparently to the fourth century B.C." In fact they
so closely resemble those of 42 that the two texts seem certainlyto fall within the same general period and might even
be attributable to the same hand. Even so (to underscore the uncertainty of this criterion), apart from the open
form of omega this text would stand comparison with good work of several decades later. And other considerations
affect the issue, as the following commentary illustrates.
Line 5. It is tempting to elaborate these remains into the phrase xax& rxv] v6t[ov, and this would suggest for
lines 4-5 xal elva]t a,O[TvcL
(or a0[rot<) yC xCa otxbtac TyxrLtv xaTd&
rbv] v6.[ov ---], requiring a stoichedon
r6v v6b,ov, however, as a formula in connection with the grant of enktesis or other
line of 33 or 34 letters. xaXT&
privileges seems not to antedate the last quarterof the 4th century; cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 214. The possibilityof
its appearance before ca. 325 is not to be peremptorily excluded: seeJ. Pecirka, Formula,pp. 140-142 and table
in Memotyof LouiseTaftSemple,second series), 1970,
Athens,338-322 (Lectures
pp. 154-155; F W. Mitchel, Lykourgan
If
on
the
of
the
this
text
note
123.
style of its lettering, to be placed earlier than the
grounds
ought,
pp. 32-33,
on
balance
be
should
this
discarded;
but, if it may stand, it could support and
mid-century,
suggested supplement
be supported by an early dating of IG II2, 425, which contains the same formula and which D. M. Lewis (quoted
by Pecirka, Formula,p. 77) was prepared to envisage as of the second quarter of the century: cf. Henry, Honours,
p. 230, note 48.
To complicate the issue further, M. B. Walbank, so far from accepting the resemblance noted above, has
discerned (per ep.) the same hand at work here as on 205, surely attributable to the 3rd century. This seems
considerably less likely but is illustrativeof the uncertainties attendant upon lettering and style as criteria of date.
In the case of so small a fragment it is probably the wisest course, unless or until better evidence comes to hand, not to
advance beyond Meritt's original observation.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY(?) DECREE

149. A fragment (no more than a splinter) of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 2898), broken all around, discovered
on April 16, 1935, in a context of the 3rd or 4th century A.D., east of the central part of the Stoa of Zeus (I 6).
H. 0.042 m.; W. 0.107 m.; Th. 0.024 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m.
Erotx. Hor. 0.011 m.; Vert. 0.015 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 6, no. 6, with photograph pl. 5. See also SEG XIX, 65.
saec.IV/III a.
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Lines 2-3. iv xt ij ,uot may or may not have intervened between 7IpoEbpe6ztv
and el<
Tgv, and 7cp6Txrv
(or intoouaavif the text is of a date not earlier than 299/8) will have stood between -tv and gxxXraloav. On
ArchonList,pp. 18-19, and 162. For the formula see 89, commentary
xtpxlv/itLxouaav cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, Athenian
on lines 2-9 (under "Line 1").
The rather shallow lettering is adorned with pronounced serifs made by the chisel corner. It suggests the
3rd century rather than the 4th, but the latter is not to be excluded. M. B. Walbank has drawn attention (perep.)to
a resemblance between the style of this text and that of IG II2, 722 (SEG XXIV, 120), dated between 298/7 and
295/4 (SEGXXIX, 93).
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FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
150. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 2895), broken on all sides, discovered on May 17, 1935, built into a
modern wall over the eastern end of the Middle Stoa (O 13).
H. 0.14 m.; W. 0.09 m.; Th. 0.076 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (omicron and omega 0.006 m.).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 52, no. 68, with photographpl. 14. See also SEG XIX, 66.
saec.IV/III a.
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Line 10. [---] 6Tc:[
Meritt. The remains are uncertain, but while the circular letter undoubtedly
carries a central dot, theta can hardly be accommodated to its surroundings.
The small and crowded lettering is plain and without special characteristics.The comparativelydeep cutting in
proportion to size causes it to appear stubby and thickset. The circular letters tend to be pendent from the upper
lettering line; the "free ends" of the strokesof upsilon are emphasized (cf. 120), but other letters are not so treated.
The fragment seems likely to belong to an honorary decree of uncertain application.
Lines 3 and 7 might be indicative of epimeletai for some festival. For line 5 Meritt compared the Delian text
IG XI, iv, 759 (SyU.3,576), line 6, of a century later, vb8)toaac tXeELo
Xp6vov, which would suppose a foreigner
resident in Athens for a considerable period.
But it is not beyond the bounds of possibility that the reference to&iyvec and perhaps to some celebratory
sacrificeafter the conclusion of perils that had lasted some time may have a connection with the circumstancesof 114
and 120; and it is also possible that the text published by A. P. Matthaiou in Horos4, 1986, pp. 19-23 (see also
SEG XXXVI, 165), is to be set in the same context (cf. A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 297-301). If so,
the date of the present inscription might be referred to the year 304/3 (velpaullopost), and the events concerned
might be accorded an importance in the tradition hitherto unrecognized.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

151. A fragment of a stele of blue Hymettian marble (I 6314), with part of the left side (worked with a toothed
chisel) and original rough-picked back preserved but otherwise broken all around, discovered on June 13, 1950,
in the curbing of a Turkish well north of the Odeion (M 8). The inscribed surface is sheared off to the
right, but
evidently the greaterpart of the width of the stele is preservedeither on or below the surface. The vertical striationsof
the toothed chisel remain clear on the inscribed surface.
H. 0.19 m.; W. 0.237 m.; Th. 0.048 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
EtotX. (square)0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 257-258, no. 60, with photograph pl. 47. See also SEG XXI, 529.
saec.IV/III a.
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Line 1. So Meritt, but "reliquiaeinceta' might be a preferable description. Line 2. [----et
Meritt.
Line 3. [....9....]oata
Meritt. Line 4. EIAAIM[...7...]
but
the
mu
must
be
as
doubtful.
Meritt,
regarded
Line 9. [----]t tv Meritt, perhaps rightly. Line 10. Or ix.
The thin, rather scratchywriting is tolerablywell formed. It looks forwardto the 3rd century ratherthan back to
the 4th in its overall appearance. The narrow omega, with horizontals almost as angled serifs, is distinctive. M. B.
Walbank in an extensive study (BSA84, 1989, pp. 399-405; cf. SEG XXXIX, 329) has included this inscription
with thirty-three others (to which six further possibilities are added) that he considers to be the work of a single
craftsman,whom he names the "Mason of IG II2 497". 114, 115, 118, 120, 122, 129, and 155 are among those he
attributesto this hand, the securely dated evidence for which lies between 307/6 and ca. 299/8; but the career of this
same man, if all the material be taken into account, may extend from the late 320's to ca. 280. For the cruciform
shape of phi (line 6), itself indicative for dating purposes, see 102. J. Kirchner regarded the archonship of Isaios
(284/3) as its lower chronological limit.
Lines 5-8. These lines alone offer the possibility of connected sense in this fragment and delimit its lateral
dimension. The provisionthat three stone stelaibe erected is unusual: cf. IG II2, 125 (M. N. Tod, GHI II, pp. 161-163,
no. 154; SEG XXXIV, 67), lines 17-19. Meritt took this clause as an indication that the decree probably emanated
not from the Athenian boule and demos but from a society or a religious group or even from a phyle or deme.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

152. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 2767), with part of the left edge preserved but otherwise broken all
around, discoveredon April 13, 1935, in a context of EarlyByzantine date southwest of the Stoa of Attalos (P 13-14).
H. 0.235 m.; W. 0.09 m.; Th. 0.105 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
ExoLX.(square,with slight irregularities)0.0125 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hespria 29, 1960, p. 5, no. 4, with photograph pl. 1. See also SEG XIX, 63, where suggested
readings by A. M. Woodward for lines 4, 6, and 8 are recorded.
saec.IV/III a.
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Line 3. t8bMeritt. Line 4. LToWoodward, correctly;tr9 Meritt. Line 5. [.. ]b8o[ ----]
Meritt; &i''A09[v-- -]
is also possible. Line 6. So Meritt, correctly;Woodward's[.])XrI&a[---] (po|u]Xi[?]) is not supported by the stone.
A name such as Aula]avtaq or IIaoula]avlaqis possible. Line 8. t tHtXo[--] Meritt; xr 'A0[-----]
Woodward,
a --- - Tjf notaocy ToiU
which seems to find confirmation on the stone. Lines 9-10. inte[X7lrq9jvo
actre<p&]vou
Meritt.
xa[l tf; &ivayope6aet?c----]
The rather pusillanimouswriting is reminiscentof 140 in the inconsistency of its lettering (especiallyepsilon and
omega), but the letters are more carefully set out, with generous spacing. The "triangularletters" (alpha, delta,
and lambda) are widely spread. The cross-strokeof alpha is in places omitted and gives rise to confusion with delta
elsewhere. Meritt assigned the inscriptionon the groundsof its lettering to the 4th century,without furtherdefinition.
It may perhaps be more closely associated with the end of the century,with the possibility that it may belong after
rather than before 300 B.C. M. B. Walbank(per ep.) has made comparisons with IG II2, 579, for whichJ. Kirchner
accepted U. Koehler's date of "fin. s. IV a.", and with 461 (= 726), where in the former entry the inscription is
set in 307/6, the year of Anaxikrates (see p. 169 above), and in the latter the date is given as "init. s. III". If these
comparisons are valid, they would reinforce the dating for the fragment here proposed.
Line 7 suggests that the text is that of an honorary decree; but beyond that the fragmentary remains offer no
assistance.
THE WIFE AND SON OF OLYMPIODOROS OF GARGETTOS HONORED

153. A stele of Pentelic marble (I 6968) remade from an orthostate block and much damaged and discolored,
removed during 1959 from a tower of the Post-HerulianWall opposite the Church of the Holy Apostles (Q-R 16)but
not recognized as bearing an inscription untilJune, 1962. The orthostate block showed anathyrosison its right side
and a cutting for a hook clamp in its top surfaceon the right. It also carried a molding 0.08 m. in height across the top
of its front face. To fit it for reuse as a stele designed for an inscriptional record, the block was roughly trimmed
down on the left side, and the molding was cut away. An area of the front face was additionally smoothed down
to receive the inscription, which is thus written in a slightly depressed panel. At a later stage, the inscription was
deliberately but inefficiently erased, with the result that some of the text is still reasonably legible, although for the
most part it can be deciphered only with difficulty,if at all.
H. 0.796 m.; W. 0.32 m.; Th. 0.145 m. (at top)-0.17 m. (at bottom).
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia36, 1967, pp. 58-59, no. 4, with photographs pls. 19, 20. See also SEG XXIV, 116.
saec.IV/III a.
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Meritt assessed the date of this inscription as "probably near the end of the fourth century", largely on the
basis of the cruciform phi best visible in lines 3 and 6, for which see 102 and 114. The difficulties of reading the
semiobliterated text are compounded by the execrable script in which it was inscribed. Even though the damage
which the stone has sufferedmay permit less than justice to be done to it, the lettering is undeniably poor in quality,
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irregular in arrangement, and incompetent in execution. Individual letters are wide in proportion to their height,
and the strokes are badly articulated. Especially noteworthy,as well as the phi already mentioned, are epsilon with
three long horizontal strokes of equal length, sigma with external strokes parallel, and a perfunctory omega very
open at the base and with vestigial side strokes.
The editioprincepsoffereda provisionaltext, especiallyin lines 7, 8, and 10, in the hope that more might eventually
be won by more prolonged study of the stone, the sqrieew-s, and the photographs. A very little has emerged from
this process, and further study faces the law of diminishing returns. If Meritt's reading of line 9, retained in the
above text, is indeed correct (see below), the enactment mentions one of the phylai during its period in prytany
and thus involves the Athenian demos as a whole. But thepoverty ofthe workmanshipargues against the recognition
of this document as a decree of the boule and demos, and in other respectsalso it need be no more than the enactment
of a religious organi7ation or comparable group. The formula instructing that the stele be inscribed and erected
(lines 10-12) also suggests as much in its departure from the recognized phraseology and reference to the usual
officials. Line 9 should therefore, perhaps, be reconsidered in this light, and the archons in line 11 are likely to
be officers of the organi7ation concerned. If the inscriptionwas confined to the "depressedpanel", described above,
it seems to have consisted of no more than twelve lines, but the material in lines 2-3 can hardly be reckoned to
come so early in the total enactment.
Line 1. Before nu, possibly a circular letter. Line 5. No other Olympiodoros of Gargettos or of its phyle
Meritt.
Aigeis (after 307/6, Antigonis) is attested. Line 7. [Xyrtat -]PIE. Ef. TOT. K[---]SITIOTKAI[---]
Line 9. Meritt's reading is shown in the text: but the traces also seem to offer [---]KEN[..a .]TTAN[... ] a;NPA.. f[---dvaypi]
Meritt.
To6q. Meritt's alpha before a6ro6? is doubtful. Line 10. [-----]AAIfNT...
Line 11. [- --]E[.
.. 8 ..]AIO. ONOAPMHMATOE... PO Meritt.
Lines 3-5. For the award of an olive stephanos to Athenian citizens cf. 123, line 20 and A. S. Henry, Honours,
pp. 39-40. Strictly speaking, neither Olympiodoros' wife nor his son (if under age) was a citizen, but both could
be (and clearly were) subsumed under the same general formula.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
154. A narrowfragment of a stele of bluish Pentelic marble (1200), brokenall around (includingthe back),discovered
on March 17, 1932, in a marble pile in the west part of the Market Square (H-K 8-11). The face of the fragment is
much rubbed, and in the eleven survivinglines of the text no more than twenty-two letters can be clearly read.
H. 0.17 m.; W 0.088 m.; Th. 0.021 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
EtoLX.Hor. 0.012 m.; Vert. 0.0146 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank, Hesperia54, 1985, pp. 319-321, no. 6, with photograph pl. 88. See also SEG XXXV, 82.
saec.IV/III a.
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The lettering appears to be plain and without marked characteristics.
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of the year (end of the patronymic and the beginning
Believing that line 2 contains the name of the ypaQtpatreKS
of the demotic) as part of the prescript of a decree, Walbankwas prepared to attribute the inscription to 295/4 B.c.,
when the ypqiAetx"< is known to have been At0p6eoC 'Apuxo[..]vou
oaXqpe<;.If this is indeed the inili d ,re,
and if the three letters in question are to be so interpreted, it should be noted that the details of the ypawtreG;K
of 306/5, who might have come from Phaleron, are not known and that the phyle Aiantis may have provided the
equally unknown ypaWatcxe; of 311/1 0, a year unlikelyon other grounds for the attributionof a text such as this (see
p. 161 above).
Walbank continued with the suggestion that line 3 contains the remains of the prytany day, and he offered
a reconstruction of lines 1-6 (shown below, but omitted in SEG, loc. cit) in which, as he noted, it is necessary to
presume the lack of the name of the month (in this case Posideon)as well as of the phrase acxXrp(z(or a variant of it).
For the omission of the name of the month cf., for example, IG II2, 348, 354, 356, 357, and 360. The omission
of the &xxirta formula is not uncommon, and this too occurs predominantly in the last decades of the 4th century.
On Walbank'scalculation, the date proves to be either Posideon 13 = pryt. VI, 16 = 161st day or Posideon 16 =
pryt. VI, 19 = 164th day. The latter date is perhaps attested as a meeting day of the assembly on two occasions
in the 4th century: seeJ. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCandar, pp. 91-92. Walbank'srestored text is thus as follows:
ETOIX. 42
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[-------?---_tnev'
xrX.]

Walbank doubted that line 7, on his interpretation,contained any reference toproxenia.
Much of the foregoing consists of accumulated hypotheses, and a general date, with a text showing no
reconstruction (as in the original presentation of it), has been preferredhere.

MEMBERS OF AN EMBASSY HONORED

155. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5836), with the left edge and original back preserved, but otherwise
broken, discovered on May 16, 1939, on the North Slope between the Akropolisand the Areopagos (R 23).
H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.09 m.; Th. 0.04 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Et>OX.(square)ca. 0.01 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 258-259, no. 62, with photograph pl. 47. See also SEG XXI, 361.
init.saec.III a.
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The writingis characteristicof the early3rdcentury,with some "disjointing"
and lackof precisionbut at the
same time a generaltidinessof appearance.Its most notablefeaturesare the cruciform
phi, for which see 102,
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and the narrow omega with angled "horizontals",for which see 114 and 118; nu is variable in shape. There is
some emphasis on the "free ends" of strokes. M. B. Walbank has included this inscription among those attributed
to his "Mason ofG II2 497": see 151.
A terminus
postqunefor the enactment is provided by the partly restored reference to a stephanos awarded xar&
c6v v6ov (lines 6-8), phraseology which postdates 302 B.C. Cf. 112, commentary on lines 5-7 and 122, commentary
on line 26, with references there.
Lines 2-3. The surviving letters of the second line suggest a patronymic and Attic demotic. Lack of space
preventstheir interpretationas part of the name of the proposer of the decree, with honors being voted to an embassy
from Phokis, and it is more likely,as Meritt suggested, that Athenian ambassadorsreturning from Phokis were here
honored. As an example of honors decreed for a successful delegation Meritt compared 182. Lines 3-4. Perhaps
&x $(oxiw[v &ipDx6tievot, &et
i p&TowL]jv or ix 4?xicp[v &1 ntp&TrovreS8reteX(oa|lv.
Line 5 begins the motion formula. For &yiyartTOXTtcf. 72, commentary on lines 7-8. The decree was
apparently nonprobouleumatic;cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouk,p. 264.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

156. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5526), with the right side preserved but broken elsewhere,
discovered onJune 8, 1938, in a marble pile in the area west of the Stoa of Attalos (N-P 7-12).
H. 0.082 m.; W. 0.059 m.; Th. 0.038 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
ETotX.(square)0.0103 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 93-94, no. 21, with photograph pl. 24. See also SEG XXXIX, 117.
init.saec.III a.
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Walbank believed the similarity of style and lettering of this fragment with those of the text immediately
preceding, 155, to be such that it might have been a part of that inscription, from a point a little higher on the
original stele.
Line 4. Alpha (if alpha it is) lacks a crossbar,as do other alphas on the fragment. The editioprincepssuggested
orr]ea|ll[v6sOaL in lines 4-5.

ARISTOMENES OF PAIANIAHONORED
157. A small fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 4848), with the right side preserved and with damage to
the center of the inscribed surface, discovered on May 15, 1937, among the Late Roman destruction debris of a
large monument at the fork of the Great Drain east of the Tholos (I 12). The fragment was identified as part of
the same monument as IG II2, 691, now in the EpigraphicalMuseum (E.M. 7330), which was discovered in 1851 on
the opposite side of the site of the agora, between the Church of Christ and the Hypapanti. The new fragment
(a) belongs to a section of the text higher up the stele.
H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.075 m.; Th. 0.043 m.

LH. 0.007 m.
EeotX. (square)0.02 m.
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I
Ed. E. Schweigert, Haspaia8, 1939, pp. 42-44, no. 11, with photograph. Schweigert also gave a text ofIG
691 (hereafterfragment b), and this is, for convenience, repeated below.

mit.saec.II a.
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The letters are relatively large and widely spaced.
An early 3rd-century date, as indicated by Schweigert,
appears to suit them well. The incision betrays some hesitancy not dissimilar from that in 182, but the lettering
is not careless or "disjointed". With no more than 20 letters per line, the text is unusually narrow for the period. The
restorations of fragment a were modeled by Schweigert on the text of fragment b.

Line 2. &yx9c -rrXet. See 72, commentary
on lines 7-8. Fragment a provides part of the proboukwnua, which
as
a
enactment
of
the
boule
and
demos in the context of fragment b. C P. J. Rhodes (Athmian
ratified
appears
and
who
251
overlooked
the
connection
between the two fragments. The relationship in its complete
Boukl, pp.
272),
form is illustrated by IG 112, 330, lines 29-65; see Schweigert's commentary.

Line 4. Aristomenes (PA 2003) is otherwise unknown.
Lines 5-8 and 16-19. Schweigert argued on the basis of the phraseology that Aristomenes had been a religious
or secular official of the state. This "more elaborate formulation of the honorand's virtues", with the abstract noun
qualified by a relative clause, occurs here at an earlier date than the earliest examples (especially with the nouns in
evidence in this context) admitted by A. S. Henry, Honours, p. 43. Lines 9-18. For the full probouleumatic
enactment
formula see 52 and Rhodes, Athenian Boule, p. 65.
Line 21. That the stephanos is to be awarded xaxx& cbv v4.ov indicates that the enactment is to be dated
later than 302 B.C., and this is the dating formula for IG II2, 691, shown byJ. Kirchner; see 155 and references

there. This line appears to mark the beginning of a statement of "hortatory intention": see 86, commentary on
lines 21-24.

3. THE "MACEDONIAN CENTURY", 307/6-201/200
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FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
158. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 3632), with the original smooth-finished back and rough-picked
bottom preserved, discovered on February29, 1936, in a modern wall northeast of the Odeion (N 7).
H. 0.34 m.; W. 0.165 m.; Th. 0.171 m.
LH. 0.003 (omega in line 17)-0.007 m. (sigma).
EToIX.(square)Hor. 0.0096 m.; Vert. 0.0095 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 52, no. 69, with photograph pl. 15. See also SEGXIX, 68 (with additional
suggestions for lines 9, 11, and 19 by A. M. Woodward).
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The lettering is of the 3rd-century "carelessstyle", as Meritt described it, generally puny and untidy. Omega is
conspicuouslysmall and flat; sigma and epsilon on the other hand are clumsy. The "circularletters"vary considerably
in size and shape. The cruciform phi suggests that the text should be considered as antedating ca. 280 B.c.; see 102
and 151. M. B. Walbank regarded the hand as close to that of SEG XXXII, 107 (Hesperia51, 1982, pp. 52-53,
no. 9; see 255B), dated by him "posta. 286/5 a." and in SEG as between 286/5 and 262.
The text is that of Meritt, with minor adjustments of reading. Line 4. 6itcx] av Meritt. Line 9. So Meritt;
&vayope6]a]T)6 &ywy[oxrrg --] Woodward, from the photograph. The difficult remains on the stone suggest
EN (or M or H) IOAPffI. Line 10. TIO is added to the letters discerned by Meritt. Line 11. b8 tv &vMeritt;
[-- et]8&aotv&t[avcxreWoodward. IIA are visible on the stone. Line 12. E[.]OE Meritt. Line 13. xo0 'AOr)[valov
Meritt. Line 18. Possibly opea[peti. Line 19. &pLataN[--] Meritt; 'AptLrav8[po---] Woodward, from the
photograph. The delta and the upright of rho are visible on the stone. The concluding list of names seems likely
to represent a committee or board of delegates selected by the demos in the light of the content of the decree.
Line 20. [--]uTto; Ei~evoC Meritt. The reading is however E6~/vou rather than EtOevoq. The preceding
name may be "ApXJtinto;
if, as is tempting, the connection may be made with a family of Eiresidai of which there are
certainly two, perhaps three, pertinent testimonia. EO?evoqEtpealo ) was father of an Epr)poqof 306/5 (IG II2,
478, col. III, line 72) and might be identical with the Euxenos named here. An [---]ui7to EW6~vou(PA5889),
won the pankration at the Panathenaia at the end of the 3rd century (IG II2, 2313,
designated only as 'AO0lvawio,
line 40). Finally, a E0tevog 'ApxEitou EtpeoC8y)(was praised as ti4e,
AeXT)h Toig;Xoitiq in 186/5 (IG II2, 896,
line 44): see PA5892.
Lines 11 and perhaps 4 appear to introduce "hortatory intentions" of some kind; see 86. But just too little
surviveson the fragment for coherent sense.
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FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
159. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (1 4496), with the right side and original rough-pickedback preserved
but very battered and pitted elsewhere, discovered on February9, 1937, in a wall of a modern house east of the
Post-HerulianWall, southeast of the Market Square (U 22).
H. 0.18 m.; W. 0.17 m.; Th. 0.089 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 7, no. 8, with photograph pl. 2. See also SEG XIX, 70 (where the title
"Honores generis eiusdem" should be corrected to "Honores cuiusdam").
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The plain lettering is a little untidy but not slapdash and may be regarded as characteristic of its period. If
xoat&Tbv v6Vov is correctly restored in line 6, the inscription must postdate 302 B.C.;see 155 and references there.
The text is that of Meritt, with slight adjustments of readings in lines 2-3 and 6-7. The decree was
probouleumatic;cf. P.J. Rhodes, Atheian Bouk,p. 253.
Lines2-5. Forthe phraseologyof the enactmentformula,whichomitsthe usuale1; r;)vipT?Mv(or&Itouaotv)
txxXr)laav, Meritt compared IGII2, 676, lines 15-20. See, for the formula in general, 157, commentary on
lines 9-18 and references there. Line 6. On the virtues of the honorand cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 42.
DECREE OF THE DEMESMEN OF PEIRAIEUS

160. Twojoining fragmentsof the upper left section of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 217), with the flat top, left side,
and original back preservedbut with the upper left corner broken away,discoveredon April 15, 1932, in the wall of a
well in a modern pit at the north foot of the Areopagos (H 17). The inscribedsurface shows the striationsof a toothed
chisel mostly in a diagonal direction from upper right to lower left.
Measurements of combined fragments: H. 0.475 m.; W. 0.385 m.; Th. 0.11 m.
LH. 0.005 (omicron)-0.009 m.
EToLX.(square)0.016 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 44-46, no. 33, with photograph. See also P.Roussel, BCH 58, 1934, p. 91,
note 1.
init.saec.III a.
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The lettering of this text, well characteristicof its period, is of a tidy and regular appearance with thin strokes;
but, while not positively of the "carelessstyle", it is inaccurate in detail, with overlappingor "disjointing"of elements
of letters. Many letters are inconsistently written, kappa and omega being notable among them; the oval of phi is
pointed at its ends; the shapes of upsilon and chi are especially distinctive. There is some emphasis on the "freeends"
of strokes.
Line 1. As commonly with decrees of phylai, demes, etc., the decree is introduced only by the name of the
proposer, without other preamble. Line 2. IIetpovoC. Clear on the stone, this is apparently a proper name (patronymic after [- - - -]ou

?), unique in Attic prosopography. Roussel hesitated over it ("le nom propre ... me parait

Meritt's commentary envisaged that both names were preceded by the definite article
suspect"). oiu A[-----].
and compared the preambles of early-3rd-centurydecrees during the second period of the anagrapheis,
in which the
is so qualified. These instances are very much suigencris,but a problem does arise when
patronymicof the anagrapheus
both name and patronymicare in the genitive case, and it is possible that A- - - - is here a papponymic, differentiated
from the patronymicpreceding it by the article in order to avoid three immediately succeeding personal names in the
genitive. Cf. the article used before the siglum for the patronymic, as in IGII2, 4513, line 4. Alternatively,ToO
A[- - -] may begin a phrase of a differentcharacter,on some such lines as nxt- - --]ou IIlpovo ToiU'A[axXrpLcou
tlrpO<or ToU 'A[axX)nttelou 7tlFnleXoli.vou.Forthe Asklepieionin Peiraieussee Schol. Aristophanes,Plutus,line 621.
Line 3. Cf. IG II2, 1215, line 18. Line 5. A. M. Woodward (per ep.) suggested 0[e][Lt, and this may well be
correct. On the other hand, examination of the stone suggests that the penultimate surviving letter might be nu,
eta, or even rho, with epsilon a less likely candidate: thus X&t8.pI[L --] might be possible. The issue remains open.
Line 6. 6]aov G. A. Stamires, in a personal note. Line 9. xoLv[ft Stamires. Line 11. LapisATrf1N. Line 12. LaLine 14. [&]xicapXv
Roussel. Cf. lines 19-21 and 25 and IG II2, 1215, lines 12-19.
Meritt; [i]xcapX^v
rE.
pis
The decree appears to be concerned with contributionsby the members of the deme to some public construction
or works of importance to the community as a whole, whether religious (e.g., the Asklepieion, on which cf. line 2) or
secular (as, for instance, the theater, on which see 93). For another decree of the demesmen of Peiraieus, of this
period, see IG II2, 1214.
This text is no. 88 among the deme decrees of Peiraieus(nos. 83-90) listed by D. Whitehead (TheDemesofAthens,
508/7-ca. 250 B.C., 1986, pp. 385-386), who regardsdemes which we know to have put up public inscriptionsin the
3rd century as always, for one reason or another, special cases, and Peiraieusas always an anomaly. Among details of
this inscription, he treatslines 11 (pp. 79-80, note 54) and 12 (pp. 244-245): for the proposer see p. 445, no. 307. See
also R. Garland, ThePiraeus
B.C., 1987, p. 227, no. 5.
fiom theFifthto theFirstCentury

A DECREE OF THE COMBINED ORGEONES OF THE HERO ECHELOS AND OF THE HEROINES
161. The damaged upper section of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 1906); both sides, the original back, and the
projection of the crowning molding are preserved, but the stele is broken below and at both upper corners. It was
discovered on April 28, 1934, in a Byzantine pithos on the North Slope of the Areopagos (I 19).
H. 0.293 m.; W. 0.315 m.; Th. 0.082 m.
LH. 0.008 m. (omicron 0.006 m., omega 0.005 m.). Ten lines occupy 0.10 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia11, 1942, pp. 282-287, no. 55, with photograph. Further discussion: J. and
L. Robert, REG 57, 1944, pp. 197-198, no. 67; W. S. Ferguson, HarvThRev37, 1944, pp. 73-79 and 94-95;
S. Dow, HarvThRev37, 1944, pp. 135-136 (on the spacing of the letters);Ferguson,Hesperia,Supplement VIII, 1949,
pp. 130-131 (on lines 16-23, with revised text by Meritt);E Sokolowski,Loissacries,Supplment,pp. 54-56, no. 20 (text
with some revised restorations and a brief commentary on details). See also SEG XXI, 530. Since the original
edition, a small chip of the stone has been lost at the beginnings of lines 5 and 6.
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The lettering is plain, rather crowded, and generally inelegant, with each letter stroke the evident product
of repeated action with the chisel. The forms of the letters are not inaccurate, but there is considerable variety
among the different instances of the same letter, most particularlyin sigma and omega. Mu is exceptionally wide,
but conversely iota is crowded in. This makes it the more difficultto assess space availablein lacunae; see Dow, oc.cit.
The inscribed surface is covered with short horizontal striationsmade by a toothed chisel.
Line 1. The proposer is restored, conformablywith the available space, as Lysias, son of Periandros,of Plotheia
and was identified by Meritt with the fatherofthe prytanisPeriandros,son of Lysias,who served on the boule perhaps
in the 250's (PA9380 and 11799). If this is correct, it reinforces the indications of the style of the lettering that the
inscription is to be dated in the early part of the 3rd century,a generation before 256/5.
Lines 3-5. There were two organizations(xolvd) of orgeones, acting in concert (xoltvvlac)and forming a united
institution (xomv6v).See Meritt, op.cit., p. 283, with bibliography,Ferguson,HarvThRev,vl. ci., p. 76. One xowv6vis
identified by the site of its meeting place (near the property of Kalliphanes) and the other by the hero whose cult
it fostered. In the first of the pXatlaa l)par a this hero is referred to as "the hero" and no more; in lines 4-5
he is identified as Echelos, eponymous of the district Echelidai near Neon Phaleron. See IG II2, 4546 (SEG XII,
163, XXXVI, 268) and A. Milchhtfer, RE V, ii, s.v. Echelidai. The headquarters of his xowv6vwas probably in
the same district. Thus, since the present text was found in the area of the agora in the city, it more likely emanated
from the precinct "of the heroines" belonging to the other xoWv6v,near Kalliphanes' property. See Meritt, op.cit.,
pp. 284-286.
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Lines 8-9. Of the "old decrees", the first, preserved almost entire, runs from line 12 through line 23. Of a
second, only a fragment of the firstline survivesin line 24. In both, the fact of the decision is alone recorded, and the
names of the proposers have not been transmitted.
Lines 9-10. 8[t Tbv pvSto]||va Sokolowski, who adds further bibliography on the title. Cf. IG II2, 1247,
lines 19-20; Aristotle, Politcs 1321b39; R. Martin, BCH 64/65, 1940/1941, p. 188. Line 12. On the atrcidxp
see L. Robert, RevPhil,3rd ser. 13, 1939, p. 124 and note 2; Sokolowski,loc.cit. The office of "host"was apparentlya
liturgyamong the orgeones, which was filled by rotation. See Ferguson,HarvTRev, vol.cit., pp. 94-95.
Lines 17-18. [vl|stev] Sokolowski, following Meritt's first text and the suggestion ofJ. Bousquet; [vlEpt&to]
Meritt, in revision. See on line 20 below. Lines 18-19. T[ot[[I 6o0'riv] Meritt;toit[ | tLcatol-xv] Sokolowski,but this
is less likely for reasons of space unless pi be removed to the end of line 18, where there may be room in the lacuna
for it. Line 20. [ovciet'ao6']ogq Meritt, in the editioprinceps,[cov,&v *t ]93]qFerguson, HarvThRev,loc.cit. Both
suggestionswere abandoned in favorof the text shown by Meritt and Ferguson,Hesperia,Supplement VIII, loc.cit. [ov
ix yiv]9Uq Sokolowski, tentatively,but although this would come within the limits of space set by Dow, loc.cit., it is
probably too long for the space available. AtBo& in line 20 requiresver.to and probably napatl8i6'o in lines 17-18
and 22, but a constructio
ad sensumretaining the infinitives with the nominative participle would not be impossible;
cf. Meisterhans-Schwyzer3,p. 204, no. 4. Taits Xeu90patq. "The grown women, both wives and non-wives, as
distinguished from minors and servants"(Meritt). Cf. Ferguson,Hesperia,Supplement VIII, p. 131 and note 2.
Line 22. 7apat86t(x Meritt, in revision; tcapo08o0vaX
Sokolowski,following the editioprinceps.
For other decrees of orgeones, found both in the Agora excavations and elsewhere, see 130.

CITIZENSHIP BESTOWED UPON ARISTOLAS AND SOSTRATOS

162 (PI. 16). A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 4812), broken on all sides, discoveredon May 6, 1937, near
the surface under what was formerlyAkropolisStreet, east of the Post-HerulianWall (T 24-25). E. Schweigert noted
that it formed the upper section (fragment a) of the stele IG II2, 643 (thenceforwardfragment b), there being no
join between the stones. The inscribed surface of both pieces is markedby the striationsof a toothed chisel, mostly in
a diagonal direction from upper left to lower right.
a: H. 0.095 m.; W. 0.15 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
b: H. 0.53 m.; W. 0.48 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.004-0.005 m.).
(square,with slight irregularities)ca. 0.013 m.
ETOLX.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 80-83, no. 13, with photographs of both fragments. The decree was there
assigned to the year 298/7; for subsequentdiscussionas to the date and restorationof fragment a see the commentary
below. An amended text of lines 4-6 by Meritt was offered in Hesperia38, 1969, p. 108; see also SEG XXV, 85,
with references to the discussion of the calendric date up to 1971.
inttrannos300/299 et 295/4 a.
(a)
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a T6v [xa]t-&TcpuraveXVtv [[rXCe XLO]
[l]vELxal atr)aaat rtv atryXvnv[tv &xponi]
[6]Xe[L]Ictap&TV T-paxv aTr Xr)[vtv 1hLol]

20

T-V nOXIretavXa[pP6vTe. ]
[nip]6T[E]pov
.]l(v
[.5..[
.vayeypa,I,ujvoL
[etlolv. t]
[ 8]Itr[I]v tivaypacphvt7oYraX7)<r
8[ouvaL-r]
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[6v a]e,[T]aotv xatl ToCS -ptLT[uAPXXou]
V
[; AA]A VBpaX,;.

25

(in corona)

(in corona)

'ApLat6Xav

Ecarpacrov

The writing is "standard"for the period, tidily done but with inconsistencies and slight inaccuracies in the
composition of the letters, especially of nu. There is also, for example, considerable variation in the size of omicron
and in the appearance of omega. Sigma appearslarge and clumsy: the narrow"oval"of phi is particularlynoteworthy.
In line 21 the letters A4PHare inscribed in the space of two letters, after some recutting by the stonemason. There is
an uninscribed space of one line between line 23 and the top of the corona.
That the two fragmentshere associatedbelong to the same stele was urged by Schweigertsoon after the discovery
of the Agora fragment, and the editioprincepsprovided a text of both. The identity of the stoichedon order and the
characterof the lettering (by the same hand as 163 but perhaps more preciselyexecuted)prompted the association. It
is additionally confirmed by the surfacetreatmentof the now brokenmonument, again not, as it appears, comparably
reproduced on 163. The association is therefore maintained here, to the exclusion of 163, despite the remark of
M. B. Walbank (ZPE 69, 1987, p. 265) that "S.E.G.,XXV, 85a could just as well be linked with S.E.G., XXI, 362
as with S.E.G.,XXV, 85b," and even though the similaritiesbetween all these fragments,to which he drawsattention,
are undoubted.
The general dating for the text is prescribedby the appearance in lines 20-24 of the exetastes and trittyarchsas
responsiblefor defrayingthe cost of the stele. These officials,and the span of years within which they are seen to have
operated, are discussed under 129 (pp. 202-203). Efforts to achieve a more precise dating have, on examination,
failed to carry conviction but require statement in this context.
Meritt's edition of 1940 presented fragment a, lines 1-8, in the following form:
a. 298/7 a.

ETOIX. 29
int
? ..]
['Exi Mvry)oatijou &pXOVTro;
[. VTrlo; iv&roC] nip[UTvetioao tL....
[uX&atoS ypa]
[....12
.]youS

5

[(iAeugev- 'EXayr]poXL)v[o]q &vi[TretATr']
xal etxoaTe[t trf|; tp]
[exEZ8ao,xp&reL]
[u-Tave(a{g
&xxX7]a(axupla( T-([v npoAB]

[pov
~C eyPlCev 'A]vTlt1axog
'A[..6...]
[....8....

xat oaujtp]6bpovi xXX.

Closer examination of the Metonic cycle, however,caused Meritt to allow, in his 1969 revision of the calendric
equation, that the year 298/7 should have been intercalaryratherthan ordinaryand that the restorationof lines 4-5 as
for an ordinaryyear could not stand. More than that, the unavoidablerestorationof the demotic of the ypapa-Ore6q,
required in order to conform to the secretary cycle, involved the supposition that the deme Phyle, hitherto held to
have been transferredin 307/6 to the new phyle Demetrias, had been in fact divided between that phyle and its
original phyle Oineis. J. S. Traill, who drew attention to this latter point, incorporated Meritt'srevision in presenting
a fresh version of both fragments in PoliticalOrganization,
pp. 129-131, while moving the date to the next intercalary
of
the
His
text
of
295/4.
the
same
lines
ran
1-8
as follows:
year
cycle,
a. 295/4 a.

ETOIX. 29
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([aoX-peu; &y]
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[pa.ti&Tcuev 'EXa ry]poXUiv[o]&4v*[rTc]
5

[tcrarc vou, 7nATCTeL]xal clxoaCe[

T')]

[k cpuxavelaqcixxXrJaoa xupEaxT&[vip]
'A]v 41axo; 'A[vTl]
xatl
[vov 'AxavapveC autAp]6e8pov xrX.
[oM8p<cv&7Ce
v`lAV
pid
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The decree will thus have been passed on the same day as IG II2, 646 (SEG XXV, 86; M. J. Osborne,
NaturalizationI, pp. 145-148, D 68, Naturalization
II, pp. 144-153) and 647. These conclusions were accepted
by C. Habicht, Untrsuchungen,
pp. 1-2 and 4, with note 18.
There can be no doubt that if, without supposingany variation of the stoichedon order,eight letters precisely are
availablefor the demotic in line 3, 4i[akXqpeqis the only possibility,with 295/4 the only availableyear if the secretary
cycle is to be accommodated. In that case, the alarming discrepancy between the festival and prytany calendars
is already and exactly evidenced in IG II2, 646 and 647 (see Meritt, Hesperia38, 1969, p. 108) and does not have
to be postulated for another neighboring year as Meritt had earlier thought necessary.
Attractive as Traill's proposition was, objections to it were raised by Osborne and A. S. Henry, principally on
the grounds that it had repercussionswhich affected the lower part of the text. Osborne indeed preferred a more
conservative version of the decree (JaturaliationI, pp. 144-145, D 67, Naturalization
II, pp. 138-144), objecting to
Traill'sproposal chiefly on the grounds that the two citizenship decrees (this decree and IG II2, 646), allegedly passed
at the same meeting of the assembly, are remarkablydifferent in their formulation and that in the latter it is the
Single Officer of Administration, 6 in1T. btOLXwacL,who is responsible for payment. In these objections he was
supported by Henry (Honours,p. 100, note 96 and Chiron14, 1984, pp. 65-67; cf. SEG XXXIII, 105, XXXIV, 79).
Osborne printed a "minimalist"text of fragment a, avoiding restorations, and his example has been followed in
the version printed above; but he also ventured a possible attribution to the year 300/299, on which see further
below. This was a year ordinary in the festival calendar and thus allowed Meritt's original calendric equation to
be retained. The proposal required that the fragmentbe located a little furtherto the left on the stele than is shown in
the text above and presented the following version (Naturalization
II, p. 142):
a. 300/299 a.

ETOIX. 29

5

['Ent 'HyTCI&XOu
&PXOVOi1t tr ; ... v]
[TroqSIvyry;] itpu[ravetaq t*.. ...]
[. .....10..
]vou. [p.ppL0o; ypa4tP]
tVk[TEcL
p'dCl]
[&6tue 'EXa?T]iPoXZivt[oJ]
xal etxoore[ittrf Tpux]
[xb8xa, cxpretL]
[avearS fxxXiry)]vaxuptar Tw[vxpo8pcw]
[v tde Ti<pitev'A]vTltaxo; 'A[... ....]
[.. 6... xal auxp]6e8poL xtX.

Phrearrhioibelonged to the phyle Leontis and thus fulfillsthe requirement of the secretary cycle for this year.
Walbank, ZPE 69, 1987, pp. 261-265, attempted a text which incorporated 163 between fragments a and b
of the present document, but after discussion his verdict was a nonlquet. His composite draft followed Osborne's
proposals for fragment a but included Traill's suggestion for the name of the chairman of the proedroi in lines 7-8,
which was relevant only to the context in which Traill had set it. See SEGXXXVII, 90, SEGXXXIX, 112, XL, 86.
The conclusion must be that, in the present state of knowledge, no date can prudently be assigned to this
decree, as it stands, more exact than that provided in general terms by the exetastes and trittyarchs,a view to which
Osborne, Henry, and Walbankhave all, in the end, subscribed. But a little more may yet usefullybe said: (1) Despite
the objections raised against his overall text, Traill's solution for lines 1-5 remains undeniably attractive. The
coincidences between this prescript and that of IG II2, 646 may be judged too remarkableto be discarded. (2) That
being so, there may be good grounds for obviating the objections (which all involve fragment b) by dissociation of
the two fragments. Yet the physical similaritiesand Schweigert'sfirmjudgment about them as soon as fragmenta was
discoveredcannot be denied, and no observerhas yet refuted them. One mayjustly hesitate over so radical a solution
to the problem; Osborne described it as "farfrom easy to accept". But it may be the right one. (3) Meritt's original
restoration of the calendric equation accounts for all the data on the basis of an ordinary and regular festival year,
with the prytany and festival dates running in close accord. Elaphebolion was to be a full month, and there may have
been two full months in succession earlier in the year. Calendric regularity should ordinarily be assumed unless
the contrary is clearly demonstrable,and the year of this decree ought primafacie,on these grounds, to be regardedas
ordinary. (4) Of the four ordinaryyears available,however,299/8 and 296/5 may be eliminated, the former because
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its ypaqtiaTek6was clearly not the person appearing in lines 2-3, and the latter because, by the time of Elaphebolion,
a set of truncated prytanies was in process of being instituted (see p. 237 below) with which the indications of the
text cannot agree. 300/299 and 297/6 alone remain, as Osborne, in the course of a thorough analysis of the situation
II, pp. 141-143), correctly saw. The formula of line 14 (see below) might suggest the later date, but
(Naturalization
the necessary restoration of tIXue6c as the only available demotic for the ypaVcare6g, leaving two letter spaces
unaccounted for, militates against it. 300/299 is thus left for consideration, and Osborne constructed for it the
text shown above. But this solution too is not without its difficulty,for here it proves necessary, in line 3, to omit
the ephelkystic nu of the expected kypaq&rtwdev.No example of this omission before a following vowel is attested in
the period between 323 and 175 B.C., and its omission before a vowel even in the case of other verbs is a rarity.
It should not perhaps be postulated in this context. Cf. Henry, CQ0n.s.17, 1967, pp. 277-282.
That Elaphebolion 22 was a day on which meetings of the assembly were evidently held is confirmed byJ. D.
Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendars,
pp. 133-134.
Line 6. ExxXrat xupta. See 101, commentary on lines 7-8. Lines 8-9. The decree was presumably nonprobouleumatic but was not listed by P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouk,p. 264.
Lines 11-14. The citizenship formula stands by itself, as regards procedure, as category IX in Osborne's
"FormulationA" (Naturalization
I, p. 20). It omits the "scrutinyclause". Line 12. xr[b?CAyVr)ptqi8ocTraill, and
indeed the battered edge of the fragment suggests an omicron on the squeeze; but doubt remains, the more so since
tx; is surely to be expected. Cf. Osborne, Naturalization
II, p. 140; Henry, Chiron14, 1984, p. 66; Walbank, ZPE 69,
1987, pp. 261-265. The version shown in the text at the outset is what is to be expected, and if that is so, the phyle to
be restored (here and in lines 1-2) must be Leontis or Aiantis.
Line 14. IG II2, 646 retains npT`T)v in this formula. This is the first clearly attested instance of the replacement
of Tp6dT)vby tnto-aav, a usage later regular but not again met with until 283/2 (IG II2, 659). Cf. Henry in "Owlsto
Athens":Essayson ClassicalSubectsPresented
to Sir Kenneth
Dover,E. M. Craik, ed., 1990, pp. 183-184 and 187. But it
occurs in IGII2, 806, a document which has been attributed to 303/2 by Osborne (Naturalization
I, pp. 119-121,
D 48) and Henry (ZPE 78, 1989, p. 268, following Chiron14, 1984, pp. 53-54). Its presence there may however
be an argument against that exact dating, which was originally proposed by Schweigert (Hesperia9, 1940, p. 351)
because of an alleged association with IG II2, 809, 122 and 128 (see 128, commentary on line 4). The lettering
may suggest an early-3rd-centurydate, in any period in which the Military Treasurer defrayed the cost of stelai
(cf. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, p. 71).
Line 20. Schweigert suggested [&v] Mr.kCov,but the traces on the stone do not confirm it. The same must
be said of other proposalsenvisagingRhodians (forwhom see Habicht, Untersuchungen,
pp. 4-8), Tenians, Tyrians,and
Samians (these last favored by Osborne, Naturalization
II, p. 143).

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

163. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 6844), with part of the left side (below the inscribed surface)
and the original rough-pickedback preserved,discoveredon April 7, 1959, east of the Eleusinion (U 19). The stone is
much more bulky than reference solely to the remains of the inscriptionwould indicate and is patchily discolored.
H. 0.30 m.; W. 0.27 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.0045 (omicron, omega)-0.007 m.
ETotX.Hor. 0.0135 m.; Vert. 0.012 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, p. 5, no. 5, with photograph pl. 1. See also SEG XXI, 362. Further
discussion by M. B. Walbank,ZPE 69, 1987, pp. 261-265; see also SEG XXXVII, 90.
interannos300/299 et 295/4 a.(?)
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The lettering is thinly cut, precise, and of good quality, with some clumsiness only in sigma. The narrow
with
phi,
pointed ends to the "oval", and the small omega, with long horizontal strokes meeting in the middle, are
especially distinctive. There is, in some places, a slight emphasis on the "free ends" of strokes. The hand is so
close to that of 162 that the same craftsman must be considered responsible for both texts. Despite this identity,
and despite the identical stoichedon pattern of 29 letters, it remains debatable whether this fragment is in fact part of
that stele: but see further below.
The text is that of Meritt, with the addition of the traces of a letter (iota or tau) in a new line 1. The award of
a stephanos xar& tr6vv6.tov (lines 9-1 1) requiresthat 302 B.C.be regarded as the terminus
postquemof the enactment:
see 112, commentary on lines 5-7, and cf. 141. In any case the date must be comparable with that of 162.
Line 8. Kolvet xatl Ila. Cf. 49, line 5. tp6[q &tavTxotxotq(?) Meritt, Walbank.
Walbank, loc. cit., attempted a reconciliation of this fragment with 162, supposing a brief lacuna between
fragment a of that text and the beginning of the text under present discussion and producing a connected text for this
fragment and 162, fragment b. This read as follows (lines 4-18 of Walbank'srestoration):
[. . ...
5

.].vv

elt [Tbv8i*.ov be6)X]

[9aOix b]TL ]OC 7aV LV[aaL

v 'Apron6]

a[roiu E6sopaOo]
[Xavx]a.l Tv &ibeXp6v

[XOUaLxa]l xoLvel nip6[<&savTrctro.s]
[.... ....] x tal tLoa [etC;Tv bf%jtov,
x]
10
[at o=rpeavCl)a]txpua[Gi Tor=&ey( aS x&]
acrotv xa]Td&
[reCpov
T6[v v6tiov &ivbpaya]
[09ta(?) Evexa Txr;E]t T[b6v
BfLov t6v 'A0)i]
[vaClv etvaL ' 'AOq]v[alouqa6rokC xal]
[ixy6vouq axrwiv,xatl yp&4aOatt cpuXf)]
15
c &vpo6Xco]
x85ou xal yparptaCq
[I xatl
T6v
v64ovxacl
xacri
[vtai
8bovair tob]
T t]
[7ipUTE]vetL T4[S... vrtaoc nepL f-j
4#
LT&
w[v
OXLTelta<
acorrav
i]
bgi.t
+pov
xcX.
But this text presents difficultiesof formulation, especially in lines 4-5 and 10-12, as well as in the fragmentary
lines that precede the restorations. In the end they persuaded Walbank that what are involved here are, in all
probability, "at least two inscriptions of approximately the same date, engraved by the same mason, and with the
same line length" (loc.cit., p. 264). It may be additionally noted that 164 also has a line length of 29 letters and
that this pattern may, at the time, not have been uncommon.

MIKALION OF ALEXANDRIA HONORED
164. A fragment from the lower left section of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5772), broken above, below (after
the completion of the inscribed text), and to the right, but with the left side and original back preserved,discoveredon
April 5, 1939, in a late accumulation below the Akropolis cliffs, east of Klepsydra (U 26). Much of the left edge
of the inscribed surface is broken away towards the top of the fragment.
H. 0.372 m.; W. 0.275 m.; Th. ca. 0.085 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
ECotX.(square)0.01 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 242-243, no. 7, with photograph. See also SEG XXIV, 119, with
reference to further discussion byJ. Pecirka(Formula,
pp. 132-133), who reproduces Meritt's text. On the date and
context see also SEG XXIX, 93.
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i MuxaXotva
QW,Xcvo?
'AXek[avbv8pa
x]
a
[a]l vrepoCur tbv
XpurVtEOL[aeq4&v]
[o]L xar& rbv v6Aov &pctfr; 6ve4[xa xal e]
[(]volax -T-q np6 Tr6v
bvjLov r[6v 'AOTVa]

10

[q]ioveltvacL MxucacXvaxal [roCb rxy]
[6]vou5 artoo tpoF,vouc xal [eOepytT]
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[t] otxiam EVXTpLV elvat a4[To-L xar]
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15
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tv
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A
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ivwv
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vacat
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The small size of the lettering is achieved at the cost of accuracy in detail, but although the style is careless,

theoverallappearance
is tidy.Thelettersareplain,beingtoosmallforconvenient
andarein general
elaboration,
in
IG
standard
fortheperiod.Merittjustly
of
of
the
the
close
4th
II2,
557,
compared particular
century.Xi lacksthe

upright stroke;phi is in that cruciform shape indicative of the period, for which see 102 and 151.
The date of the decree may be derived from the referenceto the exetastes and trittyarchoias the officialscharged

withdefraying
the costof the stele(lines20-24). It maybe confirmed,
thoughwithlessprecision,by the terms
of theawardof thestephanos
see
163
and
in line 19of the
(post-302;
commentary
there)andbytheappearance
see
on
line
bTilLou
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ypalAlamert
(post-307/6; 120,commentary
8).
Thetextis thatof Meritt,whoin additionrestored
lines2-4 asfollows:
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tauv[6v

xatl&el p60u]
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itap,tXet

-oOtIvUEai bS]

[6]vatlStou&vxrX.
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contextbe morelikelythanrp690uiov,
andin line3 ItCaL
wouldin normalusagebe balancedby a corresponding
xovrt: henceit maybe betterto supplyix t-$v lbkovin placeofxaowvItat. Cf.IGII2,479 (SEGXXXIII,93),

line 2, 480, line 18, 505 (SEGXIX, 61, XXIV, 113, XXXIII, 97, XXXIV, 259, XXXVII, 87), lines 38-39, and

649(SEGXXXIII,107,XXXV,85),line14,allof comparable
date.
Lines4-5. Thiswasa nonprobouleumatic
decree:cf.P.J.Rhodes,Athenian
is not
Bouk,p. 264. Line6. Mikalion
otherwise
known.Cf.H. Pope,Foreignrs
inAtticInscriptions,
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Meritt
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which
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freefromsucherrors,andit is preferable
to assumetheintrusion
of iota,as commonly
in thisperiodin
however,
wordsendingin-e6;,e.g.,'AXoapvLta,
Fortheseandotherinstances
seeL.Threatte,Grammar,
a0XT)plxa.
(e.g.,v6Log)

pp. 147-153 (esp. p. 152) and 66, commentary on line 14. See also the tombstone IG II2, 8008, of"s. I a./Ip.", line 3
('AXetavSptUIq).Line 8. Kar& rcbvv6tov. See above, on the dating of the text.
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See Pecirka, ec.cit. and 131. Line 14. "OxCau&v. For the "hortatory

intention"see 86, commentaryon lines21-24.
Lines 21-22. The exetastes and the trittyarchs,in their function as responsible for defraying the cost of the
stele, are briefly discussed under 129. Line 23. For the elision of the final alpha in ^rypEaiara see 138, line 7.

fund"see 120, commentaryon lines 11-13, and for its more sporadicappearancein the
Forthe "analiskomena
3rdcenturyandlatercf. A. S. Henry,Chiron
14, 1984,p. 63, withnote 64.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF NIKIAS, 296/5 B.C.
Nikias is epigraphically attested as archon in 165 and in IG II2, 644 (SEGXXXV, 84, XXXVI, 167) and
and a similar phrase is supplied in line 1
645. In the two last named he is described as &pXwovrateQpo;,
of 165. This is to be explained with reference to the restoration of democratic government in Athens
after the fall of Lachares, the dating of which was established on a new footing with collation of the literary

and epigraphical data by W S. Ferguson in CP 24, 1929, pp. 1-20. His interpretation was followed by
W. B. Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAthns, pp. 389-390 and 510, and is here adopted.
But it was not uncontested at the time and was more recently challenged by C. Habicht, Untersuchungen,
1-21
pp.
(esp. pp. 2-13), who regarded the change of designation of the archon, by the addition of a'repog
to his name, and the fresh start given to the "conciliar" or prytany year, as indicative not of the restoration of
democracy after Lachares' fall but of the tyrant's accession to power. Habicht's contentions were, however,
sufficiently answered by M.J. Osborne, NaturalizationII, pp. 144-153, esp. pp. 147-152 (cf. A. S. Henry,
Chiron14, 1984, p. 68, with note 94), and the essentials of the argument were presented afresh by Osborne

in ZPE 58, 1985, pp. 275-282 (cf. SEGXXXV, 84).

On the course of Lachares' tyranny see H. Berve, Die Tyrannisbei den Griechen,1967, pp. 387-389,
and cf. 129. Earlier dispute concerning the connection between the epigraphical description of Nikias and
the development of events with regard to Lachares produced also the suggestion that Nikias was the second

archon in a year in which there were two eponymoi. It is however now generally agreed that, whatever
the interpretation of the circumstances of change of regime responsible for his designation, Nikias held
office without interruption for the entire year (cf. IG II2, 644, comm.). That Nikias 6orepo? was not the

Nikias of 296/5 but his homonym of 282/1 was proposed by P. Gauthier, REG 92, 1979, pp. 381-399

(SEGXXIX, 101). This argument also was controvertedby Osborne, locc.citt.
It is uncertain what "constitutional" arrangements had been operative under the rule of Lachares

or how his "council" (if any) was subdivided. It was presumably replaced at his departure, as were
other officials (Plutarch, Demetrios34; cf. Ferguson, op. cit., pp. 9-10).

The democracy was reestablished

immediately after the Dionysiac festival, and to mark the new departure what remained of the year was

divided between twelve prytanies, so that each held office for eight or nine days. The first day of prytany I
fell on, or very nearly on, Elaphebolion 14 (cf. Dinsmoor, loc. cit. and B. D. Meritt, Athenianrear, p. 179).

Aigeis apparently held office as prytany II during part of Elaphebolion (165), and Akamantis served as
prytany IV during part of Mounichion (IG II2, 644 and 645). No other phyle in prytany is attested for
this year.
That the year was ordinary in the Athenian calendar has not been in doubt (see Dinsmoor, op. cit.,
pp. 30 and 390; W. K. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,p. xvi; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,

p. 80; Meritt, Athenian ear, p. 232). This was the fourth year of the eighth Metonic cycle and as such
was determined as ordinary in character (Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236).
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
165 (PI. 16). A smal fragment of the upper left corner of a stele of Pentelic marble ( 5886), with the left side
preserved and the spring of a molding at the top but otherwise broken all around and much battered at the edges,
discovered on October 17, 1939, on the North Slope of the Akropolis,in a modern wall just below AkropolisStreet.
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.10 m.; Th. 0.13 m.
LH. 0.01 m.
(square)ca. 0.02 m.
ETotLX.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
11, 1942,p. 281, no. 54, withphotograph.This texthasbeenregularlycitedwhenthe
chronologyandeventsof itsyearhavebeendiscussed;forthesereferencessee thegeneralintroduction(p. 237 above)
on the yearof Nikias'archonship.See also SEGXXIX, 101.
ETOIX. 33

restoration"
a. 296/5 a.,pryt.II ofthe"democratic
vacat
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'EntlN[ixlou&PXovto?;
To06rpou 6xi
rfn ]
L
Atye[iboc euTripaO
TCpuTavelaOC
'AvrLx]
Kpartvou .... MrCiypacxL.iE&rev]
p&rT)[c
'EXapt[rpooXivo;...7...
tiet'elxiba-' &jv]

5

7poi8[pWvs+itCcplev....5.......
os [.] A[...........
..........9]

]

?

[

]

The letteringis clear,unadorned,well spaced,and wide in proportionto its height. The center strokeof
epsilonappearsas very shortin relationto the width of the letter. IGII2, 649 (SEGXXXIII, 107, XXXV, 85),
650 (SEGXXVIII, 55, XXIX, 98), and 651 (SEGXXIV, 122)showcomparablecharacteristics.Forgenerosityof
I, pp. 163-167, D 76),of 285/4.
spacingbetweenlettersat thisperiodcf. IGII2,654 (M.J.Osborne,Naturalization
6o rFpou,withoutthe definitearticle.
Line 1. In IG II2, 644 and 645 the phraseis itl Noxlou&pXovXO
Cf. C. Habicht, Unteksuchungen,
p. 2, note 9. The addition of rou may therefore be an unwelcome hypothesis;but it
may fairly be said that these were astonishing and unparalleled circumstances for which no formulaic "standard"
may have achieved one; and this, on
may necessarilybe supposed. By the fourth prytany,Antikrates,as ypaVVa-reGq,

balance,remainsthe preferableproposition.
However, if the intrusive Toiuseems nevertheless unpalatable, there is another possibility.J. S. Traill, who with
S. V Tracy reexamined the stone, has suggested(perep.)the assumptionof a stoichedon line of 31 letters in place of 33

and hasproposedforlines 1-4

v
'Etl N[xClou
oXv?ovro OT7rpou FntT'rC]

1t 'Avrux]
rtpuracveCa(
Atyc['oc xpdcrt)q
P'.n}[? Kparlvou ApEl8rYi:ypa1. &reue]'
'E)Xap[r3poX,voboex6&xTL tr,po'rpaL 'r&v]

5

xirX.

(Forthe restoreddemotic in line 3 see below.) For"irrationalvacant spaces"such as that proposed for line 1 cf. S. Dow,
HSCP 67, 1963, pp. 63-66; M.J. Osborne, ZPE 10, 1973, pp. 264-265; A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia58, 1989, p. 299.
The restored calendric data are acceptable: the firstprytany is likely to have run from ca. Elaphebolion 14 at least to
Elaphebolion 22 and would certainly include bcxi&tl)1poripa, the 20th of the month. The one objection, which

is considerableand possiblydecisive,concernsthe omissionof ephelkysticnu at the end of line 3, for whichsee
the commentaryon 162.

Another alternative to the assumption that Trouwas included here is to suppose that the stonemason made an
error similar perhaps to that dittographyin the word &pXovroqin line 2 of goraXV, 71. Assignment of the decree to
another year, in order to avoid the difficulty,is precluded by the requirementin line 3 of the name of the ypawatre
as well as by the fourth letter of line 1 (which might be gamma or pi). The year of Nikias Otryneus (266/5), for

was 'Iaoxp&rTq)
whom the ypaLpaxre6q
'Iaoxp&rou'AXotexfOev,cannotbe reconciledwith the spaceavailable
and seems late for the style of the text. The archonships of Gorgias (280/79), Glaukippos (273/2), and Pytharatos

(271/70) are even moreclearlyto be eliminated.
Line 2. The availablespacerequiresbeurocpa(in a 33-letterline)or 7p6rr)T(in a 31-letterline), as does the
necessityof the datewithinthe monthElaphebolion.In IG II2,644, Mounichion16 = pryt.IV,7, andso the festival
date of the present text, if seventeen letter spaces are available for it, must have fallen within the last third of the

month.Withfifteenlettersavailable,thereis no alternativeto the dateproposedby TraillandTracy,unlessa further
casualblankspacebe supposed.Line 3. The patronymicof Antikratesis suppliedby IG II2, 644. That his deme
was Azenia, fitting the apparent requirementsof the stone and of the secretarycycle, was suggestedby W. S. Ferguson

Secretaries,
(Athenian
p. 50); see PA 1078. However,a revisionof that text by Osborne(ZPE58, 1985,pp. 281-282;
cf. SEGXXXV 84 and 240)produceda new readingforthe demoticin question,[.... ]Et)<,forwhichhe suggested

Kpca)E8T;or Eup3plby,and this has been introduced into the present restoration. But the suggested demotics would
involve a reassessment of Ferguson'sproposed secretarycycle as applicable to this year. Traill, noting that Osborne
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had also proposed the demotic 'IovlEb7)(although he had found it less acceptable), suggested Apl7br) (Demosand
andTopographical
Studiesin theOrganization
ofAttica,1986, pp. 16-17, note 9; cf. SEGXXXVI, 167), a
Trittys:Epigraphical
deme belonging to the same phyle (Hippothontis) as Azenia. This restoration in the 33-letter line avoids calling
the secretary cycle into question but necessitates one blank space in line 3 of the text, perhaps a single uninscribed
space at the end of the line of the same "casual"character already discussed.
Line 6. or ['P]q[pvo6aoto xal ouu7ip6tcpot ...7 ...] Meritt. Of the fourth letter only an upper angle appears
to survive and that very doubtfully: preceding it, enough of the surface of the stone remains to make restored rho
(as well as a number of other possibilities)unlikely. []a.[Xir)pe( may be more appropriate to the conditions, unless
indeed the thirdletter space was in fact uninscribed, a suggestionendorsed by Tracy and Traill in their reexamination
(see above), who were prepared to see in it another casual blank space supporting their contention concerning line 1.
A FOREIGNER HONORED FOR SERVICES TO THE ARTISTIC LIFE OF ATHENS

166. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (16987), with the left side and original rough-pickedback preserved,
discoveredin August 1964 in a disturbedarea below the Church of St. Dionysios the Areopagite (N 23). Very litte of
the inscribed surface remains, the stone being worn away above and to the right. What remains is corroded and
discolored.
H. 0.23 m.; W. 0.175 m.; Th. 0.08 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
EtrotX.(square)0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, pp. 268-269, no. 4, with photograph pl. 77. See also SEG XXV, 84.
a. 295/4 a. velpauUo
post

ETOIX. 22

[
[.

]
.....c....crcav&]

aai x[lTTro artcpTvor(LetVaL]

5

[8]i a6[T,iLxalt xy6voiL y? 1]
vxtr)[a]L[vxcalolxtaC otxouia]
[[ 'A]e[tivav' &avayp6a, a&r6]
[CpLtirar6v ypa.ra-r]
xal CTro]
a &voarT[X)t X9VT)Lvy
8e 6Tb

oai 6v &[xpo6X6ct'Et 8f T3v]
10

&vaypa[cphv Tar)oTrXr)8bouvait]
'bvirx [Tl &tOLXxa4eL.vvvm]

vacat

The lettering is slightly "disjointed",with the junctions of two meeting strokesinaccurately made, but it is not
markedlycareless. There is some enlargement of "freeends" of strokesand some variation in the formation of sigma.
Line 2. Meritt observed, with IG II2, 347 (SEGXIV, 55; C.J. Schwenk,Athensin the
Age ofAlexander,
pp. 192-195,
no. 38) and 551 (SEGXXIV, 109) as parallels,that ivy crownswere honors particularlyassociated with participantsin
or benefactors of dramaticperformances. See furtherA. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 40-41 and (on this text) 60, note 127.
Lines 2-5. The restorationsare those of Meritt'sedition. It was claimed byJ. Pecirka(Formula,
pp. 139-140) that
the limiting formula otxoCat 'A05vrawtv
occurs only in the highly exceptional cases (IG II2, 237 and possibly 545)
of foreign exiles accorded temporaryrefuge in Athens. Meritt while acknowledgingthis (op.cit.,p. 269, note 16)urged
that the restorationis made necessary here by the certain theta in line 5. It may however be noted that this letter falls
in an area where the surface of the stone is badly pitted, and the supposed dot of the theta could be a fortuitous
indentation of this kind. If that is so, Pecirka'sobjections can be met and the customary (though not obligatory)
formula of accordance with the statute may be included by supposing more than one honorand and inserting the
privilege oflaorXeLia. This privilege, as Meritt observed, was indeed probably granted by this decree, and the two
privileges in combination are not infrequently met with; cf. Henry, Honours,pp. 246-247. Lines 3-5 might then
appear, on the model of IG II2, 551, as
[8]i a[rotS

5

laotriXelta xcl 6]

vxrTl[a]i[vyL xal otlxlac xar]
[&r]b[v v6dov d&voyp&Iat
tb xtrX.].
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Lines6-7. TheypalVaTeieqis not morecloselydefined,whetheras 6 xar& iputravetav
or asTroi0
B lou. This
lackof precisionis infrequentlymet with, but examplesoccurfromtime to time: see, e.g., IG II2, 456 (SEGXXI,
328),of 307/6, 519 and 567 (SEGXXX, 73),bothof the late 4th century,and cf. 214, where(asin IG II2,567)it is
a necessaryrestoration.Neitherin this contextnor in that of 214 did Meritt'spublicationremarkon the point.
There are of course examples also of the formula whereby the accusative noun is omitted altogether: in all such cases
the subject of the infinitiveis presumed to be the familiarofficial, under whatever designation (see 120, commentary

on line 8).

Line 9. The line, even with the restoration
raT<rtX-rv, requires 23 letters, and the final iota may have been
crowded in. For the assumed haplography cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 578. Line 10. The paymaster is the Single

Officerof Administration
(? 6 &int-c toxlaei),

who here makeshis firstappearancein this capacityamong the

decrees discovered in the Agora excavations. For the origin and functions of this official see 77, commentary on
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lines8-9, and in particularHenry,Chiron
14, 1984,p. 52, note 13. The SingleOfficerfirstappearsas responsiblefor
the costofstelaiin 303/2 (IGII2,496 + 507, of the twelfthprytany);cf. Henry,op.ci., p. 55. The presentdecreemust

be dated outside the limits of the period within which the responsibilitywas given to the exetastes and trittyarchs,
more probably after it rather than in the brief two years before it in which 6 6nt r btoofXaEl appears in the record.

This is evidentlyalsothe viewof Henry,op.cit.,p. 69, andZPE78, 1989,pp. 271-272.

Lines 10-11. Meritt's reading here was confirmed by P. R. Wilson (perep.). Henry (ZPE, loc.cit.),judging from
the photograph, suggested that the stone might be broken at this point, so that the text might have continued and

providedsomeor all of the usualinformation:butthisis not the case. Forthe truncatedending,withthe omissionof
the costof the steleand the sourceof funding,cf. IGII2,646 (M.J. Osborne,Naturalization
I, pp. 145-148, D 68).
THE SECOND ARCHONSHIP

OF OLYMPIODOROS, 293/2 B.C.
The archon of 294/3 retained his position in the following year, and in IG II2, 389 (SEG XXI, 354) the
phrase &pXovXro;BeuTe[pov STO. is included in the preamble. 167 omits this detail, as does IGII2, 649
(SEG XXXIII, 107, XXXV, 85), for which see W. B. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens, pp. 3-12: but both of
these were passed on the same day as IGII2, 389 and suggest that distinction between Olympiodoros'
two years was immaterial. These three texts alone provide evidence for the official year, and no inscription
certainly survives from Olympiodoros' first year. The three decrees were passed on the first day of the
eleventh prytany (that of Pandionis), which was the last day of Mounichion in the festival calendar, thereby

constituting evidence for this day as a meeting day for the assembly (cf.J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil
Calendar,pp. 149-150).

This single correspondence sufficesto indicate that 293/2 was an ordinaryyear, and as such it agreed

with Meton's arrangement for the seventh year of his cycle (cf. B. D. Meritt, TAPA 95, 1964, p. 236).
Dinsmoor (loc. cit.) identified the character of the year and analyzed the detail of IG II2, 389 and 649.
167, when discovered, served to confirm his interpretation. See also W. K. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xvii; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,p. 80; Meritt, Athnian rear, p. 232, Historia 26, 1977, p. 172.
Olympiodoros was, it is generally agreed, the well-known and popular general whose successes against
Macedon at various times inspired the Athenians (PA 1388;J. Kirchner, RE XVIII, i, col. 199, s.v. Olym-

piodoros; Dinsmoor, op.cit., pp. 12-13; S. Dow, HSCP 67, 1963, pp. 40-41; C. Habicht, Pausanias'Guide
toAncientGreece,1985, pp. 92-94; for his family seeJ. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,pp. 164-165).
For discussion of these years and the character of Athenian government at the time see especially
C. Mosse, Atens inDecline,404-86B.C., 1973, pp. 122-123; T L. Shear,Kallias,pp. 53-55; M.J. Osborne,
II, p. 151, note 653; Habicht, Untersuchungen,
Naturalization
pp. 22-33. The "liberation"of Athens by
Demetrios Poliorketes in the spring of 294 from the "tyranny" of Lachares seemed primafacie to involve the
restoration of the democracy (cf. W. S. Ferguson, HellenisticAthens,pp. 136-138), and democratic adherents
of Demetrios, such as Stratokles and indeed Olympiodoros himself, were active in the years that followed.
Plutarch (Dmetrios 34) wrote specifically of the competition among demagogoi in Demetrios'
support. But
there were others, among them Demochares of Leukonoe and Kallias of Sphettos, to whom these
years
of alleged liberation appeared as oligarchic rather than democratic, and the period was in later times so
described (cf. Plutarch, Moralia 851 F; SEG XXVIII, 60, line 81).

There was good reason for this opinion. Many of the forms of the democracy were indeed once
again in evident operation. The assembly met, decrees were voted upon, and the familiar machinery of
governmentwas visiblyat work. ButDemetrios apparentlynominated the chief officials,takingcare to select
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men acceptable to the demos (cf. Plutarch, Demetrios34), and Olympiodoros' appointment as eponymous
archon, with his prolongation in office into a second year, is evidence of it. Habicht (Untersuchungen,
p. 27,

note 38) has remarkedthe unlikelihood of the lot having so conveniently fallen upon the most popular of
the Athenians. Indicative also of the flavorof the regime is the replacement of ypaVjlacetk;by &vaypxacpe;,
on the model of the arrangementsthat existed between 321 and 318 (see 97, p. 147 above; Dow, HSCP 67,
1963, p. 51; R. M. Errington,Hermes105, 1977, pp. 488-491). Moreover,the presence of the Macedonian
garrisonson the Mouseion hill and in the Peiraieuswas a constant reminder that, in the last resort, power
did not reside with the boule and demos.
Although by 291/90 the lot was, as far as can be judged, again in use in the selection of archons,
lasted for no more than three years, the government may have
and although the reinstituted anagrapheis
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become perceptibly more oligarchic in the process of time. The return of the exiled oligarchs in 292/1

will have contributed to such a perception. It is of note that few decrees are recognizably to be dated
to the period between 294 and 286, and this may reflect the inactivity of the assembly as much as the
accident of survival. Cf. Shear, Kallias, p. 64; Habicht, Untersuchungen,
p. 51.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

167. A fragment of the upper left section of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (14317); part of the left side (below
the inscribed surface)and of the pediment is preservedbut the fragmentis otherwise broken all around and most of its
epistyle molding is roughly hacked away. It was discovered on October 27, 1936, in the wall of a modern house
on the North Slope of the Areopagos (M-N 18).
H. 0.281 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.088 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
EIrotX.(square)ca. 0.0125 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 97-100, no. 17, with photograph. For the citation of lines 3-6 in
connection with the calendar of the year see above.
ETOIX. 27

a. 293/2 a., pryt.XI
['Et] t 'OXu~t,o [capou &PXovToC,avay]
[pa]pkc,; b 'EtL[xo6pou -Too'EntiX,o]

[uv]'Pa,ovou?l[ou,int t',: IIavbtovt~]
[os f]v8ex&Tn[5icpuraveta, Mouvt]J
5

TT) itp]
[Uiv]oC 6VE[Lxat ViaL, 7cp(TITT)L

[ura]veElaq[ixxXrjaa xupEa v Trt 0]
[erTp.nLrT]cr[v7po 8pov

7e(pCL+tev]

Nutou cpdCppoq ..]
[NLx6pouXAo

[--------------------

]

The writing so closely resembles that of IG II2, 389 ("litterae neglegenter incisae") that the two inscriptions
may well be the work of the same stonemason. The height and spacing of the letters are the same in both texts.
There is the same carelessness (badjointing of strokes,omitted central bar in epsilon), the same rendering of small
omicron and omega, and the same tendency to write sigma with horizontal top and bottom strokes.
Lines 1-3. On the "second period of anagrapheis",
which lasted for three years (294/3-292/1), see S. Dow,
HSCP 67, 1963, pp. 51-53 and A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 50-57; and cf. the commentary on 97. Epikouros, son
of Epiteles, listed among known RhamnousiansbyJ. Pouilloux(Forteresse,
p. 173), is otherwise unknown. It is probably
his brother who was commemorated in death by SEGXXX, 225 and who proposed SEGXXIV, 154. IG II2, 389 was
and at that time Epikouros was identified with
formerly dated in 319/18, in the earlier period of the anagrapheis,
the man of that name who figures among the accusers of Phokion named by Plutarch (Phokion38.1). The name,
although familiar by reason of the famous philosopher (from Gargettos)who bore it, is rare in Attic prosopography.
The phraseology of the prescriptrepresentsHenry's Type II, a, among those of the two anagrapheis
periods.
Lines 6-7. 'Ev cct 09ed&rp(L.
The designation of the assembly'splace of meeting is restored from IG II2, 389,
which was enacted on the same day. It is not given in IG II2, 649, also a product of the same meeting, which is content
with the designation dxxXr)ita alone. The statement that the assemblywas held in the theater, no longer admitted in
85, thus appears for the first time here among the decrees discovered in the Agora. See W. A. McDonald, Political
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MeetingPlaces,pp. 56-61, with note 74. Line 8. Nikoboulos, son of Nikias, of Phrearrhioiis not otherwise attested, but
the family to which he belonged may perhaps be identified. A Nikias son of Nik- -- (probablyNikoboulos), of the
same deme, is recorded as diaitetes in IG II2, 1924 + 2409, of 330/29; cf. SEG XXX, 115 (with earlier references),
XXXVII, 124, and PA 10826.
TWO FRAGMENTS OF A DECREE
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168. Two fragments,which do not join, of a stele of Pentelic marble, both discoveredduring the summer of 1935 in a
marble pile at the southwest corner of the Market Square (G 14). Fragmenta (I 3233) is broken on all sides and at the
back; fragment b (I 3234) is similarlybroken, save that the right side of the stele is preserved on it.
a: H. 0.132 m.; W. 0.092 m.; Th. 0.056 m.
b: H. 0.116 m.; W. 0.11 m.; Th. 0.054 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
EtoIX. (square)0.012 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hsperia 58,1989, pp. 94-95 no. 22, with photographs p. 23. See also SEG XXXIX, 115.
init.saec.III a. (a. 292/1?)

ETOIX.

[

(a)

[----g].oe[v -[----C]e<, e,ln[ev
[----]OT[.]AE[

[----] taOu[o]u[5

[----]Tov

-

----]
]

T)[

---

----]OE[------

(b)

[----1]ou[

]

[[

]
]

[..--]-H
[.-------~~~~[
~~~~[

5

]I

--
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The readings are those of the editioprinceps,which however in fragment a supposes only one letter missing at
the left end of the lines. Walbankalso inserted into his text a number of restorations,as follows:
a: Line 6. [.].tod??(sic),followed by [8tt b6vaxat dtya06v?-----].
e5 Xt[okov
b: Lines3-4. 8&taree]-i
e5votav --].
(sic)---]. Lines4-5. Tv tJ]axptilj[xhv
The style of the lettering on these fragments seems to set them in the context of the early 3rd century. Small
as they are, Walbank was prepared to associate them with IG II2, 385a (SEG XXI, 355), a text with a stoichedon
line of 34 letters, now held to belong to 292/1 B.C.: and he went on to suggest an interpretation based on that
association. Though tempted to see here a possible grant ofproxenia,he noted that none of the formulascustomary in
such grants can be restored in the present state of the evidence.
THE ARCHONSHIP

OF CHARINOS, 291/90 B.C.

Beyond the archonship of Philippos, a basis of annalistic literary evidence for the succession of the Athenian
eponymous archons is lacking (cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAtens, p. 35), and the assignment of subsequent
archons to their years has been the subject of long scholarly research and controversy. Correction and
recorrection of carefully argued sequences, in the light of new discoveries which have produced new data
and disrupted theories concerning the old, have been and will no doubt continue to be a regular feature of
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the study of Hellenistic Athens. Fromthis point onwards,the years which have been assigned to the texts in
this volume datable by the name of the archon are those generally acceptable and accepted at the time
of writing, although in some cases alternativeinterpretationsto which the same evidence lends itselfwill be
given due weight. Futurediscoveriesmay well cause some readjustmentin detail; but there is no longer the
ample room for maneuver that once there was. The effortsof earlierscholarshave produced the resultthat
the overallsequence, at any rate as far as the mid-260's, may be regardedas established. It is in the years of,
and following, the Chremonidean War that the real difficultiesbegin, and it is on these that controversyhas
concentrated in more recent times.
In this situation a wide varietyof evidence from disparatesourceshas been laid under contributionin a
succession of complex and ingenious studies. Much has depended on the supposed regularityof the "tribal
cycle" observed and analyzed by W. S. Ferguson, whereby the ypaloijaetS were chosen annually from
a different phyle, in the "official"order of the latter. Interpretation of this by B. D. Meritt, in a series
of studies, led him to preserve the validity of the cycle to the fullest extent he could. But even he had
to allow that there were times at which the cycle was demonstrablynot in operation, and scholarsfollowing
up his work have been prepared to place less weight upon the preservationof it than he did.
To these indications may be added a comparable cycle derived from the annual priests of Asklepios
among documents connected with the cult of that god which bear cross-referencesto the eponymous
archon. Yet the importance of this too may have been overemphasized. The conclusion of S. B. Aleshire
(TheAthenian
Asklpieion,1989, pp. 75-81) is that the priestlycycle "cannotbe used as the basis of an archon
list or other chronological scheme for the third or second century." Nevertheless, all this material may
make its contributionwithin its limits, and it may be reinforcedby study of the calendric data and the order
of intercalary and ordinary years. Occasional literary testimony that names an eponymous archon, or
sometimes more than one of them, may serve at the least to suggest the relative order in office of those
so named.
later in the century, the identification of
lliooCharinos'
Compared with the problems of the archon list
in
evolved
a
fashion
and
is
a
less
controversial
year
simpler matter: but a brief account of it may provide
an example of such evolution. In the absence of the direct epigraphical contribution that later became
available, Dinsmoor (Archons
of Athens,pp. 67-68 and AthenianArchonList, pp. 50 and 54) used literary
evidence (that Charinos' archonship was earlier than that of Diokles) and the secretary cycle as then
evaluated to place Charinos, tentatively,in 289/8. This assessmentwas partly based on the belief, derived
from A. C.Johnson, that his name was to be restoredin IG II2, 697, which gave him a Ypaotw
eJaorrefrom the
phyle Demetrias, second in order. Earlierassessmentsby K.J. Beloch and W Kolbe had also set him there,
but other reconstructions had variously assigned him to 293/2, 291/90, and 290/89. Dinsmoor later
(Hesperia23, 1954, p. 313) placed him a year earlier,in 290/89, following the example of W K. Pritchett
and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xvii.
The hesitation was to some extent conditioned by the uncertainty as to how long the substitution
of &vaypaepe; for ypaltalreikc may havene
coninued beyond the second year of Olympiodoros (see p. 241
and
to
what
in
and
what
manner
this substitution had affected the secretary cycle. The
above)
degree
discovery of 169 finally established that in Charinos' year there was a ypaor6eo, not an ivaypayes,
and that he belonged to Aiantis, the phyle eleventh in order. This was the point at which the cycle had been
interruptedafter 295/4, and it became clear that there was no question of beginning a fresh cycle after the
interruptionand of assigningto this year the archon Aristonymos,whose YppotJtsTe was a member of the
phyle Antigonis (I), a solution attractive to many earlier commentators. Charinos was thus most suitably
set in the year immediately following that of Philippos, and this now firmly established dating has been
followed here. Cf. Meritt, Athenianear,p. 232 and Hitoria 26, 1977, p. 172.
169 and 170 represent the entire epigraphical evidence concerning Charinos' year, and IG II2, 697
(see above) is no longer to be assigned to it. As the ninth year of the Metonic cycle it may be presumed to
have been ordinary in the festival calendar,with that of Philippos before it intercalary,and restorationsfor
170 have been proposed on that assumption, following Meritt's indications. The phyle Antiochis held
the fourth prytany,and in 170 the suggestion of a dating in the twelfth prytany of the year would involve a
choice, according to the possibilities of restoration,between Aigeis, Oineis, or Hippothontis as the phyle
then in office.
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169. A pedimental stele of gray marble (I 6703), broken below and with a deep crack to the left but otherwise
complete except for the apex and right akroterion of the pediment, discovered on February 18, 1955, in the third
shop from the southern end of the Stoa of Attalos, where it had been reused as a doorstep (R 12). This reuse no doubt
accounts for the fact that the inscribed surface is almost entirely worn away, leaving lines 1-3 alone to some extent
decipherable.
H. 0.76 m.; W. 0.41 m.; Th. 0.15 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
ETotX.(square)0.01-0.011 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 53-54, no. 10, with photograph pl. 9. See also SEG XVI, 61.
a. 291/90 a., pryt.IV

ETOIX. 40
['Exl X]ap(vou &pXovxroti Txr 'Avxtoxtbocxerlr&p

1LQe6rtjo, [. ]a[... ]X[... ]qT.[t]xop6a[rs np]uxavetla=z
[Los i]ypa(tJi

[-

---

u[ev ---------------------]

lii nonlegendi---versusfere

]

What survives of the lettering reveals it as comparable in height and spacing, character, and quality with 166
and 167. Omicron is small, and the top and bottom strokes of sigma almost parallel. The loop of rho is angular
in form.
The significanceof the survivingtext has been noted above, in connection with the date of Charinos' archonship.
The ypoaa-ce6s (lines 2-3) is otherwise unknown: his name, ordinaryenough, had not been earlier attested among
members of this deme. The reading of the demotic is difficult and crucial, but the spatial requirements and the
surviving traces correspond with the deme Trikorynthosand with no other deme in Attica.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE, POSSIBLY HONORING A BOARD OR COMMISSION

170. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5923), with the left side and original back preserved, discovered
on July 17, 1947, in a modern house wall above the Civic Offices. The inscribed face is much abraded: little of
the lettering remains, and of the decipherable letters many are, and perhaps more should be, underdotted.
H. 0.26 m.; W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.155 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
The text is nonstoichedon: the vertical interval between the lines is 0.011 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank,Hesperia54, 1985, pp. 321-323, no. 7, with photograph pl. 88. See also SEG XXXV, 86.
a. 291/90 a.
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On the basisof lines 10-15, wherea numberof names,patronymics,
The abovetext is thatof the ediioprinceps.
and demoticsevidentlyappear,and on the analogyof IGII2, 676 (wheresuch a list is recordedafterelevenlines
of a decree) and of 186, both of the late 270's, Walbanksuggested that honors for a board or college of some kind

werelikelyto be the subjectof thisdecree.
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If that is so, on the same analogy the date of the enactment probably fell in the final month and prytany of
Charinos' year. A 8ex&-Tcland ExpopopiUtvoq could thus be supplied in lines 1 and 2. This being an ordinary
year, Walbankadditionally noted that the further restorationof phyle and day (AlyeiBoqor Otve%iorin line 1, with
ev8ex6&retin line 2, or 'IntoOv
kV8EXXTELe,
may also be accommodated.
ov-toC with 6vet xal vZat, -ptaxxocrret)

THE ARCHONSHIP OF DIOKLES, 286/5 B.C.

It is a matter of controversy whether the uprising of the Athenians against the garrison installed by
Demetrios Poliorketeson the Mouseion hill, and the subsequent liberation of the asty,took place in spring
287 or spring 286. The latter date was strongly advocated by T. L. Shear (Kallias,pp. 61-73). The
former has been equally strongly propounded by C. Habicht, Untersuchungen,
pp. 48-62, with support from

II, p. 155: cf. SEG XXIX, 102) and N. G. L.
M.J. Osborne (ZPE 35, 1979, pp. 181-194 andNaturalization
Hammond and F W. Walbank (A HistoryofMacedoniaIII, 1988, p. 230). It is, however, abundantly clear, and

has long been agreed, that in the archonshipof Diokles the democracy was fully restoredand in operation;
it is in this year that the evidence of inscriptions once again becomes more extensive, not indeed, so far
as survivingtexts suggest, with the intensity of legislationthat followed the democratic restorationof 307/6
but sufficientto point a contrast with the preceding period down to the end of 287/6.
The name of Diokles as archon is preserved in three inscriptions: IG II2, 650, 651 (sufficientlyto
leave no room for doubt), and 172 (cf. IG II2, 663). IG II2, 650 (SEGXXVIII, 55, XXIX, 98) and 651
(SEG XXIV, 122) between them provide the full name of the ypaLytrateu, Xenophon of Halai, whose
phyle (Aigeis IV) limits the possibilities for dating the archonship. Enough is preserved of 171 to make
the identificationof the year certain. Diokles' name appears also in IG II2, 652 (SEGXXIII, 65; Osborne,
Naturalization
I, pp. 161-163, D 75), in a backward reference to his year. For literary references (Papyri
176
Herculanenses and Plutarch,Moralia851E-F) cf. W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
p. xvii.
These literaryreferences,together with the historicalallusionsin IG II2, 650 and 172, made the period
of Diokles' archonship evident. For earlier attempts at a precise dating, ranging from 290/89 to 287/6,
see W. B. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens,pp. 54 and 68. Much depended on how the secretary cycle was
restarted after the break during the period of the anagrapheis.
Reconsideration of the point of resumption
resulting from new data on the archonship of Charinos (see p. 243 above) placed the dating of Diokles
in 286/5, alreadyurged by Dinsmoor in Hesperia23, 1954, p. 314, upon a surerfooting. Cf. Meritt, Athenian
Tear,p. 233, Historia 26, 1977, p. 172.

The year was the fourteenth in the eighth Metonic cycle. As such it should have been ordinary in
the festival calendar; and the evidence provided by the inscriptions shows that the twelve months and
the twelve prytanies coincided. Cf. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 80 (where Diokles' date
is still shown as 288/7). The year presumably began with a full Hekatombaion. Phylai whose months
in prytany may be identified are I Antigonis, or Pandionis, or Akamantis,VIII Leontis, and IX Kekropis.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
171. A smallfragmentof the upperleft cornerof a stele of Pentelicmarble(I 2841), with the left side preserved
butotherwisebrokenall around,discoveredon May2, 1935,in an EarlyByzantinecontextoverthe northeastcorner
of the EastBuilding(O 13). Thereis a widemargin(0.025m.) abovethe firstline of text.
H. 0.11 m.;W.0.055 m.; Th. 0.11 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Eotx. (square)0.015 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert,Hesperia
8, 1939,p. 42, no. 10,withphotograph.
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Although no more than ten letters survive on this small piece, it can be accurately restored on the analogy of
IG 112,651 (SEGXXIV 122), in a manner consistent with having been passed on the same day at the same assembly.
The general form of the lettering is the same in both texts, but IG II2, 65 1 is a much better piece of work. The letters
of the present inscription are shallow and hesitant, in the style of 176. The circularletters in particularare formed by
a number of very small strokes,with a tremulouseffect.
The text itself requires no further commentary than is contained in the discussion above on the archonship
of Diokles. For Anthesterion 19 as a day on which the assembly might meet see J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil
Calndar,p. 116.

HONORS AND CITIIZENSHIPCONFERRED UPON ARTEMIDOROS OF PERINTHOS,
A FRIEND OF LYSIMACHOS, KING OF THRACE

172. The upper left corner of a fiat-topped stele of Hymettian marble (I 6560), with the remains of a molding
on the front and left side which has been roughly hacked away, but otherwise broken all around, discovered in
February 1933 during demolition of a modern house near the southwestcorner of the Market Square (I-J 15). It was
identified as a part (hereafterfragment a) of the stele of which the upper right section survivesas IG 112,662 (hereafter
fragment b);another small fragment (hereafterfragment c) also apparentlysurvives as IG 112,760.
a: H. 0. 175 i.; W 0.28 i.; Th. 0.13 m.
b: H. 0.29 i.; W 0.173 i.; Th. 0.17 m.
c: H. 0.088 i.; W 0.067 i.; Th. 0.081 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
EroLx. Hor. 0.009 i.; Vert. 0.0144 m.
Ed. b only: IG 112,662, with references to earlier literature;A. Wilhelm, At/Mi# 39, 1914, pp. 293-295, no. 2

( IG 112,addenda, p. 663), on lines 6-12. c only: IG 112, 760, from the notes of Wilhelm. a + b: G. A. Stamires,

Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 29-30, no. 2, with photograph of fragment a pl. 5; see also SEG XVI, 62; M. J. Osborne,
NaturaliationI, pp. 157-159, D 74 (Copy "A"),JNatura1ization
II, pp. 155-158. The text of SEG XVI, 62 quoted
by T. L. Shear,Kallias,p. 96, no. 12. Fragmentc identifiedfrom a squeeze and added, with revised text of lines 11-15:
S. V Tracy, Hesperia57, 1988, p. 308; measurements reviewed on the stone by P. R. Wilson (per ep.). See also
SEG XXXVIII, 71.
a. 286/5 a., prt. IX
(a)

ETOIX. 43
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Osborne (Naturalization
I, p. 157) gives a usefully detailed description of fragments a and b. The craftsman
was subsequently identified by Tracy as the "Cutter of Agora I 3238 and I 4169", and this stele proves to be his
earliest extant work. For his characteristics(his hand, Tracy noted, "is very distinctive and easy to recognize") see
Tracy, GRBS 14, 1973, pp. 190-192, with pl. 4, where he is listed as "Mason 4", and Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 304-311,
with pl. 85:a. Seven other Agora decrees ascribed by Tracy to this mason (whose activity appears to have spanned
four decades, from this year to 245/4) are 184, 185, 192, 194, 195, 199, and 203. Osborne noted that the last
letters of lines 1-4 of this text appear to have been engraved in rasura.
The mason evidently left an occasional vacant letter space to mark a break in the sense (lines 3, 12, 14) and
possibly to emphasize a name Oines5, 6), for he apparentlydid not aim to avoid an awkwarddivision of a word at the
end of a line (cf. lines 1, 6, 7, 9). The uninscribed space of line 6 was originally restored in front of inefi, its natural
place. The discovery of the Agora fragment corrected this, but its position may still be the result of incuriarather than
of a wish to make the name of Artemidorosmore prominent, as Stamires supposed. But it is not always necessary to
explain every instance of such a blank space on rational grounds. For "irrational"vacant spaces cf. S. Dow, HSCP 67,
1963, pp. 62-66; Osborne, ZPE 10, 1973, pp. 264-265; A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia58, 1989, p. 299. With this
modification, the restorationsin lines 6-12 are those ofWilhelm; on variant restorationssee furtherbelow.
It has long been recognized that IGII2, 663 reproduces this same enactment, reconsidered by Osborne
(Naturalization
I, pp. 159-161), under the rubric of the present text as Copy "B"; cf. Shear, Kalias, pp. 96-97,
no. 13. It begins recognizably at line 7 of the present text but with a shorter stoichedon line of 30 letters and
continues beyond it to the end of the decree. It is curious that the instructionsto the ypaemablto in the concluding
formulation with regard to the erection and inscription of the stele refer only to one single stele (i.e., that one). It
is equally curious that the stele is to be erected in the sanctuary of Aglauros. This location for an inscribed copy
of a public decree is without parallel save for SEG XXXIII, 115, which was appropriately placed there since it
recorded honors for a priestessof that cult. The Aglaureion was formerlythought to have been located on the North
Slope of the Akropolis, near the Cave of Pan and closely beneath the Akropolis itself. Cf. W.Judeich, Topographid,
pp. 303-304; AgoraXIV, p. 46. But more recent investigations have identified it at the east end of the Akropolis:
see G. S. Dontas, Hesperia52, 1983, pp. 57-63, with references to earlier literature. IG II2, 662 was found on the
Akropolis (as indeed was 663), but doubtless the ypoaorne6. was instructed to erect it there in the usual manner.
Why and in what circumstances a second copy for the Sanctuary of Aglauros was provided, independently
of the first, can only be a matter of speculation: but since provision had evidently not been made for two stelai
under a single enactment, it would require fres instructions from the assembly to the ypaaorretgo and to ot t
tr S8OLXaCel as to provision and expenditure. This may have required restatement of the whole decree, in much the
same terms; but it cannot be guaranteed that this took place at the same assembly as that which enacted IG II2,
662, or that the repeated decree was identical in all textual respects with the original. There are, not infrequently,
variations in detail between two published copies of the same decree; cf., e.g., 322, IG II2, 479 and 480, 666 and
umgriechschenUrdenwesen (= SbAkadBerlin
667, and see G. Klaffenbach, Bermerkungen
1960, 6), p. 34 and B. D.
Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, p. 30. While it is tempting to restore the present text on the evidence (not always clear)
of IG II2, 663, the complete identity of the two versions cannot be assured.
Line 3. i]xxArp[(a Osborne. Line 5. P]ouXfL Osborne. Lines 8-9. [aaciLXsi AuatLyLXou7ip6q r6v 8f)lov xa]i&
o eSvolav tvbeExvutaL toL paaiXet xTX.] Osborne, following A. C.Johnson, on the basis of
d&s7itpeeta|E[ TWata

IG II2, 663. Line 10. 1tvta&v tp]6;Osborne: cf. IG II2, 663, lines 7-8. Line 11. 8ta-eXet xa.l Xycwv(?)Osborne,
following the indications of IG II2, 663, a supplement confirmed by the identification of fragment c. Wilhelm had

XtpO TeL.
preferred the standard phrase Inav-l xaLpCo v Xyeri xal

Line 2. The formula recording the name of the ypai,aTre6c is here omitted. The omission is unusual but not
without parallels: see W K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 39; Stamires, op. cit., p. 36 with note 17;
A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 71-72 with note 31. There may be no significancein it beyond oversight, incompetence in
drafting,or lack of hard-and-fastprocedural rules. For the last day of Elaphebolion as a meeting day of the assembly
see J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil Calendar,pp. 136-137 (where "G. A. Stamires" is to be read for "M. Lethen"
in the citation of the present text).
Line 3. 'ExxXEa?axupEa.Cf. 101, commentary on lines 7-8. 'ExxXaoat xupatt tended to be held late in the
prytany; this one was very late. Cf. M. H. Hansen, GRBS23, 1982, pp. 337-338 (= AthenianEcclesia,pp. 89-90).
Line 4. Space was left for the name of the chairman of the proedroi, missing (it appears)in the working copy given to
the mason, with or without the phrase xat aup7xp6e8pot.If the latter were included, as customarily,this would leave
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sixteen spaces for the chairman's trianomina,sufficientonly if all the elements were short or the demotic abbreviated.
The omission and the reasons for it have caused much speculation. See Osborne, Naturalisation
I, pp. 158-159;
Henry, Prescripts,
p. 72, with references to comparable examples. Lines 4-5. The enactment was probouleumatic.
Cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoue, p. 252.
Accounts by earlier scholars of these years (e.g., W. S. Ferguson, HellenisticAthens,pp. 146-147 and 150;
M. Chambers,
75, 1954, pp. 385-394) have been to some extent put out of court by reason of the dating,
4JP
now accepted as incorrect, that they gave to the archonship of Diokles. The discovery of SEG XXVIII, 60 also
provided new evidence which altered and enhanced the picture considerably. Much depends on the date at which
the "liberation"of Athens took place, whether in 287 or 286, and for references to the controversy over this see
the discussion above on Diokles' archonship. From this stems further controversy on the nature of Lysimachos'
involvement in the Athenian settlement with Demetrios and the occasions and duration of Artemidoros' missions.
Shear (Kallias,esp. pp. 76-77, 81-82) saw Artemidorosas Lysimachos'representativeat a peace conference involving
the "four kings" (Ptolemy, Lysimachos, Seleukos, and Pyrrhos) and effecting a general accord with Demetrios.
C. Habicht on the other hand (Untercungen, pp. 64-65) has denied that the decree honoring Artemidorosprovides
any evidence that Lysimachos was concerned in the peace with Demetrios, or that Shear's proposal of a general
settlement has any substance. That Artemidoroswas a citizen of Perinthoswas deduced by Habicht (Chiron2, 1972,
pp. 107-109; cf. SEG XXVIII, 56) from an inscription from Ephesos (British Museum Inscriptions, no. 464); cf.
Shear, Kallias,p. 76, note 210. The terms of the grant of Athenian citizenship are preserved on IG
II2, 663 and
loc.
cit.
are fully discussed by Osborne, Naturalization
II,
Other benefactors of Athens during these stirringand crowded times also received their rewardssooner or later.
Cf. 173, IG II2, 653-655, 657, 666, and 667. Zenon, naval commander of the Egyptian fleet, had already received
his in the first month of Diokles' year (IG II2, 650). It is possible that the fragmentaryIG II2, 743 records honors
that form part of this series.
GRANT OF ATHENIAN CITlIZENSHIPTO PHILOKLES, KING OF SIDON
173 (P1. 17). Fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5039), broken on all sides, discovered on November 11,
1937, in the wall of a modern house west of the PanathenaicWay (R 19). The stone is discolored almost horizontally
into lighter and darkerzones.
H. 0.23 m.; W. 0.265 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
LH. 0.0045 m. (omicron)-0.0075 m.
ErotX. (square)0.0135 m.

Ed. E. Schweigert, Hespenria
9, 1940, pp. 352-354, no. 48, with photograph; M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I,
II, pp. 161-163.
pp. 166-167, D 77, Naturalization
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In line 3 it is evident that PrETO was written in the space of four letters. Osborne detected a very shallow
rasuraat this point, evidence that the mason corrected an original error. The lettering is characteristicof the period,
well spaced and clear but clumsy in details, especially in the rendering of omicron (pendent from the upper line
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of the lettering), phi, and omega. "Free ends" of strokes are in some cases enlarged. The loop of rho is squared,
a form that became a feature of the period from 285 to 230 and of which this is the earliest appearance among
the Agorapsephismata.Cf 169, where it begins to approach this shape.
Lines 10-11. So Schweigert; etvcal 'aBrbv I 'AOwvatovOsborne: but the formulation shown seems more
appropriate here and is equally acceptable. Cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 68, 91, note 27, 93, note 40. Lines 1213. Osborne, while allowing the possibility of various reconstructions,considers that the phrase teptlaoiro ought
v
v
to be included in the formulation and proposes xal boSvcat pl a|lToui xhv (fjpov] ek;
&xxXrp(ca
t rtsp6hTv

?
robCCpu|Tvet -----].
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The decree was probouleumatic. Cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 252, who follows Schweigert in dating the
text to the decennium 287-278 B.C.Most of the survivingtext is composed of the formulasstandardto the enactment
of grants of citizenship at this period; but see below on lines 11-12.
Line 2. 86xx &vo?v. For the "hortatoryintention" cf. 86, commentary on lines 21-24: on the order of words,
and parallel phraseology,see Henry, CQ n.s. 16, 1966, pp. 293-297. Line 5. np6T7)lvis to be restored, since iouCiioav
cannot be: and it is to be expected if the decree is of the date suggested. See 162, commentary on line 14, p. 234
above.
Line 8. MEo[vlov, not ELWS[vlkv. For the spelling see IG II2, 3425, SEG I, 363, line 7, SyU.3,390, line 2, and
Schweigert, op.cit., p. 354, note 21. Lines 8-9. For the gold stephanos xar& br6vv6tiov see 122, commentary on
line 26.
Lines 11-12. The sequence phratry-deme-phyle is unusual: cf. Henry, Honours,pp. 69 and 95, note 52. The
formula of the grant follows Osborne's "FormulationA" and lies within his category XIII (Naturalization
I, p. 21).
The phrase xatr&rxv v61iovwhich sometimes follows the enrolment clause is here evidently omitted.
The date of the decree is provided principally by the historical circumstances. The activities of Philokles,
commander of the Ptolemaic navy in the Aegean at the time of the liberation of Athens, have formed an element
of the discussions referred to under 172 and the general statement on Diokles' archonship. As nauarch, Philokles
was of superior rank to Zenon, honored early in 286/5 for his help in overcoming the problem of the food supply.
The revolt of Athens had created severe difficultiesin this respect, both in the harvesting of local grain and in the
import of foreign supplies, since the Macedonian forces still held the Peiraieus. W. S. Ferguson (HellnisticAthens,
p. 151, note 5) assigned to this episode, which he dated in 288/7, the erection of a statue in honor of Philokles
(IG II2, 3425, SEG XXV, 209), and in this he was followed by Osborne (Naturalization
II, p. 163). The Athenians
evidently felt themselves greatly indebted to Philokles, and the suggestion of T. L. Shear (Kallias,p. 34, note 79)
that a different occasion should be sought, possibly in 281/80, when the institution of the Ptolemaia in honor of
Ptolemy I Soter was being undertaken, seems less commendable.
Philoklesremained in command of the Egyptian fleet until 278/7 (W.W. Tarn,JHS 53, 1933, p. 67), and so this
decree should be assigned to a date earlier than that, even though the king lived some seventeen years longer (RE IIA,
ii, col. 2224, s.v.Sidon). Schweigert, as noted, gave it a general dating to the decennium 287-278; but it is on balance
likely that it should fall within the two years 286/5-285/4, even though the long-held interpretationthat, after 284,
Egyptian support for Athens waned has been controvertedby C. Habicht (Untersuchungen,
pp. 80-81).
On the career of Philokles in general see also L. Moretti, IscrizioniellnistidhegrecheI, pp. 36-37, no. 17;
Ptolemaica
W. Peremans and E. van 't Dack, Prosopographia
VI, 1968 (= StudiaHelenistica17), pp. 95-97, no. 15085;
I. L. Merker,Historia19, 1970, pp. 143-150 (where the present text is assigned positively to 286/5); and the earlier
references assembled by Schweigert, loc.cit.

AN ARCHON AND HIS PAREDROI HONORED
174. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 749), broken on all sides, discovered on April 29, 1933, in a late
context east of the Great Drain opposite the south wing of the Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios (J 7). A beveled edge on
the left, held to determine the left side of the inscription, runs at an angle to the vertical stoichos and probably
originates in a reuse of the stone, which on a lower plane extends to the left beyond it. The text below is nevertheless
set out for convenience as in the editioprinceps,the width of line being assured by lines 7-8.
H. 0.169 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.057 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (omicron)-0.006 m.; 0.008 m. (phi).
StoX. (with syllabic division) Hor. 0.0113 m.; Vert. 0.0125 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia5, 1936, pp. 416-417, no. 13, with photograph. Lines 7-8 quoted in AgoraIII,
pp. 28-29, no. 38, among the literary and epigraphical evidence for the Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios.
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The plain and clear writing is of good quality and without careless features. The small omicron is pendent
from the upper line of the lettering: the upright of phi is unusually long (cf. 100). There is no emphasis on "free
ends" of strokes except in upsilon (cf. 120). Meritt noted the style as "eminently suitable for the first half of the
third century B.C."

The date of the decree is however further determined by the officialsresponsible for the payment for its record
on stone ne 9). What their function may be in line 1 is far from clear. The dioiksis is now in the care of a board
of officials (the Plural Board) and not of the Single Officer (6 iitl ro wux=EI), although the possibility cannot
be discounted entirely that the Single Officer might be restored here and the text dated between 295 and 286;
cf. 175. In that case, the remains in line 1 must be otherwise interpreted. However, on the assumption that the
restoration as shown may stand, it has long been appreciated that the appearance of the Plural Board involved
Athenian freedom from Macedonian domination and conversely thattiie Single Officer betokens a period in which
Athens was subservient to Macedonian interests and direction. See W B. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athes, pp. 64-66;
C. Habicht, Untsuchungen,pp. 70-71 with note 11; and in particularA. S. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 71-74 and
ZPE 72, 1988, pp. 132-133. The discovery of SEGXXXIII, 115 has made the picture less clear cut than formerly,
since this decree, for which the Plural Board was responsible, is to be dated to the period 247-245. But it remains
a general truth that, otherwise, datable references to the Board concentrate in the quarter-centurybetween the
departure from Attica of Demetrios Poliorketes and the Chremonidean War. The text is therefore dated within
that general range; but see furtherbelow, on lines 8-10.
Politeia48.4 and 56.1), who states that the ten euthynoi and the
Line 2. On the paredroi see Aristotle (Athenaion
three principal archons each had two of them. Cf. Busolt-Swoboda,II, pp. 1059-1060. A decree of this kind is likely
to have referredto one of the archons (cf. 181). Since the stone was discovered in the near neighborhood of the Stoa
of Zeus Eleutherios, the honorand was surely the archon eponymous. This assertion was open to doubt when the
Stoa Basileios and the Stoa of Zeus Eleutherioswere held to be one and the same (see Meritt's note adloc.,AgoraIN,
pp. 30-31; I. T Hill, Tie AncientCityof Athens,1953, pp. 43-45: the fundamental arguments were those of H. A.
Thompson, Hesperia6, 1937, pp. 64-76 and 225-226). However,the discoveryin 1970 of the Royal Stoa resolved the
3, pp. 7982; J. M. Camp, Athenian
long-debated issue: cf. AgoraXIV, pp. 96-103; AgoraGuide
Agora,pp. 105-107.
Line 4. The paredros Ktesiphon cannot be furtheridentified. Line 5. Kar&irbv v6Vuov.See 112, commentary
on lines 5-7 and 141, commentary on lines 8-9. Lines 7-8. Forstelai erected in front of the Stoa of Zeus (Eleutherios)
see AgoraXIV, p. 102 with note 106.
Lines 8-10. It may be noted that, as always with the Plural Board, the verb is,uepiaat: see 175 and Henry,
Chiron14, 1984, p. 70, note 103, ZPE 78, 1989, p. 276. In lines 9-10 Meritt proposed bwouixjart v A v bpaXll|(Jl,

but the figure should remain unrestoredin view of the uncertaintyconcerning the arrangementof the present text on
the stone and of numerals in general within the space available for them. Cf. 129, line 14. Since 187 offers the
latest certain instance of the statement of cost of a stele, this text should perhaps be assigned a date not later than 270.
Cf. 175.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
175. A fragment of the lower left section of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 1832), with the left edge preserved but
otherwise broken, discovered on April 17, 1934, in a context of the 4th century A.D., in a well east of the Southwest
FountainHouse (I 15:1),in the area of the RectangularPeribolosin its southeasternpart. There is a generous margin
on the left (0.02 m. between the edge of the stone and the firststoichos)and a long uninscribedspace (0.078 m.) below
the last line of text. Striations on the surface run from upper right to lower left, slightly off the vertical line.
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H. 0.15 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.12 m.
LH. 0.007 m. (iota 0.008 m.).
ETotX.Hor. ca. 0.013 m.; Vert. 0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hespria 7, 1938, p. 109, no. 19, with photograph.
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The lettering, in thin, unadorned strokes, is clumsy work, especially in the rendering of mu and omega. Its
general character is that of the first half of the 3rd century. Meritt hesitantlyread a circularletter in the line above the
epsilon of line 1. The length of line is conditioned by the formula of lines 2-4. The other restorations (which are
those of Meritt) are based on the suggestion that the paredroi of an archon are here honored, and they follow the
phraseology of 181; see also 174. But the paredroi in 181 are awarded stephanoi of gold (in 174 the quality of
the stephanoi is not recorded). That the stephanoi here are no more than of olive is thereforeperhaps to be remarked.
Line 1. This combination is paralleled in IG II2, 488 (SEG XXIII, 62, XXXIV, 75), of 304/3 or 303/2 B.c.,
and in 181 and 194. The qualification xart&r6v v61.ov (cf. 174) is here omitted. Line 2. For the stephanos of
olive, frequently bestowed upon citizens who have performed official or semiofficial duties well, see A. S. Henry,
Honours,pp. 39-40 and 123.
Lines 3-4. The stele is to be erected in front of the "Synedrion" as in 181), if the restoration be accepted-and
it is reasonable enough. The space does not suffice forin
the Stoa of Zeus, as in 174, or for the Bouleuterion. For
the Synedrion see AgoraIII, pp. 126-128 (cf. R. E. Wycherley,JHS 75, 1955, pp. 118-121), where the references,
including this inscription, are collected, and. M. Camp, Athenian
Agora,p. 100. While evidently used for a variety of
buildings, the term may here refer to the Thesmotheteion (for the site of which see AgoraIII, p. 179); see further
on 194. P.J. Rhodes (Athenian
Boule,pp. 31-32, note 6) argues that the Bouleuterion is in fact intended.
Lines 4-5. Unless the text ended with 8toxjTC<
t, the cost must have been defined. The phrase r6 yev6tevov
ivbXoiai would have carried over into the next line. Since this latter method of expressing cost predominates
after 270 (cf. Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 273-280), 271/70 showing the last clearly dated example of the amount
ant quemfor the present text. It remains
expressed in drachmas (see 187), this should suggest a reasonable terminus
an opn question whether the payment is to be made by the Single Officer of Administration or the Plural Board
and whether the verb of disbursementshould be soivao or ueptaaa.Meritt, whose restorationof the line included the
specified sum and read [Eeploal xo0o(?) kxnTrI btouctfeg --bpa)xpi&],tentatively included the Plural Board
and therefore ip(laoL (see 174, commentary on line 8). But a date between 295 and 286, although less likely,remains
a possibility. The Single Officer might be paired with 8ouvaotor tep(CaL and the sum to be expended might not
have been expressed at all; cf. Henry, op.cit., pp. 270-273 and 166, commentary on lines 10-11.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
176. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5723), with the original rough-picked back preserved but broken
on all sides, discovered on March 14, 1939, in a context of mid- to Late Roman date on the North Slope of the
Akropolis. More than half of the inscribed surfacehas "layered"off the stone, which has evidently sufferedby fire and
is much larger than the meager survivingtext would by itself suggest. A dark diagonal stripe disfiguresthe inscribed
surface that remains.
H. 0.21 m.; W. 0.185 m.; Th. 0.095 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
ECotX.(square)ca. 0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 211-212, no. 6, with photograph pi. 35. See also SEG XXI, 358.
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The script is a good representativeof the style to be associated with the first half of the 3rd century.Junctions
between contiguous strokes are inclined to be inaccurate, especially in epsilon (in one instance of which the bottom
stroke is curved). Sigma varies in size, the mason having been inconsistent in the length of the chisel adopted to
cut it. "Horizontals" in alpha and delta slope, usually from left to right. Line 2. The doubtful central letter may
equally, perhaps better, be read as delta. Line 4. Meritt read MO as the last surviving letters. The appearance
of the supposed mu is deceptive on stone and squeeze: there is a central hastain this space, and the letter is iota or tau,
followed by omicron or theta. Some form of (SLa)toXketitvmay underlie the remains earlier in this line.
Meritt connected such clues as the few identifiable words offer with the effort of the Athenians to recover
the Peiraieus, which had remained in Macedonian hands despite the liberation of the astyfrom Demetrios' forces.
This was in the forefront of their political endeavors, and their vital interests dictated its recapture at the earliest
possible moment. Philippides the comic poet urged Lysimachosof Thrace to assist them to this end; see IG II2, 657,
lines 33-36, of 283/2 (SEGXXXII, 109, with earlierreferences,XXXV, 87), and 172: and in 285/4 Audoleon, king
of the Paionians, promised his help for the same purpose (IG II2, 654, lines 30-35; cf M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I,
pp. 163-166, D 76, NaturaliationII, pp. 160-161). Lines 5-6 of the present text reflect the phraseology of the passages
cited and suggest a dating for the inscriptioncoincidental with them: but since the recoveryof the Peiraieusremained
a constant concern of the Athenians throughoutthe period from the "liberation"to the Chremonidean War,of which
it was the major Athenian cause, the decree could find a date anywhere within that general period.
Whether the Peiraieus was ever recovered at any rate once, perhaps even twice, and then lost again between
286/5 and the Chremonidean War (more precisely,during the 270's) has been a long-running and celebrated matter
of dispute. W W. Tarn (Antigonos
Gonatas,1913, pp. 118 and 125) urged that the capture of Mounychia and the
Peiraieusmentioned by Pausanias(1.26.3) as among the exploits of Olympiodoros (see pp. 240-241 above) belongs to
this juncture, and that Antigonos recovered the seaport soon afterwards. Cf. J. Papastavrou,RE, Suppl X, 1965,
col. 83, s.v. Athenai; Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, p. 103. W. S. Ferguson (Hellenistic
Athdns,p. 162) considered that the
Macedonians never lost the Peiraieus in this period, the view preferred by A. Momigliano (Tezo contributo
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further
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further
I, 1966, pp. 30-31,
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containing
bibliography).
on 181. Twenty years later, Ferguson (AthenianTribalCycles,p. 72) had come to accept that the Athenians held the
Peiraieus between 280/79 and 275/4. But continuing developments in the study of the archon list, on the basis
of fresh epigraphical evidence, began to invalidatemuch earlierargumentation;e.g., Meritt'sargumentsin Hesperia4,
1935, pp. 576-578 (see Hesperia7, 1938, p. 103) ceased to apply by reason of fundamental changes in the dating
of the relevant archons since that time; and the same is true of the article by Tarn in JHS 54, 1934, pp. 31-36,
with bibliography,note 36.
It has now become clear that the Peiraieuswas indeed in Macedonian hands continuously throughout the period
from 287/6 to the Chremonidean War. C. Habicht (Untekuchungen,
pp. 95-107), in demonstratingas much, examined
the theories of his predecessors and gave a critical review of the evidence, among it (p. 100 with note 32) lines 5-7
of the present text. The most that this fragment can suggest, as Meritt appreciated, is that at the time (whenever
that was) it appears to speak, in Habicht's words, "von dem Bemiihen der Athener den Hafen zurtickzugewinnen"
and to show that someone deserved recognition for valued assistance towards that evidently unachieved end. In
respect of the controversy described above its role could in any case have been no more than neutral, even though
it was in fact published too late for serious involvement in it.
On the character of the writing of this text see further SEG XXXIX, 118 and 329.
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FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
177. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4181), with the left side (below the inscribed surface) and
original back preserved, discoveredon May 22, 1936, among marblesfrom a modern wall in the southeasternpart of
the Market Square (N-O 15). There is a long uninscribed space (0.108 m.) below the last line of text.
H. 0.295 m.; W. 0.135 m.; Th. 0.105 m.
LH. 0.004 m. (omicron)-0.005 m.
EToLX.Hor. ca. 0.013 m.; Vert. 0.0145 m.
Ed. E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, p. 352, no. 47, with photograph.
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The length of line is determined by the formula of lines 2-3. This in turn necessitates the restoration of the
Plural Board of officials in line 5, from which the date of the inscription is to be derived (see 174).
The writing is small and pusillanimousbut not imprecise. The small omicron is pendent from the upper line of
the lettering. Omega is open and looped; cf 175 and IGII2, 710 (SEG XXXIV, 81, with earlier references) for
not dissimilarexamples. For their size the letters are widely spaced.
At the beginning of the fragment Schweigert restored [erreTpav?oapL
--&peT
f} {vexexv I xxl e6]vo[cta
r)fs tp6bqrbv 8f}bov Tbv 'A0qvatlwv &Ivayp]&6a'[ubxxr., perhaps correctly but, with no more than two letters
on which to base his restoration,perhaps also adventurously.Line 4. Schweigert suggestedTx[efitvet oi 'AaxXnpoiu.
etc 8t XT\.]. Apollo would have been equally suitable; for his precinct as a teenos cf. IG I3, 138, lines 15-16. The
sanctuary of Asklepios, which was at a distance from the Agora, on the south side of the Akropolis, is in other such
instances always referred to as a hieron.
see 175, commentary on lines 4-5. It is not clearly attested
Line 6. For the phrase r6 yev6.evov &v&XIotia
before the archonship of Nikias of Otryne in 266/5; cf. A. S. Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 273-277 and the summaryof
evidence in table 3 there. At an earlier stage, in place of the specified sum of drachmas, a variety of phraseology
was tried. Henry believes it possible that rx yev6.evov &v&X,oaas a formula is to be detected as early as 286/5
(in IG 112,663; see 172): but in the light of visible present evidence it may be reasonable to add at least "vixantea. 270
a." to the date given at the head of the text. See also Henry's table 22.2 in "Owlsto Atens'": Essayson Classical
Presented
to SirKenneth
Dover,E. M. Craik, ed., 1990, p. 188.
Subjects

ATHENIAN CITlIZENSHIPCONFERRED UPON A SIKYONIAN
178. A considerable fragmentof an unusuallywide stele of Hymettian marble (15657), broken on all sides, discovered
on February 20, 1939, among marbles removed during the demolition of modern houses at the north foot of the
Areopagos.
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.35 m.; Th. 0.17 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
EZotx. Hor. 0.01 m.; Vert. 0.0116 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 212-213, no. 7, with photograph pl. 36; see also SEG XXI, 359:
M.J.
Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 174-178, D 82, Naturalization
II, pp. 168-169.
a. 286-262 a.(?)
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The stone is very battered and chipped at the edges and has horizontalscratchesand gouges across the inscribed
surface. A dowel hole cuts into lines 4-5. The writing is scratchy and hesitant, almost quavery, in character,but
it is reasonably precise and in form "standard"for the period. Omega is wide.
Because the fragment is broken al around, the positioning of the text in relation to the supposed edges of the
monument is arbitrary.Its unusualwidth seems to be imposed by the formula for the grant of citizenship incorporated
in lines 2-3 and by the formulasfor the inscribingand erection of the stele and the source of payment for it in lines 7-8.
When less than half survivesof a text with lines more than fifty letters in width, attempts at restorationare generally
unwise. Here the minimum requirementssuggest a line of some 107 letters, whereas in the most productive line (8)
no more than twenty-nine letters are visible. This does not deter speculation, but supplements beyond plausible
formulas for lines 2-3 and 7-8 (even so, to be treated with some reserve)have been excluded from the text.
The date of the inscription depends in general upon the style of the writing, regarded by Meritt as appropriate
to the early 3rd century, and in particular upon line 8, where the verb .tApEaat
suggests the period of the Plural
Board of Administration, for whom it represents the invariable instruction (cf. 174, commentary on lines 8-10).
If the instruction is to the Single Officer, the date would be in all probability post-262 rather than ante-286, for in
the period before 286 surviving inscriptions are comparatively few (see p. 241) and the use of .tApEcraL
is not well
established (see 175, commentary on lines 4-5).

Line 1. After npop[o6]XEutAaOsborne continues [v 8e86XOxL tl)t PoUXTjLtroC npotZpouq ot &iv )4XaXLv
7pOcbpe(eLV etc trhv &lLOt?aczv &xxXvcaatIcvXP7q)IoLsta1L
ipc]pt tro6tv xeX. For the restored tiuoOacxv cf. 162,

commentary on line 14, and for the "irrational"blank space (here and elsewhere in the text) cf. 172 and references
there. Followingalpha, however,is the clear trace of a central uprightstroke(iota or tau), and the tempting restoration
must therefore be placed in some doubt. Lines 2-3. 'AOvnv(xov
L
xcxI Meritt.
CtvaL.... C:!... LaoOvjou ELXu&ov
The above text shows Osborne's proposal, which correctly takes account of the formulaic need to include the
honorand's descendants. It also meets the objections of A. S. Henry (Honours,pp. 65 and 91, note 19), who drew
attention to the rarityof a formula containing name, patronymic,and ethnic: "There is nothing except the unusually
wide stele to justify the restoration." The trianominanevertheless appear in full in lines 8-9, at the start of what
is evidently an amendment or rider to the enactment. Osborne also added xctt& tbv v4.ov after PotQXI)taLand
continued in lines 3-4 with v 8oi3v(xLbi xcxt -rhv 4iijpov ItQtaxrou 89 w4u.le
rv
-c into0c]cxv [ixxXk([czv
V
to]
x]put6rve[r]F
.F[o2y ----],ceppE[xv

co~

Line 5. &[vOsborne. Line 6. Meritt compared IG 112, 654, lines 53-54. Osborne listed various formulaic
o
X6..o I.... ]
tivou
VC)VLO( &L,
possibilities for the long lacuna. Lines 8-9. et,tv-' Iept lA q &c
bOPE.
,t
ivtx
Meritt.
His
restoration
was
based
&XMa
-?
on
the
r&
[866XOal rWn
J--]
itt r
analogy of IG II2,
np&vrekv
682, lines 93-96, the validity of which was doubted by Osborne. On the basis of the restoration (and presumably
of line 1 also), P.J. Rhodes judged the decree to have been probouleumatic (AtheianBouke,p. 251).
For the naturalizationprocedure of the period, under his "FormulationA", see Osborne, Naturalization
I, p. 16,
and for this text, under subdivision XIII, p. 22. The ypa1AVa-rte6
is here (line 7) named as troO84lAourather than
6 xoTtl&tpuTxIvcEav.
See 120, commentary on line 8.
For Athenian relations with Sikyon and such account as may be given of Sikyonian history in the first half of
the 3rd century see C. H. Skalet, AncientSikyon,1928, p. 82 and 115. The present text implies some continuing
relationship of goodwill between Athens and at least one prominent Silyonian family (cf. line 10) but offers no wider
historical perspectives.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF DIOTIMOS, 285/4 B.C.
The name of Diotimos as archon survives on four inscriptions: IG II2, 653 (SEG XXVIII, 57, XXXII,
II, pp. 160I, pp. 163-166, D 74, Naturalization
108, XXXIII, 111) and 654 (M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
in
the same
IG
In
is
to
be
restored
which
refers
to
and
180.
it
655,
II2,
179,
addition,
161),
plausibly
circumstancesas 654 and was passed, apparently,at the same assembly. In the firstthree of these texts, the
name of the yppaEorU(T
; of the year is sufficientlypreservedfor the whole of it to be assured,and it is partly
preservedalso in the fourth. His deme, Paiania,belonged to the phyle Pandionis,fifth in official order. The
historical content of IG II2, 653-655 requires Diotimos' close association with Athenian efforts to be rid
of the Macedonian forces of occupation still in Attic territory; while the honors for Spartokos III, king
ofBosporos (IG II2, 653), must antedate that monarch'sdeath in 284/3 (Diodorus Siculus 20.100.7, where
his accession is narrated under the year 304/3 and it is noted that he reigned for twenty years). The
jpaxre from Pandionis V,
requirements of the cycle of secretaries also imply that Diotimos, with a ypoat
is best placed in the year immediately following that of Diokles with a ypoyatitaeC from Aigeis IV. This
association and order have been adopted by all modern commentators,and the year assigned to Diotimos
in their various reconstructions of the archon list has varied pan passuwith their assignment of the year
of Diokles. Cf. B. D. Meritt, AthenianTear,p. 233, Historia26, 1977, p. 173; C. Habicht, Untersucungen,
p. 98,
note 23.
The evidence reveals the year as clearly ordinary in the festival calendar, and as the fifteenth in the
Metonic cycle it coincided with the generallyregularcorrespondencebetween that cycle and that calendar.
Full and hollow months were thus more or less concurrentwith prytaniesof 30 and 29 days. Known phylai
in prytany were III Kekropis,VI Demetrias or Akamantis,VII Antigonis, and XII Pandionis.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
179. The upperleftcornerof a pedimentalsteleof Hymettianmarble(I 3460),withthe left sideand the leftsection
of the pedimentpreserved,firstnoted in February1936,when it was broughtinto the excavationheadquartersof
the Agora,althoughit had for some yearsbeen lyingin the Stoa of Attalos. A generousuppermargin(0.03 m.)
separatesthe simplehorizontalmoldingfromthe firstline of the text.
H. 0.23 m.; W.0.146 m.;Th. 0.095 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
ETotx.(almostsquare)Hor.0.0136 m.;Vert.0.013 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hespeia9, 1940,p. 83, no. 14,withphotograph.
a. 285/4 a.,pryt.III
ETOIX.23
'Etl ALorlEt'[ou
&PXovto;nt -]
f)SKexpoX.C[8oo
Trptr)ipu:ra]
veCacht Au[krlpaToro'Apvroo]
5

LXOU
IIaacv[Le(C lypvaqiteU]
e[v B]o0poI[4W)vo &V&TT)I
taT]
[a(Jivo]u, 1V[6AT7)
TrS ipuTravet]
[a<X]'
Fx[x]XYP
[La xuplar T(iv npo&8]
i
[pOV E]+[pLteV .... 1 ....]

In line 3 the stonemasonevidentlycut HIATETPATOE,whichhe managedto correctas faras the preserved
portionof the stoneis concernedby insertinga freshiotaat the midpointbetweenthe stoichoiof eta andits neighbor
on the right,convertingthe formeriota in that neighboringspaceinto lambda,and by writingTEI in the former
spaceof AT. Thiswasa matterof adaptation,forthe originalletterscanbe clearlyseen:therewasno erasure.Meritt
read a dottediota afterthe last survivingsigma,whichmay perhapsbe representedby the line of break. Apart
fromthis error,the plainwriting,"standard"
for its periodalthoughwith an unusualmu, is reasonablyprecise. It
showshoweversomevariationin thedetailofepsilonandsigmaandin thesizeofomicron.Line7. 6xx]\r) [taMeritt.
Beyondits relevanceto the calendarof the year,forwhichsee the commentaryaboveon the yearof Diotimos,
the textcallsforlittlediscussion.Line2. The restorationxprl);is conditionedby the nameof the monthpreservedin
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line 5. Lines3-4. Nothingfurtheris knownof the yp(aXtW of the year,Lysistratos
ofPaiania(PA9623),norhave
been
members
K.
of
his
5.
It
was
identified.
noted
Pritchett
15, 1946,p. 157,note44)
family
byW.
any
(Hesperia
Line
that 6ya61t could be restoredas the numeralhere. This introducesa variationof one day betweenprytanyand
festivalcalendarwhichmaybejudgedlesslikelyat thisearlystageof the year.
Lines 5-6. ForBocdromion9 as a meetingday of the assemblyseeJ. D. Mikalson,Sacred
andCivilCalendar,
Line
This
is
in
the
for
an
51-52.
7.
Cf
on
3.
line
pp.
early
prytany
&xxXrplaxupta. 172, commentary
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FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
180. A fragmentof the upperpartof a pedimentalstele of Hymettianmarble( 1524),with the left edge (at the
base of the pediment)and the originalrough-pickedbackpreserved,discoveredon March5, 1934, in the wall of
the Churchof SS. Eliasand Charalampes,northof the SouthwestFountainHouse (H-I 14). The pedimenthas
been roughlyhackedaway,buta transitionaltaeniaandfilletsurvivebetweenit and the inscribedsurface.
H. 0.29 m.; W.0.49 m.; Th. 0.165 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
STOXHor.(notwellplottedby themason)0.0146m. atleftdiminishingto 0.013 m. on the right;Vert.0.014 m.
Ed. W.K. Pritchett,Hesperia
15, 1946,pp. 156-158, no. 14, withphotograph.
a. 285/4 a.,pryt.VI
ETOIX. 40
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8 . o0 ExNr,]
. .. ...
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Pritchettobserved,correctly,thatthewritingis verysimilarto thatof IGII2,657, the decreeof 283/2 in honor
of thecomicpoetPhilippides.Smallomicron,awkwardomega,rhowitha highloop,andupsilonwithslightlycurved
mu with short,high "v"and the peculiaralphain line 3 also
angle strokesare characteristic.The straight-sided
deserveremarkand are similarlyto be paralleledin IGII2,657.
Lines1 and3 wereleftunrestoredbyPritchett,whoproducedalternativesuggestionsto meetthe requirement
of
eitherforwardor backwardcountin the date e-rx'elx6&xq,
at thattimebelievedto be possiblein the reckoningof the
finalthirdof the festivalmonth;cf. B. D. Meritt,Athenian
Year,pp. 38-59 (esp.pp. 57-59). But it has longsincebeen
recognizedthat suchcountis alwaysbackward,as was proposedby Pritchett(with0. Neugebauer,Calendars,
p. 26;
see alsoPritchett,CP54, 1959,pp. 155-157,AnientAtlhnian
onStone,1963,pp. 349-354) andacknowledged
Calendars
95, 1964,pp. 225 and256, note200):see alsoD. M. Lewis,JHS 83, 1963,p. 195;A. G. Woodhead,
by Meritt(TAPA
and the correspondingname
Studyof Greek
pp. 120-122. Pritchett'srestorationbeuvtpot et'Ex6bocaq,
Inscriptions,
of the month and ordinalnumeralof the prytanythat this entails,may be enteredinto the definitivetext. Thus
Posideon29 = pryt.VI, 30. The variationof one day in the numeration,withinthe contextof an ordinaryyear
advancedpointin the year,is withoutsignificance.Forthe
duringthe periodof twelvephylai,andat a comparatively
andCivilCalendar,
penultimatedayof Posideonas a meetingdayof the assemblyseeJ. D. Mikalson,Sacred
pp. 95-96.
This text does not formpartof the evidencetherecited.
Line 1. The phylein prytanywas Demetriasor Akamantis.Antigonisand Pandionis,whichalsowouldfit the
spaceavailable,are alreadypre-emptedby the evidencefor the seventhand twelfthprytanies.

THE ARCHONSHIPS OF EUTHIOS AND NIKIAS, 283/2 AND 282/1 B.C.
181 shows the archon Euthios (who held the eponymous archonship, for IG II2, 657 [SEG XXXII, 109,
with earlier references, XXXV, 87], 658, and 659 [SEG XXV, 88] are dated with reference to him) as
honored in the archonshipofNikias. This establishesthe order of these two archonshipsbut need not imply
that Nikias followed immediatelyupon Euthios. However,the ypalVitanekxof Nikias' year,Theophilos, son
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of Theodotos, of Acharnai belonged to the phyle Oineis, eighth in order,while the ypaljtarteGC of Euthios'
year, Nausimenes, son of Nausikydes, of Cholargos belonged to the phyle Akamantis, seventh in order.
Nikias was thus Euthios' successor, and the historical content of IG II2, 657, taken with the indications
affordedby 181, assigns both archons to this period of hopes and effortsto dislodge the Macedonian forces
still in occupation of the Peiraieus. The secretarycycle also establishes their position relative to the years
of Diokles and Diotimos discussed above (pp. 245 and 255). Nikias' archonship was unsuspected until
the discovery of 181, there being no other evidence for him (see below for another possible epigraphical
reference),with the result that commentaries on the archon list and on the historical developmentswritten
earlier than 1938 take no account of him.
It had already been universally acknowledged, on the evidence already cited, that Euthios was to
be assigned to a date in the 280's. This had varied from 287/6 to 284/3, the year 285/4 being the
most popular choice and the date preferredby, among others, W. B. Dinsmoor (Archons
of Athns, pp. 30,
60-61, 69). A date as late as 283/2 had not then been contemplated. Soon after its publication, the
new evidence of 181 was examined by Dinsmoor (AhenianArchonList, esp. pp. 40-41), who established
the succession Diokles-Diotimos-Isaios (cf. IG II2, 657, line 39)-Euthios-Nikias which has since then
remained unchallenged. To this group may be added Ourias, the ypotjtare6 of whose year was from
the phyle Kekropis (IX) and
a who
horon the evidence belongs this period (see p. 260 below). The final
evaluationof the dates of Diokles and Diotimos (qq.v.)affectedthe other archonslinked with them, the result
being to place Euthios in 283/2 and Nikias in 282/1, the dating here followed. See Dinsmoor, Hsperia23,
1954, p. 314; B. D. Meritt, Athenian ear, p. 233, Historia26, 1977, p. 173; C. Habicht, Unteuchungen,
p. 99, note 24; M.J. Osborne, ZPE 58, 1985, p. 275.
IG II2, 1273, lines 1-27, a decree of the thiasotai of the Mother of the Gods, honors one Soterichos of
Troizen for his services to the group in the archonshipof Nikias and was passed [it - - ]ou &pXovroC
in
the month Anthesterion. It seemed not unlikely that the archon was the Nikias of 282/1 and that the
decree was dated with reference either to Nikias himself or to his successor Ourias (cf. Meritt, Hesperia7,
1938, p. 108). This interpretation was, however, doubted by Dinsmoor (AthnianArchonList, pp. 45-46)
and was put into additional doubt by A. N. Oikonomides (ZPE 32, 1978, pp. 85-86; see also SEGXXVIII,
108), who proposed to read [7ft E4d(e]vou &pXovTroand to date the inscription to 222/1, thus setting
the Nikias of that text in 223/2. A date there or thereaboutsfor IG II2, 1273 was accepted also by Habicht
(ZPE 39, 1980, pp. 1-5; see also SEG XXX, 96), although without discussion of the Nikias involved.
However, the alleged nu was not in fact read by Dinsmoor, as was claimed by Oikonomides in citing
him (loc.cit., note 6); and S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 259) has confirmed that the decree should be
in
the
first
half
of
the
that the name of the
archonidene
should be
placed
century. Dinsmoor was confident
no longer than Meritt had postulated. The archon of 265/4, whether this be Peithidemos, Phanomachos,
or another, could well be a preferable candidate, with the Nikias of the preceding year being Nikias of
Otryne (although in this instance the mention of him will have lacked the demotic which distinguishes
him in the epigraphical record from his two predecessorsof the same name).
The Nikias of 282/1 did however prove to be the archon in whose year Phaidros of Sphettos served as
8lines 53-54; cf T L. Shear, Kallias,pp. 66, 87-89, 100), a matter which had,
agonothetes (IG II2, 682,
before 1938, given rise to much controversy. For the suggestion that this Nikias should be identified with
the Nikias Orreapo;of IG II2, 644 and 645, and of 165, and for its refutationsee p. 237 above.
The dating by the festival and prytany calendars provided by the inscriptional evidence indicates
that the year of Euthios was ordinary and thtatof Nikias intercalary. 181 shows that the latter year
was proceeding with complete regularity in both calendars. The two years were the seventeenth and
eighteenth in the (eighth) Metonic cycle, which the cycle required should be ordinary and intercalary
respectively (cf. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236). The cycle and the arrangement of the festival years in
Athens were thus fully in concord, and if this concordance be accepted as the general rule of the Athenian
calendar (cf. Meritt, 'Apx. 'Ey., 1968, pp. 92-105), the dating of the two archons receives additional
confirmation. The only known phyle in prytany in the year of Nikias was VII Oineis. The hipparchs
and phylarchsof the year are honored and listed in SEGXXI, 525 (XXV, 147).
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EUTHIOS OF TEITHRAS HONORED, AS EX-ARCHON, TOGETHER WITH HIS PAREDROI
181 (P1.18). A complete pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (14266), slightly tapered towards the top, discovered
on July 7, 1936, in use as a cover slab over a Late Roman drain in the north room of the Metroon (H 8-9). The
stone is discolored on the left to a depth of 4-5 stoichoi and on the right to a depth of up to 13 stoichoi.
H. 1.31 m.; W. (inscribedface) 0.418 m. at top, 0.517 m. at foot; Th. 0.10 m. at top, 0.13 m. at foot.

LH. 0.007 m.

EroLX.(almost square)Hor. 0.013 m.; Vert. 0.0125 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 100-109, no. 18, with photograph. See SEGXXV, 89, with reference also
to the text, with commentary and translation into Italian, of L. Moretti, IscrizionistoricheellmisticheI, pp. 28-31,
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no. 14. The discoveryof the stele was mentionedby H. A. Thompson,Hcsperia
6, 1937, p. 197, note 1: see also

AgoraGuide3, p. 286.

a. 282/1 a.,pryt.VII

ETOIX. 31
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xatl Etl TrbvXoutrv xp6vov trtpjaot Tob
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The writing is clear and generally regular,with small circularletterspendent from the upper line of the lettering
The execution of omega is variable. The mason frequentlyomitted the horizontal stroke of alpha, and in line 35 he
omitted the central 'v" of mu. In the same line, thirty-twoletters have been inscribed instead of the thirty-one of the
was firstwritten, and the
regularpattern, IST in xatl crtevoaat occupying two letter spaces. In line 45 EoXoattvLoL
last two letters were corrected subsequently. The three citations are written within carefully engraved stephanoi
below the text of the decree.
Lines 3 and 7. Neither Theophilos nor Oinokrates is otherwise known. Indeed the latter name appears to
be unattested elsewhere in Attic epigraphy. Lines 4-5. For Gamelion 9 as a meeting day of the assembly cf. J. D.
Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalndar,pp. 100-101: this text is in fact the sole evidence for it.
Lines 5-6 and 38-39. The "mixed"spelling of the feminine dative endings may be noted, HI and EI being used
apparentlyat will in this text. Forexamplesof decreeswith both endings in more or less equal frequencycf. L. Threatte,
Grammar,p. 378, and for the phenomenon in general see 101, commentary on lines 5-7. Line 6. IxxXiaola.
See 97, commentary on line 7. Line 8. The two vacant letter spaces are evidenty designed to emphasize the
enactment formula. See A. S. Henry, Prscrpts, pp. 64-65 and 68 (where this text is cited). Lines 8-9. This was
a nonprobouleumaticdecree; see P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,p. 264. Line 9. Agyrrhios (PA180) was a member of the
of
from
his
which
of
family
Kollytos
great-grandfather the same name (PA 179) is the best-known representative;
see J. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,pp. 277-282 (esp. p. 279), with stemma (p. 281). He has left a record
elsewhere in the tradition, in that he was the proposer of a decree (IG II2, 653) in honor of Spartokos III, king of
Bosporos (see p. 255 above). Davies remarkedthat that decree and this are both "markedlynationalist in tone." He is
also mentioned by Athenaios (8.340e) as having been the butt of the witticisms of the poet Philemon in the MercEv.
Lines 12-13. The eponymous archon, according to Aristotle (Athenaion
Polteia 56.4), with the assistance of his
paredroi (IG II2, 668, line 14), and with a board of epimeletai sharing the responsibility(Aristotle,loc.cit.;IG II2, 668,
lines 14-15), had charge of the procession in honor of the god at the Great Dionysia. Cf. L. Deubner, AttischeFeste,
pp. 138-142. Lines 18-19. 'ExxXrwoa h &vAtov6aou. Cf. 79, commentary on lines 1-7. Lines 19-20. 8noi
&vo5v. See 173, commentary on line 2.
Line 23. &yaOerT6)XC.Cf. 72, commentary on lines 7-8. Lines 25-26. For the expression of the virtues of
the honorand see Henry, Honours,pp. 42-44 (this phraseology listed on p. 43). Lines 27-28 and 36-37. On the
o1t xrX. Forthe
gold stephanoi xanrr& v v6Vovcf. 112, commentary on lines 5-7 and 141. Lines 28-30. etvaL *taOadditional unspecified benefits introduced in the form of an "open clause" see Henry, Honours,pp. 311-315 (this
text cited on pp. 311 and 315); cf. also Rhodes, AthenianBoule,pp. 281-283.
Lines 30-31. On the evidence of these lines the Peiraieus was firmly in Macedonian hands; cf. C. Habicht,
Untrsuchungen,
p. 99. Moretti (op.cit.,p. 30) made the interestingdeduction from the wording that the Macedonians
had recaptured the asp itself ("l'iscrizionemostra che nel Febbraio281 l'&oaunon era in mano degli Ateniesi"). The
sense of the inscriptionis, however,clearly otherwise. The Athenians look forwardto the time when the Peiraieushas
been recoveredand reunited with the asty,of which they had been in possession for the past five years or so; when this
has taken place, Euthios, they promise, will receive other honors he will have merited. That Moretti was in errorhere
was apparent also to T. L. Shear (Kallias,p. 28, note 58; cf. SEG XXVIII, 59) and to P. Gauthier (REG 92, 1979,
pp. 349-399; cf. SEG XXIX, 100), although the latter believed that the Peiraieuswas indeed recovered in 281 and
that this clause shows the imminent expectation of that. Thus this inscription takes its place in the controversy
concerning the recovery or nonrecovery of Athens' seaport between 286 and 262, for which see p. 252 above.
Lines 31-34. On the paredroi see 174, commentary on line 2. Neither Meidogenes nor Sokrates is otherwise
known, save that the latter may well be the father of that Moschine, "daughterof Sokratesof Paiania",who made the
dedication to Asklepios on record in IG II2, 1534A, lines 47-48 (= S. B. Aleshire, TheAthnian Asklepieion,1989,
pp. 177-248, inventory IV, lines 70-71; see esp. p. 233). Lines 34-35. See on lines 25-26. This particular form
of words is quoted by Henry from IG II2, 488 (of 303/2), where, however, it is followed by the fuller explanation
xrf)elt xX., which is not present here. Cf. 175, commentary on line 1.
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See 175, commentaryon lines 3-4 and 194, commentaryon line 12,
Lines39-40. Iynp~ooaexou oauvcSptou.
with referencesthere given. Line 41. o't~intTtI toumoo. See on 174. This text lies firmlywithinthe period
of their responsibility. Ten drachmas seem a modest cost for so considerable a record, but towards the end of the
period during which costs were specified the amount allocated seems to have diminished. Compare tables 2 and 3

in Henry,ZPE78, 1989,pp. 268 and 273.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF OURIAS, 281/80 B.C.
The connection between the assessment of the date of Ourias and that of the archons preceding him has

been mentioned above (p. 257), and the establishmentof his year largely depends on the considerations
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that prompted the determination of theirs. See B. D. Meritt, Athcnianrear, p. 233, Historia 26, 1977, p. 173.
The ypo?ja4Lezu of his archonship, Euxenos ofAixone (Kekropis IX), is placed by the secretary cycle in the
year following that of Nikias. Ourias has left other epigraphical legacies besides 182. A poletai record
(Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 565-572, no. 41; AgoraXIX, P52) links him (in an uncertain temporal relationship)
with the earlier archons Telokles and - - - - ppos (probably Philippos; see Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, p. 107

and W. K. Pritchettand Meritt, Chronology,
pp. 88-91). Honors were accorded to the island ofTenos in the
eleventh prytany of his year (IG II2, 660, lines 25-46) and reflect the continuing need of the Athenians to
maintain their Aegean communications. A list of members of the boule best ascribed to the same year
survives in great part (AgoraXV, 72; SEG XXXVI, 217, with earlier references;J. S. Traill, Hesperia38,
1969, pp. 459-494). Meritt (Hesperia7, 1938, p. 108) also restored his name as archon in IGII2, 1273,
line 1. This text has recently been relocated to a date later in the century and with a different restoration
(see p. 257 above), but it surely belongs to this period, and Meritt'ssuggestion remains acceptable.
This year was the last in the current Metonic cycle, and the concluding year of Meton's nineteenyear series was designed as ordinary. The inscriptions show that the festival calendar agreed with this
arrangement, and it may be assumed that the prytanies and the lunar months were exactly concurrent, the

year beginning with a full month. Phylai identified in prytany are II Aiantis and XI Demetrias.

HONORS FOR THE TAXIARCHOISENTAS DELEGATESTO BOIOTIA
182. A pedimentalsteleof Hymettianmarble(I 863), slightlytaperingtowardsthe top, completelypreservedwith
the exceptionof the apexof the pedimentandthe leftakroterionwiththe leftend of the epistylemolding,discovered
on May 25, 1933,in the wallof a Byzantinewelleastof the Tholos(H 11:1).Thereis somepittingof the inscribed
surface,especiallyon the right.
H. 0.93 m.; W. 0.473 m. (at pediment),0.414 m. (at top of inscribedsurface),0.449 m. (at foot of stele);
Th. 0.085 m.
LH. ca.0.006 m.
toX. (almost square, increasing by one letter at lines 25 and 30) Hor. 0.0116 m.; Vert. 0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia4, 1935, pp. 562-565, no. 40, with photograph. See SEGXXV 90, with reference also

to the text, with commentaryand translationinto Italian,of L. Moretti,Iscrizioni
storiche
eenisticheI, pp. 31-33,
no. 15. W. B. Dinsmoor(Hesperia
23, 1954, pp. 291-296) discusseddecreesconcernedwith taxiarchoi,and the
presentinscriptionspecificallyon pp. 292-293. Line30 wasquotedin Agora
III,p. 176,no. 581, amongevidencefor
the locationof the Strategion.
a. 281/80 a.,pryt. II

ETOIX. 32 (lines 1-24)

33 (lines25-29)
34 (lines30-31)

5
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The writing is regular and without marked idiosyncrasiessave for a slight curve in some straight strokes, the
omission of the upright in xi, and variation in the articulation of epsilon and sigma. A few lines (23, 24, 26, 31)
have blank spaces at points where account is taken of the broadening of the stele, displaying some care to avoid
awkwardword division; but the same concern is not in evidence elsewhere (e.g., 10, 14, 15).
Line 1. The expression here of the archon'sname in the nominative rather than in the usual genitival formula
has only one parallel, IG 112,658, line 2, of 283/2. See A. S. Henry, PrescriPts,
pp. 55 and 71. Meritt's restoration
of another example in IG I12,697 (see SEGXXI, 356) proved to be unnecessary.The meager evidence suggeststhat it
may be a phenomenon restricted to this period and perhaps an experimental formulation that did not "catch on".
Line 2. Euxenos of Aixone, the ypaVVorce6c(PA5891), is not known beyond his tenure of this office, but his father
was identifiedbyJ. Kirchner (PA7848) with the priest of the Herakleidai(IG 112,1199, lines 23-24) attested in 325/4.
If this is correct, and if the priesthood was still in the same hereditaryhands, Euxenos had as an ancestor Plato'sLysis.
See Plato, Lysis205c-d andJ. K. Davies, Atheian Ptropetied
Familie,pp. 359-361. Lines 3-4. For the penultimate day
of Metageitnion as a meeting day of the assembly see J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil Calendar,p. 45. It is attested
also in 302/1 and in the archonship of Ergochares in 226/5 (224). Line 5. &xxXvEot. See 97, commentary on
line 7.
Line 6. For the reading of the patronymicsee A. E. Raubitschek,Hesperia11, 1942, p. 305, note 14, a correction
to the original text overlooked by Moretti, loc. cit. The mention of Diokles dates to this year the bouleutic list
AgoraXV, 72 (see above), in which he appears at line 117. SeeJ. S. Traill, Hesperia38, 1969, pp. 472 and 488. It
is likely that the Diokles Pteleasios who was a member of the boule in 360/59 (PA405 1) was his ancestor,perhaps his
grandfather(AgoraXVM17, line 10). Lines 7-8. This was probouleumaticenactment; see P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouke,
p. 252, where the inscription is dated in error to 283/2. Line 8. That Leon, son of Kichesias, had (like Memnon,
son of Medon, of Aphidna in the preceding generation; cf 123) shown a special concern for the taxiarchoi was
observed by Dinsmoor, op. cit., p. 291. See 185. The family may be traced through six generations (the detail in
Dinsmoor's note 18, to which may be added SEG XXI, 435, line 14; on this see C. Habicht, AtlMitt 76, 1961,
pp. 130-131).
Line 10. The stone has ETON at the beginning of the line. The Basileia, in honor of Zeus Basileios,were held at
Lebadeia and had been established in commemoration of the battle of Leuktra (Diodorus Siculus 15.53). Meritt
drew attention to RE III, col. 82, s.v.Basileus (2), and Moretti to his Iscridoniagonistichegcrehe,
1953, pp. 105-107. See
'
also particularlyM. Feyel, Contribution
beotienne,
1942, pp. 67-87.
l'ipigraphie
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That the Athenians saw fit to send half (as it may be assumed; cf Dinsmoor, op. cit., p. 292) of the body of
taxiarchoi as a special delegation to the festival on this occasion suggests that the political and military soundings for
which the national gathering would provide an opportunity were of some significance. The festival had evidently
taken place not long before the decree was passed, for, as Meritt noted, the taxiarchoi are not described as those of
a preceding year. The delegates were personally men of note (see below). The mission ought probably to be put into
some relation with the battle of Koroupedion and its consequences, since that battle may be dated to February/March
281; see references in T. L. Shear, Kallias,pp. 31-32 with note 71; E. Will in CAH VII, 2nd ed., i, 1984, p. 113
with note 43. Seleukos Nikator was still alive at this time; but the Greeks might expect some effect on the position of
Antigonos Gonatas and wish to make provision for it. There was perhaps some hope of detaching Boiotia from
Antigonos at thisjuncture, although in the event the Boiotians did not shake themselvesfree of Macedonian rule until
the naval defeat of Antigonos by Ptolemy Keraunos in spring 280. The mission thereforepreceded what Shear called
"the turmoil of that autumn"nd whatever its intention the rapid turns of events overtook it.
Line 11. iyarOctT6L.
X See 72, commentary on lines 7-8.
Lines 20-26. Name lists of this kind are uncommon: cf Henry, Honor, pp. 46-47, note 7(v), where this text
is cited. All the taxiarchoi have been identified on other evidence, with a greater or lesser degree of probability,
as members of known families. For the details see Dinsmoor, op. cit., pp. 292-293. The alleged tombstone of
Deinostratos (IG II2, 7795) may from its style be that of his grandson. Autias was also honored by the Oropians at
this time (IG VII, 4266; see A. E. Raubitschek, Hesperia11, 1942, p. 305). Whether Dinsmoor's correlations are
acceptable or not, there is sufficientevidence to suggest that this was a "high-powered"delegation, and considerable
importance seems to have been attached to it. On the duties of the taxiarchoi see commentary on 123.
Line 26. Forthe expression of the virtues of the honorands cf. 181, commentary on lines 25-26. Henry (Honos,
p. 43) quotes two comparable examples from later in the century, including 188. Line 28. T6bewas written twice.
The mason erased the first r6ec but insufficientlyto prevent every letter being still visible.
Line 30. The stele was to be set up in the neighborhood of the office of the strategoi. See AgoraIII, pp. 174-177.
The place of discoveryof this and other inscriptionsreinforcesthe evidence of Aischines (2.85) that this office stood in
the Agora. See further AgoraXIV, pp. 73-74 and J. M. Camp, AthenianAgora,pp. 116-118, as well as Dinsmoor,
op.ci, pp. 295-296. Lines 30-32. Like the larger 181, this stele cost no more than ten drachmas;and here again the
cost seemssmallfor so considerablea monument.Cf. also 187. Finally it is perhapsnoteworthythat, unlikethe
taxiarchoi honored in 185 and 187, these delegates are not credited with any display of &per. The phraseology
of the honorands' virtues was standard, but the virtues themselves varied and must have been nicely chosen for
their applopdriateness.A good deal must lie behind the list of variations compiled by Henry (Honours,
pp. 42-44).
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
183. A thin fragment of a stele of bluish Hymettian marble (I 1273), with the left edge preserved but otherwise

brokenall around,discoveredon February3, 1934,in a LateRomancontextunderthe floorof a Byzantinebuilding
north of the Temple of Ares (K 6).

H. 0.12 m.; W. 0.093 m.; Th. 0.03 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
ETroX.(almost square)Hor. ca. 0.015 m.; Vert. 0.0145 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 57-58, no. 21, with photograph.
ca. a. 280-270 a.
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The restorationsare those of Meritt, undoubtedly extensive in comparison with what surviveson the stone but
reasonably acceptable once the stoichedon pattern has been established by the phraseology of lines 3 and 7-9. He
regarded the text as that of a decree in honor of a delegation of theoroi and suggested that they had been sent to

the festivalof the Herakleiaat Thebes,withx&'Hptxkta and re 'HpaxXcas suitablesupplementsin lines6 and 7.
The writingwassaidin the editioprinceps
to resemblethatof G 112,657, of 283/2 (cf.180). It hasperhapsgreater
affinitieswith IG II2, 689, of 272/1, especiallyin the varietyof nu, sigma,and omega. The inscribingof the lastnamedletterand the size of omicronarequiteotherthanin IGII2,657. If on thesegroundsthe decreeprovesmore
attunedto the later270's,the prosopographical
of line 4 maybe additionallyhelpful. On the other
considerations
hand, a delegation to Boiotia may conveniently be brought into connection with 182, as Meritt himself observed,

and assignedto a historicalcontextconsonantwith the diplomaticeffortevidencedthere. Thus a date withinthe
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decennium suggested may appear more acceptably precise than Meritt's original "earlythird century" dating.
Line 1. &xxhrEaioxupla, in restoration. Cf. 101, commentary on lines 7-8. Line 3. As restored, this was a
probouleumatic enactment; cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouk, p. 252 (where Meritt's dating is reproduced). Line 4.
The name Mnesiergides appears only once in Attic prosopography: in the prytany list AgoraXV, 58, at line 59.
Otherwise, the only name beginning Mnesie- - - is Mnesiergos, and the restoration of this name here, acceptable
on grounds of frequency, is reinforced by the evidence of IG II2, 704, also of 272/1, of which the proposer was

Mnesiergos,son of Mnesias,of Athmonon. The name fits the apparentrequirementsof line 4 remarkablywell.
IGII2,657 was datedto 285/4 and 704 to 262/1. The gap of twenty-threeyears
At the time of the edidoprinceps,
created difficulties for the orator in the latter and in the present text; but the reconsideration of the dates of both

has eliminatedthese. If Mnesiergosis correctlyidentified,he is doubtlessto be connectedwith the Mnesiergos
of Athmononwho was secretaryof the boardof rcalAatx-v rp6v XprpT&x
v in 398/7 (PA10275;IG II2, 1388,
lines 7-8). See alsoJ. Sundwall,Nachtrgzurprosopographia
Attca,1910,p. 130.
It may be added that Boiotia was within this period independent of the Macedonians, and there is no historical
objection to the supposition of a theoric delegation to the Theban festival. Cf. W. W. Tarn, Antigonos
Gonatas,1913,

pp. 207-208.

THE ARCHONSHIPOF OLBIOS,275/4 B.C.

The name of Olbios as archon survives on 185, on which it is accompanied by the completely preserved
name of the ypo1tt61Tet of his year, Kydias, son of Timonides, of Euonymon (Erechtheis III). Sufficient of

this name appears in 184 to dictate the attribution of that text also to Olbios' archonship. Before the
discovery of these Agora texts, Olbios was known only from a decree of the Mesogeioi (IG II2, 1245), who

honored their own archon Polyeuktos of Bate, on the motion of Amynomachos, son of Philokrates, of the

same deme, an heir of the philosopher Epikouros (Diogenes Laertius 10.16). This connection seemed
to place Olbios in the appropriate generation, and the identity of the proposer of 185 and 182 made a

close association between the years of Olbios and Ourias clearly desirable, the secretary cycle imposing
at the minimum a five-yearinterval between the two.
A previously accepted date for Olbios, after many variants (one as late as 247/6) in earlier studies, was

277/6 (B. D. Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, p. 133; W. K. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xviii; Pritchett
and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
B.
Dinsmoor
W.
lowered
this date by
p. 81).
(Hesperia23, 1954, p. 314)
two years, and 275/4 has remained the accepted year (cf. Meritt, Atenian Tear,p. 233, Historia26, 1977,
p. 173). The sole dissentient was C. Pelekides (REG 69, 1956, p. 192, note 1), who, without regard to
the identity of the proposer in 185 and 182, claimed that the year 251/50 was equally possible. Meritt
(Hesperia4, 1935, p. 564) proposed the restoration of Olbios' name as that of the archon in IG II2, 792,
line 5, where its last four letters survive: this is a decree in honor of the sitonai of that archon'syear and is
thus likely to be datable to the following year, 274/3. He subsequently abandoned the suggestion; but
the case for it was cogently (and independently)revivedboth by S. V. Tracy (Hesperia
57, 1988, pp. 309-310)
and M.J. Osborne (ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 221-222, note 65).
The year 275/4 was the sixth of the ninth Metonic cycle, and as such was an ordinaryyear (cf. Meritt,
TAPA95, 1964, p. 236). The inscriptionsshow that the festivalyear was indeed ordinary. In 184 the month
Elaphebolion may be restored to coincide with the ninth prytany,so that Elaphebolion 9 = pryt. IX, 10;
and in 185, passed on the last day of the year, Skirophorion 29 or 30 = pryt. XII, 29. The numerical
concordance between the festivaland lunar calendarswas thus exact or within one day of being so. Known
phylai in prytany are IX Erechtheis and XII Leontis.
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FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
184. The upper right corner of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 6533), with part of the right side and the original
back preserved, discovered on May 5, 1952, in the foundation packing of a Late Roman well at the north end of
the terrace of the Stoa of Attalos (Q 7). The inscribed surface is complete at the top, above which a part of the
broken crowning molding survives. Marks of a toothed chisel, running both horizontally and vertically, are very
evident on the inscribed face.
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H. 0.16 m.; W. 0.024 m.; Th. 0.11 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
ETotX.Hor. 0.011 m.; Vert. 0.015 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia33, 1964, pp. 170-171, no. 25, with photograph pi. 29. See also SEG XXI, 367.
a. 275/4 a., pryt.IX

ETOIX. 38

5

[' EIt 'OXPtou&pXovroctit. r J] 'EpexOWoogiv&r
[k xpucavocla t KubEacTt]c.]ylvou E3owvuje0 I
[ypa?W&euv' 'EXalPoXicuvo~] ev&iettar.Lfvo
xr v ipof8p
[u, Bex&CetxrT)oavlaz'
xcxro)at]ai'
[Wv7ie4^pI..ev ............]

[

i

The stele is ascribed by S. V Tracy (Hesperia57, 1988, p. 306) to the craftsman he has designated the "Cutter
of Agora I 3238 and I 4169". See 172, his earliest known work, and 185, also his product.
Line 2. Kydias of Euonymon is not otherwise known. Lines 3-4. Elaphebolion 9 is well attested as a meeting day
of the assembly: seeJ. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalndar,pp. 124-126. Line 4. dxxXrota. See 97, commentary on
line 7.

THE TAXIARCHOI OF 275/4 HONORED
185. Two joining fragments of a flat-topped stele of sand-colored Pentelic marble. On the upper fragment (a, I 96)
the original back and the whole width of the stele are preserved, although at the right edge the inscribed surface
has been destroyed. The lower fragment (b,I 15) has the left side and original back preservedbut is broken elsewhere.
The crowning molding is broken at both ends; it has the character of an Ionic epistyle crown, similar in type to
L. T. Shoe, Profilesof GreekMouldings,1936, pl. XXVII, no. 27, but with greater emphasis on the lower element of
the cyma reversa.
Both fragments were among the earliest in this volume to have been recovered from the Agora excavations.
Fragment a was recognized in the western part of the Market Square during the process of clearing up at the end
of the 1931 season; no precise date is recorded. Fragment b was discovered on June 6, 1931, in a late wall east
of the south end of the Metroon (H-I 10).
Measurements as joined: H. 0.475 m.; W. 0.43 m.; Th. 0.13 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
EToLX.Hor. 0.01 m.; Vert. 0.013 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia2, 1933, pp. 156-158, no. 5, with photograph. See also SEGXV, 101, with references
also to W. B. Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 290, on lines 12-13 and C. Pelekides, REG 69, 1956, pp. 192-194,
on lines 7-16. On Pelekides'text see Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 55, note 6. The data of the opening lines have been
frequently adduced in studies of the archon list and the calendar, for references to which see above (p. 263). The
restorationin lines 28-29 is listed in AgoraIII, p. 176; see 182. Lines 1-4 are reproducedbyJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand
CivilCalendar,
p. 179.
a. 275/4 a., pryt.XII
(a)

ETOIX. 43
'Exl 'OXptou &pXovToinx T; Aeovt8oc bo8ex&T[7 p]
vraveclca tLKub8acTtplovtou EOvu etC
q ypa[Vtixe]
uev, Extpoqpopwvog Evecxal vamt, iv&dxtxatl l[xoaoe]

txxroXta
I Tr;nupUavelaq'
5

xCv ,pooC8ppWv
itevr[(ptcev]
Alltaxv)?;'Avuoixp&rouoaXopFebs
xa.l aurjip6ebp[o Ebo]
ret PouXeixal TXIb8OL Atov KI)Xoalou
Al[oaveuS]
EvV

e?tev' ineih) o TaLEapXo ot nt 'OXPEou &pX(o[v-o<;hp]
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[,a]v -trvapxv xaXx x[cal]xarc&to[t v6 tou]q [xal &rd tre Ou]
a(ol 68a(x E8eL ab'rob; 00a[aiL .tCT&
'iCv aopaTrT)Ylv&ioa]

(b)
10

aci x Trv tSLv te%xaaiv [xaO&i.p &&x9eqacvOn7b(?)
roO]
,iav
xal
8E
Mxie,eX
[.......
]
8pLou,
.........
Trif T-rdecO Tii kaUtrouexaao[TO
6ro(;8aSC
Te
T-o-t
Tro;t
86Xoi;
e[lO
axeuca1pivoL

v kS Qpata xare]

erarapo0S xcal]

8t[MXccaav bt xal Jv rol;c &X]
Xoti iOaaLv
rteoapXoUOvrCe [rotC arrpaTcTyoit&xoXoOe]
&v
(C Trol v6VIotc,6ncaxS
oSvo
[pqtJiXXovit tHot&aptoual]
v Thv d&pXvTa6TT)v ipXotlJA[(C)
xal 8bxaClw(;&PXeLv,&ya]
X
ei
Oel
TO
PouOU[XeC r, popouv oTxLV]
ctXet beb6xea
ec &v X.Xoatwv npoeSpeSetvi[vr[cTL 84ctIO et T'Vv 7tLOO]
acv xxXraclavxp(TlaTaL nc[epl
t4uVb8
]
Txro6cov, yv6rTv
tT pouX)S etl [rbv AjjLov8tL boxet Tct pou]
P&riXXacaiL
Tr&c;puXacx&d;tope6(b)vra,
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15

20

t To?i
Xet iCaCitaaL
tOra[6ipXou? Tro? tiL'OXlEou&pXo]
r6]
vro; xalt ctrepav)[ocat acitobc Xpuao)trcate6vtL xaTd&
-T el '-tv pou]
v v6ov ope[rj vexacxal ivsbpayaeOtaC

25

A),vxcatT6[v8fjov T6v 'AOiqvcalov
etvaitb8iacTot xarl p]
oOl &av ic6XtLtlOet d&v]
oe?p(a[v v &xcaaivTot &yGXtwv
ayp&[+aL b t668e Tb6 t;crpoatc6v ypatlpatxa T6v xari& op]
a v crr5XEtXtOtvetxaIl arfaact EtiLpoaoev to]
u[tavelav

30

[0 Ca'paTryEou---[

--------

----..-]
]

S. V Tracy (Hesperia57, 1988, p. 305) claimed this inscription as part of the very substantial oeuvre of the
craftsmanwhom he at first named "Cutter 4" and later the "Cutterof Agora I 3238 and I 4169". The present text
falls well within the long span of his career between 286/5 and 245/4. For the references to Tracy's description
and illustrationsof his characteristicssee 172 (also the work of the same man). Earlier in this year he had already
worked on 184.
Lines 1-8 and 15-29 are shown as restored by Meritt. They consist in the main of standard formulas based on
Meritt. Lines 10the phraseology of IG II2,500. Lines 9-10. So Pelekides. O0ua[aixaWx;cxal ypioTlEixo ioa]liarC
11. So Meritt. PelekidesrestoredTeO9xaaitv [OxCpre xrfj pouXiq xal ToO],which is too short for the line by one letter.
Line 11. xal [5S x&XXiaraTxrqEc6oXlaC] Meritt. Pelelides left the line unrestored but noted as possibilities [xrv
Lines 12-15. So Pelekides.
)V &a0V,
68iXc<vTv ap [tv 8cXiv
xail TteY
v],
Xopx].
av],
[Txiv evXCxal
Meritt's text ran xaca[To[o8nxox v nxvrcq e cap
pe]axeuaauCcfvoLTotq 8i6otXo i[xtevetC xcal rp6o0uIotelt] xT&
v 8b'v Toto&texaao]ll||poD
Icaiv
t
puXax&cxopeovxact, b8[cxTfeoaX
xrX., but the first letter of line 15 is
7ei6aptXo0vTqc
undoubtedly lambda. Dinsmoor (loc.cit.)preferredxaTe]JaxcucaaovoLon the basis of 187, lines 14-15.

Line 2. Kydias of Euonymon. See 184, commentary on line 2. Line 3. The last day of the year, Skirophorion29
or 30, is well attested as a meeting day of the assembly. See Mikalson, op.cit.,pp. 177-181 and 116. Line 4. }xxX)oCa.
See 97, commentary on line 7. Line 5. Aischines' tombstone was discoveredin 1959 at Kallithea and may be dated to
the second quarter of the century. See SEG XXI, 930 (E. Mastrokostas, 'Apx. 'E<p.,1961, Xpovmxd,p. 16, no. 56).
Another monument of this family and of the same period is that mentioned in SEG XVIII, 110.
Lines 5-6. The enactment was probouleumatic; cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 252. Line 6. Leon, son of
Kichesias. See 182, commentary on line 8. Line 7. On the taxiarchoi and their duties see the lemma to 182 and
references there and the commentary on 123.
Lines 16-17. The "hortatory intention" (see 86, commentary on lines 21-24) is here expressed in terms of
hoped-for rivalry between officials in the quality of their execution of their duties; for comparable sentiments cf.,
e.g., IG II2, 667, of 266/5, lines 10-12 and 663, of 286/5, effectivelythe continuation of 172, lines 30-33. Lines 1718. &yafOetT6Xe. Cf. 72, commentary on lines 7-8. Lines 19-20. ItioOitav, not Rip6rlv, by contrast with 182.
See 162, commentary on line 14 and Dinsmoor,AtheianArchonList,pp. 18-19 and 41, Hespeia 23, 1954, pp. 290 and
303. Dinsmoor also commented (p. 290) on the ephelkystic nu in X,Xwoaxv.Cf. A. S. Henry, CQ,n.s. 17, 1967,
pp. 277-284; L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 640-643 (esp. p. 641).
Lines 23-24. On the stephanos xard& T6v v6uJovsee 112, commentary on lines 5-7 and 141, commentary on
lines 8-9. Lines 24-25. For the expression of the particular virtues of the taxiarchoi, here described, see Henry,
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Honoun,p. 42, where two 4th-century instances are cited (one of them IG I12, 500, the model for the restoration

of thistext,as notedabove).
Lines 25-26. ok &vf x6XLC
occursat the end
formulationof a generalproedtia
reti. The first"standard"
of the 4thcentury(IGH2,555),aswasnotedby Henry(Honours,
p. 291),whodealswiththisprivilegeon pp. 291-292;
in citingitsawardto taxiarchoihe listedIGI2, 500 and187 butomittedthepresentexample.The usualphraseology
with&vandwithoB6ratherthanot( is rarelyencountered:
runsort ^ n6X,t Tir0L. The use hereof the subjunctive
Dinsmoor(Hsperia23, 1954,p. 290)quotesonlyIG II2,500 to setbesidethisexample,but 142 maybe addedto the
total (q.v.,coiummentary
on lines 2-3, for the early formulation,and the nature, of grants ofproedria).Lines 28-29. On
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the Strategionsee 182, commentaryon line 30.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF LYSITHEIDES, 272/1 B.C.

The final determination of the year of Lysitheides is of considerable historical interest for students of the
unfolding development of the archon list of the 3rd century and well demonstrates the progressive results of

new discovery and continuing analysis. A useful account of it was given by W. B. Dinsmoor, Hesperia23,
1954, pp. 284-287. Before the discovery of 187 and 188, Lysitheideswas known only from IG II2, 1316
and 1317 (SEG III, 127), decrees of the orgeones of the Mother of the Gods(?) and of the thiasotai of
Bendis; for dating purposes these could offer nothing beyond the evidence of the lettering and some slight
prosopographicalindications.J. Kirchner set both inscriptionsat the end of the 3rd century and included
Lysitheidesamong the "archontessaeculi III quorum tempora accuratiusdefiniri nequeunt" (IG II2, iv, 1,
pp. 16-17).
More precise estimates of Lysitheides' year varied, according to different reconstructions, between

274/3 and 229/8. Dinsmoor himself had come to prefer the year 253/2 (Adtian ArchonList,p. 146). For
W. S. Ferguson (Athian TribalCyces,pp. 24, 26, 81, note 1) and B. D. Meritt (Hesperia7, 1938, p. 136)
Lysitheidesconveniently filled a gap in 245/4. In Chroology,p. xxii, W. K. Pritchett and Meritt advanced
him by a year to 246/5, but this date was again revised(Meritt,Hsperia 17, 1948, p. 13)when Philoneos was
assignedto that year,and Lysitheideswas removedto 242/1, at that time left vacant in the reconstructedlist.
The discovery of 187 and 188 ended Lysitheides' usefulness as a conveniently movable element in
the problem of evolving a satisfactorylist. Somewhat surprisingly,since opinion had come to favor the
decade 250-240 as most suitablefor him, the newly found texts showed his year as preceding, and doubtless
immediately preceding, that of Pytharatos. Pytharatos(see p. 268 below) is one of the four archons of this
century firmly dated in the literary tradition with reference to an Olympiad, and his year (271/70) has
formed a fixed point in any arrangement of the chronological order of the archons. His yp'rtl6xcet,
previouslyunknown, proved to belong to Akamantis(VII),and the succession of archons had to be attuned
to his date in a manner compatible with the secretarycycle. ForDinsmoor's solution to this, see Hesperia23,
1954, p. 314. Dinsmoor further attributedto Lysitheides'year IG HI2,704 (SEGXXI, 368), in which the
ypajocttare had the appropriatedemotic EouvtLic (LeontisVI); see SEG XVI, 65.
That Lysitheidesbelonged in the year 272/1 was confirmedby the discoveryof 186, where the name of
the YpatXtlctaCof his year, Semonides, son of Timesios, of Sounion is completely preserved and served to
justify Dinsmoor's hypothesis. See Meritt, Athenianrear,p. 233, Historia26, 1977, p. 173. The archonship
has now become a fixed and accepted element of the chronology of Athens before the Chremonidean
War. Meritt proceeded to ascribe to the same archonship also IG II2, 689 and 816 (SEG XVI, 64 and
66). Thus four decrees of the boule and demos have proved to belong to this year, in addition to the
two long-known decrees of the orgeones and thiasotai, the data of which must be accommodated to a
period much earlier than originally thought. Finally,that Lysitheides'year preceded that of Peithidemos
was additionally confirmed by the discoveryof SEGXXIV, 154.
All the "public"decrees except IG II2, 816 contain, or require the restorationof, dates by the festival
and prytany calendars which show that the year was ordinary and that the two calendars were exactly
in concord. The year was the ninth of the ninth Metonic cycle and as such was ordinary in Meton's
arrangement, with which the lunar or festival calendar at Athens continued to be in general agreement.
Phylai attested in prytany are VI Leontis or Aiantis and XII Kekropis. For prytany IX (IG II2, 704)
Akamantis,Antigonis, Demetrias, and Pandionis are all possible candidates.
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HONORS FOR THE EPIMELETAIOF THE FESTIVAL OF ZEUS SOTER
186. The upper part of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 6696), broken below but intact elsewhere,
discovered on February 12, 1955, in loose earth west of the Great Drain and some eleven meters south of the north
end of the Metroon, just below the level of the preserved tops of the monument bases (I 9). Line 1 is inscribed
on the epistyle, above a plain, rather angular ovolo molding;
H. 0.42 i.; W (at base of pediment) 0.37 i., (inscribedsurface)0.33 i.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
EroLx.(with adjustmentat the end of lines, to preserve syllabic division) Hor. 0.0 12 i.; Vert. 0.0 13 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 54-55, no. 11, with photograph p1.9: see also SEG XVI, 63.
a. 272/1 a., ptyt. XII

ETOIX. ca. 27

'End Auat&(Eou &pxovtoK*nt
Trid
KcxpoidEo&bwbex&t-c-%
ipu-rave
5

cE EuVwvEbrlCT.LT)Q0uoEOuVLC(?q)
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tYpQq4L&AWC.
Epopo(P.o
c; tv
bex&rtn, MvCExTEL %IY)q
pijCC-rveC
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[Mi]C-

Kiev 'AvrL&rrlCE,oub&ouIoci6c;
xcI) Crtinp6r.bpovIOW,V -t-O
VCa)L

10

el
HIpolvi6 rIpol.tvouKeccoEXOev
7eV. &1tCLhol XEXELOOVro1)jVOL
tOb-)bfjo4ou CidTrV trulixCLCeV
rfC
Oqa(caC xocXx xcit
)pLXo'4twc I
tCe AL. -c)L
[Ou]qav LCt&-ro-UtepC6C 'C(aL

15

[ECwrfpLx]ct -rE 'AO1v?)&
-ret Eca.(dpa,
j xvn
xECIiCXI?OT)xh
bt xc) tKrEl

[xai).'riq a pp6cQcc. r
[-rS( lxmocqArUecaq

x(X)(vrr,xa)

r~% -rPa4[C1q;]

[-----------------------i

The lettering of the inscription is regular and of respectable quality although "thin" in appearance. There is
some emphasis on the "free ends" of strokes. The execution of omega, a difficult letter for the mason, is variable,
and the strokes of epsilon are not always well joined. The style is comparable with, but rather better than, that
of 187. In line 17 the stone reads HEKAINHE.
Line 4. Semonides, son of Timesios, of Sounion was probably the son of that Timesios, son of Semonides,
of Sounion who appears in an inscription from the Amphiaraion at Oropos as a lochagos among the ephebes of
324/3 at line 5 and col. II, line 27. See B. Leonardos, 'ApX.'E(p., 1918, pp. 73-100, nos. 95-97; 0. W Reinmuth,
The EphebicInscritionsof theFourthCentutyB.C., 1971, pp. 58-82, no. 15, esp. p. 61 (where read "Semonides" for
"Simonides", as also in the index, p. 165). Semonides of Sounion, owner of certain t&iqp)in the poletai record
of ca. 342/1, AgoraXIX, P26, line 328 (cf. M. Crosby, Hesperia19, 1950, p. 250), is probably the grandfather of
the yp qiVa-re3. Line 5. typ ti.&rcuc. The lack of ephelkystic nu before the consonant is surprisingat this date.
A. S. Henry (CQ,n.s.17, 1967, p. 278) lists only a single example (perhapsthis one) for the period 274-250 in his table
of frequencies;cf. also L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 641.
Lines 5-6. For Skirophorion 11 as a meeting day of the assembly see J. D. Mikalson, &credand Ciil Calndar,
pp. 169-170. This is the only positive evidence for it, but it has figured in restored texts. Line 7. &xxXlr(Ea.See
97, commentary on line 7. Line 8. The family of Antidotes, son of Spoudias, of Plotheia is not otherwise known.
The name Antidotes appears unique in Attic prosopography. Line 9. This was a nonprobouleumatic enactment:
see P.J. Rhodes, AthfnianBoute,p. 264. Line 10. The family of Promenes, son of Promenes, of Kephale is also
not otherwise known. Six months earlier Promenes had been the proposer of IG II2, 689 (SEG XVI, 64), which
praises the priest of Zeus Soter for his performance of the same sacrificesmentioned in lines 13-14 of the present
text. He evidently had some special interest in the matter which brought about, after an interval, recognition of
the services of the epimeletai also.
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Lines 13-14. On theseceremoniesand the partplayedin themby the epimeletaisee L. Deubner,Attische
Fest,
pp. 174-176 andIGII2,676, whichbelongsto 273/2 andof whichthe phraseologyis echoedin the presentdecreeas
restoredat lines 16-18.
IG II2, 689 was erected near the Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios(aliasZeus Soter);see AgoraIII, p. 29, no. 43; AgoraXIV,

p. 101. As Merittnoted,it is reasonableto assume,and to confirmfromthe placeof discovery,thatthismonument
was set up in the samelocality.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF PYTHARATOS, 271/70 B.C.
The date of Pytharatos' archonship is one of the four in this century fixed by reference to an Olympiad
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in the literary evidence, and it has never been open to doubt or called into question. Diogenes Laertius
(10.15) quotes Apollodoros (frag.42) to the effect that the philosopher Epikourosdied in the second year of
the 127th Olympiad, in the archonship of Pytharatos. For other literary references see PA 12339; W. K.
Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronlogy, p. xix; W. B. Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 285. The well-known

choregic monument of Thrasykles,beside the chapel of the Panagia Spiliotissahigh up above the Theater

of Dionysos, is dated by the same archonship (IG II2, 3083).
Until the discovery of 187 and 188, to which 189 and AgoraXV, 80 were subsequently added, no
decree had been found which was dated to Pytharatos' archonship. Thus the name of the ypao-ltiaceS of his
year remained unknown, and the lack of it deprived the secretary cycle of what would have been a firm point
of reference. Cf. Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, p. 131; Dinsmoor, AthenianArchonList, p. 37, Hesperia23, 1954,
p. 284. Different reconstructions therefore assigned Pytharatos' known year to various points in the cycle
(Dinsmoor, op. cit., p. 286, note 14). In the event, the ypoa,aTeU6 was found to belong to Akamantis VII
(rather than to Kekropis IX, as Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,had most recently postulated), and the
issue was thenceforward settled. Cf. Meritt, AthenianYear,p. 233, Historia 26, 1977, p. 174.
This year was the tenth in the ninth Metonic cycle and scheduled there to be intercalary. The calendric
detail of the texts showed that it was indeed intercalary in the Athenian festival year. Dinsmoor's study
of it (Hesperia23, 1954, pp. 309-312) was superseded by the discovery of 189 and of Agora XV, 80. In

187, Metageitnion 9 = pryt. II, 7; in 188, the fourth intercalatedElaphebolion 9 = pryt. IX, 27; in 189,
Skirophorion 21 is equated with pryt. XII, 23; and in AgoraXV, 80, Skirophorion 29 = pryt. XII, 31.
The second of these equations was characterizedby Meritt (Athenian
Tear,p. 151) as "the classic example
of retardation of the festival calendar by extra days" and came on top of four days already evidently
intercalated. The first month was thus of 30 days and the first prytany of 32 days, which produced an
equation in 187 normal for an intercalaryyear. The dating of 189 and ofAgoraXV, 80 shows the intercalary
year as functioning normally at the year's end. Skirophorionwas planned as a hollow month (see Meritt,
AthenianTear,pp. 46 and 195), but towardsthe end ofthe month it was found necessaryto make it full (see on
the archonship of Pherekles, 304/3 B.C.,on p. 180 above, and the referencesthere). The year was brought
to 384 days, and the days intercalated in Elaphebolion were apparently compensated for at an earlier
stage, certainly before the last part of Skirophorion and probably before the end of Elaphebolion itself.
The discrepancy of one day which remained in Skirophorion praeterexspectationem
required the insertion
of one day before the last.
The prytany calendar seems to have been regular for an intercalary year, each prytany lasting 32 days
(Meritt, AthenianTear,p. 150). The arrangement of the year was probably similar to that shown for 303/2
(see p. 187 above) in Hesperia33, 1964, p. 5, except that Pytharatos' year began with a full Hekatombaion
(see above) and that the pattern was upset by the intercalations in (and perhaps before) Elaphebolion
already noted. Elaphebolion was particularly susceptible to dislocation, by reason of decisions by the
administration to postpone (for whatever cause) the City Dionysia. See Meritt, AthenianYear,pp. 161-166.
Phylai attested in prytany are II Antigonis, IX Leontis, and XII Oineis.
THE TAXIARCHOI OF 272/1 HONORED

187. The upper section (representing the major part) of a flat-topped, slightly tapering stele of Pentelic marble
(I 6664), broken below but complete elsewhere save for the left end of the crowning molding, discoveredon April 22,
1954, in a wall of a Roman house west of the west end of the Middle Stoa (H 13). The bottom of the stele is broken off

diagonallydownwardstowardsthe right. Line 1 is writtenon the crowningtaeniaabovethe simple,ratherangular
ovolomolding.
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H. 0.765 m.; W. 0.375 m. (at line 1), 0.332 m. (at line 2), 0.352 m. (at line 36), 0.355 m. (at lowest measurable

point);Th. (inscribedsurface)0.10 m.
LH. 0.004-0.007 m.
Non-ToLXrl6v. Syllabic divisions are preferred, and the number of letters per line varies from 31 (line 32)
to 40 (line 11).
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Ed. W. B. Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, pp. 287-296, no. 182, with photograph pl. 63. See also SEG XIW 64,
XXV 94 (with reference to the text, with short commentary and translation into Italian, of L. Moretti, Iscrizioni
storiche
elknistiche
I, pp. 37-40, no. 18). A small correction (alreadyincluded in SEGXIV 64) was made to Dinsmoor's
text in line 26 by C. Pelekides,REG 69, 1956, p. 193, note 1; cf. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 55, note 6. See also
Meritt, Inscriptions
fromtheAtnian Agora(A.P.B.,no. 10, 1966), no. 18, with photograph.
a. 271/70 a., pryt.II

NON-ETOIX.

[e]

e

o

C.

'El IIHuOapTrou
ixt T; 'Avrtyovl
&pXovroC;

5

boq reuTiQpac
Tpuavelacq t 'IcJ?yopoq 'IooxpQ
Tou Ke(paXfjOev
typoi~l.TiTeucv'Mer'ayeTvmiL
l
voq V:&reitaCXvou,
T-FqipuxaveC
Pb6LpeLt
la Tv rcpo{Spcv ex?ztcpLCev
At
aq' ixxXIlaEaxupQc

xal auvr,p6e
[a]XtlvrNuxo(i6XOU
'AvaXcpXrioo
[8p]orl 1{oev

10

Tre p3ouXeaxatl TiLtbJ4ov' EUpouXo;

[Ava]L8ijou MeXLCreteinev' tne*L) ot taClapXoL
[ot i]l\ Auaotel[ou &PXovTroq -e OC
auo 86aa
[ESe]LaTobt

Tc)v apaTt)Yxyv 'Tc9xaCILV
O-uaOLL
VFeT&

&itia7as&xutv tbl(v nttFp-TCpouXfq xatl Toub8

15

t xXalTT)cSpu)Xr,'T)f(aurou
FoOU, CeJX9OyO,)0aav
8XOL xate
Exaaro 58A)q. a&V )o PeXTiara ToLC 67
elO
-re
xtal
T&qC
arxeuaatjvo.
(puXaxd&; Ti&Ctp
bpelasxalttobsqieaaoCq

bLe
xioQpe?ovratL,

T^Xeacv bt xacl v TroL&AXXo&atxaov7Le9ap
v6
Tro; atpa7rlyoL &xoXo69oaq
-TotC
XOUv-re<

AoL, 68xCo&vo5v xalt 1 pouXhxal 6 BRjoCcpyalvT
20

TaoL
TLiJCvtobc; XPE(qCaO(XTOL
xapeXo.vou;,

25

tse pouXci Trob 7iQpo
TX6e &yya9c 8eb86X(9aL
ViX&ax
tVv(F
T&
8pou OtTLVEC
XoaLxoepeO6c
el
iXtoOaav
&xxXl)talv xpntIaTI
8[5A,t
T')V
aaLtixEt Tro6TC,y(v)6Viv
~u4p3&XXcoOae
6orL boxel -tr pouXel
[T]TJC
pouXi; etl T6bv8ipov
[e]7aLvaatLTroU trat6&pXouu
TroC 7lnAu9wOcl
xalt
[b]ou &pXovro? creyafVaaL Exaacrovax
T:)v XpuaCt) aorey)vo) xaO&Tb6v
v6dlov&pcprTf
Evexacxxal ptXoTLilaxc;
:S et; 'Tv pouX{v xal

8

30

35

etvalbt a6TotCxal Irpo
rbv 8pijovt6v 'AOvrvalov
(e))8p(v itAXiaot oto &yaYav o ; ^f t6XL9q
dtOr)v
Tb 68e Tb PLalJILa6bvypay
&vayp&i8tact
T6v
xaxr&
va
tVTXCL
XiLOVCL
tpuravtvl
tacxfa
xalt T&6v6(caraxT6v XraL&pxov,xalt aTratL 6I
ek; bt :hv &vvaypa
CTpa:yYtyou'
7poo9ev TOuO
l TOC^t1
9cv LAep(tao
itel

BoLxdjaeL:A: 8paoXi&c.

[['AvtLyov(Mo,]L
Nauaicp6vouKuO9ppLo(s)
AuoLxp6trY)
'Epex0ec9 o;
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[X]itaxoCMoaXtovo?8raxX6?
IIXav8&ovlbo

IImaavte6(;)
Art6orpaTO 'AptoAtCopvou
Aeov'rMSoc
[t]X60eoc; Atob6tou EouvteLC
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45

50

'Axacxiavrttoq
Ktxuvvvt
[.a. 6..] Xapoa&v4pou
[O]tvct%o;
[.. a ?...]lo K6vwvoc'Of0etv
[KexpolM8o<;
[....cf.!....
x]Xtou 4X),ue6c
['IncoeWvrCl]c;C

55

'EXe tEvwoQ
[.....: f'.s......]tou
[Atavt58o?]
.......
'A](pvaxto;
[....... :
c

['AvrtoxlSo]
[........2

........

'AX]owx(

v).

vacat

The characterof the writing,bothin the aspectof the individuallettersandin the standardof exactitudeshown
in the inscribing,is averagefor the period. Mostlettersshowvariationin size to a slightdegree(moreparticularly
omicron,upsilon,and omega)or in appearance(forexample,the loop of rho variesin size, the lowerstrokeof
kappais variouslyangled,sigmais jointed and angledin manydifferentways,and so forth). Epsilon,nu, and tau
in particularsufferfrompoorarticulation.The verticalstrokeof xi is omitted.See also 186.
In line 24 the stone has rMnMHN, and in line 31 HAPIAN. Line 37. 'Avrvyovtibowas erasedafterthe
damnatio
mmoriaeof the "Macedonian"
phylaiin 201/200 B.C. This stele thereforestood in the Agoraat least for
morethanseventyyears. Forthe circumstances
of theseerasures,whichwerenot consistentlycarriedout on every
monument,see Livy 31.44; W. K. Pritchett,TAPA85, 1954, pp. 162-164. The demoticKuv0pptoqensuresthat
not ATl7FpLrt&bo,
is to be supplied. See Pritchett,TheFweAtticTribesafterKisthenes,1943, pp. 5
'AvTtyovtboS,
and 7 (= AJP61, 1940,pp. 186 and 188)andDinsmoor,op.cit.,p. 294.

Line 3. Isegoros,son of Isokrates,of Kephaleis not otherwiseknown,but the name Isegoros,not frequently
encountered,occursearlierin thatdemein the gravemonumentIGII2,5607, of thefirsthalfof the 4th century.The
des participatedin a dedicationattributableto 267/6 is probablyto be identifiedwith
Isegoroswhose son ---the ypataxtie;. See Meritt,Hesperia
30, 1961,pp. 250-251, no. 49; SEGXXI, 671. Lines4-5. ForMetageitnion9
as a day on which the assemblymightmeet seeJ. D. Mikalson,Sacred
andCivilCalendar,
p. 37, wherelines 1-5 of
this text are quoted. This evidenceis confirmedby two other instances,and the same date has been restoredin
two otherinscriptions.
Line6. ixxXrlaEtxupla. See 101, commentaryon lines7-8, and forsuchan assemblyso earlyin the prytany
(whichwas not usual)cf. 179 and 172, commentaryon line 3. Lines 6-7. Aischines,son of Nikomachos,of
withthe Aischineswhowasthe fatherof Xenokrates
Anaphlystoswasconnectedby Dinsmoor,perhapshazardously,
of Anaphlystoscommemoratedon IGII2,5675, a gravemonumentof the 4th century.Line8. The decreeis listed
decrees,andits characteris noted,by P.J.Rhodes,AtheianBouk,p. 252;see alsoibid.,p. 43,
amongprobouleumatic
note 6. Lines8-9. Euboulosof Melite,whoappearsalsoas the proposerof 188, is otherwiseunknown;cf. Dinsmoor,
op.cit.,p. 291.
Lines10-19. Forthephraseologycf. 185, lines8-16. Thereis somevariationbetweenthetwo,bothin orderand
in choiceof words;e.g.,6ntp xoj poiu)k xaclrou blAouis too shortfor 185, andPXtaroa too long. Line 19. ?8zt
&vo6v. The "hortatoryintention"(see 86, commentaryon lines 21-24) here looksless to the encouragementof
emulationbetweenofficialsin carryingout theirduties,as in 185, andemphasizesinsteadan administrative
concern
to be seen to do the rightthing.Bouleanddemos(together"theadministration")
arecountedas a singularcollective
nounin the formulation.
Line 21. t6XeLt yacxetunusuallyin the reverseorder.Line22. X&,Xwoa
lacksthe ephelkysticnu;contrast185,
line 19 (wheresee the commentary)and 188, line 33. Line23. elt tcvf ttouaoavCxxXrlatv.See 185, commentary
on lines 19-20. Line28. On the stephanosxaxi&rbvv6iov see 112, commentaryon lines5-7 and 141, commentary
on lines8-9.

3. THE "MACEDONIANCENTURY",307/6-201/200 B.C.: 188

271

Lines 30-31. For the grant of a generalpwdria see 185, commentary on lines 25-26. The formulation here, ot

tr?amv,is the normalone. Lines 34-35. On the Strategionsee 182, commentaryon line 30. AgoraIII,
1 xi6X&t
refers
to thistextandquotesthesetwolines. Line36. The stele,whichwassubstantial,costno morethanten
p. 177,
as
drachmas, did 181 and 182; see 181, commentaryon line 41. This enactmentis the latest,so far identified,
for which the expenditure is specified as a sum of money. Sec A. S. Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, table 3 on p. 273.
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see thelemmato 182 andreferencesthereandthe commentary
Lines37-56 On the taxiarchoiandtheir
eiesdutiesse
Ten
are
taxiarchoi
even
were at this periodtwelvephylaiand therefore,presumably,
there
123.
on
listed,
though
of Demetriasand Aigeisare missinghere. This matterwas briefly
twelvephyleticcontingents. Representatives
discussedby Moretti(op.cit.,pp. 39-40), whosesuggestion,developinga hint fromDinsmoor,that the numberof
contingentshadremainedat ten doesnot commenditself.Nor is an errorin draftingacceptableas a hypothesis.It is
possible,forinstance,thattwoof the taxiarchoihaddiedby the timethatthe decreewaspassed.Buton the evidence
the problemof theirnumbercan onlybe noted,not resolved.
The ten are named in the "official"orderof the phylai. Forprosopographical
detailsand possiblefamily
connectionssee Dinsmoor,op.cit.,p. 294 (andcf. 182, commentaryon lines 20-26). IG u2, 6209 is presumably
the grave monument of Philiskos, son of Moschion, of Themakos (line 40); cf, PA 14424. Demostratos (line 42)

maybe the grandsonof thatDemostratosof Paiania(PA3627)whoseson (thenameis lost)dedicateda silverphiale
ca.330 B.c.,in IGII2, 1566,line 27 (seealsoAgoraXV,47, line 12). The Philotheosand Phioklesof Sounionwho
9, 1940(pp.59-66, no.8; see SEGXXI, 513
figurein the ephebicdedicationof 333/2 publishedbyMerittin Hesperia
and0. Reinmuth,TheEphebic
Inscritions
ofte Frth Cetuy AC, 1191, pp.
pp 225-3, no. 9) wereprobably,accordingto
and grandfatherrespectivelyof the Phioteos of Sounionlistedhere(line44).
Dinsmoor,great-grandfather

The virtues for which the taxiarchoi are commended Oines28-29) differ slightly from those in 185, where the
space demands a characteristicmore lengthy than piXosaloj.This is the sole example of this particularformulation

quotedby Henry(Honours,
p. 42); but cf. IGII2 277 + 428, of ca. 303/2 . B. Walbank,Classical iewsn.s. 6,
1987, pp. 229-233), and 652, of ca. 285/4. The taxiarchoiof 281/80 (182) evidentlylackedthe opportunityto
displaythat -per withwhichtheirsuccessorsof 275/4 and 272/1 werespecificallycredited.

THE SITONAI OF 272/1 HONORED

188. The upper section (representing the major part) of a slightly tapering pedimental stele of Pentelic marble
(I 6096), broken below (diagonally downwards towards the right) and with the apex of the pediment missing but
the stele otherwise complete, discoveredon April 7, 1948, in the northwest corner of the Southwest FountainHouse,
where it had been reused face down as cover slab for a drain (H 15). The result of this reuse is that the lettering at the
top and bottom, where the stele rested on the side walls of the drain, is fairlywell preserved, but the middle portion of
the text has been badly worn away by the action of the water.
H. 1.02 m.; W. 0.465 m. (at base of pediment), 0.423 m. (at line 1), 0.457 m. (at line 45); Th. (inscribedsurface)

0.12 m. at top increasingto 0.13 m. at bottom.

LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
Eto%X.(modifiedby the taper of the stele, syllabicdivision, and occasional crowding of letters)Hor. ca. 0.0 12 m.;
Vert. 0.012 m. at top increasing to 0.013 m. at bottom.

Ed. W. B. Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, pp. 296-309, no. 183, with photographs pls. 63 and 64. See also
SEG XIV, 65. Lines 1-5 are quoted by B. D. Meritt, Atheniantear,p. 151.
a. 271/70 a., pyt. IX

5

ETOIX. 34-38
'E TIIuoeap&6ou&pXovro,t*il Ti Aeovct(o[]
ipuTavela; fji
[i]v&dEr7i;
'IAayopo<; 'laoxp&to[u]
[K]ecpaXietOv
typppaiTecuev' 'EXap)poX,5vo[;]
[i]vAtrc latrcOtvou tcr6p'tt dIX
, t38([6]
[.t]C xal CeXotrCiTF
n; RpUT[a]vctas *xXTXrl[a][T&v] ,po[8]We[v:]Ie+:,,ctv IleOlaEt EcomtXo[u]
['A]9[yo]y[eb; xxtl auoltp]6[ebp]orvt{oev et, po[u]
[X]q[4
x]a[l thLjb%iOLc E?(3ouXorA]lyu[]bjiou Me[Xt]
ct
V6XeL ot np6TepoL]
cE[( e5Vv
QoaTvaX o[tl

2

.
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[i]nx A[uo9etbou
,&pXoVTo;giQXo-tA]o,tcv9o[t]
.
. .. 6v
evl]a[u]bTy T6y
[.]p.yooQ[ .....

Auo6et8NtvpXov-a-----[tf]eT[&

] xal [T&]

[.]o[[a]uV,p[tp]o[vra -,L 8i.Lt , ,t.

15

'AO9)vatev ...]Xo[.]

][ ....]

[.],[

]

I[---]
[]------------------------------]
[. ][ ---------------------------
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[.]y[.][.]t8toqeX[.]Ya[------------][-----20

-

[......]YO,O[-o[

--]

&'. TU[------------------[.]vT(Aov
pouXjc
.xaTouvce8[
25

,,^

;U

.]

[.]a[... ]to[-]4[.]

]aOU[.]
]

---------------

[.]Lr[-

]

[..6...],[

]]

[. ...P,[
[..5.. .]

]

r

lAr

l
_
r_----- -_ _-_
L

1

JIL....J
1
J

_-_----

&yaOetTVXeLb86XOaO T].
r] [pouXet]
[:o3 ipoi8po]u[4 ox &vX&X(aLv7poe8]ge4e[tv]
nLXouOaav&xxX)ctaXlv
?[v T&t 8fi,itxLet T3V
xpr]
[la]T[loaL tiepl aXTov, yv46rVv 8t uP3&AXXeaO9aL]
[........,

35

Tr P39yuX[yS
elt; c6v 8fTLov8tr 80oxCtT]e[i p]oU)X[e]
t,a,iVaat ptiv To'[q acrT6va;] T[o0 atl]TPvy[nla]..A[i]

xtalace]yqav
[v]ou ,itl AuaqtOetou[&pXo]v[-ro
&
xax:r T6y
aaXacoXrv Exaat(o)v xpVXya 'ecp.vL
40

[v61]ov iXotLlEaSC Evexa qX' ntp6b T6v 8fjiov
[e]vaL8t a6roTit xal xpoeSbplav Iv n-aat to6t &Y[6]

atv otsk ,6X,L TEtn?av,xalt ['r][v] &pXTiTxTov[a]
[T]6yvie xa,xetirevov

45

50

,[v]
xa,TavX.[t,]ev ab&ToC6%
[Oda]v' Cxaivwaact8t xalt by [y]pa~parCa (a)6Tr[&]vx[al]
OaXXouaorep[&]v(tvL&vyp&ra[t] b& [:6]
[aoep]avoat
[8e T6] (jtcp/La xatl Tr 6v6V[a[]ra tv at'rovw[v xal]
[toO yrpa(J]=:aT6c,,aoiXcov v aTnXT)L
XeO(tv)[L
T6v]
]a :6v xaxT& puvXavelav,xOal rTa[oL Ev]
[ypapJ-aT:

[:T, &iyopaL:s6] 8 AvAXiicxa
T6 yev6,evov e[tl :-rv]
xal
'n3viv[ayp]a[Wy,v]tAept[aat]
[:noowatv T-fo"r,5]XAn
vacat
[r6v arcptav. vocat ]
16
...
[
.
]p.[T]o
r(a[ptyl.r[Lo]l

[.

55

. 18.. .......

u]zeTai[]v

.
..... E v]
[.......
.
[........3
]Or[--. .............
[. .....V
na].a[0]
.
[. ...
.............E]9v[L?]

[ ... 2.2
[(Oineis)-

.......

K

X[[e]
]

3. THE "MACEDONIAN CENTURY", 307/6-201/200
60

[(Kekropis)-[(Hippothontis)-------------]
[(Aiantis)[(Antiochis)---

B.C.: 188

273

]
]
]

[ypatrer]e
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The above text is for the most part that of Dinsmoor, and for discussion of the readings of this difficult stone see
his commentary,op.cit.,pp. 301-305. In lines 2, 4, and 6 the pairs of letters II, IE, and EI in jL 'Iolnyopoq,TreApret
are written in single letter spaces. Line 5. etx[oa]et Dinsmoor. Line 10 ..7 ..oulevo[t]
4ipoXlycot, and IIeCtOag
Dinsmoor. The restoration shown was proposed to him by G. A. Stamires and A. E. Raubitschek. Lines 3738. a]T.y[ Ov[|](a)< Dinsmoor, who rejected the reading shown in the text (also proposed by Stamires and
Raubitschek) on the score that it could not be accommodated into IG II2, 792, a decree (which he then believed
to belong to 253/2) in which a board of sitonai is similarly honored. But that decree may now be seen to refer
to the year 275/4, where the name of the archon in fact permits the restoration. M. J. Osborne (ZPE 78, 1989,
pp. 221-222, note 65; see SEG XXXIX, 120) discussed this matter and reverted to the solution of Stamires and
Raubitschek, which also avoids the supposition of an error on the part of the mason. But other errorson his part soon
follow. Line 39. LapisEKAETfN. Line 44. LapisPAMMATEATT.
The characteristicsof the writing of so worn a text are not easy to discern. In general the lettering resemblesthat
of 187, with perhaps less accuratejoining of contiguous strokes.
Line 2. Isegoros of Kephale. See 187, commentary on line 3. Lines 3-4. This remarkabledate for a meeting of
the assembly was not discussed byJ. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendar.It was noted by Meritt ('Apx. 'Ep., 1968,
p. 109 with note 8) that the ypaVaare evidently felt under no obligation to explain the "cumbersometerminology",
as did his counterpart in 307/6 (see p. 168 above, and on 85, lines 3-4). Cf. A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 60-61 with
note 44.
Line 6. Peithias, son of Theophilos, of Athmonon is not otherwise known. Dinsmoor connected him with the
Theophilos of Athmonon who dedicated a silverphiale ca. 330 B.C.(IG H2, 1575B, lines 36-37). The identificationof
the deme in the present text is however based on the reading of no more than two uncertain letters. Lines 7-8.
This was a probouleumatic enactment. Cf. P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,p. 252, and p. 43, where its general character
is briefly discussed. Line 8. Euboulos of Melite. See 187, commentary on lines 8-9. Line 9. On the functions
and number of the sitonai see RE IIIA, i, cols. 396-397 (and under rov(tav, ibid.,cols. 397-398); Busolt-Swoboda I,
p. 433, II, pp. 1067 and 1121. The office was, as it appears, an extraordinaryone, and a board (here of one member
from each phyle) was elected to control the food supply at a time of shortage. It is not mentioned by Aristotle,
Politeia51, at the point where he discusses the sitophylakes(see 127).
Athenaion
Line 32. &yaret T6Xet.Cf. 72, commentary on lines 7-8. Line 33. X4&xcaov
here evidently has the ephelkystic
on
The
see
line
that
follows
is
22.
based
on
IG II2, 792 (see above). Line 34.
nu;
187, commentary
phraseology
See
on
lines
19-20.
idtoUav.
185, commentary
Lines 39-40. On the stephanos xarcd r6v v6ov see 112, commentary on lines 5-7 and 141, commentary
on lines 8-9. On the particularvirtue attributedto those honored cf. Henry, Honours,p. 43.
Lines 41-42. For the "general"grant ofproedriaand for the formula otg ^ t6XiL Et0YlOvt
see 185, commentary
on lines 26-27 and 187, commentary on lines 30-31. Lines 42-44. For the function of the &pXLTxTx0rv
in the
allocation of seating at the festivals, and the phraseology by which he and his function are described, see Henry,
Honours,pp. 293-294, where this text is repeatedly cited in the discussion, and 142, commentary on lines 3-5. No
instructions to him were set down in the grants bestowed in 185 and 187, but if preferred seating was guaranteed
he presumably had some hand in it. Line 45. The stephanos is of olive, the not-infrequent reward for Athenian
officials or semiofficialswho had carried out their duties particularlywell. See 175, commentary on line 2.
Line 48. The space available for restoration does not permit the location for the stele to be more precisely
described than by the general term "in the agora". Cf. IG II2, 792, which according to the restoration there given
was set up "in the agora where the statue of Zeus stands" (lines 13-14): but it is a restoration open to doubt
(cf.AgoraIII, p. 29, no. 44). Line 49. The formulationof expense has not yet dropped into the standard9rbyev6tcvov
&v&)X0a0(not clearly attested before 266/5) and may mark a brief transitional period of uncertainty. Cf. 175,
commentary on lines 4-5 and 177, commentary on line 6.
Line 51. The identity of the official meeting the cost of the stele is not disclosed, but the space does not permit a
normal reference either to the Plural Board or to the Treasurer of the Military Fund. But the latter is no doubt
intended, as Dinsmoor suggested (op.cit., p. 304); cf. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 73-74. Lines 52-63. The sitonai
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were listed in the "official"order of the phylai, and there seems to have been one sitones per phyle to constitute
a board of twelve. See above, commentary on line 9.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
189. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 6731), with the original rough-picked back preserved; it is
otherwise broken all around save that above line 1 of the text the trace line of a molding (itselfentirely lost) is visible.
It was discovered on April 19, 1955, among marbles collected in the southeastern area of the Market Square.
H. 0.235 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.08 m.
LH. 0.004-0.007 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Athenianrear,pp. 194-195, no. 2, with photograph fig. 4. See also SEGXXI, 370. Meritt made
a small correction to the reading of line 3, 'Apx. 'Ey., 1968, p. 77, note 1 (see SEG XXV, 95), and provided a
revised text in 'ApX. 'ETp.,1973, p. 241. A new reading in line 5 by C. N. Edmonson and continuing discussion of the
legibility of the archon's name in line 2, for both of which see the commentary below, prompted Meritt to a fresh
and final exposition in AAA9, 1977, pp. 193-197, with photograph fig. 1. See SEG XXVI, 93.
a. 271/70 a., pryt.XII

NON-ETOIX. ca. 32-34

[e]

e

[o

I].

['Eid lIu]ap&rou &pXovoS[i[K1TTr-J
Otve%oS]
CExLpoLopLovoq]
[8&8ex]T7)SIpUTvlVxava['
]
p[ xal elxoreE T-<]
[8ex&T]etoarpat, T[ei

5

[xipu-av]a [

-----------]

[-----------------------------I
On this very battered fragment the letters (especially alpha and nu) appear wide in proportion to their height.
Omicron is notably smaller than the other letters; the central bar of epsilon is short and ill attached to the upright
stroke.
Taken with AgoraXV, 80, the date of the passage of this decree shown in lines 3-5 helped to demonstrate
that bex6Trc6or6pa, the 21st day of the month, was not the day omitted in a hollow month but rather that the
omitted day was tv6&xtr
ser. 4,
y9vovTco (or iv&itr eTa'elxa&qx). Cf. Meritt, AthinianTear,pp. 46-47, Mnemosyne
217-242.
30, 1977, pp.
W. K. Pritchett (BCH 88, 1964, pp. 464-465) argued that in both decrees too much was
restored to permit the deduction. Meritt in reply (Apx. 'Ey., 1968, pp. 77-80) reiterated that vvr)xal via rtpo-rpa
(cf Pritchett, AncientAthenianCalendars,
pp. 361-363) was here inserted as an extra day into a month expected to
be hollow and that if the day omitted in a hollow month was beruxpaxlex'etx&iba, its name would have been available
for use in order to make the hollow month fulljust before its end; see also Mnemosyne,
ser. 4, 30, 1977, pp. 227-229,
and for a comparable instance the year of Pherekles(304/3), p. 180 above.
In CSCA3, 1970, pp. 209-211, Pritchettput forwardfour furtherproposals for the restoration of the calendar
equations of these lines in order to show that Meritt's conclusions were not imposed on him by the evidence. These
were controverted seriatimby Meritt, 'Apx. 'Ecp., 1973, pp. 240-245; but Pritchett persevered in his contention
that Meritt's thesis concerning the omitted day was erroneous and dealt further with this text in ZPE 20, 1976,
pp. 185-192 and 30, 1978, pp. 281-285. Nevertheless, the accumulatedevidence compels the acceptance of Meritt's
interpretation. SeeJ. A. Walsh, ZPE 41, 1981, pp. 107-124 (cf. SEG XXXI, 274); A. G. Woodhead, Studyof Greek
Inscriptions,
pp. 120-122 and 140-141, notes 17-28.
Line 2. Pritchett (locc.citt.) also contested the reading of the name of the archon, denying that any trace of the
initial alpha was to be seen and suggesting a possible restoration [int ----]p&Tou.For Meritt's final discussion
see AAA9, 1977, pp. 193-197, and his evaluation is adopted here. Resolution of the issue depends
upon (a) the
position of the left margin of the stele, which governs the number of letters that may be restored. This is additionally
determined by (b) the spacing in line 1 and the restorationsthat suit the requirements of lines 3-5. Further (c), the
text, like 187 and 188, appears to recognize syllabicdivision between lines, and in fact all the survivinglines are to be
reckoned as ending with complete words. Finally (d) the survey by Meritt of the names of the known archons of
the period made it clear that none save that of Pytharatoscould be accommodated to the requirements
already stated
as well as to the likely dating of the inscription on more general grounds of style.
Line 3. The "secretary formula" lht 'Ioayopo? 'Iaoxp&iou KeyaXAOev
EypoaPYq.teuevis here omitted. See
A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
p. 71. This omission is unusual but not a rarity;see 172, commentary on line 2. Lines 3-4. For
the date cf.J. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendar,
pp. 173-174. It is well attested as a meeting day of the assembly.
Line 5. The reading, accepted by Meritt, is that of Edmonson apudPritchett, ZPE 20, 1976, 190.
p.
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With this archonship, of which neither the name nor the phyle of the ypatlIacTE'ris known, is involved
the complex problem of the chronology of the Chremonidean War, which hinges upon it. The decree
of Chremonides establishing the alliance between Athens and Sparta, to act in concert with Ptolemy II
Philadelphos against the domination of Antigonos Gonatas in southern Greece, was passed in the second
prytany of Peithidemos' year (IG II2, 686 + 687; see addenda, pp. 664-665). 190 is dated to the third
prytany. In both cases the name of the ypaVVa;e6;,is entirely omitted; space was left for it on both stelai
but was never filled, which may be a matter of some significance. SEG XXIV, 154 is a record of honors
voted by the Rhamnousians for Epichares, strategos in the same year, the terms of which make it clear
that important warlike activity took place in the course of it. Other chronological indications depend
principallyupon the literary tradition.
The history of the determination of Peithidemos' year was well and fully set out by H. Heinen,
v.Chr.(Historia,Einzelschriften20), 1972, pp. 102Geschichte
zurhellenistischen
Untersuchungen
des3.Jahrlfnderts
110. Earlier studies of the archon list of the first half of the 260's had set Peithidemos as early as 270/69
(W.B. Dinsmoor,AtenianArcionList,pp. 58-59) or as late as 265/4 (B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 97).
The uncertainty was reflected in more general accounts of the period, e.g., C. Moss, Athensin Decline,
404-86B.C., 1973, pp. 126-129; see also H. H. Schmitt, Staatsvertrage
III, 1969, pp. 129-133, no. 476.
However, 267/6 was the most favored attribution until it became clear that Menekles and Nikias
Otryneus had to be placed in 267/6 and 266/5 respectively (Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 287). This
effectively reduced the choice to 268/7 or 265/4. The first of these, in the light of other indications,
seemed to extend the Chremonidean War beyond the limits implied by the literary evidence, while the
latter seemed to compress the sequence of events unduly,the more so since Pausanias(3.6.4-7) emphasized
that Athens held out under siege by Antigonos for a very long time.
Heinen himself (op.cit., pp. 110-117; cf. p. 213, where he gave a chronological table of the course
of events as he saw them) expressed a preference for the earlier date, prompted in no small part by the
evidence of hostilities in Attica in the years of Menekles and of Nikias of Otryne (IG II2, 665 and 668, as
also SEG XXIV, 154 mentioned above, for which see Heinen, op. cit., pp. 152-159; cf. also I II2, 666
and 667 and M. J. Osborne, aturalization
I, pp. 167-170, D 78, Naturalization
II, pp. 164-167). This
note
dating was adopted with enthusiasm by C. Habicht (Untersuchungen,
pp. 116-117,
11) and by Osborne
cf.
SEG
91.
The
latter
his
view
in ZPE 78, 1989,
II, pp. 165-167);
(Naturalization
XXXI,
reemphasized
note
the
warfare
in
mentioned 267/5 as "clearlythe Chremonidean War."
93, regarding
p. 229,
Meritt, on the other hand, responded to these opinions with a restatement of his own (Hesperia50,
1981, pp. 78-79), emphasizing the problemscreated in the secretarycycle in consequence of the removalof
asrede the role of Peithidemos (so he urged) the
Diogeiton from 268/7 in favor of Peithidemos and stressing
initiator of a new cycle in 265/4. The former argument will not hold for those who deny any compelling
force to the cycle after 266/5. The latter argumentwas based on the understandingthat the beginning of a
fresh cycle is visible in IG II2, 1534B, with a new cycle of priests of Asklepios associated with the archon,
whose name (Pe- -- -) occurs at line 145. . B. Aleshire, for whom this reference is inventoryV, line 5, has
made it clear that in her judgment Pe- - - is a priest and not an archon (TheAthenianAsklpieion,1989,
pp. 250, 293-298) and has emphasized that the priestlycycle "cannot e used as a basis of an archon-listor
other chronological scheme for the third or second century"(p. 81).
Nevertheless, 265/4 remains a reasonablepossibilityon other grounds. The argumentsofJ.J. Gabbert
(C7 82, 1987, pp. 230-235), though dismissed out of hand by Osborne (ZPE 78, 1989, p. 229, note 93),
demonstrated anew the difficultiesin the interpretationof events recorded in the literary tradition if the
war began as early as 268/7, even though that date had been adopted more widely (e.g., by F. W. Walbank
in CAHVII, 2nd ed., 1984, pp. 236-237) and a reconstructionof the war essayed on that basis by Heinen
(op.cit.,pp. 159-202, esp. 197-202).
It may also be suggested that, although Chremonides gave his name to the war in the historical
tradition, hostilities between Macedon and Athens of an intermittent nature could well have preceded the
grand alliance to which his decree bears witness. Confrontationsdo sometimes develop only slowly into
a wider conflict, and the "war"need not have borne Chremonides' name until after he had shaped its final
character. Wars are not infrequently named following their conclusion, with reference to their duration
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("The Seven Years War"),or to what proved to be their principal theater ("The PeninsularWar"),or to
some significant event that may have followed and crowned earlier hostilities ("The War of the Spanish
Armada"). Thus Peithidemos and Chremonides may indeed be associated with the escalation rather
than with the initiation of warfare, and the literary evidence may be interpreted as Gabbert interpreted
it without violence to the epigraphical data of 267/5. On a strict analysis, to assume that these data,
indicating as they do some kind of hostilities, require that Chremonides' alliance was already in existence
goes beyond the evidence at present available: such war as there was need not (yet)have been "The War of
Chremonides".
The phyle of Peithidemos' ypaTlyxte6;C
would be Antigonis (I) if his year was 265/4. In the circumstances of that time he might have felt some reticence about the inclusion of his name and deme in the
drafts of the decrees for which he was responsible as an unwelcome allusion to the Macedonian enemy.
Dinsmoor (Hesperia23, 1954, p. 314) and Meritt at one time (Athenian
rear,p. 223) envisaged a break at
this point in the secretarycycle, omittingprohacvicethe two "Macedonian"phylai: but the break comes at a
later date. If the date be 268/7, the phyle of the ypaciaxreuq would be Hippothontis (X), and for this
no such explanation of the omission would serve. The suggestion of A. S. Henry (Prescripts,
pp. 71-72)
that "even by the fourteenth day of the third prytany the secretary of this year was still not known" by
reason of a vacancy unfilled through sudden death may be more plausible; but in view of the lapse of
time between the two existing enactments this too strains credulity: see the commentary on 190. The
omission of the details cannot have been a repeated oversight, nor can there have been doubt as to the
existence of an official to whom express instructions were given in IG II2, 686 + 687 (lines 64-65) for
the erection of the stele and to whom similar instructionswere doubtless given in 190.
The years 268/7 and 265/4 were respectivelythe thirteenthand the sixteenth in the Metonic cycle and
as such were scheduled on Meton's system to be intercalary. The calendric data of 190, in the improved
reading published by Meritt in Hesperia38, 1969, bear this out, indicating that the first two months of
the festival calendar were of 30 days each and the first two prytanies of 32 days. This equation is however
in conflict with IG II2, 686 + 687, which was passed on Metageitnion 9 (= pryt. II, 9), a correlation
exactly suited to an ordinary year. The former reading of 190 had made Boedromion 18 the equivalent
of pryt. III, 17, also indicative of an ordinary year, with the result that the year of Peithidemos was
considered as surely ordinaryin every study of the subject antedating 1969. In explanation of the dilemma
posed by his new reading, Meritt supposed that two days were intercalated into Hekatombaion late in
the month, to postpone the Panathenaia, and that they were not eliminated until after
Metageitnion 9.
In the agitated circumstancesof the time, such an intercalationmight be the more
readily understandable.
Thus a Hekatombaion of 30 + 2 days would coincide with a first prytany,regular for an
intercalaryyear,
of 32 days, and the numeration of the second month and the second prytanywould run in
parallel until the
correction was made. This hypothesispreservesthe continuing correlation of the Metonic
system and the
Athenian festival calendar,which have up to this point coincided without
interruption. It should however
be observed both that line 4 of 190 presents great difficulties of reading and that in Peithidemos'
year,
for reasons of crisis, some adjustmentto normal calendric practice, rectified as soon as
possible thereafter,
might have been made. The evidence in any case requires assumptions of some kind to be made, and
a satisfactorysolution may have to await some fortunate increase in it.
Known phylai in prytany are II Erechtheisand III Akamantis.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
190 (P. 19).1A largepedimentalstele of Hymettianmarble(I 1051),almost
completelypreserved,discoveredon

July 8, 1933, laid face upwards on a threshold block in a Byzantine building in the northwestern part of the Market
Square (J 6). Its reuse caused the inscribed surfaceto become so worn and battered that, except for parts of lines 1-4

and 6, it is entirelyillegible.

H. 1.4 m.; W. 0.53 m. (at base of pediment), 0.46 m. (at top of inscribed
face), 0.53 m. (at bottom); Th. 0.155 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
(nearly square, with syllabic division) Hor. 0.011 m.; Vert. 0.0105 m.
ETO%X.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia5, 1936, pp. 418-419, no. 14, with photograph; Hesperia38, 1969, pp. 110-112.
See SEGXXV, 98.
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B.C.: 191
ETOIX. 43

a. 268/7 a. vel 265/4 a.,ptyt. III
[o
I].
Tp[l o]
'Extl net0t.il.]9V &pX[ov]ro 6xt T)[C 'A]xaotavTb(8o;
vacat
[rl ipuxra]:.tv[ac]
xal 8ex[&Tre]
[Bob)8poiJopGvo?]
6[y].6et [in]t 8Mxa,T[eT&pTpe]
C xxX)nOtak
txCVw.poBp(ov e:(PIe)tev V]
[rfc; ,cpuTavetaoC
xat oautv]p6[pov vW]
............
[............

[e]
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[-
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The lettering, in so far as it is visible, is plain and "standard"in character,with no special peculiarity.
Line 3. As in 189 (see commentary on line 3), the "secretary formula" has been omitted. These omissions
are in themselves not infrequent; but here space has been deliberately left for the later insertion of the detail. The
same phenomenon is to be found in the other known text of Peithidemos' year, IG II2, 687 (SEG XXXI, 91, with
earlier references). A. S. Henry (Prescripts,
pp. 71-72) hazarded the "only feasible explanation" that even by this
date (pryt. III, 14) the identity of the ypa1axreS was not known, perhaps because the original nominee had died
early in his tenure and a successor had not been appointed. Even so, a delay in so important a nomination from
pryt. II, 9 (IG II2, 687) to pryt. III, 14 and possibly longer (by extension at either end) remains remarkable: and
in IG II2, 687, the ypaltaorc,S is specificallyinstructedto attend to the inscribingof the stone, which was presumably
the case in this text also. The formula was of course standard and could be interpreted as referring to the office
without implying the presence or absence of the office holder of the time. No breakdown in the secretary cycle
is in question, for on any interpretation this did not occur until the end of the Chremonidean War. IG II2, 1270
(SEGXXV 151, XXVIII, 106) probably belongs to this year (cf. C. Habicht, Untersuchungen,
p. 8, note 30, pp. 78-79,
note 17) but is of no assistance for this purpose.
Line 4. Boedromion 18 is five times in the record as a day on which the assembly met. SeeJ. D. Mikalson,
This restorationtoutsimpleis required by the need for sufficient
SacredandCivilCalendar,
pp. 57-58. Line 5. &xxXl)aCa.
in
line
6
the
for
tria
nomina
of
the
chairman
of
the proedroi. Three of the assemblies attested for this day,
space
however,were in fact &xxXT)rjlaL
xuplaL,and with briefer names in line 6 such an assembly could be accommodated
here. See 97, commentary on line 7 and 101, commentary on lines 7-8.
HONORS FOR A SPARTAN(?)

191 (P1. 19). Two joining fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 242), broken on all sides but with their original
rough-picked back preserved, discovered in 1932 during the clearing of bedrock on Kolonos Agoraios behind the
Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios (F-G 5-6).
Measurements asjoined: H. 0.33 m.; W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.13 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
EtoLX.(almost square) Hor. 0.014 m.; Vert. 0.0145 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 7-8, no. 9, with drawing.
a. 267/2 a.(?)
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The stone was reused in the Roman period for an inscription set at right angles to the earlier text, of which

two finalletters[ -------]HE,

0.02 m. in height,overliethe survivingbeginningsof lines 16-19. The surface
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of the inscribed face is badly weathered, and over much of it the letters are difficultto read and their traces deceptive.
Revision of the stone has gleaned a few more letters than appear in the editioprinceps,and has prompted a different
opinion about some of the earlier readings, but has yielded nothing sufficient to establish any connected sense or
to give some indication of the dimensions of the text. The writing shows the general characteristicsof the middle
of the 3rdcenturyB.C.Omegais widespread;the crossbarof alphais omittedat leastonce.
Meritt suggested that the text is that of a decree honoring a Lakedaimonian who had been generous in gifts

to the Athenians(lines10, 11, and 14)and that it maywell belongto the periodof the ChremonideanWar. Both
hypothesesappearreasonable,and thereis nothingto add to them.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF DIOGNETOS, 264/3 B.C.

Diognetos was eponymous archon at Athens at the time when the chronicle known as the Marmor Parium

was committed to stone-cut record (IG XII, v, 444; E Jacoby, FGrHist,no. 239). The chronological
indications of the chronicle are given as backward references from this archonship as a fixed terminal date,

and 264/3 is thus one of the most secure points in the archon list: cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens,
ArchonList,pp. 37, 64.
pp. 46, 54, 86, Athenian

Question concerning the chronographer's use of inclusive or exclusive reckoning in determining his
intervals had caused some scholars to place Diognetos in 263/2 (for details see Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAthens,
p. 46), and Dinsmoor himself opted for 265/4 in his 1954 revision of the archon list (Hesperia23, p. 314); but
264/3 has been generally agreed and is currently accepted as most satisfactorily meeting the indications

of the Marmor Parium and the exigencies of the succession of archons. See B. D. Meritt, Athnian Tear,
p. 233, Hesperia38, 1969, p. 112, Historia26, 1977, p. 174, Hsperia 50, 1981, pp. 79 and 94; also W. K.
Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,p. xx; C. Habicht, Untersuchungen,
pp. 113-114; M.J. Osborne, ZPE 78,

1989, p. 241.
No data concerning the calendar or the nature of the year survive in the epigraphical record. The
fragmentary IG II2, 688 preserves the archon's name and part of a prescript of a decree, but the section
recording the date is lost beyond the initial letter of the month Skirophorion. It is nevertheless clear that
no space was left for the name of the ypayiYoret . The secretary cycle requires this official to belong
to Demetrias, the second of the "Macedonian"phylai, and in the circumstancesof the Chremonidean War
the omission may be judged deliberate: but see 189, commentary on line 3. The situation was assuredly
not that of 190. The year may be postulated as ordinary in the festival calendar,following an intercalary
265/4, which is demonstrable if that year saw the the archonship of Peithidemos and presumable if the

archon was other than he; see p. 276 above. As the seventeenth year in Meton's cycle it was scheduled
as ordinary in that system (cf. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236), and the cycle and the pattern of the Athenian
festival years would thus remain in accord. Antiochis held the twelfth prytany (IG II2, 688). No other
prytanies are known.
FRAGMENT OF THE DECREE OF A DEME
192. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 2455), with the left edge preserved, discovered on February 18,
1935, in a wall of the Turkishperiod east of the Odeion (N 10).
H. 0.23 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.05 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia23, 1954, pp. 242-243, no. 15, with photograph pl. 51. See also SEG XWV,81.
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In line 7 the stone reads AIOrHT. This text is one of those attributedby S. V Tracy to the long and evidently
prolific career of his "Cutter of Agora I 3238 and I 4169" (formerlydesignated by him "Cutter 4"); see Hesperia57,
1988, p. 305. For fuller references, and for details of his characteristics,see 172, the earliest work ascribed to him.
Lines 3-5. See IG II2, 1206 (SEGXXXVI, 191), lines 16-19. The assumed cost of twenty drachmas (a figure
treated with reserve by D. Whitehead, TheDemesofAttica,508/7-ca. 250 B.C., 1986, p. 162, note 86) is double that
of the substantial stelai 181, 182, and 187. The sum may have been expressed in full as ~bxa: cf. IG II2, 555,
line 37, 1148, line 16. Lines 6-7. The engraved stephanos is of the "radiate"type, resembling a schematic sunflower.
On stephanoi for honorands in deme decrees see Whitehead, op.cit.,pp. 162-163.
This decree is no. 137 among the decrees listed by Whitehead; see op.cit., esp. p. 392. He considers demes
that we know to have put up public inscriptions in the 3rd century as special cases, and this must be considered
one such case. See 160 and Whitehead, op.cit.,p. 361.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

193. A fragment of a stele of bluish Pentelic marble (I 3828), preservingthe left side of the monument, discoveredon
March 21, 1936, in a Late Roman context over the foundations of the terrace wall of the Stoa of Attalos, opposite
Shop XVIII (P 8).
H. 0.129 m.; W. 0.071 m.; Th. 0.027 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
ETroLX.
(square)0.01 m.
Ed. M. B. Walbank, Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 95-96, no. 23, with photograph pl. 25. See also SEG XXXIX, 119.
paulloposta. 262 a.(?)
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The surface of the stone is so badly damaged that few letters can be read at all, and scarcely any with certainty.
Walbankin his commentary admitted that differentreadingsseemed to offer themselves at differenttimes, but he was
prepared to go further than the conservative text preferred above and presented his editioprincepsin the following
form, with a suggested line of 34 letters:
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The uncertaintiesof readingin lines5 and6 howeverallowedhim to preferfortheselines&vaypd4[at
bt 86be8
OO
6v
and
to
r6iptaLOa T6v YpaJt]aJ|xT]
a
IG
660, of
Co/Xy)t
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with
xal
II2,
suggest
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281/80 B.C.(especially,for the tide of the ypaarec,

lines 43-46; on the title see 120, commentary on line 8).

The agreedreadingof line 2 indicatesthatthisfragmentformedpartof an honorarydecreeof somekind.As to
its date, Walbankheld that the hand appearsto be the sameas that of IG II2, 503, of 302/1, but this is in sharp
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conflict not only with the parallel alreadyquoted but also with other indicationswithin the text as read or restored. In
particular,the concluding phrase rb yev6Vtevov
iv&Xv.a, if correctlyidentified, makesits firstcertain appearance no
earlier than 266/5 (for possible but doubtful earlier instances see A. S. Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 272-273). This

indeedfallswithinthe periodduringwhichthe PluralBoard,ratherthanthe SingleOfficer,of Administration
was
for
the
cost
of
on
stelai:
but
the
other
hand
the
verb
of
should
be
281/80
responsible defraying
by
payment
peptoat
ratherthan
bo0vaz. See 174, commentaryon line 8. The allegeddeltaof line 8 is, however,more than doubtful,
and a readingof [ep(oaatpairedwith the SingleOfficercannotbe excluded,maintainingthe samelengthof line.
The decreewouldin thatcaseeitherantedate286/5, andbe closerto Walbank's
parallelforthehand,or postdatethe
ChremonideanWar,afterwhichthe SingleOfficerresumedhis pre-286function,replacingthe PluralBoard.The
formeralternativewouldaddto theproblematical
earlierinstancesof thiscombinationwithrbyev6ievov&vicXooa,
examinedby Henry;the conditionof this inscriptionis suchthat thesecomplicationscannotand oughtnot to be
resolvedby it. The attributionto the laterperiodof the SingleOfficer,on the otherhand,offersno suchdifficulty,
for
then
the
formula
had
become
There
standard.
remains
the
criterion
of
the
hand
yev6.tevov
by
rb
possible
&vthXcip
of thecraftsman,butthe evidenceis in anycasethinandis the moreunreliableon so damageda stone. The surviving
letteringgiveseveryappearanceof beingcompatible,in generalterms,withthe dateherepreferred.
Lines7-8. Forthe assumedhaplographyin Walbank's
text cf. 166, line 9, withcommentary.

THE ARCHONSHIP

OF ATHENODOROS,

256/5 OR 254/3 B.C.

With the surrenderof Athens to the forcesofAntigonos Gonatas and the inauguration,under the watchful
eyes of the Macedonian garrison on the Mouseion hill, of a phase of Athenian democracy which, while
retaining its familiar aspect, paid proper regard to Macedonian interests, there begins the period of some
thirty years of the greatest uncertainty and controversy among scholars concerning the order in office of

the eponymous archons and the years in which we are to believe that they held that office. The names
of nearly all of them are known, although the same is less trueoof theeYoxaet
ol xaxra tpuraave
ypa

who served contemporaneously with them. W. S. Ferguson recognized them as a group deserving of special

attention (ThePriestsofAsklepios,2nd ed., 1907, p. 155), and throughout the continuing study of the period
new evidence, as it appeared, seemed only to increase the well-recognized uncertainties rather than to

resolve them.

The "secretarycycle", whereby the ypa.axOret succeeded one another, year by year, in the "official"

order of their phylai (for the beginning of this system see p. 107 above, on the Archonship of Themistokles,
347/6), appeared to scholars earlier in the 20th century to offer the best foundation for a reconstruction

of the archon list. In the latest pronouncement of his long career on the subject, B. D. Meritt insisted
upon its continuing validity (Hesperia50, 1981, pp. 79, 93-94). It had indeed long been recognized that

there was during the period at any rate one break in the smooth operation of the cycle, but the hypothesis of
further breaks in order to accommodate other evidence was as far as practicable generally avoided.
A later generation has tended to reverse this principle and to go so far as to rely entirely on the claims
of evidence other than the cycle, denying any validity to the latter save perhaps by accident or coincidence.
Thus the archon list proposed by M.J. Osborne (ZPE 78, 1989, p. 241) places a break in the cycle after
262/1 and excludes any conclusive argument from it until its resumption in 229/8 save for two brief and
uncertain sequences from 249/8 to 245/4 and from 237/6 to 234/3.

The interruptionin the cycle during the (second)period of the anagrapheis
from 294/3 to 292/1, during
the early years of the regime instituted by Demetrios Poliorketes(p. 241 above), does indeed suggest that
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the capitulation to Antigonos in 262/1 could have produced a similar result. But there is evidence that
on the earlieroccasion certain individualswho were known to supportthe regime were named to important
office, initially at least, including the archonship;and even so the cycle was speedily resumed. The archons
of 261/60 and later are not necessarily to be viewed as direct appointees of Antigonos Gonatas, for we
know too little about any of them (cf., however, A. S. Henry, Chiron18, 1988, p. 223): but even if they,
or some of them, were of political consequence in the democracy of the time, the system of selection of
the Yipacsitiec by rotation of phylai was politically innocuous. Their role was, for example, not of the
potential importance of that of the official(s)in charge of the dioikesis,as is clearly demonstrated by the
change from the Plural Board back to the Single Officer after 262/1, and there was no evident reason
for the Macedonian authorities to interferewith it.
The instinct of Meritt, and of his predecessors,to preserve the cycle as far as possible must therefore
be respected; more modern iconoclasm, though
thogh e understandable reaction of a fresh generation in
face of the undoubted difficultiespresented by the evidence, may be too drastic. Until new information
becomes available, uncertainty must prevail. Osborne justly remarked (ZPE 78, 1989, p. 240) that "no
chronological scheme proposed to date has survivedentirely intact from the discovery of a new document
bearing an archon or secretary date." One may cite the respectful dedication to the archon Kydenor by
W. B. Dinsmoor of his book AthenianArchonList. Readjustmentsof the archon list, however closely and
plausibly argued, must remain in essence speculative-an enjoyable intellectual exercise for the scholars
engaged in argument and counterargumentbut, at the end of the day,without real consequence until more
missing pieces of the puzzle come to light.
The first archons of this difficult period among the Agora decrees are Athenodoros, archon in the
year preceding the enactment of 194, and Philinos, in office at the time of the passage of 195. It has indeed
become a matter of dispute which one of them held office before the other, and Athenodoros' arrival in
this general location is in itself a development of the 1980's. ForJ. Kirchner (IG II2, iv, 1, p. 14) his year was
240/39, and this was the dating that prevailed through the 20th-century literature until the list drawn
up by Meritt in 1977 (Historia26, p. 176), the exceptions being A. C.Johnson in 1914 (241/40), cited by

Dinsmoor, whose 1931 study (Archonsof Athens,pp. 169, 177) set him at 243/2.

But Dinsmoor revoked

this opinion in his study of 1939 (see above) and returned to 240/39 (Athenian
ArchonList,p. 154).
C. Habicht (Untersuchungen,
devoted
pp. 137-141)
particularattention to Athenodoros and concluded

that 240/39

must on the evidence be regarded as too late for him. His reasoning convinced Meritt
(Hesperia50, 1981, pp. 79, 82-83), who relocated the archon in 256/5, in accord with the secretary cycle

(cf. ibid., p. 94). This "evidence of the cycles" was seen as "manipulation"by Osborne (ZPE 78, 1989,
pp. 212-213), in whose arrangement Athenodoros is placed in 254/3 (on his reckoning, the year after
that of Philinos). This would envisage the passage of 194 in the archonship either of Philostratosor of
Kleomachos, according to the variant schemes presented. For Meritt, Athenodoros' successor was the
unknown archon of AgoraXV, 84 (who might possibly be Lykeasor Alkibiades).
Factorswhich may (or may not) be relevantto the establishmentofAthenodoros' year are the following:

(1) The ypactlteiUC was "Apxe-oq 'ApXLou'Aa(av-reuS (Hippothontis X). (2) IG II2, 784 (SEG XXIX,
110), passed in his year, shows that the year was ordinary in the festival calendar. In the Metonic cycle,
256/5 should have been ordinary, 254/3 intercalary. (3) The same inscription honors athlothetai, and
this fact has, for some, compelled the conclusion that it was passed in a year of the celebration of the
Greater Panathenaia. 254/3 was such a year (cf. Habicht, Untersuchungen,
p. 140); 256/5 was not.

THE SITOPHYLAKES OF 256/5(?) OR 254/3(?) HONORED
194 (P1. 20). Two nonjoining fragments of a stele of Hymettian marble, of which fragment a (I
3238) is broken
all around save for the original rough-pickedback and fragment b (14169) has
of
the
part
right edge preserved but is
broken elsewhere. Fragmenta was discoveredon September 24, 1935, in the wall of a built drain of Late Roman date
over the north end of the East Building (O 13);fragment bwas discoveredon May 19, 1936, in a late level north of the
Odeion and east of the Altar of Ares (M 7).
a: H. 0.16 m.; W. 0.292 m.; Th. 0.106 m.
b: H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.111 m.; Th. 0.037 m.
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LH. 0.005 m.
Hor. 0.007 m.; Vert. 0.0092 m.
EToLX.
Ed. M. Crosby,Hesperia6, 1937, pp. 444 448, no. 2, with photographs. See also SEG XXXIII, 117.
ETOIX. 50

a. 255/4 a.(?) vet253/2 a.(?)
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The text shown above is that of Crosbywith minor corrections of a few readings, at points of break in the stones,
not worth the distinction of an apparatuscricus. This inscription is the "name piece" of the craftsman identified
by S. V Tracy as responsible for some sixty-seven texts inscribed between 286/5 and 245/4; see Hesperia57, 1988,
pp. 304-311, with plate 85:a (a detail of lines 3-6 of the present text), and 172. It may neverthelessremain advisable
to think in terms of a style or an atelierand to be guarded in the assignment of so substantial a number of texts,
covering so wide a span of years, to one single individual. Cf. A. G. Woodhead, AJA 81, 1977, p. 251.
In line 15 omega is superimposed on an erroneous alpha that the mason did not trouble to erase. Single and
sometimes double letter spaces are left vacant at appropriate places to separate names or to distinguish clauses.
Cf. A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 67-70 and the commentary on 172.
Lines 4, 11, 19. Crosby restored EI in the feminine datives in these lines except in the word &ya9iOi(line 19).
This is in fact the preponderant usage in the mid-3rd century, but HI is well attested: cf. Henry, CQ,n.s. 14, 1964,
pp. 240-245. Either usage may thereforebe supposed here, or even inconsistency of use. Lines 4-5. On the number
and duties of the sitophylakessee 127 and referencesthere, most notably B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 244-245
and R. S. Stroud, Hesperia43, 1974, p. 180, with notes 90 and 91. The stele records two enactments, or one enactment
enlarged and restated, thanking and bestowing honors upon the same grain commissioners. The second enactment
appears to add to the number of recipients of the honors and gratitude and to associate the Macedonian king with
the Athenians in the expression of them. On the relationship between the two enactments or sections see further
below. Believing that the archonship of Athenodoros was to be dated to 240/39, Crosby restored in line 24 the
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name of Demetrios (II), son and successor of Antigonos Gonatas. The revised dating requires the substitution of
the name of Antigonos himself, if her supplement is acceptable (she did not comment upon it).
There were originally ten sitophylakes,five for the city and five for the Peiraieus. Five officials,that is, a complete
half-board, are named here, a reduction by one from the number commended in 127. Aristotle'sevidence suggests
that the number was subject to variaton, and it is possible that, in the interval of some forty-five years between
127 and the present text, the ypajaxrekt xXpYwr6q(whosephyle here differsfiromthose of the other five honorands)
became included in, rather than excluded from, the count of one official per phyle. There was a Ypopaypae tck
C
&OTU
(cf. Crosby, op.cit., pp. 460-461, no. 8, line 8), and therefore a coonespondingypaoVtiaec; tel IIep
may
be postulated to make up the total of twelve officials selected by lot. The sitophylakesare not, as in 127, named
in the "official order" of their phylai. Crosby assumed, no doubt correcdy, that they had held office in the year
preceding that in which they were honored, and the date at the head of the text reflects this.
Lines 5-8 and 20-23. The men honored are not otherwise identifiable. Crosby suggested that Agatharchos
of Lamptrai may well have been the son of Pyrgion of that deme (PA12487), whose father was named Agatharchos
(PA 31) and who as proedros put IG II2, 672 to the vote in 277/6. Line 7. For the "allotted secretary" see 127,
commentary on lines 13-14. He was still xkXprtw6cin the middle of the 2nd century,whether or not the sitophylakes
themselves then continued to be so appointed (Crosby,op.cit., p. 460 with note 1). Lines 8-9. 6&XXouarTepiv
Crosby: but the formula xari&Tv v6tAovindicates that the stephanos must have been of gold, for it is not attached to
stephanoi of any other kind. Cf. Henry, Honours,
p. 59, note 116, where the restorationis attributedto Meritt. Lines 9
and 23. For the expression of the honorands' virtues, used in this form also in 175 and 181, see 175, commentary on
line 1.
Line 12. IIpb6 'rL auvebpEto.See 175, commentary on lines 3-4, and cf. 181, lines 37-40. The identity of the
auv68ptovwas discussed by Crosby,op.cit.,pp. 446-448, and by R. E. Wycherley,in AgoraIII, pp. 126-128, where the
references (including this inscription)are collected. H. A. Thompson once thought that, if not otherwise qualified,
the word was likely to refer to the Bouleuterion (Hesperia6, 1937, p. 215, note 4), and this view was endorsed by
P.J. Rhodes (Athenian
Bouk, 1972, pp. 31-32, note 6), who regarded Wycherley(Ioc.cit.) as too willing to apply to
a building uses of a word which probably refer to a meeting. But Wycherleywas right to suggest that it had flexibility
in use and described various buildings. It should probably be understood to refer to the place of meeting of the
officialsconcerned in the given context. Here the place of discoveryof the stone may well suggest that the office of the
sitophylakeswas located in that area of the Agora.
Line 13. Payment for the stele is in this case the province of the oratg Tv axcrrpaToctxv, on whose
responsibilities in this direction earlier than 229 B.C.see Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 53-54, 73-74, 80-81, and
cf. W. K. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. 43, note 41, where this inscription is cited. Henry observed (op.cit.,
p. 80, note 162) that the Military Treasureris several times associated in the mid 3rd century with stelai honoring
officials connected with the grain supply; cf. 188. Phraseology with pecptoatand b6yev6pcvov av&Xota is now
standard;cf. Henry, ZPE78, 1989, p. 277 and 175, commentary on lines 4-5.
Lines 17-18. "OtxSCiv o5v. For the "hortatory intention" cf. 86, commentary on line 21-24. Here the
emphasis is not on publicity for the Athenians' propensityto rewardvirtues where they see them, as in 173, 181, and
187, but on the encouragement of emulation among officials in their standard of efficiency, as in 185 (where see
the commentary on lines 16-17). Line 19. 'AyaOit r1X7)Lt.See 72, commentary on lines 7-8.
Line 24. The name of King Antigonos, and the furthercommendations apparently introduced by a new clause
where the stone breaksoff, are additions to the originalprobouleuma,
in which the relevantclause ended with 'AO8vaotov
nevertheless
in
the
substantivedecree, not in an amendment "fromthe floor ofthe ekklesia".In
(line 10). They appear
set out as a probouleumaticdecree (cf. Rhodes, Athnian
effect, therefore,the text appears to incorporate aprobouleuma,
and
the
revised
decree
of
the
demos
classed
Boue, p. 253),
ultimate,
by Rhodes (p. 265) among the nonprobouleumatic
decrees (as indicated by the formula restored in line 19). The introduction of new material is only partly relevant,
for the pattern may be paralleled in, e.g., AgoraXV, 115. Since the final decree incorporates the substance of the
it could equally well be regarded as probouleumatic; cf. IG II2, 330, lines 47-65. The difference for
probouleuma
classification purposes is one of form rather than of nature; the procedural differentiation, which must have been
significant and appears complex, remains obscure despite the comparative abundance of material. It is not unlikely
that fragment a of the present text was at some point preceded by a full formula including the phrase f8o~ev rflt
pou\XTLxal TO bJcatL.

[A further fragment of this monument, discovered in the Third Ephorate of the Greek Archaeological Service,
or
may may not make a significantcontributionto the text and to the resolutionof the date of the archon Athenodoros.
Information of it, received after the delivery of the manuscript of this work, does not extend beyond the fact of its
existence.]
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Philinos has been one of the nomads among Athenian archons of the 3rd century. For the history of
earlier attempts to determine his date see the full account of B. D. Meritt in Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 213-214
(see 195) and 38, 1969, pp. 432-433. Known only from a reference in IG II2, 1304b (addenda, p. 672;
cf. SEG XXII, 126), he was placed byJ. Kirchner (IG II2, iv, 1, p. 16) among the "archontes saeculi III
quorum tempora accuratiusdefinirinequeunt", and assigned more specifically"ultimisannis s. III". W. B.
Dinsmoor and A. C.Johnson found 212/11 a year for Philinos that appeared to harmonize with other
considerations; other scholars had tried "ca. 218/17" (for details see Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAdthens,
pp. 55
and 213, AthenianArchonList, pp. 164-165). W. K. Pritchett and Meritt (Chronology,
him a
found
p. xxv)
hesitant place in 210/09, and this dating was adopted by Dinsmoor in 1954 (Hesperia23, p. 316).
This picture was radically altered by the edition of 195 below. As the result of it, Philinos was
transferredto the middle part of the century, where a place was found for him in 269/8, regarded as
close to the date of the inscriptionswith lettering comparable with that of the new text. See SEG XXI,
371; Meritt, Athenianrear,p. 233; Y. Garlan, BCH 89, 1965, pp. 339-344 (SEG XXII, 125). But this
assignment too failed to stand the test of new and better evidence. AgoraXV, 89, discovered in 1968, at
last provided a complete prescript of Philinos' year, which showed that its ypatltareG;gwas Theotimos,
son of Stratokles, of Thorai (Demetrias II). On Meritt's view, this compelled his removal to a position
compatible with the secretary cycle, and the year 254/3, where he dispossessed Philostratos previously
placed there, fitted the requirements; cf. Hesperia38, 1969, pp. 432-433 and Historia26, 1977, p. 175.
The prosopographical data of the new prytany text reinforced the advisability of such a dating, which
remained in accord with the characterof the lettering of 195 and with what is now seen to be the career of
the "Cutterof Agora I 3238 and I 4169" (see 172) to whose skill it has more recently been attributed.
Relying on the apparentrequirementsof the career of Thoukritos of Myrrhinous,identifiedby Garlan
(loc.cit.) as hipparch in Philinos' year (IG II2, 1279 [as revised in SEG XXII, 125] and 2856), C. Habicht
concluded that Philinos should be assigned to a date rather earlier than 254/3 and hardly later than the
mid-250's (Untersuchungen,
50, 1981, pp. 85-87) emphasized a
pp. 126-128, 145). Meritt'sresponse(Hesperia
weaknessin the argument from Thoukritos, which depends on the order in which the entries of his various
generalshipsrecorded on IG II2, 2856 are to be read. He also correctedhis own previous dating,which had
postulated a break in the secretarycycle after 260/59, in the light of the new dating ofAthenodoros (p. 281
above). It was in any case his consistent and firm belief that "the paramount claim of the secretary-cycle
must be honored" (ibid.,p. 79) and that the cycle beginning in 253/2 continued until the year of Diomedon
(pp. 300-301 below), at which point "the known irregularities"begin. Meritt's revised date for Philinos
was, in consequence, 252/1.
In ZPE 58, 1985, pp. 290-294, M.J. Osborne maintained Habicht's interpretation of Thoukritos'
career and added to it criticism of Meritt's prosopographical argument (although both depend on the
supposed archonship of Euboulos II, on which doubt has been cast: see A. S. Henry, Chiron18, 1988,
pp. 215-224); but he suggested no firm date for Philinos. He followed this study, however, with a longer
discussion in ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 209-242 (on Philinos especially pp. 230-233, on Euboulos II p. 228,
note 90), in the course of which he assigned Philinos' archonship to 255/4. In view of the large degree of
uncertainty surrounding this whole matter, much depends on the weight given by individualjudgments
to the conflicting factors.
And there is one furtherfactor to be considered: that of the Athenians'propensity(manytimes referred
to in earliercontexts)for maintaining a close degree of coordination between their festivalcalendar and the
Metonic cycle. There being no calendric data for Philinos' year, his assignment had not been conditioned
by the character of it in relation to its potential neighbors. AgoraXV, 89 was passed on Hekatombaion 11
(= pryt. I, 11), and this conveys no information concerning the year's character. But the name of the
ypap0txIeuS,now known, enabled Meritt to restore and to date in Philinos' year IG II2, 697 (SEGXXI,
356); see Hesperia38, 1969, pp. 433-434. This, as there restored, shows Skirophorion21 as the equivalent
of pryt. XII, 24; the year was thus intercalary,with Skirophoriona hollow month at its end. In the tenth
Metonic cycle the year 255/4 (the seventh year of the cycle) will have been ordinary,252/1 (like
254/3)
intercalary.
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Phylai identifiable in their prytanies in the year of Philinos are I Aigeis and XII Antigonis, Demetrias,
Pandionis, or Akamantis.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
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195. A fragment of the upper left section of a pedimental(?)stele of Pentelic marble (I 5592), with heavy moldings
above the inscribed face consisting of a concave superposed on a convex member, from which it is divided by
a channel, combined with a wide taenia below descending in an apophyge to an uninscribed space of 0.02 m.
immediately above the text. The fragment, battered and broken elsewhere, was discovered on October 17, 1938,
in the wall of a modern house southeast of the Market Square (S 21).
H. 0.156 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (phi 0.009 m.)
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 213-214, no. 8, with photograph pl. 36. See also SEG XXI, 371.
a. 252/1 a.(?)

NON-ETOIX.
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1
5
[-------------------------Before the discovery of AgoraXV 89, with its evidence of the ypaVtiaxrcS of the year of Philinos (see above),
the lettering of this text was determinative in the assignment of the archon to a mid-century date; more recent
analysis has made a dating in the middle to later 250's relativelysecure. Indeed the stele has proved to be yet another
identifiable element in the oeuvreof the "Cutter of Agora I 3238 and I 4169" distinguished by S. V Tracy; for the
references see 172 and 194. The fragment was associated by M. B. Walbank (Hesperia51, 1982, p. 51) with the
text he published there (I 7312; see 255G), but that fragment was not included by Tracy in his list of the cutter's
output (Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 304-306).
It is impossible to estimate the width of the stele, but there can have been no room for the full preamble of
a regular decree of the boule and demos. The truncated prescript of an enactment of a religious organization or
of some subunit of the body politic is better adapted to the space likely to have been available here. Cf., for example,
IG II2, 1262, 1270, 1301, and particularly 1287. This view was accepted by A. S. Henry, Pescripts,p. 75.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

196. [The fragment originally placed at this point as an independent inscription (see SEG XXXV, 90) has been
shown by S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 159) to provide the ends of lines 33-35 of AgoraXV, 240 (SEG XXI,
464). The text and commentary,thus rendered otiose, have been withdrawn. Cf. SEG XL, 116.]

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
197. A fragmentof a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5653), with the flat top preserved,dressedwith a toothed chisel and
without a crowning molding, but otherwise broken all around, discovered on February 20, 1939, among marbles
from the demolition of modern houses at the north foot of the Areopagos. The inscribed surface shows
deep gashes
and is generally worn and battered.
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.26 m.; Th. 0.105 m.
LH. ca. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 214-215, no. 9, with photograph pl. 37. See also SEG XXI, 380;
L. Moretti, Iscrizionistoriche
ellenistiche
I, 1967, p. 50, note 9.
ca. med.saec.III a.

NON-ETOIX.
[-------t]e,[b
o
[-------]o

'Av]rtyovo
?e[-------]
xca[X]&6X6rov in[--------
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The writing on this fragment is shallow and variable in execution, especially in the inscribing of sigma and
omega. Meritt correctly observed that the latter, with horizontals set now high, now low, or obliquely ("winged"
omega) is very much of mid-3rd-century character; cf. P. M. Fraser and T. ROnne, Boeotianand Wst GreekTombxrX. Meritt.
stones,1957, p. 83, note 6. Line 1. [----'Av]ltyovo? [.]c[] Meritt. Line 4. [-----]oa
Line 8. [-----]TEAIrM[----]
Meritt.
Meritt assumed that the Antigonos named in line 1 is Antigonos Gonatas (the indications of the script being
too early, presumably,for Doson) and suggested that this is a fragment of a decree in his honor, to be associated
with his war against Alexander, son of Krateros, his former commander in southern Greece, who had set up an
independent monarchy in Corinth and Euboia. In this war the Athenians and Argives (the latter under their tyrant
Aristomachos)supported the Macedonian king. Aristomachosis praised by the Athenians in IG II2, 774 (SEGXXV,
103, XXIX, 108, XXXI, 95, XLI, 53), a decree then thought to be datable to 253/2 (cf. Meritt, Hesperia38, 1969,
p. 436), in which "freedom"and a sum of money (fiftytalents)are also involved (ines 12-13 and 19-20; cf. lines 3-4
of the present text). Meritt placed this inscription therefore in 253/2, to suit the apparent requirement of the events.
However, the redating of IG II2, 774 in the 240's, perhaps as late as 243/2 (see M. J. Osborne, ZPE 78, 1989,
pp. 223-225), makes such a connection unlikely.
In any case it is to be doubted whether the name Antigonos must necessarily be associated with the king, or
the reference to freedom with that particular occasion. The top edge of the stele is complete, and its treatment
suggeststhat it did not form part of a larger monument, even though it is not finished off with a crowning molding. If,
therefore, line 1 represents the beginning of the decree, either the stele was exceptionally wide, so that the regular
prescript of a decree could somehow be accommodated in it before the body of the enactment was reached, or the
prescript was truncated, perhaps to a simple reference to the proposer,in a manner compatible with the enactment
of a deme, religious organization, or other community subgroup. Such a group may indeed have honored the
Macedonian king, but it is more likely to have left this to the national assembly and to have had more parochial
interests at heart in honoring a benefactor of lesser stature. If the letters at the end of the first line are correctly
and thence without any discernible relationship to the
assessed, this Antigonos was perhaps a son of The---,
Macedonian royal house. Nevertheless, in general terms, and as the lettering indicates, the decree may be associated
with this mid-century period, even if its precise reference remains obscure.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

198. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 2986), broken on all sides, discovered on June 3, 1935, in a
disturbed Byzantine context over the east end of the Middle Stoa (O 13). The stone is badly discolored.
H. 0.109 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.026 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
ETotX.Hor. 0.0105 m.; Vert. 0.0125 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, pp. 269-270, no. 5, with photograph pl. 77. See also SEG XXV, 101.
ca. med.saec.III a.

ETOIX. 38
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The lettering is plain and "standard"for the period and offers the principal guide to the date of the fragment.
The bottom stroke of epsilon has a propensity to slope downwards;the loop of rho would be of significance in any
attempt to match another fragment to this text. There is no clue to the position of the piece on the stele, and the line
divisions shown, those of the editioprinceps,are wholly arbitrary. All that remains is a section of a regular referral
or probouleumatic formula, for which see 52, commentary on lines 16-19 and references there.
Line 2. The stoichedon pattern calls for the restorationof tio0uaoxvin this formula, which at least reinforcesthe
conclusion that the inscription is to be dated no earlier than the second quarterof the century. See 185, commentary
on lines 19-20. Line 3. The addition of tv ltpols in the restoration, if acceptable, provides further aid for dating
purposes in virtue of its rarity.As Meritt observed, this formula is exactly paralleled in IG II2, 772, of the archonship
of Diogeiton in the 260's or 250's. But it is the sole instance of it in IG II2. The length of line is, however, assured
by the other elements of the formula, and iv lcpotsLprecisely meets the evident spatial requirements.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

199. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 3048), broken on all sides but with the original rough-picked back
preserved, discovered onJune 19, 1935, in a late context over the northeast corner of the Middle Stoa (P 12). The
surviving stone is much larger than is indicated by the present area of the inscribed surface, most of which has been
broken away.
H. 0.14 m.; W. 0.162 m.; Th. 0.11 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (phi 0.008 m.).
EroX. Hor. 0.00875 m.; Vert. 0.013 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, p. 270, no. 6, with photograph pl. 77. See also SEG XXV, 102.
ca. med.saec.III a.

ETOIX. 44(?)

[--
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The mason at work here was, once again, S. V Tracy's "Cutter of Agora I 3238 and I 4169", for whose career
and characteristicssee 172 and 194, with references there. The last datable inscription assigned to him by Tracy
belongs to the archonship of Diomedon (see p. 300 below), which ought therefore to be regarded as the trminus
antequemfor this text.
It is impossible to know the position of this fragment on the stele, and the line divisions are
arbitrary. Meritt,
whose text is shown above, claimed that the length of line was fixed by the restoration of lines 1-2. Restoration
with a line of 50 letters is, however,equally practicable and has two possible recommendations. (1) The introduction
of &vtp (customarily paired with &yac6c) in this position in honorary decrees scarcely survived the 4th
century
(cf.J. Kirchner, IG II2, iv, 1, p. 41); (2) the reflexive taur6vmore frequently intervenes before the verb in the phrase
or JxapOXZeoat.IG II2, 649 offers a parallel for the preliminaryintroduction of a mention
Xpotilov cEautcbv
OIapXELtv
of the services of the honorand's father. The text might therefore run
[......

15......,
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[... 7.
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Line 3. In view of the vacant letter space before 18otEv, A. S. Henry (Prescripts,
p. 68; cf pp. 63-67) listed this text
among examples of emphasis given to this formula in the 3rd century. It is a regularfeature of the work of the "Cutter
of Agora 1 3238 and I 4169", who appears in Henry's list as the most prominent
exponent of this form of emphasis in
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his generation. Despite the restorationof the formula in Meritt's text, it is clear from the alternativesuggested above
that it must remain uncertain whether the decree was probouleumaticor nonprobouleumatic.
FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE
200. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic(?)marble (I 5460), badly burned and discolored and broken all around,
discovered on May 24, 1938, in a Byzantine context in a drain shaft south of the Eleusinion (U 22:1).
H. 0.13 m.; W. 0.07 m.; Th. 0.076 m.
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LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 259, no. 64, with photograph pl. 48. See also SEG XXI, 388.
ca. med.saec.II a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 34-37
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[[vaXXopa. vacat ] vacat

The writing is plain and without special characteristic. The letter survivingin line 1 was not read by Meritt, and
the lines have been renumbered from the editioprinceps.Payment for the stele may have been met either by the
PluralBoard or by the Single Officer intl,f stoLXtome.If the latter,the decree is to be dated later than 262/1: see the
commentary on 174. The style of the writing renders this more probable. It is impossible to determine to what
place on the latitude of the stele this fragmentbelongs, and the line divisions are thereforearbitrary.The restorations
employ phraseology customary at the time, but minor variantsof formula are of course possible.

FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE
201. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5495), with the right side preserved, discovered onJune 2, 1938, in
filling behind the parapet wall of Klepsydra (T 27:1) in a context of the mid 1st century B.C. (on which see A. W.
Parsons, Hesperia12, 1943, pp. 240-241). On the right side of the stone a smooth band is left along the forward
edge, which otherwise is chisel dressed.
H. 0.078 m.; W. 0.058 m.; Th. 0.041 m.

LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
ETOLX.Hor. 0.008 m.; Vert. 0.011 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 215-216, no. 10, with photograph pl. 37. See also SEG XXI, 389.
ca. med.saec.III a.

ETOIX. 40(?)
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Apart from some clumsiness in the shaping of nu and sigma, the lettering is capably done in a plain style without
idiosyncrasies. That the text is stoichedon implies a date earlier than ca. 225 B.C. (cf. the commentary on 202),
and with this the character of the writing is in agreement. The first line here shown was not read by Meritt, and
the lines are renumbered from the editioprinceps.
Lines 2-6. The restorationsare those of Meritt, who supposed from the place of discovery that the stone came
from the Akropolis. They follow recognized formulasfor the inscribingand setting up of a stele and for the
provision
for payment. However, Meritt noted, but discounted, two difficulties: (1) that the ypptilxtre6 6 xarxii
TpuTxvetav,
normally responsible for the inscription of the enactment, could not be restored in the text without violation of
the stoichedon order and (2) that the stele would have to be paid for,unusually,by the raiEa4o
TcivapuTix'ucu)v. He
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restored a variant designation of the yprtlaq eq, for which see 120, commentary on line 8. He also observed that,
contraryto earlieropinion, the MilitaryTreasurerdid indeed meet the cost of certain stelai earlierin the century than
229 B.C.; on this matter, which has been the subject of further study since Meritt's edition, see 194, commentary
online 13.
The ypo1t-Iqtrtdc6 xao& npu-rEaveEav
may neverthelessoccupy his normal place if a line of 34 letters be adopted
and alternative formulaic elements employed. In particularit may be supposed that the stele was set up in the Agora
and that it need not have come down from the Akropolis, and the official responsible for meeting the expense of
it may be the Single Officer xin Tr 8O
ItowCaL, as regularly; this will imply a date for the decree not earlier than
262/1 (see 174). The following text may thus be suggested:
-rb 6 cpL]apa rb
vayp& iftb
r6v
xac&
[v ypaoETotoa
ipuoatvetavxa]l crx

2

8[.... 8....*

5

to'arv
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[olL6v &yoparE el< bt T^v
^ pi
t T6ycJ]vevo
oL
[epial rT6vitt TxL
8T)o

[v &v&XctJca].

(Omission of a reference to the otiXT) XLOilvis unusual but by no means without parallel: cf., e.g., IG II2, 652,
lines 33-35, 721, lines 21-23).

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE OF A RELIGIOUS GROUP(?)
202. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 3241), with the left edge and original rough-pickedback preserved,
discovered onJanuary 29, 1936, in a modern context over the northwest corner of the Palace of the Giants (L 9).
H. 0.115 m.; W. 0.123 m.; Th. 0.037 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (omicron 0.004 m., psi 0.008 m.).
EToqX.Hor. 0.0095 m.; Vert. 0.011 m.

Ed. M. Crosby,Hesperia6, 1937, pp. 453-454, no. 4, with photograph.
ca. med.saec.III a.
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The inscription is written in the stoichedon style, which implies a date earlier than ca. 225 B.C. (see A. G.
Woodhead, Studyof Greek
Inscriptions,
p. 31); but the writing is poor and slapdash in character. The rectangularoval of
phi and loop of rho, however, and indeed the execution of some of the other letters, are reminiscent of the style
of the "Cutter of Agora I 3238 and I 4169", for whom see 172. The present text looks like the work of a less
competent follower or member of the same atelierbut deserves to be dated within the same general range as that
of the master. Omega here has rudimentary"wings";sigma is very varied in execution.

Line 1. [---xoC<
or [ppa]vLax&?
XtL]eXT)r&[;ot ---- -] Crosby. Line 5. NIE T&< 6petX[o6ja; ---]
6pelk[ovTam ---] Crosby. Line 7. MA Tov tX6vc[wv ----]
Crosby.
Line 4. For the phrase cf. IG II2, 1275, line 14, where eltet f rtp&itLprompts the
suggestion that the mason

may not have completed the pi in the present text and that elteL f (})p&[Setmight be a preferable reading. For
decrees of eranistai see IG II2, 1265 and 1291, and on the EpavoSand its place as a Greek social institution see
J. Vondeling, Eranos,1961.
The text shown above avoids restorationsbeyond the self-evident. With a line of 37 letters, which is
likely to
be the minimum width or close to it, it is possible to suggest some consecutive sense:
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Line 5. For such fines among sodalicii cf. IG 112, 1273 (SEG XXVIII, 108, XXX, 96), lines 22-24, 1292,
lines 16-17. Line 9. Cf. IG II2, 1301, line 15. For epimeletai as prominent officialsof such organizations cd IG 12,
1277, 1290, 1291 (SEGXXXIII, 1570), 1301, 1324, etc.
A VICTOR IN THE ANTHIPPASIA AT THE OLYMPIC GAMES HONORED BY HIS PHYLE

203. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5326), with the right side and original rough-pickedback preserved,
discoveredon March 17, 1938, in a Byzantine context south of the Eleusinion (U 21). The inscribed surfacehas been
badly damaged at the lower center and lower right.
H. 0.128 i.; W. 0.272 i.; Th. 0.084 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
ErOLX.(almost square, with slight irregularities)Hor. 0.0 105 i.; Vert. 0.0115 m.
Ed. W K. Pritchett, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 111-112, no. 21, with photograph.
ca. med.saec.III a.

ETOIX. 26
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In the editioprincepsthis inscription was dated to the early 3rd century. But it has been identified by S. V Tracy
(GRBS 14, 1973, pp. 190-192 and Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 304-311, esp. p. 306) as the work of the "Cutter of Agora
I 3238 and I 4168", on whose character and activity see 172 and 194. This text is the last in series among the
Agora decrees attributedto him: among datable inscriptions,IG IJ2, 1534B (= S. B. Aleshire, 7TiAtkenian
Asklepieion,
1989, pp. 249-267, inventory V), of the archonshipof Diomedon (p. 301 below) markshis latest identifiablework.
Lines 1-2. tb]v &yiva [Tjjl &
IVOL]t7aua[tLx-A.] Pritchett, but the traces of the dotted alpha are not discernible
beyond doubt in line 1, and in line 2 the bottom strokeof sigma is visible. Line 4. to]trep. Pritchett. Lines 9-10. I[4]cptv[1hjLrt& +pLOt.fjv(x Pritchett. The verb &pyvECLev may however have been used.

Line 1. On the antWippasia
at the Olympic and PanathenaicGames, at which a phylarchwith his cavalrysquadron
might compete, cf IG 112, 379, of the later 4th century, 3079 (cf SEG XXVII, 11), of 266/5 and so near to the
date of this decree, E. Vanderpool, Hesperia43, 1974, pp. 311-313, nos. 1 and 2, both of the later 4th or earlier
3rd century,IG II2, 3130 (SEGXXXII, 250, with earlierreferences),and the data in Pritchett'scommentary. A tripod
was evidently the prize (lines 3-4), and representationsin relief of three of these are carved on IG 112,3130. See also
Syll.3, note 2 on no. 1074; L. Moretti, Iscrizioniagonisichegreche,
1953, pp. 66-68, no. 28, with further bibliography.As
a cavalrymaneuver,the antkippasiais mentioned enpassantby Xenophon, Hq*parchikos
1.20, and described more
fully as executed ceremonially, ibid.,3.11-14; but this is unconnected with the contest at the Games. Cf Pritchett,
op.cit.,p. 112, note 48; Vanderpool, Hesperia43, 1974, p. 311.
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Lines 3-4. Being presumably the phylarch, the honorand had the victory proclaimed as of his phyle, not,
evidently, as of his city alone, which was the usual practice. The proclamation was evidence of patriotic sentiment
and valued as such. Cf. L. Robert, RevPil ser.3,41, 1967, p. 22: "Le rapportintime entre 'la couronne' du vainqueur
ct la patrie de celui-ci est illustrepar un tris grand nombre de textes." In some instances the crown was transferredto
a city of which the victor was not a citizen. Cf. the case of Athenodoros, an isotes resident in Ephesos ca. 300 B.C.
(J. Keil and G. Maresch, ihJ 45, 1960, Beiblatt, cols. 77-80, no. 5), and others assembled by Robert, p cit,
pp. 18-27.

HONORS FOR A BOARD OF OFFICIALS?)
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204. A slim fragmentofthe upper section of a stele of Pentelic marble (123), broken all around but with the top of the
inscribed surface preserved below the remains of a crowning molding, discovered onJune 9, 1931, at a Late Roman
level east of the central part of the Metroon ( 9). The marble is of particularlygood quality and very honey-colored.
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.07 m.; Th. 0.078 m.
LH. 0.006 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hsperia3, 1934, p. 9, no. 11,with photograph;furthercomment on and restorationof lines 6-8
by Meritt, Hsperia 13, 1944, p. 248. See also SEGXXXVIII, 88.
ca. mcd.saec.m a.

quasi-ETOIX. ca. 54
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In his edition of 209, Meritt noted that its style of
writing was so comparable with that of this fragment that the
two texts were at one time thought to belong together. The observation was well made. More than
forty years
later,S. V Tracy developed a study of the lettering of these and comparable texts into the identificationofthem as the
work of an individual craftsman, whom he named the "Cutter of IG 12 788" and to whom he attributed a total
of some fifty inscriptions,spread through a career of some twenty-sevenyears, from ca. 262 to 235/4 B.C.Ten decrees
from the Agora, the present text among them, make a considerable contribution to this
number; the other nine
are 208-213 and 216-218. See Hesperia57, 1988,
pp. 311-322 (forthis text, esp. p. 321), with a photograph of part
of the name piece pl. 86, Hesperia59, 1990, pp. 543-547. Forthe characteristicsof this mason's
workmanship,both in
general style and in individual letters, see Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 311-312. On the attributionto a
single craftsmanor
to a workshopfollowing a common general pattern cf. the
commentary to 194.
The interlinear distances vary, and there is a double
space between lines 4 and 6 which surely betrays the
existence of the "perfect design" isolating the enactment formula
{Ekocvxr. from the rest of the prescript into a
separateline. On this see S. Dow, AJA40, 1936, pp. 64-66 and A. S. Henry, APscripts,
pp. 67-69. Henry noted IG n2,
778 and 781 (both, as it has proved, worksof this
mason), of the archonshipof Thersilochos (see p. 294 below), as the
earliest datable examples of this attractivearrangement. Tracy,who also noted the likelihood of the "perfect
design"
in line 5, though envisaging a slightly different
arrangementof the text than that shown above, regards the evidence
as suggesting that "ratherthan being a style of the time, as Dow
thought, it was a mannerism of this particularcutter"
(Hesperia57, 1988, p. 321). But it is to be found in texts of the period of the cutter's activity which are not firom
his hand: 205, for example.
Lines 6-8 are restored in accordance with conventional formulas. Cf. IG
II2, 779, 1227, 1286; SEG XXI, 526.
Xezpoovr}eel;, like algel;, presumablylays more emphasis on the fact of election to the office in question than the
equally formulaic xaaco it0d?; or yev6ltevo;, but in practice the phraseology may have been too
stereotyped to
allow significance to these nuances.
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AN ATHENIAN COUNCILLOR HONORED FOR SPECIAL SERVICES
205. A fragment of a stele of honey-colored Pentelic marble (I 5760), with the right side and original rough-picked
back preserved, discovered on April 5, 1939, in a modern wall west of the Panathenaic Way and southwest of the
Eleusinion (S 22). The inscribed surface is sheared off to the right of the fragment and does not extend to the
preserved right edge.
H. 0.27 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.135 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Eto%X.(square)ca. 0.015 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 258, no. 61, with photograph pl. 47. See also SEG XXI, 360.
saec.III a., p. prior
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The clear, well-spaced, and generally well-formed and accurate lettering, with some occasional enlargement
of the "free ends" of the strokes, seems better attributedto the early part of the 3rd century B.C.,and the text was
indeed dated "int. saec.III a." by Meritt. A good parallel might be found in IG II2, 716 + 1226 (M. J. Osborne,
II, pp. 170-171).
Naturalization
I, pp. 182-185, D 86, Naturalization
There are however other indications of date which appear to be in some disagreement with this criterion:
(1) IG II2, 716 seemed to J. Kirchner, on the basis of its lettering, to belong to the 4th century. IG II2, 697
(SEGXXI, 356), which also appears to offer a stylisticparallel, while once thought to belong early in the 3rd century,
is now associated with the archonship of Philinos, for whose date see p. 284 above. Cf. Meritt, Hesperia38, 1969,
pp. 432-434.
(2) The formula in lines 6-7 is not otherwise attested before the mid 250's (IG II2, 678; SEG XXI, 377;
AgoraXV, 85).
(3) The arrangement in lines 3-5, by which the formula of enactment lEocev tre pouXel is isolated and centered
in a separate line, is an example of the "perfect design", which S. Dow particularlyassociated with the middle of
the 3rd century and of which there is no datable evidence earlier than the archonship of Thersilochos in the early
240's. See on 204, and A. S. Henry, Prcscrpts,p. 65, where lines 1-5 of the text are quoted.
(4) The possibilities for the name of the archon in line 7, if the first half of the century be surveyed, are four
only: Charinos (291/90), Kimon (288/7), Gorgias (280/79), and Philinos (252/1?).
It seems preferable therefore to attribute this text to a date later than that given in the editioprinceps,despite a
certain conservatism of style, and to suggest more specifically the year following the archonship of Philinos, thus
251/50(?) or on other reckoning 254/3(?). If it belongs to the 291-279 period, its avant-garde arrangement must
be allowed to precede by a quarter of a century other examples of the same character.
The restorations are those of Meritt. There are slight changes from the reading of the editioprincepsin lines 1,
6, 13, and 14.
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A BOARD OF EPIMELETAI(?)HONORED
206 (P1. 17). Two joining fragments of Hymettian marble (I 220), with the left edge and original back preserved
but with the inscribed surface badly worn, discovered on April 18, 1932, among repair slabs over the Great Drain
east of the Metroon (I 9). Other fragments of the same stele were found in the same area, on which the lettering
had been entirely worn away.
Measurements asjoined: H. 0.41 m.; W. 0.28 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
(almostsquare, and with syllabicdivisionperhapsnot regularlyapplied)Hor. ca.0.012 m.; Vert. 0.0125 m.
ETO%X.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hespena3, 1934, p. 7, no. 8; a better text by Meritt after restudy in Hespcria15, 1946,
pp. 189-190, no. 36.
saec.III a., p. prior
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The lettering is plain and regularwithout any notable characteristic. Omicron varies in size; sigma is unusually
consistent in form. The strokes of epsilon and kappa in particular,however, are not well articulated. Restudy of
the stone indicates that one more stoichos exists to the left on the upper fragment than was previously thought,
and a few more letters have been discerned without adding significantlyto the clarificationof the contents.
The decree evidently bestowed honors on a board of officials, perhaps epimeletai (line 4), whose names seem
to have been inscribed between lines 5 and 11.
Lines 11-14. For the virtues of the honorands see A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 10: the parallels in this form there
quoted belong to the middle third of the century (one of them assuredlyto 267/6). Line 15. The qualification xacd&
rxv v6Viovusually accompanying the grant of the stephanos is here omitted. Cf. Henry, Honours,p. 27.
Lines 17-18. Td [&XXca
tcplapata(r?)Meritt; r&[rpoespitolaCrvaA. Wilhelm, in a letter to Meritt of August 21,
1947. Perhaps &0[ro6rtov 6v6=aTga.Line 20. [iv rfit 'EXeuatv]ltoMeritt, as consistent with the available space and
naming a well-known locale for stelai. There are however reasons against the assumption that the honoratiwere
epimeletai of the Mysteries; see Meritt, Hesperia15, 1946, p. 190. The stone is broken at the relevant place, and
while what is shown is a possible interpretation of the surviving traces, no more is visible than the upper curve of
a circular letter flanked by two upright strokes.
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FRAGMENTOF AN HONORARYDECREE

207. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (1 4606), broken on all sides except for part of the rough-pickedback,
discovered on March 12, 1937, at the surface on the North Slope of the Akropolis, in the area of the Post-Herulian
Wall (r 24-25).
H. 0.278 m.; W. 0.215 m.; Th. 0.111 m.
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LH. 0.007-0.009 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
23, 1954, p. 233, no. 1, with photographpl. 49. See also SEGXIV 59; J. and
L. Robert,REG68, 1955,p. 207, no. 68.
saec.III a.,p.prior
(incorona)

'H ouXh
{lXLta
qsT(v.

The writingis rough,and althoughMerittgaveit a dating"saec.IV/III a." in the editio
it is temptingto
princeps,
referthe inscriptionmoredefinitelyto the 3rdcentury.It is howevernotaslatein dateas 237, whereMerittdiscussed

but rejected a possible association of the Phil- -- there honored with the Philistides of this text. The two stones
are not part of the same inscription: see Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 11. That text too is now to be dated some

fortyor moreyearslaterthanthe dateattributedto it whenit wasfirstpublished.
The two lines of text representa citationfroman honorarydecreein the courseof which a stephanoswas
awardedto the otherwiseunknownPhilistidesand are writtenwithina coronaof leavesand berries,in a complex
design,engravedin outline.They arebisectedverticallybya lancelikeshaft,notched,andpointedat the base,which
J. and L. Robertdescribemorevaguelyas "unesortede bandelette".At the upperleft of the fragment,uncertain
remainsof another"relief",similarlyengravedin outline,arevisible.Tracesof theworkingof a toothedchiselforma
diagonalpattern(fromupperrightto lowerleft)on the inscribedface.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF THERSILOCHOS, 248/7 OR 247/6 B.C.
The ypaVVa-re6 of Thersilochos' year,Diodotos, son ofDiognetos, of Phrearrhioibelonged to Leontis, the
phyle sixth in the "official"order (cf. IG II2, 780B, 781, and 782, the other decrees of the Athenian people
attributableto Thersilochos' archonship). That the year preceded that of Polyeuktoswas established by
the ephebic decree Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 121-123, no. 24, in which the ephebes and their instructorsof
Thersilochos' year were honored in that of Polyeuktos. Before that connection was known, Thersilochos,

placed by IG II2, 780B and 2856 (for which see p. 284 above) in the neighborhood of Kleomachos and
Kallimedes, was most generally assigned to 244/3; but dates for him as far apart as 288/7 and 233/2

had been proposed, and W. B. Dinsmoor in 1931 saw reason to decide for 235/4 (Archons
ofAtens, pp. 55,
181-182).
Apart from a further connection, via prosopographical evidence, with the archonship of Hieron
(IG II2, 1317b, addenda, p. 673), nothing beyond the lettering of IG II2, 778/9, 780B, and 781/2, the
historical allusions of 778 (of which nothing certainly was known but much surmised), and the position of
the archonship in the secretarycycle were availableas criteria. A decree of a thiasos from Salamis (SEGII,
9) had, however, established Polyeuktos,Hieron, and Diomedon as a group of consecutive archons, and
Thersilochos' attachment to the beginning of it caused him to be placed in 249/8 by Dinsmoor, after a long
analysis of the evidence for Polyeuktosand Diomedon (AthnianArchonList,p. 152, following pp. 65-140).
This was amended to 250/49 by W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt (Chronology,
p. xxi), who moved the
whole group back by one year in order to accommodate Lysitheides in 246/5. Dinsmoor retained this
dating even after it was found that Lysitheides belonged to 272/1 (see p. 266 above), and the mutually
interdependent frameworkseemed for some time thereafterto keep Thersilochos in that year. Cf. Meritt,
Athenianrear,p. 234, Historia26, 1977, p. 175.
The background to all this was discussed at some length by C. Habicht, Untersuchungen,
pp. 116Part
142-146.
of
his
conclusion
was
to
move
to
a
Thersilochos
date already proposed by
133,
247/6,
G. Nachtergael in 1976 (Historia25, p. 77), the issue in essence hinging upon the date of Polyeuktos
and the founding at Delphi of the festival of the Soteria, accepted at Athens in his archonship (IG II2,
680). In the light of these studies (while believing that Nachtergael's dating was a year too late), Meritt
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revised his previous opinions and placed Thersilochos accordingly in 248/7 (Hesperia50, 1981, pp. 80-82,
95): this continued to accord with his interpretation of a secretary cycle regular until the archonship of
Diomedon. M.J. Osborne's abandonment of that criteriondid not of course affect the grouping of archons
of which Thersilochos stands at the head, nor the issue of the Delphic Soteria. On this latter he supported
Nachtergael and Habicht and saw further reason from 208 to reinforce the conclusion that 247/6 was
Thersilochos' year (ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 218-219, 241).
The year of Thersilochos was demonstrably ordinary in the festival calendar of Athens, and if the
general correspondence between that calendar and the Metonic cycle was sdtillbeing adhered to (see p. 284
above), this fact would support either year under scrutiny;for 248/7 and 247/6 were the fourteenth and
fifteenth years of the tenth cycle, and both were scheduled in it as ordinary years (cf. Meritt, TAPA95,
1964, p. 236, with note 122). The data in 208 show an exact correspondence between the festival and
prytany calendars in the second prytany. IG II2, 780B and 781 show the prytany calendar in advance
by three days in the month Elaphebolion, which (with the adjustmentof one day) would be the result of a
delay in the preponderance of 30-day prytaniesuntil late in the year: cf. Meritt, AthnianTear,pp. 136-137.
IG II2, 781 was passed on the sarue day as 780B and offers no additional evidence. Calendric data are
not preservedon IG II2, 782, do not exist on 779 (whichrepresentsthe implementation of 208), and do not
assist on SEG II, 10, a thiasotic decree of this year.
The only prytany in which a phyle is identifiable is the second, recorded in 208, and this was held
either
Aiantis or Leontis.
by

THE CITY OF LAMIAHONOREDFOR ARBITRATIONIN A DISPUTE
BETWEENATHENSAND BOIOTIA
208 (P1.21). A fragmentof a stele of Pentelicmarble(I 4622),with the left edge and the originalbackpreserved,
brokenelsewhereandverybatteredespeciallyat the top andon the left,discoveredon March10, 1937,in a marble
pile on the North Slope of the Areopagos.Its top edge was foundto makea join with the bottomof IG II2, 778
(henceforward
fragmenta), and the striationsof a toothedchisel are noticeableon the inscribedsurfaceof both
fragments.
Measurements
asjoined:H. 0.445 m.;W.0.146 m.;Th. 0.093 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (phiandpsi 0.007 m.).
ETotX.(almostsquare)Hor.0.01 m.;Vert.0.012 m.
Ed. both fragments:B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
7, 1938, pp. 118-121, no. 23, with photograph. See also H. H.
no.
487.
Text
Schmitt,Staatsverrage
III, 1969, p. 159,
:eplinted,with a lemmanotingdiscussionof matterderived
fromthe text, SEGXXXII, 117.
a. 248/7 a. vel247/6 a.,pryt.II
(a)
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This text, which Kirchner described as exhibiting "litterae bonae", is a product of the personal skill, or at
least of the workshop, of the "Cutter of IG II2 788", as identified by S. V Tracy: for details and references see the
commentary on 204. Line 8 provides an example of this craftsman'spenchant for the "perfect design", discussed
in the same context.
Line 2. Diodotos, son of Diognetos, of Phrearrhioi (PA 3907) is not known other than in virtue of his office
in this year. Lines 3-4. For Metageitnion 12 as a meeting day of the assembly seeJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil
Calndar,pp. 38-39. This text constitutes the sole evidence for it.
Line 6. Pythogenes, son ofGlaukippos, of Alopeke. See PA 12374. A century earlier,a likely ancestor Glaukippos, son of Glaukon, was a member of a board of officials who dedicated IG II2, 2826. Line 8. The decree was
probouleumatic: cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 253. Line 9. Kalaides, son of Kalaides, of Xypete (PA7747)
also proposed IG I12, 779, which appears to put into effect part of this present decree. The name is extremely rare. A
Kalaides, son of Lytides, dedicated IG 112,4610 to Bona Fortuna and has been restored as a councillor of 304/3
in AgoraXV, 61, line 1, in which year he also proposed SEG XXXVI, 165. In the 3rd century another Kalaides
(or indeed perhaps the proposer of the present decree himself) was subjected along with others to a curse (IG III,
iii, 23, line 6).
Line 12. "ExxXroroqi6XK. The city called upon to be arbiter. See M. N. Tod, GHI II, pp. 131-132, International
Arbitration
amongsttheGreeks,1913, p. 61.
Line 18. Meritt restored EI in TTLpouX)rtand is followed in SEG XXXII, 117: but HI is used or restored in
the dative feminine singular elsewhere in this text.
Line 24. On the gold stephanos xacr&9bv v6,ov cf. 112, commentary on lines 5-7 and 141. For the "more
elaborate formulation"of the virtues ascribed to the Lamians cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 4344.
Lines 26-29. The announcement of the honors is to be made at the GreaterDionysia and the Greater Panathenaia. A celebration of the Lesser Panathenaiahad onlyjust taken place (Hekatombaion28), the decree being enacted
a mere two weeks later. There was a celebration of the Greater Panathenaiain 246/5, and M.J. Osborne (ZPE 78,
1989, pp. 218-219; cf SEG XXXIX, 130) regarded this as a conclusive argument for the dating of Thersilochos'
archonship. Were that date to be the year 248/7, the Lamianswould have had to wait two years all but fourteen days
for their announcement. It may be noted that, when the decree was thought to date to 244/3, also two years before a
celebration of the festival, Meritt found the delay worthyof remark. He used it to argue that such a reference did not
necessarilyimply (as had already been contended) that the decree containing it must be dated in the year immediately
preceding a Greater Panathenaia: with Thersilochos' year later held to be 250/49, an even greater delay was not
regarded as of consequence. The argument for 247/6 is indeed not necessarily decisive on that score. The holding
back of the announcement (alreadymade at a celebration of the Greater Dionysia and so not without its publicity)to
the more important festival suggested the greater honor and would repeat, after an interval, a public reminder of
the Lamians' services. Forthe announcement of honors at these and similarfestivals,using the less common formula
with &vayopeuoaxL
rather than with &verutv, cf. Henry, Honours,pp. 33 and 55, note 82. IG II2, 682 (the honorary
decree for Phaidros of Sphettos, of 255/4?), lines 75-78, offers an almost exact parallel to the phraseology of the
is likely to have had the responsibilityfor the
present example. Lines 29-31. The Single Officer intl tf &bOuxSaeL
stephanos and its proclamation, as in IG II2, 682, lines 78-80. This was not inevitable, especially perhaps where
foreigners were concerned; cf. IG II2, 693. But that the Single Officer did indeed act in these cases also is shown
by IG II2, 708.
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The circumstanceswhich called forth Lamian arbitrationare not known. When Thersilochos' archonship was
dated later than 245, the inscription was used as evidence that the Boiotians' freedom of action had not been wholly
extinguished by their defeat by the Aitolians at Chaironeia and that an Aitolian city, Lamia, could arbitrate from
an independent position: cf. W. W Tarn, AntgonosGonatas,1913, pp. 384-385, C4H VII, 1928, pp. 732-733. On the
events of, and leading to, that battle see Plutarch,Arats 16, and cf.J. A. 0. Larsen, GrekFederalStates,1968, pp. 206
and 306; W. Walbank, AratusofSicyon,1933, pp. 42-43. The arbitration, as now clearly appears, preceded the
battle of Chaironeia by two or three years and cannot be brought into connection with it, so that its evidential value
for the history of the period remains obscure. The general tenor of the decree seems to accord with the existence of a
Boiotia enjoying the greater independence of the years before its crushing defeat at Aitolian hands. Probably the
most that can be said is briefly stated in a short paragraph by C. Habicht, Studin, p. 25.
REPLY TO AN EMBASSY FROM SMYRNA

209. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 672), broken on all sides, discovered on April 5, 1933, in a late
context in the north porch of the Libraryof Pantainos (Q 13).
H. 0.165 m.; W. 0.147 m.; Th. 0.06 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
ETroX.Hor. 0.0094 m.; Vert. 0.014 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 246-249, no. 9, with photograph of a squeeze. See alsoJ. and L. Robert,
REG 57, 1944, p. 192, no. 59.
a. 246 a.(?)
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S. V Tracy has attributed this text also to the professional activity of the craftsman he named the "Cutter of
IG II2 788": for details and references see the commentary on 204.
Lines 1-6. For Meritt's text see below. Line 2. 8t]avoiwvJ.and L. Robert. Line 8. o][xeta
xarxitt[(?) Meritt.
Line 10. Perhaps vrtt.

The reference in line 7 allows the decree to be connected with the recognition by Seleukos II of the
right
of asyliaat the precinct of Aphrodite Stratonikis in Smyrna (cf. line 6) and with his
request to the Hellenic world
in general to grant the same recognition. His letter on the subject to Delphi, reinforced the
by
presence of two
ambassadors from the Smyrnaians, evoked the response set out in OGIS 228. The circumstances and details are
more fully recorded in the lengthy treaty of sympoitdabetween Smyrna and
Magnesia-ad-Sipylum: see OGIS229;
H. H. Schmitt, Staatsvertrdge
vonMagnesiaam Siylos (T. Ihnken, ed.), no. 1
III, pp. 163-173, no. 492; Die Inschriften
(cf. SEG XXVIII, 909); Die InschrifenvonSmyrna(G. Petzl, ed.), no. 573 (these last two being Inschriftegriechischer
Stddteaus Klinasien8 and 24, i, respectively). Meritt used phraseology from lines 8-9 of the Delphic reply as a
restorationfor the firstline of the present text and restoredlines 1-6 with a stoichedon
pattern of 49 letters as follows:
[
--------------------------xal
vX r6np]
[Xouaav ad6Toit]qX([poavPepaoit xal Trhvi:r:ptov oayy,X-eTaM]
[&7xo86atov]*& vo-v 6 8[Voq 6 E upval(xoVitapeuT&o &itaraAxx]
-T[v e0voLav TOO
paaiLXo
[xal &7ixobU]8etXaCt

EeXexou

etXLx]
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oa[aov tp6)b'hv T6XivarIxovxQtal
Vpb: b Itp6]
[pVw)xtal]ppSEatLov
[koaivaL srobs ijxovrac ipcopefu3r& nta]
[v bbe86xO]aIL
&r-Ib4i
[p&Eiupv]a(ov xrX.

is a correctionbyJ. and L. RobertforMeritt'soriginalxsicptia.)
(Inline I xd&xpLov
The Delphiansgave their answerto Smyrnain a year in which the Pythiangames were celebrated. With
SeleukosII Kallinikosalreadyon the throneof Syria, this must be 246 or 242. Merittpreferred246 on the
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supposition that the Smyrnaians accepted the Aitolian Soteria earlier rather than later, perhaps by the agency of the
who approached the Athenians (FouillcsdeDelChes
same two ambassacdors
Im, i, pp. 296-297, no. 483; cf. SEGXXXIV,
the
a
be
set
for
with
Thus
date
which
C. Habicht also agreed in a brief allusion to
text,
381).
comparable
may
present
it (Studien,p. 25 with note 61). For earlier bibliography see W. B. Dinsmoor, AthenianArchonList, pp. 117-118, to
which add T.J. Cadoux, AncientSmyrna,1938, pp. 116-118; Cadoux was among those preferring the year 242 for
these events; Schmitt (loc.cit.) gave the date as "kurz nach 243(?)". 246 has however been strongly advocated by
Ihnken (loc.cit.) and is the preferable choice: cf. A. G. Woodhead, JHS 102, 1982, p. 295. S. Elwyn (JHS 110,

1990,pp. 177-180)arguesfor 243 as the dateof the Delphicresponseto Smyrna.

For this as the first instance of an increasingly claimed and granted right of asylum cf. W. W. Tarn and G. T.
3rd ed., 1952, pp. 82-84; F.W. Walbank, TheHellenisicWorld,1981, pp. 145-151.
Griffith,HellenisticCivilisation,

TWO FRAGMENTSOF A DECREE

210. Two fragments of a stele of gray marble (I 1497), both of which preserve the smooth left side of the monument

butarebrokenelsewhere,discoveredon March10, 1934,in a latefillnorthof the Tholos(G 11).
a: H. 0.135 m.; W. 0.04 m.; Th. 0.082 m.
b: H. 0.121 m.; W. 0.04 m.; Th. 0.038 m.

LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 315-316, no. 3, with photographs pl. 87. See also SEG XXXVIII, 93.
ca. a. 245 a.

ETOIX.

(a)

5

10

[

I

E[-

]

NEo[---PXO[
IA[III[

--------------

--]
]

IT[--

]

KA[

I

[.]E[-

]

X[-

I

I[---

I

[

]
lacnaI

(b)

rn[

]

MAT[
EA[

]
]

vacat

Sufficientletteringis preservedon these smallfragmentsfor Tracyto havebeen able to ascribethem to the
"Cutterof IGII2 788",forwhosecharacteristics
see the coumentaryon 204. The datingproposedis an arbitrary
attributionto the middlepartof his knowndatablecareer.Examinationof the leftmarginsof the twopiecessuggests
thatthe steletaperedtowardsthe top. A carefulerasurein line 8 of fragmenta wasinterpretedin the editioprinceps
as
evidenceof an originalreferenceto AntigonosMonophthalmos,
DemetriosPoliorketes,or both.
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Fragment b: Tracy advanced a possible restorationto provide a line of 43 letters as follows:

[

ix -rv rtc
t & 4t&Eapa-ra&vaxwxot.tvv]

(,46 rf1CPouXfr,-&VaTp6d+aL
b&r686 'b +fpupI rpV
6 Yxatij
*v crfXrr XJlOvCL
xat oi]
l.tx1[b t6v xztc& purlxvcECEv
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Although the ediioprincepsdid not quote it, this phraseology may be paralleled by AgoraXV, 78 (of 273/2 B.c.),
b&6rdfXyv could precede the above restorationand that -' W 1nPUYCVtX(cL
lines 20-23, suggestingthat the words Q6pov
could well follow it: cf. AgoraXV, 77, lines 30-34. If that is so, this text should be classified as a prytany decree
and as such will more properlybelong in that collection as an addendum to AgoraXV. These parallelsare however too
early for thefloruitof the craftsmanof this text, and the formula is not in evidence in the survivingprytany texts of his
period. It seems out of place in decrees of the normal character,for which the people's expense account, rather than
that of the Council, had met the cost. For the Council's expense account cf. P.J. Rhodes, Atheian Boulk,pp. 103-104.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

211. A small fragment of a stele of gray marble (I 3870), broken on all sides and at the back, discoveredon March 28,
1936, in a marble pile in the western part of the Odeion.
H. 0.055 i.; W 0.11In.; Th. 0.055 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 316-317, no. 4, with photograph pl. 87. See also SEG XXXVIII, 92.
ca. a. 245 a.

ETOIX.

[----------------------[-------?
y taucW-v[-------]
?
----[?---]~c
-ro3Cd&aE[o.c
?--------?]T(]IT[
?
----------I
-----Line 2. [-- - - TWv-T]oC(?)
ro'o &tE[ouqr&v-?----]
Tracy,who compared (e.g) IG II2, 1028, line 94.
The style of a dozen clearly seen letters was sufficientlycharacteristicfor this fragment to be listed among the
works of the "Cutter of IG II2 788", for whom see the commentary on 204. As in the case of 210 and 212, the
date shown is for convenience set at the midpoint of the craftsman'sattested career.
A CI'I'ILENOF THE DEME ALOPEKE HONORED

212. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 4526), with the right side and original back preserved, discovered
on February16, 1937, in a modern wall on the North Slope of the Areopagos (M 18). The stone is very "craggy",and
the inscribed surface is in places badly pitted.
H. 0.11In.; W 0.175 m.;Th. 0.068 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
EToLX.Hor. 0.095 i.; Vert. 0.011 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 7-8, no. 9, with photograph pl. 2. See also SEGXIX, 72.
ca. a. 245 a.(?)

ETOIX. 54(?)

[
[-------------------------------------

5

I
rxv[..]
'AX JE:xiexcvxca amrcpE[vi&j

- --&-p---?-vcxex
xxt 15 v
[acL
f
e -v PouX1)vxat fbv 8]Y*jov xat "cbvautCL"
[voEcz v EXcovBtCwrX tS
V
U T68C
[x6v -?-------------------E]&?
jn56~
]INKA[.........

[---------------------------------]TTA[

I

.

3
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This text, like 204, 208-211, 213, and 216-218, has been attributedby S. V. Tracyto the workshopof the
"Cutterof IGII2 788". Tackingotherindicationsof date,it is for convenienceassignedhere (asin the case of 210
and211) to the middlepointof the datablespanof thatidentifiedstyleforwhichevidenceexists(ca.255-235/4). See
the commentary on 204 for details and references. This ascription revises by half a century the original dating
and accepted by commentatorssince then, which had its basis in Meritt's interpretationof
offered in the editioprinceps

of the scriptwere not seen by him as inconsistentwith a date in the early
line 8 (see below). The characteristics
3rdcentury;in anyevent,if thisstonedoesprovidean exampleof theworkof the "CutterofIG II2788",it is not one
of his better pieces, with elements of the "careless style" of an earlier time. If it is the work of a less competent
follower,however, it will presumablybe attributableto the same general period as that of the master.
Lines 1-7. The restorations are those of Meritt, who based his proposed length of line on the formulas of

lines 3-4 and 7-8. But it must be recognizedthat this appearsto requirea name and patronymicin lines 1-2
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comprising thirty-six letters (or, if 7iativa[at b | xat ---] be read, thirty-one letters), and more than one person
may therefore have been named as in receipt of public honors. The services of the honorand(s)seem to have been
connected with the navy: see the unusual formulation of line 4 and the apparent reference to trierarchsin line 6.
It may be speculated what kind of navy the Athenians maintained at, or just after, the middle of the 3rd century.
When the text was dated to the century'sopening years, A. S. Henry (Chiron14, 1984, p. 68, note 93) was prepared to

suggesta connectionbetweenthisdecreeand the 6rn)petalof 129, lines5-6.

The phraseology of lines 5-6, to which Meritt did not draw attention, evidently diverges from the normal

patternof instructionsto the ypaox(at)er,?and the involvementof the trierarchsat thisstageof the businessremains
unclear.
What most particularly dictated Meritt's attribution of this decree to the early 3rd century (and specifically
to the period from 301/300 to 295/4), as well as reinforcing his opinion on the length of line in the text, was his

of lines 7-9 as
interpretation
.
[--T6v
[Tr); orXn boU8ov0vt
[vov &v6&Xoia.

b
e.t .8

T.v
&viO]ea]vxota[lIV

Zrottaor x)ol toXt]t;TpTu[pXour

vacat

ob)aLv V]
To yev6.e]

]

SEGXIX, 72 reversedthe orderof the nounsin line 7 to the attestedand morelogicalTxhv
no(oa]Lvxa[lt hv

&v?Ocacv],thus also avoiding the vacant letter space at the end of the line: but the parallel is of considerablylater date

(SEG XXVIII, 75, lines 31-35). Cf. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 67-68, ZPE 78, 1989, p. 270. For the exetastes
and trittyarchsas the officersresponsiblefor defrayingthe costs of stelai, see 129 and 162. Their restorationhere, on

the basisof one clearand two fragmentary
letters,eventhoughMerittclaimedthatthe tracesrequiredit, wasjustly
describedby C. Habicht(Unteruchungen,
p. 8, note 50) as "ganzzweifelhaft"and by Henryas flimsy.The revision
of the datebyTracyinvalidatesthe restorationaltogether.Althoughline 5 seemsto suggestthatthe conclusionof the
text is near at hand, it is impossibleto judge what additionalmeasuresmay have been introducedinto the lines
immediatelyfollowingor howmuchfurtherthe textmayhaveextended.Thatthe concludingformulat6 yev66evov
&v&X,Coa

proposed by Meritt is unlikely in view of his dating (not attested before 266/5: see 177, commentary

on line 6) is no longera relevantproblem:in any event, a more satisfactoryformulationcould easilyhave been
substituted.Cf. Henry,Chiron
14, 1984,p. 68.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF DIOMEDON, 245/4 OR 244/3 B.C.
Since the publication of SEGII, 9 it has been generallyagreed that the archonshipofDiomedon concluded a
direct sequence of three archons (Polyeuktos,Hieron, Diomedon), to the beginning of which Thersilochos
was also clearly to be attached. Thus the arguments that placed Thersilochos in 248/7 or 247/6 (see
pp. 294-295 above)will place Diomedon in 245/4 or 244/3. Forthe revaluationsof the evidence that have
produced this result see the references to the work of G. Nachtergael, C. Habicht, B. D. Meritt, and M.J.
Osborne there discussed. Whichever the absolute date advocated (differing only by a single year), the
order and relationshipof the archonsconcerned remain identical: see, e.g., Habicht, Untersuchungen,
p. 143;
Meritt, Hesperia50, 1981, p. 95.
Diomedon's also proved to be a key archonship in that this close connection compelled the recognition

of a break in the secretarycycle when he took office and introduced the subsequentlydeveloped argument
that, if there was one break in this period, why should there not have been more than one? Or, further,why
should the cycle be accorded any primaryrecognitionin mid-3rd-centuryAthens? The
ypa(iarTe6Sin the
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year of Hieron, who preceded Diomedon, was Phainylos, son of Pamphilos, of Oe (Oineis VIII); the phyle
affiliationof Diomedon's ypw
ytltla5e6 Phoryskides,son ofAristomenes, hinged on the interpretationof the
initial letter, which alone survives, of his demotic in line 4 of 213. For a summary of earlier discussions
of this see W. B. Dinsmoor,Archons
to W S. Ferguson
ofAthens,pp. 96-99;J. Kirchner,AthenianStudiesPresented
503-507.
(HSCPSupplement 1), 1940, pp.
The earlier reconstructions, ignorant of SEG II, 9, accepting that Phoryskides was of Leukonoion
(Leontis VI), had set Diomedon in a suitable context in the 230's or 220's within a regularly revolving
cycle; but it had thereafter to be allowed that at this point there was an interruption of the pattern and
that on this occasion Oineis VIII was succeeded by Leontis VI. The date that Dinsmoor advocated in
his 1931 discussion of Diomedon's year, 247/6, was lowered by him to 246/5 in his 1939.reconsideration
(AthnianArchonList,pp. 65-108). In the interim, Meritt in proposing Phoryskides'demotic as.[a0t{ol8}
(KekropisIX) had tried to preserve the secretarycycle without interruption, placing Diomedon in 253/2
4, 1935, p. 585). Later,he lowered this date by a complete cycle and brought the archonshipdown
(Hesperia
to 241/40 (Hesperia7, 1938, p. 136).
But the alpha of the demotic is not open to reasonabledoubt, as was acknowledged by W. K. Pritchett
and Meritt in Chronology,
pp. 28-29, when they adopted Dinsmoor's 1939 estimate (ibid.,p. xxii), raising it
by one year in order to insert Lysitheides (see p. 266), and thereby restored Diomedon to 247/6. The
reading then adopted for the demotic of Phoryskides, 'A[vayup&toro(ErechtheisIII), must be replaced by
'A[XcatxfOev (AntiochisXII): seeJ. H. Kroll, Hesperia46, 1977, pp. 121-122, no. 54; Meritt, Historia26,
1977, pp. 163-164. The year 247/6 continued, from 1940 onwards,to be the accepted date for Diomedon
(cf. Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 315; Meritt, Athnian ear,p. 234, Historia26, 1977, p. 176) until the
reopening of the discussion by Nachtergael caused the revisionsalready noted.
Diomedon's year was also, as it happened, the year in which an 1CeTao6; was made of the dedications
in the sanctuary of Asklepios. His name appears in the record of this (IG II2, 1534B) at line 162 and is
restoredin line 141 in the prescriptof the decree authorizingthe inventory. Pritchettand Meritt (Chronology,
pp. 60-73), building on the "long and patient study"of their predecessors,argued that this survey covered
two secretary cycles (in total, twenty years), beginning with the archonship of Peithidemos and ending
with that of Hieron, and that a close relationshipexisted between that cycle and the cycle of the priests of
Asklepiosnamed in the inventory.The priestlycycles were furtherdiscussedby Habicht (Studien,
pp. 64-78),
where he agreed the relationshipbetween them and the secretarycycles while (as noted above) redatingthe
archons concerned. More recently, however, S. B. Aleshire (TheAthnianAsklepieion,1989, pp. 293-297),
who designated IG II2, 1534B "inventoryV", with the references to Diomedon at lines 1 and 22, denied
the contention that the inventorycovers either two secretarycycles or two priestlycycles and argued that no
conclusions may be drawn from it with regardto archon dates. That the surveywas decreed in Diomedon's
archonship thus had no bearing on the dating of the latter,which she accepted as 244/3. See pp. 275-276
above, on the archonship of Peithidemos.
213 offers,for additionaldating control, historicaland prosopographicalconsiderationswith which all
the proposals mentioned above were required to harmonize; but these can be of limited effect in a
span
reduced to a choice between two successiveyears.
A decree of the thiasotai of Artemis of this year (IG II2, 1298) was passed in the month
Skirophorion
but gives no further details of date. "InventoryV", line 1, shows Antigonis in office
during the sixth
prytany,but nothing more of the dating content of the prescriptis preserved. Thus 213 alone illustratesthe
characterof the year,which was clearlyordinary. See Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer, Calendars, 82; Meritt,
p.
AthenianTear,pp. 137-138; Pritchett,AncientAthnian
CalndarsonStone,p. 341. The firstsix prytanieswere of
29 days each, and the remainderof 30 days. In the festivalcalendar the months evidently alternatedfrom a
hollow Hekatombaion until Elaphebolion, when the month, scheduled as hollow, was made full (cf. the
discussion of the year of Pytharatos,p. 268 above). Alternation will have proceeded
regularlythereafter.
The years 245/4 and 244/3 were the seventeenth and eighteenth in the tenth Metonic
cycle and in
that cycle will have been ordinaryand intercalaryrespectively.This would be an
argumentin supportof the
former date for Diomedon's archonship if the cycle and the Athenian festival calendar had preserved that
concord which hitherto had generally obtained between them. But Meritt had himself been
prepared to
admit a lapse in the correspondence at this point (Athinianrear,p. 234 and Historia26, 1977,
pp. 163-164),
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even though he restored the proper sequence in his final version of the pattern of these years (Hesperia
50,
1981, p. 95): thus no argumentcan be derived from Meton's calendar. The nature of the years of Phioneos
and Lysiades,both of whom have been urged for the year following that of Diomedon, is not known. That
of Hieron, who preceded him, was certainly intercalary.
The phyle Antigonis held the sixth prytany (see above). The erased name of the phyle holding the
tenth prytany in 213 must therefore be that of the other "Macedonian"phyle, Demetrias, as Dinsmoor
appreciated long since: see the commentary on 213, line 3.
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DECREECALLINGFOR VOLUNTARYCONTRIBUTIONSTO A DEFENSEFUND
213. Two fragmentsof a slightlytaperingstele of Hymettianmarble,designatedas e(I 4536 a) andf (I 4536 b),
whichwere recognizedto formpart of IG112,791, itselfcomposedof four fragmentsof whichthree,a-c, join to
formthe upperleftsection(withpediment)of the stele.Fragmente,withthe rightsidepartlypreservedbutotherwise
brokenall aroundandwiththe inscribedsurfacebadlyworn,wasdiscoveredon February24, 1937,in a latewailwest
of the Odeion (K 10). Fragmentf has part of the left edge preservedbut is otherwisebrokenall around;it was
discoveredon February25, 1938, in a modernwall over the Post-HerulianWallsoutheastof the MarketSquare
(S 18). Fragmentsa-d had been discoveredin the ruinsof the Hypapantichurch,in the same localityas fragmentf buthigherup the NorthSlopeof the Akropolis.
The left side of fragmente makesa directjoin with the rightside of the unitedfragmentsb + c, givingthe
rightsectionsof lines 13-29 of the decreeand of the headingto the threecolumnsof the namesof the contributors
(lines30-32), as well as the firstnine lines of the thirdcolumnof names. A lacunaof uncertainlengthseparates
fragmentsc + e fromfragmentd. The top of fragmentf makesa directjoin with the bottomof fragmentd, adding
four more namesto the foot of ColumnI and augmentingthe remainsof a fifth (lines76-81), as well as adding
one nameto ColumnII andaugmentinga second(lines80-81). The longuninscribedspacebelowthe lowestnames
confirmsthatthisis the end of the text.
Measurementsof the Agorafragmentsonly:
e: H. 0.336 m.; W 0.155 i.; Th. 0.077 m.
f: H. 0.236 i.; W 0.201 i.; Th. 0.065 m.
LH. 0.004 m. (lines 30-33 0.006 i.).
DroLX.(ines 13-29) Hor.0.008 i.; Vert.0.0098 m. The list of namesis non-E-ooX.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia11, 1942, pp. 287-292, no. 56, with complete text of all fragmentsand with
photographs.Completetextalsoin SEGXXXII, 1 8, withreferencesto materialin SEGXXVI, 94 andXXIX, 113.
Lines5-6 quotedby Meritt,Atheian 2ear,p. 137;cf. W K. Pritchettand0. Neugebauer,Calndars,p. 82. Lines9-12,
16-17, 27-29 quotedby P.J.Rhodes,Athmian
Boude,pp. 98, 231.
a. 245/4 vel 244/3 a., pryt.X
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Line 3. The stone breaksoff after four letters of the rasura,but of these four letters nothing is now to be seen. The
name of the phyle erased (doubtlessat the time of the abolition of the "Macedonian"phylai in 201/200) was that of
Demetrias rather than of Antigonis: see p. 302 above on the archonship of Diomedon. For the restoration, overlooked in Meritt'stext and in SEGXXXII, see W.B. Dinsmoor,Archons
ofAthens,p. 96 with note 1. It was more recently
reiterated by S. B. Aleshire (ZPE 64, 1986, p. 82); cf SEG XXXVI, 170. It is incorrect to print [Artp)[r6ptib8o;],
for this would indicate the legibility of AHMH. The fact of the erasuredemonstratesthat the stele remained in situfor
at least forty-fouryears. Lines 6-7. t[/I5ic4pZcv v Kaxtol|[p]aToc or t[rc4pyite(v) .. .7. ... ..]arxo C. Pelekides,
MeX&rec&p(XaEa?
toopta;, 1979, pp. 40-60 (where the text is reprinted);cf. SEG XXIX, 113.
Line 10. [btovra v, or [&vayxaacPelekides. Lines 10-12. On the restoration of these lines see C. Habicht,
Studien,p. 27, note 76. Line 23. iv orl:eL Meritt, followed by SEG XXXII. Surely a lapsuscalami;eta is clearly
on the stone.
Col. I: Line 50. [Tv)X]yvoTro;Habicht, Studien,p. 32, note 92; cf. AgoraXV, 62, line 309. Line 60. So IG II2,
Meritt, and SEG XXXII; [1].cov S. V Tracy, Hesperia57, 1988, p. 319; cf. SEG XXXVIII, 99. Col. II: Line 66.
LapisETEPI.
This text is one of the many to be attributedto the "Cutterof G 12 788", according to Tracy,Hesperia57, 1988,
pp. 311-322. For details of his career and characteristicssee 204. Two letters are inscribed in a single space in
lines 19 and 20, and three letters in the space of two also in line 19. Lines 1-2 and 30-32 are inscribed in larger
lettering. Vacant letter spaces are left at certain appropriate places to separate numerals and to indicate breaks
between clauses. Cf. A. S. Henry, Prescrpts,pp. 67, 70. The arrangementof line 8 illustratesthe "perfectdesign", for
which this mason seems to have had a particularliking: cf. Henry, op.cit.,p. 68, and the commentary on 204.
Habicht, who discussed in detail the contents of this enactment and the circumstancesthat prompted it (Studien,
pp. 26-33), with good reason described it, alongside IG II2, 774 and 1534B, as without doubt the most important
document of the period that survives to us (p. 26). Assessment of the threat that provoked this call for personal
contributions to the defense of Attica, totaling on estimate between 4 and 6 talents, depends upon the year in which
Diomedon is regarded as having held office (pp. 301-302 above). If that year was 244/3, as Habicht accepted,
the occasion was in his view the likelihood of an invasion of Attica by Aratos of Sikyon, an attack which in the
event did not take place until 242, for in 243 Aratos turned the Achaian League's attention to Corinth, with the
capture of which he "reversedthe balance of power in southern Greece" (F.W. Walbank, CAHVII, 2nd ed., i, 1984,
p. 247). If Diomedon held office in 245/4, the apprehensions of the Athenians had arisen from the consequences
of the battle of Chaironeia in 245, in which the Boiotians had suffereda crushing defeat at the hands of the Aitolians,
resultingin a general instabilityin Central Greece in the face of Aitolian expansionism. Earlierassessments(e.g., that
of W. S. Ferguson, HellenisticAthens,p. 196, note 1) are invalidated by more recent study of the archon list and the
redating of this text in consequence of it.
Lines 1-2. The emphasis on the Military Treasurer(cf. Rhodes, AthenianBoue, p. 100; Henry, Prescripts,
p. 70)
reflects the centrality of his interest in the passage of the measure and doubtless his promotion of it. He himself gave
200 drachmas towards the fund (Col. I, line 34), as did his brother Mikion (line 35). On these two, who played
important roles in Athenian politics during the last third of the century,see PA5966 and 10188 and Habicht, Studien,
pp. 118-127 and 179-182 (and cf. SEG XXXII, 119). For the general background to Athenian politics in the years
during which the brothers were prominent in them see also Ferguson,Heenistic Athens,pp. 205-257 and C. Mosst,
Athensin Decline,404-6 B.C., 1973, pp. 132-137. Eurykleides'political career may now be seen from the dating
of Diomedon's archonship to have been somewhat longer than was at one time believed (cf. Ferguson, Hellenistic
Athens,p. 205 and RE VI, i, 1907, cols. 1328-1329, s.v. Eurykleides [J. Kirchner]). Line 4. For the reading of the
of the ypaolvaceucqand its bearing on the reconstructionof the archon list see p. 301 above.
demoticum
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Line 5. On the calendar equation (Elaphebolion 30 = pryt. X, 2 = 266th day) see Pritchett and Neugebauer,
Calendars,
p. 82; Meritt, Athenianrear,pp. 137-138; Pritchett,AncientAthenianCalndarson Stone,p. 341. This meeting
of the assembly is not among the evidence collected byJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil Candar, pp. 136-137.
Line 6. ti+cptcLaev (as restored). See 102, commentary on lines 7-8 and references there. Lines 6-7. Kallistratos,
son of Telesinos, of Erchia. Forhim and his family,see PA8165; S. Dow, Prytaneis,
p. 51;J. K. Davies, AthenianPropertied
Families,pp. 361-363 (s.v. Sait< 'EpXLeS);AgoraXV, 85, line 27 and p. 414. He was also the proposer of 217.
Line 8. 6otev TWOL
8ILL. But lines 12-15 show clearly that the decree was probouleumatic. On the apparent
anomaly (not without parallels) see Rhodes, AthnianBouk,pp. 77-78, 253. Line 9. Theophemos, son ofTimokles,
of Marathon (PA7098) is not otherwise known, unless he be the archon whose year of office has latterlybeen variously
assessed as 243/2, 242/1, or 241/40.
Lines 10-12. On the timing (cf. lines 18-19) see Ferguson, HeUenistic
Athens,pp. 203-204 and Habicht, Studien,
pp. 27-28. Line 12. d&ya0eitXetL. See 72, commentary on lines 7-8.
Lines 16-17. The note of urgency and impending danger is very clear. On the (puxxiaxTTCX paC(also in
lines 28-31) see Rhodes, AthenianBoule,pp. 231-235.
Lines 20-21. xorveC xal t8la. Cf. 237, lines 5-6. Line 22. The ypal~iaxe;g responsiblefor the inscribingof the
decree and of the list of names is designated TroO
%pou rather than xa-x&npuravetav: cf. 120, commentary on line 8.
It is probable, but not entirely demonstrable, that the two designations refer in fact to the same official. Line 24.
v TT)l&yopa&.Cf. 224, line 47. The position of the monument is not more closely defined. Lines 24-25. The
"hortatoryintention" is here attached to the publication of the decree and list as a permanent and visible record of
the patriotism and generosity of the contributors,rather than to the more usual aim of encouraging future emulation
or publicising the gratitude of the demos, and it is well tailored to the particularcircumstances. See 239, commentary
on line 7.
Lines 25-27. The cost of the stele and its inscriptionis to be met, as regularlyin this period, by the Single Officer.
Cf. the commentary on 174, as well as Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 74-81, ZPE 72, 1988, pp. 133-134, ZPE 78, 1989,
pp. 277-280. It would have been possible, and perhaps in the circumstancesto be expected, that the expense might
be met from the funds of the Military Treasurer,for at this time he did on occasion act as disbursing officer for
the costs of stelai. See 194, commentary on line 13 and references there.
Lines 33-81. More than half of the Athenian citizens appearing in this list are known from other sources, and
it is beyond the present intention to embark upon the prosopographical details of each contributor who can be
certainly or plausibly identified. The importance of this text for the study of mid-3rd-century Athenian society is
nevertheless considerable, as Habicht briefly emphasized (Studien,pp. 31-33). Seven contributorsseem to have held
office as eponymous archon: a number are attested or appear to be identifiable as lTtrsc among the lead tablets
of the Athenian cavalry published by K. Braun (AthMitt85, 1970, pp. 198-269) andJ. H. Kroll (Hesperia46, 1977,
pp. 83-140). Some belonged to old families known as wealthy in earliergenerations and discussed by Davies, Athnian
Familis (forcross-referencessee Habicht, Studin,p. 33, note 96). Those recorded in IG II2, 791 were treated
Propertied
in Kirchner'sProsopographia
Attica.A few particulardetails may however be usefully noted.
Col. I: Line 36. Dromeas of Erchia. See Habicht, Studien,pp. 183-185, building upon the earlierwork of PA4559
and 4023; S. Dow, HSCP 48, 1937, pp. 106-108; Davies, AthenianPropertidFamilies,s.v. 'AyvEla
'EpxLte. The
Diokles of the following line was his brother. Line 79. Cf. the statue base SEG XXI, 754. Line 80.
Lysiades, son
of Astynomos, of Oion. Probablyto be identified with the archon variously
assigned to the years 253/2 or 243/2 or
to an uncertain year at any rate earlier than that of Thersilochos (see pp. 294-295
above). See further Habicht,
Studien,p. 33 with notes 97 and 99 and SEG XXXII, 559.
Col. I: Line 78. It was noted by Habicht (Studien,
p. 32, note 95) that Aristion of Themakos is not to be identified
with the tIae6q Aristion (Kroll, Hesperia46, 1977, pp. 130, 132-133, nos. 75,
81-82): the phyle of the latter was
Leontis, whereas Themakos was a deme of Erechtheis. But he may be the archon of 238/7: cf. Meritt, Historia26,
1977, p. 176; SEG XXXII, 149.
Col. III: Line 40. Habicht (Studien,p. 32, note 92) suggested that this might be the
KLxuvve6qof
'AvTpy&TNC
AgoraXV, 102, line 2 but warned that the name was not uncommon in Attic prosopography and is found with other
demotica.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF PHILONEOS, BETWEEN 244 AND 241 B.C.
When Philoneos' archonship was known only by a fragment
giving no more than his name as archon
(IG II2, 765) and a decree in commendation of the ephebes of his year (IG II2, 766, later augmented as
SEG XXI, 392), no criteria beyond prosopographicalindications derived from the latter text (especiallv
concerning the career of the paidotribes, Hermodoros of Acharnai) and the style of writing of both were
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available to suggest its date. J. Kirchner proposed "ca. a. 260" (IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 16-17) or "paullo post
a. 260" (IG II2, 765, comm.) as suitable for it. Other guesses had concentrated about 271/70 (cf. W. B.
Dinsmoor, Archonsof Atens, pp. 54, 169). Dinsmoor's own reassessment, especially of the chronology of

Hermodoros, caused him to prefer a date in 256/5 (op.cit., pp. 167-171). W. S. Ferguson, on similar
grounds, opted hesitantly for 241/40 (AthenianTribal Cycls, pp. 25, 102-107). The "archon list" provided

by SEG II, 9 did not help, as Philoneos' name does not appear on it. However, the discovery of 217,

by which Philoneos was linked to Kydenor (in whose archonship SEG II, 9 was voted), suggested that an
entry concerning Philoneos' archonship was lost in a lacuna of that thiasotic decree and that Philoneos

should precede Kydenor either directly or at an interval of one or at most two years. Cf. M.J. Osborne,
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ZPE 78, 1989, p. 215. Dinsmoor wryly observed that 217 contradicted "all hypotheses erected in the
sixteen years since the publication of... S.E.G., II, 9" (AthcnianArchonList, p. 71), and he dedicated his book
to Kydenor in recognition of his achievement in twice (via SEG II, 9 and 217) invalidating the best efforts of
scholars in the field of Athenian chronology of the Hellenistic period. In particular he had invalidated
B. D. Meritt's hesitant acceptance (Hesperia4, 1935, p. 585) of Ferguson's 241/40 for Philoneos, as well

as his later suggestions (Hesperia7, 1938, p. 135, at a time when AgoraXV, 87 was conjectured to belong
to Philoneos' year) of 250/49.
Dinsmoor in 1939 had prepublication knowledge of 214, with its indication of the demotic of the

ypaxJotlTe6Sof Philoneos' archonship, of which the initial letter partly survived (upsilon or chi). On the
reading of this doubtful letter and the interpretation of possible traces of the letter following depended
the majorargumentsthereafter.His reviseddate of 244/3 (Athenian
Archon
List,pp. 152-153) accommodated
all the evidence by then accumulated and was followed by W. K. Pritchettand Meritt in their cditioprinceps
of 214. The demotic 'T[PA&yr}
for Philoneos' ypatltja e6U (Leontis VI) was able to concord with the
written
into 217 for the year of Kydenor regarded as immediately following
Epeap?t]8r(AkamantisVII)
and thus preserved the secretarycycle as then established.
The discoveryof more evidence for Kydenor'syear in 1947 caused that archon to disruptfor the third
time all previous conclusions. The name of his ypolatltaTe6was fully preserved in the new text (216)

and showed that the demotic ending

--

- - - 8

was E67tupErY)(Leontis VI), of the same phyle as the deme

of Philoneos' ypalpjlaxeoG.A new fragmentassigned to IG II2, 766 (see SEGXXI, 392) providedpart ofthe
prescript of that decree and confirmed the close connection between Kydenor and Philoneos by making it
clear that the ephebes of Philoneos' year were commended during that of Kydenor. See Meritt, Hesperia17,
1948, pp. 3-13. Some conflict between the implicationsof IG 12, 766 and of SEGII, 9 left doubt whether
Philoneos' archonshipshould immediatelyprecede that of Kydenoror whether that of Theophemos should
intervene between them. Meritt opted for the latter arrangement (especially as the year of Theophemos
was known to be ordinaryand that of Kydenorwas thought to be intercalary),and the terms of SEGII, 9 do
in fact make this more likely. The order Diomedon-Philoneos-Theophemos-Kydenor has been accepted
since that time; see the references in C. Habicht, Unteuchungen,p. 133, note 96, to which may be added
Meritt, Hesperia50, 1981, p. 95. Habicht also observed that an additional archonship might intervene
between Diomedon and Theophemos, and Osborne (ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 219-222) found reason to place
Lysiades there.
Meritt's tentative reading of the demotic of Philoneos' ypoatliTare as 'T.[ opeteuq surmounted the
problem of the secretary cycle, for it enabled him to suggest that Hyporeia belonged to Aigeis (IV), thus
in correct sequence with the cycle which, he then believed, had begun afresh with Erechtheis (III) in
Diomedon's archonship and which, two years later,would reach Kydenor with aypQaVa0te6; from Leontis
(VI). Philoneos' archonship was therefore set by him in 246/5, a decision unaffected by a subsequent
Tear,pp. 146-148, 234).
change of view concerning the calendric characterof Kydenor'syear (Athenian
to
were
stressed
Objections
'Tnopete6
by C. Pelekides (BCH 85, 1961, pp. 56-67; cf. alsoJ. and
L. Robert, REG62, 1949, p. 106, no. 45). Retention of Tp3&SBq
made it necessaryto discount the secretary
cycle altogether at this juncture, augmenting the confusion already admitted by the acknowledged break
before Diomedon's archonship. Pelekides went on to urge that the cycle was not resumed until the
"liberation"of 229 B.C.(MeXxeC d&pX(xlaC
ltropa;C, 1979, pp. 33-60), and Habicht's study of the same
year as well as subsequent discussions have tended to accept a comparable conclusion. The effect at the
time was to give to Philoneos the year 244/3 in the revised list of the archons of that decade.

]
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ClassicalTradition:
andHistoricalStudiesin HonorofHarryCaplan,1966, pp. 31Meritt'sreply (7The
Literary
42), besides revising the text of 214 (see below), sought to reaffirmthe validity of the secretary cycle from
the year of Diomedon onwards; and he argued more fully for ' T2xpeLte6 as the demotic in dispute. But
strong objections to the admission of Hyporeia as a deme, at any rate in this period, and to its association
with Aigeis in any case, were voiced byJ. S. Trail, PoliticalOrganiation,pp. 87-88 with note 54, and Meritt
acknowledged that the contention, which he described as a "heroic but misguided effort", could not be
maintained (Historia26, 1977, p. 164). Nevertheless,Philoneos' relativeposition with regard to the archons
around him remains firm and as the result of progressivediscoverieshas become more evident.
Thus Habicht's dating of Thersilochos in 247/6 had as its consequence the dating of Philoneos in
243/2 (Untersuchungen,
p. 143), and equally for Meritt (Hesperia50, 1981, p. 95) the same interval between
the two placed Philoneos
that the secretarycycle could
26, 1977, p.
(HPtoeia in 244/3. He had hoped
i176)
begin again with Theophemos in 245/4, at a time when he still dated Philoneos in 246/5, but in his last
study he was prepared to postpone its reintroduction to the archonship of Lysias (see pp. 312-313 below).
Osborne's introduction of Lysiades between Diomedon and Philoneos (see his table, ZPE 78, 1989, p. 241)

delayed the latter's entry upon office by one furtheryear. According therefore to the interpretationof the
scholar concerned and of those who study their respectivefindings, 214 and 215 may be assigned to 244/3,
243/2, or 242/1.

Future discoveries may be able to confirm any one of these-or

to invalidate them all.

The character of Philoneos' year cannot be determined. The year of Theophemos, now universally
agreed to have succeeded it, was certainlyordinary.If it was preceded by that of Diomedon, which also was
certainly ordinary, it must be presumed to have been intercalary. On Meritt's dating this would accord
with its position as the eighteenth year of the (tenth) Metonic cycle. If Theophemos be placed in 242/1,
Philoneos' year should be ordinary also. Akamantis held the twelfth prytany, if Meritt's restoration of
214 be accepted; but the eleventh prytany is an equal possibility.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
214. The upper left section of a flat-topped stele of Hymettian marble (I 5559), with the smooth left side, smooth top,
and traces of a crowning molding as well as the original rough-pickedback preserved, discovered on September 12,
1938, in a wall of a modern house southeast of the Market Square and west of the Panathenaic Way (Q 21). The
inscribed surface is very badly worn, and the readings are difficult and uncertain in many places.
H. 0.46 m.; W 0.29 m.; Th. 0.095 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
ETotX.Hor. 0.009 m.; Vert. ca. 0.014 m.

Ed.W.K. PritchettandB. D. Meritt,Chronology,
pp. 22-23, withphotographs(a stoichedontextof 43 lettersper
line);revisedtext(ErotX.48) by Meritt,Hesperia
17, 1948,pp. 7-13; furtherrevisionby Meritt,TheClassical
Tradition:
andHistorical
Studies
in Honorof HarryCaplan,1966, pp. 31-42 (EotX. 55), with photograph,whichis the
Literary
text shownin SEGXXIII, 67, wherethe bibliographyto that date is assembled.The text below,with additional
butunimportantreadingsin lines 11 and 17, hasbeenrevisedfor a stoichedonline of 52 letters.
interannos244 et 241 a., pryt.XI vd XII

ETOIX. 52

['E]jl ItX6voc &px[ovro<]
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7 ........]
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i
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The lettering of this text has something in common with the work of the "Cutterof IG 112788" (see 204) but has
not been attributedto him. It may be said to representa reasonably "standard"mid-century script. The prescriptis
set out in a form intermediate to the "perfectdesign",with the enactment formula isolated but not quite centered nor
p. 68); cf. 216. On the
given a line wholly to itself. A. S. Henry referred to it as the "economy design" (Prescripts,
and
references
there.
see
204
"perfect design"
The restorationsfollow the general pattern of those in Meritt'stext of 1966. In line 2, however,his hypothesisof
55 letters required that the name of the ypxL(xtr6q, together with his patronymic, should occupy twenty-fiveletter
spaces, well above average for Athenian nomenclature though not beyond possibility. A slightly modified line, in
itself more economical, alleviates the difficulty. The date by prytany and festival calendars is omitted: cf. Henry,
Prescripts,
p. 72.
Line 2. 'ExxXrnCta.See 97, commentary on line 7. Line 4. It may be inferredfrom the spacing and arrangement
that the decree was probouleumatic. Cf. P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Bouk,p. 253.
rxXet.vv
Line 22. tb64cplao[ta xbv ypaotpaTxa
XtLOvet]Meritt. For the inclusion here of xal x& 6v6taotra
cf. (e.g.) 187, line 34 and 188, line 46. The restorationrequiresthat the more precise designation of the ypaVpatrc(,
(as 6 xad& Inpuravetav or ToiU "4pou) be omitted. See 166, commentary on lines 6-7. Line 23. This passage is
quoted in AgoraIII, p. 29, no. 40, among the evidence for the stoa and sanctuaryof Zeus Eleutherios in the Agora. Cf.
174, commentary on lines 7-8. Lines 23-24. The firstthree survivingletters in line 24 make it clear that the formula
for the disbursement of the cost of the stele was unusual. In the first place, the phrase etl Trv &vaypaEpyv
-Tf
aorT.Xr(velsim.)was evidently omitted. As for what follows, in his 1948 edition, with a shorter line (48 letters),
Meritt proposed pepoatt8et ix xTv xart&r{qJyptaVatca
8]pou xlX. His later text (55 letters) offered ix bt xtv
&vaLXtoxo.vov Xpvl.
6ntb
with
For this unusual phraseology,
Txo B ]jiou,
tAIT)|v
.IepLoatlplaced after &[v&Xcaiatt.
found in connection with the expense account of the boule rather than of the demos, see the commentary on 210. It
was rightly discounted by Henry, who summarizedand discussedthe problem and its proposed solutions in Chiron14,
1984, pp. 78-80 (SEG XXXIV, 89), himself suggesting (though allowing that it is nowhere paralleled in this form)
t oaoU8i]ou and retaining thereby Meritt's length of line. For the elided
;& xct& tnq7)(ptala
.eptaat 8'{x Trv tiC
epsilon (an unusual feature in this position) cf. line 19 and see L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 422. The omission of
which might be regardedas an essential element in the formula, is surprisingbut appears necessary.
&VvatXLxopLv6Wv,
Kat&, a more otiose element, is here dispensed with, in conformity with the shorter line. In any event, a reference
to the "analiskomena fund" at this date is a matter of remark: cf. Henry, op. cit., pp. 62-63 with note 64. IG 112,
707, probably to be dated between 260 and 250, seems to offer the most recent example and has few immediate
predecessors: among the Agora decrees there is (apart from the present text) no instance later than 164. It may
be that the very unfamiliarityof an express call on the fund had caused the old, precise formula to be misremembered
by those concerned with the drafting of the decree.
Line 26. After a blank line it seems that a series of names may well have followed, and line 22 is restored
to take account of this. Despite line 19, which seems to give special honors to one of them, there were probably
several honorands (cf. line 21). On the form of the survivingdemotic see S. Dow, AJP 84, 1963, pp. 166-181.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
215. A fragment from the top of a flat-toppedstele of Hymettian marble (I 7029), on which the upper ovolo molding
(with traces of painted egg-and-dart decoration) and taenia above it (on which line 1 is inscribed) are preserved
but which is otherwise broken all around, discoveredon May 12, 1967, in a cut between the first and second columns
(from the east) of South Stoa II (0 15:1).
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H. 0.055 m.; W. 0.127 m.; Th. 0.02 m.
LH. ca. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, p. 271, no. 8, with photograph pl. 78. See also SEG XXV 104.

interannos244 et 241 a.

[e]

[o

e

t].

----]
['Exnl iX]6vew &[PXovro<;

[---

---------

The six survivinglettersallow little comment. Omega has its horizontalstrokesset high: cf. 197 and the
reference there quoted. The strokesof epsilon are not well joined. If the lettering in both lines was regularlyspaced,
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the decreewasinscribedwithca.33 lettersto the line.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF KYDENOR, BETWEEN 242 AND 239 B.C.

Kydenor and his archonship were unknown before the discovery of SEG II, 9, the decree of the thiasotai

from Salamis that associated him satisfactorilywith other archons of the middle of the 3rd century. W. B.

Dinsmoor (ArchonsofAthens,p. 55) placed him in 245/4; although inscriptions dated by his archonship have
more than once thrown scholarship into confusion, and although dates differing by as much as eighteen
years have tentatively been assigned to him, the years finally attributed to him have moved little from
the point at which Dinsmoor originally set him. For the developing analysis of his dating and the dating
of the archons with whom the evidence connects him, see the commentary above on the archonship of

Philoneos (pp. 305-307).

The discovery of 216 provided the full name of the yp acyTe6<; of Kydenor's year and made it evident
that he belonged not to the deme Eiresidai (Akamantis VII), as had been supposed on the basis of 217

(see W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
pp. 23-26), but to Eupyridai(LeontisVI). In consequence,
the archonship was moved from 243/2 (where Dinsmoor had later put it) to 244/3 (Meritt, Hesperia17,
1948, pp. 7, 13; Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 315), and that dating was generally accepted throughout

the next thirty years; cf. Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 176.

But it was not without challenge. In his reconsideration of the archons of this period, which depended
on the rejection of the validity of the secretary cycle (see pp. 300-301 above), C. Pelekides wished to move

Kydenor to 242/1 (BCH 85, 1961, pp. 60-67). But the suggestion received no further support at the
time and was answered,with a reaffirmationof the evidence of the cycle, by Meritt in TheClassicalTradition:
andHistoricalStudiesin HonorofHarryCaplan,1966, pp. 31-42. However,the archon list as revisedby
Literary
G. Nachtergael in his study of the Aitolian Soteria (Historia25, 1976, p. 77), followed by the reconsideration
of the whole series from Polyeuktosto Lysias by C. Habicht (Untersuchungen,
pp. 133-146), which placed
Philoneos in 243/2, had as their necessary consequence the dating of Kydenor,next-but-one to Philoneos,
in 241/40. Similarly,Meritt's reconsidered list (Hesperia50, 1981, p. 95) dated him in 242/1, while M.J.
Osborne, having inserted an extra archon (Lysiades)before Philoneos, set Kydenor in 240/39 (ZPE 78,
1989, pp. 215, 219, 241). The alternatives remain, until fresh evidence is found to confirm one of them
or to disprove them all.
In addition to 216, 217, and SEG XXI, 392, the first decree of IG II2, 775 + 803 (SEG XVIII,
19, XXXV, 91) has been attributed to the archonship of Kydenor. It provides no data concerning the
calendar or circumstances of the year, and even if correctly attributed is not helpful in any discussion of
its problems. On the basis of 217 the year was tentatively,but without evidence beyond the character
of assumed neighboring years, set down as ordinary. 216, and 217 itself when restored in correspondence
with the new text, revealed it as intercalary(Elaphebolion 9 = pryt. IX, 17). It was, however, necessary
to suppose that one of the earlierprytanieshad contained 33 days instead of the 32 regularin an intercalary
year or that three successive festival months had been hollow. SEG XXI, 392, in which the calendric data
are lost, could be restored in conformity with this hypothesis as passed on Mounichion 12 (= pryt. X,
19). Nevertheless, the year could be interpreted as ordinary on the supposition that six days had been
intercalated into the festival calendar, perhaps (as Meritt suggested, Athenianrear,pp. 146-148) in order
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to retard the celebration of the City Dionysia in this same month Elaphebolion (cf. p. 268 above, on the
archonship of Pytharatos). In this case, SEG XXI, 392, is possibly to be restored as of Posideon 12 =
pryt. VI, 4. Either interpretation calls for some irregularity in the year. Since the date of the archonship
remains a matter of controversy, and the former general correspondence of the Metonic cycle with the
Athenian festival calendar is in this period no longer to be depended upon, it is necessary to accept, with
whatever reluctance, one of the unusual features described above as an inescapable postulate.
Known phylai in prytany during the year are VI or X(?) Antigonis or Demetrias, IX Erechtheis.
The ypaotltareuC Polyktemon, son of Euktimenos, of the deme Eupyridai is not otherwise known. The
Euktimenos, son of Euktimenos, who was an ephebos in 324/3(?) presumably belonged to an earlier
generation in this same family; see B. Leonardos, 'ApX. 'Ep., 1918, pp. 73-100, nos. 95-97; 0. W
Reinmuth, The EphebicInscriptionsof theFourthCenturyB.C., 1971, pp. 58-82, no. 15, col. III, line 11.
COMMENDATION OF THE SITONAI OF THE YEAR OF DIOMEDON

216. The upper part of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 6064), broken below and with the apex of the
pediment missing but otherwise intact, discovered on August 1, 1947, built into the north wall of the Civic Offices
(112).
H. 0.30 m.; W. (foot of pediment) 0.49 m., (top of inscribed surface)0.438 m.; Th. (inscribedsurface)0.10 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
EtooX. Hor. 0.0095 m.; Vert. 0.012 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia17, 1948, pp. 3-13, no. 3, with photograph pl. 4. Cf.J. and L. Robert, REG 62,
1949, pp. 105-106, no. 45.
a. 242/1 vel 241/40 vel 240/39 a., pryt.IX
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Below the horizontal cornice of the pediment, the transition to the face of the inscribed surface is effected by
a molding consisting of an ovolo with cavetto crown, in general resembling the mid-3rd-century
Pergamene altar
crown L. T. Shoe, Profils ofGreekMouldings,1936, pl. XXIII, no. 25. Line 1 of the text is inscribed on the cavetto.
This stele provides a further sample of the work of the "Cutter of IG
II2 788" or his workshop: see the
commentary on 204. In this text his layout emphasizes the enactment formula but, by including a few letters at
the beginning of line 7, does not achieve the "perfectdesign". This is referredto by A. S. Henry
(Prescipts,p. 68) as the
"economy design" and is there listed by him among the examples of it. The stoichedon pattern breaksdown towards
the ends of the lines, to permit syllabic division or whole-word endings. In lines 4 and 8 a vacant letter space marksa
break between clauses; cf. Henry, op.cit.,p. 67. In line 12 Meritt read r[ ..........2
..
.......]yu[.]Tov xrX.
The text provided essential data for Kydenor's year; see especially Meritt, AthenianTear,p. 147. Its
prescript
formed the basis for the restoration of that of 217, which proved to have been enacted at the same
meeting of the
assembly.
Line 4. For Elaphebolion 9 as a day on which the assembly might meet see J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil
Calendar,pp. 124-126, where lines 1-4 of this text are quoted. It is a well-attested date and has been restored in
a considerable number of texts. Line 5. txxXrtala xupta. See 101, commentary on lines 7-8. Line 6.
Antikles, son

5
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of Exekestos, of Aixone. An Exekestos of this deme was epistates at Brauron in an earlier generation (PA4728).
Line 7. The decree was probouleumatic;cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoul, p. 253. The formula shows EI in the dative
feminine singular, whereas HI appears elsewhere in this text. Line 8. Molottos, son of Aischines, of Oinoe is not
otherwise known, nor does either name recur among identified OtvaioL.
For the commendation of officials during these years cf. C. Habicht, Studien,p. 22. On the sitonai and their
duties see 188, commentary on line 9. The members of the board in office during the archonship of Diomedon had
to wait nearly three, or perhaps nearly four,years from the end of their term before their merits were acknowledged;
cf. 217 and SEG XXI, 392. There was clearly some extraordinarydelay in the completion of routine public business
during the middle and later 240's, for reasons not now clearly to be discerned but surely connected in some way
with the generally unsettled state of Hellas and the dangers reflected in 213. But such delays were not unique to
this period. Cf. most notably IG II2, 500, which shows that the taxiarchoi of 305/4 were not commended until
302/1. See Meritt, XapLoaxiptovctl 'Avaaorioov K. 'OpX&v8ovI, 1964, pp. 195-196.
COMMENDATION OF THE AGORANOMOI OF THE YEAR OF PHILONEOS

217. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5191), with parts of the left side and original rough-picked back
preserved, and with the spring of a crowning molding just perceptible at the top of the inscribed face, but broken
elsewhere and with the inscribed surface damaged all around except at the top, discovered on January 24, 1938,
in a wall of a modern house in the area south of the Church of the Holy Apostles (Q 19).
H. 0.278 m.; W. 0.175 m.; Th. 0.068 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
SToLX.(almost square)Hor. ca. 0.0094 m.; Vert. ca. 0.0098 m.; syllabic division at the ends of the lines.
Ed. W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
pp. 23-27, with photograph. Cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, Athenian
ArchonList,p. 70. Improved text of lines 1-4 by Meritt in Hesperia17, 1948, p. 4.
a. 242/1 vel 241/40 vel 240/39 a., pyt. IX
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This decree was enacted at the same meeting of the assembly at which 216 was also passed, a detail established
when that inscription was discovered, nine and a half years later than this present text. The commission for the
inscribing of both was entrusted to the same workshop, that of the "Cutter of IG II2 788": see the commentary
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on 204 for the relevantdetailsand references.In this examplethe requirementof vacantspacesat the ends of
the lines, to permit syllabic division or whole-word endings, is very marked. Vacant letter spaces between clauses,
visible only in lines 7 and 20, are to be supposed also in lines 8, 11, 13, and 15. Line 7 offers a further instance

of the "economydesign",forwhichsee 214 and 216.
Lines 1-7. For the details of the preamblesee 216, on which the restorationshere depend. This decree
also was probouleumatic;cf. P.J. Rhodes,Athenian
Boukl,p. 253 for contemporaryexamples. This text is not

there listed, presumably on the grounds that the formula is restored and might have been 6boTev HLb8l4ort (i.e.,
nonprobouleumatic),despite the terms of lines 15-20; cf. 213. But those instructions, together with the parallels of
216 and of SEG XXI, 392, suggest otherwise, and the briefer formula would upset the balance of the "economy
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design"by whichthe craftsmanevidentlyset muchstore.
Lines5-6. i'e+OcpaEoev.Forthespellingsee 102, commentaryon lines7-8 and213, line6. Line8. Kallistratos,
son of Telesinos,of Aphidna. See 213, commentaryon lines 6-7. Telesinoshimselfwas one of the agoranomoi
honored,and Kallistratosthus had a particularlypersonalinterestin makinghis proposal(ine 22). Line 9. For
the numberand functionsof the agoranomoisee Aristotle,Athenaion
Politia 51.1; Busolt-Swoboda,II, p. 118;

in Athen,1936, pp. 213-214 ct alibi. Boards of officials of this kind and
U. Kahrstedt, Untersuchungen
zurMagistratur

graduatingclassesofepheboiwereusuallycommendedin theyearfollowingthatof theirofficeor finalyearof service.
See forexample187 and 188. This originallycreatedthe presupposition
thatKydenor'syearfollowedimmediately
upon that of Philoneos; but SEG II, 9 provided the counter-indication,as described above and universallyaccepted,

that the archonshipofTheophemosintervenedbetweenthe two.
Forthe delay,reflectingno doubtthe disturbed
t
circumstancesof the timewhichinterferedwith routinebusiness,see the commentaryon 216. These agoranomoi
wereconsiderablybetteroff thanthe sitonaitherecommendedand had to waitlessthantwoyearsfor theirreward.
intention"see86, commentaryon lines21-24 and 173, commentary
Line 13."Onchi&voev. Forthe "hortatory
on line 2. Forthe expressionin termsof hoped-foremulationamongofficialssee 185, commentaryon lines 16-17
and 194, commentaryon lines 17-18. If the restorationhereis acceptable,the emphasisis not in thiscaseon honor
and fair dealing but on action conformable with the laws. Line 15. &yacei rtxrl). Cf. 72, commentary on lines 7-8.

Lines16-17. Ot iv bXoxatv.The olderturnof phraseis retainedhere,in preferenceto the nowmorecustomary
e. 194 (theearliestinstanceof thelatteramongtheAgoradecreesof thiscollection),
omtXaX6vtarS
Jpos8pou: cf., e.g
208, and 213. It remainedin use at leastuntilthe archonshipof Diokles(215/14); see IG II2, 847 and 889: and
it is restoredin 261 (196/5). The ephelkysticnu is regularin this formula;see 185, commentaryon lines 19-20
and references there.

THE ARCHONSHIP

OF LYSIAS, 239/8 OR 238/7 B.C.

Before the discovery of 218, Lysias' archonship was known only from the two decrees in honor of
the strategos Aristophanes of Leukonoion, voted by the Athenian and mercenary troops stationed in
Eleusis, Panakton, and Phyle and by the Eleusinians, inscribed together on a single stele (IG II2, 1299).
Aristophanes'military career is there expresslyassociated with the archonshipsof Lysias and Kimon, and
that of Lysias is further described as the archonship iv 6 t6Xoheoiv6iorrm
(oine57). In the same decree
the services of Aristophanes to King Demetrios and his chldren are mentioned, the name having escaped
the erasuresthat obscured the names of the king and of his queen in lines 10-11.
Earlier scholars, identifying Kimon with the archon of that name known at the beginning of the
century and now firmly dated in 288/7, believed that the Demetrios referred to was Poliorketes. Hence
Lysias was given a date as early as 293/2, and the "war"was that of Athens' liberation from Macedonian
control at that period. But after the demonstration by W Kolbe that the Demetrios was of necessity
Demetrios II, Lysias' date has on all interpretations varied only through the quadrennium 241/40 to
237/6, depending upon the varied assessmentsof the outbreakand course of the "Demetrian War". Two
differentAristophaneswere in consequence confused in PA2092. For fuller discussion of the development
of the problem see W. B. Dinsmoor (Archons
ofAthens,pp. 55, 101-103, 180), whose own analysis set Lysias
in 241/40, and on the outbreakof the Demetrian War,C. Habicht, Untersuchungen,
pp. 134-135, note 99.
On the basis of the historical considerations,P. Treves (Athenaeum
n.s. 12, 1934, pp. 400-401) assigned
Lysias to 239/8, and this appeared at the time to coincide with the requirements of the secretary cycle:
cf. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia4, 1935, p. 585. Meritt's views of Lysias' relationship with his predecessors
underwent repeated revision between 1935 and his final discussionof the matter (Hesperia
50, 1981, pp. 82,
96), by which time he had come to recognize that at thatjuncture the secretarycycle could not be envisaged
as in regular operation; but the same dating of Lysias had been accepted by Dinsmoor (Athenian
Archon
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List, pp. 82-83, 155) and in all subsequent reconsiderationsof the archon list from W. K. Pritchett and
Meritt (Chronology,
pp. xxii-xxiii) to Habicht (Untersuchungen,
p. 143). The insertion by M.J. Osborne of an
extra archon between Diomedon and Philoneos, mentioned above in the context of those archonships,
pp. 305-306, depressed the dates of Philoneos and his successorsby one year and placed Lysias in 238/7,
which can still be reckoned a reasonable dating for the outbreak of the Demetrian War (considered by
some to have begun as late as 237/6): see ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 224-226 with note 79, p. 241. Lysias was
a man of means, if as seems highly likely he is to be identifiedwith the Lysias of Kephisia who contributed
the maximum permitted sum to the epidosisof the year of Diomedon (213, col. II, line 48); cf. Habicht,
Studien,p. 33.
That the year of Lysias was an intercalary year was made apparent by 218, in which sufficient of
the prescript survives to require an equation between the festival and prytany months giving the latter a
length of 32 days regularin such a year. As restored,Elaphebolion 22 = pryt. IX, 32 = 288th day. The year
was the fourth in the (eleventh)Metonic cycle, in which it was scheduled
as
ordinary,or the fifth, in which
case it should indeed have been intercalary (cf. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236). But the former general
regularity of correspondence between Meton's arrangement and the Athenian festival calendar, already
neglected during the tenth cycle, had ceased to be a matter of regard and offers no guidance towards an
absolute date. Nothing is known of the phylai in prytany.If 218 is correctlyrestored,the ninth prytanywas
held by Antigonis, Demetrias, Pandionis, or Akamantis.
The ypata-reu%sof the year probably came from Aphidna (Aiantis XI) but might have come from
Oinoe (see the commentary on 218, line 3). Oinoe gave its name to two demes, one in the phyle
Hippothontis (X) and the other in Aiantis (XI):but the Oinoe ofHippothontis may have been transferred
to the phyle Demetrias (II) on the latter's creation in 307/6. SeeJ. S. Traill, PoliticalOrganisation,
p. 27;
Habicht, Untersuchungen,
pp. 142-143, note 147; Osborne, ZPE 78, 1989, p. 220, note 58. At an earlier
period of studies of the archon list these variantpossibilitieswould have been of considerablesignificancein
determining Lysias' year in relation to the secretary cycle; for those who regard the cycle as inoperative
in his time, they are without real consequence, but it was Meritt'sultimate contention that the cycle began
again, with Aiantis XI, in this very year (Hesperia
50, 1981, p. 96).

COMMENDATIONFOR THE ARCHITECTWORKINGON THE SHRINEOF BASILE

218. A diagonallybrokenfragmentof the upperpartof a stele of bluishwhite Pentelicmarble(I 4138), withpart
of the upperovolo moldingand pedimentaltop preserved,as well as the originalrough-pickedback,but broken
elsewhere,discoveredon May8, 1936,in a late contextaboveSouthStoaII (M 15).
H. 0.38 m.; W.0.30 m.; Th. 0.115 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
ExotX.Hor.0.01 m.;Vert.0.015 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
7, 1938,pp. 123-126, no. 25, withphotograph.See SEGXIX, 78, witha changein
the phraseologyrestoredin lines 14-16 suggestedby M. N. Tod, and with referenceto R. E. Wycherley(BSA55,
1960,p. 63),who drewuponlines9-16 in a discussionof the precinctof Basile.
a. 239/8 vel238/7 a., ptyt.IX
xT)
'Etl Autoou&px[ovTroc .ij........
8o]
f
npuTav[la[g
[iv&]Tr)
.......16........
['A<pL8]vaZog
yp[,x,jttuev. 'EXaxpTrpoXkvo4]
5

10

[6y&6)]L teT'Elx[&8ba<,
8eu-rpat xatl Tptaxoa]
[rf) Tnp]7pUTav[eEa-ixxXr7lta( xixv ?po8pao]
[v ,e ]L(PtLcEV
[[..........2...........]

vacat
]
[xal uiau]p6e8p[oL.
80
[Vw ]o]Ev fr[t.po3u)Lj
x.alT.I. S,O,L VWv]
[... ....]
o[ ........... . etnev te]
'r
[8I h
Utpeta] BatDX[, ......l????????????]
5.......]
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[xal ot tlpon]otol ol Xctpo[TovO8wre inext]
. .
ibv r[pXvLixXoTva]
]aLvo0oLv
[....10....
[xal xeXe,ouo,v] i.tjoa elt r;[v to,ir)hv ,,v]
[IIaval)vaElov rhv] a&rou0uyocrr[pa,86' 'tv i]
[tlXCetLav,ou vao]u xaoXc; xal q[itXotixK ]
[,Toocrao, beb6XOal
r]j po[u]Xce[otb XoaX6v]
cet
tmouaav [fxXvriatav]
tr'v]
[rxaripot8pous
[Xpwa-tlaat nepl TorO]v, yv4[iV 8b N4P43]
eaOit T- pouXc et;Tcbv8~fgov68- Soxct]
[XO
[xX. -----------------------]
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This inscription offers the latest in date of the ten decrees from the Agora assembled here which have been
attributedby S. V. Tracy to the "Cutterof IG II2 788", although texts severalyears later than the archonshipof Lysias
have been judged to be works of his establishment, the name piece itself and IG II2, 790 (AgoraXV, 115), both of
235/4, being the latest to which a date may be assigned. Forthe details see Tracy,Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 311-322 and
the commentary on 204. The mason maintains his penchant for the "perfectdesign" (discussedabove under 204),
even at the cost of leaving line 7 less than half filled. Cf. A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
p. 68. On the other hand, he has paid
less regard to the leaving of vacant letter spaces between clauses or significantelements and has apparentlynot cared
to end lines with similarblank spaces in order to achieve syllabicdivision or whole-word endings, a considerationthat
may have bearing on the restorationsof lines 2-3 and 11-12.
Line 3. ['AgLt]vaxtog
rather than [.. Ot]valtog,if it is judged preferable to end line 2 and begin line 3 with
Meritt, with the assumption that the month
complete words: but the latter remains a possibility. Line 4. [6v6Tl:]L
was full. But if Elaphebolion 22 is to fall on the 288th day of the year, in complete concordance with the prytany
date, either Anthesterion was also full or there had been two successive full months earlier in the year. However,
[6y86r]t is an equally possible restorationand has been adopted in the above text. This makes Elaphebolion a hollow
month, but the date in modern terms (Elaphebolion 22 = 288th day) remains the same, v6&rVsT'r'elx6&bag
being the
p. 121; J. A. Walsh, ZPE 41, 1981,
day omitted in such a month (cf. A. G. Woodhead, Studyof GreekInscriptions,
pp. 107-124). If the year began with full Hekatombaion, the months will have succeeded each other throughout
in a regular alternation of 30 and 29 days, to produce a year of 384 days. Both 6vnrt and 6y86 lert'etx&Saq in
Elaphebolion were days in which the assembly is otherwise attested as having met: seeJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand
CivilCalendar,
pp. 133-134 (underElaphebolion 22 and 23, since for convenience every month there studied is treated
as full; cf. pp. 8-9).
Line 8. The decree was probouleumatic: cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouke,
p. 253. Lines 10-11. On the precinct of
Basile, united with those of Neleus and Kodros and located on the right bank of the Ilissosin the southeasternsuburbs
of Athens, see Wycherley,op. cit., pp. 60-66; W.Judeich, Topographie,
pp. 387-388; J. Travlos, A PictorialDictionary
ofAncientAthens,1971, p. 322, with bibliography. The site has been identified as lying between Syngrou Boulevard
and Makriyianni Street and was extensive (Travlos,op.cit., p. 333, fig. 435). SEG XXIV, 58, of the 5th century, is
a boundary markerdelimiting its area. Lines 11-12. int I 'A0)vo8bpou Meritt, a restorationmade at a time when he
believed Athenodoros to have held office in the year immediately preceding that of Lysias. But Athenodoros has
been relocated to the mid 250's, and the restorationcannot stand. Of the archons of the years that may be considered
relevant, only Thersilochos will fit the space in the same way,but it may be hard to suppose the hieropoioi in office for
almost a decade. Disregard of syllabic division would allow ix'EIOpuxXel8ou,Eurykleidesbeing generally accepted
as having held office in the year immediately or at most next-but-one before Lysias. However, the lacuna may have
contained a formula different from that originally conjectured.
Lines 14-16. 'rfi illTU.teXelaand 7ixeiteXO9n
Meritt. Line 16. Irt, but pouXet: cf. Henry, CQ.n.s. 14, 1964,
and
L.
240-241
378.
Lines
16-17. xros XaX6vraXg
Threatte, Grammar,
pp.
p.
ipo48pous. The developed formula:
There
are
35
217.
letters
in
line
for
which
Meritt
17,
compare
suggestedthe crowding in of an extra letter in violation
of the stoichedon order. The phraseology of the regularformula indeed imposes the supposition.
THE ARCHONSHIP

OF PHEIDOSTRATOS, BEFORE 229/8 B.C.
The discovery of 219 did nothing to resolve the problem of the date of Pheidostratos' year in office beyond
demonstrating that the year, whenever it was, was ordinary in the Athenian festival calendar. The evidence
for it already known depended wholly on two dedications, IG II2, 2854 and 2855. Of these the latter is

uninformative, save that its dedicator, Deinias, son of Kephisodotos, of the deme Boutadai, was surely
a descendant of that Kephisodotos, son of Deinias, of the same deme who was a councillor in 303/2
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(SEG XXIV, 161, line 123 = AgoraXV, 62, line 186). If the councillor was a young man at that time,
and Pheidostratos held office in the early 240's, as some suppose (see below), the dedicator could be the
councillor's son in middle age. B. D. Meritt, dating Pheidostratos in 231/30 (see below), was prepared
to accept the same relationship, with the son then "a man of mature years". If the councillor in 303/2
was already into middle age, with an infant grandson born at the time or soon after,the dedicator could be
his great-grandson,and for this relationshipthe later dating of Pheidostratoswould be eminently suitable.
But it is around IG II2, 2854 that discussionhas centered. This recordsa dedication by Kallisthenes of
Prospalta, cpatrpyybCint -tv ixapaXlav,discovered at Rhamnous, on which see J. Pouilloux, Forteresse,
I, pp. 56-58, no. 26, with SEG XXV, 205,
pp. 121-122, no. 9 and L. Moretti, Iscrzionistoricheellenistiche
It
states
that
the
donor
was
243.
XXXI, 156, XXXII,
phylarchin the archonshipof Philostratos,hipparch
in that of Antimachos, and general in those of Phanostratosand Pheidostratos,with the consequence that
these four archonships are to be interpreted as going closely or reasonably closely together within the
span of one man's experienced military career: and they were placed byJ. Kirchner in the mid-250's
(IG II2, iv, 1, p. 14). Other scholars felt able to place them fifty years later or to separate one or two of
the four archonships from the others. See W. B. Dinsmoor (Archons
of Ahens, pp. 54-55 and 171-173),
who himself gave them the four consecutive years 254/3 to 251/50, with Pheidostratosin 252/ 1.
The same order of connection of the four archons was retained by W. S. Ferguson (AthenianTribal
4, 1935, pp. 584-585),
Cycles,pp. 24-25), with the dates 260/59 to 257/6, and followed by Meritt (Hesperia
save that the latter moved Philostratos to 261/60 and introduced the archonship of Euboulos between
his and that of Phanostratos. A subsequent readjustment(Hesperia7, 1938, p. 135) carried further the
supposition that the group was not necessarily immediately consecutive and set the four between 258/7
and 254/3, with Pheidostratos in the last-named year and Kleomachos intervening in 256/5 between
Antimachos and Phanostratos. But the group's fragmentationwas taken to extreme limits by Dinsmoor's
Archon
1939 revision(Athenian
List,pp. 21-22, 150-151, 156-158), in which he spread Kallisthenes'military
activity through twenty-one years, from Philostratosin 254/3 to Phanostratosin 234/3, with Pheidostratos
tentativelyin 238/7.
In reaching his conclusion, Dinsmoor had knowledge of 219 in advance of its publication, and his
which set him in the
interpretationof the demotic of the yptaliaoret( in line 3 of that text as B)]a[aLeutC,
Antiochis
with
the
K.
Pritchett
and
accorded
W.
Meritt, in their editioprinceps
secretarycycle.
phyle
(XII),
'
in
read
as
the
and
Phanostratos
and Pheidostratos
demotic
(see 219),
consequence interchanged
E[pXtetG
in Dinsmoor's arrangement, retaining the same dates 238/7 and 234/3 (Chronology,
pp. xxii-xxiii). 234/3
became thereafterthe generally accepted date for Pheidostratos,adopted by Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer,
ellnisticheI, pp. 56-58, no. 26; and Dinsmoor,
storiche
Calendars,
Moretti, Iscrizione
p. 83; Pouilloux, Forteresse;
Hesperia23, 1954, p. 315; and repeated by Meritt, Athenianrear,p. 234.
The identification by E. Vanderpool of a hitherto unknown archon Aristion, whom on epigraphical
and historical grounds he found it advisable to assign to 238/7 (SEG XXIV, 156, XXV, 205), displaced
Phanostratos from that accepted position. Vanderpool tentatively set him and Pheidostratos in the
successive years 234/3 and 233/2, and advised that the epsilon of the controlling demotic 'E[pXLe6;
was not to be seen on the stone, thus freeing Pheidostratosfrom the assumed requirementsof the secretary
cycle. Meritt's reassignmentofPhilinos to 254/3 as the result of the discovery of AgoraXV, 89 (see p. 284
above)also dispossessedPhilostratos,who had been the earliestin accepted date of the group of four. Meritt
reexaminedthe whole question in the light of these two pieces of newly acquiredevidence (Hesperia
38, 1969,
and
restored
Kallisthenes'
career
as
a
commander
to
the
economical
pp. 434-435)
military
compactness of
four consecutive years in the reign of Demetrios II from 234/3 to 231/0 (Philostratosto Pheidostratos).
But there is uncertainty also about the year ofJason, Pheidostratos'putative successor,who may intervene
between Phanostratosand Pheidostratosratherthan succeed the latter,and alternativedates had therefore
to be given for Pheidostratos'archonship. Cf. Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 177.
Meritt's conclusions formed the starting-point for a furtheeranalysis of the problem by C. Habicht
(Untersuchungen,
pp. 128-133), under the title 'Antimachos und seine Gruppe",justly so described, for it is
the evidence regardingAntimachos that conditions the rest. This led him to the belief that the four-archon
group should be set in the latterhalf of the 250's, revertingthus to the period favoredin earlieranalyses. But
none of the elements of this evidence, whether taken separatelyor together,can be regarded as conclusive.
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Meritt, who continued to accept the validity of the secretarycycle for the period advocated by Habicht as
well as for the period after the archonship of Lysias (239/8), and thus to accept the significance of the
of Antimachos' year was Pandionis (V), reiterated his preferred
detail that the phyle of the YpalyaTrre6<
dating (Hesperia59, 1981, pp. 92-93, 96).
M.J. Osborne, for whom the secretary cycle was inoperative between 261/60 and 229/8 (except by
possible coincidence between 250 and 245), found a place for the group in his reconstructionof the archon
list between Athenodoros and Polyeuktos,allowing three possible variants (ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 237, 241).
From this, Pheidostratos'year emerges as 249/8 or 248/7, the lowest limit envisaged for it by Habicht.
With scholarly opinion so divided, yet equally based on interpretation of the same limited evidence
and resulting in a difference of nearly twenty years between the dates assigned to Pheidostratos'year of
office, the prudent conclusion must be to avoid speculation and await some helpful new discovery. The
date prefacing 219 reflects that impasse.
The obvious restorationsintroduced into 219 on the basis of the sufficientindications of the surviving
text showed that Pheidostratos'year was ordinary, as mentioned earlier, with.festival and prytany dates
in harmony. Cf. Pritchett and Neugebauer, Calendars,p. 83. Pandionis held the last prytany of the year,
of which no other details are known.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE

219. A fragmentof the upperpartof a steleof Pentelicmarble(15796),withthe originalrough-picked
backandpart
of a heavymoldingabovethe inscribedsurfacepreserved,discoveredon April28, 1939, in a modernwall at the
northfoot of the Areopagos.The stoneis worn,andmuchbatteredat the edges.
H. 0.19 m.; W. 0.195 m.; Th. 0.095 m.

LH. 0.005 m.

Ed. W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt,Chronology,
pp. 100-101, with photograph.See also SEGXXXII, 126
of
text
the
ediio
with
additional
references
to
E. Vanderpool,AeXr.23, A', 1968,p. 5 andnote 14,andto
(the
princeps,
with
435
note
for
1969,
Meritt,Hesperia
38,
25,
p.
readingsin line 3). The same text, but with new readingsin
line 3, by M.J. Osborne,ZPE78, 1989,p. 240 withnote 136;cf. SEGXXXIX, 126.
anniinerti (sedantea. 229/8 a.), pryt.XII

NON-ETOIX. ca. 30-33

nT')
['Exl] ^eSoarpi6ou[&p]X9[vTo,

II]

[av,]tovtbog b8Oe[x6T])n;[(TpuoaveLcOt
f,]
[.. .]ox&pr KTtlo.l[.34. ] [..C-.6.. YrpCLt]
5

[&Teu]ev. ExLpoop[0iT]vo5 ZJ4t)iTnt tAer'*EX]
[&8aoc,ExTntxal] etxo[a]Trdt [rfS 7uxcTavecat].

[ixxXro)] xu[p]a. [----------

]

[-

1

------

The writingis plain and regular,with no peculiarities,and offersno help in the generalproblemof the date
to which the decreeis to be assigned. The chief interestand difficultyof the text concentratein the patronymic
anddemoticof the ypatliaTe6 in line 3. The demoticis of consequenceif, asMerittbelieved,the secretarycyclehad
been revivedin the archonshipof Lysias,whichhe datedin 239/8; the demoticshouldthereforereferto Akamantis

(VII) or Oineis (VIII) in order to uphold his proposed dates for Pheidostratos of 231/30 or 230/29. But nothing
of it can effectively be read, and no conclusion may be drawn beyond the observation that it was evidently short
(no more than five letters, on the reading of Osborne, ZPE 78, 1989, p. 240). In that case 'Orfev would suit the
second of Meritt'ssuggestedyears. On the earlierdating for Pheidostratosdescribed above, evidence for the secretary
cycle is irrelevant and the reading is of no consequence beyond the satisfactionof scholarly precision. Analysis has
developed as follows: E. Schweigert reported epsilon or sigma as the fifth letter after iota, and the editioprinceps
"inclined to the belief that a vertical strokeof pi occurs in the patronymic." Hence the KTrln7[Tou] 'E[pXte6Cof the
first publication and the implied rejection of KcTo[ovoB B7]o[aLe6s of W. B. Dinsmoor, who had prepublication
knowledge of the fragment (AthnianArchonList, p. 157). Vanderpool noted that no cross-strokefor the supposed
pi was visible, and he did not believe in the existence of the epsilon, judgments accepted by Meritt (Hespeia 38,
1969, p. 435). Osborne described the results of his close examination of the stone as showing a likely kappa where
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previously the pi had been discerned, with OY in the fourth and fifth spaces thereafter,hence KxT)atx[pdt]ou[.....
xrX.]. Perceptions may vary in so difficult a context. The upright of the pi or kappa is assured, as is an angled
stroke in the fifth space thereafter: Kxr7oax[Xcou]i
followed by a short demotic may be possible.
Lines 4-5. For Skirophorion26 (as here restored)as a meeting day of the assembly seeJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand
CivilCalendar,pp. 176-177. While conjectured in this and one other text, there is no clear independent evidence
about it. Line 6. &xxXr)aUt
xupta. See 101, commentary on lines 7-8.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
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220 (P1. 22). A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5791), with the right side and original rough-picked
back preserved, discovered on April 25, 1939, among marbles from the area south of the Eleusinion.
H. 0.31 m.; W. 0.27 m.; Th. 0.14 m.
LH. 0.005 m.

Ed. W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia15, 1946, pp. 149-150, no. 9, with photograph. Lines 3-4 quoted in AgoraIII,
p. 82, no. 227, among the testimonia for the Eleusinion.
a. 245-229 a.(?)

NON-ETOIX. ca. 36

[
[
6
[yp&at 8t r668e t+tcpatia
t]bvy [Ypara ta

*

]

&va]
vxvxa]

icr ax]v
[X&Ipuravclav &v
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'EXcuavoat
St thjv&va[ypaccpfv]
[t&L
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&n1
r y]
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SoX0a[c
[rqT aTXT) tjiepk7aat]

5

[ev6tevov &v&Xciax].
vacat0.10 m.
[f pou0Xi5]
h)pouXf
6 Br1,Jo<
[6 G8f)o<]
vacat

1 pouX1
6 bjo?.

The lettering of this inscription displays in an extreme form that affection for the "squaringoff' of loops and of
circularletters that was a feature of the style of the "Cutterof Agora I 3238 and I 4169", whom S. V Tracy identified
as active during the forty years from 286/5 to 245/4: see Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 304-311 and the commentary on
172. But this text is of inferior quality (Pritchettdescribed it as "degenerate"),as if undertaken by a less competent
imitator or member of the workshop.
That the decree is to be dated earlier than 229 and later than 261 is made clear by the reference to the Single
Officer of Administrationas responsiblefor payment for the stele: cf. 174 and A. S. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 74-81,
ZPE 72, 1988, pp. 133-134, ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 277-278. That it is not inscribed stoichedon may suggest that it
should be dated later rather than earlier in that general period; but the conclusion is not obligatory (cf., e.g., 195
and 197).
Lines 6-7. Three persons (at least) were apparently honored, but their names were not shown in the citations.
For the phenomenon, which is unusual, Pritchett compared IG II2, 312, 314, and 573, to which may be added 1155
and perhaps 907, 1002, and 1233. The location decreed for the stele implies that they had a particular connection
with the cult of the Eleusinian deities; cf. 239.

FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF AN HONORARY DECREE
221. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 1048), broken on all sides, discovered on July 5, 1933, in
a stratum of black earth above the Classical level in front of the central part of the Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios (I 6).
H. 0.092 m.; W. 0.059 m.; Th. 0.025 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
DxotX.Hor. 0.011 m.; Vert. 0.013 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia16, 1947, p. 159, no. 54, with photograph pl. XXVIII. Indexed in AgoraIII,
but not cited in the context indicated.
244-245,
pp.
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[k68e tb Jdvppwal(Ta
[bv ypVVlcXztba[rbv xd& iputavelav Iv ati]
orfoat n]apc&b [MnrTp<tov'
e,; 8~tThv avaypa]
[Xet ,tveti xottal
t
xtl
r
tr6v
tret
tb
[cphv iEpEaaL
]]ox[ac
yev6tievov iv&XviataC.
vw]
vacat
The writing is nondescript and generally indicative of a date in the third quarter of the 3rd century. The sole
idiosyncrasy occurs in the inscribing of tau, in which the horizontal stroke rises from left to right, and the upright
stroke is off-center to the right. The restorationsconform to standard phraseology: line divisions are arbitrary,as
there are no means of assessing the situation of the fragment in relation to the total width of the stele.
Meritt's publication dated the text "ca. 240" but did not discuss that date's comparative precision. If, as is
consonant with the stoichedon order, the Single Officer of Administrationis correctly restored in line 4, the decree
will antedate 229 and postdate 261 B.C. Cf. 220 and references there.
Line 1. The stephanos is of olive: its recipient may well have been an Athenian official, if the restorationin line 3
t r Mrijtpov. The restoration was suggested
is acceptable. See A. S. Henry, Honows,pp. 38-40. Line 3.rtop&
by the space made availableby the stoichedon pattern and by the place of discovery.But as a location for the erection
of stelai it is rarely attested;cf. AgoraIII, p. 151.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

222 (P1.22). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5090), with the right side and original rough-picked back
preserved, discovered on December 15, 1937, in a wall of a modern house south of the Market Square (N 19). The
inscribed surface is worn away before extending to the right edge.
H. 0.182 m.; W. 0.161 m.; Th. 0.09 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. A. G. Woodhead, StudiesPresented
toSterling
Dow onHis Eightieth
Birthday,1984, pp. 315-318, with photograph
also
See
SEG
22.
91.
Brief
reference
XXXI,
pl.
prepublication
by S. Dow, Hsperia 32, 1963, p. 337, in a study
of lists of proedroi by name in the prescriptsof Athenian decrees.
a. 229/8-225/4

a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 33
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-----------]
This inscriptionprovides an excellent specimen of the style of the "CutterofG II2 1706", so designated by S. V.
47, 1978, pp. 247-255, Attc Letter-Cutters,
Tracy (Hesperia
pp. 44-54, with photograph of part of the name piece, fig. 2;
the present text is listed on p. 48). Tracy regardsthis man's career as spanning the last thirtyyears of the 3rd century,
identifying more than eighty inscriptions as from his hand. His work is "plain and rather sloppy" and gives the
impression of haste in execution. Eight other public decrees in this present collection have been assigned to him:
224, 225, and 227-232; see also 255J. The style is distinctive and was first recognized by A. Wilhelm in seven
differenttexts, a number expanded to over thirtyby Dow (AJA40, 1936, pp. 58-60; cf. HSCP 48, 1937, pp. 105-106),
who referred to it as "the disjointed style", with a studied carelessnessamounting almost to mannerism. All known
texts in it are nonstoichedon.
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Dow observed and Tracy confirmed that the style does not antedate 229/8 in dated examples, nor does it outlast
the end of the century. 229/8 must therefore be regarded as a terminus
postquemfor the present text. The number of
proedroi as listed (eleven, omitting a representativeof the phyle in prytany) shows that the decree belongs to the
period of twelve phylai, i.e., before the establishmentof the phyle Ptolemais in 224/3. This sets 225/4 as the terminus

and confinesthe dateof the enactmentto a spanof fiveyears.
antequem
Dow also studied(Hesperia
32, 1963, pp. 335-365) the decreesin whichall the proedroiwere listedby name.
The presenttext, togetherwith IG II2, 852, constitutedthe last in date. These same two also sharethe virtueof
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being set out in the "perfect design", discussed in the context of 204, and quite evidently, despite its calligraphic
shortcomings, the present text has been carefullyplanned.
The proedroi are listed in the "official order" of the phylai. By deduction it may be asserted that Oineis or
Kekropis was the phyle in prytany at the time, since the chairman was of Akamantis (VII), and one name only
occupies the space between the proedroi of the demes Sounion (Leontis VI) and Thymaitadai (Hippothontis X).

None of the proedroilistedcan be furtheridentified.
Line3. The assemblytookplacein the Peiraieus,andthisappearsto be theearliestinstanceof itsbeingconvened
in thatlocation.Suchan assemblywas an impossibility
untilthe withdrawalof the Macedoniangarrisonin 230/29
and the recoveryby the Atheniansof the fullcontrolof theirport.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF THEOPHILOS, 227/6 B.C.

The first part of the fragment of the inscribed list of archons, IG II2, 1706, on which see the fundamental

study of S. Dow, Hesperia2, 1933, pp. 418-446, provides a consecutive series of eponymous archons
[Heliodoros]-Leochares-Theophilos-Ergochares-Niketes-Antiphilos, who can thereforeonly be assigned
or reassigned as a group to a six-year period in the archon list. The ypatjlcraxreof the first four are
known and follow the official order of phylai from Kekropis (IX) to Antiochis (XII). The six years were
identified byJ. Kirchner (IGII2, iv, 1, pp. 14-15), following W. S. Ferguson, as 229/8 to 224/3, with
Theophilos therefore in 227/6. This arrangementwas generally accepted and still stands; but it did not
pass completely unquestioned. W. B. Dinsmoor (Archons
ofAthens,pp. 191-203) reexamined the evidence,
especially in relation to the date of the creation of the phyle Ptolemais, which came into being during
the period covered by the fragment of the archon list, and he concluded that the succession of the six
archonsran from 232/1 to 227/6, with Theophilos in 230/29. By 1939, however,he had thought better of
his unorthodoxy (Athenian
ArchonList,pp. 159-161).
The year 227/6, then, remaining unchallenged as the date agreed for Theophilos' year of office since
that time, is shown as such in the following tables of archons: W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxiii; Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 315; Meritt,AthenianSear,p. 234 and Historia26, 1977, p. 177. See
also Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 83. That the ypato{aJxet5of this group conform to the
official order of the phylai in their sequence demonstrates that the secretary cycle had been effectively
resumed by 229/8. The ypataiczekC of Theophilos' year was Philippos, son ofKephisodoros, of Aphidna
(AiantisXI); see IG II2, 837.
IG II2, 837 also showed that the year was ordinary in the festival calendar, and a revision of its text
(Meritt, Athnian lear, p. 143; SEG XXI, 399) eliminated a discrepancy of two days between the festival
and prytanydates which had been the consequence of the IG text. Cf. Pritchettand Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 83. The year began with full Hekatombaion. 223 adds nothing to the calendric data for the year.
It was the sixteenth year of the (eleventh)Metonic cycle. Had the Athenian festival year still
kept some
accord with Meton's system the year would have been intercalaryat Athens, but it seems that there was now
no correspondence between them save by coincidence. From IG II2, 837 it also appears that the third
prytany was held by Kekropis;nothing furtheris known of the prytanyyear.
DECREEOF A THIASOSIN HONOR OF GNATHIS(?)AND HIS SONS(?)

223. The upperleft cornerof a flat-toppedsteleof Hymettianmarble( 5887),with the rough-pickedtop, original
back,andleftsidepreservedbutwiththecrowningmoldingroughlychiseledaway,discoveredon November8, 1939,
outsidethe area of the MarketSquarenear the Churchof St. Demetrioson the saddlebetweenthe hills of the
Pnyx and Philopappos. The inscribed surface is battered and worn, especially in its lower section.
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H. 0.37 m.; W. 0.155 m.; Th. 0.08 m.

LH. ca.0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 227-228, no. 26, with photograph pl. 41. See also SEG XXI, 532.

tantunnonETOIX.ca.32

a. 227/6 a.
&iyopat xuppta v]
['E]7tl EeopRou &p[XovTo<.
[N]ux6iaxo? NExco[vo?..?:?.. etiev' 8?86]
9raat xotVC,t[ri,v o0taoo,v,.Vte,et, rv(?)]
eaO
[a]9OL; itaTceTXe[xev T&LxoLvOia)rLb;
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5

lie]

XjpeLa Ta[pexv xal olt ca%eaoroO(?)]
[y]&Xal
[e]Ovouq*aav tc[l xovlt xarx&r 8uvaT6v],

xal ypaaotre[kS a xc6bxaoratcroets&Bxat]

10

[c] &FTSyaylVtf[v Xct:ToupylaovTcSot8ob]
V
se xcal aov xpea jv]
[7tX]etov&xLq,
6[Utol;
&Sv
xal &XXotLo]
it[vTov
6ST;
[(p]p6vrtaev

d av T6 au(i$ppov],
[r7e]oivT-r auvep[yat etl
L&
ToT
T[a
[xal]ia
vio9e1q
-..-------1

15

_

[.. ca.9 ...]e[---------_--------------[.3-. ][
a:
[T]W[. . 8...]ov,[- - --_.
[..]L xa [.c..5. .]UT[- ---------

[.c'.. ..]x[.ca 4.].[ --20

[.CA.4r]oZi&[X]Xot[S
[ca.5.]aL etou[v ------------------[a..5..] aCTlatS[

[.ca.4][..]o

----

--]
--

V [----------------

[-----------------------------1

The writing is competent but undistinguished. S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 31, 254) saw it as "rather

ordinary"and was unableto assignit to an identifiedcraftsman,althoughthe stylehas in his view some general
affinitywith thatof the "Cutterof IG II2 788",for whomsee 204. The earlylinespreservereasonablestoichedon

order, but this is less accurately followed after line 10, and in line 5 EXP occupies the space of two letters. Omega
is wide, with horizontal strokesset relativelyhigh. Mu and sigma have in some instances parallel external strokes,and
there is one example Oine 5) of pi with both upright strokes equal in length, the earliest among the Agora public

decrees.Xi lacksits verticalstroke.

The brevity of the prescript and the text of line 3 combine to indicate that the decree emanates not from the

Athenianbody politicbut froman associationof somekind. Merittrestoredit as the enactmentof a thiasos,and
his restorationsare followedin lines 1-12 of the abovetext, basedin line 1 upon IGII2, 1283, and in line 3 upon
IGII2, 1298. Forline 8 cf. IG II2, 1304, lines 4 and 14. The presenceof the pluralverb in line 6 suggestedthat
othersbesides---this himselfwere involvedin the honors. Readingsof the lowerpart of the stone have been
of thatsectionof the text.
improvedwithoutaddingto the intelligibility
Line 2. The proposer cannot be furtheridentified. Lines 3-4. Kpa]OL9
is also possible. Cf. SEGX, 424, stele III,
line 7 (not now to be considered part of SEGX, 424; see SEGXXI, 131). Line 6. For eOvou<as nominative plural see
Meisterhans-Schwyzer3,p. 149, ?6, with note 1287.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF ERGOCHARES, 226/5 B.C.
The fragment of the archon list mentioned at an earlierstage, IG II2, 1706, shows the year of Ergocharesas
the immediate successorof that of Theophilos; for the details of the dates of the connected series ofarchons
of which they form part, and referencesto expositions of them, see p. 319 above.
If the archon year requireslittle comment, the same cannot be said of the Athenian calendar during
Ergochares' term of office. In 224, Metageitnion 29 = pryt. III, 27, an indication that a second
Hekatombaion had been intercalated. AgoraXV, 121 as originally restored shows Anthesterion 8 =
pryt. VIII, 22, and IG II2, 838 (SEGXXXII, 120)providesthe interestingcorrespondenceMetageitnion 22
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intercalated the second time (Metag. 223) = pryt. III, 20: cf. W. K. Pritchett, AncientAthenianCalendarson

Stone,p. 341. The last-mentioned decree was presumablypassed on the 84th day of the month, after two
prytanies each of 32 days, as regularly in an intercalary year. Metageitnion 223 was thus actually the
24th day of the month and must as it seems have followed two Hekatombaions each of 30 days, unless

some additional adjustmentto the calendar at an earlier stage be envisaged (see below). For Metageitnion
also was a full month, the date of IG II2, 838, tv&rx)lE'eTx&bax, being possible only in a month of
30 days (cf. 218, commentary on line 4). Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
pp. 73-74, assumed
the three consecutive full months (the third of them with the two extra days added to give a month of
32 days), followed by four months of 29 days each and one of 30, to give the correct equation (246th

day) for AgoraXV, 121.
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This extreme irregularity in the festival calendar was irreconcilable with the principle advocated by
B. D. Meritt (Athenianrear, pp. 33-36) that full and hollow months alternated with as much regularity
as possible. Meritt therefore (op. cit., pp. 152-154) preferred to postulate that Hekatombaion I was full

and Hekatombaion II hollow, with three days added to full Metageitnion, one of them before the 22nd
and the other two, attested in IG II2, 838, as 222 and 223. The calendar in Ergochares' year was thus
irregularon any interpretation,and if the regular alternation of months was followed after Metageitnion,
a discrepancy of two days between the festival and the prytany calendars still existed at the time of the
passage of AgoraXV, 121. This is not eliminated even by the alternative restoration of the date in that
text (Pyanopsion 8 = pryt. IV, 32 = 128th day; cf. Pritchett, AJP 63, 1942, p. 422 = TheFiveAttic Tribes
afterKlisthenes,1943, p. 22, note 34), unless only one of the intercalateddays had by then been compensated
for. That such compensation was made progressivelyin the months following Metageitnion is intrinsically
more likely than that it was delayed to the later part of the year. It was not made as early as Meritt at
one time thought possible; his suggestion for AgoraXV, 121, of Boedromion 8 = pryt. IV, 2 = 98th day
(op.cit.,p. 154; cf. SEGXXI, 400, note) cannot be maintained and is not repeated in AgoraXV.
Hippothontis held the thirdprytany,Aiantisthe fourthor eighth. No other details of separateprytanies

are known.

PRYTANIS OF KARYSTOS, THE PHILOSOPHER, HONORED

224 (PI.23). A pedimentalsteleof Pentelicmarble(I 918),completesaveforthe akroteria,the rakingcorniceon the
right,andthe rightendof the horizontalcorniceof thepediment,discoveredonJune3, 1933,in thefloorof a Roman
houseof the lst-2nd centuryA.D. overthe CivicOffices(I 12).The leftsidehasbeenreworked.Belowthepediment,
the transitionto the face of the inscribedsurfaceis effectedby an ovolo moldingwith cavettocrownresembling
thatof 216.
H. 1.135m.; W.0.39 m. (atbaseof pediment),0.357 m. (atline 1),0.382 m. (atline 50);Th. 0.125 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (lines 51-53, 0.008 m.).

Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
4, 1935, pp. 525-561, no. 39, with photograph. See also SEGXXV, 106, with
referencesto L. Robert,BCH 59, 1935, pp. 436-437 (on line 21); P. Roussel,BCH 59, 1935, pp. 520-521 (on
lines 12-13 and 23-24); L. Moretti,Iscriionistoriche
ellenistiche
I, pp. 60-63, no. 28 (fulltext, Italiantranslation,
and commentary).The text is also reproducedin IG XII, Supplement,pp. 200-201, no. 2. On the historical
circumstances
and the erasuresin line 16 and 19 see S. Dow and C. E Edson,HSCP48, 1937,pp. 168-172.
a. 226/5 a.,pryt.III
NON-ETOIX.ca.36
o
e
I.
'Etx 'Epyoxipou &PxovTrontxlT'f; 'Ixxo0ov

jtZoRXoq
T?oTpTq
A<p(
p)Xtq tpuxaveLOt;
5

Xou 'AXocxfjxOev&ypaxi ore'uev'
MexayertLvt
e O
()vo 8eutrpat
et'eEtxdSat,
ept86eLt xal et
V
L 0e
T)C; XpUTavea c;'
TV
xoore
)X-)aa
i.
Txov
Mt
XpoM8p?>v
Tpv'
iXeqtjLtev ETovu8acS

xal aouptd6epot' vacat
pV)voc;'Acp)SvatLoq
xxt tr(L)L
18o0ev -'eLpouXe-L
8bvw
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35

eo6xpirco 'AXxtiAXouMupptvo6ioS etierv I
rnetL IIp6ravt? eOvoug&v -TctbOLt xal ToX
X&xt; rtjv&i68eLtv aoroO xal ip6repov neto
v7)Ev({))v &Eonpy)vaJAvovTOv 0arpaxtryiv, tOcapa
; 6x6bToOBSou xal Bobt;Faurbv &.pogp[a]
XX)elOC
aEor,c etS T3v xow/vv Xpetav TS?n6XeeO? x[ce]
ca. 22
oOre M6
8? v)ae v [..........?...
........]
o9t?va
vov oOre xLv8uvov 7oXoytoLY&6JievoS

o8eita(s c9ppovtl
T'cViaooV6wVoTEe ba7ia&vT)
aoc, xacl apayev6,evog [...ca ...] xa[ly]8aXXe
v Xp12a,uEov
X90el fnitp T&VxoLVetL
VE?r[&]Cap(p))
EalaES
&S v 6tFp l8la(q 7iaTp)l8o[s -ChvTiaoav <niou]
r ft bijt
gep[l]ToO
8h)v t(o)t(O)J6Elvo&ilxyyeXxev T(
Tov iv oOOevl xcatpolt poOuJtax ootOv Iv[X]eXoL
n(6k 7)ot'o68t Trv xaorp6vTGcv elq T^v Tou 8%iou
.
xpelav apaoXeltcov, Sotgl&voNv 6 5sjAo t qav
t rCv &xTevxog
rl xaLpto&t
leLvT)Fvot cpatvnXra(
-Ta Xpe(a c;aT-crTLapea)(X7lvcev, w &Ya(xOT-c
itpo
XeL8e86XO9a TT)L
pouXfL TCo XoaX6vtraC
itLoOiaav
xxXY)alav
et;
T)V
XpncataC
M8pouS;
aaLt teptl-o-ov,
yv(.LTv 85t ,uvpu&XXeaact -T
87Vov 6STL8oxLrt-T}Lpou)XTLw
pouXT)<el Tbv
ai7ttvaaO IIp6navtv 'Aoaruwe8ou Kap6aotov
xal aopeYav6ioaatacrbv xpuoa oLaTepi&v xcrXi'
x6v v6oov eOvo[ao Evexa xacl yiXo'ct[lta fv e

et ptl v povU),vxa
8bV ov
xL 6v
xOvbCaXekX
r6v 'AOBval(v,xal &ivetrxv t6v arocpacvov
'to
V
&
CaTEtT-pacYCt8t[C] TCt
Tov ALovuakov TcV
xa(LVt)

xal IIcava0cTva0CvTi't yuVuVtxLc
&yK)VL

xaclT-) &vayoW
Tc; 8t oaoSeatxoOaoe(p&vou
40

45

50

peuaCeCSi7cleXr)9OvaOL
atparxtyoU)Cxalt
TroC[4]]
T)V
T6v
Tatlav
atpaxELo6x6vL
eLvaE
abtCOT
86
[t]
v
'to
8LtaTrpouv-ct
OCtpeave6p6aOcat itap&
84/ou xOal&XXo&ya6Ov 6tou &vIoxTfi &Lo0 e?vat'
it 8etvov et; T6 xTpuTa
xacXaat 86 aOx6Cvxa xl
velov et crOpLo vacyp64at 8 'r68e Tb6
t pLtoa
(xa T6v ypatj-craxa c6v xa-ca
&Tpu-averav iv aro
Xti XLOtlvy)
xOaEl
ajTOaat v &yopar? T6 b &4vXcW
tpa -r6 yev6tAevov etS 'Tcv &vOeaotv xal -chv &vva
- - - ?
Tb6v a- -il
ypacpYV'T)< aOTX7
epitpaacl
av -cv

CtpaTcro-Cxov.

vacat

(in corona)

'H PouvX,
6 8fvio?
IIpUctaLv.

The text is thatof SEGXXV, 106,with someadditionalbutminoradjustmentsin the underdottingof certain
lettersand in the readingsof lines 21 and 48. Lines 12-13. Lapis zeoli.tvovv, as also Merittin editione
prindcpe,
Roussel.
Line
16.
The
rasura
in
line
was
the
result
of
the
damnatio
memoriae
of
(as
zeo)tJi6v(n)v
19)
presumably
201/200, on which see 187. Meritt suggested[ipbs -TbvpaaLXia'Av-tyovov]as the erased referenceto the
MacedoniankingAntigonosIII Doson. Line 19. [r-ctpaoiaet]or ['Av'ty6vct]Meritt.The formerseemspreferable.

Line 20. LapisIIAPH. Line 21. LapisIAIAIAOE (not IAIArAOE as in the editioprinceps).6xip t18ay8og Meritt;
6tiFptSta(s) t[a]-c[p]8oqRobert. The last part of the line was written in rasura.Meritt observed, "The form tSlayb8o
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is corrupt; a pi once stood where the second delta is now cut, and a tau once stood where the sigma is now cut." It
ought furtherto be remarked,but has not hitherto been noticed, that sigma once stood where the third iota is now cut
(it is the top stroke of this letter which has created the false impression of gamma), that alpha underlies omicron,
and that beyond the tau with sigma superimposed rho, iota, delta, and omicron may still be discerned beneath
Tv, with the rho and iota apparently converted into tau and rho, before the rasurabecomes more thoroughgoing.
The mason has therefore originally written tnaC narpLsoat least, before he set about a partial and then a more
radical correction of it. Since this is the phrase which it is now believed he should have written, and to which the
accepted text has been amended, it is difficultto guess what confusion of mind prompted the mason's "corrections"at
this point. Line 22. LapisIIOITMENOE. Lines 23-24. LapisEN[.]EAOIjIIOTOT. Iv[8]j)XoyI| To'oWU Meritt;
iv[X]etXortI(t; t)or'owb Roussel, assuming haplography on the part of the already errant mason. Line 41. The
otiose iota was erased but remains visible on the stone. Line 48. i&vse[4a][v]Meritt; the whole word is however
discernible. Line 49. The last part of the line was erased, but the correct text was set on the next line rather than
rewritten in the rasura.
The writing and general "construction"of the inscriptionare of a quality as reasonable as this period has to offer
in the inscribingof long texts, but it must be admitted that between lines 20 and 24, and in line 49, the mason'sfacility,
such as it was, for whatever cause temporarilydeserted him. The mason in question has been shown by S. V. Tracy to
have been the "Cutter of IG II2 1706" (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 44-54), for whose characteristicsand prolific output
see 222. The judgment there cited, that his work gives "the overall impression of haste," is well exemplified by
this text and not least by the citation at the end (lines 51-53), which Tracy illustrates(op.cit.,pl. 5). The mason has left
a vacant space at the end of line 8 in order to achieve the "perfect design" (see 204 and A. S. Henry, Prescrits,
p. 69), at the end of line 31 perhaps to emphasize the operative verb and the honorand's name as a unit in the
line following, and at the end of line 39 for no clearly identifiablereason.
The benefactor honored in this decree, Prytanis, the philosopher of the Peripatetic School (which was proMacedonian in sentiment), is known from the literary sources as commissioned by Antigonos Doson to frame a
new constitution for Megalopolis in Arkadia(Polybios5.93.8) and as the teacher of Euphorion (Athenaios 1.477e).
He was evidently well suited to be an intermediary between Athens and Doson. See K. Ziegler, RE XXIII A,
1957, col. 1158, s.v.Prytanis (5);Dow and Edson, HSCP 48, 1937, pp. 168-172; Dow, HSCP 48, 1937, pp. 124-126;
e la storiaelenistica,1955, pp. 23-25; R. Kassel, ZPE 60, 1985, pp. 23-24. On the political situation
P Treves, Euforione
which made the cultivation of good relations with Doson part of current Athenian policy, cf. F. W. Walbank,Aratos
ofSicyon,1933, pp. 89-93;J. V A. Fine, AJP 61, 1940, pp. 130-150; C. Habicht, Studien,pp. 93-105 (esp.pp. 102-103);
Walbank, CAH VII, 2nd ed., i, 1984, pp. 454-455; see also t. Will, Histoirepolitiquedu mondehellnistiqueI, 1966,
pp. 332-351 (on Prytanis,p. 334).
Lines 3-4. Zoilos, son of Diphilos, of Alopeke, the ypa(iaxTe6<q of Ergochares' year (PA6236), was probably
the grandson of the Zoilos with the same patronymic and demotic whose gravestone (IG II2, 5557) is dated at the
end of the 4th century. Lines 4-5. The penultimate day of Metageitnion is well attested as a day on which the
assembly might meet. SeeJ. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendar,
p. 45, who quotes lines 1-6 of this text.
Lines 6-7. 'ExxXr}oaa &vtit 0e&xpot. See 167, commentary on lines 6-7. Line 7. The decree was
probouleumatic; see P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 254. Lines 7-8. Spoudias, son of Memnon, of Aphidna was
probably a descendant of the Spoudias of Aphidna whose statue stood beside that of his wife Kleokrateia of Teithra
on the base SEG XVII, 83. On this family see Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 203 and 213, col. II, line 37 with
commentary,where the name Spoudias is also in the deme Teithra.
Line 10. Thoukritos, son of Alkimachos, of Myrrhinous (PA7261). The honors paid to him by reason of his
earlier military career as hipparch and general (IGII2, 2856, on which seeJ. Pouilloux, Forteresse,
pp. 126-127,
no. 12; 1279, on which see SEG XXII, 125; 1286, on which see Pouilloux, op. cit., pp. 124-126, no. 11; and on
all these see further SEGXXXV, 105, with earlier references)have played a part in the dating problems surrounding
the archonships of the middle of the 3rd century. See above on the archonship of Philinos (p. 284), and cf. also
Moretti, IscrizionistoricheelenisticheI, p. 62 and SEG XXIX, 289. For further prosopographical references seeJ. S.
Traill, Hesperia38, 1969, p. 431, note on line 88 of the prytany text later appearing as AgoraXV, 130, which shows
Thoukritos as a councillor towards what must have been the close of long and active public service. Line 12. tiv
&T68etwvzarxou.See Roussel, loc.cit.
Lines 20-21. Verx&appr})aqO.Robert compared the decree of Kallatis SGDI 3089 (SEGXXIV, 1024), lines 34. Line 21. Ontp tiaO, a:txp?lo. See also Robert, AnatolianStudiesPresented
to Willim HepburnBuckler,1939, p. 236
(= OperaminoraseectaI, 1969, p. 620), note 4.
Line 25. 6ixtc &vo6v. Forthe "hortatoryintention"see 86, commentary on lines 21-24, and for the
phraseology
cf. 173, commentary on line 2. Lines 27-28. &ya0el 6Xet. Cf. 72, commentary on lines 7-8.
Lines 33-34. On the golden stephanos xar&axv v6dov see 112, commentary on lines 5-7 and 141,
commentary
on lines 8-9. Lines 34-36. Prytanis is honored for his continuing eOvotaand (piXoxrtla,two of the most
regularly
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praised virtues in decrees of this kind: cf. Henry, Honours,p. 43, where this passage is cited. Lines 36-38. The
announcement of the stephanos was to be made at the City Dionysia and the Panathenaia, the latter not the great
Panathenaia, which had taken place in the previous year. The Ptolemaia, which became the additional occasion
of announcements of this kind, had not yet been instituted. For the provisions regarding announcement, and its
formulation, see Henry, Honours,pp. 28-36 (esp. p. 33, where this passage is cited). The formula here contains
the more commonly used verb &vetelivbut is otherwise comparablewith that of 208, lines 26-29. Lines 39-41. The
generals were understandablyresponsiblefor the proclamationin the case of a foreigner;cf. IG II2, 693. But contrast
208, lines 29-31 with commentary. The involvement here of the Military Treasurer reflects his new position as
disbursingofficer (see below), in replacement of the Single Officer who was functioning at the time of the enactment
of 208. On the responsibilityfor the making and proclamation of stephanoi see further Henry, Honours,pp. 34-36.
Lines 41-43. For the phraseology cf. 214, lines 19-20, IG II2, 856 (M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 205-206,
D 97), lines 8-11, 862 (SEGXXIV, 132, XXXIII, 124), lines 8-9, 908 (SEG XXIX, 118), lines 15-17. Lines 4445. The formula of invitation to hospitality in the Prytaneion, well known from the earliest decrees of the 5thcentury democracy onwards, was examined by W. A. McDonald, AJA 59, 1955, pp. 151-155. Moretti referred
to M. Burzachechi, RendAccArchNapoli
36, 1961, pp. 103-104; and see also AgoraIII, with a reference to this text.
The study of these invitations was taken further by Osborne (ZPE 41, 1981, pp. 153-170) and by Henry (Honours,
pp. 262-290, following a briefer contributionin Antichthon
15, 1981, pp. 100-110). McDonald noted that the custom
"reached its peak in the early Hellenistic era." It is comparativelylittle met with after the date of this text. IG II2,
1024, at the end of the 2nd century,may be the last example in this form. It was usual to invite foreign honorands &tl
:sviarather than txt 8etivov, but a number of exceptions occur, of which this would seem to be one. It drew
particularattention from Osborne (ZPE,op.cit.,pp. 154-155), with the present text adduced as an excellent example,
where he claimed that itl BiWvov might indeed be used with persons who had acted or were acting on Athens'
behalf in some official capacity, that is, vicean Athenian citizen. Henry (Antichthon
15, 1981, pp. 101-103) agreed
this possibility in the case of Prytanis, although not in other cases brought by Osborne into this category, and for
present purposes this reason for the apparent anomaly may be accepted. In his later treatment of the "confusion
between brixvov and ^vtQa"
(Honours,
pp. 271-275), Henry cited this text (p. 272) in the same sense; but his general
conclusion was that "no hard and fast rule was rigidly applied." Rhodes, ZPE 57, 1984, pp. 193-197 (see also
SEG XXXIV, 268), considered these anomalies as possibly the result of simple error in formulation.
Line 47. iv &yopit. The location is not more exactly defined. Cf. 213, line 24. Lines 48-49. i&vi0eatqis
illogically referred to before dvaypacpy,although the latter process actually came first, as in AgoraXV, 137 (IG II2,
913), lines 10-11 (where, however, 7olU]atvcould be read in place of &v&6e]atvin the nonstoichedon text) and in
SEG XXVI, 96, lines 11-13. Cf. AgoraXV, 163, line 3 and Meritt, Hesperia36, 1967, p. 232. Lines 49-50.
Payment
for the &vaypcacpand &v0eaeotis the responsibilityof the raztlaScg
Tv atpatwrTctxv, the Military Treasurer,who
had at an earlier period been involved in expenditure of this kind: see 194, commentary on line 13 and references
there. After 230/29, while not displacing the now-revivedPluralBoard of Administrationin this duty and sometimes
acting in cooperation with that Board, the Military Treasurer is seen to be the official predominantly concerned,
being on occasion referred to toutsimpl as 6 xat(oa. For a full discussion, including the prytany decrees (which
from this time onwards appear to be a separate issue),see Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 81-90 (the present text cited on
p. 83); and cf. also Osborne, ZPE 11, 1973, p. 159.
Lines 51-53. The engraved stephanos is of the "radiate"type, its leaves stiff, straight, and overlapping, and
it closely resembles that of 192. IG II2,443, which carries the same text as these lines, within a
stephanos of identical
character, was written by the same mason. Cf. Tracy, AtticLetter-Cutters,
with
pp. 52-53,
photograph pl. 6. The
had
no
instructions
to
more
than
a
of
the
text
provide
(lines 45-47). It cannot
ypajCaoreuG;
single copy
present
therefore be assumed that IG II2, 443 is a fragment of a second copy of the decree here recorded.
Prytanis may
have been voted other honors concurrentlywith these or have been separatelyhonored for other services at
roughly
this period. It is instructive for the fallibility of the criterion of letter forms in Greek
Epigraphy that IG II2, 443
was formerly classed among decrees of the 336/5-319/18 period.

AN EMBASSY FROM THE CITY OF EPHESOS HONORED
225. The central section of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 2361), broken above and below but with the original
rough-pickedback and both edges preserved(thaton the left with some damage), discoveredin August 1934 in a Late
Roman context east of the Tholos, over the forkin the Great Drain (1I12). The marble is of a
sugary,crumbly texture,
and the inscribed surface is cracked and discolored. The striations of a toothed chisel are
especially noticeable
diagonally on the lower left and verticallyon the right.
H. 0.65 m.; W. 0.445 m.; Th. 0.10-0.105 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
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Ed. M. Crosby,Hesperia6, 1937, pp. 448-453, no. 3, with photograph. Discussedby L. Robert, Etudespigraphiques
1938, pp. 62-69, no. 10, with quotation of lines 1-23 and particularconsideration of lines 1-11. The
etphilologiques,
same lines reconsidered and a new text presented by B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 251-253, in the light of 238.
See further SEG XXV, 108, with reference also to L. Moretti, Iscriioni storicheelenisticheI, pp. 66-69, no. 30 (text,
Italian translation, and commentary).
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a. 224/3-222/1

5

10

a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 50

[]--S iap' 'Epa(olov 7iapeXO6vTai
&vayope6]
[T]oCs8 fpxo[vTai7tpeopeuTIr
6 EyepWlov
[C]LV, CtCL8av6oyUPV[Lxb &TyV yiV)rat, o-TL 6 %S0Co
ace]
cpavotXpuotL acrepyvoL[x6v 8f)Jov rbv 'AOjva6lovxari&rv v6laov e6ae]
[P]ela, Evvxa Tr) 7icp6rokx [OeoSoxal e6volac Trj EltcT-VPouX?)v]
8ifov T6rv'Ecpealov [to6otoL BET6v %irtovXetpoTovfal]
[x]al TO6v
8 tv 8b pov xbv]
[0]eopo86xbv &i 'AOnvaokov
&itivr[cv &7canovtvaoi
['Ecp]reaovxaElaCepaEv[Xi]aEL
XpuCrLa ecp&voL[xacx&Ov v6oov e6aepel]
cT
TOUC
0eou; xal e6voaS xTrSEt; T[6Vv8!jiov Tbv 'A"0]
[ac]qEvexa
JCpb6
T6v [aoxPyavov]
vaLkovxatl Tv paaLXiaIInoXeiatiov,xat &aveItLV
ALo
ToOcovAov

v
cTEOv

V &aTe xoatvoti xpatyGt8oLs xalt IIaHva0[Ol]

val[o]v xaol 'EXeuvivlov xaclIIrooXhep v rxot yuuvtxol &
dyaotv

15

20

ax roO crey&vou xacl Tr)V vvayopeuaeoaS tyLeX[7)]
[-Tr 8U] ooLaeoS
[Ofvai] Toos aorpaTT)rTyOoxa[l Tr6]vraitvav ta6V orpaTorutxv wvv
[itoiLv]oaait be xcalTOUCqiapayeyov6Tacq
ipap3euT&q tap' 'Eyealov
[xaclaort]pav&aaLexaacrovcaO6Cv
OaOXXou
arep&vo A(L)ov(u)aOtxX}v
v [II&v]acivov Tera8L?LouV
[ALovu]aLxXVouq,v Nixocp&vTacXCapL8JILou,
cTxos xal itI1beitvov etg 6
[xcaX]oaiL8 aO
TpbUTaveov teI a0pLov'
8
T-68e
t6
6
t
6v
[&va]Ypirpac
+jopLoAa
ypacitxTcia T6v xara&tpuvtavet
[av] iv a7TrXeiXtLlvet xcal aoTalr iv daopatOapax6tpr
pobi6v -Tg 'Apriut.
xatl T3v &v&OeaOvrs aor5v
[B]oq -Tf BouXatalg ets bE T?v &vvaypaycpv
XT)
xv Trcaprav
T:vaTxprcpatLOLxvxaol
q eplpaoact
xoiS

oct Tb yev6ouvov &vdikopa.
vacat

i et8t l btotx

vacat

Oecopo6xovxXaLpot6vTtc IIHp[a]SL[ri]X]),
Etpean78).
TLtVLpXou
(in corona)
'H pouXh
25
6 8)i}os
T6v
[rbv 8]Y)J,OV
[' Ecp]alov
['H pouAX]
[6 8fioc]
30

[AtovuatxXfv]

[ALovuouaxXou?]35

['H pouX,)]
[6 biLoq]
[NLxocpovTa-]
[Xcap8#jlou]

['H p]ouX)h
[6] 8iF)oS
n.Iva,OLv[ov]
T[et]aL8)[liou].

The text is that of SEG XXV, 108, which follows that of Meritt with a correction in line 20 and some minor
and unimportantrevisionsof readingsin lines 4-5, 17-19, and 38-39. The inscriptionoffers a furtherexample of the
work of the "Cutterof G II2 1706", ascribedto him by S. V Tracy,and it belongs to the earlierpart of his career. For
the details see Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 44-54 and 222.

The fragmentbeginsafterthe lost preamble,motivation,resolution,and some part of the provisionsof the
decree.On the subjectmattersee below.

Lines 1-7. Crosby's and Robert's texts for these lines, reprinted here for the completeness of the record, are
as follows:
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(Crosby)

]
[..]OTEAEIKO[
6 7avTIY6pe6 Yu.VvwaLtxpX^ac((?)
aTe]
[..]IN iXEt&v 6 YruVva[(tlapXoq
(pavol xpuaot oxep$ivet [.......

5

-......2........

. e6oe]

Evexa Trj
peCaqc
7np6S roC [oeoc xatl e6voEaS Tr-Tel 't^v pou)X,v]
xal T6v 8fiiov rbv 'Eyesaov [WXo6at8{t rbv Bio.ov 6bv'AO9lvalkv]
[9]EopoU6xovi 'AOnvalov&in&vr[wviatvivoaal8i rbv b8-iov Tbv]
['Ecp]eaov xrX.
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(Robert)
[. .]OTEAEIKO[--------

- Tbv &ywvo90&nv
(vel epoxfjpuxa) &vayope]

[6e]Lv, cineS&v6 yuVv[Ix6

&y&<vauvTeXEEO)LI,'tl 6 biO
t

aTre]

r6v v6pov r6v 8fbov c6v 'AOivatlv e6ae]
[xarri&
yavvotXpuaOLacrrxep&vo
'royq [Oeo6Cxat e6voLaqC
Trj etdIT-v PouXhv]
iTp6^b
peLa ESvexatr
5

xcalt v Bfjiov T6v 'Eqea(ov'

:OL 8lto:L XfXa9OaXL
[e8b6XOaLt
FEv]
[o9]epob6xov i{ 'A9O7vaklov
&xTvr[ov- tixatvCaalbEtrbv 8bjiov rbv]

['Epy]eaWlvxxX.

Line 14. xat omitted by Crosby and Robert. Line 15. LapisATONIEIKAHN (retainedby Crosby and restored
in lines 30-31); corr. Robert. Line 20. TTromitted by Crosby,Robert, Meritt.
her
by

Lines 5-6. The decision left by the probouleuma
to the free choice of the assembly is recorded in line 23. It
is thus clear that this was a probouleumatic decree, although not listed as such by P.J. Rhodes in AthenianBouke.
Line 7. On the golden stephanos xarc&6rv v6[ov see 112, commentary on lines 5-7 and 141, commentary on
lines 8-9. Lines 7-9. For the virtues of the citizens of Ephesos here signalized and honored, identical with those of
the Athenians themselves reciprocally recognized by the Ephesians (lines 3-5), see A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 4244. The present pairing is not among the examples there represented. Line 9. BacrXe6 IInroXea'oto. That is,
Ptolemy III Euergetes I (246-221 B.C.), in whose honor the Ptolemaic Games and the phyle Ptolemais had recently
been established. Ephesos had long been a center of Egyptian power in Ionia; for references see RE V, ii, 1905,
col. 2794, s.v. Ephesos (L. Biirchner). At a time when the Athenians had been able to resume friendly relations with
Egypt, the cordial diplomatic contacts between Athens and Ephesos, and the reference to the king in that context,
were particularly apposite. On the rapprochement
with Ptolemy, the institution of the new festival and phyle, and
the historical developments in general, see especially C. Habicht, Studien,pp. 105-117 (on the present decree and
its date, esp. p. 109, note 138). Robert (op.cit., p. 69) justly preferred a date in the late 220's for this text to the
alternative possibility of ca. 200 (cf. Crosby, op.cit., pp. 452-453), and subsequent commentators have concurred.
Moretti (loc.cit.)advocated the years immediatelyfollowing the honors accorded to the Egyptian king, and that dating
(shown above) was adopted also by Habicht.
Lines 9-11. The stephanoi are to be announced at no fewer than four separate festivals. Contrast 224, lines 3638, where the Eleusinia were not included and the decree in any case antedates the institution of the Ptolemaia.
The present example is cited in the "representativelist of variables"in the provisionsfor proclamation (where&svetrel
v is the operative verb) assembled by Henry (Honours,
pp. 32-33; cf. also pp. 28-32). The penteteric Ptolemaia are
here included for the first time among Agora psephimata.
Lines 12-13. On the officialsresponsiblefor the quadrupleannouncement see 224, commentary on lines 39-41.
Lines 15-16. The Ephesian ambassadors,listed by H. Pope (Freigners
inAtticInscriptions,
1947, p. 50), are not otherwise
known. Line 17. On the invitation to hospitality in the Prytaneion see 224, commentary on lines 44-45. Here as
there, the foreign honorands are invited xl 8beilvov rather than int Utvta. In discussingthis apparent anomaly,M.J.
Osborne (ZPE 41, 1981, pp. 153-156) was inclined to regard an example such as this as indicative of a growing
breakdown in terminology towards the end of the 3rd century. Henry (Antichthon
15, 1981, pp. 100-110), while
not citing this particular instance of the "confusion",concluded that the Athenians exercised "discretion in either
direction", and he did not accept the supposed breakdownin terminology. This judgment was repeated in Honours,
pp. 274-275 and 286, note 57: in the latter context Henry was prepared to allow Osborne's tentative suggestion
(op.cit., p. 155, note 6) that at this period the Ephesians enjoyed isopolitiawith the Athenians and would thus be
entitled to treatment as citizens. If that was not the case, it was, he judged, evidence of no more than "arbitrary
preferential treatment." Lines 19-20. The stele is to be erected &v&yop&t(cf. 188, commentary on line 48 and
224, commentary on line 47); but the location is here more exactly prescribed. For the altar of Artemis Boulaia
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see AgoraIII, p. 55, no. 118, where these lines are quoted. The cult of Artemis Boulaia was particularly associated

with the prytaneis.See AgoraXV,indexIII;AgoraIII, pp. 56-57; andAgora
XIV,p. 45.

Lines 21-22. The -aloaEc;
tcg V
<crpavrtx<
(i>v is here named jointly with the Plural Board int trf sto xi5acL as
the
of
for
cost
the
stele
and work on it. See 224, commentary on lines 49-50 and references
defraying
responsible

there(esp.Henry,Chiron
14, 1984,pp. 82-83, wherethe presenttext is cited).Line 23. Praxiteles,son of Timarchos,
of the deme Eiresidai(PA12169)was priestof Asklepiosin 250/49 (IGII2, 1534B,line 268 = S. B. Aleshire,The
Athenian
1989, inventoryV,line 143);he was alsoa contributorto the fund-raisingappealof 245/4 (213,
Asklepieion,
Col. III, lines 69-70); cf Habicht,Studien,
pp. 70 and 33, note 96, and see also IG II2, 4440. In the later 220's he
was evidently a wealthy senior citizen eminently suited to fulfill the obligations imposed on him by the assembly.

Forhis familyseej. K. Davies,Athenian
Families,
Propertied
pp. 286-290.

Lines 24-27. The engraved stephanos is of the "radiate"type, more perfunctory in style than that of 224. No
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andreferencesto theseshouldbe deletedfromthe
engravedstephanoiaccompanythe citationsforthe ambassadors,
texts given by Moretti and in SEGXXV. If the stephanoi were inserted in paint, it must be allowed that there was little
room for them. But they were crowns of olive rather than of gold and to that extent did not merit the treatment
given to the stephanos bestowed upon the Ephesian people as a whole. Ambassadors formed a well-attested category
of recipient of such stephanoi: see Henry (Honours,p. 38), who notes particularly that when this occurs the city
from which the delegation was sent "frequentlyand not unexpectedly" received a stephanos of gold.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF CHAIREPHON, 219/18 B.C.

When W. B. Dinsmoor published TheArchons
ofAthensin theHellenistic
Agein 1931, Chairephon's archonship
was known only from IG II2, 1304 (SEG XV, 110), a decree of Athenian citizens and others on garrison
duty at Eleusis and the border forts in honor of the general Demainetos, son of Hermokles, of Athmonon

(PA 3269). In this text, usefully discussed by C. Habicht (Studien,pp. 134-135; cf. SEG XXXII, 155),

three archons are mentioned during whose tenures of office Demainetos served at Eleusis: Chairephon,
Diokles, and Aischron; and references to the penteteric Great Eleusinia held in each of their years dictate a
four-year interval between them. Favorable reference to Philip V of Macedon also required that at least the

last of the three should have held office between 221 and 201.
On the basis of this evidence, opinion had come to prefer a date for Chairephon's archonship between

219 and 216 (see Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAthens,pp. 55 and 209-212). Dinsmoor himself argued for 215/14.

Two other elements intervened as conditioning factors. The first is the assurance that Thrasyphon was

archon in 221/20, with a ypaictaxe6; from Upper or Lower Paiania (AntigonisI or Pandionis V), for which
see Dinsmoor, op.cit.,p. 45. The other factor is providedby the archon list IG II2, 1706 (see p. 319 above, on

the archonship of Theophilos), the latter part of which gives a connected series of four eponymous archons,
of whom Diokles is the second, following a lacuna of uncertain length. The discovery of 227, soon after the
appearance of Dinsmoor's work, revealed that the ypaopapoeu5 of Chairephon's archonship belonged to

the deme Kydantidai (PtolemaisVII) and confirmed Chairephon'sdate as 219/18 or 215/14, according to
the place of Thrasyphon in the secretary cycle.
S. Dow's restudyof IG II2, 1706 (Hesperia
2, 1933, pp. 418-446, cf. Hesperia3, 1934, p. 177) established
219/18 as the preferable choice by the identification of part of Chairephon's name (see esp. p. 437),
confirming what W. S. Ferguson had already discerned (AthenianTribalCycles,p. 27) as the more suitable
arrangement. This was followed by B. D. Meritt (Hesperia7, 1938, p. 138) and accepted by Dinsmoor
ArchonList, pp. 162-163). It has remained the agreed dating: see W. K. Pritchett and Meritt,
(Athenian
Chronology,
pp. xxiv and 44; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 91; Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954,
Athenian
Historia
and
rear,p. 235,
26, 1977, p. 178; Habicht, Studien,p. 176.
p. 316; Meritt,
That the year was ordinary in character was established by 227, where it appears that Boedromion 11

or 12 = pryt. III, 15 = 70th or 71st day, with the first two prytanies (of what was now a thirteen-prytany
year) consisting of 28 and 27 (or 27 and 28) days, or each of 28 days. Cf. Pritchett and Neugebauer,
Calendars,
p. 91 and Meritt, Athenianear,pp. 168-169. It was the fifth year of the (twelfth)Metonic cycle,
but it did not coincide with the provisionsof that cycle, in which year 5 was intercalary.Forthe sequence of
the twelfth cycle see Meritt, Hesperia38, 1969, pp. 436-441. There is no information concerning the phylai
in prytany during this year.
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FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
226. A part of the upper section of a pedimental stele of Pentelic
marbIe (I 5458), with the original back and a
series of moldings above the inscribed face preserved, together with part of the pediment, but broken elsewhere,
discovered on May 16, 1938, in the wall of a modern house south of the Market Square (0-P 18). The stone is
sheared off to the right and is much more bulky than the meager remains of the text would by themselves suggest.
The molding consists of an ovolo with a strongly concave cavetto crown and with a wide taenia and apophyge as
a transition to the inscribed surface.
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H. 0.35 m.; W. 0.25 m.; Th. 0.19 m.
LH. 0.008 m. (omicron and omega 0.005 m.)
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 76, no. 153, with photograph pi. 25. See also SEG XIX, 81.
a. 219/18 a., pyt. II vel IV

NON-ETOIX. ca. 36-38
&itt
.T

['E,d Xat]pe<pvro
&px[ovror

........]

...16..

5

...
Ku]
[SeuCTipa]Ep
cpuoT vctVaq [L
*
[8avTrlC),
?
1y&paVt]6r[Ev METayetTv^ivoC 6y866
[EL&n\ U,X,
X)<otaE]'
E1X,ooare][ripUTavetaC.
TT.C
.
[t,v npo8,pcv iee<p][cev .......*v.
.....]

!

[....8...

[-]T[---

,xal (aup6].8p[o

..

16....

]

-------]
]

[-

The above text is that of Meritt, slightly augmented with readings in lines 4-7. The restoration in line 2 is
valid for the second prytany. The prytany numeral may however be [rer&ptq)]no less than [berxpCa]q,and calendric
data could be devised to supply lines 3-4 on that supposition, e.g., [Bo7Spoc?vog beuxipatxL(e''etxiba&,ExTT3t]
= 88th day.
-TTf[7tpUTc:veEtao
S. V. Tracy's studies of the lettering of the inscribed texts of this period led him to attribute this inscription to
the "Cutter of Agora I 7181" (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 61-67, with a photograph of part of the name piece, fig. 4).
Texts ascribed to him that may be dated on other grounds span the years 224/3-188/7, and this therefore comes
comparatively early in his thirty-five-yearcareer. Of twenty-six inscriptions for which he has been considered
responsible, three are counted among the Agora decrees of this collection: the present text and the very fragmentary
246 and 247. This mason appears as one of the earliest exponents of apex- or serif-writing,though on a modest
scale. To Tracy's detail of his characteristics(pp. 61-62) it may be added that the appearance of his sigmas is very
variable and that in this text at least the oval of phi is pointed.
Lines 2-3. The name of the ypaolraet,G is restored from 227. Lines 3-4. For Metageitnion 18 as a day on
which the assembly might meet seeJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand CivilCalendar,p. 41 (cf. p. 46). There is no positive
evidence to attest it, and this is the sole instance of its restoration. For the alternative possibility suggested above,
see Mikalson, op.cit., p. 64: for this too no positive evidence exists, but it has been proposed in three restored texts.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

227 (PI. 24). A fragment of the upper left section of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (1 79), broken below
and to the right, but with the original back and part of the pediment with the left akroterionpreserved,discoveredon
July 21, 1931, east of the altar of Zeus Agoraios at a Late Roman level (J 10). The transition from the base of
the pediment to the inscribed face is effected by a molding similar to that of 216.
H. 0.196 m.; W. 0.252 m.; Th. 0.127 m. (pediment),0.085 m. (inscribedsurface).
LH. 0.005-0.007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia2, 1933, pp. 160-161, no. 7, with drawing fig. 7. A better text also by Meritt,
Hesperia11, 1942, pp. 298-299, no. 59; lines 1-5 repeated by him, Athenianear,p. 169.
a. 219/18 a., pyt. III

NON-ETOIX. ca. 32-37
['E]il Xatpep6vro; &pXov[o tit t;s- ... .....]
1
[t]pT)v;lntpraved;t t [....
6......]

[Ku]bSavTlr;ypcxta&4[euev'
BorB8poi.tmvo;]
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[v]e:xXrt.'e,,,uixrLt x[oal8exdir)it T'Mxipu]
Tr[v
[XPtpopov
[rav]elac( IxxXTr(lax
xr4ef+pL]
[ev e]6.oT,
Nlxcov[o ------------]

5

[---------]

[

itae
reliquiae

[---------]

]
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This text is to be considered a further example of the handiwork of the "Cutter of IG II2 1706", originally
attributedto that mason, then unnamed, by S. Dow. See 222.
Lines 3-5. For the restored calendric data see above (p. 327) on the archonship of Chairephon. Boedromion 11
is known from 4th-century evidence as a possible meeting day of the assemblyand has been restored in one other text
besides this. SeeJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand CivilCalendar,
p. 53. Line 4. The rendering of the dative of the ordinal
numeral is notably inconsistent.
Line 6. Or At]68oToq. The chairman of the proedroi cannot be further identified.

THE EPIMELETAIOF THE MYSTERIES(?) HONORED
228. A fragment of a stele of grayish Pentelic marble (I 4541), broken on all sides, discovered on February 24,
1937, in a modern context on the North Slope of the Akropolis, under what was formerly Akropolis Street and
west of the Post-HerulianWall (R 25).
H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.116 m.; Th. 0.04 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 57-58, no. 12, with photograph pl. 10. See also SEG XVI, 72.
ca. a. 215 a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 33-37

[

5

]

[-- 7aovCaa a Crob]ie[a]3[ cag
evecxa Tfrj ip6g]
xal (piXo]TIClaC
[roC O9Eot0
T[f CEl;
t hVPouXhv]
r6v
......12.6.
[xal
.]
Bf,uovxal] atrepav[aaL
[.c :5. Etx&rpova](TX-v,4[upp(lv7<
(rcp$vwL].
r6v ypaXt1ua]
[&vacyp6catB r68e] rb6 5[TpLaVa
E
[v
Tv
xa&
[rtXa
7puTav]e(tavaijrXtL XLOrVT)L]
... .7.!...]
[xal a7Ta= 7ip6;gT&L'EXe]uawL[VLO

]

This inscription, like 222, 224, 225, 227, and 229-232, has been assigned by S. V Tracy to the craftsmanship
of the "Cutter of IG II2 1706": for the references to his career and characteristicssee 222. The four texts dealt with
earliermay be dated by means other than solely an assessmentof the style of the lettering, and they and other datable
work of this mason show that he was active between 229/8 and the end of the century. This present fragment and the
four inscriptions next following are to be dated only with reference to the craftsman and his style and may therefore
be attributable to any point within his known floruit. For convenience, the group has been placed at that career's
approximate midpoint, which indeed follows Tracy'spractice (see note appended to 232).
Meritt, whose assessment of the date as "antefin. saec. III a." has been confirmed by these considerations,
suggested that the decree voted honors to the two epimeletai of the Mysteries, comparing IG II2, 847, of 215/14,
on lines 45-48 of which the restorationof lines 1-4 was based. There also the stephanos was of myrtle and represents
the earliest known example (to date) of the award: cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 41. For a decree possibly of a similar
kind see 300.
Lines 1-3. For the virtues for which the honorands are praised see Henry, Honours,pp. 42-44, with parallels for
this formulation cited on p. 43. Lines 3-4. xa90x 7I&ptr6v I otwV]Meritt, who compared the honors accorded
to the demarch of the Eleusinians in 165/4, the award to whom of a myrtle stephanos was qualified by a similar
phrase (IG II2, 949, lines 18-19). The restoration was rejected by Henry (Honours,p. 41; cf. SEG XXXIII, 126),
on the grounds that it lacked a parallel and intervenedawkwardlybetween verb and object. His criticism that it was
"ratherfar" from Meritt's comparison carried less conviction, and his proposed substitution of a dittography {xal
oaTepa||vI)<at}in the restoration, the rest of the visible text being free from blemish, might be adjudged desperate. It
is wiser on present evidence to leave the lacuna unrestored.
Line 7. itp6b;xtL 'EXe]tyL[vkot. Cf. 239, line 13 and commentary. The restoration conforms to the traces
on the stone as well as to the place at which the fragment was found and thus reinforces the hypothesis that the
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decree was concerned with the epimeletai of the Mysteries of Eleusis. R. E. Wycherley (AgoraIII, p. 81, no. 223)

quotedthiscontextamongotherevidencefor the erectionof stelaiin thislocation.
FRAGMENTOF AN HONORARY(?)DECREE
229. A small fragment of a stele of grayishwhite marble (I 5446), broken on all sides, discoveredon May 20, 1938, in

a wallof a Byzantinebuildingsouthof the Altarof the TwelveGods(K 6).
H. 0.108 m.; W. 0.085 m.; Th. 0.02 m.
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LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,Hesperia47, 1978, pp. 252-253, no. 4, with photograph pl. 65:b. See also SEG XXVIII, 68.

ca.a. 215 a.

NON-ETOIX.

[

---

---]I
--------]K[------

5

[------]ATQN

X[

[------Aa]xptvva
[------OTK[--

[

[--------[-------

]
----]

ANA[--------]THKO[-----

[--------]PAT[-------10

[----------]T
[ -------

[------[

[

]

]

The readingsarethoseof the editio
wherein line6 Tracysuggestedthepresenceof the nameAlexandros.
princeps,
Forthe "Cutterof IG II2 1706",to whomthis fragmenthas been attributed,see 222, and for the datinghere
givensee commentaryon 228.
A THIASOSHONORSITS TREASURER

230. A fragmentof a stele of Hymettianmarble(I 524), with the originalrough-pickedrightside preservedbut
otherwisebrokenall around,discoveredon March3, 1933,in a modernwalloverthe terraceof the MiddleStoanear
its westernend (J 12).
H. 0.195 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.063 m.

LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
15, 1946,pp. 214-215, no. 43, withphotographof a squeeze.
ca.a. 215 a.

NON-ETOIX.
[0t1 OLEaJ]Tica

VTbv
.TaotaEv
Forthe "Cutterof IGI2 1706",to whom S. V. Tracyhas attributedthe lette ing of this fragment,see 222,
and for the dating,whichas it happenswasalsothatof the edtioprinceps,
see the commentaryon 228.
The text is the citationfrom the foot of an honorarydecreepassed,apparently,by a thiasosin recognition
of the servicesof its treasurer.Its positionon the stone in relationto the rightside suggeststhat the decreemay
alsohavehonoredanotherbenefactorof the sameorganization,perhapsthe secretary,cf. the arrangement
of IGII2,
1298. Forotherdecreesin honorof the treasurerof a thiasosor of a comparablebody see 231 and IG II2, 1291,
1317, 1318(?),1323, 1325, 1327, 1329,etc.
Line 1. The three lines are symmetricallyarranged,and this suggeststhe restorationgiven rather than
something
longer, e.g., [01 =rpapt]&Tai.
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B.C.: 232

A THIASOS HONORS ITS TREASURER
231. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5691), broken on all sides, discovered on February 27, 1939,
in a wall of a modern house at the north foot of the Areopagos (O 22). The stone is very battered.
H. 0.21 m.; W. 0.185 m.; Th. 0.06 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. W. K. Pritchett, Hespeia 15, 1946, p. 156, no. 13, with photograph. Improved text by B. D. Meritt,
Hesperia30, 1961, p. 228, no. 27. See also SEGXXI, 533.
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ca. a. 215 a.

NON-STOIX.

[0t]
6i[aa<TaiC]
Tb6vTXa[xtav]

5

Et6Tyyco[v]
SouvLia.

Forthe craftsmanto whom this text has been attributed(the "Cutterof G H2 1706")and the date here given, see
228 and references there. The dating in SEG(loc.cit., "ex. s. IIIa.") was not wide of the mark, but the inscriptionmay
belong to any point within the last three decades of the century.
Lines 4-5. Euangelos of Sounion is otherwise unknown. It is perhaps worth recording that a Euangelos of
this deme was the father of two epheboi, Dionysippos and Thallippos, who figure at col. II, lines 29 and 32, in the
ephebic list of 324/3 from the Amphiaraion at Oropos published by B. Leonardos, 'Apx. 'E(p., 1918, pp. 73-100,
nos. 95-97, and republished with commentary by O. W. Reinmuth, TheEphebicInscriptions
of theFourthCentuyB.C.,
1971, pp. 58-82, no. 15, with photographs pls. XVII, XVIII. Cf. 186, commentary on line 4. Reinmuth, however,
considered (p. 64) that the two epheboi were not to be regarded as brothers.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

232. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5617), broken on all sides (although a small part of the original
back may indeed survive), discovered on November 1, 1938, in a wall of a modern house at the north foot of the
Areopagos (L 20).
H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.082 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 259, no. 65, with photograph pl. 48. See also SEG XXI, 416.
ca a. 215 a.

NON-ETOIX.
(in corona)
El[. .]/,A[---]
'Epyox&po[u]

ETpTov.

The execution of this inscription has been attributedby S. V. Tracy to the "Cutter of G II2 1706": see 228 and
references there, where the dating here shown is also explained. The prosopographicalindications (see below) would
suggest that this text is likely to belong later rather than earlier in this mason's career. The inscribed stephanos
is of the "radiate"type; see 192.
Ergochares of Sphettos was eponymous archon in 226/5 B.C.(see pp. 320-321 above). It is likely that this is
his son who is here the recipient of the honors voted in the lost main section of the stele, and these would in all
probabilityhave been accorded not earlier than the last fifteen or twenty years of the century. The other known name
in this family is Theoros (PA 7230; IGII2, 2411, line 18, 7518). This does not accord with the traces in line 1,
which seem to suggest 'E[tic]ax[oq] vl aliquidsimie.
JVot.Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 50-51, nos. 1-4, with photographs pls. 1-4) published (and dated ca. a. 215 a.)
four small fragments,I 1731, I5597, I5929, and 1I6090respectively.All are attributable,in his view, to the "Cutterof
IG II2 1706", but none yields clear or continuous text save no. 4, where lines 5-8 read
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NON-ETOIX.
Ovloi
a 'ApjLa
T[5]ov.

This text is alignedwith the remainsof a name to the left, similarlydisposedbut in largerlettering. This may
represent part of an honorary decree and as such calls for notice in this context. See SEG XL, 96. The character

of the otherthreetextscannotbe determined.

The same may be said of the small fragment I 6979 (Tracy,Hesperia47, 1978, p. 253, no. 5, with photograph
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pl. 66:a;SEGXXVIII, 362),of no morethaneightlettersand twolines.

A TAXIARCHOSHONOREDBY HIS PHYLE

233. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 6827), with the right side and original back preserved, discovered
onJanuary 14, 1959, in a wall of a modern house east of the Church of the Holy Apostles (R 16). A substantialpart of

the inscribedsurfacehasbrokenawayat the upperandcenterrightof the survivingstone.
H. 0.20 m.; W.0.145 m.; Th. 0.06 m.
LH. 0.006 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 14-15, no. 13, with photograph pl. 4. See also SEG XXI, 522.

ca.a. 212/11 a.

NON-ETOIX.ca.38

[[------------------------------------]
]
[------------T-]^V EpXhv[ a.. ..]
c(piAv acreqp[^aVC)']
[-------------------?j]v
TV
[aOat xal &JtiVTOV

5

iv
IrV]i

t6&Eet itltVe[VeXf^]

[aOatxaXxc;xaltcpXo.ritc:x,
8]e6xOxattot[CcpuX)v]
inczatvoaat
[atq
A7rox.fv tAX]tatloEvog'Apt8[vatov]
atecp&voL&[peTrf]
[xal arc(pavCiaatawor6vOaXXo]0U

rTf els ro]Cb(pu)Xraox,
[Evexevxal e6volaqc
?S.[oc&v]
doTpalvovTeS
[xacl&XXoL

10

TC&]
ntpotovo0Veva[67txp]
[TrUsInIoXeVaEl8o0 puXf el]8]aiv 6TLX&p[tCarv]
xal &]va0EZivaXL
[&O)7XoOjovTaL
aOErToU
xaTaOCClac,
T6[v]
[Teatfcpavov xOaelx6vcaXax]f)v o?i&vboxet 'cot
[7iMreX7)ataLSXOat9a 8 ni]vre v8bpacsoTLve[q]
]s- WO7eo]?a xXalTrj &va9oa7[e$6]

[iJLeX7aovTaL

r'6]8e xTb6 pyLaaq.
[TlC;elx6voc;-&vayp.cat BE
[&vaTr]
15

xalt craacjal v TL E]6puaqxe[6lk].
[X)L XLOCiv)i

[-------------------------------](?)

S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 68-70) attributed three inscriptions, of which this is one, to a mason whom
he designated the "Cutter of IG II2 1318", with a photograph of the name piece, fig. 5. Of the three, the only
text datable on grounds other than those of the lettering style is IG II2, 848 (AgoraXV, 129), of the archonship of
Archelaos. The year of Archelaos was for a long time held to have been 222/1 B.C. (see Meritt, Historia26, 1977,
p. 177, with earlier references):but a reassessmenton the basis of fresh evidence led C. Habicht (Studien,
pp. 160-161)
to revert to the date earlier advocated by W. S. Ferguson, AthenianTribalCycles,p. 27 (cf. Meritt, Hesperia4, 1935,
p. 557, Hesperia7, 1938, p. 138). The length of this mason's career cannot be assessed, and the date shown above
is therefore based on the one fact known of it. The restorationin line 9, if acceptable, would set 224/3 as a terminus
post quem. The lettering is plain; generous interlinear spacing contrasts not inartisticallywith comparatively close
juxtaposition of the letters. The restorationsare those of Meritt.
Honors paid by the Council and People of Athens to the whole body of taxiarchoi are recorded in 123, 182,
185, and 187. In this decree a single taxiarchos (cf. line 3) is honored by his phyle. Aphidna was a deme of the
phyle Aiantis until the new phyle Ptolemais was created, at which time it was transferred to the new unit. See
W. K. Pritchett, AJP 63, 1942, pp. 413-432 = The FiveAttic TribesafterKleisthenes,
1943, pp. 12-22; J. S. Traill,
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PoliticalOrganization,
pp. 29-30 with table XIII. The space for the phyle name in line 9 better accords with the longer
with
than
the shorter AlavrEoq.
IIoXkeaLtLoq
Line 5. The name of the honorand is reasonablyrestoredas that of Demokles, son of Philistion, of Aphidna, who
belonged to a well-known family that could claim descent from the tyrannicides Harmodios and Aristogeiton. On

thefamilyseeJ.K. Davies,AthnianPropertied
Families,
pp.472-479 (onthe Demoklesof thistext,esp. p. 476). Another
Demokles(PA3495)was trierarchin the later4th century(IGII2, 1632,col. b, line 152)and appearsas a xXrJ5pin
the poletairecordof 342/1(?),AgoraXIX, P26, at line 512. His son was in all probabilitythe proposerof 86. A
Philistion,son of Demokles,was an ephebosin 117/16 (PA14457;IG I2, 1009, col. II, line 83). Lines6-7. The

award of the stephanos of olive on the part of the phyletai, and the expression of the virtues of the taxiarchos thus
honored, closely follow the practice and formulation used by the Athenian state at large. See A. S. Henry, Honours,
pp. 38-40, and 42. Lines 7-10. On the "hortatoryintention"see 86, commentary on lines 21-24. Line 8. 7iponovelv
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seemsto havebeen a verbparticularly
favoredby Xenophon.
Lines 11-12. Statuesfor distinguished
citizens(or
were sparinglyawarded,and the desertsof this
forheeigners)
taxiarchosare likelyto havebeen exceptional.Forthe formulationof the honorsee Henry,Honours,
pp. 294-298,

who however did not include in his survey divisions of the Athenian body politic (as here). Line 12. The epimeletai
are those of the phyle, three in number (one for each trittys). See 80, with references there cited, and cf. 136, line 7.
Line 15. The Eurysakeionwas particularlyassociatedwith the phyle Aiantis, and this connection was evidently

maintainedby thosedemestransferred
to newlycreatedphylaiandthence,perhaps,by the newphyleas a whole.For
the locationof stelaithere,andforevidenceof the situationof the shrine,seeAgora
III,pp. 90-93, nos. 246-255, and
cf. 86 and N. F.Jones,Hespria64, 1995, p. 509. There is no indicationthat the decreeendedwith line 15. The
sourceof the fundsforthe stephanosandeikonhasnotyetbeendesignated(cf.,e.g.,IGII2, 1148),althoughthismay
not be necessary(cf, e.g.,IG II2,1157,on whichhoweversee C.J. Schwenk,AtrnsintheAgeofAlxander,
pp. 316-319,
no. 65).
THE ARCHONSHIP

OF KATLI.TSTRATOS,208/7 B.C.

IG II2, 849 associates the archon Kallistratoswith the yp
ar
Hagnonides, son of Apatourios,whose
is unfortunatelylost in a lacuna. The name Hagnonides is unusual (cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, Archons
demoticum
of Athns, p. 217), but his phyle affiliation may not be argued on the basis of restriction to the phylai of
other known bearers of the name. However,the literaryevidence concerning the death of the philosopher
Lakydes,"in the archonship of Kallistratos,"though far from unambiguous,was generally agreed to place
Kallistratosin 206/5, and all discussionsof the archon list until 1976 regarded this as an acceptably fixed
point. Cf, for instance, J. Kirchner, IGII2, 849, in comm.; Dinsmoor, op.ci., pp. 48-50, 217, Athenian
ArchonList, pp. 167-168 (with a little hesitation), Hesperia23, 1954, p. 316; W. K. Pritchett and B. D.
Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxv; Meritt, Athenian ear, p. 235. On the literary evidence (Apollodoros, fr. 47
[Jacoby], quoting Philodemos) see F. Jacoby, FGrHist, IIB, 1930, pp. 739-740; PA 8137; RE XIIA, 1924,

cols. 530-531, s.v.Lakydes(W.Capelle).
However,in his republicationof the ephebic text I 7181 (firstpublishedby 0. W. Reinmuth, Hespia 43,

1974, pp. 246-259), J. S. Traill made it clear that that decree, passed in the archonship of Apollodoros
(204/3), praised the ephebes of the preceding year which was specifically that of the archon Diodotos,
previously assigned with some reservations to 202/1. See Traill, Hesperia 45, 1976, pp. 296-303 and
SEG XXVI, 98, XXXII, 125. It was recognized from the literary tradition that Kallistratos' year was
followed by that of Pantiades, who was displaced from the previously accepted 205/4 in consequence of
this new evidence. Traill, and after him Meritt (Historia26, 1977, p. 179), moved Pantiades back to 206/5
and Kallistratos to 207/6 (a "vacant" year for which no name had been satisfactorily proposed).
Further study by C. Habicht, Studien,pp. 163-165, determined that 206/5 should belong to the archon
Isokrates, until then considered to have held office in 201/200. This renewed displacement of Pantiades
was readily accommodated by a further backward move; Kallistratos may be assigned to 208/7, which
earlier, by reason of other readjustments (cf. Meritt, Historia 26, 1977, pp. 178-179), had become another
"vacant" year. See Habicht, Studien,p. 177. This does no violence to the testimonia concerning the death
of Lakydes.
234 is attributable to the Kallistratos here under discussion rather than to the year 156/5, when the

eponymous archon had the same name, solely on the basis of the style of the lettering. Apart from IG II2,
849 alreadymentioned, there is no furtherevidence for Kallistratos'year. His name was thought to appear
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in IG II2, 1309, but this is better referredto Kallimedes in the middle of the 3rd century; seeJ. Pouilloux,
BCH 70, 1946, p. 493, notes 2 and 7.
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FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
234. A fragmentof the upperleft cornerof a pedimentalsteleof Hymettianmarble(I 6989),discoveredin August
Palace(N 23). Verylittleof the inscribedsurfaceremains,attachedto a
1964on the surfacenorthof theArchbishop's
large sectionof the pedimentfromwhich the left akroterionhas been lost. The transitionfrom the base of the
ovolo molding,below whicha flat taenia
pedimentto the inscribedsurfaceis effectedby a simplequarter-round
carriesline 1 of the text,witha shallowapophygeleadingto line 2.
H. 0.16 m.; W.0.30 m.; Th. 0.13 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
37, 1968,p. 271, no. 9, withphotographpl. 78. See also SEGXXM 109.
a. 208/7 a.

NON-ETOIX.

e

[o

].

'Ent KaXXLa[Top&Tou
------]
&pXovtoq

[---------

-----

Whatsurvivesof the plainletteringsuggeststhe attributionof thisfragmentto the Kallistratosof 208/7 rather
thanto his homonymof half a centurylater(seeabove). S. V Tracy(AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 34) was unableto assign
the meagerremainsto any identifiablemason,the survivinglettersbeing too few for meaningfulevaluation.The
extensiveremainsof the pediment,as well as the measurementof line 1, indicatethe originalwidthof the inscribed
surfaceas ca.0.42 m., withapproximately
fiftylettersto the line in the bodyof the text.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF EUANDROS, BETWEEN 202/1 AND 197/6 (BUT NOT 199/8) B.C.
The firstin date of the two inscriptionson the smallaltar IG II2, 4441 (SEGIII, 148, XII, 162)is a dedication
to Amphiaraos and Hygieia made by Timokles of Halai, "priestin the archonshipof Euandros". Before its
discovery,Euandros'tenure of office was not known, and he did not figurein considerationsof the Athenian
archons and their dates untilJ. Kirchner was able to list him, on the basis of the as yet unpublished text,
among the "archontessaeculi III quorum tempora accuratiusdefiniri nequeunt" (IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 16-17).
Kirchner postulated a lost first line of the dedication ['AaxXTCOLt],
zur
followingJ. Sundwall (Nachtrage
in
archon
to
the
Euandros
who
was
the
who
had
attributed
Aica, 1910, p. 160),
inscription
Prosopographia
the
to
accommodated
this
indication
B.
Dinsmoor
W
382/1.
cycle
of Atens, pp. 55, 164, 214)
(Archons
of priests ofAsklepios and determined 208/7 as Euandros' date. He further suggested Euandros' name
as a man
as that of the archon in IG II2, 845B, where the restoration by Kirchner of the ypajJiaT1QuT
Tribal
S.
to
Acharnai
to
W.
27,
IX)
101-102) that
Cycles,pp.
Ferguson(Athenian
(Oineis
implied
belonging
Euandros' year should follow next-but-one after Chairephon, i.e., in 217/16. So also S. Dow, Hesperia2,
Tr 'Axoa8)jlac 'AOlvvv IV, i, 1936, pp. 27-28; B. D. Meritt,
1933, p. 437; A. Wilhelm, IIpayLaCTre'aL
Hesperia7, 1938, p. 138.
ArchonList, pp. 103, 106,
Reconsideration of the priestly cycles caused Dinsmoor in 1939 (Athenian
him
in
the
next
and
205/4. However, W. K. Pritchett and
cycle
place
168) to defer Euandros' year to
Meritt (Chronology,
pp. 103-108) recognized that IG II2, 845B did not belong to Euandros'year and that the
named
there was not the man of Acharnai as had been believed. Thus the cycle of the priests
Ypaazi.aTeuS
of Asklepios,unaided by the secretarycycle, remained alone as a guide to the dating of Euandros,and their
restudyof this caused Pritchett and Meritt to assign his archonship to 212/1 1.
D. D. Feaver'sdemonstration that ['AaxX7rFclt]was not after all to be restored in IG II2, 4441 (see
SEGXII, 162) made even this piece of evidential assistanceinvalid. Dinsmoor thus revertedin 1954 to the
date 217/16 (Hesperia23, p. 316), accepted by Meritt in the editioprincepsof 235; but in the absence of
evidence any more substantial than the lettering of 235, 236, and IG II2, 4441 to offer any guidance,
any year in this general period not preempted by another archon appeared to suffice. In TheAthenianrear
(p. 235), Meritt again included Euandrosat 212/11, leaving 217/16 blank in his table, a blank later filled
by a newly identified archon Hoplon; cf. Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 178, where Euandros remains in
place at 212/11.
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C. Habicht's reconsideration of the archonships of these years (Studien,pp. 159-163, 177) required
that 212/1 1 be assigned to Archelaos, displacedby new evidence from 222/1 (see 233); but, as he observed
(pp. 162-163), there is space for Euandros in one of the so far unassigned, "vacant"years from 202/1
to 200/199 and again in 198/7 or 197/6. Among these there is some slight indication that 200/199 may
be the most preferable. S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 71-79, esp. p. 74) assigned IG II2, 4441, lines 1-7
to the "Cutter of IG II2 913", whose otherwise datable career lies between 210/09 (slightly too late for
the date previously accepted for Euandros)and 174/3: see 248. Thus 235 and 236 should in any case
fall within these limits.
A PRIESTESSOF MAGNAMATERHONOREDBYA GROUPOF ORGEONES(?)

235. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 4991), with the original back and right side preserved: broken
elsewhere and with the inscribed surface broken all around, it was discovered onJuly 2, 1937, in a modern retaining
wall east of the Post-HerulianWall on the North Slope of the Akropolis(S 23 or thereabouts). The piece is so jagged
that the measurementsof its dimensions given below are no more than approximate.
H. ca. 0.27 m.; W. ca. 0.245 m.; Th. ca. 0.12 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 209-210, no. 57, with photograph pl. 53. Lines 1-4 discussed with new

restorationsby G. Klaffenbach,Varia
1958, 2), pp. 25-26, no. IX; cf. A. G. Woodhead,
epigraphica
(= AbhAkadBerlin,
CR,n.s. 10, 1960, p. 176. See also SEGXVII, 36.
a. 202/1 a., vetpaullopost
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The lettering is large, shallow,and moderately competent, with variable spacing between the letters. The style is

plain,and thejunctionsof strokesreasonablyaccurate.The externalstrokesof mu and sigmaareparallelor nearly
so; pi in line 1 has its two vertical strokesof equal length. There has been a very clumsy erasure in line 6. At the ends

of lines9-11 morelettershavebeenlostthanareshownin the editio
priceps.S. V Tracy(AtticLettr-Cutters,
p. 253)was
not able to attribute this text to an identifiablemason.

Line 1. LapisEIIIAH. Lines1-4 wererestoredby Merittand Klaffenbachas follows:
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Meritt based his restorations on the varied phraseology of IG II2, 1314 and 1315, decrees of the same group of
orgeones dated to 213/12 and 211/10. In neither case is the priestess identified by the name of father and husband.
Klaffenbach referred also to the decree of the boule and demos IG II2, 788. Lines 6-7. So Meritt. Perhaps t]
xrX. Lines 9-10. 6py[ejllvov Meritt. Line 10. x[al ..] Meritt, who
ie ]e)lX,O)
xroT v6otoLq.
].a.[xoXlou9ig
after
the
five
letters
final
epsilon of line 11.
supposed only
Line 10. 8tcv]t.trpc. The weak aorist is quoted from Didymos by LSJ. The future of v4ytc, classically vqVe,
developed to the form vetjnoo both in the simple verb and in compounds. An aorist on the same principle may
have replaced EvcI4ta in ordinary parlance (which a decree of a body of orgeones might reflect more readily than
a state enactment) more effectively than the literary evidence indicates. The reading on the stone is not in doubt.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

236. The upper left corner of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (I 260), broken below and to the right and
with part of the left akroterionsheared off but complete elsewhere, discoveredin October 1932 in a wall of a modern
house over the eastern part of the Tholos (H 11-12). An ovolo molding, with a taenia and apophyge below it, effects
the transition from the horizontal cornice of the pediment to the inscribed face. Line 1 is partly inscribed within
the curve of the apophyge.
H. 0.18 m.; W. 0.195 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.006 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, p. 11, no. 14, with photograph. Brief references by W. B. Dinsmoor,
Athenian
ArchonList,p. 168; W. K. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
tl-tq 'AxabrT)taq
p. 104; A. Wilhelm, IIpayoaetaLc
27-28.
IV,
i,
'AOrjvIv
1936, pp.
a. 202/1 a., velpaullopost
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The lettering is careful and plain, with slight apices on epsilon and nu, and with pi in the form T. S. V Tracy
p. 250) regardedthe evidence as too slight to permit attributionto a known "hand",but he detected
(AtticLetter-Cutters,
some general similarity to the style of the "Cutterof IG II2 913", on whom see 248.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
237. A fragment of a stele (I 4605) of a marble which is bluish gray but not of the kind conventionally termed
Hymettian, broken all around except on the right below the level of the inscribed surface, discovered on March 11,
1937, near the surface under what was formerlyAkropolisStreet, west of the Post-HerulianWall (S 25).
H. 0.108 m.; W. 0.073 m.; Th. 0.025 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m. (omicron 0.004 m.).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 10-11, no. 13, with photograph pl. 3. See also SEG XIX, 75.
ex. saec.III a.
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In the ditioprinceps
ofthis text, for which he rightlysought a 3rd-centurydate, Meritt suggested that the proposer
of the decree (ines 1-2) might be identified with the orator Kallistratos,son of Glaukon, of Kropidai: see IG II2, 661
(SEG XVI, 67), datable by the archon Menekles to 267/6. He was also tempted to connect the honorand with
the Philistides of 207, a stone found close by, and on the day after, the discovery of the present piece. As a result,
he gave a date "ca.a. 267/6 a." to this text on publication.
However, neither association can stand. In the latter case the characterof the two stones differs,and they cannot
belong to the same monument, as Meritt himself acknowledged. The connection with the Kallistratosof 267/6 was
invalidatedby S. V Tracy'sstudy of the lettering of this fragment. In GRBS11, 1970 (pp. 328-330, with photographs
pls. 25 and 26), Tracy included it among his attributions to the craftsman he then designated "Mason 1", whose
activities appeared at that time to span the last quarter of the 3rd century and the first two decades of the 2nd.
Further investigation produced a total of thirty-two inscriptions that may be assigned to him, five of them being
(238, 239, 241, and 242 in addition to the present text), and he has been redesignated the "Cutter
Agora psephismata
of IG II2 912". See Tracy, AtticLettr-Cutters,
pp. 55-60, with photograph of part of the name piece, fig. 3. The
earliest datable work attributedto this mason belongs to the archonshipof Ergochares(226/5); the latest is now set at
"ca.a. 190 a.". Thus the present text, like the other four alreadyreferredto, must be dated within these limits. Tracy's
brief description of the mason's characteristicsas graceful, simple, and economic may perhaps overvalue his aesthetic
appeal. There is much in his work that is slipshod and at times (e.g., in his name piece) pusillanimous.
Lines 1-2. Neither the proposer nor the honorand can be further identified (see above). Lines 5-6. XOVTIt
xatl tlat. See the commentary on 49.
Lines 7-8. &yarOet
tXt. See 72, commentary on lines 7-8. Lines 8-10. The formula shows that the decree was
Bouk,p. 252 (with Meritt'soriginal dating). Line 9. The
probouleumatic, and it was so listed by P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
use of the "earlier"formula in place of rotb XaX6vracgxpo6poug (see 217, commentary on lines 16-17), which
the apparent structure of the decree seems to require, may suggest that it belongs earlier rather than later in this
craftsman'scareer.
The technique of the inscribing of this document was discussed by C. G. Higgins and W. K. Pritchett,4AA69,
1965, p. 370 (cf. pp. 367-371), with photographs pl. 98:B-E. See also SEG XXII, 204.
HONORS FOR THE CITY OF EPHESOS

238. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5589), with the right side and original rough-picked back
preserved, discovered on October 17, 1938, in a wall of a modern house southeast of the Market Square and west
of the Panathenaic Way (R 21).
H. 0.16 m.; W. 0.223 m.; Th. 0.128 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia13, 1944, pp. 249-251, no. 10, with photograph.
ex. saec.III a.
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The restorations,which follow recognized formulas, are those of Meritt, with the exception of line 1, in which
his &Toa7ra]X[ivT]e;
is not assured by the traces on the stone. These appear to offer ---]q[.. .]eq or possibly
---]ay[. .]eC. Line 6. Lapis QN.
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This inscription, like 237, was attributed by S. V. Tracy to his "Mason 1", whom later he redesignated the
"Cutter of IG II2 912". For this craftsman'sfloruit and characteristics see the commentary on 237. Historical
considerations (see below) suggest that this text does not, at the least, belong at the very end of his career. Meritt's
date of "ca.a. 200 a." is certainly acceptable.
For relations between Athens and Ephesos at this period see 225. The present decree should antedate 197/6,
when Antiochos III's forces took possession of the Ionian coast and the Egyptian connection, important to the
Athenians, was broken;but nothing furthercan be deduced concerning its immediate occasion, nor to what degree it
is separated in time from the circumstancesof 225. The decree is probouleumaticand is cited as such by P.J. Rhodes,
AthenianBoule,p. 254.
lines 3-4. xo6< XotX6v-rcq
xpoi8poup. Contrast 237, lines 8-10, where see the commentary. Lines 6-7. On
the golden stephanos xarT&
trv v6ipovsee 112, commentary on lines 5-7 and 141, commentary on lines 8-9. Forthe
virtues commended in the Ephesian demos cf. 224, commentary on lines 34-36. Lines 8-9. The stephanos was
to be announced only at the Dionysia: the Panathenaia, Eleusinia, and Ptolemaia are not designated as further
occasions on which to repeat the honor. The single announcement retains the simpler form of earlier practice. This
is not the only version of the formula that might be accommodated here: cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 32-33.
lines 10-11. The generals, and the Military Treasurer (in the restoration), are to be responsible for the
announcement. Cf. 224, commentary on lines 39-41 and references there. But responsibilitymight rest with the
generals alone, as it frequendy did, and in that case line 11 will be open to other possibilities of restoration.
GRANTS OF ATHENIAN Cl''IZENSHIP

239 (P1.25). Two nonjoining fragmentsof a stele of Hymettian marble, of which that on the left, fragment a (14260),
preserves the left side of the monument but is broken elsewhere: it was discovered on June 8, 1936, in a late fill
to the west of the East Building (N 15).
Fragment b (I 5322) preserves the right edge of the stele but is otherwise broken all around, and the inscribed
surface is badly abraded save on the extreme right: it was discovered on March 14, 1938, in the east wall of the
Church of the Hypapanti (T 21).
a: H. 0.115 m.; W 0.141 m.; Th. 0.073 m.
b: H. 0.14i m.; W 0.30 i.; Th. 0.133 m.
LII 0.005-0.006 m. (omicron 0.004 i.).

Ed. a only: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 58-59, no. 13, with photograph pl. 10. See also SEG XVI, 73.
Fragment b unpublished;its connection with fragmenta was observed by A. G. Woodhead and the information made
available to S. V Tracy (see GRBS 14, 1973, p. 189) and to A. S. Henry (see Antic/h/won
15, 1981, p. 102, Honours,
p. 115, note 203). A draft text of the combined fragmentswas also made available to M.J. Osborne, who added his
own observations and incorporated a prepublication text into Naturalization
I, pp. 236-237, D 119, Naturalization
II,
pp. 196-198.
ex. saec.III a.
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Lines 1-4. There is little certainty in the reading of these lines, which, as in some other lines of the abraded area,
for the most part require the eye of faith. Readings by Osborne that differ notably from the above text are as follows:
Line 4. y[p](?QyI a[T]ep&v(L6. Line 6 init. [&vpo6Xovrar xaXoat Mt aAt]9[[] x[al] xrx. Lines 7-8. i[vl totg
-----]IOI[- - - - - ]F[--- - el]Car6v xrX.Line9. &[p - tp6repovXP6v[ot- ----for
ctval
indeed
be
his
'iv
there
ToO
xal
rxoCutlo6
8bpou (where
suggestion
space
may
rcap&
b814ou).However,
whether or not this or that letter is really to be discerned, the essentials of the enactment are undoubted.
This is a further inscription attributed by Tracy to the "Cutter of IG II2 912": see 237 and references there.
The implication of this must be that the decree should be dated between 226/5 and the end of the first decade
of the 2nd century. That it should be set in the later stages of the mason's datable career may emerge from other
considerations (see below).
The formulation of enactments conferring Athenian citizenship on deserving foreigners changed radicallyafter
the reestablishment of freedom from Macedonian control in 229. For the essentials of the new formula and its
variants see Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 16-17, 192-196 and Henry, Honours,pp. 80-88. Osborne named the
new practice "FormulationB" and subdivided it into three or perhaps four types, of which the third is the best
attested. The present text appears to belong to Type III and if so is an early, perhaps the earliest, example of it.
But it is peculiar in that the enrollment clause is repeated (lines 5-6, 10-11), a feature probably to be explained by the
extension of the grant to a further group, perhaps the sons of the first-named recipients of the honor. Osborne
considered that, in the case of the first group, thehdecree provided for the reaffirmationof an existing grant or other
honor (lines 7-8) rather than an initial award, especially as the usual instructions to the th
thesmothetai to provide
for a scrutiny seem to have been omitted. Osborne's chronological scheme suggests that, omitting consideration
of this text, the change from Type I to Types II and III is to be set at ca. 202: if that is so, this inscription may
perhaps be dated more narrowly to the turn of the century.
Line 4. For the stephanos of myrtle see 228. Line 6. The honorands are invited intl vtca even though, as
potential or newly enrolled citizens, they would more properlybe summoned inel etnivov.For the apparent anomaly
see 224, commentary on lines 44-45 and 225, commentary on line 17, both instances being the reverse of this.
Osborne (ZPE 41, 1981, p. 155, note 7) noted that a "citizen"could be invited 6in ttvLa at a period before what he
regarded as the breakdownin the terminology. Henry (Antichthon
15, 1981, p. 109, note 25) saw the present instance as
"a
of
discretion"
on
the
of
the
Athenians
and
displaying degree
part
(p. 102) pointed out that the circumstancesof the
benefactions here rewardedare unknown, not necessarilyqualifyingin the terms suggested for 224 (cf. also Osborne,
II, pp. 197-198). Nevertheless, procedural muddle or insouciance may yet underlie the discrepancy.
]Naturakliation
Line 7. The expression of the "hortatoryintention"(see 86, commentary on lines 21-24 and 173, commentary
on line 2) is open to a wide variety of phraseology, to suit the sentiments deemed appropriate to the particular
occasion. In place of encouraging emulation in other prospective honorands (e.g., 185, 240) or action by them
conformable with the laws (217), the emphasis here is on the demos itself and its anxiety to be seen to be grateful
to those who have done it good service, as in 173 and 224. Cf. IG II2, 891, lines 8-10, 966, lines 12-14.
Line 13. rcbp6t&L 'EXtuw,
vEot. Cf. 228, line 7. This context was quoted by R. E. Wycherley(AgoraIII, p. 81,
no. 221) among evidence for the erection of stelai in this location. Surviving instances suggest that those concerned
had a particular connection with the Eleusinian cult, and this connection should in all probability be assumed in
the case of the present honorands. Line 14. The MilitaryTreasureris surelyto be restoredas the official providingfor
the relevant costs: see 224, commentary on lines 45-50. The alternative of the Plural Board of Administration,
while theoretically possible, is to be discounted. See Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 81-82 with note 169. The vacant
space below line 14 makes it clear that shared responsibilityis not an option.

A CERTAIN THERSON HONORED
240. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble ( 2373), with the right side and original rough-pickedback preserved
and with the inscribed surface dressed roughly away on the left for more than half the total preservedwidth, down a
more or less vertical line; discoveredon February7, 1935, in a wall of a modern house west of the Odeion (K 10). The
almost vertical striationsof a toothed chisel are visible towards the right edge.
H. 0.24 m.; W. 0.15 m.; Th. 0.14 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 12-13, no. 15, with photograph pl. 3. See also SEG XIX, 90.
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The writing of this text is not well done, and the letters are variably spaced. Alpha is "disjointed", in the
manner of the "Cutter of IG II2 1706" (see 222), but the other criteria of that style are absent. Nu tends to be
widely spread; the angles of epsilon are haphazard. Especially notable is the form of phi, in which the left end of
the oval remains open (4). Cf., e.g., IG II2, 876. S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 252) was not able to assign the piece
to an identifiable mason, classing the lettering as rather ordinary and "unfamiliar"(cf. p. 238). Noting that it is
perhaps to be dated before 229, he neverthelesssaw some affinitywith the style of the "Cutterof G II2 1318", whose
only dated work belongs to 212/11; see 233. A generalized date towards the end of the 3rd century is probably
the preferable conclusion.
The restorations shown follow those of the editioprincepsexcept in lines 9 and 16. The length of the lines is
controlled by the standardformula contained in lines 13-14 and to some extent confirmed also by line 8.
Lines 4-5. The "hortatoryintention"is here addressedto the competitive instincts of other potential honorands.
See 239, commentaryon line 7 and (forthe phraseologyhere)IG II2, 721 (M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 153-155,
D 71, Naturalization
II, p. 154), lines 2-5.
Line 6 adfin. -rTaq;e [[.] Meritt. An iota seems, however,to intervene between alpha and sigma. Suitable word

division recommends in[t] at the conclusion of the line. Line 8. XpuaoL arreyp&voi. So Meritt: but the available

space does not permit the inclusion of the usual qualifying formula xatr r6v v6Aov. A stephanos of olive (OaEXXo
acep&v6L) would be an acceptable alternative. It is, however,fair to point out, as has been observed by A. S. Henry
(Honours,p. 27) that with gold stephanoi this qualification is indeed omitted at times; and if the suggestion below
for lines 12-13 has any plausibility,the stephanos here must certainly be of gold. Lines 9-10. LapisNAEK. t]va(?)
Meritt. For the phraseology restored in the earlier part of line 9 see Henry, Honours,pp. 42-43; but
xr)p'Ox[eu|vev
other formulations are equally possible. Meritt'stext read [<piXotLtlar
c brv bfiTov brv 'Av0lovkw- ---]va
xTrqetg
xrX., which left a difficult lacuna: the insertion into the formula of -rv PouvXv xat would add too greatly to the
proposed length of the line.
Line 11. Therson is not identifiable: cf. Meritt, op.cit.,p. 13. Lines 12-13. An eExL9vXaxx was a very notable
honor: see 233, commentary on lines 11-12 and Henry, Honours,pp. 295-296, where this text is listed. The elxAv
was usually set up in the Agora; hence the present supplement. But Meritt's text leaves a lacuna the brevity of
which is unhelpful in regard to the limitation (or grant of choice) of the precise site that may be added to the regular
formula. It is possible to insert here [XaXxfv ITp'itou&vxrI &yoopatr&vayp&Iatb8 xrX.], a formulation that has its
parallels (cf Henry, loc.cit.): but this postulates a very extraordinaryhonor, shared on the evidence only by kings
and princes at this epoch.
Line 16. Meritt did not include in his text a restorationof the official(s)responsiblefor payment; but the Military
Treasurerwas almost certainly the officer concerned. The blank space at the end of the line precludes his association
here with the Plural Board of Administration. See 224, commentary on lines 49-50.
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FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
241. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 1036), broken on all sides, discovered on June 27, 1933, in a
Byzantine context east of the Stoa of Zeus (I 6).
H. 0.185 m.; W. 0.135 m.; Th. 0.04 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,Hesperia39, 1970, p. 308, no. 1, with photograph pl. 76.
NON-ETOIX.
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cx. saec.III a.

9 8it4c,
E6paTorov
XoXapQya.

vacat
This fragment preserves a citation from the foot of a decree whereby Sostratos of Cholargos was a recipient
(perhaps among others) of honors at the hands of the Athenian people. The honorand is surely to be identified
with the CE6=rpaTroNcoartp&tiouXoXa(pye6q) who was among the ephebes of the archonship of (coincidentally)
Sostratos in 210/09 praised in SEG XIX, 77 + XXII, 101, at line 23 (for the line numeration see Tracy,Hesperia47,
1978, pp. 259-260 and SEG XXVIII, 200). He was xapCtacof the Council later in his career, as evidenced by
AgoraXV, 204 (lines 11-12) and 205 Oines 12-13), both of which are dated between 176/5 and 170/69: by that
time Sostratoswill have been a man in his later fifties.
Brief as it is, this text provided Tracy with sufficientevidence for its assignment in the editioprincepsto the mason
he later came to describe as the "Cutter of IG II2 912": see 237 for the details of, and references to, his oeuvreand
career. This inscription must have been a work of his later years: it is unlikely that an ephebe of 210/09 would
receive public honors much before the turn of the century.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

242 (P1.26). A fragment of a stele of white marble (I 6267), broken on all sides, discovered inJanuary 1950 in a Late
Roman wall east of the PanathenaicWay (N-P 7-12): the inscribed surfaceis badly abraded, and very little is legible.
H. 0.30 m.; W. 0.143 m.; Th. 0.127 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
Ed. S. V. Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 59-60, no. 2, with photograph pl. 8. See also SEG XL, 98.
ex. saec.III a.
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In the upper section of this fragment sufficientis visible for Tracy to have been able to ascribe the workmanship
to the "Cutter of G II2 912": see 237. Below line 12 he noted "illegibletraces of at least eight more lines."
Lines 1-3. Evidently the remains of part of the prescript to the decree. Tracy suggested (with a line of ca. 56
letters):
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[-------------[xpoi8puv
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However, the disposition and formulation of line 3, together with the need for adequate space for the nomen and
denoticumthere and in line 2, imply that -Tv in line 1 would be better positioned at the beginning of the second
0e&Tp see 167, commentary on lines 6-7.
line, with the line length extended to ca. 61. For the ixxXlaCta v x O&t
- ---]
eOvou CLtBioLt 'T& 'A9Bivatl]v Tc&pX[et
Line 5. Perhaps [---Tracy,who compared IG II2,
line
70.
1330,

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

243. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4185), with part of the left side preserved but broken elsewhere
and very worn and battered, discovered on May 28, 1936, in disturbed earth west of the Post-HerulianWall (S 17).
H. 0.128 m.; W. 0.088 m.; Th. 0.054 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 10, no. 12, with photograph pl. 2. See also SEG XIX, 83.
NON-ETOIX. ca. 40

antefin. saec.IH a.
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The lettering is plain and not helpful in the attribution of a date to the inscription save in the most general
terms; although it is the sole criterion availablebeyond the standardformula of the prescript. Pi has both verticals of
equal length; omega is spread rather in the 4th-century manner. The external strokes of mu and sigma are not
parallel. The overall aspect is indicative of the later 3rd century, and it may be noted that the text is not in the
stoichedon style. However, it was not treated by S. V Tracy among the works of Attic letter cutterspost 229 B.C.
While the detail of theprescript cannot be elucidated, enough of the text survivesto determine the approximate
length of line, and this seems to require in line 4 that the location of the 1xxX}ratabe identified, with &vAtovOaouor
it IIetpatle (cf. 222) perhaps insufficient for the available space. For the assembly in the theater (so expressed),
cf. 242 and the reference there.
Spatial requirements also make it tolerably certain that the decree was probouleumatic; but it is not among
those listed as such by P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,pp. 246-258.

AN UNCERTAIN FRAGMENT
244. A small fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 2446), broken all around, discovered on February 19,
1935, in a late context southwest of the Tholos (G 12).
H. 0.106 m.; W 0.044 m.; Th. 0.036 m.

LH. 0.006-0.008 m. (lines 1-3), 0.007 m. (lines 5-7).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia21, 1952, pp. 378-379, no. 36, with photograph pi. 98. See also SEG XII, 93.
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B.C.: 245

.........

Two hands are in evidence on this fragment. The lettering of lines 5-7 is wider and more flattened in character,
with greater interlinear spacing and some use of enlargement in the "free ends" of strokes. It appears to belong
relatively early in the century, yet it is not written in the stoichedon style, and this in the case of a public decree
would be unusual.
Though identified at the time of publication as a psephisma,the piece is included here with considerable
reservations. Meritt interpreted it as appearing to contain the end of one decree, which had terminated in a list
of names, and the opening lines of a second, with preamble much abbreviated,which he restoredwith a line of ca. 30
- -- (
t -?- - ]dX[ou letters as follows: [' El TT ------p?386]PrV
[tpurajvreac
ypajltdreuev'
There
is
however
no
reason
the
whole fragment should not be construed as a catalogus
why
ix]xXl[atoa -----].
of some kind, with a name such as Xpi].rqSin line 5 and any number of familiarpossibilitiesin lines 6 and 7.
nominum
It may have formed a part of a monument to which additionswere from time to time made in a variety of hands, as in
the didascaliae
(IG II2, 2318 etsqq.).The use of two-dot punctuation without any apparent association with a numeral
is also indicative of a text that is not a public decree, but it occurs in that section of the inscriptionwhich Meritt in any
case acknowledged as a list of names.

A FRAGMENT OF A DECREE OF THE ORGEONES OF BENDIS(?)
245. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5664), with the original flat top and rough-pickedback preserved.
Broken elsewhere and generally much battered, it was discovered on February21, 1939, during the demolition of
houses on the North Slope between the Akropolisand the Areopagos.
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.23 m.; Th. 0.09 m.
LH. 0.009 m. (line 1), 0.006 m. (lines 2-5).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 227, no. 25, with photograph pl. 40. See also SEG XXI, 531.
saec.III a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 45
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The characteristics of the tolerably regular lettering are indeterminate but in general point to a 3rd-century
date. The nonstoichedon text is somewhat crowded. Omega is very open; the outer strokes of sigma are almost
parallel.
Meritt proposed a line length of ca. 40 letters, but the spacing of line 1 seems to require a slightly longer line
to which, with additional readings in lines 5 and 6, his text has been accommodated. He identified the probable
nature of the enactment on the analogy of IG II2, 1255, a decree of the 4th century in honor of the hieropoioi of
this cult association. That the text begins at once with the name of the proposer and without the preamble customary
in decrees of the boule and demos indicates, in any event, that it emanates from a subgroup, religious or secular,
of the body politic.
Lines 2-3. Cf. IG II2, 1334, line 14. Lines 4-5. Cf. IG II2, 1261, lines 4-5.
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FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
246 (PI. 26). A fragment of a stele of gray marble (I 1330), broken on all sides, discovered on February 12: 1934,
beneath the floor of a Byzantine building east of the Stoa of Zeus (J 6).
H. 0.075 m.; W. 0.10 m.; Th. 0.042 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 64, no. 1, with photograph pl. 9. See also SEG XL, 99.
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saec.III/II a.

NON-ETOIX.
(in corona)
[-----]
[-----], IV
[voao]vEcpTr
TlOV.

Lines 1-2. o|I[v?v]aTracy. But in this position a patronymicin the genitive case is to be expected (cf. 232), and
the first visible remains in line 2 indicate upsilon rather than alpha. For the name restored here cf. PA 11177. It
is unusual and featured in a family from Sphettos known from other evidence. Philippe, daughter of a Xenaios,
is commemorated in a funerary inscription (IG II2, 7530) dated to the 2nd century, and she could well have been
the sister of the present honorand. Xenaios, son of Epainetos, served as bouleutes among the quota of Ey4mirLo
in 303/2 and could have been the honorand'sgreat-grandfather.It is possible that the honorand was himself named
Epainetos, but the name could probably not have been wholly contained in line 1. Tracy noted that two lines, and
not merely one, might stand above the firstpreservedline and thus some such arrangementas ['Exal(veco]v might be
envisaged, with or without [6 8fioro] (velaliquidsimile)in a preceding line.
The stephanos is a stiff and clumsy piece of work, with diamond-shaped leaves hardly, if at all, attached to
the circle round the citation.
Tracy ascribed the workmanshipof this fragment to the "Cutterof Agora I 7181": for the details of his activity
(which spanned the period from 224/3 to 188/7) and characteristicssee 226, a text from his workshop that can
be precisely dated. Tracy's dating of the present text ("ca.a. 205 a.") sets it for convenience at the middle point
of the mason's career.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE(?)

247 (PI. 27). A fragment of a stele of gray marble (I 4615), which preserves the right side of the monument but is
broken elsewhere, discoveredon March 10, 1937, in the filling of a road of Late Roman date west of the southern part
of the Stoa of Attalos (P 11).
H. 0.089 m.; W. 0.09 m.; Th. 0.06 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 64-65, no. 2, with photograph pl. 10. See also SEG XL, 100.
saec.III/II a.
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This stele, like 246, was ascribed by Tracy to the "Cutter of Agora I 7181" and similarly dated by him at the
middle point of that mason's career. Lines 5 and 6, in referring to the nomoi,suggest that this may be a public
enactment of some kind; but no more is to be said of it beyond that.
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248. Three fragmentsof a stele of Hymettian marble, of which two, fragmentsa (E.M. 7493) and b (E.M. 7510), have
long been known and the third, fragment c (15871), has more recently been associated with them. Fragmenta, which
preserves the original rough-picked back but is otherwise broken all around, was discovered on the Akropolis and
first published as IG II, 402; it is now in the Epigraphical Museum. Fragment b, broken on all sides save that, as
first observed by M.J. Osborne (see below), part of the left side of the monument is preserved below the inscribed
surface, was also discovered on the Akropolis (at an earlier date than fragment a); it too is now in the Epigraphical
Museum. Fragment c, broken all around, was discovered onJune 7, 1939, in a wall of a modern cesspool west
of the Panathenaic Way and southwest of the Eleusinion (Q2 1). Fragmentsa and b were remeasured by Osborne.
a: H. 0.277 m.; W. 0.16 m.; Th. 0.135 m.
b: H. 0.16 m.; W. 0.164 m.; Th. 0.094 m.
c: H. 0.13 m.; W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.12 m.

LH. 0.006-0.007 m. (omicron 0.005 m.).
Ed. a + b: IG 112,851, with earlier references,and addenda, p. 668; their relationshipadjustedby M.J. Osborne,
after his observation concerning the left edge of fragment b, with revised text, ZPE 11, 1973, pp. 157-159; see also
SEG XXVI, 97. c only: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 219-220, no. 16, with photograph pl. 46; see also
SEG XXI, 414.
Fragment c noted as making a join with a, with consolidated and improved text of lines 18-25, S. V Tracy,
Hesperia47, 1978, pp. 258-259, with photograph of fragmentsa + c, as joined, pl. 68:b; see also SEG XXVIII, 71.
Combined fragments: Osborne, Naturalization
II, pp. 181-182.
I, pp. 198-199, D 91, Naturalization
saec.III/II a.
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The above text follows that of Osborne (JNaturalization
I, loc.cit.). Line 1. Osborne (ZPE 11, 1973) envisaged
Line 6 adfin. Laps EKA. Line 12. LapisAL.''EKAIN. Line 18 adfin. The mason
[1Xe]ueO[plav---].
apparently began to repeat AOIIION: cf. Tracy, loc.cit., who noted the remains of AOl in the erasure. Line 20.
The text required by the placing of fragments b and c is too long for the line. Tracy supposed crowding by the mason
--T-]Vy
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at the beginning of the line, but sufficientof the text remainsfor this not to be apparent. Osborne postulated an error
in the inscribing, as shown. Since errors occur elsewhere in the extant text, this supposition is reasonable.
The formulation of this grant of citizenship conforms to Type I of Formulation B as defined by Osborne, a
type that in his opinion did not outlast the 3rd century. See 239 and references there.
The inscribing of the stele was attributed by Tracy (op.cit., pp. 255-261) to the "Cutter of IG II2 913", with
photographs of specimen letters and parts of the name piece, pls. 67 and 68:a. See also AtticLtter-Cutters,
pp. 71-79,
with fig. 6, where the mason's characteristicsare again described and further attributionsmade. Described by Tracy
as one of the major letter cuttersworkingin Athens around 190 B.C.,he is credited with some sixty-fiveextant texts, of
which seven are Agora psephismata
included in this collection (249-253 and 281, in addition to the present decree).
The latest datable inscription attributedto him belongs to the archonship of Antigenes (171/70), the earliest to the
year of Sostratos (210/09). This decree, if the typology of the formulation of the citizenship grant be also taken
into account, should be set early in his career, just before or at latest just after the turn of the century: but, on
the dating, see furtherbelow. His style is carefuland elegant, with a neatness and sense of space that could be thought
old fashioned for its time.
The decree was probouleumatic: see P.J. Rhodes, AthnianBoul, p. 254.
Lines 9-10. For the golden stephanos without the qualificationxaxT&rbv v6tov see 240, commentary on line 8.
Line 10. The honorand's virtues, legible and restored, are among those more regularly invoked in contexts of this
kind: cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 42.
Lines 12-14. The honors are to be announced at three festivals. That the Ptolemaia are here omitted led previous
editors to date the decree earlier than the institution of that celebration in 224 (or to the middle of the 2nd century,
when the Ptolemaia had lost something of their prominence). See Osborne (Naturalization
II, pp. 181-182), who
argued there as on earlier occasions for a date before 224. The floruitof the mason, however,if correctly assessedcan
hardly be extended so long, as Osborne also reluctantly allowed. Nor is an error of omission on the part of the
mason an acceptable refuge.
It seems however that the number of, and occasions for, announcements of this character lacked consistency.
Cf. 238, where honors for the people ofEphesos, a city closely connected with the Egyptiankingdom, were announced
only at the Dionysia (by contrast with 225), and 224, where the Dionysia and Panathenaia, but not the Eleusinia,
were involved. The Ptolemaia are also omitted in 249. See Henry, Honours,pp. 32-33, for a selection of possibilities.
Thus the absence of the Ptolemaia cannot be considered a firm argument for the dating of this decree.
Lines 14-18. See also Henry, Honours,pp. 81-83, where this text is cited. Henry also observed (p. 97, note 67)
that the use of OiXe for poXTrxLais, on present evidence, unique. Lines 18-20. For the promise of future benefits see
Henry, op. cit., pp. 315-318, with this passage quoted p. 317, and cf. Rhodes, Atenian Boue, pp. 281-283. The
qualification of the participial formula by an additional clause is a further unicum,as Henry also pointed out (op.cit.,
p. 322, note 31).
Lines 21-22. The generals are responsible for the proclamation, here unsupported by the Military Treasurer.
Cf. 224, commentary on lines 39-41 and Henry, Honours,p. 35. Lines 22-23. arT]XeL,but XtOlvrt. This is the
only instance of HI in the dative feminine singular in this text; EI is otherwise used throughout. Lines 24-25. The
Military Treasureris, as regularly,the official charged with disbursingthe costs of the implementation of the decree.
The available space does not permit that duty to be shared with the Plural Board of Administration. See 224,
commentary on lines 49-50 and references there; and cf. 240, line 16.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE
249. A fragmentof a stele of Hymettian marble (I 1966), batteredand broken on all sides and with a piece
gouged out
of the center of the inscribed surface, discovered on May 7, 1934, in earth disturbed from a previous excavation
north of the Southwest FountainHouse (I 15). The blueness and smoothness of the inscribed surface are
noteworthy.
H. 0.095 m.; W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.095 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 58-59, no. 22, with photograph.
saec.III/I a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 46
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When first discovered, this fragment was thought to be part of IG II2, 702, now AgoraXV, 87, although in
the event the contents of the two could not be reconciled. The resemblancebetween them was so clear, however,that
the same hand might have been at work on a piece of the same consignment of quarried stone, an observation
which might yet be correct. At the time, and for many years thereafter,AgoraXV, 87 was held to belong to the
middle of the 3rd century. The criterion of the style of the lettering appeared suited to such a date, and one or
two minor considerations in the present text (see below) might have pointed in the same direction. In the editio
princepsof this fragment, nevertheless, Meritt opted for a dating "ca. a. 225 a.(?)",citing resemblances to the style
of IG 112, 837, of 227/6, which is indeed similar but less apposite.
S. V Tracy,however, attributedboth AgoraXV, 87 and this text to the "Cutter of IG I12 913" (Hesperia
47, 1978,
AtticLetter-Cutters,
256-259,
pp.
pp. 73-74), which necessitated their redating within the attested limits of his career;
see 248. The conservative character of this mason's work, which made an earlier dating plausible, is of significance.
The rearrangement has given rise to certain problems concerning AgoraXV, 87 which do not call for discussion
here. In the present case, the generalized date given above is prudent and the most that the evidence permits.
Line 1. aXo[-]L4(acq]Meritt. The supplements that follow reflect the recognized formulations of the period:
cf. 224 and 248. Lines 2-4. That the Ptolemaia are not included as a festival at which the stephanos is to be
announced might have argued for a dating earlier than 224 B.C.and did in fact influence Meritt's decision about
it. But see 248, commentary on lines 12-14. The operative verb is &vEvyopeuml, in place of the more usual &vEvL7Cev.
This also might indicate the practice of an earlier period; see 208, commentary on lines 26-29. But the usage is
found also in the 2nd century; cf. A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 33.
Lines 4-6. The xat of line 6 makes it clear that the generalsand the MilitaryTreasurerarejointiy to be responsible
for the arrangements concerning the manufacture and proclamation of the stephanos. See 224, commentary on
lines 39-41 and references there.

A CITIZEN OF THE DEME MELITE HONORED

250. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 2527), with the smooth left side preserved, discovered on
February 27, 1935, in a modern wall over the southern part of the Odeion (M 12). The marble has what B. D.
Meritt (see below) described as a "curiouslymottied appearance",comparing that of261. The striationsof a toothed
chisel in both diagonal directions are clearly to be seen.
H. 0.14 i.; W 0.16 m.; Th. 0.065 m.

LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 59-60, no. 23, with photograph.
saec.III/II a.

NON-ITOIX. ca. 54
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This inscriptionwas attributedto the "Cutterof IG II2 913" by S. V Tracy,Hesperia47, 1978, p. 257 (cf. also Attic
p. 74) and is thereforeto be dated within the limits of the mason's attested career. See 248. Meritt'sdate
Letter-Cutters,
in the editioprinceps(ca.a. 200 a.) was well judged.
What survives of the text provides the basis for formulations standard at the time, in respect of instructions
to the proedroi, the award of a stephanos and its motivation, and the provisions for the erection and cost of the
stele. The decree was probouleumatic: see P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Bouk,p. 254.
Lines 1-2. For the "hortatoryintention" see 86, commentary on lines 21-24, and for the formula restored here
cf. IGII2, 717 (M.J. Osborne, JVaturalication
I, pp. 178-180, D 83, Naturalization
II, p. 169), lines 5-7; but there
are other possibilities. In the editioprincepsMeritt restored 8Ioq S v ov 3pouX) xal. 6 fio qEpaivovrat
L 86tC
In
either
case
the
here
is
on
demos
itself
and
its
wish
to
be
Toti | paXoXtri]ouVpvo[tq
the
emphasis
recognized as
xX).].
to
those
who
have
and
served
it
well.
See
on
line
7.
Line
2. dyaxei
239, commentary
suitably grateful
generous
See
on
lines
Line
3.
but
9.
22-23.
in
line
lines
7-8.
Cf.
72, commentary
ret,
248,
-tXet.
=TXT)L
Line 6. The stephanos of olive restored here was frequentlybestowed on citizens who had acquitted themselves
well in some official or semiofficialcapacity,as may have been the present case. See A. S. Henry, Honours,pp. 38-39.
Lines 6-7. E6oCapeLa
towards the gods and pLXotiqtatowardsthe Athenian people represent a regularpair of virtues
praised in a context of this kind. Cf. Henry, Honours,p. 43 and 240, lines 8-9 (as restored). Lines 7-8. Since the
original discovery and transcriptionof the text, a small fragment has been lost from the right edge of the fragment
carrying the last two recorded letters of these lines.
Lines 10-11. The meager remains of line 11 make it clear that the Military Treasurerwas to provide for the cost
of the stele: but there would be room for the addition of the PluralBoard of Administrationwith whom the Treasurer
sometimes shared the responsibility.See Henry, Chiron14, 1984, pp. 81-86 and 224, commentary on lines 49-50.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE OF THE DEMESMEN OF MELITE(?)

251. A fragmentfrom the upper right section of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 3142), with part of the right
side (below the inscribed surface)and of the raking cornice of the pediment preserved, discovered on December 13,
1935, in a wall of a modern house over the east end of South Stoa II (N 15). The back of the fragment is broken. The
horizontal cornice and the moldings below it have been hacked away but seem to have been substantial. The remains
represent a bulky piece of what was evidently a considerable monument, but disappointingly litde survives of the
inscribed surface.
H. 0.346 m.; W. 0.277 m.; Th. 0.225 m.

LH. 0.007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, p. 270, no. 7, with photograph pl. 78. See also SEGXXV, 110.
saec.III/II a.
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The workmanship of this inscription was identified by S. V Tracy as that of the "Cutter of IG 12 913", and
it offers a furtherexample of his workshop'sconsiderableoutput: see 248. His somewhat old-fashioned style, already
alluded to, makes Meritt's general dating to the 3rd century, in the editioprinceps,an understandable estimate: but
the date must accord with the span of the mason's career, i.e., between ca. 210/09 and 171/70 on the available
evidence. Here he was evidently working not for the Athenian body politic but for a subdivisionof it, as the abridged
form of the prescript makes apparent. Cf. 245.
The dimensions of the pediment and the overall size of the block imply that the inscription was of some length.
The vacant space of line 5 does not signal more than the conclusion of an opening statement. Possibly a short
initial measure required the inscribing below of other enactments, at the original instance of the lepec. Cf IG II2,
1155, 1261, 1284, 1299, 1328, etc. The text is restoredas a decree of the deme Melite. Cf. 277.
Line 1. [- - - - - ]eoq Meritt, but the breakmakes the squeeze and photograph deceptive. The upright is too far
to the right for a convincing epsilon. Lines 2-3. xTOU/pou r[o0 'AOrvlvalov ----]
Meritt. Line 3. 8]e86XOai
tl& y[laa]
[t[v f 4.] Meritt. Line 4. ---xa]l x TI
Meritt; the diagonal stroke of nu survives at the edge of the
break.
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FRAGMENT OF THE CONCLUSION OF A DECREE
252 (P1.27). A fragment of a stele of gray marble (I 3954), broken on all sides, discovered on April 2, 1936, in
a context of Turkishdate west of the northern part of the Stoa of Attalos (P 8).
H. 0.068 m.; W. 0.133 m.; Th. 0.081 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,Atic Letter-Cutters,
pp. 75-76, no. 1, with photograph pl. 12. See also SEGXL, 103.
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Tracy's attribution of this fragment to the hand of the "Cutter of IG 12 913" requires a date for it, as for
248-251 and 253, within the last decade of the 3rd century or the first three decades of the 2nd. The dating in
the ditioprinceps("ca.a. 190 a.") is set for convenience at the middle point of the mason's attested span.
For the sentiment in line 1 Tracy compared IG II2, 808 (M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 185-187, D 87,
JNaturaliation
II, pp. 172-177), lines 21-22 and 891, line 9. For the concluding clause he proposed, exempligratia:
-------a]
j
rbv rapav TrCvarcpa]
[bt vhv&v]aypaccpv a[sTX
(oeploaal
)5
v
W x]
TX YV C Td
& xaxt[&(IP(atoPoTXd&VaXLaXOVdVOV
r6]
[TiKT.xiXv

[dcv&X&>(ia].
The introduction of the "analiskomenafund" as the source of payment is surprisingat so late a date and after so
long an interval. See A. S. Henry, Chiron14, 1984, p. 63, with note 64, where the sporadic appearance of this
fund in the 3rd and 2nd centuries is briefly discussed, and ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 284-285. Among the psephismata
in
this collection it was last in evidence in 164, of the early years of the 3rd century. Apart from the unusual cases
of the so-called Salaminian decree of the late 2nd century (IG II2, 1008, III, line 88 and 1011, III, line 63) this
formulation fell into apparent disuse after 283/2 B.C.Cf. Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, p. 274, table 3. The present text
appears to provide evidence that its existence and availabilitycould be called upon throughout the period.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
253 (P1.27). A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5224), broken on all sides, discovered on February 15,
1938, in a Byzantine context west of the PanathenaicWay and west of the Eleusinion (S 19).
H. 0.073 m.; W. 0.125 m.; Th. 0.057 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Unpublished.
saec.III/II a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 41-45
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The attribution of this inscription to the hand of the "Cutter of IG II2 913" by S. V.
Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 74, following Hesperia47, 1978, p. 257) sets its date within the period of that mason's activity: see 248. The
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instructions for the inscribing and erection of the stele, and for the payment of its cost by the Military Treasurer,
correspond to the normal phraseology of the period.
Lines 1-2. The clause may be interpretedas concerned with additional benefits to be accorded to the honorand
if he perseveres in his acknowledged good works, e.g., elvaltb8 arBt ----x]al
e[6piaaOt &Xo &yaObvo0 &v
elvaLt
on
Boxfr &itoc;
tap&To]0 b84[ou, the lines of IG II2, 861, 891, 892, 893, etc., or elvar t aaCrxtLx]axle[tl rb
Xotxbv XpelaCIcapexopvo Txl
t|ioeaOt 67tbxo]0 ft4[ou, for which see IG II2, 844, lines 27-28. Cf. A. S. Henry,
Honours,pp. 315-318. Lines 4-5. For the form of words cf. IG II2, 922, lines 15-16. The letters of line 5 are spaced
more widely than those in the other lines.
Lines 5-6. The instructionsfor payment usually conclude the enactment. Where a new decree or a stephanos
is recorded lower on the stele, a blank space is customarilyleft between it and the preceding text. Here the inscription
runs on with additional matter without any apparentbreak. Cf., e.g., 301, IG II2, 868, SEGXXI, 436. An invitation
to hospitality might form such an addendum, e.g., IG II2, 238, 282, 288, etc.: so here, xoXtaoL bt -----vtra xX. (For contemporary honors conferred on a citizen of Eretria cf. IG II2, 893, M. J.
'Epex]pLta[xtal idn
Naturalization
Osborne,
I, pp. 206-268, D 98.) But a new subject may equally have been introduced at this point.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

254. The upper left corner of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 84), broken below and to the right,
discoveredonJuly 28, 1931, in the annex of the Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios,at a Late Roman level (H 6). The transition
between the floor of the pediment and the inscribed surface is effected by an ovolo molding with shallow cavetto
crown, a wide taenia below descending in an apophyge to a vacant space on the inscribed surface preceding the
only survivingline of text. The total effect is heavy and suggests that the stele may have been sizable even though, to
judge from the angle at which the raking cornice ascends, not especially wide.
H. 0.135 m.; W. 0.127 m.; Th. 0.082 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, p. 10, no. 12, with photograph.
saec.III/II a.

NON-ETOIX.
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The text is adjudged nonstoichedon on the evidence of the irregular spacing of the survivng letters. On the
basis of this and of the precisely written pi with unequal upright strokes,Meritt dated the inscription between 250
and 150 B.C. S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 22) noted the surviving letters as too few for the formation of any
the
Within
Meritt's
style.
hundred-yearrange, some eighteen archons held office whose names
judgment concerning
contained iota as second letter, and speculation as to the identity of the man named here is pointless.
The Pergamene-type ovolo (cf. L. T. Shoe, Profilesof GreekMouldingsI, 1936, p. 22) below a graceful cavetto
indicates a date in the 3rd rather than the 2nd century. The style resembles that of 216 and 224, but the taller,
more gently curving cavetto might suggest that this example is not the latest of the three.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE CONFERRING CIlIZENSHIP

255. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4608), with part of the right side preserved but broken elsewhere,
discoveredon March 12, 1937, in a late context under what was formerlyAkropolisStreet, west of the Post-Herulian
Wall (S 24-25 to T 24). The vertical striationsof a toothed chisel are very evident on the inscribed surface.
H. 0.094 m.; W. 0.07 m.; Th. 0.031 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 259, no. 66, with photograph pl. 48; see also SEG XXI, 417: M. J.
Osborne, NaturalizaionI, pp. 201-202, D 94, NaturaliationII, p. 183.
saec.III/II a.
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Line 1. So Osborne:INK[..] Meritt.Lines2-6. The textfollowsthe ditioprinceps.
Meritt gave this inscription a date of "init.sacc.II a.", without comment. Enough of the formula of the grant
survivesfor Osborne to have concluded that it belongs to Type I of his FormulationB, which was in his view current
during the last quarter of the 3rd century,a period to which he alsojudged the style of the lettering to belong. On the
p. 253) found the lettering too worn to permit its
typology see 239 and referencesthere. S. V. Tracy (AtticLtter-Cuttersm,
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assignmentto an identifiablemason.Whileobservingthat"Osborne'sdateseemsa good one,"he neverthelesssaw
stylisticaffinitieswiththeworkof the "Cutterof G 12783",whosedatableactivityconcentratesbetween173/2 and
161/60 (op.cit.,pp. 143-145). In view of these conflicting signals and of the fragmentarystate of the text, it is prudent

to ventureno furtherthanthe generalizeddatingshownabove.

That more than one honorand was involved is shown by line 3. Osborne provided "an attempt to illustrate

the generalsenseof the originaldocument,"as follows:
-----]
[-x'[l]
[cb6eatL at xol, Txotelav xattlypAa]aaL (pu
[XqijxaIl bijtouvxal aptacpccfK &]v,BoXco
&o ouval] optl
aO
[vcartTo?c bF OCecavoOTa.
5

'iv
xcal eltcayayTtv xotZ] oco4[o]
[kxvTvjVpov'
v
aoxtiualta(xCV
[Otra xal TrhV
oX]it[oy]
ia v bucactFa*La
tle Eva]
[paOtla8c'av rX7p
ncvCE0xoalou
[xal
boca0r
-----].

APPENDIX: MATERIAL DISCOVERED SINCE 1967

255A. Honors for a friend of Demetrios Poliorketes(I 7070). Discovered on September 29, 1969; see 117.

255B. Fragment of the concluding section of an honorary decree (I 7137), between 286/5 and 262/1 a. The left

edge of this stele of Pentelicmarbleis preserved,but it is brokenelsewhere.It was discoveredonJune 10, 1970,
in a Byzantinewall (N 6). The date is determinedby the necessity(imposedby the stoichedonorder)to restore
the PluralBoardof Administration
as responsiblefor defrayingthe cost of the monument,whichis to be met by
the "analiskomena
fund"and restoredin the figureof 20 drachmas.Forthe appearanceof this fund in the 3rd
and 2nd centuriessee the commentaryon 252.
The text was edited by M. B. Walbank(Hesperia
51, 1982, pp. 52-53, no. 9, with photographpl. 21), who
regardedthe letteringstyleas closeto thatof 158. See alsoSEGXXXII, 107.

255C. Decree in honor of the priestof Amphiaraos(I 7163), dated by the name of the archon(Glaukippos)
to
273/2 a. This is the uppersectionof a pedimentalstele of Hymettianmarble,brokenbelow but with top, both
sides,and rough-pickedbackpreserved,discoveredonJuly 29, 1970, at O 16 on the Agoragrid. Editedby M. B.
51, 1982,pp. 53-54, no. 10, withphotographpl. 21. See also SEGXXXII, 110.
Walbank,Hesperia
The fullypreservedcalendarequationshowsMounichion21 = pryt.X, 29 (the 316th or 317th day,for there
is a one-daydiscrepancybetweenthe two, rectifiedby the time of the enactmentof IG II2, 676 in Skirophorion).
This evidenceamendsthe entryconcerningthis date as a meetingday of the assemblyinJ. D. Mikalson,Sacred
andCivilCalendar,
p. 147. The yearwas intercalary,as was alreadywell recognized:cf. B. D. Meritt,Historia26,
1977,p. 173.
255D. Decree in honor of Kallias of Sphettos (I 7295), dated by the name of the archon (Sosistratos)to 270/69 a.
The completely preserved stele of Pentelic marble was discovered on May 20, 1971, reused as a cover slab in a
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late repair of the Great Drain (J 5). It was edited by T. L. ShearJr. and published as a separate monograph (Hesperia,
Supplement XVII, 1978) under the title "Kallias of Sphettos and the Revolt of Athens in 286 B.C.": the text also
in SEGXXVI, 60.
This important document, which is referred to on numerous occasions in earlier pages of this section, where
it impinges on relevant matters under consideration, gave rise to much discussion: for subsequent references see
SEG XXIX, 102, XXXV 88, XXXVII, 91, and XLII, 98. The controversy in the early stages centered largely
upon the sequence of events and the precise date of the revolution. There is no epigraphical problem.
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255E. Two(?)decrees from a monument perhaps set up by a sodalitas(I 7093), possibly to be dated to 266/5 a. A
fragment of a block of blue-gray Hymettian marble, apparently from a constructed monument, with inscriptions
(by different hands) on two adjoining faces, discovered on September 10, 1969, in the wall of the Athens-Peiraieus
railway (J 3). Edited by M. B. Walbank, Hesperia51, 1982, pp. 54-56, no. 11, with photographs pl. 22. See also
SEGXXXII,, 3, where it is erroneously stated that the monument is opisthographic.
On face A are preserved the first few letters of seven lines of text, on face B the last few letters of five lines of
text. The lettering style is of the second to thirdquarterof the 3rd century;the suggested closer dating is derived from
what may be the name of an archon Nikias in face A, line 3, whom Walbank considered to be Nikias of Otryne
(see p. 275 above).
255E Enactment of a phratry (I 7500), perhaps to be identified with the Therrikleidai, dated by the editor "ante
med.sacc.III a.". A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble, with the left side preserved but otherwise broken all
around including the back, discovered in May 1975 beneath a step leading to the Gate of Athena (V 13). Edited by
M. B. Walbank, Hesperia51, 1982, pp. 48-50, no. 7, with photograph pl. 20. See also SEG XXXII, 150, which
includes a reference to notes and textual suggestionsby C. W. HedrickJr.,Hesperia52, 1983, pp. 299-302 (to whom is
also due the proposal that the phratry is that of the Therrikleidai),and expresses the dating as "ca.300-250 B.C."
255G. Fragment of a decree (I 7312), dated by the editor "antemed.saec.III a.". A fragment of a stele of Pentelic
marble, broken on all sides (althoughthe back may possiblybe original),discoveredonJune 4, 1971, in a modern wall
(S 13). Edited by M. B. Walbank,Hesperia51, 1982, pp. 50-51, no. 8, with photograph pi. 21. See also SEGXXXII,
114. Walbank suggested, on the basis of the meager remains of the text, that the enactment honored a board of
officials such as the agoranomoi.

255H. Fragment of a decree conferring citizenship (I 7254), of ca. 225 a. A fragment of a stele of gray marble, with
the left side preserved, discovered on March 31, 1971, in a modern wall (Q21). Edited by S. V Tracy,Hesperia45,
1976, pp. 283-285, no. 1, with photograph pl. 66. Tracy's text was reproduced as SEG XXVI, 96. Tracy later
(AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 63) identified the workmanshipas that of the "Cutter of Agora I 7181", for whose date and
characteristicssee 226.
The text was republished by M. J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 199-200, D 92, with commentary in NaturalizationII, pp. 182-183, in which he identified the formula of grant as Type I of FormulationB: see 239 and references
there.
A. S. Henry (Chiron14, 1984, pp. 81-82 and ZPE 72, 1988, pp. 134-135) drew attention to the point that,
in the provisions for payment of the cost of the stele (lines 1 1-13), the Plural Board of Administration alone has the
responsibilityand that this is unique among decrees dated later than 229: otherwise the Board is always associated
with the Military Treasurer(see 224, commentary on lines 49-50 and 225, commentary on lines 21-22). The decree
may perhaps be datable to a year very soon after 229, before the proceduresinstitutedwhen the Athenians recovered
their freedom from Macedonian control became fully regularized. See also SEG XXXIV, 90.
255J. Decree conferring Athenian citizenship on the people of ChrysaoreanAntioch (Alabanda)in Karia, dated by
the historical circumstances ca. 203 a. This is inscribed on two joining fragments of a stele of Hymettian marble
(I 7182), which together preserve the sides of the monument as well as the original back but are broken above and
below. The larger fragment was discoveredon August 10, 1970, at a Byzantine level above the Royal Stoa (K 5), and
the smaller in a marble pile during autumn 1975. Edited by R. L. Pounder, Hesperia47, 1978, pp. 49-57, with
photograph pl. 8. Pounder's text, with one correction made by him, was repeated in SEG XXVIII, 75.
M. J. Osborne discussed and amended the original version of lines 19-21 in ZPE 38, 1980, pp. 99-101
SEG
XXX, 77) and subsequently printed his version of the text in Naturalization
I, pp. 202-204, as D 95, with
(cf.
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II, pp. 183-185. The date of the text is relevant to, and confirmed by, evidence from
commentary in Naturalization
Delphi: see SEG XXVIII, 488, XXXVII, 393.
S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cuttr,p. 49) identified this text from its lettering as one item in the considerable output of
the "CutterofGIGI2 1706", for whom see 222, and it representsa very late, perhaps the latest recognizable, product
of his long career.
Payment for the stele is to be made by 6 raixlEac,that is, the Military Treasurer,in conjunction with the Plural
Board. For this designation of the Treasurersee 224, commentary on lines 49-50.
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200-86 B.C.: 256-332
Writing of the prescripts to the decrees of this period, A. S. Henry (Prescripts,
p. 84; cf. 331)
remarked upon "the dwindling significance of, and lack of care and interest in, the resolutions
of the Athenian body politic." This is certainly reflected in the number of decrees of the
2nd century B.C. discovered during the Agora excavations,for the eighty-three items in Section 4
(inclusive of the appendix) amount to little more than half of the total considered in Section 3.
The Athenians at thisjuncture were looking inward upon themselves;where the evidence is clear,
honors for citizens exceeded in number honorary decrees (including citizenship) for foreigners,
while the honoring of prytaneis (109 texts in AgoraXV) and of graduating classes of epheboi came
to dominate the inscribed record of public business.
The concerns and relationshipsto which the previous centuries had testifiedin the documents
treated earlier gradually died away. There are no texts in this section that may be classed under
the head of "foreign affairs", no grants of proxenia,a form of reward which endured elsewhere
rather longer than at Athens (cf. C. Marek, Die Proxenie,1984, pp. 387-391), no nomoi,and few
"miscellaneous"items of public importance (305, 322, and a sanctuary repair recorded in 296
being the only texts in this category,though clearlyof some consequence in themselves). Religious
groups provide seven decrees, while one (277) representsthe last surviving decree of a deme.
Analysis of this kind is, however,seriouslyimpeded by the remarkablefact that more than one
third (thirty-four)of the eighty-three texts considered here are so fragmentary that they give no
clue to the character of the enactments recorded. Of the remaining forty-nine, thirty-sevenattest
the award of honors (sixteen for citizens, eleven for noncitizens, including three for monarchs
or their close associates, and ten inconclusive). Where such honorary decrees are well preserved,
there is a tendency towards comparative prolixity and extravagance of expression. There is
a similar tendency in the now highly formalized prytany texts of the period; and the decrees
honoring epheboi, which increase in number during the same century, are lengthy and carefully
detailed.
Finally,one interestingfeature to emerge in this time of shifting balance in the official output
of inscribed public business is a concern for absolute calendric accuracy in the dates shown in the
prescriptsto the decrees. Very great care was taken to record the true date "accordingto god" at
times when, for whatever reasons, the authoritieshad seen fit to retardthe onward progressof the
festival calendar. This is largely matched by the general detail provided for archival purposes or
for the determination of responsibilityamong officialsrequiredto take action in the publication of
enactments or fulfillment of their terms. This had assumed a standard and elaborate form in
the previous century and was carefullymaintained in this one.

FRAGMENTOF AN HONORARYDECREE
256. A fragmentof a stele of Hymettianmarble(I 4597), with the smoothright side and
perhapsthe original
rough-pickedbackpreserved,discoveredon March8, 1937,in a moderncontextnorthof KolonosAgoraios,near
the tracksof the railroad (E 4).
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H. 0.167 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, pp. 271-272, no. 10, with photograph pl. 78. See also SEG XXV, I11.
ca. a. 200 a., velpauUlopost
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The writing is very distinctive, with letters widely spaced, wide in proportion to their height, and decorated
with serifs. The external strokes of sigma are parallel or nearly so. The horizontals of omega are angled upwards
("winged"omega). On alpha the crossbaris curved (cf.J. Kirchner,IIA2, 1948, p. 23 and pl. 39, no. 98; P. M. Fraser
and T. Ronne, Botian andWestGreekTombstones,
1957, pp. 83-84, with notes 6 and 7), the firstoccurrence of this form
among the Agora psephismata.Syllabic division is disregarded. All these features appeared to point to, or at least
not to contradict, a date for the inscription in the first part of the 2nd century, and Meritt very reasonably gave
it a datingin the ediioprinceps
of "init.saec.II a."
S. V Tracy,however,associated it with four other texts, including 257, and ascribed the group to the "Cutter of
IG 12 1131" (AtticLettr-Cutrs, pp. 89-91, with a photograph of the name piece, fig. 9). While allowing that all
five inscriptionshad been dated "to the mid-second century or later"(althoughthis was not so in the present case), he
set this text and its fellows at ca. 200 by reason of the wide interlinearspacing, a mannerism which he saw as looking
back to that date or even earlier. Cf. perhaps the "Cutterof IG I2 1318" (233). Nevertheless, this may be interpreted
as a personal idiosyncrasy independent of precise chronology, and pending better evidence an early 2nd-century
dating remains the more attractiveoption. None of the five texts in the group may be firmly dated on other grounds.
The decree evidently concerned the appropriaterecognition by the demos of benefitsreceived, with a concluding
invitation to hospitality in the Prytaneion (for which see 224, commentary on lines 44- 45). If, as Meritt suggested,
the uninscribed space in line 7 marks the end of the inscription, the instructions for the erection of the stele and
defrayment of the costs were unusually lacking or out of place.
Meritt hazarded that lines 3-4 may have expressed some such sentiments as Sco; &vtLy qavepbv 1LaItv
oto' ityLVo0uv]otL 8xt 6 8|[f.oq

1TcOrraxaxL
taLCiVobs &ycxOob xxCv&vs8Pv 'roe; piXXovcra ouv]cy(vueLv xIX.

'Ayovictv as the future infinitive of an active ayov(CeLv is a noteworthy phenomenon. The verb, whether simple or
The active aorist participle
in compound, is normally middle (&Tyv(eaOaL), with a contracted future (&y<vtaweOaL).

attestedat Sikyonin IG IV,429.
&iyovlaais epigraphically

Lines 5-6. On the basis of IG II2, 844, of 193/2, lines 59-60, Meritt suggested iA xtav'rl
xaip]L] T& X&vp[vep.[7a
Cri..
rp&i

AN ENACTMENTOF UNCERTAINCHARACTERIN THE DORIC DIALECT

257. Two joining fragmentsof a stele of Pentelic marble (16234), which (asjoined) preserve the left side and original
back of the monument but are broken elsewhere, discovered on October 21 and November 5, 1949, packed behind
the blocks of the middle tower of the Post-HerulianWall in the central part of the Stoa of Attalos (Q 10).
Measurements asjoined: H. 0.40 m.; W. 0.46 m.; Th. 0.18 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron and omega 0.004-0.005 m.).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 222-223, no. 19, with photograph pl. 38. See also SEG XXI, 484
(with additional reference toJ. and L. Robert, REG 75, 1962, pp. 144-145, no. 107), S. V Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,

p. 91, and SEGXXXIX, 154.

ca. a. 200 a., velpaullopost
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Line 3. ALSEfN Meritt;- - - MuX]ao/ov(?)J. and L. Robert;4AEriN Tracy. Line 7. PerhapsBo[Xovtot- - J. and L. Robert.
Meritt's dating for this text was a simple recognition that it belonged to the 2nd century B.C.The suggestion by
J. and L. Robert (with reference to IG II2, 1135 [SEG XXXHI, 134], a treaty between the Cretan cities of Olous
and Lyttos, dated to 1 1/10 by the appearance of the Athenian archon Sosikrates in its prescript)that the people
of Olous were also involved here, in some way concerned with the recognition of the services of foreign arbiters,
implied no necessary attribution to the end of the century despite their cross-reference. Tracy's finding concerning
the craftsmanship of the inscription, that it was the work of the "Cutter of IG II2 1131" (see 256), has set it more
precisely in the early years of the century. It is of interest that IG II2, 1131 is itself in the Doric dialect and was
regarded byJ. Kirchner as part of a Rhodian decree. The content of the present enactment remains obscure.
There are few documents in the Attic corpus that emanate from other Greek states;see IG II2, 1126-1137. The
majority of these concern Delphi and the Amphiktyons, but IG II2, 1130 is also in dialect and refers to Crete. It
was found in the same area as IGII2, 1131, and U. Koehler suggested that it belonged to the same monument,
although it is not written by the same hand. Tracy (op.cit.,p. 242) dated it to the beginning of the 2nd century.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

258. A fragment of the upper part of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 3365), broken on all sides, discovered on
February 10, 1936, in a modern context outside the Market Square to the southeast (T 17). The spring of a crowning
molding survives at a distance of 0.055 m. above the first line of text. Within this space is a roughly abraded area
running across the fragment and narrowing from left to right, which does not seem to be a rasuraconnected with
the inscription.
H. 0.105 m.; W. 0.08 m.; Th. 0.065 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 61, no. 15, with photograph pl. 10. See also SEG XVI, 85.
miit.saec.II a.
['El -----[
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The plain writing is well spaced and generally neat. The external strokes of mu and sigma are angled; the
crossbarof alpha is curved (see 256). A date early in the 2nd century seems to accord with these meager indications,
as Meritt himself noted in the editioprinceps.S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cuttes,
p. 84) saw some affinity between the
style of this lettering and that of the "Cutter of Agora I 656 + 6355", for whose details and date see 260. This
observation also suggests that the early decades of the 2nd century offer an appropriatedating for this text.
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The remainsof thenameof theypaLVJacre6G
aredoubtfillyhelpful.Therewereyp qaare; in theyears218/17,
and
whose
names
214/13
215/14,
26, 1977,p. 178and C. Habicht,Stdin, p. 176.
beganthus:see Meritt,Historia
That thistext belongsas earlyas theseyearsmaybe possible,buton balanceit seemslesslikelythanan association
withtheyplapuaxc6e
Arist--- of an unknownyearbetweenca.182andca.150,attestedinAgora
X, 218 (SEGXVI,
87), especially if the latter belongs to a year earlier rather than later within the span to which it has been assigned.
Nevertheless, there remain a few years early in the 2nd century for which the name of the ypaAaTre6Chas yet to

be discovered.
The inclusionof thisphrasein the prescriptrequireson the evidencea datelater
Line 2. b8iou ptorptpa(Ta).
than229/8; forthe archonshipof Heliodorosseemsto provideits earliestdatableappearance(IGII2,832). Cf.A. S.
Henry (Prescripts,
pp. 72-73, 88-89), who refers to it as a "minute-heading"and notes that texts in which these
"headings"appear occur sporadically to the end of the 1st century B.C. This is its first occurrence among the Agora
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of this collection. It possiblyrepresentsan additionalindexof material,for classificationpurposes,for
psephismata
the convenienceof the archivistsin the Metroon.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF...

IPPOS, 199/8 B.C.

who was the son of Demokles
That the eponymous archonship was held by one ... ippos with a ypafVt1JOT&-e6;

(as distinct from the ... ippos of 177/6, whose ypasatre6 was the son of Hegetor, and for whom see
discoveryof 259, and this ... ippos does not thereforefigure in
by
p. 392 below) was first made knownthe

discussions of the list of archons earlier than 1957. B. D. Meritt placed him in 199/8 B.C. (Hesperia26, 1957,
pp. 62-63 and 94), a date which he maintained thereafter (Athenianrear, p. 235, Historia 26, 1977, p. 179).

relies upon his presumed identity with the
The fuller restoration of the name of the y\palliLaeu6C

dedicator of the round base SEG XVI, 179, made after he had served as polemarch, where the name
is [AJ]7)qoa79vrvSand the demotic survives as --- E?C;.The dissolution of the "Macedonian" phylai in

201/200 caused a break in the secretarycycle, which Meritt believed to have begun again with Ptolemais

(now fifth in the official order). The attribution of Demosthenes the ypavo$oa-re6Sto the deme Kothokidai
(Oineis VII) thus agreed with 199/8 for his tenure of office which the then-current composition of the

archon list had left vacant. The sole alternatives, Ptolemais V and Kekropis VIII, were less well to be
accommodated to the list.
Meritt regarded Isokrates as the archon of 201/200,

with the ypaoptlacrTe6;
from Ptolemais (V), and

from Akamantis (VI). In 196/5 (see p. 362
Nikophon as his successor in 200/199, with a ypaVrItateuC
from
a
had
Charikles
archon
the
certainly
below)
ypoaVVaTeUt6 Aiantis (X). But it is to be doubted if the
break in the cycle came between 202/1 and 201/200:

it is more plausibly to be set two years later, to

begin thereforewith Oineis, although this makes no differenceto the hypothesis concerning 199/8. More
pp. 159-177) displaced Isokratesand
significantly,C. Habicht's study of the archons of these years (Studien,
had
them
which
Meritt
to
the
from
assigned
(Studien,
pp. 163-165, 171). But his analysis
years
Nikophon
of the year of... ippos (p. 170) agreed with Meritt's reasons for regarding his term of office as 199/8,
albeit with a slight hesitation expressed also by a query mark against his entry on the final list (p. 177).
Meritt's restored dating of 260 (see below) would make ... ippos' year ordinary in the Athenian festival
calendar, with the festival dates running in parallel with those of the prytany year, now back to its pre-224
pattern of twelve prytanies after the subtraction of Antigonis and Demetrias and the addition of Attalis.

But while Meritt showed it thus in 1961, his 1977 list, without explanation or proposed textual revision
of 260, showed it as intercalary. In the Metonic cycle it will have been ordinary, this being the sixth year of
the thirteenth cycle. Meritt also judged, by reason of the spacing in line 2 of 260, that Erechtheis was

the phyle in office in the twelfth prytany;but there is no real guarantee of this. No other prytany is known.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
259. A fragmentof the centralsectionof the upperpartof a pedimentalsteleof Hymettianmarble(I 6100),broken
all around but with the moldings and part of the pediment preservedabove the inscribed face, discoveredon April 5,
1948, among marbles from the area immediately outside the Market Square to the southwest. The molding is a
Pergamene-styleovolo (see 216), which apparentlycomes immediatelybelow the horizontal cornice of the pediment.

A broadtaeniabeneaththe ovolo descendswith a sharpapophygeinto the firstline of text. B. D. Merittnoted
a similarityof the molding and quality of the marble with those of 261.
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H. 0.16 m.; W. 0.15 m.; Th. ca. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 61-62, no. 16, with photograph pl. 10. See also SEG XVI, 74.
a. 199/8 a., pyt. XII

NON-ETOIX. ca. 54
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S. V Tracy identified this text as the work of the "Cutter of IG II2 1326", and indeed as his earliest datable
piece, AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 92-95 (cf. also pp. 231-232), with photograph of part of the name piece, fig. 10. This
mason's career cannot be traced beyond 176/5 B.C.His work, close in style to that of the "Cutter of IG II2 897"
(for whom see 270), is generally plain; its carelessnessand variety in detail do not make for any overall impression
of untidiness. Tracy assigned nine other inscriptionsto his hand: 267 and two more texts may be his but cannot with
assurance be so listed.
Line 1. The number of the prytanyis deduced from the name of the month in line 3. Meritt supplied 'EpeX0eM8oq
on the basis of the evidence and spacing in line 2 of 260. Line 2. Demosthenes, son of Demokles, of Kothokidai. See
p. 360 above for the dedication attributed to him. A Demosthenes of the same deme appears as the husband of
Aristandra on the tombstone of the latter, IG II2, 6027 of the 1st century A.D., and could well be a descendant.
Lines 2-3.
Restored here to account for the available space. See 258, commentary on line 2.
oVour1pqytcCaata.
Line 4. ixxXvoa]a 6i II[etpatel. See 222, commentary on line 3. W. A. McDonald (PoliicalMeetingPlaces,
pp. 51-56), who listed examples then known through the 2nd century to 137/6, observed that on the evidence these
Peiraieus meetings always fell within the last third of the month, perhaps representing the fourth and last of the
obligatory meetings of each prytany (Aristotle,AthenaionPoliteia43.3). If this is correct, and if Meritt's calendar
date of 260 be accepted, the present decree must have been passed a few days later than the adoption of that measure
by the boule.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

260. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 1886), broken all around but with the smooth top preserved,
discovered on April 28, 1934, in a late context west of the Tholos (F 11).
H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.048 m.; Th. 0.025 m.
LH. 0.008 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 85-86, no. 16, with photograph (actualsize). A revised text also by Meritt,
Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 62-63. See SEGXVI, 75.
a. 199/8 a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 39
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[
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[-----------At the time of its first publication, before its association with 259 suggested a closer
dating, Meritt assigned
this text to a date ca. 200 B.C.on the style of its writing alone. That writing was subsequently
recognized by S. V
Tracy as the work of the craftsman he named the "Cutter of Agora I 656 + 6355"; 258 was perhaps another of
his productions. See AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 82-88, with photograph of the name piece, fig. 8, and (on his relationship
to the "Cutter of Agora I 6006", for whom see 296) p. 232. This mason's style was
regular and competent, the
letters not always exactly articulatedbut of a standardhigher than in most nonmonumental work of the
period.
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Lines 2-3. The alternative possible phylai are Aigeis and Oineis, both of which appear to be too short for the
presumed requirementsof space derived from lines 5-6. Meritt restored 8wbex6rr&tand, in line 4, ExtpoyopKvop,

regardingthisprescriptand that of 259 as givingeach othermutualsupport;but of this therecan be no certainty.
Lines 4-5.

e llx8l
X[et

txa, ExTetxatl 8exreL t f}n puxav]e?ta Meritt, on the assumption that this was an ordinary
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year:butsee p. 360 above,on the archonshipof... ippos.
of
The firstinstanceof thisdescriptiveadditionamongtheAgorapsephismta
Lines5-6. r3ouXh
ItV pouXevunplxo.
the presentcollection,althoughit appearsas earlyas 336/5 (IGHI2,330, lines 30-31). See A. S. Henry,Prescrts,
p. 39. Fordecreesof the boule withoutthe demossee P.J. Rhodes,AtenianBouk,pp. 82-87 and 271-275 (this
text listedon p. 273). Afterthe middleof the 3rd century,these are mostlydecreeshonoringthe officersof the
XV,pp. 5-6, 9-10. Line8. The surviving
prytaneis(theso-calledseconddecreeofprytanytexts),forwhichseeAgora
blankspaceon the left. See 204.
blankspacepromptedMerittto assumethe "perfectdesign",witha corresponding
THE ARCHONSHIP OF CHARIKLES, 196/5 B.C.
Charikles'year of office was first attested by IG II2, 785, a nonstoichedon text of an intercalary year in
a period of twelve rather than thirteen phylai, in which honors were voted to Aristokreon,nephew of the
philosopher Chrysippos who became head of the Stoic school in 231/30. A year corresponding to these
indications and to the prosopographyof the inscription, together with the important datumthat Charikles'
came from the deme Rhamnous (AiantisXI), seemed best available in the 3rd century before
YpactjjV(teG;
the creation of the phyle Ptolemais. J. Kirchner (IG I12, iv, 1, pp. 14-15) preferred 239/8, the year
now recognized as that of Lysias (see pp. 312-313 above). This period was adopted by W. B. Dinsmoor
ofAthns, pp. 179-180), who also assigned IG II2, 798 to Charikles,restoringin that text the name
(Archons
'A[0ervo6pou] in lines 10-11 where the preceding archon year appears to be mentioned. Dinsmoor
himself placed Chariklesin 242/1, a year he regardedas certain (op.cit.,p. 187). Other earlier assessments
had set this archonship in the same general region.
The discoveryof 261 immediately and radicallyaltered this situation. B. D. Meritt assigned Charikles
to 196/5, in the restored period of twelve phylai and after the institution of the Ptolemaia which are
mentioned in the text, at a point where the secretary cycle evidently required a representativeof Aiantis
(now X). This accorded with the activities of Kephisodoros, placed in their context by the references to
earlierarchonshipsin the inscriptionand by the informationsuppliedby Pausanias(1.36.5-6), which called
for a date later than Athens' conflict with Philip V of Macedon and preferablylater than the final defeat
of the king by the Roman forces under Quinctius Flamininus. Aristokreon'shonors awarded in IG II2, 785
were thus earned some forty years later than had previously been believed, while IG II2, 798 could no
longer be dealt with as Dinsmoor had suggested. See Meritt, Hesperia5, 1936, pp. 427-428 and Hesperia7,
1938, p. 139.
The new dating was accepted by Dinsmoor, AthnianArchonList,p. 184, and became a fixed point in
pp. xxvi and 111; Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer,
subsequent studies (W.K. Pritchettand Meritt, Chronology,
Calendars,
pp. 15-16, 75; Dinsmoor, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 316; Meritt, Athenianrear, p. 235, Hesperia37,
1968, pp. 235-236, Historia26, 1977, p. 180): see also C. Habicht, Studin,pp. 163-164, 177.

at theDionysia,1967,
in Comedies
The suggestionof C. A. P. Ruck(IGII2 2323: TheListof theVictors

pp. 25-28; cf. SEG XXV, 194) that Chariklesbe placed in 184/3 won no support at the time; but it was
revived when a new fragment of that text was published which is to be inserted between those relating
to the archon group Symmachos-Theoxenos-Zopyros and the connected pair Hermogenes-Timesianax
(cf. pp. 373 and 381 below). See A. P Matthaiou, H6po; 6, 1988, pp. 13-18. A reference to what is clearly
the archonship of Eupolemos, assured as of the year 185/4, is immediately followed by an entry dated
[itl :4.].4o u (restored by Matthaiou as [7 --x]X.ou;). D. M. Lewis, H6po; 6, 1988, pp. 19-20,
claimed Charikles as the best candidate. Cf. SEG XXXVIII, 162. But this is to go beyond the evidence:
names ending in -axXf), -exXif;, -wuf, -oxXfij, and -uxXf;, of the required length, are very numerous,
and the possibilities in consequence make acceptance of the hypothesis inadvisable unless and until more
certain evidence becomes available. The logic of the historical circumstancesdetailed above and in the
commentary to 261, which have a strengthof their own not easily to be denied or circumvented,continues
to compel the retention of 196/5 as Charikles'year. The redating of Charikles to 184/3 was accepted
also byJ. S. Traill (ZPE 103, 1994, pp. 111-112), who proposed that Pleistainos,formerlyplaced in 184/3,
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be transferredto 196/5 in his stead. SEG XVI, 162, a private commemoration of an official of Charikles'
year, does not affect the issue.
To the two inscriptions of the year of Chariklesalready mentioned must be added a third, AgoraXV,
166. The data they together provide concerning the characterof the year are as follows: (1) IG II2, 785 was
passed on Posideon II 11 = pryt. VI, 29; (2) 261 was passed on Elaphebolion 13 (correctly 18) = pryt. IX,
28 (on the date see the commentary on the text itself); (3) AgoraXV, 166 was passed on Thargelion 23 =
pryt. [XI, 28]. The year was thus intercalary,with two successivemonths of 30 days at an earlystage in it but
thereaftera regularalternationof months of 29 and 30 days;there were 32 days in each prytany,as regularly
in intercalaryyears during the periods of twelve phylai. Cf. Pritchettand Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 75 and
In
the
in
Metonic
it
which
stood
235-236.
the
Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, pp.
ninth,
cycle,
year should
have been ordinary;see Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 240, an error which he corrected in Hesperia,loc.cit.
Phylai known in prytany are VI Erechtheis and IX Aigeis. The name of the prytanizing phyle in
AgoraXV, 166, passed in the eleventh prytany (see above), is lost in a lacuna.
DECREEIN HONOR OF KEPHISODOROSOF XYPETE

261 (P1.28 [a and c + d]). The upperand majorsectionof a pedimentalstele of Hymettianmarble(fragmenta,
I 605), brokenbelow but completeelsewhere(includingthe akroteria),and three smallpieces of the same stele
(fragmentsb,c, d: I 605 c, I 834, I 909),twoof which(cand d)join, butnoneof whichmakesa join withfragmenta.
Fragmentawas discoveredon March24, 1933,in a LateRomancontextwestof the Templeof Ares(J 7),fragmentb
on May 9, 1933, fromexplorationinsidethe porchof the Metroon,probablyin the upper(Byzantine)level (H 9),
fragmentc on May 18, 1933, in a Late Romancontextin the southwing of the Stoa of Zeus Eleutherios(H 7),
andfragmentd on May29, 1933,in a contextsimilarto thatof fragmentc. The stoneis verymottledin appearance,
and its color varies,exactlyas B. D. Merittdescribedit, "irregularly
frommilkywhite to bluishgray." Cf. 259.
Besidesthe similarityof the marble,Merittalso noteda similaritybetweenthe moldingof 259, so far as preserved,
and the moldingof this stele. This point is howeverless well to be substantiated.The ovolo of 259 has a more
sharplyturningcurvedprofile,and the taeniabelow it is broader,with a more abruptapophygeto the inscribed
face. The gracefulcavettoof 261 abovethe ovolomay not haveexistedon 259, on whichthe damagedmolding
surmountingthe ovoloseemsto representthe horizontalcorniceof the pediment.
a: H. 0.85 m.; W. (at base of pediment) 0.526 m., (at line 1 of the text) 0.468 m., (at line 29 of the text) 0.479 m.;

Th. 0.15 m. (max.),(atdressededges)0.075 m.

b: H. 0.132 m.; W. 0.091 m.; Th. 0.032 m.
c + d: H. 0.12 m.; W. 0.171 m.; Th. 0.035 m.
LH. ca. 0.006 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
5, 1936,pp. 419-428, no. 15, withphotographsof all fragments,aftera preliminary
referenceconcerningthe date in Hesperia
4, 1935,p. 556 withnote 1. See also SEGXXV, 112;L. Moretti,Iscrizioni
storche
elenistiche
andItaliantranslation).Forthe useof the dataof lines 1-4 in
I, pp. 74-79, no. 33 (text,commentary,
discussionsof the calendarof the yearsee the referencesunderthe accountof the archonshipof Chariklesabove.
a. 196/5 a.,pryt.IX

5

NON-ETOIX.ca.48-56
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The text is that of Meritt, except for the beginning of line 34, where the reading and restorationwere suggested
Daux (per ep.), early in 1939, in substitution for the [elx6va xacXxf]vof the editioprinceps(retained also by
G.
by
Moretti). For the proposed restoration of arTfa]ai(for viv 8o0v]at) in line 33 and of XtlOvr)]v
(for ti IIetpaiL]t')in
line 34 see SEG XLI, 59.
The lettering of this long inscription is regular and in general tidy, and the ensemble of the work has claims to
artisticmerit. S. V Tracy identified it as the handiworkof the craftsmannamed by him the "Cutterof Agora I 656 +
6355", to whom he attributed fifteen texts, ranging in date (where this may be independently determined) from
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203/2 to 164/3; see 260. Especially characteristicof this mason and well in evidence here are a curve to the crossbar
of alpha, a narrow kappa, and a small omega which lacks horizontal attachments: there is some enlargement of
the "free ends" of strokes. Apart from 260, other texts in the present collection attributed to the same craftsman
are 265 and 268. The prescript(see especially lines 5-6) is set out in the "perfectdesign", for which see 204 and 205.
Line 2. Aischrion, son ofEuainetos, of Rhamnous. His complete name was firstmade known by this text: IG II2,
785 preserves only the patronymic and demotic. Cf.J. Pouilloux, Forteresse,
p. 169 (and for Euainetos, p. 173). A
Euainetos was demarch of Rhamnous in the middle of the 5th century (IGI3, 248, line 27). Atrjou (|fpltaTa.
See 258, commentary on line 2. There it remained doubtful whether the expression was singular or plural, but
here it is assuredlyplural, which A. S. Henry (Prescripts,
p. 89 with note 75) regarded as probably the commoner form.
Line 3. If there was an adjustment in the calendar,it was in all probabilityconnected with the celebration of the
City Dionysia; see Meritt, Athenianrear,pp. 164-165. However,as it stands the text is nonsensical, since xaot&Ocbvb8
can only introduce a true date in the festival calendar when the latter has undergone some temporary alteration
it has no relevance to the prytany calendar,a manmade system that owed nothing to the deity. Meritt
xaM'&pXovrxa;
originally postulated what remains the most economical explanation, a haplography on the part of the mason for
xadr&0e6v b8 6yb6cL (tcX 8bxa, 6yb6et) xca EtxoaetTe Tropucxavela. Cf. W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer,
dates, the so-called triple dating,
Calendars,
pp. 15-16 and 75. On the expression of xorr&Oc6vand xacT'&pXovtra
on Stone,pp. 330-354; Meritt,
of which this is the earliest instance, see further Pritchett, AncientAthenianCalendars
TAPA95, 1964, pp. 228-260, 'Apx. 'Ep., 1968, pp. 92-105; Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 78-80. Meritt later sought to tie
Oe6vdating to the Metonic cycle, but since 196/5 was ordinaryin the cycle while intercalaryat Athens (see
the xawc&
363
above), he urged ('ApX. 'Ecp., 1968, p. 105) that xacr&Oe6vhere could never have introduced a Metonic date
p.
and must therefore be regarded as an error of draftsmanship(perhaps induced by the unfamiliarityof the recorded
expression). Hence the phrase earns the braces shown in the text.
It may however be open to question whether the calendric thinking behind the errorwas quite so sophisticated.
Although the alternation of knonths of 29 and 30 days, on the Metonic pattern, was (pace contentions to the
contrary)the regular element in the Athenian reckoning of their calendar,consistent connection with the sulccession
of intercalary and ordinary years as prescribed by Meton had disappeared long since. An attempt here to write
a xarit 0e6v date, bungled in execution as it was, was surely related to a tampering xacr'&pXovcra
with the festival
calendar as it then stood, irrespective of the true Metonic cycle. Meritt's earliest explanation of the passage thus
remains preferable;the year should stand as intercalaryon the table in TAPA95, 1964, p. 237, with the discussionon
p. 238 cancelled.
Lines 3-4. For Elaphebolion 13 as a day on which the assembly might meet seeJ. D. Mikalson (SacredandCivil
Calndar,pp. 128-129), who quoted lines 1-4 of this text (the sole evidence for an assemblyon this date) and observed
that the error in line 3 may be "only a symptom of deeper confusion." Line 4. 'ExxXr)oaaxupla it II1-epaiet. See
P
259, commentary on line 4. This is one of only two examples of an &xxXr)av xupla at thee Peiraieus
(see W A.
56
and
it
Political
where
is
and
it
is
that
this
MeetingPlaces,p.
McDonald,
296,
restored),
interesting
importantassembly
Politia 43.4) should be the last in the prytany. Line 5. Antipatros, son of Potamon, of Lamptrai.
(Aristotle,Athenaion
Although several holders of the name Antipatros are known as members of this deme, this is the only instance of
a Potamon Aatlncpe6(;. Antipatros may have been the husband of the Dionysia of Herakleia commemorated by
the gravestone SEG XIX, 279. He may well also be the ancestor of the 'Avrtcaxpos AacxiJTpei whose son was
ephebe in 123/2 (see IG II2, 1006, line 108). Line 7. Sodamos, son of Timasitheos, of Oion. Neither name is
otherwise attested from Oion.
Kephisodoros, the honorand of the decree, was a considerablepolitical figure at Athens over a long period. For
the literaryreferences to him, most notably Pausanias(1.36.5-6), see PA8353, and for narrativebased on them, W. S.
Ferguson, Helnistic Athens,pp. 269-270, 279 and C. Moss, Athensin Declin 404-86 B.C., 1973, pp. 138-140. On
Pausanias' evidence see further C. Habicht (Pausanias'GuidetoAncientGreece,1985, pp. 92-94), who also provided a
photograph of the present text, fig. 30. The inscriptionalevidence added a fresh dimension to the history of his career,
but it remains unique, and for a statesmanof such evident importance the paucity of availablematerial is remarkable.
Habicht suggested that Pausanias saw a number of decrees concerning Kephisodoros near his monument, which
he was content simply to summarize.
His political career is generally agreed to have begun at the time of the restoration of Athenian independence
from Macedon in 229/8. His patronymic and demotic are not preserved in the present text. They would, however,
complete line 45 very exactly if he is to be identifiedwith that Kephisodoros, son ofAristodemos, ofXypete (PA8380)
who, in 229/8, proposed IG II2, 832, a decree the provisions of which appear so strikinglyto establish the v6llo;
under which he made his present application for honors (lines 32-37) that M.J. Osborne (ZPE 41, 1981, p. 161)
regarded the identification as to be "embraced with confidence." It was accepted by Habicht (Pausanias'Guideto
AncientGreece;so also Studien,pp. 124-127, 156) and is accepted here. The more so, indeed, since in 196/5 the
statement (line 9) that he had been politically active for "upwardsof thirty years" with an unimpeachable record
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will accommodate such a span. The intentional vagueness of the phraseology adds to the conviction. The exact
precision called for by Meritt and by Moretti, who is hesitant about the identification (op.cit., p. 79, note 11: "nel
229/8 siamo fuori del trentennio di vita politica del nostro Kephisodoros [226-196]"), is pedantic and not in point.
However, if the archonship of Charikles and the date of this text are to be transferred to 184/3 (see above), the
identificationcould hardly be maintained: cf. D. M. Lewis, H6po; 6, 1988, pp. 19-20, with the comment that after
all "Kephisodorosis not an uncommon name."
After the deaths of Eurykleides and Mikion (between 211 and 207), Kephisodoros was evidently regarded as
the leading Athenian diplomat and advisor on policy and finance. On his diplomacy in connection with Rome's
Second Macedonian War, and for an evaluation of lines 7-31 of the text, see especially A. H. McDonald, JRS 27,
1937, pp. 198-203; cf. also F. W. Walbank, Phiip V ofMacedon,1940, pp. 130-132, 312-313; R. M. Errington,
CAHVIII, 2nd ed., 1989, pp. 257-258.
If, as Osborne suggested, the rewards Kephisodoros claimed required at the minimum a thirty-year career
of good service (see below), and since the confrontation between Athens and Philip V had ended, thanks to the
Romans, so recently and so successfully,signalized by Flamininus'proclamation of liberty for the Greeks (alluded to,
as Meritt observed, in lines 27-31), the year 196/5 emerges even more markedlyas preeminently the juncture when
Kephisodoros might with everyjustification and prospect of success claim and receive the honors recorded here.
Lines 14-15. The archonships of Apollodoros and Proxenides belong to 204/3 and 203/2 (cf. Pritchett and
Meritt, Chronology,
pp. xxv-xxvi and 104-108; Meritt, AthenianTear,p. 235, TAPA95, 1964, p. 240, Historia26,
1977, p. 179; Habicht, Sudien,pp. 161 and 177. The latter coincided with the pressure exerted upon maritime
communications through the Hellespont by Philip V in the early months of 202. See Walbank,op.cit., pp. 114-115
and F M. Heichelheim, Aegyptus17, 1937, pp. 61-64. As taptac xr&vaLTovtxKv,Kephisodoros had two colleagues.
These three officialsevidently coexisted and cooperated with the aji&vaXL, on whom see 188, commentary on line 9.
From IG II2, 1272 and 1708 it would appear that in 267/6 and again in the early 2nd century a single treasurer
sufficed;and indeed the emphasis in this context upon a triple sharingof the office may suggest that the arrangement
was unusual and made to meet a particularemergency.
Line 23. rat; tS6eatv. I.e., Athens and the Peiraieus. Cf. IG II2, 903, line 9 (revised in SEG XXXII, 132,
with further references). Lines 27-31. The reference to the successfuloutcome of the Second Macedonian War and
to Flamininus'proclamation of Greek liberty more than nine months previouslyremains implicit rather than explicit,
since these desirable consequences were more dependent upon Roman generosity than attributableto Kephisodoros'
statecraft.
Lines 32-37. The initiative had come from Kephisodoros himself. Osborne (ZPE 41, 1981, pp. 160-162)
maintained that he was entitled to claim the honors described as being eligible xoat&rbv v6oov under the terms
expressed in IG II2, 832, the decree he had himself proposed thirty-three years previously (see above), in his case
line 16 of that text. Osborne furthersuggestedthat thirtyyearswas a requiredor at least generally accepted minimum
of good service, and that in consequence a politician eligible to make the claim would be at least sixty years of age.
Line 33. The honor of a statue was rarely bestowed. The fact that the request was granted and that not merely one
but two statueswere to be erected (an even greater rarity)reflectsthe merit of Kephisodoros'claims. Osborne (op.cit.,
pp. 167-168) saw it not only as a novelty but also as a legal concomitant to the grant of olTrrLt (see below) claimed
xcata t6v v6.tov. See Henry, Honours,
pp. 294-296, 307-308, notes 36-37, 233, commentary on lines 11-12, 240,
and 310, commentary on lines 45-48.
Lines 34-35. Forthe grant of olxrTa}see Henry, Honours,
pp. 275-278 and Osborne, ZPE 41, 1981, pp. 158-170;
and cf. 310, lines 49-50. The categories of persons so privileged were very restricted. "To be made one of this
company was to receive Athens' most practical and most ornamental honor" (S. Dow, HSCP 67, 1963, p. 83).
For an earlier period see IGI3, 131 (SEG XXXI, 11, with references to earlier volumes, XXXII, 4), where the
list of those privileged consists of (1) the priests of the Eleusinian goddesses, (2) the closest lineal descendants of
the tyrannicides Harmodios and Aristogeiton, (3) according to different interpretations,either those designated by
Apollo as expounders of the sacred and ancestrallaw, or the manteis (or a mantis) of Apollo himself, (4) victors in the
yupvLxol &yi&v?cof the four great Panhellenic games, and (5) victors in the horse races at the same games. For
eligibility at the time of the present decree cf. IG II2, 832 already quoted, which appears to add to rather than emend
these categories, or at least to define more closely a general category of "public benefactors" with a claim to the
privilege, referringparticularlyto military success, to the defense of freedom, to the contribution of personal wealth
for the common good, and to the provision of good advice and general good works to Athens' benefit. Individual
grants of this kind known from epigraphical evidence range from the late 4th century to the late 2nd, but they are
few in number. See S. Dow, HSCP 67, 1963, pp. 82-83, 85-86; AgoraIII, p. 172, no. 567 and pp. 173-174; AgoraXIV,
p. 47 with note 132; Osborne, ZPE 41, 1981, pp. 158-160; Henry, Honours,pp. 275-276; cf. also 310, lines 49-50.
ws also, apparently,a recognized concomitant of a(tr-a xart rbv v64ov: cf. M. Maass,
Lines 35-36. Proedria
in Athen(Vestgia15), 1972, p. 86. But it did not accompany the grant in 310. On
desDionysostheaters
Die Prohedrie
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the phraseologyof the awardcf. 185, lines 25-26 with commentaryand 187, lines 30-31. Lines 38-41. The
"hortatoryintention" is unusually doubled, which again perhaps is an index of the honorand'sperceived merits. On
the "intention" cf. 173, commentary on line 2 and references there. For X(OrTcral
Meritt compared the Oropian
text IG VII, 411 (SEG XXV, 493), lines 27-28; and see further 292, commentary on lines 14-16. In the present
case the motives representboth the wish of the assemblyto be seen to rewardgood service and the aim of encouraging
emulation in others who will be assured,from this demonstrationof it, that suitable rewardwill follow. Forthe former

cf., e.g., 224, lines25-27, andfor the latter,e.g.,285, lines5-8.
Line 41. 'AyaOcltoXct. See 72, commentaryon lines 7-8. Lines41-42. The olderphraseologyolveg &v
is retained(cf. 217, commentaryon lines 16-17). The 1xxXnoaais definedas that xuptacin the prytany
X&XoXtV
of the phyle then in office,not merelyas iLoiaa. Forthis as a probouleumaticdecreecf. P.J. Rhodes,Athenian
Boule,p. 254. The business is being passed quickly through all its stages; cf. 291. Although the ixxXjrala xupla
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mightwell be any of the regularmeetingsof the prytany,it is probablethat it was usuallythe secondor third(cf.

M. H. Hansen, 1he AthenianAssembly,1987, p. 31, in reference to 4th-century practice). On this occasion it was

fortunatethat it had not alreadybeen held beforeso late a stage of the prytany,since businessof this character,
like decreesconferringcitizenship,was surelyrequiredto come beforeit. That it cannothavebeen an assembly
speciallyso designated,extrato the normalcxxX7alaxuplaif thathadalreadybeenheldin thisprytany,is precluded
by the phraseologyof line 42 and its restoredcontinuationin line 43.
Lines47-50. The designatedgamesrepresentthe fullquotaof fourembodiedin suchprovisionsafter224 B.C.
See 225, commentary on lines 9-11.

Lines50-52. The generalsandthe MilitaryTreasureraremaderesponsibleforthe provisionandproclamation
of the stephanos.The official(s)so chargedvariedaccordingto the occasion;cf. 208, lines26-31, 248, lines20-22.
See Henry(Honours,
pp. 34-36), who notes thisparticularcombinationof generalsand Treasureronly in the case

of ephebic texts: but it is found also in 224, lines 39-41, 225, lines 12-13, and 249, lines 4-6. Lines 55-56. For the

functionsof the thesmothetaiin this connectionsee Busolt-Swoboda,
in this
II, 1926, pp. 1072-1073. Dokimasia
and other particularcases, e.g., grantsof citizenship(forwhichsee Osborne,Naturaliation
III-IV,pp. 164-167),

was their special province.

THE ARCHONSHIP

OF PHANARCHIDES,

193/2 B.C.

The continuing analysisthat finally brought Phanarchides,with his ypaJtiante6a[Mev]oacxoc Mevearp&-

Tou AaiXTpeu' (ErechtheisI), into conjunction with 193/2 has provoked a more than ordinary series of

revisionsof opinion. The fact that Phanarchides,whose name is unique in Attic prosopography,had held
the archonshiphad long been known from IG II2, 844C, line 49 (lines 49-70 constituting the third of three
decrees on this stele) and 916, line 8 (= AgoraXV, 187, line 32, where the dating is to be corrected; see
below and J. S. Traill, Hesperia47, 1978, p. 327), in which the archon year is identified as that succeeding
his (cf. PA 14000). He was listed byJ. Kirchner (IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 16-17) among the "archontes saeculi
III quorum tempora accuratiusdefiniri nequeunt" and by W . Ferguson (AthnianTribalCycles,p. 34) as
"before or after 200".

W. B. Dinsmoor (Archons
ofAthns, pp. 252-254) set Phanarchidesin 196/5 on the basis of the same
two pieces of evidence, but by 1939 he had been compelled to revise this attribution (see p. 362 above
on the archonship of Charikles).
haa
Moreover, the discovery of new fragment of IG II2, 864 (AgoraXV,
where
also
is
to
be
the dating
186,
corrected)provided the name of Phanarchidesas archo in association
for the firsttime with the YpaJItJaTrcof his year,who proved to be a man from Lamptrai. This officialhad

already been known from IG II2, 886, in which the archon's name had not been preserved. Dinsmoor
therefore moved Phanarchides to the year 193/2, in conformity with Ferguson's evaluation of the
secretary
cycle which he had then come to accept: see AthenianArchonList, pp. 184-185. And there he remained for a
quarter of a century: see W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,p. xxvi; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer,
Calendars,p. 84; Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 94, Athenianrear, p. 235 (cf. pp. 198-199).
The discovery of 262 confirmed the demotic of the Ypa1or1Te6;g(and added four letters to his
name);
and it showed, by a calendar equation of the 25th of an unknown full month with the 25th of an unknown
prytany, that the festival calendar was ordinary in Phanarchides' year. (As the twelfth year in the thirteenth

Metonic cycle this in fact agreed with Meton's arrangement.) IG II2, 844C had revealed no more than
that the third prytany coincided with the month Boedromion, which as an indication was useful
though
insufficient:but IG II2, 886 showed Gamelion 11 = pryt. VII, 11, andAgoraXV, 186 showed Hekatombaion
259 = pryt. II, 3 (see Pritchettand Meritt, Chronology,
pp. 112-113, corrected by Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963,
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pp. 16-17, no. 15). Thus the year had alreadybeen recognizableas ordinaryon the evidenceavailable
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in 1939 and had been so indicated by Dinsmoor and others in the studies cited above.
Meritt'sbelief that 263 belonged to 191/90 as an ordinaryyear led him to the conclusion that 193/2
should have been intercalary,and in consequence he exchanged the archonship of Hippias, whose year
was indeed intercalary and whose YpxAjOa-retwas also of Erechtheis (I), for that of Phanarchides,who
was thus removed to 181/80. See TAPA95, 1964, pp. 238-239. Phanarchidesappears as of this date in
AgoraXV, 186 (cf. 187) and in A. E. Samuel, GreekandRomanChronology,
1972, p. 217. H. B. Mattingly
found some adlditional indications in support of it (Hisoria 20, 1971, pp. 26-28). But this revision took
place under two false assumptions, one that dates xair&6e6v were "specificallyMetonic dates", and the
other concerning the restorationof 263 as necessarilyindicating an ordinaryyear. Meritt later withdrewit
(Historia26, 1977, pp. 161-162 and 180; cf.J. S. Traill, Hesperia45, 1976, pp. 302-303, note 13), and
the one decree of Phanarchides'year that the Agora has so far yielded (apartfrom the prytany text already
referred to) is thus restored to 193/2, the date subsequently accepted for this archon: cf. C. Habicht,
Studien,
pp. 167, 177.
At the beginning of the year at least eight extra days were inserted into Hekatombaion, but these were
doubtless compensated for shortly afterwards. By Gamelion the festival and prytany calendars were in
accord, as they were also in 262, the month of which should be full in the festival calendar (see above).
Meetings of the assembly on the 25th of the month are attested for six of the Athenian months: seeJ. D.
Mikalson, Sacredand CivilCalendar,
p. 195. Among the first six prytanies there will have been three of 30
in their respectiveprytaniesare II Aiantis or Leontis (Agora
identified
of
and
three
29.
XV, 186),
Phylai
days
III Pandionis (IG II2, 844C), and VII Hippothontis (IG II2, 886).
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
262. The upperleft cornerof a pedimentalsteleof Pentelicmarble(I 6156),brokenbelow,at the back,and to the
right,andwiththe leftakroterionalsopartlybrokenaway,discoveredon April18, 1949,in the LateRomanwallthat
runseastof the PanathenaicWay,atthe centralpartof the StoaofAttalos(O 9). The inscribedsurfaceis considerably
worn,anda coatingof hardcementstillclingsto partof it. The widehorizontalcorniceof the pedimentsurmounts
an ovolomoldingratherheavyin style,belowwhicha narrowtaeniadescendsto the surfaceof the inscribedfacewith
an abruptapophyge.A vacantspaceof 0.01 m. intervenesbetweenthisand the firstline of text.
H. 0.21 m.; W.0.195 m.; Th. 0.055 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. G. A. Stamires,Hesperia
26, 1957,pp. 31-32, no. 4, withphotographpl. 5. See alsoSEGXVI, 77.
NON-ETOIX.ca.51-55
a. 193/2 a.
5 6,.*
.*p.5 O ...'EnltavapXpou 6pXov[roctit
rn
. . ..
AVx'r[prE EypaotW&xeuev,axo; Mevearp&rou

upvxvcla jt MEVt]
u vo ]

xcrctL
i.'e'letlx&8a;,n7vnTX[exXal xoaoxi Trf xpuravtela(c;xixX)la]
'
.
ca?........]
t......rpo[8p[v
,,te
E,SotEv-TetpouXetxaltTc?84oLt]'.
xlt [aCp6epo6'
qt.
u1tX[E:]t.x-Lo<

T. . &pt
IV
e.s

5

[.. .5 .]kov

[

]O[..]E[--- Ett'v

]

I

The restorationsshown are those of Stamires. In lines 1-2 the possibilityof Ntx6]uiaxo; was raised by Stamires

11, 1942, p. 310. Line 6. So
(see SEG,loc.cit.,in comm.),citingevidencecollectedby A. E. Raubitschek,Hesperia
of whatmaybe discerned,in which
Stamires:[.C,5 .](cv E.69[ou]
e [ouvlCe eitnevis a verypossibleinterpretation
in 173/2 (Agora
whowasa pouveuXKv
casetheproposermightbe thefatherof the ES6th EouvLcESC
XV,206, line 71).
The writingon this fragmentis thin, scratchy,and awkwardbut despitelack of exactitudeshowsno marked
idiosyncrasy.The externalstrokesof mu and sigmaare well angled. The stone provedtoo worn for S. V. Tracy
to assignthe letteringto an identifiablecraftsmanor school:see AtticLetter-Cuttrs,
p. 31.
sonofMenestratos,of Lamptraihereslightlyfillsoutpreviousknowledge
Lines1-2. The nameof(Mene)machos,
XV, 186,fragmenta)and IGII2,886, hadbeenrestricted
which,fromthe compositeevidenceof AgoraI 5573 (Agora
to [----- ] MeveorpiTxoAa([ir::pes]. He seemsto havebeen a pou)euvrcjearlyin the 2nd century;cf.J. S.
40, 1971, pp. 311-313, no. 10, line 24 (especiallyp. 313, note on line 24). Apartfromthe possible
Traill,Hesperia
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identificationof his son (PA273;IGII2,6640),nothingmoreis knownof the family.Lines3-4. Forthe locationof the
assemblysee 167, commentaryon lines6-7.
Line 5. The decree may be presumed to have been proboulematic;cf. P.J. Rhodes, A)henianBouk,p. 254.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF TIMOUCHOS(?), 191/90 B.C.
As a name in the table of Athenian archons Timouchos makes no appearance until the publication of
B. D. Meritt's list of 1977 (Historia26, p. 180), for his existence had remained unknown until the first
edition in 1964 of the prytany list that subsequently became AgoraXV, 163; see SEG XXI, 421. Even
there it is not preserved in full and required a query mark where it appears in line 9. But, having been
discovered,Timouchos appears to suit 263; and his name has been introducedinto AgoraXV, 207, the date
of which, there assigned to 173/2, is now to be amended (see Meritt, op.cit., p. 163 and SEG XXVI, 105).
Nevertheless the association remains somewhat tentative and awaits final proof or disproof.
The year 191/90 has emerged as a problem year in the evolution of the archon list. Its position
within the secretarycycle requiresa ypoa,Tiarer6c
from the phyle Pandionis (III),to which the deme Prasiai
belonged (263, line 3). Originally attributed to 179/8, the next year available in the cycle, 263 was
relocated in 191/90 when it became clear that Menedemos, the archon of 179/8, was to be associated

with a ypatjiceaTe6q
from Angele (see 278). At an earlier stage of the study of the archon list, 191/90
had remained unassigned, except that W B. Dinsmoor (Archons
of Athens,p. 255; cf. p. 222) had placed
IG II2, 889 there, postulating a ypatllaxeu6 from Leontis (IV); and the archon of the year would, in the
state of knowledge at that time, have been the [.....]g survivingon that stone.
The identificationof the archonshipof Hippias, to which IG II2, 889 proved to belong, invalidatedthis
hypothesis, for Dinsmoor placed Hippias in 190/89; but he replaced it with the hesitant attribution to
this year of IG II2, 978 (Athenian
ArchonList,p. 186), in which the archon'sname was nine letters in length

and the yp aVaore6t was Kephalos, whose dmoticum,preserved as - - - - es, was restored as KovOuXi8]r

(Pandionis III). Subsequently,however, 191/90 was attributedto Hippias after all (see p. 384 below), for
E. Schweigert observed (see 275) that the evidence requiredHippias' year to be intercalary.This led W. K.
Pritchett and Meritt to date it, following his suggestion (Hesperia9, 1940, p. 355), one year earlier than
Dinsmoor had done, for in 191/90 it would fit more exactly into the series of intercalary and ordinary
years as Dinsmoor and they had assessed it (Chronology,
pp. xxvi and 116-117). The matter so remained
until 1961, and in the meantime, when its ypotlaaorec6was more completely known on other evidence,
IG II2, 978 could be more definitely assigned to the archon Euthykritos(SEG XVI, 82). When Hippias
was moved ten years on, to 181/80, this again left 191/90 untenanted (Meritt,AthenianTear,p. 235) until, as
described above, it became by elimination the best year available for 263. No attribution was made to
it by A. E. Samuel (Greek
andRomanChronology,
1972, p. 217).
The name of the ypaoalreuGqof the year is not preserved in 263 or in AgoraXV, 207 and was not
considered by Meritt in his reedition of the former. But in AgoraXV, 163, line 10 the letters Eox--appear to provide the beginning of his name, which, from the space available in the other two texts,
must be short. C. Habicht (Studien,pp. 172-173), who accepted Timouchos(?) as the archon of this year
(p. 177), regarded it as certain that the name must be Sokles. The name of Sokles' father must have been
comparably short.
The year was the fourteenth in the thirteenth Metonic cycle. As such it was ordinary in the cycle,
and 263 was at first restored to make it ordinary also in the Athenian festival calendar. However, the
theory of the one is at this stage no necessary index of the practice of the other. Meritt at one time held
that dates expressed xotra 0e6v, as in 263, indicated that the festival calendar was expressly
following
the arrangementsof the Metonic cycle and interpretedthe year of Timouchos in this light (TAPA95, 1964,
p. 238; cf. Hesperia37, 1968, p. 236). But, although the festival calendar and Meton's calendar were in
general accord in the 4th and early 3rd centuries, the connection cannot be rigidly applied thereafter;
indeed, from the tenth cycle onward it demonstrablybreaks down. See AgoraXV, pp. 23-24. In earlier
reconstructions(Dinsmoor,Athenian
Archon
List,p. 23; Meritt, Athenian
rear,p. 235) 191/90 had appeared as
and
263
to
restoration
on such a hypothesis.
intercalary,
proved open
AgoraXV, 207 (see above) does indeed belong to an intercalaryyear and if correctly assigned indicates
that Hippothontis held the eleventh prytany. Beyond this there is no calendric evidence; the
prytanies
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evidently ran in a straight sequence of 32 days each. This pattern would be unaffected by the fact that
in Thargelion the festival calendar had been interfered with by the archon, who had interpolated seven
days into it, with the result that Thargelion 11 according to him was Thargelion 18 "according to god".
Forty-one days remained in the year, and it is likely that the readjustmentwas made before the end of
the same month.
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FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
263. A fragmentof a steleof Pentelicmarble(I 1318),withthe rightedgepreservedbut brokenand muchbattered
elsewhere,discoveredon February10, 1934, in a wall of a cellarof a modernhouse southof the centralpart of
of
the MiddleStoa(M 14).Abovethe inscribedfacearetheremainsof a heavycrowningmolding,the characteristics
whichhavebeen obliteratedby the damageto the stone.
H. 0.15 m.; W. 0.074 m.; Th. 0.097 m.

LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia
5, 1936, pp. 428-429, no. 16, with photograph. Furtherdiscussionby Meritt,
89
95, 1964,p. 238),and 'Apx.'EVp.,
1965,
34,
p. (revisionof the date;see also SEGXXII, 102 and TAPA
Hesperia
as foran intercalary
with
Further
also
SEG
restorations
see
a
revised
96
revision,
year,
XXV,
text;
113).
1968,p. (with
cited
5
9e6v
or
discussed
in
line
date
The
106.
SEG
see
also
162:
Historia
XXVI,
xacx&
26, 1977, p.
by Meritt,
onStone,
AthnianCakndars
also by W. K. Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer,Calendars,
pp. 15, 19, 85; Pritchett,Ancient
p. 337.
NON-ETOIX.22-26

a. 191/90 a.(?),pyt. IX
i[t]
&pXovr]9q
['EtI TtiLo6Xou(?)
!..
...ca:viktra
.
i]puIa
[
[velaS;fy CoSxXfr.a?5..] IIpa[a]iets

'Aveeor]priovo?
[&ypax4Teuvev'
5
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-------

The restorations,
exceptforthe nameof theypVrVacte6;(seeabove),arethoseof Meritt,Historia,oc.cit.He had
tacrrcvou xacn&
Oe]6vin line 5. Thatline 1, as restored,containsno
previouslyrestoreddyb86rin line 2 and v&dr)t
more than 22 letters,while the otherlines are requiredto contain24, 25, or 26, withoutdemonstrablevariations
in sizeor spacing,mayofferreasonfordoubtconcerningthe archonbutdoesnot rulethe nameout of court.A name
withten or elevenlettersin the genitivecasemightperhapsbe preferable.
S. V Tracy'sexaminationof the letteringof thistextconcludedthatit wasin the styleof, butnotwithassurance
to be ascribedto, the "Cutterof AgoraI 656 + 6355",whosedatablecareerspannedthe fourdecadesfrom203/2 to
164/3 (AtticLettr-Cutters,
p. 84). Fordetailssee 260, and cf. also 258. This generalindicationaccordswith the
discussed.
datingalready
Lines4-5. The last day of Anthesterionis twice clearlyattested(in the 3rd century)as a day on whichthe
andCivilCalndar,
assemblymet, and this servesto corroboratethe restorationhere. See J. D. Mikalson,Sacred
Contrast
date
a
without
xat&
AgoraXV,
Oe6v,
corresponding xar'&pXovxa.
pp. 119-120. The festivaldate is given
207, wherebotharegiven. Thisdetailformedpartof the evidenceusedby PritchettandNeugebauerto advancethe
ratherthan xatx&0e6v (op.cit.,
hypothesisthat all dates not specifiedare to be interpretedas datesxax'&pXovta
pp. 17 and 19). The xax&0e6v date representedthe "normal"date in the Athenianfestivalcalendar,generally
Calndars
in accordwith the astronomicalcalendarof full and hollowmonths. See also Pritchett,AncintAthenian
onStone,pp. 339-340; Meritt,TAPA95, 1964, pp. 230-235, 'Apx.'Ep., 1968, pp. 96-97, 105. It may originally
havebeen envisagedas identicalwith the calendarof Meton (see above)but had long ceasedto be so in practice
and simplyfolloweda patterndeterminedin advancein relationto the lunarcycle. Acceptingthat dateswithout
dates,Merittarguedthat,in thisinstance,the inclusionof thephrase
specificationareto be regardedas xar'&pXovra
xox&9e6vshowsthatthe civildatecouldat timesbe the xari&Oe6vdateevenif not so specified.It is to be observed
that all dating quoted xacr&Oe6vand xar'&pXovxafalls, on the evidence, within the period 195/4 to 95/4, which may
suggest a new consciousness at this time that the Athenian calendar had not, in recent decades, been managed (or at
least recorded) with sufficiently explicit care. It may further be suggested that unspecified dates are generally to
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be regarded as dates both xaor&0e6v and xar'&pXovra,since the government would ordinarily agree with god's

timeunlessit hadgoodreasontojugglewithit. In thepresentcase,the omissionof a datexac'&&pXov'ra
mayplausibly

be seen as the result of the mason'soversightor as an indicRation
(as Meritt envisaged)that where tampering had taken
place the ypoartlslore did not feel obliged to record the revised date in preference to, or as well as, the "normal"one.

Line6. txxX)otlaxupta.See 101, commentaryon lines7-8.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF ACHAIOS, 190/89 B.C.
IG II2, 946 and 947 contain in their prescriptsthe name of Achaios as archon together with parts of the
name of the yppatltcettC of his year, Herakleon, son of Nannakos, of Eupyridai (Leontis IV), parts that
were mutually complementary and enabled the whole to be established. A small portion of Herakleon's
name survives in IG II2, 948, enough to make it clear that that text also belongs to Achaios' year. Once
these associations had been made, the position of Achaios in the archon list appeared relatively assured.
The secretary cycle called for 166/5 as his year, and this was generally agreed (see J. Kirchner, IG II2,
iv, 1, pp. 18-19; W. S. Ferguson,AthenianTribalCycles,p. 29; B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, p. 23; S. Dow,
Prytanis,pp. 135-136).
But the more recent relocation of Achaios in 190/89 (see below)was in fact no more than a reassertion,
on new and better grounds, of an old proposal. Forearlierviews had been divergent,and there had been an
inclination to set Achaios early in the 2nd century: on these theories, which need not be detailed here, see
W. B. Dinsmoor, Archons
ofAthens,pp. 222 and 258-259: and Kirchner for a while preferredthe very date
now adopted, 190/89, which is the only possible alternativeto 166/5 both available and permitted by the
secretarycycle (see IG II2, 946, commentary). Dinsmoor's own date of 167/6, conditioned by his one-year
deviation from Ferguson'scycle, was abandoned in 1939; see Athenian
ArchonList,pp. 171 and 189, where
Achaios was returned to 166/5. From this location he was not disturbedfor the next generation; see W. K.
Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
pp. xxix and 127; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 85; Meritt,
Athenian
26,
1957,
95,
Tear,pp. 175-176, 183-184, 236, TAPA95, 1964, pp. 237, 242-247,
Hesperia
p.
'Apx. 'Ep., 1968, pp. 94-96, Historia26, 1977, p. 182; A. E. Samuel, GreekandRomanChronology,
1972,
on Stone,pp. 332-334 et alibi, Pritchett avoided a mention of the year
p. 218. In AncientAthenianCalendars
in terms of the Christian eras.
This well-accepted attributionwas, however, challenged by S. V Tracy's examination of the stylistic
criteria provided by the craftsmen who cut the inscriptions concerned. He was able to determine that
AgoraXV, 216, a prytany text discovered in 1932 (see Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 21-27; Dow, Prytaneis,
pp. 135-136), was inscribed by the "Cutter of IG II2 912", whose datable output is confined within the
period 226/5 to ca. 190: see 237 for details of his style and work. It is indeed AgoraXV, 216, with its
clear statement of the names of both archon and yp.ieatare6q, which offers his latest datable evidence,
and to extend his career as far as 166/5 is obviously impossible. See Tracy, AJAH 9, 1984, pp. 43-47
and AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 57. Since the sole alternativefor Achaios remained 190/89, which the craftsman's
career could certainly accommodate (AgoraXV, 187 = IG II2, 916, of 192/1, is also his work),this
redating
called for a more general revision of archon attributions(for example, of the archon Demetrios, displaced
from this year) and occasioned wider historical consequences: see C. Habicht,
Hesperia57, 1988, p. 245
and Hesperia59, 1990, pp. 564-567. Arguments for the retention of the
archonship of Achaios in 166/5
were neverthelessreemphasizedbyJ. S. Traill, ZPE 103, 1994, pp. 112-113.
It is however the vicissitudes of the Athenian festival calendar rather than the
identity of the archon
that constitute the great problem of the year, and these, though not taken into account or
affecting the
transfer to 190/89, were much discussed in the context of 166/5. Meritt wrote of Achaios'
year as he
saw it that "with [it] we are confronted with one of the most serious anomalies in the festival calendar"
Tear,p. 183). The three decrees IG II2, 946-948, together with AgoraXV, 216 and 264, present
(Athenian
calendric data as follows (in chronological order,to the extent that the evidence
permits):
=
216:
Maimakterion5 pryt. VI, 5 or 6, as restored
AgoraXV,
IG II, 946:
Anthesterion 29xao'&SpXovra= Elaphebolion 27 xara&06v = pryt. IX, 27
IG II2, 947:
Mounichion 12 xax'&pXovra= Thargelion 12 xarc Oe6v= pryt. XI, 12
IG II2, 948:
? 13? = pryt.?, 13
264:
? 14 = pryt. ?, 14.
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The year was demonstrably ordinary,but the two clear pieces of evidence show that the festival and
prytany calendars were consistently and precisely a month apart. A further decree, 276, may belong to
Achaios' year, but in any case it provides no data helpful in the present context and may be left out of
account. The date of AgoraXV, 216, the nature of which is not specified, must be a xaTr'&pXovra
date,
in
calendar
were
be
dates
the
festival
to
reckoned
contention
that
all
Pritchett's
unspecified
supporting
as such (Calendars,
p. 19). In IG II2, 948, 264, and also 276 if it belongs in this year, it may similarly be
supposed that the festivaldates are those xar'&pXovra,again runningprecisely one month at variance with
the calendar xaot&Oe6v.
In 'Apx. 'Ep., 1968, pp. 93-96 and Historia26, 1977, pp. 164-165, Meritt found reason to argue that
the year 167/6, planned as an ordinary year, was altered so as to contain thirteen months, causing an
overruninto what he regardedas Achaios' year,with the resultthat Achaios did not take office xaT'&pXovTra
until a month of "his" natural year had elapsed. This, Meritt urged, also had an effect on the year of
Pelops (165/4), which became a thirteen-monthyear beginning with the Skirophorionproperlybelonging
to Achaios. But with the relocation of Achaios in 190/89 this contention can no longer stand. There is
nothing in the years of Timouchos(?) (see pp. 369-370 above) or of Euthykritos(189/8) to suggest any
calendric difficultysave for a very minor problem in the latter (see Meritt, Atheniantear,pp. 149-150). Both
years were intercalary,and the data show no irregularity. What caused the extraordinarydeviations of
Achaios' year remains unknown, but the discrepancy of one complete month between the festival and
prytany calendars for so much of the year (all of it, indeed, for which evidence exists), compounded by
furtherminor discrepancyin Anthesterion/Elaphebolion, is without parallel in Athenian calendric history.
On the "tripledating" see also A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
pp. 78-80.
Of phylai holding office in what were twelve regular prytanies, no single name is preserved despite
the comparative extent of the calendric details survivingin the prescriptsof the five decrees concerned.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
264. Fourmajorand severalminorfragmentsof a pedimentalstele of Hymettianmarble(I 4241), so joined as
to preservethe entirewidth of the pediment,with all threeakroteria,and the entirewidth also of the inscribed
facebutwiththe surfaceso extensivelyshearedawaythatonlya smallportionof the upperleftpartof the inscription
survives,fromthe preservedleft edge almostto the medianverticalline of the stele as determinedby the central
akroterion.The originalfragment(thaton theextremeleft,preservingthe leftcornerof the textwiththe leftangleof
the pedimentand the akroterion)was discoveredonJune 1, 1936, in an EarlyRomancontextover a wall of the
SquarePeristyle(lawcourtcomplex)westof thenorthendof the StoaofAttalos(P8). The subsequentfragmentswere
discoveredon July 30, 1953, in a contextrunningfromthe 4th centuryB.C. to the middleof the Romanperiod,
in foundationpackingof the monopteroswestof the northendof the Stoaof Attalos(P8). The verticalstriationsof a
toothedchiselarevisibleon the inscribedsurface.
H. 0.42 m.; W 0.47 m.; Th. 0.09 m.

LH. 0.006 m. (omicronin threeof fouroccurrences0.004 m.).
Ed. originalfragmentonly: W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt,Chronology,
pp. 127-128, with photograph.All
no.
51.
alsoSEGXIV,75.
with
240,
1954,
See
23,
Meritt,
pl.
photograph
10,
p.
Hesperia
fragments:
NON-ETOIX.ca.49
a. 190/89 a.
...... c..17
T[otxl
'ETIl 'AxaLo5&PXoV;O?
......n.
-puTLavetaS

'HpaxXtov(N)avv&xouE6xu[pl!3) ypac.u6ttuevv.. .8...

5

fL]

vo]

xal cxtet -TcL ,tpu-raveta.' xxXv)]
-Tep[&8ttxt] fcxa,T?e&[pTct
.ca ...]
TV 7pot8pov t1eeP+IV..
otaLx[upla Ev rit] :e&X[pwL.
]
NLx[

[

]

The textis thatof SEGXIV,75 savethatin line 2 it hadbeenpreviouslyoverlookedthatthe masonwasguiltyof
p. 108.
haplographyandwroteHPAKAEfiNANNAKOT,a pointobservedalsoby S. V Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
of
the
"Cutter
whom
he
craftsman
to
the
with
this
ascribed
others,
designated
text,
sixty-six
together
Tracy
Agora I 247" (op.cit., pp. 99-109, with photograph of part of the name piece, fig. 12). This style is economical to
the point of being tachygraphic,notable for the frequency,amounting to regularity,with which the crossbarof alpha,
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centralhorizontalof epsilon,and centraldot of thetaare omitted. Circularor curvedlettersare perfunctorily
cut,
sometimesas a seriesof straightstrokes. This mason'sdatablecareercoveredsome forty-fiveyears,from 194/3
to 148/7, whichservesto accountforthe evidentlyabundantoutputof hisworkshop.The presenttext,an earlywork
in this collection assigned to him: see also 276, 279, 280, 283-288, and 332E.
of his, is the first of ten psephismata
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W. B. Dinsmoorlearnedof the originalfragmentin time to referto it (as of the archonshipof A -----) in
AtheianArchon
List, . 167,note 237, andassignedit to the archonshipof Antiphilos(224/3), believingit to havebeen
writtenin the "disjointedstyle"currentat thattime. PritchettandMerittdemonstrated
thatthiswasa falseestimate;
and in any case enoughwas preservedof the nameof the ypoanlase6 to assurethe attribution,confirmedby the
evidenceof the subsequentdiscovery.
Line 2. The nameNannakosis otherwiseunknownto Athenianprosopography.
Othermembersof the deme
are
as
in
Herakleon
attested
and
named
the
councillors
Eupyridai
epheboi
imperialperiod(PA6511);see AgoraXV,
402-403.
Lines
the
3-4.
For
the
location
of
on lines6-7, andforthe designation
see
167,
commentary
pp.
assembly
as xupla, 101, commentaryon lines7-8. The assemblytookplaceon thefourteenthdayof an unknownmonth.J. D.
Mikalson'sanalysisshowedthat this is an attestedmeeting day of the assemblyin only three monthsout of the
andCivilCaendar,
calendarI on p 184).
8. It is a reasonable
twelve,Boedromion,Elaphebolion,andThargelion(Sacred
that
the
name
of
the
month
to
be
here
is
to
be
of
one
these
three.
hypothesis
supplied
likely

THE ARCHONSHIP

OF SYMMACHOS,

188/7 B.C.

In the didascalic list IG 12, 2323, the archonships of Symmachos, Theoxenos, and Zopyros appear in
sequence (see SEGXXV, 194, lines 236-238; W. B. Dinsmoor,Archons
ofAthens,pp. 464-470). Symmachos'
to he cumulative evidence, long
archonship is well attested epigraphically,and 265 no more than adds to
known, that the ypaftlayrea;.of his year belonged to the phyle Akamantis(VI). In accordance with the then

newly evaluated secretary cycle, he was placed in 188/7 by W. S. Ferguson (AthenianSecretaries,p. 55) and

was retained there by. Kirchner(IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 18-19). Dinsmoor's application of the cycle differedby a
e 189/8 (op.cit., p. 255; cf. p. 222), but
year from that of Ferguson at this point, and his date was therefore

the principle of evaluation remained the same. Ferguson repeated his original estimate (AthenianTribal

Cycles,p. 28), and Dinsmoor revised his opinion (AthnianArchonList, p. 171, 187; cf p. 23), accepting
Symmachos assof 188/7, in which year he has remained ever since: see W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt,
Chronology,
p. xxvii; Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
pp. 29-30; Meritt, AJP 78, 1957, pp. 375-381,
Anian
1
65-66,
26,
1957,
94,
pp.
154158,
236, TAPA95, 1964, p. 240, Klio52, 1970,
Hesperia
pp.
arpp.
all
277-282
the
material
this
of
is
Historia
pp.
(where
year assembled),
26, 1977, p. 180; C. Habicht, Studien,

p. 177. E. Manni (Athenaeum33, 1955, pp. 259, note 2, and 265) did indeed revive the suggestion of 189/8,

but that ththis
was not a viable propositionwas brieflyand sufficientlydemonstratedby Habicht, AthMitt76,

1961, p. 130, note 6.
It is the calendric character of 188/7 rather than its attribution to a named archon that has provided
its major cause of difficulty. Symmachos' year was regarded as certainly intercalary by Kirchner (loc. cit.,

and IG II2, 892, commentary) and by earlier commentators, and this supposition formed the basis of the
restorationsshown in IG II2, 890-893 and in the editoprincepsof 265. As such, it followed two ordinary
years in Dinsmoor's revised (1939) table and in that of Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxvii. Pritchett
and Neugebauer, however,reconsideredthe calendric data of the five texts of the year and concluded that
the evidence was best served by regarding the year as ordinary,even though this involved discrepancies
between the festival and prytany calendars in IG II2, 891 (SEGXVI, 83, XXI, 430) and in 265 (Calendars,

pp. 84-85). This conclusion was accepted by Meritt, AJP 78, 1957, pp. 375-381, whose revised study of

IG II2,891 and 893 (SEGXVI, 84, XXI, 434) pointed in that direction and in fact lessened the disturbance
in the calendar that had of necessity been postulated. It was the more to be recommended since Meritt also
discovered,on the basis of the newly supplementedprytanytext AgoraXV, 173 (SEGXVI, 81, XXVI, 107),
that 189/8, the year of Euthykritos,must be considered intercalary,and the hypothesis of two
intercalary
years in succession was unacceptable (Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 65-66). He reviewed all the evidence in
Athenianrear,pp. 154-158 (see SEG XXI, 430-434), and was able to devise a satisfactory
arrangement of
months and prytanies, with alternation of 29 and 30 days among the former (save that both
Metageitnion
and Boedromion were to be regarded as full), and in the latter one prytany of 30 days followed
by six
of 29 and five more of 30.
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But to maintain regularityin the calendric equation ofIG
II2, 892 (SEGXXI, 433) required forward
count with the date teT'rexI6 ac;, and Meritt's subsequent conviction was that all such dates involved
backwardcount ('Apx. 'Ep., 1968, pp. 77-91; cf. Pritchett,Ancient
AthenianCalendars
onStone,pp. 349-353).
Hence he returned to a study of this year in Klio52, 1970, pp. 277-282, where he added IG II2, 954 and 955
to the five pieces of evidence alreadyrecognized, these two being in his view attributableto the same day as
IG II2, 892 (Mounichion 29 = pryt. X, 29). IG II2, 954 is however in all probabilityto be dissociated from
the other texts; see 276. Meritt'sevaluationof the year (of 355 days)was revised to a pattern (in the festival
calendar) of alternation of months of 30 and 29 days, with the exception that full Pyanopsion followed
full Boedromion, and a prytany calendar of five prytanies of 30 days followed by four of 29, two of 30, and
one more of 29. For the irregularityof the calendar in 265, as already noted, see the commentary ad loc.
The year was seventeenth in the Metonic cycle, and that that year was ordinaryin the Athenian festival
calendar coincided, as it happened, with the arrangement of Meton's system. Of the prytanizing phylai,
Aigeis is attested for the ninth prytany, Leontis for the tenth, and Antiochis for the twelfth. For IG II2,
890, of the sixth prytany but with phyle unknown, see AgoraXV, 174; IGII2, 891, with phyle equally
unknown, probably belongs to the fifth prytany.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
265. A fragmentfromthe upperleftcornerof a pedimentalsteleof Hymettianmarble(I 4144),withthe leftsideand
originalrough-pickedbackpreserved,as well as a very batteredsectionof crowningmoldingand pediment,but
brokenelsewhere,discoveredon May 14, 1936,in a latewallwestof the Odeion(J 11).
H. 0.27 m.; W.0.38 m.; Th. 0.13 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. W. K. Pritchett,Hesperia15, 1946, pp. 144-146, no. 6, with photograph. See also Pritchettand
0. Neugebauer,Calendars,
rear,p. 156; see
pp. 29 and 84. Revisedtext of lines 1-4 by B. D. Meritt,Athenian
also SEGXXI, 432, forcompletetext. Lines1-4 againrevisedby Meritt,Kio 52, 1970,p. 281.
NON-ETOIX.ca.58

a. 188/7 a.,pyt. IX

'Enl Euy
IuXou &pXovTron[lT1)5 Alyetoo 6v&Tr)cpurxavdacS*t 'ApXt]
'EXanpPoXtLWvog]
[x]Xij<Eeo8&pou eopLxLoc &[ypajOiV.Teuev*?isou 5ypLaiacor
B
xupa(X&v OA)L]
etXOar7et
int
xaR
ixxXTo(Ia
7XpUOcavela(S'
-la&
xao,
rT}
6y[8]6et
5

T'(v 7xp[o8pxv
0e[6]Tp
E4leoEV --------o------v
--------------6[8oev rTiL81
[ip]6e8po

-Xt

aui]
Eljtev iTteLS]

[... .]xpa[--------------------------------]
[. 5-----u[-------------------------------I
[---------------------------------------I
The above text is based on Meritt's final evaluation of the calendric data. Line 1. The name of the phyle was

[

1

left unrestoredby Meritt,Klio,loc.cit.;Alyeio J. Labarbe,on the basisof AgoraXV, 176, see SEGXXVIII, 78;
?
S i uavElaq;Meritt(1961).
Pritchett;i rt - ------6yy6nq
ic[RT'} 'Avrtoxb8o?808ex&iTrqKpuxraveTao
w
Meritt(1961). Line 3. TxfrTpuravelaog'
Line 2 adfin. JExLpopopLi&voq
Pritchett;'AvOe0aotpt&vog
&xx,jl(a iv
Pritchett.
x&t]
This inscription is the third of four among the Agorapsephismatain this collection attributedby S. V Tracy to the
"Cutterof Agora I 656 + 6355", and it falls almost at the middle point of his datable career: for this and other details
see 260. Besides 261 and 268, also assigned to him, 258 and 263 are in his general style, on Tracy'sassessment,even

if not assuredlyby his hand.
in
Lines 1-2. Archikles,son of Theodoros, of Thorikos (PA2499) is not known beyond his tenure as ypoatiVare6q

in
this year. He was presumablya relative(nephew?)of the 'ApxtxX)ig
eoplxto; (PA2498) who was Octoio0Tr)g;
the archonshipof Diokles(215/14): see IG II2, 1706,line 105. Line2. 85Vioujptato7a.So Pritchett,but r-cpiEoarora
could be accommodated. See 258, commentary on line 2. Lines 2-3. Elaphebolion 18 is equated with pryt. IX,
21. The date of the month indicates the 255th day of the year; on reckoning by prytanies it is the 258th day. It
and that the irregularityhad
is to be supposed that three extra days had been inserted into the calendar as 43p6XltIot
not yet been eliminated by a compensating omission. Such an insertion occurred most usually in Elaphebolion, in
connection with the festival of the Dionysia, and the irregularityled Meritt to prefer this month in his proposed
restoration. There is no evidence of such insertion and compensation in the last month of the year, Skirophorion.
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See Meritt, Klio52, 1970, p. 281 and the discussionof the archonshipof Pytharatos,p. 268 above. Formeetings of the
assembly on Elaphebolion 18 seeJ. D. Mikalson, Sacredand CivilCalendar,
p. 130. His references to the date of the

assemblyin thistext (pp. 116 and 173)are to restorationsalreadydiscarded.

Lines 3-4. On the location and character of the assembly see 264, commentary on lines 3-4 and references
there. Line 5. The restoration,which must allow for the proposer'sname, patronymic, and demotic, indicates this as

a nonprobouleumatic
decree:cf. P.J.Rhodes,Athenian
Boule,pp. 64-68, 265.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF THEOXENOS, 187/6 B.C.
That the year of Theoxenos succeeded that of Symmachos and preceded that of Zopyros has long been
recognized on the evidence of the didascalic list IG II2, 2323 (SEGXXV, 194), lines 236-238; see p. 373
above on the year of Symmachos. His date has therefore remained, throughout all discussions, in a constant
relationship to that of Symmachos, the absolute date assigned to him differing only in the minor variations

already noted in the dating of the latter,to the above account of which it is sufficientto refer.
Theoxenos is mentioned as archon in IG II2, 1329, in which the orgeones of the cult of the Magna
Mater honored, in the year of Sonikos (175/4), Chaireasof Athmonon, who had been their treasurersince
this year (lines 4-6). The cavalry of Symmachos' year honored their hipparchoi in the year following,
SEG XXI, 435 and 436 being dated by Theoxenos' archonship (on the date see C. Habicht, AtlMitt 76,
1961, p. 130, note 6). These, with the referencein the didascaliclist and with 266, comprise the total of the
epigraphical evidence.
It was clear from the secretarycycle that the ypCtcJtlaeu6q
of Theoxenos' year must belong to the phyle
Oineis (VII);but his identitywas unknownin earlierdiscussions(cf. IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 18-19; W. B. Dinsmoor,
Archons
ofAthens,p. 255; W. S. Ferguson,Atenian TribalCycles,p. 28). The discoveryof 266 supplied the lack,
even though the archon's name is in fact missing from it. The fragment came to light in time to be taken
into account by Dinsmoor in AthenianArchonList, p. 187; he suggested its attribution to Theoxenos' year
and restored the fragmentarydemotic II---as II[epLtol8TSV,
Perithoidaibeing conveniently a deme of
Oineis and Bioteles being an unusual name attested, to Dinsmoor's knowledge, from there alone (PA2853;
but for a Bioteles from Rhamnous see J. Sundwall, J[achtrigezur Prosopographia
Attica, 1910, p. 42). This
attributionwas adopted in the editioprincepsof the text and was generally accepted thereafter.
The year was the eighteenth in the thirteenth Metonic cycle, but although it was intercalary in the
cycle (cf. B. D. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236), it was ordinary in the Athenian festival calendar. This
is demonstrable from 266 but had been postulated by Dinsmoor (Archons
ofAthens,p. 32) and by Ferguson
on
the
basis
that
the
of
after
it
was
and
that
of Symmachos before it was at
(loc.cit.)
year Zopyros
intercalary
that time believed to have been so. By the tenth prytany,during which Erechtheiswas the phyle in prytany,
the prytany and festival calendars appear to have become out of phase by two days: cf. W. K. Pritchettand
0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 85. But Meritt showed (Athenian
Tear,p. 138) that this calendar equation was
with
a
festival
calendar
of
compatible
regularlyalternating full and hollow months, coordinated with an
arrangement of prytanies whereby six prytanies each of 29 days were followed by six of 30 days. This
would result in the enactment of 266 on the 277th day of the year, on the reckoning of both calendars,
without any implication of irregularityin either of them.

DECREEIN HONOR OF A FRIENDOF SELEUKOSIV
266. A fragmentof the uppersectionof a stele of Hymettianmarble(I 2155),with part of the left edge and the
backpreservedandwiththe springof a crowningmoldingabovethe inscribedface,discovered
originalrough-picked
on December8, 1934,in a wallof a modernhouseeastof the southernpartof the Odeion(N-O 11).
Documentary
evidenceof thistext alsosurvives,of whichEugeneVanderpoolhaswrittenas follows(letterof March22, 1972):
The inscription was found where the house of L. F. S. Fauvel, French consul in Athens from 1807 to 1813, had stood
in the early nineteenth century, and many marbles known to have belonged to Fauvel have been found in the area.
Until recently,however, there had been no direct evidence that 1 2155 had ever been in Fauvel'spossession.
In the summer of 1970 the Gennadius Libraryacquired at auction in London a sketchbook
containing a collection
of some seventy-fivedrawingsexecuted in Athens between the years 1810 and 1813 for the Honourable FredericNorth.
later the fifth Lord Guilford. On page 25 of the sketch book there is a partial copy of this
inscription with the notation
that it belonged to Fauvel (ix r&v TroOuaulpXou)-a piece of information which coincides
nicely with the place of
finding of the inscription.
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What we have in the sketch book is not a simple transcription of the text but rather a sort of partial squeeze
or rubbing made by moistening the paper and applying it to the face of the stone with a little pressure over a small
area so as to obtain an impression of the letters. The letters were then pencilled in. Because the book was already
bound when this was done, only a small area could be 'squeezed' at any one time, and as a result we have eight short
snippets of text from differentparts of the stone.
The first two lines of the squeeze give the firstline of the stone. At the beginning the chiof [&p]Xovrogis visible as
an impression on the paper, but it was not pencilled in. At the end ofthe line we read 'Epc X[iloo<;], of which the third
epsilonis visible as an impression on the paper but was not pencilled in. Since the stone shows only the letters EPE, we
see that a fragment three letters wide at this point has been broken away at the right since the early nineteenth century.
The letters AOT AO in the third line of the squeeze do not appear on the stone as it now exists. They are
unevenly spaced and perhaps therefore not consecutive.
The fourth line of the squeeze preserves part of the phrase b6ob coO pa:aiXo) to be found in line 10 on the
stone. The occurrence of the phrase clinches the identity of copy and stone.
The letters rNHTOE of line 5 of the squeeze should go with AIOr of line 6 of the stone, and give the name of
the chairman of the proedroi as At6y?vroC. We see that at this point five letters have been lost at the right since
the early nineteenth century.
Of the remaining lines of the squeeze, the letters TON are to be found in line 12 of the stone, AHMfQIin line 11
or perhaps the missing part of line 8, and NKOIN in line 11.
Letters derived from this copy and not now extant are underlined in the text below.
H. 0.24 m.; W. 0.285 m.; Th. 0.115 m.
LH. 0.007 m. (omicron varies between 0.004 and 0.007 m.).
Ed. W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,pp. 117-118, with photograph.

a. 187/6 a., pyt. X

NON-ETOIX. ca. 41-52
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xalav iU[t:poOaYYilt .ey(i,Xt
[J.ev]og nb Too p3aiLX&OxEeUxou
[vouV] ^o5IV XOLVeZ'e [T]6t 8gt0
[xvo]tu.voL

xal

7Cp6<5T6v paaLiXa [FeX]e[vx]ov [-------------

[Thes
tt ae wl bt i

ys

e~O]

t8LaL To[rt; T&V TOXVCV &91]

]

d

The letters of this text are well but irregularlyspaced (hence the considerable variation in the number of them

per line), and there is wide interlinear space. The lettering gives an appearance of neatness, but on closer inspection
some of the letters are not well or consistently executed. S. V Tracy found that IG II2, 892 and 925 (for which
see below) shared the same characteristics, and these three texts form the complete identifiable oeuvreof the mason
he named the "Cutter of IG II2 892": see Attic Letter-Cutters,pp. 117-120, with photograph of fragment a of the
name piece, fig. 15. This limits the mason's known and datable career to just two years, 188-186 B.C. IG II2, 925

contains no indication of date and was given byJ. Kirchner the general dating "c. init. s. II": in his republication
of it, M. J. Osborne (Naturalization
II, p. 191) dated it "ca. 190-166/5". In
I, pp. 217-218, D 104, Naturalization
lines 7-8 the prescript exemplifies the "perfect design", for which see 204 and references there.
Tracy went on to urge (op.cit., pp. 119-120) that IG II2, 925 is in fact to be regarded as "almost certainly" part of
the same inscription as the present fragment. If so, it reveals that King Seleukos' envoy received Athenian citizenship
and a stephanos as the result of this decree. IG II2, 925 is a small fragment preserving part of the left edge of the stele,
and Osborne's text of it is for convenience reproduced here:

[-------------------------------------[...]

bv 5f|[ov Tbv 'AOvvckaov
xal ivextetv

ToTOtv A[Lovvakwv

varvrpavov]

&),v &V &acrre TpoEy6,)t&)Vt(*)L XOaLV(;)L
&y6]
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vt' Trs b: &[vayope6aoct(A
tFnt,r)Of)vat Wobs(patr)yo6?]'
xat
b8
8oxiL0oaeavrLiv TCL8L]
ooXtsreCav
b8e86o9a[L acroiLx
xaXcr1p[(lor roC b8&eapooe?ac, 86ravnXrpcaiLb8xwaaTrPta]
elt Ev[a xatl iEvraxoaEouc8kxarT&si,laaryayetv d^v box1]
yp&aaOat b8 aorbv cpu)Xfjxal 8b]
tlaa[tav 'TinnoXvLoypatcapo
&v
3oX)ar ---------------]
Jou [xal ppaptla;
1js

[

]
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Line 3. BlorXAr) Aeuxlou flepL9o8T was probably the father of Iawavarc BLo^XAou
HIepolo), the
PA
2853.
Cf.
PA
identified
with
and
thus
to
be
Sonikos
of
the
of
11723;
AgoraXVX199 and
(175/4),
year
YpaVIaTrei
200 Oines 1-2 in each case). That the name Ae6xwocbelonged to this family in the preceding generation might
appear to suggest the early stages of Italian influence and Roman interest in Greece. But the name is Greek enough:
cf. IG II2, 417, line 16, 1180, lines 4-5, etc., and Syll.3, 913, note 1. Line 4. Mounichion 11 is three times attested
(apart from this instance) as a meeting day of the assembly and has been restored in several other texts: see J. D.
Mikalson (SacredandCivilCalendar,
pp. 141-142), who quotes lines 1-4 of this inscription. The spelling Mouvuxtwvoc
for MouvtXtuVOg
is rarely encountered. See L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 264-265.
Line 5. For the nature and location of the assembly see 264, commentary on lines 3-4 and references there.
Lines 6-7. Diognetos of Cholargos. The name appears to be otherwise unattested in that deme. Line 9. Kteson,
son of Kallikles, of Kollytos, the proposer of the decree, is not otherwise known. The restoration of lines 9-12,
proposed by Pritchett and Meritt, is based on IG II2, 897, lines 9-12, a text of the year 185/4.
Lines 10 and 12. Seleukos IV Philopator,second son ofAntiochos III, "the Great", became coregent with his
father in 189 and sole monarch on Antiochos' death in July 187. The date of his accession necessarily conditions
the dating of the archon Theoxenos (cf C.
CHabicht, AtMitt 76, 1961, p. 130, note 6), who on this account cannot be
placed earlier than the year to which he is now assigned. The present decree suggests that despite the restrictions
imposed on him by the Treaty of Apamea (188 B.C.) he was ready to foster good relations in the west with the
Athenians as with the Achaian League (Polybios 22.1.6) and Macedonia (Livy 42.12.3). The present honorand was
see L. Robert, BCH 54, 1930,
probably an ambassador to Athens in this cause. Line 10. On mpoaytoy. rey&Xn
p. 342 with note 3 (= Operamora seleta I, 1969, p. 161) and Ap. 'Ep., 1969, p. 5, note 3; M. Holleaux, tudes
etdhistoiregrecques
in te Hellenistic
II, 1938, p. 89, III, 1943, pp. 221-222; C. B. Welles, RoyalCorrespondence
d'Jpigraphie
356.
Period,1934, p.
Line 11. xolvet xal t8lai. See the commentary on 49.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE CONFERRING CITIZENSHIP

267. A fragment of a stele ofPentelic marble (15651), with the right side and original rough-pickedback preserved,
discovered on February 25, 1939, in a wall of a modern house west of the Panathenaic Way and southwest of the
Eleusinion (S 21). Below the last line of the inscription, the inscribed surface is blank in a vertical measurement
of 0.15 m. The striationsof a toothed chisel are visible, varying in direction from the vertical to the diagonal (upper
right to lower left).
H. 0.285 m.; W. 0.17 m.; Th. 0.085 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 217-218, no. 13, with photograph pl. 38 (see also SEG XXI, 407);
I, p. 226, D 110, Naturalization
M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
II, p. 194.
ca. a. 187/6 a. (intera. 199/8 et 176/5 a.)

[

NON-ETOIX. 38-46

]

[.. ?. .. 8e86aOat be ar xit xal toXltreav 8oxtixa]a[ev]
o
xaxI&tOV V6liOV 8o
[T vt T6vL8Lxx-p(
] QJFSlo[9f]
[Tra;, 8CTav7X)p(6)aLb8xaarfpia et; Eva xa]l TievTaxolEo[u;]
5

[bLxaaTd;,eloayayetv aritA riiv box4ia]olav xal yp6a4c
xal 8biou xal ppaTptap
] I iv poX7tTarc&
[a6ai ar6bv cpuX)<r
-c6
[vaypA6ai b8 T68e
(iapytcqa T6v yp]aumaTfEaTbv
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v fr)L XLOtvrl
xal a]'iaatL &vixpox6
[xari& pcraveCtavrnv
-ctV
xacti
rv
&v&eaL]yrT; crrtj7); e
dva(ypa(cpv
DXeret;
[plaaoci v Taptav Trv cTpaTic,'txwv
'b6 Y]ev6ljvov dtvXtoca.
vacat
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The above text is that of Osborne, loc.cit. Line 1. Osborne observed far-from-clearremains of sigma in this
line and added it, with the accompanying restorationof the clause; the lines have in consequence been renumbered
from the edii pritceps. Line 2. 8t 0ea]oo[Ot Meritt. Line 4. et?dye?v Meritt. Line 5. Osborne added adr6v, not
present in the editioprincps:but line 6 shows that the addition spaii compendicausamay be unnecessary. See, however,
A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 87. Adfin., j,] Meritt. Line 6. "Possibly... a dittographyearly in the line" Osborne.
Meritt dated this inscription 'fin. saec.III a." without giving his reasons, which were probably compounded
from his judgment of the style of the lettering and the fact that he based his reconstructed text on IG I2, 855, so
dated byJ. Kirchner. The citizenship formula employed is however that of Type m of FormulationB, in Osborne's
categorization, a type which on his analysisdoes not antedate ca.202 B.C.:see the commentary on 239 and references
there. Hence Osborne lowered Meritt'sdate to the early part of the 2nd century.
S. V Tracy's study of the lettering led him to the conclusion that this text, if not the actual work of the "Cutter
of IG II2 1326" (for whom see 259), was certainly in his general style and susceptible therefore of a comparable
p. 94. That mason's datable career ran from 199/8 to 176/5, and this decree has
dating: see AtticLettr-Cutters,
therefore been placed for convenience at the central point of his span. It may also be noted that Tracy's date for
IG II2, 855, which he regarded as the work of the "Cutterof IG II2913" (see 248), is very comparable.
Line 9. The MilitaryTreasurer(withoutthe cooperation of the PluralBoard ofAdministration)is clearlyrequired
the
by
space available as the officer responsiblefor defrayingthe outlay of the stele.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

268. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 3028), with part of the left side preserved but otherwise broken
all around, discovered on June 19, 1935, in a context of the 3rd and 4th centuries A.D. overlying the foundation
of the interior north wall of the Odeion (L 10). The stone is mottled in appearance.
H. 0.135 m.; W. 0.067 m.; Th. 0.032 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 54, no. 75, with photograph pl. 16. See also SEG XIX, 107.
NON-ETOIX.

ca. a. 185 a. (inter203/2 et 164/3 a.)
[--------------------------

]

[.-

]

.]I[.]IL[-

[TC]t O[ci ----------------'T&V{lq[
ltp&

5

]

]

Tl&SV
86[vJrCai
TpeteT[

6^p [

10

]

TdH [

---

]

]

[ -------------------------1

Meritt's hesitant and generalized attribution of this uncommunicative fragment to the 2nd century ("saec.
II a. [?]") was presumablybased on his appreciationof the lettering. On this point S. V Tracy'scomparative analysis
was able to achieve a greater measure of precision and to see in these meager remains the characteristicsof the mason
Tracy named the "Cutter of Agora I 656 + 6355", active according to securely datable evidence between 203/2
and 164/3 B.C. See Attic-Letter
Cutters,p. 84, and for further detail see 260. Lacking other means of dating, this
text has been placed for convenience at the acme of the craftsman'sknown career.
Of the contents little can be said. Lines 3, 5, and 8-9 suggest that a benefactor (or possibly more than one) was
honored in the decree for services rendered. It appears that he had received previous recognition by the Athenians
but that continuing good works (ine 8) had earned him this further tribute. The surviving letters of line 8 could,
nevertheless,be divided as bt& re [- -------].
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FRAGMENT OF A DECREE HONORING A BOARD OF OFFICIALS (?)

269. A very small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (14003), broken on all sides, discoveredon April 8, 1936, in a
late context west of the north end of the Stoa of Attalos (P 8).
H. 0.082 m.; W. 0.089 m.; Th. 0.048 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m. (omicron 0.005 m.)
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 239, no. 8, with photograph pl. 50. See also SEG XIV, 69.
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a. 184/3 a.

NON-ETOIX.
[
[----------------[-------------

-]&t

[----------------]v

'An[vte ---------------]

'A]Xpy[

[-------------5

]

--[---------------[
?
E0io[Xo ou &pXovro ------]

]

[-

No more than seventeen letters clearly surviveon this fragment,but they sufficedto permit S. V Tracy to identify
the general style, if not with assurance the hand, of the mason whom he designated the "Cutter of IG II2 913": see
AtticLettr-Cutters,
p. 75 and 248.
The occurrence of demotics in lines 3 and 4 suggests a succession of names, probably related to a board of
officials whether secular or religious, whose period of duty is referred to in line 2. Eupolemos' archonship is to
be dated in 185/4, and it is a reasonable supposition that a decree possibly in their honor was passed in the year
following; cf. 217, commentary on line 9.
TWO HIPPARCHOI HONORED

270. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 5143), with the left side, original back, and part of the crowning
molding above the inscribedface preserved. Otherwise brokenall around, generally battered, and especially worn on
the left, it was discoveredon November 30, 1937, in a wall of a modern house southeast of the Market Square (O 18).
H. 0.18 m.; W. 0.215 m.; Th. 0.096 m.
LH. 0.005 m.

Ed. A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 78-80, no. 155, with photograph pl. 26: cf. SEGXVIII, 31. Revised
text (also with ca. 65 letters to the line), C. Habicht (At/Mitt76, 1961, pp. 141-143), who saw it as a decree of the
tiTe-tsand so restored it. See alsoj. and L. Robert, REG 77, 1964, pp. 154-155, no. 132. For this text cf. SEGXXI,
526, where also appears the text ofJ. Threpsiades and E. Vanderpool, AeXt. 18, A', 1963, pp. 106-107 (cf. p. 99,
note), whose more economical length of line (ca. 48 letters), with some improved readings, is to be preferred and
is repeated here.
ca. a. 184/3 a. (inter189/8 et 178/7 a.)
Nucoyivr)l Nl[xcx]vo< ItX[aE8r)Edtev- kE0I
resltnaMPX?([i] el

5

NON-ETOIX. ca. 48
ol XEtpoTovyO9v]

T6V i[vLaUr6VrT6Vin ...ca:...

&PXOVTO<]
: 14.....
r&tep&T&]
rapyrTijo[q xal ..... c9uaav
TLVyiL&8r,
T-L
A
elotarj'ptca xarxC- x[al e4a)epwx tre ^CjLGxatl -rat X&pL]
atv xa)l OIIoaetbiVL [rtL 'IntEot xar& T&nrptal, xatl &p6]
T--V Oei?V&e4Xwicav Xip&TTovT?e
&axoXo69OwT?O%]
teVOL&Kn6

[-]e v,6oiL xal Tog(q,n)p[tolaVaov
,TOU 8bOU, a7ou8,. xatl itXo]
Tttlac; o0Otv [&XeX(etovTc;
-]

[

]

The date of the text was set in the editioprincepsat ca. 160 B.C.,on the basis both of the style of the lettering
and of the known career of Nikogenes, son of Nikon, of the deme Philaidai (PA 10850), on whom see further below.
That it is now given a date some quarter of a century earlier stems from the analysis of the lettering by S. V Tracy
(AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 113-116), who assigned both this inscription and 271 to the hand or atelier of the "Cutter
of IG II2 897" (photograph of the name piece, fig. 14) among the fourteen he attributed to him. Three of these
texts belong to the year 185/4: the earliest that can be dated (AgoraXV, 173) is of 189/8, the latest (see 332D)
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is of 178/7. The present text has been treated at the center point between these two extremes, but it is likely to
belong to the later rather than the earlier part of the mason's span of activity. The lettering at least in the above
example appears more scrappy than the plain, ordinary,but slightly inconsistent style of Tracy's description: the
central horizontals of alpha and epsilon are regularlyomitted.
Line 1. Nikogenes appears twice in the victor lists of the Theseia, as hipparchos in IG II2, 957, col. I, line 39
and as agonothetes in IG II2, 956, lines 2, 29, 40. Forthe dates of these lists (157/6 and 161/60 respectively)see B. D.
Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 183 and Habicht, Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 239-241. The same Nikogenes contributed
to the building fund of the theater in the Peiraieusin his own name and in those of his sons Nikogenes and Lyandros
(IG II2, 2334, lines 4-5; on the Peiraieustheaters see 93). Forhis appearance as a magistrateon the silver coinage of
the new style see M. Thompson, TheNew Styl SilverCoinageof Atns, 1961, pp. 576-577. His daughter Apollonia
is apparently commemorated on the grave monument IG II2, 7646. For a stemmaof the family see PA II, p. 134,
and cf.J. Sundwall, NachtrigezurProsopographia
Attica,1910, p. 134.
Line 3. Timiades is a name unique in Attic prosopography.Threpsiades and Vanderpool regarded Simiades as a
possibility or envisaged a longer name carried over from the previous line: but these alternatives seem less likely.
Lines 4-5. On the cult of the Afj-to and X6&pvre,see AgoraIII, pp. 59-61; A. E. Raubitschek, Hesperia31, 1962,
undlateinische
1962, 1964, pp. 335-336;
Kongresses/iirgriechische
pp. 240-241 and in AktedesIVInternationalen
Epigraphik,
Habicht, Studien,pp. 85-93. This sanctuary lay on the north slope of Kolonos Agoraios and close therefore to the
Stoa of the Herms and an intervening area particularlyassociated with monuments of the lxcietg: see AgoraIII,
pp. 102-108; Threpsiades and Vanderpool, AeXT. 18, A', 1963, pp. 99-114;J. Travlos, PictorialDictionayofAncint
Athens,1971, pp. 79-82; and cf. AgoraXIV, pp. 159-160. The Hipparcheion (IG II2, 895, line 6; AgoraIII, p. 177)was
in all probability in this same neighborhood.
Line 5. On the cult of Poseidon Hippios and his connection with the Itirt: see W.Judeich, Topographic,
pp. 45
and 414, and cf. Aristophanes, Equites551, IG II2, 4691 and Travlos, op.cit., p. 42.
DECREE OF THE GENOS OF THE KERYKES

271. Three fragments, two of whichjoin, of a stele of Hymettian marble. Fragmenta ( 5424 a), which preservespart
of a projecting molding above the inscribed face and the original rough-pickedback, but which is otherwise broken
all around, was discovered on May 7, 1938, in the original filling of the Post-Herulian Wall (T 21). Fragment b
(I 3087) joins fragment a on the right; it preserves the right edge (though chipped and battered) and original back
but is broken elsewhere and was discovered on December 13, 1935, in a wall of a modern house west of the north
end of the Stoa of Attalos (O 8). Fragment c (I 5424 b) is broken all around save that the original back survives;
it was discoveredin the same place and on the same day as fragmenta. The striationsof a toothed chisel are visible on
all three fragments, vertically on fragment a, diagonally on fragment c from upper right to lower left, and in both
these directions on fragment b.
a + b: H. 0.213 m.; W. 0.10 m.; Th. 0.077 m.
c: H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.063 m.; Th. 0.077 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron variable).

Ed. a and c: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 17-18, no. 23, with photographs pl. 5. See also SEG XIX,
123. b: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 54, no. 73, with photograph pl. 15. See also SEG XIX, 94.
ca. a. 184/3 a. (inter189/8 et 178/7 a.)

NON-ETOIX. ca. 38

.... ]7v
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Below the inscribedsurfaceof fragmentc the stoneprojectstoo far to permitany close associationbetween

this fragment and fragments a + b. The honorand perhaps served as Treasurer (c, line 2) as well as in the office
of priest(?),and his further record in this second function seems to have been set out lower down the stele.
The mason at work on this inscription was identified by S. V. Tracy as the "Cutter of IG II2 897": see Attic

p. 115,andfordetailsof his style,date,andcareer,270. As in thatcontext,herealsothe inscriptionhas
Lettr-Cutters,

been placed at the midpoint of the craftsman'sknown span of activity. When Meritt dated these fragmentsseparately
in the ediions prinies, he set them in the correct general area ("init.saec.II a.").
The truncated prescript on fragment a indicates, as Meritt recognized, that this is not a decree of the boule

anddemos,andhe reasonedthatit wasa votetakenby somereligiousorganization.The connectionwithfragmentb
andthe improvedreadingat the endof line5 confirmthecorrectnessof hisargumentandshowthatthisis a decreeof
the genos of the Kerykes.See 77 for anotherdecreeof this samegenos,with furthermaterialin the commentary
on line 2 of thattext.
Lines 1-7. Cf. IGII2, 1314 and 1315 for the phraseology.Line 5 adfin.In publishingfragmentb separately,
MerittreadKPT. Line7. tAXeIxovor tvXeXouc=6wouldbe usual,buttheright-handstrokeof lambdais clearbefore
iota. Line 10. ON Meritt.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF HERMOGENES, 183/2 B.C.
The didascaliclist IG II2, 2323, which establishedthe tripletofsuccessive archonsSymmachos-TheoxenosZopyros (see p. 373 above), also establishedthat Hermogenes and Timesianax were archons in consecutive
years at a slightlylater date (see SEGXXV, 194, lines 269-270). The firstof the two decrees of the orgeones
of the cult of the Magna Mater inscribed on the stele IG II2, 1328 was dated to Hermogenes' archonship
(the second being of the year of Sonikos with a reference to that of Hippakos, for which see pp. 393-394
below). The subscriptionlist IG II2, 2332 is attributedto the year of Hermogenes (line 1; cf. col. I, line 119),
and 306 also contains a passing reference to him (line 7). None of this evidence provides the furtherdetail
that could determine his year more closely than "ca. 180" (cf. PA 5121) were it not that W S. Ferguson's
evaluation of the secretary cycles showed that Timesianax, with a ypattJiorTe( from Attalis (XII), could
be assigned to 182/1. This placed Hermogenes in 183/2, from which he was removed only by W. B.
Dinsmoor, who soon repented of it (Archons
ArchonList, p. 187). All
ofAtens, pp. 255-256 et alibi,Athenian
other studies have retained Ferguson'soriginal date: soJ. Kirchner,IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 18-19; W. K. Pritchett
and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxvii, who also attributedto this year, though not without hesitation, the
I
text
4187
prytany
(AgoraXV, 182), ibid., p. 119, showing a ypJatJtlae3; with the appropriate demotic
IIorXXve6;(Antiochis XI); Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 94, Atheian rear,p. 236, TAPA95, 1964, p. 239,
Historia26, 1977, p. 181; C. Habicht, Studien,p. 177. 272 added nothing of value to the availablematerial.
Without direct evidence concerning the calendric character of the festival year, scholars assigned it
in accord with the general schemes for the period that commended themselves. Kirchner left the issue
TribalCycles,p. 29) saw the year as probably ordinary after a probably intercalary
open. Ferguson(Athenian
185/4 and an ordinary 186/5. Dinsmoor in 1939 proposed it as intercalaryafter two ordinaryyears and in
this was followed by Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
and again by Meritt in Hesperia26, 1957, loc. cit.
Meritt's
However,
subsequent preference for making 184/3 intercalary caused him to regard 183/2 as
ordinary (Athnianrear,pp. 182 and 236), a preference he maintained (cf. TAPA95, 1964 and Historia26,
1977, locc.citt.).The matter remainsin doubt. There is no evidence for the succession ofphylai in prytany
or for the arrangement of the prytany calendar.
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FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
272. The upper left corner of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 6771), broken on all sides save for a little
of the original left edge, discovered on April 2, 1957, in a wall of a modern cellar southeast of the Church of the Holy
Apostles (R 17). The inscription was surmounted by a heavy ovolo molding below the horizontal cornice of the
pediment, now much battered;beneath the ovolo a narrow taenia effects the transitionto the inscribed face by means

of an abruptapophyge.

H. 0.13 m.; W. 0.12 m.; Th. 0.55 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, p. 17, no. 16, with photograph pl. 5. See also SEG XXI, 439.

a. 183/2 a.

NON-ETOIX.ca.40-44
'Elt 'Eplto[y?vou&pXovooinTT ---------]
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c.-.15. ...... ICIa.rn
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[. 1~] puT[avelas L
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---------]

[

]

]

Small as it is, the fragmentprovidedsufficientdata for S. V Tracyto be able to attributethe executionof
I2 886": see AtticLetter-Cutten,
the inscriptionto the craftsmannamedby him the "Cutterof IG
pp. 96-98, with

photograph of the name piece, fig. 11. No more than five texts (includingthis one) and part of a sixth are claimed as

his,butthe datesto be derivedfromthemindicatethemason'sfloruitas theseventeen-year
period194/3-178/7. His

style, though comparatively plain, shows variety in individual letters. The angular loop of rho seen in this text is

characteristic.
particularly
Line 2. The demoticof the ypaPltalet and the lastletterof his patronymicare restoredfromAgoraX, 182,
whichthe secretarycyclerequiresto be placedin Hermogenes'year,althoughan alternativedateforit of 159/8, the
yearof Aristaichmos,is alsopossible.
THE ARCHONSHIP

OF TIMESIANAX,

182/1 B.C.

Timesianax' year is closely tied to that ofHermogenes by the didascalic list IG II2, 2323; see the commentary
on the archonship of the latter, p. 381 above. IG II2, 902 (AgoraXV, 183) was passed in his term ofoffice, and
a second prytany decree belonging to the same archonship, SEG XVI, 86 (AgoraXV, 184), was discovered

in the Agora. IG H2, 902 established that theyptlaore6q

of the year came from Probalinthos (Attalis

XI) and provided his patronymic. That his own name was Philo ... s was revealed by Agora XV, 184
(though apparently not accepted by C. Habicht, Studien,p. 177). The demotic, long known, was the factor
that had enabled the positions of Hermogenes and Timesianax in the archon list to be promptly confirmed
in the light of "Ferguson's Law" (W. S. Ferguson, Atenian Secretaries, . 55). The discovery of 273 added
no data of significance.
The year was the fourth in the fourteenth Metonic cycle, in which it would have been ordinary (TAPA
95, 1964, p. 236), and its character in the Athenian festival calendar was until recently agreed by all

commentators to have been ordinary also (although without direct evidence) according to their various
assessmentsof the charactersof Hermogenes' year (q.v.)and of the year following Timesianax' archonship.
On none of the three surviving decrees already mentioned is the dating of their enactment by month and

prytany preserved. Ferguson (AthenianTribalCycles,p. 29) regarded the year as ordinary in the belief that
181/80 was certainly intercalary; W. B. Dinsmoor (AthenianArchonList, p. 23) also held it to be ordinary
p. xxvii, and
following an intercalary 183/2, a view followed by W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
in
Meritt
it
as
Athenian
retained
Tear,p. 236, although he had
ordinary
by Meritt in Hesperia26, 1957, p. 94.
by then decided that 183/2 was ordinary, since 181/80, to which he at that time, as later, assigned the
archon Hippias (see p. 384 below), was to be regarded as certainly intercalary. The temporary removal of
Hippias to 193/2 and his replacement in 181/80 by Phanarchides, whose year was certainly ordinary,
resulted in the hypothesis, for the first time, that Timesianax was archon in an intercalary year (Meritt,

TAPA95, 1964, pp. 238-239); but Meritt reversedthisjudgment (Historia26, 1977, pp. 161-162 and 181;
cf. J. S. Traill, Hesperia45, 1976, pp. 302-303, note 13), and Timesianax' year was once again listed as
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ordinary. 275 and AgoraXV, 167 confirm this since they show the following year, that of Hippias, to be

intercalary.
There is no information concerning the succession either of months in the festival calendar or of the
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prytanies in the prytany calendar. Attalis and Akamantis were the prytanizing phylai in AgoraXV 183
and 184, but the ordinal numeral describing the prytany is not preservedin either text.
The name Timesianax is unusual in Attic prosopography,only three other examples being known,
one from Koile and two from Epieikidai (AgoraXV, 205, line 35, and PA 13647, the latter registering a
father and son of the same name). All the instances date from the 2nd century B.C., and the Timesianax
of AgoraXV, 205 could be identified with the archon.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE

273. Partof the upperleft cornerof a stele of Hymettianmarble(I 4267), with the left side and originalback
preservedandwithmuchof the inscribedsurfaceshearedawayto the leftof a surfacecrackrunningalmostvertically
down the centerof the stone, discoveredonJuly 7, 1936, in a Late Romanfoundationin the northroom of the
Hellenistic Metroon (G-H 8-9). Part of a crowning molding similar to that of 272 is preserved above the first line

of the text.

H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.05 m.; Th. 0.093 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m. (omicron 0.005 m.).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 15-16, no. 20, with photograph pl. 5. See also SEGXIX, 98.

a. 182/1 a.
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The writingin its generalaspectrepresentsplain,competentworkof the period,but the masonadoptedthe
elementsof whatW. K. Pritchettdescribedas the "tachygraphic
style"(Hsperia16, 1947, p. 188),and the result
is a text very much in the characterof the "Cutterof AgoraI 247", for whom see 264, as S. V Tracy'sanalysis
showed(Aic Letter-Cutters,
p. 104).Tracywas,however,rightlyhesitantto makethisinscriptiona definiteattribution
to thatcraftsman;but it couldwellbe a productof his workshop,of a pupil,or of a deliberateimitator.
Line 3. The nameof the ypaVVaxe6(S
is restoredfromthe unitedevidenceof AgoraX, 183 and 184. Nothing
furtheris knownof him or of his family. Line 4. 8ijlou })ypElar-la.
See 258, commentaryon line 2: LtopEJa
is of courseequallypossibleas a restoration.Lines5-6. On the locationand characterof the assemblysee 264,
commentaryon lines3-4 and referencesthere.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF HIPPIAS, 181/80 B.C.
In addition to 274 and 275, the Agora has yielded a prytany text of Hippias' year,
AgoraXV, 167
SEG
and
a
further
SEG
94
XXI,
To
these inscriptionsmust be added
(cf.
440),
decree,
XXXIV, (see 332C).
the evidence concerning the year recognized as providedby IG II2, 920 (Agora
XV, 168; SEGXXI, 442) and
889 (SEGXXI, 443), which C. Karapa (AeXr. 29, A', 1974 [1977], pp. 163-164, no. 3)joined with IG II2,
904 (see SEG XXVI, 108). See also E. Schweigert, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 355-356, no. 50.
Despite this
impressivetotal of inscriptional texts, the evidence came to light only in comparativelyrecent years. The
archonshipof Hippias was unknown to scholarshipbefore the discoveryof 275, which was notified to W. B.
Dinsmoor in time for inclusion in AthenianArchonList in 1939; see pp. 7 and 186. The association with
IG II2, 889 was immediately recognized, but the demotic of the ypaoTtaieuktTheodosios was not
preserved
in either text, and in consequence Hippias' year could not at that stage be
precisely located in relation
to the secretary cycle.
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On the prosopographicalgrounds provided by the two texts Dinsmoor tentativelyassigned Hippias to
190/89 (cf. op. cit., p. 23). This date was varied by one year, to 191/90, by W. K. Pritchett and B. D.
Meritt, Chronology,
pp. xxvi and 116-117; see p. 369 above, on the archonship of Timouchos. 191/90 was
retained by Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer (Calndars,p. 75) and by Meritt (Hesperia26, 1957, p. 94) and
was regardedas acceptable until the discoveryofAgoraXV, 167. That such continuing discoveriesentailed
recurrent revision of accepted texts and ideas says much for the vitality of the study of Attic epigraphy
and the readinessof those engaged in it to rethinktheir conclusions. PacePritchett,AncientAthenianCalendars
onStone,p. 379, it reflects no discredit on those who have advocated with conviction what must thereupon
be abandoned.
The secretary cycle required for 181/80 a ypapota(rce6from Erechtheis (I).J. Kirchner (IG II2, iv,
1, pp. 18-19) showed this correctlyin his list but had no names to attach to it, and the year is thus a blank in
his table. The same was true of Dinsmoor's table in Archons
ofAtnens,p. 32; at that time he postulated that
should belong to Aigeis (II),although he later revertedto W. S. Ferguson'sarrangementof
the YpalJlxJJTe6
the secretary cycle. He had, however (op.cit., p. 256), attributedto 182/1 a prytany decree, IG II2, 917,
in which the archon's name was lost but where the demotic of the ypaoltaTe6 survived as 6x] KK8Iv
TribalCycles,p. 29) placed this ypol.tacreGr in 181/80 and
(ErechtheisI). Ferguson'sarrangement(Athenian
showed the year as surely intercalary. But this decree, which later became AgoraXV, 128, was shown by
S. Dow (Hesperia2, 1933, pp. 436-438; AJA 40, 1936, pp. 57-60) to belong to 223/2 and was thereby
removed from the discussion. Thus 181/80 again appeared as a blank in Dinsmoor's 1939 table (Atenian
Archon
List,p. 23), as in that of Pritchettand Meritt in 1940 (Chronology,
p. xxvii). The hesitant attributionto
this conveniently vacant year of the archon Apolexis in the editioprincepsof 284 lasted only until the correct
name, Alexis, was established and a firm date for him assured. See Meritt, Hesperia16, 1947, p. 163;
G. A. Stamires, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 37 and note 23.
In 1957 Meritt suggested that the archonship of Aphrodisios might be placed in 181/80, shorn as it
now was of the false Apolexis (Hesperia
26, 1957, p. 38, note 28), and he adopted the suggestionin his revised
list ofarchons (ibid.,p. 94). But the proposalwas short-lived. The discovery,by means ofAgoraXV, 167, that
of the year of the recentlyfound archon Hippias belonged to Erechtheis(I)caused Hippias
the YpachltJatre6
to be assigned to what was an obviously suitable and available date (Meritt, AthenianYear,pp. 195-200,
236). The other texts of the year were reassessedin conformitywith the new data (cf. SEGXXI, 441-444).
But there was another possible date for Hippias: 193/2 B.C., then as now occupied in the reckoning
by Phanarchides; see pp. 367-368 above. Meritt saw reason to believe that the calendric evidence was
better suited if Hippias were assigned to 193/2 and Phanarchidesrelocated in 181/80 (TAPA95, 1964,
pp. 238-239). This dating appears in AgoraXV at the relevant entries. Yet this revision too proved
unsound: Meritt later withdrew it (Historia26, 1977, pp. 161-162 and 181; cf J. S. Traill, Hesperia45,
1976, pp. 302-303, note 13).
Thus 181/80 once again became the acceptable and accepted year for Hippias' tenure of the
archonship: cf. C. Habicht, Studien,p. 177. Ironically, all these discussions and revisions would have
been avoided if only the decree SEG XXXIV, 94 had been discovered at an earlier stage of the Agora
excavations. For the functionaries there honored, in a text clearly dated to Hippias' year, had performed
and such honors were customarilyvoted in the year immediately
their duties i&1TLtOatiLvaxTo &PXXovro;:
succeeding that in which they had been earned; cf. 187 and 188. The year of Timesianax as 182/1 has
never been seriously in doubt (see p. 382 above). The discovery and editing of this text (S. V. Tracy,
Hesperia53, 1984, pp. 370-374, no. 3), although not in time to prevent so much scholarlylabor and dispute,
settled the issue for good.
The year 181/80 was the fifth in Meton's cycle, in which it would therefore be intercalary. That
Hippias' year in Athens was indeed intercalarywas placed beyond all doubt by the data of 275, in which
Gamelion, the seventh month in an ordinaryyear, coincides with the eighth prytany. The characterof the
year was made more explicit still by AgoraXV, 167, passed in Posideon II on the 232nd day of the year and
suggesting that in the festivalcalendar one of the earliermonths had been full where in regularsuccession a
hollow month was to be expected. Phylai known to have been in prytany are VI Leontis, VIII Pandionis,
and XI Attalis. IG II2, 889 + 904 and SEG XXXIV, 94 were passed in the month Skirophorion,but the
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name of the twelfth phyle in prytany is not preserved in either of them. It should however be a short
name (Aigeis or Oineis).
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
274. A smallfragmentof the upperrightcornerof a pedimentalsteleof Hymettianmarble(I 5400),with the right
sideandpartof the pedimentpreserved(thelattermuchbattered),discoveredon April15, 1938,in a moderncontext
southof the easternpartof the MarketSquare(P 20). Belowthe pedimenta broadtaeniastandsabovean apophyge
descendingto the inscribedface of the stele, wherethere is an uninscribedspace of ca. 0.012 m. beforethe first
line of text.
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H. 0.118 m.; W. 0.115 m.; Th. 0.04 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.003 m.).

Ed. E. Schweigert,Hesperia
9, 1940,p. 355, no. 49, withphotograph.Fullerrestorationsin the lightofAgora
XV,

167 by B. D. Meritt, Athnian ear,p. 198. See SEGXXI, 444.

a. 181/80 a.,pryt.VI(?)
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Too little of this piece survives for much to be said of its characteristics,but the writing is clumsily executed
(especiallysigma, phi, and psi). Omicron is small and pendent from the upper line of the lettering. The outer strokes
of sigma are parallel, a feature which suggested to S. V Tracy (AtticLtter-Cutters,
p. 253) a date for the text later
than the mid-century,were it not that the remains of the prescriptmake it clear that the decree belongs to the year of
Hippias. Tracy found the lettering without any parallel he could determine but saw it as owing something to the style
of the "Cutterof IG II2 1324", a mason to whom he attributedfour texts (none of them an Agora psephfima)
and who
seems to have flourished ca. 190 B.C.(AtticLettr-Cutters,
pp. 110-112). Some of his sigmas do indeed show their outer
strokesparallel, and as a criterion of post-150 date the feature evidently requiresto be treated with some caution.
Line 1. That Leontis held the sixth prytany was derived from AgoraXV, 167. Since this is a nonstoichedon
text, it remains possible to accommodate Ata]vrMtoqwith a differentordinal numeral, e.g., xptrSq,as taking up little
additional space. Line 2. Nothing more is known ofTheodosios, son ofXenophantos, ofLamptrai beyond his tenure
of office in Hippias' year.
Line 3. pouX)q; pLotaaot(or p[joltaxa). With 275, where it is part of the restoration, this is the earliest
occurrence of this element of the prescript among the Agora psephismata
in this collection, although it is to be found
in
the
3rd
in
IG
of
215/14
B.C.
Cf.
II2,
already
847,
century
260, commentary on lines 5-6; P.J. Rhodes, Athanian
Boule,pp. 64 and (for the prescript of this decree) 273; A. S. Henry, Prescrpts,p. 89. As a "minute-heading"it is
analogous to the Bjiou jr)yplatoa(ra) discussed earlier and was doubtless introduced for comparable reasons: see
258, commentary on line 2.

DECREE IN HONOR OF AN AD HOC COMMIlTEE OF INSPECTION OF THE SKIAS
275. The lower left section of a large stele of Pentelic marble (I 5344), broken above and to the right but with the
original rough-picked back and left side preserved, together with the bottom edge complete with tenon for insertion
into a supporting foundation or cutting, discovered on February 15, 1938, in a Late Roman level in the Tholos
precinct, immediately southeast of the building itself (G 12). The inscribed face has suffered from weathering and
maltreatment.
H. 0.75 m.; W. 0.505 m.; Th. 0.135 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.005 m.).
Ed. E. Schweigert apudH. A. Thompson, TheTholosofAtns andIts Predecessors
(Hesperia,Supplement IV), 1940,
pp. 144-147, with photograph fig. 105. Cf. J. and L. Robert, REG 57, 1944, p. 202, no. 81. Corrected text of
lines 10-11 by B. D. Meritt, Athnianrear,p. 197; see also SEGXXI, 441. Lines 5 and 13-14
quoted among evidence
for the Tholos by R. E. Wycherley (AgoraIII, p. 184, no. 608, with reference to line 17 concerning the Metroon,
p. 160).
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a. 181/80 a.,pryt.VIII
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The size of the fragment and its state of preservationgive to a poorly executed text the appearance of being a
worse piece of work than it is. Schweigert noted the letters as small, but they are in fact of regularsize, that of 274, for
example, of the same year (where omicron is indeed smaller). But the writing is careless, with variations of form
among examples of the same individual letter, and the articulation of strokes is haphazard, especially in epsilon,
kappa, and sigma: omicron is sometimes, but not always, smaller and is pendent from the upper line of the lettering.
S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 121-124) added this text to four others and ascribed them to the "Cutter
of Agora I 6765", with photograph of the name piece (= AgoraXV, 167), fig. 16. His description of the writing
as having "a crowded and busy look about it" is both reasonable and charitable. He pointed out the interesting
detail that of the five inscriptions attributed to this mason four are of Hippias' year (the fifth being of the year of
Symmachos, 188/7 B.C.).Moreover, the proposer of this decree also proposed two others of the four (AgoraXV; 167
and 168) and, as it happens, was chairman of the proedroi on the day in Symmachos' year when the enactment
inscribed by this same mason (IG II2, 891) was put to the vote. See furtherp. 387 below.
Schweigert's estimates of the number of letters to be supposed in many of the lines of the text were arbitrary
and, in one case at least, very wide of the mark. Lines which may be completely restored have a length of from
78 (line 11) to 84 (line 13) letters. All Schweigert'sestimates fall below that range save in lines 14 and 23, and in
lines 22 and 25 his proposalswere for 67 and 70 letters respectively.Yet the spacing of the letters, though stylistically
unhappy,remains constant in character throughoutthe text. The line numeration is that of the editioprinceps.
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Line 4. [r] y 4i[e]t Schweigert. Lines 10-11. --- eb] I &ypoidte uev Schweigert. The epsilon is not on
the stone and, unless it was omitted per incutiam,must have been written at the end of line 10. Line 12. 8boTev
rei PiouXEIA. S. Henry, Prescripts,p. 89; cf. SEG XXVI, 109; pouX)hiL pouX)euy)plot Schweigert. Line 16
init. tn xJtautis clear on the stone: [.] &atOLSchweigert. ytvodvr-)v: ytv[o]Vvr1v Schweigert. Adfin. x[axoacOcxav
J. and L. Robert. Line 17fin. &x[oXoo60) Schweigert. Line 19. pouX[ei]Schweigert. Line 21. Evexev [etc Schweigert. The restorationsexcept in lines 10-12 follow those of Schweigert.
The Skias, the inventory of the contents of which was the prime duty of the committee here honored, is more
familiaras the Tholos, the round building at the southernend of the west side of the Agora which was the headquarters
of the prytaneis during their period of office. One third of the prytaneis regularlyslept there (hence the arp.(kJaTa
of lines 14 and 25, which requiredreplacement). The precinct was apparentlythe area known as the Prytanikon. For
details see Thompson, Tholos(Hesperia,Supplement IV), 1940; AgoraIII, pp. 179-184; I. T. Hill, The AncientCit
ofAthens,1953, pp. 55-61 and 228-229; J. Travlos, PictorialDictionaryofAncintAthens,1971, pp. 553-561; AgoraXIV
Agora,pp. 94-97.
pp. 41-46 (the present text is cited on p. 44); AgoraGuide3,pp. 54-57; J. M. Camp, Athenian
Line 9. Evidently Laodike III, daughter of MithridatesII of Pontic Cappadocia and wife of Antiochos III, "the
Great", of Syria, whom she married in 221/20. See F. Stahelin, RE XII, i, 1924, cols. 706-707, s.v. Laodike (17).
Schweigert'scomment in this connection appears to confuse her with her daughter Laodike IV (RE XII, i, col. 707,
s.v. Laodike [18]), who in 196/5 married the crown prince and coregent Antiochos in a brother-sisteralliance and
who after his death may have married a younger brother,later Antiochos IV Epiphanes;cf.J. and L. Robert, REG57,
1944, p. 203, no. 81, with erroneous referenceto RE. Line 10. The full name of the ypaVVa?rce(of the year,unknown
to Schweigert, is derived from AgoraXV, 167: cf. 274.
Line 11. On the calendar equation see Meritt, loc.cit. ForGamelion 25 (in a full month) or 24 (in a hollow month)
as a meeting day see J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand CivilCalendar,pp. 105-106 and [Plutarch], VitaeX oratorum
850A.
See
line
on
Line
3.
son
of
12.
is
not
otherwise
pouX ry(plaQOtaxa. 274, commentary
Paralos,
ofHarpalos, Sypalettos
known. The name is unusual. Cf. the son of the 5th-century statesman Periklesand II&paEXoA---in IG II2,
1959, line 6. Lines 12-13. Lakrates, son of Mentor, of the deme Perithoidai, the proposer of this decree and of
others in this year (see p. 386 above), was the sponsor (again in Hippias' year) also of the citizenship decree IG II2,
889 + 904 (M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 208-209, D 99, Naturalization
II, p. 186). He was evidently a pouXeurxj
in both 188/7 and 181/80: see P.J. Rhodes, ZPE 41, 1981, pp. 101-102.
Line 17. On the Metroon and its function see AgoraIII, pp. 150-160; AgoraXIV, pp. 35-38; Camp, Athenian
Agora,
pp. 91-94; and cf. 221, commentary on line 3. Line 19. &yaOetT6XeL.See 72, commentary on lines 7-8.
Lines 19-20. Schweigert stated that the committee was composed of three members, but the available space
would accommodate four. --- mos, son of Krates, of Phrearrhioiis not otherwise known. Simalos, son of Simos,
of Myrrhinoutta, who served as an official of the boule in this period (AgoraXV, 159), is probably a member of a
well-known family of that deme in which the name Simos is prominent; see PA 12674-12676. He may indeed be
the son of that Simos (PA 12675) who appears among those making dedications to Asklepios catalogued in 245/4
or 244/3 (IG II2, 1534B, line 235 = S. B. Aleshire, TheAthenian
1989, inventoryV, line 110). Simos, son of
Asklepieion,
Anthesterios, epimeletes later in the century (IG II2, 1939, line 8), perhaps belongs to a collateral branch (PA12676).
Lines 21-22. The YpapAaToe6s
responsiblefor the inscribingof the honors is to add them, with the inventory,to
an already existing stele. Other officials (line 26) apparently maintain other records relevant to the equipment in
the Skias.

DECREE GRANTING ATHENIAN CITIZENSHIP TO PAUSIMACHOS, SON OF PHILOSTRATOS
276. A fragment of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 2105), with moldings preserved above the inscribed
face but otherwise much chipped and battered, discovered on November 29, 1934, in a wall of a modern house
east of the southern part of the Odeion (O 11-12). The principal molding consists of a straight-sided ovolo and
below it a narrow band with abrupt apophyge to the inscribed surface. Above the ovolo is a taenia which appears
to represent the horizontal cornice of a pediment.
It was demonstrated by S. V Tracy (see below) that the fragment forms the upper left section of IG II2, 954,
its position being directly to the left of fragment a of that inscription. The two fragments appear to make contact
below the inscribed surface, although at that surface they are separated by the distance of three letters in lines 1 and
2. The Agora fragment may be designated fragment a, with fragments a and b of IG II2, 954 becoming b and c
respectively.
a: W.0.149 m.; W. 0.143 m.; Th. 0.111 m.
Width of fragments a + b at line 1 ca. 0.288 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
(Forthe measurements and details of fragments b and c see M.J. Osborne, loc.cit.below.)
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Ed.a only:B. D. Meritt,Hsperia37, 1968,pp. 272-273, no. 11,withphotographpl. 79;see alsoSEGXXV, 124.

a + b: S. V Tracy,Hesperia41, 1972, pp. 46-49, no. II. b + : IG II2, 954. a-: M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
I, pp. 209211, D 100, Natwaltn
I, pp. 187-188. Lines 1-5 quoted by A. S. Henry, Precspts, pp. 89-90 (cf. pp. 84-85).
a. 181/80 a. (vl 190/89 vel 169/

(a)

['Extl.....
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5

NON-ETOIX. ca. 40

a&pxoo]y;T
btuTrpaye-'e[t]
Mouv,xXL[avo],

(b)

[x&a,, pf,ouvX
,y] pouXeurrTptC.[L
,C]vxXlToo aopartr
[yov
,apacyyeiXow]yT(v x[a]l i4t[ pouX]ir ixxXatla &p
r]v Iav-[etav roO]O ou. Tq.AvaO[]
xa-rd&
[XaLCpeoat
..
[..
KubaeJ]ya[Lek elv]- txELb IIau(A[a]
r
,e bLrpltP)OV
E. i,ve[L]
tcapaTo,L 3aa]AJXe
[X5 np6rTep6v
[]Vl,[----]

]

[
lacuna

[
10

15

]

[-rob aX6v'rac]Ipoib8p[ouqetCThv itLwooav xxXI)ala]
[v xptILarCoal] ept
xow6OT[v, yv6p[nv t ui4B&XXoiaotL]
el] Trbvijpov 6[TrLoxet TretPOUXetltcwLV]
[tfr pouXfMK
xatl oepav,a]
[aao IIauavl(jX]ov,Xoo'r[p]&rou [-------,
ar]qvol
[e]dvotla, v[exev xOalqiXotLlA]
[ai OXXoO
oju
[a<cTn5
tr p6;r]T-bv8gVovT-6v'AI,l[vatov. be6a6oo
ab
crriL]
8
xaTr&6rv v6tiov, [,ro0Cb 9oIoeT0,;],
[xatl oXLretj]av
[6rav xatl &] 7Xi)p(,alv 6r 8[i[]xoar[tpLov etl Eva xatl cev]

20

TaxoaClou 8]ixacr&a, elaaYtaye[v at6)T(i t-V boxiJla]
oxq,iaoaev]
[oaCv 'rf n0oX]troypatclac, xal e[[vat aiiOxrCOL
[rLyp Oaa0oa]L
; a v pooXrj]
cuXf)<,xal btijo[u xal yppaoptEa

25

T68xeTbv ypvtpL]
nb
8fou
[troOu
trL]',L, &vayp&+[aiLT4cpo1a
X,otvei
?v
Tbv
x,al aroaL]
[atrima xaor]&7ipurTavct[av aroXel
[?v &xpo76]XeL rb 86tyev6[tevov &v&Xotia Vepiaat]
vacat
vTpaTinL[,rolxc>v.
T r,
]v
[r6vncto,a
]

tfi)
6x&[pXTt
['catrva8t xal] 6iw:6vyuIOa

(c)

yeTovetaC;Xap&]

vacat

Lines 1-3. So Tracy,followedby Osborne,who howeverreadet adfin. Line 4. TtlivOva[{]
J. Kirchner.Tracy
doubtedthe nameandpreferredTElov A[. I|--] advocatedby A. Wilhelm(IGII2,Addendum,p. 669). T(ItovAl|
[----] Osborne, in whose opinion alpha "surelyended the line." The name Timonax is, however,perfectly

acceptable and avoids a division of the patronymic awkward on Wilhelm's interpretation and even more so on

that of Osborne;even this masonmighthave shunnedit, for the rest of his line endingsare respectableenough.

Line5. [.....

.s
.....

.NA...

as
etw[v]Tracy,in histext;buthe noted(p. 49)themostprobablerestoration

and 'IKnoTo]1.[&r})
were"lesslikelybut
thatadoptedhere(andendorsedby Osborne),addingthat 'A,piLrpo].a[L[6e
at leastpossible."
Line 6. So Kirchner, followed by Tracy: Osborne eschewed a restoration after the name of the honorand and

continued---]i[oap& 'cI 3aotat]Xet
[.. ca:...] Osborne.
E.dv:e[L?-3.].Line7. - --e]voui
In fragmentc Osborneintroduceda line aboveline 10 as follows:[.&[ya9rL
.... .! ..... ]

r6XL beb6X0

TfL 3ouX)fL]
(where El should no doubt be substitutedfor HI in the datives to conform to current practice);in the rest

of the text he was able to discernremainsof letterswhichhad eludedearliereditors,none of them affectingthe
line 15, 'A9rvy[al(cv,
line 16,T[ok, line 17,bLxacOr[5pLov,
essentialsof thepassagesconcerned:line 13,IIauolaVa]xov,
line 24, yecv6di[vov,line 25, acpaTir[T[cx&v.
p. 101; see 264).
Tracy identified this inscription as the work of the "Cutter of Agora I 247" (AtticLetter-Cutters,
Any of the three dates proposed could be accommodated by his long career, although the earliest of them represents
the earliest date at which, in consequence of Tracy'sredatingof the year of Achaios (see p. 371 above), he is otherwise
attested. Meritt in his independent edition of fragment a gave it a date "antemed.sacc.II a."; IG II2, 954 was given
a date "anti 159".
The prescript is extraordinarilytruncated, with the name of the iyr wcteS, the phyle in prytany,the prytany
date, and the usual referenceto the proedroientirelyomitted. Henry (oc. cit.;cf. pp. 84-85) added two further
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examples. There is no convincing explanation for any of them, unless in the present case it be that the long and
unusual formula of lines 2-4 was the focus of attention and so consumptive of space that economies elsewhere were
considered appropriate.
has its parallels
This formula of the pouX) oa yxrlro as it appears here, as far as &nbpouvXf &Fxxr)ctxa,
in IG II2, 897 (185/4) and AgoraXV, 167 (181/80). For assemblies held for an election xacr&iavxctv Troi 0eoo0,
withoutreferencesto a preceding pouX) aoiyxX-xog,see IG II2,892 (188/7) and 955 (162/1 or 159/8; see C. Habicht,
Hesperia59, 1990, pp. 567-568 and 576-577). Meritt (Klio52, 1970, pp. 277-282) sought to concentrate the lastnamed text and the decree under present discussion along with IG II2, 892 into 188/7, the year of Symmachos (see
pp. 373-374 above), and indeed into a single meeting of the assembly,that of Mounichion 29. At that time IG II2, 954
had not been associated with the Agora fragment I 2105, and Meritt'sproposal involved the restorationin line 1, as it
then stood, of ['Enl EvuAtxou &pXovrog].When he made the association, Tracy pointed out that the archon's
name thus restored would be too long for the lacuna as reassessed (although it might not be beyond the capacity
of this mason to have written EIIIETMMAPXONTO). Cf. Henry, Prscrpts,p. 86, note 61. During the period now
recognized as compatible with the contents and the craftsman,few archon names are short enough for consideration.
At the
ron first analysis, Hippias archonship was ought to belong to 193/2, which he rejected on
thetime of Tracy's
historical grounds, assigning the decree to the year of Achaios, the apparentlysole alternative, then agreed as 166/5.
The relocation of Hippias to 181/80 and of Achaios to 190/89 allowed both archons to be considered; cf. Henry,
op. cit., pp. 86-87. Tracy's continuing preference for Achaios was accepted by Habicht, op. cit., p. 567. 169/8,
the year of Eunikos, is a further possibility (paceOsborne, Naturalization
I, p. 210) if the iota of Fotcbe elided before
EMv(xou:good relations between Athens and Eumenes II, with a specially summoned assembly involved, are attested
at that time also. See Habicht, loc.cit. and 291.
The ,vere disruption of the calendar during the year of Achaiosis a factor that must be taken into account;
see pp. 371-372 above. It was particularlyacute in this very month, Mounichion xar'&pX0ovra
being equated with
Oe6v.
This
and
the
careful
xafr
of
it
there
evidenced is in no
phenomenon
Thargelion
inscriptional expression
in
and
reflected
the
it
be
in
that
190/89
is
after
all less attractive
way
may suggested consequence
present context,
as the year to which this decree is to be assigned. On balance, therefore,the year ofHippias has been preferredhere;
but the possibility that it is to be placed nine years earlier or a dozen years later cannot be excluded and awaits
the discovery of fresh evidence.
Line 1. For the date of the assembly see J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Civil Calnda, p. 149. Line 2. 3ou)X-t
wt. See 260, commentary on lines 5-6. acmyx)vo r. The meaning and implications of this description
pouXeutcsp
of the session of the boule have been much discussed. M. H. Hansen (GRBS 20, 1979, pp. 149-156 = Athenian
Ecclesia,pp. 73-81) collected the epigraphical evidence for its use in connection with both the 3ouXS(as here) and the
FxxXoXela
(pp. 151-152 = pp. 75-76), urging that (1) when the 3ouA;is so described the FxxXolaEthat followed
must also have been a6yxXrFo and that (2) these meetings were not additional to the regular meetings but were
meetings of the regular kind called at short notice. He reemphasized this view in GRBS 28, 1987, pp. 48-50
(= AStnianEcclesiaII, pp. 190-192), chiefly against the criticisms of E. M. Harris, CQ n.s. 36, 1986, pp. 374-377,
who asserted the traditional interpretation that these were extra meetings for sudden additional business. Cf. also
Hansen, TheAmteianAssembly,1987, pp. 28-30, and see S. V Tracy (ZPE 75, 1988, pp. 186-188), who also assembled
the evidence and discussed the formulas employed (cf. 289). Hansen's view was followed by Habicht, Hesperia59,
1990, p. 570 with note 45.
Lines 2-3. arpaTry-v apacyyta6vtov. Formeetings of the ooutXand fxxXralaorecorded as summoned at the
instance of the arpacxyol see also IG II2, 897 and 911, AgoraXV, 167, and LD 1507, in ;additionto 289: and cf.
P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 46 and Hansen, TheAthenian
Assembly,1987, p. 25. Lines 3-4. It seems probable that a
sudden declaration of a favorable ,lav.eta, perhaps after some delay in obtaining it, created the need for the next
in prospect to be summoned at short notice. The businessof the present decree is not urgent and was taken
ixxXrcaEm
at the same meeting, a fact which supported Hansen's argument concerning the nature of aoyxXrnot assemblies
(GRBS20, 1979, p. 155 = AthenianEcclesia,p. 79).
Line 5. On Pausimachos, who as the honorand of this decree was to receive full Athenian citizenship, see
PA 11737; Wilhelm, Beitrage
1909, p. 81, no. 66. Wilhelm urged that he was the father of
zurgriechischen
Inschnftenkunde,
Philteramentioned in a metrical inscriptionon the statue base IG II2,3474 (SEGXXXI, 166, XXXIII, 182), dated to
the middle of the 2nd century; see PA 11738. The verses there record that he was five times Tayb6 arpawrta and that
his (paorptawas that of the Eteoboutadai. But Osborne regardedthe connection as very improbable(Naturalization
II,
pp. 187-188). Line 6. For relations between the Athenians and the Pergamene kingdom in the reign of Eumenes II
see Habicht, Hesperia59, 1990, pp. 563-573 (on Pausimachos,p. 567).
Line 10. The decree was from its nature probouleumatic, and the proedroi acted without delay on their
instructionsas soon as the boule had risen. See Rhodes, Athenian
Boukl,p. 255. Lines 13-14. The stephanos awarded
to Pausimachos was of olive, and the award is evidenced in a number of citizenship decrees: see Henry, Honours,
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p. 39. The virtues for which Pausimachos is praised are two of those most regularly cited in decrees of this kind;
see 224, commentary on lines 34-36.
Lines 15-21. The formulas employed show this grant of citizenship as an example of Type II of Osborne's
classificationof citizenship decrees, a type which accounts for almost all such inscribed grants in the 2nd century; see
Osborne, JNaturaIization
I, pp. 16-17, 23, 194-196, and 239. Lines 15-16. beb&aOxL
bt aCr8rLI xa1 noXor4r(Jv.
Osborne retained the 5c&&J&XLrb~ a3lrJr 1 ~C(]av of IG112,954. Henry however pointed out (Honowurs,
p. 109,
note 159) that in Type III grants xcxEis regular in this position and suggested its inclusion here. The result does
not make line 15 excessively long; cf, e.g., lines 17 and 20.
Lines 21-22. This variant of the "hortatoryintention" is to be noted and is introduced here (as restored) by
Iva rather than 5xc.q. The use of Iva in such clauses is particularlyattested in the firstquarterof the 2nd century: see
Henry, CQLn.s. 16, 1966, p. 292. Lines 24-25. The Military Treasurer is, as usual in this period, responsible for
the expenditure. In the formula used here the phrase 9r yev6Vtvov &vdXc4Xw
is moved to the front of the clause.
Cf. Henry, ZPE 78, 1989, pp. 285-290, and contrast 267. Examples of this formulaic inversion occur as early as
the 220's; see IG 112,844, of 229/8, and cf. also 224.
THE DEMESMEN OF MELITE HONOR THE PRIESTESS SATYRA

277. The upper central and right section of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 5165), broken below and
to the left, and with the right akroterion sheared away, but with the right side, the greater part of the pediment,
and the original back preserved, discovered on January 24, 1938, in a modern wall west of the Panathenaic Way
and west of the Eleusinion (R 19). The marble has a very pronounced diagonal grain, from upper right to lower
left. The striations of a toothed chisel are faintly discernible, chiefly in a vertical or nearly vertical direction, over
most of the inscribed surface. The inscriptionis complete below and is followed by a blank area over the remainderof
the surviving surface.
H. 0.528 i.; W 0.36 i.; Th. 0.117 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.004 i., phi 0.01 m.).
Ed. 0. Broneer, Hesperia11, 1942, pp. 265-274, no. 51, with photograph fig. 1. See alsoJ. and L. Robert,
REG57, 1944, p. 200, no. 78. Broneer'stext is reprinted in SEG XLII, 116, where further bibliographyis added.
NON-ETODX. 52-56

ca. a. 180 a.

E,tcv- ixeLt8 1) U.CLCIT AV EWj.o(p6
.x]Xou
tiv]
Aoto-rWv,
Eom-p*, Kpx-riou MEXL-tCiXyuv[j,
xzL 6Ueo43; n&aa, 'rC&
xao67xo(0o6cc
TpCv &r1jio'rivxaXr4]4c
[IOUxEv rnip
ui.L ,]ov, incaxe6axxv &t xax 'rok vaoCk n6t[vI
&r.ot v6poL tpo,,A
[OuacEC
tv -ca 'EXucaLv(oL,
[~o[raqrobq
fte]jxc6a(xv bt xaxln[vJTa tv tC.)LtroOlDMog
[rTvo4 tp)le, lpo0xav5xCxv bi xal] &x tWv 5kov 3ntp tr&qtxccrbv 8px
n c56
etct&; 9t.qa(ia td&q
yryvotitvxk xa1'*vtauLu6v,
[XV&C
&y9cr&tr)XC
p
[X0a totsCMCXLtreUoL,
braLvCxa ttrv
tiv E[e][topo6pwv Ea-ri*)p(v)
t
xal
[Kpa-tiou McXt-iCo yuvxtxcx
aep[ya]yCxaL akv
Cnecp&
uQpp(vrjq
x
[vOLedvotac lvex5xczt
o430C( tfji
cl0 etr&]q Oc&c
xctl tbv bfjov rbv
tv dvouxx,xao&xe(p)
[MeXt-CRov,6ouvaL bt akt)L xxt edx6voC d&JvdOearv
xaz tiC K6pv1[q].
XaX1
&V
Th)L
&aLq
Tfq
tpCepXLE
va)Lt]
A4IAv-Tpoq
[W~o1:ctL
t
tb
=V )XCL XML]
tarbv
'racqEv] tC-)vbr7*otv tv
pU7y.r
[&vayrp&y b6tt6e
xMxl=E=
tb bt] &v&) V ca tcct p(XQE]
[OECVL
npbi tijr 'E-XuaLv(WL-

....... ...:!8.

tnt?
[p0v npOXEXpQ.LjVT

5

10

15

[alCL*x tT) XOLvTNb&oLXfJC)aX].

The writing is slapdash and uncouth but not untypical of a good deal of the work of this period. Broneer
compared the lettering of the prytany texts which now appear as AgoraXV, 181 and 213; that of IG H2, 895 is also
comparable. The letters are badly articulated and often crowded. Epsilon, pi, and sigma are all particuilarly
done. The outer strokesof sigma are sometimes parallel;the center strokeof alpha and epsilon is frequentlyomitted;
the uprights of pi are, or seem intended to be, of equal length. The "oval"of phi is reduced to a narrow rectangle
(ine 9) almost indistinguishablefrom a simple line (line 8); the upright of the same letter projects considerablyabove
and below the lines of writing. S. V Tracy found himself unable to ascribe this text to an identifiable and "named"
craftsman, but he regarded it as in the general style of the "Cutter of Agora I 247"; see AtticLbtr-Cusm, p. 253,
and 264. Broneer, whose restorations are here followed (with one variation in line 5), gave to the inscription the
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generalizeddating"EarlySecondCenturyac.": Tracy'sproposed"a. a. 180 a." seemsto fit the availablecriteria
withslightlygreaterprecisionand is adoptedhere.
Line 1. On the truncated prescript see 245 and 251. Line 2. For the restoration Broneer referred to Isaios

8.19-20. Krateasof Melite,whosewifethe priestessSatyrawas,is almostcertainlyto be equatedwiththe Krateasof
that deme, son of Nikolaos,whosetombstonesurvivesas IG I2, 6860. There is no otherexampleof the name in
and L. Robert;toc]axctcsxev Broneer.But cf. the restorationsof
Attic prosopography.Line 5. ftre]oaxc6axcvJ.
IG I2, 1219 and 1221.
Lines 5-6. The reading and restoration of IIMXo6Tvo,tep6v (rather than, e.g&,II(a)v6 ltep6v)are prompted

not only by the availablespace but also by the associationof Ploutonwith the cult of the Elellsiniangoddessrs.
Lines6-7. Broneercited the parallelof IG I2, 956, lines 18-19. Line 7. &iyaei rSxeL.See 72, commentaryon
lines 7-8. Line 8 adfin. LapisEATTPAM. Line 9. For the stephanos of myrtle in honors bestowed upon cult officials
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see 228, commentary;and see alsoA. S. Henry,Honours,
pp. 41-42.

and the 7ivdvxis expressly
Line 11. Cf. IG I2, 1327, lines 24-25, where the phrase is &vaX0civaL
etx6va .t XlvoxtL,
Broneer
that
the
turn
for
of
no
more
than permission for a
xoLvoU.
rou
ix
phrase olfeled
thought
present
paid
in
line 14 refers only to
that
own
and
her
her
at
dedication
by Satyra
(or
husband's)
personal
expense
elt
in
lines
13
and
this
is
a
and
but
not
At
deduction.
the
end
of the line, the stone
14;
necessary
&vaYp&iMa aripaL
showsKAeAIIE0. Line 14. IIpb6;CLO'EXeuavwlt. Cf. 228, line 7 and 239, line 13, with commentaries.On

the restorationof the Eleusinion,at thispointandin line5, anditsrelationship
withthe Thesmophorion(usuallyheld
to havebeenlocatednearthe Pnyx)see Broneer,op.cit.,pp. 250-264 and273-274;Agora
III,pp. 81-82, no. 224, with
furtherreferences;Agora
with
note
152
where
this
of
is
XIV p.
178,
piece evidence discussed.
D. Whitehead (TheDmnesof Attica,508/7-ca. 250 B.C., 1986) listed this decree on p. 384 as no. 80 and noted
(p. 362) that it is the latest deme decree so far known. For Satyra herself, see p. 443, no. 293. Whether Melite

shouldbe restoredas the demeconcernedwasdoubtedby K. Clinton;see SEGXLII, 116.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF MENEDEMOS, 179/8 B.C.
A Menedemos known as archon on papyrologicalevidence and assigned to the early 2nd century (Papyrus
Herculanensis
1780; cf. W. Cronert, KolotesundMenedmos,1906, pp. 83 and 87) was identified by W. B.
Dinsmoor (Archons
of Athns, pp. 289-290) with the Menedemos latterly assigned to the year 92/1 B.C.
B.
Athenian
D.
Meritt,
lear, p. 238, Historia26, 1977, p. 188) and listed byJ. Kirchner (IG II2,, iv, 1,
(cf.
the
"archontessaeculi II quorum tempora accuratiusdefinirinequeunt." The discovery
pp. 22-23) among
of the prytany text Agora I 1025 (see S. Dow, Prytaneis,
pp. 120-124, no. 64), later to become AgoraXV, 194,
gave the assurancethat the archonshipof Philon, securelydated to 178/7 on other grounds (see Dinsmoor,
op.cit., pp. 256-257) was the immediate successor to that of Menedemos; and the year of Menedemos,
for which a ypoaptYre;a from Pandionis (III) was therefore to be expected, was at once fixed as 179/8,
a year until then blank in all assessments(Dinsmoor,op.cit.,p. 222).
Dinsmoor registered these conclusions in AthenianArchonList, p. 188, where he further attributed to
this year 263, for in that text the demotic of the ypajtltlaxet, IIpaatetC, belonged to Pandionis, with
the added assurancethat "the allowance of about ten letters for the archon'sname would approximatelyfit
that of Menedemos." This was the correspondence listed by W. K. Pritchett and Meritt in Chronology,
p. xxvii, and (on the basis of 263) the year was shown as certainly ordinary in character. Cf. Pritchett
and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 85. The same arrangementwas retained by Meritt in Hesperia26, 1957,
94
in
and
Athenian
236.
ear,
p.
p.
The publication of 278 made it clear that Menedemos was to be associated with a ypao.tlare6 from
the deme Angele rather than from Prasiai, and 263 was therefore dissociated from his archonship. But
the date of Menedemos' year remained unaffected;see Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 181 and C. Habicht,
Studien,pp. 168, 177.
Although 278 providedno calendricevidence, Meritt regardedit as likely that the year was intercalary
rather than ordinary (TAPA95, 1964, p. 239), with two surely ordinary years preceding it and another
immediately following it. The earlier of the two preceding years, 181/80, had however to be accepted
as intercalary when Hippias was finally located there (see Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 181 and p. 384
above): but 180/79 must remain ordinary in the reckoning. In the arrangement ofMeton, 179/8 would
have been ordinary, as the seventh year in the fourteenth cycle. There is no information regarding the
prytany calendar or the succession of phylai in prytany.
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FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
278. The upper left corner of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 6986), with part of the left side and part of
the pediment preserved but with the left akroterion missing, discovered in August 1964 in a disturbed area below
the Church of St. Dionysios (N 23). A heavy ovolo molding, considerably battered, intervenes between the narrow
horizontal cornice of the pediment and an equally narrow taenia, below which a rough apophyge descends to the
inscribed surface.
H. 0.14 m.; W. 0.09 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia34, 1965, p. 89, no. 1, with photograph p1. 25. See also SEG XXII, 104.
NON-STOIX. ca. 59(?)

a. 179/8 a.

u -v?c
- -]
'EnttMeve8J.io[v &pXovToinTt etatlcv
Try)]
'Ayy[eX)f6evtypa,upliieuev
AYr)y)Arptou
iv
OeTp'
1tpoV8pxv
Tirc
TOiv
[n]puVavectaqc
[xxXrTPaxupla
1Eytni5leCV --]
[. .]< ?DaiviC[ou
----]
5

]

[

The lettering of this fragment gives an appearance of lateral crowding but is neither untidy nor inaccurate.
There is some attempt at the addition of serifs or at least of some deeper emphasis to the "free ends" of some
of the strokes. These and other characteristicsled S. V Tracy to identify the inscription as the work, in fact the
earliest datable work, of the craftsman he named the "Cutter of IG II2 903": see AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 132-136,
with photograph of the name piece, fig. 19. 290 and 292 are also to be attributed to this mason, whose output
can be traced as far as 161/60 (IG II2, 956).
Lines 1-2. The family of the ypaVVa-re6qcannot be further identified. Line 3. For the character and location
of the assembly,restoredhere to suit the evident requirementsof the length of line, see 167, commentary on lines 6-7
and 101, commentary on lines 7-8.

OF - - - IPPOS, 177/6 B.C.
The archons Hippakos and Sonikos, the latter of whom had in his year a ypoaD0cwe6S from the deme
Perithoidai (Oineis VII), are known from the second decree on the stele IG II2, 1328 (see p. 393 below) to
have held office in successive years; and the operation of the secretary cycle combined with other indications
to define those years as 176/5 and 175/4. With Philon surely attributed to 178/7, the intervening year
177/6 lacked identification with a known archon in the estimates of W. S. Ferguson, J. Kirchner (IG II2,
iv, 1, pp. 18-19), and others. W B. Dinsmoor's interpretation of the cycle, varying at this point by one
year from that of Ferguson, assigned 177/6 to Hippakos and 176/5 to Sonikos (ArchonsofAthens, pp. 222,
256-257); but Ferguson again left the year blank in his restated arrangement (AthenianTribal Cycles,p. 29).
THE ARCHONSHIP

AgoraXV, 228, provided evidence of an archon Speusippos, with a Ypeaepotvse from Phlya (Ptolemais V);
and the style of the inscription suggested that the year 177/6, which did indeed require a ypatolAVaTre
from Ptolemais, was admirably suited for attribution to the new archon. Dow's proposal was welcomed
by Dinsmoor (AthenianArchonList, p. 188) and was followed by W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxviii.
The publication of 279, showing a ypaoyAiaTeu'6
from Oinoe who, as the son of Hegetor, was identifiable
on prosopographical grounds (see below) as a member of the phyle Ptolemais, subsequently displaced
Speusippos from this year to a date in the later 150's; see Meritt, Historia 26, 1977, p. 183 and C. Habicht,
Hesperia 57, 1988, pp. 241, 246: but the archon in whose year Hegetor's son held office remained
unidentified.
The publication of SEC XXI, 447 (AgoraXV, 197) again provided the patronymic and demotic of
the same ypCatltVa-ce but not his own name. This time, however, the last part at least of the archon's
name did survive, sufficiently to show that it ended as ----ippos.
See Meritt, Athenian rear, pp. 201

and 236, correcting his entry in Hesperia26, 1957, p. 94 (cf. ibid., p. 38, note 28), which had preceded
the publication of the evidence. Until some further discovery enlarges the evidential material, the year
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remainsas additionallydefined by Meritt in TAPA95, 1964, p. 239 and Historia26, 1977, p. 181. Cf. A. E.
1972, p. 218.
Samuel, GreekandRomanChronology,
The year of Sonikos (175/4) is known to have been intercalaryin the Athenian festival calendar,and
that of Philon (178/7) was certainly ordinary. Meritt'searlier view had been that 177/6 was intercalary
ArchonList, p. 23; Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
(Athenian
rear,p. 236); cf. Dinsmoor, Athenian
p. xxviii;
in
in
of
the
the
This
revised
the
94.
Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p.
was, however,
changes
light
preceding
years introduced by Meritt in TAPA95, 1964, p. 239, and he was prepared to see the year as ordinary
(cf.Historia26, p. 181). It was indeed ordinaryin the Metonic calendar,in which it was the ninth year of the
fourteenth cycle.
There is no evidence, in either of the two survivingtexts of the year of- - - - ippos, for the festivalor
prytany calendars. 279 shows the phyle Akamantis in office in a prytany thought by Pritchett to have
been possibly the fourth but shown by Meritt to be unidentifiable.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
279. A fragmentof the upperrightcornerof a pedimentalsteleof Hymettianmarble(I 4900), considerably
worn,
withthe rightsideand partof the pedimentpreserved,discoveredon May20, 1937,in a Byzantinecontexton the
Wall(T 23-24). The architecture
of the steleis perfunctory.
NorthSlopeof the Akropolis,eastof the Post-Herulian
The pedimentis raisedin lowreliefagainsta largerbackground.It hasno horizontalcornice,buta taenia,0.01 m. in
is set backdirectlybelowit, descendingwitha verysharpapophygeto the inscribedface.
verticalmeasurement,
H. 0.125 m.;W.0.14 m.;Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (omicron0.003 m.).
Ed. W. K. Pritchett,Hesperia
16, 1947, pp. 188-191, no. 94, with photographpl. XXXIX. A correctionto
lines 1-2 by B. D. Meritt,AthnianTear,
p. 201, note 17. Cf. alsoSEGXXI, 447, in lemmat.
a. 177/6 a.

NON-ETOIX.ca.36-38
int-cri 'A]xoqAavTc(8o
['Exl - -- - tixou &PXov?o;
t?
'HyTiropoQt
[----- ?pvru'xvetac -.----]C
----v]o9 T[er]pi [...]
[vatio; ypay6u.ev.v.

[

]

The writingof thistext, characterized
by Pritchettas "tachygraphic",
provedto be the workof the craftsman
as well as a list of
identifiedby S. V Tracyas the "Cutterof AgoraI 247",for whosecareerand characteristics,
his remarkable
output,see 264 and referencesthere. On thissmallfragmentthe attenuatedomicronand the two
strokesformingthe loop of rhoareverytypical.
andfatherof the ypaoipaTe6q
of thisyear,washimselfxayrcia
Lines2-3. Hegetorof Oinoe,sonof Aristoboulos
of the boule ca. 190 (Agora
XV, 170, lines 10-11 and 103-104)and ailta1of the prytaneisof Ptolemaisin 192/1

(AgoraXV, 187). The Otvatot Aristoboulos,Aristoteles,and Theodoros, commemorated in SEG XVIII, 106, of the

early3rdcentury,couldwellbe membersof thisfamilyin an earliergeneration.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF HIPPAKOS, 176/5 B.C.

The second of the decrees of the orgeones of the cult of the Magna Mater inscribed on IG II2, 1328,
dated by the archon Sonikos, honors the zakoros Metrodora whose duties began in the archonship of
Hippakos (PA 7587), evidently the year preceding that of Sonikos. The demotic of the ypajtJta0Ce6 of
Sonikos' year (Perithoides,from Oineis [VII]) gave his archonshipa firm place on the original reckoning
of W. S. Ferguson(Athenian
Scrtaries,p. 55) at 175/4, with the year of Hippakosdesignated in consequence
as 176/5. These attributionshave remainedconstantthroughoutsubsequentstudiesof the archon list, save
for the modification,soon discarded,by which W. B. Dinsmoor sought to set them one year earlier (Archons
ofAthens,pp. 256-257, retracted in AthnianArchonList,pp. 170-171, 188-189). SeeJ. Kirchner, IG II2,
iv, 1, pp. 18-19; Ferguson,AthenianTribalCycles,p. 29; W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxviii;
Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 75; Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 95, Athnianlear, pp. 144-145
and 236, TAPA95, 1964, p. 239, Historia26, 1977, p. 181; A. E. Samuel, Greekand RomanChronology,
1972, p. 218. The attributionof Hippakos received additional confirmation from the discovery of 280,
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in which the archon's name and the demotic of the Ypotqitorre, who belonged to the deme Iphistiadai
(AkamantisVI), are alike preserved.
Besides IG II2, 1328, Hippakos as archon was referredto in IG 112,903 (SEGXXXII, 132), at line 6;
and IG 112, 904 offered a fragment of a prescript with his name preserved only as far as its third letter
but regarded by Kirchner, S. Dow (Prytanis,p. 125), Dinsmoor (Anian ArchonList, p. 189), and Pritchett
and Meritt (Chronology,
p. 117) as better attributed to this year than to that of Hippias. But IG II2, 904
had subsequently to be removed from consideration, since it was shown (by C. Karapa, AeXr. 29, A',
1974 [1977], pp. 163-164; cE SEG XXVI, 108) to form part of IG II2, 889, so that, in consequence, it
demonstrably belongs to Hippias' year; see p. 383 above. IG H2, 1326, a decree of the society of the
Dionysiastai, is also dated by the archonship of Hippakos. Meritt ascribed to this same year the fragment
E.M. 454, published by Pritchettin Hesperia16, 1947 (p. 187, no. 93), and identified the ypalotrce6c more
fully (Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 69-71; SEGXVI, 88; see below in the commentary to 280).
The name Hippakos, it may be added, is extremely unusual in Attic prosopography,and only one
other holder of it has been positively identified(forPA7588 see alsoJ. Sundwall,Nhachtrige
zurProsopographia
Atica, 1910, p. 101). A third Hippakos is perhaps to be restored in IG II2, 2064, an ephebic text of the
2nd century A.D., at line 24.

Before the publication of 280, none of the evidence offered confirmationof the calendric characterof
the year; but the year of Sonikos was certainly intercalary,and that of Hippakos was therefore inferred
to have been ordinary. So Ferguson, Athnian TribalCycles,p. 29; Dinsmoor, AthenianArchonList, p. 23,
following Archonsof Athens,p. 32. The evidence of 280 was equivocal, since, as restored, it appeared to
equate the 31st day of a prytany with a date early in a lunar month. Pritchett and Meritt retained the
p. 76), stating
p. xxviii); but Pritchettand Neugebauer (Calendars,
year as notionally ordinary (Chronology,
that "a 31-day prytany is not possible in an ordinary year of twelve phylae," were compelled to suspend
judgment on both 176/5 and 175/4 in order to escape the potential conclusion that both years might have
been intercalary.SEGXVI, 88 could not help in a solution to the problem, to which Meritt returnedbriefly
in AthnianTear,pp. 144-145, where he opposed the claim of Pritchettand Neugebauer concerning 31-day
prytanies. He continued to regard the year as ordinary (cf. Historia26, 1977, p. 181) and in ultimately
accepting the unacceptability of a 31-day prytany in it he revised the restorationof 280 to eliminate such
a proposition, GRBS17, 1976, pp. 150-151. In the Metonic calendar the year would have been intercalary,
as the tenth of the fourteenth period.
There is no evidence, beyond the anomalies of 280, for either the prytany or the festival calendar,
nor yet for the phylai in office during the prytanyyear.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
280. The upperleft cornerof a pedimentalsteleof Hymettianmarble(I 4250), with a smallpartof the left side,
the originalback, and more than half of the pedimentpreservedbut the fragmentotherwisebroken,discovered
on June 12, 1936, in a marblepile in the area of the westernpart of the Odeion. The horizontalcorniceof the
pedimentsurmountsan ovolomolding,taenia,and apophygeverysimilarin characterto the moldingsof 272 and
273.
H. 0.277 m.; W.0.25 m.; Th. 0.098 m.
LH. 0.005 m. (omicron0.003 m.).
Ed. W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt,Chronology,
26,
pp. 119-121, withphotograph.See also Meritt,Hesperia
91-92.
S.
A.
1957,p. 70;
Henry,Prescrits,pp.
NON-ETOIX.ca.52
a. 176/5 a.
fti1 ['fi -----'Etl 'InTxccxou
rputavt S ------]
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.......]
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...............
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Like the immediately preceding text, 279, this inscription was identified by S. V Tracy as one of the many
productions of the "CutterofAgora 1247"; see 264 and referencesthere. In this example the omicrons and the loops
of rho are expressed in a more circular form than in some of his more extreme "tachygraphic"work.
xal [elxooxre Meritt, GRBS17, 1976, pp. 150-151;
Lines 2-3. 1pv6b 'EXarqpoXk5voc;v4ltret]iao6vTxo, taLLx
whence the prytany to be restored in line 1 would be the ninth. The festival calendar must be supposed to have
been retarded by the addition of ten extra days. This is a reasonable but not the only possible solution. The editio
in line 3, without restorationselsewhere beyond those adopted in the present
xal [Tptcaxoaore
princepsshowed L&tai
text.
The apex of the pediment is preserved,and from it the median vertical line of the stele may be determined. This
in turn conditions the extent of the lacuna for which restorationsmay be offered. Since the name of the Ypappate',g
must be the final element in line 1, this would make it impossible for an ordinal numeral to accompany the name of
the phyle in prytany,which should appear earlier in the line, were that ypoalttaxe6 to be the Charinos whose name,
patronymic,and demotic are partly preservedand partlyrestoredin SEGXVI, 88. Cf. Meritt, Hesperia, cit.,where
the citation of a parallel from 295 is inexact, Meritt having himself corrected his original text and included an ordinal
numeral in it. See the lemma ad loc. A text of the present inscriptionshown by Henry, oc.cit., which incorporates the
derived from SEGXVI, 88, omits to observe that the firsttwo letters of line 2 are subject
full name of the ypaiQVa-cer6
to restorationand must be viewed with skepticism. In the absence of satisfactorydocumentation it seems preferable
to reject the proposition that the ypaetarxe6q of SEGXVI, 88, XcaptvoqEoxxp[----], is to be identified with the [-of this text. A short name of five letters at the end of line 1 would leave ca. fourteen
?-----]xp&Tovu'Ilptotiro}v
letters for the name of the phyle and the ordinal numeral, sufficient (for example) for Atycbto cv&ir%. Meritt
(loc.cit.) produced strong arguments against the possible alternative attribution of Charinos to 195/4, where the
vETaX([b?8]. It is a more likely hypothesis
.]xp,&Tou
YpatLoarT?ewas at the time thought to be [....... .4.....
firm
has not as yet been forthcoming.
which
evidence
as
for
a
such
in
that he was ypczxarre6tS
180/79,
year
The expression of the festival date (lines 2-3) is remarkable.Pritchettand Meritt urged as a parallel the [trvbS;
IooatServoq] 7it.Ixtet &7tL6vroof IG II2, 951, lines 1-2, a text of 167/6: its validity for the present example is
is a strange
pp. 91-92), who further noted (p. 91, note 89) that ta[---] for eta[----]
rejected by Henry (Prescripts,
occurrence in a text of this date. The present document remains in this respect, as Henry concluded, "unique and
unexplained."
Line 3. 1xxXa(Claxupta. See 101, commentary on lines 6-7. This phrase, without further designation of the
venue of the assembly, is last clearly attested in 263. It is unlikely that the lettering towards the end of the line
became sufficiently crowded to permit &xxXr)ata tl IIReapil. See 282. Lines 4-5. The enactment was evidently
probouleumatic;but it was not listed by P.J. Rhodes, Atenian Boule.

THE ARCHONSHIP

OF ALEXANDROS,

174/3 B.C.

283, on its discovery, provided the first epigraphical testimony of the archon Alexandros, although he
appears in a fragment of Apollodoros (F.Jacoby, FGrHist, no. 244, fr. 47), who quoted Philodemos to the
effect that, in his archonship, the death took place of the philosopher Euboulos of Erythrai. The range of
dates to be derived from this context lies between 185/4 and 168/7. This led W. Kolbe andJ. Kirchner to a
date "paullo ante 168/7" for the archonship (seeJacoby in comm.,IG II2, iv, ,pp. 22-23; PA 484 add.) and

W. B. Dinsmoor to a more exact but still tentative attribution to 173/2 (Archons
ofAthens,pp. 256-258;
cf. p. 222).

W S. Ferguson (Atheian Tribal Cycls, p. 34) was content with a more general estimate of

174/3-170/69,

which Dinsmoor later took as adequate confirmation of his tentative proposal, repeated

as it was in AthenianArchonList, p. 189. The attribution, with a question mark, was adopted by W. K.
Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,p. xxviii.
The publication of 283, while giving inscriptional evidence for Alexandros as archon, could do nothing
for his date in terms more precise than the general character of the writing could indicate. Nor was the
second text of his year that came to light, 282, any more helpful, although it did provide the first five letters
(AOTox- - - ) of the name of the ypaytiateu'. It was not until the publication of a third text by Meritt in
was
1957 (Hesperia26, pp. 71-72, no. 21; SEG XVI, 90; AgoraXV, 202) that the full name of the ypQai1aTTeu3C
established. This showed him as of the deme Pithos (Kekropis VIII), for which the secretary cycle indicated
174/3 as the necessary dating. Alexandros was therefore listed as of this date in Meritt's revised table of
archons (Hesperia26, 1957, p. 95) and has so remained in subsequent accounts (Meritt, AthenianTear,p. 236,

andRomanChronology,
TAPA95, 1964, p. 239, Historia26, 1977, p. 181; cf. A. E. Samuel, Greek
1972, p. 218).
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Before its ultimate attribution to Alexandros, 174/3 had stood as a blank in the lists drawn up by
Kirchner, Ferguson, and Dinsmoor. But Pritchett and Meritt placed here that archon Demetrios, with
a ypap(ltcttaeiallegedly from Halai, whose varying assignments have provided so much difficulty in the
developing study of the archon list (see p. 405 below). This determinationmade the year certainly ordinary
in the festivalcalendar.That it was ordinaryhad been a reasonablehypothesis,sincethe yearof Sonios
before it had been certainly intercalary,and it had been so indicated by both Ferguson and Dinsmoor.
As such it formed part of the study of ordinary years in the period of twelve phylai by Pritchett and
0. Neugebauer, Calndars,p. 85. The discovery of goraXV, 202 invalidated the hypothesis concerning
Demetrios' archonship, but neither it nor any other of the texts of the year contained data sufficient to
establish its calendric character. That it was ordinaryremained neverthelessthe obvious supposition, and
it was so shown by Meritt in Hsperia26, 1957, p. 95, and in his later pliblications(see above). The year was
the twelfth in the fourteenth Metonic cycle and was, as it happened, ordinary in the cycle as well as (by
hypothesis)in the Athenian festival calendar. Of the phylai in prytany,evidence exists only for IV Leontis
and perhaps V Attalis.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
281. A fragmentfiom the uppercentralsectionof a pedimentalstele of Hymettianmarble(I 6589), brokenon
all sidesbut with the crowningmoldingsand partof the pediment,muchbattered,preservedabovethe inscribed
surface,discoveredon March23, 1953,in a latewalloverthe northwestcornerof the RectangularPeribolos(I 14).
The molding,moreelaboratethanthoseof 272, 273, and 278, consistsprincipallyof an ovolowithcavettocrown,
morein the styleof 254 thoughwitha moresharplycurvedcavetto.Beneaththe ovolo,a taenia0.009 m. in height
surmountsa sharpapophygedescendingto the inscribedsurface.The marbleis somewhat"milky"in appearance,
and on the inscribedface the striationsof a toothedchiselarevisible,runningdiagonallyfromupperrightto lower
left.
H. 0.185 m.;W.0.20 m.; Th. 0.08 m. (horizontalcorniceof pediment),0.035 m. (inscribedsurface).
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
32, 1963,p. 20, no. 19, withphotographpl. 5. See also SEGXXI, 449.
NON-ETOIX.ca.47

a. 174/3 a.,pyt. V(?)

e

o

[q].
xpura]
'AqTT[albor
nVln-r%
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&]pXov-os
['Enl 'AXeedv8pou
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A[6ToxptoouII9et06;ypac6&ucev]'
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I
[
therewillhavebeenroomforitn at the beginningof line 2,
If the spacingof line 1 wasreasonablysymmetrical,
in place of Meritt's Tn'.Line 3 seemsto be slightlymoregenerouslyspacedthan line 2, and thereis no need to
suppose,as Merittdid, twovacantspacesat the end of it.
The firm and clean letteringof this fragmentrevealedit, on the reckoningof S. V Tracy(Hesperia
47, 1978,
of
the
latest
It
is
one
913".
of
IG
the
"Cutter
of
work
the
as
II2
pieces in a long
p. 75),
p. 257, AtticLetr-Cutters,
of
the
have
not
known
to
and
is
outlasted archonship Antigenes(171/70).
careerthatbegansomefortyyearsearlier
See 248.
Lines2 and4. The restorationoftrcEptl andMatlaxtq)pu)voC,
conformingto the suppositionthatthiswasan
ordinaryyear,providesthe bestcombinationto takeaccountbothof thecalendarandof the disposablespace.Butin
defaultof corroborativeevidenceit remainsno morethan a hypothesis.Line 3. Autokrates,son of Autokrates,of
Pithosis restoredon the basisof Agora
XV,202, line 2. Neitherhe norhis familycan be furtheridentified.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
282. The upperleft cornerof a pedimentalstele of Hymettianmarble(I 3804 b), with partsof the left side, left
akroterion,pediment,and originalbackpreserved,discoveredon October21, 1937, in a wall of a modernhouse
outsidethe MarketSquareto the southeast(P 21). The ovolomoldingdirectlybeneaththe wide horizontalcornice
and set above a narrowtaeniawith sharpapophygeto the inscribedsurfaceof the stele is comparablewith that
of 272.

..
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H. 0.16 m.; W 0.155 m.; Th. 0.156 m.
LH. 0.006 m.

Ed. W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia16, 1947, p. 191, no. 95, with photograph p. XXXIX. A passing reference by
J. and L. Robert, REG61, 1948, p. 147, no. 44.
NON-ETOIX. ca. 55
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a. 174/3 a.

2
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The lettering is elegant and well constructed, with the letters precisely articulated, very different in style and
character from its contemporary 283. The "freeends" of strokesare decorated with well-cut serifs. The two upright
strokes of pi are of equal length; xi retains its vertical stroke. The crossbarof alpha is curved or broken, the latter
being in any case a novelty in Attic epigraphy at this time: S. V Tracy's "Cutter of IG II2 1329" and "Cutter of
Agora I 6512" (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 125-131), whose earliest works are of 183/2 and ca. 180 respectively,seem
to have been its first exponents. Omicron is full and well rounded. The vertical strokes throughout lean slightly
forward,and the writing runs "downhill"in relation to the cornice above. The left margin of the text is unusuallywell
set in from the edge of the stele. Tracy found nothing to provide a convincing parallel with this style and classed
it as unique of its kind (op.cit., p. 252).
Pritchettassessed the length of line at ca.50-53 letters. Line 3 is here restoredwith the greatestpossible economy
to show a prytany of 30 days and an ordinary assembly in the Peiraieus;and this produced a line of 55 letters. The
hypothesis of a prytany of 29 days (for a hollow month), or an assembly in the theater,would require more letters to
the line: furthermore, it would tend to produce difficulties for the name of the month in line 2 as well as for the
name of the phyle and for the ordinal numeral in line 1, where twenty-one letters would in fact account for the
maximum possible entry, 'Inroovxl?So? ev8ex&Tv]?
orbocxitT)rn. But the lettering in line 1 may be slightly more
in
the
than
that
lines
below
it.
The
generously spaced
designation of the assembly as dxxXyrlaoor as txxXrolaCxuplax
toutsimpl cannot be assumed at this period. 263 gives the last firm example of the latter among the Agora psephismata
of this collection, although it has been restoredin 278; and 227 shows the last example of the former. Meetings in the
Peiraieustended to take place in the last third of the month; see 259, commentary on line 4. For the ypaVrcaxe(6see
281, commentary on line 3.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

283. The upper left corner of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 2115), with the left side and more than half
of the pediment (including the left and part of the central akroterion)as well as part of the original back preserved,
discovered on October 1, 1934, in a wall of a modern house over the northern part of the Odeion (L 10). The
moldings between the floor of the pediment and the inscribed face are closely similar to those of 282.
H. 0.255 m.; W. 0.24 m.; Th. 0.12 m. (horizontalcornice of pediment), 0.075 m. (inscribedsurface).
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.004 m.)
Ed. W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 279-280, no. 75, with photograph.
a. 174/3 a.

NON-STOIX. ca. 38-42
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The letteringof this fragmentpresentsa strikingcontrastwith the qualityof that of its contemporary282.
On analysisit provedto be one moreworkby the slapdash"Cutterof AgoraI 247" and exhibitsthe regular,far
fromcommendablecharacteristics
of thatmason.See S. V Tracy,Atti Lettr-Cutte,p. 102and 264.
At the timeof the editioprinceps
the identityof the yp(atltlo;c6C
of the yearofAlexandroswasas yet unknown,but
the existenceof the apex of the pedimentprovidedthe medianverticalline of the monument,and the lengthof
the linesof writingwas assuredas of ca.40 letters.Lines4 and 6, as restoredby Pritchett,showed41 and 42 letters

respectively;line 2, with the inclusion of the name of the ypaj+aTre6;,produced a length of 38 letters. The name
of the phyle in prytany and the ordinal numeral together in line 1 will account for not more than 13-14 letters,
and the date in line 3 ca. 26 letters. A combination of Alye^tbo (or Olvelsbo) EXTrv)
in line 1 with IIoaseLvo;
in
or
line
3
which
the
former
is
more
D.
cf.
Acer'ctx&ba;
Mikalson, Sacredand Civil
(of
ExTr-} ninTwrr%
acceptable; J.
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Cakndar,
pp. 94-95) wouldcorrespondmostconvenientlyto the requirements.
Line2. te for*t in the dativesingularof the relativepronounis a rarityat anytime,especiallyin thisformulaand

particularly at this period. See A. S. Henry, CQ, n.s. 14, 1964, pp. 244-245 and L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 378.
For the ypaVAar6c see 281, commentary on line 3. Line 4. &xxXr)oait4 IIeLpaLEL.
See 259, commentary on

line 4. Heretoo the assemblyin the Peiraieuswas heldin the lastthirdof the prytany.

Lines 6-7. The decree may be interpreted as probouleumatic, if the remains in line 7 are accurately assessed,

andwasso acceptedby P.J.Rhodes,Athenian
Bouk,p. 255.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF ALEXIS, 173/2 B.C.

The year 173/2 B.C., for which no firm evidence existed either in the literaryor in the epigraphicalrecord,
remained a blank in the reconstructionof the archon list after the evaluation of the secretary cycle had
showed that its ypalcjLare6G must have belonged to the phyle Hippothontis (IX). See W. S. Ferguson,

AthenianSecretaris, . 55;. Kirchner, IGII2, iv, 1, p. 18-19; W B. Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAthns, p. 222.
Dinsmoor himself (ibid., pp. 256-258) sought to place Alexandros in this year (see p. 395 above), and
although it was passed over by Fergusonin AthnianTribalCycles(pp. 29 and 34), he repeated this tentative
ArchonList, p. 189), after which it was adopted by W. K. Pritchett and B. D.
attribution in 1939 (Athenian
Meritt, Chronlogy,p. xxviii.
The discovery in 1954 of Agora I 6671, published by G. A. Stamires in Hesperia26, 1957 (pp. 33-47,
no. 6; see SEGXVI, 91) and later appearing as AgoraXV, 206, gave a date by a new and complete archon
Alexis, although without any mention of the Ypai'aTer,6. Stamireswas able to demonstratethat combined
prosopographicaland calendric requirements(the year was shown by an intercalatedMetageitnion to have
been intercalary)conspired to make 173/2 a justifiable year in which to place the newly found archon
(loc.cit., pp. 37-38). He further attributed 284 to this year and added IGII2, 996 as a third document
of Alexis' archonship. See SEG XVI, 92 and 93. It is of interest that none of these texts leaves room for
see 284, commentary on line 2. Since Stamires'publication, the attribution
mention of the ypowltlOrreC:
of 173/2 to Alexis has not been disputed. See Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 95, Athenianrear,pp. 159,
165, 236, TAPA95, 1964, p. 239, Historia26, 1977, p. 182; C. Habicht, Studien,p. 173, note 76. It was
andRomanChronology,
1972, p. 218.
hesitantly accepted by A. E. Samuel, Greek
Meritt at one time attributedto this year the prytany text SEG XXI, 422 (see also XXV, 115), which
became AgoraXV, 207: but his revised determinationwas that this decree is preferablyto be located in the

year of Timouchos(?), 191/90 B.C. See p. 369 above, and cf. A. S. Henry (Prescripts,p. 80), who wished

to place it later ratherthan earlierin the century but at any rate appreciatedthat it did not belong to Alexis'
archonship.
One feature of the three texts of Alexis' year, thus assembled, is that two of them, as restored, specify a
dating in the festival calendar xaiT&6e6v: cf. Henry, Prescripts,pp. 78-79. For the discussion concerning
the date xar& Oe6v without corresponding qualification "according to the archon" see 263, commentary
on lines 4-5 and the commentary below on 284. Further, two of the three (284 and IG II2, 996) were

interpreted by Stamires as having been enacted on the same day, Mounichion 11 xaxra9e6v = pryt. X,
18 = 306th day of the year. The implication is that the date xaT'&pXovrawas not the same. If the
festival calendar followed the regular pattern of generally alternating full and hollow months on the
Metonic principle, Mounichion 11 does indeed prove to be the 306th day of the year (see the table for

the thirteenth year of a Metonic cycle given by Meritt, 'Apx. 'Ecp.,1968, p. 98, fig. 1). The two equations
in AgoraXV, 206, however,show dates ofMetageitnion 21 = pryt. II, 19 = 51st day and Metageitnion II 8 =
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pryt. III, 4 = 68th day. Thus Hekatombaionwas given 30 days instead of 29 and was followed (correctly)by
xaxr&Oc6v they
a full Metageitnion. Both unspecifieddates are therefore,as regularly,dates xarr'&pXov'ra:
would have been Metageitnion 22 and Metageitnion II 9, and it may be assumed that the irregularity
was compensated for at a later stage of the year. But the dating in 284 specified as xari&Oe6v suggests that
the date of that decree may
this compensation had been delayed as far as Mounichion, so that xar'&pXov-rc
be judged to have been Mounichion 10.
Each prytany during the year contained 32 days, as was regular in an intercalary year. Meritt's
hypothesis of the lengths of the festival months and his supposition of a day added to and subtractedfrom
Mounichion, as shown in TheAtheian rear,p. 159, were withdrawn by him in the light of further study
of the Metonic arrangement ('ApX. 'Ep., 1968, pp. 96-98 and 102-103, with note 4 on p. 97). Since
were always,so far as is known, rectifiedbefore Skirophorion,the
adjustmentsto the calendar xa-i'&pXov'ra
Oe6v
should now be shown as 29+1 30 29 30 29 30 30 29 30 29 30
calendar
xxr&'
of
the
arrangement
the
number
of days in each month emerges as 30 30 29 30 29 30
29-1 30. Ka-r'&pXov-ca,
therefore,
30 29 30 29 30 28 30. The year was intercalary alike in the Metonic cycle as in the Athenian festival
calendar. The epigraphical evidence suggests that while the Athenian officialswere perfectly clear about
what they were doing with the festival calendar,they did not always find it necessary to be explicit about it
on stone, or, insofar as they wereexplicit, the ypal(-re6q might choose to express himself in a variety
of ways, not always as fully specific as might now be wished.
Phylai identifiable in office in their respectiveprytanies are II Attalis, III Pandionis, and X Ptolemais.
THE EPIMELETAI
OF THE ELEUSINIANMYSTERIESHONORED

284 (P1.29). A fragmentof a steleof Hymettianmarble(I 5761),withthe leftsidepreservedbutotherwisebrokenall
around,discoveredon April6, 1939,in a modernwallwestof the PanathenaicWayandwestof the Eleusinion(S 21).
The inscribedsurfaceis roughand scratched,butthe textremainslegible.
H. 0.24 i.; W 0.235 i.; Th. 0.065 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.004 i.).

Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
16, 1947, p. 163, no. 61, with photographpl. XXX. See J. and L. Robert,REG
61, 1948, p. 146, no. 43 (rejectingthe tentativerestorationin line 9). Lines 1-4 expandedand renumberedby
G. A. Stamires(Hesperia
26, 1957,p. 39)in thelightof AgoraI 6671 (= Agora
XV,206). See SEGXVI, 92. Lines8-10,
as renumbered,revised,and improvedby R. Hubbe,Hesperia
29, 1960,p. 417. See SEGXIX, 100. The restoration
of line 3 defendedby Meritt(Athenian
rear,p. 159)againstthe criticismof being "surelyincorrect"made by W. K.
Pritchett,BCH 81, 1957, p. 279, note 5. See SEGXXI, 450a. The same furthercriticizedby Pritchett(Ancient
AtheianCalndars
onStone,
p. 336, note9) andagaindefendedbyMeritt,'ApX.'Ecp.,1968,pp.96-97, wherelines 1-5
of the text are reprinted.See SEGXXV, 114a.
a. 173/2 a.,ptyt.X
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This text,like283 of thepreviousyear,wasthe workof S. V Tracy's"Cutterof AgoraI 247":forhiscareerand
stylesee 264 and referencesthere.
Line 2. The nameof the ypa,1acre6(was evidentlynot recorded.A. S. Henry(Prcscripts,
pp. 83-84) observed
that of nine knowninstancesof thisremarkableomissionfouroccurin thisyear. On the "minute-heading"
bfpou
tEplaltxaarestoredin thisline see 258, commentaryon line 2.
Line 3. The restorationis that of Stamires,defendedand adoptedby Meritt. Pritchett'sobjectionwas that
datexar'pXovra, and his table(Ancient
Athenian
it is improperto restorea xoar&oe6vdatewithouta corresponding
CaledarsonStone,p. 337, table 11)seeksto showthatprytanydatesregularlycorrespondwithdatesxari&c6v, being
In the abovetext the restorationtakesthis generalrule
out of step, where these occur,with datesxar'&pXovrra.
wouldbe the nineteenth,not the eighteenth,dayof theprytany.The day
intoaccount.Mounichion11xar'&pXovra
is the 306th of the year. It is, however,clearfrom263 (seethe commentaryon line 5) that a date xard&e6v may
indeedbe expressedby itself,and no generalrule may be enunciatedas to how these datesshouldor shouldnot
be framed. Much was evidentlyleft to individualinitiative. The ypaoaaretc did not feel obligedto recordthe
the "normal"datewasalso
datein placeof or in additionto the "normal"one. In ordinarycircumstances
"adjusted"
the officialdate. Whereadjustmentshad takenplace,and no specialmentionis made of god or archon,the date
On datesxardt9e6v and xacrr'sov1ra
recorded(as in AgoraXV, 206) is, as Pritchettargued,that xaT'&pXovra.
see alsoon the archonshipof Achaios(p. 372 above)andHenry,Prescripts,
pp. 78-80. Formeetingsof the assemblyon
andCivilCalendar,
Mounichion11 seeJ. D. Mikalson,Sacred
pp. 141-142.
Lines 3-4. For the characterand location of the assemblysee 101, commentaryon lines 7-8 and 167,
commentaryon lines 6-7. Lines 4-5. The name of the chairmanof the proedroiis confirmedand amplified
28, 1959,pp. 181-182. Nothingfurtheris knownof himor hisfamily.
by IGII2,996, as correctedbyHubbe,Hesperia
Lines5-6. The decreewas probouleumatic;
cf. . Rhodes,AtenianBouk,p. 255. Line 7. An earlierboard
of epimeletaiof the Mysteriesis honoredin 228, a laterin 300; 206 is a doubtfulcase. See also IGII2, 847, of
215/14, the textof whichoffersa closeparallelto the phraseologyabove.Line9. On the Mysteries p6b"Aypavsee
L. Deubner,Attische
ReligonI, 3rded., 1967,pp. 668-669; G. Daux,
Feste,p. 70; M. Nilsson,Geschichte
dergriechischen
BCH87, 1963,pp. 624-625; M. H.Jameson,BCH89, 1965,pp. 159-162;J.D. Mikalson,Athenian
Religion,
Popular
85.
1983,p.
Line 10. 0e6'&v
Meritt,in editineprinci. Revisionof the squeezeby Hubbe(see SEGXIX, 100)
nIamT[peC(?)
confirmedthe suggestionofJ. and L. Robert,REG61, 1948, that the last survivingletterwas rho ratherthan
1For the aeyo; cf. IGII2, 847, line 17 ine 18.. Tracesbeforeand afterupsilonare of doubtful
epsilon ine 16.
interpretation. Meritt read - --]a[---.

FRAGMENTOF AN HONORARYDECREE

backpreserved,
285. A fragmentof a steleof Hymettianmarble(I6843),withtherightsideandoriginalrough-picked
discoveredon April6, 1959, in a wall of a modernhouseeast of the Eleusinion(U 19). The inscribedsurfaceis
brokenaway beforereachingthe edge of the stele. The striationsof a toothedchisel are clearlyvisible,vertical
nearthe rightedge of the fragmentand diagonal(fromupperrightto lowerleft)on the left section.
H. 0.18 m.; W. 0.18 m.; Th. 0.085 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.004 m.).

Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
32, 1963,pp. 15-16, no. 14,withphotographpl. 4. See alsoSEGXXI, 419.
NON-ETOIX.ca.36

ca.a. 170 a.
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This text is among those included by S. V Tracy among the very considerable output of the "Cutter of Agora
I 247"; see AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 99-109 and 264. Earlier examples in this collection of the work of this mason
have been susceptible of dating with reference to the name of the archon in whose year the enactment concerned was
voted and inscribed, and it has been possible to arrange them in chronological order: see 264, 276, 279, 280,

283, and 284. The abovetext and the threethatfollowit (286-288) cannotbe datedotherwisethanby the style
of their letteringand thereforeby the very fact of theirattributionto this craftsman.As a result,they have been
groupedtogetherat the midpointof his datablecareer(whichseemsto havespannedsomeforty-fiveyears),it being
understoodthat this is a matterof convenienceand thatany of themmay havebeen inscribedat any pointwithin
four-and-a-half
decades. Meritt'sdatingof the presenttext ("Uit.saec.II a.") was in the rightregionbut, as it has
a
little
proved,
early;possibly,if his instinctis to be followed,thisis an earlierratherthana laterworkof thisprolific
writeron stone.
In line 6 the stone appearsto readKfI: but the "omega"is on the lowerline of writingand apparentlyhas
horizontalstrokesin the usualplace, unlikethe otheromegasin the texts. KOI was evidentlyintended,and the
peculiarityis perhapsmoreattributableto the inattentionof the masonwhilecuttingso smalland awkwarda letter
thanto his positiveerror.Lines6-7 incorporatesuggestionsof A. S. Henry(perep.):Tot tcauToCo;
(pioTLAout]ivot;
and Xpetaq :cap)XeaOca
Meritt.
Xen--- had deservedparticularlywell of the stateby reasonof a financialcontribution(lines2-3), which
addssignificanceto the moreroutineformulaof"hortatoryintention"in lines5-8. FortheseMerittcomparedSyll.3,
333, a Samiandecreeof the late 4th century,IGII2,847 (seeaboveon 228), and 1329,lines 19-22. In the clause
of hortatoryintentionitself,for whichsee 86, commentaryon lines 21-24, the omissionof &vis withoutparallel
before250 B.C. butgraduallybecamemorefrequent,untilin the 1stcenturyit wasthe "regular"
turnof phrase.See
A. S. Henry,CQ,n.s. 16, 1966, pp. 291-293. The emphasishere is on encouragementto othersto rivalXen-- in generosityto the statewhenneedarises.On thesentimentsee 240, commentaryon lines4-5. Lines8-9. &ya0et
See 72, commentaryon lines7-8.
r6XEL.
Lines 10-11. A stephanosof myrtleis a rareaward,not attestedbefore215/14: see Henry,Honours,
pp. 40-41
and 228 and 300, wheresuchstephanoiareawardedto epimeletaiof the Mysteries.See alsoIG II2, 1045(SEGIII,
is so honored. Forthe phrase 6t 7j&tpt6v
104), in which a hierophantes(?)
&otv MerittcomparedIG II2, 949,
lines 18-19 (cf.228, commentaryon lines4-5), in whichthe demarchof the Eleusiniansreceiveda myrtlestephanos
similarlydescribed.The totalformulationhererestoredcan be acceptedwithconfidence,accordingto Henry,who

quoted it (op.cit., p. 41). On the evidence the implication may be that Xen---is

citizen ratherthan an alien. Lines 11-12. On the virtuesfor which Xen---is
pp. 42-44, withparallelsfor the formulationon p. 43.

likely to have been an Athenian

commendedsee Henry,op.cit.,

A CIl lZEN OF MILETOSHONORED
286. Twojoining fragmentsof a stele of Pentelicmarble(I 3777), with the originalbackpreserved;the stele is
otherwisebrokenall around,althoughthe firstlineof the inscriptionis includedin the survivingtext. The fragments
were discoveredon March 18 and 19, 1936, near the Churchof Christsoutheastof the MarketSquare(T
17).
The centerand lowerpartsof the inscribedsurfacearemuchworn,and the textthereis open to doubt.
H. 0.24 m.; W. 0.21 m.; Th. 0.20 m.

LH. 0.005 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 18-19, no. 24, with photograph pl. 4. See SEGXIX, 103, with reference
also toJ. and L. Robert, REG 74, 1961, p. 155, no. 264.
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NON-ETOIX. ca. 50
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For the dating of this text and the attributionof the inscribingof it see 285. Of the forty-fiveyears of the mason's
long activity,the names (or at least the patronymics)of the ypatiarieC in some twenty-fiveare sufficientlyknown to
exclude them from consideration as responsiblefor the setting-upof this stele. The remainder are evenly divided preand post-170, but there is a markedconcentration of "unknowns"towardsthe end of the mason's career,and there is
some chance that Agathodoros' son was in office during the decennium 159/8-149/8. The thickness of the stele
appears to indicate that the monument was a substantialone.
It has evidently escaped earlier commentators on this text, and may well have escaped the notice of those who
approved and paid for the original monument, that no mention is made of the proposer of the decree and that the
enactment formula is totally lacking. The latter is occasionally omitted in this period; see A. S. Henry, Prscrpts,
pp. 88-89. The name of the orator is however derigutur.The omissions show all the signs of a lapse on the part of the
mason, unnoticed at the time and since, and the record and characteristicsof this particular craftsman make the
supposition even more credible.
The missing elements would in fact have comfortably made up a complete line following line 5, and this has
thereforebeen inserted into the text. The errormay be the more readily accounted for by the recurrenceof epsilon at
the beginning of three consecutive lines. The mason's eye might well have deceived him into overlookingthe middle
epsilon of the three and thereby failing to include the entire line that it introduced.
Line 1. The ordinal numeral of the prytany is restored(on the assumption of an ordinaryyear) from the month
in line 3. Line 2. Meritt drew attention to the name as not otherwise attested in Attic prosopography before the
1st century B.C.;see IGII2, 1961 (SEG XXXIV, 153), line 7. It is in any case a rarity. It appears neither in PA
nor in AgoraXV, but see SEG XXVIII, 174, lines 16-17 (a prytany text of the 2nd century A.D.). Line 3. b&1ou
+lrp(oiata. See 258, commentary on line 2. Forthe characterand location of the assemblysee 101, commentary on
lines 7-8 and 167, commentary on lines6-7.
Lines 7-10. Meritt'srestorationof these lines, for a criticismof which seeJ. and L. Robert, loc.cit.,was as follows:
------]; Znvo96it[o{o;MotXo; ipoay6yevoC LiA&XMca]
[ie8h fb8t&T,v otlxe.6[Tca?x v ip,C tbv Bfjov xatl ry)v]
[]&,v]MLX)aowv:
[-xrv] Tpoy6vwv[.pLJXlav
od ji6vo[v xoa& b 8uva-r6v ip6trepov& e&]
[Po>E4t

xXtX

te 1icW7v
ttvouvvo
6vca 1tcr.{a
'AtOTvatoLs

7aXpex61evo0]
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Lines 15-20. A few more letters have been discerned than Meritt's original text showed, but no additional sense
can be won. The F?ci= clause seems to have been lengthy,since there is no recognizable trace of any such formula as
&yaO)LtxXT)L8e6Xa TxL't3PouXf) xat T-r 4AILtto indicate its termination.
For honors paid to other citizens of Miletos at this period see IG II2, 982 (M. J. Osborne, NaturalizationI,
D 113, Naturalization
II, p. 195) and 985. Theoroi from Miletos are also honored in IG II2, 992. The
229-230,
pp.
connections between Athens and Miletos evidently grew closer in this century, and what came to be a substantial
metic population of Milesians at Athens is attested by the numerous gravestones of MaXaLoL(IG II2, 9358-9965 and
AgoraXVI, 549-631, with addenda in SEGpassim),a long series which begins in the 2nd century B.C.For the possible
use of MiXartot as a generic term to indicate foreignersin ephebic catalogues see O. W. Reinmuth, TheForeignrsin the
AtticEphebia,1929, pp. 40-41, 45-46 and C. Pelekides,Histoirede I'eplhbie
attique,1962, pp. 190-195, with references.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE (IN HONOR OF A PRIEST AND HIS WIFE?)
287 (PI. 29). A fragment of a stele of gray marble (I 896), broken all around, discovered on June 2, 1933, in a
marble pile east of the Metroon.
H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.065 m.; Th. 0.035 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 104, no. 1, with photograph pl. 15. See also SEG XL, 108.
NON-ETOIX.

ca. a. 170 a.

[....].

. [---------

[-------------

] yuvat[x

[-

[------[-------

5

]

] &tep [

]

------]

t]v cnavv[uXl8a------

[bXeoOat ------]
[-----t& pFv&]yaeO&
[------------[-------------[

]

-]

[

For the dating and attribution to its workshop of this fragment see 285. In connection with the pannychisof
line 4 Tracy referred to IG II2, 334, 704, 775+803, 974-976, and 1199; the majority of these texts emphasize it
as a particular feature of the cult of Asklepios.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

288. A fragment of the upper part of a stele of white marble (I 4886), broken all around but preserving above
the inscription a rough ovolo molding (below the floor of a pediment?), beneath which a narrow band and a sharp
apophyge effect the transition to the inscribed surface, similar in general character to 272, 273, and 280; discovered
on May 22, 1937, in a Late Roman context in the Classical floor of the Tholos (G 12).
H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.065 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. S. V. Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 107, no. 5, with photograph pl. 19. See also SEG XL, 109.
NON-ITOIX.

ca. a. 170 a.
['Ext ----&-[

[

&pXovTo; tt Tfo

--

-l-

ol b8x&[-:t Tvxavea;

-ypa-tPlA& euevCvMo]yvt[5Xuvo

--

*Ci]
]

]

Fobrthe dating and attribution to its workshop of this fragment see 285. The text is likely to have been not
less than ca. 50 letters in width.
Not. In the same context S. V Tracy published (op.cit., pp. 104-106, nos. 2-4, with photographs pls. 16-18), and
gave the same dating to, three further fragments, Agora I 968, I 2768, and I 4503. All are in his view attributable
to the "Cutter of Agora I 247". Of these, no. 2 preserves only fourteen letters in whole or in part and no. 4 no
more than eleven. Both these fragments, unusually,show incised guidelines, for the rarity of which in Attic epigraphy
cf. A. G. Woodhead, Studyof GreekInscriptions,
pp. 129-130, note 17: but they do not, apparently, belong to the
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same monument. No. 3 (SEGXL, 123),a long, narrowfragmentpreservingtwentylines of text not more than
eightletterswide,seemsto containthe elementsof a exsacraof somekind,andTracyadducedIG 12,1243,lines5-9
for the sentimentsapparentlyexpressed.
and SEGXXVIII, 103,lines36-41 as comparanda
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
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289. A fragment from the upper right section of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 6103), broken below,
to right, and to left, but with the original back and part of the pediment preserved, discovered on April 12, 1948,
in a context of Turkish date southwest of the Market Square and west of the Great Drain. Below the horizontal
cornice of the pediment is a heavy quarter-roundmolding, beneath which a flat, narrow band (0.01 m.) leads into
an apophyge descending to the inscribed surface. An uninscribedspace of one line then precedes the firstline of text.
H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.22 m.; Th. 0.14 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia36, 1967, p. 64, no. 9, with photograph pl. 19. See also SEGXXIV, 134.

NON-ETOIX.ca.57

ca.a. 170 a.
--r]o&pXovro iX tX
['Enl ---..
[.
,?.y .......
yPa2reue........

j]Oi
]

srj[T Xtpurxaveta,i.t .a 6..]
6veLxal vaL],
[Ma(lJaxT)puvo

[kplaxoaret tr xtpUveratelaqExxXrloJ]a a6[yxXv}ToS iyl lIecpati atrpaorY]
...........
..........]
~x]gj[g(pev
X '.-.v
:V.p.oiV
[y?~V papyYe&yv
5

[xal au tip6e8pov 68o{ev

Tet iouXCet xa]l [

L(j)toi

]

I

[

S. V Tracy(AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 135)saw the style of the letteringon this fragmentas resemblingthe work
of the "Cutterof G II2903",forwhomsee 278 (andcf. 290 and292);buthe hesitatedto makea definiteattribution.
followedby SEGXXIV was a moregeneralized"init.saec.II a." It is perhaps
Meritt'sdatingin the editioprinceps,
appropriateto set the textat the midpointof the knowncareerof the craftsmanwhosestyleit reflects,therebeingno
morepreciseguideto a datefor it.
Line2. The nameof the monthis restoredfromthe numberof the prytany.This leaveslimitedspaceforthe day
of the month and prytany,and what is restoredhere (thoughthere are other possibilities)fulfillsthe conditions,
especiallyif takenintoconsiderationwiththe restorationof line 3 suggestedbelow.Forthe datecf. also282 andJ. D.
andCivilCalendar,
Mikalson,Sacred
pp. 85-86.
Lines3-4. The survivinglettersin each line, few as they are,call for a long qualifyingformulato accompany
what is clearlyan ixxXrcta 6xayxXnroc.Fordiscussionof such assemblies,for the phraseologyhere introduced,
see 276 andreferencesthere.Merittrestored
andforthe summoningof an assemblyat theinstanceof thearrpaxryot,
&ixb3ouf}i afteraoyxX)rlxo:butTracy(ZPE75, 1988,p. 187;cf. SEGXXXVIII, 104)pointedout thatthisphrase
is attestedonly when a meetingof the boule is expresslycoupledwith a meetingof the demos(as in 276), that it
and thatthe wordsthenfollowing,wherepreserved,alwaysindicatethe location
thenprecedesthe word1xxXracrLa,
for this passage. This is perhaps too long for the space
of the assembly. He himself suggested Ev iWt Oed&xpwt(?)
available: IIetLpaLte
(cf. 291, and to be restored,as Tracyurged,in IGII2, 911, lines 5-7) is moresuitableand

is consonantwiththe datesproposedin lines2-3. Formeetingsin the Peiraieusin the finalthirdof a prytanysee 259,
commentaryon line 4.

Line 5. If the remains have been correctlyassessed,the decree was probouleumatic;but there can be no certainty,

did not includethistextin his survey.
and P.J.Rhodes(AtenianBoule)

THE ARCHONSHIPOF DEMETRIOS,170/69 B.C.
The association of Demetrios with the year 170/69 has not been proposed hitherto, and the convergence of

the two may best be appreciated if earlierproposals concerning them are considered separately.
I. 170/69 B.C. W. S. Ferguson'sinitial investigationsinto the archon list made no assignment for this
year, and it long remained untenanted: see W. B. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athns, p. 222; IG II2, iv, 1, p. 18.
The first attempt to attach a name to it was made by Dinsmoor, who placed Eunikos here (op.cit., pp. 32,
258, et alibt): but by 1939 he had appreciated that the system of secretary cycles that he had previously
advocated was in error by one year. Under his revised scheme Eunikoswas returned to 169/8 (see p. 407
ArchonList,pp. 170-171, 189).
below), and 170/69 was once more left unassigned (Athenian
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It remained so in the table drawn up by W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt, Chrnology,p. xxviii. However,
the discovery of 296 produced (in line 42 as then published) the name, as it appeared, of a previously
unknown archon Aphrodisios, whom Meritt, in editing the text, assigned to this year (Hesperia16, 1947,
p. 168 and 26, 1957, p. 38, note 28). The attribution, generally accepted, was repeated by Meritt in
Athnian ear,pp. 181-182, 198-199, 236, and Historia26, 1977, p. 182, and was agreed by C. Habicht,
Studien,p. 173.
The publication of fragment i of 296 (see the commentary ad loc. on line 45) made it clear that
Aphrodisios in that context was the name not of an archon but of the dedicator of one of the items
inventoried, and since this was the sole evidence for the supposed archonship the assignment could not
stand: cf. Habicht, Hesperia59, 1990, p. 576, note 85. 170/69 thus became a "vacant"year once more and
has so remained.
II. Dmetrios.An archon of this name has long been known as the immediate predecessorof Nikodemos
(see p. 449 below) from IG II2, 1006, line 6, and as the immediate successor of Nikias and Isigenes from
1713, line 8: he has in consequence been firmly attributed to 123/2; see Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens,
p. 223 and Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 186. When the prytany text that later became AgoraXV, 172
Archon
was discovered, Dinsmoor (Athenian
List,p. 199) thought that the fragmentaryname (AL- - - ) of the
with
an
archon
there
associated
Demetrios belonged with this Demetrios of 123/2. But the
ypOq(.aarTsc
furtherdiscoveryof AgoraXV, 171 clearly revealedthat there was a hitherto unknown Demetrios as archon,
and the original editors of that text (Pritchettand Meritt, Chronology,
pp. 121-127) assigned it and him to
174/3. To this year they also ascribedAgoraXV, 172. Fromthis materialthe ypaVVcxeuqcould be evaluated
as A.q[pqxpio<AryI.tou(?)]'L.[OatLe (cf. IG II2, 1027, lines 15-16, also assigned to the same year).
It later emerged that 174/3 must be given to the archon Alexandros (see pp. 395-396 above), and
Meritt's reconsideration of the problem led to the placing of Demetrios in 159/8 (Hesperia26, 1957,
pp. 71-72). Unless there was some irregularity in the secretary cycle, this required that the demotic
of the ypooarce6uc be read as II]aX[)rvevut(Antiochis XI). C. Pelekides (BCH 81, 1957, pp. 478-482)
independently assigned Demetrios to 159/8 and in an addendum (pp. 483-484) was able to take account
of 290, which he wished to ascribe to the same year. This involved the dissociation of IG II2, 1027 from
AgoraXV, 171 and 172, and he saw this as belonging to the last third of the century (p. 481). See SEGXVII,
30 and 32 andJ. and L. Robert, REG 72, 1959, pp. 182-183, no. 135, where Pelekides' conclusion in
this respect is not adequately represented.
By 1961 Meritt had come to recognize that 159/8 was not acceptable for Demetrios, and like Pelekides
he dissociated IG II2, 1027 from the other texts (see SEGXVI, 98 and XXI, 457). The reason was that,pari
passuwith these developments, the publication of 290 had induced him to postulate an earlier Demetrios,
since it coupled an archon of that name with an apparently different ypaorltlreu, and the style of its
lettering seemed to point to an early 2nd-century date. The year 198/7 was assigned to it, and for a brief
period it seemed that the available texts must be distributedbetween Demetrios I and Demetrios II: but
Meritt'streatment of the matter in AthenianSear(pp. 184-187), where he dealt with it in extenso,showed that
it was more economical, as Pelekideshad realized, to associateAgoraXV, 171 and 172 with 290. The name
of the ypacVjaTeu;g
could be built up as At[ox]X-g No[ilou Aetp].a8[ix);. See also TAPA95, 1964, p. 240.
AgoraXV, 172 also required that the year be ordinary,and for this purpose 190/89, where Leontis (IV)
was the phyle of the deme Deiradiotai, was appropriate. It was therefore to be concluded that there was
only one archon Demetrios in this period, and 159/8 was finally abandoned. See also Historia26, 1977,
p. 180 and Habicht, Studien,pp. 170 and 177.
The removal to 190/89 of the archon Achaios by S. V Tracy (see p. 371 above) necessarily disrupted
this conclusion, as far as the attribution of Demetrios to that year was concerned, and the latter became
unassigned yet again. Habicht (Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 245-246) noted that consideration of the craftsmen
who inscribed the known texts of his year required that he be dated no later than 161/60 (see on 290
and, for AgoraXV, 171 and 172, Tracy, AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 102 and 134). The mason who worked
on AgoraXV, 171 (see 264) had a longer career than his counterpart who inscribed the other two texts,
and Tracy placed the archonship of Demetrios at the center point of the latter's known span of activity,
as "ca. 170 B.C.". In the course of his study on Achaios he had doubted the reading of the demotic of
the ypoawtiorre in AgoraXV, 172, line 2 (see on 290, lines 1-2): all that is claimed for the traces in question
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(if their existence is acknowledged)is that they offer the apices of two triangularletters, and the possibilities

aremoreextensivethanTracy'snote on the subjectenvisaged.

Habicht (Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 245-246) was considering in that context archons of a date later than

160 and was concerned to note that Demetrios could not be included among them. The limitations
imposed by the craftsman's career confine the possibilities, in fact, to the two decades 180-160, concerning
which Habicht had earlier noted (Studien,p. 173) that only 180/79 and 170/69 remained open. The former

year he claimed for the archon he named Philon I (ibid.,pp. 168-170). 170/69 is left, in consequence,
as the only possible and available year for Demetrios, who may there at last find his place of rest.
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This leaves the problem of the yp,or-lCe6, whom the secretary cycle requires to be a member of
the phyle Attalis. The requirementis answered, and the traces on AgoraXV, 172, if they exist, fully catered
for, by the supposition that his demotic was IpoPl]a[bctoo: see on 290. The requirement that the year
be ordinary is also met, since it follows the undoubted intercalary year 171/70 and was itself followed
by two years respectively(and equally without doubt) ordinaryand intercalary.
From the two prytany texts of the year it appears that Antiochis held the ninth prytany and Ptolemais
the eleventh. There was some interference with the festival calendar by the archon during Elaphebolion,

presumablyin connection with the City Dionysia; but by Thargelion this had been set right, and the festival
and prytany calendars were by then in evident correspondence.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE

290. A fragmentof a stele of Hymettianmarble(I 6081), with part of the left side and the springof a molding
abovethe inscribedface preserved,but whichis brokenelsewhere,discoveredon March 17, 1948, in the wall of
a moderncesspoolsouthof the southwestcornerof the MiddleStoa(H 14).
H. 0.098 m.; W 0.095 m.;Th. 0.035 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
Ed.G.A. Stamires,Hesperia
26, 1957,pp.30-31, no. 3, withphotographpl. 5. See alsoSEGXVI, 76. Discussion
BCH
C.
1957,
81,
pp. 483-484 (see SEGXVII, 30), and by B. D. Meritt,Athenianar,pp. 185-187
by Pelekides,
(see SEG XXI, 427).
NON-ETOIX. ca. 50-60

a. 170/69 a., pyt. IV

re-rCprI puxavelac; t ALO]
IIua]
bjMou
[x]XiCNop[louIIpopalato; typalo6orcuv'+LopEa.aT'

['Erl. A]vtijT[pEou&pXovroqin1TiT; -----

votiWvo [
JkpOVp6ov
6y IIeLp[aXrtiTCJv

5

[

xxxrlala]
tric);uplVxavetlaf
7TcElPLCeV

]

I

Lines 1-2. Atox]X)C Nop[tou(?) IIcaXXr)ve6Pelekides, who dated the text to 159/8; --- x]Xi) Nop[--Alt<wveS(?) Stamires; Atox]]XI NoI[tLouAeCpabSkTrlMeritt, the demotic derived from AgoraXV, 172, line 2;
cf. Athenianrear,pp. 184-186. S. V. Tracy (AJAH9, 1984, pp. 46-47, note 15) doubted both the patronymic and
the reading of the demotic in the AgoraXV text. Line 2 as restored contains 50 letters, but it appears to be more
generously spaced than line 3. With the restoration of a phyle with the shortest name (Aigeis or Oineis), line 1
will contain 57 letters, and as the spacing of line 1 is almost that of line 2 such a restoration is probably desirable.
The character of the lettering led Tracy to identify it as the work of the mason named by him the "Cutter
of IG II2 903" (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 134). For this craftsman'scareer and style see 278, for which (with 292) he
is also considered responsible.
Lines 1-2. Diokles, son of Nomios(?), of the deme Probalinthos is, as ypQappatx6 of the year, the product
of argumentation surveyed earlier (p. 405 above), and uncertainty must of necessity still cling to him. A Diokles
Probalisiosis listed (at line 26) among the crpacTxi&xat
who subscribedto the dedication IG II2, 1958, dated towards
the end of the 3rd century; cf. PA4049 and C. Habicht, Studien,pp. 161-162; he could have been the grandfather
of the Diokles named here.
See 258, commentary on line 2. The phrase is restored, as Stamires frankly
Line 2. AiVou
Ealptopaota.
admitted, because there is space to be filled at this point; but the inclusion is appropriate and well attested. The
location given in line 4 requiresa meeting of the assembly. On that location see 259, commentary on line 4. The date
of the meeting, not preserved in line 3, may well have fallen in the final third of the prytany.
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IGII2, 910 (AgoraXV, 212) long ago provided the essential information linking Eunikos (PA 5848) as
archon with the ypaqlJar_w
g Hieronymos, son of Boethos, of Kephisia, whose deme belonged to the
Erechtheis
IG
I).
II2, 911, with part of the name of the ypqtlacrex surviving, could be restored
phyle
in conformity with it, and both texts provided evidence that Eunikos' year was ordinary in the festival
calendar. W. S. Fergusonplaced Eunikos in 169/8 in his original list (Athenian
p. 55), where he
Secretaries,
has remained undisturbed, save for the brief interlude during which W. B. Dinsmoor moved the secretary
cycle in this period earlierby one year than Fergusonhad had it, therebyputting Eunikos in 170/69 (Archons
ofAtens, pp. 222 and 258). Forthe "normal"dating see Ferguson,AthnianTribalCycles,p. 29 (cf. pp. I 1-12,
note 1);B. D. Meritt, in the editioprincepsof 291; S. Dow, Prytaneis,
pp. 129-133, no. 71; Dinsmoor,Athenian
ArchonList,pp. 23 and 189; W. K. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxviii; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer,
Athenian
143-144
and 236, TAPA95, 1964, p. 239,
rear,pp.
Calendars,
p. 85; Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 95,
and
C.
cf. Habicht, Hesperia59, 1990, p. 570.
Historia26, 1977, p. 182;
The didascalic list IG II2, 2323 (see SEG XXV, 194) shows that Eunikos' archonship immediately
preceded that of Xenokles, whose term of office was associatedby Apollodoros (F.Jacoby,FGrHist,no. 224,
fr. 47) with the aftermath of the capture by the Romans of Perseus, king of Macedon. The battle of
Pydna (see below), which had resulted in Perseus' defeat and flight, was fought in Eunikos' archonship.
This therefore had not ended onJune 22, 168, the day after the eclipse of the moon recorded by Livy
Paullus17.3-5), and it continued for the remainder of the lunar month:
(44.37.5-9) and Plutarch (Aemilius
see 291.
For the character of the year, recognized throughout all discussions of the subject, see especially
Pritchett and Neugebauer, loc. cit., and Meritt, Athenian ear, pp. 143-144. AgoraXV, 212 shows the
equation Gamelion 25 = pryt. VII, 22. The apparent discrepancy of three days between festival and
prytany calendars may be resolved by the assumptionthat the first six prytanies were all 30 days in length
and that in the festival calendar the months alternated regularly after full Hekatombaion and hollow
Metageitnion. This thereforewas the 202nd day of the year. IG II2, 911 gives the last day of Skirophorion
as the equivalent of pryt. XII, 29. This is the same date as that on which 291 was enacted, and both
decrees may have been concerned with the same business. The year had come correctly to its conclusion
with a hollow month and a 29-day prytany, the last of six prytanies of the same length. The year was
the seventeenth in the fourteenth Metonic cycle and ordinaryalso in Meton's arrangement.
Of the phylai in office during the various prytanies, only VII Oineis and XII Attalis are known.

DECREEIN HONOR OF KALLIPHANES,
WHO BROUGHTTHE NEWSOF THE BATTLEOF PYDNA
291. A completesteleof Pentelicmarble(I 164),withpedimentandakroteriapreserved,discoveredon February11,
1932, in positionas a coverslab of the GreatDrain, east of the Metroon(I 9). Becauseof its reusein the drain
with inscribedface downwards,the frontsurfacehas becomebadlycorroded,and the inscriptionis in largepart
almostor totallyillegible.
H. 1.72m.;W (attopof inscribedsurface)0.40 m., (atbottomof stele)0.46 m.;Th. (attop)0.076 m., (atbottom)
0.083 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
3, 1934,pp. 18-21, no. 18,withphotograph.Revisionalsoby Meritt,in the lightof his
own furtherstudyand of readingsand suggestionsby A. M. Woodward,Hesperia
5, 1936,pp. 429-430, no. 17. See
SEGXXV, 118,fulltext and bibliography,
withreferencealso to L. Moretti,Iscrizioni
storiche
enisticheI, pp. 81-83,
no. 35 (text,Italiantranslation,and briefcommentary).
a. 169/8 a.,pryt.XII
NON-ETOIX.ca.30

e

e

o

l.

no tT 'AraXt
'Erl E&vtxou pXov'roC;
ft 'IepSVU
bo8 bob>ex6Tyi)
npuxaveltaq

Ioc Boijou KpwueL:tyTpalJi{&txctuev,
5

Eve xal v,Lat, tV&itC
ExLopoCPopugvoC
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uacat
vacat
acat
Sbokevsret 3ouXet xatl TrnLb4lor
E&rupoCSaEr6pou x KoX[ov]oOetiv 7I=el
o pc
bh KaUuXXi.vr u),daio
panxu6e
'P
xal
vo; At-T& .Poal[vj]
T,v [-]oU poaaoXi

xal
co;E[O]L/fvou<
ieXTyv 'Anr&Xou
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50

tuX[&aLo]v.

So faras maybejudged,the letteringof thistextwascompetent,regular,andwithoutdecoration.Thereis some
emphasison the "freeends"of strokes,especiallyin upsilon.The externalstrokesof mu and sigmaarewell angled;
omicronis small;the rightverticalstrokeof pi is almostequalto thaton the left. S. V Tracy(Attic
Leter-Cutttrs,
pp. 235
and249)foundthe stonetoo wornforanyattributionof it to an identifiablecraftsmanto be possible;buthe sawsome
affinitywith the styleof the "Cutterof AgoraI 247" (forwhomsee 264). The generalimpression,however,is of
a qualityratherbetterthan that mason'soverallstandard.More can be made of the text fromthe photographs
thanfromeitherthe squeezeor the stoneitself.
The prescript was set out in the "perfectdesign", for which see 204 and 205. The stone was inscribed without
waiting for the information concerning the identity of the chairman of the proedroi, which was presumablypainted
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into the available space, if indeed any trouble at all was subsequentlyundertakento fill the lacuna. The name may be
For the omission cf. A. S. Henry,
supplied from IG II2, 911, which was enacted on the same day, as N[- ------].
also
88
(see
Prescripts,
p. 72).
p.
Lines 3-4. For Hieronymos, son of Boethos, of Kephisia see PA 7565. Neither he nor his family is known other
than through the evidence for his function as ypaowar6C in this year. Lines 5-6. The date is that of the first new
moon after the eclipse that occurred on the eve of the battle of Pydna (8:07 p.m. onJune 21, 168 B.C.),news of which
had just arrived. Kalliphanes, who had doubtless made the best speed he could in order to be the firstmessenger of it,
was presumablyhonored with the maximum promptitude,in immediate recognition of his services. Combination of
this text with IG II2, 911, where the assembly is specifically designated o6yXxrTxoq,shows that the assembly was
held in the Peiraieusand that it had been summoned at the instance of the generals immediately following a session of
the boule. The circumstances of this decree therefore militate against the conclusions of M. H. Hansen (see 276)
a as
concerning the nature of an &xxXrIpaaoyxX-Tvo, that an assembly so described was a regular
asembly (i.e., one
of those statutorilyrequired to be held during each prytany)called at short notice. The assembly on this occasion was
held on the last day of the prytany (as happened not infrequently)and indeed on the last day of the year: cf.J. D.
Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalndar,pp. 177-181 (forthe last day of Skirophorion)and the table on p. 195 and (e.g.)116
and 185. Such an assembly could not be postponed, and the holding of it must therefore have been envisaged well
beforehand, so that the four days notice procedurallyrequiredwill have been given by the prytaneis in regular form.
It was not susceptible of a sudden convoking;no interventionof the generals was needed for it. The present situation
was unexpected and exciting; the generals had received
theanll
rcaled the news and
people together xtraordinem.The
it
of
be
the
must
taken
final, regular assembly
concluded, already
prytany had,
place. This text was not among the
inscriptions discussed by E. M. Harris (CQ n.s. 36, 1986, pp. 374-377) in his refutation of Hansen's arguments,
but its data support his contentions. It also follows that, since without IG II2, 911 the contents of the prescriptwould
not have revealed the true nature of this assembly,there may be many other cases of &xxXrtalaL
a6yxXrTroof which,
on present evidence, history remains unaware. On the prescriptsee also SEG XXXVIII, 106.
No time, evidently, was lost on receipt of the news
ne o the Roman victory, and the location of the assembly
(though customary for a meeting in the third part of the prytany; see 259) suggests that Kalliphanes had arrived
by sea and that the people went as it were to meet him rather than that he went up to the astyto meet the people.
His journey thus took slightly lessths
tan
ae two weeks. The end o
Athenian year fell at July 7-8, 168. Earlier
historiography gave variant dates for the battle of Pydna. That given by Livy and Plutarch (see commentary on
the archonship of Eunikos) in relation to the eclipse was always the most generally accepted; but Livy elsewhere
places the battle after the summer solstice (44.36.1), and Beloch argued that the close connection with the eclipse was
no more than a legend which gained popular currency (cf. F.Jacoby, FrHist, no. 260, [Porphyrion von Tyros],
commentary,p. 855). The alternativedate in September favoredby Beloch andJacoby was adopted also by W Kolbe
and J. Kirchner. But the discoveryof this stele confirmed theJune date beyond all doubt: cf. Meritt, in editioneprincipe,
P . Derow, C4H VIII, 2nd ed., 1989, p. 316. For earlier theories and their resolution see W. B. Dinsmoor, Archons
ArchonList,pp. 170-171.
ofAthens,pp. 199-200 and 509 and Athenian
Lines 8 (after ev), 9, and 10 are blank on the stone. Line 12. Satyros,son of Satyros,of Kolonos, the proposer of
the decree, is not otherwise known. Line 13. Kalliphanes, son of Kalliphanes, of Phyle, honored in this decree, was
the father of Dexiphon, victor in the Theseia in the archonshipsof Anthesterios (157/6) and Aristophantos(146/5?;
see C. Habicht, Hesperia57, 1988, pp. 243-244, 246), on the first occasion as a iatO in the lampadedromia and
on the second in a horse race. See IG II2, 957, lines 46-48, and 958, lines 89-90; PA 3240 and 8218. Nothing
further is known of him beyond his participation in the battle of Pydna and his bringing of the news of it to Athens.
Lines 14-16. That Prince Attalos (later King Attalos II) led a Pergamene contingent to the army of Aemilius Paullus
stood in Livy's record (44.36.8). This text adds his brother Athenaios as his colleague. Athenaios subsequently
remained with Paullus during the latter's tour of Greece in 167; cf. Livy 45.27.6.See further P. Meloni, Pesceoe la
Macedone,1953, pp. 371-397; P. B. MacShane, The ForeignPolicyof theAttalidsof Perganon,1964,
fine dellamonarchia
2nd ed., 1971, p. 119, with notes 155-157.
pp. 180-182; E. V Hansen, TheAttalidsofPeigatumm,
Line 21. C. Habicht (Hesperia59, 1990, p. 465) proposed the restoration [&ya9&----]. See SEG XL, 110.
Line 27. 'AyaOeti-TXE. See 72, commentary on lines 7-8. Lines 27-32. The instruct' is to the proedroi
were immediately acted upon (see above), and the assembly was at once summoned. The resultant decree was
probouleumatic;see P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouk,p. 255.
Line 33. The honorand's name is in a line by itself and reflects the care taken to provide the "perfectdesign" in
line 11. Line 34. The stephanos is restored as of olive, probably correctly both for the surviving text (which does
not permit it to be of gold, unless the condition xar&arv v6Vov was dispensed with; cf. 310, lines 43-44) and for
the recipient as a citizen performing a "semiofficial"function. See Henry, Honours,pp. 39-40. Lines 34-35. The
virtues of Kalliphanes are those more regularly in evidence as ascribed to honorands; see Henry, Honours, 43;
p.
but ipe'r1might be an alternative here for eOvota.
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Lines 41-42. The statue remains unidentified,but seven or eight letters must have sufficedto describe it. Forthe
is
for &vaypacpV
phraseology cf. IG 112,682, lines 80-81, 88-89 and 310, lines 50-52. Lines 42-45. The use ofypxcpV4
unusual. For the word order of this clause see 276, commentary on lines 24-25.
Lines 46-50. The citation is set Within a well-cut and elegantly designed olive wreath in low relief, which
confirms the restoration of line 34.

DECREE IN HONOR OF ARRHIDAIOS, AN AIDE OF KING ANTIOCHOS IV OF SYRIA
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292. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 6367), with the right edge preserved, discovered on June 2,
1951, east of the south end of the base of the statues of the Eponymous Heroes (I 11). The stone is mottled and
discolored.
H. 0.20 i.; W. 0.295 i.; Th. ca. 0.089 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.

Ed. G. A. Stamires, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 47-51, no. 7, with photograph pl. 8. See SEG XVI, 94. This
edition sharply attacked byJ. and L. Robert, REG 71, 1958, p. 229, no. 178, and at greater length by L Robert
(HellenicaXI/XII, 1960, pp. 92-111, with photograph of squeeze pl. XVII), who produced a new text with shorter
lines. Cf.J. and L. Robert, REG 74, 1961, p. 162, no. 281, where the revised text is commended. See SEGXXI, 452
ellnisticheI, pp. 80-81, no. 34, who gives Robert's
and XXV, 116 (the latter in reference to L. Moretti, Iscrizionistoriche
text, Italian translation, and brief commentary). The discoveryof the inscriptionwas reported by H. A. Thompson,
Hesperia21, 1952, p. 113, ArclAnz(JdI 67) 1952, p. 168; see also AJA 56, 1952, P. 123; BCH 76, 1952, p. 214.
NON-ETOIX. ca. 32-37

a. 169/8 a.(?),ptyt. V(?)
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[nov .T5.
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-chi tLeyE=jv IX[v -c&vlrp
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[voi, 7t6l t.4v tJoLoPaaL - 'AAi6[vatwv ]
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6(t)r-6otL Xo
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rf3oax o] Ac
X=X6vto4
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ofpa
The lettering is generously spaced and almost gives the superficialappearance

stoichedon text. S. V.Tracy

identifiedit as the workof the "Cutterof IG 112903",whosedatableactivityspansroughlytwodecades,from179/8
see Tracy,AtticLetter-Custte3,
to 161/60 B.C.On his outputand characteristics
pp. 133-136 and 278: 290 is also

attributedto him. Unusually in an Attic inscription,guidelines to demarcate the upper and lower limits within which
the letters were to be written were incised on the stone. Cf. M. Guarducci, Epigrfia grecaI, 1967, pp. 458-459
etalibi;A. G. Woodhead, StudyofGreek
Inscriptions,
pp. 129-130, note 17 (wherethis text is cited);Tracy,op.cit.,pp. 105
and 135-136 (where it is specificallyunder discussion). See also IG II2, 945, AgoraXV, 209, and SEGXXV 196, all of
this period. For an example a century earlier in date see AgoraXV, 72 (J. S. Traill, Hesperia38, 1969, pp. 459 494),
a bouleutic list of 281/80 (on the guidelines see p. 465, par. 6). In line 15 of the above text the stone reads EIAOIEE.
The text shown is that of L. Robert (SEGXXI, 452), whose restorationsare throughout plausible if not assured;
but there has been reassessment and minor adjustment of the space available in the lacunae at the beginning of
the first three lines. The version of G. A. Stamires (SEGXVI, 94) is given below, for convenience of reference.
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NON-ETOIX. ca. 34-39
8
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If the slightly narrower length of line preferred by Robert is correct, and if the text should be dated within
the limits 173/2-168/7 found advisable by Stamires,the archonshipof Eunikosalone will satisfythe requirementsof
line 1, and the text is thereforedated tentativelyto his year. This would suit the indications of Polybios 28.16-17, with
which Stamires sought to associate Arrhidaios'services to Athens. Robert (Helleica XI/XII, 1960, P. 93, note 5) saw
no reason why the decree should not belong to the later years of the reign of Antiochos IV, and if a later date be
admitted, 165/4 (the archonship of Pelops) would be a possible year. It too was ordinary in the festival calendar.
For the beginning of line 2, in consequence, Stamires' nittVr seems the most likely restoration. Stamires noted that
the name of the ypaVV(ztre(rwas omitted from the prescript, and since this omission occurs also in three texts (one
with two decrees) from the year 173/2 (see pp. 398-399 above on the archonship of Alexis), he was encouraged
to suggest that year as the occasion of this decree also. A. S. Henry (Prescripts,
p. 84) sought an explanation in the
at
or
that
the
was
undertaken
reflects a growing carelessness
that
the
omission
private expense
inscription
possibility
of expression as the significance of Athenian decrees declined. Cf. also Tracy,AtticLetter-Cuttes,
p. 136.
Line 3. For the location of the assembly see 259, commentary on line 4. It may suggest that the decree was
enacted in the final third of the month. Line 4. Arrhidaios, honored in this decree as high in the confidence of
Antiochos Epiphanes and as benefactor of visiting Athenian officials, is otherwise unknown to history. Evidently
of Macedonian descent, he was associated by Stamires with the Diodoros honored in IG II2, 945 (of 168/7) by
the common link of the dedication OGIS301, a dedication by Diodoros, son of Arrhidaios, to Zeus Soter, Athena
Nikephoros, and Apollo Pythios in the name of King Eumenes II of Pergamon and his wife and brothers, found
at Panion in Thrace. This hypothesis was brusquely discounted by Robert (Hellnica XI/XII, 1960, pp. 99-101)
as of "la plus haute t~m&ritW'.
Cf. Moretti, op.cit., p. 81.
Lines 6-7. On nt(at= see Robert, HellenicaXI/XII, 1960, pp. 105-107, with abundant bibliography, and
HellenicaXIII, 1965, p. 42, note 2. Lines 7-8. a-pcpao[ cp'Acaxiqxa]l 6-rrcl(aci;, proposed byJ. and L. Robert
(REG 74, 1961, p. 162), was adopted by Moretti but seems too short for the lacuna. On ecatciE(c see L. Robert
de Byzancegreco-romaine,
1964, pp. 160-162 and RevPhi, ser. 3, 1, 1927, p. 121,
apudN. Firath, Les stlks fimInraires
no. S (= OperaminoraselectaII, 1969, p. 1076); L. andJ. Robert, La CarieII, 1954, p. 289, with note 1. The term
was most generally associated with military virtue, as here; see also Thucydides 2.89, 6.72, etc. For personal or
in Thucydides 8.1.4. Lines 9-10. See Robert, Hellnica XI/XII, 1960,
political self-disciplinecf the use of cYraxreNv
104-105.
pp.
Line 11. On the a=ov&xp6poL, the Athenian ambassadors who announced the Panathenaic and Eleusinian
festivals and the Mysteries, Robert gave substantial commentary, loc.cit., pp. 108-111. C. IG 12, 785, of 196/5
(for the date, the correction to which was overlookedby Robert, see p. 362 above), 1235, 1236, etc. Lines 12-14. Cf.
IG 112,945, lines 12-16. Lines 14-16. An unusual variant of the "hortatory intention" in an Attic context. For
TtXo8oWv cf. IG I12, 1227, lines 20-22, 1304, line 40; on C-q)o,ov(or C-)c-trhqyevCoaci) see Robert, loc. cit.,
p. 98, note 1. Near to home, and of the middle of the century, is the Oropian text IG VII, 411 (SEG XXV, 493),
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lines 25-29. CustomaryAttic phraseology,as frequentlyevidencedin the texts of this volume,revolvedaround
pXAoTlfap--XoToetaoax. Line 16. &ya0c[t i6Xet.See 72, commentary on lines 7-8.

FRAGMENTOF AN HONORARYDECREE
293. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 3755), which preservesthe left side of the monument but is broken

elsewhere,discoveredon March14, 1936,in a LateRomancontextnorthof the Odeion(M 8).
H. 0.086 m.; W. 0.084 m.; Th. 0.027 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
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Ed. M. B. Walbank, Hesperia54, 1985, pp. 324-325, no. 9, with photograph pl. 88. See also SEG XXXV, 97.

NON-ETOIX.
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Line 3. cpoivot[q(?)Walbank:perhaps tp64evoyor tpoS{vou[;. Line 5. roO[;Walbank. Line 6. plov
tv xp[---]. Line7. [A]&xupt[---]
Walbank;but the upsilonis to be doubted: possiblyTc]|fpl
dipy[T?[veuev
Walbank.
Walbankgaveto thisfragmentthe date'"in.s. IIIa.":butS. V Tracy(Attic
Letter-Cutters,
pp. 143-145)regardedit
IG
of
the
"Cutter
II2 783". Inscriptionsby
as in the style of, althoughprobablynot to be directlyattributedto,
IG
and
952
996
to
the
173/2
this masondatableon othergroundsspan years
161/60, II2,
representingthe outer
no
other
but
since
the
of
the
criteriaexistit is placedhere
limits.Thisdoesnot necessarilyconfine dating
presenttext,
reflects.
it
manner
whose
craftsman
at the midpointof the knowncareerof the
The contentsappearto indicatethe materialof an honoraryenactmentof some kind. Walbankinterpreted
line 7 as a propernameand madethe connectionbetweenLapyrisin thistextand his homonymof an earliertime,
son ofKalliasof Kleonai,honoredin 323/2, forwhomsee IGII2,365 (SEGXXX, 66, XXXII, 89, XXXVI, 157).
THE ARCHONSHIP OF EUERGETES, 164/3 B.C.

It was not until 1957, when B. D. Meritt (Hesperia26, pp. 72-74) published the prytany text which later

became AgoraXV, 219, that Euergetes and his archonship were clearly known to students of Athenian
history. In the didascalic list IG II2, 2323 (SEGXXV, 194), which has at earlier stages provided important
informationfor the reconstructionof the archonlist (see also W. B. Dinsmoor,Archons
ofAtens, pp. 464-470),
lines 433-436 mention the archons Erastos, Poseidonios, and (after a rasuraof one line) Aristolas. In the
line before Erastos appear the letters [...] ECep[---], expanded in IG II2 into [6t6] EOep[y--~vxa].
Dinsmoor (op.cit.,pp. 259-260 and 466; cf. p. 222) accepted the supposition that Euerg- - - was an actor,
not an archon, although his archonship had been admitted by W. S. Fergusonin his original publication
TribalCycles,p. 29) Ferguson
p. 55) and placed in 164/3. In his 1932 publication(Athenian
(Athenian
Secretaries,
abandoned this hypothesis and hesitantly attributedEpainetos to this year; but Epainetos was displaced,
and Euerg- -- apparently confirmed as a fiction, by the discovery of 295 (see Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934,
p. 31), where in the year of Erastos a taxiarchos is honored for services performed (as it was presumed)
in the preceding year. That year appeared to be described as of an archon Charias, who thus figures as
the archon of 164/3 in Dinsmoor's revised study (AtheianArchonList, pp. 23 and 190). So also in W. K.
Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxix.
in 1954, not only gave the correct archon's name in full but also
when
discovered
AgoraXV, 219,
proved the complete name of the ypt<ottare6;of the year, whose deme Kephale, belonging to the phyle
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Akamantis (VI), confirmed Euergetes' place in the archon series by means of the secretary cycle. The
didascalic list could thus be correctly restored,and two other prytany texts (S. Dow, Pytansis,pp. 142-147,
nos. 79 and 80; AgoraXV, 220 and 221) could be attributedto this year. See SEG XVI, 95-96, 141. Since
that time, Euergetes'year has not been in dispute. See Meritt, Hespctia26, 1957, p. 95; A. G. Woodhead,
Hesperia28, 1959, pp. 273-274; Meritt, Atenian ear,pp. 164-165, 236, TAPA95, 1964 p. 237, Historia26,
p. 182; C. Habicht, Hesperia57, 1988, p. 237.
In the festival calendar the year was ordinary,but there was an official readjustmentin the latter part
of it which interrupted the regularityof its course. The calendar equations in AgoraXV, 220 show, with
restorations,that Gamelion 21 = pryt. VII, 21 and that Anthesterion 4 = pryt. VIII, 4. Neither AgoraXV,
221 nor 294 provides any evidence for the calendar. But in AgoraXV, 219, Elaphebolion 19 is equated
with Elaphebolion 21 xarr&86v and with pryt. IX, 22. The calendar in Elaphebolion had been retarded
by two days, for which compensation was presumablymade before the end of Thargelion and probably
before the end of Elaphebolion itself (see p. 268 above). The adjustment no doubt concerned the City
Dionysia, as in 196/5 and 170/69. The detail was discussed by Meritt in Atincian Year,pp. 164-165, and
in 'Apx. 'Ep., 1968, pp. 103-104, with citation of the relevant texts. See also Pritchett, AncientAthenian
Calndarson Stone,p. 337 and A. S. Henry, Pescripts,p. 79. This is the only occasion so far evidenced
on which the prytany calendar appears to be out of complete accord with the calendar xoi& 9c6v, but
there was evidently, in this year, no exact correspondence between "natural"months and prytanies, and
in view of the data concerning the seventh and eighth prytanies it seems that, while Anthesterion was a
full month, the eighth prytany contained only 29 days. See Meritt's table in 'Apx. 'Ep., 1968, p. 104.
The year was the third in the fifteenth Metonic cycle and was also ordinary in Meton's calendar, with
355 days.
Phylai to be identified with known prytanies are VII Erechtheis,VIII Leontis, and IX Hippothontis.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE

294. Partof the upperleft cornerof a pedimentalsteleof Pentelicmarble(I 5032),with the originalrough-picked
backandpartof thepedimentwithmoldingsandrakingcornicepreserved,discoveredon October21, 1937,in a wall
of a modernhousesoutheastof theMarketSquare(R 18).The horizontalcorniceof thepedimentis representedbya
wide fascia,and belowit a well-roundedovolo moldingsurmountsa flatband, fromthe ill-definedloweredge of
whichan apophygedescendsin a gentle curveto the inscribedface. A space of 0.009 m. intervenesbeforethe
firstline of text.
H. 0.18 m.;W.0.132 m.; Th. 0.12 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
Ed. A. G. Woodhead, Hesperia28, 1959, pp. 273-274, no. 1, with photograph pl. 55. See also SEG XVIII, 23.

a. 164/3 a.,pryt.IX(?)

NON-STOIX. ca.34
['Ent E6]epytrou [SpXovtro tntl T{ 'Ixxo0ov-(.?)]
[80o ivJ4]T^ ?i[puTave(la; tf Awovua68wpo^]

[piXbtnouKeypaX)leviypa1&tfeuev ---]
[
-I
Like293, this fragmentwas adjudgedby S. V Tracyto be in the style of, but not assuredlyfiom the hand
of, the "Cutterof IGI2 783":seeAtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 143-145. The lettersareinscribedwithreasonableaccuracy,
andno omissionof strokesoccurs.The loopof rhois veryfull;the externalstrokesof sigmaarewellangledandmake
the letterappeartall.
For the reconstruction of lines 1-2 see the editioprniceps,where it was argued that the
fragment was not likely

to be thelostuppersectionof III2, 972 (Agora
XV,221),whichis in the "tachygraphic
style"andwaslaterconfirmed

by Tracy (AtticLftter-Cutters,
p. 101) as a work of the "Cutterof Agora 1 247" (see 264).
Lines 2-3. The name of the ypatorjae6qC
is restored from AgoraXV 219. No other Dionysodoros of this deme
is known in Attic prosopography,and only one other Philippos (of the 4th century B.C.; see J. Sundwall,
Nachtrdge
zur Prosopographia
Attica, 1910, p. 163). For a dedication to Eilytheia made, in all probability,by the parents of the
on behalf of his sister,see SEGXVIII, 88.
ypar-LTtoLrTe
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF ERASTOS, 163/2 B.C.
The appearance of Erastos as archon in the didascalic list IG 112, 2323 (see pp. 412-413 above on the
archonshipofEuergetes)long ago assuredhis relationshipwith the archonswho followedhim and ultimately
with the archon who preceded him. Placed in 163/2 by W. S. Ferguson in his original study (Athenian
Secretaries,
p. 56), he has remained undisturbed in that position ever since, except for W. B. Dinsmoor's
short-liveddivagation from Ferguson'sarrangementwhich temporarilyset him in 164/3 (Archons
ofAtdlens,
ArchonList,pp. 23, 170, 190). The discovery of 295, providing
pp. 222 and 259-260, retracted in Athenian
the remains of the name and patronymic of the ypa1taines of the year, together with his demotic in
full, 'ExtxrrYp(Lo(Oineis VII), confirmed Erastos' place in relation to the secretary cycle as drawn up
3, 1934, pp. 29-31) was able to assign IG II2, 783 also
by Ferguson. In the light of it, B. D. Meritt (Hesperia
to this year (cf. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens,p. 206). For Erastos and his place in the archonship series
see also Ferguson, AthenianTribalCycles,p. 29; W. K. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxix; Pritchett
and 0. Neugebauer, Calndars,p. 86; Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 95, Athnian rear,p. 236, Historia26,
1977, p. 183; C. Habicht, Hesperia57, 1988, p. 237.
The year was the fourth in the fifteenth Metonic cycle and was ordinary in the cycle as it was also
in the Athenian festival calendar. It is without calendric problems. The details of date in 295 show an
exact correspondence between the festivaland prytany calendars,where Anthesterion 18 = pryt. VIII, 18.
p. 86.
Similarlyin IG II2, 783, [Skirophori]on23 = pryt. XII, 23. Cf. Pritchettand Neugebauer, Calendars,
Ofphylai in office during known prytanies, the evidence extends only to VIII Leontis and XII Aiantis.
A TAXIARCHOSHONORED

295. A pedimentalstele of Pentelicmarble(I 73), completelypreservedsave for the left akroterionand partsof
the other two akroteria,discoveredonJuly 20, 1931, builtwith inscribedface downwardsas a coverslab into the
GreatDraineastof the Metroon( 9). Becauseof its reusein thiscontext,the inscribedsurfacehasbecomeseriously
corroded,and the inscriptionis almosttotallyillegiblewiththe exceptionof partsof a fewlinesat the top of the stele
and threeor fourpointselsewhere.Cf. 291, whichformedan adjacentslabcoveringthe samedrain. A sculptured
urn standsat the centerof the pedimentalfield. The moldingbelow the horizontalcorniceconsistsof a graceful
ovolowithcavettocrownand a flatbandwithapophygeto the inscribedfacebeneathit.
H. 1.72 m.; W. (top of inscribed surface)0.602 m., (foot of stele) 0.665 m.; Th. (top of inscribed surface)0.16 m.,
(foot of stele) 0.19 m.

LH. 0.01 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
3, 1934,pp. 27-31, no. 20, withphotograph.Textof lines2-3 correctedby Merittin
26,
Hesperia
13, 1944,p. 266, no. 20, and the archon'snameat the end of line 9 also amendedby him in Hesperia
1957, p. 73. See SEGXVI, 97 and XXI, 455 (referenceto Meritt,Atenianrear,p. 236, note 36, wherethe same
correctionto line 9 is mentioned),and XXXVIII, 108(fulltext).
NON-ETOIX.ca.50

a. 163/2 a., pyt. VIII
o

?

0

E.

int TrS Aewv-do; 6yb6
['Enl 'Ep&]acou&pXov'ocS
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.......]
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.
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........

..
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..tb]

.........
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15

6&y6rl xalt exar, t)I
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IIava9OTvak)v
[
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]
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v
xot(l TTL

ot)Xrjt xal hvv ,vaypa/lv .tpEocpal6bv taElav 'v oTparu
cv
srb
dv&Xdala. vacat
ycv61Evov
?Tx
(in corona)
vesCs quator velquqwu nonkgend

'E 'Ecp&carou&pXov'ro[

]

nonlgenmd
vwsustredecim
vacat
S. V Tracy (AtticLettr-Cuttners,
p. 249) found the state of preservationof the lettering of this inscriptiontoo poor to

permitits attributionto any masonhe had identified,althoughhe believedthatwhathe couldsee of it bore some
similarityto the style of the "Cutterof IG II2 903", for whom see 278. As in the case of 291, the text is more
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legible in a good photograph than on the stone itself or from a squeeze. Little can be said of the lettering save that it is

unusuallylarge:thereappearsto be no decorationin the formof serifsor apices.

The text, except for the end of line 9, is that of Meritt, which the difficulties of reading make it hard either
to confirm or to deny. It is possible to be overskepticalor overcredulous.The chief problem is presented by the name

of thearchonin whoseyearof officethe honorandservedastaxiarchos.In hisoriginaleditionMerittread nldX4Iou
at thispoint,on the suppositionthat,as usually,the officialconcernedwashonoredin theyearimmediatelyfollowing
that in which he had held office. The archonChariaswas a new discoveryand was assignedin consequenceto
164/3, the yearbeforethe well-recognized
yearof Erastos:see W K. Pritchettand Meritt,Chonology,
p. xxix.
New evidencehowevermade it clear that the archonof 164/3 was Euergetes(see pp. 412-413 above),and
Chariashadto be dismissedas fiction.Euergetescouldnot be accommodatedto the textas it stood;butit sometimes
happenedthata yearor moremightelapsebetweena man'stenureof officeandthe decreehonoringhisrecordin it,
as may be seen in, e.g., 216 and 217; see the commentary on 216. Meritt therefore substituted for the name of

ChariasthatofAchaios,thenthoughtto be the archonof 166/5; butthissuggestion,madein 1957,wasinvalidated
nearlya generationlaterby the removalof that archonto 190/89 (see p. 371 above),unlessthe removalitselfbe

called into question by these uncertain traces. For,if Meritt'sreading is reasonablyacceptable, not only Euergetesbut
other archons also of the years preceding Erastosfail to fit the requirements,including Epainetos, whom C. Habicht
(Hesperia57, 1988, p. 245) assigned to 166/5 in Achaios' place. In view of the second decree on the same stone,

it mightbe suggestedthatthe firstdecreeconstitutesin essentialsa restatementof honorsfor a functionperformed
twenty-sevenyearspreviously;but thisis hardto credit.The issueremainsunresolved.
Honorsfortaxiarchoiarerecordedalsoin 123, 182, 185, and 187. In thisexampleit is a singletaxiarchosfrom
amongthe twelvewho has evidentlymeritedindividualhonorsfor his personalservices. Cf. SEGIII, 116, which

is not however an enactment of the boule and demos. For the duties of the taxiarchoi see the commentary on 123.
Lines 2-3. Demetrios, son of Xenon, of Epikephisia. Neither he nor his family is otherwise identifiable. A
Demetrios of this deme, who could be the grandfather of the ypaWaotw , appears in a list of prytaneis of Oineis
dated ca. 225 B.C.(AgoraXV, 124 = SEG XXI, 401). Lines 3-4. For Anthesterion 18 as a day on which meetings
of the assembly might be held seeJ. D. Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendar,
pp. 115-116, where lines 2-5 of this text are
quoted. Cf. 265, where the same date was contemplated by Meritt for a time but later rejected in favor of the
month following. Lines 4-5. On the character and location of the assembly see 101, lines 7-8 and 167, lines 6-7.
Lines 30-31. Sufficient of the text is visible at this point to confirm that the Military Treasurerwas required
to perform his normal function in defraying the cost of the monument and its inscription. Below line 32 an olive
stephanos in well-executed relief encloses an illegible citation of four or five lines.
THE ARCHONSHIP

OF ARISTOLAS, 161/60 B.C.

Aristolas is the third of the triplet of archons associated in lines 433-436 of the didascalic list IG II2,
2323 (SEG XXV, 194), on which see the commentary on the archonship of Euergetes (p. 412 above).
His association with a ypac(JjaTemU;
whose deme was Eleusis (Hippothontis IX) was assured by the textual
requirements of IG II2, 952 (AgoraXV, 222), and his place with reference to the secretary cycle and in
relation to the archons preceding him was thereby conditioned and confirmed. See W. S. Ferguson,
AthenianSecretaries,p. 56; W. B. Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAthens, pp. 222 and 259-260 (where Dinsmoor's brief
divergence from Ferguson's arrangement attributed him to 162/1). Dinsmoor returned him to 161/60

in Athenian
ArchonList,pp. 23 and 190. On his date see alsoJ. Kirchner,IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 18-19; Ferguson,
AthenianTribalCycles,p. 29; S. Dow, Prytaneis,pp. 136-137, no. 75; W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt,
Chronology,
p. xxix; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 86; Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 95, Atenian
rear,p. 236, TAPA95, 1964, p. 237, Historia26, 1977, p. 183; C. Habicht, Hesperia57, 1988, p. 237. The
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victor list of the Theseia, IG II2, 956, is also dated by Aristolas'archonship;and Poseidonios and Aristolas,
in that order,are named in the inventory ID 1408, A, col. II, lines 44-47. Cf. 296, lines 10 and 16.
The year was the sixth in the fifteenth Metonic cycle, in which it was scheduled as ordinary with
355 days. It was ordinary also in the Athenian festival calendar, as had long since been deduced from
the data of IG H2, 952, in which Skirophorion 4 = pryt. XII, 4. 296 revealed on its discovery that in
the earlier stages of the year Aristolas had intervened to adjust the calendar. The xar'&pXovradate is
6e6v the festival calendar ran as regularlypan passuwith the prytany
lost in the lacuna of line 2. KoTa&
calendar, and Boedromion 16 = pryt. III, 16. Cf Pritchett and Neugebauer, loc. cit.; Pritchett, Ancient
onSton, p. 337; Meritt, 'ApX.'Eyc., 1968, p. 105; A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
Athnian Calendars
p. 79.
t
For the phy in prytany durin the year the evidence extends only to XII Hippothontis.
DECREE CONCERNING THE REPAIR AND RESTORATION OF A SANCTUARY (OF DIONYSOS?)

296. Nine fragmentsof an opisthographicstele of Hymettian marble (I 984: a-g; I 6700: A;I 7492: i), with the text on
the reverse side so badly worn that nothing of it can be discerned beyond a few letters here and there.
The dates and place' of discovery of the fragments,and details of their physical state, are as follows:
a. A fragment fiom the top of the stele, with the left side and rough-pickedtop preserved,but broken elsewhere,
discovered on December 11, 1934, in a wall of a modern house over the East Building (O 14). The back and side
retain traces of a molding which has been hacked away (see fragment b). The front face has been used as a step,
and its upper part has been worn smooth. It makes ajoin on its right with fragment b and below with fragment c.
b. A fragment with both obverse and reverse faces preserved, as well as the original top, but broken elsewhere,
discovered onJune 14, 1933, in a wall of a modern house over the PanathenaicWay,west of the Libraryof Pantainos
(Q 14-15). A crowning molding 0.09 m. high, which has been roughly hacked away,has left traces on both faces. On
its left the fragmentjoins the right side of fragment a.
c. A fragment preserving both faces and the left side of the stele but otherwise broken, discovered on December 11, 1934, with fragment a. It joins the bottom of fragment a, and the small fragment d attaches to its right
side. Below, it makes ajoin with fragment e below the inscribed surface.
d. A very small piece, broken all around (includingthe back),whichjoins the right side of fragment c, discovered
on February22, 1935, in a late context west of the East Building (N-0 14).
e. A fragment on which both faces and the left side of the stele are preserved, although broken elsewhere,
discovered on December 11, 1934, with fragment a. It makes a join at the top with fragment c below the surface
the line numeration of which is amended in consequence.
but not in the way in which it appeared in the editioprinceps,
f+ g. These two fragmentsjoin and were closely associatedfrom the time of their discovery,being found together
on December 11, 1934, with fragment a. As joined they are broken all around, save that the reverse face is preserved.
They may be aligned to the right of fragment e and join fragment i at the bottom left of the latter.
A. A large fragmentpreservingboth faces and the left side, discoveredin 1954 among stones from the demolition
of the modern western addition of the Church of the Holy Apostles. Its place is below all the other fragments,and it
makes no join with any of them.
i. A narrow fragment with smooth back, otherwise broken all around, discovered on August 13, 1974, in a
modern wall near the south end of the Stoa of Attalos (R 13). At the top it joins the bottom of fragment b, and
at its lower left it joins the upper right of fragmentf:
a: H. 0.35 m.; W. 0.295 m.; Th. 0.125 m.
b: H. 0.38 m.; W. 0.265 m.; Th. 0.15 m.
c: H. 0.305 m.; W. 0.16 m.; Th. 0.125 m.
d: H. 0.035 m.; W. 0.034 m.; Th. 0.076 m.
e: H. 0.35 m.; W. 0.241 m.; Th. 0.129 m.
f+g: H. 0.405 m.; W. 0.228 m.; Th. 0.13 m.
h: H. 0.63 m.; W. 0.43 m.; Th. 0.135 m.
i: H. 0.355 m.; W. 0.17 m.; Th. 0.13 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.

S. V Tracy (see below) assessed the height of the eightjoined fragmentsas 0.988 m. and their width as 0.557 m.
Ed. a-g: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia16, 1947, pp. 164-168, no. 64, with photographs pls. XXX, XXXI. h: Meritt,
Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 33-36, no. 32, with photographpl. 9; see also SEG XXI, 456. i, with revision of the relevant
sections of c-f: S. V Tracy, Hesperia53, 1984, pp. 374-377, no. 4, with photographs of the eight joined fragments,
pi. 72 and of fragment i separately,pi. 70; see also SEG XXXIV, 95, where a complete text of the whole inscription
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is provided. On fragmentsa-g, seeJ. and L. Robert,REG61, 1948, p. 146, no. 43, who mentionedfragmenth
also,REG77, 1964,p. 150, no. 117.
NON-ETOIX.ca.86-90

a. 161/60 a.,pryt.III
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The lines from 39 onwards have been renumbered (see above), a requirement noted also by Tracy. Tracy also
observed that line 118, in Column II, as shown above was omitted by Meritt and in SEG XXI, 456. Many of the
readings are difficult, and a few improvements have been made here and there, especially between lines 21 and
48 by Tracy in the course of his insertion of fragment i.
The lettering is plain and fairlyregular,despite the size of the monument and the complexity of the materialand
its arrangement. Tracy ascribed it to the "Cutter of Agora I 6006", a prolific craftsman who seems to have been
associated with, and was perhaps trained by, the "Cutter of Agora I 656 + 6355" (for whom see 260): see Attic
tter-Cutters,
pp. 146-162, with photograph of part of the name piece, fig. 22. Works ascribed to this mason that
can be independently dated span the years 169/8 to 135/4: Tracy's count of his output amounts to 76 identifiable
texts. Among the Agorapsephismata
of the present collection this inscriptionis the earliest in date of those that may be
to
for
the
others
see
298, 299, 305, 306, and 309. (See also 332G).
assigned him;
The first twenty-four lines of the inscription record a public decree authorizing the appointment of five
commissionerswho, with the cooperation of the priest(s),the general &in\T^vnapaoxeujv, and the clerk of works,are
evidently to check and inventory the dedications, cash (line 16), and utensils in a certain sanctuary,and to assess the
value of the items (line 17). Of the chosen commissioners the remains of three names and their patronymics survive
(line 24). Line 26 begins their inventory,prefaced by another date. Their workwas apparentlyprotractedbeyond the
year of Aristolas, for one of the priests named in line 71 appears to differfrom his counterpart in lines 26-27, and the
name of Tychandros as archon (160/59) could well supply the lacuna at the beginning of line 70. At that stage
it had become desirable to continue the inventoryin an arrangementof three parallel columns, two of which partially
survive (fragmenth). For the appointment of a similar commission of oversight and inspection see 275.
The apparent reference in line 105 to a Dionysiac robe led Meritt to suggest that the sanctuary which the
commission was to investigate was one shared by Dionysos with certain other gods (line 10). Such a sanctuary was
noted by Pausanias(1.2.4-5) at the northwestapproachto the Agora; cf AgoraIII, pp. 20-21, no. 2. However,Tracy's
reading of the line (see below), if accepted, would cast some doubt on the suggestion.
In the Roman period there were two priests of Dionysos Melpomenos; cf IG II2, 5056 and 5060. One was of
the family of the Euneidai, and the other belonged to the guild of Dionysiac technitai. That being so, it is not unlikely
that both would be regarded as equally eponymous during their tenure, and Meritt suggested that the restoration
of lines 26-27, where the lacuna to be filled is a long one, should take account of it. Cf. lines 70-71. In line 6
it is in consequence probable that tCv teptov should be restored in preference to Meritt's oiutep&poshown above.
Line 1. IH is on the stone. Forthe patronymicand the demotic of the ypoaAolare6see AgoraXV, 222, line 2. The
letters Bax---added to that context permit no more than Bax[. .5...], and for this the name BaxXG6Xoq
offers the
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most likely solution. Bbxxto is possible but may be judged too short. In neither case can any further identification
of the family of the yTfltLAc6? be made. Line 2. xaT&]Oe6vMeritt. For the intervention by the archon in the
adjustmentof the festival calendar,which line 26 now reveals as prolonged beyond Boedromion, see p. 416 above on
the archonship of Aristolas. Lines 2-3. For the ixxXrLataxupEain the Peiraicus, held customarily in the last third
of the month (though not so in the present instance), see 259, commentary on line 4. Line 3. Ion of Phaleron,
doubtless the father of the chairman, was a pouXeur'c representing Aiantis ca. 190/89 (AgoraXV, 170, line 85).
Lines 3-5. The decree was probouleumatic; cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBouk, p. 255. Line 4. &yaOctlr(cSXt.See 72,
commentary on lines 7-8.
Lines 6-7. For the general xit rhvxotpaoxcuIv see Busolt-Swoboda, II, p. 1123, with references in note 1:
and cf. in particularIG II2, 682, lines 22-23, 839, lines 27-30 (whichprovided the model for the restorationsoffered
here), 840, lines 12-13, 841, lines 13-15, 842 iit. Line 10. x]al r&Xpua Meritt. Lines 10 and 16. I.e., 162/1 B.C.,
the preceding year; cf. p. 412 above.
Line 11. Oelac(?)Meritt. In a letter of December 11, 1947, A. M. Woodward raised the possibility of reading
0e(t)aa[&ticvoL.At the beginning of the line Meritt read no more than rp[o]ajc6.ieva. Line 15. Rhodes (Athenian
BoUk,p. 126) quoted this line in a discussion of the boule's responsibility for public works and claimed this text
as the latest example of "the old kind of bouleutic control." Line 20. The cost of the stele is to be met from an unusual
source, which included, apparently, the funds of the generals, and clearly falls outside the regular arrangements
for such expenditure.
Line 24. Xenokles of Kerameis was reasonably regarded by Meritt as the son of that wIaocpXo;svoxXtoug
ix KcpaAzov who was an ephebe in the archonshipof Philoneos (between 244 and 241; see p. 306 above);cf. IG II2,
766, line 26. Isarchos would have been seventy years old ca. 190, and his son is likely to have been about that age
in 161/60. The commissioners were thus, as it seems, men of good family and considerable seniority, carefully
chosen for a complex and responsible duty.
Line 28. The name Olympion is less frequent in Attic prosopographythan might be assumed. Only four other
holders of it are so far known (PA 11434, 11435; AgoraXV, 240, line 109, 293, line 52). Line 29. o5 erXcv^ [Oc6S(?)
----] Tracy. Line 30. [. .]pa[- - - Meritt, Tracy; &[cr]pa[yaXlaxougWoodward.
Lines 34-35. On Aristomedes of Rhamnous cf. J. Pouilloux, Forteresse,
p. 170, and see also SEG XIII, 129.
Line 38. Diotimos of Alopeke is not otherwise known, and no other possessor of that name has yet occurred
in that deme. Lines 38-39. ----]JTiSpoug Meritt, Tracy; ---xo]lp6(43ouq Woodward; ---x]64o.u or
-- xojp]6(43ou J. and L. Robert.
Line 45. ntt 'Acpjpo&aoou
&p[Xovro - - - -] Meritt: this was the sole evidence for such an archonship,assigned
by Meritt to 170/69 (cf. Historia26, 1977, p. 182), an assignment regarded as well founded by C. Habicht, Stdien,
p. 173. But the discovery of fragment i revealed that the restorationcould not stand and that therefore Aphrodisios
and his archonship were illusory. Cf. Habicht, Hesperia59, 1990, p. 576, note 85. Nothing is known of the newly
discoveredAphrodisios of Araphen.
Line 47 adfin. J. Treheux has suggested r]& v trf xo[[krlT---(or xo[rbL8---)]; see SEG XXXIX, 139.
If the subscript iota be admitted, xo[ITrshould perhaps be substituted.
Line 50. T[erclapxovr]aMeritt. Lines 50-51 and 57. I.e., 186/5 B.C.; see p. 373 above. Line 51. The date
of the archonship of Dionysios remains uncertain. Meritt believed that there were two archons of that name within
a few years of each other (202/1 and 194/3); see Historia26, 1977, pp. 179-180; Habicht, in a special study of
the matter (Studien,pp. 165-168, 177), concluded that there was only one such archonship, and he retained it in
194/3.
Line 52 adfin. xatot[-- Meritt: xaxo.[tp-- Woodward;cf. line 108. Line 53. Dion Exa p vlE8l cannot be
further identified, and the name appears to be unique in his deme. Line 55 adfin.8 [---Meritt. Line 56. gE oq.
So Meritt; but it migh be ESao<;,a name met with in Crete in the Hellenistic period (see SEG XXXII, 894, XXXV,
989, line 5; 0. Masson, BCH 109, 1985, p. 194). In Attica there are examples of Samios and Samias, but Samos
appears to be without parallel. For Euthykratesof Rhamnous see Pouilloux, Forteress,p. 173; the name is unique
in his deme. Line 57. LapisARH. Asklepiadesof Diomeia. Apart from the FlaviusAsklepiadeswho was archon in the
3rd century A.D. (IG II2, 2239, lines 4-5, 2773, lines 4 and 17, 3705, lines 3-4; SEG XXXIII, 188, with further
references), no other Asklepiades of this deme is recorded. Lines 57-58. I.e., 167/6 B.C.; see Meritt, Historia26,
1977, p. 182; Habicht, Studien,p. 167, note 46 and Hesperia57, 1988, p. 245. Line 59. M6]vvwovwas Woodward's
suggestion; cf. PA 10473. Line 60. HP Meritt; Tracy noted that the supposed H is in fact the final letter of 6xi5.
Line 64. [... x]6aOovMeritt. Line 66. 8 Ntxopo6)rl, as Tracy also observed, ratherthan Meritt's6v Nuxopo6),r.
Line 96. The archonship of Sostratos was unknown before the discovery of this fragment. In the light of the
knowledge of the archon list as it stood at the time of the editioprincepsof fragmenth, Meritt was inclined to assign it to
one of the years early in the 2nd century for which no positive attribution had then been made: 197/6, 195/4,
or 194/3. But the publication soon afterwardsof an ephebic text belonging to Sostratos' year (SEG XXI, 101)
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led to a firmer dating in the late 3rd century, 210/09, and this has remained the accepted and acceptable date.
See Tracy,Hesperia41, 1972, pp. 43-46; Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 178; Habicht, Studien,pp. 160 and 167, note 46,

and c. 248.
Line 104. Perhaps 'Ap[apivLog. But neither Kittos nor his family is in any case otherwiseidentifiable.
Line 105. So Meritt: but Tracy(Hesperia
as the
53, 1984, p. 376) claimed[npoa]ja(X)rlouv Aovuwa[----]

correct reading and by eliminating the Dionysiac reference suggested that the sanctuary with which this document

was concernedwas that of Aphrodite,eitherHegemoneor Ourania;cf. line 47. But the firstsurvivingletteris
surely iota, the strokebeing too long for the upright hastaof pi; the alpha is undoubted; and the final letter is certainly
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not upsilon. Nor is it nu; it seemsto be a cleargamma,inscribedpereroremor as a false assimilation.The text
shouldperhapsbe shownas tIdino(v),and the possiblereferenceto Dionysosmaybe allowedto stand.
Line 112. HegelochosofAzenia is in all probabilityto be identifiedwith the 6ToypaWca5e6of AgoraXV
213, lines 14-15 and 214, line 11, textsof ca. 168 B.C.Line 113. Sotadaswas probablythe father,or more likely
of thatE<xabda<
the grandfather,
whowasan ephebein 128/7 (SEGXV, 104,line 158).Line 117
iXaEl8r)
E-i&bT8ou
is
in
The
name
Sosaretos
otherwise
unattested
Atticprosopography.
(Col.I).
THE ARCHONSHIP OF MNESITHEOS, 155/4 B.C.

The didascalic list IG II2, 2323 (SEG XXV; 194, XXXVIII,

162), which has provided valuable evidence,

as noted in previous contexts, for earlier sections of the archon list, shows at lines 483-485 a triplet of
successive archons Anthesterios, Kallistratos,and Mnesitheos. W. S. Ferguson (TheAthnianArchonsof th
Thirdand SecondCenturies
bfore Christ,1899, p. 67; cf. AthcnianSecretaries,
p. 56) argued from the detail of
lines
and
line
35
71-72
that
Anthesterios followed Aristolas (see pp. 415-416 above)
IG II2, 956,
957,
by not more than four years; he placed him in 158/7, with Mnesitheos therefore in 156/5. In this he
was followed byJ. Kirchner (PA10285; IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 18-19); but a date one year later was urged byW. B.
Dinsmoor and adopted independently by W. Kolbe and P.Roussel (see Dinsmoor,Archons
ofAthens,pp. 222,
262, 467-470). The proposal also convinced Ferguson (AthnianTribalCycles,p. 30). To that time, no
information concerning the ypalJtioxtT of any of these three years had come to light, by means of which
the correctness or otherwise of the attributionsmade could be separately assessed with a reference to the
secretary cycle. But the publication of the long prytany text of Mnesitheos' year found in the Agora in
1933 (B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 31-35, no. 21, republished with four additional fragments by
S. Dow, Prytaneis,
pp. 148-153, no. 84; see AgoraXV, 225) gave the full name of the ypaoaciaxe6C,
Philiskos,
son of Krates, of Paiania (PandionisIII). On this evidence IG II2, 979 (SEGXXXIII, 130), on which had

stood the meager remains of the name of a ypaoto

e6(t

-

LX[-[

]vte6q, could also be assigned to

Mnesitheos' archonship and fully restored.
Thus Mnesitheos' date, agreed on other arguments, finally received separate confirmation from the
cycle, as Dinsmoor was happy to observe (AthnianArchon
List,pp. 191-192). 155/4 as Mnesitheos' year has
since that time remained the accepted attribution. See W. K. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxx;
Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, p. 61; Pritchettand O. Neugebauer, Calendars,
pp. 15 and 86; Meritt, Hesperia26,
1957, p. 95, Athenianrear,p. 237, TAPA95, 1964, p. 237, Historia26, 1977, p. 183; C. Habicht, Hesperia57,
1988, pp. 239-241, 246.
The year was the twelfth in the fifteenth Metonic cycle and thus scheduled as ordinary in that cycle.
It was also ordinaryin the Athenian festivalcalendar. The calendricdetails of the second of the two decrees
constituting AgoraXV, 225, which are fully preserved at lines 43-44, show Metageitnion 4 = pryt. II, 4,
a date reproduced in the restoration of lines 2-3. IG II2, 979 however shows that at some later
stage in
the year Mnesitheos had occasion to retard the official calendar by at least three days, for the text of it
requiresthe inclusion of a date xan&6e6v, and the whole date (in an unknown month and prytany)may be
rendered (Meritt,Hesperia3, 1934, p. 34) as the 21st (xat''&pXovra)= 24th xaora g6v = the 24th
day of the
As
the
and
xara
dates
0e6v
prytany.
regularly,
prytany
coincide; see p. 400 above. In 297 the lacuna
at lines 3-4 is so extensive that a similararrangementfor the expressionof the date must be
postulated there
also, where the spatial requirementsimply a retardationby two days in an unknown month and prytany:
the 4th (xar'&pXovca)= 6th xact&06v = the 6th day of the prytany. See Pritchettand
Neugebauer, loc.cit.;
onStone,p. 337; A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
Pritchett,AncientAtenian Calendars
p. 79.
Knowledge of the phylai in prytany during the year is confined to the first two out of the twelve:
I Pandionis and II Hippothontis.
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297 (P1.29). A fragment from the upper part of a pedimental stele of Hymettian marble (I 2211), with the original
back, part of the pediment (including its apex and left raking cornice), and a small piece of the inscribed face
preserved, discovered on November 23, 1934, in a wall of a modern house west of the northern part of the Odeion
(K 10). The pediment is low, lower in height than the total of the moldings that intervene between its horizontal
cornice and the inscription. These are composed of a somewhat clumsy ovolo with cavetto crown, the latter larger
than the former and with a shallow curve. Beneath the ovolo, a flat band and apophyge complete the transitionto the
inscribed face. The jagged, battered, and weathered stone is more substantial than the slight remains of the text
would, primafacie,lead one to suppose.
H. 0.29 m.; W. 0.31 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.005 m.
The existence of the apex of the pediment enables the median vertical line of the stele to be calculated and
the total original width to be assessed as ca. 0.45 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 60-61, no. 25, with photograph.
a. 155/4 a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 48

.- 21 ........]
['Erl M]yrpt0eou &p[Xovroo&t Tj ........
[iCpuTav]elaCq
. 4X[ittoxo Kp&TirtogIIatavLte kypatA&6xcucv]'
xar&i OEbvbt EXT)Lta-,apt.vou],
loaYvou,
[.. ...8]. r.6]o
] e[-8
]
[EXyI)tf)< 7i]put[avela<;'
5
[
.
A little more may be discerned on the stone than is suggested in the editioprinceps,the text of which is otherwise
reproduced above, save for the correction of the name of the ypalAantre in line 2. Meritt noted that the frigment
cannot form part of AgoraX, 225.
Of the lettering little may be said. S. V Tracy (Attc Letter-Cutters,
p. 26) found it too worn and obscure for
any attributionto an identifiablecraftsmanto be practicable. In general it displaysa scratchinesscharacteristicof the
period, and the outer strokesof sigma are well angled.
Line 2. The ypao4axt-c Philiskos, son of Krates, of Paiania is restored from AgoraXX 225. Neither name
is otherwise attested in that deme, and the family cannot be further identified. Lines 3-4. On the date see the
commentary above on the archonship of Mnesitheos.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

298 (P1.30). A fragment of a stele of white marble (I 2016), broken all around, discovered in November 1934 in
a marble pile in the area of the Tholos (F-H 11-12).
H. 0.08 m.; W. 0.034 m.; Th. 0.023 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 151-152, no. 1, with photograph pl. 22. See also SEG XL, 114.
ca. a. 150 a.

NON-ETOIX.
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---

[---

],xe
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[5----------lexa[-----------]

[----------a[----------]
[

[

--- t]s[-

i

]

Tracy recognized this small piece as part of an inscription attributable to the "Cutter of Agora I 6006", on
whose career, characteristics, and prolific output see 296. Lacling any other criterion of date, the text is placed
here for convenience at the midpoint of the mason's datable activity.
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Line 2. The last visibleletter could be zeta. Tracyregardedthe fragmentas in all probabilitycontaining

elements of the concluding section of an honorary decree, and xempligratiasuggested a text for lines 4-7 as follows

(withlinesof 36-39 letters):

[xal oeypavdxaal] Exa[7aTovaztrv

OaXXoOarc&von]

L b] 6&c[
,r tb +fpLoa tr v ypc,a,oa]
[&vayQp&ta
X?
c t , X Olv,v xal atc]
[rbv xatr&]puTxvu
]arve[),av
[aaLtv ixpo76X]eL.[6b Muycv6,tvov vAXotac xrX.]
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FRAGMENTOF A DECRFF(?)
299. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 4234), broken on all sides, discovered on June 3, 1936, in a

pit of Byzantinedateeastof the altarof Ares(M 7).
H. 0.163 m.; W. 0.103 m.; Th. 0.087 m.

LH. 0.007 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,Hesperia47, 1978, pp. 264-265, no. 8, with photograph pl. 70:d. See also SEG XXVIII, 80.

ca.a. 150a.

NON-ETOIX.
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]
[
Like 296 (q.v.)and 298, this text was regardedby Tracyas the workof the "Cutterof AgoraI 6006", and
it has been placedat the midpointof his datedcareer,therebeing no othermeansof givinga date to it: cf. Attic
Lettr-Cuttkrs,
p. 150. It seemsto presentpartof a decreeof an unidentifiable
character:suggestionsforitsrestoration
are too speculativeforrecordand maybejudgedinadvisable.
Notc.Alsoto be assignedto the "Cutterof AgoraI 6006"andgivena similardatingis a fragment(13791)preserving
nine linesof text,of whichthe longestextendsonlyto sevenletters,publishedby Tracyin Hespeia47, 1978,p. 264,
no. 7, withphotographpl. 70:c:see alsoAtticLetter-Cutte,
p. 150. That it is to be classedas a decreeseemsdoubtful:
cf. its repulblication
as SEGXXVII, 363, whereit is shownas a "fragmentum
incertum".
THE EPIMELETAI
OF THE MYSTERIES(?)
HONORED

300. A fragmentof a stele of Pentelicmarble(I 1299),brokenall aroundand muchbatteredand worn but with
part of the left side preservedbelow the inscribedsurface,discoveredon February9, 1934, in a moderncontext
on the southeastslopeof KolonosAgoraios(E 12).
H. 0.18 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.056 m.

LH. 0,007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hespeia16, 1947,p. 160,no. 56, withphotographpl. XXIX.
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The writing is regular and without special characteristics.S. V Tracy (AttieLetter-Cutters,
p. 251) found the hand
112
IG
in
it
influence
of
the
"Cutter
of
saw
some
datable
career
covered
the dozen years
but
whose
unfamiliar
897",
189/8-178/7: see 270. Tracy'spreferreddate ("probablythe firsthalf of the second century")is more widely drawn
than that of the editioprinceps("ca.200 B.C.") and as being less precise is more acceptable. The letters are not well
articulated, but there is nothing of the "tachygraphicstyle" about them. Sigma is indeed unusually precise, with
open-angled external strokesand short center strokes;the circularletters are of generous dimensions.
Meritt interpreted the document, on the basis of clues in lines 8 and 5, as a decree in honor of the epimeletai of
the Eleusinian Mysteries (cf. 228 and 284), and in lines 7 and 8 he inserted restorations on the model of IG 112,
847, of215/14, in which these officials are honored. The remains of line 9 do not fit well with any standardform of
words based on line 8 but suggest that the stele is likely to have been wide if anything resemblingfamiliarphraseology
is to be accommodated.
Line 3. t[... .] Meritt. Line 7. The first letter is iota, tau, or upsilon. Meritt showed a dotted upsilon in his
restored [ e& 6O6vaCt
bc&WxOaaw
---]. Lines 8-9. The "hortatoryintention" evidently
text, and after etp1X6vYwiv
stressedthe competitive element to be encouraged among the epimeletai no less than among other public officersand
benefactors. For the turn of phrase cf. 240. It is, however,doubtful whether at this date &vshould be included in the
-te- PouXEiMeritt.
formula, although Meritt did so include it: see 285, commentary on lines 5-8. Line 9. 8[E86xOxL
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE CONFERRING CI''IZENSHIP

301. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 6372), with part of the right side and the original back preserved,
but which is otherwise broken all around, discovered on May 24, 1951, among marbles collected southwest of the
Odeion.
H. 0.012 i.; W 0.013 i.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.005-0.007 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, pp. 221-222, no. 18, with photograph pl. 37 (see also SEG XXI, 418);
M.J. Osborne, NaturalkaionI, pp. 226-227, D 111, Naturalization
II, p. 194.
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This ill-written piece is a poor example of the mason's craft and contains a variety of errors. S. V Tracy (Attic
Letter-Cutters,
p. 254) was unable to identify its perpetrator.The letters are heavy,crowded, and badly articulated. The
cross-strokeof alpha and the central dot of theta are occasionally omitted; epsilon, nu, and sigma are all particularly
clumsy. Phi (line 8) has a rectangular"oval"(not closed off in the second example at the end of the line); the apparent
"regular"phi is in fact an error for psi, which is correctly engraved in line 4. Rather better lettering of the same
general type in the work of the "Cutterof Agora 1 6006" (see 296), indicative of the middle third of the century,offers
some slight guidance. The present fragment may indeed be suitably dated "ca. med. s. II a.", but its inadequacies
may provide a deceptive index. Meritt'sdate was "iit. saec.II a.", but this seems too eariy. Osborne's decision to set it
more widely into the first half of the 2nd century is a reasonable compromise and is followed here.
Line 3. -Tcv8oxtliaalav xax& r6v v6V.ov]'trvatb6 Meritt: but (1) this was an erroneous reading, for the break in
the stone occurs as shown in the text; and (2) Osborne noted that xaod&xbv v6tov does not usually qualify this
is a regular qualificationin this period. Cf. (e.g.) 276, lines 18-19. Line 4. Lapis
clause, whereas -i} itoXtroypacplac;
AANTAI. Line 8 adfin. LapislH+. Line 10. The chi (if chi it is) seems especially ungainly, and the break of the
stone may give a false impression of it. Line 12. 'OHC Osborne. The number of letters per line of the text was
underestimatedin Osborne's edition.

The grant of citizenship (to more than one person; cf. line 3) follows the pattern of Type HI of FormulationB in
Osborne's categorization, the type usual after the beginning of the 2nd century. See 239 and references there.
Line 8. The restorationof the MilitaryTreasureras the officialchargedwith defrayingthe cost of the stele follows
the general practice of the period. The formula is expressed in an exceptionally awkwardmanner. Lines 8-13. The
decree continues after the formula for payment which is usuallythe concluding item. Cf. 253. Osborne's text omitted
restorations here and was printed in majuscule. He objected also to Meritt's inclusion of the invitation formula in
lines 11-12, on the score of its rarity after the end of the 4th century. But it does occur, and what survives here
strongly suggests its presence in this context. Cf. 224, commentary on lines 44-45. However, it says nothing of
the character of the services rewardedby the grant of citizenship: cf. Osborne, ZPE 41, 1981, p. 157 and the response
of A. S. Henry,Antichithon
15, 1981, pp. 102-103. Whateverthe natureof the supplementsproposed, there is evidently
much new material added to the main decree, the character of which is unclear. Line 10. Meritt suspected that
some form of the word Ipuvxavetacunderlay this garbled assortmentof letters.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

302. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5310), broken on all sides, discovered on March 10, 1938, in a
wall of a modern house outside the Market Square south of the Church of the Holy Apostles (O 19). Although
the fragment is large, the survivingtext is situatedonly in the upper part of it on the right, within a well-executed olive
stephanos in relief. The remains of a similarstephanos on the left correspondwith this, but the citation within it is not
preserved. The remainder of the front surface of the stele as preserved is uninscribed and undecorated.
H. 0.23 m.; W. 0.25 m.; Th. 0.085 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 54, no. 74, with photograph pl. 15. See also SEG XIX, 106.
saec.II a., p. prior(?)
(in corona)
*eoyfv[)v]

$<Wxou[Krl]
(pi[a]<yu[a].

The writing is a little haphazard in the construction of epsilon and kappa but not of markedly inferior quality.
The small "feet" to omega resemble those in 292. There is some slight emphasis on the "free ends" of strokes.
The characteristics indicate a 2nd-century date, perhaps in the first rather than in the second half. S. V Tracy
p. 30) regarded the fragment as too worn for any attribution to an identifiable craftsman to be
(AtticLetter-Cutters,
practicable.
Meritt suggested that Myrrhine, daughter of Phokos of Kephisia, whose tombstone survives as IG 112,6432,
was probably the sisterof Theogenes. IG II2, 6432 was dated in the 1stcentury B.c. byJ. Kirchner,but Meritt claimed
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that it may belong to the second, and its general character supports this. The external strokes of mu and sigma
are not parallel; the horizontal bar of alpha is curved, and omega is notably "open". But if the present text belongs
relativelyearly in the century,Myrrhine may have been of the generation of Theogenes' grandchildren rather than
his contemporary.
The two citations are presumed to have concluded an honorary decree now lost, which (to judge from the
proportions of the survivingfragment)may have been of no inconsiderablelength.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
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303 (P1.30). A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble characterizedby streaksof green (1 319), with the right edge and
original back preserved,but which is brokenelsewhere,discoveredlate in 1932 in a wall of a modern house east of the
Temple of Apollo Patroos (I 8).
H. 0.18 m.; W. 0.11 m.; Th. 0.095 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (omicron 0.004 m.).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hsperia 3, 1934, p. 11, no. 15, with drawing
NON-ETOIX.
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The lettering of this difficult fragment has much in common with that of 300, not well articulated, as Meritt's
drawing conveyed, but not markedly "tachygraphic":here also sigma is notably precise. As in the case of 300,
S. V Tracy (Atic Letr-Cutters,p. 250) found the style unfamiliar and made no direct attribution, but he saw some
influence of the "Cutter of IG II2 897", for whose date and characteristicssee 270. The date for the text given
in the editiopriceps ("the late third century B.C.") is clearly too early. The first half of the 2nd century, a dating
favored also by Tracy,better suits the available criteria.
Meritt regarded the fragment as apparently forming part of a decree. From line 6 onwards the lines end
irregularly,and this, together with the repetitive character of the line endings, may suggest that a list of some kind
occupies this part of the stone. Too little of the upper section is preserved to make the nature of its contents clear.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

304. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 6529), with much of the inscribed surface lost, broken all around
except that part of the left side is preservedbelow the level of the front face, discovered on May 22, 1952, in a wall of
a Late Roman building south of the Altar of the Twelve Gods (K 6).
H. 0.215 m.; W. 0.34 m.; Th. 0.17 m.
LH. 0.007 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, pp. 20-21, no. 20, with photograph pl. 5. See also SEG XXI, 458, with
reference also toJ. and L. Robert, REG 77, 1964, p. 149, no. 117, who report the edition without the text but with the
comment "i reprendre".
antemcd.saec.H a.
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This is a craggypiece, with untidyand "thick"lettering. S. V Tracy(AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 254) classedit as
and was unableto assignit to any of his identifiedcraftsmen.There is poor articulationof strokes,
"unfamiliar"
especiallyat the apexof triangularletters,andhorizontalstrokesin alphaand epsilonareomitted;omegaalsolacks
its horizontalattachments.The externalstrokesof mu and sigmaare angled,but the latteris inconsistentlytreated.
The loop of rho remains"open". The thicknessof the fragment,which, though0.17 m., is not preservedin its
entirety,suggeststhatit belongsto a steleof considerabledimensions.
The only clues to the subjectmatterof the documentindicatethat it was of a significanceto be recordedon
morethanone copy(line9) and thatit referredto the Eleutheria,the festivalvowedafterthe battleof Plataiain 479
on the motionofAristeides"theJust"andstillcelebratedin the imperialperiod(Plutarch,
Aristides21;see E. Kirsten,
minoraselcta
RE XX, ii, 1950,cols.2326-2328, s.v.Plataiai;L. Robert,REA31, 1929,p. 15 [= Opera
II, 1969,p. 760],
note 1). Fora mentionof the festivalroughlycontemporaneous
withthe presentdocumentsee IG II2,3149a(partof
the samemonumentas IG II2,3147 and 3150). It maybe possibleto see furtherallusionsto the famousbattleandits
legacyin lines3 (' EXX[nv--] or ' E[a-- - -]), 4 (ipor7oX[etiovvx--]), and 5 (- - - ueep]acg[?.]).The connectionwiththeEleutheriaimpliesthattheAgorastelewillhavebeenappropriately
erectedneartheStoaofZeusEleutherios(lines7-8), andMerittso restoredthetext. Cf.Agora
III,pp.28-29, no.38. Theplaceofdiscoveryservesto confirm

the hypothesis. It may be suggested, in conclusion, that the decree bestowed honors on the Plataiansin particularrelation to their role as guardiansof this piece of the Panhellenicheritage (cf. Plutarch,loc.cit.). Forthe Hellenistic connections between Plataiaand Athens, and referencesto the evidence, see Kirsten, loc.cit.,col. 2310, and N. Robertson, Hesperia55, 1986, pp. 88-102 (on this inscription,p. 101,note 45, where he suggeststhat the decree honored an oratorwho
spoke for the Athenians in the bi&Xoyo;between Athenian and Spartanrepresentativeswhich preceded the festival).
Line3. aX[eUC---]
Meritt.Line4. ip? ooX
[----] Meritt.Line7. yeyev?uvs[v -- Meritt.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF LYSIADES, 148/7 B.C.
A decree from Delos (ID 1505), in which the Athenian cleruchsin the island honored the agoranomoi of the
year of Archon, gives a backward reference to Lysiades' archonship, which is also the dating reference
of the list of Athenian hieropoioi IG II2, 1938, whereby the year is shown to be one in which the Ptolemaia
were celebrated, thus the first year of an Olympiad (see W. B. Dinsmoor, AthenianArchonList, p. 193).
Lysiades thus postdated the Athenian occupation of Delos (and W. S. Ferguson originally assigned him
to 166/5, the first year of that occupation, TheAtheianArchonsof th ThirdandSecondCentriesbGeore
Christ,
1899, pp. 62-64), while he also antedated the archonship of Archon, assigned at first to 151/50 but later
evaluated as 147/6. Continuing discussion,for which seeJ. Kirchner,IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 20-21 and II2, 1938,
in comm., as well as P. Roussel, ID 1505, caused a date of ca. 150, or more precisely 152/1, to be proposed
for Lysiades, to which Fergusonassented. Dinsmoor, however, in ArchonsofAtens, pp. 261-262, doubted
the validity of the argumentsadvanced, and on grounds of the prosopographyof the list ofhieropoioi urged
159/8 as more acceptable. But his proposal found no adherents. Ferguson,with some hesitation, opted
for 148/7, the year immediately preceding that determined for Archon (AthnianTribalCycls, p. 30), and
Dinsmoor ultimately agreed with him (AthnianArcionList, bc. cit.),having assigned the possible alternative

152/1 to Phaidrias.
This datingwas maintainedby W.K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt,Chronology,
p. xxx. The publication
soon afterwardsof 306 addedno new testimonyto resolvethe issuebutdid revealLysiades'yearas one in
which the calendarwas temporarilyadjustedby the archon(cf. Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer,Calndars,
pp. 14-21, esp.p. 19). Merittsubsequentlyusedthe evidenceof coinageas groundsfor preferring152/1
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for Lysiades,moving Phaidriastwo years earlier(Athenianear,pp. 187-188, 237), and this was the archon's
position in "Scheme A" for the archons of 155/4-145/4 published in Hesperia33, 1964, p. 207. In
"Scheme B" (ibid.) Meritt assigned Lysiades to Ferguson's148/7, and this was, in the end, his preferred
dating, see TAPA95, 1964, p. 237, table 3 and Historia26, 1977, p. 184. The top fragment of 305, when
published, gave the name of the yplqjta-ret6 of Lysiades'year but not his demotic and was not additionally
helpful in determining its accurate date.
There matters stood until 1988, when C. Habicht, in a general restudy of the archons of the period
159/8 to 141/40 B.C. (Hespeia57, 1988, pp. 237-247; cf. SEG XXXVIII, 274), preferred to begin the
Delian list of Athenian gymnasiarchs(LD2589) in 167/6 rather than 166/5, claiming the former dating
(that of Roussel, followed by Kirchner and Kolbe) as orthodox, whereas the latter had formed the
basis (interala) for the reconstructionsoffered by Ferguson,Dinsmoor, and their successors, accepted, for
example, by Pritchett, Hespria 9, 1940, pp. 130-131. The gymnasiarch Gorgias, twentieth in sequence, is
known to have held his office in the year of the Athenian archon Archon, already mentioned as 147/6.
This reversion to Roussel's dates for the gymnasiarchshad the effect of assigning Archon to 148/7 and
Lysiades, in consequence, to a probable 149/8 (Habicht, loc.cit., p. 246). But, unless or until evidence
more concrete than an interpretationalassumptioncomes to hand, there is no convincing reason to jettison
the accepted sequence, and good reason especially in connection with the celebration of the Ptolemaia
to retain it; cf. H. B. Mattingly,Historia20, 1971, p. 46. The date for Lysiadesas earlier agreed is therefore
maintained here. See also the commentary on 307.
There is no indication of the character of the year. It was the last in Meton's fifteenth cycle, and
in his system was scheduled as ordinary. On the intervention by the archon referred to above, see the
commentary on 305.

A DECREECONCERNEDWITHALLOCATIONS
305. Threejoining fragmentsfromthe left side of a steleof Pentelicmarble(I 6977: a; I 6980: b;I 6978: c),with
a batteredcrowningmoldingwhichalsoreturnsalongtheleftsideandwithpartof the originalbackpreservedon the
uppermostfragment,but the stelebrokenbelowand to the right.Fragmentsa and c werediscoveredonJanuary28,
1964, in a Late Romanwall over the southeastcornerof the MiddleStoa (O 13);fragmentb was discoveredon
May 12, 1964,in a late wallin the samelocation.
asjoined: H. 0.49 m.;W.0.17 m.; Th. (fragmenta)0.17 m.
Measurements
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
Ed. a only: B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
34, 1965, pp. 89-90, no. 2, with photographpl. 25; see also SEGXXII,
107. All fragments:S. V Tracy,AticLtter-Cutters,
pp. 152-154,no. 2, withphotographpl. 23. See alsoSEGXL, 115.
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The above text, worked out earlier than and independently of that of Tracy, is almost entirely confirmed by
his publication; but it underdots faint or partially preserved letters about which his version shows greater certainty.
The restoration of the name of the proposer (ine 8) is entirely his: he commented that it is the only Attic nomen

in lines3, 5 (init.),or 33-34. Divergenceselsewhere,all
suitingthe evidentrequirements.He didnotofferrestorations

minor, are as follows: Line 9. IAE Tracy; but rho is certain. Line 12. [r]i-v &vaye[yOa1dVtvcav
Tracy; omega is
far from assured, and two letters rather than one precede it. Line 17. Veca[--- Tracy; the alpha is probable, but
what remains is too faint for assured recording. Line 28. The initial sigma, not underdotted by Tracy, is unsure
and may be chi. Line 34. -rj; aTo-&qd[- - - Tracy.
Tracy identified this text as the work of the most prolific mason of the age, the "Cutter of Agora I 6006"; it
is a work of his middle period and displays all the features of his plain and generally well ordered style as Tracy
describes them. The pi of line 16 shows both uprights of equal length; the diameter of omicron is variable. For
this craftsman, responsible also for 296, 298, 299, 306, and 309, see 296.
Tracy labeled the line length of his text as "ca.49"; but Meritt establishedthe length of the lines in frag-menta as
of Ca.52 letters, and this is confirmed by the formulaic phraseology of lines 22-23 (which contain 52 and 51 letters
respectively). It served also to confirm his hypothesis, not included in the text of SEG XXII, 107 but recorded in the
and xxtr&Oc6v.306 establishes
commentary,that the date, like that of 306, must have been given both xacr'&pXovra
that the discrepancy existed in the month of Pyanopsion. It could have been continued into Maimakterionor carried
over from Boedromion but as a measure of economy Meritt restored the opening lines of this text as also giving
a date in Pyanopsion, as follows:

ca.3.23
....0...........
tyQaaVIA-reuev?
luavoc~t]
tPEUrL
443oXqLCE
xoc'r&
VOxvou
6Y[6MLtlar
xxCr'&pXov-ra, OeBv8]
Tf, npuTOvECe(X
beut-ipx
x(x
ctxoo(tne
iv6F[ECL Ver',exX&8c;,
;x> l]
hjLAL68)[pO;.........
J1L
a18oIpo....*
..

(A voC;

5

aUa[-

?

xrX.

For dates xa-r'&pXov-ra
and xxtr&Oe6v (the so-called triple dating) see 261, commentary on line 3 and the
literaturethere cited. The examples are listed by W K. Pritchett (Ancient
AthenianCakndarsonStone,p. 337), by Meritt
and
A.
S.
where
the present text is no. 14).
95,
1964,
78-80,
(TAPA
by
Henry (Prescnipts,
p. 237),
pp.
= 16 xaci& Wc6v,with no prytany date given by reason of the nature of
In 306, Pyanopsion 5 xa-r'&pXov-ra
the enactment. In the present case Meritt supposed that Pyanopsion 8 had been repeated three times, thus making
this decreesixdayslaterin date than306, on the 22nd xat-&Oe6v,whichin turnwouldbe the twenty-secondday

of the fourthprytany.Pyanopsionwillhavebeena fullmonth,andthiswillbe the I0th dayof the year.The prytany
date, as Pritchett showed (see p. 400 above), is regularlyin concord with the date xaci&Oe6v. The length of the line
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requiresthat the expression of date was of this order of magnitude, whether or not this particularhypothesisbe found
acceptable: but Tracy's text did not include it. For Pyanopsion 22 as a day on which the assembly might meet
see J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand Cicil Calendar,p. 76. The retardation of the calendar by the archon, if confined to
Pyanopsion, may have been connected with the celebration of the Apatouria, which took place in that month at
an uncertain date (cf Mikalson, op.cit., p. 79).
Despite the substantial remains of the text, its content and reference remain uncertain. Some allotment
(of territory?)is evidently the concern, and the outcome was of sufficientimportance to warrantrecord on more than
one stele and apparently to involve the whole board of archons (line 36).
Lines 4-5. For the suggested location of the assembly see 167, commentary on lines 6-7. Line 7. It has to
be supposed that the enactment formula was set out in the "perfect design": see 204 and references there. If the
restoration is correct, this is a late example of the arrangement: cf. 266, of 187/6. Lines 13-14. yclyovc0tc. This
spelling of original yerovu(la is normal in the Hellenistic period. Cf. L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 314, 343; Henry,
CQ n.s. 17, 1967, p. 260, and the restorationin 276, line 21.
Line 32. Philotas of Thria. The tombstone IG II2, 6268, dated to the 3rd century B.C., presumably records
unless its style and character may after all permit its attributionto
one of his forebears (cf. Tracy,AicLetticer-Cutters),
the man himself named here. Lines 33-34. The stoa in question is probably that now referred to as the Middle
Stoa, if the place of discovery of the three fragments offers a reliable indication. For stelai erected in front of the
Stoa of Zeus cf. 174 and 186. On the Middle Stoa see AgoraXIV pp. 66-68; AgoraGuide3,pp. 164-166; J. M.
Agora,pp. 175-177.
Camp, Athenian
THE GENOS OF THE EUMOLPIDAI HONORS A HIEROPHANT

306. Three fragments of a stele of Hymettian marble, two of which (a and c) were found to join and received the
same inventory number (I 4389). Fragment a was discovered on January 18, 1937, in a wall of a modern house
over the southwestern part of the Eleusinion (S-T 20), fragment b (I 5556) on September 12, 1938, in a wall of
a modern house southeast of the Market Square and west of the Panathenaic Way (Q-R 20), and fragment c on
March 3, 1937, among marblesfrom the Eleusinion area. Fragmentsa and c, asjoined, preservethe upper left corner
and central section of the stele, with the left edge, upper molding, and original back. They are broken away below
and to the right, and much of the inscribed surface is lost at the junction of the two pieces. Fragment bjoins them
on the right, below the inscribed surface. It is complete above, including (lesswell preserved)remains of the crowning
molding, but is broken elsewhere. The molding, resembling that of 305, consists of a wide upper taenia below which
a quarter-roundmolding descends to a narrower flat band, with brisk apophyge to the inscribed surface. It may,
again as in 305, have been carried around the left side of the stele. Traces of red coloring matter are discernible
in some letters of the text.
Measurements as joined: a + c: H. 0.42 m.; W. 0.315 m.; Th. 0.19 m. (inscribedsurface, 0.162 m.).
b: H. 0.20 m.; W. 0.175 m.; Th. 0.112 m.

a-c: W. (at molding) 0.40 m., (inscribedsurface)0.387 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia11, 1942, pp. 293-298, no. 58, with photographs. Improvedreadingsof lines 13-23 by
R. Hubbe, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 417, where the text for lines 21-23 proposed byJ. and L. Robert (REG 57, 1944,
p. 197, no. 66) was shown to be unacceptable. Full text incorporating revisions, SEG XIX, 124. Further edition,
with certain new readings and restorations, K. Clinton, The SacredOfficialsof the leusinianMysteris (TAPS,n.s. 64,
with photograph fig. 2.
part 3), 1974, pp. 24-27, under no. 11 ('AptaoxXi IIHepEo8r),),
a. 148/7 a.
(a)

5

NON-ETOIX. ca. 38-43
'Ext Auoa&bou&PXOVTro,V[uavo+]6>vo;Ex[ckEttl]
(b)
fxoa xaor&96v, xat& 8 &cp[xovr]a CLLTEL
[ltTa]
Livou' &yopatxupclat v [..f.6. . ]v&lr 'Aiuv[61iaxo;]
EdxXious 'AXaeie e[ticev-1Fe]L]h6 lepopo[vtnr1]
'ApmaroxXvIIep9oloE8[rT);
evou]; re &v 8IrT[eXe]
xat'l'tav txdirost xa[l xowvrLLta]otv EOoX,([lbati],
& epvtr
bepo[
xar,aua,0
EPoyv[o0u &pxovro,]
'Ept
&veve5oaaT6 re rtc[v&vaypap)T]v ,)vroV [... .....]

10

]v &vtr[oo
yepar[.ite]ov
Ex9ovx&pXa()v
'EXeuo.vE]
[T:o
cn xao0'v 8cL 6rbv[&ellep]o<pavr[ou]y[a...c .10....]

(c)
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te8L[86va&(?),xal xar&ix6]
ouvxypa+4avElA[oX7]k(a&L

15

xalXxoaT&
T[&XalXpaxo rsa]
fiXov[ac1Tou
+c<<plpoa
xaXAt
85a Hi&]
toi bSfsoudT&
eoZaJ]Y61yea
[FdTrcL
[bdOi
IaaX6vt[x6 ]v xal EIJoXr&i6v[rrt niar wxpa]
're [lav4wvyxevt]
a flcpo.&P
[ox]etufi xcal(piXotAlc,
vL tv]
[va &]vaypa[cpri]
1^ctayoy tv ofXyj.LXLO(
v
uOvaiv]
[THt'E]Xeuw[tv]ot,xAceX4qjvo [t ioXXiiov
[8El't]Jv [cJ]Xzi6vovbt&-rot xalp[ok tv WxaLJo]
EBuaiv te a6X6q, [xal vv(?) 7p6ao8bov]
[riL 1vwa]JuTil
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t
T*rV f3ouXtvx[. 4.5.
[oroa]&6jievo5
XpS b
[XEp]acOc-avxal

vcep&vwev]

x7ext[ci:v Iva ICpoa68&uv]
[TOX]XiovyLvo,vov teli [T&ledp&al OwctaLauvTeCX(vrTaL]
]
[X&tpLa
[To] Oeo;Cxaxr& TC&
]
[ja]TpElou&iyy[o0

25

&pia

[...]^NK[

]

[

I

This text, like 305, was attributedby S. V Tracy to the "Cutterof Agora 16006": see AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 150,
and 296. The decree is an enactment of the genos of the Eumolpidai, who are concerned in 57 but have left no
in this collection, although their conifrresthe Kerykes, with whom they
other record among the Agora psephismata
were closely associated in the Eleusinian cult organization, are twice represented (77 and 271). For other decrees
of the Eumolpidai, with or without the Kerykes,see IG II2, 1231 (SEGXXX, 98), 1235 (SEGXXIX, 134), and 1236.
Lines 1-4. A fuller statement of the date by archon and festival month, and of the nature of the assembly,
became a feature of enactments of collegiaduring the Hellenistic period, but the precision of the date as expressed
here is noteworthy, as is the addition of the location of the agora. For the double date and the retardation of the
calendar by the archon see 305. The date as prescribed by the archon, Pyanopsion 5, was that of the festival
Proerosia: cf. L. Deubner, AttischeFeste,pp. 68-69; W. K. Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calndars,p. 19; IG l2,
1363 (SEG XXIII, 80, with bibliography). J. D. Mikalson (Sacredand Civil Calendar,pp. 66-67) noted (in quoting
this text and IGII2, 1263 as showing that private associations held meetings on this day) that it did not entail a
"festivalday" either in Athens or in Eleusis.
Line 3. What survived on the stone cannot be identified with a known locale. If the delta may be regarded
as an error, &v['EXeuat]v{8}E)l would answer the spatial requirements: but when the Eleusinion is named, the
definite article is apparently always used (as elsewhere in the present text), save perhaps in IGII2, 2317, line 48,
of ca. 160 B.C. (AgoraIII, pp. 80-81, no. 216). If IG II2, 1045 is another copy of this decree (see below), it is to be noted
that one of the three stelai there prescribedwas to be set up in the Eleusinion, where the fragmentsof the present text
were discovered.
Lines 3-4. Amynomachos of Halai (PA739) was himself hierophantes at a later date; cf. Clinton, op.cit., p. 27,
no. 12 and IG II2, 3469 as read by Meritt, Hesperia11, 1942, p. 297. He was evidently a much younger brother or
half-brotherof the Aristoklesof Perithoidai(PA1881)honored in this decree and had been adopted by Euklesof Halai.
On Aristokles'age and the precise relationshipwith Amynomachos see the discussion by Clinton ad loc. Aristokles'
contributions to the fund catalogued in IG II2, 2332, lines 49-52 coincided with the year of his appointment to his
priestly office. That office he had by now held for thirty-fiveyears, and it was perhaps his retirement (in favor of
his brother or half-brother?)that occasioned the vote of honors. It was once proposed (by E. Vanderpool)that IG II2,
1045 (now in Leningrad/St. Petersburg),of which Clinton provided a text and photograph (op.cit., pp. 119-120,
with fig. 15), with its references to tep]oycvrTr
S 'Apoa[--- in line 5 and to 'ApwroxXEoucin line 9, might form
of
this
but
this
be maintained: but it may be another copy of the same decree,
cannot
decree,
part
proposition
inscribed by the same hand. See further Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 155-156), who identified Aristokles with the
['Iepo$pv]trl Nouyp&8ouIIheptOoEqof IG II2, 1934, line 6, a text redated by him and included among the output
of the "Cutter of Agora I 6006". The same man, in his youth, appears among the ephebes of SEG XXII, 101 at
line 25 (= SEGXXVIII, 200, line 28), a list belonging to the archonshipof Sostratos(210/09 or 209/8); by the date of
this decree he will, in consequence, have been some eighty years of age. For the year of Hermogenes (line 7), when he
took office, see p. 381 above. Cf. also C. Habicht, Untrsuchkwgen,
p. 152, note 10.
Line 8. So Clinton: btaypacp]ivand (adin.) [tepocp&vrou]
Meritt. Line 10. tepoyi(pvr[r]v [...........]
Meritt.
Line 11. EIIIAI[. ...
Clinton. Lines 11-12. Unless by chance Philonautes' decree is represented by
xal xTXA.]
IG I3, 6, it is not otherwise identifiable. Lines 13-14. t[ipraTTrevia T&X(]Ovn
Meritt, Hubbe. The last letter visible in
line 13 is not epsilon, as Clinton observed: Clinton took it as kappa, restoring x[aTaYp&p&e 8aa txpEXO]ny),
but this
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may be judged too lengthy for the space available. Line 19. v0v was criticized byJ. and L. Robert, oc. cit., but
was retained by Hubbe though omitted by Clinton. Considerationsof space seem to recommend it. Forthe extended
form of the phraseology in lines 19-20 as evidenced at this period cf. IG II2, 971 (M. J. Osborne, Naturalization
I,
D
lines
of
140/39
B.C.
Other
are
of
later
date.
The
Naturalization
11-13,
102,
II, pp. 189-191),
examples
pp. 213-216,
rather than tygavlteCv.
earliest dated example, IG II2, 950 (SEGXVIII, 22), lines 6-7, of 165/4, uses &dxyyMTXcvL
this was rejected byJ. and L. Robert as without
Meritt, and later Hubbe, read [yv6l4)v lvecydvlev (or yv6taQ;C)]:
parallel, although enactments of collgia, while generally imitative of those of the body politic, did not always adhere
precisely to the formulaic rules. Clinton'sproposed cxal comes awkwardlyhere and may be too short for the lacuna;
but a substitute for it is not readily come by.
Line 21. So Clinton. Ctexjp[u&ev Meritt, Hubbe, criticized byJ. and L. Robert. For the reading see Clinton's
Meritt (Hesperia
29, 1960, p. 417). Line 24. Clinton'sreading and restorationreplace
commentary. Line 22. [itoX]X&v
the
the [....]OTArl
of
ditio
princeps.
[---

AN OFFICIAL OF A GENOS OR SIMILAR ORGANIZATION HONORED

307. The upper right section of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 2165), with the right side and original rough-picked
back preserved, but which is broken elsewhere, discovered on December 17, 1934, in a wall of a modern house
east of the southern part of the Odeion (N-O 11). The stele is surmounted by a molding consisting of a broad upper
taenia with an ovolo beneath it descending with a sharplyturning profile and straightlower section to a narrowerflat
band. The molding returns around the right side of the stele. Below it, a small apophyge effects the transition to
the inscribed surface, with an uninscribed space of 0.024 m. intervening before the first line of the decree. Line 1
of the text is inscribed on the upper taenia, which serves also as the floor for relief sculpture set between antas.
The representationis of a draped figure,possibly the honorand himself, half-turnedleftwardsto an altar in the center
of the composition (cf. lines 5-6 of the decree).
H. 0.263 m.; W. 0.262 m.; Th. 0.128 m.
LH. (ine 1) 0.013 m., (lines 2-6) 0.009 m. (sigma 0.011 m.).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, p. 273, no. 12, with photograph pl. 79. See also SEG XXV, 126.
NON-ETOIX. ca. 35-40

a. 145/4 a., velpaullopost
[e
[----------

5

C]

o

E.

o-]8ou 'AXyoaolo

eciev

&PX(av
xaraTar
[nnet. ------O]tvaxio
rv Ild 'Est xpOou &pXov
[Oelt -------elC]
[roS twvaur6v 69uaev T O.w9la &ac
x]Ma9Oxov
hv xal
ni[p]
[-----------------caXX4-pT)]qev

[---

-------

------

]-]

The writing is undistinguished and somewhat clumsy,with multiple chisel blows discernible in certain strokes,
in
e.g., the delta and mu of line 2. Apices or slight widening may be seen on a few "free ends" of strokes. Sigma
is clumsily large and wide angled; the crossbar of alpha is straight, tending to slope downwards from left to right.
The circular letters and especially the loop of rho are awkwardlyexecuted, and the strokes are in many instances
badly placed orjoined. The spacing of the lettering is very variable. S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cuttes,
p. 251) classed it as
"unfamiliar"and made no attributionof it to an identifiablecraftsman:but he saw it as in some respects derivativeof
the style of the " Cutter of IG II2 783", for whom see 293.
Meritt interpreted the text as probablybestowing public honors upon an Athenian who had been archon in one
of the overseas dependencies such as Imbros or Skyros. The truncatedprescripthowever indicates that this may well
be an enactment not of the boule and demos but of some subdivision,whether religiousor secular,of the body politic.
Apart from its use for the nine chief officers of the Athenian state and for governors or representativesabroad (as
the "archons in the cities" in the period of the Athenian Empire of the 5th century), the tide of archon is found in
Attic cult organizstions (cf. 324 and 325 with referencesthere)and is also attested for the ytvr) of the Eumolpidaiand
Kerykes(IG II2, 1235, line 24, 1236, line 19), for the Mesogeioi (IG II2, 1244, line 6, 1247, lines 28-29, 1248, line 2),
and for the Eikadeis (IG II2, 1258, line 22). The structureof the decree doubtless resembled that of IG II2, 1235. It
may be tentativelyconcluded that the honorand had fulfilledhis year of office at the head of an organization largely if
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not wholly concerned with cult or ritual and that the relief sculptureemphasized that aspect of his duties. The honors

will havebeen paid to him in the yearfollowinghis tenure,but a slightpostponementcannotbe discounted.On
the prescriptsee also the briefmentionby A. S. Henry,Prescripts,
p. 92.
Line 4. The archon Epikratesis named in the Dclian decree ID 1505 discussedabove (p. 427) in connection with
the year of Lysiades. There it is shown to have followed directlyupon the year of Archon, generally dated to 147/6 on

the basisof ID 1952 and 2589, line 25. His ypittircek, Xen----of Sypalettos,gave some clue to, and at the
same time has posed seriousproblemsconcerning,the secretarycycle at an otherwiseobscureperiod. Although
he andArchonhadat firstbeenplacedin thebiennium151-149(IGII2,iv, 1,p. 20),theirassignmentto 147-145has
not until comparatively recently been in doubt. See W. B. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens,pp. 239 and 265 (cf. also
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TribalCycks,p. 30; Dinsmoor,AthnianArclonList,p. 193;W.K. Pritchettand Meritt,
233);W.S. Ferguson,Athenian
Pritchett
and
0. Neugebauer,Calendars,
Chronology,
p. xxx;
26, 1957,p. 96, Athenian
rear,pp. 228
p. 86; Meritt,Hesperia
and 237, TAPA95, 1964, pp. 254-255, Hesperia
A.
E.
andRomanChronology,
33, 1964,p. 207;
Samuel,Greek
1972,
p. 219; Meritt,Historia26, 1977, p. 184. The secretarycycle was evidentlybrokenat this point, for the notion
of a divideddeme,withSypalettosB belongingto Attalis(XII)andso preservingthe regularityof the cycle,cannotbe
maintaineddespitewhat H. B. Mattinglycalled"heroicefforts"in its advocacy.See Mattingly,Historia20, 1971,
p. 32;J. S. Traill,PoliicalOrganization,
26, 1977,pp. 165-166.
pp. 10-11, 85, 121;Meritt,Historia
C. Habichthas proposedto moveboth archonsbackby one year,to 148/7 and 147/6 respectively,to accord
with his interpretationof the data of LD2589 (Hesperia
57, 1988, pp. 238, 242, 246); see p. 428 above, on the
archonshipof Lysiades.The caseis not compelling,and,as in theyearof Lysiades,the generallyaccepteddatinghas
been retainedhere.
Line 6. ----]qev

6t6 Meritt. For the reading cf., e.g., IG II2, 1030, line 17.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF DIOKLES, 139/8 B.C.
That Diokles was archon in the year 139/8 was established by G. Daux (Hesperia16, 1947, pp. 55-57) in
the light of a decree of a group of orgeones concerned with the cult of Aphrodite (N. Kyparissis and
W. Peek, AthMit 66, 1941, pp. 228-232, no. 4), praising in the archonship of Timarchos the good
services of one Serapion, son of Poseidonios, who had served as the group's epimeletes in Diokles' year.
Diokles' association with Timarchos, himself firmly dated to 138/7 (see W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt,
Chronology,
p. xxxi; Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 184) was in apparent contradiction to the indication
of ID 1580, in which the epheboi of Diokles' year honored Prince Nikomedes of Bithynia, with the
inclusion of other prosopographical detail whereby any year between 167/6 and 112/11 seemed to be
excluded. Daux demonstrated that this restrictionwas unreal and that 139/8 was in fact a suitable date
for the Delian text.
Timarchos' year had a ypaltiT 6eugfrom the phyle Kekropis (VIII); see IG II2, 974. The secretary
cycle thus required his predecessor in Diokles' term of office to be of Oineis (VII), and Daux tentatively
suggested that IG II2, 978 could be restored with the name of Diokles as archon and a ypajcllJ~e6q
Kephalos, son of Kephalos, whose demotic could be suitably [IIeptol8]r7): but this hypothesis was
destroyed by the discovery of AgoraXV, 173 and the confirmation that Kephalos was ypay iaxTeu in the
archonship of Euthykritos (189/8 B.C.). 308 gives evidence of a ypoa -reat?ufrom Thria, also part
of Oineis, at some time in the middle to later part of the 2nd century. Considerations of space, as
well as evidence of other Ypartjete from Oineis during the period concerned, suggested the name
either of Zaleukos, who is likely to have served as archon in 151/50, or of Diokles as suited to the
lacuna in the first line. There are good reasons for the adoption of either alternative, but of these
two possibilities the year of Diokles is preferable, and it may indeed be desirable to find for 308 a
date even later in the century; see the commentary ad loc.
For 139/8 as the year of Diokles see also Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 96, TheAthenianrear,p. 237,
Historia26, 1977, p. 184; C. Habicht, Hesperia57, 1988, p. 237. Earlier attributions of Diokles to
104/3 (W. B. Dinsmoor, Athenian
ArchonList, pp. 201-203; Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxxv) or to
95/4 (Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athns, pp. 280, 289; W. S. Ferguson, AthenianTribal
Cycles,p. 32) are of
historical interest.
If 308 does belong to this year, Hippothontis is known to have held the ninth
prytany in it. It
was the ninth year in Meton's sixteenth cycle, and the calendar equation of 308
suggests that it was an
ordinary year, as the cycle prescribed (cf. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 236).
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KLEOMACHIDES OF LARISA HONORED
308. The upper right corner of a flat-topped stele of Pentelic marble (I 5469), broken below and to the left but
with the original back preserved, discovered on May 25, 1938, in the 19th-century repair of the Post-Herulian
Wall opposite Klepsydra (T 27). The inscribed surface is flaked off before reaching the preserved right edge.
The battered crowning molding consists of an ovolo surmounting a narrow taenia, with a gentle apophyge
to the inscribed face, below which there is an uninscribed space of 0.018 m. before the first line of the text.
This fragment (hereafter fragment a) was subsequently identified by C. Habicht as the upper part of the
monument of which a small piece is preserved as IG II2, 933 (hereafter fragment b). The latter is in the
Epigraphical Museum (E.M. 2658); its date and place of discovery are not on record. The two fragments do not
join.
a: H. 0.226 m.; W. 0.26 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
b: H. 0.33 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. ca. 0.007 m.
Ed. a: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 76-77, no. 154, with photograph pl. 23. See also SEG XIX, 102,
with further reference toJ. and L. Robert, REG 74, 1961, p. 157, no. 264. b: IG II2, 933. a and b: C. Habicht,
ZPE 20, 1976, pp. 193-199; see SEG XXVI, 112. On the dating see further remarks by Habicht (Hesperia
57, 1988, p. 246) and S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 167, note 1).
NON-ETOIX. ca. 44
a. 139/8 a.(?),pryt. IX
int
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(b)

[f pouX)^]
xa[l 6 bipos]
(in corona)

[K]XeoJiaX(

.~v
N7)V

5

[Kp]aoxrvou
[Aaptaato]v.
of the editioprinceps,with new readings of no material consequence
text
is
that
In
lines
1-6
the
a:
Fragment
in lines 3 and 4; in lines 7-12 the restorations are those of Habicht, ZPE 20, 1976, pp. 193-199, with a
consequential supplement in fragment b, line 6. Lines 8-9. Aa[7iTxpia Meritt; J. and L. Robert proposed an
ethnicum such as Aa[jciaxxlv6v. Line 11. a7o]u8)S J. and L. Robert; po]uXi) Meritt. Ad fin. piXontL[oaq
oW68v]Habicht, for which the available space is insufficient. The association of the two
Tr)s]Meritt; ypAXoL([lacta
name of the honorand in line 8 of fragment a and, as a result, the approximate
the
established
fragments
extent of the lacuna before the verb. Fragment b: Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 169) noted that whereas line 1
--line
as
in larger letters, of the same
KA--concludes
the
is
written
2
(read
decree,
by Kirchner)
evidently
size as those within the stephanos.
The writing is plain and rather scrappy in character and in places somewhat crowded. Omega is particularly
awkward in execution. It is of relevance to the dating of the text that alpha has a broken crossbar, theta
a central stroke in replacement of the dot, and that the external strokes of sigma are parallel, those of mu almost
so. Moreover, the two upright strokes of pi are of equal length.
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Meritt's attribution of the decree to 139/8 is retained here but for convenience rather than from firm
conviction. The dating depends upon the coordination of five distinct criteria that cannot be completely resolved
either individually or in combination. They may be considered separately as follows (nos. 1-4 in the order
of their appearance in the text):
1. The archon's name. In the genitive case it requires from 7 to 9 letters. This will accommodate Diokles,
most archons of the later 150's and early 140's (depending upon the validity or otherwise of the secretary
cycle during that period), and one later possibility discussed below.
2. The nature of the year. It is likely that the year was ordinary, for line 3 allows little latitude for the
alternative. The date restored there represents the 236th day of an ordinary year. If the year were interalary,
the festival date Elaphebolion 9 would represent the 274th or 275th day, i.e., the eighteenth or nineteenth of the
ninth prytany, for the expression of which there is insufficient space. (For assemblies on Elaphebolion 9 seeJ. D.
Mikalson, Sacredand Ciil Cakndar,pp. 124-126.) Among the years considered in the next paragraph (other
than 139/8), 103/2 is known to have been ordinary and 127/6 intercalary. If the cycles operated normally,
154/3, 151/50, 149/8, and 147/6 would have been intercalary, 115/14 and other years between 153/2 and
148/7 ordinary.
3. The ypactl,ateg. Within the latter part of the 2nd century, a ypa IOaxrE from Oineis (VII) is to
be looked for in 151/50, 139/8, 127/6, 115/14, and 103/2. The ypfaLrptxa; of 127/6 and 103/2 are known
and differ from the evidence of the present text. It is also known that there was a break in the cycle in 146/5 (see
Meritt, Historia26, 1977, pp. 166 and 184 and 307). This provides the opportunity to discount the operation of
the cycle over a longer period, if to do so assists in the resolution of the problem; cf. Habicht, Hesperia57, 1988,
p. 246.
4. The prosopography. The name in line 7 does not help. Meritt suggested that the Nikanor at whose
instance the honors here decreed had been initiated was Nikanor, son of ---okles, whose funerary monument
survives as IG II2, 7845, noting that Kirchner's date there recorded of "post fin. s. IV a." did not exclude
a date in the 2nd century. Indeed the lettering of that text certainly suggests that a 2nd-century dating is
appropriate for it, and Kirchner himself tentatively so dated it under PA 10698. If IG II2, 7845 was to any
degree symmetrically disposed, it should read [N]Lx[]vop | [Nox]oxXoou I [.... .]c, and there is therefore
no connection to be found in it with the family of the better-known Ntxdvwp Ncxdvopoq Aeuxovoetc of the next
generation. Habicht (ZPE 20, 1976, pp. 193-199) was able to define more precisely the space available for
the demotic in lines 7-8 and preferred an association with the Ntxivop NtxoxXtouc 'PaPovo(atoc of IG II2,
7361 (saec.I p.), whose demotic exactly fits it (as indeed would AeuxovoctS).
Of greater significance is the identity of the honorand himself, shown by Habicht to have been Kleomachides,
son of Kratinos, of Larisa in Thessaly. His was a prominent family, members of which are attested in various
contexts in the earlier part of the century: see J. Pouilloux, BCH 79, 1955, pp. 456-457 (cf. SEG XV, 370, c,
lines 38-42) and Habicht, op.cit., pp. 193-194. In view of the likely stemma of Kleomachides and his connections,
Habicht (p. 197) decided that an earlier rather than a later date which accorded with the requirements of
criterion 3 above would be suitable: thus 151/50, when it was thought that the archon was Epainetos. Later,
having removed Epainetos to 166/5, he substituted Zaleukos as the archon of 151/50, an attribution already
made by Meritt (Historia,loc. cit.): with either archon a ypa.aTxcrrf from Oineis (VII) remains appropriate.
However, since the archon Epikrates, whom he assigned to 147/6, had a YpayalrTe6i from Kekropis (VIII),
Habicht further suggested that the archon Archon's ypaVattxe6q in the preceding year may have belonged
to Oineis and that the present text could in consequence be assigned to 148/7. Cf. SEG XXXVIII, 109. Tracy
(op. cit., p. 168), referring to a stemma of Kleomachides' family provided by H. Kramolisch (Die Strategendes
Thessa&schen
Bundesvom ahr 196 v. Chr.bis zumAusgangderrtmischen
[Demetrias
RepubUk
II], 1978, p. 29), noted that
the names Kleomachides and Kratinos alternated in that branch of the family and that the person honored here
might therefore belong to a later generation that that envisaged by Habicht.
5. The style of the lettering. The idiosyncratic style of the mason who inscribed this text stands almost in a

class by itself. Tracy (loc.cit.) made this inscription the name piece of the "Cutter of Agora I 5469" and provided
a photograph of it (fig. 25). He gave the date of the mason's floruit as 151/50, guided by the indications
of dating adopted by Habicht in 1976. But he also observed the elements of comparative lateness in the
letter forms already described and urged with justice that these "suggest, but do not absolutely demand, a
date nearer 100 B.C." To this may be added that IG II2, 1037, an ephebic text, which is the only other
inscription Tracy attributed to this craftsman, was dated by Kirchner "in. s. I a."
It may well be that the year of Diokles best answers the various and discordant demands of these five
criteria. On the other hand, it may be useful to consider the claim of the archon Nausias, who held office nearer
to the end of the century, in 115/14; see Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 186. Attribution to this date satisfies the
criterion of inscriptional style. The year will have been ordinary (criterion 2), and his
yW(paeL will have been
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a member of the phyle Oineis (criterion 3). The family history of the honorand can probably be accommodated
to such a date (criterion 4); and the space available in the prescript does not preclude Nsusias' name in the
genitive case (criterion 1). For the evidence concerning Nsusiat' year see W. B. Dinsmoor, Athnian Arc/onList,
p. 199.

Line 4. Forthe locationof the assemblysee 167, commentaryon lines 6-7. Lines7-8. Forthe phraseology
Meritt compared IG 112, 896, 971, and 978 (the two latter using itpav(icLv rather than de&oaECvecv).
It is
regular in the case of honors paid to prytaneis, for which see AgoraXV, passim.
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THE ARCHONSHIP

OF DIONYSIOS

"WHO SUCCEEDED

TIMARCHIDES",

135/4 B.C.

The discovery of the upper section of I 2145, a prytany decree later reedited as Agora XV, 243 (cf.
SEG XII, 101), gave the full title of this archon, a formula of distinction which the frequency of

the name Dionysios made advisable (cf. the archons of 128/7 and 112/11 and S. Dow, Hesperia4,
1935, p. 78). Its effect was described by W. K. Pritchett, Hesperia9, 1940, pp. 129-132. With the
prytany text he associated IG II2, 887; and 309, when published, provided a third decree attributableto
Dionysios' year. Cf. ID 2566, in which P. Roussel (REA34, 1932, p. 201) had indeed already suggested
the restoration of Dionysios' name in its full form and had posited the connection with IG II2, 887,
hesitantly adding ID 1750 also. W. B. Dinsmoor, who had information of the new fragment of I 2145 in
advance of its publication (AthenianArchonList, pp. 195-196), observed that the new discovery served to

confirm Roussel's hypothesis and to show that Theolytos, the ypptltliare of Dionysios' year, whose
personal name but not demotic is preserved in IG II2, 887, came from Amphitrope (Antiochis XI),
thus assuring 135/4 as his date by reference to the secretary cycle. Timarchides' date had already been
assured by his association with the Delian gymnasiarch Satyrion (ID 1922), traceable in the sequence of

gymnasiarchs provided by ID 2589. Cf. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Atns, pp. 229-233. Dionysios' date
has been a secure point in the reconstructed archon list since 1940. See Pritchett and B. D. Meritt,

Chronology,pp. xxxi-xxxii; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,p. 75; Meritt, Hesperia 26, 1957,
p. 96, Athenian rear, p. 237; H. B. Mattingly, Historia 20, 1971, pp. 44-46; Meritt, Historia 26, 1977,

p. 185.
Earlier assessments of this archon, based solely upon IG II2, 887, had placed him variously between

194 and 189 (Dinsmoor,Archonsof Athens,p. 254), "before or after 200" (W. S. Ferguson,AthenianTribal
Cycles,p. 34), or in the early 2nd century (IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 22-23 and IG II2, 887, in comm.). In
publishing the first-discoveredsection of AgoraXV, 243, in which the first lines showed no more than
the first four letters of Dionysios' name, Dow regarded the lettering as of the early 2nd century, and this
appeared to accord with the dating then favored; see Dow, Prytaneis,pp. 112-113, no. 56.
AgoraXV, 243 demonstrated that Dionysios' year was intercalary in the Athenian festival calendar,
offering two dates, Gamelion 29 = pryt. VIII, 11 and Gamelion 22 = pryt. VIII, 4. Cf. Pritchett
and Neugebauer, loc. cit.. No adequate dates are preserved in IG II2, 887 or in 309, and no date at

all in AgoraXV, 244. That 135/4 was intercalary accorded with the pattern of Meton's arrangement, in

which the year was the thirteenth in the sixteenth cycle. Cf. Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 166. Of
phylai in prytany only VIII Ptolemais is known. The ninth prytany saw in office a phyle with ca. 9
letters in its name, and Leontis therefore (IG II2, 887) held some prytany other than the eighth or ninth.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
309. Three small joining fragments of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 6003), broken on all sides, discovered
together onJune 11, 1947, among destruction debris on the floor of the Civic Offices (I 12). The striations of a

toothed chisel are visibleon the largestfragment,runningin both diagonaldirections.
Measurements as joined: H. 0.06 m.; W. 0.15 m.; Th. 0.026 m.

LH. 0.006 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia17, 1948, pp. 22-23, no. 10, with photographpl. 7.
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NON-ETOIX. ca. 52
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This stele was, in the judgment of S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cuzttes,
p. 150), the work of the "Cutter of
Agora I 6006" and is the last example in this collection of his very considerable output. Indeed this is the latest
year to which a text attributable to him can be firmly dated. For his career and characteristics see 296.
The attribution to 135/4 and the restorationsshowing the officials of that year, based on AgoraXV, 243, are
those of the editi princeps.It would be equally possible to ascribe the text to 128/7, with the readings [roi0 Isr&
Aux?axov xrX.] in line 1 and [L -----voC KeyapfOev typos] in line 2, reducing the length of line to
ca. 50 letters. However, even before Tracy's studies set the matter on a more secure footing, Meritt had observed
that the lettering so closely resembled that of AgoraXV, 243 that the same mason was probably responsible for
both texts. The "Cutter of Agora I 6006" had already, by 135/4, enjoyed a long career, and to presume
its extension as far as 128/7, while of course possible, might be injudicious.
Line 2. Theolytos' funerary monument is preserved as IG II2, 5611, there dated "s. II/I a.". The name is
not otherwise met with in Attic prosopography but is to be found elsewhere (e.g., Thucydides 2.102).

DECREE IN HONOR OF MENODOROS (OR ZENODOROS), SON OF EUMENES, OF TRINEMEA
310. Eighteen fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, one of them now lost and another known only from
a squeeze, ten of which combine to produce a united section preserving the full width of the monument, much
of either edge, and part of the foot, including a tenon for insertion into a separate base or foundation. A
nineteenth fragment, attributed to the stele in the editioprincps (where it is designated fragment a), does not
belong to this decree and was subsequently reedited separately as AgoraXV, 245. In this edition the fragments
are therefore redesignated, and a line omitted in the edio princepshas been included, with consequentially revised
line numeration from line 28 onward. Details of the separate fragments, some composed of reunited pieces
found together, are as follows:
a. Three joined fragments (I 4798 c), together preserving the left side and original rough-picked back
but broken elsewhere, discovered on May 20, 1938, in the original filling of the Post-Herulian Wall, south
of the Eleusinion (T 21).
b. A fragment (E.M. 2404) identified by E. Schweigert among material in the Epigraphical Museum at
Athens, joining fragment a above and fragment c below. The left edge and original back of the stele are
preserved on it, but it is broken elsewhere.
c. Also attributed to this monument by Schweigert, this small fragment (I 4522) makes -ajoin at its top edge
with fragment b; it preserves the left edge of the stele but is broken elsewhere. Discovered on February 16, 1937,
at a Roman level south of the Stoa of Attalos (P 12).
d. Three joined fragments (I 4798 d), together preserving the right edge and original back of the stele,
discovered on May 20 and 21, 1938, in the same context as fragment a. At the left the configuration of
this combined piece comes roughly to a point, and on the upper side of this point it makes a join with the lower
right of fragment a.
e. A fragment composed of four joining pieces (I 4920), identified by Schweigert as part of this monument,
discovered on May 24, 1937, in the fill of the Post-Herulian Wall, south of the Eleusinion (T 20). It preserves
part of the left side of the stele but is otherwise broken. Its bottom edge makes a join with fragmentf
f: A small triangular fragment (E.M. 2402), preserving part of the left side but otherwise broken, which
was identified in the Epigraphical Museum by Schweigert and found by him to join at its upper edge the
lower part of fragment e.
g. A large fragment mended from two pieces (I 4798), preserving the lower right corner of the stele and the
original back. The inscribed surface is broken away in its upper right quarter, but this fragmented piece survived
independently to be recorded as IG II2, 937 (fragment h below). Discovered on April 28, 1937, in the same
context as fragment a.
h. IG II2, 937, now lost, copied by K. S. Pittakys and stated by J. Kirchner to be, or to have been, in
the Hypapanti Church.
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j. A fiagment preservingthe originalback (I 4798 b), reachingto the last line of the text, though not
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to the bottom of the stele, but broken elsewhere, discovered on May 19, 1938, in the same context as fragment a.
k. A fragment known only from a squeeze in the collection of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton,
NJ., identified by S. V Tracy and referred to by him as IG II2, 937, fragment x. It evidently makes a join
with fragment g at the upper right of the latter and with fragment d at that fiagment's lowest point, and
it extends to the right edge of the stele.
a, as joined: H. 0.415 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.145 m.
b: H. 0.125 m.; W. 0.105 m.; Th. ca 0.15 m.
c: H. 0.096 m.; W. 0.077 m.; Th. 0.047 m.
d, as joined: H. 0.34 m.; W. 0.31 m.; Th. 0.15 m.
e, as joined: H. 0.195 m.; W. 0.135 m.; Th. 0.05 m.
f: H. 0.123 m.; W. ca. 0.07 m.; Th. ca. 0.05 m.
g, as joined: H. 0.58 m.; W. 0.25 m.; Th. 0.155 m.
h: No detail.
j: H. 0.25 m.; W. 0.24 m.; Th. ca. 0.15 m.
k: No detail.
LH. 0.011 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia36, 1967, pp. 59-63, no. 6, with photograph pl. 21. See SEG XXIV, 135 and
and
L. Robert, REG 81, 1968, p. 446, no. 190. The study promised in this last context by L. Robert
J.
subsequently appeared in 'Apx. 'EP., 1969, pp. 1-6, no. I. Revised text, inclusive of fragment k and of Meritt's
omitted line, S. V Tracy, GRBS29, 1988, pp. 383-388, with photograph of the squeeze of fragment k, pl. 1. See
also SEG XXXVIH, 112.
NON-STOIX. ca. 38-44

ca. a. 135 a.
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Meritt, for historical reasons, set the date of this decree as ca. 170 B.C.: but the character of the lettering

undoubtedlysuggestsa later date, and it was in the processof investigatingthis that Tracy was able to add
fragmentk to the text. In the event, he identifiednine inscriptionsas the workof the masonwho producedthe
stele underdiscussion(312-315 being amongthem)and entitledhim the "Cutterof IG II2 937" on the basisof
this text. See AtticLeter-Cuttrs,
pp. 173-180, with photographof fragmentg as representativeof the name
The
text
attributable
to this craftsmanthat may be firmlydatedbelongsto 131/30 B.C. Tracy
27.
only
piece, fig.
definedhis floruitas "ca.135-123/2" andjustlydescribedhis workas unusuallypreciseand elegant. Alphahas
a brokencrossbar;the two uprightsof mu and the two outer strokesof sigma are parallel. Serifs or apices
are used neatlyand with exactitude.
The above text, with I 4758 omitted and the lines renumbered, accords for the most part with that of
Tracy; the readings are in general those of the editioprinceps,with some minor revisions and with account taken of

the proposalsof L. Robert. Merittintroducedno restorationsinto lines 1-15, wherethe supplementsshownwere
proposedby Tracy,adiuvantC. Habicht;they surelyreflectthe likelytenor of the decree,even if word-for-word

exactitude cannot be guaranteed. The remainder, except in the section augmented by fragment k, repeats for the
most part the restorations suggested by Robert; more significant variations are indicated below. The complete,
partial, or nonvisible state of letters at the edge of a fragment is viewed differently by different observers, but the

identityof the lettersin question,in almostall cases, is in no doubt.

The dating required by the stylistic considerations excludes the attribution of the decree to the context of

the reign of AntiochosIV Epiphanes(175-163 B.C.) as proposedby Meritt,and Tracyarguedfor an association
with AntiochosVII Euergetes,nicknamedSidetes,whose reign (139-129 B.C.)more accuratelycoincidedwith
the craftsman'scareer. But the restorationsof the first ten lines assume an allusionto an earliergeneration,
and lines 26-37 evidentlylook back in particularto the munificenceof AntiochosIV towardsAthens among
the benefactionsof the Seleucidswhich Meno/Zenodorosdetailedto his Athenianaudience. Meritt assumed
that the statue referredto in line 46 was that of Epiphanes,a view adopted also by H. A. Thompsonand
R. E. Wycherleyin AgoraXIV, p. 159, note 218; cf. AgoraIII, p. 208. This may be correct: but Sidetes
could have been so honored if he had been taking troubleto renew close ties with Athens, and his statue
would be the naturalcompanionfor that of his ambassador.
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Meritt proposed the name of the honorand (lines 3 and 4) as Menodoros and identified him with the
Menodoros of OGIS 315, an envoy of the priest of Pessinos to King Attalos II of Pergamon. Robert discounted
this identification, Menodoros being no uncommon name, and observed also that the name could be Zenodoros
no less than that suggested, a point remaining valid even though Meritt's identification is to be rejected.
Line 4. Tpopypc;x[al tOT)v6t.The intial tau is visible, despite the [r]poqpec of Meritt and Robert, and Tracy
correctly showed it so. The supplement is that of Robert, who developed a discussion of the titles, 'Apx. 'Ep.,
1969, pp. 5-6, with notes. Line 11. By reason of the grant to his father, the present honorand appears in
lines 42-43 with his Athenian demotic: if the restorations are acceptable, it may not be just, or strictly accurate,
to refer to him as "naturalized"and to categorize him as a foreigner; see A. S. Henry, Honours,p. 289, note 76.
Line 11. See Robert, op. cit., pp. 4-5, with discussion of the meaning of XaiOpjoq. Lines 13-14. Robert
which would leave insufficient room
cit.,
p. 6, note 4) proposed Tfx; rte xtp6b 6v rpaotAxayLXocrrop]yaTq,
(op.
for the completion of satisfactory sense in the preceding phrase. On iplXocropyta see Robert, HellenicaXIII,
1965, pp. 38-42. Line 15. &ito[--- Meritt, Robert, but the delta is clear; &icoB8[elet Tracy; &ico8[6aot?is also
a possibility. Lines 18-19. So Meritt. Robert suggested ipo6yav, adopted also by Tracy (for npoaxycaYcf 266,
line 10); but there is space for a final letter in line 18, and the preceding letters were so engineered as to provide
for it (contrast line 25). Line 19. xoIvet here, but xotvfL in line 24.
Line 22. x8]]oxev Robert, 'ApX.'Eq., 1969, p. 2, note 2, followed by Tracy; apt8p5]oxev
Meritt.
Line 24. x[p&cr]ecao0tMeritt, a supplement Robert affected not to understand, regarding the sense as requiring
o is preferred
But this is too long for the lacuna, and Robert's less-favored suggestion n[op(C]oat
7[eptyev]]aOcaL.
here; it was also adopted by Tracy. Lines 25-26. X6you; Tracy; tpo[a]r)vyxatt[o 6n6rdvrvia6]itrp fv Meritt.
There seems no room for the sigma at the end of line 25, although Tracy retained it. Robert (op. cit., p. 3,
note 3) again did not understand Meritt's supplement (there misquoted). Some statement before the people
and left
is evidently being described. Lines 27-28. So Robert, op. cit., p. 3. Meritt restored cp[iX]av [---line 27 otherwise without restoration.
Lines 30-31.

---]iTrcov

eXoaaporo0va[t]

et[---

Meritt in ditione principe. EOX&ptoroq was a tite of

Ptolemy V Epiphanes, king of Egypt, and Meritt subsequently thought that this might be a reference to him: see
SEG XXIV, loc. cit. Robert was content to characterize eXoapmroOvaxas enigmatic. Alpha however concludes
line 30, and the first three letters of line 31 are more correctly read as SIQf. E6XapLto'ov therefore may
represent a form in -oo of the verb e6XapLotrev. For variant stems in contracted verbs see E. Schwyzer,
GriechicheGrammatik
I, 1939, pp. 727-729, with references there. The note on this passage by L. Threatte,
cannot
now stand. For the active infinitive after &iros cf. Thucydides 1.138.3. &neXoyla]aro
Grammar,
p. 269,
Meritt.
Robert, Tracy; ---]axo
Line 35. x]ptoaoC Meritt; --]pbega Tracy. Line 36. That two letters towards the end of the line were
engraved in rasurawas noticed by Tracy (so also the rasuracof line 37 and 53). A rasurasupposed by him
in line 49, accommodating the second and third letters visible there, is less sure. Line 37. The "hortatory
intention" here reflects the wish of the demos not only to reward benefactors but also to be seen to be doing so
(in order to encourage emulation). See 173, commentary on line 2 and references there. The same sentiment is
more fully expressed in 261, lines 38-41. Line 38. &yarOt
tXeL. See 72, commentary on lines 7-8.
Lines 42-43. Meno/Zenodoros and his family are not known beyond the evidence of this text. Line 43. idn
For the phraseology see Henry, Honours,p. 11. The anomaly pointed out in Henry's note
let xpoatpct(t.
(p. 20, note 59) is remedied by the revised dating of the text. The phrase xar& x6v v6Aov accompanying
the reference to the golden stephanos is now lacking in the formula: for the omission see Henry, Honours,
pp. 27-28. Line 44. &pecx and eOvota are among the stock virtues for which honorands are commended.
For the form of words here cf. IG II2, 682, lines 73-75, 261, lines 46-47, and Henry, Honours,p. 43.
Lines 45-48. The honor of a statue was a great rarity; see Henry, Honours,pp. 294-296 and 233,
commentary on lines 11-12, as well as 240. What, as it seems, is unique here is that the generals are made
responsible for the proclamation of both the stephanos and the statue (without, it may be added, the cooperation
of the Military Treasurer) at all the festivals organized by the city; see Henry, Honours,p. 299, where the
relevant lines are quoted, and pp. 29 (on the proclamation of the stephanos) and 56, note 88. The agones
are not specified, which also differs from normal practice: cf., e.g., 208, lines 26-29, 249, lines 2-6, 261,
lines 47-50. For the responsibility of the generals in this connection see 224, lines 39-41, 261, lines 50-52.
Lines 46-47. itleXetioOat Meritt: but the aorist, as restored here, represents the customary usage, as was
noted by Henry (Honours,p. 56, note 88) and adopted by Tracy. Line 47. crrp[axlryo] xa. t(vaTracy.
Lines 49-50. To the considerable honors already accorded to Meno/Zenodoros is added the remarkable
privilege of dining in the Prytaneion if he requests it xaxi&tok v61touv. See Henry (Honours,pp. 275-278), who
observed (p. 277) that this decree constitutes the latest example of the grant (later, indeed, than was thought at
that time), and that it was not accompanied as formerly by a grant of proedriaat the festivals or the extension of
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the privilege to the honorand's descendants via the eldest in line. Contrast 261, lines 53-55; and on (atnr in
general see the commentary there. M.J. Osborne (ZPE 41, 1981, pp. 168-169), who noted the same anomalies,

suggestedthat a line mighthavebeen omittedin the inscribingof the text betweenlines 48 and 49, reading(e.g)
x
f) 7t6Xi): the omissionwould readilybe accountedfor by
aOxiLnposbptv v roi; dtiyxa ot srprv
(xxalervoat
the similarity of the line endings. But the omission of the descendants yet remains, and Osborne's preferred
interpretation was that Meno/Zenodoros was eligible for atrrpt (and would be granted it) only if he made
the properrequest. Henry (oc. cit.) raised convincingobjectionsto the first of these proposals,and as to the
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second,eligibilityis not in question.The requirementof alTrrptis alwayspart of the formulawherecitizensare
concerned, and the grant as such is alreadyenshrinedin the decree. By the later 2nd century,as Henry
surmised,"sitesisgrants may have been made without an accompanyinggrant of poedriaand perhapsonly
for the enjoymentof the originalrecipient."
Line 52. Unusually,the verb is bouvatiratherthan (aplaat: cf. Henry,ZPE 78, 1989, p. 289. Line 53.
aOxItl Meritt;et? axr6 Tracy,which bettersuitsthe spatialrequirement.The insertionof either at this point in
the formulais worth remark:cf. Henry,op.cit.,pp. 289, 291.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF XENON, 133/2 B.C.

ID 1949 and 2594, the one a dedication and the other a list of epheboi, associate Xenon as archon with

the Delian gymnasiarch Dion, son of Damon, whose position in the list of gymnasiarchs in series,
ID 2589, guarantees his date. See IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 20-21; W. B. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athens,pp. 232,

266, 270, AthenianArchonList, p. 196; W. S. Ferguson, Athnian Tribal Cycles,p. 31; W. K. Pritchett and
B. D. Meritt, Chronology,p. xxxii; Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 96, Athenianrear, p. 237, Historia 26, 1977,

p. 185; H. B. Mattingly, Historia20, 1971, p. 44. Before this definite indication, earlier scholarship
had effectively placed Xenon in the correct quinquennium. See Ferguson, The AthenianArchonsof the
Thirdand SecondCenturiesbeforeChrist,1899, p. 73, and PA 11323. The secretary cycle required that
the yp0appaxe36of his year be of the phyle Erechtheis (I); see below on 311.
Except for 311, if correctly attributed, no Athenian documents of Xenon's year are preserved,
and there is no direct information concerning the year's character. 135/4 was certainly intercalary
(Meritt, Athenianrear,p. 190). That 134/3 was also intercalary is highly unlikely (see Mattingly, op. cit.,
pp. 39-40); whether it was or was not, the probabilitymust be that the festival year 133/2 was ordinary.
It was the fifteenth year in the (sixteenth) Metonic cycle, and as such was scheduled as ordinary in
the cycle. Cf. Mattingly (op.cit., p. 46), who noted the correspondence between Metonic theory and
Athenian practice in this period as "very remarkable". See also Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 166.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
311. A fragmentof a pedimentalstele of Pentelicmarble(I 6275), brokenall aroundbut with the original
rough-pickedbackpreserved(althoughmuchworn)as well as the uppermoldingabovethe inscribedsurfaceand

part of the pediment, discovered on April 28, 1950, in the wall of a pithos in the area north of the Odeion
(M 8). The molding follows the regular pattern of a broad taenia (which forms the floor of the pediment),
with the ovolo beneath it descending to a lower narrow flat band with gentle apophyge to the inscribed surface.

The inscribedarea is badly battered,and nothingcan be read with assurancebelow the third line of text.
H. 0.255 m.; W. 0.155 m.; Th. 0.08 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 223, no. 20, with photograph pl. 39. See also SEG XXI, 475.

a. 133/2 a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 53
inl -T15
['Enl 3Evw]vo; &pXov[ro<;

npuTavela<;ht]

['AanxoxX]i 'AaxTox[RXous
cvos; y]
'AypuVXO)v
&ypcair:ueev'
aveta -------]-[86iLtColati]vou,[-------versusoctonon legendi

S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 32) found the evidenceinsufficientfor any attributionof this fragmentto
an identifiablecraftsman.Forthe styleMerittcomparedJ. Kirchner,IL 2, pp. 24-25, nos. 106 and 111(IG II2,
971 and 1029). Among the more clearlyvisibleletters,alpha with exaggeratedlybrokencrossbarand pi with
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elongated horizontal stroke are notable; the external strokes of sigma are well angled. Other letters seem to be
plain and without special characteristics.
On the basis of the lettering and of his recognition that the ypaVo-ore6qbelonged to the phyle Erechtheis (I),
Meritt regarded the date as a choice between the archonshipsof Xenon (133/2) and Phokion (121/20), preferringthe
latter as a slightly longer name better answering to the apparent requirements of line 1. This decision overlooked
the evidence that the ypa'aeTe6q of Phokion's year was Euandros (IG II2, 1015), so that the decree must after all
be assigned to the archonship of Xenon, whose ypaxaLe6; may thus be more securely identified. Meritt later
acknowledged this; cf. Historia26, 1977, p. 185. If Meritt's argument concerning the ypoVCae6 and his phyle
be not accepted, there is no other year with an archon whose name ends conformably with this text and whose
ypayaxre6; is unknown in the same general period of thirty years. Kriton (93/2?) may however not be too late,
nor Mikion (150/49?, 142/1?) too early,for consideration.
Line 2. The name Asopokles is a rarity in Attic prosopography,although not, in the light of accumulating
material, so rare as appeared in PA where the sole example (2673), identified by Meritt with the ypoaVare of
this text, is neverthelessstill the best attested holder of it. His family was evidently wealthy. His father,Asopokles, had
been honored with a statue dedication by his sister (IG II2, 3870) and had contributed to a patriotic fund in 164/3
(SEGXXIV, 194, line 26). The younger Asopokles appears as an epimeletes in the list IG II2, 1939 (line 18), of a date
nobiliumof uncertain
unlikely to be later than ca. 135. His brother Pyrikles(PA 12492) figures in a catalogushominum
of
the two brothers in
that
one
date in the latter part of the century (IG II2, 2452, line 52). It is highly probable
the
turn
of
Erechtheis
came round. The
when
served
as
could
have
this distinguishedfamily from Agryle
ypali(ale6q
name IIuptxX])qcould equally well have stood in line 2, perhaps (in order the better to accommodate line 3) with the
transferenceof t. from the end of line 1 to the beginning of line 2: but Meritt'sproposal has been retained in the text.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

312. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 3668), with the left side preserved but otherwise broken all around,
discoveredon March 7, 1936, in a Late Roman context north of the Civic Offices (I 11). The stone is much discolored.
H. 0.118 m.; W 0.078 m.; Th. 0.043 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia23, 1954, p. 242, no. 14, with photograph pl. 50. See also SEG XIV, 76.
NON-ETOIX. ca. 42

ca. a. 130 a.

[
I,,[

--

]

--1

-

* &va]

paxL iv[-

yp&Cat
[8: ;6 (yp aipa Td8e r6v ypoaaiota r6v xan& cpuvra]
veVav &[va<tXvnt XOi9v7)xal

5

raxpal 6v &xpo76Xe

xr6]

6v xatlElavxTv orpa]
8: ye[vd6evov &v&XtaoatAepElaaxt
TrT[lxca>v.

vacat

]

vacat

This text, and the three next in sequence, were identified by S. V Tracy as the work of the mason he named the
"Cutterof IG I2 937": see AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 173-180. IG II2, 937 forms part of 310, where the characteristicsof
this craftsman'sstyle and the dates within which he seems to have been active are more fully considered. His activity
appears to have been limited to a dozen years or so, from about 135 to 123/2, and, since there are no other means of
dating this fragment and 313-315, they have been given the date ca. 130 a. as a matter of convenience.
The fragment forms part of the conclusion of a decree, and the regular formulas for the inscribing and erection
of the stele, and the payment for it, determine the length of the lines.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
313. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4811), broken on all sides, discovered on April 29, 1937, in a well
of Early Byzantine date on the North Slope of the Akropolis(S 27:6).
H. 0.068 m.; W. 0.077 m.; Th. 0.046 m.
LH. 0.006-0.007 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hespria 33, 1964, pp. 195-196, no. 46, with photograph pi. 33. See also SEGXXI, 490.
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NON-ETOIX. ca. 50(?)

['Enl

~[
[---* &xxXE)crla
[-------c----et'
[

5

ft]

&pxov'ro &l ]j [Ipxuraveta(
,'yp]ore[uv
]yd4[
vv
v TiL
TIl 84<lr

----]

O&erT]p<Cvl E8boe[v

p] v &nay[yT
]pl[

S

----------

[

]
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For the style of the lettering of this inscription, the craftsman to whom it has been attributed, and the date
here assigned to it, see 312.
f&v&tay[yXEtL(or&itcOy[y[XXowtv)
The phrase in line 4 ntFp(or ctept)]
is familiarin the formulaicintroductions
to prytany decrees (e.g., of comparable date, AgoraXV, 246, lines 6-7) and found in ephebic texts (IG II2, 1039 =
SEG XXII, 110, XXIX, 124, of 79/8 or 65/4 B.C.):the latter require a meeting of the boule rather than (as here)
of the demos, and the customary formulas of prytany decrees fail to accommodate the surviving traces of line 5.
The "report formula" is however also used in other contexts, e.g., in decrees honoring priestly officials, for which
see 319 as well as IG II2, 976 (SEG XVIII, 28), or in the honors decreed to an dycavo06rT;in the archonship of
Kallimedes (middle of the 3rd century; see IG II2, 780 = SEG XXI, 382), or in those for a demarch (IG II2, 949,
of 165/4).
Line 3. The restorationsare those of Meritt. Forthe location of the assembly see 167, commentary on lines 6-7.
Meritt assumed the decree to have been nonprobouleumatic;but at this period the evidence for decrees of this kind is
wholly confined to prytany texts and (in two cases) to honors for epheboi. Cf. P.J. Rhodes, AthenianBoule,p. 266.
Since this text appears to fall into neither category,the supplement must be open to doubt.
Line 5. Meritt regarded the traces as part of the nomn dmoticwnof the "reporter", 'E]pnC[Lo (Tu]pIc[l8r
would also have been possible), but the reporter'sname is likely to have followed more directly upon the main verb in
line 4, and the alternative that the report concerns the proper carrying-out of sacrifices, e.g., 'E]pVe[it,has more
to recommend it. However, the matter does not really admit of more than speculation, and no supplement has
been entered into the text.

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE (IN HONOR OF A PRIESTLY OFFICIAL?)

314 (P1.30). A fragment of a stele of white marble (I 750), broken on all sides, discovered on June 2, 1933, in a
disturbed area east of the Civic Offices (J 12).
H. 0.162 m.; W. 0.095 m.; Th. 0.047 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy,AtticLetter-Cuttrs,
p. 176, no. 1, with photograph pl. 25. See also SEG XL, 118.
ca. a. 130 a.

NON-ETOIX.
[

[--------- .[-----[

]_EE[

[
[-----------]

5

[

--6-

[-------

[----------To]l

[
[--------]
[---------?

[

]

]
]k,
[on9i.
T& 9aa
[----

? -L],,XCo,v

[-------

10

]

-------------.
]

b 6ti T

[L[v

---

-----------------

]I ra,pov 6t[----------

poUV[Tl

]
].. , vr[

----------

xo1 pou[Xeuxa;?0---------]
--poev]o, 9 . [xal -

--]

I

Line 8. tv rl] pouXeu[TQ)pLwo
Tracy. Line 9. ---]MENT[--Tracy. For the style of the lettering of this
the
craftsman
whose
work
it
is
considered to have been, and the date assigned to it, see 312. Lines 4 and
text,
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7 suggest that the honorand has carried out certain duties with regardto sacrifices,in which financial officialsand the
members of the boule (lines 6, 8, and 10) seem also to have been involved.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE
315. A fragment of a stele of white marble (I 1912), which preservesthe left side of the monument but is otherwise
broken all around, discovered on May 4, 1934, in a late context south of the Tholos (G 12).
H. 0.13 m.; W. 0.064 m.; Th. 0.042 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
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Ed. S. V Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 177, no. 2, with photograph pl. 26. See also SEG XL, 119.
ca. a. 130 a.

NON-ETOIX.
-------

L----

5

-

J

eE[--

]

TAE[
HK[--------------------------paet. [
--

]
6]

8fpo.[1
,o0 8,[?lou
la 8 t[--NEE[
I----

]
]

]
------------------------1

Line 8. The third letter might be r or II, but the upper horizontal extended to the left and, adorned with
serifs, ought in that case to be visible: Tracy'ssuggestion of epsilon is the sole possibility.
For the style of the lettering, the craftsman to whom it has been attributed, and the date here assigned to the
inscription, see 312. Too little remains for any interpretation to be offered; but Tracy noted that the size of the
lettering and of the vertical spacing are in accord with 314 and suggested that they might come from the same text.
CITIZENSHIP CONFERRED ON A MAN OF ALEXANDRIA

316. A fragment of a stele of white marble (I 3804 a), broken on all sides including, apparently,the back, discovered
on March 17, 1936, at the surface north of the Odeion (M 8).
H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.14 m.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.007-0.008 m. (omicron 0.005 m.)
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia23, 1954, pp. 241-242, no. 13, with photograph pl. 51; see also SEG XIV 73: M.J.
I, p. 239, D 121, Naturalization
II, p. 198.
Osborne, Naturalization
ca. a. 130 a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 46

[7XaLv.aa
[vpatv6xa

. c8.....

[18~
8......

OaXXAou
aTEcpAvoL

1
ou]$ 'AXeAavc[piaxaxlare]

e0vol]aC

vexaV
xOal

(p[iXoTltacc]

elS 'rV pouXav xXotrbv f)jio]v rbv 'A67)vaL[v be66aOaL]
[-Trst
[8E aORXalt xtal oXLrEav b0oxtLaa9]&vtL 6v T)L 8Ixa[rT)polE]

5

[xari&T6v v6jiov- tva bt xal 6n6yivr)a] 7ipQpX7t
T[r) -----]

[

]

The position of the fragment in relation to the width of the stele is shown exempligratiabut allows the lines
as restoredto end, in nearly all instances,with a complete word. Osborne markedthe text as "non-aorLX.ca.42-43";
but lines 2-4 contain, as restored, 46, 45, and 47 letters respectively,while line 5, inclusive of Osborne's suggestion
for it (see below), will contain 44 letters. IfEcnaLvXaalbe placed as shown, the names of the honorand and of his father
will have been relativelylong.
The lettering is distinguished both for its neatness and for its thoroughgoing use of apex or serif decoration,
all "free ends" of strokesbeing so adorned. S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 176) found that it resembled, but could
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not with assurance be claimed as, the work of the "Cutter of IG II2 973", for whom see 310. It has been given
here a date in keeping with that mason's period of activity, there being no other means of dating it. Meritt had
originally expressed the date in more general terms: "postmed.saec.II a.". Tracy studied the inscription briefly in
TheLetterigofanAthnianMason(Hesperia
Supplement XV), 1975, p. 10, with photograph pl. 3:a, rejecting it as part of
the oeuvreof the "Cutter of IG II2 1028" (for whom see 326), active during the last thirty years of the century: but
the fact that the suggestion was made, even though dismissed,encouraged Osborne to a dating for the present text of
"soon after 140 B.C.".
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The restorationsproposed by Meritt follow recognized phraseologyand agree in suggestingan acceptable length
of line. Sufficient of the decree remains to indicate honors for goodwill and services rendered (lines 2-3), with the
formula for approval of a grant of citizenship in a severely truncated form (lines 3-5). Osborne pointed out that
this is in fact the latest citizenship decree to have survived of a long series that began in the 5th century B.C.,and
its shortened form perhaps reflects the ultimate rarity of the procedure, replaced at this period by readier access
to Athenian citizenship by way of the ephebate. He made it the sole example of Type IV of Formulation B in his
I, pp. 24, 195), contaning the "statementclause" alone. See also A. S. Henry (Honoun,
categorization (Naturalization
1
notes
88
and
15,
207-209), who drew attention to the breakin the stele below line 5 and to the possibilitythat the
pp.
have
could
contained scrutiny and the enrollment provisions of the usual kind after the interruption
text
missing
of the "hortatoryintention".
Line 2. The stephanos might have been of gold, since the qualifyingphrase xar& r6v v6Vovwas not necessarily
to be expected at this period; see 310, commentary on line 43. Henry (Honours,
p. 59, note 111) observed that newly
naturalized foreigners were normally offered gold crowns. But stephanoi of olive occur not infrequently in such
contexts: see Henry, op.cit.,p. 39 and 276, lines 13-14 with commentary. On the virtues for which the Alexandrianis
commended see 224, commentary on lines 34-36.
Line 5. Cf. 276, lines 21-22; IG II2, 891, line 17, 982, lines 15-16, 984, lines 21-22, etc. Lines 5-6. Tfj[
7ooXolypayca(C(?) ----]

Osborne.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

317. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 4609), with part of the original rough-picked back preserved,
discoveredon March 13, 1937, in a late context below what was formerlyAkropolisStreet, west of the Post-Herulian
Wall (S 24-25 to T 24).
H. 0.125 m.; W. 0.127 m.; Th. 0.078 m.

LH. 0.007 m. (omicron and omega 0.004-0.006 m.).
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, pp. 19-20, no. 25, with photograph pl. 6. See also SEG XIX, 104 and
XXIM 140, with further reference to J. Pecirka,Formula,pp. 133-134, where Meritt's text is reproduced.
ca. a. 130 a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 50
L

[-----[

J

]

y xat oEt,a[q lyxtav
-----------et]va=bt a?roi x[al el< 6 Xou6rbv&nco6eCxvu1]
[v(Lt fjrv Ecvotav Th]v np6i; T*V n[6XLv fh1v
'AOrvalxv e6pO6ia xal]
[&XXo&iyaxv 8xou] &v8ox[Lt &tLO;elvat, tva TroT:cvouv'reoujiAvov]
Tr axt}rSaltpfae<S(?). aacat ]
[xal &XotIrX]Xoralylv<?[vTaxt
vacat
[-------------

I----------

5

This is a battered and scrappy fragment, and the lettering on it is of the same general character and quality as
that of 322. The serifsare small and not heavily incised, nor are they universallyapplied. The writing is crowded and
irregular.The crossbarof alpha is straightbut sloping, the right hastaof pi short, the external strokesof sigma in one
instance angled and in the other parallel. S. V Tracy,Atic Lettr-Cutters,
p. 253, classed the hand as "unfamiliar"
and gave it the date, here adopted, of"ca. a. 130 a.".
What survives of the text appears to represent the conclusion of an honorary decree granting to a foreign
benefactor the privilege of ownership of land and property and the promise of further benefits in the future. For
decrees awarding yf, xal otxtEac yxxptL see PeEirka,op. cit. This text, if acceptably dated, is the latest in the
series (ibid.,pp. 158-159). For other such decrees among the Agora psephismata
of this collection see 131 and 164.
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Lines2-3. Merittrestored
-evat bt xat] yir xal olxla[(
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tyxTtyv
6
rv
v6v
&iL
lvat'
bV
e
[xat
abtO X-tX.
[-----?
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whichPecirkaregardedas hypotheticalin the extreme.Forthe formula,see IG II2,907 (SEGXXIV, 138),lines5-8,
of the 2nd centuryB.C., in which that of lines 3-5 also appears,and Pecirka,op.cit., p. 120. Lines 3-5. The
phraseologyconditionsthe estimatedwidthof the stele. Forits appearancein decreesof comparabledatesee IGII2,
982, lines 13-15, 997, lines 3-4, 1006, line 96, 1028 (SEGXXI, 480, XXIV 188),lines 102-103. Lines5-6. For
the phraseologyof the formulaof motivationcf. IG I2, 1046, lines 30-32. On the expression trl)XoxC
yev^oOat
see L. Robert,Hellenica
XI/XII, 1960,p. 98, note 1 and 292, commentaryon lines 14-16.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF DIOTIMOS, 126/5 B.C.

The date of Diotimos' year of office is supportedby three diverse but secure pieces of evidence, and since
W. S. Ferguson'searliest study (AthenianSecretaries,
pp. 46 and 57) there has been no doubt concerning
its attribution. (1) IG II2, 1713 is a fragment of an inscribed list of eponymous archons which was set
out in five columns of names. The earliest name in the first column is that of Lykiskos,who is followed
by Dionysios, Theodorides, and then Diotimos, with three further years below him before the column
breaks off. Diotimos' place in sequence is thus assured. (2) ID 1923 (cf. 1923 bis) associates Diotimos
as archon with the Delian gymnasiarch Theodosios, son ofJason, of Myrrhinoutta. Theodosios' place
in the sequence of gymnasiarchsis assured by LD2589, line 51. (3) Ferguson long ago observed (op.cit.,
pp. 48-49) that the priests of Serapis on the island of Delos held office in rotation in the official order
of the Athenian phylai to which they belonged and that this cycle correspondedwith that of the ypaa-ret
at Athens. Cf. W. B. Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAthens,pp. 228-229. Thus a frameworkequal in significance to
that of the secretary cycle may be constructed upon the basis of their inscribed list in series (ID 2610).
Athenagoras of Melite Oine 16 of the list; cf. ID 1047), of the phyle Kekropis(VIII), agrees with Diotimos'
year in the secretary cycle, forJason, Diotimos' successor in IG II2, 1713, certainly had a ypa?potJre of
the phyle Hippothontis (IX) and is securely dated on other grounds by a correspondence with the Roman
consuls of 125, M. PlautiusHypsaeus and M. FulviusFlaccus (B. D. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, p. 252; cf. H. B.
Mattingly,Historia20, 1971, p. 44).
See further IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 20-21; PA4375; Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAtens, pp. 223 and 273; Ferguson,
ArchonList,p. 198; W. K. Pritchett and Meritt, Chronology,
AthenianTribalCycles,p. 31; Dinsmoor, Athenian
Athenian
rear,p. 237, TAPA95, 1964, p. 252; Mattingly, loc.cit.;
p. xxxii; Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, p. 96,
Diotimos'
name
is probably to be restored in IG II2, 1016, where
185.
Historia
26, 1977, p.
Meritt,
line 1 reads ['Et

--

--

]ou

&pXovX[o;---].

If so, the name of the ypacaxeuGc of his year began

and that his deme may have been Aixone is suggested in the commentary to 319.
Eu[- ------],
The year 127/6 is known to have been intercalary,and it is thereforeto be assumed that Diotimos' year
was ordinary in the festival calendar. It was the third year in the seventeenth cycle of Meton, and in the
Metonic arrangement year 3 was indeed scheduled as ordinary. There is however no direct information
concerning either the festival or the prytany calendar of 126/5.
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
318. A battered fragmentof the upper part of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 6155), with the molding above the inscribed
surface and part of the pediment preserved (although severely damaged), as well as the original rough-pickedback,
discoveredon April 19, 1949, in the Late Roman wall that runs east of the PanathenaicWay,at the central part of the
Stoa of Attalos (O 9). A wide taenia, equal in depth to the molding beneath it, forms the floor of the pediment.
It is connected with the inscribed surface immediatelyabove the firstline of text by a sloping band, in replacement of
or by a later reworkingof the usual ovolo. There is no narrow band forming the lowest member of the molding.
H. 0.14 m.; W. 0.13 m.; Th. 0.08 m.
LH. ca. 0.008 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia33, 1964, p. 193, no. 42, with photograph pl. 32. See also SEG XXI, 471.
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['Enl A]LorEiou&pxov[Tro
reiquiaeincetae[----------]
[-------]

[

-]
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The letters are wide (especiallymu, the external strokesof which are almost parallel),and "freeends" of strokes
carry apices or serifs; alpha has a slightly curved crossbar; omicron and the loop of rho are well rounded. S. V
p. 254, was not able to assign them to an identifiable mason, although he regarded what
Tracy, AtticLetter-Cutters,
remains as in a general way comparable to the work (not representedin this collection) of the craftsmanhe named the
"Cutter of IG 2 1009", active between 116/15 and 94/3 B.C. (op.cit., pp. 197-200).
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

319. A fragment from the upper central section of a flat-topped stele of Pentelic marble (I 3939), preserving the
original back and top including the crowning moldings but broken elsewhere, discovered on March 30, 1936, in
a Byzantine wall north of the Odeion (M 8). The inscribed surface has sufferedrandom damage, most particularly
between lines 9 and 13 of the text. The crowningmolding consists of a broad taenia surmountingtwo ovolo moldings,
the height of the upper molding being twice that of the lower.
H. 0.455 m.; W. 0.20 m.; Th. 0.185 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia26, 1957, pp. 77-78, no. 23, with photograph pl. 15; see also SEG XVI, 102.
a. 126/5 a.(?)

NON-ETOIX. ca. 45-53
['Exl AtoTtlou(?) &PXovToint T] IIToXeual8o0;e[. .67. . .]
?2-3
AlSovet 1ypaVpit[&-eucv
[ipUXavelaSh ------------];
[---------------------,

5

[...........2.?. ? .............
10

[-------------------

[

15

T]eT4&pTtxal cxo4[iL

-Tr ipura]

xar& r6]
[vcEaq-txxXrtaa Ev-rC Oerpolt 6 V]e'LaXOe~aix HIIep[aLxoq
. . sei'jxxot]v
o
.
[
....
[pt.opax 8 .6cv^.6
T7p
L](?ev
]
Fv
........
vacat
........
xtal aunp6e8]pol
vacat
[ vacat 8oev tret pouXel x]al TnAt84l(or
....?? ...........]
etcev, 7btp &v [& =atyY XXE..]
[...........

------------

Aa]nTpioOuya[r-------]
-]o[.]v[v[-----

]

I-- ---------------------_-------------]
[-----------------------],
&yaCezi
T[XeLUe6XOaXrel]
TO
[pouXetl
XaX6vSxra
npoe8po]yVeCI;Tr[v EintiooavkxxX:]I
ro
[atav XpQaTnloa
v, yv]6tIv [bt tul36XXxeat]
irptoepti
{e,bftIov 8Xr]boxe[
[-TripovXq elt T6bv
pouXel -------]
[-----------],vn[
-[-----------------]x[ -------------------]
--[-----------------]

The battered state of the inscribed surface perhaps allows less than justice to be done to the character of the
lettering, which appears poor but has a certain panache. Meritt regarded it as determining an approximate date
within the second half of the 2nd century. Closer analysisallowed S. V Tracy to include this
inscription among those
he attributedin GRBS11, 1970, pp. 330-331, with photographspls. 26-28, figs. 4-7, to the craftsmanhe then named
"Mason 2", where he also assigned to him 320 as well as ten other texts; to this number he added one more in
GRBS 14, 1973, p. 189. Four further additions accompanied Tracy's fuller review of the same mason's work in
Attc Lettr-Cutters,
pp. 187-191, where he renamed him the "Cutterof Agora I 286" and included a photograph of the
name piece, fig. 29, which does not repeat those from the same text in GRBS11, loc.cit. The
lettering is crowded, and
serifs or apices are variously applied: the crossbar of alpha is curved in the text considered here, and the external
strokes of mu and sigma are rarely parallel, their angles varying randomly. Delta is
noticeably wide and clumsy
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in appearance. Inscriptions datable on external grounds indicate that this craftsman was active between 130/29
and 117/16 B.C.;for the possibility of prolonging his career at least to 114/13 see below.
The prescriptis set out in the "perfectdesign",for which see 204 and 205. The design is not representedamong
the Agorapsephismaaof this collection, except in this instance, after 148/7 (305); but the lack is coincidental, since it
survivesto the end of the century and beyond among prytany and ephebic texts: cf A. . Henry, IPrscrits,p. 82.
The yp
or
of the year in which this decree was enacted belonged to the deme Aixone (KekropisVIII), and
evidence
on
the
this,
concerning the career of the craftsmanwho inscribed it, permits consideration of no
present
more than two archonships: that of Diotimos in 126/5 or that of the archon of 114/13, whose name in the genitive
case was .... ratou (see I 2208; Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 186), if the lower date ascribed to the mason's activity
be slightly extended. The archon's name in line 1 thus consisted of eight or nine letters, and this determines the
the total width of the stele, the latter being conditioned by the formulaic content of
position of the fragmentrelative toal
lines 3-5 and 13-16. The decree was probouleumatic(lines 7, 13-16); cf. P.J. Rhodes, Athenian
Boule,p. 256.
Meritt suggested that the decree honored the daughter of an Athenian citizn of the deme Lamptrai who was
serving as the priestess of an official cult, and on the analogy of IG I2, 976 (SEGXVIII, 28), lines 2-3, he restored
lines 8-10 as follows:

10

..........]
[...........
eZev 6Bp 6v [r&nayytXrr
?.2
t.*r asmtlisit 9uY&[Ty)p
. pp.c.-a
to
Aa.]7CTp6?<
[Peigca
tetr TOYIe]
iv 6nc&
1]
18.Prs/p,
[tpevlaTTj<........B:.8.......
[p6v <v ------xtX.]

The remains of line 9 do not however allow the parallel to be closely pressed, and the lacuna at the beginning of
it is insufficient for the data it might be expected to contain. For the phraseology of line 8 cf. 313, commentary
on line 4.
as the ordinal numeral of the prytany.
or i[v&Tn)ratherthan I[xTrvn
Line 1. The length of line suggests &[P86Vrnqv
16
restored x f3 ouvXr,but the EI
and
Meritt
In
lines
in
line
13.
but
Line 3. T.]eT6&pTL
&yta0e
13-14,
7,
here,
form was the more likely usage: cf. Henry, CQtn.s. 14, 1964, pp. 240-241. Lines 4-5. This is the third example
of the removal of an assembly from the Peiraieus to the Theater of Dionysos on a motion put before it. For the
others see IG II2, 977 (AgoraXV, 246), of 131/30, and SEG XVI, 88, which appears not to belong to 176/5 as
pp. 87-88, with note 67. For assemblies in the theater see 167,
previously thought (see 280); cf. Henry, Prescripts,
in
the
lines
The
6-7.
Peiraieus
on
was, as regularly,held in this instance also in the final
assembly
commentary
"third"of the prytany. See W. A. McDonald, PoliticalMeetingPlaces,pp. 51-56 and 259, commentary on line 4.
Line 13. &yax&e
T Xei. See 72, commentary on lines 7-8.

FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE (?)

320. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4547), broken on all sides, discovered on February 27, 1937, in
a modern context west of the Post-HerulianWall (R 25).
H. 0.112 m.; W. 0.091 m.; Th. 0.053 m.
LH. 0.009 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy, Hesperia39, 1970, p. 311, no. 4, with photograph pl. 76.
NON-ETOIX.

ca. a. 125 a.

[

-----------

[
?
[

[]
5

]

]avayo[---

]rbv

]

[ov-----

6v
?[ittPvo(?)

---]

[-----tepov5]Aovag(?) [------]
--]
[----]ov[--

[
[

?[

]
1

The suggestions in lines 4 and 5 are those of Tracy in the editioprinceps.The meager remains of the text were
sufficientfor its attributionby him to the "Cutterof Agora I 286", for whose date, output, and characteristicssee 319.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF NIKODEMOS, 122/1 B.C.
Column I of IG II2, 1713 (see p. 446 above on the archonshipofDiotimos) ends with the name of the archon
Demetrios (123/2 B.c.). The epheboi who completed their program in his archonship were honored in
the customary way in the following year, and IG II2, 1006 (SEGXIX, 108), recording the honors voted
to them and their officials, was passed int NmxobS4ou &pXovroc. The name of the ypajr(JaTe6gof the
year is Epigenes, son of Epigenes, of Oinoe, fully preserved in that same text, and his phyle (AttalisXII)
confirms Nikodemos' year as 122/1 in respect of the secretarycycle. This may be furthersupportedby the
Delian list of priests of Serapis (ID 2610), where Diokles of the deme Tyrmeidai appears at line 20 in
the position appropriate to Nikodemos' archonship. Nikodemos was thus firmly established in his year
pp. 46 and 57) and has not been in dispute since that time. See
by W. S. Ferguson (AhenianSecretaries,
also IGII2, iv, 1, pp. 20-21; PA 10858; W. B. Dinsmoor, Archonsof Athns, pp. 223, 227-228, 232, 273;
Ferguson, AthenianTribalCycles,p. 31; S. Dow, Prytaneis,p. 160, no. 93; Dinsmoor, AthenianArchonList,
p. xxxiii; Pritchettand 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,
pp. 198-199; W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
and
15
Athenian
1957,
26,
96,
rear,
86; Meritt, Hesperia
p.
p. 237, TAPA95, 1964, p. 237; H. B. Mattingly,
pp.
Historia20, 1971, p. 44; Meritt, Historia26, 1977, p. 186.
Other decrees of Nikodemos' year (apart from IG II2, 1006 already mentioned) are represented by
IG II2, 1004 (AgoraXV, 252) and 1005. The latter was enacted on the sixth day of an unknown month
in an unidentified prytany. 1004 and 1006 were passed at the same assembly, held on Boedromion 82
= Boedromion 9 xara&6e6v = pryt. III, 9, the 68th day of the year. 122/1 was thus clearly a
xaT'&pXovcra
year ordinary in the festival calendar (cf. Pritchettand Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 86; Mattingly,Historia20,
was
such
in
the
in
and
it
scheduled
as
Metonic
it was the seventh year of
which
1971, p. 46),
calendar,
the seventeenth cycle (cf. Meritt, TAPA95, 1964, pp. 236-237). For the archon's intervention to retard
the calendar see also Pritchettand Neugebauer, Calendars,
Calendars
onStone,
p. 15; Pritchett,AncientAthenian
A.
S.
78-80
text
listed
on
as
no.
19
The
retardation
p. 337;
Henry, Prescripts,
pp.
(the present
p. 79).
may have had some connection with the festival Boedromia, which took place on the 7th of the month
(L. Deubner, AtischeFeste,p. 202; J. D. Mikalson, Sacredand CivilCalendar,
p. 51). 321 was passed in the
month Maimakterion (line 3), and for reasons of space Meritt urged that there had been considerable
interference with the calendar, producing a dual date with differing months. But this hypothesis must
be considered doubtful (see below), and the variation xatr'&pXovtra,
attested as of no more than a single
day,is more economically to be postulatedas (1) minimal in its dislocation and (2) rectifiedbefore the end of
the month in which it occurred.
Of the succession of the phylai holding prytanizing office, Aigeis is certainly known as filling the
third prytany, and in 321, since as short a name as possible is likely to be required, V Oineis may be
an appropriatesuggestion.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
321. A fragmentof the upperpartof a pedimentalstele of Pentelicmarble(I 1594),with most of the left section
of the pedimentpreserved,includingthe rakingcorniceand partof the centralakroterion,but brokenelsewhere,
discoveredon March9, 1934,in a Hellenisticcontextin a cisternoutsidethe MarketSquareto the southwest(F 15:2).
Verylittle inscribedtext is preservedin proportionto the bulkof the survivingstone. Beneaththe taeniawhich
formsthe horizontalcorniceof the pediment,a sharplyturningovolodescendsto a narrowerflatband,withabrupt
apophygeto the inscribedsurface.
H. 0.225 m.;W.0.215 m.;Th. 0.115 m.
LH. 0.008-0.01 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 61-62, no. 26, with photograph. See also W. K. Pritchettand
0. Neugebauer,Calndars,
p. 87, withnote 28 and (fora photograph)S. Tracy,AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 193,fig.30.
a. 122/1 a.,pryt.V

NON-ETOIX.

-?
['Eil Nlx]oB4lou &[pXovTroin1Tr) -----7-7tnt)]
Otvato
[Tpu-avelac;
ft] 'ExtLyvv);'E[rtyvou
ypaoia&'crev------]
[....-.9...
r

I----------I
L

MatJa]xpti[vo------------------------------------------------

1
J
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The style of the lettering of this inscription, slight though the evidence is, is highly distinctive, as Tracy found
when he made it the name piece of its mason, the "Cutterof Agora 1 1594" (op.cit.,pp. 192-193). He identified only
one other text (AgoraXV 262) as of the same workmanship,and since that is not independently to be dated the
year of Nikodemos represents the sole means of describing the mason's floruit. In the present text, small serifs or
apices are attached to the "free ends" of strokes; the external strokes of mu and sigma are parallel; the crossbar
of alpha is apparently straight. There is slight curvatureof the top horizontal strokeofepsilon and of the horizontals
of gamma and pi; in the last-named letter the right hastais equal in length to that on the left. Omega is full and
well executed.
The central akroterion affords some guide to the likely position of the median vertical line of the stele. This
in line 1, where the letters are widely spaced, and if the same generous
appears to fall after the nu or tau of &[pXovToq
as
the
the
stele
on
across
was
maintained
survivingfragment, line 1 will have contained some 35-37 letters.
spacing
In line 2, more crowded in composition, a line of ca. 53-55 letters may be proposed. Thus the suggestion of Pritchett
and Neugebauer that the lines may have been shorter than envisaged in the editioprincepsis not inapposite. Meritt's
text gave 44 and 71 letters to lines 1 and 2, and read as follows:
['Enl Ntx]ob85ou &[pXov-To<;itt r

..1.X

...

c ;my
M

aEq jL'E]?tyivnS'E[tLyovouOtvaxoSEypa,itAreuevIIuavofu,vo4
....:
[7cpuTavrt

.3.......]

]
--[xa-x&9e6v NEMataL]xT)pP[vo5 It is possible that in line 1 either the name or the ordinal numeral of the prytanywas omitted: but survivingtexts
of this period show remarkableconsistency in recording both name and numeral, and it is more probable that, in
order to accommodate both, the lettering became more crowded in the second half of the line. Even so, the shortest
available tribal name, Oineis, is to be preferred, and the resultantline of 41 letters is still, on the evidence of what
survivesin the firstline, too long for comfort. Meritt'sline 2 was, on the other hand, at least sixteen letters too long. It
w
would perhaps be reasonable to suggest [iypaL&rtcveue'v
S~{ou | ly)plaTa- in lines 2-3, on the analogy of G II2,
978, and eliminate thereby the hypothesis of a double date even though intervention by the archon is evidenced
for this year (see p. 449 above).
is restoredfrom IG II2, 1006, line 2: see PA4818. 'Extmywvr)
Line 2. The full name of the ypa xaTre6<
Olvato;
who was a pouXeu-rx from Attalis in 173/2 (AgoraXV, 206, line 85; cf. SEG XVI, 91 and p. 398 above on the
archonship of Alexis) may well have been the grandfatherof the ypaataxre6g.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE CONCERNING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
322 (P1. 31). A fragment of a stele of bluish white marble (I 1250), broken on all sides (including, probably, the
back), discovered onJanuary 29, 1934, in a late wall northeast of the Tholos (H 11). The inscribed surface is much
battered and pitted.
H. 0.192 m.; W. 0.21 m.; Th. 0.06 m.
LH. 0.005-0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia7, 1938, pp. 127-131, no. 27, with photograph. See SEG XXIV, 147, with reference
also to H. W. Pleket, Epigraphica
I, 1964, pp. 22-27, no. 14. Cf. AgoraIII, p. 183, no. 605.
NON-ETOIX. ca. 60-73

ca. a. 120 a.
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[8i

5
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I
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i,v
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&&v
-e
icpl T tv xaxo6p]
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This inscription is part of a copy of the decree represented in fuller form by IG II2, 1013. Copies of the text
were to be set up where the exemplars of the weights and measures were to be housed, vie., on the Akropolis, in
the Skias (Tholos), at the Peiraieus, and at Eleusis (ines 8-9; cf. IG II2, 1013, lines 56-57, 60-62). IG II2, 1013,
copied by Fourmont and now lost, was evidently the copy erected on the Akropolis. The Agora fragment, which
covers lines 49-62 of the IG text, does not form part of that monument, as the division of the lines differs firomthat
recorded by Fourmont, and it presumablycomes from the copy set up in the Tholos, near which it was discovered.
Meritt'sdating for this text followed and confirmed that given to IG II2, 1013 ("fin.s. II a.") and was expressedas
"LateSecond Century B.C."S. V Tracy (AtticLettr-Cutters,
p. 251) was not able to assign the lettering to an identifiable
mason and classed it as "unfamiliar"but also as having some affinitywith the style of the "CutterofGIG I2 1028", for
whom see 326. That craftsman'scareer appears to have spanned the last three decades of the century and suggests
that on stylistic grounds Meritt's assessment was correct. Tracy's dating, for convenience adopted here, may imply
greaterprecision than is warranted. As to the details of significantletters, the crossbarof alpha is straightbut inclined
to rise from left to right; the external strokesof mu and sigma are parallel;theta has a central dot, not a cross-stroke;
and xi retains its central upright. Serifs or apices are attached to the "free ends" of strokes. In general the lettering
appears variable and clumsy, but, with due allowance for its inadequacies, reflects the four-squaremonumentality
which became characteristicof the style of the Roman period.
The text may be completed from IG II2, 1013 (and conversely the latter may be checked from the Agora
fragment; see Meritt, loc. cit.). In lines 61-62, IGII2, 1013 has Txv [it-xpov I xal Txv ar]aOl-6v, which Meritt
wished to correct from line 14 of the present text. But this need not be an error on the part of Fourmont. Inscribed
copies of the same text frequently differed in points of detail. See Meritt, Hesperia32, 1963, p. 30 with note 49,
for further references, and cf. 172. On IG II2, 1013, see SEG XV, 106 and XXIV 148; M. Rostovtzeff, A Social
andEconomicHistoryof theHelenistic World,1941, pp. 1297, 1503; J. Day, An EconomicHistoryof Aduthens
underRoman
Domination,1942, pp. 85-86; D. J. Geagan, AthenianConstitution,
pp. 48-49. H. W. Pleket (loc.cit.) gives a full text
revised in the light of the readings of the Agora copy, with furtherbibliographicalreferences.
Line 4. For the note of what is received and deposited in the Metroon see AgoraIII, pp. 150-151 and 158,
no. 503; for the deposition of such documents in the public archives see G. Klaffenbach, Bemerkungen
zumgriechischen
Urundenwesen
1960, 6).
(SbAkadBerlin

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE

323. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 2453), with the right side preserved;the stele is otherwise broken
all around (unless the very roughly picked back be original). It was discovered on February23, 1935, in a Byzantine
context over the western part of the Odeion (L 10).
H. 0.11 m.; W. 0.123 m.; Th. 0.05 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, pp. 273-274, no. 13, with photograph pl. 80. See also SEG XXV 128.
ca. a. 120-110 a.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 50
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The datingof thisfragmentdependsentirelyon itslettering,whichis poorwork,its strokesclumsilyarticulated
and in places more scratchedthan engravedbut dressedup with heavyserifsto give it some semblanceof style.
The crossbarof alphais straightbutis omittedaltogetherin line 5; the externalstrokesof muarealmostparallel,but
those of sigmaare well angled. The righthastaof pi is almostequal in length to that on the left (line 3), but in
line 7 this letterappearsto be representedby a gammawith an exaggeratedserif. S. V. Tracy(AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 252)regardedthistextas in a classby itself,labelingit "unique/schoolof [theCutterofl IGI2] 1028",bywhichhe
intendedit to be understoodthatit showedmarkedidiosyncrasies
but thatthe generalstylewas reminiscentof the
masonnamed(op.cit.,p. 238).
Meritt's dating ("fin.saec.II a.") is comfortablygeneralized but perhaps emphasizes too definitely the century's
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end: Tracy's"around120 B.C." may implyoverprecision(cf. 322). The date given above, while a reasonable
hypothesis,shouldbe allowedlatitudeat the upperand especiallythe lowerlimit.
Line 4. "OIou. iv suggests the formula of "hortatoryintention"in an honorary decree, indicating the readiness

of the demosto be demonstrablygratefulfor servicesrendered,in encouragementof otherpotentialbenefactors.

Line 5. ]ivotL Meritt: possibly tv oqs. Line 6. &yac0eLxt6X. See 72, lines 7-8. Lines 6-9. The decree was evidently

the restorationof the familiarphraseologyprovidesthe indexto the approximatelengthof the lines
probouleumatic:
of the text.
THE ARCHONSHIP OF DIONYSIOS "WHO SUCCEEDED PARAMONOS", 112/11 B.C.

The date of Dionysios' archonship, which is as certainly fixed as any in the entire archon list, is supported
from a number of different directions. His year is equated in a text from Delphi with that of the Roman

consuls of 112, M. Livius Drusus and L. CalpurniusPiso, in circumstanceswhich require it to be 112/11
theGreek
rather than 113/12 (FouillesdeDelphesIII, ii, no. 70; Syll.3, 705; R. K. Sherk, RomanDocumentsfrom
ovov
East, 1969, pp. 86-93, no. 15). Because he possessed a common name he is defined as 6 crT&napIIap
(IGII2, 1012, lines 1-2; cf. 324 and p. 436 above). His ypat~avTeucLamios, son ofTimouchos (PA8986; cf.
J. Pouilloux,Forteresse,
p. 176), belonged to the deme Rhamnous (AiantisX), and this places Dionysios in his
correctposition within the secretarycycle (IG II2, 1012, lines 3-4). Finally,the cycle of the priestsof Serapis
on Delos, which runs parallel with that of the Athenian ypaVTiaef< (see p. 446 above), shows Seleukos

of Rhamnous (PA 12627; cf. Pouilloux, op. cit., p. 179) as officiating in the appropriate year (LD2610,
line 33; cf. 2229, 2614, and commentary on 2060). This firm attributionhas remained undisputed. See
IG II2, iv, 1, pp. 22-23; W. B. Dinsmoor, ArchonsofAthens,pp. 225, 228-229, 275-276; W. S. Ferguson,

AthenianTribalCycles,p. 31; S. Dow, Hesperia4, 1935, p. 78; Dinsmoor, AthenianArchonList, pp. 174-175, 200;
W. K. Pritchett and B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxxiv; Pritchett and 0. Neugebauer, Calendars,p. 87; Meritt,
AthenianYear,p. 238; H. B. Mattingly, Historia 20, 1971, pp. 44-45; Meritt, Historia 26, 1977, p. 186.

That the year was ordinary in the Athenian festival calendar is made clear by the calendric data of
IG II2, 1012, lines 4-6, where Gamelion 8 is the equivalent of pryt. VII, 8, and it figures as such in all
discussions of the Athenian calendar. See especially Pritchett and Neugebauer, Calendars,
p. 87. It was
the seventeenth year of the seventeenth Metonic cycle, and thus was ordinary also in Meton's arrangement.

Of the phylai in prytany,only VII Aiantis is known.
OF THE MErAAOI eEOI
EUNIKOSHONOREDBYTHE CULTORGANIZATION

324. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (16282), with the left side and original rough-pickedback preserved,as

well as the springof a moldingabovethe inscribedsurface,discoveredon March28, 1950, in a contextof Late
Romandateeastof the MiddleStoa(P 12-13).
H. 0.145 m.; W. 0.185 m.; Th. 0.05 m.

LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia30, 1961, p. 229, no. 28, with photograph pl. 41. See SEG XXI, 535, with reference
also toJ. and L. Robert, REG 75, 1962, p. 145, no. 107. The furtherstudy promised by L. Robert in the last-named

contextforHelenicaXIII appearedin 'Apx.'Ecp.,1969,pp. 7-14, no. II (seealso325).
a. 112/11 a.
NON-ETOIX.ca.39
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The craftsman who inscribed this text evidently worked to the complete satisfaction of his clients, for he was
entrusted in the next year with the execution of 325. These two inscriptions,together with SEGXVIII, 27, constitute
his whole survivng work as recognized by S. V Tracy (Att Lettr-Cutters,
pp. 201-203), who gave him a name drawn
fiom 325 as the "Cutterof Agora 6108", with a photograph of the name piece, fig. 33. His datable career is limited
to the evidence of this text and 325. His style is in general regular, and he uses serifs freely: his letters tend to
be crowded laterally,though always clearly separated,with the result that the interlinearspace, though narrow,is the
more clearly emphasized. The above text is that of the editioprinceps,with some additional under-dots to barely
discernible letters at the edge of the stone.
This decree, like 325, is the enactment of a cult association that describes its organization as an otxob and its
presiding officer as the archon. In the latter case the simple title is unusual, although it was used by other groups, e.g.,
the y.vT) (see 307), and the element &pXt-- generally appears in the designation of the chief official of such societies.
Se F. Poland, Geschictedesgriecchen Veriswesens,1909, pp. 361-362; E. Ziebarth, Dasgriechische
Vereinswsen,
1896,
is
on
lines
it
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the
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that
was
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From
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heldofficein twoconsecutiveyearsandis alsothehonorandof 325, camefromAlexandria,andthe proposerof both
decreeswas a citizenof Antioch. Forotxo; as the designationof such an organizationsee Poland,op.cit.,p. 114;

A. Wilhelm, &itragezurgriechischen
Inschiftnkunde,1909, pp. 51-52; L. Robert, 'Apx. 'Ey., pp. 8-9. As it happens, the
other examples from other parts of the Greek world (all of imperial date) refer the organizations so designated to
va6xX)Tpot, and it is very probable that in this Athenian instance also the association was one of merchants and
shippers. The McykXoLecot and Aphrodite were especially concerned with sailors and the sea; see Robert, op.cit.,
pp. 10-11 and 325. Foranotherexampleof an Athenianobxo; see IG II2, 2350 (Wllhelm,loc. cit.;L. Robertin
Collection
Frminer,1936, pp. 5-6, no. 8), of the late 4th or early 3rd century;for otxoL T VvauxXMpov cf. SEGXXXIII,

570, XXXV, 1717.
Line 1. 'AyaOfijS6XrL.See 72, commentaryon lines 7-8. Line 4. Forthe iota addedto &yoFpsee IG I12,
9181 and note;P.M. Fraserand T. Rbtnne,Boeotian
andWestGreek
Tombstones,
1957,p. 170and note 79; L. Threatte,
Forthe nomophylaxas an officialof such cult organizationssee
Grammar,
pp. 365-367. Line 6. vo1iopuXaxo>v.

Poland, op.cit., p. 404.

THE ARCHONSHIP

OF SOSIKRATES, 111/10 B.C.
IG II2, 1135, a treaty between the Cretan cities of Lyttos and Olous dated by the Athenian archon and

recorded at Athens (cf. M. Guarducci, Inscriptiones
CreticaeI, pp. 187-189, no. 9; SEG XXXIII, 134,
XXXVII, 93), links the archonshipof Sosikrates(PA13244) with a y xpayareC from Krioa (AntiochisXI).
This connection was not known to W. S. Ferguson at the time of his original study (AthenianSecretaries,
p. 58), where Sosikrateswas placed in 116/15 and 111/10 was left untenanted. But the secretary cycle,
in demanding a year for a ypalllanre6; from Antiochis, also left no other possible year unoccupied in
the relevant period, and the attribution was immediately assured. Three ephebic dedications, IG II2,
2983-2985, made in the archonships of Sosikrates, Agathokles, and Herakleides, all mention Neon of
and this led Fergusonto date these archons in adjacent years. But subsequent
Aphidna as Tacot-p3prY),
evidence set the two latter archons in 106/5 and 104/3 respectively,and in any case Neon's function did
not make consecutive years mandatory for the archons with whom he was associated (Ferguson,Alio 2,
1909, p. 324, note 5; W.B. Dinsmoor,Archons
ofAthens,p. 276, note 9). The Delian priest of Serapisthis year
was Demetrios of Anaphlystos (Antiochis XI), named in direct succession to the Seleukos of Rhamnous
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who functioned in the year of Dionysios (1Z)2610, line 34; cf. 2070, 2125). 325 shows the same archon
of the cult organization in office as in the year of Dionysios, and the same proposer also, and this helps
to emphasize the close link between the two years.
Since the publication of IG II2, 1135, Sosikrates'date has not been called into question, except by
H. B. Mattingly,Historia20, 1971, p. 45, where the query against the date is left unexplained. See IG II2, iv,
1, pp. 22-23; Dinsmoor,Archons
ofAthens,pp. 223 and 276; Ferguson,AthnianTribalCyces,p. 31; Dinsmoor,
Athenian
Archon
List,p. 200; W. K. Pritchettand B. D. Meritt, Chronology,
p. xxxiv; Meritt,Athenianrear,p. 238,
Historia26, 1977, p. 186. No evidence exists concerning the character of the year in the Athenian festival
calendar. On Meton's system it would have been intercalary,as the eighteenth year of the (seventeenth)
cycle (TAPA95, 1964, p. 236).
THE CULTORGANIZATIONOF THE MErAAOIeEOI HONORS ITS ARCHON

325. The upperleft sectionof a pedimentalstele of Pentelicmarble(I 6108), brokenbelow,to the right,and at
the backbutelsewhereintact,discoveredon April23, 1948,in a contextof LateRomandatesouthwestof the Market
Square(D 16). The pedimentis preservedfor almosthalf its total width. In its centeris a sculpturedrosettein
relief,on eitherside of whichtwo lettersof line 1 were inscribed.The left and part of the centralakroterionare
theouteredgeof whichrunsparallelwiththerakingcorniceof
preserved,raisedin relieffroma rougherbackground,
the pediment. Belowthe horizontalcorniceof the pedimentis a plain fasciasurmountinga straight-sided
ovolo
molding,whichdescendswithoutinterruptionto the inscribedfaceof the stele.
H. 0.235 m.; W.0.16 m.; Th. 0.054 m.
LH. 0.006 m. (line 1, 0.009 m.).

Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
30, 1961,pp. 229-230, no. 29, withphotographpl. 41; see SEGXXI, 536 and other
referencescitedunder324. A photographalsoin S. V Tracy,AtticLettr-Cutters,
p. 202, fig.33.
NON-ETOIX.ca.36-45
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This inscription is the work of the mason who in the previous year had been engaged to inscribe 324, and
the characteristicsof the lettering are identical: see Tracy,op.cit.,pp. 201-203. The text is that of Meritt, with a mark

of hesitationaddedin line 7 (seebelow)and the nameof the goddesssuppliedin line 8.
On the cult organization see the commentary on 324. Lines 3-4. Meritt proposed the same date in both texts, as
suited to the lacuna and, apparently, to a meeting fixed by the rules of the association. Here and elsewhere the

materialin the two texts servesto supportrestorationsin each of them. Line 7. 6nxolarvaq.Forthe phraseology
see L. Robert('Apx. 'Ey., 1969, p. 10), who also pointedout that it is unnecessaryto supplyan infinitiveafter
it; he added that the other restorationsin this line, as shown in the editioprinceps,are also unnecessary and indeed
unlikely. Line 8. For the Mey&Xo ecolEsee B. Hemberg, Die Kabiren,1950, and on their association with a goddess,
especially pp. 288-290 and references there. The gods are to be identified with the twin gods of Samothrace, who
were particularly the tutelary deities of seafarers. Robert (op.cit., pp. 10-11) strongly urged that Aphrodite is the

goddessto be associatedwith them. Cf. Hemberg,op.cit.,pp. 6869, 85-86, 306. Line 9. pXob6s;. Cf. 292,
commentary on lines 14-16.
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Line 10. KaraxexXeaivov. From xaTaxX(veaOat,as argued by Robert (op.cit., pp. 12-14), who discussed
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FRAGMENTS OF AN HONORARY DECREE (OR OF MORE THAN ONE DECREE)
326. Three fragments, two of which join, possibly but by no means certainly belonging to a single stele of Pentelic
marble. Fragment a (I 3871 a), broken on all sides, was discovered on March 27, 1936, in a Late Roman context
in a wall on Kolonos Agoraios (C 12). Fragmentb (I 4026) preservesthe right side of the stele but is broken elsewhere;
it was discoveredon April 18, 1936, in a Late Roman context west of the Stoa of Attalos (P 8). Fragmentc (I 3871 b),
which similarly preserves the right side of the stele but is broken elsewhere, joins the bottom of fragment b and
was discoveredon April 27, 1936, in the same area as, and in a context similar to, that fragment.
Measurements as joined: a: H. 0.165 m.; W. 0.125 m.; Th. 0.06 m.
b + c: H. 0.222 m.; W. 0.055 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.007 m.
Ed. S. V Tracy, Hesperia36, 1967, pp. 242-244, no. 51, with photographs pl. 61; see also SEG XXIV, 139 and
J. and L. Robert, REG 81, 1968, p. 447, no. 192. Republished by Tracy as two separate decrees in The Lettering
Mason(Hesperia,Supplement XV), 1975, pp. 70-71, nos. 10 and 11, with photographs pl. 31:c and d.
of anAthenian
ex.saec.II a.
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The lettering on these fragments is distinctive, and the work of the mason, a craftsman of evident verve and
individuality,was identified by Tracy on a number of Attic inscriptions of the latter part of the 2nd century and
the very beginning of the 1st,including parts of the great Pythais record IG I12, 2336 (SEGXXXII, 218, with earlier
references; see also p. 460 below) and of the Delphic record of the Pythais of 98/7 B.c. (7racy, 7heLettmerig
of an
Ateidwan
Mason,pp. 48-68, no. 7). In this study,his list of inscriptions(nineteen, or, if126 be two distinct texts, twenty)
enlarged that originallyobserved by S. Dow, who was the firstto discern the unity of the work of this mason among six
different texts, including the Pythais record (HarvThRev30, 1937, P. 209). For a full discussion see Tracy, op.cit.,
where he is named the "Cutter of IG H121028"; cf. also GRBS 11, 1970, pp. 331-333, with photographs pis. 28,
29, figs. 8-10, where Tracy referred to him as "Mason 3", GRBS 14, 1973, pp. 189-190, and a later summation
in AtatiLetter-Cuttr,pp. 181-186, with photograph of part of the name piece, fig. 28 (which does not repeat any
illustrationin GRBS 11). The range of dates of the texts attributedby Tracy to this one hand is considerable, fr-om
131/30 (IG 112,1227, dated by the archon Epikles) to 98/7; but recognizable consistency of stylistic idiosyncrasy
through thirty-fouryears is by no means an impossibility and has its evident parallels. Although both fragment a
and the combined fragmentb + c are the workof this mason, the natureof the marble does not compel the attribution
of both sections to the same monument. On the other hand, it remains a possibility.
The present text differs from that of Tracy at no more than five points. a: line 2. SoJ. and L. Robert; --]u?r L
8, - -- ]p&xt(;
[- -, line 11,
xepaVtx[- - Tracy. Elsewhere,Tracy read at line 7, - - -] -r&xaxr&tv [- --,line
of some
in
honor
a
decree
14
a
of
and
Lines
-r&
c: line 13.
10
tro-.
fragment imply
--]v0 itp? voU[---.
]
text
is
too
But
the
cf
lines
3-4.
of
the
has
deserved
Athenians;
benefactor or official who
well
fragmentary for
useful commentary.
a: line 10. For 6ixK o5v without &vin the formula of "hortatoryintention" see 285, commentary on line 5.
Line 14. The restoration assumes that this marksthe beginning of the enactment formula; for the "Wunschformel"
&ya"O7)L
trxvrsee 72, commentaryon lines7-8.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

327. A firagmentof a stele of Pentelic marble (16995), broken all around but with the original rough-pickedback and
part of the right side preserved,discoveredon May 6, 1965, built into a pithos east of the Church of the Holy Apostles
(S 16).
H. 0.19 i.; W 0.16 i.; Th. 0.06 m.
LH. 0.004-0.005 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia36, 1967, pp. 64-65, no. 10, with photograph pl. 22. See also SEG XXIV, 137.
NON-ETOIX. ca. 50
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The dating depends upon the style of the writing. The lettering tends to be rather wide, with serifs, and the

interlinearspacingis alsowide,thoughirregularly
so. Line 10 on the otherhandhas crowdedlettering,and line 11
rises slightly to meet it. Alpha, delta, and lambda are "spread",with low serifs;the external strokesof mu and sigma
are parallel. Beta, always difficultfor a mason, is a clumsy and varied piece of workin all three occurrencesof it. Rho
is in the form F, a feature which evidently influenced Meritt in his attribution of the fragment to the first half of
the century, when parallels are to be found: but the general style is that of a later period, and S. V. Tracy (Attic
Letter-Cutters,
p. 255), while unable to assign it to an identifiable mason, with some justice regarded the end of the

centuryas a more likelydate. Moreover,he saw in it some affinitywith the styleof the craftsmanhe namedthe
"CutterofIG II2 1009",activeas hejudgedbetween116/15 and94/3 (op.cit.,pp. 197-200). Nevertheless,a datefor
thistextas earlyas ca. 140-130 is not precluded.
The restorations are those of the cditioprinceps,except that the lines are renumbered to take account of the
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uncertaintracesat the top of the fragment,andline 9 hasbeen decipheredto bettereffect.
Line 2. 'Ex Tof] Mv)Trptou.MerittcomparedIGII2, 1132, lines 2 and 40. Cf. AgoraIII, p. 158, nos. 504

and 507. On the Metroon see 221, commentary on line 3 and 275, commentary on line 17. Lines 4-5. pouXh

See 260, commentaryon lines5-6.
Iy poouXeuTwT)pEt.
Lines6-7. Forthe restorationMerittcomparedIGII2,908 (SEGXVII, 31, XXIX, 118),line 2. See also 266,
lines 10-12. Line 7. eSX[pr)roo.Cf. 292, lines 12-13. Line8. The restorationwas modeledby Meritton IG II2,
Meritt. uXel &iyaesi.See 72, commentary on lines 7-8. For
949, line 34. Line 9. --- lov vv t E[. T?:5. 8e86XOaL
the unusually reversed order of words cf. 187, line 21. The formula reveals that this was a probouleumatic decree.
Line 10. Meritt restored-t t ouiXft,but the unanimityof the EI form in the preservedpart of the text indicates that it

shouldbe retainedtherealso.
FRAGMENT OF A DECREE IN HONOR OF THARSYTAS OF APTERA IN CRETE AND OTHERS

328. A fragmentof a steleof Pentelicmarble(I 4377),withthe left side and originalrough-pickedbackpreserved,
discoveredon December18, 1936,in a wallof a modernhouseoverthe southernpartof the Eleusinion(T-U 20).
H. 0.17 m.; W. 0.201 m.; Th. 0.14 m.
LH. (lines 1-3) 0.005 m., (lines 4-8) 0.007 m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
29, 1960,p. 20, no. 26, withphotographpl. 6. See also SEGXIX, 105,withfurther
referencetoJ. and L. Robert,REG74, 1961,pp. 155-156, no. 264, especiallyconcerninglines6-8.
sac. II a.

NON-ETOIX.
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'Axne[paov].

The inscribedsurfaceof the fragmentis in majorpart takenup by the left sectionof a well-cutstephanosof
olive leavesand berriesin relief,delineatedwith some degreeof naturalism.Line 3 of the text runsinto, and is
partlyinscribedupon, the intertwinedstemsof the olive fronds. The letteringis plain but thin and scratchyin
character.On one or two lettersin the citationthereis a hesitantattemptto add serifsto the "freeends"of the
strokes. The upperanglesof the triangularletterstend to be open: the externalstrokesof sigmaare parallelin
lines 1-3, obliquein line 6; thoseofmu areobliquein line 5; the righthastaof pi is short.On comparativegroundsof
the styleof the writingit seemspreferableto date the text to the earlierratherthan the laterpart of the century.
It is somecorroboration
of thispreferencethatS. V Tracy(Atticettr-Cuttrs,
p. 252),whileunableto assignthispiece
of workto an identifiablemason,addedthe note that "thedate sac. II a. is safe, but it mightbe earlier."But a
datein the 3rdcenturydoes not seemlikely.
Line 1. E.x.[rcpov
Meritt. There is unlikelyto have been room for more than two sculpturedstephanoi,of
the dimensionsevidenton this fragment,laterallyon the stele. But theremay have been a secondrow of them,
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and M. N. Tod (SEGXIX, 105)preferredto supplyexa[acov. Line 2. Merittsuggestedthat the honorandswere
connectedwiththe EletsinianMysteriesandthe initiatesof thatcult. The locationin whichthe fragmentwasfound

would support the suggestion. At the beginning of this line he therefore read [T&]v teXtaeo6vr[v ---.
On the
otherhand, it is possiblethat au]veXtwo9vto[v --- is a variantfor the customaryouvtrXoptvov (cf. 317), as
tv itavXlxaLpc&Lt
p
part of the "hortatoryintention",e.g.,Iva to6xtvIru]vfeXeaoT9vro[v6 Spo yalv7tat
tipfv]
: c? IG HI2,853 (SEGXXXm, 132, with earlier references),lines 18-19.
TOY d&yaOok;&v8pac

Lines6-8. Merittpreferred86epox[ov](IGI12,896, line 48) to eap<rT[av](IGH2, 6757) and restoredthe
ethnicas 'A=e[p*a].J.andL Robertpointedout thatthe honorandis, as Merittobserved,morelikelyto havecome
fom Apterain Crete than fromthe little-knowntown of the same name in Lykia,and that the ethnicof Cretan
Apterais regularly'A=repaxto.As a Cretanname,eapiwiTa butnot e&pau-ro is to be expected;see M. Guarducci,
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Creticae
II, p. 7 and cf. SEG XXVIII, 750. The patronymic is written in rasura,perhaps as the result of
Inscriptiones
an initial error on the part of the mason, the name being unfamiliar.For the name Hyperanthes see, e.g;, Inscriptions
CreticaeII, p. 71, no. 50, lines 2 (fromHierapytna), probablyof the 2nd centuryB.C., and p. 153, no. 23, line 1
(from Praisos), of the 3rd century. It occurs also, though rarely,in Athens, e.g., SEG XXVIII, 148 (of 371/70 B.C.),
line 24; cf.J. S. Traill, Hesperia47, 1978, p. 92, with furtherreferences.

DECREEOF THE ORGEONESOF BENDIS

329. A fragment of a stele of Hymettian marble (I 4143), with the right side and original back preserved, discovered
on May 14, 1936, in a Byzantine foundation wall in the northwestcorner of the Market Square north of the railroad

(G 4).
H. 0.12 m.; W 0.24 m.; Th. 0.063 m.

LH. (lines1-2) 0.007 (omicron)-0.009m., (lines3-6) 0.005 (omicron)-0.007m.

Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 21, no. 27, with photograph pl. 6; see also SEGXIX, 125. Cf. D. Behrend,
AtischePachturkwuden,
XIX, L16.
p. 99, no. 42 (a briefmention,withouttext);Agora

saec.I/I a.
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Boththe upperandthelowersectionsof thetextpreservedon thisfragmentappearto havebeeninscribedbythe

same hand, but in lines 3-6 the letters are of smallersize and more closely packed. The writing is clumsy and second
rate but makes every effort to be neat and stylish, with serifs attached to the "free ends" of most (though not all)
strokesand an elegant curve given to the crossbarof alpha. Beta, upsilon, and omega are especially poor and variable
in execution; the right hastaof pi is almost equal to that on the left; the external strokesof sigma are parallel (line 2) or

almostso. The date dependsupon the assessmentof the lettering,which S. V Tracy(Atc Letter-Cutter,
p. 252)
regardedas of ca. 100 B.C.Tracywas unableto assignthe workto an identifiablemasonbut saw it as reflecting
in its generalstylethatof the "Cutterof IGII2 1028",forwhomsee 326.
Foran earlier decree from the Agora attributedto the orgeones of Bendis see 245. On orgeones of this and other

cultsand theirinscribedenactmentssee the commentaryon 130 and especiallythe discussionby W. S. Ferguson,
Harv7ThRI37, 1944,pp. 61-140.
Line 1. Perhaps---]Tov. Line 3. Delopteswas a god particularlyassociatedwith Bendis;see IGII2, 1324,
lines 14-16 (a decree of these same orgeones perhaps of the early 2nd century B.C.;cf. Tracy, AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 110-112); F Cumont, RE IV, 1901, col. 2459, s.v. Deloptes; and Ferguson,op.cit.,pp. 96-107 (esp. p. 102).
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DECREE OF A THIASOS OR SIMILAR ORGANIZATION
330 (P1. 32). A firagmentfrom the left side of a stele of Pentelic marble I 456), with the left edge and original
rough-picked back preserved, discovered on February 11, 1933, in a wall of a modern house south of the library
of Pantainos (Q-R 15).
H. 0.235 i.; W 0.245 i.; Th. 0.10 m.
LH. 0.008 m.
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Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia3, 1934, pp. 37-38, no. 25, with photograph. Discussion and tentative supplementsfor
lines 6-9 and 11-12 by P. Roussel (BCH 58, 1934, pp. 93-96).

init.saec.I a.
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The date of the inscription depends upon the style of the writing, which favors regular and laterally somewhat
elongated letters with variable intervalsbetween them. The inscribedsurfacehas sufferedwear,but the generally tidy
effect of the lettering is preserved. Serifs are attached to some of but by no means all the "free ends" of strokes.
Alpha has a broken crossbar; the external strokes of mu and sigma are parallel or almost so. S. V Tracy (Attic
Letter-Cutters,
p. 250) was not able to recognize it as the work of an identifiablemason and listed it as "unfamiliar";but
he judged that it might postdate rather than antedate the capture of Athens by L. Cornelius Sulla in 86 B.c.
Meritt observed that the decree emanated from a club or religious organization and compared IG II2, 1325,
1326, and 1338. Roussel's agreement is exemplified in his proposal for line 7 of the text. It seems likely that in
this document a thiasos or similar group honored an official who had (interalia?)held the office of treasurer.Cf. 230,
231, and IGII2, 1278, 1292, 1317, 1323, 1327, 1329.
line 3. extxv IvoitXoq. On this phrase see G. Klaffenbach,Pdilologus105, 1961, pp. 295-297 and P&ilotogus
107,
1963,pp. 156-157;J.andL. Robert, REG 75, 1962,pp. 176-177,no. 203;SEGXXIV 917, XXVIII, 1656. Forsuch
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in prytanyand ephebicdecreessee A. S. Henry,Honours,
?Ex6veq
was dismissedby
pp. 300-303. Line 4. 'EltXwuoL;
Loissacrs, pp. 230-233,
Roussel,op.cit.,pp. 94-95, withliteraryandepigraphicalreferences.See alsoF.Sokolowski,
no. 135,line 21 (IGXII, iii, 330). Lines4-5. Posideon9 wasthe dayfollowingthe celebrationof the Posidea(IGII2,
1367,lines 16-20;L. Deubner,Attische
Feste,pp. 214-215);butJ.D. Mikalson(SacrdandCivilCalndar,
p. 89)regarded
thisdateas probableratherthancertain.
Line 6. Philemon may be the benefactorhimself, and if so, although the name is not unusual, he may perhapsbe
equated with PA 14269 or 14270. Lines 9-11. Cf. IG II2, 1368, lines 146-147.

THE ARCHONSHIP OF PROKLES, 99/8 B.C.
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Prokles'position in the list ofarchons relativeto those in adjoiningyears has long been firmlyestablishedby
the great record of the Athenian PythaisIG II2, 2336, for which see S. V Tracy,IG., II2, 2336: Conhibutions
zurKFssischenPhilologie139), 1982, a publication that makes it unnecessary
ofFirstFruitsforthePythais(Beitrage
to assemble earlierreferences. What is proclaimedOine2) as the firstnine-yearperiod of the new Athenian
tribute to Delphic Apollo began in the archonship of Theokles (line 5). The archon in the sixth year
of which details are given, Argeios, may be equated with the Roman consuls of 97 B.C., Cn. Cornelius
Lentulus and P. Licinius Crassus,since the epimeletes of Delos in his year (IG II2, 2336, lines 188-189, on

Tracy's numeration) was the well-known Medeios, son of Medeios, of Peiraieus, whose term of office in
the island is recorded in association with the consular date (ID 1745, 1757; cf. Tracy, HSCP 83, 1979,

p. 223). Proklesas the archon of the fifthyear in the Pythaisrecordthus held office in 99/8 or 98/7, for the
Roman consular year equated with his successor'stenure spreadover the two archon years 98/7 and 97/6.
J. Kirchner believed that IG II2, 1034 must belong to a Panathenaic year and was to be attributed
to Prokles' archonship, thus placing him in 98/7 (IG II2, iv, 1, p. 24, reflected in IG II2, 1034 and 2336,
as well as in PA 12211). But the secretary cycle requires that Prokles' year should have a ypa cza6re
from Antiochis (XI), since the archonshipof Medeios, in the third year of the Pythais record, is associated
by IG II2, 1028, lines 1-2 with a ypOatllaxeu6from Eleusis (Hippothontis IX). In IG II2, 1034, however,
the demotic of the ypaoyoarek is Ko6Ox(vly (Oineis VII), and the archon's name in that context must
therefore be supplied as Theokl]es rather than as Prokl]es. The coordination of these indications of the

cycle with earlieryears for which there is other evidence and for which the lists of the Delian gymnasiarchs
and priests of Serapisprovide additional confirmationof date places the beginning of the Pythais in 103/2,
Medeios' archonshipin 101/100, and Prokles'tenure of office thereforein 99/8. See Tracy,I.G., II2, 2336,
ofAthens,pp. 240-244) demonstrated that it is unnecessary to attribute
p. 129. W. B. Dinsmoor (Archons
IG II2, 1034 to a Panathenaic year and that no compelling argument can be.based upon it.

Prokles' archonship was evaluated as of 99/8 by W. S. Ferguson in his earliest study (AthenianSecretaries,
p. 58), and this dating has been accepted by all later commentators with the exception of Kirchner. See
Dinsmoor, op. cit., pp. 240-241, 280-281; LD 1711, in comm., 1619, 1886, 2570; Ferguson, AthenianTribal
Cycles,p. 32; Dinsmoor, AthenianArchonList, pp. 203-204; S. Dow, HSCP 51, 1940, pp. 121, 123; B. D.

rear, p. 238, Historia26, 1977, p. 187.
Meritt, Athenian
No further details of the year of Prokles, or of Prokles himself, are known. 331 does not add to them.

FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
331. The upper left section of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (I 6885), broken below and to the right but
with the major portion of the pediment preserved, including a round shield in relief in the center of the pedimental
field, discovered on May 9, 1959, in a late context in the area of the Eleusinion (U 21). A broad taenia defines
the raking and horizontal cornices of the pediment; below the horizontal cornice, a ponderous ovolo descends to
a narrower flat band, with sharp apophyge to the inscribed surface. The inscribed surface itself has flaked off in
thin layers, and despite the considerable superficialarea which survivesmuch of the inscription on it is in fact lost.
H. 0.31 m.; W. 0.30 m.; Th. 0.08 m.

LH. 0.008 m.
Ed. B. . Meritt,Hesperia
32, 1963, pp. 23-24, no. 24, with photographpi. 6; see also SEGXXI, 487. Text

quoted by A. S. Henry, Prescripts,
p. 90.
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The lettering (insofar as it is clearly to be seen) is plain but with enlargement of the "free ends" of strokes in
some places. The crossbar of alpha is apparently broken; in pi the right hastais short, and the horizontal stroke
overlaps both hastae. The aspect of the monument and the style of writing alike suggest a date in the late 2nd or
early 1st century B.c., and indeed S. V Tracy was able to add it to eight other texts inscribed wholly or in part,
as he judged, by the mason he named the "Cutter of FD [Fuilks de Deh4es] III, 2, no. 5": see AtticLtter-Cuttes,
pp. 212-215, with further references and photograph of part of the name piece, fig. 37. Work attributed to him
that may be independently dated shows him as active between 106/5 and 96/5, a decade into which the present
text neatly fits: for Proklesis the only known archon of the period whose name can be accommodated to the remains
of line 2, and the text may with little hesitation be assigned to his year.
Lines 2-4. The prescript is in an unusual form, and in the breakdown of hitherto regular formulas it may
constitute an additional confirmation of date. Cf. Henry, Pscripts, p. 82. 'AyaOfrtr6Xr in this position is to be
found also ' I II2, 1011, lines 1, 31, 63, 73 (106/5 B.c.) and 1028, lines 1 and 66 (101/100 B.C.). There is no
reference to ihe yparp-aTe6qor apparentlyto the phyle in prytany,the prytany date, or the chairman of the proedroi.
This led Henry to suggest (op.cit., pp. 84, 90) either that the inscription had been put up at private expense or (as
envisaged above) that traditionalforms were now being disregarded:"In other words, we may have a reflection of the
dwindling significance of, and lack of care and interest in, the resolutionsof the Athenian body politic."
Lines 2-3. BoSpoJl]Uvo[q Meritt, for whose further argument from the restoration see below. However, the
spacing of the letters is too variable for other months to be excluded, and the position of iota in line 3 relative to the
first alpha in the line above it makes it doubtful if so wide a letter as mu preceded it. It is therefore inadvisable
to use it for evidential purposes.
Lines 3-4. BouXA6v x t 'EXeuolvowt.U. Koehler's restoration of the phrase in IG II2, 794, line 4, dated to
216/15, adducing Andokides 1.111, was rejected byJ. Kirchner but accepted by S. Dow (HSCP 48, 1937, p. 108).
However, such acceptance involves "forwardcount" in the last third of the month, an evaluation of Athenian practice
now rejected; the date would in fact fall on Boedromion 26 or 27, too late for association with the celebration of
the Mysteries. The law of Solon quoted by Andokides prescribed a meeting of the boule in the Eleusinion on the
day after this was concluded, i.e., on Boedromion 23. More relevant is the meeting of the boule transferredto the
Eleusinion from the Bouleuterion as recorded in IG II2, 848 (AgoraXV, 129), lines 30-31 (212/11 B.c.?) and referred
ser. 4, 30, 1977, pp. 237-238, ZPE 35, 1979, pp. 149-151);
to by Henry, Prescripts,
p. 85 (cf. Meritt, Mnemosyne,
see also AgoraIII, p. 79, nos. 21 1 and 212. Meritt adduced this text as evidence of such a meeting on Boedromion 23,
the date being expressed as tP186pr)1x'tx'Ex8aq, and the month therefore being hollow. In the present inscription
the same date was expressed as 6y86rl teT' lxi&ba and the month was full; in IG II2, 1072 the date was equally
6y8b6r1eT'Elx&bas,but there it refersto the last day of the Mysteries,Boedromion 22, and in that case the month was
hollow. Cf. SEG XXIX, 123. Taken together, this served to confirm that the day omitted in a hollow month was
The conclusion is undoubtedly correct; cf. A. G. Woodhead, Studyof GreekInscriptions,
ivd&rt1eT'eElx&baq.
p. 121.
It was disputed by W. K. Pritchett(ZPE41, 1981, pp. 146-147; cf. SEGXXXI, 105), who was neverthelessjustified in
doubting the validity of the support Meritt had claimed from this fragmentary text (see on lines 2-3) even though
Meritt's general thesis stands. On the dates of the Mysteries see G. E. Mylonas, Eleusis, 1961, pp. 252-279; J. D.
Mikalson, SacredandCivilCalendar,
pp. 60-61, 65 (see Meritt, ZPE 35, 1979, p. 148).

FRAGMENT OF A DECREE IN HONOR OF A GYMNASIARCH(?)
332. A small fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 4875), broken all around, discovered on May 19, 1937, in
a Late Roman context in the Classical floor southeast of the Propylon (H 11).
H. 0.55 m.; W. 0.215 m.; Th. 0.065 m.
LH. 0.006 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia29, 1960, p. 15, no. 19, with photograph pl. 5. See also SEG XIX, 95.
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The plain style of the lettering of this fragmentdoubtlessinduced Meritt to give it (without explanation) a date of
"m'it.saec.II a." in the editioprinceps,even though as a guide to the restorationshe cited two texts of the later part of the
century. S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
pp. 220-221, 264) found that it was to be considered the work of an assistantto
the master mason of the record of the Pythais of 98/7 inscribed on the wall of the Athenian Treasury at Delphi,
for part of which he was responsible. In naming him the "Cutterof FD [Foues dDelphes III, 2, no. 26, lines 1-24()"
Tracy noted his resemblance to the "CutterofFD III, 2, no. 5", for whom see 331, and attributedto him one further
text and part of another in addition to the Pythais record and the present fragment. The Pythais represents the
sole means of dating his career. Of particular note in this fragment are the alpha with sharply broken crossbar
and the phi in which the oval has become a figure eight on its side, or the mathematical symbol of infinity.
What survives of the contents of the decree suggested to Meritt that the inscription recorded honors voted to
a gymnasiarch, and he compared IG II2, 1227, lines 4-7 and 29-32. The yvtivu ot &y)vsec are apparently not
specified. It may perhaps be suggested that, like IG II2, 1227, this is not a decree of the boule and demos, and that the
68rio<, the &Xetlp6ivoL, and the dryve; all have a more local reference. For a deme gymnasium (at Kephisia)
cf. E. Vanderpool, AeXr. 24, A', 1969 [1971], pp. 6-7: for deme gymnasiarchscf. D. Whitehead, TheDomesofAttica,
508/7-ca. 250 B.C., 1986, pp. 152, 224-225.

APPENDIX: MATERIAL DISCOVERED

SINCE 1967

332A. Decree in honor of ---stratos of Phlya, dated by the name of the archon (Eupolemos) to 185/4 B.C.Two
joining fragments (I 7197 and I 7199) of a stele of Hymettian marble, which as joined preserve the width of the
monument, were discoveredonJuly 16, 1970, in a Late Roman context along the PanthenaicWay (J 6). They proved
to form the main section of the decree of which IG
II2, 898 (which makes no direct join with them) contains part
of the prescript. The whole text was edited by C. Habicht, Hesperia56, 1987, pp. 63-71, with photograph of the
Agora fragments,pl. 11. See also SEGXXXVII, 92, XXXVIII, 103. S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 115) identified
this inscription as the work of the "Cutterof IG
II 2 897", for whose style and career see 270.

332B. Fragment of the prescriptof a decree (1 7226), broken all around, discovered on March 29, 1971, in a marble
pile in the area H-I 4-5. M. B. Walbank edited it, Hesperia51, 1982, p. 56, no. 12, with photograph p1. 22 (see
also SEG XXXII, 124) and dated it to the end of the 3rd century B.c. S. V Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 115) regarded
it as another of the works of the "Cutter of IG II2 897" (see above), whose datable career spanned the decade
189/8-178/7, and he preferred a dating ca. 185 in keeping with this. The assembly mentioned in this fragment
was held in the theater; the decree was probouleumatic,and it contained a "minuteheading" (see 258, commentary
on line 2): but that is the limit of its information.

332C. Decree in honor of magistrates int T&<;tpoa68ouo;. A large fragment of a stele of gray marble (I 7496),
preserving both sides and the original back of the monument, discovered in July 1975 in a modern wall in area
R 13. It proved to be the main part of the text of which IG II2, 1707, from lower down the stele, provides part
of the list of names of the honorands. Both fragmentswere edited by S. V Tracy, Hesperia53, 1984, pp. 370-374,
no. 3, with photograph of the Agora fragment,
. 71. See also SEG XXXIV, 94, XXXIX, 137. The prescript
pl
dates the decree to the archonship of Hippias (181/80), on which see pp. 383-384 above. In REG 100, 1987, p. 256,
P. Gauthier doubted the association of the fragments and suggested restorations. Tracy (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 122)
ascribed the stele to the "Cutter of Agora 1 6765", for whose date and characteristicssee 275.
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332D. Decree in honor of King Antiochos IV Epiphanes. The upper left corner of a pedimental stele of white marble
(1 7453), preservingpart of the pediment (with akroterionchipped away), the left side, and perhaps the original back
of the monument,discoveredon May 10, 1973,in a modernwall in area T 14. The date(178/7 B.C.) is provided by
the name of the archon in the prescript,Philon "who succeeded Menedemos", for whom see B. D. Meritt, Historia26,
1977, p. 181 and C. Habicht, Studien,pp. 168-170 and 177. The text was edited by S. V Tracy, Hesperia51, 1982,
pp. 60-62, no. 3, with photograph pi. 24. See also SEG XXXII, 131. The decree was probouleumatic and was
set out in the "perfect design". Tracy later (AtticLetter-Cutters,
p. 115) identified this as yet another product of the
workshop of the "Cutter of IG 112897" (see 332B), and it represents his latest datable work. For later suggestions
concerning the text see D. Knoepfler, Gnomon60, 1988, p. 266, citingJ. and L. Robert (see SEG XXXVI, 173),
and Habicht, Chiron19, 1989, p. 13, note 33 (see SEG XXXIX, 138).
332E. Fragment of an honorary decree. A small fragment of a stele of gray marble (I 7235), broken all around,
discovered on March 22, 1971, in a modern fill in area Q21. It contains the remnants of twelve lines of text, the
widest of these showing eleven letters: a stephanos is involved, and there may be mention of a peapf3eu-rx.The
text was edited by S. V Tracy, Hesperia51, 1982, p. 62, no. 4, with photograph pl. 23. See also SEG XXXII, 133.
The date, which Tracy gave as "ca. a. 175 a.", is derived solely from the identification by him of the mason who
inscribed the stele as the "Cutter of Agora I 247", for whose long career and prolific output see 264.

332F. The repair and restorationof a sanctuary.For I 7492, discovered on August 13, 1974, see 296, fragment i.

332G. Fragment of a decree granting citizenship. A long, narrow fragment of a stele of white marble (I 7421),
broken all around save for the original rough-pickedback, discovered inJune 1972 in a marble pile in the general
area designated Br. It preserves the remains of eighteen lines of text, none more than ten letters in width. The
decree was probouleumatic; the honorand's name might be Dion, and his patronymic was certainly Peithagoras.
Also surviving are elements of the "hortatoryintention", the resolution to award a stephanos (presumablyof olive),
and the record of the honorand's virtues, together with the furtherprovision for dokimasia
and enrollment. The text
was edited by S. V Tracy, Hesperia48, 1979, pp. 178-179, no. 2, with photograph pl. 60 (see also SEG XXIX, 121),
and he identified it as the work of the "Cutterof Agora I 6006", active between 169/8 and 135/4, for whom see 296.
The date is shown in the editioprincepsas ca. a. 140 a. but could fall anywhere within the span of the mason's career.
I, p. 225, D 109, Naturalization
II, p. 194), who gave
Tracy'stext was republishedby M.J. Osborne WNahturlikation
the date as "148/7-135/4" and made a correction in the restorationof line 13, the need for which was observed also
by A. S. Henry Honours,p. 113, note 189 (see also SEGXXXm, 133). The decree belongs to Type III of Osborne's
I, p. 24; see 239 and references there).
categorization of citizenship decrees of FormulationB (Naturalization
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The length of the final section of this volume speaks for itself. Ten decrees, whether of the boule
and demos, the boule alone, or the Council of the Areopagos, span nearly three hundred years of
Athenian history. (Agora I 6173, a decree of the boule, for which see B. D. Meritt, Hesperia33,
1964, pp. 199-200, no. 31, with photograph pl. 33, and SEGXXI, 499 may offer an eleventh, but
it is more likely to represent the introduction to a prytany decree than an honorary enactment
of the old-fashioned type.)
In post-Sullan Athens the boule and demos retained certain areas of competence, for which
see particularlyD.J. Geagan, AthenianConstitution,
pp. 62-91 (esp.pp. 83-90). But the inscriptional
evidence for decrees of the character familiar in earlier centuries is thin. Prytany texts of a new
kind, for which see AgoraXV, pp. 16-17, and honors for epheboi which rapidly become catalogi
erected by and for the epheboi themselves, form the major part of the epigraphical legacy of
this period, and the Agora excavations have made a significant contribution to it. By contrast
with the ten decrees treated here, the record of AgoraXV comprises 191 texts of the same period.
Among the ten, one early nomos(333), dealing with a very particular set of circumstances,
seems to be as it were a holdover from earlier times; and 335 shows a concern for Lemnos which
has a long history. For the rest, the honoring of the imperial house or of a substantialbenefactor
alone seems to have called for old-style treatment, so old style, in one case, as to reemploy the
stoichedon order for the inscribingof the text. But archaisticechoes of this kind sound a false note
which servesperhaps only to emphasize that this was a new world in which traditionalforms were
no more than a veneer cloakingfundamentalsocial and constitutionalchange. Moreover,the very
quality and character of the lettering and workmanshipof the imperial texts is a furtherreflection
of a new age, as if art, and not meaningful business,were now the dominant consideration.

DECREE CONCERNED WITH CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS
333. Three fragmentsof a stele of Pentelic marble, two ofwhichjoin to make up fragmenta (12351) and preservepart
of the left side of the monument, although it is brokenelsewhere: this united fragmentwas discoveredonJanuary 31,
1935, in a modern context west of the East Stoa (O 13). Fragment b (I 1619) is a small chip preserving no more
than sixteen discernible letters and broken on all sides;it was discoveredon March 19, 1934, in a late context over the
south porch of the New Bouleuterion (F 10).
a: H. 0.37 m.; W. 0.25 m.; Th. 0.08 m.
b: H. 0.09 m.; W. 0.05 m.; Th. 0.08 m.
LH. ca. 0.01 m.

Ed. D.J. Geagan, Hesperia40, 1971, pp. 101-108, no. 3, with photograph pl. 16. See also SEG XXVI, 120.
Revised restorations of lines 7-24 and new readings in lines 13-14 byJ. H. Oliver,JHS 100, 1980, pp. 199-201;
see also SEG XXX, 80.
paulloante,velnonmulumpost,a. 86 a.
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and the same line numbering
The firstline of this text, wholly restored,was given no number in the editioprinceps,
was followed by Oliver. The numeration here thereforediffers throughout by one from its predecessors. The text of
fragment a, lines 1-6 and 25, and of fragment b is that of Geagan, of fragment a, lines 7-24, that of Oliver. In
He estimated the width
line 13 Geagan read auv8[Exou;and in line 14 aF[ij]C
auvp(xtvet xoLv-; xat &x[----.
of the text as of ca. 46 letters; but line 1 requires 45 letters without the name of the archon, unless the words 'rij
PouXi; xa( be omitted, and line 17, common to both Geagan and Oliver, requires 49; line 7 contains 46 letters
without the blank space added by Oliver after etitev, while his lines 16 and 18 call for 50 and 48 letters respectively.
- -. Line 17.
Line 11. SEGXXX, 80 includes in its text Oliver'ssuggestion(in his commentary)[&p'a]k lj &[xxXvEalczLapisrPMMENfIN.
The lettering shows a superficialneatness, but there are variations, especially in the size of the circular letters:
serifs are abundant but often perfunctory. Alpha has a broken crossbar,theta a bar in place of a central dot, pi
a short right Iasta:while the outer strokes of sigma are parallel, those of mu are not. S. V Tracy did not include
this text in his survey of Attic letter cutters, which terminated at 86 B.C.,but clearly there is no decisive evidence
in the style of the lettering to confirm or disprove the dates sought on historical grounds. Geagan's estimate that
the inscription might fall, on stylistic criteria, "anywhere from the early second century B.C. down to the time of
Augustus"must be regarded as over-generous:"s. I a., pars prior"is a proposal that could be comfortablysustained.
The content of the decree is more helpful. Athens is enjoying "democracy",which at this date may not mean
what it seems to imply. Nevertheless, the officials have been chosen by lot or direct election, and a constitution
approved by or with the cooperation of the Areopagos is being ratified by the demos. It was Geagan's view that,
this amounted to an oligarchic restoration,more precisely to that put in place
despite the use of the word denwkratia,
after Sulla's capture of Athens. His suggested date of 84/3, when Sulla called at Athens on his way home from
the East, took cognizance also of the secretarycycle, which in that year called for a ypa.oryareu'from Hippothontis
(IX): but no confidence can be placed in the existence of the cycle at that date; cf. B. D. Meritt, Historia26, 1977,
pp. 188-189.
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E. Badian (4AAH 1, 1976, pp. 116-117, 127, notes 55-58; cf. SEG XXVI, loc.cit.) urged that the "democracy"
was that ofAthenion, institutedin 88/7 in the interestsof MithridatesVI, king of Pontos, and rapidly converted into a
tyranny, a suggestion further developed by Oliver, loc.cit., whose restoration of line 18 in particular took account
of it. Oliver's view was that the constitutional revision was a "follow-up"to Athenion's provisions, perhaps in the
archonship of Philanthes (87/6); but he did not preclude a "much later period of reconciliation".
Line 1. Geagan based his restorationof the missing firstline on the formula ofAgoraXV 266 and IG II2, 1043: it
occurs also in IG II2, 1046. Cf. A. S. Henry, Prescpts, p. 96. All are of dates later in the century, and this may
argue for a post-Sullan rather than a pre-Sullan dating. Line 3. 'Ava[xale6q Geagan, on the supposition (see p. 468
above) that the secretary cycle may still have been in operation.
Lines 6-7. While nothing is known of Neon, son of Dorotheos, Geagan'srestorationof the deme ofDemeas relied
upon an association with the A7)jVasc'Ar7jvLe6Cwho was a mint magistrateand perhaps epimeletes of the Peiraieus
in the late 2nd century; cf. O. W. Reinmuth, BCH 90, 1966, pp. 96-97; AgoraXV, 278, line 34. However, Tracy
ofFirstFruitsforthePythais,1982, p. 37) retained the deme of the epimeletes as 'Aa[XLEC,and
(I.G.II2 2336: Contributors
be
could
restored
here. Cf. also PA 3315. Line 9. Oliver drew attention to Aristotle, Politics1320bl 1-14,
'AXaettL6
14
in
line
to
Politics
1294a41-42, both of which would in his view echo the Peripateticcolor of Athenion's
similarly
constitution. ForAthenian relationswith Mithridatesin the early 80's and the tyrannyofAthenion and Aristion (who
may or may not be one and same person) cf. C. Moss6, Athensin Decine, 404-86 B.C., 1973, pp. 148-151; Badian,
AJAH 1, 1976, pp. 104-128. The account by W. S. Ferguson,HellnisticAthens,pp. 440-453, retains both its vigor and
its utility.
FRAGMENT OF AN HONORARY DECREE

334. A fragment of a stele of Pentelic marble (I 5426), broken all around but with the original rough-picked back
preserved, discovered on May 6, 1938, in the east boundary wall of the Roman road north of the Odeion (N 7-8).
The inscribed face is damaged by a surface fractureon the left and abrasion at the right edge.
H. 0.295 m.; W. 0.30 m.; Th. 0.104 m.
LH. ca. 0.014 m.
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hesperia37, 1968, p. 277, no. 15, with photograph pl. 80. See also SEG XXV, 129.
ca. a. 80 a.(?)
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A general date in the 1stcentury B.C. for this text is providedby the lettering, and that this postdates 86 B.C. in the
view of S. V Tracy was implicit in its omission from consideration in his Attc Letter-Cutters.
The letters are large
and foursquare in the manner of the Roman period, although with thinly cut strokes. The crossbar of
alpha is
broken, the external strokes of mu and sigma are parallel, and the center strokes of the latter are drawn back to
form an obtuse angle. The two upright strokes of pi are of equal length; xi lacks a central upright, and its center
horizontal stroke is short; omega has decorative side strokes, but the other letters are without finials of
any kind.
Iota adscript is not written; cf Meisterhans-Schwyzer3, pp. 67-68. The change of El to I in Ix6vos (line
10) is
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also to be noted as suggesting though not necessitatinga date after 100 B.C.It is found as early as 175/4 (IG II2, 1329,

lines27-28); cf L. Threatte,Grammar,
pp. 195-198.
Merittderiveda moreprecisedatingfromthe biographicaldetailof Oinophilos(line8), whomhe identified
with Olv6ptXo Euv8p6JiouSreiptSc, pouXeutcvand treasurerof the prytaneisof Pandionisca. 80 B.C.(IG 12,

1050 = AgoraXV 264), to be distinguished from the Oinophilos, son of Syndromos, of Steiria (PA 11367; cf. 335),
who was perhaps his great-nephew. There were however other owners of the name Oinophilos attested in public
office during the same general period, such as Olv6piXo; 'iApptou'A<p8vatoo(PA11364, surely to be identifiedwith
the Otv6cpiXoC'A<ptvato; of AgoraXV, 257 = SEG XXI, 486, lines 14-18; cf. Meritt, Hesperia33, 1964, p. 194)
or the Oinophilos who was a pouXeutcXof Ptolemais in 97/6 (AgoraXV, 259, line 45, unless this be dated a century

as urgedby H. B. Mattingly,Histria20, 1971,pp. 26-28).
earlier,to the archonshipof Phanarchides,

in line 1 and
The detailed content of the decree can be no more than conjecture. Meritt suggested xeA]cXtaoA[v
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a referenceto a giftof moneyto the prytaneisfora sacrificein line 2. The recipientof the honorsmayhavebeenthe

Diokles of line 13, who may have been treasurer(line 5) of some group or board and who was of distinguishedancestry

(line7), the formernobilityof whichhe hadperhapsenhanced(ine 6). Lines9 and 11 maycontainreferencesto the

god Dionysos and his festival (xart&roCbAtov[uvtaxoL6 ---

and ---

Atov6]ac. Line 10 undoubtedly included a

p. 301.
portraitstatueor bustamongthe honorsdecreed;for the phraseologycf. A. S. Henry,Honours,
DECREECONCERNINGATHENIANSEt'IiLERSON LEMNOS
335. A fragment(I 6691) fromthe lowerpartof the stele of Pentelicmarbleto whichIGII2, 1051 and 1058 also
backof the monumentpreserved,
belong,withthe left side(dressedwitha toothedchisel)andoriginalrough-picked
discoveredon October 19, 1954, in the wall of the east apse of the Churchof the Holy Apostles(P 16). It was
firstobservedby D. M. Lewisthaton its rightit makesa directjoin withfragmentdofIG II2, 1051(E.M.7615).
H. 0.26 m.; W. 0.29 m.; Th. 0.13 m.

LH. 0.01 m.
Ed.B. D. Meritt,Hesperia
36, 1967,pp.66-68, no. 12,withphotographspl. 22 and23. See alsoSEGXXV, 141;
J. and L. Robert,REG81, 1968, pp. 446-447, no. 190. Merittfurthernoted the observationof Lewisand A. E.
Raubitschekthat IG II2, 1058 (E.M.5267) formspartof this text,joining fragmenta of IGII2, 1051 (E.M.7618)
at the upperrightof thelatter,andhe publisheda revisedtextof lines 1-10 of the decreethusaugmented,aswellas of
the conclusion,of whichthe Agorafragmentformspart. Forconvenience,the entiretextis reproducedhere. IGII2,
1058is designatedfragmente, andAgora16691 fragmentf
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For earlier texts in the present collection of Agora psephismata
concerned with Athenian settlers on Lemnos see
41, 68, and 72. Lemnos, like Delos, had been in Athenian hands since 166 B.C.See IG XII, viii, praefatiode Lemno
etImbro,pp. 4-5. Some dispute seems to have arisen concerning the occupation of land (lines 11-17). The difficulties
were apparently considerable and are also reflected in IG II2, 1052 and 1053 (SEGXXIV 142, XXVIII, 93). The
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announcement of the present decree to the Lemnians was, perhaps significantly,entrusted to three of the highest
officers of state (lines 5-9; cf. S. Dow, Prytaneis,
p. 17), to whom one more was added (lines 63-65). Their selection is
inserted as a statement of fact between the name of the proposer of the decree and the beginning of the decree proper,
as if this were a matter that had been independently decided and is simply placed on record at this point. At an
earlier period the practice had been to agree the number of delegates in the decree and to add at the very end of
the text the names of those selected. Cf., e.g., IG II2, 682, 793, and 225. On this decree see also D.J. Geagan,
AthenianConstittion,pp. 27, 50-51, 59, 106-107.
The lettering of the inscription has the "foursquareimperial" character associated with the Roman period,
regular and well constructed, and with considerable artistic sensibility. This is not one of the better examples, but
it possesses the characteristics of the style. "Free ends" of strokes carry serifs. The crossbar of alpha is straight,
and theta carries a short cross-strokein place of a central dot. The external strokesof mu and sigma are parallel;in pi
the right hastais short, and the horizontal stroke substantiallyoverlaps both uprights. The vertical stroke of phi
projects well above, though not below, the lines of the lettering;omega is in a spread, decorated form (cf. 334). Iota
adscript is sometimes but not always written. H replaces EI in ipuxaveca (lines 1 and 3) and jicopeal3 (line 61);
see L. Threatte, Grammar,
pp. 202-205. Early examples of the replacement are to be found in the later 3rd and
the 2nd centuries B.C., but Threatte observed that "the phenomenon remains rare until about 50 B.C."
Line 3. For the character and location of the assemblysee 101, commentary on lines 7-8 and 167, commentary
on lines 6-7. Line 9. Oinophilos, (son of Syndromos), of Steiria. Cf. 334 and PA 11367. He appears as xifpuS
lines 23-30, dated ca. 21/20 B.c.; cf.J. S. Traill, Hesperia47,
Tfi pouX-fi in the prytany text AgoraXV, 290 + 292b,
The
161.
identification encouragedJ. H. Kroll (AeXt. 27, A', 1972
1978, pp. 297-299, no. 22 and SEG XXVIII,
as
text
the
"post-Actian";cf. SEGXXXII, 136. In the ediioprincepsof
present
[1973], p. 103 with note 58) to regard
as later than 38 B.C.,when the aristocracy was again in
the
date
to
note
the Agora fragment Meritt was content
control in Athens. If Oinophilos' father was the Syndromos, son of Kallikratides, who was archon in 37/6 and
honored by the boule and demos at this period (W.K. Pritchett,Hesperia11, 1942, pp. 247-249, no. 50; PA 13039), he
was perhaps great-nephew of the Oinophilos of 334.
is indeed referredto here, he would be Herodes, son of .Ekles,
Lines 29-30. If the aorpaxTyb6intlrobS 6i7XlTaS
of Marathon, ancestor of the famous Herodes Atticus, who is considered to have held the office a little before 60 B.c.
in Athens,1951, p. 61.
See IG II2, 3595; T. C. Sarikakis,TheHopliteGeneral
Lines 58-61. There is room for twelve names, but they are not listed in the "official"order of the phylai, nor is
each a delegate from a differentphyle. In IG II2, the restorationxatl [oit fixovxoracx - - ] presupposes,probably
correctly,that these names were those of representativesof the Lemnian settlerswho, as cleruchs, retained their Attic
deme affiliations; but they may have been members of an earlier delegation from Athens to Lemnos that is here
thanked and rewarded. There is a comparable list, with the addition of the patronymics of those listed, in IG II2,
1053. Line 62. The award of stephanoi of olive, regular in this period for the officials named in prytany decrees
and for the teachers of the ephebes honored in ephebic texts, remains standard also for Athenians who have acted
in some other official capacity; cf. A. S. Henry (Honours,pp. 38-40), who cited the present text (p. 39). Line 64.
restored
Dionysios of Peiraieus (PA4239) cannot be otherwise identified, but Meritt noted that his name is to be
in IG II2, 1053, lines 10-11.
Line 65. btxa[l)c Kirchner,Meritt; blx[ataJ. and L. Robert. Lines 65-67. Cf. IG II2, 1053, lines 11-12. The
various
registration of the number of votes cast in a council or assembly, which begins to appear sporadically at
For the
in
Athens.
unusual
is
or
Roman
Late
Hellenistic Early
period, extremely
points in the Greek world in the
N.eue
6
183,
A.
See
further
30-33.
3), 1921,
Wilhelm,
Beitrge (= SbAkadWen
phraseology cf. IG II2, 1641, lines
7he
Gerusia
Sacred
H.
Oliver,
(Hesperia,Supplement VI),
pp. 4-9, no. 2; L. Robert, tudesanatolienes,1937, p. 451;J.
p. 89. The
1941, pp. 125-141, no. 31, lines 30-32 with commentary; SEGXXIII, 208; Geagan, AthnianConstituion,
use
of
which
the
in
are
in
IG
in
evidently
numbersvoting "aye",written full
II2, 1053,
expressed acrophonic numerals,
still survived, at least for official purposes. See M. N. Tod, BSA 18, 1911/1912, pp. 128-129; A. G. Woodhead,
pp. 108-110. The survival lasted longer than was suggested by M. Guarducci, Epigrafia
Studyof GreekInscriptions,
GrecaI, 1967, p. 419 (cf. pp. 417-422).

DECREE CONCERNING THE CELEBRATION OF THE BIRTHDAYOF THE EMPEROR AUGUSTUS
336. Two nonjoining fragmentsof a stele of Pentelic marble, of which IG II2, 1071 (E.M. 5314, hereafterfragmenta)
also forms a part. The larger of the two, fragment b (I 2619), preserves the right side and original rough-picked
back of the stele but is broken elsewhere, and a strip some 0.07 m. in width has, in a later adaptation to some
other usage, been shaved off the inscribed surface on the right. It was discovered on March 15, 1935, in a late
wall east of the East Building (P 14). The smaller fragment,fragmentc ( 5334), broken all around, was discoveredon
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March 14, 1938, in a late context northeast of the Odeion (N 7). The association of the three fragments was first

observedby A. E. Raubitschek.
b: H. 0.28 m.; W. 0.195 m.; Th. 0.09 m.
c: H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.066 m.; Th. 0.052 m.

LH. 0.009-0.011 m.
ToLX.Hor. 0.013 m.; Vert. 0.0166 m.
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Ed. G. A. Stamires,Hespeia26, 1957, pp. 260-265, no. 98, with photographsof all fragmentspl. 63. See
SEG
also
XVII, 34.
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Line 17. Possiblyrho ratherthan epsilonas the firstpreservedletter. Line 31. The last preservedlettermay
be eta or rho. The positionof fragmentc in relationto thewidthof the steleis uncertain,andthe amountof spaceon
either side of it shown above is inserted exempli
gratiaonly.
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This inscription is particularly remarkable in its reversion to the use of the stoichedon style, of which it is
Inscritins, 1938, pp. 36
Sylk in Greek
apparentlythe latest example in Attic epigraphy. See R P.Austin, TheStoichedon
of this collection
and 114, with pl. 14. With this exception, the last dated example among the Agora psephismata
is 218, of 239/8 or 238/7 B.C.;cf. also 221 and 223. Among prytany texts see AgoraXV 116-119, all dated ca.
230 B.C.There is indeed an archaisticflavor to the text, which is characterizedby plainness, simplicity,and excellent
articulation of the components of each letter. The style of writing is nevertheless the "foursquareimperial", with
the upright strokesof phi and psi projectingabove and below the lines of the lettering and with the external strokesof
sigma (though not of mu) parallel. The "free ends" of the strokes are enlarged into slight wedges reminiscent of
the middle and later 4th century. The crossbar of alpha is straight, and the right hastaof pi short. Theta twice
has a central dot, once a short cross-stroke;xi lacks a central upright, and its center horizontal stroke is short.
The archaism is carried further by the readoption of the simple form of prescript characteristicof the 5th and
early 4th centuries, with all elements expressed by means of a succession of nominatives and main verbs. Cf. A. S.
p. 95), who quoted lines 1-3. The decree however emanates from the boule alone, if line 1 be
Henry (Prescripts,
correctly restored, with independent legal force. See D.J. Geagan, AthenianConstituion,p. 73.
Reference to IGII2, 1071, now augmented with these two scarcely helpful fragments, has been regularly
introduced into studies of Augustan Athens, for which see P. Graindor, At&nessousAuguste,1927, pp. 25-32 and
the bibliography given by Stamires, op.cit., pp. 261-262. Cf. alsoJ. and L. Robert, REG 71, 1958, pp. 229-230,
no. 179, where it is noted that the new fragments add nothing of significance. The decree was concerned with the
official celebration of Augustus'birthday,recognized as Boedromion 12. On the date and occasion of its passage see
further Geagan, AJP 100, 1979, pp. 59-68. The association with Apollo which the Emperor fostered (cf. L. Cerfau
andJ. Tondriau, La cultedessouvrainsdansk civilisation
1957, pp. 335-336) is significantlymaintained in
greco-romaine,
the proposed model for the celebration to be found in the festivalof that god on the seventh of the month (L. Deubner,
AttischeFeste,p. 202; J. . Mikalson, Sacredand Civil Calendar,
p. 51) and in the decision, if line 24 offers sufficient
with
that
of the Pythian god. For the celebration of Augustus'
in
rank
be
was
to
festival
that
the
indication,
equal
the
of
method
Emperor widely adopted, cf. the bibliography provided by Stamires, op. cit.,
honoring
birthday, a
pp. 262-263, note 125.
Line 3. The proposer of the decree, Antipatros,son of Antipatros,of Phlya, was a notable figure in the Athens of
See T. C. Sarikakis,TheHopliteGeneralin Athens,1951, p. 41;
inr to;S 6bTXLraq.
this epoch, seven times rpaTrpx)y6b;
S. Dow, Prytaneis,
pp. 190-191; Stamires,op.cit.,pp. 249-251; AgoraXV, 284, 290 + 292b (SEGXXVIII, 161, XXIX,
Stamires.
or S]TrjpL a[---125), 292a; SEG XVII, 70 (IG II2, 3539) and 71, XXIX, 170. Line 27. nevTe]Tr)pl;
in
the
winter of
to
Athens
Stamires argued that this decree was passed shortly before Augustus' second visit
postquembeing the grant
21/20, in disagreement with Graindor,who had placed it in or soon after 27/6, the terminus
to the Emperorof the title Augustus. Graindorsupposed that the Athenians, who hadjeopardized their relationswith
Octavian by taking the side ofAntonius and Kleopatra in the war of Actium, would be in haste to make what amends
they could. See further Geagan, AJP 100, 1979, pp. 59-68. On relationsbetween Augustus and Athens at this time
cf. also G. W. Bowersock,AugustusandtheGreekWorld,1965, pp. 106-108; Geagan, ANRW II (Principat),vii, 1, 1979,
pp. 378-379, 418-419;J. H. Oliver,Hesperia49, 1980, pp. 44-45 (with bibliography,note 35); E. A. Kapetanopoulos,
'EUXX)vLxC
33, 1981, pp. 222-223; M. C. Hoff, Hesperia58, 1989, pp. 267-276.
A DOCUMENT CONCERNING JULIUS NIKANOR
337. Five fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, forming part of the same monument as IG II2, 1119 and the
unpublished fragment E.M. 5245: that these fragments (with the exception of fragment c below, then not yet
discovered) belong to the same stele was suggested by A. E. Raubitschek, Hesperia23, 1954, pp. 318-319, no. 4,
and accepted in the editioprinceps.Raubitschek'sinclusion of IG II2, 1069 with the same group, also accepted in
the editioprinceps,has since that time been generally discounted; see below.
a. A fragment (I 6132 a) preservingthe original rough-pickedback of the stele but otherwise broken all around,
discoveredonJanuary 24, 1949, among stones collected during 1938-1940 on the southern part of Kolonos Agoraios.
On its right it joins the left side of fragment b.
b. IG II2, 1119 (E.M. 9504), found on the Akropolis, preserves the right side and original back of the stele
but is broken above, below, and on the left where it makes a join with fragment a.

c. A fragment (I 6132 b) preserving the original back of the stele but broken elsewhere, discovered in April
1958 among collected marbles in the area of the Panathenaic Way, north of the Eleusinion (S 17). It makes no
join with any other piece.
d. E.M. 5245, a fragment similarlypreservingthe original back but broken elsewhere and making no join with
any other piece.
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. A fragment(1 1059)brokenall aroundand makingnojoin withanyotherpiece,discoveredin summer1933
among marbles collected east of the Tholos (1 11).

f A fragment( 6387) similarlybrokenon all sidesand makingno join with any otherpiece, discoveredon
May 26, 1951,in a Byzantinewallat the northeastcornerof the Templeof Ares(L 7).
g. A fragment (1 179) of similarcharacter,making no join with any other piece, discovered on March 1, 1932, in

a Romancontextnearthe northwestcornerof the Metroon(19).
a: H. 0.27 m.; W. 0.36 m.; Th. 0.16 m.
b: H. 0.38 m.; W. 0.39 m.; Th. 0.16 m.
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a + b, asjoined:W.0.547 m.
c. H. 0.35 m.; W. 0.35 m.; Th. 0.16 m.
d: H. 0.39 m.; W. 0.33 m.; Th. 0.16 m.
H.
. 0.085 m.; W. 0.125 m.; Th. 0.053 m.
f: H. 0.08 m.; W. 0.164 m.; Th. 0.037 m.
g: H. 0.063 m.; W. 0.097 m.; Th. 0.032 m.
LH. 0.0155 m. (theta and omicron 0.012-0.013 m.)
Ed. B. D. Meritt, Hespria 36, 1967, pp. 68-71, no. 13, with photographs pl. 23. See also SEGXIV, 79 (reference

to Raubitschek's
associationof the fragments,forwhichsee above)and XXIV, 143.
sac. I p.,p.post.
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The lettering is of the "standard imperial" type, regular in form and neat in appearance. The fallibility of
its use as a criterion of date is suggested by the attribution of fragment b byJ. Kirchner to "init. s. III(?) p. Chr."
and by the fact that with equal confidence the document could be assigned by various commentators to the latter part
of the reign of Augustus, to the Claudian-Neronian period, and to the time of the emperors Nerva and Trajan.
Characteristicof this inscription are especially (1) mu with angled external strokesand a projection upwardseither of
these or of the central strokes above their point of junction; (2) rho often but not always with the upright stroke
projecting above the loop; (3) phi with a "pinched-in"oval, composing as it were two loops on either side of the
upright stroke; (4) omega with downward-sloping"horizontals". The crossbar of alpha is generally straight; theta
(which, with omicron, is smaller than the other letters) has a short cross-strokein replacement of the central dot;
the two upright strokesof pi are of equal length, and its horizontal strokeprojectsbeyond both; the external strokesof
sigma are parallel. There is some enlargement of "free ends" of strokes, and in some places this amounts to the
writing of serifs.
Iota adscript is written in all relevant preserved instances except for the subjunctives in lines 4, 5, and 7, and
perhaps also line 20 (see below). El has taken the place of I in lines 6-7 (aetx[vuiv), 11 (xetL5v), and 20 (EaXaot1eivo;)
but not in line 30 ('EX]euatva). For the practice in the 1st century A.D. see L. Threatte, Grammar,
p. 198.
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A copy of this enactment was set up in Eleusis (cf.line 30), now partlypreservedas IG I2, 1086, to which belongs
also a fragment published by A. N. Skias, 'Ep. 'ApX., 1895, col. 121, no. 34. It enables some restorations to be
made in the composite fragment a + b and converselymay itself be supplemented fiom that source. Nevertheless, the
interpretation of the entire dossier remains obscure.
When IG II2, 1069, a fragment copied in the 19th century and now lost, was believed to form part of this
monument, it provided its supposed upper left-hand corner and appeared to establish it as a decree in honor of
C.Julius Nikanor, the "new Homer" and "new Themistokles" (appellationsrecorded in other texts, the references
to which were usefully assembled by A. E. Raubitschek, op cit.,pp. 317-319, and in some cases showing that they had
been erased, as if the Athenians had come to repent of their extravagance). Moreover, it contained references to
Caesir Augustus, to an archon Lakon, and to the priest of Drusus, Augustus' stepson. The name of the archon
was not helpful, and a date for him was derived from the estimated date of the document, rather than vicevesa; but the
other references seemed to place both the document and Lakon'sarchonship between 9/8 B.C.and A.D. 13/14. Cf.
P. Graindor, Chonologicdes archontes
atniens sous I'Empire,1920, pp. 59-62, no. 26. Thus the ditioprincepsof the
was
Meritt
the dating "aet.Auguss'".
Agora fragments
given by
IG
That
II2, 1069 is to be dissociated from the other fragmentswas strongly hinted at by D.J. Geagan (Athenian
Constitution,
33, 1981, p. 220). Without
p. 23, note 43) and more fully argued by E. A. Kapetanopoulos ('EXXirvwuc
it, the remainder of the document lacks the characterof an honorary decree and suggests, on the contrary,a contract
of some kind (cf. D. Behrend, AtischePachturkunden,
p. 50, note 2). That being so, it may on strictdefinition not belong
with the present collection of Agora psephismata;
but it neverthelessseems both useful and advisable to retain it.
Discussion is therefore to be focussed on the identity and date ofJulius Nikanor himself and on the place of
Salamis (line 20) in the context of his career and of this document. With the support of IG i2, 1069, both had
appeared to cirect attention towards the reign of Augustus. For earlier bibliographysee Raubitschek, op cit., p. 317,
note 2, and for epigraphical references cf. SEG XIV 79, 90, 128: cf. also Geagan, Atnian Constitution,
pp. 33-35,
140, et alibi. At a later stage of the controversy the Augustan date was still upheld by C. P.Jones, Phoenix32, 1978,
pp. 222-228. Dio Chrysostom (31.116) referredto the purchase of Salamis by Nikanor (assumedto be this Nikanor),
in the context of criticism of an epigram about him, to be associated,
, it has been contended, with the deletion of
his laudatory titles: and, since Strabo (9.1.10) referred to Salamis as being in Athenian possession in his own time,
it was long thought that Athens had lost the island in the aftermathof te defeat at Sulla's hands and had recoveredit
as a gift from Nikanor, thanks to his purchase of it, late in Augustus' reign; cf G. W. Bowersock, Augustusand the
GreekWorld,1965, p. 96; J. H. Kroll, AX&r.27, A', 1972 [1973], p. 103.
It is important to distinguishJulius Nikanor of Hierapolis in Syria, the Nikanor concerned here, from his
homonym, the son ofAreios, of Alexandria,who was indeed a contemporaryofAugustus, as emphasized by L. Robert
(REG94, 1981, pp. 348-349; cf. Bowersock, loc.cit.,note 5; Jones, Phoenix32, 1978, p. 226; Kapetanopoulos, RF 104,
1976, p. 375); for there had been an inclination to confuse them (cf., e.g., Raubitschek, op cit.,p. 317). Accumulating
evidence has pointed to a later date for the Hierapolitan, especially by reason of his appearance as mopaTrry6bini &d
WiXain a new fragment of IG II2, 1723; see SEG XXVI, 166. The case argued by Kapetanopoulos in AcXr. 30,
A', 1975 [1978], p. 123 and RF 104, 1976, pp. 375-377 was developed at length by him in 'EXXjvoxi 33, 1981,
pp. 217-237. A date ca. 61/2 (the date of IG II2, 1723) for the present text and for Nikanor'scareer has been adopted
II [Principat],vii, 1, 1979, pp. 382, 420) and by T. L. ShearJr. (Hesperia50, 1981, pp. 365-367).
by Geagan (AVNRW
The latter indeed suggested a date for this document earlier than 61, perhaps between 41/2 and 61/2; but the
suggestion appeared to depend on a continuing associationwith it of IG 112,1069 (p. 366, note 49). Kapetanopoulos,
originally proposing "shortly after 61/2" (RF 104, 1976, p. 375), was subsequently disposed to think in terms of
a later date: "aboutA.D. 61-1 10, with the later years appearingas the most likely"('EXXrlvtx&
33, 1981, pp. 218-223,
231). He further contended there that the Athenians never did lose possession of Salamis in the 1st century B.C.
and that the remark of Dio Chrysostom contains an ambiguity suggesting that Nikanor bought the island from the
Athenians rather than for them, the contract in the present document being perhaps concerned with that transaction.
On the unfolding arguments see also SEG XXVI, 121, 166, XXVIII, 192, XXXI, 108.
A continuing span of activity for Nikanor's mature years from 61 to 110 seems doubtful, despite the evidence
of the epigram SEGXXIX, 192 (on which see furtherKapetanopoulos, Prometheus
13, 1987, pp. 1-10) and arguments
drawn from it. A date for this document in the period covering the reigns of Nero and Vespasian is probably to
be recommended.
Line 16. xatl olou Meritt; xal 6 'Io6l[Xio; NLx&vcW----]
Raubitschek, but see J. H. Oliver, HSCP,
1
volume
-Stdies
Presented
to
W
S.
(Athenian
Supplementary
Ferguson),1940, pp. 524-525. Line 20. fj &v[-----]
Meritt. Possiblyjl &v [----].
Line 22. Or il T[- - - ], as Meritt.
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THE ARCHONSHIP OF FLAVIUS MACRINUS, A.D. 116/17
In his Ikep. eauVaouiO xal Maxpopkov, Phlegon of Tralles (F.Jacoby,FGrHist,no. 257, fr. 36, section IX)
dates a sex change that happened to a woman of Laodikeia in Syria by reference to the Athenian archon
Makrinosand the Roman consulsL. (Fundanius)LamiaAelianusand (Sex. Carminius)Vetus. Aelianus and
thePrincipatsofNerva,
Vetus were the consuksordinariof A.D. 116; cf. E. M. Smallwood, Documents
Illustrating
TrajanandHadrian,1966, p. 7. The lack of coordination between the archon and consular years left it open
des
whether Makrinos'term of office should be reckoned as 115/16 or 116/17; see P. Graindor, Chronologie
archontes
athnienssousI'Empire,1920, pp. 116-123, no. 82. W. Kolbe, however,convincingly demonstrated
that in such cases it was Phlegon'scustom to equate the consuls with the archon who came into office in the
course of their year and who functioned in the latterpart of it (AthMitt46, 1921, pp. 106-107). He therefore
assigned Makrinos to 116/17, a date accepted by Graindor,AthnessousHadrien,1934, pp. 27-29 and also
p. 165, note 5 (in a reference to IG II2, 2026, a list of epheboi dated to the same year). Kolbe's dating
was adopted byJ. Kirchner,IG II2, loc.cit.(cf. ad II2, 1737) and p. 792, J. H. Oliver,HesperiaI1, 1942, p. 84,
J. A. Notopoulos, Hesperia18, 1949, p. 13. For a comparable consuls/archon equation cf. p. 452 above,
on the archonshipof 112/11 B.C.But the choice between the yearswas left open by S. Follet,AthinesauIe et
au IIIe siice, 1976, p. 507 (cf pp. 26-29, 298). A. S. Henry, in quoting lines 1-2 of 338, preferred the
date 115/16 (Prescripts,
pp. 97-98).
FRAGMENTOF A DECREE
338 (P1.30). A fragmentfromthe upperrightsectionof a stele of Hymettianmarble(I 6149), brokenall around
excepton the reverseside and shapedat the top into a pedimentdefinedby two taeniaeraisedin reliefto formthe
horizontaland rakingcornices,discoveredon April 26, 1949, in a late wall acrossthe GreatDrain southwestof
the MarketSquare. The text is inscribedon what had previouslybeen the backof the stele, presumablydressed
downandremodeledforthepurpose.The originalfrontfacecarriesa poletairecordof leasesrelatingto the minesat
26, 1957,
Laureion,approximatelydatedto the middleof the 4th centuryB.C.,for whichsee M. Crosby,Hesperia
pp. 2-9, no. S2 andAgoraXIX, P9.
H. 0.34 m.; W.0.27 m.; Th. 0.09 m.
LH. 0.26 m.
Ed. M. Crosby,Hesperia
26, 1957,pp. 2 and5, note 2, withoutphotograph.See also SEGXVI, 103.
a. 116/17 p.

NON-ETOIX.ca. 17-23
['Entl&XovTo 4Xoao]Vuou
MaxpL
[vou 'AXaxpv4
)]i 6It T

[n1-.2t'ruavel]aglq typoqa
[irneuev

5

]

[
]
Line2 is moregenerouslyspacedthanline 1, sevenlettersfillingthe spaceof ninein the lineabove;the lastthree
lettersin line 3 arecrowded,althoughtheearlierpartof the linemaywellhavebeenmoregenerouslyspaced.It must
be supposedthatas in, e.g.,IG II2, 1773, 1776,or 1779(Agora
XV,369, 378, and 342)the numeralof the prytanywas
expressedaccordingto the alphabeticnumeralsystem.
The writingis regularlyformedandelegantin the "standardimperial"style. Serifsareaddedto the "freeends"
of strokes.The strokesformingthe apex of alphaand the centralangleof sigmaare crossedto providedecorative
effect;the centerhorizontalstrokesof epsilonand eta are detachedfromthe adjacentuprightstrokes,madevery
short,and givenserifdecorationat each end. The crossbarof alphais broken;the externalstrokesof mu and sigma
areparallel,and the uprightsof pi areof equallength.A scaron the stonemakesupsilonin line 1 appearas psi.
The decline of publicpsephismata
in post-SullanAthensprovidesscantymaterialfor comparativestudy,but
whatthereis suggeststhat earlierformulasin the prescriptswereinconsistentlyapplied;see A. S. Henry,Prescripts,
pp. 96-103. Indeedin some casesthe prescriptwas dispensedwith altogether.The notablefeatureshere are the
placingof the participleSpxovro, before,ratherthan after,the name to which it refersand the additionof the
archon'sdemotic,for which Henry (op.cit.,p. 97) comparedAgoraXV, 460, a prytanydecreeof the old style,of
A.D. 209/ 10. Forsimilar examplesfromprytanytextsof the 2nd centuryA.D. sponsoredby the prytaneisthemselves
see (e.g.)Agora
XV,331 and333 (of 138/9), 364 (162/3), 369 (166/7). The sameformof wordsis usedin thedecreeof
the Council of the Areopagos 339.
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339. Seven fragmentsof a rectangularbase of Pentelic marble, inscribedon two adjacent sides: four of the fragments
join, two of them (a + b)asjoined providing the width of one face (now Face B) of the monument, and these make up a
considerable part of the text recorded in 1436 by Cyriacus of Ancona "near the Valerian Wall";cf. E. W. Bodnar,
Latomus43), 1960, pp. 40, 145-150. The stone Cyriacus saw was broken after
Cyriacus
ofAnconaandAthens(Collection
his time and its fragments evidently scattered quite widely; about half of it has been recovered. He did not see,
or at any rate record, what is now described as Face A. His text, partlyconfirmed by the one fragment (a)then known,
formed the basis ofJ. Kirchner's publication IG II2, 1104. This fragment, preserving the left edge of Face B and
an uninscribed (or at best illegible) part of Face A but broken elsewhere, is in the British Museum, to which it was
presented in the early 19th century by Lord Elgin. Fragmentsb, c, and d were identified by A. E. Raubitschek as
part of Cyriacus' monument; fragment b (E.M. 3013)joins fragmenta on the right of the latter and preservesthe right
edge of Face B together with part of the uninscribed Face C but is otherwise broken all around.
Fragmentsc and d both came to light during the excavationsof the Agora: fragment c (13155) was discoveredon
December 17, 1935, in a wall of a modern house over the eastern end of South Stoa I (N-O 16); it preserves an
inscribed part of Face A as well as part of the text of Face B and joins fragment a above the latter on its left end.
Fragment d (I 5740) was discovered on March 27, 1939, in a Byzantine context west of the Panathenaic Way and
southwest of the Eleusinion (S 22). It is broken all around and joins fragment c below the surface on the right of
the latter. These four fragments were together designated fragment a by D.J. Geagan (see below), but the original
designations have been retained here.
Fragmentse,f andg (Geagan b, c, and d) were also all found in the Agora, and all form part of Face A. Fragmente
(I 5198), preserving also part of the uninscribed Face D and in depth extending as far as Face C (i.e., the entire
width of Face B), was discovered on January 29, 1938, at the surface outside the Market Square in the area south
of the Church of the Holy Apostles (P 19);it too was identified as part of this monument by Raubitschek.
Fragmentf (I 6783) was discovered in May 1957 in modern house walls south of the Market Square and
preserves part of the top of the monument and of the right section of Face A, together with an uninscribed area
of Face B, but is otherwise broken.
Fragmentg (I 7184 = 342A), discoveredon August 20, 1970, in a marble-pile area (N-Q 19-22), also preserves
part of the top of the monument but is otherwise broken. It forms part of Face A and belongs on the left of fragmentJf
although making no directjoin with it.
a: H. 0.122 m.; W. 0.403 m.; Th. 0.127 m.
b: H. 0.22 m.; W. 0.25 m.; Th. 0.215 m.
c: H. 0.10 m.; W. 0.189 m.; Th. 0.142 m.
d: H. 0.095 m.; W. 0.17 m.; Th. 0.11 m.
e: H. 0.15 m.; W. 0.39 m.; Th. 0.59 m.
f: H. 0.21 m.; W. 0.15 m.; Th. 0.45 m.
g: H. 0.214 m.; W. 0.19 m.; Th. 0.422 m.

The width of Face B, derived from fragments a + b and confirmed by the thickness of fragment e, is 0.59 m.
On fragmentsa-d above, "width"refersto Face B, on e-g to Face A. It appears that Faces C and D were not inscribed,
and the monument may have stood in a corner with those faces invisible.

Ed. a-d: IG II2, 1104 (from Cyriacus' copy, confirmed in part by fragment a). a-e: E. W. Bodnar, op. cit.,
145-150
pp.
(cf. p. 217), with drawings of a-d (Face B), p. 145; see also SEG XXI, 503. a-f: D. J. Geagan,
Hesperia42, 1973, pp. 352-357, with photographs of all fragmentsps. 63 and 64. f and g only: Geagan, Hesperia52,
1983, pp. 163-166, no. 4, with photograph of both fragments pl. 43; see also SEG XXXIII, 138. For the text of
Face B adopted byJ. H. Oliver, "The Athens of Hadrian" (in Les empereurs
mrmains
d'Espagne,1965), pp. 123-132
see
SEG
150.
XXIV,
(esp. 129-130),
a. 195/6 p.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 40 (Face A),
36-41 (Face B)
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The above text is based upon Bodnar's drawings and Geagan's two articles. On Face B the words and letters
recorded by Cyriacus and not now survivingare underlined;in lines 9-13 no account is taken of misreadingsby him,
sufficiently indicated by Bodnar and others. What survives on Faces A and B is so aligned that line 6 of Face A
appears at the level of line 1 of Face B (both on fragmentc): that part of Face B preservedon fragmentf is uninscribed.
The writing may be described as "standardimperial"and gives the appearance of neatness and regularity:it was
regarded as compatible with a Hadrianic date until the discovery of fragments e-g demonstrated that it belonged
to the Severan period. On closer inspection of the individual letters, however, some lack of care and consistency
is evident. The upright of tau, for example, is at times aslant, and the upright of phi, projecting above and below
the line of writing, is placed off center to the right in relation to the circle it supposedly bisects. The central strokesof
mu vary considerablyin the angle at which they meet. Serifsor enlargement of "freeends" are applied intermittently;
the crossbarof alpha is straight. Bodnar noted similaritieswith the hand of IG 112, 1118.
Originally interpretedas an "edictumde vectigalibus",IG 112, 1104 was assigned by Kirchner,following Boeckh
(CIG),to the age of Hadrian. The identificationof fragmente, with its reference to Alkamenesof Lamptrai,suggested
a connection with the already known moprr)y6; of 209/10 (IG I1, 1077, lines 9, 14), and this is confirmed by the
likely restoration of the name of the archon derived from fragmentsf and g. But the document may well represent
the repuiblicationof a Hadrianic law, as urged by Oliver, loc. cit. For discussion of the contents, explained as a
see Bodnar, loc.cit., with earlier references. IG 112, 1118 seems to deal with related issues;cf Geagan,
kxlpraediatoria,
Hesperia42, 1973, p. 357.
au IJ et au 111 siicle, 1976, p. 228, note 3)
Face A: Line 1. Before the discovery of fragmentg, S. Follet (Athdans
for
the
to
be
SEG
archon
restored
here; cf.
XXXIII, 138. Fragmentg, providing
suggested three possible names
two letters of what must be the archon'sname, narrowedthe choice, for the archon of 195/6 alone suits the surviving
data. Line 2. Amphias, son of Amphias. The name is uncommon, as Geagan noted (Hesperia42, 1973, p. 356),

except in a familyof the deme Oion; cf. IG112,2068, 2110, 2199. This makesthe restorationin line 3 highly

Line 3. The month
52, 1983, p. 165) suggested livr&'rok &pyupo-raoVE4x.
probable. In the lacuna Geagan (Hesperia
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may well have been Mounichion. Line 4. Either auvxX4rot (or oauwxOol or xXrOtelp) attached to pouX,t, or
yv6Ei)v (or &vtyvw)with punctuation after pouXft, Geagan, loc.cit.
Line 11. Alkamenes of Lamptrai. On his identity, career, and connections see Oliver, Hesperia27, 1958, p. 39;
pp. 172-173, Hsperia 42, 1973, p. 356, ZPE 33, 1979, pp. 96-97; Fbllet, op. cit.,
Geagan, AthenianConstitution,
pp. 86-87, 93-94.
DIVINE HONORS ACCORDED TO THE FAMY OF THE EMPEROR SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS
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340. Three fragments, two of which join, of a stele of Pentelic marble, the surface of which is somewhat mottled
in appearance. Fragmenta (I 6735) preservesthe right edge and original rough-pickedback of the stele but is broken
elsewhere;at the bottom it makes a directjoin with fragment b. It was discoveredonJune 18, 1955, in a Late Roman
context near the northwest corner of the Temple of Ares (I 7). Fragment b (I 6170) similarly preserves the right
side and back of the stele but is elsewhere broken; it was first observed by D. J. Geagan that it joins fragment a
with the right section of its upper edge. It was discovered on May 3, 1949, in a long Late Roman Wall east of
the Panathenaic Way (O 8). Fragment c (I 5855) preserves the original back but is otherwise broken all around
and was discovered onJune 1, 1939, in a modern wall west of the Panathenaic Way and south of the Eleusinion
(R 22). That fragments a and c formed part of the same monument was first observed by A. G. Woodhead.
a: H. 0.37 m.; W. 0.26 m.; Th. 0.072 m.
b: H. 0.21 m.; W. 0.275 m.; Th. 0.072 m.
Height of combined fragments a + b 0.50 m.
c. H. 0.33 m.; W. 0.165 m.; Th. 0.075 m.
LH. 0.014 m. (phi and psi 0.03 m.)
Ed. c only: J. H. Oliver,Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 84-85, no. 36, with photograph. a only: B. D. Meritt, Hesperia33,
1964, pp. 200-201, no. 52, with photograph pl. 32; see also SEGXXI, 504. Fragment b is hitherto unpublished.
NON-ETOIX. ca. 67

posta. 196 p.
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No direct connection can be made between fragmentsa + b and fragmentc. The lettering is good Severan work
but is not quite of the high quality of 341 and 342, and there is some crowding The very elongated upright strokesof
phi and psi are particularlynotable. Serifs are added to many of the "freeends" of strokes. There is slight curvature
at times in the cross-strokeof nu and the strokesof upsilon and chi. In the triangularletters one of the angled strokes
sometimes projects above the apex, and in alpha the crossbar is straight or slightly curved. At the end of line 11
of fragmentsa + bthere is a ligatureof mu and epsilon. The rasurain line 10, which a supra-lineatemarkhas escaped,
presumably contained a reference to Geta Caesar and was made when his memory was condemned in A.D. 212.
The decree concerned sacrifices and ritual to be prescribed in honor of the imperial house and principally
(cf. 341) for the EmpressJulia Domna. Hence the intervention of the
Iu%6Xp'rio; 'rtyrcfJ in the context of
what amounted to a kx sacra. Too little remains for the provisions to be at all clear, but they were to some extent
amplified and amended in a later decree, 341, the proposerof which was out of town when this decree was passed (see
lines 9-11 of that text). See below, note on line 5.
Fragments a + b: Lines 1-5. The preamble is cast in a formulaIIapparently regular for the period, evidence for
which is not abundant, the restorations being based by Meritt on IG 2, 1077 (AgoraXV, 460). Cf. A. S. Henry
lepeO; is presumed
(Prescripts,
pp. 101-103), who however classes it as "unusual", a major point being that the
to have taken the chair (as in AgoraXV, 460). The date, as Henry further noted, is postponed until after the
At this time practice may perhaps best be described as fluid and arbitrary,without
reference to thetlart&'T.
suppositions as to what is to be regarded as usual or unusual. For the exegesis of the IIu96xpprpoTo
tirryrt*
see J. H. Oliver, The Athnian Expounders
of theSacredandAncestralLaw, 1950, pp. 160161, no. I 52. Line 5. The
proposer Elpidephoros, son of Asklepiades,of Pallene appears in 341 as author of a decree to which that text makes

of fragmentc, that this is the
amendmentsand improvements.It is likely,as Oliverrecognizedin his puiblication

decree there amended, and Elpidephoros' name is restored in consequence. The patronymic is derived from the
catalogusviroumnobiliumSEG XVIII, 61; see SEG XVIII, 30. The name Asklepiades recurs in the deme Pallene
throughout the 2nd century A.D. in ephebic and other contexts (e.g., IG 112,2065, line 28, 2085, line 20).
Lines 11-12. mpo9uaaise[vo-- reflects poet0v
the
of 341, lines 34-35. Line 16. The space may indicate
a break between the detail of honors for the family in general and of those forJuliaDomna in particular.Julia Domna
was equated with Athena Polias in a manner expressed more fully in the revised proposals of 341. For lines 18-20,
cf. 341, lines 11-13 and 22-25 (sacrificeonJanuary 1st). There the archonsperform ajoint sacrificeto Bona Fortuna
onJulia Domna's birthday.

Fragment c: Lines 5-9. Possiblythese lines envisaged that the sacrificesin honor ofjulia Domna were to be on a
v
with
those in honor of Athena Polias, e.g., xatl
rot 6XlTraC
1vov rvl nl
par
'rp 'ATO
) raOrp6SLv [&c ao?sdr
L'AO7v-. In 341 the improvedsuggestion is rather that the Empress is herself
8roxvJioL T&etlatClpta
a7Tparr)y6v
to be identified with, and not merely given parity with, the patron goddess of Athens. See Oliver's commentary
on that text.

DIVINE HONORS ACCORDED TO THE EMPRESSJULIA DOMNA
341. A small fragment of a pedimental stele of Pentelic marble (I 5680, hereafterfragment k), broken on all sides save
for the original smoothly polished back, which forms part of the monument IG 112, 1076. It was discoveredbetween
February 13 and 18, 1939, in a modern context in the industrial section southwest of the Market Square. At its
bottom edge it joins the united fragments I + m and belongs to the upper half of the stele on its left-hand side.
k: H. 0.087 m.; W. 0.086 m.; Th. 0.069 m.
k + I + m: H. 0.25 m.; W. 0.185 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
Stele overall: H. not less than 1.75 m.; W. ca. 0.85 m.; Th. 0.07 m.
LH. 0.017 m. (phi 0.044 m.)
Ed. e-t: J. H. Oliver, HSCP, SupplementaryVolume I (Athenian
StudiesPresented
to W S. Ferguson),
1940, pp. 521530, with photograph of all fragmentsthen known to which a definite place in the monument could be assigned, fig. 1,
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and drawing on opposite page. See alsoJ. and L. Robert, REG 59/60, 1946/1947, pp. 323-324, no. 101. Five new
fragments added (four belonging to the top of the stele), with Oliver's fragents redesignated and lines renumbered
in consequence, by R. S. Stroud, Hsperia 40, 1971, pp. 200-204, no. 53, with photographs of all fragments except k,
s, and t, pl. 36, and drawing of the position of those fragmentsto which a definite place can be assigned, fig. 2; see also
SEG XXXVI, 97.
The Agora fragment comprises no more than sixteen letters, in whole or in part, and is of value only in its
context. A combination of Stroud'sand Oliver'stexts, comprehending the whole monument, is thereforereproduced
below, with a conspectus of all the fragments as assembled by them. Oliver added the Agora fragment and another
which he identified in the EpigraphicalMuseum (E.M. 3490, here fragmentp) to the fourteen known to 0. Broneer,
whose publication in Hesperia4, 1935 (pp. 178-184, no. 45) was the foundation of his study. Broneer had added
fragments m, n, s, and t to the ten published in IG I2, 1076 on the basis of A. von Premerstein's fundamental
publication (6jh 16, 1913, pp. 249-270). The fragmentsmay be listed as follows, designated as in Stroud'srevision
but, for convenience, with Oliver's designations added in bracketswhere apposite:
a. E.M. 5029, identified by Stroud (as also were b, c, and d) and preserving part of the top and smooth back
of the monument. It contains the center of the pediment and part of line 1. There is no record of its provenience.
b. E.M. 12290, on its right joining fragment c, was discovered on April 14, 1937, on the North Slope of the
Akropolis.
c. E.M. 3813, preserving the right end of the pediment with its akroterion,joins to the left fragment b and,
below, fragment d. There is no record of its provenience.
d. E.M. 5700 joins fragment c above; it was discoveredon the Akropolis at an unknown date.
e (Ah).E.M. 8369; IG II2, 1076. From the upper right of the stele, it joins fragmentf (below).
f (h2).E.M. 8370; IG II2, 1076. It joins e (above)and g (below).
g (g). E.M. 8375; IG II2, 1076. The center right of the stele,joiningf (above)and h and i (below).
h (d). E.M. 8373; IG II2, 1076. From the lower right of the stele,joiningj (to right) and g (above).
i (e). E.M. 8379; IG II2, 1076. From the same section, joining g (above)andj (below).
j (f). E.M. 8374; IG II2, 1076. From the same section, joining A(to the left) and i (above).
k. Agora I5680. See above.
1. E.M. 8376; IG II2, 1076. From the upper left of the stele,joining k (above)and m (to the right).
m (m). E.M. 12751, discovered by Broneer on the North Slope of the Akropolis and published in Hesperia4,
1935, pp. 178-184. From the left of the stele,joining k and I (to the left).
n (j). E.M. 4646, identified by Broneer,loc.cit.,with fig 68. From the center left of the stele, joining fragment o

(below).

o (a). E.M. 8371; IG II2, 1076. From the same section, but lower,joining n (above),p (to the right), and r (below).
p (o). E.M. 3490, identifiedby Oliver and publishedby him at the same time as fragmentk (see esp. pp. 522-527).
On its left it joins fragment o.
q (c). E.M. 8377; IG II2, 1076. From the same section, joining o and r (to the left).
r (b). E.M. 8372; IG II2, 1076. From the same section, joining o (above)and q (to the right).
s (k). E.M. 3144, identified by Broneer, loc.cit.,with fig 71. Of uncertain position.
t (I). E.M. 12731, discovered by Broneer on the North Slope of the Akropolis on September 19, 1932, and
separatelypublished by him, Hesperia2, 1933, p. 412, no. 34, with drawing fig. 84, but correctly assigned in Hesperia4,
1935, oc.cit.,with fig. 71. Of uncertain position.
u. E.M. 13028, identified by Stroud, loc.cit., with photograph pl. 36, and discovered on the North Slope on
April 8, 1937. It is broken on all sides including the back and makes no join with any other fragment.
For further description and bibliography (to that date) see Oliver, op.cit., p. 521, notes 1 and 2, and p. 522,
and for description and measurements of fragments a-d and u see Stroud, loc.cit. Cf. also L. Deubner, AttischeFeste,
pp. 236-237.
posta. 196 p.

NON-ETOIX. ca. 36-44 (lines 3-44)
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For eariier readings and restorations,and for full apparatus
criticus,see Oliver, op.cit.,pp. 529-530. The writing is

of greatregularityand elegance,and the steledeservesrecognitionfor its artisticqualityas well as for its historical
interest. Serifsare attachedto the "freeends"of strokes.The crossbarof alphais broken,and (as in 340) one of
the angledstrokesof the triangularlettersprojectsslightlybeyondthejunctionformingthe apex of the triangle.
in eta the horizontalstrokeis detachedfromthe two uprightsand carriesserifs.Mu,
Thetahas a shortcross-stroke;
in
the
are
and
all
pi,
sigma
imperialform, and the uprightstrokeof phi is so elongatedas to makecontactwith
the lines above and below. Iota adscript is intermittently written. A small, angular mark of punctuation appears

in lines 17, 28, and 42, as well as in fragmentt, and is restoredin line 32.
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For the subject matter of the document see the commentary on 340, which (at least in respect of the honors
prescribed for the EmpressJulia Domna) is amended and expanded by this decree. On the polemarch's duties
see D.J. Geagan, Athnian Constiution,pp. 11-12, with note 65. A. N. Oikonomides (Bullein ofthe AmericanSociet
21, 1984, pp. 179-180) saw reason to date this decree to 193-195 ratherthan as shown here;
of Papyrologists

cf. SEGXXXIV, 184.
The pediment(in the centerof whichis a roundshield)and akroterion(survivingon the right)are described
by Stroudas in low relief. They appearto be delineatedby simplegrooving,with minimaladditionalworking.
The twowordsof line 1 arewrittenwithinthepedimenton eithersideof the shield;line 2 occupiesthe spacebetween
the twogrooveswhichrepresentthe floorof the pediment.

Line 13 init.[tv]J. and L. Robert; [.. ] Oliver. Line 15. [x1p]&err
OacL. Forthe usage cf. 336, line 5. Line 16. Lapis
IIAAHNE. On Elpidephoros see 340, commentary on line 5. Lines 17-18. Cf. 340, lines 19-20.
Lines 30-32. Cf. 340, fragment c, lines 7-8. Lines 34-35. Cf. 340, fragment c, commentary on lines 59; Geagan, AthenianConstitution,
pp. 60 and (on the function of the Hoplite General) 30. Lines 39-40. J. and
L. Robert expressed doubts concerning a[uv&yetv]xat Xope6evWtr[v
[
op]T4tv. Line 43. &i]Xyrqatvrather than
Oliver's el]aIy(raLv(ela]fyp)<avpriores)?
Cf. 340, fragmentsa + b, line 4.
DECREE IN HONOR OF C. FULVIUS PLAUTIANUS(?)

342. Eight fragments of a stele of Pentelic marble, four of which join to form a single piece and two of which (not
included among the joining fragments)were found in the Agora (I 4853 a, b). Of the Agora fragments, both of
which are broken on all sides save for the original smooth back, one (fragmentd) was discoveredon May 12, 1937, in
a modern context east of the Post-Herulian Wall south of the Eleusinion (U 20). Traces of orange paint survive
in the cutting of some of the letters. The other fragment (e) was discovered on May 21, 1937, in a fill of Early
Byzantine date over the Eleusinion (T 19). Both were identified as belonging to a document of which J. H. Oliver
recognized IG II12,1081/5 and 1116 as constituent parts, and to which he added three pieces in the Epigraphical
Museum previously unpublished.
d: H. 0.258 m.; W. 0.165 m.; Th. 0.085 m.
e: H. 0.105 m.; W. 0.05 m.; Th. 0.085 m.
LH. 0.022 m. (phi 0.044 m.)

Ed. J. H. Oliver, Hesperia10, 1941, pp. 85-90, no. 37, with photographs of all fragments. See also J. and
L. Robert, REG 57, 1944, p. 204, no. 82. Lines 4-7 cited in AgoraIII, p. 30, no. 46 (for line 22 see also p. 174).
The fragments, all fully described by Oliver, may be brieflylisted as follows:
a. IG II2, 1081/5; E.M. 9484. From the top of the stele.
b. E.M. 9483, broken all around except at the back and identified by Oliver. According to his reconstruction,it
is from the left of the stele, on the same level as fragment c. In this position its lower edge maintains the line of

fractureof the loweredge of c.

c. IG I2, 1116; E.M. 5728 + 5831 + 8582 + 8583. Oliver identified nos. 5728 and 5831, adding them to
the left of the other two fragmentswhich compose the IG II2 entry and which preserve the right side of the stele.
d. Agora I 4853 a. See above. Of uncertain position.
e. Agora I 4853 b. See above. Of uncertain position.
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Line 15. aTro[u . .a'6... 7ipb6T]o( caiakSOliver. Line 16. a]T&-v Oliver. Lines 16-17. &7avayLv6[cxxcr]0aL
was pointed out by L. Threatte, Grammar,
Oliver: the corrigendum
p. 231; cf. SEG XXX, 83, where, however, Oliver's
b'arrbv e]t.yv Oliver. Line 23. Lapis OPIAN. Oliver's text is
reading is reprintedperferorem. Line 17. jtpoaT[&xTrv
criicusin respect of earliereditions. The lines end at irregulardistances from
elsewhere followed; he gives an apparatus
the right edge, where vacant spaces have not been indicated.
The lettering is that of the "imperialstyle"at its neatest and most elegant. Oliverjustly noted that the inscription
"must have been one of the handsomest ever erected at Athens." There is some enlargement of the "free ends"
of strokes, with occasional full serifs. The crossbar of alpha is straight; the center strokes of sigma are crossed to
provide decorative effect; omega is in the uncial form, the sole example of this type among the Agora psephismata
of this collection, although it is frequent enough in the less monumental contexts of prytany and ephebic decrees.
Other letters have their regular ?imperialaspect, and the vertical stroke of phi is very elongated. Iota adscript is
consistently written.
Oliver observed that the stones composing this stele were unweathered, one of them retaining traces of paint
in the lettering, and he inferred that the monument had a short life as part of the Athenian scene. He argued that the
colossal statue (line 7) could not have been that of an emperor,as had been the earlierand most naturalinterpretation,
by reason of the grant of aTrylal in line 22; but if the decree does nevertheless refer to an emperor, his opinion was
that Commodus was the honorand most likely to be concerned (with the restoration of the archon Philotimos in
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line 1). His contention that C. FulviusPlautianus,the great praetorianprefect murderedby Caracalla in A.D.205, was
the person for whom the honors were decreed appeared to accord with the short life of the stele and its demolition, as

well as with the extravaganceof the honorsand the opulenceof the stele itself. Neitherthis suggestionnor the
proposed restorations received the approval ofJ. and L. Robert (loc.cit.), whose comments were repeated without

furtherdiscussionby S. Follet,Atins auIICetauIIIe silc, 1976,p. 37.

If the decree does refer to Plautianus, of whom Oliver gave a short account, the following bibliographical
references may be added to those supplied in his edition: G. Barbieri, LAlbo Snatorioda SetimioS&vena Carino,
1952, p. 63, no. 255; A. Birley, The AfiicanEnperor,SeptimiusSeverus,1988, passim(esp. p. 221, no. 32); F Grosso,
Accademia
NazionakdeiLincei:Rendiconti,1968, pp. 7-58; L. L. Howe, ThePretorian
to Diocktian,
PrefectfrimCommodus
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1942 (repr.1966), pp. 69-70, no. 18; S. N. Miller,CAHXII, 1939, pp. 19-21; J.J. van Norren, "Plautianus"
(diss.Amsterdam),1953;A. Stein,RE VII, i, 1910,cols.270-278, s.v.Fulvius(101);PLR2,F 554.
For the competence of the 5f)io< at this epoch, as suggested in this text, see D.J. Geagan, AthenianConstitution,

pp. 87-90.
Line 22. On atEN7)at
see 310, commentaryon lines49-50, and cf A. S. Henry,Honours,
p. 288, note 72.

APPENDIX: MATERIAL DISCOVERED

SINCE 1967

342A. Decree of the Council of the Areopagos. For I 7184, discovered on August 20, 1970, see 339.
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D 64

AgoraXVI

D 67
D 74

55 (5)
63-67 (13)

86-88 (30)

99 (42)
K. Clinton, TheSacred
Officialfofthw
Eleutsinian
Mysktries
24-27
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HSCP, Suppl.
vol. I, 1940
521-530

AgoaXV

B. D. Meritt,
Athenianrear

AgoaXVI

105
156
194-195 (2)

AgoraXVI
30
31
59
45
32
58
60
81
98
132
95
99
106
108
117
116
122
119
126

92-93 (20)
93-94 (21)
94-95 (22)

95-96 (23)

146
156
168
193

Hespefia59, 1990
463-466

AgomrXVI
114

Hesperia,
Supplement IV

AgoraXVI

144-147

275

AgoraXVI
Hespenia,
XV
(tracy)
Supplement
326
70-71 (10, 11)
AgoraXVI
Hespeia,
XVII
see 255D
Supplement
(Shear)
172
96 (12)

D. OTHER PUBLICATIONS

D. Behrend,
AgoaXVI
AttischePachturkwmden
51-52 (2)

210
211

D 77
D 82
D 91
D92
or
D94

91

D 95
D 100
D 104
D 109
D 110
DiII

265
189

D 119
D 121

341
Ago,r

275
274
goraXVI
36
40
54
94
96
101
117
120
121
162
172
173
178
248
255H
255
255J
276
see 266
332G
267
301
239
316

M.J. Osborne,
NaturaizationIII/IV
T 20
X 31

AgoraXVI
52
142

WTK. Pritchettand
B. D. Meritt,Chronology
Ap,raXVI
107
7-8
214
22-23
217
23-27
219
100-101
266
117-118
2S0
119-121
264
127-128
II, 1962,
Stabtwertrage
H. Bengtson, ed.
150
187
196
223
235
267
279
294
296

AgoraXVI

Staai&wertriige
III, 1969
H. H. Schmitt, ed.
445

AgoraXVI

4
16
19
34
35
46

47
50
51

115

CONCORDANCES
476
487

see p. 275
208

J. S. Traill,Demos AgoraXVI
and Tritys

85-87 (6)

80

S. V Tracy,Attic AgoraXVI
Leter-Cutte
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50-51 (1-4)
59-60 (2)
64 (1)

232 note
242
246

64-65 (2)
247
75-76 (1)
252
104 (1)
287
107(5)
288
151-152 (1)
298
305
152-154 (2)
314
176(1)
177(2)
315
M. B. Walbank, AgoraXVI
AdenianProxenes
14
123-129 (19)

499

146-151 (24)
313-324 (60)
336-349 (64)
367-370 (69)
373-375 (71)
376-378 (72)
393-395 (76)
398-405 (78)
413-415 (82)
415-417 (83)
418-421 (84)

11
18
20
21
22
37
25
36
59
see 60
23

2. INVENTORIES
A. EPIGRAPHICAL
MUSEUMNUMBERS

E.M.

AgoraXVI
47
36
310

64
390
2402
2404
2505
2537
2604
2633
2658
2659
2673
3013
3144
3490
3813

310
see 18
104
59
45
308

112
47
339
341
341
341

4646

341
341
10
337
335
336
16
341
342
342

5029
5197
5245
5267
5314
5392
5700
5728
5831

E.M.
6565
6588
6588a-6599
6616
6627
6800
6847
6883
6900
6900x, p
6904
6905
6916
6953
6988
7091-7099
7101
7157
7184
7330
7332
7333
7493
7510

AgoraXVI
3
19
19

16
18
12
1

18
30
36
36
41

41
41
15
55
47
47
111
95

157
94
94
248
248

4ga XVI
7615
335
7618
335
7719
93
7741
44
8369-8377
341
8379
341
8582
342
8583
342
9483
342
9484
342
9504
337
10396
109
12290
341
12572
94
12577
22
12731
341
12751
341
12948
18

E.M.

12964
13028
13371
13374
13446
13447
13770

41

341
12
18
93
93
10

B. AGORAINVENTORYNUMBERS
Inv. AgoraXVI

115
23
73
79
84
96
111

185
204
295
227
254
185
42

Inv. Ago
I164
179
181
200
207
217
219

XVI
291
337
148
154
26
160
124

Inv. AgoraXVI

I220
226
242
250
260
317
319

206
85
191
113
236
4
303
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CONCORDANCES
Inv. AgoaXVI
1 329
147
409
87
419
18
456
330
524
230
536
136
105
559
568
8
605
261
605 c
261
657
71
10
658
672
209
707
125
749
174
314
750
5
779
33
788
830
78
834
261
860
124
863
182
896
287
909
261
918
224
118
937
see 288
968
984
296
1036
241
1048
221
190
1051
337
1059
16
1218
1250
322
183
1273
1
1276
300
1299
1318
263
1330
246
1441
114
1497
210
180
1524
1541
120
1594
321
1611
25
333
1619
1674
21
1731
232 note
175
1832
1886
260
161
1906
315
1912
1966
249
2016
298

Inv. AgoaXVI
1 2025
47
2105
276
2115
283
2155
266
2161
130
2165
307
2173
144
2211
297
2351
333
2361
225
2373
240
2409
72
2426
45
93
2440
2446
244
2453
323
2455
192
2527
250
13
2545
45
2580
2609
137
336
2619
2636 a-m 115
83
2688
2701
128
65
2719
99
2720
94
2752
2767
152
see 288
2768
133
2777
2806
20
106
2821
171
2841
2895
150
149
2898
47
2925
2986
198
64
2995
3028
268
3048
199
51
3055
3087
271
251
3142
3155
339
168
3233
168
3234
194
3238
3241
202
3364
79
3365
258
3367
135
146
3392
3460
179

Inv. AgoaXV
13611
6
3617
see 28
3619
124
3625
86
158
3632
3668
312
3687
128
3745 a, b
9
3755
293
3777
286
3791
see 299
3804 a
316
3804 b
282
193
3828
3843
109
3854
56
3870
211
3871 a, b
326
3878
102
3918
126
3939
319
3954
252
3960
76
7
3972
4003
269
4007
56
4026
326
4034
98
4071
91
4103
12
4113
46
4138
218
4140
56
4143
329
4144
265
194
4169
4181
177
4184
58
4185
243
4224
92
4234
299
264
4241
4250
280
4260
239
181
4266
273
4267
4317
167
34
4352
4377
328
4384 a, b
48
4389
306
95
4421
4439
77
24
4442
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Inv. AgoraXVI

14477
55
159
4496
4503
see 288
310
4522
212
4526
4534
112
4536 a, b
213
4541
228
3
4546 a, b
4547
320
44
4564
107A
4593
4597
256
4605
237
4606
207
4608
255
4609
317
4615
247
4622
208
4633
36
30
4639
61
4646
38
4663
see 109
4725
4739
56
4768
39
104
4772 a, b
4798
310
4811
313
4812
162
4813
28
4816
27
4829
6
157
4848
4853 a, b
342
4875
332
4886
288
74
4899
4900
279
88
4902 a
89
4902 b
4906
138
4914
143
310
4920
94
4935 a-f
4954
40
4956
82
4960
126
11
4977
4985
35
4988
119
4991
235
19
5026
53
5030

Inv. AgoraXVI

15032
294
121
5036
5039
173
5090
222
5143
270
5147
15
69
5148
5165
277
5172 a, b
2
5173
62
5174
142
5191
217
339
5198
52
5207
68
5212
116
5215
253
5224
5228
123
5234
72
139
5251
57
5254
134
5256
59
5257
45
5263
81
5271
49
5272
47
5278
57
5283
111
5295
5296
23
5310
302
5322
239
5326
203
336
5334
5344
275
5351
35
5354
70
5368
see 46
108
5372
5400
274
5401
110
5410
50
5424 a, b
271
5426
334
5439
129
5444
122
5446
229
5454
101
5458
226
5460
200
5463
117
5464
66
5469
308
5477
75

501
Inv. AgoraXVI

15487
5488
5495
5496
5504
5520
5526
5556
5559
5560
5588
5589
5592
5597
5617
5626
5645
5651
5653
5655
5657
5664
5680
5691
5709
5713
5723
5733
5740
5751
5760
5761
5772
5773
5791
5792
5796
5803
5824
5826
5828
5836
5855
5871
5879
5884
5886
5887
5896
5923
5929
5964
5972
6003

32
141
201
94
60
31
156
306
214
54
41
238
195
232 note
232
100
145
267
197
103
178
245
341
231
122
63
176
56
339
47
205
284
164
131
220
132
219
47
127
14
96
155
340
248
17
107
165
223
37
170
232 note
see 28
114
309

CONCORDANCES
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Inv. Ago XVI

16064
6081
6090
6096
6100
6103
6108
6132 a, b
6149
6155
6156
6170
6234
6267
6275
6282
6314
6367
6372
6387
6421
6434
6439
6496
6516
6521
6524
6529
6533
6560
6589
6664

216
290
232 note
188
259

289
325
337
338
318
262
340
257
242
311
324
151
292
301
337
67
90
93
97
116
43
73
304
184
172
281
187

Inv.

goraXVI

335
16691
186
6696
296
6700
169
6703
189
6731
340
6735
see 28
6743
29
6755
272
6771
339
6783
84
6793
56
6794
77
6804
233
6827
80
6842
285
6843
163
6844
56
6877 a, b
331
6885
56
6915 a-i
140
6921
22
6923
153
6968
56
6974
305
6977
305
6978
232 note
6979
305
6980
278
6986
166
6987
234
6989
327
6995

Inv. AgoraXVI
see 28
16999
215
7029
7050
106J
7065
28A
7070 117,255A
255E
7093
106E
7110
106B
7121
106F
7134
7137
255B
255C
7163
106A
7169
106H
7178
106C
7180
7182
255J
339
7184
7197
332A
332A
7199
332B
7226
332E
7235
255H
7254
48
7259
255D
7295
255G
7312
106G
7360
28B
7382
106D
7400
332G
7421
332D
7453
7492 296,332F
332C
7496
255F
7500
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The general practice of these indices follows that employed in Hesperiaand AgoraXV but the
particularcharacterof this volume has invited a differenceof treatmentthat will, it is hoped, prove
of additional benefit to those who consult them. There are ten sections, and a note prefacing
certain of them provides,where it is needed, guidance concerning their use and intention. Certain
considerations however apply more widely.
1. All dates are B.C. unless identified otherwise.
2. Except in Index 10 references are to the number of a text: except in Index 9, where the
information is of no consequence, the number of the relevant line or lines within the text
follows that of the text.
3. Names fully restored in a given context, or of which only the first letter survives, have not
been indexed, whatever the degree of certainty of the restoration.
4. Broken names of which only the latter part surviveshave not been indexed.
5. Doubtful letters are not indicated by under-dots, and spaces within the citations are not
numbered.
6. Names have been entered in the nominative case, even if in their context they appear in
an oblique case.
7. 'A0vvalot and related words or phrases (e.g., 'A0OvYat,6 8VioC 6 'A0nvaUov)occurpassim
and have not been indexed.
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In the alphabetizing of multiple entries of the same name simple names come first. Then follow simple
names with some qualification (e.g., "father of"). Next come names with patronymic but no demotic,
then names with demotics (in the,alphabetical order of these latter and whether or not a patronymic is
included), and finally names of non-Athenians with their ethnics on the same principle. Occasionally an
evident or possible family relationship hasbeen more easily noted by a variation from the strict application
of this formula. Restorations have for the most part been repeated as they appear in the texts, but the
names of archons are always entered in their complete form irrespective of any restored element.

'Encyivou 'AXxLe(G, taxiarchos in 281/80,
18224
sitophylaxin 256/5 or 254/3,
'AyaoxpXo[q]AaVn-rpeU(,
1946
xi6 of ca. 170, 2862
['A]ycx068wpo;,father of a ypotiVarp
'AyAToxiC, archon in 357/6: ['Ayca8o]xXioc,531
named in list of dedicators 161/60, 296118
'Ay&Ocav,
['Ay]vox[p6-t]v)q'AX,lU(e6q),contributor to a defense
fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21365
'Ay'ppLo, KAVXVlNovroSKoXvre6q, proposer of a
decree in 282/1, 181g
['A8e4V]avtroq'Av8poaotv[ouq Aa xa)v6k], honored
in 302, 12222
"A8vn)-oq,father of a man of Priene honored between
307 and 305(?), 1113
'Ajv68wpoo,q archon in 256/5 or 254/3, 1945
At[- - - -], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21349
At[- I--], another contributorto the same fund, 21356
in 410-405, 232
AEv[&q](?),ypajijxxUre6q
Alvi-roq Aac?Iovoq 'P68&oC, honored in 319/18,
1012,13,30,34
AEa[--- -], named in list of dedicators, 29634
concerned with colony finance, 439/8(?):
AXaE(vrj%,
7(a)3o
[A]IWaxvev,
Ak7X(vvY,father of AristokratesypaVtJ (rcu'qin 394/3,
3613
1vv NLxoj,t&Xov'AvayX6a-Lor, chairman of an
AL[a]"j
in
1876
assembly 271/70,
father of Molottos the proposer of
AtGX(vVq (Otvor'LOC),
a decree in 241, 240, or 239, 2168
chairman of an as,
AtcrXvr)r'Avixmp&rtouXvak%ep6
in
sembly 275/4, 1855
AkTXpUavEaLv-tou 'Pxaivo6mroq, ypaliVa-re6 in
196/5, 2612
"Arpcv

2294
[AYa1Xptav,
AIGXXpov
JcxLrvv(ctE),contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21367
A!oXpcv (XAMXxL86),father of Archeleos of Chaikis
honored in 306/5, 11312

A
AtaXi'Xoc (flep&Eo8rq),father of Philistides a contractor for public works and of Euktemon a guarantor of
the contract in 307/6, 109 IV122,125
archon in 174/3, 2821, 2831
'AXiCxv8po(;,
'AXeEarO
8497
'T[Pf38*Yq],
"AXecL,archon in 173/2, 2847
contributor to adefense fund in
4uWX6OL(o0),
"AX4e[]4[C]
245/4 or 244/3, 21372
'AXx[--- -], contributorto the same fund, 21357
[M&pxoq AMpfXLoIq 'AXXL=Vivj
'AXxaVivnq:
Acntxrpe6q,3391I
(MuppLvo0aLoq), father of Thoukritos the
'AXx1VaXoo
proposer of a decree in 226/5, 22410
'AfzLvEoE('AXapvec4),fatherofChairestratosthe ypoEVortce of 337/6, 732

military commander honored
['A]Vetvlxqc%4ner[(x6Ov1,
between 301 and 297, 1294
chairman of an assembly in 394/3, 362
'A4et[EOaC],
contributorto a defense fund in 245/4 or
'Aj.ot[----],
244/3, 21365
'Auv[6jiczxocI EdxXiouq 'AXate6q,proposer of a decree in 148/7, 3063
'AliypRoXoC.unca[t]cv, chairman of an assembly in
319/18, 1028
[i t Mu], named in a decree of
"A4.iL[OCoT]OU 'A+.vpEou
A.D. 195/6, 339 A2
"A4iqyow(&t OMou),father of the above, 339 A2
'Av[----I, father of the chairman of an assembly in
302/1, 1249
'Av[---'AvI'roXe6C,proposer of a decree of a cult
organization in 112/11, 3244
'Av[--- -]C, honored in 415/14, 21l5
archon in 307/6, 107A2
'Avxaw.p&qti;,
'Av8pov[---], honored in 353/2(?), 551o
'Av8poo[---], honored in 307/6, 10710
'Av8poa0iv[qrj](AaV axvv6&),fatherofAdeimantos of
Lampsakoshonored in 302, 12222
honored in the mid 3rd cen['Avdr(yovo; 04[-.---],
tury, 1971(?):but the reference may be to Antigonos II
Gonatas, -kingof Macedon

INDICES
'Av?stoxo,, archon in 451/50, 15
IIOXoe6, chairman of an assem'AvTtSLT'6 SDtou&bou
in
bly 272/1, 1868
'AvTixXrS'EnxacrTou AtSove6, chairman of an assembly between 241 and 239, 2166, 2176
father of Aischines the chair'Av'txp&Tr-c(4XDkApeOq),
man of an assembly in 275/4, 1855
['Av~tx]p6dwt[ Kpaclvou

- - - -

t8],

ypoatxarO

in
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296/5, 1652
chairman of an assembly be['A]v?rlaxog A[-----],
tween 300 and 294, 1627
'Avrtvooq ('Axapve6q), perhaps the name of the father
of the above, 1627(?)
['AvtLo]xSrng, proposer of a decree in 418/17(?),
15(?)
['Avj]toxl38S, honored ca. 420-414, 183
'AvExbatpo?IIot&itovoc AapiTpeuG,chairman of an
assembly in 196/5, 2615
contributorto a defense fund
'Avxtl7arpocIIaHtav(Le6C),
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21364
'Avxitatpo? (,Xue6C), fatherofAntipatrosthe proposer
of a decree in (or slightly before) 22/1, 3363
'A[vTrLaOiv?r
'Avt]]ao0vo Ku[Ofp(pto?)], honored by
the phyle Pandionis between 332 and 323, 804
['AvLt]aeovrC(Ku0jpptoq), father of the above, 805
(XaXxt8e6C),honored in 306/5, 11311
'Av-cp&wvrl[q]
q,
'A[vtr]lty&P contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21340
'Avrtpiv, archon in 418/17, 15(?)
'Avrt(pSv 'EpXL(e6q),contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21333
father of Euthios the archon of
'Av'Lcpiv(TeLOp&atoq),
283/2, 18124
'AtoX[----], honored in 319/18, 1021
archon in 319/18, 1014, 102i
'AobXX68&opoq,
'AToXX6&po;,archon in 204/3, 26114
'AtoXX6&poq SEwyvou 'Otpuve6q, contributor to a
defense fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21368-69
cochairman of an assemblybetween 229
'AnoX PoqwtvrS,
and 224, 2225
contributorto a defense
'AnoXXocqv)q'AXan(exfxOev),
fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21368
['AtoX]X)vItoq,named in list of dedicators 161/60,
296108
'AtoXXMv?o; ('AXetav?pe),

father of N[---]

the

archon of a cult organization in 111/10, 3253
II) Xr, lessee of the theater at
'ApeOoro4o 'ApwT6Xec
Peiraieus, 324/3, 9330,40
'AptG[---], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21366
in a year early in the
'Apo[----],
ypaarc('
2nd century, 2581
'Aptwr--- - (IIcaavte), father of Aristomencs honoredin the early3rdcentury,1574,15

507

'AprATay6paq &xKoX(wvoi), contributor to a defense

fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21356
'ApLoaavSp[--], 15819
'AptcrlckvOrlax(be6), contributorto a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21378
surveyor of land at Oropos ca. 330(?),
'A[p]Lato[---],
8415(?)
ELCrtpLq,taxiarchos
'AptLrn6r[o]g 'AptLapoqovTooq
in 281/80, 18224
honored as hierophantes in
'AptaeoxX)s IIepL0ool8[7q],
148/7, 3065
father of the chairman
['Aptoa]oxp&'rrq('A0pLSvatog),
of an assembly in 306/5, 1136
ypoppaxre6 in
['ApL]a-?oxpdrTy
AtaX(vo Ke(p[aXO9ev],
394/3, 361,13

'Aptoroxp&rT) (AaiVrxpe6C),father of Melesias the
lessee of the theater at Peiraieus, 324/3, 9329
'Aptcr6xpToqC('Patvo5alto), father of Teleskopos
honored by the phyle Aiantis in 327/6, 8613
'AptLr6Xaq,honored between 300 and 294, 16225
'Apacrc6Xa,archon in 161/60, 29626
'ApLor6hXot
'EpXt(e6r), contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21354
'ApLarT6Xeo(II6Xnr), father of Arethousios the lessee
of the theater at Peiraieus, 324/3, 9330
['Ap]tolc6Xoxoq,named in list of dedicators 161/60,
296114
'Aptor6jiaXoC(HIIMaaVLe6),father of Lysistratos the
ypacpaxre of 285/4, 1793
'Ap[t]crropvrq,honored in 357/6, 546,22
'Aptlropv%)g ('AX,otexjOev), father of Phoryskidesthe
ypapaxTe6; of 245/4 or 244/3, 2134
vy
'A]ApLt[---] IIatavteS6, honoredearly
['ApL]oao
in the 3rd century, 15714
['Apt]aTo(Abr'CPoqavoaat[os],named in list of dedicators 161/60, 29634
proposer
Ap6vo'ALt6vxo'ApL[crroTXouMapaO6v<vto;],
of a nomossoon after 337, 753
['Ap]aor6vou[;'oAprt6vou 'Avayup&atoo],Vypa,VtaTe
in 322/1, 783, 792
(Mapa90bvto;),father of Aristonikos the
'AptarotCXryc
of
a
nomossoon after 337, 753
proposer
'Apx6dTL6xto(HeIItppai), father of Eukrates the proposer of a nomosin 337/6, 734
'Apwsoq4vrT (IIaTavLec6), father ofDemostratos a taxiarchos in 272/1, 18742
'Apito$oy&v EAtix6OouIIeagclE, lessee of the theater
at Peiraieus, 324/3, 9328,38
'Apotovpiv 'EpXt(eO6),contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21334
'Aporoyiv (EreitptC), father of Aristodemos a taxiarchos in 281/80, -18225
contributor to a defense fund in
'ApEovT IIHaavtv(6(k);
245/4 or 244/3, 21363
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INDICES

'Ap,xa{bqrl)(Twtog), father of Theseus ofTeos honored
ca. 215, 232 note2
ApixaXo (EuxuTcattoq), father of Paralos the chairman of an assembly in 181/80, 27512
'AppL[aLog],an aide of Antiochos IV Epiphanes, king
of Syria, honored in 169/8(?), 2924

'AaxXn,xL4&br[
2]ivwvoo;QuX[&atLo],contributorto the
same fund, grandson of the above (see PA 11339),
21357-58
'Aoru[----], proposer of a decree ca. 378-372, 424
'AaoruXeCST)
(Kap6artog), father of Prytanis of Karystos honored in 226/5, 22432
'Aatrup---], honored in 323/2, 9432
['Aar]6(pAXo;(XaXxltets), father of a man of Chalkis
honored in 306/5, 11310
['AaontoxX] 'Aa6oxx[Xious 'AypuXfOev],ypaclae6; in 133/2, 3112
'AawnoxXqs('AypuXqOev),father of the above, 3112
A6xrlt , father of Autokles the ypcxpaAxe6 of 327/6,
852
ACrt[ao;]A6roxXkou; 'Axapve6;, taxiarchosin 281/80,
18223
A6Tta; 'Axapve(6g), contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3 (identifiablewith the above?), 21372
in 327/6,
ATrox)i A6rt[ou 'Axapve6g],YypappTxe6q
852
A6xoxXfg ('Axapve6g), father ofAutias a taxiarchosin
281/80, identifiablewith the above, 18223
Aixoxpi&ou HILec;], ypxAppax?e6in
A6Tox[p&TT)x
174/3,2822
proposer of a decree in 148/7, 3058
['AOpe]6vvtxo,
['Ap]po8aioq 'Apcxypvtog, named in list of dedicators
161/60, 29643,45
'AX[----] (perhaps 'AX[tiXXe6]),honored ca. 430,
141o
'AxtL6q,archon in 190/89, 2641

friendof Lysimachos,kingof Thrace,
['Ap]tLtbeoCpo,],
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honored in 286/5, 1726
'ApXav8pog 'EXcuoav(LoC),contributor to a defense
fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21361
'ApXXecax AIaX(pcv[og] (Xa)xtL8er), honored in
306/5, 11312
'ApXL[----], honored in 410-405, 234
'ApxIatx,archon in 346/5, 71(a)
t ITIuOo<pou 'AXoTcxBOev],ypaoJia-T6c;in
'Ap[X
323/2, 943
'ApXur.cg 'Aatc6Ct, ypatppaxTe6in 422/1(?), 203,5
ypaippawe; in 188/7,
['Apxc]X]f ecobApouEopExLoC,
2651
'ApXivog 'AXapve6C,sitophylax in 256/5 or 254/3,
1946,20
'ApXLtto (1), archon in 321/20, 973
'ApXtltog (II), archon in 318/17, 1041, 1051
['Apx(?)]Xto EOigvou, 15820
[wAp]x[Lt][xo](0&tLo;), honored in 388/7 or 375/4,
406
'AaxXrjpLt&iAL[o0ie16], named in list of dedicators
161/60, 29657,62
['AoxXnLt]8r; (IIaXXrlve6;),father of Elpidephoros
the proposer of a decree ca. A.D.195, 34116
'AaxXrLti6SC(uX&aolo ), father of Xenon a contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21355-56

B
B61)0oo (KrptatleC), father of Hieronymos the ypappaeaxtcof 169/8, 2914

Bax[iXXo<; ,Xwov({ou'EXeualvtoq], ypappax-r6 in
161/60, 2961
BtoxtXvr,Aeuxlou II[epolOo{r)],ypotpaaxe65in 187/6,
2663

r
[rva(?)]9tL,ypx.aaTE1d; of a thiasos, honored in 227/6,
2233
rv4i9ov, proposer of a decree early in the 4th century,
385

father of Pythogenes the
rIa,xumxot('AXo,eexOev),
chairman of an assembly in 248/7 or 247/6, 2086
rxa6xtLXoq Aexe)Xee;, chairman of an assembly in
318/17, 1053

A
Ao4t,ov ('P68to;), father of Ainetos honored in
319/18, 10114,30,34
Aetvlvr (XoEXXl,in), father of Deinostratos (see next
entry), 18221

Aetv6aopa-oo Amtv{(ou XoEXXe?Srv,taxiarchos in
281/80, 18221
ALx[eXo;](?),honored ca. 435-30, 115 (Aix[ato;] and
Aex[uvtLXo;] have also been suggested)

INDICES
AT[------], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21358
Al.t[---'AvacpX6crtoS],sitophylax in 256/5 or
254/3, 19421
Ar)i&8r) AYTV[ouIIatavte6q], proposer of decrees in
337/6, 322/1, and 320/19, father of Demeas the
younger, 726,959, 963, 1008
Aveiao At,ii[ou 'AC)vte6C(?)],proposer of a decree
ca. 86, 3337
Ar)LaS ('Al)vte6g(?)), father of the above, 3337
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ALoyivrv)Elreaioq, ambassador honored between 31
and 20(?), 33559
AL6yvvTro?,archon in 264/3, 1927
father of Diodotos the ypaVi[A]t6yv7xos (Ppe&ppptoS),
of 248/7 or 247/6, 2082
araXteGa
At6yvYrog XoXapye6g, chairman of an assembly in
187/6, 2666
[AL68oTo]S

ALoxXoqS

'A[yyeXfOev], ypaoqia-re6; in
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357/6, 533
AL68oroo (EouvLe6?),father ofPhilotheos a taxiarchos
father of Demades the proposer
in 272/1, 18744
Ar)0as; (IIatavltuI),
of decrees in 337/6, 322/1, and 320/19, 959, 1008
At68opoq, ypaxjjirre6?in 148/7, 3052
Avrla&qA7t[&68ouIIacaxvte6]s,grandson of the above,
AtoxX)q, archon in 286/5, 1721
ALoxX,g, named in a decree ca. 80, 33413
proposer of a decree slightly earlier than 321/20, 963
ALoxMX?('AyyeXiOev), father of Diodotos the ypatAL)LTjptoq,archon in 170/69, 2901
of 357/6, 533
arce6?s
Avrlj'ptoq, chairman of an assembly ca. 170,2865
[A7(jr]TpLo[q],father of an honorand in 323/2, 9411
[ALo]xX/ij ['E]pXLe(6g),contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21337
named in list of dedicators 161/60, 29662
[A7)Lij]TpLo[],
in
same
named
the
list, 296118
[Arly]jxptoq,
[ALox]Xj; Not[Lou IIpopa3Xio(to], ypatrJcxae6; in
father of the ypatiaTre6S of
170/69, 2901
Al.dJTpLto; ('AYYEXdOev),
AtoxX7S; 'IaXuptouIIxeXedtatog,chairman of an assem179/8, 2782
father of a ypacA.acec6 of
[Ar),nTp]tog ('Ava[---]),
bly in 281/80, 1826
ca. 86, 3332
ALop8Civ, archon in 245/4 or 244/3, 2133, 2169
in
ypaua-?TeG
S[i]vOvoq 'ETxt)X(PTLOS,
Arl[jA]xpLo[q]
Atovu[- --, father of Diophantes an Athenian official
honored a little before 302/1, 1279
163/2, 2952
AtovuatxXqs [Atovu]atxXVou?('Ep^aoto), honoredbeAjr)oxXet1qg, proposer and founder of an Athenian
tween 224 and 221, 22515
colony, 439/8(?), 7(a)s, (b)3
('EpaLoto), father of the above, 22516
Ar)loxX]qs ('AcplSva[oc),father of Demokrates the pro[ALovu]aLxXrs
Atov6atoS, archon in 194/3(?), 29651
poser of a decree of the phyle Aiantis in 327/6, 862
ALov6aLo; 6 .te-r&HIapI&ovov,archon in 112/11, 3241
ArlpoxXlq (Koe0xl8Sr), father of Demosthenes the
ALov6oaLO
6 Vter&TtqIapX1l7v,archon in 135/4, 3091
ypacpaTre6?of 199/8, 2592, 2603
a
of
son of Sosibios an laoreX?s, contributorto
AvllAoxXiouq
ALo[v]Uatog,
proposer
ArlFoxp&Trq
'AcpLSvlooq,
decree of the phyle Aiantis in 327/6, 862
a defense fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21354
ambassadornamed in decree of
Ajiooa[---], special commissioner in 161/60, 29624
AL[o]v6aoo ; IICLpaLe6C,
as
a
of
in
decree
proposer
31-20(?), 33564
A7)Aoa[O9vr7],suggested
422/1(?), 207
Atov[uao8.. os], father of Philesios chairman of an assembly in 173/2, 2845
[Av)poa]90v7?AliAoxXiou[ Ko09cxx()S], ypxOlaixegq
in 199/8, 2592
[A]ovua68[opoo], chairman of an assembly between
in
of
a
decree
244 and 241, 2143
], proposer
422/1(?), 207
A7L)6a[rpaToro
taxiarchos
Ay6oxrTpaxog 'ApLaroy&(vou
IIoatave6(q),
[ALovua]68&poq
(qr)youoato), father of Diophantos the
in 272/1, 18742
of
ypaytjaTaeu; 303/2, 1164
in 367/6,
ALosteE9O7q
A7ip6cpLXoq
Eeopou KeyaXi)rev,ypaitpaTxeuq
uX&(atoq),contributor to a defense fund in
or
245/4
244/3, 21366
482,5
i O(ou), contributor to a defense fund
AtL6xtoq, archon in 285/4, 1791, 1801
[AJ]rjlA6ptXo
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21361
AtL6tLo5q,archon in 126/5, 3181
contributor
to
the
same
A7jai6ptXoqlpe&ppt(oq),
At6t,.oq
fund,
'AXcoTe[x/Oev],named in list of dedicators
21376
161/60, 29638
ALXatoywvrl) (KoXwv/jOev), father of Dikaios (see next
[A]L6(pavTo Aovu[- - - -], Athenian official honored a
little before 302/1, 1279
entry), 109 IIII25
Alxatoq ALcxaoyvvou KoXov/(Oev), guarantor of conAqLpiXoq
('AXotexfjeev), father of Zoilos the ypaItract for public works in 307/6, 109IIIi25
of 226/5, 2243
VaTreKG
AEovSxatp3awvl8rq,named in list of dedicators 161/60,
Aoy[- - - -], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21362
29653
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ApaxovtS)<; 'Epxt(c(6), contributorto a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21333
[A]poVtias 'EpXLt(6;), contributor to the same fund,
21336
Acplcv, contributor to the same fund, 21372
Ap60co[q], fatherof Neon the chairman of an assembly
ca. 86, 3336

[A]cOp60eoq,father of the chairman of an assembly
between 31 and 20(?), 3354
father of Philokedes the ypapAcap680co(IIaXXvTvc6q),
of
piaxvc? 353/2, 553

E
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'Exaxitco? MeaPpLp(av6C), contributor to a defense
fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21373
'AaxXrt]&8ou IIarXX1rve[t],proposer
'EXntLiv9p[6poS
of a decree ca. A.D. 195, 34116 (cf. 3405)

'E xccreoro(Atcwve6s), father of Antikles the chairman of an assemblybetween 241 and 239, 2166, 2176
'EcxaveTcoq,
proposer(?)of a decree ca. 435-415, 1714
'Exat[vexoq(?)],honored ca. 420-414(?), 1827
'E7ctyvr7),ambassador in 367/6, 4813
' EtyivryV ('AXaltteC),father of Habron a taxiarchosin
281/80, 18224
'Ettyivvrq 'E[xtyivou Olvalto], ypaoppareuqin 122/1,
3212
'EntytvTc (Otvatos), father of the above, 3212
' Ex[xoupoq 'Extcitous] 'PatvoOatoS, &vaypapeq in
293/2, 1672
archon in 146/5, 3074
'Eucxp&rTqs,
'Ex[cpl[][wvr],contributorto a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21368
"Epacoao, archon in 163/2, 2952,37
chairman of an assembly in 337/6, 725
'Epy[----],
'EpyoxX/{ Kpco(ntl8, ypoapareSq to the sitophylakes
of 256/5 or 254/3, 1948,22
'Epyox&pqT,archon in 226/5, 2242
'EpYoX6p5YEI(E4TxTtoq), father of a man honored
ca. 215, 2322
'Epk(TO MeXvr(e6O),contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21362
'Ep 'o[-- -- Hp]a[X]euoTr[;](perhaps 'Epl.oxpowv),
honored in 318/17, 10411,24,27
'EplIoyivrlS,archon in 183/2, 2721, 3067
E[- - -], proposer of a decree in 139/8(?), 3086
E6[- - ---], proposer of a decree ca. 450(?), 63
Et6dyyeto[q] SouvIteV , treasurer of a thiasos ca. 215,
2314
Eoayf8rY CiXalt(br), contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21359
Eta?veTxo,archon in 335/4, 761
EOaitverxo(' Papvo6rtoq), fatherofAischrion the ypa,tpAxre6of 196/5, 2612
Eoav8poC, archon between 202/1 and 197/6 (but not
199/8), 2353, 2362
E[3potoq KpaOTro6Xec'AvaYUp]&toq,proposer of a
decree in 332/1(?), 798

E6pouX),Br 'EXcuo(vtoc,archon in 394/3, 3614
ESp4ouXo?
[A]u[a]tijuou MeXktrq, proposer of two decrees in 271/70, 1878, 1888
EOepy6Txq,archon in 164/3, 294i
E90tLo; 'Av'ctp&vxoqTetOpiotoq, archon in 283/2,
18110,24

E6068O3pocMXcrkxe6,sitophylax in 256/5 or 254/3,
1947
E6068txoq K}Lptao&pou 'AvayupaLoto, chairman of
an assembly in 302/1, 1238
E60uxp[6]Tlq;'Pac[t]vo[6atoq], named in list of dedicators, 161/60, 296s6
E106oa[%XO],
proposer of a decree in 353/2, 554
EOxa8bxoc'AvaxalteO, &vaypaype6;in 319/18, 1013,
1023, 1032
E6xXe8l8?) Auoawunpxou IIetpaucq, taxiarchos in
281/80, 18222
EbxX)q, father of Philokles honored and appointed
x/lpur between 402 and 399, 524,15,19
E&xXir ('Akatetq), father of Amynomachos the proposer of a decree in 148/7, 3064
E6xp&tlsq,proposer of an amendment to a decree in
422, 1634
'Aptroxrotou IIetpaelrc, proposer of a nomos
EOxp&ir)C
in 337/6, 734
EOxTxrovAtal[X]Xou Hl[epitOoM], guarantorof a contract for public works, 307/6, 109 IV125
EOxtrEtevor(E6ixuptin), father of Polyktemon the
yptLpae_ 6q of 242/1, 241/40, or 240/39, 2163
EptaXor Eaxp&tou E6pupt8y?, contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21351-52
EO/vr)vc (TptveAsee66),father of Zenodoros (or Menodoros) honored ca. 135, 31042
EvLtxoq,archon in 169/8, 2912
named in list of dedicators 161/60, 296116
EOVL[xoq],
EOvL[xo], nomophylax of a cult organization, honored
in 112/11, 3245
EOSvos, father of [Arch(?)]ippos, early 3rd century,
15820
EOevoq KaXXl[ou]Atovek6, ypaciateS in 281/80,
1822
E6n6Xgipoq,archon in 185/4, 2692
E&prxlTg, proposer of a decree between 402 and 399,
523

INDICES
EpuxXeclbIC Mxudvo; Krpiwo[te6q], xataiaq T&v
in 245/4 or 244/3, 2132,34
arpaTucTiic&v
chairman of an assembly in 359/8(?), 5212
E6p[----],
archon in 417/16, 193
EO(piVAoq,
EOpr)poq(AOpbir)3),father of an Athenian official honored a little before 302/1, 12711
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E6prXTToq(IItpoatcgq), father of Oinophon a lessee of
the theater at Peiraieusca. 330, 933o
E6pp[----], father of [---]nostratos an Athenian official honored a little before 302/1, 127o1

z
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ZZ(or Mr)v68&apoSE6divou TpvecJie[e6], honored
ca. 135, 31042
Zrlv60e4it (MiXatoq), father of a Milesian honored
ca. 170, 2867
Z5vwv 'AXactcS6,
contributorto a defense fund in 245/4
or 244/3, 21346

Zo)(XoqAtyolou 'AX)xfiOev, ypaqpiaTxe6;in 226/5,
2243
Zx)cupoq,archon in 186/5, 29650,57
Z6[x1]upo;,named in decree of 161/60, 29628
[Z]67upoq Eupax(6atog), contributorto a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21359

H

'HytXoXo 'ACr)vteL;,named in list of dedicators
161/60, 2960112
'Hy4uwv, archon in 327/6, 858, 8630
'Hyvaoac, archon in 324/3, 92i, 939
'Hytjop (Otvaloq), father of [---]es the ypoq.tatrexq
of 177/6, 2792
'Hpa0[-- --], named in list of dedicators 161/60, 29690

e

8apa56T[aS] 'Ttep&v[ou?] 'Atxr[paxto], honored in

the 2nd century, 3286
?ge[----], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21346
Oeaios, honored by the deme Peiraieus ca. 330, 9332
contributorto a defense fund in 245/4 or
ea[q]T[TTxoq],
244/3, 21367
contributor to the same fund,
[e]A[a[]axo[---],
21375
Oeitaox,Xfq, archon in 347/6, 70i

eoy[----],

'HpaxXeCSv;AX[----], named in the same list, 29637
'Hpax)xtov Navv&xou E7tu[p?8q], ypai.aTreos in
190/89, 2642
'Hp68)po? 'Acxap[ve6;],ambassadorhonored between
31 and 20(?), 33560
[' Hp]ata[t68a,og] (KpLtoit6gC), father of Euthygenes
the ypaAoLare6q
of 322/1, 953

1323

Oeoyelxwv ('PoaVvo6aLto), father of Pamphilos the
of 306/5, 1133
ypa(tcxaTeuC
honored between
6
xou [Kv]pL[a]L[S[6],
eeotYv[nC]
200 and 150(?),3021
Qeoyo[---], cochairman of an assembly between 229
and 224, 2228
Oe68oT<q,archon in 387/6, 4132
[Qe]68oToS Nlx)v[os], chairman of an assembly in
219/18, 2276
e68oeTOT('AxapveO6),father of Theophilos the ypaoi,taxe6Oof 282/1, 1813
ambassador honored between 31 and
E8eosp[---],
20(?), 33559

Qe68opo? (9opLxtoq), father of Archikles the ypa,lof 188/7, 2652
oruaTe6g
0e68&po? (IIX(a0e6), father of Nikon the ypalJiaTre6
of 302/1, 1234, 1244
e68(&po IHIpaoEte6;,
ypxqaIrea;Cca. 450, 41,4
of an assembly in the late 4th
chairman
Eeop[----],
or early 3rd century, 1544(?)
ee6toAToq AtyiX(teG6),contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21373
8e6notno
AaOitcp(eSq), contributor to the same
fund, 2137k
Qe6THto<.[.]a[... ]X[....] Tp[t]xop6a[to;], ypaCLaoeslc
in 291/90, 1692
Oeoy[---], named in list of dedicators 161/60, 296122
Ee6yavTo; NL[x]oocTp&xou
FrapyirxLog,taxiarchos in
281/80, 18225
1oq TLtoxXAou; Mapa9O0vto;,proposer of a
[Qe]6ypJ
decree in 245/4 or 244/3, 2139
archon in 227/6, 2231
ee6pLiXoc,
ee6ypio[q], named in list of dedicators 161/60, 29655
ee69Xoq; ('AOlove6g), father of Peithias the chairman
of an assembly in 271/70, 1886
e6piXoS; Qeo86Srou'Axapve6S,ypCafaTeuq in 282/1,
1813
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epaoRoXoq,archon in 248/7 or 247/6, 2081
eOpat7oco; 'Itro[---]
KoXu'rcs, yppoiataeul in
318/17, 1043
?Opaov, honored at the end of the 3rd century,24011
?oepoq (KeyaXpjOev),father of Demophilos the ypapIpare6q of 367/6, 482,5
E)acqC 'ApAxarEouT[iL]og,honored ca.215, 232 notel
eou8alT7g;(AtoLiee6q5),
ypapare6q in 373/2, 422(?)
eo6r7Fos, archon in 353/2, 551
contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
eqoxp[LTOq],
244/3, 21371
eo6xpLToq 'AXxLyt&Xou
MuppLvo06aLO,
proposer of a
decree in 226/5, 2241o

eouIp6pLo E6ov(uJe6q), contributorto a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21355
epa[----],
tcpe8pogto an archon between 286 and
270(?), 1743
[9paa]uxXl5 NauoaupdTou[q]e[pL&aioo],&vaYpacpye6
in 321/20, 972
[8pi]auXXoc 'EXeua(ltvlo), contributor to a defense
fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21379
eOuox(&pT)SpjTtT((os), contributor to the same fund,
21370

I

'Iep[----], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21352
'Iep[----], contributorto the same fund, 21353
'Ipo[--- -] (perhaps 'Iep6[xXLa]),priestessof Magna
Mater ca. 200, 2351
'IepoxXj[g At]o[F?e(e6;)], surveyor of land at Oropos
ca. 330(?), 8412(?)
'IepoxX,q Couvte(6q), contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21335
'Iep6vuvVo,Bo/Oou K?tpLoaL?,Ypapia(xteq in 169/8,
2913
'Io6X,Lo,see Ntxvwop
['I]ocpiv TeLt[p(LteG
)](?), chairman of an assembly in
320/19, 1007(?)
"Ix0taxo;,archon in 176/5, 280]

K[.]X[--- Et]peat(B(r), contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21380
Ka[-- - -], contributor to the same fund, 21347
Kaacxtsrl KaXatkou 5Eu7erat6v, proposer of a decree
in 248/7 or 247/6, 2089
father of the above, 2089
KacXat8tlq
(unx-TaucOv),
K[a]XX[----], proposer of a nomos(?),178(?)
617
KaWXXv[Lxo;],
proposer of a deme decree of Peiraieus
KaXXLt8rbrq,
ca. 330, 9332

in a decree of 291/90, 17013
KaXXLax,
KatXXIa(Atlve6?), fatherof Euxenos the ypaptaxre6
of 281/80, 1822
KauXXLcXk
(KoXuTre6), father of Kteson the proposer
of a decree in 187/6, 2669
[K]a p)ixv&r (perhaps KaXXtxprvr) 'Patvo6ato?),
8416

KaXXl,iaXoq,contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21370

"IxtapXoC,honored in 388/7 or 375/4, 408
archon in 181/80, 27510
'ITcaxcC,
' Icox[---], 8411
'I[x6]X[o]xo[g], contributorto a defense fund in 245/4
or 244/3, 21381
'ILto[v]L[x]o[--],

1912

'Iaiyopoc 'Iaoxp&tou KepaX9iOev,ypa(jiare6i in
271/70, 1873, 1882
'Iaoxp&drC(KeypaXOev), father of the above, 1873,
1882
'Iaxuplta (IIHeXe&aLo),fatherofDiokles the chairman
of an assembly in 281/80, 1826
"Iov ($caX)pes6), father of Sosos the chairman of an
assembly in 161/60, 2963

K
KaXXl,,tWov (KoXXurvec),father of Agyrrhios the pro-

poser of a decree in 282/1, 1819
proposer of a decree in 415/14, 214
[K]aXX,aeOvr)q,
archon in 208/7, 2342
KaXX),opaTxoq,
[KaX]Xlapa[oq]],proposer of a decree at the end of the
3rd century,2371
chairman of an
TeXoElvou 'EpXLC[6;],
[K]acXXopaxToo
assemblyin 245/4 or 244/3, and proposer of a decree
in 241, 240, or 239, 2136, 2178
8497
'Ix]aXL[e]u[C],
KaXXalT=[p][[roo<
named
as
property owner in the early
KaoXXLupvr)q,
3rd century, 1614
'uXIaLoq, honored in 169/8,
KaXXtiqdvou
KaXXLp(ivr)q
29113,33,48

father of the above, 29133,49
(IuX&awtoq),
KabXXLcpVT)
contributor
to a defense fund in 245/4
KY)pL[----],
or 244/3, 21360
('Axapve6), father of the proposer of a
Kr7aotvpOYTV
decree in 306/5, 1139
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Kr&w68oroq, proposer of a decree in 367/6, 487
Kv&w6&poq, archon in 323/2, 942
Kvjpu6&wpo;('Avayuvp&Lou),fatherofEuthydikosthe
chairman of an assembly in 302/1, 1238
Ki pLa6&por. (MeXvxc'q), father of Onetor the proposer of a decree in 376/5, 443
Krpwi6&po, (xvtcrauv), honored in 196/5, 2617
KvTpLao(p[aiv
'AO]Vov(e6q),contributor to a defense
fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21360
named in list of dedicators
KMato; 'Ap[ovcpJvto((?)I,
161/60, 296i0M
(Attcave6q), father of Leon the proposer of
KLXva4,(C
in
decrees 281/80 and 275/4, 1828, 1856
KXcoyiv[ri], cochairman of an assembly between 229
and 224, 2227
Kpa-dvou Ar[pLacmxocI,honored in
[K1Xco].c4xXE8-q
139/8(?), 308(a)8,(b)s
named in list of dedicators 161/60, 296120
KXe6vLx[oq],
in 415/14, 212
[KXE]oypp&8.(?),
ypaVVm-cEe6
KXiwv 'AX exijOev], ambassador honored between
31 and 20(?), 33550
named in list of dedicators 161/60,
KXewv[----],
29662

[Kj])[]vt6vtoq, proposer of an amendment to a decree
Ca.430, 145
K6vwv ('O00ev), father of [----Jos a taxiarchos in
272/1, 18748
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K6po4poq,archon in 306/5, 1131
Kpo'rvdaMXvre6cq,husband of Satyra honored ca. 180,
2772
Kpdvrr6 (Qpe&pptoq), father of [----

]mos a special

commissioner honored in 181/80, 27520
Kporrtvor(Aapctuaoq),fatherofKleomachides ofLarisa
honored in 139/8(?), 308(a)8,(b)s
Kp(acv (possiblyKptaoq),namedproxenosca.435-430,
114

ambassadorhonored between 31
KpLe(tOL'Aypt[voffo]q,
and 20(?), 33558
contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
K(4----],
244/3, 21350
K-rWt[- -], father of the ypoEiErE6(;of an uncertain
year earlier than 229/8, 2193
K-cWt[ - -], father of Ktesiphon (see following entry),
1744
KiT)aLqtv Kv)aL[----],
it&pe8pocto an archon be-

tween 286 and 270(?), 1744
K5aswv (ix Kepaoqwv), father of [- - -Jkratesthe proposer of a decree in 319/18, 10111
Kt?5acv KaXXwLxoutKoXXvre6q,proposer of a decree
in 187/6, 2669
Kuv8vcvp,archon in 242/1, 241/40, or 240/39, 2162,
2171
in 275/4,
Ku&EaqTL v(8ou &ovulAe6q,ypaVVoE-ce6q
1852

A

A&n4[ov]
IAa4[xitpIc6, ambassador honored between
31 and 20(?),33559

AaXx6.p[], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21373
archon in 400/399, 302
A6EXnv,,
fatherofBioteles the ypaailarce6i
Ac(6x.oq(1IcptOot8yq),
of 187/6, 2663
A&.ov,proposer of a decree ca. 450, 46
Atcv KLX7qokou
AE~wve6;, proposer of decrees in
281/80 and 275/4, 1823, 1856
AEo [-- - -], father of the proposer of a decree in the
mid 4th century;612
Ac6mQrprro,;archonin 303/2, 1182

Au[- - - -], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or

244/3, 21345
Auxo[- - --I, honored in 322/1, 9510
Auxo0py[oKJ,Athenian politician in the latter part of
the 4th century,1362(?)
Auxoi3p[yocK]oXXutr(e6q)],surveyorof land at Oropos
ca. 330(?), 8415(?)

A65xwv,a cpa6aopoq, contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21371

archonin 148/7, 3051,3061
AuaL6Zrt,
[A]uaL6t8n& Otou, contributorto a defensefund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21380
archon in 239/8 or 238/7, 2181
AuwEoac,
AuQ(ai Kyrptate(k), contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21348
[A]wE87io4 (MeXLvre(;),father of Euboulos the proposer of two decrees in 27 1/70, 1879, 1883
AlLOEatrj,, archon in 272/1, 1862, 18710,26, 18810,38
Auat9eEsr1C
'EpXt(e(C),contributorto a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21374
Auawxp&tj NczuaLcp&vov
KvO5ppLoc,taxiarchos in
272/1, 18738

proposerof a decreein 418/1 7(?),15(?)
[AUaLjI(X]XE8rr.,

[AIv.tzxox Olxv(o;), contributorto a defensefund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21381
Auatnn[- - - M Jcap]ot6VLo(,chairmain of an assembly in

357/6, 535
AwuG[pwro; 'ApL4T=oj4*&Xou
flaLav[LCe6, ypaVVa-rEU'
in 285/4, 1793,1802

AuaEa&rpacrro
(Hetpate56),fatherof Eukleidesa taxiarchos in 281/80, 18222
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M
Maxptvoq:
A.D.

[(R&o]uto,

MctxpE[voq],

archon

Mjvtrno; ('AXapvec(), father of Megakles a guarantor
of a contract for public works in 307/6, 109 IV123
MivLtnlo, MeyoExxouq 'AWar[pve6q],
guarantorof the
same contract, grandson of the above, 109 1V124
Mevoi4- - -] (MevoELtr-t] or Mevot['nL&Zv%]),
1416
Mivm)op(1kptOoE8nq),father of Lakrates the proposer
of a decree in 181/80, 27512
[MY)(or Z))]v6MwpoqE&Ai~vovTptve.te[e6c], honored
ca. 135, 31042
MLxcEX(cv
3(Xvo; 'AXc<vvpe6(,], honored between
300 and 294, 1646,lo
MuxEwvepL&La(oq), contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21336
Mu&xwv(Kvyplay=e), father of Eurykleides the -cacEar
of 245/4 or 244/3, 2132
-ri5vaTpaorLca-xtxv

in

116/17, 3381
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MeyaxXhq Mev(iti4ou 'Axppve6q],guarantor of a contractfor public worksin 307/6 and fatherofMenippos
also a guarantor, 109 1V123,124
Mi8wv ('Aypt8vxoac),father of Memnon the proposer of
a decree in 302/1, 12311
n6pe8poqto the arMelboyivv%Met8xvoq 'AOVEoveCi,
chon of 283/2, 18132
q ix Ko[XcavoOJ,
surveyorof land at OroM[erL]oxp6Er
ca.
8411
(?)
330(?),
pos
fOpo(3]aX(EaLoq),honored
MCL[0oxp&rov
[MeL8oxp]6Evjq
between
Pandionis
the
332 and 323, 805
phyle
by
MeL8OXP&-tY,(lpopaEratoq), father of the above, 806
MeC(8v ('A9Vove6r), father of Meidogenes, n6pe8poi;
to the archon of 283/2, 18133
Me&v6voano,
proposer of a decree in 359/8(?), 5213
father of a guarantor of a
MeMbvitao, (ix KoLXv%),
contract for public works in 307/6, 109 III129
Aa.Lt-pe6q,lessee of the theMeXryarto'ApLa'roXP6-ovu
ater at Peiraieus 324/3, 9329,39
chairman of an assembly ca. 435-430, 113
MAXvc[oqI,
MMov'roq
'AyLtvalo6,proposer of a decree in
Mil.wvaw
302/1), 12310
father of Spoudias the chairman
M4.vcvv ('ApL~vcvao,),
of an assembly in 226/5, 2247
Mevir8jVoq,archon in 179/8, 2781
[Me]vexpa-t[--], mentioned at the end of the 3rd century, 2422
Mevexp&tvq,father of [- - -]tas a contractor for public
works in 307/6, 109 111123
[Mevifr]xxop Mevearp&rtouAatirT[pe6q],ypajiOtia-re
in 193/2, 2621
Meva-tpaoro; (AaVnttpe6q),father of the above, 2622
Atywve6q, chairman of an assembly in
MevCarQparoq
337/6, 734

son of the above, contributor to
MLX(wv Kv)cpLaL(e6C),

a defense fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21335
Mvoa(pXoc, honored by a society of orgeones ca. 300,
1302,7
MvaLtyeCErCAv,proposer of the decree honoring Mnesar-

chos above, 1301
MvWak[pyoq Mvr)aEou'AOiiove6'],proposer of a decree between 280 and 270, 1834
archon in 155/4, 2971
Mvypa(Oeo(,
MoXo-tr6 AtaXtvou Ovacxo(, proposer of a decree in
241, 240, or 239, 2168
[Mopu]jX(8r,proposer of a decree in 451 /50(?), 15(?)
MoaXk6v (enVaxe6q), father of Philiskos a taxiarchos
in 272/1, 18740
M6aXo;, cochairman of an assembly between 229 and
224, 2226
[M]6aXoC(IlIXa'CacL'), father of T[- - - - of Plataia
honored a little earlier than 321/20, 964
named in list of dedicators 161/60, 29659
[M6]VVLov,

N

father of Herakleon the ypaIAN6vvaxoi (EOnvptCv%),
of
VOETC6r,190/89, 2642
father of Archedikos the proNoE6xpvroO(AoEVtnrpe6q),
in
a
of
decree
318/17, 104lo
poser
of
father of Thrasykles the &vcxyP(zpe6;
NoEuatxp&EtY)[q],
321/20, 972

Naruatcjyv6)(KuOjppLoq),father of Lysikratesa taxiarchos in 272/1, 18738
Nicv AcapoOto[u],chairman of an assemblyca.86, 3336
NLx[- - --],

father of the chairman of an assembly in

190/89, 2645
contributorto a defense fund in
NLxxy6pacq'EpXL(e6q,),
245/4 or 244/3, 21347

Nm6vvop: 'Io6Xho; Nmx6vcp, in a decree of the later
1st century A.D., 33725
NLx6rvapNLxox[X)ouc 'Pa.tvo06CoL(?)], sponsor of
Kleomachides of Larisa honored in 139/8(?), 308(a)7
Nmcpla-rooIXcue(6q),contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21378
NLXpOr-roq('HpaxXcW-qj;),father of a contractor for
public works in 307/6, 109 III124
NLXY)aEqE4pr[6pxJou
('EpctrpLeq), honored in 306/5,
11313

Ntx4-v) flcpyaai(Oev), contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21374
archon in 282/1, 1812
NL-doco,

INDICES
Ntxo[- - - -], chairman of an assemblybetween 280 and
270, 1832
NtxoAo6X-q,named in list of dedicators 161/60, 2966w
NLxoyivv)cNE[xw]vocCX[crlrjq],proposer of a decree
ca. 184/3, 270i
Nt6x68ioq, archon in 122/1, 3211
NucoxXiq, archon in 302/1, 1232,12,1242
[NL]xoxX[l] Pativo(6atoq,chairman of an assembly in
335/4, 766
Nlxox[Xiq] ('PEpvo6atoS(?)), fatherofNikanor sponsor
of a Larisaianhonorand in I39/8(?), 308(a)7
NLXoxX) (Xue(6q), contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21363
[NLx1oxp&[ev]MeX(Lte6q), contributor to the same
fund, 21375
NLx6Xo[XJor(ITAXv)pe6),father of a guarantor of a
contract for public works in 307/6, 109 III126
[Nj]x6i[Xoqj, contributor to a defense fund in 245/4
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[Nt]x6mpa-r[oq]('Apcpver), father of Pythodoros the
proposer of a decree in 307/6, 1079
father of Theophantos a
Nt4x]6&nFa-co
(raoy~frno,),
taxiarchos in 281/80, 18225
N[t]x[6crrparcoq
K6ptLoc.], chairman of an assembly in
332/1, 797
honored in 320/19, 1009
[Nt]x6arrpacroq
(Qxu7c())
NLxoq&iv
XapL4totp ('EytaLoo), honored between 224
and 221, 22516
N(xwv, Athenian official honored a little before 302/1,
1278
Ntxov, father of Nikomachos the proposer of a decree
of a thiasos in 227/6, 2232
N(xwv, fatherofTheodotos the chairman of an assembly
in 219/18, 2276
N(xcv eeooWpou fxcwOeck, ypalAlireC( in 302/1,
1234, 1244
N(xcov(CWqc;), father of Nikogenes the proposerof a
decree ca. 184/3, 2701
N6Oui4[oq],84141
[N6]OLnnor
(ALotieeC,),fatherof Lysiasthe ypajtijiaore
of307/6, 107A4
N6VtLoC(HpopatXtaloS),father of Dioldes the ypoxrVwireu;of 170/69, 2902

or 244/3, 21376
proposerofa decree ofa thiasos
[NILx64.LcXoq
NEx64voSJ,

in 227/6, 2232
NLx6jiacXoC
('AvayXUarLoC),father of Aischines the
chairman of an assembly in 271/70, 1877
NLxoa6ivy)q,archon in 167/6, 29658
NLxoaftvv%IXu(6cq), contributorto a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21364

'EpXL(eUI),contributor to a defense fund
[EIcvOLwxoq
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21358
[E=]evt (EyP4-Loq),father of Xenokles honored by the
ca. 334-326, 773
yivoq K-qpi6xwv
.v[ ---- ], honored ca. 170, 2859
~..ev[-----], named in list of dedicators 161/60, 29632
father of a man honored in the late
..vOEto(; (EypiSrttoC),
3rd or early 2nd century, 246,
honored in 353/2, 554,7,9
=eYvvEaq,
..voxXiq &x Kep[aVicav], special commissioner in
161/60, 29624
[P]cvoxXiqEqn5et(Loq), contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21357
named in list ofdedicators 161/60, 29653,54
..voxp&ErTrY,

~cv6ypvtom (AoqVt'pc(k), father of Theodosios the
ypacVlAot-reof 181/80, 2742
[=v]oyp[iv NucLou 'A)meq], ypaiAlca-ECe in 286/5,
1712

tvov, archon in 133/2, 3111
father of Demetrios the ypaxVt
.']vwv ('EnrxTpkrLoC),
VtareqCof 163/2, 2953
=v[co]v 'Aa x)ptL&Mou1uX&ratoq,contributor to a de-

fense fund in 245/4 or 244/3 and father of Asklepiades another contributor to the same fund (see
PA 11339), 21355-56,57-58
%uXXcXo[-- -], involved in disputed property at Oropos

ca. 330, 84112(?):but this may be a place name in that
context

0
Otv6ptoq ('EXzuaEvtoq),father of Oinokrates (see next
entry), 1817
Otvoxp&-rjqOtvof3ou 'EXe[u]aEvtoq,chairman of an
assembly in 282/1, 1817
Ov6yptXo(,author of a decree ca. 80, 3348
Ov6qi)4[oq ErEtcLpC6;,xiQpu of the boule and demos
between 31 and 20(?), 3359

lessee of the theater at
Otvoqpi&v
E4pLX4rov IICLpaLCCX,
Peiraieusca. 330, 9330,39
'0)43Low,archon in 275/4, 1851,7
archon in 293/2, 167,
'OXuVnL68wpo(,
'Ou[),U[jL6[6ipoq
(rapyjTTto ), father of [---]kles
honored in the late 4th or early 3rd century, 1535
'OXaidLv, named in decree of 161/60, 29628
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proposer of a decree
'Ov4-TcpKT?pLao&pouMeXrTe6C,
of the phyle Kekropisin 376/5, 448
['O]voJaxXrqS JEx6t0ou (Xa)XxtL8e6), honored in
306/5, 11310o

'Ov[6]lal[pXoq],father of a man of Abdera honored in
332/1, 7914
Op(toa, archon in 281/80, 1821

II
IIo&i,wov(AapOnpe;S),father of Antipatros the chairman of an assembly in 196/5, 2615
327/6, 855
[II6ApLX]o e9eoye?tovo? 'Pa[pvo6aLto], ypacjixaTe6q IIpoatnr[]X%)?
TLiApXOU
Elpeal8or, contributorto a dein 306/5, 1132
fense fund in 245/4 or 244/3 and named as 0eopo86
honored between
xoq between 224 and 221, 21369-70, 22523
o] 'Hcpao[xXeTr%)],
II&V8o[c ---330 and 320, 822,16
Ip6p[ouXo;](?), proposer of a decree in the late 4th or
honored
between
II&vralvo? Tetoti8jlou ('Eqapoloq),
early 3rd century, 1545
chairman of an assembly in 435/4(?), 93
224 and 221, 22516,38
IIpowvaTxr<,
IIpoxX)q, archon in 99/8, 3312
II&paXoq'ApTiAXou
EuaX[[T'rtoq], chairman of an asIIp6iaxoo, ambassadorin 367/6, 4812
sembly in 181/80, 27512
proposer of a decree
IIpovvr)q IIpo,ivou Ke<paXBoev,
IIap&(iovoq,archon in 113/12, 3247
in
a
to
defense
fund
in
IIaua(oagIIalavt(eCg), contributor
272/1, 18610
father of the above, 18610
245/4 or 244/3, 21351
IIpoEvvr) (KecpaxXOev),
in
archon
the
same
contributor
to
ix
203/2, 26115
IIpoevE8y),
KoX(ovoO),
HIauacluaxo
fund, 21350
IIpooe[vt8]v IIportvou (Kv8&o;), honored in 422/1 (?),
IIauao[ax]oq kXloarx[p]&xou,honored in 190/89,
202,8,19
181/80, or 169/8, 2765,13
Ip6Oevo;, involved in disputed property at Oropos
ca. 330, 84lo6,109
nIIetaocS eoypo[u 'A]O[io]v[eUc],chairman of an asIIHp6evo;, proposer (or father of the proposer) of a
sembly in 271/70, 1886
decree, second half of the 4th century, 1345
IIkL0V6lloq, archon in 268/7 or 265/4, 1902
Ip64evo; I[uXa]y6pou 'Axep8o6alo;, ypaVare6i; in
IIelpov, 1602
of
the
father
335/4, 763
Lysias
proposer
(IIHAXce6),
[IIep(]av8pos
of a decree of orgeones in the early 3rd century,
IIp6evoq (Kv8t&o), father of Proxenides honored in
1611
422/1(?), 202
the
beCouncil
of
of
the
---,
IIX[Areopagos
IIp6Tavt; 'AatuXe,?ou KapUarto;, honored in 226/5,
xppu[
tween 31 and 20(?), 3358
22411,32,53
IIXeCorapxoq,Macedonian general, son of Antipater, IIpxTa?, staff officer of Alexander the Great(?), 10218
1146
IIpooy[- - -], father of the proposer of a decree in 238
or 237, 2189
in
archon
367/6, 487
noX6rl)Xoq,
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II&cpiXoC II[aoavte6L], chairman of an assembly in

IIoXuxiutov

E&x-:tEIvou

E67tupl87N, ypcaxALa?eu?in

242/1, 241/40, or 240/39, 2163
IIoX)vtLxo (KeyaX/0Oev),father of the chairman of an
assembly between 229 and 224, 2224
IIoX[u]ao0v[vn],honored in 323/2, 9433
in 417/16,
fatherof- -]odoros, ypaJiaire6qC
IIoXuX&pnq,
191

honored in the first half of the 4th cenIIoaLeM8[vLto],
tury,5913

ECipqo 'EpXLe6C,named in list of dedicators 161/60,
29656
Ear6pa, Kpaxrou MeXLTtaqyuv[M],honored by the
deme Melite ca. 180, 2772,8
Eirupos, named in list of dedicators 161/60, 296 10

IIue&paroo, archon in 271/70,

1872, 1881, 1892

lIuOo[- - --], contributorto a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21364
rXau[xintou 'AXo]ncexiOev, chairmanofan
IIuOoyiv%?
assembly in 248/7 or 247/6, 2086
IIHu068Xoq,archon in 336/5, 741
II[uXa]y6poac('Axep8o6aolo), father of Proxenos the
ypaa.ra:;C of 335/4, 763
IIHppoo,honored by the phyle Kekropis in 376/5, 443,8

tx KoX[cv]oO,proposer of a decree
Etrupos Eoar6pou
in 169/8, 29112
E&tupoC(ix KoXovoO),father of the above, 29112

Eexo0v8oq: [r&ioq 'EXfpt3oqEexo0v]8o[ nIaXX]rvec6, archon in A.D.195/6, 339 A1
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EC60[rl] (Eouvte6c), father of the proposer of a decree
in 193/2, 2626(?)
Eu)3]vMry)Titrpolou EouvtleS, ypap(axec; in 272/1,
1864
E06pu;, honored in 394/3, 363,11,34,39
EI[----], chairman of an assembly ca. 450, 44
2EtioXo; Elt]ou ty Mupp[tvovTTTi],special commissioner honored in 181/80, 27520
EtLt[ ----, chairman of an assemblybetween 402 and
399, 522
Ela(c; A[- - --], contributorto a defense fund in 245/4
or 244/3, 21374
E4Apo(ty MuppLvo6orTr),father of Simalos a special
commissioner honored in 181/80, 27520
CEiapXo?('Eperptre6), father of Nikesias of Eretria
honored in 306/5, 11313
Ex[.]v[---],
surveyor of land at Oropos ca. 330(?),
8413(?)

[E.bcu]Oo;gEuix6Oo 'AvapX6CaTtog,
guarantor of a
contract for public works in 307/6, 109 III127
El]Exu0o; ('AvoayXraTLo;),father of the above, 109
IIII27

EAbcxu9o;(IIetpateOc), father of Aristophanes a lessee
of the theater at Peiraieus, 324/3, 9329
Eplxu9Oo (XaXxtSe6), father of Onomakles of Chalkis
honored in 306/5, 11310
Eiou&ta; MivAvovo 'AypLvato~,chairman of an assembly in 226/5, 2247
EIouStao (lowetSC), father of Antidotes the chairman
of an assembly in 272/1, 1868
Eoubl&a; TetLpi(ato;), contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21337
contributor to the same fund,
Erp&do; E px(tort(LoS),
21349
tp[oxroxXij;EO9ubjiou Atoi]ee6I , proposer of a decree between 307 and 301, 1104
]E6plaxOq,archon in 188/7, 2651
Euploxo;, named in list of dedicators 161/60, 29663,64
o[- ---], named in the same list, 296123

TeWCrobo;('Eyqoioq), father of Pantainos of Ephesos
honored between 224 and 221, 22516,39
TcXecavoq 'EpxLOe;,agoranomos in 244/3, 243/2, or
242/1, father of Kallistratos the chairman of an assembly in 245/4 or 244/3 and proposerof a decree in
241, 240, or 239, 2137, 2178,22
TrX]Yyvotoo('AXcocex/Oev),fatherof Teloklesthe proposer of a decree in 319/18, 10210
Trifoxoito, 'ApLaroxp?xou'Paopvoaow;, honored by
the phyle Aiantis in 327/6, 8612
[TrX]e&vcpvOtO9cv,ambassador honored between 31
and 20(?), 33560
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EcYoe[---], cochairman of an assembly between 229
and 224, 2229
Eoy{vr) (' Orpuve6), father ofApollodoros a contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or 244/3, 21368-69
ES6&8ao;TLLaaotfou
Olou, proposer of a decree in
196/5, 2617
ESb0tio; (IIatHavte6), father of Sokrates ir&pe8poto
the archon of 283/2, 18133
Exp6&t[iY EbMA&Xou
E67uplQ]B), YpaijEacreSc in
321/20, 974
Eoxp&ix]q(E7pupn);), father ofEumachos a contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or 244/3 and grandson(?) of the above, 21351
Eoxp&xtr)Ecbi&iou IIatavLvte;, i&pe8po;to the archon
of 283/2, 18133
17011
Dax[----],
]
named in list of dedicators
ECoaipeTroEoacapi(tou),
161/60, 296117
ECaoiperTO, father of the above, 296117
IoalpLtoq, honored by the phyle Kekropisin 376/5, 443
EoaalpwoS,an taoxeXq5, contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21352
contributor to same fund, 21369
ECoatyVT)q IIaaXLv(Le6;),

oaucxp6iTr,archon in 111/10, 3252
EotaTxpa[tos], contractor for public works in 307/6,
109 IV129
E]aooq 'AXotaeO,contributorto a defense fund in 245/4
or 244/3, 21345
chairman of an assembly in
E2]aos "IovoS XbaknpeO;,
161/60, 2963
ECatpa0TO;,archon in 210/09, 29696
ExoTpaTro?, honored between 300 and 294, 16227
E6ZUpaTo; XoXapye?G, honored at the end of the
3rd century,2412
[Ej](oT8xat&
$C,tX8S, named in list of dedicators 161/60,
296,13

contributorto a defense fund in
ECSiXoqKoXXut(e6CO),
245/4 or 244/3, 21377

T
TrXoxXflr TlXctyv6rou 'AX[ctcwxfO]ev,
proposer of a
decree in 319/18, 10210
contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
Ty[----],
244/3, 21354
Tt[.t----], contributor to the same fund, 21355
Ti4i(ivop, named in list of dedicators 161/60, 296117
Tt(i.apXo;(EEpeoarV;),fatherof Praxitelesa contributor
to a defense fund in 245/4 or 244/3 and named
9capoM8xo; between 224 and 221, 22523
TqAaal0coeo(i Olou), father of Sodamos the proposer
of a decree in 196/5, 2617
TLpltAvaX, archon in 182/1, 2731
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TtE1ov Eypirt(og), contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21367
Ttliiva[4 Kua9v)]va[t4e](?), proposer of a decree in
190/89, 181/80, or 169/8, 2764
Ttuavlvnq (Ecovue6bq), father of Kydias the ypaVraTe6;of 275/4, 1842, 1852
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Tytuolo (Eouvte6), father of Semonides the ypaOof 272/1, 1864
laOrrTe6.
TqtIu&bri;
o[M],hipparchos ca. 184/3, 2703
rapyr
Tt,AoxXk) (Mapao6vuvo), father of Theophemos the
proposer of a decree in 245/4 or 244/3, 2139
, honored by the phyle Leontis(?) ca. 325,
TtLtox[p&irtn
872,8
TtIwov 'A[-- -- KOubaT)]va[te6](?),
proposer of a decree in 190/89, 181/80, or 169/8, 2764

T

'Tpp?[ac 'Orpu]vveC, lessee and disputant in decree
concerning land at Oropos ca. 330, 84139,140

atlvL7t7[og],father of the chairman of an assembly in

179/8, 2784
archon in 193/2, 2621
cxavappXl8bC,
tavoaoovrig,honored ca. 420-414, 1816
avxoxxXiC,proposer of an amendment to a decree in
439/8(?), 7(b)1,4
te-8[----], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21361
4et6npcaxog, archon in an uncertain year before
229/8, 219i
[ec]pexp&rT)[]KoX[XuV]T[], owner and disputant in
decree concerning land at Oropos ca. 330, 84loo,i02
AtX[----],

contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or

244/3, 21348
[X]Al]aoctXov[at6ou IIalXXnvelq],honored between
307 and 305(?), 1124
CX4ljOv, named in a decree of a thiasos early in the
1st century, 3306
[it]Xf aoq ALov[uao8..ou], chairman of an assemblyin
173/2,2844
tXi[- --], contributor to a defense fund in 245/4 or
244/3, 21363
DXt[- --], honored at the end of the 3rd century,2372
'iLvo, archon in 252/1(?), 1951
.4Xivoq, named in list of dedicators 161/60, 296119
btXu[x]o[;], honored ca. 430, 1412
chairman of an assembly in
XkuutCog
EYpatXE8Tq,
367/6, 486
[(]iXloxo MoaX(ovog evO axeOq,taxiarchosin 272/1,
18740
aaloxogIIHa3p(tx& ), contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21353
honored in the first half of the 3rd century,
Xatxcrdb%l,
2072
4tarltTrT

(IIetpate6q), father of the proposer of a deme

decree in the early 3rd century, 1601
tXLTrIt8o); [At]aW[Xou IIepLOo8T);],contractor for
public works in 307/6, 109 IV122

'

Tnrp&vOr('AtTcepatog),fatherofTharsytas ofAptera
honored in the 2nd century, 3287

)iXLtCxov,treasurer of a thiasos ca. 215, 2303
father ofDemokles honored by
iatroxkov ('Aytivao;),

the phyle Ptolemaiis ca. 212/11, 2335
[t]X60eo,; ALto6xou EouvLtec, taxiarchos in 272/1,
18744
contributorto a defense fund in
iX68eog 4Ppe&ppt(og),
245/4 or 244/3, 21375
[NXox]jr)<; Awpoofou IIHXXv)v[e6],ypQoareatci in
353/2, 552

[$]iooxXi), appointed xf)put in 359/8(?), 5215,19
tr[X]oxX)qKop(v(9oq), contributor to a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21365
author of a decree cited in 148/7, 30612
iXOov[a6]xr};,
father of Phileas honored be$iXovoatr%l(IIarXXTveO),
tween 307 and 305(?), 1124
itX6veoq, archon in 244/3 or 243/2 or 242/1, 2141,
2152, 21721
tA6opaoXroq,fatherof Pausimachoshonored in 190/89,
181/80, or 169/8, 27613
tXkov,mentioned at the end of the 3rd century (father
of the proposer of a decree[?]), 2423
'{Xowv
('AXceavpeA;), fatherofMikalion ofAlexandria
honored between 300 and 294, 1646
named in a decree of 148/7, 30532
LA)kzaC
(QpL&[aLtoc],
see
tX&ouLoq: MaxpEvog
topokov, 1332
'Apto'ropiavou'A[Xeo?exf)Oev],
YpaiLaTe6;
topuwxl)
in 245/4 or 244/3, 2134
[e]o[p]6[a]xo] ['E]pxLt(e6), surveyorof land at Oropos
ca. 330(?),8411(?)
archon in 337/6, 721, 731
Pp6vtXoC;,
tup6j[a]xo EtLpL(6cC), contributorto a defense fund
in 245/4 or 244/3, 21366
uor-[---], contributor to the same fund, 21359
>ixos (Klpwtte(O), father of Theogenes honored between 200 and 150, 3022
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X
Xao-rp(carroc 'Aevwtou

ypalFace6C in
'AXcapve6C,

XaLpeypv, archon in 219/18, 2261, 2271
XaLpeypv Elreai(o), contributor to a defense fund in
245/4 or 244/3, 21362
Xaxplaq,archon in 415/14, 214
Xa[ptac K]o[X]XuTre6,lessee of property at Oropos
ca. 330, 84108
X[op]J(rvtoq('IxaptLe6c),father of the guarantor of a
contract for public works in 307/6, 109 III28
Xcapl8poc ('EpaLotoq),father of Nikophon of Ephesos
honored between 224 and 221, 22516
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XcptxX^g,archon in 196/5, 2611

[X]xpLx[Xj],251

337/6, 732

Xaplvoq, archon in 291/90, 169i, 1701
archon in 376/5, 445
XoQxpaav8po;,

XaplaavSpos(Kxuxuve6C),father of a taxiarchosof
272/1, 18746
Xkw[v](?),honored ca. 430, 1411
Xkov (Kopuo8aXXet),father of a contractor for public
works in 307/6, 109 1125
Xp[J]p}s? aX[rl(pe<;)], surveyor of land at Oropos
ca. 330(?),8414(?)
Xp6t&ov,proposerof a decree between 440 and 430, 102

2. KINGS, EMPERORS, AND THEIR FAMTIJES

Alexander III ("the Great"),king ofMacedon: 'AXe[&vbpou TOOpaaicoGc, 10116
Antigonos II Gonatas, king of Macedon: [rbv paoica
'AvdTyov]ov,19424;['Av]xlyovoq, 197 (?)
Antiochos IV Epiphanes, king of Syria: ToOpacixatox
2925; o0 paC0X4toq,2929; [roo pa3(L'Av'tL6Xo[u],
XoSq 'AvT]LdXo[u]
(= Epiphanes?),31046
Antiochos VII Sidetes, king of Syria: roU paPaaX[CoI],
31021; TO[O]paTa[LXoq],31031; T[oO POa]iXO[q],
31026;[ro0 paPaXaoUc
(= Sidetes?),31046
'AvT]t6Xo[u]
Athenaios, brother of Eumenes II king of Pergamon:
'A0)lvatou,29116
Attalos (laterking Attalos II), brotherof Eumenes II king
of Pergamon: 'ATicXou,29115
Augustus, Roman emperor: [AOToxp&roptKatca]pL
SEpaarSox,3364
Demetrios Poliorketes (see also Index 8, s.v.
ET.fpe):
paaitXo)q Avi.utptou, 1227; [A]iJtrTpl
L,I, 115(a)2;
[:]oOpaoiX ; (= Demetrios?), 14410

Eumenes II Soter, king of Pergamon: [t]ou paaLXi6)
E[O]Vfvouc,29114
Julia (Domna) Augusta, wife of Emperor Septimius
Severus: ['IouXta] EepaacrI, 34119; ['I]ouXlav EeacreQpavT$v ['A90lvi]v 'Ioupaa[rrv], 340(c)lo;'^Ov
XEaxv
TOv['A0nvav
Eepa[arxiv],34142;[aTCe]
aOtEOpaqC
34113;
'Iou]XtaCEep[axsq],
['Iou]XEqi
Eepacaxr, ryTiv
Trt
['rpl
arporroi8civ], 340(c)4;
[aoTrelpq TV
'IouXt
'A0v
'AOVniv
EeEpatarf]
IIoXLi[8t], 34121
Laodike III, wife of Antiochos III ("the Great"),king of
q AaoBSxrlq,2759
Syria: T'fi p1aaotXaao
Lysimachos,king of Thrace: [ct p3aaictXA]uot,&Xit,
1729;T6v rpaaiXa, 172io; :6y P[aoaXia], 17213
Philokles, king of Sidon: [4tXo]xXEaT6v Etio[vtov
paaatXta],1738
Ptolemy III Euergetes I, king of Egypt: T6v paotXia
IIHoXez.atov,2259
Seleukos IV Philopator, king of Syria: b6vpaLXioa
[EgX]e[ux]ov,26612;TO 0paaiXcO;EeXeU6xou,26610

3. THE ATHENIAN PHYLAI
No completely restoreditems are included.

Alavrlc, 3361; Alav[TlE], 192; Atavt&a, 8611,20;Alavxr8o;, 865; Alavtl8o[c], 1821; At[atvx8oq], 1162;
911; AtlavrxSv, 84io
A[tlavTx8oq],
Atyrlq, 361; Atlye8os, 2611; Alye[i8o?], 1652; Alyet8&v, 8410
'AxaxavTlvi: 'Axa[J]xav4[t], 204; 'Axa ,avt(Soq, 1233,
18745; 'Axax,avxvT
[oq], 11424; 'Axa4tavTx[(8o],9614;
2141;
'Axa[Vavr(tog],
['A]xa,vaAt(o0, 1902, 2791;

762
['Axoapav]TlboS,
1243
'AvTlyov??:'AvtLyov(8oq,1872; 'Av[TLYov]J8oq,

'AvrtoXlq, 212; 'Av-toX[Ij], 43; 'Avrtox8xoq, 1691;
['AvtL]oxt[8bo],1022
'Arro(xq: 'ATTaX(bos,
2912; 'Arr[aboqs], 2812
1131
Ar)IlFptpLq:
[Ar JlxT]pLt8oq,

'EpexO9TI: ['Ep]exOt1i, 383; ['Epe]XOrnt,521;
'E[p]eXeda, 7(b)5;'EPex0ee8oq, 1841, 18739,2162;
'Epex0e[i8o], 2662; ['EpexO]eSo?, 2602; ['EpE)]o[eio;], 1541(?)
'Inno0oovdt: 'Ixxto0e)vrs8o, 2242, 308(a)l; [' Into0ov18751
T]t8oS,531; ['I7tto0ovTqEBo?,
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KexpontC;,333; Kc[xpoxk(], 132; Kexponk;
CpuX^, 445;

1863;Kexpoil8[oS],1042;Kexpontl[8o],
KexpoxC8oc,
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, 1721; [KexpoE]l(8o;,18749;
782, 1792; [Kex]pontEox
[Kexpooc]t8&v,1059; puX,}KexpOlti~v, 444; ot FJtXextol Kcxpot$i&[v], 1054
AecVTrC;,
5211; [Acov]xdC(?),
304; AeovtlFSoc,731, 1851,
18743, 2952; Acovrl8o[;], 1881; A[evTl83oq], 973;
[Ae]6v[TE8oq],1711; [Ac6)]lvL8o, 2741

Olvrl);, 484; OIve[(];, 13; OltvrI80o, 1812; Ovr)T}[8o;],
851; [O]lvet8o;, 18747;[O]tvet[8o], 943
IIavSLov?;:IIavStovloc;, 18741, 27510; [IIoav8]Lovlo;,
2191
IIn'oXecoaELt:
IIToXeoaEl8oc, 3191

4. DEMES AND OTHER SOCIAL GROUPS
No completely restoreditems are included.

'AyyeXfiOev,533; 'Ayy[eXWOev],
2782; ['A]v[yeX]O9ev, BorlTOev:[B]aT[ri(Oev)],
8411(?)
544
BoUT&i8rs:
21723
Bo[uTVibrv],
'AyvotaoLo: ['Ayv]o6atoq, 2226
'A,rlvtLeC,296112; 'A2[1rv(3es)], 21339; 'A~[[vE--],
rapy?Ti5o;: rpy)TTTo[;], 2703; ra[p]yj4T[Lo];, 18852;
2693
raxpyrTTLov,1535, 18226
'AO0ove;g:['A0]Vov(e6s), 21360;['A]O[Vo]v[~e0],
1887;
18133
AexeXee6w,1053
'AOVtovxa,
ALo^ee6;: AL[oLtti;C], 29657; [A]Lo[I]eLCt6[],1073;
AyLXAlet;:AlyLtX(Lt), 21373
Al[cove6q, 734, 1822,8,2166, 3192; At[covec;], 1856
[At]o[V(e6,g)], 8412(?);[Lo^p]eeCG, 1105
AX[----], 29637
'AXoale;, 203, 1019, 21345,46, 3064; 'AXale6[], 303;
ElpcatSriC,22523;Etpca[(Eb], 21370;EtpcEa(Srl), 21340;
'AXaLca,
18224
[Ej]peaE(85;),21380;[Etp]oeaSrq,1994
'AXat(eGq),21365;
EleaLroC:
'AXiLoOaloq,3072
ElTarxi(o), 21362;Elrlea:ov,33559
'EXeuatvto;,
18752; 'EXeuo?v(toc;),21361; 'EXeua(l33558; 'AXcOae[Xi'AnwtexfiOev,2244; 'AXcOnexXOe[v],
vio;), 21379; 'EXe[u]oalvto,1818; 'E[X]euavtoq,3614;
0eV],29638; 'AXOn(exiOev),21350,68;'AX[OnexO]jev,
seeIndex 8, sv. Ar)Tr)ip
'EXCeuatv(a,
1021o; 'A[XocexqOev],2134; ['A)X]nex(fOeev),18756;
2953
'ELxrx?trprLo,
['AXo]rexjOev, 2086; ['Aox]ex9jeev, 2122
'EPXLC6(,29656; 'EpxtL[6;], 2137; 'EpXLe(6;),21336;
'AV[pt-pooeev], 191(?)

'Ava[----], 3333
1239; ['A]vaYupia[Loc],1256
'Avcayup&atocs,
233; 'Av[ax]axco[],
'AvaxaLrte, 1013; ['A]vaxa[te6<;],
1032; 'A[vaxoatr]o, 1023

'EpXL(E6S), 21333,34,47,54,58,74;['E]pXtL(6C), 21337;

), 8411(?); 'Epx[Eta], 21722; 'Ep[LX]ta,
[' E]pXt(e$G
19420
E6VoXl(8a: E&oX[t(alt], 575; E6[.[okx]l(at, 30611;
109
4811, 56 A38,30614;
1877;
III27,
[EOtok]tCi8a;,4822;Ei1AoXCLtSv,
'AvayXt6[ca]o[j],
'AvacpXaTroc,
56
56 B(d)s;
A27;
1946;
222o0; ['Avapy6]arnov,
v],
[E]jitoX[47cri
[E6]AoroXi,,[v],
'A[va]yp[]u[otLo--],
56
56
8481
A31;
8475; ['Av]aypXua[to--],
[E]VioXkrt8[5v],
[EoLoX]Oit8CaV,A30; E6toXJ[(alxtl],3066; [E]tVoXaElK, 56 B(f)5; EOtAoX'ApayipvLoc: 'Ap[a9pvto?(?)], 296o04; 'Apay)v[tou],
29645
29643; 'Ap[Ox]qivtou,
t[~- -, 56 B(A)5
E6txupl8y;,21352,2163; Extu[pl8(r], 2642; [Ex'up(]8j}c,
A6pt)lrC:A6pl[Br}v],12711
975, 2173; EtOxup{ou,29627
'ApLvatlo?,863, 12311, 1725, 2248; 'AypLval[oC],1137;
E&wvuAe6;,1842, 1852; E av(uZeO6),21355; [EEOvu]21339; ['A]pyt'AyptSval(o), 21349; 'AypL8(vOaio;),
e6q;,18854
va;ioS, 18754;['Ap]L8va[io;],545; ['AypS]vatoq,2183;
33558;
12712;
'AptL[vato]v,
'Aypt'AypLvval[ov],
(ea.xe:C, 18740;0E})axx(e6;), 21338,78
[vaoov],2335
1139;
733,
1814;
'Axapve(6q),
eopaLe6;: E[op]aIe[6;], 962
'Axapve[6;],
'Axapve6q,
21372; 'Axap[vet6], 1169; 'AXxap(veG), 21335;
eopLxLo;,2652; [e]opLxro[--], 1582
epLioLo;, 308(a)2;epIAaL(o;), 21336; epiL[a]Lo;, 857;
'Ax[apveS;], 1103; 'A[yjx[pve6q],109 IV124;['AXp6[ptiato;], 972; epL&[t[ov],30532
ve]q,, 722; 'AxapvCa,18223, 1946; 'Axap[vaC],33560;
2694
20616;['A]Xapv[e--],
euV2aLT&8b5:
['A]xapvox,
[Eu]l6a[Lr8t}q](?),
[eul]]ar6tS}r , 2229;
2836
'Axep8iotato;: 'Axep[8ouaLoS],763
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'IxoaptLC,109 I11128;'IX[pteL6], 1254; ['Ix]apL[C]6[g], IIatavte6&;,109 Is30;IIaxavte6(q), 18742;IIaXtOave[6;],
767; II(lXOav(e6?),21351,63,67;
1794; IIa8497
IIa(uav[Le6;],
'Iplanol&T), 2802
Lav(t6q), 21364,69;nI[aLavE6os],855; [nIIa]av[we6],
18856; [IIaOtavLe6];,963, 1802; IIacLavLo, 18134;
[IIaiX]avLt,15715;[IIa]LuavL(a),
804
Kcpaet6q: ix KepQattv, 10111;ix Kep[at(Cov],29624
nIIarXXGve6:IIaXX)ve[6c], 34116; IIaAXXrv[e?g],
553;
KepaxX0oev,482,5, 18610, 1874; Keyp[aXoev],3613;Ke1883; [Kepa]X[]0O[ev],
2224; [K]ey<pacX,ev,
[IIaX]X)vecS,978; IIaXX),qv&o,33532; [IIaX]yrvc,
[(parX)Ov],
339 Al; [II]aXXrve,691
18858
56
Kijpuxcr: Kp6xcxv, 4812, A30,31;Kvjp6x[ov], 7720; IIaxApoT'r)s;:IInapo('b7s), 21353
7715;
E[---- ],3355
KY)p6[xov],2715; [K]r)p6xv, 7712; [KT)p6x]Ov,
nIeIpaoe6q,735, 9331; nIe[paLe6<;],
403; HIetpaLia,9340,
[Kfpu]SLv, 772
Kqt(paoteC, 2914; KrypLaLe(6q), 21348; KnT(PLa(eG;),
21334; [K]r)<LtLi, 1278; [Kr]213s5; K-TpLo(LeOC),
9pL[a]Li[a],3022

29671
18746;[K]Lxxuv6[oS;],
KLxxuveGC,
ix KolXk), 109 III29; ix KoE(Xrq), 296119; [ix K]o(-

X(rc), 21341
KoXXuteq, 18110,2669; KoXXux(e6g),21377;KoX[Xu]T?E[S],841oo; [K]oXXu[-]4e[u],1044; [K]oXXu(re6g),
8412(?);[K]o[XXuv(e65)],
84108;
8415(?);[K]o[X]Xuteu<,
[Ko]XXu[T(es)],8413(?)
KoXwve6?: KoXwvj(Oev), 109 III125; KoXov(i0ev),
21343

ix KoXwvou: ix KoX(Aovou),21350,56;&x KoX[ov]oO,
29112; ix Ko[X(cavoG)],8411(?); [ix Ko]Xav(o0),
8411(?)
109 1125
KopuSaXeIq: Kopu[ba]XX[e]6[g],
KpwtOlE8:Kpoxil8rv, 1948;Kp[wnoi8v],19422
33524
Kua[----],
Ku8bao0value: [KuaO0r]va[Leg],2765; Ku8[a0NvatueaLV],68 A6

18222, 33564; nIILpata, 9339; IIet[p]a&,
1605; IIeLpaeaL, 9332

nepYaa~Oev:nepYac(9Oev), 21374
IepILOlO87,27513; IepLOoLS[nY],
3065; I[epLOo80nq],
109 IV125,2663
nIIXrt, 9330; II?Xrxxc, 9340

nl0e6;, 2055
IIXcoee6, 1234, 1611, 1868
116pLo;:n6[pLo;], 979
IIoTi-tlo?: II[oTitlo?(?)], 871
nIp[----], 21336
IIpaaes6,

41; HIIp[a]LeGc, 2633

806
IIpopa3XlaLo:[nIpop]aX(taLov),
IreXe,&aLoq,1826
'PTaovoOaLoq, 766, 2612, 29660; 'cPavoatLo[g], 923;
'PoavoGat[o?], 29635; 'Pa[t]vo[aLtoS], 29656; 'Pa[-

913; ['P]t[l.]vo6voaotoS], 1133; ['PaOq]voOat[o?],
alto, 8490; ['Pajl]v[o(6oato )], 8416(?); 'Paivo6taov,

8614; 'PTavouao[ou], 1673

KuBavxt8(: [Ku]8avrl8nq,
2273

805
KuOippLo(q),18738;Ku[9Op(pLov)],
Ku0"OppLoq:
atlintpe6g, 2615; Aati'rTp(eus), 21371; Aajntc[petu],
2622; Aaixxpcxa, 9339, 19421, 339 All; AaV[x4[p]ia,

33559;[Aa]nXp'iOg, 3199; Aa,i[-pioS],

1003

486
EpoaxXEng;,
Exaxpcv83qq, 29653
EouVLeO;, 18744; SouvLe(6c),

1864, 21335; [S]ouveuO,
2228; [E]ouv[Le6C], 18857; E[ouVVIe4], 2626(?); Souvtia, 2315

ExeLpLeG;:

Macpa0vLto, 2139, 2452; [Map]oa(vios,

536; [Map]a-

[0(vog;Vs)],8415(?)

MeXLre6q, 448, 1879; Me[XL]e[U6], 1888; MeXLt-(e6g),

21362; MeX(lxeuq),21375; MeXTrca,1947, 2506; Me-

XlrToC, 2772; M[eXLteuiaLv],2513
Muppwvou6toq, 2240o; iy Mupp[Lvo6tr)si], 27520
=u7eTa(Lv, 2089; 2u7neTa[]]6v, 1028; [5u]Ieta[6]v,

18853; -uTeT[aO6va],
1294
'O0Oev, 18748, 21360; 'O09(ev),

1765(?);

v, 9324; [II]eLpacv,

'Ietpaaxq, 9321,23, 1609; IIeLipx

1004, 21334; Ot9Oev,

21426, 33560
Otvao(oq, 2168; Otvac(oq), 21381; [O]lvocao?, 3073; Ot[va.oc], 2792; [Ol]valio, 5212, 2183(?)
i Olou, 21380, 2617; i O(T(ou),21361; [<]'Olou, 21346
'OTpuve?U, 21369; [' O-pu]veuq, 84140

ETELpt(e6g),

21366;

Ete[pL(E(;)],

1007;

E'eLpLta, 18225

296115
E,uppEB)8:
[E]uppl8)Cs,
EuxTiLoXTTioq:
EuaoX[jrTTios],
27512
ECP'TtLO: E(p?TTl(oq), 21367,70; E?yTrT(Lo), 21349,57;
Ey?5T(TrLo),21376,77; E[?(
PTTLOS], 773; [E]Tp1T(TlOq),
21333;9EPTTLov,2323, 2462
TetLOP&LOq:
2227
TetOp&(aLto), 21337; [TeLOp]&6aLO,
TpLxop6aLo<;: Tp[L]xop6oa[LO], 1692; [Tp]Lxo[p6oaLo],
1702; [Tptx]op6Lo<;, 29624; [Tptx]op6or(LoC),8415(?)

TpLveVee6<:TpLveie[a], 31042
'Tpfb8,

2961o6,107; T[pP&8%], 8497, 2142

(avX)peuq, 109 III126, 1855, 2963; aPX[7(pPe6)],
84L3,14(?);a[[X7)pe6], 1542(?)
$qryouatoq:$[rTyoUOtos],1164; Tq)[Y]oua[Lov],
33560
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iXaMl8n,296113;TiXat(8y)r;),21359; iX[a7s], 2701;
XoXapyeg;, 2667; XoXapy6[s,], 308(a)s; [Xo]Xa[]]iX0ax8s, 84156
[p]yec[q], 17012; XoXaEpya, 2413; [Xo]XapxY[--](?),
?Xuek6, 18750; IXuc(I ), 21379; (Xue(6c;), 21363,78;
115(e)14
3363
X)u(eu6),21364; [Xueu6g],
XoXXeti;, 29659;XoXXe?8v, 18222
pei&ppto;,2083; peC&ppL(oC),
21375,76;$[pe&ppto?;],
1623(?); plpe&pplOv,27520
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uXu),ato;,21356, 29113, 29639; $u)l&a(oq), 21372;
I$uX(aloo), 21366; (uX[i]aLoS, 21358; $[uX&aLoTg],
1623(?);4uX&ato[v],29133;$uX[&alo]v,29150

5. BUILDINGS AND LOCATIONS IN ATHENS AND ATTICA
SeealsoIndex9, s.vv."CouncilandAssembly,specifiedlocationsof" and "Locationsof stelai".

"ApetLOII&yog,7314,18,25; / pOV?uX/&: 'Apelou IIyoV,
7312; h pouX9 hFi 'Apio[vunMyou], 32211; [T1i
pouX,j Trg ivv 'A]pelOl nII& L, 33318; [Tij] i:

'ApeCouII&you po[uX]if, 3358; Tfjtir 'A[plou II&you pouXrL],339 A3

'EXeua(c: ['EX]euacva, 33730; [&v 'EX]euocvT,3229;
['EXeua<]v6Oev,56 A48; ['EX]euaLV[---], 56 B(e)8;
seealsoIndex 4, s.v. 'EXeuaEv?to
'EXeuai(Vov: T6 ['EXeua(vlov], 94; 'TO 'EXeuaovlou

TOi iv &aTre,56 B(a)23;:v T[PL'EXeuvQaLv]o,
3069;
[&vtrtL 'E]Xeua[Lv]EL, 30616; [Iv 'TL

'EXeua]LvloL,

3313

'HpaxXeitaL: tb tep6v T:b Tiv

HpaxX),eI&v, 68 A3,

68 B4

paoou], 109 II124

Aaopetov: ixl Aaupelot, 1712
AEuxoOx6pa:Aeuxoi[69p]a, 8495; Aruxonupato? (tb
'Epjialov [t6] Aeuxoiup[a]iov), 8496
MrlTpTov:eS TrbMqTpCoLov,
M7vtp6Lou,
27517;[?x TOO]
3272; iv [rCt] MyrtpOp, 3224
Nta: N6Ma, 7514,42;Naix, 7515; Noa[L], 7517
HIIpaLe6g, 18130; IIHL[p]aLa,1764(?); [HeI]patLe, 3153;
it [Ie]tpalti,
3229; [4? InLpatL]ei, 26153; [4 IeiLPaLe]i, 26134; see also Index 9, s.v. Assembly, specified

locations of

Orqaeov: [tap]&TZrLOe)aeoLt, 4111
'InlOegq (ut,XaL), 109 IV128

'ITcovL8aL
-tv
Iu,Xat:

Krptoa6q(river): Txo K7(p[t]ao0, 109 122; [M]oOK[r-

['I6o)v]iSov EUX),v,109 III22

KepaVLux/)ntXO:[t]6UXtlKepaxiix[t], 326(a)2

EacXatq, 71(b); i& EaXaxli[iva],4134; E cxalaeivog,33720;
E
EaoXalovtvLo,
29658; 68OFoq 6 OXoaXLV(ov,
18144-45
ExL(t&:Iv Tei EXL&lS,27514

841o
'npOx6s:
:[v 'fQp]0[EZL],

6. PLACES AND PEOPLES BEYOND ATTICA

, 799
['APMr]pr't:
'AP8nprETSr:
At6Xceov:h(L6[Xecov],1653
Alo,AXo: AXTo),&v,488; [Al]To[X5v], 4817; AtloXo[---], 4820
'AX)eav8pe6c;,3256; 'AXetavS[pac], 3161; 'AXel[cav8pQia],1646; 'AXeta[v8[pog], 3253; ['A]Xetavo8pg,
3243
'AXLxapvoaaae6c: ['A]LXxapva[aae[6g],644
'Avrtoxeci: ['Av]xtoxe6C,3244, 3254
3288
'Awcepatog:'ATcre[patov],
'ApyeioL:'Apyeio[L],1913;['Apyeto]L,1915; 'ApY[etlo],
195; ['Apy]Eov, 196; 'ApyeloLg,1912
'ApeOoOaLot:
'ApeouoaotI5,437
'Aata: eltCTtv 'Aaotv, 10117

&v'A[cput], 155; 'AyuTaiot, 1518;
'Ayu'rTL,'AypuTaioL:
158; 'Acpu[-a[lo],153,13
'ApuTario[t],

Bouo-rta, Bouorot: [ert] T-rvBoUoTl[av], 84142; BOL[oTr6], 345; [B]ou)oToo6,18221; BOLOT-OV,
20811;

342
Bou,[rTVv],
B6aoopoq: [et]qB6aoopo[v], 9431
BotaiLtoL:Bo'rrta[loL],1627,39;[B]o'TTaoLt,
1643;[B]ortXatov, 1629; [Bot]Tia[l[v], 1611; [BoTtCa]lov,169;
1614
BoTt[(loti;], 1612;[BoTTL]ao(ot,
Bpsa: Bpiav, 7(b)2,9;tLBptEL,7(a)28
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ty A4lpv[ot],417; tv Ail[voat], 4150,51;[tv]A lvow[t],

AcXpot:AcX<p;(?),115
'EXao(mooL:'EXaL6a[t]oL,
5316; ['EXato]aov, 5311
"E)aXXtv: 'EXXr)voS,12225; "EXX)v[as;],12211; 'EXXVvwv,4814, 1145, 26130; ['EXX]vov, 1206; t6XetE
'EXXvbvleS,1147
'EpcerpiLe: ['EpeT]pLia, 2536(?)
'Eptiovfi: 'Eptaio[v], 46; 'Epptovtov, 42
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'EpFoiL: 'Ejpol(v, 22514;tbv b,iov Tbv 'Eceaov,
2255; [T6v 8b]ijtovtbv ['Epe]akov, 22526-27; [trv
T6V'Ep]eaov,
8iov T]6v 'EqpaEov,2386; [r6v MLVov
2256-7

'HpaxXes)rr , 109 III24; 'Hpa[x)e6rv], 8216;['Hp]ax[X]e6rM[v],10425
68 B12
'HpatartaE:6 %ipoq 6 iv 'H(xpaLo[tCc],

epFixr , Oepx!E : tnIl Op&Lx7);, 717; epaxeg, 3294
epat p oL, 156
'IIrX6olo: ['Iri]Xuaot[c[], 373; 'IrX)u[a---],

376

'Ivlta: [v] 'Iovlat,226
KaEXvola:KaXlvboL[a],
1645
;: Kap6omov,22432
KapqSamr
Keraxat: [K]eVaxal,1647

KecarXXr)vEa,
KepaXXriveq:[KeyaXX]r7vav,4618; [Ke]pOXXnv(ota,4621; [Ke(pOX]jvag, 467; Ke[paXXat<v],
4623;KcpaXX)[lv--], 4629; [Ke]paX[X]7iv[--, 4631
Kppatio: K[Lppako(?)],115
Kv(lo;, 202; KvL8[loS],2027
Kvwca6c,Kv6cato: ?y Kv[owaiC],5116;Kvc)a[?oL;],5112
[?v KoX]oq<[vt],58(?)
KoXkoxpiv:
21365
KoplvOto?:
Koplv(O9o?),
Ku8&ovtLat:Ku[&bvtac-r---](?),515
K xucox,KuCxnv6d:&ib K[uClxou],10415;[KuLt]xr

vk6,29639

AaxaLpA6ovLoL:

72io; [&vAJ]4vot, 7219
Maxucovla, Maxe86ve;: 4t Ma[x]eb[o]vlat, 29119;

[6 pLaiXce0]T$v Max[e86vOv],497;Maxe(86vLto),
21348
MeOcvwaio:MeC vaXloLt,
154
157; [Me]owv(aloLC,
21373
MEcav)3pIav6O6:
Mea7)v3I(av6k),

MrOujivctto:M)[Ou.vatoS](?),
425
MiLXatot:MXrlaM)v,2868
Muplvv: [Ex] Muplvi;, 33512; i,t MupEvn,33514; i{
M[uptv],33553;[4L Mup]lvn,3357
IIXraLaOe;,965
IIotez%ata: [IIotel]axtav, 1520; r IIo'realta[t],

'P68LSo,10114;['P]6&LOV,
10131;'Po8WL, 1012
'Pcoiaolao:'Po.iaouc, 3413o;'Po.at[cov], 29114;['P])Vakov,33710;['Poat]kov, 33714; 'PoaltotLC,29118
SIA(oc;:6 bJr,og6 6V S&i[tOL],68 A8-9
tELyMr): ELY[eftov], 11; [E]Lye[oL], 111; [EL]yetLi[a]Lv,
17

ELxuc)v,Eucu6)vLoc:
et; Eixcu&v[a],115(a)l2;ELxu6vLoC,
1789; Ecxu6)v.ov, 115(a)1o;[Ecxuov](ov, 115(b)2;ELxu6)v[(toL], 115(a)15; ELxu[[vL ---], 115(d)1; Etx[uc?>Vt---], 115(i)2
ELvoxt6E, 296116
CElpvLo:[tbv jiov r]6[v] ETiv(l)v, 509; [ELipvtoL],506

E:ou[---], 47 A(e)6

seeIndex 8, s.v. 'AyqpovSlr
ETpaxOovuxlq:

47 B(d)7;E[[uL]ET]cpaXos,ETUp&XLtoX:
[Er]]uJcpiX(o,
47
47
yi&Xto, B(d)2;[E]TutLcpaX[---], B(d)lo
Eupax6atoq: Eupax(6oto),

[Aaxc]baEi6vo0L, 1914; Aaxe[8batLi]o-

v[(lo], 192o;A[axExbalovlo;], 1913;[Aaxex8ac]UovEkv,
19117;[AaxCba]LtLovio[--], 1928;AaxeCa[L]i[ovt--],
1917
Aapctui: [A]aJtLfv, 20823; [Alca]Lcov,20812
AaoEcrLtoo: [Aacp]Ltao[o],1346; Aa[pao.Eov], 308(a)8;
[Aaptoao]v, 308(b)6
Antvo,: [c4;] Ai.VOV, 33522; iC A4 V[vov],4140; &y
Aiwvo, 4115,40;*v A4iLvc, 33511,45;&vA4Vv[c]L,415;

158

HIp[Ltvca],1113
IlpLvVSc6;:

21359

Tvtos: T[ti]ov, 232 note4
Topvta: &vTopvta[t], 1297
Tpmotal, 1646

, 4812
TpLxoveLf}:T[p]LXovetfL

1001
$XktJxe6;:$0X[xrce46;(?)],
ix
4c>oxeqC:

a*>xio[v],1553

Xio: Xo)[v], 1411
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7. THE ATHENIAN MONTHS
The months are listed in their order in the Athenian calendar. References are given to days within each
month as recorded in the enactment cited, these usually describing the date of a meeting of the assembly.
Where that precise information is absent, the month is indexed in Greek as it appears in its context.
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'Exarot.paov: 11th 1074; 17th 16113; 18th 16113;
'Exaoo[3ttiavoc], 56 A17
MeTxyetcLTvlv:9th 1874; 12th 2083; 18th 2263(?);28th
11712
1823; 29th 2244; McT[ayLetv]SvLt,
Bory8potAuv:9th 1795; 11th 2273; 12th 3367; 18th
1904; 29th 2263(?);[Bor8]po4a[Zivoc],107A5;[Bo]r8po,iivLt, 16014

HIIuvo,t6v: 8th, intercalatedthe thirdtime (83) 3053(?);
16th 3061; 25th 1235;IIuavootivog, 56 B(b)g;[IIu
a]vo(t0Lvoq,

2902; HIua[vo0oi.vLt],16015

MatltaxTxr7pv: 11th 1015; 29th 975; 29th or 30th
2892(?); Ma(llaxT7}pL[6vo],

2922; [MacXLa]xTr)pi.-

[vog], 3213; [MaxaLxrr)pio]vo[q],2814(?)
nIoaL8c&v:9th 3304; 11th 764; 28th 914(?); 29th
1245, 1803; [I]ooa8siivo;, 2863; [IIoaLt8]evog, 29644
raPr.i)Xcv: 6th 1005(?); 9th 1814; 10th 1005; 25th
27511;30th 1044, 1052; rapcx)XLvog,1134

'Av0eca'trxpv: 18th 2953; 19th 1714; 29th or 30th
2634
9th 1624(?), 1843, 2164, 2173, 2802(?),
'EXacporpoXL)v:
3083; 9th intercalatedthe fourth time (94) 1883; 12th
1024; 13th 954, 2613; 18th 2652; 19th 794; 22nd
1624, 2183; 30th 1722, 2135; 'EXacpTpo[Xoivoq],
11421; 'EXacp[rj3oXZivoo],
1654; 'EXacp[rlPoXt]i[vo<],
34213
3093; 'EXacy)[poXi&v]oC,
MouvvLXiv: 8th 1005(?); 10th 1254(?); 11th 2664,
2842; 21st 255C; 22nd or 23rd 3402; 28th or 29th
2761; 29th or 30th 1674; Mouvtxtivoc, 853, 21318,

3273;[Mo]uvt[xuivo;],2882
EapQy)xuv: Eapy),XtlvoC, 34126; eapy)XLt[)]v[oq], 673
ExLpoQpopuJv:llth 1865; 14th 673; 20th 3243,3253;

21st 1893; 26th 2194; 29th 2915; 29th or 30th
2593
1853; 30th 1033, 1165; [Exlpoqp]opLtUvo;,

8. GODS, HEROES, AND FESTIVALS

'AyaxO T6X1T(as deity receiving cult), 11416,22, 34018,
34118,34

'A0inv&:'AOnvav,115(a)6; 'AO1vat,755,18; 'A0nv[&L],
1532; 'A0nv&a[L],3637; 'A[0nval], 7528; 'A0nva&
TxY Nlxrlt, 7547, 11416; ['A]90)va [T5 IIooXLt]boo,
t)t]
34132; 'AOY)v&a
[Tfi IIoXt][][], 34138; ['A0Y)vaL
tL ECi)t?epa, 18615; 'A0rva&
7547;
IIo)i&Lt,
'A0Y)vatL
t)L 'TyrtLeL, 7534; NIx) (= 'AO.), 7545; 91Oe6q
(= 'AO.), 724, 47 A(f)2, 7531,37,58; see also HnaXXM,
Ioap90vog,and Index 2, s.v.Julia Augusta
t
IIuot[]
'A6,XXov: ['Atn6]XovL, 3369; 'A[t6]XXw),
9eoU
(= 'Ai.), 2764
OE9l,3637;[roi]

"ApetiLL: 'AptitL[8]o? BouXaxac;, 22519

'AypoUkL: 'Aqpo8blTr, 29647; 'A[ypo8kET], 3258;
202s; ['AypoB8lnv]xTv ETpaxovLx[l8a],
['Ap]po&CtCe,
2097

BacotacX, 18210
Baoarl: xriqBaaol[Sq], 21810
Bev8lt: Tel BevsitL, 3293
TrL A,X6Mt4xe[t],
AY)X6nr-TYI:
3293
Tfo ;
A^lnfityp: A yjtlTipog,12315, 27712; A^l[l)]TPO;
'EXeuatvlav, 489; seealsoe0e
ALovoCaa: [A,ov6ao]ac, 712; ALovuo[oWvT&v teyyaxov],
20827; AtOVuokoWtxTv &v ateL, 22437, 22510; At[ovuolov Tirv &v&arei], 2388; [ALovuvao(]v rOiv &v

24812; [ALo&aLet, 2492; [Atovualov] TWv kv &crrTL,
vuaEv Tiv iv] &a[et], 26148
6 CvoO TOUAioAL6vuaoq: Trh Atov6aot, 18112; 'tb

v6aou, 934; tl.Tlov ALovuoL[ax6v],296105;Oe&xpov
Atov6aou, see Index 9, s.v. Assembly, specified locations of
'EXeuOpla, 3046
'EXeauolvL:

'EXcuoaLVov, 22511, 29515; ['E]Xeuotv[ao]v,24813; 'E[Xe]uatvWv,2494
'EpEX0eq, 321(?)
'EXeXog: ['E]xtiou, 1614;TrOt OpLt,16114,16

Zeui;:At6q, 34013; y Ait6C,98; TrCt 'EX[euGOpkt ALl],
3424; ALl T&
[:EoTpL], 18614; Txf TOOA[Lb6gooa&],
Tou
1748; ['Ti
AL6q] ao&ac, 3048; TOi erAvVet TOU

At[6s], 21423
'HXloc: '"HXov, 115(a)6
'HpwlvaL:'HpoltvaL, 16114
'HpOCs:see'EXe,o
E0e6: t6[L] 0et, 128; seealso 'A0rlva, 'A6XXaov
8eo
TOiv 0eotv,
(= Demeter and Kore):
56 A14,27,29,36,37,48; 56 B(a)11,24, (e)3

eeol:

tobC 0eo6;, 2258, 3292; troC; 0[eo6q], 2507;

TO[Cq]oeo[6(g], 21418; [ToO5] Oeotg, 20612, 2408;

20510;[roCX]0eo0;
[TO O
9]eo6;,, 3303; [roCC G0o]65C,
(= tyeYXot 09eo),3256; Toc; [0eoG;](= tAEyaXoI
09Eo),
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324s; Tric Oecv, 26129, 2706; [rOv Oe]iv, 2358; TOLc IIavaOivoLta: HIIavaovLXa '& icy&X[a], 712; IIavaxOT&v
vaia, 7557; IIava0[vxaLa],1924; [IIav]aOeIvalV(v
0eotk, 2714; Toi 0eoi[g], 2999; [toi]q 9eoit, 30623;
IIa22438,
29515;
IIavaOr)vakov,
7519;
[&XXoL]q
Oeok,
1533;
?otk &XXotL
Txoi
90o[et], 28412;
uxpCiv,
412. eeot as superscript: see
a[9lT]val[o]v,2251o; [IlavaO]rvaklov,26149;[IIavaOrr
0eoxt,
Txoi[]8(bSexa
Index 9
vat]ov, 249s
xTv
IIapo0vo;:
[r]f IIape0v<p,34017
8rv Oeoioyp6[Ptov],2771;
8[e]ao8eao.P6pot: Tu
TzL IIoaictLVL[ZiaL'IxitoL], 2705
IoacL&Sv:
y6pov, 2778; [T&i]0edi, 277io
26149
HnoXaellata:
HIoXeatiEov,22511;HnToX[cCaklov],
Kixpo~: Kixpoxia Xa6, 44i
II169to: see 'A6XXov
K6py):riq K6pr);,481o;Tr<K6pv[q],27712;[rEIK6]peL,
28411; see also e6
EdTelpa: see 'A9vIv
Zee 6
also
see
eol(
3257;
Ociv,
eol:
yAeT&ov
ESoxp: see
Mey&XoL
[ti$v]
2848;
roic
Muar)]p(ov,
(Antigonos Monophthalmos and Demetrios
ErTf)pec
Muarrpxta: [rxv peyy&X)ov
as recipients of cult): toLC;ExriTpiov,
Poliorketes
3005
te[p6ok],
V[Ua]TD<olC<
11422; [To]C;ECOrfpatv, 11416; [TroC;ES]Tfpov,
'OX(6ntLOL:
3408
TiV 'OXuu4[ktov],
115(a)3
'OX,utEcia: [Tot]q'OXuJlcteLo[L],
2032
2704
X&ptre;: [X&pL]aLv,

nIaLXX,442

9. SIGNIFICANT THEMES AND FORMULAIC PHRASES

In this section the citations refer only to the text in which the theme or phraseology occurs; line references
are not included. Where the theme or phrase is not preservedon the stone but is a probable restorationthe
number of the text is shown in parentheses.
stated as rb yev6pevov &v4&XaJixa:
177, 178, 193, 194,
(200), 201, 214, (220), (221), 224, 225, 239, 248,
(250), (253), 267, 291, 295, 296, 301, 310, 312
Cost and type of stephanoi
gold, cost stated
500 drachmai, 44, 54(?)
1000drachmai, 77, 86, 92, 99, 101, 111, 127, 141
tv Atov6oou, 79, 181; tv :jU &eTrpq),224, (242),
gold, cost stated but uncertain: (94), (112)
(243), 262, 264, 265, 266, 273, (278), (284), (286),
295, (305), 308, 313, 332B, (335); iv TUp9e&tp4
gold, awarded xar& tbv v6Vov: 122, 141, 155, 157,
159, 163, 173, 181, 185, 187, 188, 194, 208, 224,
ieTareXOoaa x IIetpaticq, 319; u IIeLpaILe,124(?),
225, 238, 261
222, 259, 261, (282), 283, 290, 291, 292, (296);
gold, lacking further description: 79, 94, 115(b),206,
auyxXIAoq 4' IIeLpatie aorpar7)yv t(apayyeLivx6vov,
240, 248, 310, 332E
289;xaor&dj6plo~sa
pou,Xi, 102;xaoi&'xv xavrceaxv
olive: 55, 104, 123, 129, 153, 175, 188, 221, 225,
xoO OeoO,276
233, (250), (276), (291), (298?), (316), 332G(?), 335
Citizenship, grants of: see Concordance 1. D. Other
Publications,s.v. M.J. Osborne, Naturalization
myrtle: 228, 239, 277, 285
Cost of stelai
ivy: 166
type not identified: 174, 212, 249, 328
expressly specified
Council (pouXt), specified locations or meetings of:
10 drachmai, 181, 182, 187
20 drachmai, 40, 73, (88?), 112, (120), (137), (138),
if pouXeuty pouXeuTrpl4),116, 260; pouXAh
pouXAh
a(6vxXiToq axpartT)yv xtapayyeiLX&vx(v,
276;
TT)plp
(192)
30 drachmai, 43, 54(?), 60, (66), (88?), 90, (111),
pouX))iv TiSc'EXeuacLv),331
"Economy design" in prescripts: 214, 216, 217. Seealso
(121), 123, (139), (140), 162, 164
"Perfectdesign".
40 drachmai, (83)
50 drachmai, (104)
"Hortatory intention" (the encouragement of others to
with
restored
emulate the merits ofhonorands): 86, 98(?), 101, 112,
amount specified but not to be
proba123, 131, 144, 157, 158(?), 164, 173, 181, 185, 187,
bility: (115c), (122), (128), (129), (174)

"Analiskomenafund" as source of expenditure on stelai
:T()8r(ip): 45(?),
(r&xa-r&(cltabJiaTa &vaXLax6jieva
48, 54, 60, 66, 79, 83, 88, 104,
, 1 112, (115), 120,
121, 122, 123, 128, 137, 138, 139, 140, 164, 252. See
also255B.
Assembly (ixxXotla), specified locations or meetings of:
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194, 203, 213, 217, 224, 233, 239, 240, 250, 256(?),
261, 276, 285, 292, 300, 310, 316, 317, 323, 326(?).
SeeZPE 112, 1996, pp. 105-119.
Hospitality,public
entertainment of honorands in the Prytaneion (the
"hospitalityformula"),20, 22(?), 36, 43, 60, 111,
224, 225, 239, 253(?), 256, in the xoLv1 &ctac of
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the city, 335
grants of sitsis, 261, 310, 342(?)
Leases, decrees concerning: 6, 41, 75, 84, 93
Location of stelai
tv &xpot6X&L,
40, 41, 54, (66), 79, 88, (90), (96),
111, 120, (122), (137), (138), (141), 162, 164,
166, (178), (201), 248, 253, 267, 276, 298(?),
(312), 335, &vt-ji tepji Toi31av8Eovoq,(80), itczp&
u dtx6vxc, 301, near the altar of the
-----341
Augusti,
4' x66Xct(= &xp=O6X4L),
1, 7, 14, 15, (20), (27), 39
in the agora, 188(?), 213, 224, 240(?), beside the
altar of Artemis Boulaia, 225, beside the statue
of the honorand, 310, beside the statue [--291
at the entrance to the Areopagos, 73
at the place of assembly (tv -rf ixxXrpE(E),73
in or near the Eleusinion, 123, 140, 220, 228, 239,
(277)
in the Eurysakeion,86, 233
beside the Metroon, 221
in front of the Stoa of Zeus, 174, 304(?)
in the -citievoqof Zeus, 214
177
in the 4cgElEvoq
of(----],
near or in front of the Strategion, 182, (185), 187
near or in front of the Synedrion, 175(?), 181, 194
w
"in the hall.. .`" (v - Xaj
[- - - J), 129
in the sanctuary of the Herakleidai, 68
in the tep6v (of an uncertain organization), 153
in the establishmentwhere the official weights and
measures are housed, 322
275; [IoJuXi
"Minute-headings":[fouXijj a-qyEaicxw]-,
265; bfg.ou
ta4,
274;
[U4tou +ypr
-]
(Iv[(ptu%La273, 284,
259,
261;
+ yEa-TraJ,
([%A.ou
+YpEaVaxa,
286, 290; LUpi.ou 00pL7aLa[--(i?],

258

Nomoi:56(?), 57(?), 73, 75, 106C
Ownership of land and property,grants to foreignersof
legal right to: 106H, 111, 131, 148(?), 164, 166, 317

Paymasters(Treasurersor other officials) defraying the
expenses of inscribingand erecting stelai:
6 oq.aCcE(or 6 'pEq4ocTroOa8.iou), 40, 54, (60), 66,
73, (79), (83), 88, (90), 104, 1 1, (112), (115), 120,
121, 123, (137), 138, 139, (140)
6 -oEAao;'tiiv aTpcrrporutiOv,
122, 128, 194, (201),
224, 225, (239), (240), 248, 250, 253, (267), 276,
291, 295, 301, 310, 312
6 Taqt(cr(= 6 .t(oEacE
riiv aTpacwarmi3v),188, 296.
Seealto 255J.
6 &TewcC-T xcat ot -TpLTT1)CpXoL,
129, 162, 164
&O
6 id r bLox5aeL
(Single Officer of Administration), 166, 200(?), 213, (214), 220, 221
ot

niLt7) btoLxfcL

(Plural Board of Administra-

tion), (174), (177), (178), 181, 182, 187, (193?),
200(?). Seealso255B, 255H, 255J.
ot mrpar1yoE,
296
6 8 uapXoq
(in a deme decree), (192)
"Perfectdesign" in prescripts: 204, 205, 208, 213, 218,
222, 224, 260, 261, 266, 291, 319, 332D. See also
"Economy design".
at festivals: 142, 185, 187, 188
Proedria
Proxenia,grants of: 11, 14(?), 18(?),20, 21, 22(?), 23, 37,
45, 59, (66), 79, 104, 106H, 111, 131, 143(?), 164,
293(?)
Sitesis.SeeHospitality,public.
Statues, location and cost
&v&yopo, 240(?), 261, nxap&
Tdv etx6va ToOf3aL=XiCw;'Avrt6Xou,310

4' flcpaoEt',

261

unknown location, cost 1550 drachmai, 31
Stephanoi
provisionsfor proclamation of awards of, 208, 224,
225, 238, 248, 261, 310, 332
type (gold, olive, myrtle, ivy): see Cost and type of
stephanoi
Superscript heading (1EOI) of decrees: 9, 20, 38, 48,
50, 75, 78, 84, 86, 94, 97, 101, 107A, 116, 118, 123,
124, 147, 181, 186, 187, 189, 190, 215, 216, 224, 234,
236, 245, 260, 266, 273, 281, 291, 295, 307, 325, 331
Treaties and comparable international agreements: 3,
4, 15,)16,19,34, 35, 41, 46, 47, 50,251, 58,63(?), 115
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10. ARCHONSHIPS DISCUSSED
The references in this section are to pages of this volume. The names of the archons are accompanied
by the year (or, in some cases, alternativeyears)to which their term of office has been assigned.
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Achaios(190/89)
Agatholdes(357/6)
Alexandros(174/3)
Alexis(173/2)
Anaxikrates(307/6)
Apollodoros(319/18)
Archias(346/5)
Archippos (321/20)
ArchipposII (318/17)
Aristolas(161/60)
Athenodoros(256/5 or 254/3)

371-372
83
395-396
398-399
168-169
151-152
107-108
146

156-157
415-416
280-281
327
362-363
242-243

Chairephon(219/18)
Charildes(196/5)
Charinos(291/90)
Demetrios(170/69)
Diognetos(2.64/3)
DioklesI (286/5)
DioldesI (139/8)
Diomedon(245/4 or 244/3)
Dionysios"whosucceeded
Paramonos"
(112/11)
Dionysios"whosucceeded
Timarchides"
(135/4)
DiotimosI (285/4)
DiotimosII (126/5)
Erastos(163/2)
Ergochares(226/5)
Euainetos(335/4)
Euandros(between202/1
and 197/6)
Euergetes(164/3)
Eunikos(169/8)
Elthios (283/2)

412-413
407
256-257

Flavius Macrinns (A.D. 116/17)

477-478

Hegemon(327/6)
Hegesias(324/3)
Hermogenes(183/2)
Hippakos(176/5)
Hippas (181/80)
Kallistratos(208/7)
Kephisodoros(323/2)
Koroibos(306/5)
Kydenor(242/1, 241/40,
or 240/39)

128
134-135
381
393-394
383-384

404-406

278
245
433
300-302
452
436
255
446

414
320-321
117
334-335

333-334
139
178
306, 309-310

Leostratos(303/2)
Lysiades(148/7)
Lysias(239/8 or 238/7)
Lysitheides(272/1)

186-187
427-428
312-313
266

Menedemos(179/8)
Mnesitheos(155/4)

391
421

Neaichmos(320/19)
Niketes(332/1)
NikiasI (296/5)
Nikias I (282/1)
Nikodemos(122/1)
Nikokles(302/1)

149
119-120
237
256-257

Olbios(275/4)
Olympiodoros(293/2)
Ourias(281/80)

263
240-241
260

Peithidemos(268/7 or 265/4)
Phanarchides
(193/2)
Pheidostratos
(before229/8)
Phereldes(304/3)
Philinos(252/1 or 255/4)
Philokles(322/1)
Philoneos(244/3, 243/2,
or 242/1)
Phrynichos(337/6)
Polyzelos(367/6)
Prokles(99/8)
Pytharatos(271/70)
Pythodelos(336/5)

275-276
367-368
314-316

449
194-195

180

284285
143
305-307, 309
109

75
460

268
113

Sosikrates(111/10)
Synunachos(188/7)

453-454
373-374

Themistokles(347/6)
Theophilos(227/6)
Theoxenos(187/6)
Thersilochos(248/7 or 247/6)
Thoudemos(353/2)
Timesianax(182/1)
Timouchos(?)(191/90)

106-107
319
375
294-295
87
382-383
369-370

Xenon (133/2)
-ippos I (199/8)
-ippos n (177/6)

441
360
392-393
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